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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTffiNVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
COMMENTS AND RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 
INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION 
Introduction 
This document is the Comments and Responses to Comments volume of the Final Environmental Impact Statement 
and Environmental Impact Report prepared for the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project (Final 
EISEIR). This volume of the Final EISEIR provides copies of the written comments received on the Draft EISEIR 
and the lead agency responses to those comments in conformance with the requirements of the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 
The Draft EISEIR was distributed for agency and public review in May 1998. Comments were received at four (4) 
open-house public meetings on the Draft EISEIR, as follows: 
Tulelake, California July 6, 1998; 
Mt. Shasta, California July 7, 1998; 
Yreka, California July 8, 1998; and 
McArthur, California July 9, 1998. 
The public comment period on the Draft EISEIR was initially scheduled to close on July 22, 1998, but the public 
comment period was extended through August 24, 1998 as a result of requests by interested parties for extension of the 
comment period. Written comments received by the lead agencies through September 29,1998 were accepted for written 
response in this document. 
The Final EISEIR is comprised of three volumes, including: 
Final EIS/EIR - The text volume of the Final EISEIR providing the final environmental assessment of the 
effects of the proposed Project, determinations of the significance of the impacts, mitigation measures, and the 
executive summary; 
Technical Appendices - The volume of the Final EISEIR providing Technical Appendices A through Q 
to the document; and 
Comments and Responses to Comments - This volume of the Final EISEIR with Comments and 
Responses to Comments on the Draft EISEIR prepared for the proposed Project. 
Comment Letter Organization 
Written comments received on the Draft EISEIR have been organized and labeled into lettered “groups” (“A” 
through “I”) that reflect the source of the comment letters. Individual comment letters within each “group” were 
consecutively numbered in the chronological order that they were received, commencing with the number “1.” In this 
manner each comment letter was assigned a unique number comprised of the source “group” letter and the chronological 
number assigned to the comment letter ( e g ,  B 1, C4, F12, etc.). The source “groups” are as follows: 
Group “A” Comment Letters - Form Letters; 
Group “B” Comment Letters - Elected Officials: 
Group “C” Comment Letters - Native American Tribal Officials; 
Group “D” Comment Letters - Federal Agencies; 
Introduction- 1 Introduction 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project Final EISEIR 
Comments and Responses to Comments 
Group “E’ Comment Letters - State or Local Agencies; 
Group “F’ Comment Letters - Organizations or Corporations; 
Group “G’ Comment Letters - Individuals; 
Group “H’ Comment Letters - Written Comments Received at Public Meetings; and 
Group “I” Comments Letters - Petitions. 
Each of the comment letters was given a preliminary review during which individual comments on the Draft EISEIR 
were identified by placing each identified comment in [brackets]. Each bracketed comment was then numbered, 
commencing with the number “1” in each comment letter and continuing consecutively until each comment provided 
in the letter was numbered. In this manner, each comment received on the Draft EISEIR can be uniquely identified by 
combining the comment letter source ‘‘group’’ letter, the chronological number assigned, and individual comment 
number given to the bracketed comment. The short-hand means used for identifying individual comments in this 
document is the comment letter number followed by a colon (:) and the individual comment number. The following are 
some examples: 
The 5‘h comment in the 3‘d letter received from a federal agency would be D3:5; 
The Yd comment in the 151h letter received from an individual would be G15:2; and 
The 43rd comment in the 7‘h letter received from an organization would be F7:43. 
Document Organization 
This Comments and Responses to Comments volume is organized by providing uniquely numbered 
photoreproduction copies of the actual comment letters received on the Draft EISEIR separated into source groups and 
ordered in the approximate chronological sequence in which the comment letters were received. The individual 
Comments for which responses are provided are shown in the numbered brackets superimposed on each of the 
photoreproduced comment letters. 
The comment letters are followed by the Responses to Comments section of the document. This section provides 
responses to each of the numbered Comments in the same order in which the Comments are presented in the comment 
letter section. A brief summary of each individual Comment is provided immediately prior to the lead agency Response 
to the Comment. Immediately preceding each lead agency response is the phrase “In response,” followed by the text 
of the response to the comment. Following the response, a separate paragraph is provided for those responses that 
resulted in a revision of the text of Draft EISEIR for the Final EISEIR. The revised or supplemental text described in 
the response is provided in the text volume of this Final EISEIR. 
The Responses to Comments section of the document is followed by a List of Acronyms section that defines the 
multiple acronyms used in the EISEIR and provides the following indexes to assist readers in locating individual 
comment letters and responses and topical information. 
Numerical Index - Letter number listing of each of the comment letters in group and chronological number 
sequence; 
Comment Letter Author Index - Alphabetical listing of each of the comment letters organized by the comment 
letter author(s) and including the names of each of the individuals that submitted a form letter; 
Agency and Organization Index - Alphabetical listing of each of the agencies and organizations that provided 
comments on the Draft EISEIR; and 
Key Word Index - A listing of key words used in the document that can be used to identify page numbers in 
the Responses to Comments on the same key word topic. 
Introduction 

c c c 
CalEnergy/ Telephone Flat Comment  Lener 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12" Street 
Alturas. Ca 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
I want to voice my opposition concerning geothermal development within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. 1 am also against 
CalPine's Fourmile Hill Project and any future geothermal developments within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 
No to geothermal develo ment within the Medicine Lake Highlands - A  
July 7, 1998 
Mr. Randall M. Sharp 
USFS/BLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alluras, California 961 01 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
a E h e  National Forest belongs lo all the people of the United States and muniple uses 
such as recreation, mineral development, timber harvesting Including geothermal 
development can be environmentally sensitive. W e  believe the CalEnergy Company. 
Inc.'s Telephone Flat Pro)ect des1 n and the EIS stipulations provide adequate envlron- 
mental safeguards and mitlgation2 
urthermore, llwe believe that Alternatlve B would adversely affect the long term tuture 
resewoir area. The Proposed Action is the best alterna- 
cevelopment of this national resource by shlfting the central power plant area toward 
the eastern edge of the kno 
tive and should be a p p r o v a  
9) he transmission line route should follow the D2/82 route as the alternate route 
DVA2) would necessitate bulldlng roads In the Mt. Hoffman Roadless Area, the pass 
Is over 8,000 feet with high snow levels and potential for icing problems on the lines 
Please keep me on your mailing list. 
Sincerely, 
3 F 
Comment: 
July 9, 1998 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12" Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
c o p p o r s e  the geothermal development within the Medicine 
Sincerely 
MI Randall Sharp 
L' S Forest ServicelBLM 
800 West 12" Street 
Alturas, CAA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp. 
8 6s a resident ofNonhern California I would like to express my support for the Proposed 
Alternative for the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project. I am an environmeiitalist because I ani 
concerned about the environment and believe i t  necessary to make wise choices when we  develop 
concerned, and for many other 
3 Csupport the multiple use concept for public lands, including Forest Senice and BLM lands 
These public lands, as opposed to  our National Parks, were set up to accommodate a number of 
recreational and development uses Under this concept, the proposed project is an acceptable use 
The site proposed for the power plant has been lo d and is behind 3 small butte which provides 
for visual and sound barriers from Medicine La@also believe the proposed transmission line 
route D2B2 is the most acceptable due to terrain and w e a t h e g  
This project can exist peacefully with the summer camping and the winter recreation activities 
c y  pro\iding tours and posted information we have an additional opportunity to give the public 
information on the clean, quiet energy available with geothermal I also believe the economic 
6 
ability to make good choices based on science and knowledge as far as management is concerned 
I reject that concept. 'The best way to protect our environment is to encourage individual actions 
and involvement by the people in 
and tie the hands of professional 
way is to impose heavy handed regulations 
I n  summary, this Project will not harm the environment, and \\ill provide needed clean energ! for ' r u r  residents, and can coexist with hledicine Lake and current recreational uses without harm 3 
Very truly yours. 
Q 
e c c 
June Ib ,  1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Rat EIS Contact 
U S Forest SenicJBureau of Land Management 
800 Wea 11 Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
RE ltlephone Flat Geothcnrra! Pr3ject Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Dear Sir, 
I am in support of multiple use of the National Forest 
C e o p l e  of the United States and multiple uses such as recreation, mineral development and 
timber harvesting can be environmentally sensitive and compatible uses ofthe National 
Forest. The proposed Telephone Rat Geothermal Project appears t o  have completed a 
The forest belongs to all the 
Please keep me on your mailing list 
Sincerely 
Name 
Address 
:i,/LJ- e,  QnaeJ - F38i 
July 13, 1998 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Slreet 
AI-, CA 96101 
Dear M I  Sharp: 
S. 0 am writing to voice my opposition concerning geothermal development within the 
Medicine Lake Highlands. 1 am opposed to CalEneregy's Telephone Flat Project, CalPine's Four 
Mile Hill Project and any future geothermal development within the Medicine Lake High land3  
r f i e s e  developments will have serious environmental consequences with the cutting 
of old growth timber, the development of access roads in wildness areas, the degradation of 
the water in Medicine Lake and in the local aquifers due to toxic cooling tower drift and toxic 
geothermal fluid spills and l eaks3  
8: 
3 Q c e  local air quality will decline with the release of hydrogen sulfi e peace and tranquillity of Medicine Lake will be destroyed by the consuuction and operation *of these 
developments 2 
6 &e,roads in this area are inadequate for the increased industrial traffic and transportation of 
toxic matenals that these developments will bring I 
9 c f e e l  that these negative issues will affect every aspect of the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
The CalEnergy Telephone Flat Project is very large, in a very sensitive area with the potential to 
czsse signiEcant long-te.m negative impacts to the environment including the wildlife, recreation, 
Native-American issues and the overall quality of life in the a r e a  
Therefore. I am opposed lo geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
July 17. 1998 
7/16/98 
Randall Sha rp  
USFS/BLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
80 W. 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
re: Medicine Lake Highlands 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
1 C h e  to the many adverse effects the proposed geothermal development will 
have o n  the area, for both recreational and spiritual users, please strongly 
recommend the use of the buy back option to eliminate the leases 
outs tanding.  
Thank you for your efforts in not losing this fantastic resource. 
Sincerely, 
31 
6 Berry Street 
Mount  Shasta, CA 96067 
(530) 926-2500 
cc: Timothy  Burke 
Randall Sharp 
USFSlBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
ANrU, CA96101 (530) 233-8848 
DearMr Sharp 
I am opposed to the geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands I am 
opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Rat Project I am also against CalPine's Fourmile H i U  Project 
and any future geothermal developments within the Medicine Lake Highlands 
l m  
8 
3 m  
Q m  
61 
8 m  
7. 
8. 
9 m  
10 
11 
The following are the reasons why 1 oppose these geotheimnl developments: 
Quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drifl Cooling tower drifl contains 
c c 
c r e e l  tp! these negative impacts concerning geothermal development will a5ect every 
aspect of Me&cme Lake f i f lmds  The CalEnergy Telephone Flat Project is very large in a very 
sensitive area with the potential to  cause significant long-term negative ‘mpacts lo the 
environment, including wildlife, vegetation, recreation, Native-American issues and the overall 
quality of life Enclosed on separate pages are  more details on t h n e  issues. 
Sincerely, 
Wil Samson 
19196 Farwell Avenue 
Saratoga, CA 95070 
cc President Bill Clinton 
Vice-president AI Gore 
Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
2 
SAVE MEDICINE LAKE 
The Medicine Lake Fhghlands. a utuquelv beautiful and environmenrally sensitive volcanic 
regon, located 30 miles northeast of MI Shasta on the Shasta, Klamath, and Modoc National 
Forests, is in jeopardy 
2 8 G R O J E C T  DESCRIPTION: CalEnergy’s Telephone Flat Geothermal Project is located 
1.5 miles east ofMedicine Lake CalEnergy has proposed a 48-megawatt geothermal power 
plant, well fields and pipelines The project will encompass approximately 173 acres within the 
Medicine Lake Volcanic Caldera Note: The power generated from CalEnergy’s Telephone Flat 
environmental destruction 
RECENT HISTORY: 
Ca. has proposed the Fourmile Hill project, their DraR Environmental Impact Report PER) was 
while we Californians will be paying the high price of 
Currently there are two proposed geothermal projects. the potential 
3pQ r x i s t s  for the development of four more projects in the area. Calpine Corporation of San lose, 
geothermal reservoir They claim it’s’s “green energy”, hut the environmental damage that will 
occur, will devastate and change the environmentally sensitive Medicine Lake Highlands forev 
industry 
$ e G L D  GROWTH: The proposed project is in and LSR (Late Successional Reserve or Old 
Growth), an area set aside for wildlife habitat protection Species of concern include pine 
martens, goshawks, ospreys, spotted owls. mule deer, etc . The Telephone Flat Project will 
affect approximately 173 acres The combine 
over 460 acres, much of that being old g r o w t b  
MT. HOFFMAN ROAD1,ESS AREA: The proposed project will significantly impact this 
rojects including Fourmile Hill will encompass 
L 7 c e a  Transmission lines, roads and right-of-ways wildlife with noise, traflic, people, 
and potential accidents involving wildlife and 
$8 WATER QUALITY: Deposits ofcooling tower drift will settle on surface waters including 
c e d i c i n e  Lake, Little Medicine Lake, Blanche Lake, Rullseye Lake. and Paynes Springs, etc . 
3 
%g FIR QUALITY: Geothermal production produces hydrogen sulfide (kL2.S) which is the “rotten 
egg” odor that will 611 the air The odor impact i s  based on a 25-year-old standard CalEnergy 
that their project could produce odor level that exceeds the California air quality 
ooling tower drifl is also harmful when settling on plant and animal habitat Boron is 
at higher elevations. Telephone Flat is at the 7000 elevation 3 
23 NOISE: Drilling noise, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (90 days per well, 18 planned wells). 
6 r i l l i ng  will continue for at least nine years Due to extreme weather conditions, winter drilling 
will be curtailed Construction noise will be 7 days a week, I O  hours a day Once 
plant noise (turbines) will be heard 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year 
BfB VISUAL QUALITY: The power plants with steam plumes, well fields with sumps and miles of 
pa &FFIC: The increased traffic flow will adversely effect existing recreational use and cause 
traffic related accidents involving both humans and wildlife The existing roads are not adequate 
or safe for the proposed increased construction traffic Also, truckloads of hazardous materials 
abatement will be transpo~?ed to the power plants over narrow, winding 
days toxic geothermal fluids must be removed to a Class 1 disposal site. 
in Oregon. Road conditions are at their worst during the extreme winter 
Siskiyou and Modoc counties do not have a ha-mat clean- 
RECREATION: Camping, hunting, and fishing within Medicine Lake Highlands will no 
8 I CUMULATIVE EFFECTS: The cumulative effects o f  the CalEnergy and Calpine projects will 
devastating to the Highlands The 300-megawatt transmission line will have the capabiliry to 
handle s i x  of these 48-megawatt power plants, future developments must be addressed 
CalEnergy must also address the p ibility o f  enlarging their Telephone Flat power plant to 
accommodate additional megawatts 3 
88 There are several other concerns surrounding geothermal development including degradation of 
q a t i v e  American traditional and cultural values, the c feasibility of the projects, and 
alternatives to geothermal development and 
d 
COMMENT LEllTR-MAIL BY LvLy32 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HICHIANDS 
Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - BM) we* 12th Street 
AINas. CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp 
G a m  stronFly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the 
Mehane Lake fighlands. I support the Pit River. Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition I O  
these developments which would have devastating impacts on the saoed character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sYes and cuJtural resources; on the water qualhy of 
Medidne Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have theu sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, Lheir habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and ~ W a l  beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
the Tribes in Northern California 
g 
gathering grounds for thousands important to the culh~ral survival of 
American sacred lands, determined to be 
l i n e  and the six power plants that i t  has the 
Q 
6 
e 
9 
8 
9 
40 
Ipz 
Sincerelv. 
sirnature 
c 
July 17,  1998 
Roger Thomas 
9 2 5 2 0  Highway 96 
Somes Bar, CA 95568 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project EIS/EIR Coordinator 
8 0 0  West 1 2 t h  Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
P r s u p p o r t  geothermal development a t  Medicine Lake. I believe the 
CalEnergy Company, Inc.'s Telephone Flat Project design and the EIS 
st ipulat ions provide adequate environmental safeguards and mit igation. 
This pro ject  would also help the econ 
counties, which is desperately n e e d e d 3  
8 E u r t h e r m o r e .  I believe tha t  Alternative B would adversely affect t he  long 
t e r m  future development of  th is national resource by shif t ing the central 
power p lant  area toward the eastern edge of the known reservoir 
The Proposed Action is the best alternative and should be a p p r o v e z '  
ic diversity o f  Modoc and Siskiyou 
3 G e  transmission line route should follow the Agency Preferred 
Alternative (D1 /A2)  for  interconnecting the transmission line f r o m  the 
Telephone Flat Project power plant site t o  the N 
this route would no t  a f fect  late seral stage f o r e 9  
S i p c m  
hern Utility Corridor as "*.- 
COMMENT L E T T E R -  MAIL BY AUGYST-ZAtb, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLAND5 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 8M) west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
fear MI. Sharp: 
% am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medinne 
ake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to thew 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the s m e d  character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands: on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality 01 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creek; and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; or 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the vlsual and air 
que?; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religlous, ceremonial, hunting and 
six power plants that it Iias the 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Hlstoric Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this developmen 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural re 
Sincerely, 
Tribe: ~ ~ ~ - , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ - ~ - -  Address: ..i 
I&idual comma!& . . . .-  . .~ . ~ .  . . . . __.._ 
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I t  is also imperative that the geothennal waters are reinjectcd efficiently so that the maxinium 
temperature. pressure, and volume are returned to the geothrnnal reservoir. Wastage of tlie 
geothermal resource will or can cause depletion ofthe geothermal reservoir. Such wastage has 
shortened the lives of  some 
ahandonnient of the resource. 
othermal fields and some have suffered depletion and eventual 3 
c i s  iniportanr that the inipacts on private property be minimized as much as possible. The 
Coilnty supports the effons of thc community of Tionesta to locate the transmission line 
from the private propeny in that area and also to minimize the impact on their viewslied. 
The Coitnty appreciates the opportunity to comment on the 'Telephone flat Geothermal Project 
and offers the above for vital consideration. 
way 3 
Sincerely 
JOSEPH COLT 
Chairman ofthe Board 

c 
The Klamath Tribes 
' , I  
July 7. 1998 
Mr Randall Sharp USFSlBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flal Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alluras Calltomla 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp 
t;i". Klamalh Tribes lnctuding both the Execulive Cornmiltee and the Culture and Herilage 
Commi ee  have spenl a significant amounl of time discussing the Calilornia Energy General 
Corporation Telephone Flal Geothermal Project wilh Cal Energy a s  well a s  internally Addittonally we 
have had lhe Opporlun~ty to review the Draft Environmental Impact Stalernent and have come to Ihe 
following conclusions 
First it is evident thal lhere will be some impact on the religious practices of the Klamalh Tnbes 
al (he Modoc Nalional Forest due to the geothermal development However, in working wtlh Cal Energy 
Corporalion we have been able to reach an agreemenl with Cal Energy in the form of an Memorandum 
of Agreement and a Letter of Underslanding that eslablishes the basts of a long lerm relationshlp 
between Klamalh Tribes and Cal Energy 
As a result of these discussions and agreements the Klamalh Tribes wish lo express their 
suppoT1 01 continuing to work with all parries on the Telephone Flat Geolhermal Project As I have 
indicated in a presentation that I personalty gave io the Klamath Falls Chamber 01 Commerce the 
relalionship we have eslablished with Cal Energy IS an example of 
Klamalh nalion can successfully work together lowards a common 
&If C Mitchell, Chairman 
Klamath Tribes Executive Committee 
JCM M 
August 22,199h 
- 
5 5 Randall Sharp, Project Leader 5 Telephone Rat Geothermal Project - USFSlBLM - 800 West 12th Street 
e Alturas, CA 96101 
Re: Comments on the Telephone Flat Geothermal Proiect 
Praf l  Environmental ImDact Statement - 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
51 The following comments are written on behalt of the Fit River Tribe regarding the Fourmil? 2 cHill Geothermal Project in the Medicine Lake Highlands. The Pit River Tribe has already 
expressed many concern5 about and opposition to this propct, and this previous input is 
incorporated into these comments by reference. 
Our comments reflect the deep ties and concern that the Pit River people, particularly the 
Ahjumawi and Atwamsini Bands, have about ancestral lands in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. This is not limited just lo traditional cultural properties and cultural resources. 
but to all aspects of the natural environment - water, air. plants and animals - of our 
ancestral lands. The proposed geothermal developments would have devastating impacts 
on the sacred character of the whole Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites 
and cultural resources; on the water quality of Medicine Lake and the man? springs. creeks 
and rivers thal have their sources in the Highlands; on the animals, their habitats and 
9 
; - 
Z 
2 
C 
plants; on the visual and air quality; and on the peace 
2 
;I 
c -. 
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1. NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL ISSUES 
(NHPA, AIRFA, Executive Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on 
Environmental Justice, Federal Trust Responsibility.. .) 
k E p i r i t u a l  and Cultural Si- of the Medicine Lake Hiehlands 
Medicine Lake lies nestled within an ancient volcanic caldera northeast of Mount Shasta, 
on an eastward extension of the southern Cascade Range. The Medicine Lake Highlands 
are valued for their pristine beauty and solitude and exceptionally pure waters. The whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands area has been and continues to be a place of great spiritual 
significance to the Native People of  Southern Oregon and Northern California, people of 
the the Ahjumawi and Atwamsini (Pit River Tribe), Modoc and Shasta Tribes. 
The Medicine Lake Highlands have been used to obtain spiritual power. It is a place to 
become someone. A man without power is nothing, according to the Elders of the Tribe. 
So in order to become someone, a person would seek their power or vision at Medicine 
Lake or in the Highlands. This is why the Medicine Lake Highlands are important, in 
order to do something for  OUT people, for the land, and  for the Creator, and  not just for 
ourselves. 
As the Ethnographic Report indicates, Medicine Lake and the Highlands have a long and 
rich cultural history that goes way back into prehistoric times. The Lake, the Mountains 
around it, the springs, hunting grounds, and gathering areas are a n  interconnected whole 
whose parts are tied together through the Creator's power or spirit that inhabits them. 
When someone acts out and contemplates the things the Creator has done in times of 
creation, these are the models and examples for humans to follow; this is what helps a 
person become someone, by outwardly and inwardly enacting articipating in, and being 
filled with, the revelations and experiences of sacred c r e a t i o n 3  
A journey is made from the Lake to Mount Hoffman and all the places where the Creator 
' ~ c o m p l i s h e d  these deeds, including Medicine Mountain. Red Shale Butte, Lyon's Peak, 
Glass Mountain, Indian Butte, Timber Mountain, Sconchion Springs, Payne Spring, and 
many others. In order to preserve the integrity of this journey, the entire Medicine Lake 
Highlands, from Dry Lake to Timber Mountain, is regarded as a whole sacred landscape. 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
August 22, 1998 
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This sacred significance makes preserving the Medicine Lake hliphiands vital to the 
cultural continuity and the very survival of the tribal traditiow. that are the spirit of  the 
people. No 
I n a d e w t e  NHP A Section 106 P r o w  - National Reeister Evaluations 
While the DEI5 goes to great lengths to convince us that Native American cultural issues 
evaluations have been made. This is counter to the National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA) process, which states that National Register evaluations must be done early i n  
the planning process -that is, early in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
process - while there is stiU room to avoid adverse impacts, commitment of funds 
a n d l o r  resources, and to consider other alternatives. We understand that the USFS may 
be currently consulting with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) to evaluate 
which properties may be eligible to the National Register. The Native Coalition and the 
Pit River Tribe have written letters urging the SHPO to recommend the N tional Register 
eligibility of the entire Medicine Lake Highlands as a Cultural Landscape. 
8 
L a v e  been considered, the document has been done before any National Register 
f 
DEI5 admits that 'continued development of any kind in the Medicine Lake 
ighlands, including the proposed Project. would adne rdy  affecf fhr  spirifual 
significance of f h e  Medicine Lake Highlands as R whole sacred sk and this impact was 
determined to be significant and no mifigufion measures are feasible' (ES27emphasis 
added). However, this is summarily treated as an unfortunate, unavoidable consequence, 
without going the next logical step - adverse impacts with this kind of  consequence 
require a $XI 'ological Effects Analysis. Such an analysis should weigh whether the 
questionable advantages of this development are worth the sociological costs 
Similarly, the DElS admits visual quality and noise effects on sacred sites, and merely 
'Cdismisses these impacts as unavoidable. Measures to reduce adverse impacts, described in 
table ES.7 are not real measures. Visual and other effects 'would remain significant and 
unavoidable in the context of Native American values' (ES7Off. The magnitude of 
a Cultural Manaeement Plan. for cultural resources in the Medicine Lake 
impacts on Native American cultural values requires a higher level of analysis, incl 
3 
8 c v e n  if National Register eligibility evaluations are done at this stage, we are concerned 
that the evaluations are being done too late in the process. Evaluations for eligibility to 
the National Register of  Historic Places should not be done to accommodate a project. 
They are to be determined on the basis of cultural criteria. We have a serious concern that 
the evaluations are not being done in an objective manner. Based on objective cultural 
evaluations, the DElS should f h e t i  analyze effects and adverse effects. Since National 
Register evaluations have not been done, DEE statements about the effects on Native 
c c 
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American Values cannot be fully determined short of a NHPA Section 106 
DE15 must be rewritten IO adequately tahe into account impacts on cultural 
Native American Traditional Cultural values are being analyzed in this DLlS with no a K t i r e n c e  to  standard!. derived from consultations with the Tribes. An attempt is made to 
comply with NtiPA cultural standards (see 3.6-11) but apparently without going rhruugh 
Ihr  Scrliun 106 Proctrs The DEI5 at 3.6.1Ll11 states that 'the Medicine Lake Highlands as 
a whole.' 'seven places traditionally used by Pit River or Modoc for quests for personal 
power or doctor power or both.' and *one sacred place where medicinal water is obtained' 
are 'potentially eligible to the National Krgister because of traditional cultural 
importance.' Saying lhis is not the same as complying with NHPA. Furthermore, therc 
are several places (not just one) that are sacred places that provide medicinal water: 
Pdyne's Spring.$nrhlon Spring, Medicine Lake itself, as well a5 a number 01 ice caves, 
have this use. 
Elsewhere. such as at ES26. the DElS states that the integTity of the Mediane Lake 
power or doctor power are not really religious activities. Again, these statements are made 
objection applies wherever such statements are made throughout the DEIS. 
At E5-105. miligations discuss evaluating 'each potentially affected site in order to 
' c e t e r m i n e  if the site is eligible for listing under the NRHP eligibility criteria,' if avoidance 
of disturbance is not feasible. This kind of piecemeal, construction-phase evaluation is not 
l o c i g h l a n d s  has been violated by recreational development, and that questsfor personal 
without consultations, and appear to be merely attempts to accommodate I 
acceptable. National Register evaluations must be done early in the planning phases, 
impacts can h. avoided, as stated by the Forest Service's own regulations (see footnote 
Earlier decisions, including the decision to award a number of geothermal leases in the 
affinnalivc obligation to consult with Native American Tribes on projects that will affect 
cultural sites. n e  Tribes must be directly contacted by the agency, and information about 
the project must be presented in a manner of communication that is accessible to  Tribal 
' p ~ 9 S O s .  were made without consultations with the Tribes. Federal agencies have a n  
people. Public notilication and efiorts to consult 
inadequate throughout the proces which led to 
13 Recent decisions (particularly the Pueblo of Sandia case) indicate that the courts are 
the fact. A number of cases have d e d  that. once an agency has determined that an 
undertaking exists, it must begin the 106 process by identifying any eligible properties in the 
area of potential effects. Espeaally in the case of Native American sacred sites. it is in the 
agencys interest to evaluate eligible properties belore commitment of funds and before 
permjts or leases are awarded to developers. Executive Order 13007 states that impacts on 
sacred sites must be avoided, and Executive Order 12898 on Environmental justice pertains 
to disproportionate impacts on minorities. and lack of participation in thr decision making 
p r w e s .  I t  i s  impossible for 
rkoming less tolerant of half-hearted attempts by agencies to apply NHPA to projects after 
. 
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agencies to comply with NHPA, AIRFA, the federal trust responsibility. and these 
executive orders i f  NHPA evaluations are lacking when important decisions are made. 
I h e  only way to remedy this is to reopen the decisions which were lhus made illegally, 
were subsequently awarded This is a serious 
1s The DEIS pays lip service, at 3.6-10, to sacred sites that may fall under Executive Order 13007 
K d  the National Register of tlistoric Places, but evaluations have not been done to actually 
dclerniiiic the eligibility of these sites, which include the entire Medicine Lake Highlands 
The IXIS at 3.6-11 states that 'Effects on each place and resource were considered in terms 
of the applicable signilicance criteria.' Again, this is only lip service. NHPA requires that 
effects and adveru? effects be determined after evaluations for eligibility are done. These 
process may not be done by a consulting firm hued by the potential developer, but must 
involve the State Historic Preservation Office (SHIV) and the Advisory Council on 
Historic Prrservation (ACHP)., Similarly mitigations mus arrived at in consultation 
with the lribes. the' SHPO and ACHP through an MOA.' 3 
16 At 3.6.3, in the discussionof Significance Criteria. the DElS (p. 3.6-10) states that there are 
&ribat hunting and gathering areas in the Medicine Lake Highlands, and the 'context in 
which these activities take place and in which their products are used is traditional and 
may be seen as religious or spiritual ... they do not involve sped ic  sites with boundaries 
within which the activity must take place in order to have its traditional meaning.' 
Elsewhere (p. 3.6-10 to 11). the DElS acknowledges that 'the entire Medicine Lake 
Highlands as  a whole has been specifically identified' under E.O. 13007, NHPA and CEQA, 
but that specific effects are difficult to identify 'without reference to  specific places within 
the larger area: 
Many specific sites have been identified in the Theodoratus-Emberson Report within the 
whole cultural landscape of the Medicine Lake Highlands. Traditional practitioners 
indicate that where a site is identified, the whole place is meant. For example, 'Mount 
Ilolfman' indicates that the whole of Mount Holfman is significant for cultural activities. 
not just part of the mountain. 
Furthermore, the significance criteria are being evaluated outside the framework - the 
NHPA Section 106 Process - which legally evaluates significance and effects. The 
identified; i t  is that the process has not been completed 
IWI haye devrlopd an A p p n d i x  01 ncpr in IIIC NHPA %ion 106 Process. w h c h  wds ~ n i  dong: ~ t h  
commrnti on lhr propwd Foumvlc Hill gcolhrmd prow 
l T h e  Forea SMCC ne& IO c o d i  its own Forest Sprv~cc Manual (F3M) 2360 on Cultural Resotucer and Ow 
Memorandum 01 lindecstandmg betwpm US. Dtpnrtmmi of Asnrullure, Forrrl S e m c r  and the Advlror). 
Counril on Hirtonc Prcservaiion sigicd Febmmy 25,1977. Thur MOU 1s found m Fu( 23tQ. along nlh 
Coordtmlmg liequircmmlr for Undrnal;ingJ. The Cmrduuimg Requirements call for 'Abandon undenhng '  
(FSM 1x1 31) il adwrse dlmr on nilNd rewurce~ c m o t  be miltpaled ' 
difficulty in this section is not that significance and effe sites and boundaries. cannot be 
MI. Randall Sharp 
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Ethnoerphic  Report 
We understand that an augmented Ethnographic Report by Dr. Dorothea Theodoratus 
corrections and 
additions made by Tribal members on the Draft. While we have requested this augmented 
Report of the Forest Archaeologist a number of times, we have not received it. 
related to sites and significance through the DEE. 
For the Telephone Flat Propct, Dr. Nancy Evans was contract by the E.M.A. Consulting cn (hired by CalEnergy to prepare the DEIS) to research concerns specific to  that Project. 
Dr. Evans spent one day with Tribal members, but to our knowledge, very little new 
information was developed for this propct. Dr. Evans was evidentally told not to conduct 
any new interviews. This is typical of how our attempts to obtain documentation of 
16 
r a n d  Geri Emberson, done for the Fourmile Hill Project. was to be issued following 
Information provided for the augmented Report Id answer many of the questions 
17 
traditional cultural properties and values 
of the Fourmile Hill and Telephone Flat 
1s At the time the leases were awarded, the USFS and BLM made no attempts at 
was developed independently, specifically on account of the initial stages of the 
geothermal threats at that time, but no weight was given to this information. 
Throughout the various phases of proposed geothermal development, whether it was the 
KGRA, leases or the current development phases, there has been a pattern of avoidance 
regarding evaluation and documentation of cultural values and sites, and incorporating 
should be added as it becomes available 
throughout the NEPAlNHPA process. 
c o c u m e n t  ation of cultural properties or values. The Royball-Evans ethnographic study 
these into the review process. New 
SsrThe DElS also fails to describe an Area of Potential Effects (APE). Cumulatively, i t  must be 
assumed that the entire Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) is the project area, 
and 
that the APE would also include areas outside the KGRA that would be affected through 
visual, air, noise, water and other impacts (see Colorado R i v e r  Indian Tribes v. Marsh, 605 
F. Supp. 1425 (D.D. Cal. 19851). Medicine Lake Highlands i 
landscape all the way from Dry Lake to Timber Moun ta in .3  
The DEIS at ES1  states that the surface disturbance area is 173 acres for the power plant site, 
and 5,210 total acres for the Participating Area within which the well fields etc. would be 
located. Exhibit 5, page 3, describes the Telephone Flat Project area as being 10 square miles. 
ne continuous cultural 
80 
cel pads, pipeline corridors and access roads, another 315 acres for the transmission line. 
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The Glass Mountain KGRA encompasses 134.25 acres. I t  was evidently increased from the 
the DEE whether there was any review under 
KGRA area should be considered the project 
power plants that can be accommodated 
through the 300 MM' transmission line, and the Area of Potential Effects should 
visual. air, water. noise and other impacts on the Medicine Lake Highlands as a 
8 B L e  learned through a meeting with CalEnergy representatives that any number of make- 
up  wells may be added to replace wells losing productivity (due to cave-ins, etc.). I t  appears 
that CalEnergy owns several other leases (out of the six or  more awarded in the 80s) and 
may be able to tap those if they need make-up 
DElS and should be spelled out in defining the 
is information is lacking in the 
8 Making blanket statements, as the DElS does, that impacts on cultural values are 
cultural values are less important than geothermal development and are expendable. 
Such statements are made without proper studies and without justification. The agency 
(or Cal Energy's consultant who prepared the DEE) Seems to be unilaterally deciding that 
C n a v o i d a b l e  implies that geothermal development must go on regardless, and that 
g interest. and this decision is not supported by the NEPA or NHPA 
Failure to auplv T 
NHPA and the applicable guidance literature, particularly National Register Bulletin 38 
reference to the traditional cultures whose values are at stake. 
The DElS in several instances makes biased statements which seem to be arrived at 
arbitrarily or to suit the project's agenda. At 3.6-10 we read that 'practices such as  vision 
quests for personal power or doctor power have traditional cultural significance, so that 
places where they take place could be potentially eligible to the National Register of 
Historic Places ...' However, it was assumed that 'these are not 'religious' activities to 
which the policy set forth in AIRFA or  E.O. lxXn would apply.' This appears to be an 
attempt to avoid falling under Executive Order 13007 and AIRFA. This underlines the 
PA cultural standards 
a.r o n  Traditional Cultural Properties, state that cultural issues are to be determined with 
qualified about Native American culture to be involved in this review 
86 FmaUy, the DEI5 does not address the cultural violation that occurs from digging into the 
volcanic energies and other resources that lie buried, and this is for a practical reason as 
well as out of respect for the Earth's integrity. Many things which lie buried are not 
healthy Io 
plant, animal and human life when dredged up, and the analysis of geothermal drift and 
6,000 feet and releasing its heat and fluids. AU indigenous peoples respect the Earth's 
water sources. are evidence that this ancient knowledge is 
c 
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Ethnoh- 
The Medicine Lake Highlands are a h  important as a place to gather plants, pure water, 
robsidian and other natural resources. These have special significance because they come 
from this sacred place. 
The DElS at 3.6-10 states that the ethnobotanical plants species that were are not rare and do 
not involve specific locations. This is not the point. Because Medicine Lake Highlands is a 
sacred place, the spiritual power associated with plants from that location does not make 
them 
interchangeable with plants from other places. Plants elsewhere have been impacted by 
develop-ment, agricultural spraying, different proprts that are detrimental to people and the 
purity of air, water and soils that affect plant communities. The pristinenea of the Medicine 
Lake Highlands and lack of industrial polution make for exceptional purity of the plants and 
waters. 
Again in the case of ethnobotanical resources, because of failing lo assess the impacts on 
traditional values by a true standard set by the tribal cultures themselves, t e 
adequately assess the impacts of the geothermal project on cultural v a l u e s y  
We disagree with Impact 3.6.3.6.2-3 (p. 3.6-18) that prince's pine would not be impacted by 
'the construction of the linear corridor needed for any transmission line around Glass 
Mountain, Cougar Butte, Indian Butte, Mount Hoffman and other forested locations. 
Surface disturbance such as dearine would m e n  UD areas that are now shaded and would 
86 
EIS fails to 
87 
v . .  
contribute to the drying of these areas. 'This would have a significant adverse effect o n  
prince's pine 3 
Table 3.6-1 omits or  misstates important information on ethnobotanical resources. For 
P6rexample, Oregon grape (Berberis ncmosa) is presented as 'uncommon: In reality, it can 
be found on Indian, Cougar and Badger Buttes, and also on Mount Hoffman and 
Medicine Mountain. Wild raspberry is entirely omitted, as is chokechemy: both are 
widespread in the Highlands. Gooseberry is found all over. Lodgepole pine is used by the 
Pit River Tribe, but this is not reported. Mountain Hemlock and Red Fir are mentioned as 
habitats; however, they are also culturally important speaes. Mushrooms and 
mycorrhizal species are entirely omitted. 
Because of these omissions, an ethnobotanical field survey with knowledgeable Native 
Americans 
r e s o u r c e s 3  
o d d  be conducted in order to adequately assess impacts on ethnobotanical 
is one of the National Register criteria for determining eligibility of a cultural 
property. Inappropriately. the DElS at E571 3.6 states that integrity of the Medicine Lake 
Highlands has already been violated because o( the development of campsites, roads and 
cabins around Medicine Lake. 'This is not a decision that the USFS!BI.M can make 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
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unilaterally without the participation of the Native Americans whose cultural interests 
are at stake. Again, we refer to National Register Bulletin 38 which makes it clear that 
integrity must be assessed in consultation with affected cultures. 
The EPA also recognizes the rights of tribes to establish their own guidelines and 
standards with respect to their ancestral territory. There needs to be ongoing consultations 
regarding our ancestral lands. No attempt has been made to consult with the tribes 
regarding the environmental conditions on ancestral lands. 
For the DElS to state that integrity has been affected by small-scale recreational 
development falls short of the agenaes' responsibility to consult. This is true not only of 
the issue of 
integrity, but also of all other issues which affect cultural values - air, water. land, 
wildlife, ethnobotanical and other resources. 
The DElS assumes integrity (at ES26) has been violated by recreational development. 
However this development is limited to campgrounds. paved roads, a number of 
summer cabins and a boat dock. There were no consultations regarding those 
'improvements' and developments. me federal trust responsibility and the obligation to 
do government to government consultations are not new and did not have to wait on 
recent Executive Orders (which were presumably issued because these basic tribal rights 
were being neglected). Nonetheless, IO assume that the current state of development is 
people about those current effects. 
Furthermore, there is a great leap from small-scale recreational development to large 
representative of the loss of is being done without consultations with the Native 
a o c c a l e  industrical development and pollution. There are presently no power lines, no large 
lights, noise, or  other mapr  intrusions. Native 
sufficient integrity to be eligible to the National 
Cultural and Paleo ntolagical R m r c e s  
E M 7  talks about only two recorded archaeological sites in the project area. llowever, the 
due to not having access to field reconnaissance reports, and therefore cannot adequately 
31 
'Tribe has no way to determine whether an adequate archaeological study has been done 
comment on archaeological resources. Some materials obtained through 
Information Act request suggest that numerous archaeological sites were 
Subsurface archaeological materials are known to be present in the project area and 
which 
may be affected by subsurface project activities. 
"Fndicate  the need for further evaluation. The DEI5 does not consider subsurface sites 
may have been covered by volcanic eruptions, deposits, piroclastic debris. which 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
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At 3.6.7 reference is made to the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the Klamath 
d3tTribes. However, cultural representatives of the Modoc Tribe were not included in the 
drafting of that MOA, and therefore the MOA does not absolve the agency from 
complianrp with AIRFA, Executive Order 13007 and MWA, since the rights of traditional 
cultural practioners are also to be considered, not just tribal councils. Executive Order 
1.2007 specifically refers to the need to consult with traditional spiritual practitioners. The 
adverse effects whidr would still 'remain above the level of 
MOA is admittedly (DEIS at 3.12-23, impact 3.12.3.13) inadequate in addre 
Furthermore, MOAS with corporations are inadequate, because the corporation is not the 
r a n d  use agency and a corporate MOA amounts to nothing less than bribery at a sacrificial 
price. Any MOA should be with the Federal agencies, not the developer, according to the 
Federal 
Trust Responsibility and Government-to-Government relations. An MOA with the 
Federal agency should be in the form of a Cultural Management Plan, as has been 
requested by the Pit River Tribe, to  address cultural, archaeological, land use, wildlife, 
endangered species, ethnobotanical and other tribal issues. 
The MOA with the Klamath Tribes occurred because of the Forest ServicelBLM to fulfill 
their obligations toward Native American cultural values. Through Consultaliom with 
traditional practioners, adequate National Register evaluations. a sociological impact 
study. and a Cultural Management Plan should be in place k f o r e  the agencies consider 
impacting traditional cultural properties and values with industrial development. This 
would have made the Klamath Tribe more aware of its options regarding geothermal 
than the Cal Energy's paltry offer. 
de 
development, and would make ap nl methods of preserving cultural values other 
In. NEPA ISSUES 
36 The need for specific geothermal development at the Medicine Lake Highlands does not 
'Wm to be established. and the appropriateness of industrial development in this pristine, 
sensitive, highly significant cultural landscape has not been proven. In fact, It has never 
been even been questioned or considered in light o f  the tremendous cultural, m l a l  and 
environmental costs. 
The DEIS extrapolates from generalities derived from the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 
(p. E%), but this does not add 
Fourmile Hill) or other proects. 
the specific need for the Telephone Flat (or the 3 
MI. August Randall 22,1598 Sharp 
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The DEI5 states that the Telephone Flat project is consistent with the Modoc National Forest 
issuance of geothermal leases within the Modoc National Forest. Hnwever neither the 
LRMP nor the leasing process went through an adequate NHPA Section 106 process to 
evaluate the effects o f  geothermal development on Native American cultural sites and 
practices. A Memorandum of Understanding with the Advisary Council on llislnric 
Preservation-' states that any federal policy that permits ground disturbing activities needs l o  
go through the 106 process. The Forest Service claims that the LRMP does not specifically 
other geothermal projects. 
must comply with statutes like NHPA, Executive nrders 13007 and 12898. the Federal 
Regulatory Energy Commission. etc. We do not believe that the BPA study referenced at E57 
evaluates impacts of the Telephone Flat Project on Native American cultural values. BPA 
evidently chose three geothermal sites in the Cascade Range, one of which was the Medicine 
Lake Highlands (the other sites proved to have insufficient geothermal resources). We think 
that BPA should come up  wi 
alternatives can be p r e s e n t e d y  
The role of the Federal Energy Commission (FEC) in granting subsidies to potherma1 
F o r p o r a t i o n s  should be divulged in the DES. FEC's subsidies reprerent an expenditure of 
federal funds and must be in acco nce with Section 106 of NHPA, AIRFA, and with 
Executive Orders 13007 and 1 2 8 9 8 3  
~ ~ 5 ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M o u . n t ~ n ~ - G . R 4 a n d - S e s r e s  
38 t Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP). and that the need was established by the 
authorize ground vities. yet it is being used to support the need for this and 
Bonneville Power Administration's (BPA) criteria for finding alternative energy sources 
ternative sites that would have lower impacts, so that ieal 
38 
The leases, awarded as a result of the 1984 EA, seemed to be initially for an exploratory 
stage. However, the development stage was only added on late in the pmcess in the final 
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1M d l h e  Na1lon.l HMoh P r e r v a l m n  Act (W 5411. 915 16 USC AmIl and Emul~u?Ordtr  11593. M a \  
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Supplemented EA. To our knowledge, there was little or  no public review of this 
addition. The leap into a full-blown development stage which the leases seem to 
authorize appears to have proceeded before data from the exploratory stage could be 
collected to determine whether the geothermal resource is worth developing, whether it 
is economically feasible, or whether it is worth developing in light of the tremendous 
cultural and social costs. When questioned about this, CalEnergy representatives state that 
to know whether the results 
some of the exploratory data 
The increases in the Glass Mountain KGRA noted in the DElS at 1-7 were not subjected, as  
far as we can tell, to NEPA analysis or NHPA Section 106 review. 3 
m u l a t i v e  eftecls 
The EPA letter on the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project asked that Fourmile Hill and 
Telephone Rat be treated in one EIS. The Telephone Rat  and Fourmile Hill Projects are 
similar actions, and the geothermal reservoir that underlies these projects are part of the 
same system. 
The Telephone Rat DEE fails to adequately address cumulative impacts. Cumulative 
effects of multiple geothermal plants, wells, pipelines, and transmission lines to Native 
American cultural sites and traditional practices, wildlife, water and air quality, should be 
analyzed more thoroughly, (See EPA comments on the Fourmile Hill project.) 3 
Q D c t  least six leases, possibly ten, were sold. The cumulative impact of all reasonable 
foreseeable developments must be analyzed in a combined EIS. 
*a At €5-7, BPA's Resource Programs EIS (BPA 1993) supposedly evaluated cumulative 
~ f l e c t s .  However, we question whether the specific Glass Mountain KGRA leases or 
projects are evaluated in BPAs Resource Program EIS. We do not believe that cumulative 
effects have been adequately evaluated, nor their impacts on cultural values and sites and 
the entire cultural landscape assessed, At ES-17, the cumulative effects of transmission 
3 
Hill DES.  The Telephone Flat project did not do  
An issue that does not appear to be adequately raised is how release of heat that is stored 
inside the earth would affect global warming. We believe that this ma! be a new issue not 
even raised in the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970. In light of evidence that this is a real 
danger (see June 1998 National Geographic), the government must consider the effects of 
exploitation 
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of the steam resource on on atmospheric temperatures through a cumulative analysis of 
all energy sources emitting heat, including the burning o f  fossil fuels. There are other 
imbalances that result of violations of the Earth's energies which science does not yet 
acknowledge, but the danger of  global warming 
panel of scientists. and there is no excuse not to 
* Because the DEIS refers to the Fourmile Hill EIS/EIR and incorporates it by reference, we 
incorporated by reference into the present comments. This includes all.input given on the 
c e q u e s t  that the public comments written in response to  the Fourmile Hill DEISIEIR be 
geothermal projects in the Medicine Lake Highlands 
enviromental groups, individuals, state and federal 
Alternat ive 
The alternative power plant locations presented in the DElS are not really alternatives. 
r T h e  three power plant locations are versions of the same thing 1/4 to 1 /2  mile apa r t  
Either way they move the power plant will affect a s a a e d  site, either Medicine Lake or  
Red Shale Butte. Payne's Spring would be affected by any location. All affect cultural 
properties, and this is 
acknowledged in the DEE. Alternative B to the proposed action, rather than proposing 
lesser impacts. actually increases the number of wells and total area of the project. All 
alternatives are unacceptable except the No Action Alternative 
*e 
3 
* 7 r W i t h o u t  National Register evaluations, the DElS cannot evaluate alternatives or  state 
real alternatives should consider sites away 
ways to meet needs for energy, or consider 
All transmission line routes would be visible from sacred sites. Sacred sites need isolation 
c n  order to focus and concentrate on the spiritual qualities of the area, and need to be free 
from human impacts. such as transmission lines, roads, pipelines, visual, auditory, 
olfactory impacts . The presence of power lines, plants, pipelines, well fields, sump pools, 
etc.. would cause a negative reaction in the individual who would be seeking 
communion with the Creator. because it causes a negative impact on the creation, and 
therefore on himself, because these impacts cause emotional and spiritual distress. 
Route 1 would still go through the Mount Hoffman Roadless Area and create a road 
through the Glass Mountain Geologic Area. Alternative power generation technologies 
(at ES-18) were eliminated from study as irrelevant (!). These should be included, 
particularly the alternative of  developing energy conservation strategies. This section 
presumes that the development phase of geothermal development is a given, but as stated 
above, the leases and the €As that supposedly justified them did not evaluate the effects of 
development. 
Alternatives a u t  consider the issue of  Energy Conservation. We understand that the 
power bought by Bonneville Power Administration would be transmitted up to 
Washington State, and then distributed into Oregon. Since there is considerable 
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loss of energy every time electricity is transmitted, the actual benefit to consumers would 
be greatly lessened. This kind of inefficiency should not be allowed without questioning 
whether more efficient use of the tremendous electric capabilities that already exist could 
replace geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. Such a study - 
questioning the need for more electric power - QU! precede approval of  any propct in 
environment and Native American 
CalEnergy plans to market the electridty produced by the Telephone Flat project as 'green 
environmental impacts. Without the 'green' label premium, this project may not fly 
the Medicine Lake Highlands, where re so severely adverse to the 
as 
E n e r g y . '  Consumers will pay more for 'green energy' because of its claimed lighter 
economically. The challenge to these 
development of standards for 'green 
rojects could be important to the 
E. Socioeconomic Effects 
E53534 the DEIS evaluates beneficial effects of the development on  Federal. State and 
County revenues. However, the Modoc and Pit River tribes would be the tribes most affected 
by the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill projects. 'FIGS is admitted in  the discussion of 
environmental justice at ES33, which states that 'The Project would potentially result in  a 
disproportionate effect on the Native American minority population, and this impact was 
determined to be potentially significant and no mitigation measures are feasible.' (emphasis 
added) 
In discussing the socioeconomic benefits, no consideration is given to the Tribes whose 
ancestral lands would be violated by these developments. The Pit River tribe has never 
been compensated for loss of its lands. The Land Claims cas? (Docket 347) has never been 
settled. We continue to hold title to our  ancestral lands. 
For the US government and its agencies to continue to lease, sell and exploit tribal lands 
for the benefit of individuals, corporations and other interest groups, without such 
compensation or royalties, is a grievous injustice to both the Modoc and Pit River Tribes 
And then, any attempt to compensate the Tribes would be rejected as we would rather 
continue to 
hold title and claim to the land than accept any money. The land is more valuable than 
any 
money because its cultural and spiritual benefits to the Native People is of greater 
cultural properties. 
The beneficial effects of the No Action Alternative are not evaluated. In order to be 
K b j e c t i v e ,  the DEI5 must evaluate all alternatives, including the value of preserving the 
Medicine Lake Highlands in their largely pristine natural condition. This would include 
positive effects on 
gain received from the destruction of those values and 
61 
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traditional spiritual and cultural values, the effects of clean air, pure water, 
uncontaminated pl 
the environment. 
In discussing Cumulative Socioeconomic Effects at ES38,  the DEIS states that c disproportionate effects on Native Americans were determined by an  'Environmental 
Justice' analysis. However, this analysis is not available in the DEE. NHPA, as well as 
Executive Orders 12898 and 13007 all require government agencies to go through processes 
to resolve the violations, not merely say they have done an  analysis. 
At 3.12-17-18, the DEI5 discusses 'Environmental Justice Effects' by showing how Native 
Americans were selected as a significant minority population in the project Study Area, but 
1s and wildlife, intact forests, and right attitude toward the earth and 3 
6a 
conomic impacts from the unavoidable adverse effects on the 
Tribal Riehts - Secretarial Order QI~ American Indian TribalRAhtS a n d l l d i 3  
h 
In June of 1997, Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt isued an  order entitled 'American 
Indian Tribal Rights, Federal-Tribal Trust Responsibilities, and the Endangered Species 
69L- 
Act.' This Order provides for consultations with Tribes on cultural resources related to 
the Endangered Speaes Act (ESA), and defers to tribal means of preserving culturally 
important species, both plant and animal. I t  appears that pursuant to the Order, the Forest 
Service cannot 
proceed with the sale until this consultation has taken place if a plant or animal falling 
under the ESA and significant to a Tribe is present in a project area. 
The proposed Telephone Flat geothermal project is on Pit River aboriginal territory to 
which the Tribe still retains its inherent right. There is a significant cultural relationship 
between the Pit River Tribe and a number of sensitive species, including the pine marten, 
fisher, bald eagle, goshawk, pileated woodpecker and other species which are listed or 
being considered for listing under the ESA. Pursuant to the Secretarial Order, the 
Departments of the Interior and Commerce (who are charged with enforcement of the 
ESA) should consult with the Pit River Tribe regarding protection of these species. 
Consultations should occur before approval of the project, because the proposed action 
could threaten the species. Further, we do  not know the extent to which these species 
use the area has not been thoroughly surveyed by the US. Fish 
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Health 
O n  page 3.12-18, the DElS indicates that 'No significant. adverse human health impacts 6er are anticipated to occur as a result of implementation of the Project.' We disagree with 
this. Please see the attached letter from Pit River Health Service. Given the adverse health 
effects found in Lake County as a result of geothermal development, the DEI5 should 
consider those in its findings in this EIS. 
analyze specific effects that have resulte geothermal developments elsewhere, and 
the Native American minority populations are more susceptible to any ground 
water, air and other contamination, the effects would be greater to the Native populations, 
because their health and life have already been impacted by contamination all through the 
history of contact with western industrialized nations. 
At 3.12-26. the D E E  states'that the propct 'would not directly affect the environmental or 
human health conditions of any American Indian...'. but that it "would 
disproportionately affect the local American Indians k a u s  eit could affect tribal use and 
spiritual values ...' This is a falacy, because in NA culture, spiritual values are intertwined 
with human health, livelihood and lifeways. This falacy occurs throughout the DEIS. 
Adverse and unmitigable impacts on sacred sites and spiritual values are known to have 
serious effects on the mental and emotional health, stability 
children and young people, and the identity of members, of 
issue about hydrology is that too much is left to monitoringaffer construction 
when impacts would be irreversible, and not enough to pre-construction exploratory 
phases which could identify problems before they OCCUT. hese studies would help avoid 
serious impacts that are entirely preventable. By the time monitoring detects any adverse 
effects, it would be too late for those springs and lakes. We understand that some of the 
monitoring data would be proprietary and not available for public scrutiny. In fact, public 
scoping has indicated serious concerns with impacts on wells, on the Fall River spring 
system, and o 
i r r e s p o n s i b l e 3  
The connection of the geothermal reservoir with ground water, springs has been 
E s t a b l i s h e d .  We understand that the base Hydrological Survey done by Weiss Associates 
indicates that the first 500 feet of strata could leak into the Fall River Springs. Six percent 
of Fall River Springs come from Medicine Lake. Raising water temperatures at Payne's 
Springs could impact the fish that spawn there. Raising of the temperature of the Fall 
River spring system resulting from re-injection of steam condensate to make up  cooling 
akes and springs in the area. Leaving all this to monitoring is 
6s 
the fish populations there, such as the Shasta 
The presence of trace elements at Medicine Lake and other waters used for human 
E o n s u m p t i o n  and ceremonial use would affect the present purity of  these waters which is 
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highly valued culturally and from the point of view of health, not only human but also 
fiish and wildlife. The lack of exploratory test data in the DElS of possible contamination of 
waters indicates that further studies should be done before proceeding with this project. 
are underestimated. (Need to see is any data is presented). 
The DEE greatly underestimates consumption of shallow groundwater. Exploratory leases 
rwere not completed, and we understand that the existence of  geothermal fluid (deep level 
hot water) is still a question. At ES7, the geothermal fluids are 'expected to range in 
temperature from 330" to 500°F at the wellhead'. This is based on conjecture. We 
understand 
That geothermal heat has been found in exploratory wells, but geothermal fluids have not 
been proven. However, claims are being made for geothermal fluids (see p. ESIO). The 
extent of the geothermal resources should have been assessed as a result of completion of 
an  exploratory phase that was left incomplete before conclusive evidence of the resource 
was established. 
If there is a lack of geothermal fluids, then fresh-water fluids would have to be injected 
from standing water at Alcohol Crater and shallow groundwater at Arnica Sink, from 
which i t  would be piped to the power plant. The impacts of this on water s a u c e s  - 
springs, lakes, wells -has not been evaluated. Depletion of fresh water sources could be a 
serious impact, as it has been at the Geisers geothermal development in Lake County. 
Cumulative effects are lacking. Effects of runoff (for 
8 
3 
Mount Hoffnwn Roadlgss Area. National Forest M a n m m e n t  Act. Northwest Forest Plan 
proposed route for the transmission line cuts through the Mount Hoffman Roadless 
Area. This seems to be in violation of a recent Directive by the Forest Service not to 
construct new roads in Roadless Area. The Mount Hoffman Roadless Area, with its old 
trees (never been logged), volcanic formations, obsidian flow would be affected by 
segment A-2 of the transmission corridor. Line Segment A-2 would also necessitate a 
utility road along the utility conidor. 
The project would impact a late successional forest by clearcutting for pipelines, 
transmission lines and for the power plant and well fields. These activities may violate 
Northwest Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines. No Watershed 
prepared for the area, as is required by the Northwest Forest Plan. 
The Modoc National Forest recently made a 'non-significant" Amendment to its Land 
K n d  Resource Management Plan regarding Utility Corridor Direction. The stated reason 
for the Amendment was to 'increase the Forest Supervisor's flexibility in designating 
new utility corridors on the Forest.' Several groups and individuals (including the 
83 
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Geo1o.p and soils 
Seismic activity - The DElS contains no mention of past earthquake history at the 
r M a y f i e l d  Fault and the Day Fault which are less than 20 miles from the Project Area. 
Seismic dangers are greatly underestimated. field faults are due south. Volcanic and 
seismic cannot be separated in volcanic areas. 
of drilling muds on lava tubes are a concern, especially lava tubes in 
communication with ground water, because plugging of the lav 
ground water, lessening the capacity of underground r e s e r v o i r s 3  
e m f i e  effects of  removal of large quantities of groundwater or geothermal fluid (where it 
exists) are underestimated, because, as stated (elsewhere in this paper) geothermal fluids 
are not proven to supply the amount of water needed for steam (see water issues). The 
bes would displace the 
possibility of  subsidence is underestimated, because lava 
(Hidden Valley a short distance from Mammoth Crater 
B 7 C P h y s i c  1 impacts on Special Interest Areas are admitted, but then dismissed as having no 
effect. 5 
@ At 3.7-1, the DEE discusses various noise criteria for residential, recreational and other 
'activities 
which may require sensory deprivation.' We respond that this is why an adequate NHPA 
Section 106 Process has to 
and require consultations. 
c d d r e s s e d  in the Native American Values section 3.6.3.2, no such analysis can be found. 
Although the DElS at 3.7-18 states that noise levels at the identified vision quest sites is 
Noise mitigations mention a requirement that practitioners should notify CalEnergy 30 
70rdays in advance of activities requiring silence is not an acceptable mitigation as this restricts 
access in a way that is incompatible with cultural practices. At ES27, in dealing with noise 
impacts, the DElS discusses providing opportunities to avoid the area by giving 30-days 
notice. This is an impact in itself, not in the spirit of Executive Order 13007 on Sacred Sites. 
I t  is equivalent to denying access, and adversely affecting the site. 
Mitieations 
While some mitigation measures are aimed at decreasing adverse impact on individual 
rcultural sites, the D E E  admits that no mitigations are possible for most of the impacts, 
including the impacts on the Medicine Lake Highlands as a whole. Over and over we read 
'this impact is significant and unavoidable. The following measure would reduce the 
adverse effects but not to a less than significant level.' (ES70ffi Overall, mitigations are 
dealt with on 
<uses. However, for cultural uses, i t  states that no standards have been established for 
Standards for such activities are culturally determined 
3 69 
I 
7 %  
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a piecemeal basis, and overall mitigations dealing with the landscape as a whole are not 
given except in the No Action Alternative. However, this Alternative is not given as a 
possible mitigation. I t  is, however, the only acceptable solution to the Severe impacts of 
ent, combined with impacts of the Fourmile Hill and other 
Some Conclusions 
of the Glass Mountain KGRA and expansion 01 
in awarding the leases lack an adequate NHPA 
T a L N a t i o n a l  Register of Historic Place evaluations are being done in a way that is disconnected 
from the NEPA process. The Section 106 Process is not integrated into the NEPA analysis, ar, 
impacts on traditional cultural values and properties are inadequately assessed. An adequatc 
NHPA Section 106 Process eeds to be done, and integrated into the DElS which can then h. 
properly commented on. 
The processes and consultations that should be resulting from the unavoidable and 
cisproporkionate  impacts on the Medicine Lake Highlands relative to Executive Orders o n  
Environmental Justice (12898) and on Indian Sacred Sites (1304 have not been carried 
out but are merely mentioned in  the D E I S . 3  
3 
74 
7 6 & & n u l a t i v e  Effects of the Telephone Rat  and Fourmile Hill Projects as well as at least 
four other propcts that could 
under-addressed and require 
76 The D E E  admits that the Medicine Lake Highlands are spiritually and culturally significant t 
significant, and unavoidable. However, the DElS fails to take this conclusion to the higher 
t , a t i v e  cultures, and that impacts on Native American cultural values would be adverse, 
level of analysis that i t  merits. A thorough sociological analysis and cultural 
plan should result from this finding, and should be incorporated into a new 
c 
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77 In  conclusion. i t  is our deep prayer that you will take the  c o n c e r n  of the Pit River Tribe 
to heart, an at the Medicine Lake Highlands will remain free from these geothermal 
intrusions.  
, 
Y P 
WL. 
Floyd J. Buckskin 
Headman,  Ahjumawi-Atsuge Pit River Tribe 
Cultural Spokesperson, Pit River Tribe 
cc: Advisory Council o n  Historic Preservation 
California State Historic Preservation Officer 
Na t ive  American Heritage Commission 
Office of American Indian Trust 
Office of Environmental Justice 
Deborah Sivas, Esq. 
Flora Chu, Esq. 
Tom Kuhnle, Esq. 
Steve Quesenberry, Esq. 
August 15,1998 
Floyd Buckskin and Michelle hd i t s chevsky  
Native Coalltlon fur Cuitutd Rertotatlon af Mouht Shasta  and 
Medicine Lake Highlands Defense 
P.O. Box 1143 
Mount shasta ,  96067 
16 
Deat Floyd B U C h k j h  ahd Michelle Beditschevsky: 
you know the Pit River Tribe hs s  f iced numerous health problems, many of them 
unfolding from a histoy of  oppwsion fmm a system that  they didn't built and that 
they dldh't choose. There is hO doubt that their life would be a lot mote healthy if thc 
had been left alone, and they had followed theh own way of life. k one of the elders 
of the community put it : 
" Out health decreased in propattian to the land that was taken from us. Large electric 
COQOtatiOnS, tlmber industries, and ranchers came into our land. They divided us 
taking advantage of  the illitetacy of  some of our peaple and out lack of knowledge of 
the system. The more they exploited the land the mare impoverished we became. 
Surrival, ewet since, has become out task." 
Living in an area of  3.5 millian acm, the Pit Rivers lived fram the lend in B 
rerpectable way. The land was considered sacred. Those who rerpected the land wetc 
said to ptactice good"tinihawi," that is, good medicine. 
In the world view of the Pit Rivers, Medicine Lake has been considered nor only a 
soutce of maten'al medicine, but, even mom so, of spititual healing. The developmen' 
of a Geothermal Pawet Plant in that area will have numerous negative effect for the - 
health and well-being of the Pit Riwer community. In the wordr of Betty George, OUI 
n 
Director fur "Culture and Health" these are Pome of the effects that the Geothermal 
Plant w i l l  have in out community: 
' Pi t  Riven and anyone concerned about the envimnment needs to be w a r e  of the 
b t h e r m a l  activity pmpored at Medicine Lake. If you reverence this area as a 
spiritual site you need to know that the area wi l l  never look, sound or be the same 
again. 
" Those of you concerned about the envimnment need to know that this beautiful s i te 
wi l l  most likely end U/J lookjng and smelling like the sulphur w o k s  at Mt. Lasseh. 
"Those of you COhCerned about health need to know that information is  available from 
other Geothermal locations as to the potentially unfavorable effects on health that 
Geothermal Plants brlng with them. 
"The Us r o w t  setvice and the Bureau of Land Management have already issued a 
draft  Environmental Impact statement for anothet Geothermal Development lust half a 
mile form Medicine Lake that coven about 10 q u a m  miles. As many as f ive other 
plants may be plugged into a 21 mile 200 megawatt transmission corridor. Each of 
these sites could conceivably spread over an BIBB of 18 square miles and include 4 
miles of above the gmund steam pipes 96 inches in diametet and that reach over 
500 degrees. H o w  i s  this going to affect Mount s h a s t a f  
"It can also contain P C ~  of well sites 3,000 to 6,000 feet de*. Water wi l l  be 
contaminated for miles around. This alone wi l l  a&ct a i l  of us. Plants and animals will 
be affected also, LO what in  going to happen to medicinal herbs and piants gathered for 
food? Our Native animals are already in short supply, what wil l  the Geothemal Plant 
do to the m t  of them? 
"Will the drilling set off tmmors and E a r t h q u a k f  Do you waht acid tain from the 
steam plumes and Geothermal drifts polluting our water, lands, plants and animals this 
way'?" 
( 
in life. When people die, part of them still remain in their sacred sites. The water is  
longer only watet, but a living pmence of their ancestorr. The living water of Medic 
I have to tell you that Medicine Lake i p  Secmd to the Pit Rivets. "Sacmd" means that 
no one awns it, in any case, we belong to Medicihe Lake in the way that we belong to 
the soume o f  Life. We know nature by knowing ourselves. What i s  blood to us, i s  the 
rap that counes thmugh the trees, i s  the watet of Medicine Lake. They too live. They 
too Feel. In the constellation of life within the Ancestral Land, eveything of the land is  
dated Io the Pit Rivers, particularly that which lives in sacred si ts.  Today, as the 
0)  
P.03 
find them at the top of Mount Shasta, or in the clear waters of Medicine L a b .  The ' 
Riven know that they are one with their land. Their sacred misrion i s  to be caretakc 
of this beaufihl land that her been entrusted to them. Medicihe Lake, as a source C 
A u g - 2 0 - 9 8  O? J5P P i t  R i v e r -  H e a l t h  S v c  9 1 6  335 5 2 4 1  
they wil l  die of Spiritual solitude. 
Because of my underrtanding of the damaged that the Geothermal Plant in Medici 
$f(& Exe utive Director 
cc Lawrence Cantrell, Tribal Chairman 
NOIJIW03 ZAIJVN AIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIAIIA 
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This sacred significance makes preserving the Medicine Lake Highlands vital to the cultural 
continuity and the very survival of the tribal traditions that are the spirit of the people. No 
ional Rem _'ster Evaluations 
of the extent of the social costs from impacts on the survival of tribal cultures. 
Inadequate NHPA Section 106 Process - Nai 
While the DEIS goes to great lengths to convince us that Native American cultural issues ' c a v e  been considered, the document has been done before any National Register evaluations 
have been made. This is counter to the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) process, 
which states that National Register evaluations must be done early in the planning process - 
that is, early in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process - while there is still 
room to avoid adverse impacts, commitment of funds andlor  resources, and to consider other 
alternatives. We understand that the USFS may be currently consulting with the State 
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) to evaluate which properties may be eligible to the 
National Register. The Native Coalition and the Pit River Tribe have written letters urging 
the SHPO to recommend the Natio I Register eligibility of the entire Medicine Lake 
Highlands as a Cultural Landscape. 
The DEE admits that 'continued development of any kind in the Medicine Lake Highlands, e r n c l u d i n g  the proposed Propct, would adrefrely affecf fhe spirifual significance of fhe 
Medicine Lake Highlands as a whole sacred tite and this impact was determined to be 
significant and no mifigation measures are feasible' (ES27emphasis added). However, this is 
summarily treated as an unfortunate, unavoidable consequence, without going the next 
logical step - adverse impacts with this kind of consequence require a 
3 
the questionable advantages of this 
Similarly, the DEI5 admits visual quality and noise effects on sacred sites, and merely 
rdismisses these impacts as unavoidable. Measures to reduce adverse impacts, described in 
table ES.7 are not real measures. Visual and other effects 'would remain significant and 
unavoidable in the context of Native American values' (ES70Jf). The magnitude o f  impacts 
on Native American cultural values requires a higher level of  
Management Plan. for cultural resources in the Medicine Lake 
Even if National Register eligibility evaluations are done at this stage. we are concerned that 
National Register of Historic Places should not be done to accommodate a p r o k t .  They are to 
be determined on the basis of cultural criteria. We have a serious concern that the evaluations 
are not being done in an  objective manner. Based on objective cultural evaluations, the DE15 
should t h e n  analyre effects and adverse effects. Since National Register evaluations have not 
TI1T11T11T11~11T11T11T1ITIIT11T11T11TI1T11TI1TllTllTllTIITIITIITIITII~IIT 
r h e  evaluations are being done too late in the process Evaluations lor eligibility to the 
been done, DElS statements about the effects on Native American Values cannot be fully 
determined short of a NHPA Section 106 proce 
take into account impacts on cultural values. 5' 
Native American Traditional Cultural values are being analwed in this DElS with no 
rreference to standards derived from consultations with the Tribes. An attempt is made to 
comply with NHPA cultural standards (see 3.6-11) but apparently without going through fhr 
Secfion 106 Process. The DElS at 3.6-10-11 states that 'the Medicine Lake Highlands as a 
whole,' 'seven places traditionally used by Pit River or Modoc for quests for personal power 
or doctor power or both,' and 'one sacred place where medicinal water is obtained' are 
'potentially eligible to the National Register because of traditional cultural importance.' 
Saying this is not the same as complying with NHPA. Furthermore, there are several places 
Spring, Medicine Lake itself, as  well as a number of ice caves, have this use. 
Elsewhere. such as at ES26, the DElS states that the integrity of the Medicine Lake Highlands ' cas been violated by recreational development, and that quests for personal power or doctor 
power are not really religious activities. Again, these statements are made without 
applies wherever such statements are made throughout the DEIS. 
At ES105. mitigations discuss evaluating 'each potentially affected site in order to determine 
C h e  site is eligible for listing under the NRHP eligibility criteria.' g avoidance of disturbance i: 
not feasible. This kind of piecemeal, construction-phase evaluation is not acceptable. Nationa 
as stated by the Forest %mice's own regulations (see footnote 5). 
The DElS must be rewritten to adequately 
(not just one) that are sacred places that provide medicinal water: Payne's S 
' 0 
consultations, and appear to be merely attempts to accommodate 
' 
Register evaluations must be done early in the p l a n n i n g  phases. 
decisions, including the decision to award a number of geothermal leases in the 198Os, 
were made without consultations with the Tribes. Federal agencies have an o f f i r m a f i v e  
obl igafiot i  to consult with Native American Tribes on projects that will affect cultural sites. 
The Tribes must be directly contacted by the agency, and information about the propct must 
be presented in a manner of communication that is accessible to Tribal people. Public 
notification and efforts to consult with the T 
the process which led to awarding the leases. 
have been grossly inadequate throughout 
decisions (particularly the Pueblo of Sandia case) indicate that the courts are becoming 
less tolerant of half-hearted attempts by agencies to apply NHPA to projects after the fact. A 
number of cases have ruled that, once an agency has determined that an undertaking exists, it 
must begin the 106 process by identifylng any eligible properties in the area of potential effects 
Especially in the case of Native American sacred sites, it is in the agency's interest to evaluate 
eligible properties b r f o r f  commitment of funds and before permits or leases are awarded to 
developers. Executive Order 13007 states that impacts on saaed sites must be avoided, and 
Executive Order 12898 on Environmental justice pertains to disproportionate impacts on 
minorities, and lack of participation in the decision making process. I t  is impossible for 
c c c 
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agencies to comply with NIWA. AIRFA, the federal t rust  responsibility, and these executive 
orders if NHPA evaluations are lacking when important decisions are made. The only way to 
leases which were subsequently awarded. This is a serious environmental justice issue. 
remedy this is to reopen the decisions which were thus made illegally, and to reconsid 
The DEI5 pays lip service, at 3.6-10. to sacred sites that may fall under Executive Order 13007 and 
K h e  National Register of Historic Places, but evaluations have not been done to actually 
dcferrninc the eligibility of these sites, which indude the entire Medicine Lake Highlands. 
The DEE at 3.6-11 states that 'Effects on each place and resource were considered in terms of 
the applicable significance criteria.' Again, this is only lip service. NHPA requires that effects 
and adverse effects be deteimined after evaluations for eligibility are done. These process may 
not be done by a consulting'firm hired by the potential developer, but must involve the State 
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
(ACIIP).' Similarly mitigations st be arrived at in consultation with the Tribes, the SHPO 
and ACHP through an MOA.5 
Sienificancr C&& 
At 3.6.3, in the discussion of Significance Criteria, the DEIS (p. 3.6-10) states that there are tribal 
hunting and gathering areas in the Medicine Lake Highlands, and the 'context in which these 
activities take place and in which their products are used is traditional and may be seen as 
religious or spiritual ... they do not involve specific sites with boundaries within which the 
activity must take place in order to have its traditional meaning.' Elsewhere (p. 3.6-10 to 11). 
the D E S  achowledges that 'the entire Medicine Lake Highlands as  a whole has been 
specifically identified' under E.O. 13007, NIIPA and CEQA, but that specific effects are difficult 
to identify 'without reference to specific places within the larger area: 
Many specific sites have teen identified in the Theodoratus-Emberson Report within the 
whole cultural landscape of the Medicine Lake Highlands. Traditional practitioners indicate 
that where a site is identified, Ihe whole place is meant. For example, 'Mount Hoffman' 
indicates that the whole of Mount Hoffman is significant for cultural act 
of the mountain. 
Furthermore, the significance criteria are being evaluated outside the framework - the 
NHPA Section 106 Process - which legally evaluates significance and effects. The difficulty in 
this section is  not that Significance and ef 
that the process has not been completed. 
'We have developed an Appndix of sieps in L ~ P  NHPA W o n  106 Process. which was sml along with comments 
an lhe proposed Faunmile Hill g - l h e d  propa. 
5ThcForertSe-ccnrrdrlomnsult~tsownForcrtSe~ccManual(~23M)onCulluralRerowcerandIhp 
htcmorandum of Undsrrmdng b t w m  U S .  kpartmnt of Agriallure. Foren Service and the Advisory Cowvil 
on Hislatic Prcurvstion signed February 15. I S n .  Ihis MOU is found in 2360, along with CwrdiMting 
Requirements lor UndenaLingr. The Coordinatmg Rquirementr call for 'Abandon undertaking' (FSM 2361.31) il 
adverw e H d s  on mlNral IWUIPPI m o l  bp miligated. 
T11T11~11TI1T11T11TIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITII~IITIITIITIITIITIITIIT 
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t ; t w p h i s  Report 
We understand that an augmented Ethnographic Report by Dr. Dorothea Theodoratus and 
Ceri Emberson, done for the Fourmile Hill Project. was to be issued following corrections and 
additions made by Tribal members on the Draft. While w e  have requested this augmented 
Report of the Forest Archaeologist a number of times, we have not received it. Information 
provided for the augmented Rep L would answer many of the questions related to sites and 
significance through the DEIS. 
For the Telephone Flat Project, Dr. Nancy Evans was contract by the E.M.A. Consulting firm 
c h i r e d  by CalEnergy to prepare the DEIS) to research concerns specific to that Project. Dr. Evam 
spent one day with Tribal members, but to our knowledge, very little new information was 
developed for this project. Dr. Evans was evidentally told not to conduct any new interviews. 
This is typical of how our attempts to obtain documentation of traditional cultural properties 
and values has been treated through 
Telephone Flat geothermal propcts. 
At the time the leases were awarded, the USFS and BLM made no attempts at documentation 
independently, specifically on account of the initial stages of the geothermal threats at that 
time, but no weight was given to this information. 
Throughout the various phases of proposed geothermal development, whether i t  was the 
KGRA, leases or the current development phases. there has been a pattern of avoidance 
regarding evaluation and documentation of cultural values and sites, and incorporating these 
into the review process. New information should be added as it becomes available 
throughout the NEPA/NHPA process. 
AI@ of Potential Effects 
le 
f 
17 
the review process of the Fourmile Hill and 3 
18 f, f cultural properties or values. The Royball-Evans ethnographic study was developed 
J 
DEI5 also fails to describe an Area of Potential Effects (APE). Cumulatively. i t  must be 
assumed that the entire Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) is the project area, and 
that the APE would also include areas outside the KGRA that would be affected through 
visual, air, noise, water and other impacts (see Colorado Rioer Indian Tribes 13. Marslr, 605 F. 
hlands is one continuous cultural landscape all 
80 The DEI5 at ES1  states that the surface disturbance area is 173 acres for the power plant site, \VI 
r p a d s ,  pipeline corridors and access roads, another 315 acres for the transmission line. and 521C 
total acres for the Participating Area within which the well fields etc. would be located. Exhibi 
5, page 3, describes the Telephone Flat Project area as being 10 square miles. 
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without the participation of the Native Americans whose cultural interests are at stake. 
Again, we refer to National Register Bulletin 38 which makes it clear Ihat integrity must be 
assessed in consultation with affected cultures. 
The EPA also recognizes the rights of tribes to establish their own guidelines and standards 
with respect to their ancestral territory. 7here needs to be ongoing consultations regarding our 
ancestral lands. No attempt has been made to consult with the tribes regarding the 
environmental conditions on ancestral lands. 
For the DEE to state that integrity has been alfected by small-scale recreational development 
faUs short of the agenaes’ responsibility to consult. This is true not only of the issue of 
integrity. but also of all other issues which affect cultural values -- air, water, land, wildlife, 
ethnobotanical and other resources. 
The DEIS assumes integrity (at ES26) has been violated by recreational development. 
However this development is limited to campgrounds, paved roads, a number of summer 
cabins and a boat dockLThere were no consultations regarding those ’improvements’ and 
developments. The federal lmsl responsibility and the obligation to do government to 
government consultations are not new and did not have to wait on recent Executive Orders 
(which were presumably issued because these basic tribal rights were being neglected). 
Nonetheless, lo assume that t henmen t  state of development is representative of the loss of 
integrity ’ being done without consultations with the Native people about those current 
effects. 3 
Furthermore, there is a great leap from small-scale reaeational development to large-scale 
industrical development and pollution. There are presently no power lines, no large lights, 
30 
consider the area to have sufficient 
Cultural and PaleontQlpgi(al Resour- 
ES67 talk; about only two recorded archaeological sites in the project area. However, the Tribe 
has no way to determine whether an  adequate archaeological study has been done due to not 
having access to field reconnaissance reports, and therefore cannot adequately comment on 
archaeological resources. Some materials obtained 
request suggest that numerous archaeological sites 
3 8 r S u b s u r f a c e  archaeo!ogical materials are known to be present in the propct area and indicate 
the need for further evaluation, The DEI5 does not consider subsurface sites which 
, pumice deposits, piroclastic debris, which may 
M r  Randall Sharp 
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Memorandum of Aereement and Cultural Manapement Plan 
At 3.6-7 reference is made to the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the Klamath 
rTribes. However, cultural representatives of the Modoc Tribr were not included in the 
drafting of that MOA, and therefore the MOA does not absolve the agency from compliance 
with AIRFA, Executive Order 13007 and NHPA. since the rights of traditional cultural 
practioners are also to be considered, not just tribal councils. Executive Order 12037 specifically 
refers to the need to consult with traditional spiritual practitioners. The MOA is admittedly 
(DEIS at 3.12-23, impact 3.12.3.5-3) inadequate ddressing the adverse effects which would 
still ’remain above the level of significance: 
33 
Y 
a* CFur the rmore ,  MOAS with corporations are inadequate, becauw the corporation is not the land 
use agency and a corporate MOA amounts to nothing less than bribery at a sacrificial price. 
Any MOA should be with the Federal agencies, not the developer, according to the Federal 
Trust Responsibility and Government-Io-Governent relations. An MOA with the Federal 
agency should be in the form of a Cultural Management Plan, as has been requested by the Pit 
River Tribe, to address cultural, archaeological, land UT, wildlife, endangered species, 
ethnobotanical and other tribal issues. 
The MOA with the Klamath Tribes occurred because of the Forest ServicelBLM to fulfill their 
obligations toward Native American cultural values. Through consultations with traditional 
practioners, adequate National Register evaluations. a saaological impact study, and a 
Cultural Management Plan should be in place before the agencies consider impacting 
traditional cultural properties and values with industrial development. This would have 
made the Klamath Tribe more aware of its options regarding geothermal development, and 
would mak pparent methods of preserving cultural values other than the Cal Energy’s 
paltry o f f e r g  
111. NEPA ISSUES 
Pvrpose and Need 
The need for specific geothermal development at the Medicine Lake Highlands does not 
seem to be established. and the appropriateness of industrial development in this pristine, 
sensitive, highly significant cultural landscape has not been proven. In fact, i t  has never been 
even been questioned or considered in light of the tremendous cultural, social and 
environmental costs. 
The DEE extrapolates from generalities derived from the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 (p. 
E%), but this d 
or other p r o p c t s 3  
s not address the specific need for the Telephone Flat (or the Fourmile Hili) 
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The DEE states that the Telephone Flat propct is consistent with the Modoc National Forest 
issuance of geothermal leases within the Modoc National Forest. However neither the LRMP 
nor the leasing process went through an adequate NHPA Section 106 process to evaluate the 
elfects of geothermal development on Native American cultural sites and practices. A 
Memorandum of Understanding with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation6 states 
that any federal policy that permits ground disturbing activities needs to go through the 106 
process. The Forest brvice claims that the LRMP does not specifically authorize ground 
36 
'Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP), and that the need was established by the 
vities, yet it is being used to support the need for this and other geothermal 
Power Administration's (BPA) criteria for finding alternative energy sources 
must comply with statutes like NHPA, Executive Orders lXXn and 72898, the Federal Regulatory 
Energy Commission, etc. We do not believe that the BPA study referenced at E57  evaluates 
impacts of the Telephone Flat Project on Native American cultural values. BPA evidently chose 
three geothermal sites in the Cascade Range, one of which was the Medicine Lake Highlands (the 
with alternative sites that would have lower impacts, so that real alternatives can be presented. 
The role of the Federal Energy Commission (FEC) in granting subsidies to geothermal 
funds and must 
13OO7 and 1 2 8 9 8 . 9  
other sites proved to have insufficient geothermal resources). We think that BPA should come 
38 
c o r p o r a t i o n s  should be divulged in the DEIS. FEC's subsidies represent an expenditure of federal 
accordance with k t i o n  106 of NHPA, AIRFA, and with Executive Orders 
ing to Exoansion of the Glass Mountain KGRA an 
39 t ~ e p ~ ~ ~ a %  as a result of the 1984 EA, seemed to be initially f ~ r ~ ~ l o r a t o r y  stage 
However, the development stage was only added on late in the process in the final 
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Supplemented EA. l o  our knowledge, there was little or no public review of this addition. 
The leap into a full-blown development stage which the leases seem to authorize appears to 
have proceeded before data from the exploratory stage could be collected to determine 
whether the geothermal resource is worth developing. whether it is economically feasible. or 
whether it is worth developing in light of the tremendous cultural and social costs. When 
questioned about this, CalEnergy representatives state that some of the exploratory data are 
exploration warrant the development. 
The Ethnographic Report and field surveys of traditional cultural properties were only 
rrecently done, and no National Register of Historic Places evaluations have played into the 
decision making process thal lead to awarding the leases, nor into writing lhis D E E  
proprietary information. However, the lic has a right to know whether the results of 
40 
The increases in the Glass Mountain KGRA noted in the DE15 at 1-7 were not subjected, as far 
a s  we can tell, to NEPA analysis or NHI'A Section 106 review. 3 
Cumulative effects 
The EPA letter on the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project asked that Fourmile Hill and 
Telephone Rat be treated in one EIS. The Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Projects are 
similar actions, and the geothermal reservoir that underlies these p r o e t s  are part of the samc 
system. 
At ES7, BPA's Resource Programs EIS (BPA 1993) supposedly evaluated cumulative effects. 
However. we question whether the specific Glass Mountain KGRA leases or propcts are 
evaluated in BPA's Resource I'rogram EIS. We do not believe that cumulative effects have 
been adequately evaluated. nor their impacts on cultural values and sites and the entire 
cultural landxape assessed, At ES17, the cumulative effects of transmission lines are 
Hill DEIS. m e  Telephone Rat propct did not do its own 
study or  evaluations. 
An issue that does not appear to be adequately raised is how release of heat that is stored 
c n s i d e  the earth would affect global warming. We believe that this may be a new issue not 
even raised in the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970. In light of evidence that this is a real danger 
(see June 1998 National Geographic), the government must consider the effects of exploitatior 
T11TI1T11T11T11T11TIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITII~IITIITIITIITIITIIT 
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of the steam resource on on atmospheric temperatures through a cumulative analysis of all 
energy sources emitting heat, including the burning of fossil fuels. There are other imbalances 
that result of violations of the Earths energies which science does not yet acknowledge, but 
there is no excuse not to address this issue. 
Because the DElS refers lo the Fourmile Hill ElSlElR and incorporates it by reference, we 
incorporated by reference into the present commpts .  This includes all input given on the 
geothermal projects in the Medicine Lake Highlands so far, ' I ding tribal input 
enviromental groups, individuals, state and federal agencies. 
the danger of global warming has been ad by an international panel of saentists, and 
a6 
c e q u e s t  that the public comments mit ten in response to the Fourmile Hill DElSlElR be 
Y 
* S c ~ h e  alternative power plant locations presented in the DElS are not really alternatives. The 
three power plant locations are versions of the same thing 114 to 112 mile apart. Either way 
they move the power plant will affect a sacred site. either Medicine Lake or Red Shale Butte. 
Payne's Spring would be affected by any location. All affect cultural properties, and this is 
acknowledged in the DES. Alternative B to the proposed action, rather than proposing lesser 
are unacceptable except the No Action Alternative. 
impacts, actually increases the number of wells area of the project. All alternatives 
a7 r W i t h o u t  National Register evaluations, the DEE cannot evaluate alternatives or state that 
they are real alternatives. We think that real alternatives should consider sites away from the 
Medicine Lake Highland 
conservation programs. 
AU transmission line routes would be visible from saued sites. Saued sites need isolation in 
c r d e r  to focus and concentrate on the spiritual qualities of the area, and need to be free from 
human impacts, such as transmission Lines, roads, pipelines, visual, auditory, olfactory 
impacts .The presence of power lines, plants, pipelines, well fields, sump pools, etc., would 
cause a negative reaction in the individual who would be seeking communion with the 
Creator, because it c a w s  a negative impact on the creation. and therefore on himself. because 
these impacts cause emotional and spiritual distress. 
Route 1 would still go through the Mount Hoffman Roadless Area and create a road through 
the Glass Mountain Geologic Area. Alternative power generation technologies (at ES18) were 
eliminated from study as irrelevant (!). These should be included, particularly the alternative 
of developing energy conservation strategies. 'his section presumes that the development 
phase of geothermal development is a given, but as stated above, the leases and the EAs that 
supposedly justified them did not evaluate the effects of development. 
Alternatives nust consider the issue of Energy Conservation. We understand that the power 
bought by Bonneville Power Administration would be transmitted up to Washington State, 
T11T11T11~11T11T11TIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITII~IITIITIITIITIITIITIIT 
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and then distributed into Oregon. Since there is considerable loss of energy every time 
electricity is transmitted, the actual benefit to consumers would be greatly lessened. This kinc 
of inefficiency should not be allowed without questioning whether more efficient use of the 
tremendous electric capabilities that already exist could replace geothermal development in 
the Medicine Lake Highlands. Such a study - questioning the need for more electric power 
- 
so severely adverse to the environment and Native American culture. 
precede approval of any project in the Mediane Lake Highlands where the effects ar. 
3 
as KalEnergy  plans to market the electricity produced by the Telephone Rat project as 'green 
energy.' Consumers will pay more for 'green energy' because of its claimed lighter 
environmental impacts. Without the 'green' label premium, thjs project may not fly 
economically. The challenge to these 
development of standards for 'green 
rojects could be important to the 
E. Socioeconomic Effects 
At ES33-39 the DEI5 evaluates beneficial effects of the development on Federal, State and COL 
Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill propcts. This is admitted in the discussion of environmen: 
justice at ES33, which states that 'The Propct would potentially result in a disproporrionatr 
ef/ecl on the Native American minority population, and this impact was determined to be 
potentially significant and no mitigation measures are feasible.' (emphasis added) 
=* 
c v e n u e s .  However, the Modoc and Pit River tribes would be the tribes most affected by the 
In discussing the socioeconomic benefits. no consideration is given to the Tribes whose 
ancestral lands would be violated by these developments. The Pit River tribe has never been 
compensated for loss of its lands. The Land Claims c a s  (Docket 347) has never been settled. 
We continue lo hold title to our ancestral lands. 
For the US government and its agencies to continue lo lease, sell and exploit tribal lands for 
the benefit of individuals, corporations and other interest groups, without such compensalior. 
or royalties, is a grievous injustice to both the Modoc and Pit River Tribes. And then, any 
attempt to compensate the Tribes would be rejected as we would rather continue to 
hold title and claim lo the land than accept any money. The land is more valuable than anv 
money because its cultural and spiritual benefits to the Native People is of greater significance 
than any monetary gain received from the destruction of those values and cultural properties 
B l F h e  beneficial effects of the No Action Alternative are not evaluated. In order to be objective. 
the DElS must evaluate all alternatives. including the value of preserving the Medicine Lake- 
Highlands in their largely pristine natural condition This would include positive effects on 
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traditional spiritual and cultural values, the effects of clean air, pure 
plants and wildlife, intact forests, and right attitude toward the earth 
6s In discussing Cumulative bcioeconomic Effects at E S 3 8 .  the D E E  states that disproportionate 
However, this analysis is not available in the DEE.  NHPA, as well as Executive Orders 12898 
and 1xx)7 all require government agencies to go through processes to resolve the violations, 
not merely say they have done an analysis. 
t b , e c t s  on Native Americans were determined by an 'Environmental Justice' analysis. 
Tribal Riehts - Secretarial Order on Am&n Indian Tribal Rights and the ESA 
In June of 1997, Seaetary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt isued an order entitled 'American 
6 3 ~ n d i a n  Tribal Rights, Federal-Tribal Trust Responsibilities, and ,e Endangered Species Act.' 
This Order provides for consultations with Tribes on cultural resources related to the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA). and defers to tribal means of preserving culturally important 
species, both plant and animal. It appears that pursuant to the Order, the Forest Service cannot 
proceed with the sale until this consultation has taken place if a plant or animal falling under 
the ESA and significant to a Tribe is present in a project area. 
The proposed Telephone Flat geothermal project is on Pit River aboriginal territory to which 
the Tribe still retains its inherent right. There is a significant cultural relationship between the 
Pit River Tribe and a number of sensitive species, including the pine marten, fisher, bald 
eagle, goshawk, pileated woodpecker and other species which are listed or being considered for 
listing under the ESA. Pursuant to the Secretarial Order, the Departments of the Interior and 
Commerce (who are charged with enforcement of the ESA) should consult with the Pit River 
Tribe regarding protection of these species. Consultations should occur before approval of the 
project, because the proposed action could threaten the species. Further, we do not know the 
extent to which these species would be 
surveyed by the U S .  Fish and Wildlife 
because the area has not been thoroughly 
Other speaes. including but not limited to badgers, porcupines and deer herds, have been 
6 e c e p l e t e d  because of past forestry and ranching practices. These should also be consulted about 
a part of a Cultural Management Plan so that 
regarding culturally significant species can be 
and traditional practices 
At 3.12-23 (Impact 3.12.3.5-6). no revenues for the Tribes are mentioned This is tribal territory. 
B6rTribes have possessory interests and rights on all their ancestral lands and territories. Th 
development would constitute a decrease and loss of value to traditional tribal territory. 
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On page 3.12-18, the DEIS indicates that 'No significant, adverse human health impacts are 
Please see the attached letter from Pit River Health Service. Given the adverse health effects 
56 
c n t i c i p a t e d  to occur as a result of implementation of the Project.' We disagree with this. 
air and other contamination, the effects would be greater to the Native populations, because t: 
health and life have already been impacted by contamination all through the history of contac 
with western industrialized nations. 
At 3.12-26. the DEE states that the project 'would not directly affect the environmental or 
human health conditions of any American Indian...', but that it 'would disproportionately 
affect the local American Indians becaus eit could affect tribal use and spiritual values ...' This 
is a falacy. because in NA culture, spiritual values are intertwined with human health, 
livelihood and lifeways. This falacy occurs throughout the DEE. Adverse and m i t i g a b l e  
impacts on sacred sites and spiritual values are known to have serious effects on the mental 
guidance of children and young people, and 
Hvdrolow 
68 The biggest issue about hydrology is that too much is left to monitoringaper construction 
c h e n  impacts would be irreversible, and not enough to pre-construction exploratory phases 
which could identify problems before they occur. These studies would help avoid serious 
impacts that are entirely preventable. By the time monitoring detects any adverse effects, i t  
would be too late for those springs and lakes. We understand that some of the monitoring 
data would be proprietary and not available for public scrutiny. In fact, public woping has 
lakes and springs in the area. Leaving all this to monitoring is irresponsible. 
The connection of the geothermal reservoir with ground water, springs has been established. 
K V e  understand that the base Hydrological Survey done by Weiss Associaks indicates that the 
first 500 feet of strata could leak into the Fall River Springs. Six percent of Fall River Springs 
come from Medicine Lake. Raising water temperatures at Payne's Springs could impact the 
fish that spawn there. Raising of the temperature of the Fall River spring system resulting 
indicated serious concerns with impacts on wells, on the Fall River spring 
59 
from re-inpction of steam condensate to 
affect the fish populations there, such as 
The presence of trace elements a t  Medicme Lake and other waters used for human 
r n n s u m p t i o n  and ceremonial use would affect the present purity o f  these waters which is 
TllTllTllTllTllTllTlITllTllTllTllTllTllTIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIIT 
c c 
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6 The DEI5 greatly underestimates consumption of shallow groundwater. Exploratory leases 
c v e r e  not completed, and we understand that the existence of geothermal fluid (deep level hot 
water) is still a question. At E'S-7, the geothermal fluids are 'expected to range in temperature 
from 330' to 5 W F  at the wellhead'. This is based on conklure. We understand 
That geothermal heal has been found in exploratory wells, but geothemal fluids have not 
been proven. However, claims are being made for geothermal fluids (see p. ES10). The extent 
of the geothermal resources should have been assessed as a result of completion of an 
exploratory phase that was left incomplete before conclusive evidence of the resource was 
established. 
I f  there is a lack of geothermal fluids. then freshwater fluids would have to be injected from 
standing water at Alcohol Crater and shallow groundwater at Arnica Sink, from which it 
would be piped to the power plant. The impacts of this on water sources - springs, lakes, 
wells - has not been evaluated. Depletion of fresh water sources could be a serious impact, as 
it has been at the Geiirs geothermal development in Lake County, 
Mount H o b a n  Roadless Area. Natienal Forest Management Act. Northwest Forest Plan 
The proposed route for the transmission line cuts through the Mount Hoffman Roadless 
rArea. This seems to be in violation of a recent Directive by the Forest Service not to construct 
new roads in Roadless Area. The Mount Hoffman Roadless Area, with its old trees (never 
been logged), volcanic formations, obsidian flow would be affected by segment A-2 of Ihe 
transmission conidor. Line Segment A-2 would also necessitate a utility road along Ihe utility 
corridor. 
The project would impact a late successional forest by clearcutting for pipelines, transmission 
lines and for the power plant and well fields. These activities may violate Northwest Forest 
3 
89 
hed Analysis has been prepared for the area, as is 
The Modoc National Forest recently made a 'non-significant' Amendment to its Land and 
" F e s o u r c e  Management Plan regarding Utility Corridor Direction. The stated reason for the 
T11T11TI1T11T11T11T1tTIITItTIITIITIITIITIITIITII~IITIITIITIITIITIITIITIIT 
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GQlW and sa3 ' I  
e* & i i m i c  activity - The DElS contains no mention of past earthquake history at the Mayfield 
Fault and the Day Fault which are less than 20 miles from the ProPct Area. Seismic dangers arc 
greatly underestimated. Mayfield faults are due south. Volcanic and seismic cannot be separater 
Effects of drilling muds on lava tubes are a concern, especially lava tubes in communication 
lessening the capacity of underground reservoirs. 
6 6 ~  volcanic areas. 3 
with ground water, because plugging of the lava t s would displace the ground water, 
66 CI'he effects of removal of large quantities of groundwater or geothemal fluid (where it exists) 
are underestimated, because. as stated (elsewhere in this paper) geothemal fluids are not 
subsidence is underestimated, because 
short distance from Mammoth Crater 
proven to supply the amount of water water issues). The possibility Of 
to collapse (Hidden Valley a 
67 r I % & z a r a c t s  on Special Interest Areas are admitted, but then dismissed a s  having no 
mis!? 
3 Although the DElS at 3.7-18 states that noise levels at the identified vision quest sites is addressed in the Native American Values section 3.6.3.2. no such analysis can be found. 
Noise mitigations mention a requirement that practitioners should notify CalEnergy 30 days in 
advance of activities requiring silence is not an acceptable mitigation as this restricts access in a 
way that is incompatible with cultural practices. At E5-27, in dealing with noise impacts, the 
DElS discusses providing opportunities to avoid the area by giving 30-days notice. Xis is an 
denying access, and adversely affecting the site. 
impact in itself, not in the spirit of Executive 
Miliealions 
13007 on Sacred Sites. I t  is equivalent to 
7 %  While =me mitigation measures are aimed at decreasing adverse impact on individual 
including the impacts on the Medicine Lake Highlands as a whole. Over and over we read 
'this impact is significant and unavoidable. The following measure would reduce the adverw 
effects but not to a less than significant level.' (ES70ffl Overall. mitigations are dealt with on 
T11Tl1~11T11T1tT1l~llTllTltTllTllTllTllTllTllTll~llTllTllTllTllTllTltTll~ 
c u l t u r a l  sites. the DElS admits that no mitigations are possible for most of the impacts, 
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a piecemeal basis, and overall mitigations dealing with the landscape as a whole are not given 
except in the No Action Alternative. However. this Alternative is not given as  a possible 
mitigation. It is, however, the only acceptable solution to the severe impacts of the proposed 
development, combined with impacts of the Fourmile Hill and other foreseeable 
Some Conclusionc 
78 fEarlier process leading to BPAs designation of the Glass Mountain KGRA and expansion of the 
Service/BLM process in awarding the leases lack an adequate NHPA Section 
73 National Register of Historic Place evaluations are being done in a way that is disconnected from 
t T , e  NEPA process. The Section 106 Process is not integrated into the NEPA analysis, and impacts 
on traditional cultural values and properties are inadequately assessed. An adequate NHPA 
Section 106 Process needs to be done, and integrated into the DEE which can then be properly 
commented on. 
The processes and consultations that should be resulting from the unavoidable and 74 
C.disproport ionat e impacts on the Medicine Lake Highlands relative to Executive Orders on 
Environmental Justice (12898) and on I an Sacred Sites (13007) have not been carried out 
but are merely mentioned in the DEE. 
Cumulative Effects of the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Propas as well as at least four 76 
c h e r  projects that could plug into the Wrnegawatt  mission line ar le  grossly under- 
addressed and require a single EIS for the entire 
78 The DEE admits that the Medicine Lake Highlands are spiritually and culturally significant to 
significant. and unavoidable. However, the DEE fails to take this conclusion to the higher level of 
E a t i v e  cultures, and that impacts on Native American cultural values would be adverse, 
TllTllTllTllTllTIlTIITIITIITIITIITIITIITIITlITlITIITlITIITIITIITIITlITIIT 
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In conclusion, it is our deep prayer that you will take the concerns of the Native People to 
i n t r u s i o n s 3  
7 7 4 e a r l ,  and that the Medicine Lake Highlands will remain free from these geothermal 
Sincerelv 
Floyd j. Buxskin, Native Coalition Chairperson 
Headman, Ajumawi Band 
Cultural Spokesperson. Pit River Tribe 
Michelle Berditschevsk 
Native Coalition S e d '  
e: A isow Counal o n  I toric Preservation 
CaiiioAa State ~ i s t o r i c  Preservation Officer 
Native American Heritage Commission 
Office of American Indian Trust 
Office of Environmental Justice 
Deborah Sivas, Esq. 
Flora Chu, Esq. 
Tom Kuhnle, Esq. 
c c c 
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Floyd Buchkin and Michelle Beditschevsky 
Native Coalition fur Culturpl Rertotutlon of Mount Shasta and 
Medicine Lake l-fighlands Defense 
P.O. Box 1143 . 
Mount Shasta. 96067 
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c) Deat Floyd Buchkin and Michelle bdltschevrky: 
unfolding from a hlstoy of oppression h m  a system that they didn't built and that 
they didn't choose. There Is no doubt that their life would be a lot mote healthy i f  they 
had been lev alone, and they had fullowed theit own way of lib. As one of the elden 
of the community put i t  : 
I' Our hoelth decreased in pmportion to the land that was taken fmm us. Large electric 
corporations, timber industria, and ranchers came into our land. They divided us 
takhg advantage of the illiterpcy of some of  our people and out lack o f  knowledge of 
the system. The more they erploited the land the more impouetished we became. 
! & m i V a l ,  ever since, has become our task." 
Liring in an area of 3.5 million acres, the Pit Rivea lived ftum the land in a 
respectable way. The land was considered sacred. Those who wpected the land were 
raid to practice good "tinihowi," that is, good medicine. 
In the world view of tho Pit Riven, Medicine Lake her been consideted not only a 
soutce of material medicine, but, even mote so, of spir i tual  healing. The development 
of a Geothermal Power Plant in that area rill have numerous negative effect fur the 
1 [ health and well-being of the Pit Rivet community. In the words of Betty b t g e ,  our 
f 
(b 
(? 
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Genlhetmal activity pmpased at Medicine lake. If you reverence this area as a 
Spiritual site you need to know that the area wil l  never look, sound or be the same 
again. 
" Those of you concerned about the environment need to know that this beautiful s i t (  
wi l l  most l i b l y  end up looking and smelling like the sulphur woks a t  M t .  Lassen. 
"Those of you concerned about health need to know that information is available fmn 
Director fur "culture and Health" there are some of the effects that the Geothetmai 
Plant w i l l  have in our community: 
I' Pit Rivers and anyone concerned about the  envimnrnenf needs to be $warn of the 
other Geothetmal locations as to the potentially unhvorabie effects on health that 
Geothermal Plants bring with them. 
"The Us r o m t  sewice and the Bureau of Land Management have already issued a 
dtaR Envitunmental Impact Statement for another Geothermal Development just half 
mile fr~n Medicine Lake that covers about 10 square miles. As many as f i v e  other 
plants may be plugged into a 21 mile 300 megaratt transmission corridor. Each of 
these sites could conceivably spread over an m a  of 18 square miles and include 4 
miles of above the gmund steam pipes 96 inches in  diameter and that reach ovet 
500 degrees. How is this going to affect Mount Shasta? 
"It can also contain a c m  of well s i tu  3,000 to 6,000 h e t  deep. Water wi l l  be 
contaminated For miles atuund. Thir alone wi l l  afkct  al l  of us. Plants and animals MI 
be affected also, SO what is going to happen to medicinal hetbs and plantr gathered fo 
food'? Our Native animals are already in  short supply, what wi l l  the Geothermal Plan: 
do to the rest of them? 
"Will the drilling set o f f  tremon and Earthquakes? Do you wan! acid rain fmm the 
steam plumes and Geothermal drifts polluting our water, iands, plants and animalr th is 
w a y 7  
I have to tell you that Medicine Lake is Sacred to the Pit Rives. "sacred" means that 
no one owns it, in any case, we belong to Medicine lake in the way that w e  belong to 
the soutce o f  Life. We know nature by knowing ourselves. What is blood to us, is  the 
sap that courser thmugh the trees, is  the water of Medicine lake. They too l i v ~ .  They 
too Fed. In the constellation O f  life within the Ancesttai Land, everdthing o f  the land is 
relatad to the Pit Rivea, particulatty that which lives in sacred rites. Today, as the 
A u g - 2 0 - 9 e  02.4SP P l t  k 1 v t . r -  Health S v c  916 335 5231 
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modem man sttuggles tc l a m  that people of all c o l o ~ f  ah? bmthm, the Pit Rivets 
know that all living cteaturor belong to the same family. Lor them, life goes on living 
in  lik. When people die, patt of them sti l l  remain i n  theit sacred sites. The water is  no 
Ionpa only water, but a living pwence of t h d t  ancestors. The living water of  Medicine f 
E 
! 
2 
$ 
u 
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Because of  my understanding of the damaged that the Geothemal Plant in  Medicine 
Lake wi l l  do to  the Health and Spirituality of the Pit Rivet community, and as the 
Executive Director of Pit R ive t  Health Setvicm, Inc., i t  is my duty fo oppose the 
development of the proposed Geothermal Plant in  Medicine Lake. 
z 
- 
Lake is  precious to them because it pwen’er thejt ancestors and brings them closer to 
them. 
Medicine L a b  is full o f  memotior for the Pit Rivers. Just lib the shinning pines 
release theit scent when they ate removed Ftom the soil, i n  the same way the vatea of  
Medicine Lake pwem the memotier of  the Pit Rivets. If we were to follow the tourney 
o f  out blood cells and a s k d  ourselves whwe were they a year ago, we would gmbably 
find them at the top of Mount Shasta, 01 in the clear waters of Medicine Lake. The Pit 
Rivets know that they ate one with theit land. Theit sacred mission is to be c a r e t a b  
of this beautiful land that has been enttusted to them. Medicine Lake, as a soutce o f  
bk, wil l  be pmtected with thdt liver, f o r  without theit Sacred sites the Pit b i e r s  know 
theu wil l  die of  sbititual solitude. 
E x e f i t i v e  Director 
, 
cc  Lawrence Canttell, Ttibal Chaitinan 
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REQION IX 
75 Hawthome Street 
63002 
San Franclsco, CA 94105 
July 21. 1598 
.MI. lLlDw M. Shmp 
USFSIULU Project h d c r  
Telepbonc Flat O c o I b e d  h + c r  
800 W. 12‘Smet 
Alruras. C A  96101 
Dear Mr. sharp: 
The U.S. Knwonmcnull ProtEtion Apncy @PA) ham rcvLwcd Ur Drlft Knvhnmental Impact 
Swremcst (DEIS) for tho Telephone et Gmhnnd Derrloprnent F’rojwel, Skkiyou ml Modoc 
Counttcs (Mcdldae h k e  %bkiads), chl@rnJU. Our commcnw ftrc prodded pursuant m &e 
Nltioni Environmaul Policy Act WPA),  lbc Council on Enviromncnral QuPliry‘r NEPA 
JmplemcnUtion R ~ g ~ l r t i 0 1 ~  at 40 CFR 1500-1508. aad &tion 309 of h e  Clean Air AcL 
’Ihc DIUS aanlylu che implcu of a ~ l h c n o a l  dcvcloprnmt pmlcc& the Ropovd Acnon, and 
dkzuativcr. iwluding tbc tx-aclion CJDrmdvc. The Prowred AcWn ulmisu of the consouoion ofa 
48 megawan power plnol. well bld nnd ancillny facilitiea;und Iba conrbuction of an 
appro~1n~tcly21-mile 230-tilovolt (kv) i n l r . r c o ~ t i o n u ~ ~ i o n  liac. Ihepwcr plant md WCU 
TiIJ a d  wlalul larili&s. such u piplincs. would malc appzoxlmalcly 173 acted of surfacc 
dirturhanec. Tltc pmpmcd Wansoniainn line wnuld m t e  an lpproxiinalc additional surfam 
dlrnrrhancc of 31 5 acm, fnr a tnul ertimrled project dirhlrLurcc of 488 acres. Almnrtiver lo Lh? 
Roposcd Action, d y r c d  in thc DEE, consist of two altenWjvc power p h t  sikr ( n l ~ l t i v e  plant 
sitc A lud llrcrlutive p h t  rite E). aud two nl(croldvs umsmivsion line roulsr (@anrmirnon route I 
swd lranriniwion r w s  2). Alernuive pnwer plan1 situ A and B an I d  inciasingly funher PwOy 
rmin Medicliic I ~ k c .  an m a  used rnr rccrcadonal nnd rccldcntkl purpares. ‘IN IlnmUiVc plaal Site6 
would include mlnm to rnodmak adjurlinmu in well pad lccntion a d  pipchhe coof%umrien. 
The intxconnectia ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l s a l o n  line p d o n  of the Ropmed Acdm Is a ratha ualguc situation 
~CCJUIC It iisumci a “gtacric” inlcrurnncdon mumscion lkand rcquim ~ c k h b n  of one of Ux 
wo akemtive u&won line rouaa ana)yred m mS DHS. AJtemtivc u r n d o n  mute 1 would 
pcm%ly inmconlyu with chc propxed “nmhcm utility corridor“ of a eccod pcolhcrmrl proicn. 
Pourmlle W G e o L d  Development Plojccr. lhe subject or I July 1597 issued DEIS. AltcmtiyC 
Uaosmcsion lwte 2 would not tie uto mC noomU0. uuhly cumdur. mlhrr it would tic dwectly inu)  UIC 
eurhng regiond gid. Th fcdcnl lead agmcks have i h & d  dx Roped Action as the S p c y  
vrefcmd %Ibmarive, and IncunhdOn line roue I u thc q m c y  prdcrrcd mnmit8ion line roue, 
awuning doveloprnent of the Fuurmik Hill Rojxt md thf uortbcro ulility corridor. 
W e  hrve rued thi DES as EC-2 - E u m m d  Caacem-hlufficiat Infwmatioa. 
(SK the aclosed “ S u n u w y  of R A q  De6nitiom and Pollow-up Action’?). Our rabg rChCb y a y  
wriour COIICCTPI ow: potcatid impacu D WM quality md water r e s o w .  unpacta to Native 
American uaditionsl culmml valuu, and c o n m s  about thc cumulative imprels born rhc Tclcphoac 
Ha1 and Fourmde W Rowu. Tkse cumulative impact U ) M ~  xaat !ht reladvdy Long projcci 
life (SO F) and ule plrcmenr of indurimI4ike proJecls anthin 8 ~tura l  mne vning wid1 potential 
to CPUY environmental degsdnaon. We wmmond rho U. S rorw Scrvicc and Bunw of Land 
Management for II  lhorough and WCU-wrim eLS and colknon of b u c k  hyhlodc inlurmuiuion. 
however. informano0 should bc lnovidd in Iht Flnal EIS (FEIS) IU i ldhua uw U I W L ~ S .  
As YOU SIC aware, ttrC h ldc inc  I..& Highlhodr ir Ibc wbjccl of a rcsolution passed bv the 
National Ijnvlronmcotal Jutice Adviroy Cuun~il ( W A C )  wkrcin h c  PP Riva Tribe and uibd 
grarmmtr ooganu~tions have eaprsucd c o m b  rbout the pmpovd dcrcloplncnu and lack of 
meaningful h to ths * I S  01 govsrammr-u)-govrmment mlationr and he Envirnnmmul 
J U a h  (sr) hecutivc Ordcr. lhdcr  thc Exccutive Order, EPA ili mandnsd in Ih review of thc €IS lo 
dclcminc whehn Ih. l a d  agcncy has hUy uuryLcd dvcnc  cnviromcntal cmclr of dm propmd 
action on minority (h’rlivc A n i d m )  plqwlrlinm We apprsiate rlu cstcblkhd w o r m  nhtiohthip 
with USFSIRIM‘c u1 help rcrolvc our nbjecdonr u) L e  Pourmile Hdl Fmjecl (kmn 10 BLMNSPS. 
%pQmhn 1997) Md would U c  10 conhnue w o r m  mlh usrmm. on t o m  pmjecm u) w e  that 
flu NFJAC‘r c o m m a  nnd 0th c o v k o m d  concdobjationr 3re being ad- a d  rerolvcd. 
We appreciate the opporrrrmty 1O =view rhlr DElS and look forward 10 a wnbumg good wmkmg 
relotionship. Plcnw send two copies of thc rtilS (0 mi office at Ibe lenedmd addrrsa (mail d e  
(hiD-2) when i t  is officinlly mod wim our W s h i q m n ,  D.C., office Should you have my qocatiocr. 
pleosc conic1 me AI (*IS) 7441584, or Karl Kanbcrgs a1 (419 744-1483. 
00308W8-105 
Enclosures 
cc: TlmorhyJ. Burke. Bmsu of Land Managcrncnt 
Slcvcn t.‘. Hishop. Modof National Pores& US. Porcn Srrviu 
l’smck 1. Griffin. Siskiyou County Air Pollutica Conaol %I&! 
Lay Rsbn, Bonnevillc Powu Adminiavadon 
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Exhibit 5 and included as "other measures" III Table ES.6. We mcourage Le agencies to emu= 
that this program ia a projccr commitmnt in case a d a r i o n  is mDdC to proceed WiIh the p r o p r d  
mion. We rrcngni7.e that the Telephone plat Pm@t m y  pose nnm and tlcutc 
ovcrall pmgram to monitor ulc potential &ects from geothermal sctlvitics 3 
M&dkl€Ou- 
On page 3.241 of the DElS h I6 noted that "a hypothuical contaminant i nduced  mm l e  
Water Lcvcl Ekvationr. indicate that gmundwaler llows d d i y  
LBkc m. However. UIC burr? shows that &tu was compiled fmm 
both 6hallow. intPmcdiate depth and d e p  web, and in fafl is collected from two oepanue 
aquifers. Pap 29 of Appendix A, Bascline Hydmgeology Evaluuliua, #taw lhS ths shdbw. 
cold, groundwater syotrm is "hydraukdiy Isolated *om the top of the d 
a a and that thc prcmre b a d  diff- mgw fromabout 650 to 1350 fcct .~ruggc-st  hat the 
flow ~pirmirk~wdaskUSFS/BLMidiheFElStoprovideabcttcrnpknatioowhythe 
r W w ,  cold. goundwster system would uniformly f b w  mdially outwnrd from the highlands. 
We s u p c t  tha~ local groundwater flow of the shallow. pcnhed, system my b mare viriablc 
thm show. thus rrdshding the reader into thinklng that m y  contaminalion horn Tekphnoe Flat 
opetntions or tk fourmile Hill Oprnions woul 
the enwnnrntaUy m t i v e  McJiLint! LHke my 
geqthennal syaiem 
peciiwly flow south and north, away from 
A, Ba3cline Ityhgcolo#y Evduation, F ~ g w  9 and tlu: concsponding text &scribe 
tdattvcly shallow conductor anomaly underlying the projcct site. Tbc rcpon 6lrucs that 'tlhesc 
resistivity anomalics M interpreted to be a composile of rhc then& anomely and the shallow 
rpvund WYIR in ik ma." Smce i t  is our understanding that the shallow. CWI. water system is 
3 
T&p)Wnr f i l l  Pm,rrl DES 
€E4 Lnmmrnlr - -  I d "  
a 3 In n similar vem to the previous c o m n t r .  we mhde a quote horn B completed Lawmcc 
cwmore National laboratory study by Danrsan and Row. 15'97 
"ISO~OPIC ~Vtdcnce presented in this report indicate that gmundwata emerging from Fall 
Rivcr Springs contains large amounts urmagmtic CO, gas derived from Medicine L&c 
volcano. Although lh is  does mt in itsclfmdmue 11 dim1 phpicat cnmeclion belwem 
the gcnthsrmal system and the Pall River Springs r eckge  systen4 it does ckariy imply 
thut the Fall River Springs recharge syetem dkdb ovcrlica the geothcml syxtem. and 
that CO, w kaka upward from the geothamal system Moreow. the large quantity of 
m%gmUic CO, in the Fall Riva S p h p  sptem is a strong indicator that the a 4  of 
pogEphw1 overlap k t w a n  the cold spnng mhmge zone nnd the undnlymg 
8M~thenual reSerVOk h qUhC large." 
2% 'he erptnnntion on F i g ~ ~ t  3.2.3, pnge 3.2-6. should read 'Ekvntion of the 38-C Ioathvm" not 
8 p t h  to thc 38' C Isotherm'' The FEIS should also pmvidc an explanation for chc rhnpc of thc 
38' C horlvtrm mnrours, and the strong nonhcacr linear fcm uparating the two preps of 
closed contom. Shrc no detailed gwloeif m r r  sections an provided we ask USFSIBLM to 
rlariry wblher the preseotcd inforumtiion would not suggem vsrishiliry in the mnfining geologic 
unit and pnsencc of structures that could represent potential w whcrc the shjllow and d q m  
sy3tcm may hydrduliwuy C o m t  3 
CChlZTLATNE IMPACTS AM) OTHER NePA CONSIDERATIONS -
The cumulative impactc analysis should nhjectively analyze Ihc combined impacts of rekvant 
proposed actions LUI pcr NEPA requinmcnls ut 40 CPR 1508.7. Asjde from the impacts to Na ive  
Amricana. the cumdative impacts section dwr uniformly indicatw thut &ts from cumulative 
impacts would be less than rignificant. We have s e v d  c o m n t s .  reco-daliunr. and 
4 
T a 4 h o u  fld R D y r  DElS 
u o m m m r r  .. 
hPDctS On rccmtiOnal UY and local had ownm USPSIBLM nota chat 'the Pro% would not 
be cQnparible with exiaring I 
p u p d  Anion" (Pg. 3.9-nY 
?he purpo& of Olc proposed action i% described 
h c v i l l c  Power Administration @PA) grid The DEIS dwsribcs that B M s  "purpow" ia to 
u y s  or Formi nuniguucnt ynrriptioa, 011 thc ua of the 
tk cnmmreial development of the 
~ w l h C d  ruourCw within thc federal gmthumal kasa smd delivery of thc power to lhc 
project. The purpose of the proposed n c t m  
which h to rcrvc as an "eztion-forcing" 
8 1 p e  need for Iht'projeet 1s glvm as devclnpnrm of ahcrnac energy s o w ,  and spcnficdy. 
g w t h c d  cncrgy sources. The DEIS indicrws t b t  several s ta tu~e i  encourage gcotharml 
energy dcvclopmnt as a 'tOcmu 10 drvcrSify d o w t i c  m x g y  supplies." Furttm~mn, Ihc DElS 
impliu lhil the project nccd would conform lo BPAs long-term coR(eTyation and efficiency 
Improvemcnt,goah. Aa 6 Iced-in to dcscrlbing lk Purporc and NCCq USFs/BLM describer thc 
upcomiag duegulatlon of the e k d c  udhty i n d q  and m d n n  marknlng $ways that tndiutt 
consums "mar be wirang IO pay mom for "graeo nurgy." KPA qucetions Ihc suggwtion lhsl 
tk Telephone f i t  pmjwt is "pun". Le.. en i d l y  benign. in hght of ulc cnvvomntd  
"commreid" vcnnnc tlw project would k have to be pmfitabk. USFSlBLM should hutha 
develop in the FBIS the need (br the project at this tin- considsring EPA's e o v h m n t a l  
concum and the cutrent ador  projcCtcd cncrgy lcsou~ce s i h o n  lad demand Ernphssir 
should h plpccd on cornparing potcnU advcrsc impxu h tn  dcvclopmt of Ihr Rupord 
Action agamrt other energy gcnrming (or no-action) altcmstives. 
The intent of Sation IUZ(B) of NEPA Ir to cncournga Psdafal Agacies to bnlnncr 
eohnmmtll amenltln and v d u a  with economic and technlal contldcnuotu, In 
d&lon W g .  In tltc FEIS, USPS/BLM h u l d  analyze the ntx4J Iur h e  pmjat u this tim, 
bucd on Ihe h v e  principal of halance. We mommnd thlt a con-benetit +is be included 
in the FElS ad dcacrikd at 60 CFR 1502.23. Such an analysis may bc pdcukr iy  ~ppropMtc for 
this projccl. Md 8s meed UI the rcfcruYxd regulahoos. "(thc) s t a t ~ i i l  dd. whco a cu&l-bclx;Gt 
analysis is prepared. b a  the rehionship between h d p u  and MY analysis of unqumtifid 
c n v u o ~ m a l  impacu. valucr. and S ~ I X N ~ . ' '  In Ihc FEIS, USFS/BLM sholrld concucty rcwcw 
the econonric and other juWcation for lhc prop1 and comprre and contrast thc propi  m u  
againsi thc vokcd prqjcct drawbaccks. 
socloeconondc impacts and colklive intnrrional hpaco ('Usre i5 Do practical way 10 W I c  
the coDCctive inmuional impact from the Rojcct on fmuljon in Ihe pmjxt Vicinity. Pg. 3.10- 
8s  impacts that m y  k urncialed with ulir p m & m s a  preiums ha in mdcr to hc a 
lcetion rhoukl also includc a rocuurrrrmrian of Ihc 
13). b d  on our perception of fairly heavy use of the uea on an 
OOO visitors ita). at the Mcdimc Lake Campgrounds cnch year..." 
6 
Q 
8 
or05 
3 3 
T i k p b m  F k w h j r n  D N r  
m r i  .. Juh IS48 
cimcs of low wind s p e d  Rnd pornbl 
38 cooling tower HIS could be s i @ e n ~  FBIS should provide odditiod vcrihcation why 
cooling towcr cbifl coukl not xnk in topographic low mas.  w d  travel toward Madicinc M e .  
under thcse type af con&tions. The model u d  in Appendix I a s s u m s  that the 5 u r r o u o ~  
Lcrrain ia but it is mt end we BTC conccrncd that mu& tow= driff, bcing denem Ihw ai 
including IrCllllDenl of plume dcasity and dcrivdon of p b  dLoowionr during still pnioda 
3 1 would I* FEJS should pruvide further detail nf mue of the m&hg assumptions, 
al mvertiona. chc impncts boom well venting and 
3 
BlOU)(;IC RESOURCES 
A suongly mccmurands thut USFSIBLM continue to work with tk California Dcpmtnent of 
ad ffam: and the U.S. Firh and Wain Servu in mitigahg poteruial sigmicanl iinpmc 
publlation of the PPJS. We also svongly m m d  that the proposed uupp*mcnlal survey for 
northm goshawk occupancy (Pg. 3.3-4Y) be complctcd prior to completion f he EFJS 80 thu 
GEOLOGIC E A Z A N ) 9  
The DEIS indicates thac pomtial lor si&m6mt impacts fmm induced seirmicily from the 
" ' ~ p n c d  gcotherml production und potenttal for proM i n d d  subsidewe M below kvel of 
wpi icwcc.  In prr(icular, we ask that additional inhrmslion be provided br why subsikmc 
would MI tc a pmbkrn Even though it would appear Ihnt thc ~co!u@c CwnMiom am fawrahlc 
for attenuating pentiel  s u b s i .  lhrr effccu on subsidence pnienarl from conihbg kyn 
nu as d c s c n i  previously) ilppw i o  
haw not been considerrQ but sllould be. in l e  
hercmgrnity on geophy&n end the& 
We noted in Ih: DElS that both B U T S  GRO's nnd the Siskipu County General Pian clement 
p r e d ~  k v e k  survey. EPA strongly recomDds that prior to my conmucial geothcml 
production in the Mcdicinc Lake Highlands IMS bascline survey be conducled. and planr io do so 
3gcwiIic to geothermal dcvelopmcnt. respectively muurdgc end nqlure o p d e v c l o p m n t  
be incorporated into Ihc FFXS. As pan of routine moniloring. us 
hawlinc data cokction and ongoing seismic mniloring 
shlwhi llso indlcae 
39 how ohen a i o n a l  aurveys should be done during life of 
9 
Tckphenr f i r  RoJrrr DElS 
u .. Jvlv tW4 
These efforts should k coordinated with tbc Pourmile G e o h m d  piojcct 
Accordmg tu the DEIS. the Mcdicinc Lp)4 Hqhlm& ha< had et least ha cmptlve volcmc 
aupliok and whether thin should be mewed as a significant poienrial impact. ThL question is 
bsed on t k  conwptunl madcl that m a p t i c  bodies at hlgh m a t a l  levels rn coolcd by 
convecting fluid% I f t k  fluids am unnvniQblc For cooling (Le., hove bccn depkud due 
~aothennsl operalion\) then would it not tc possible that msgmalic activity could 
POLLUTIOIC PReVEWON 
'Ihc kat way to d u e  pollution is to prevent it in the first place:. ?be Pollution Prcvendon Act 
of 1990 ertahtishul a natioml whey of managing wan% h u s h  som rcdunioo. rkyc!jng. 
e q y  recovery. and wsstc tmtnmnt (tu a last dtcmativc). It l o  e
USFSmLM to work w f i  CEK to deumdne if ccnain aspects of the p m p d  action could not 
be ~mprovcd with tk above pals in mind SpccMcaDy. are thcIE any opporiunitie.t for co- 
aga -us 
39 oprnlbnd adjuauncnta to f8dFks i n o h  Lu nchievs the ACI'S & o h r e  cncournge 
additive is proposed to reduce scaling andlor comrion wc RIc4mnrmd us8 of wnshromc 
ireiltmmf ckmieala. We are ab0 w n d  about Uu proporad use 01 biwide end ask that 
USFSBM dism.pp end consider the potential to use 02011~ treatment for this p u p a e .  We have 
encload 8 table summarizing Pollution hevention Oppomnitics for Reducing Cwling Town 
timissions and a checklist lor rcducbg Pscllity Maintenance Waster. for p u r  f U a h  informs(ion. 
p e n t  any p m p o d  changes 10 the projxt, baaed on considerations pnsmtcd 
10 
c 
June 33,1998 
Fo9sIl Fuel Elecmic Pnwer Gcneruliun Section \'. PuUulion Prevcnliou Opporlunitie 
have heen shown to exhibit rupid foubng on high icmpwarurc sur incrb SUC' 
as would bc found in reuirculatinp sysems In addition. health and safcr 
issues associated with worker c x p a w  10 ozone must bc considered. 
S o w :  Par1 Shtrr: 8- Humwkrt Chmm{wtfiam.Ccdin.g Towsrr. Qh, o f b  An&ela B o d  of 
Fireside Washes 
In the mmbwion of I d  fwlu, products of incomplcu: combustion wil l  rix 
Mth gu and collect on boilcr Wbea mJ k a t  usnsfer uniu. W i d e  wastes 
cmiist pimmily of botmm ash and damaged refractory brick. which may bc 
cootaminatcd 4L heavy d s  from the nsh. A3 thc buildup inrreaSes. the 
hcnt c x c b g c  efficiency dcfrrasw. Puidcally.  the huildup is removed by 
applying n large volume of wafe~ to Ihc M e r  surfaces. The w u h  wntcr 
conwins h ~ c  metals (nickel, c h n i u r n ,  h n .  vanadium, and dnc), calcium. 
sodium. chlorides. mlraIes. sulfata. and orgnNca contained in suspcndzd 
soot. ?he resulting wlllltc is a wet s h  sludge. This aludpe may be ce 
manseed for disposal with large v o l w  combustion WMIC (fly ash, honm 
ash. PGD sludgc) 01 managcd sepSrelely wilh othn low-volume wastes and 
mad duough physical OT chemical pralpiradon. as well 'N: pond 
cvapomlion. 
Soor blowm use 8 1 m .  air, or warn 10 clcan fimide fouled hcat m a k r  
aurfaees. 'Ihe nmovcd YXII and ah deposits arc cithr reintroducul into Ihc 
combustion process. rcdepositcd for easia removal. or captund by 
September 1997 Sector Nolcboak F'rojecr 80 
c c 
FoaU Fuel Ektric Power GcnenUon Section V. FolluUon h m t l o n  Opporrunltlea 
Sulfur is pcdd through L e  cleaning ol fuels a d  o n  and the ust of clsun 
m b k n .  Recyclm)( oplionn include h a  following: 
* 
* 
!jub$tihIting sulhu for Portland cement and wntm IO uct 63 a hindmg 
agent In pn?duce a durable, =id-mistant contnte 
using sdhh in pmtcclive coadngs to improve the r u i s m e  of 
unvmuondl building matchats to cbanicd andothn s w ;  f h i c  CUI 
be imprrpated with a u b  and additive matniak 10 PI& flexible or 
rigid lining mmalr  
Using rulhn P an ssphalt mtender or BB an ~ p b r l t  rcpkcmun w totally 
eliminate the necd for asphalt. 
'Ihe FOD UnirP CM produoc'8ulfut. Suhic  acid, gypsum, or wmc nun- 
saleable sludge rrmterial. S e h  FGD units CM pmduct deable mntcrialr, 
as indicated in IJIC following clamplu: 
- Gypsm can be pnwsaul into a quality gypnun grade for d e  IO wall 
hoard pmducen or sold for we in ument manuft~~uriing. 
Sodium sulfate wd sulluric acid can be pmdund for male. 
Au cl+stmn hcw sclubbing system cm bc urad to p~oduce ammonium 
sulfite and "mmoaium niuato for salc as JI ftltilizcr supplcmmt. 
* A pozzolanic W~bilizatiwt (caction pmxss csnbe impIemcntc.3 whom 
l i m e - b a d  reagcnl is addcd IO scNbkr rludgc and fly aah lo errate II 
m i n e d  produet ruiuble for roadwuy baw c c u m .  (Fovolans am 
silicmus OT silic&wslaI~ous maltrid8 that, whcn mixed with lime and 
wnw. form cemmtitious compoundr.) 
V . U  . F a c U U y ~ k m c e W ~  
In addition LO the wams vra is ted  with tbc pown production OWOIIS, 
fwil fuol elscbic power gcocmtion faeillder also gcnmtc wastes horn 
rupporl o p ~ o i l s .  such 1l fdlity and qUipmmt nuintcnm, stOl'8gC 
areas, wospataton. nnd offiaca Pollution pvcot ion  lshniquea can grrslly 
ccducemaoyofchcscwasrtsmrrnrforrcl~vclyliNlccnrt. 
Table 33 highlights K v d  basic pollutiOa pnVmlh op6Ons for CqUipmWl 
and facility maintcnmw. AU of Ihc option8 lnvolw lhe use of commccially 
available equipment Ulnt is alrcady in vridcrpnad u6c. In addition Io Ihs 
options dcJclibed in Table 33. c n m n  pullution pnwntion options include. 
- - 
* 
Establishing pvcntivc maintenance programs for quipmcnt 
Tstlng nuids prior to chsnging t k m  
Pmharing qulpment to enable mycling of ~ t i h c c ~ . ,  solvents. and 
oiVwaln mixturn 
Purchasing longer Instin~eusable absorbent materials and rags 
Scclor Notebook Pm)tcr 88 Scptcmbtr 1997 
FcesU Yuel Elcclrlc Power Geneation Gectlon V. PoUutlan Prevention Oppormnine. 
* L n u n d m q  rags offsite inassad of dinposing of L e a  
* Using rtmm clcaninp, quipolcnl or mdwm b i c h o n a a  blast systems for 
g c n d  fadltty cleaning 
* Purchasing dwuic-powered vehiclcs for onsite use 
* Up@ng bulk stomggcequipmt and spin prcvcntion practicer 
Improving spill containment quigmcnt md equipment for mansfening 
fluids 
* Using low- or n b V W  paints for fscility maintenance and restnciing 
color c h o t w  
Recycling oftice paper. e- plastics, scrap metals. wocd produrn. 
Purchnsing product$ with rscyclal cootwit 
Pin- dtcmadve to ~~ ozonc dcpleong aubsmces (e.8.. 
r n f r i ~ ~ ,  flm aqpres iun,  &ppmxa) 
Racticing inregrated pcst management IO d u x  thc use of pesticides in 
grounds maintenance opcnuioos 
Ueiag less mxic products for cuctodid cpcrslionr. 
tc. 
' 
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Regulator). Branch 
SUBJECT: File No. 23709N 
DEPARTMENTOFTHEARMY 
S A N  FRANCISCO OISlRICl,  CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
111 L U R K E l  STREET 
S I N  FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 3 4 l 0 6 2 1 9 ~  
hlr. Randall M Sharp 
U.S. Depanment of Interior. Bureau of Land Management 
800 West 12th street 
Alturas California 96101 
Dear !4r. Sharp. 
Your request for conuneiits on the Executive Summar). of the Draft Environniental 
Impact Statement and Environmental Impact Repon (Draft EISEIR) prepared for the 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project was received on May 18. 1998 by your 
notice dated Ma! 8.  1998 This project has subsequently be reassigned to our Eureka Field 
Office in Humboldt County. Your project proposes to construct a 48 megauatt geothemial 
po\%er plant with associated production and injection wells. well pads, pipelines. transmission 
line and access roads in the Glass Mountain Knoun Geothermal Resource Area within the 
Modoc h'ational Forest in Siskiyou County. California. 
1;Bilred on the Eureka Field Office's resources, \ye could not detect any waters of the 
Cnite States within your proposed project area. However. on page ES-??. of the executive 
summan. i t  states that there are "timber stands of varying composition and density (that] 
chmactert2e the area uith isolated patches of riparian vegetation associated with small ponds 
and meadows." Small ponds and wet meadows are listed as waters of the United States and 
within Corps jurisdiction. Placenient of f i l l  material in these waters requires a Departmcnt of 
the Arm) permit The Corps, however, is unsure whether your project would result in a 
discharge of fill m-terial into jurisdictional w a t e r s 1  
CAI1 discharges of drcdged or fill material into "waters of the United States" below the 
"high tide line" in tidal WltCTS. and below the "o rd inq  high water mark" in non-tidal waters 
rcquirr. Corps of Engineers authorization uiidcr Section 404 of the Clean \Vatu Act (CWA) 
(OP3:. L S C 13.44). '"Waters of United States" include. but are not limited to. coastal and 
inland waters. lakes. rivers and streams that are navigable waters of the United Stales. 
including adjacent wetlands: tributaries to "navigable waters of the United States," including 
adjacent wetlands: interstate wat and their tributaries. including adjacent wetlands; and all 
other \talers of the United S t a t e 3  
c h c  Corps recommcnds that you hire a consultant to identify 1 1  there are any uaters of 
the Lnited Stater. including wetlands. present \rithin your project boundq 
dclincntion trould help us to determine i f  a Depannient of the hrm! permit is required. and 
A jurisdictional 
facilitate the processing of your project In anv case. thc Corps \\auld like to schedule a site 
visit to see the resources present and discuss project impacts and methods to avoid impacting 
waters of the United States 
3 . .  
I f  you have any questions. please call hlichael Lamprecht of our Regulatory Branch at 
telephone 707-443-0855. If  you uish to \\rite, please address all correspondence to the 
District Engineer, Attention: Michael Lamprecht. P.O. Box 4863. Eureka. California. 95503, 
and refer to the file number at the head of this letter. 
Sincerely. 
Y 
\ 
Cabin C Fong 
Chef, Regulatory Branch 
c c c 
United States Department of the Interior 
FISH AMI WILDLIFE SERVICE 
W10 W u b m  Wa? 
W . m e l h  Fdk. OR 91M1 
In Reply llekr TO: 1-10-97-'fAd82 
Kandall Sharp 
USFSWLM 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project ElSELR Coordinator 
800 W. IP Sweet 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
This responds to the dmR Environmental lmpacl Statanent (DEIS) dated Ma! 8, 1998, rcgardinz 
b e  proposed Telephone Flat g w t h e d  development pmject (Project) located on the M c d x  
National Fonn (Foresl) in Siskiyou County, Califomin, appmximately 1.5 miles -1 of 
Medicine Me. The Forest's public comment and scophg later for the pmposed action dated 
May 20, 1997, involvedgeothcrmal leases CA-12370, CA-12371, arid CA-12372. The 1 6 1 s  
also includes geothermal lews CA-13803, CA-21933, and CA-2500. AU six of these 
geothermal leases are loeatcd within the Glass Mouncsin Gtotheimal RCSOIDU Area. T ~ J :  
g e o l b d  power plant is expected to produce 48 megawatts of electricity aod would be 
lransmitted via 230 kilovolt lincs to the exisling Bonncvilk Power Administration lrmrnission 
lioa 21 miles to the north and east. The Project consists of the power plant, associated 
pmthermal production wd injection wells, well pads, sump ponds, mads, intcrconnectec 
g w l h e d  fluid pipclincs, and h e  tranrmission l ins .  
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Senice ( S A c e )  hareviewed the DElS aid has the followiag 
comments and concern: 
Additional leasea whlcb have no1 gone tbmngh the scopleg proma - 7he Service i s  
c n c c r n e d  over the addition ofgeothermal leases CA-13803, CA-21933, end CA-2500 wilhin the 
DElS document. These l e w s  were not identified during Ihe scopine process. Within the DEI:;, 
there is not adequate Malysis provided to evaluate polmtial impacts Additionally, cfthc four 
scd initial participating urea". onlg site CA-12372 WBS idmtifird 
Effects of gcothermsl lelues 
Grothennal I c a s u  nilhin the Managd Late-Successional Area (MLSA) - 
~ e o t h c r m a l  Ieaces CA-2500 mid CA-2193? arc localcd uWun llic Medicine I.&e 
hghlands M L S A  Tliesc leases were not idenuficd dunng scnping For ncn 
developmcnts to be considered within thc MI.SA. thc Record of h i s i o n  (ROD) o r  thc 
NFP, stntes there would have to be a public need or significanl public benefit. 121 s 
public need or benefit IUIS not hecn identified \nlhin the DEIS. Without a public iced ur 
significant puhlic benelir, ncw developments would no1 be considered under the s andard, 
Northwest Forest Plan WtP)  
and guidelincs ofthe NFP. 7 thrsc new I K ~ C S  wc nul consinenl uitli 111, 
Eflects of Power lines 
Route B2 impacts to the MLSA ~ Power line roulc 8 2  is proposcd to go thmugt the 
'MIS* A s  indicated abose and in our commcms subnutted for the k.ourmile Hil' 
3 
. ~~ 
dated September 30, 1997. ulis route is not comistent \iith 
r. 
Impacts lo bald c a d a  - On pagc ES-99. section 3.3.3.6.1-8, che DEISEIR indic ales 
Ilowever, on page FS-54. sections 3.3.3.3-14 and 3.3.3.3-25. the DElSElR conOic~~ with 
this statement and indicates bald eagle collisions with power lincs would be less han 
significant and thmfore do not require mitigation. Bald eagles collide with powr lines 
causing death or injury. Bald cagles are listed as threatened under the Endangered 
Species Act and therefore deathsfinjuries which may result from the proposed power lino!s 
would be significant We recommend mitigation measures be prcxntcd &ut wii i 
minimize or prevent potential cagle/powcr line collisions. The utili2ation of bird flight 
c m p a c t s  to lisled species would be considered significant for power h c  collision: 
of minimirdng/avoiding impacts to eagles without bein: 
6  riparian Reservu - The DEISZIR has identifed road crossings would occur Svr powcr 
Lines. Howevcr, there is no discussion on how Riparian Reserves will be impac1.d by 
these nouings  or bow they will bc made compliant with Ihe ROD standards and 
guidelines. Therefore. a full evaluation ofpotential impacts nmls  IO be pmvidal 
showing how the proposed project will be consistent with Riparian Reserve the 
Eflecls of groundwater Impacts 
Impacts to the Shrrta craf ih .  'lhe DUSELR does not specifically consider :N=ts ,If 
provided wmmcnts dated September 30,1997, reganling potential impacts to tb: Shana 
crayfish from the Fourmile Hill Gwthmnal Development Project. Thcsc concern arox 
from the lack of suKicicnt scientific data describing lhe regional groundwater fl, IU 
direction of both the sbl low cold groundwater end undcrlying gcothmal flow Uoth the 
Fourmile Hill and Tclephonc Flats DElSEIRs sugllest there is a direct geohyh eloglc 
'the pmposcd projecl on the fedcdly listed endangered Shacta crayfisb The S<.rvice 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~~ 
~ 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECllON AGENCY 
REGION u 
75 Hawihorne SLree: 
San Franeiaco, CA MlOS39Ot 
A u o 2 4  m 
Mr. Rimllall M. Sh41p 
USFS/BLM Fn@t Leader 
Tckphone Flat Geolhamal Roycl 
X(NI W. 12th Slrret 
Alturas. CA Y6101 
vcar M. sLu1p: 
Tlis letter is a suppknmnt to the U.S. Enwornold Protwtion Agmcy's @PA) July 22, 
195% cements on the Drah F.nvironmu~d hpact  Statctmut (DEIS) for thc Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Development Project, Slsklyou and Modoc Cnunties (Mediclalo l a k e  
lIighlands), Califomin. lo light nf the extension of the comment pcriod to August 24. IWWH. and 
a ccc:nt site visit. wc have t&en the oppoilunity to provide additional comments. 
u i p d  to ths project in our irutial cnnunenr letter). ow guidance suggests lhnt iortcctivc 
rnexsms to fully protact the enviinnimnr ma? rcquuc c h g o  to rhe preierred airernalive or 
application of mitigation masurcs to rcducc cnvvonmnral unpects. \Y& the framrwork n: 
N~,llve American vduri mu3 siwranmcnral justicc. dnd with Ibc prescucc of"umtr$rbk unpmi 
to %live Amcrican valuca." II would seem judnious far IISFS/BLU to consider eilhrr a d o p l q  
1lgab;e action altrrnarivc; or develop acccptabk mitigation fnr tlw cumntly prupurcd action. 
thr NI nriinii alternative as the prctcmd dtemaive; attempt to detzlop another less damagiug 
c UISD monumnd that WSFSlBLM cxplore ways to minimize or prevent impacts to Irrhuon 
Native . k n c a n  cullurai situ fiom possible future gu~wlhcrmpl development (m addition IO thc 
two proposcd projxir) by reviewing cnviromntal proteclioo option, nvllilabk thlnugh existing 
g a > i h e r d  lease stipulatiota. aj j iog approplidc rripulaiions m my Kecord of Decision and. as 
leases expire. consider selective rekicting only UI area< which woul impact Native Amcri;m 
valucs 16 they've k e n  most roccatty dcscritwj by the aflacled tribes. 3 
7 3CF;: 
a ~ i n a l l y ,  as stated in Ihe DEIS, the projcct propunmt aud one of the affected mi, havc 
enter Diu a Mctnoraodurn of Aerament (MOA) lo address archeologicd and cuitural irSUEs. 
We wc3mnlend that CSFSlBLM take the lead in esrablihhing such ngrccnlents. as approprklc 
m n g  all affccled rnbes ruther than rclying un private panics lo rcsolvc bsuw in n p i u i n w i  
iarlliuu. Becauuu the s c o p  ufgcothcrmnl dedopmcnt could porcntinlly d k c l  much of tbr 
Medicme Lake HigNnnds. a h n l ~ ~ t i c  approach in dwli~tg with Native hr,nvm valucs I uecded 
USFSlBLM should continuc with ihcir clions ut Gov~rmciit-to-Gov~rnolenl cnnwluuon w l h  
the Trilxs rn gain UK highest lcvcl of lion fur planning. mitigation. and decisi0nma)tmg 
purpov.~ within a holistic framework. 
Wc apptechte 1 1 ~  oppncniry to provide tivsc supplemental c o m n b ,  and look fonvard to 
tlicir loclusion into the public rccord for this project. Should you have any questions on ChL 
corrcspondcoce VI OD our prc\ious co-nls, ylcnse contwt me at (4 l5)744-1584 or Kari 
Kanbcrgs, our principal ,%PA re\iewer tnr lhls prolect. at (41 Y744- 14P3 
 
Sincerely. 
David I. Fnrrcl. Chef 
Federal A c n v i l k s  Ofhce 
MP003080 
cc. T m t h y l .  Burke. ELM 
Stcvcn F. Blshop. Modoc Nzlional Forcst, USFS 
Patrick 1. Ciffiin, SkLUyou Cwmly APCD 
Kathy Fisher. BPA 
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10 August 1998 
hlr. Patrick Griffin 
Siskiyou County Air I'nllution Control District 
525 South I:oothill Crive 
Yreka. CA 96097 
U.S. Department o f  Interior 
Bureau ofLand Management 
738 West I L t l i  Slice, 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
US. Forest Service 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY GENERAL CORPORATION, TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTfIERMAL 
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, SCH NO. 97052078, SISKIYOU COUNTY 
\\'e have reviewed the Draft Environmental Ilnpact Statentent/Environinental Impact Report (EISEIR) 
for the subject project and offer the following comments. 
b E h e  Central Valley Regional LJ'ater Qualit? Control Board (CVRWQCB) is a Responsible Agency as 
defined in tlie California Environmental Quality Act. The Regional Board's responsibility is the 
protection of  ground and surface water quality as authorized in the California Water Code and the 
a Gie Telephone I l a i  Geothermal Developmeni Project is within the jurisdiciion of the CVRU'QCB; 
however. there arc some aspects of this project that. when combined with the Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Project to the nortliwest. ma) cross jurisdictional boundaries between the CVR\\lQCB and the Not111 
Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board (NCRWQCB) Since the NCRH'QCB has prlman 
jurisdiction over the Fourmile Hill Geotliermal Project. we will evaluate. in cooperation. the potential 
impacis of both projects 
Discharges ofnaste  which niay be reviencd and rcgulated jointl! h? both the CVR\VQCB and 
XCRR'QCB include 
Cnlijurnia &nvironnwwnl Protection ,Igrrw,r 
. 2  I ( I  Augusi I 
Iinpacts to surlace \\'nlers froni the erosion of soils disturhed during coiistruction olt l ic  power 
transmission liiie. roads. and \vel1 pads. 
accidents and spills of material and fuels transported to either project and/or off-sitc for disposal 
emissions ofcontammants to air and their deposition upon the land or water (fallout) 
Monitoring of ground and surface water q u a l i t a  
3 G h e r  discharges from geothermal projects which arc o f a  concern to the Regional Boards include. 
Drillsite waste management including mud sumps, test pits. fuel storage. etc 
Pipeline leaks and break) - 
4 &.The Regional Boards are required to protect the beneficial uses of waters ofthe State. including both 
surface and groundwater. These beneficial uses are defined within the Water Quality Control Plan 
adopted for each Region. To help in the protection of the beneficial uses. the State U'ater Resources 
Control Board has adopted a number of policies. Two oftllese policies are directly applicable to our 
evaluation of the current project: State Water Board Resolution 68-1 6, Stalcnmt of Policy n~rtli Rcspc 
10 Maintaining High Qirality ojlf'aters in Calfornia, and State Water Board Resolution No. 88-63. 
Soirrccs ofDrinking Water Policy. Resolution 68-16 prohibits a Discharger from reducing t l ie quallt! 
surface or groundwaters even though such a reduction of water quality may not directly impact 
beneficial uses associated with the water body. Resolution No 88-63 specifies that except under 
specific defined exceptions. all surface and groundwaters of the State are to be protected as existing or 
potential sources of municipal and domestic supply. Both of these policies are perti e t to the 
protection o f  surface waters and to the shallow groundwater in the area ofthe project. 
6 E a p p e a r s  this project has the potential to adversely impaci both local and regional surface and 
3 
grcundwatcr qudity. Local su:face water qtialiiy issues include poteniial inipacts on Medicine Lake. 
Bullseye Lake. Blanch lake. Paynes Springs, etc. Local groundwater issues include impacts tlie project 
may have on groundwater quality in the immediate area ofthe project. including shallo\% groundwater 
used for domestic supply by local residences around Medicine Lake and the Forest Service cnmpyroun? 
Inlormation necessary to evaluate the potential impacts ofthe projcct on the beneficial uses o i  
groundwater include a detailed understanding of the hydrogeolog: in the s h a l l w  water bearing zone. 
evaluation CBMOI be perfonne 
including water quality. flow Currently this inforniation is not available and an i~ccuraie 
egional nater quality issues include prediction and monitoring of potential impacts on water qualit! " %  eyond the project boundaries. including an evaluation of the impacts on springs. seeps and w l l s  in thc 
Medicine Lake Highlands and the large volunie springs at the head of the Fall River Again. the deiail 
required for an accurate assessniciit is not available. although some recent inforniation on nater 
chcniistn a n y r f i c i a l  analysis of possible grounduater flou patterns io t l ie Fall River springs has 
bren provided. 
3 3 3 
tlithologic and temperat c radient lops) from a l l  wells used to evaluate the presence of this cap he 
made available for review. 3 
This figure shows a rough estimate ofthe direction of groundwater flow in  the 20 mile 
radius from the projcct. Whilc this interpretation i s  useful in providing a general outlook on 
groundwater flow. i t  i s  too broad to be useful for evaluating local groundwater flow and potential 
impacts on domestic water use in the area In  combining data from shallow groundwater wells. 
intermediate temperature gradient holes. and deep geothermal wells. the effects of vertical gradients and 
differen! aquifers cannot be evaluated Prior to project development. the Regional Board wil l nork with 
the project proponent Io develop a groundwater monitorinp program uhich wil l be able to monitor the 
uppermost water bearing unit which 
problems in the shonest aniount o f  time. 
e effected h\ the project and provide data on potential 3 
1 8 G p p t n d i x  I. Prediction o/Coolhg Tower Plume Dimensions While the dimensions ofthe visible 
steam plume for the cooling towcr are not a direct water quality issue. if the results from this stud? are 
used in  the evaluation of  air emissions from the cooling touer. then a connection exists With this in 
mind, we question the use of  data from the City of Medford. Oregon. a city 100 miles awav and 5,000 
feet lower in elevation in  the computer model. Such models are inherently unable to accur I v replicate 
specific observations and using data from a questionable location funher reduces i t s  validitv. 
~ ~ s u m m a r y .  w e  fine that the Draft ElSElR does not adequately describe the geolhermal fluid chemistn 
9 
and the potential impacls these fluids and the air emissions from the project may have on water qualit! 
There is also inadequate information presented on the shallou hydropeology to evaluate thc potential 
inipacts of the project on shallow groundwater quality. ihe \ \ a i m  which arc used for domestic water 
suppl?. The Drafi ClSElR must also addres5 the cumulaiivc impacts ofair e 
from !lie two proposed geothermal projects on surface and grounduaierqualit\.. 
Thank you for this opponunity to comnient on the Draft EISFIR. If!oti have any questions. please 
ions on water qualit! 3 
(530) 224-4845. or the letterhead address I 
c, 
c 
ti 
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' J,A%IES C. PEDRI. P . E .  
3sristant Executive Ollicer 
Shasts Cascade Watershed 
PI'\!' tch 
cc State Cleaninphourse. Sacramento 
Rick tluniphries. Division of \Yater Oualit!. State U'ater Resources Control Board. Sacramento 
xfr. John Hannuni. Yonh Coast Region. C.4 Regional U'atcr (.)iiality Control Board. Santa Rosa 
hls Jane Painter. hft Shasia 
si&m gT CALIFORNU- W E  IEIOURCtSAGEWCY 
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
w01 LOCUST s w t r  
REDMNG CA W I  
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Mr. Randall M Sharp 
USFSlBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flal Geolhermal Project 
800 Wesl 121h Street 
Alluras. California 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
Telephone Flal Geolhermal Development Project 
Drafl Ewironmenlal lmpacl Report (DEIR) !SCH# 97@52@7R! 
The California Deparlmenl of Fish and Game (Deparlmenl) has reviewed the subject 
DEIR. The projecl proposes lo canslrucl. operate and decommission a 48megawalt 
geothermal power plant wilh 10-12 production well pads and three lo five injeclion well pads. 
produclion and injection pipelines, access roads and a 230-kilovolt transmission line in Ihe 
Modoc National Foresl in Siskiyou Counly. Previous commenls on lhis projecl were submitted 
for the scoping process in our May 24, 1995. and June 17. 1997. letters 
~ c l 3 . 3 . 3 . 3 - 1  slales lhat Ihe eslimaled maximum area of surface disturbance lhat 
wou occur as a resull of lhis project is approximately 173 acres. The effecls on mule deer 
habital slated in Impacl 3 3.3.3.21 determines lhal 170 acres of deer foraging. thermal and 
escape cover habilal would be losl as a resull of Ihe project. The projecl proponenl considers 
this lo be insignificanl. The Deparlmenl disagrees wilh lhis determination Deer habitat IS 
declining bolh in quality and quanlity across northern California. We believe miligation for loss 
01 deer summer habitat is warranted Specifically. miligation measures lhal promote native 
c a b l e  ES.7 idenlifies environmenlal impacls of Ihe proposed lransmisslon line rOUleS 
The preferred roule is Ihe one lhal lies inlo Ihe proposed Fourmile Hill Iransmtssion corrldor 
(Line segmenls D1 and A2). Wildlife guulers are proposed lo be placed in mule deer summer 
range lo enhance habilal. Water does not appear lo be itmiling in the project area wilh the 
prescence of Paynes Springs. Blanche. Bullseye and Medicine lakes An analysis should be 
compleled lo delermine if guulers are in lac1 necessary in lhis area Guzzlers should only be 
installed if available waler is determined lo be a llmiling resource for deer or other wildlife 
species in lhis area. In addilion. guzzlers need lo be malntatned on an annual basts so the 
3 3 
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MT. SWASTA Sl&.RP819bKRO, 91C. 
P.O. Box 341 
' M t .  Shasta, CA 96067 
Snow Phone: (530) 926-2824 
May 8. 1998 
Mr. Randall Sharp, USFSIBLM 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project ElSlElR Coordinator 
800 W. 1 2 ~  Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
This letter is regarding the CalEnergy proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Project to be 
located near Medicine Lake, CA. 
A little about ourselves:' 
The Mt. Shasta Sno-Mobilers, Inc. Club membership has grown significantly in the 
last year to 277 members. 'These memberships represent much of Northern 
California, south to S. San Francisco and north to Salem 8 Bend, OR. We have 
formed a snowmobile club network, covering the SneRiders Snowmobile Club in 
Redding. CA. the Rouge Snowmobilers in Medford, OR, the Klamath Basin 
SnowdriRers in Klamath Falls, OR, and the MI. Jefferson Snowmobilers in Salem, 
OR. Our Club is an active member of the CalifomidNevada Snowmobile Assoc.. 
the Blue Ribbon Coalition, the Oregon State Snowmobile Assoc.. Klamath Alliance 
for Resources 8 Environment, and People for the USA. We feel between our 
networking and Club memberships we are better informed about issues, which 
may effect our sport and our freedoms. 
Since October of 1997, CalEnergy has provided our club with an abundance of 
information regarding this project. David McClain, a CalEnergy consultant, gave a 
presentation to our club at our October meeting. David brought maps of the proposed 
plant along with diagrams of how a geolhermal plant operates. Members attending the 
meeting were able to ask queslions. get answers and voice their concerns about the 
project and the future of the area. David provided a very organized overview of the 
project. 
In November, the club received a letter from Dale Schuster, Project Development 
Dale's answers to these issues are as follows: 
6 anager CalEnergy. In his letter Dale addressed our safety and riding issues Some of 
1. 'I would expect that the snowmobilers will be able to continue to use the same 
areas with only minor loss of some of the existing groomed trails." 
pnddont; Vlca Pnrldenl: Tnawrsr: 
Eileen K Maier David Patnck Lynnsne Jarmer tielth0r Weldon 
842.2609 8424709 2354391 842.6343 
2. 
4. 3 
5. 
6. 
7. 
'...I understand that safety issues were raised regarding safety marking of any plowed 
roads, pipelines or fences. The only areas that will be fenced will be the power plant site 
and the well pad sumps.' 
'Pipeline routes will be marked with snow poles which will help idenlify the location of 
pipeline buried in the snow. Also, plowed roads in the general area of the plant will be 
similarly marked with poles to identify the break of the snow bank edge.' 
.I believe we can accommodate a parallel trail along the roads that will be plowed 
7 would like to discuss the possibility of a small snowpark in this area and possible a 
warming hut.' 
'...a location for a diesel fuel tank in the Medicine Lake area to refuel the trail groomer.' 
'...possible use of emergency phones and trained EMT pe 
CalEnergy Project site for the Club in case of e m e r g e n c i e s y  
ne1 that will be on the 
In February of this year, Dick Cowardin and myself met with Date Schuster. Douglas Divine and 
David McClain at Dennys to go over, in more detail. the proposed project. At this meeting, Dale 
offered to take dub members on a tour of the Lakeport Plant. We have not set a date for the 
tour as of yet, but we are looking forward to the trip. We have also planned to have club 
members take Dale, Douglas and David on a snowmobile ride through the project area 
sometime before the snow is gone. 
s E a v i d  McClain has, by phone, been keeping tabs on our club concerns and ideas though out lhis 
period. Our Vice President, David Patrick, expressed concerns about the chemicals used by the 
plant. Mr. McClain sent a list of the chemicals to Mr. Patrick to review. I myself received a list of 
the chemicals from our county Health Department and spoke to employees about them. 
Although the chemicals are a concern, not only for the environment, but also the plants and 
animals living near the plant end the personnel working at the plant, we've assured by 
several agencies these chemicals are all safe if handled in the proper ,ann% 
3 & r  reviewing the information provided, and expressing our concerns. it appears that 
CalEnergy is very willing to help keep the area as undisturbed as possible. We not only feel lhis 
is important for our snowmobiling, but for the areas tourism and natural beauty. Although there 
may be some Club members that for one reason or another do not wish the proposed plant to go 
in, our Club wishes to show our support for the CalEnergy proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Project to be located near Medicine Lake, 
understanding that the above listed safety 
support the project with the 
Thank you for your time and for keeping us in the development loop. If there any questions I 
could answer please don't hesitate l o  contact me at the below address. 
Sincerely, 
Eileen K. Maier 
President, MI. Shasta Sno-Mobilers Inc 
Member: CNSA 8 KARE 
730 Greenhorn Road, Yreka CA 96097 
Cc. Dale R. Schuster. CalEnergy 
David McClain, MAC 
E'% 
GEO-HEAT CENTER 
Oregon lnslltute 01 Technology - Klamath Fslls. Oregon 97601 5411885-1750 * FAX 5411885.1754 
June 18, 1998 
John W. Lund. Ofre~toi 
Kevin Ranerty 
Tonya '"Toni" Boyd 
Donna Gibson 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U S .  Forest Service/Bureau of Land Management 
800 West 12" Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Re: Telephone Flat Geothermal Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
As the Director of the Geo-Heat Center at Oregon Institute of Technology (OIT). 1 have worked 
Council, sponsored a special workshop on geothermal energy development in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. We made a special effort to get members of the general public who live in Modoc 
and Siskiyou Counties to anend In fact, several of the attendees had private cabins at Medicine 
Lake and expressed many environmental concerns. I have toured the area with U.S Forest 
Service representatives, cabin owners, and geothermal developers and have a good perspective of 
the issues and the general environment of the area. I have also spent time in the area as a 
recreationist and as a leader on geological field trips. I believe the Drah Environmental Impact 
Statement for the Telephone Flat project adequately covers all of the issues raised during the OIT 
E geothermal energy projects for 24 years. Last fall, OIT with the Geothermal Resources 
w":k;hop> 
8 The principal conflict appears to be one of"not in my back yard" and fear that geothermal 
c v e l o p m e n t  will somehow destroy the recreation values of the Medicine Lake area I have 
visited numerous geothermal projects throughout the world and my experience has shown that 
geothermal development has not had a significant effect on  adjacent recreational use. In fact, the 
opposite effect has occurred in Iceland and Japan where in addition to the development of the 
geothermal resource for commercial power. there have been additional downstream recreational 
facilities developed Once developed. I believe the geothermal project will become an attraction 
for forest visitors and educators from all over the world who = i l l  want to tour the facilities .and 
visit the unique geology of the Medicine Lake Highlands 3 
Randall Sharp 
Page 2 
June 18. 1998 
9 c h e  Modoc National Forest is a multiple use forest with standards and guidelines for recreation, 
mineral development and timer harvesting. Geothermal energy development will have to be in 
compliance with these standards and guidelines, and can be environmentally sensitive and 
compatible with other multiple uses of the National Forest. The proposed Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement appears to be a very thorough 
evaluation of the potential impacts to surrounding recreational areas and other natural resources 
of the area. I see this project as a significant opportunity for economic development, green 
energy development, and public education. I commend CalEnergy for its outstanding effort to 
reach a Memorandum of Understanding with the Klamath-Modoc Tribes. This historic 
agreement will create new opportunities for the Klamath-Modoc Tribal members and is an 
outstanding example of how the community at large should be working with the Klamath-Modoc 
Tribes. The Geo-Heat Center will be providing 
be better informed about geothermal d e v e l o p m e n 3  
ng for some tribal leaders. so that they will 
Q ([;kncourage the decision-making agencies to approve the Proposed Action 
keep me on your mailing list. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. John W. Lund 
Director 
JWLidg 
c 
hlr  Rnnd;ill M Sharp 
USFSOLM Projcci Leader 
800 Wcst 12th Street 
AIiuru, C:iliforni:i 96lnl 
Re. lr lephonr Fhi Gcolhcmnl P r q c c i .  Siskiyou County. California 
Dear htr. Sharp 
8 Cappiccialed receiving tlic DraIt Environmental lnipact Statement (DEIS) on ihc proposed 
gcollicrnial dcvclopmcnt at  Tclcphune Fh1. As thc president 01 GerrihcrniEx (a leading geothcrnial 
consulling company tor 2.5 years). I have u,or%cd on dozens 01 gcoihcrmal projccls around ihe world 
in a variety of environmcntal rcttinps Thc DElS on Tclcphonc Flai i s  a first-rate piccc of work .. a 
halanced :ind wcli~considcrcd summar). 01 the ISSUCS involved. Based on ilin DEN and my faniiliarit! 
w t l i  gcothcnnal dcvclopntcntr in gencral. I hulicvc tha 
dcvclupnicni at Tclcphone Flat dcsclvcs to hc approves e Proposcd Alicrn.iiiw lor the 
c h c  DElS focuser (as i t  should) on !he poicniial for specific impacts in thc Tclcplionr Flet 
area. Bui i t  is important not io  losc sigh1 of thc big picture of what is a i  riakc hcrc Geothcmial 
energy IS cnvironmcntally superior io mosi oilicr conimcrcially viahle cncrgy sourccs I t  generate, 
niiicli lower am@unls of grecnhourc gases than oil. gas. or coal .- for example, 26 times lcss wrhon 
dioxide per kilo~vati, as noted in the DElS (p ES-25). I t  leaves no toxic rcsiduc nl radiaciivc wastes 
tor future gcncrationr Evcn i ts  impaci a i  the l o u l  lcvcl IS niininml comparcd to nundin:: cntlrc 
v.illcys lor hydro projeccr or blanketing lnrgc areas uilh windmills or sidar c o l l c ~ t o i ~  Encrgv not 
early 1900's lo encourage geothermal deinonstration projecls. T l i ~  propuxd dcvelq,inrnt at 
Tclcphonc Flat i s  onc of the most promising geothermal prospects in ihc Uniicd Slates today, l l ie 
cutniination of decades 01 ellurt by both govcrnnicnt 
scc  Ihe projcci sixlled now when ihc goal i< so closc 
indosin I t  \r,ould he a great pi'? to 
Thank, for this opportunity lo comnicni on the Tclcphonc FLet prqcct Plcnrr Lccp mc 
advised on tlic progrcss of the DElS rcvicu. 
Sinccrcl) \ours 
FPL ENERGY, INC. 
404 h!endocino Aienue. Suite 200 
Santa Rosa, Ca 95401 
Phone (707)577-0840 
Fax (707)577-061 I 
June I 8  1999 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project ElSlElR Coordinatoi 
800 West 12!h Street 
Nturas. California 96101 
Re Telephone Flat Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
c u p p o n  the development ofthe Telephone Flat Geothermal Project There i s  a growing market 
for clean renewable enera and the development of  projects like the Telephone Flal Geothernial 
Projects are needed to provide the power supply ofthe future in !he State o f  California The Plan 
of Operations. environmental mitigation program and stipulations of approval for the proposed 
project will protect the environmental qualitv ofthe Medicine Lake area The sipficant 
secondary effect i s  that the clean energy will be made available to the market during a criiical 
period when the consumer is being allowed to choose the type ofpower supply We in the power 
mark . g industr). are seeing an increasing trend for the consumer to pick the "green power" 
o p l l o ~  
G e  knvironmental impact evaluations, mitigation and stipulations summarized in Tables ES-6 and 
Steve Ponder 
Director of Rccwlaior) Affairs 
.O .i rar, ,"..ll L, I* c ;ii- 
'3Nf 'ANVdW03 IN3W33VNVW JtfWt13H1033 
~aauiLiu3 ioiuas 
, Aapo3ueaa 
c c c 
Juite 24. I W S  
Rand) Sltarp 
l~elcplioitc Flat  Gcotltcritial I'rqcct EISIEII: Courdinatoi 
SO0 \Vest 1 2 t h  Street 
A l t i ~ n s ,  California 96101 
Dear Xlr Sltaip 
The folliwiitg coiiiittents address l l i e  VElS ioi the Telephone l-lat Geothcrinal I'ru,ect hl! 2 5  year 
~nlcrcsl In geritherinal has sleittiitcd from itty firni coin~ctioit tl iat geothernial dcrelopiticnt IS 
env~rolniieiitnll? sound Developntent oitltesc rcsources IS iii tltr best interest oftlic rcSions \vhicli 
hold tliece valuable resoitrces antl this dcvelopiiicnt cait take place w t l t  miniiiial eiwiroiiiticntal impact 
if proiccts arc sited \villi sound geologic and engineering decimn making 
a &IC Ii!drolup repon (Appcndis A) and the hydrology scctioii (Sectloit 3 2) ofthe D E E  contaiit a 
coniyrel~ensi~r evaluation oftl ie Zurface. groundwater and geothernial hvdrolopy I t  is obvious to 
anyone versed i i t  hvdrology that there is'no coiitponent of geothermal fluids in the springs. lakes and 
seupr \wt l t i i t  tlte Medicine Lakc arm sincc these ,urlace \talers arc \o\d of rypxal geothcrnral 
mdicators (See Appendn B a n d  t\ppeiidi\ C for USGS ant l  \\'estcc chenical analyses ) This 
scparatioit ofsltallo\\ waters lioiti deeper yeotherinal water I\ also delincd h\ the teitiperature regiine 
cncoiinreretl iit diilliiig 11' rain" of cold dcsceitding groiiitd u a t e i  c\tciidiiig to  dsptha itcar ?OOO iccr 
ntoiiilorirrg prograiii to assitre that tlie existing separaiion o f  stirlhce \\ 'ateis and geothernial waters 
15 inaiiitaiited i s  llie siitiple goal required I recoitimrnd that the monitoring prograiii be evaluated 
after five years ofopcratioit aiid n deterinin I made if certain elcliicnts of the program should be 
chpandcd or iitore iihely. siiould he dropped. 3 
s Gilt sttiiig is also a coiicerit sitice devclopntent of l l iesr prupraiits should fucus on eljiciettt use of 
the resources Sites s~tch as '.:\lteritative B" are unsound siiice the\ take (lie p l a w  out of the 
prodimloti areii :*lid reqitire Ioityr 1)roduciion Inprliiir inins .The wasted prewirr reqoircitient u i  
tl~esc long aiid in this case uptiill rum arc likel\ to place rcstrictivc hurdciir 011 the long teriii iise of 
wesleix producers in thc field (\vel1 S7- 1.; area) This proposal will result in long tern1 requirciiienls 
fbr a d d t t t w d l  a n i y n u e d  drilling of ~tiakc-up well, as rcscrviiir pressures are wasted punipiiig 
l l d r  upltiI1 tu site B Site B also t a l e s  the phiit site froin a ~rrupmcd lcvel Iopograpliy IO a hill side 
i \ h t c I t  \\ill ic.1~1111u e\tcii>i\e nwl,  t i l  ICVCI TIii. addittoniil \ rorL woi~ ld he cos11\ incrcarc the iinpacl 
~ ~ n d  i ~ m ~ h t ~  IU W C I C J X C I ln112 !elm C ~ W O I I  p u t ~ . n t ~ . ~ l  111 11i1h .II~,I 01 IIIO~C 
1pIiv Si<ntcd \ C I \  hctl! .  tllr l ' ~ o p ~ w d  . \ , i tcm \ t ic  d r o \ ~ t i  111 IFiprc t - i  15 the 
l p ~ c l ~ ~ ~ c d  CI IMCC \ I I I ~ C  1 1  ~ 0 1 1  I<,,~III 181 ,I jnucli m i r e  c ~ l i i ~ c n t  L I W  t i l  i l i e  r c w s o i r  t l u r t l s  t l i i i t  nrc 
48 
a 
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June 25. 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U.S. Forest SeNicelBureau of Land Management 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
Geothermal Project. As a Uniled States ctttzen who has been responsible for 
financing geothermal energy projects in the Western United States. including 
Hawaii, and currently working on financing geothermal energy projects 
throughout Southeast Asia. I have had the opportunity of reviewing a number of 
projects which involve World Bank and various countries. including the United 
States, export credit agencies financing As you probably know, these 
institutions also require comprehensive environmental reviews. The extensive 
environmental analysis completed for the Telephone Flat Project exceeds the 
typical requiremenls needed for international financing and should be 
acceptable to any financial institution interested in financing such a project. 
I am also familiar with Department of Interior and State of California regulations 
and understand the environmental sensitivity of the Medicine Lake area. The 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Project is not only comprehensive, but also demonstrales lhat the proposed 
project will have no significant impacts on the surrounding environment The 
stipulations of approval identified in Tables ES 6 and ES 7 are the mosl 
comprehensive I have seen. Compliance with these stipulations will mosl likely 
be a requirement of any loan agreements. 
In my opinion, the combination of the state of the art design that has been 
proposed and the environmental stipulations. will resull in e project that wi!! be 
a world class example of how geothermal power projects can be developed in 
sensitive areas with a minimum dislurbance to their surroundings. 
L v i s h  to express my suppori !or :h? ilev&op,zen: o: :he Telephone Flat 
I encoura 
mailing ltsa 
ou to approve the Proposed Aclion and please keep me on the 
FJ3 WESTERN DlSTRIBUTlON CENTER 
2795 Anderson Ave Klamath Falls. OR 97603 
(503) 883-7383 
l l i i i 8  .30. 199s 
Randall Sliarp 
Teleplioiie Flat EIS Contact 
U.S. Foiest SemiceiBLM 
SO0 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96 I O  I 
Dear Mr Sharp. 
u a i n  ven. much in  support of the gcotliennal developnieiit i n  tlie Medicine 
Lake Hitghlands. I have used geotliennal t o  heat m y  house for 2 5  years and 
for several years have been involved with heating a cliurcli utilizing the Ci ty 
o f  Klamath Falls geothennal heating system It i s  a tremendous resource and 
should be capitalized upon whenever possible 
1 believe the Telephone Flat Project has been wel l  tliouglit out arid designed 
Firthennore, the EIS stipulations are adequate to provide suficient 
safeguards to tlie environment. Tlie power generated from this project i s  
Gencourage you IO approve tlie 
Sincerely, 
Neal Eberlein 
Sincerely, 
R Scott M c k S  
Head of Projecl Finance 
Asia and Australasia 
c c 
scwr  \'ALLEY SYSTEMS 
r. 0. HOI 740 
Etna, California 96027 
(530) 467-3103 
Christopher I.iles 
President 
Mr.  Kaiidnll h i  Slurp 
USI:S/ULM Prqiect Leader 
'Telephone Flat Genthernial Project 
800 West 1 ?h Street 
Alturas, California 96101 . 
'' 
Jul! 3. I99X 
Dear Mr. Sharp 
8 Esaresidentand bus(nessmnnofSiskiyouCount). I suppontlieTelephoneT.latGcot1iermal Project 
at hledicine Lake. I uould like toseethepro.jectgo forward. but with protectionand monitoring built 
in to avoid any adverse effect to the \\aterqualityofthe Medicine Lake. I am insupport ofmultiple 
use of the National forest. The forest belongs to all the people of the United States and multiple uses 
stich as recreation. mineral developnient.and timber harvesting can beenvironmentally sensitive and 
compatible uses of the National Forest. 
The proposed lelephone Flat Geothermal Project appears to have completed a v e v  through 
ion ofthe potential inipacts to surrounding recreation areas and other natural resources oftlie 
n panicular. I would prefer toseethc transmission IinegosoulhofLionsPeak. instead ofover 
Mount Hoffmaii. Nie route going south ofLions Peak could follow existing logging roads 
culling a tic\\ load though the roadlcss late seral stage forest area around Mount 1 4 0 f f m a r i d  
8 Furthermore. I helicve that shifting the central power plant area loward the easlern edge o f  the 
qnown ervoir area would adversely affect the long terni future development of this national 
a [F;k project wil l help Modoc and SisLiyou Counties tluough cflicient. environmentally conscious. 
~ ~ q c  diversification and fro\rth. nhich bothofthese economically depressed comties need very 
I'IK~sc keep me abreast ofthe progress on this project by placing me on your mailing list 
r cso t i r ca  
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES COUNCIL 
L. " , . 
July 6 , l99S 
I<andall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geinlieriiial 
800 \\est I?"' Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
Project ElSiElK Coordinator 
Dear hlr Sharp 
The Geotliernial Resources Council (GRC) is  a diverse. non-profit educational association 
with mer 600 iiidivldual aiid 61 corporate members throughoul the States - and ritore than ;OO 
nieinhers who are residents of the State of  California The yoals of the GRC are to eiicouraye 
development of genthernial resources. and to promote research. exploration and developnieiit of 
yeotlierinal energy iii ways that are compatible with the environment The GRC also serves as a public 
foNni for the worldwide geothernial conimunity and an educational sen'ice to the public. providing 
transfer of  objective and unbiased information on the nature of geothermal resoiirces and their 
development 
As pan ofa cooperative effon with the Oregon Institute of Teclinology Geo-Heat Center io 
encourage economically and environmentally sound development of geothermal resources. the GRC 
sponsored an introducton workshop on geothernial developmenr iii the hledicine Lake area last year 
in  cooperation with t l ie  Oregon Institute ofTechnolog Geo-Heat Center (OlT - Klamath Falls. OR) 
Genthernial deielopment conipanies (CalEnergy Corp aiid Calpine Corp ) also contributed to !hi> 
piiblic education fonini 
The GRC made a special effort to seek interested parties from hlt Shasta. Yrela. \!'eed and 
tlie Tiilelake areas of California Several workshop attendees o\wi suiiimer cabins in tlie Xledicine 
Lake area The workshop covered a full range o f  subjects. from geothermal geology, esploratiun 
drilliny. well casing. power plant design and operations Panicipaiits took pan in a hll-day tour of 
Calpine and CalEnergfs project areas, in additloii to hlediciiie Lake Highlands recreation areas 
SeLeral environmental issues and concerns over potential ior coiillicts \wth tlie existlng recreational 
e area were raised and discussed 
ur review of  eiiviroiiriieiital impact documents for Calpwes's Fourmile Hill and CalEnerg!'s 
Telephone Flat yeotlierinal projects concludes that a l l  issues raised during the OIT worAshop have 
been adequately addressed \+'e are encouraped that there appear; to he no srynificam eNeeLi on ihe 
emromiicnt that will resuli fioni developmeni o f  either project 
For example. t t  i s  quite apparent from CalEnerg\'s Drafi Environnienial Iiiipaci Siaienicnr 
(DEIS)  that the firm's proposed Plan of Operations meets ihe requirenienis of Geothermal Steam 
Act. the Forest hlanagenieiii Plan and ternis ofgenthernial leases issued by t l i e  U S Depaiimeiii of 
Interior aiid the Genthernial Resource Orders ( 4; CRF .i?OO) The leases were issucd pursuanr i o  
t l i e  Geothermal Sieaiii Act oi1970(94 Stat 1566. 30 L' S C I O O I - I O ~ i )  and grant to thr lessee i l i e  
righi to "produce. reinme. uiilize. sell and dispose ofgeollierinal steam and associated geotlirrnial 
resouiics in or under i l i e  lands" descnbed iii tlie lease (Sec Section I of BL\1 Lease Form 32000.: I I 
liSes % 
The leleplione Flai I'roJect meets all lease requiremenis. and has deiiionstratcd i h a t  11s Plan of 
Operations will not harbor ani' adverse environmental efTects 
Therefore. under tlic tcriiis of the lease. CnlEiicrg!'~ Plan of 0lier:ltions slioiild be 
approved as proposed with the stipiilatioiis for eiiviroiin~eiital iiiitigatioii aiid protectioii that 
are identified iii t l i e  Draft Eiiviroiiniental Impact Staleiiieiit. 
The GRC has supported development o f  geothernial resources in tlie Medicine Lake 
Highlands since tlie first leases were Issued in 1982 The 20-year history ofleasmg and exploration 
within tlie KGRA indicate that geothermal development has been glveit full consideration as pan o f  
tlie overall management planning process for tlie hlodoc National Forest A long history of 
exploration and evaluation also demonstrates how careful geothermal operators are in evaluating a 
prospective area before proposing to develop a site We have found that the general public is vev  
supportive of clean renewable energy resources, but often ntisunderstands the actual impacts that 
occur from such pro~ects The Telephone Flat DES does a good job o f  discussing the potential for 
impacts and evaluating the significance o f  those impacts 
A s  part of our public education services, the GRC would like to oKer i t s  assistance to the 
BLhl  and U S Forest Service in developnient of public educational materials on geothernial 
development For example, District Ranger offices in the proposed development area should include 
educational materials on geothermal resources and development. and educational oppomnities on 
the iopics should be publicl! available Only through education can the public obtain a better 
understanding oftlie niultiple use chaner of the U S Forest Service and the intent of the Geothernial 
Steam Act We have found geothermal projects are "good neighbors' in the corninunities that have 
developed geothermal resources Lake, Sonoma. Imperial and lnyo Counties in California are 
exaniples o f  the positive economic and environnienially compatible relationshlp thai geothermal 
development has within local conimunities 
Mosl electricity in the United States conies from poirer plants that use coal, natural gas or 
nuclear energy - all ofwluch iinpose significant eKects on the environment With deregulation. the 
iialure of eleciricilv markets is changing California has a lone histon of developinn renewable energy 
resources before-the rest of the nation and is currently 6oneeri;ig the formation o f  a deregulated 
power market. where individual consuniers can choose our electrtcitv generators iiiucli like we choose 
our long-distance telephone companies With that. we can also choose electricity suppliers that offer 
tlie added value of environnienially sound. '"green" power Currently in California there is  more 
demand for clean renewable resources 
CalEnergy's Telephone Flat and Calpine's 
ofthat clean electricity for this growing 
a E h e  GRC eiicournges the Bureau or Land hlniingcnient. U.S. Forest Service, Boiineville 
Power Adiiiiiiistrntioil and t h e  Siskiyou Coiinty A i r  Pollutioli Coiatrol District to approve 
C:iIEiiergy's Proposed Action Alternative. The developiiient of reiicwnhle energy projects such 
:IS Tele~il ione Flai arc needed ,qjproride a clenii and environiiieiitdl~ coiiipatible alteriiatiw 
for riiiurc pciierniioiis to ciijo). -
Ted J Clu r 
E*ecutivebirector 
Geothernial Resource Council 
California Wilderness Coalition 
a685 Portage 8 a y  &st. sultc 5 - Davta calllornip ~ 8 6 1 6  (5301 m a s  
Far (5301 7§8038!2 inf&cahulld.org 
JulyY, 1998 
blr. Randall Sharp 
I!SFS.'ULM 
800 Wen lr" Street 
Altum. CA96101 
SubJcct: W C  &tun W m o n y  for Ihr J1&y9, I998 pubUe 
M n . q  rrgordlng tbc propod Fourmllt HUI and Telephone 
F l u  #IOUurmnl drvdopment projem In ;he Modoc Sationd 
Forrat 
I:nfcnunately. we do not have the bme to submit ddailcd 
comment.. uluil tlie deedline for public comment on Ihe Fwniile 
Hill FEIS. Below. we OK= nn outllnc of ow primary concern? 
uith Iherc projccta: 
Hounl H o h  Roadkii  A m !  She propod  uanimission line 
kea. Thus, the prupostd aaion violates the Snliod 
Environmental Policy .4n of 1969.42 U.S.C. nubseaion 4321- 
4370 (NEPA) which rquirey UUI an €IS be prcpared for major 
fe&d micns that may significantly effocr the quality of our 
mvironment. More ~pesl f i~d ly .  'The decision IO develop a 
previously undwcbpd arcs i s  an tnmaiiblc and inolrievable 
decision. the impsns of which must be analyzed in an EIS" 
(Califoniia v. Block. 690 F.2d 7J3. Ninth Casuit. 1982) 
\Vhile the Forest Sewice likes to point out hat the Califomla 
Wildemcia .4a or 1994 'rclcaicd" madle*s areas IO nonwildcmcss 
uses. this authorizrtion d m  wl h e  Ihs Fureat Savicc from i t s  
ubligalion under NEPA to consider the sitc.spcfific impacts of  
ddveloping roadlns mas M d  Lniiniihing lhsir primlive charaan 
(Smith V. L!.S. Fweq Serbkx. F.ld. Pth Circiiil Sumber93- 
36187). 
~ u l e  slices Uvougb the Ituvc oflhe Mourn 1lofFman Roadleis 
c c 
The Mount HoUnun Roadleis Area is over 5.000 auer i n  size and renum8. forthr moa 
pan. pimilive in charaun. Thtis. it qualifies for Iiiu~re designation as wildernas 
accading to the erhuia established by the Wlldcrwss An of 1964. Thc Mount Ho5man 
Roadlcrs .Area has long bail considered a candidare for wilderness by the conservation 
community. Currcmly. a new \vildcmess bill is bcmg drafted for Cnlifomis and Mount 
Hoffman is  one okhe area3 proposed for potcuion. A3 the cOUI(s havd'affinned "[tlhe 
possihilitp of future wilderness clasrififltion triggers. at the vay lW3t, an obliga(ion On 
lhc pan of the rgency tu disclone the fact ~ t d c \ 4 o p m c n t  will a f W  a...rordleas area" 
(Smith \.. U.S. Forat Service, supra. slip op. rd 9489). h addition. the For& S e y c c  
Handbook state$ t b t  if a 'substantial dtzralios" ol'r roadlerr N ~ S  primhive rharactn is 
proposed, an EIS mun be prrparcd urd impact of L e  puposed adion on the rmdless u e n  
mum bo considered (1909.15 Section 20.6 WO Amendmclll 1909.15-92-1). An) 
reasonrbly inielligenl perron knows that culling a wild ma in Mf Vitb a lugli-lesion 
powerline is a "subsmdial rlurdion" of r rondlura area's primitive character. This 
diredon is no mere paperwork exueiso--tt recognizes the ecological impomce of these 
m and the inhcrentl) controversial nature of developmcm project.? propoud in than 
l h e  argumenls menUoncd above regarding NEPA md proper roadless area Mdjscs have 
been d i rmcd numerour times hy both the Fwrn Savice thavgh tho admmslralivc 
appeal# process. a8 well u by L e  C Q V I ~  (ies Le Califmia Wildrrnesr Cotlition'r 
.4ppeal 10 the Regiod Forean for Region 4 ofthe United W c a  Forest Smlcc for the 
Woodfads Timber Sale u1 the Toiyabe Ndiunal Faeal. r\ugwtZS. 1994) 
While cnvironme&l impact m t c m n t s  nelc preparid for bolh of h e  propoied p o j ~ h  
neilhcr ofthcni analyzer the irnpms OfCOnWdhg a massive powerline thmugh the 
herd of h e  roadlass m a  As required by Ihe Foren Sm'ice Handbook Le Forsd 
S m c e  musc malyre the impacla of censDueung the pmpocad powsrlino on h e  natural 
mlcgdy of Le roadleis uen i s  well na opportumticr for aollNdc and highqutlltv 
rrueational cxpmeirces. me admonihonlhat UIC should hike elwvherc ifhc of she i5 
offendod bv powerliner (na was memionrd in the drift EIS for the Faunnile Hill p O J W t )  
IS one ofthe most unpofcssiod, ca~lour. and pow C I C U V ~ L  for a mal analyris w e  t u v e  
ever encountered 111 ndddon. the rcpcacrd use of ths t)popphis error "roadless release 
uus" concans us beaduse it could 
take t h e ' d l s w  arlea I W L  s e r i o u s l 3  
n m d  IS demoit4lnung M unwillingness to 
E-tly. neither E19 has Ltcusred Foren Sasice's propowd ne\\ reguluuon agninu the 
con.uunion olrorbr in rodcw ut&& U'hila this proposed Nk does no( apply to arms 
Forerl Plan. not all o f h  hlount Hoffman Roadlcs? Area 
P4GE 02 
PAGE , 
CfVC cornmenis (11 i h e h ! ,  9 1998pblrc heaiing ~egurdlhg thepmporedMrdrcrne 
Lake Highland% Geoihwnlol Deveiupmenr prolrcr, 
JUfJ 9. 1998 
P a p  .: of  3 
4 &PA vldatlons: Both projects have offerrd an inadequate range of altcrativcs. None 
ofthe ahmativea discuss altanatc well and plan1 ritor in a legallv 3 u r a f u t t w y  wny 
other impach. NEPA and tbe courts dimwage such artificial scgmmurtion of pojsdn 
We are concerned tha( this segmentation IS k i n g  u r d  to hide wmulalive effects on 
remePfioo, water quality. air quality. Lue.rucaisiomI hahiut. and othn key vdties and 
resources. These and other propused g b o t h m l  projects q the Highland& should be 
in we EIS so thin a proper cumulativa effects analysis can be oHm+ to the 
More detailed comments regardine late-auccessiolral habitat. waier and air quality. 
nclcdiw. and 0th- isrues will be rubmined on July 22. 1998. Thank you for 
considering ow commriits. 
8 July, 1939 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project ElSiEIR Coordinator 
800 West 1?' Street 
Alturas, Caliiomia Y6101 
Dear bh. Sharp. 
a, Geothe rma l  energy is one of the most abundant and underutilized renewable energy 
resources in the world and is the one clean, renewable energy resource that can 
provide base load power with a high rate oi availabiliy. The development ot the 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project w11 help demonstrate that this clean energy 
resource can be developed and operated in an en\ironmentallv compatible manner 
with other uses of the National Forest. Looking at the bigger picture, development 
oi geothermal resources at the Glass Mountain KGRA wll also o sewe exhaustible 
fossil fuels and avoids emission of gases from burning these fuels. 9 
a c n e  Drd t  Environmental h p a c !  Statement consicerr three alternative power plant 
and wll held configurations The Proposed Action is CalEnergy's Plan of 
Operations and Alternative A. and Alternative B are agency developed alternatives 
which move the project away from Medicine Lake From a reservoir management 
perspective the location of the Proposed Action is the most desirable alternative. The 
proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal project is located in the west central part of  
the known production area and centrally located with respekt to the proposed 
production well field. Experience has shown that the power plants that have had the 
most reliable resource production programs are those that have located the power 
plant in a central location of the well field and have a well distnbuted production 
iveII system CalEner&s proposed Plan oi Operations is superior to the Alternatives 
in that i t  allows for efficient production and conservation oi the geothermal 
resources 
Conservation oi the geothermal resource starts w t h  good hci l ip  siting and a 
production and inlection program that is designed to stabilize reservoir pressures. 
Hydrothermal geothermal energy resources have been proven to be among the most 
reiiable energy resources in the world. For nearly -10 yeass the CVairakei field in Kew 
Zpaland has produced electrical power on a continuous basis The Larderello field in 
Italy has pioduced geothermal electrical power since 1904 blodem power plants 
such as the o n  
95% of the tuna 
roposed for Telephone Flat have availability factors in excess of 
the Federal and State agencies to  approve the Proposed Action 
f i a n k  you for your consideration and please keep me on the mailing 
list. 
,/ Resource Te;hnolog)' Program 
Maxwell Technologies Inc 
8888 Balboa Avenue 
San Diego CA 92123 
c 
KI:tiii :ti I i  I\ I1 i:t iicc f o r  KC.W ti rccs & l i i i v i  ron  iiic‘n t 
July 010, 1998 
M r  Randy Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
BLM, Alturas Resource Area 
708 W 12‘ Street 
Alturas, C h  96101 
Dear M r  Sharp 
The Klamath Alliance for Resources & En+onment is a grassroots organization dedicated to the 
wise use o f  this County’s natural resource base, multiple use o f  our National Forests and Bureau 
of Land Management areas, and to the economic stability o f  Siskiyou County We represent 
citizens from all walk o f  l i fe in Siskiyou county, small business owners and timber, ranching, 
farming and mining interests. 
I t  i s  the opinion o f  the Board of Directors o f  KARE that the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Project would be good for this County, and would have no negative environmental impacts upon 
there be any impact upon threatened or endangered species in the region. We are concerned over 
several o f  the proposed biological mitigation measures as unnecessary and exceeding the direction 
provided to the Forest Service regarding habitat management in the Northwest Forest Plan 
Record o f  Decision (NWFP ROD). In particular we are opposed to the 250 foot additional t 
zone We do not believe the footprint & 250 feet is  appropriate or called for by current l a 8  
3 E i s  our understanding that CalEnergy i s  working closely with the indian tribes in the vicinity to 
mitigate any impacts upon their lands We feel the project will have many positive impacts upon 
snow mobile use in the area, with EMT’s available at the project to handle any snow mobile 
injured person by helicopter provides a measure o f  safety they 
e G s k i y o u  County is made up o f  many timber dependent communities that have suffered severe 
economic distress over the spotted owl crisis This project will enable this County to assist the 
M r  Randall Sharp 
July IO. 1998 
Page Two 
economically depressed area bv using the royalties they receive from the project M’e undersiand 
they hire from local areas, and this is  a funher positive for the people in this Cotint~ 
We believe that this development would offer an exceptional opporiunity to educate and inform 
the general public on geothermal issues We are totally committed to multiple use o f  our public 
lands, and geothermal i s  wondedbl example of  how that concept results in positive rewards for 
society and the public owners of  public lands You could have information boards and materials 
along the main road which would discuss both the multiple 
project fits into our National Forest System and Bureau of  
In  conclusion, we can see nothing but positive benefits for the people of Siskiyou County with 
approval of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
Very truly yours. 
George R:Thackeray d 
President 
P O  Ro\3JI  
MI Shasta, CA 96067 
SnoH Phoiie (530) 926-2824 
July 8. 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project ElSlElR Coordinator 
800 West lZm Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
This is a letter of support for the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
with a comment on the DraR EIS. 
A little about ourselves: 
The Mt Shasta Sno-Mobilers. Inc. Club membership has grown 
significantly in the last year lo 277 members These memberships 
represent much of Northern California, south to S San Francisco and 
north to Salem 8 Bend, OR. We have formed a snowmobile club nehvork. 
covering the Sno-Riders Snowmobile Club in Redding. CA, the Rouge 
Snowmobilers in Medford, OR, the Klamath Basin Snowdrifters in Klamath 
Falls, OR, and the MI. Jefferson Snowmobilers in Salem, OR. Our Club is 
an active member of the CalifornialNevada Snowmobile Assoc., the Blue 
Ribbon Coalition. the Oregon State Snowmobile Assoc.. Klamath Alliance 
for Resources 8 Environment. and People for the USA We feel between 
our networking and Club memberships we are better informed about 
issues, which may effect our spoil and our freedoms 
6 Regarding the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project Draft EIS. the Recreation 
snowmobile use of the area How will Mitigation measure for impacts to existing 
trails (Mitigation 3.10 3-2a) be completed? Does this require existing road right of 
ways to be expanded to allow for a parallel snowmobile route or will an existing 
parallel forest road be used to replace the lost snowmobile trail. At a minimum. a 
L a p t e r ,  3 10 This chapter discusses mitigation measures for impacts to 
Ple.ldentl Vice Pnaident: Secrelarv: 
Elleen K Mmer David Patnck Lyonene Jasmer Heather Weldon 
042-2609 842.4709 2354391 842-6343 
Geothermal development will help with new access to Medicine Lake 
ighlands for motorized recreation users snowmobiles and others The 
mitigation measures assured in a letter from Dale Schuster of CalEnergy with the 
MI Shasta Snowmobile Club his area will be a positive impact to snowmobile 
use so we support the p r o j e a  
Thank you for your time and concern 
Eileen K Maier-Anderson 
President. Mt Shasta Sno-Mobilers, Inc 
3 3 3 

c 
and D? transniission lines. the! can onl! bc constructed from Aut: I 10 Jan 3 I S a  Figure 3 3 6 Nw, 
thcsc transmtssion lines \\odd have to bc inspected wa snonmobile. Ihe! could not bu ~nspected using a 
Ihelcoptcr. under the s m c  nullgallon If th is  construction lirmlcd operatmg p o d  i s  also rcspencd for Ihe 
poucr  plant and wellpads there nil1 be no wnstmction in the Protect A r u  until Aug I This discrepant! 
bctwcn the INO DEIS’s n d s  to bc clared up 
-p 3 3-48 DElS says clured areas nil1 increase predation on spotted 0!v1s7 What IS thc sign~ficance of 
chis impact’ What w be done to nutigale i t?  On p 3.3-52, It slates that ‘%‘So’s could aCN31h be dnan 
10 the Project site as prey spccics are displaced by the activities (Kerns and Alluardt 1992) Thl; $,odd 
subject the NSO’s Lo increased exposure 10 predaton, such as great horned ot\ls, ar wII 
nhich have a forest flmr npical of that created by commercial lhuuung. or do the! rquire a heawer 
underston as cited elseahere. Also, how long \\ill it take to crute late-seral patches from the mid-seral 
thinned for this mitigationq Will the nuligation offset the unpact in a luncly manner? Do you ha1.c 
cvamples of late seral stage being successfully created by h i n g ”  In addition, the acreage for an! 
mitigation also nceds to 
-p 3.3-48 Mitigatton Measure 3 3 3 3-9 Do the spotted o n l s  m the Meditine Me area CILISI in arm 
d accnrdmg IO the area selected as replament habitat. a strict acre-for-acre 
&I 3 3-49 Mitigation Measure 3 3 3.3-10 Recmiment ofsnagsmms killmggrcen trees. correct? This de ma\ nol be enough3 
3 coserl ine 
--Discrcpancy behvcen theFoumile DElS which slates chat po\verlinc right-of-\va! to be cleared will be 
125’ and p.2-40 ofTelephone Flat DElS says right-of-uay 1\31 be 100. I f  the Northern Utilin Co 
approved. CEGC \rill ~ ) w r u c t  either A2 or 82. Will the nght-of-way be IW or I2Yfor thok 1.3 is 
Ep l in ing  MI H o h  Roadless Area. 
-Makes MI Hoffman <5.000 acres 
-Splits Hot Spot and Glass Mtn out of rmdlns area-which are 2 features which add to the value ofthe 
this. MI HofEman \\odd be The Hot 
rcudless area Trails are being considered in the Medicine Lake area Mdcine M a  because a trail would 
go cloy: 10 or be above the bald eagle nests. 
Spot vould be a good dcstlnation to tie mto 
-p 3.8-7 KOPs are limlted lo 
questnan. snoumobile. or other 
L 5  &a1 Resources 
, and do not include an! hikmg, bhing. 
&reation 
-p 3 10-12 Dispersed recreationists can leave area, therefore unpact not sipificdnl (Fourmile DElS 
says h e  same thing ) Honever, in cumulative impact section (p 4-19). no syxrgistic effect ofdnwng 
peoplc out of both areas concurrently is mentioned 
-Special areas not mentioned-visitors will have their visits to these pamcular sites degraded 
Explosion pits at 97 and 43N53 affected by snowmobile parking arm 
’ Alcohol Crater affected by DI powerlme and close to all plant lmtions 
Ephemeral pond north of Alcohol Crater affcned by DI powerline 
Glas Mountam Lmp affected b! pipelines and wellpads 
Glass Mounmn mahogany obsidan area affected by B2 powrlme 
‘ MI Hoffman Roadlcss Area and access to he hot spot affected b! poiverlinc A! 
’ Arnica Sink aNwtcd b! poacrlincs 
This IS onl! the a r w  nc are a\\ 
dispersed recruhonlsts arc 9 0 1 8  
Hou man! acres ~ t 1 1  be closed to hunung 
ofahtch could bc affected b! thls projccl Suggcri r u n t !  tu scc VIIC~C 
2 9 E-NO shmtung a r m  surroundmg a1 l a s t  
1% Gousing 
arc 1101 mcntiond.  but w 3 i s u n ~  Ihc! !\!I1 bc rcqutrcd 
-p 3 12-16 Assumptions arc bxed on aggregate dam from Stskl!ou R Mdoc Count! Hasever. tllc 
built-up arm ofthosc wunt~cs arc \\dl outside the wnimutmg rangc of I h c  a\cr~ge ~ ~ n s t r u ~ t ~ o n  or 
operational worker Hoa man! rent31 houses arc within a I-hour commuting itmc to thc Pro,cct Arc?? 
How man! ofthem arc vacant’ Ofthose h i  arc vacant. hoa. man! arc seasonall! occup~ed b? agricultural 
I3bor” 
aa G d s  
-Campgrounds are llsled under ata~lable housins Will uorkcrs be alloixd lo sta! 111 
-p.3.10-14 Mitigattons for snownobile impacts of p l ~ n n g  rmds 
’ Impact 3.10.3.3-2. Snou parhg area at 97 and 43N53 llon man! acrcs ndl ha\c to bc c lwcd9 
trails adjacent to ploned roads Will road nght- 
CProblcms vith document 
-Map on 3 3-12 lacks visual clam). Map needed nhich shoas late seral units rathcr than refurnng to 
disunguishable from RF4w 
Vegetative Map. and q u i  et Lo pick out unm themselves on a map \\hex RFJD IS 
as e - p .  3 3-27 G o s h a t v r  ts descnbcd as bemg in Jul! and Au~tst  1997. uhen i t  was actuslly just Jul! 
21-24. (SceAppE) 
Mother Lode Chapter, Sierra Club 
866L '8 Alnf 
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Mr. Randall M. Sharp 
U S F S B L M  Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th St. 
Alturas, Calif .  96101 
Dear Sir.,  
At  our recent meeting it was  votcd to write you o f  our support for the r; elephone Flat Project. Our  60 some members are residents of both Siskiyou 
and Modoc  County and are quite familiar with the Med’c ’  e Lake area as 
most of us have lived the major portion o f  OUT lives here. 
July 27, 1998 
Y 
G i t h  the current drive to do  away with dams and to cu t  back on hydro- 
electric power  due to this we feel it is most important to find other sources of 
power ... what would the U.S. do without sufficient electricity??? 
We were greatly impressed with the “cleanness” of the project and the safety 
as compared to coal powered or atomic powered plants. Ther  fact that it 
would make  such 
very favorable, t o o 3  
addition to the economic structure of the county was 
&?e cenainly can see no problem with the fact that the projec! is on 
government land, afier all it will benefit many more people than jus t  those 
living in Siskiyou and Modoc County. It will certainly make  no more 
intrusive an impact on the scenery or 
already trooping across our landscape. 
We would cenainly like to commend David McClain who generously gave 
up part o f  his Sunday IO come tell OUT Pomona Grange members about h e  
Project. 
vironment than the 500 KV lines 3 
7hermaSource,Nc 
CEOTHEMML COh’SULTINC SERVICES 
July 29, 1998 
Randall M Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothemlal Development Project ElSElR Coordinator 
800 W. I?”  Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
After revlewing the Dran Executive Summa? of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
c o j e c t  EISEIR 1 feel that all issues were addressed adequately and I feel that the project should 
move fonvard to development This geothermal project would provide a another source of clean 
electric energy for this region, Geothermal energy is one of the cleanest and most reliable forms 
of renewable energy and all sources of geothermal energy should be exploited to the fullest while 
safeguarding the environment, that is the alr quality, s rface land use and native water quality The 
EISEIR more than adequately addresses these areas f 
Louis E Capuano, J r  
President, ThermaSource, inc 
President Elect 1999-2000 Geothermal Resources Council 
G
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PAJARITO ENTERPRISES 
CONSULTING SERVICES INC. Tel. (505) 672-9770 9 3 Jemez Lane Los Alamos NM 87544 USA FAX (505) 672-0358 -* 
1 August 1998 
Mr. Randall M. Sharp, Coordinator 
Teleph. Flat Geoth. Devel. 
Project DEIS/EIR 
800 W. 12 St. 
Alturas, CA 96101 USA 
Re: Comments on the Referenced DEIS/EIR, dated May 1998. 
Dear Hr. Sharp: 
We greatly appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on 
this most comprehensive set of documents, that will undoubtedly 
become 'benchmarks' for such geothermal development projects on 
Federal lands. 
As background, we live in a community that is surrounded on 
two sides by the Santa Fe National Forest, the Bandelier Nat'l. 
Monument, and the lands of the San Ildefonso Indian Pueblo. We are 
avid outdoors people and very frequent users of the many hiking, 
natural envisonrnent available in our local region. Indeed, we also 
use the natural geothermal hot pools available near our home. Also 
when our housing development was initiated (some 32 years ago) we 
planned that each lot would be surrounded by a 'community trail 
system that the local wildlife could continue to access this area. 
And we are indeed visited frequently by elk, deer, and coyote in 
our 'backyards'. 
In the area of Geothermal development we have been involved in 
the Research and Developmentiaspects of geothermal energy since 
1969: and have worked on a Lus Alamos Nat'l Lab. geothermal R h D 
project that used a Us Forest Service special use permit/lease for 
over 25 years, and often interacted directly with the local Forest 
Service rangers, officials, and helped enforce the carefully laid 
out environmental protections and procedures that we helped 
generate. We also held an US FS Summer Homesite lease very close to 
the LANL geothermal R h D site. 
We also were involved in interacting with the local residents 
and the two Indian Pueblos near the experimental geothermal site. 
I believe that we understand the environmental issues, and needed 
studies, monitoring, and protections on a first hand basis. 
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Also, we have traveled to many overseas geothermal 
developments, and since retirement from the LANL, we have 
consulted on many overseas, and U.S.A. based geothermal 
developments. Our commitment to keep to a minimum the 
environmental impacts that might possibly be caused by the 
development of geothermal projects is well known. witness our 23 
years of membership in the Geothermal Resources council (GRC): that 
included nearly 8 years of service on the GRC Board of Directors. 
Although we have never had the opportunity to visit and enjoy 
the Medicine Lake area, we can definitely relate to this region, 
and to the concerns that are outlined and discussed in the 
Telephone Flat DEIS. We live at a high elevation, on the flank of 
a dormant volcano, on landforms and ecosystems that are relatively 
fragile, in a semi-arid climate zone. With the above in mind we 
would like to offer the following comments: 
8, El) The Draft EIS/EIR is very detailed and comprehensive: 
and gives witness to the fact that CEGC is a very experienced 
geothermal development organization. 
We could not detect any significant environmental issues 
or concerns that were not set forth, or not described in a 
technically accurate manner. Thi again is consistent with the 
past experience and record of C E G C a  
E 3 1  The anticipated impacts are well documented, technically 
accurate (but often perhaps over-estimated in a conservative 
manner) and the mitig ion strategies, and efforts clearly and 
accurately set forward3' p) Many of the individuals, firms, and references used by 
CEG are well known to us, and they are very well qualified to , surveys, and sampling or conduct the respective 
E )  The Draft EIS/EIR clearly responds in a very clear and 
res sible fashion to all issues and concerns that were 
apparently set forth in the project public scoping meetings. 
These are judged to be a valid and exhaustive list of concerns, and 
in each case CEGC has responded in an accurate and responsible 
manner. 
(2) 
8 
measurements assigned to 
l& 
c c 
R.Sharp 01/08/98 LtT 
5 c;7) AS the name of our company affirms (pajarito Enterprises) 
we are especially sensitive to the issues and concerns surrounding 
the bird populations in the Medicine Lake proposed project area. 
It is evident that CEGC has reviewed this issue i 
rightly considers that potential impacts are 
~i Concern and evaluation of noise, gas emissions, dust, and 
flui potential pollutants are very adequately addressed, in our 
opinion, and the use of quantitative modeling of plume dispersion 
t is customary to provide monitoring, especially for any possible ' c s  discharges, anc#o have appropriate abatement equipment and a good example of the CEGC response in these types of concerns3 
a 
2 strategies in place 
9 )  The concern for the ground water situation is especially 
wellcvaluated. These types of impact concerns are very 
frequently expressed, and fortunately the hydrological surveys and 
analyses are very comprehensive. Also, we know from many other 
geothermal projects developed in similar geologic, climatic, and 
hydrologic regimes in similar volcanic settings, that there has 
been only very moderate effects. However, a suitable and well 
for such potential ground water effects 
clo) The scientific and technical logic, and review of 
subsurface rock and fluid conditions indicates that CEGC has 
considered the possibility of induced seismicity, subsidence, and 
related impacts are expected to be minimal. However, i t 3  common 
practice to provide monitoring of such potential effects 
I Bo G1) Transmission line corridors are of course necessary. 
Here in New Mexico we also have used the old logging roads and 
trails to keep new disturbances to a minimum. Anti-erosion 
techniques, and methods are very well known and widely practiced 
(especially by the US FS) so this concern should be well resolved 
during the detailed planning, reviews, and construction phases. We 
have also used local citizens groups, boy and girl scout troops, 
and the company ngs to help reduce or 
retard erosion caused by such construction 
GZ) The Native American issue is very commonly encountered 
here too. The problem is usually resolved over time. We 
'settlers' seem to be very impatient, expect immediate 
reactions/decisions from the Indian populations: and that is not 
their way! Many interactions, constant discussions, 
demonstrations, tours, visits, and just neighb y interactions are 
need to obtain agreements (in our experience) 
involved to help with pla 9 
a %  
2 
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G3) The benef,its of this geothermal project are rather understated, in our Judgement. In many areas to development of 
local energy resources is viewed with great local pride. And the 
result is very often encountered result around the world at 
similar geothermal developments where the geothermal power plants 
become a major local tourist attraction. Indeed, they are often 
used as educational opportunities to not only inform about energy 
development, but also as an opportunity to inform the public about 
the environment. The wealth of data available, the knowledge of 
the operating staff the attractiveness of the project sites, and 
the general 'cleanness' of the sites (as compared to many other 
energy source developments and industrial projects) is usually a 
powerful and positive force in the local social, economic, and 
cultural scene. This is especially evident in the many 
energy sites that we have visited, toured and inspected 
is a further judgement that this CEGC Draft EIS/EIR 
'benchmark' for such proposed geothermal a model or 
developments for future projects on Federal lands. We believe that 
all the participants in this process and development of the 
documents should be congratulated on a most excellent job. We 
certainly learned a great deal from our review of the material: 
in such technical and even though we have worked, 
environmental matters for' nearly 2 
and been 
Sincerely yours, 
JUh2 -m q 
Dr. John C .  Rowley 
sr. scientist President 
gJg@ BEN HOLT COMPANY 
A Kiewit Company 
a 
a 
3 
Jul! 71. 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U.S. I-orest Serviceillureau of Land Management 
800 West I Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
RE: The Telephone Flat Geothernial Project 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
The Ben llolt Company has been involved in tlie development of a number of geothermal 
power facilities throughout the world. In fact, Ben Holt Company designed the only 
operating geothermal power plant on U.S. Forest Service lands at Mammoth Lakes, 
California. l ye  also provided the preliminary design services for the Telephone Flat 
Project. and thus I am very familiar with the project's design and layotit. I have visited 
the proposed Telephone Flat site and anended the OIT Geo-Heat Center workshop of the 
project last year. and have been kept informed of the Public Scopingprocess regarding 
concerns expressed by the owners of the summer cabins and env i ro~ ien ta l  groups. 
My review of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement indicates that the evaluation is a 
proposed mitigation. The engineering factors involved in the design of this project favor 
tlie approval of the Proposed Action Alternative. Considerable effort went into selecting 
this location for the power plant. I t  is centrally located to the known production area, 
relatively flat, and located behind a small butte. This butte will make a good visual and 
noise barrier between the geothermal project and Medicine Lake recreation areas. 
Alternative A site is higher and in a more densely forested area, while Alternative B site 
is too far to the east and centered in the injection well field area. This does not allow for 
optimal developnient of the geothermal r e s o u r c e 3  
TI1 \\Titten. understandable. and comprehensive review of the facts. impacts, and 
he long term management potential for any geothennal reservoir would suggest that the r ederal Agencies u,ould select a power plant location toward the center of the known 
reseneoir area. This would allow for optimal development which 
number of replacement \vel1 pads needed over the life of the project. 
Reyarding the traiismission line route. sometimes the shortest route is not the best route. 
hlountain. 'This area IS subject to deep snow and icing \vhich will make maintenance of a 
transmission line difficult. The more reliable route would be the southern route (Route 2) 
reduce the 3Id r he northern rouic (Route I )  goes over the pass between Mt. Hoffman and Glass 
201 South Lake Avenue. Suite 300 * Pasadena, CA91101.3094 
Phone (526) 795.6866 Fax (6261 584-9210 
which goes south of Red Shale Butte and Lyons Peak. 'rhis route would get out of the 
deep snow zone and icing areas within a feu miles of the po\rer plant This alternatiw 
route could also follow existing logging areas for most of the route 
It has been my experience in designing geothernial power plants iii sensitiw areas that 
project will avoid most of the impact issues which are of concern to the public such as 
effects of noise, lighting. and emissions. Proper siting. facilities design. use of 
vegetation screens, and color selection can help to minimize the visual impacts I t  has 
1 
K o p e r  consideration of public and environmental concerns in the design stage of the 
been my experience that the public is quite interested in seeing 
being harnessed, and may actually be drawn to the geothermal 
Thank you for your consideration 
Sincerely. 
Richard G .  Campbell 
President 
BEN HOLT COMPANY 
A K8swrr Company 
201 Soulh Lake Avenue Suile 300 + Pasadena, CA91101 3094 *Phone 1626) 798.6866 * F a x  1626) 584.9210 
€ c c 
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Pipe Trades District Council No. 36 
FAX TMNSMISSION 
Kltlmrth Forest AlliHnce 
P.O. Bok 820 Etiie, Caliluriiia 9G027 
I'M: 530-467-5405 PX: 530-467-3130 f-mnil:Wsnirth~~irqIrl.nr( 
A U ~ U S ~  24.1998 
Rai;dall Sharp 
USFSIBLM Projecl Leader 
tvlodoc National Forest 
800 Wesl12lh Slreet 
Ailum. CA 96101 
Comments on the p?oposed Telephone Flat Geotherma) Project Draft ElSElR 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
Tlisnk you for lhe opportunily to submit comments duting the NEPA scoplng phase of the 
prqxsed Telephone Fbt Geothermal Pmject. We have reviewed the Dtah EISIEIR. 
Exeaitwn Summary. and Technical Appendices of Ihe projed and traversed the enlire proiecl 
urua In prepareuon 01 our comments. Our wmmeiits listed below provide gudanca thet VIO 
oncourage you to consider and implement when making decisions concerning the above 
mentioned project. To best iltustrste our wncerns, and facilitate your review of our 
comments, we have both Cited and wmmented on lhe applicable impad section wmhers 
llsled in Table ES.8 of.lh8 Telephone Flat Geothermal Projed Draft ElSlElR (pages ES-12 lo 
f S 1 2 0 ) .  I would like lo submit these comments on behalf of the Klamath Forest Al!iance and 
lhe Oregon Nalural Reeoums Coundl: 
tinpact 3.3.3.3.3: 
'38 Iwfions within /he s/udy area. Project adivifks could adversely affect this species. 
tmpscl3.3.3.6.1-9: Polenlial habital forspedekrlatus plank Sugar Sfidi and Cslifomifl 
Pmofoot exids in loresled a m s .  Operelion offhe trsnsmfssion line would not affecl 
addilionel habaat beyond /ha/ effected by conslmction. Mainlenanca plans for /he 
transmission fine am expecied to include maps af SpeciaCstefus species in order lo avoid 
these species during maintonane? or emegency aclivilies. Surveys for Sugar Stick (A1lorn)p.s 
Virgafe) should be conducted over a several year period due to differences in annual 
emergence and the immediate 500 aaes to known populations shouM be surveyed to survey 
snd inonage protoml. (see FSElS ROD Appenrlh J2-25. 52-26 & J2-27. 52-249 . J7-252). 
Sugar Stick requires decaying logs, so renioval of large woody debris and snag wmwnenla 
muld place the populaiion at risk. Survey8 inust be completed prior lo ground distuibirig 
aclivities thal will be implemenled in N 1999 or later (FSEIS ROD C 
&ms not limit surveys to site spsciflc ground disturbing activilies o n l y 3  
impscled by re-engineenng offhe sump a/ well pad 46-8 or storage ot high-fenipemfriir, nu!&; 
in /ha sump dunng the planl's growlh season. Eoggs Lake hedge-ftyswp is a Califorilia 
Sugar Slick, a species pmtectod by the FSElS ROD rs known lo omii 81 
. This statement 
p c m p s c t  3 . 3 . 3 . 3 4  A populalmn of Boggs Lake hedge-hyssop could be losf or advoisely 
eNJan!iertXl pant swaes. and allhobgn 11 exlsts In an unnat,,ral envtronment at ~IIHI I O W ~ O O ~ ~  
11 13 Ihi. only ki iuwi i  ppulation in (Ills aien lherelom It IS lwei& signficaiil and imporlnljt I 
Via weciob'surviual oweiall 
nl Inn 1)resenl sto instoad of 
l m y c l 3 . 3  8.3-7: four FSf lS  ROD 'Sulvey end Mafiage'species a1 hngi am local& in 
'flie hblogicalmounes study area Populelmns Of /he tung, could ha adversely a/fectad by  
pro@ cunsfnfctfoii acf!vilfes Specific feu surveys p h r  io grounddtsturbing ecltvti,es pfo 
not requled b y  the FSElS ROD Surveys must be compleled prior to grou 
acttvdies Mat will be implemenled in FY 1999 or later (FSEIS ROD page 37) 
lnipact 3.3.3.3.9: Approximately 105 acres, or 20 pcrconl 01 the NSO foraging end 
fnmgngldispersal habitat and 5% of nestinglrcodng habltat in foolprint erea. 19% of 
toraglngldispenai habitat and 5% of nestin@msUng habitat in edge buffac zone, 23% of 
foragirlgldlsprsal habitat and 8% Of neslingfrwstmp habitat in noise zone. and 30% of 
foia(lingldlsperse1 habllat and 15% of nesltnglmsl~ng h8biLat in NSO home range w l d  tit? 
islu,b,ng Y 
* Cdi$persalhabi/el vdhin fhe hlolcgicaf sludy a m  WOUM be Iregmenfed. 19% of 
I\isultiiig habltat lrsgmentation to the NSO. The loss of existing late-seral forest hebital and 
Ill8 resulling delay In the recrullment of lhese habitats (estimated to be approxmately 230 
years) is noi an aaxplable pradiw for a lederally Iisled threatened species Furthem 
Ihs re6ulls olaonsullation with lhe USFWS have no1 been disclosed In the draft 
6 F m p s c t  3 3.3.3.11: Recruflmenf of NSO nesfing and roosling hebitaf would be delayad lor 
appmximelely 230 years es a resulf 01 surfen, distufbenca associafed &i/h fhe 
Imp'omenfatsn of fhe pmjed, The negative effects due to IhB 'edge effoct' were eslimelo.ltr~ 
o.dand inlo the resldual stand approximalely 250 feet hom the areas o/ suffacs disturbance 
/.loiso from piojecl activities would extend on average 1,320 feet into the residual stands anc 
could affea Ihs h m  rango of \he NSO up to 1 3 milos away The loss of suitable nesting 
aiid ioostina habltat for the NSO of UD l o  230 years. and noise disturbance over such a larot 
ROD, NoniwalForest Plan and Modoc National Fore4 
L 
Impact 3.3.3.3-12: Approximately 791 acres, or 6.8 p a n / ,  of riodhern goshawk foreginy 
habilel available wifhin the sludy erea would be h/. Mitigation 3.3.3.3.12: Piior lo 
oons/rucfion, projecl epplicenl Shall fund, or sham in /he pWafe sactor funding ot. 
strppfanien/alsurveys for northern goshawk occupancy. The dtafI ElSlEtR fails lo diSCluIe 
whstlier or not (he USFS has conducted surveys for goshawks as required in the M o d o c  
Nslion Forest LRMP (page 4-212) The impads to goshawk populations cannot be asaesswJ. 
and Ihs i r n w  of projecl activities on 
iiiforrnatlon is not disclosed in the drafi 
cannot be determined if suwey 
8 E m p a c t  3 3 3 3 . 1 3 :  Consfruction of fhe fransmisslon line could result in Ihe removal and 10% 
of nodhem goshawk nesting habilat. and disturbance (perlicularfy during nesting acfivilius) 
duo lo noise Decommissioning could also muse noiserelaled dislufbarms 
c c 
The mitigation measure proposes to conduct peconstruction surveys. bulfalls to d idose 
Ilia actions that will be taken if goshawk nest sites are discovered within project boundaries or 
transniission line roules New roads should no1 be constructed within goshawk nest stands, 
ard road construction. reconstruction and maintenance must comply with the Modoc NRlionel 
Fornsl LRMP Raptor Management Standards and Guidelines (pages 4-85 to 4-92). (4-87 
2 9): 'In order to proted uitical aeasonal and year round habitat for bald eagles and 
goshawks. no leasable or saleable activities will be allowed in the following areas during Ole 
timw specified: Goshawk nesting terrltories March 1 to Augusl 1". No evidence has 
presented that w u l d  indicate thal the projed'actlvities including power plant construction, 
welt pad construction, water line construdiin, transmission line construction alld associaled 
mad conslruclion would not have an adverse affed on goshawk nesting habitat. The draA 
ElSlElR falls to disdose the impacts of project adivitias on goshawks including noise, in 
relation l o  !he Standards and Guidelines contained in the Modoc National Forest LRMP for 
Raptor Managemetit. Gwhawk survey ation was not discto6ed nor the localions of 
potential nest habitat vs p m j d  a c t i v i t i e s  
Impact 3.3.3.3-14: Bald eagles muM collide wifh filed facllilles orpower Bzes attd be 
L l u r e d  or eleclrocvled. It is possible that bald eagles could periodicalty fly over or roost within 
the projoct weltfteld area or along the selected transmission tino corridor. The drafl EtSlElR 
does not address the Standards and Guidelines In the Raptor Management Section of h e  
Mscr'nc National Forest LRMP for bald eagle roosting habitat ilor winter mosting habitat 
reslrbtions. The construction of project latililies such 
the forestwide standards and guldelines for &Id eagle 
g@t;mprict 3.5.3.3-16: Habile! wouldbe lost for Blue Grouse, Pilealed Woodpecker. end !he 
Hairy Woodpecker. The species listed above have dflerent environmenlal needs and ere 
addressed soparalely in the Modoc National Forest LRMP Slandards and Guidelines for 
Wildlife and Fish (pages 4-28 B 4-29). The draR EISlEIR is deficient in analyzing the needs 
of each of the species listed above in relalions lo the foresiwide standards and guideli 
Tho mitigations are not adequate to meet the needs of each of the species listed 
a a c m p a c t  3.3.3.3-11: Appmximatety97.3ams, or3.5pecant. ofmattenforcgirtg habilat 
evailable Whin /he sludy a m  would be losf. Impact 3.3.3.3-18: Denning habitat would be 
losl for lhe American marlen. The impacts to marten denning and foraging habitat are not 
disarssed in relations lo the Modoc National Forest LRMP Standards and Guidelines found 
on Page 4-27. The plan rwuireJ a mix of seral stage forest6 with no more than 20% iii early 
seral slage within each marlen territory, and appropriate well distributed downed wood rind 
project will contribute tolhe health and 
Impact 3.3.3.3-22: Wallpadcuns!mcfion or drilling nolsw a1 wellpads 26 7 arid 73-13 mu!d 
sufficienl lo adversely aflect nesting and fkdging activifies of osprey. MlUgation 3.3.3.3- 
22 Onlling and lesfing adhilies shall no/ be conducted af well pads 26-7, 73- 13. or m y  fulure 
proposed well peds within 1/41nile of an osprey nesl, March 1 lhmugh Augusf 31. or during 
peiids when fhe nest Is acfive, in c o n h e n c e  mth Ihe Fomshvide Standards and 
Guidelines (USFS 1991) Mitigallon Measurn 3.3.3.3-22 is not in compliance with Ihe 
Porestwide Standards and Quidelines. Osprey S&G (page 4-28) of the Mod= National 
Forest t.RMP stales that 'Disturbance horn timber management activities. firowmd culling, 
huinon adivilies. foot traffic. OHV use.  etc. wilhin 118 l o  X mile of the nest may bo 
delrimcntal lo nesting and fledging during the reproductive pend, March to August. 
Distu1b:ng activities will be restricted' Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-22 should be changod froni 
114 mile to extend to 'A mile from the nesl sits for restricted activity from March I to Ai~gcsl  
31. Also. the S&Gs require thal at least 30 awes stirrounding each nest sile be designated 
and that osprey management guidelines outlined on pages 4-27 mid 
S s  Impact 3.3.3.3-23: Noise could disrupf wiMlife habbf ufllizafion and behavior paffems. 
c u r i n g  !he consfruclion and decommissioning pheses ot flie pmjecl them would be acliwfias 
and noise associated with /he falling of  limber, mad and well pad mnslrvclion or resforalion, 
well drilling or abandonment; and powerplant, pipeline, end lransmission line construclion oi 
removal. Noise hum /he powerplant during /he operalioir phase could cause sensdiw wildlife 
lo avoid /he area. Impact 3 
acfivifies wouldprcduce noise wilh /he polenfial lo aHecf Wildlife in nearby habifals. This 
measure cannot be considered le66 than significant because the resuits of siirveys for Deer, 
Goshawk. Manen, Osprey, NorVlern Spotted owl. Cooper's Hawk. Golden Eagle, Balti Eagle, 
nor the resuRs of consultalion including projected 'take' wth the USFWS for TEBS specias. 3 Olua Grouse, Pileated Woodpecker, Hairy Woodpecker, and Bats have not been disclosed 
Impact 3.3.3.3-27: A small number of lerresfrial and avian animals fhaf would be atfracfed lo c& ponded waler in /he well pad sumps could suffer injury or mortalify hum *ired e,xposure IC 
scalding geothermal fluid. The drafl ElSlElR Fails lo disdose Ihe likely spedes lo experience 
injury or mortality as a result of coming into contact wilh scalding geoihennel fluid 
Geothermal well pad sites, sumps and powerplants are scattered throughout the world, Some 
01 thcni owned by Cal Energy Corporation, so there must be ample data available co c lnlny 
h e  likelihood of death or injury lo species who attempt lo utiliue the ponds and s u m p a  
bo affracled lo !he ponded rvaler in fhe well pad sumps fo  ingasl toxins from concenlrafed 
consliluanls olgeolhermel fluid. Currenlly, all 01 tho existing sumps with water are marked 
'OANGER. THIS AREA MAY HAVE CONCENTRATIONS OF CHEMICALS KNOWN TO 
CAUSE CANCER IN HUMANS. How can these areas be safe for animals, insects. repbles 
(ir birds, when they are not safe to humans. The drait EISEIR fails to identify the species 
most likely to suffer mortality or injury either thmugh dire& conlact with the geothermal fluids, 
or accumulated 
geothermal f l u i d 8  
pterilial lo affecl isolafed sfands of /ale s e d  slage foresf and individual frees and snags wdh 
diameler bmsf height (dbh) grealer than or equal lo 18 inchos. These vegelalive AnfUre5 am 
consrdered lo be of impottaiice primarily due fo lhek value as pol8nfi8l hebifal for sJleCin/ 
stafus WiMlile species. These sensitive Aalures are dispened lhmughoul /he fOmsf, 
htckding the vicinity of !he frensmission line The acreage of lhese fealures /ha/ would be 
afeecled would depend on /he aGfual alignmenl of /he /mansmission line Impact 3.3.3.6.1-5: 
Elkcls lo lafe serel stage foresf and fndfvidual mes and snags with dbh qmaler lhon or CWal 
lo 18 inches would also occur lo wfldlife. sintilarlo We effecl descnbd in Impac! 3 3.3.8 1-3 
The project applicant should be required to provide wmpensalion in a manner that yronide; 
I& Transmission Line conslruclion a i d  decommissioo,? 
3.3.3.3-28: A small polenlial erisfs for lhasa lar/eslrial and avian animals lliaf Woli~c' 
ty or death from ingestion of insects or other spedes who drank the 
3.3.361-3: During the conslrucfion phase, /he proposed lransmission line has /ha 
liite siitt8sslonaI forest characteristic8 and enhems foraging. dispersal, nesting and 
roosting habilat for edjacenl speaal slalus wildlife species. Silvicultural enhancement 
projects musl be designed lo meel the goals of special slalus wildlife species through 
compliance with the Westside Plans (Norlhvmsl Forest Pian) and Eas e Management 
Plans (Modoc National F m s t  Land and Resource Management Plan). 
Z 7 c m p a c t  3.3.3.6.1-7: Development of Ihe transmission line could result in the pofenfial lor 
significanl enacts lo special slalus wiWlib species. Effads during conslnrc(i0ri U~JIIW a w r  
primarily from the removal and loss of hebilal, and from potenrial disiubence (par l ic~l~dy 
dtrrinu nesling adivilies) due lo Iransmission linerelaled cunstmclion noise. 
hmmniissioning eilecls lo specialslalus specius would also be due primanly due lo noise- 
fdaled dIstu&ncas. Mitlgation AB.3d: tM&D Goshawk: Follow management guidelinss 
for MNF LRMP wildlife end Flsh end Raptor Management). Mltlgatlon 4.8.3e: ,yog&~ w. Follow management guidelines for MNF LRMP (Wildlife and Fish), ROD 
(FSEIS), Northwest Forest Plan and USFWS consuilation recommendalions MlUgaUorl 
4.8.3f: -: Follow management guidelines for MNF LRMP (Wldlife and Fish). 
MillgsUon 4.8.39: &iinson's Haw&: Follow management guidelines for MNF LRMP (Wiidiile 
nnd Fish). MiUgatlon 4.8.31: ' Follow management guidelines for MNF 
LRMP (Wldlife and Fish). Mltlgatlon 4.8.3111: e Follow managemenl guidelines for 
MNF LRMP (Wildlife and Fish). Mltlgatlon 4 . 8 3 ~  pronahom: Follow management 
guidelines for MNF LRMP (wildlife and Fish) 'Management requirements for Ihe ii;dicalor 
species listed In the MNF LRMP Slendards end Guidelines. while providing for most habitat 
spcial  component and diversity concerns. do not autometiilly provide for the minimum 
needs of all other species on the forest. Therefore, it Will sometimes be necessary to manage 
(of special habilat need 
Managemen! Directive). 
Impact 3.9.3.6.1-1: Ifattenialive lrsnsmission mule I offhe proposed action, or any vadtion 
seieded end appmved for imp/emenlalion, lhis pwed would be potenliefly noncompliant vdh 
fhe sfandaftis and guidelines of lhe ffodhwesl Fofesl Plan unless and unfil a walcrshed 
enatysis (WA) is conducted and completed plibr lo lrerlsmission line conslmcliW Mltigailon 
3.9.334: A waremhod onsfpis (WA) shall be pmpamd prior lo conslructlon aclMias tvilhin 
lhe rbufe of elternalive line segment A2 if enemalive transmission mule 1 of the proposed 
ecfion, or any variation that includes line segment A2, is sslecfed and approved for 
implemenlalion. The watershed anatysls (WA) shell comply wifh Ihe requlremenfs of fho 
NorfhwBsf Foresr Plan and shall be completed to the salisfaclion of the USFS prior io 
miislruclion of the affected transmission line segment. 'Watershed analysis (WA) is 
required in key walersheds and madless are05 before management actions can proceed an0 
M o r e  riparian reserve widths can be changed: it is recomniended in all olher walersheds. It 
is intended for non-key watersheds as a basis for WOSYSlem planning and managemenr 
(Northwest Foresl Plan, Page 83) A watershed analysis WA) should not be develop?d to 
aceommodale projeds. especially just prior lo wnslrmtion adlvities, but should be devo!o@ 
in4ependenl of proposed ground disturbing activities so thal all species are evaluated In 
lerms of lhelr particular needs. and In relabon to the Current and future Eandition of the 
appllcable watersned A WA Is a management lool. not an excuse Io juslify a project. 
therefore the Intent of Mitigation 3 9.3.6-1 dbss n d  reflect the purpose of a WA and is not 
supporled by Ihe Northwest Forest Plan. The WA should be made available for public 
Y 
r non-indicalor fore4 Species ai the pmjeu level' (MNF LRMP Y 
" c a t  includes line segment A2 lhat passes through the Mt. Hoffman Roadless Area. is 
Wminent during the NEPA process I1 i\ is 10 be used lo comply wilh a initigation measure lor 
either Ihe Telephone Flal of Fourmile Hill Geolhermal Projects. Cumenl na l i i a i  
SOWe policy is moving away horn road construction activities in roadless m a r  
29 FmPclCt 77777 Whaf will be /he environrne,ila/ impacts lo the pond inside Alcohol Ciator and 
file Pond NoHh of the caldera near proposed lransmission line mule 82? Balh sites ere I in 
'4 mile of Proposed project activities ond should have bean analyzed in the drafl EISIEIW. 
8 0 & h e  oonobucllon of the Telephone Flal Geothermal Pnyecl and associated lransmissiun line 
Corridors cannot b8 accomplished with all mncerns being fully miligeled. We are concerned 
aboul the impads of the project on badilional native American praditiooers and sacred sites. 
We are concerned oboul the fad that the kansmission line towers. power plan1 slle and 
&am PhJme will be visiMe from the Medicine Lake Highlands and vidale the Visual Qunlily 
Objectives of the Foresl Plan We are concerned thal constructiw adivitias. induding we8 
drilling and Ihe building of low~rs,  and daily operallon of h e  power plant. Will weale a ncise 
level Ihat displaces many sensitive. threatened and endangered species. We aro concerned 
akiut Ihe wsibllity of a hazardous material spill, well pad blowout, fire. or rupture of sump 
tincr of geothermal pipeline. We are concerned aboul the long (em, low level ammulalion 01 
heavy m&l8 and part i la\es tha\ wl\t rise lrom the steam plume and drilling rigs. We are 
c o n w e d  Ihat fewer people will visit Medicine leke because they peroeive it es having lost 
'ils pristine qualily'. We am concerned that the water quality of the aqulfer will be degradd, 
or llla natural flow at springs altered. wh!!h would direclly affect wildlife. We are concerned 
that Ihe geothermal resource may n d  be sustainable over the lifetime of the proposed project 
Finally, we are concerned thal jed facilities %ill discourage speaes from dispersing in an 
dready fragmented landscape. 3 
$La c h a n k  you for your mvlew of our c~ncem3 lisled above. We feel thal the best way to mitigale 
a!l of the mncams (hat we have raised, is lo select the No A d o n  AMernalive. Allhough tho 
prcject may provide some long term employment to (he state and county, the exislinD 
3 
re comoatible wilh Ihe 110~1s end 
Kyle tiaines 
Foresl Protection Coordinatoi 
Klsmalh Foresl Alliance 
P.O. Box 820 
Una. CA 96027 
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August 19, 1998 
Certified Mail 
Mr Randall M. Sharp 
C S Forest Service, Modoc National Forest 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
Coninienrs Regarding Dra) EIS'LIR for 
Telephone Flnt Geotherntol Developnienr PrOJecf 
Dear 1Mr. Sharp. 
a E u r s u a n l  to the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") and the National 
Environniental Policy Act ("NEP..\"L n e  submit these comments on the Draft Environmental 
Impact Siatemenr/Environmental Impact Report for the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
Project ("DEIS") on behalf of  Floyd Buckskin (Cultural Spokesperson for the Pit &\er  Tribe 
and Ahjumawi Band Headman). Theodore Mminez  (Spirimal Doctor and Alsuge Council 
Representative, Pit River Tribe), Wall! Preston (Aiwarnsini Band Council Representative, Pit 
River Tribe), L a w e n c e  Cantrell (Chairperson, Pit River Tribe), Jerald and Charlene Jackson 
(Elders o f  the Modoc Tribe), Betty Hall (Shasta Indian Historian), Roy Hall (Quam Valley 
Indian Reservation) and the Native Coalition for Medicine Lake Highlands Defense (collectively 
"Comnienters"). Commenters are extremely concerned about the cultural and environmental 
impacts of  this project. particularly with respect to traditional American Indian spiritual Yalues. 
practices and customs. and do not believe that their concerns have been adequatrl) addressed in 
t l ie  DEIS. These comments are and should be considered lementa1 to any other comments 
submitted under separate cover b! indibidual Commenters Y 
a note at the outset that. under both CEQA and NEF.4. the purpose of the DEIS is to 
prow e the decisionmakers and  the public with the detailed information about a project's 
environmental effects necessnp to make an iniormed choice among olternatlves .Yec, 
Cleichis ImDrovenient .Ass'n I- Reeents of the GniversiW ofCaliiomia. 47 Cal jd  376. 292 
( 1988) ("[tlhe EIR process protects not only the environment but also informed self. 
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government"); Rohenson \ hlethow Valles Citizens Council, 490 U S  3 3 2  (1089) (an I? IS 
"ensures that the agency, in reaching its decision, will have a\,ailable and will carefully consider 
detailed information concerning significant environmental impacts [and] guarantecs that tlie 
relevant information will be made available to the larger audience that ma? also play a rolc i n  
both the decision-making process and the implementation of that decision"). Indeed. "a 
paramount consideration is the right of the public to he informed in such a way that i t  cnii 
intelligently weigh the environmental consequences of any contemplated actions and ha\,e an 
appropriate voice in the formulation of an)  decision I' Environmental I'lanninc and Infominiion 
Council v. County of El Dorado, 131 Cal. App. 3d 350.354 (I 982). 
That public disclosure function is particularly imporiant in this case, where the proposed 
project will have enormous impacts on cultural and en\-ironmental values In light o f t h e  drastic 
landscape changes that will result from the Telephone Flat and other potential geothermal 
projects on public land a n d  resources in the unique Medicine Lake Highlands area of Californi;i 
and the importance of this area to American Indians, the lead agencies should be particularly 
circunispect about evaluating and disclosing the need for. and the direct. indirect and cumulatiw 
impacts of, a project that u.111 benefit private energy companies obviously looking to make up 
for other failed investment opportunities in the Pacific Northwest. Neither the Forest S e n w e  nor 
the Bureau of  Land Management ("BLM") should be in the business of promoting private 
corporate profit at the expense of environmental protection and traditional cultural values. Ilere. 
full. unbiased and meaningful disclosure of project impacts is essential to ensuring the integrity 
of  the decisionmakine Drocess and to "nrecludine stubborn Droblems or serious criticism from 
I, 
being swept under the me" Sutler Sensible Planning. Inc. v. Board ofSupenisors.  I 2 2  Cal 
App. 3 d 8 1 3 . 8 2 0 ( 1 9 8 1 ) . 3  
=) F i t h  this general background in mind, we turn now to a more detailed discussion of the 
specific legal and factual deficiencies in the DEIS for the Telephone €la1 project. Comnienters 
strongly urge the lead agencies to take these comments to h e m  by first completing the necess 
environmental and cultural analyses and then recirculating the DElS for further public review. 
' 
9 a Purpose a n d  Need for the  Project 
NEPA requires that the €IS discuss the purpose and need for a particular project. 40 
C.F.R. 6 1502.13. Similarly. CEQA requires a statement of the  objectives sought by the 
proposed project. I4 C.C R 5 15124(b) Such an analysis of the need for a proposed project is 
essential to evaluating a reasonable range ofproject alternatives. See Sierra Club. 111 Chanter v 
U.S. Den7 OfTransDortaIion. 962 F Supp. 1037. 1044 (N.D. 111 1997); Southern Utah 
Wldemess  Alliance v. Thomnson. 8 I I F Supp 635,642-43 ( D  Utah 1993) I n  preparing an 
EIS fora  proposed project. the Forest Service must aniculaie its goals nnd specificall? identii? 
the market and geographic pool of targeled users for the project See Merhow \'allev Citizens 
Council v. Reeional Forester, 833 F.2d 810. 815.16 (9th Cir. 1987). re\,'doti other proiinds. 490 
U.S. 332 (1989) In the contexi of a proposed energy development project. the EIS must do ntorc 
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than simply identify the nation's need for energy: 11 niust specilicall! evaluate all reasonable 
alternatives that might meet those needs. Natural Resources Defense Council v. Morton, 458 
F.2d 827 (D.C. Cir. 1972). 
The DElS as currently drafted fails to satisfy this standard. The docunient states only that 
"[tlhe need for the Proposed Action was established by the U.S. Congress in the Geothermal 
Steam Act of 1970 (30 USC 1001-1025) and by the California legislature in the Warren-Alqulst 
Act of 1974." DEIS at 1-10, However. the Geothermal Steam Act does not mandate the 
development of a11 geothermal resources; it merely provides the mechanism by which the 
S e c r e t q  of Interior may enter into geothermal leases if certain procedures are followed. See 30 
U.S.C. $ 1002.' Moreover, any general legislative expressions ofenergy policy that might be 
read into these statutes are now nearly three decades old and were adopted during a very 
different energy climate. The global energy market and renewable energy technologies have 
obviously changed considerably since that time. 
For example, the electric services industry is undergoing rapid restructuring and 
deregulation, nowhere faster than in California. This restructuring will clearly alter both the 
supply and demand for energy resources of various kinds. Because the proposed project is 
justified wholly in ternis of meeting the need for diversified energy sources, it is imperative that 
the EIS evaluate current and future market conditions and identify the public need for developing 
this particular resource at this particular time. 
Rather than undertake such an analysis. however, the DElS states only that "[tlhe electric 
utility industv is currently undergoing restructuring in response to deregulation. For example, 
California passed legislation in 1996 (Assembly Bill 1890) that restructures its electric services 
industry starting in 1998." DElS at 1-10, There is no further follow-up discussion of this issue 
in the Purpose and Need section -- that is, there is no analysis of how and why such restructuring 
will increase or decrease the need for geothermal energy development in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. However, buried in the discussion of the cumulative impacts chapter hundreds of 
pages later (to bolster the argument that cumulative impacts will be less than originally 
anticipated) is the admission that "deregulation and changes in the electric energy industry have 
occurred affecting the opportunities for selling the geothermal-generated electricity. The more 
recent information suggests that the actual commercial geothermal development potential of the 
Glass Mountain KGRA is far less than earlier projected." DElS at 4-2. In other words. changes 
i n  the industry apparently have reduced the need to develop this public resource at this particular 
time. perhaps because the deregulated marketplace has become more emcient at providing a 
diversity of energy supplies. I n  any event. before the lead agencies can fully understand and 
' The DEIS's reliance on California's Wanen-Alquist Act is even more inappropriate because 
the project proponent intends to exploit this California geothermal resource to produce electricity 
solely for out-of-state consumers. 
hlr Randall Sharp 
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properly weigh the costs and benefits of any decision on the proposed project. the DEIS must hc 
revised to address these landmark regulatory changes and the need for csploitiiig G 
Mountain's relatively minor geothermal resources in today's overall enrrgy market. 9 
8 E w e  note that the DElS does give some hint as to why California Energy General 
Corporation ("CEGC") suddenly wants to move forward with the projcct, but the company's 
underlying private profit motives should not drive federal agency planning decisions to exploit 
public resources at this particular time, especially when such exploitation will have profound 
cultural and environmental impacts (see discussion below). In particular, the DElS indicates that 
the 1996 state legislation restructuring California's electric energy market provides $540 niillion 
in renewable energy incentives and that some consumers appear willing to pay more for 
electricity laheled as "renewable" and marketed to consuniers as "green" energy. DElS at 1 -IO 
Putting aside for a moment the very real question of whether electricity derived from geothermal 
fluids is properly considered "environmentally friendly,"' it is not within the statutory mandate of 
the lead agencies to help private corporations like CEGC "distinguish themselves from the 
competition." DElS at 1-10. l h e  multiple use philosophy that underlies managcmeni of o u r  
national forests is intended to optimize the public benefits derived from the iiatural resourcc~ 
located on and under forest lands (including the very real benefits of leaving unique areas 
undeveloped), not to help private corporations speculate in the energy market or take advantage 
of government subsidies for the pecuniaq benefit of their shareholders. 
A brief \,isit to the Internet makes i t  clear that many energy companies. large and small. 
are marketing lucrative "green" energy options to consumers.' It thus appears that there is no 
shortage of green energy supplies or suppliers and apparently no unmet demand for gcotllermal 
energy If there is any scarcity, it seems to be in the area of truly green renewable energ! sources 
such as wind and solar power. Unfortunately, the DElS fails to consider whether existing 
geothermal energy supplies or alternative sources such as wind and solar power would satisfy 
some or all of the purported "need" for green energy on which the project is being justified. If 
there really IS an actual need at this time for the development of the Medicine Lake Highlands 
geothermal resources. the EIS should analyze and document that need through a meaningful 
Given the potential toxic air, water and waste impacts of the production process. as 
comprehensively discussed in the comments of the Plumbers 8: Steamfitters U.A. Local 342 on 
the Fourmile Hill Draft EISEIR. it is not at all clear that informed consumers would consider 
energ! produced from the Glass hlountaiii geothermal resources to hc panicularl! "green." 
j for  instance. see h t t p : l l \ ~ ~ ~ ? v . e d f . o r g l p r o p r a m s i e n e r ~ ~ l ~ r e e ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ e r l c ~ r o ~ ~ i d e r s . l ~ t m l  and 
http.!lnrdc.org/ho\\2Oiencagp.htn~l. 
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resource values should be sacrificed to produce a comparatively small aniount ofelectricity.' 
evaluation of today's energy market. I f  not. i t  should explain wh) a myriad of other public 3 
@ C S u c h  analysis and documentation are unequivocally required by both NEPA and CEQA. 
See. e.g , Idaho SDortine Conaress v. Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146. 1 I S 1  (9th Cir. 1998) (NEPA 
requires preparation and disclosure of accurate technical analysis "lo insure tlie agency has fully 
contemplated the environmental effects of its action and to insure the public has sufficient 
infonnation to challenge the agency"); Laurel Heights, 47 Cal. 3d at 404-05 (CEQA requlres that 
"[aln Ell< must include detail sufficient to enable those who did not paniclpate in its preparation 
to understand and to consider meaningfully the issues raised by the proposed project"). 
Moreover, CEQA requires that any decision lo proceed with a project that will have significant 
adverse impacts an the environment, as this project will, must be accompanied by a "statement of 
overriding considerations" which is supported by substantial evidence in the record Cal. Pub. 
Ices. Code 4 21081(b): I4 C.C.R. 6 15093; Sierra Club v. Contra Costa Countv. I O  Cal. ~ p p .  4th 
12 12, I223 ( I  992). Without an analysis of the energy market and the need to develop these 
specific geothermal resources. the decisionmakers cannot possibly satisfi their statuto0 
obligation "to balance the benefits of the proposed project against its unavoidable environmental 
risks." I 4  C.C.R. 5 I5093(a). Moreover, "informed public participation" is effectively 
precluded. "thereby thwarting the statutory goals of the EIR p 
Bureau v. Citv of Hanford. 221 Cal. App: 3d 692,712 (1990). 
ss." Kincs Countv Farni 3 
' Both the Telephone Flat and the related Fourmile Hill geothermal de\,elopments will 
produce a small fraction of the energy needed in the Pacific Northwest, or in California, although 
the DElS improperly fails even to mention this imponant fact or provide appropriate compnraiive 
calculations. Designed to produce under 50 megawatts ("MU'") each, the two plants together 
will generate an energy output that is small even by comparison with other potential geothennal 
projects. and certainly in comparison to other energy sources. For instance, the DElS states the 
CEGC and Calpine (the proponent of the Fourmile Hill project) bath invested millions of dollars 
in development of geothermal sources at Newbeny Volcano and Vale, Oregon that were 
expected to yield 740 MW and 870 MW. respectively. for sale to the Bonneville Power 
Administration ("BPA") as pan of its Geothermal Pilot Program. As replacenients for these 
failed investments. the two proposed Medicine Lake area plants would produce just 6 percent of 
the energy that would have been produced as part ofthe BPA pilot program in the Northwest. I t  
is evident from the history of these projects that CEGC and Calpine are attempting to recoup 
some of their losses from prior poor investment decision through development of the Glass 
Mountain leases. Because BPA has not comnlitted to purchase the power that would be 
generated by these projects. i t  is equally evident that there is no pressing need for this 
development. Indeed. it is Commenters' present understanding that BPA I S  attempting to settle 
its obligations regarding the Newerr). Volcano and Vale projects without entering into an! 
agreement to purchase power from the Glass blountnin KGRA 
hlr Randpll Sharp rage 6 
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The agencies cannot meet their statutoq obligatlons. as they apparently hope to. b) +- mere y referencing a five-year old Resource Programs EIS prepared by the BPA for several 
reasons. First. that document, drafted in 1993 well before industry restructuring began, is now 
outdated. Second. Comnienters and other local residents in the Medicine Lake Highlands area 
had no effective opportunity to panicipate in this policy planning document or to review i t  as part 
of this NEPNCEQA process.' Third, the general discussion of how RPA hopes and plans to 
meet its responsibilities to provide power lo the Pacific Northwest is only tangentially relevant to 
the pressing question here of whether there is a current need to develop the small m o u n t  of  
geothermal energy potentially ailable in California's Medicine Lake Highlands In order to 
satisfy m e t  public demand. 9 
8 E l l - i n - a l l ,  the DElS is seriously defective in its discussion and analysis of the need for 
this project. The Forest Service and BLM are not under any niandaie to develop the Medicine 
Lake Highlands area geothennal resources independent. or lo the detriment, of other imponant 
resources and values. Quite the contraq. The agencies must balance the benefits of this project 
against other resource needs and uses on our national forests. This statutory obligation cannot be 
satisfied in a vacuum. Neither the decisionmakers nor the public can meaningfully weigh tlie 
project's expected benefits against its substantial costs, or consider the appropriate range of 
available alternatives. without a full. thorough and informed analysis of need. Accordingly, the 
D E E  should be withdraw, substan 
proper public review and comment. 
expanded to address this issue, and recirculated for 
9 E. Range of Alternatives to the Project 
The failure of the DElS to articulate, asscss. document and disclose the need for the 
Telephone Flat project not only precludes infornied public participation and decisionmaking. i t  
also implicates the adequacy of the entire documeni by unreasonably limiting the range of 
alternati\*es considered The analysis of alternatives is "the heart ofthe environmental impact 
' The DElS notes that the BPAs Resource Programs EIS. to which this DElS is allegedly 
tiered, is only "available for review at the BPA Public Information Office in Portland. Oregon " 
D E E  at ES-7 Thus. to obtain any understanding of the purponed "need" for the Telephone Flat 
project. interested members of the public would have to travel hundreds of miles, across the 
border into another state, and review what is likely to be a lengthy, complex document over a 
course ofdays in a public office. Concerned local residents without the resources or the time to 
undertake such an effon are. therefore. effectively denied the meaningful information and 
analysis required by CEQA and NEPA, in violation of both the spirit and letter of those statutes 
At the very least. the lead agencies for the Telephone Flat project should make the pertinent 
sections of the DPA EIS on which they are relying locally available and recirculate the D E E  for 
additional review and comment once the public h3s had an opportunity to revie\\, the BPA 
document. 
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ceremonies. often involving physical tests (long runs. s\vinis) and tra\'cl to special power 
places in the Medicine Lake Highlands. Both girls and boys celebrated puberty 
ceremonies in special places in the mountains. The ceremony for boys involved a quest 
for a vision of a guardian or power . . " (DEIS at 3.6-4). 
"Although the previous paragraph is Mitten in the past tense. information from 
interviews and meetings and conversations on the site tour demonstrate that the members 
of the Pit River Tribe continue to use many of the resources of their traditional territory, 
continue traditional practices including vision quests and \%isits to power places by 
shamans and others. continue such traditional activities as basket weaving. continue to 
respect the spiritual values inherent in places and objects in their territory and to act 
accordingly. in short. continue in their stewardship of their lands." (DEIS at 3.6-4). 
* "Like the Modoc, the Pit River people recognize the spiritual values inherent in the entire 
Medicine Lake Highlands area. Resolution No. 96-08-25 of the Pit River Tribe , . . 
identifies Medicine Lake Highlands as a sacred site with reference to E.O. 13007. I t  
states that 'The area of the Medicine Lake Highland is imponant to the cultural. religious 
practices of the Ajumawi and Atwamsini Bands of the Pit River Nation, and to the Pit 
River Tribe as a whole' and refers to the need 'to place protective measures for this 
significant sacred site.'" (DEIS at 3.6-4). 
Given this discussion and the documentation and interviews that support it .  Commenters 
are incredulous that the drafter of the DEN would then go on to assume that American lndian 
activities in the Medicine Lake Highlands landscape are not "religious" activities within the 
meaning of AIRFA or Executive Order 13007. To conclude that the Medicine Lake Highlands 
landscape is not a sacred site of religious importance to American Indians in the face of 
overwhelming evidence to the contrary is the height ofcultural arrogance a 
violates the letter and the spirit of both AIRFA and Executive Order 13007. 
gnorance and 9 
E h e  EIS must apply both AIRFA and Executive Order 13007 to the traditional cultural 
landscape at issue here and should evaluate the potential impacts of the Telephone Flat project in 
light of the federal policies incorporated in these legal authorities. AIRFA provides that "it shall 
be the policy of the United States to protect and preserve for American Indians their inherent 
right of freedom to believe, express. and exercise the traditional religions of the American Indian, 
Eskimo, Aleut. and Native Hawaiians. including but not limited to access to sites. use and 
possession of sacred objects, and the freedom to worship through ceremonials and traditional 
rites." 42 U.S.C. $ 1996 Executive Order.13007 furthers this objective by directing federal 
agencies. in the management of federal lands, to " ( I )  accommodate access to and ceremonial use 
of Indian sacred sites by Indian religious practioners and (2) avoid adversely affecting the 
physical intogrit! of such sacred sites." 61 Fed. Reg. 26771 (May 29. 1996). 
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111 assessing and weighing project impacts. the EIS iiiust inorc fully explore the 
consequences of these federal policy directives on the obligations and responsthilities of the lead 
agencies, particularly the Forest Service. BLM and BPA. Among other things, the EIS sliould 
e\aluate whether and to what extent the project will impede. impair or effectively eliminate 
traditional Tribal ceremonial and religious practices in the Medicine Lake Highlands area, as well 
as ho\r such disruptions will effect individual American Indians and the cultural heritage of the 
Modoc. Pit River and Shasta people 3 F. The National Historic f'resenation Act 
While the DEIS recognizes that the Medicine Lake Highlands area is "potentially eligible 
to [sic] the National Register of Historic Places and the National Historic Preservation Act is 
applicable" to this area (DEE at 3.6-IO), the document utterly fails to discuss the eligibility 
determination, listing procedures and other legal obligations prescribed by the National Historic 
Preservation Act ("NHPA") or how those obligations have been satisfied in this case. 
Specifically, Section 106 of NHPA "requires that the Forest Senice . . . 'take into account the 
effect of [any] undertaking on any district, site, building, structure, or object that is included in or  
eligible for inclusion in the National Register.' NHPA, 3 106, 16 U.S.C. 4 47Of(1993)." 
of Sandia v. United States, 50 F.3d 856, 859 (10th Cir. 1995). Additionally, Section I I O  of the 
statute requires, among other things, that federal agencies ( I )  establish a preservation program 
that ensures that "properties under the jurisdiction or control of the agency as are listed in or may 
he eligible for the National Register are managed and maintained in a way that considers the 
preservation of their historic, archeological. architectural, and cultural values in compliance with 
section 106" (16 U.S.C. $47Oh-Z(a)(2)(B)) and (2) "carry out agency programs and projects 
(including those under which Federal assistance is provided or any Federal license, permit. or 
other approval is required) in accordance with the purposes of this Act. and give consideration to 
programs and projects which will funher the purposes of this Act." 16 U S  C. 8 470h-2(d). 
Implementing regulations for NHPA prescribe a deliberate, step-by-step process for 
complying with Section 106. See 36 C.F.R. Part 800. The agency must identify historic 
properties potentially eligible for the National Register. evaluate their historical significance, 
assess the effects of an) project on eligible properties by applying specified Criteria of Effect. 
and consult with the State Historic Preservation Officer ("SHPO). the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation ("Ccwncil") and other interested parties. Including specifically American 
Indians. prior to the expenditure of any funds on, or approval of, the project The regulations 
specifically provide that "[tlhe Agency Official should ensure that the Section 106 process is 
initiated early in the planning stages of the undertaking, when the widest feasible range o f  
alternatives is open for consideration." 36 C.F.R. 9 800.3(c) Where. as is the case here. the 
Forest Service prepares a DEIS that significantly nmon's the range of alternatives considered 
and only superficially evaluates the impacts of the prolect on traditional culiiird USES prior to 
completion of the Seclion 106 process, the directives of both NMPA and NEPA are violated In 
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order to fully assess the significance ofthe Medicine Lake Highlands cultural 1andscape.b the 
agencies must formally evaluate the impacts o f  the project against the Criteria o f  Effects. consult 
with the SHPO. the Council, American Indians and other interested parties. and fully document 
their conclusions. Only then is it appropriate to disclose and discuss these conclusions as part o f  
a DElS 
As i t  no\\' stands. the DElS does not discuss and e\duaie the agencies' compliance with 
NHPA. I t  merely draws a number o f  unsubstantiated and unilluniinatiiig conclusions about the 
potential impacts o f  the project on cultural uses o f  the area. For instance, in response to Tribal 
concerns aboiit project impacts on the integrity o f  the landscape as a whole, the document tersely 
concludes that: 
The concern i s  that further development may change the \'e? nature of the Medicinc Lake 
Highlands. . . . This impact is considered significant and there appears io be no way to 
mitigate the effects o f  increased development on the traditional cultural propem as a 
whole. 
DElS at 3.6-12. This facile "assessment" is inadequate under both NEPA (because it does not 
address the actual effects o f  the project on the lives and practices o f  American Indians) and 
NHPA (because it foreshortens and ignores the mandatory Section 106 process). I t  appears to be 
a particularly cynical maneuver by the agencies to avoid any real analysis, discussion or 
disclosure of impacts on cultural values and practices by simply conceding in a single sentence 
that the effects are significant but unavoidable and then moving quickly on to the next issue 
Such an approach thwarts the most fundamental purposes of NEPA and NHPA to proyide for 
informed public participation and agency decisionmaking and to ensure the protection o f  historic 
resources and cultural values on public lands to the greatest extent possible. 
Accordingly, Commenlers strongly urge the agencies to initiate. undertake and complete 
the requisite Section 106 process before 
allowing the project to gain irreversible 
with the NEI'NCEQA process or 
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4. Impacts on Biological Kcsources 
.I!% c The DEE discussion o f  biological impacts is similarly deficient. First. tlie document 
1 
adni 
inexplicably concludes that "[tlhis impact is considered less than significant and no mitigation 
measures are required." DElS at 3.3-47. There s'mply is no explanation or supporting 
docunientation for this self-serving concIusioii. 
that the project wil l fragment forest habitat and result in adverse "edge effects." but then 
E e c o n d ,  the DElS concedes that the project wil l eliminate habitat for certain federally 
listed species under the Endangered Species Act, but then acknowledges that the agencies have 
not undertaken the required Section 7 consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This 
omission is fatal to the document. In order to fully disclose the ecological inipacts o f  the project 
in the EIS. the agencies should undertake and complete such mandatory consultation pr ior  to 
circulation o f  the DEIS. Because the public has not yet had an opportunity to review the 
conclusions o f  the expen wildlife agenc 
after Section 7 consultation i s  completed. 
a biological opinion, the DElS must be recirculated 3 
a@ p i r d ,  the DEIS draws a number o f  wholly unsubstantiated, and frankly disturbing, 
conc usions about the adequacy and availability o f  various mitigation measures. For instance, 
the document notes that the project would delay recruitment ofcritical late-seral forest habitat for 
the northern spotted owl by approximately 230 years. To mitigate this impact, the proponent 
proposes to conduct off-site logging o f  mid-seral tree stands in order to accelerate recruitment o f  
these stands for old groulh habitat. DElS at 3.3-48. In other words, the project proponent is 
rewarded for destroying important older habitat by being allowed to log even more trees! There 
is no supporting evidence for the conclusion in t l ie  DElS that this "mitigation measure" wil l 
reduce the 
signi f i c a n c a  
erse effects o f  potentially significant habitat impacts to below the level o f  
19 CFina l l y ,  as discussed in more detail below:the DElS fails to understand and analyze the 
cumulative biological impacts o f  all past, present and reasonably foreseeable projects. The 
potential for the development o f  up to six similarly sized power plants and their associated 
transmission lines uill funher fragment the forest habitat surrounding Medicine Lake in a way 
that may cause exponential adverse impacts on wildlife species, especially those that avoid 
fragmented habitat. There is simpl! no support for the conclusion that "[t]hc cumulative 
disturbance o f  general wildlife habitat would not exceed the additive effects o f  the I\YO projects 
[Foumle Hill and Telephone Flat] and i s  considered belou the level o f  significance " DElS at 
4-102 ' I t  i s  well-established that a "culturally significant natural landscape may be classified as a 
site" eligiblc for listing in the National Register. National Register Bulletin 38. Guidelines for 
Evaluating and Documenting Traditional Cultural Propenies (1995 Internet Rev.) at 8. Given the 
abundance o f  wried tradiiional American Indian uses throughout the area. and the importance o f  
the area as a whole, integrated landscape. the Medicine Lake Highlands area i s  best understood as 
a "Traditional Culiural District with multiple Sites." Sec Pueblo o f  Sandia. 50 F 3d at 861 
5. Land Use Impacts and Forest Plan Consistency 
$8 r l n  its discussion of  land use inipacts. the DElS significantly errs in failing to address 
applicable forest plan standards. particularly as they relate io cultural resources and values. The 
c c 
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Modoc National Forest Land and Resource Managenient Plan ("LMRP") includes several 
applicable forest plan standards for cultural resources that are not even mentioned in the DEIS. 
including. 
. Inventory to identify cultural resource properties prior to any project. actiwy or license 
which may affect significant cultural resources consistent with the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 (as mended) and other peniiienl laws and regulations. 
Adjustnients will he made to projects lo comply with cultural resource laws 
Evaluate cultural resources to determine National Register of Historic Places eligibility 
Conserve properties that have been designated on, or are eligible for designation to, the 
National Register of Historic Places. (Eligibility is assumed if evaluation is incomplete.) 
Protect access and use of sites <and locations imponant to traditional American Indian 
religious and cultural practices consistent with the American Indian Religious Freedom 
Act of 1978 
* 
* 
Modoc National Forest LMRP at 4-1 4. In addition, the forest plan includes as a guideline the 
directive to "Iplrotect cultural resources largely by directing activities or use away from sensitive 
areas," among other things. Id 
Simply ignoring these mandatory management directives, as the DElS does, will not 
make them go awa). As the forest plan itselfnotes: 
Standards and Guidelines-give specific guidance for implementing the prescription. A 
standard is a performance criterion indicating acceptable norms, specifications. or quality 
that actions must meel; a rule to measure against. a principle requiring a specific level of 
attainment. A gtiideline is an indication ofpolicy or conduct; an issuance that directs the 
course ofaction to accomplish specific objectives. The intent is to adhere to standards 
and guidelines regardless oftheir title as "standards" or "guidelines." 
Modoc National Forest LMRP at 4-34. Moreover, the National Forest Management Act 
espressl! provides that all site-specific projects must be consistent with the LMRP. 16 U.S C. 8 
1604(i): 36 C.F.R g 219 IO(e); Neiehbors ofCuddy Mountain v. US. Forest Service. 137 F.3d 
1372. 1377 (91hCir. 1998). 
Thus, the DElS must expressly consider and evaluate the consistency of the proposed 
project with the foregoing cultural resource standards and guidelines contained in the Modoc 
National Forest LMRP. In panicular, the LMRP requires that the Forest Service conserve 
properties eligible for listing on the National Register. protect access and traditional American 
Indian use of the area. and direct projects away from the area The proposed project is clearly 
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inconsistent with each of these managemen! directives h massive industrial project tlint 
destroys the integrity of this historically imponant cultural landscape will suhstantially interlere 
with or prevent traditional uses of the area and cenainly will not conserve this cultural resource. 
Yet the DElS fails to mention 
!lie project's consistency with 
plicable forest plan standards and guidelines or to evaluate 
6. Cumulative lmpacls 
1s F;". cumulative impacts discussion is also seriously flawed. Aher noting that the tw 
deve opers who have proposed the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill geothermal projects o w  
essentially all of the leases in the Glass Mountain KGRA. the DEIS refuses to consider other 
reasonably foreseeable geothermal development in the KGRA because "[nleither of these 
companies have announced plans for any future geothermal development" and CEGC "is in no 
position to speculate on any future development of the geothermal reservoir prior to deueloping 
the proposed Project." DEE at 4-2. 
This self-serving analysis is inconsistent \kith the applicable law NEPA requires that the 
cumulative environmental effects ofseveral actions must be considered i n  an EIS. 40 C.F R 5 
1508.25(c); Cih. ofTenakee SDrines v. Cloueh, 915 F.2d 1308, 1312 (9th Cir 1990) A 
"cumulative impact" is an impact on the environment "which results from tlie incremental impact 
of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions " 40 
C.F.R. 5 1508.7; Oreeon Natural Resources Council v. Marsh, 832 F.2d 1489, 1497-98 (9th Cir 
1987). rev'don other grorinds. 490 U S  360 (1989) (project specific EIS must consider 
synergistic w-ater quality impacts of all past. present. and reasonably foreseeable projects \whin 
the same basin). 
Whether or not additional power plants are ever actually built. they are plainly and 
reasonably foreseeable at this time. CEGC and Calpine hold other leases in the Glass Mountain 
KGRA that were thought at tlie time oftheir issuance to accommodate up to ten power plants iii 
the area. Together, these two companies have proposed a joint power line for the Telephone Flat 
and Fourmile Hill projects that will accommodate and facilitate four additional plants of 
approximately the same size. I t  is thus reasonably foreseeable that at least six geothermal plants 
will be constructed in this area, and the DElS must evaluate the cumulative impacts of such 
actions. including specifically the cumulative impacts on traditional cultural uses of the hledici e 
Lake Highlands area and on environmental resources such as wildlife and air and water quaiit!> 
E n  closing, Commenters note two additional points First, while these comments focus 
primarily on impacts to traditional cultural uses of the area. Comnienters' concerns are 
inextricably intertwined with the project's impact on a variety of natural resources. since 
pollution of surface and groundwater. degradation of air quality, and impairment of visual and 
auditory quality all adversely affect the way American Indians perceitje and use the Medicine 
Lake Highlands area for religious and other traditional purposes Accordingly. Conmienters refer 
00 
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Telephone Flat project and, to the extent applicable. by the very similar Fourmile Hill project. 
IO and incorporate the conimcnts ofothers on more specific environmental issues raised by t 2 
0 k. Commenters have serious concerns about the propriety of the geothermal leases 
for o h the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill projects. I t  appears from documentation 
Commenters recently obtained through a Freedom of Information Act request that the initial 
exploration leases were expanded to encompass development and production without full and 
proper NEPA compliance. The very terse 1984 Environmental Assessment referenced in the 
DEIS is extremely general in nature and certainly does not adequately address the many 
significant cultural and environmental impacts these projects will have. While some of the 
environmental analysis obviously can only occur after a specific development site has been 
proposed based on exploratory drilling, the Forest Service was or should have been aware of 
American Indian cultural uses of the Medicine Lake Highlands area in the early 1980s and could 
and should have completed a cumulative impacts analysis for cultural resources, as well as the 
NHPA Section 106 analysis, before making any decision or commitment that would allow 
private energy companies to actually develop geothermal facilities in this area. Indeed, given the 
fact that the Forest Service expected in the early 1980s that up to I O  power plants might be 
constructed in the Glass Mountain KGRA. the agency should have prepared a programmatic EIS 
evaluating cultural and environmental impacts prior to executing the leases because it was clear 
at that time that such development would have a profound impact on the character of the 
Medicine Lake Highlands area. Site-specific EIS's or environmental assessments could then 
have been tiered to the master EIS. But instead, the Forest Service apparently decided to enter 
into binding contracts with private companies before undertaking the requisite NEPA analysis, 
thereby improperly prejudging the outcome of the environmental evaluation. Because these 
leases have not been commercially developed in the 15 years since they were let, we believe a 
court may well be willing to take a hard look under NEPA at the procedural defects in the 
agency's original leasing process 3 
8% . rMoreover ,  from the information we have received, it appears that the primary term for 
most or all of the leases in question has expired and cannot be automatically renewed because 
geothennal steani is not being produced or utilized in commercial quantities. We intend to 
investigate this issue further. However. if these facts are correct. Commenters are perplexed by 
Ihe agencies' assumption that the Fourmile Hill and Telephone Flat projects may proceed under 
the existing leases. The final EIS for these projects should fully address the histor) and present 
legal status of the leases 3 
We appreciate your consideration of these comments and look forward to substantial 
revisions to. and recirculation of. the DEIS following completion of the NHPA Section 106 
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process. In the meantlnlc, if you have any qucstio~ls about these comments. plcasc do not 
hesitate to call me. 
Sincerely yours. 
?&L eborah A. Sivas 
c c 
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US Dcparuncni v i  lnicrior 
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Re: Tclcphonc Flai Gcothcrmd Proiccl D d i  EIS 
Dcar Mr. Sharp. 
The Renewahle Nonhwcsi Project. The Nonhwcst Encrgy Codillion and Northwest ' implemcnwiion of environmentally responsiblc rcncuahlc resources. Our coal is 10 
move the region away from i o s i l  fuels loward a more sustainahle encrgy Future. The 
Renewahle Nonhwcsi Pro.iccl and mcmhcr groups Icd ihc cifort in Orcgon io creaic 
the nation's i m i  carbon dioxide standard for ncw power planis Carhon dioxide is the 
most prevalent glohal uwmin:! gas. 
W c  would l i e  lo 3ChowlCdgC he efions ol' h e  panicipating Agcncich in crdiincl the 
Drait EIS for he  Telephone Rat Geothermal Development Projeui. and we apprgiaic 
. ihis opportunity io comment on it .  In  the lollowing cornmenis. we oiier OUT qualified 
suppon for prkeeding with the project. While we believe thai ihc prnicci will have 
positive beneliir io the environment> more should he donc to 
impacis oi  the transmission linc and to rcach agreemcni wiih 
'Environmcnlal Advocaics suppon a clean energy iuturc and advocate ior the 
&ground,  a Thc unceniilnucs creaicd hy thc resmciuring o i  the elcciriciiy indusirv ha\,? mcmit 
missive cutbacks in energy conservation and reneurhlc energy prop&s. The 
eleciricity industry is focusing only on the shon  run and ienonng long-term 
' environmental consequences. As ihe US EPA has noted.wiihout puhlic policy 
intervention. reswciuring will degrade the envtronmcnt Thc Tclephonc Flai 
Geothermal project call hc an impomnl elcmcni in divcisilying ihr region's energy 
supply and shifiing tis it.warJ morA stistai;labk pusr; rcsourccs 
, ,\\\Ill/,,, . 3; r E m i r l m i c n i a l  Concern5  or Fossil R: Large H y d r o  
h ~ \ l  iuc cd p w c r  p h h  prtrducc ahnut ha l i  of the elcctncii) grncr;iicd i n  ihc M'c.\icm Grid 
l h e  lucl cycle. lrmn cwaci ion  io comhusiioo 11i Iostil I u d  rcsource~ (coal. pctrolcum. an11 
I malorily oi human-mad? rclcasc\ o1 greenhouse ;ahch ThC 
w i n g  coiihcnws in ihc scicnnlic conimunily that rlimdic change lrnm grccohoiiw o 
iiicrc.a*ing t h r u h  o1 driiughi. crop Idiliircc. more violcm sinmi\, cnif i4  Ilooding. j 
Iurcsi health. and incrcscd human illness and momlq.1  
According io thc EPA. air emissions irorn humin: fossil fuels 111 gcneratc clcciriciiy accouni ior 
7 I% n i  all sulfur oxidcs. 35% of all carbon dioxide. 32% oia l l  niuogen oxidcs. I XB oia i i  
mzthane. and almosi 9% oia l l  regulated particulate mattcr (PM-IO). Fossil fuels are m a p  
)~ourccs ol' acid rain. pollulion-caused illncsscs. habiiai deslrucuon. smog. and grecnhoiise 
gxses. nlhe cleancsc iossil-iuelcd power plani still produces :is much carhon dloxidc pollution 
cach year as IXfI.fHX) cars.> 
The pace o l  fossil fuels dcvelopmrnt h3s picked tip within the wcsiern End with a nish to add 
gas-lired power plants to meci regional power demands. Ahoui 1,400 megawatts (MW)ot'gas- 
fired power planis wcrc built in h e  Nonhwcsi over ihe last four years. Thcsc plants can spea 
more than S.fKK),fMo tons o l  C02 per year -- the polluiton cquivaleni of nearly I .(WW).lXXl cars. 
Another 5 gas-lircd power plants have rccenily comc on linc in Caliiornia. 
Large hydro-clecuic facililics account lor another 30% to 35% oieleclric generation used in ihe 
Wesi. From SR io 15% olmigrating i s h  arc killed by each dam as the result o i  the comhincd 
eiiects oilong. s lowmoving  reservoirs and turbines. Collectively. monalttics in h e  Columbia 
and Snake drainages can be more than 90%. Even with aniticial intervention io truck or barge 
young salmon around dams and reservoirs. monaliiies rcmain exircmely high. 
Thc currcnt reality is that h e  clecvlciiy system is on a pa* to hc more and more reliant on 
highly dcsiructivc hydro and fossil fuel resources. Stocks of salmon and steelhead are being 
listed on the endangered and threatened species lists. Energy conservation programs have k e n  
cui in the Northwest by as much as 70% hy major utili~ics.3 
Rcncwahlc rcsourccs need io he examined within Ihc coniexi o i  whai ihev can displscc or help 
avoid. As proposed. the Telephone Flai Geothermal Plant could displx; annual emission o i l  
& 3OO.(wWl ions of CO:. 2.200 ions of SO,. 1.200 ions of NO, and 1,300 ions of mcihanc.4 
v- 
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On June 26. 1997. Presidenl Clinton announccd a Federal iniii:iii$c io limii the 
production oi grcenhouse passes. In December 1997. ihc US signed on io ihc Kyoto 
agreemenb io linally address he growing global warming crisis. The Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Pro.ieci is the kind oisolulion that l i l s  inic ihc Clini~rn Adntiitisiratton'a 
long-term straiepics io deal with glohal warming. 
Thib gcoihcnnal projcct is a well considcrcd pan o i T h c  B~inneville Powcr 
enefits 8. Publ ic  S u p p o r t  
Fropcrly sited non-hydro rcnewablc resourccs neilhcr harm fish norcreatc ihe air, waicr and 
land pollution associated with fossil iuels or hydro RcnewahlC resources eliminate Ihe 
uncenmniy and expense offuiure iucl price incrcases. and lower our dependence on imponcd 
luel supplies. They dlvcrsiiy our energy ponrolio and subilizc raies Tor ihc long run. 
'The general puhlic undcrswnds that i l  i s  imponani io move elecinciiy iowxd a morc 
cnvironmcnially rcsponsihlc path. Consisicn1l). surveys and iocus groups across !he counirl\ 
show strong and diverse suppon Tor h c  cnvlronmcni and the continued acquisidon oi 
conservation and rencwahlc cnerpy. This suppon is hroad-hascd. crossinf u i i l ~ t y  cusiomer 
~I.I>W\. scononnc cl&~\\. political itrclindtiona. educalinnal a c h w  cineiii. gcofi aph) and 
sthiitcit!. ' 
N:itiiinaI poll\ con*irtcntly find that over XO% of thc piihlic arc highly cnnccmcd ahout 
cnviroiimentat qualit! and want a cleaner wd safer environmcni Malontica (ranging from 5957, 
to 1x9) arc willing to pay more to develop rcncwahlc energy rcaources aid install energy 
conservation measures to help solve environmcntal prohlcms.6 
While the electricity industry focuses on only the short N n  and ignores airqualtty 
coiisequeiiccs. the general public sees the need to s u p p ~ ~ n  cfiom that provide net 
improvements. Properly sited rcnewahle resource pro-iecs. such as Tclcphonc Flats, help mo 
the system away from a reliance on large dams and fossil fuels to a more sustainable future. 
L ' Transmission 
While the project oifers signiticant net benel'its. the analyses ior ihe trilnsmission line raise mo; 
issues than they rcsolvc. It is not c ! w  in the EIS why the second route has 
Funher. route I does not consider a minimum impact development stntegy. 
There appears to bc a path ior route 2 that can avoid signiticant impacls to late seral reserves. 
construction stipulations Tor the southern r o u e  that require the use o1 existing roads. clcarcuis 
and structures. A better 
altrrnativc.'noted helow 
As dcscrihed in the Drait EIS. route 1 would require limited road extension In the MI. Hoffman 
'roadless release area. W e  sce no reason Tor impacting the roadless area in this way and believe 
a permanent road is not necessary From discussions with the project sponsor, engineers and 
other transmission providers. we understand that this route lor the wmsmission line can be 
constmcted and maintained in a way that preserves the roadless character of the area. 
I f  route I remains the preferred allcmative. the tinal EIS should identify design requirements 
and stipulate consimclion lechniques Ihdt will be employed to pro\,ide a smaller footprint for this 
trilnsinission alrrnative.  Building route I without roads should he done to kee 
lor future consideration o i  the area lor wilderness or other special designation. 
Summary 
cnvirormcnt. It is  one of the few projects that is positioned to stem the loss of invesunenic in 
energy conservation and other renewable resources in the eleciricit) indurlr)-. 
We understand that the project sponsor has reached a meniorandum of agreement u,iih the 
Klainalh btodoc Tnhes that addressel and resolvcs the Tnks '  concerns. We hope a similar 
aprccmcnt could he reached with the Pill River Trihcs and encourage the panicipaung agencies 
trunsmia\ioii line. the Telephone Flats Project could be an even hcusr rencwahle rcsourcc. 
to help addren  their concern5 Finally. with more attention to the issue\ outlined above i 
e h , o  oll'er a minimum impact design Tor this route. the linal EIS should include an examination of 
hem route should then be compared to a re-denned prclerred 3 
' Thc Telephone Hat Geothermal Project can be an imponant. positive addition to the region's 
5' 
Siiiccrdv. 
Peter Wesl. Senior Policy Analyst 
Reneuahle Northwest Project. lor 
I .  Rachel Shlmshak, Project Director 
Renewahle Nvrthwest Projcct 
Nancy Hirsh. Policy Director 
Nonhwest Energy Coalition 
Eugene Rosolic. Green Power Program Director 
Nonhwest Environmenlal Advocates 
c C 
August 2 I ,  I998 
Randall M Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project ElSElR Coordinatoi 
800 W 12" Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
C A t t e r  reviewing the EWER, we have concluded that several of our wncems regarding 
the impacts of this and other proposed geothermal energy development projects have not 
been adequately addressed for the proposed project. Most notably, the potential impacts 
lo agncultural water supplies Lave not been addressed as required by the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) It remains our position that in-depth hydro-geologic 
mapping is in order This mapping would provide the basis for credible risk assessment, 
and for all resolving the matter of the interconnection of the Fall River Spring system to 
the Medicine Lake Highlands recharge area. We believe the mapping will suppon what 
has long been suspected; that the Medicine Lakes Highlands recharge is a significant 
souice for the Fall River Springs. 
The necessity for this request is made more apparent by the lack of consistency in the 
ElSEIR These inconsistencies clearly demonstrate a lack of understanding of the 
hydro-geologic system and its potential impacts to areas outside the project boundaries. 
Without this information, we do not believe an adequate monitoring system can be 
properly designed This mapping would also establish a clearer picture regarding 
potent.ial liability to resources outside the project boundaries. Without a clear 
understanding of the hydro-geologic framework, it is impossible to establish 
responsibility in the event of unforeseen impacts on these resources It is in the best 
interest of all parties involved to understand the interconnection of resources inside and 
outside t project's boundaries, in order lo establish the extent of any potential 
l iabi l i t ies3 
f f w e  would also like to see an oversight committee established that would not only he 
involved in reviewing the monitoring data, but would als be charged with the 
responsibility of recommending solutions for potential problems 
3 E L a s t l y ,  we feel the lack of communication between the competing developers creates a 
climate detrimental to the many resources impacted by this project As i t  is still not clear 
whether the known geothermal areas are connected or how the utilization of those 
4 
resources will effect other resources, cooperation is critical i n  all phases of 
In coordinating this cooperation, another strong concern of ours could be 
request a cumulative evaluation of the currently proposed projects 
evaluated. we conclude a 
cooperation and cumulative 
% 
Thc 
effects of multiple projects could have significantly greater impacts than any single 
project As future projects could he proposed in addition to the two currently being 
ould be established from the beginning for 
To summarize, we request 
1)  In-depth hydro-geologic mapping 
2) Establishment of an oversight committee 
3) Required communication between developers during all phases of the project, 
4) Cumulative project evaluations throughout all phases, including monitoring 
We appreciate the opponunity to have met with the Telephone Flat Geothermal 'Developer If this developer continues to facilitate open communication and incorporates 
these request in the projects design, it seems likely a strong working relatlonship will 
result, benefiting all p a l e s  involved We await your assurance that these requests will 
be incorporated into the project's design and will set the standard for present and future 
development 3 
Sincerelv. 
including monitoring 
President 
cc: Congressmen, Wally Herger 
Maurice lohannessen, Senator 4' Distnct 
Resource Conservation District 
FR BV Cattlemen's Association 
Dale Schuster, Calpine Corporation 
Siskiyou County Farm Bureau 
Siskiyou County Air Pollution Control District 
Shasta County Board of Supervisors 
Pam Giacomini, CFBF Regional 1V Field Representative 
Paul Venosdel, CFBF Natlonal Affairs Research 
David Guy, CFBF Associate Counsel 
FALL RIVER WILD TROUT FOUNDATION 
FALL RIVER MILLS, CA 96028 
F'aa 
39863 McArthur ROAD 
Mr. Randall Sharo. USFSIBUI August 20, 1998 
EIR/EIS Coordinator 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project 
Fourmile Hi11 Geothelmal Developnent Pr0)ect 
800 W. 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Re: Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project; Draft 
Environmental Impact statement/Enviromental Impact Report; 
Comments by Fall River Wild Trout Foundation 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
We have reviewed the Draft EIS/EIR for the proposed 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project. The following 
are the comments of the Fall River Wild Trout Foundation: 
The Proposed Project 
1. California Energy General Corporation (CEGC), a wholly 
owned subsidiary of CalEnergy Company, Inc., submitted a Plan 
of Utilization to the U.S. Bureau of Land Management to 
construct and operate a proposed 4 8  megawatt (MW) geothermal 
power plant and wellfield within the Glass Mountain Known 
Geothermal Resource Area located near the eastern boundary of 
siskiyou County. The proposed project is known as the 
"Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Prolect". 
The proposed power plant and geothermal facilities would 
be located entirely on federal geothermal leases owned or 
managed by CEGC in the sacred Native American Medicine Lake 
Highlands area within the Modoc National Forest. The proposed 
power plant would be fueled by geothermal reservoirs of water 
located beneath the leases. An approximately 21-mile 
interconnection transmission line is being proposed and would 
be constructed to transport the electrical energy generated 
from the proposed project to the existing U.S. Department of 
Energy, Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Malin-Warner 
transmission line for distribution. However, the proposed 
project's transmission line may interconnect with a proposed 
transmission line from the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Development Pro)ect. According to the disclosure in the Draft 
EIS/EIR for the proposed project, if the proposed Fourmile 
Hill Geothermal Development Project's transmission line is 
constructed, then the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project's interconnection line would be much 
shoiter. However, the US Forest Service stated that the 
transmission line for the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Development Project would be 24 miles. The interconnection 
line route for the proposed project would be located 
predominantly within the Modoc National Forest. 
The total estimated area of adverse environmental 
surface disturbance required for the proposed power plant 
site well pads, pipeline corridors, and access roads would be 
173 acres. Up to approximately 1 5  acres per mile or 3 1 5  acres 
of additional adverse environmental surface disturbance would 
be associated with the proposed transmission line. Adverse 
environmental surface disturbance for the geothermal fluid 
production and spent fluid injection activities would be 
conducted within approximately 8.41 square mile Participating 
Area proposed by CEGC. 
Decision Making Authority 
2. The BLN has decision-making authority on all geothermal 
activities proposed.to be conducted on federal lands, and 
therefore serve as a lead federal agency for the proposed 
prolect. However, because the proposed project includes a 
proposed transmission line corridor that crosses National 
Forest lands, the U . S .  Forest Service will also serve as a 
lead federal agency for the proposed project, including the 
proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project. 
Duties and Responsibilities by the U.S. Bureau of Land 
Management and the U . S .  Forest Service Under the 
Federal National Environmental Policy Act 
The proposed project is highly controversial in the 
local and regional areas because of the adverse environmental 
and social impacts which cannot be mitigated or are being 
unreasonably mitigated in the Draft EIS/EIR. Pursuant to 
Section 1D2(2)(c) and other requirements of the federal 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) the U.S. Bureau of 
Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service have duties and 
responsibilities as lead federal agencies to assure the 
public that the Draft and Final EIS/EIR is  in full compliance 
with NEPA and requirements, and other applicable federal 
and state law. 
Duties and Responsibilities by the Siskiyou County Air 
Pollution Control District Under the California 
Environmental Quality Act and its Guidelines 
The proposed project would require permits from the 
Siskiyou county Air Pollution Control District. The siskiyou 
County Air Pollution Control District will serve as the lead 
agency under the California Environmental Quality Act and its 
Guidelines. The siskiyou County Air Pollution Control 
District has a duty and responsibility as the lead state 
[c. 
3 
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aqencv  t o  a s s u r e  t h e  o u b l i c  t h a t  t -~ I ~~ ... ~ ~ B D r a f t  and F i n a l  EIS/EIR 
a r e  i n  f u l l  compliant w i t h  CEQA and its G u i d e l i n e s ,  and 
a p p l i c a b l e  s t a t e  law.% 
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5 .  I t  i s  t h e  v iew o f  t h e  FRWTF t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a c o n f l i c t  o f  
i n t e r e s t  a s s o c i a t e d ' w i t h  t h e  a p p r o v a l  o f  t h e  proposed p r o j e c t  
by t h e  U.S. Bureau o f  Land Management a n d  t h e  U.S. F o r e s t  
S e r v i c e .  The f e d e r a l  government s t a n d s  t o  g a i n  m i l l i o n s  o f  
d o l l a r s  i n  r o y a l t y  payments o v e r  t h e  f i r s t  20 years  o f  t h e  
p r o p o s e d  p r o j e c t s .  C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  t h i s  g i a n t  w i n d f a l l  f o r  t h e  
f e d e r a l  government g i v e s  t h e  U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
a n d  t h e  U . S .  F o r e s t  S e r v i c e ,  t h e  d e c i s i o n  makers,  t h e  
m o t i v a t i o n  and  i n c e n t i v e  t o  a p p r o v e  t h e  proposed  p r o j e c t s  
r e g a r d l e s s  of t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  i m p a c t s ,  and  a l s o  t h e  
- u n a v o i d a b l e  i m p a c t s "  t o  a m a j o r  h i g h  p r o f i l e  s a c r e d  n a t  
American w o r s h i p p i n g  a r e a  ( M e d i c i n e  Lake Highlands A r e a )  
Modoc N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  Land R e s o u r c e  Management P l a n  
Amended t o  Accommodate t h e  F o u r m i l e  H i l l  G e o t h e r m a l  
D e v e l o p m e n t  P r o j e c t  a n d  t h e  T e l e p h o n e  F l a t  G e o t h e r m a l  
D e v e l o p m e n t  . P r o j e c t  
6 .  Accord ing  t o  t h e  EIS/EIR f o r  t h e  p r o p o s e d  Fourmile H i l l  
'Geothermal Development P r o j e c t ,  t h e  e x e c u t i v e  summary s t a t e d  
t h a t  t h e  Klamath and Modoc N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t s  w i l l  a l s o  d e c i d e  
w h e t h e r  t o  amend t h e  F o r e s t  Land R e s o u r c e  Management P l a n s  t o  
e s t a b l i s h  and  d e s i g n a t e  a u t i l i t y  c o r r i d o r  f o r  the  proposed  
p r o j e c t ' s  t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e  and  i s s u e  f o r e s t  o r d e r s  t o  
p r o h i b i t  t h e  u s e  o f  f i r e a r m s  i n  t h e  immedia te  power p l a n t  a n d  
w e l l f i e l d  a r e a .  We r e f e r e n c e  E x e c u t i v e  Summary a t  page  5-3 o f  
t h e  Fourmi le  H i l l  Geothermal  P r o j e c t  DEIS/EIR. 
Accord ing  t o  t h e  E x e c u t i v e  Summary f o r  t h e  proposed  
F o u r m i l e  H i l l  Geothermal  Development P r o j e c t ,  t h e  
a u t h o r i z a t i o n  of t h e  p r o p o s e d  a c t i o n  ( p r o ~ e c t )  w i l l  r e q u i r e  
t h a t  t h e  U.S. F o r e s t  S e r v i c e  make c e r t a i n  amendments t o  t h e  
Klamath and Modoc N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  Land Resources  Management 
P l a n s  i n  o r d e r  t o  e n s u r e  c o n s i s t e n c y  of t h e  proposed a c t i o n  
( p r o j e c t )  w i t h  t h e  P l a n s .  Both  P l a n s  would b e  amended t o  
e s t a b l i s h  and  d e s i g n a t e  a u t i l i t y  c o r r i d o r  f o r  the  
t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e  f o r  t h e  proposed  Fourmi le  H i l l  p l a n t  s i t e  
t o  t h e  B o n n e v i l l e  Power A u t h o r l t y  Malin-Warner t r a n s m i s s l o n  
l i n e .  
N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  Land Resource  Management Plans 
t h r o u g h o u t  C a l i f o r n i a  t o o k  many y e a r s  t o  be developed  a n d  
a p p r o v e d  b e c a u s e  of p u b l i c  c o n t r o v e r s y .  Those p lans  were 
d e v e l o p e d  i n  a c c o r d a n c e  w i t h  NEPA a n d  i t s  r e q u i r e m e n t s  w i t h  
f u l l  p u b l i c  d i s c l o s u r e  b a s e d  on s c i e n t i f i c  s t u d i e s ,  s u b j e c t  
t o  a p p e a l s .  C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  v i e  recommended t h a t  t h e  Klamath 
N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  a n d  t h e  Modoc National F o r e s t  should  p r e p a r e  
s e p a r a t e  EISs f o r  t h e  p r o p o s e d  amendments t o  t h e i r  f o r e s t  
l a n d  r e s o u r c e  management p l a n s  t o  accommodate t h e  proposed 
p r o l e c t s  a n d  f u t u r e  p r o l e c t s .  
However, t h e  Modoc N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  d i d  n o t  p r e p a r e  a n  
EIS f o r  t h e  proposed  amendment t o  t h e  U t l l l t y  C o r r i d o r  
D i r e c t i o n ,  and c l a i m e d  a FONSE. 
Klamath N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  t h a t  i t  amended i t s  Land a n d  R e s o u r c e  
Management P l a n  t o  acconunandate t h e  F o u r m i l e  H i l l  Geothermal  
Development P r o j e c t .  
On Augus t  1 9 ,  1998,  t h e  F o r e s t  S u p e r v i s o r  f o r  t h e  Modoc 
N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  made a d e c i s i o n  and a d o p t e d  P r o p o s e d  A c t i o n ,  
A l t e r n a t i v e  2 ,  a n d  amended t h e  Modoc N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  Land a n d  
R e s o u r c e  Management P l a n  U t i l i t y  C o r r i d o r  D i r e c t i o n .  T h a t  
d e c i s i o n  made a f l n d i n g  t h a t  t h e r e  would be no s i g n i f i c a n t  
impact  on t h e  human e n v i r o n m e n t .  The a d o p t e d  amendment r e a d s  
a s  f o l l o w s :  
"Minimlze p r o l i f e r a t i o n  of s e p a r a t e  u t i l i t y  c o r r i d o r s  by 
c o n f i n i n g  f u t u r e  needs  t o  e x i s t i n g  corridors i f  possible. 
However, c o n s i d e r  c o n s t r u c t i o n  of  new c o r r i d o r s  o u t s i d e  
e x i s t i n g  u t i l i t y  r i g h t s  o f  way if s i t e  s p e c i f i c  NEPA a n a l y s i s  
i n d i c a t e  t e c h n o l o g y ,  s a f e t y ,  n a t i o n a l  and  s t a t e  p r a c t i c e s ,  
e n g i n e e r i n g ,  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  q u a l i t y ,  or i m p a c t s  on communi t ies  
a n d  a s s o c i a t e d  r e s i d e n t i a l  a r e a s ,  p r e c l u d e s  c o - e x i s t i n g  
u s e s .  " 
U t i l i t y  C o r r i d o r  D i r e c t l o n  f o r  t h e  Modoc N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  
re l ies  on s i t e - s p e c i f i c  NEPA documents t o  f u l l y  d i s c l o s e ,  
f u l l y  e v a l u a t e ,  a n d  f u l l y  m i t i g a t e  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  d l r e c t ,  
i n d i r e c t ,  and  c u m u l a t i v e  i m p a c t s  t o  t h e  human e n v i r o n m e n t  
r e s u l t i n g  f rom new u t i l i t y  c o r r i d o r s  b e i n g  p r o p o s e d  f o r  t h e  
p r o p o s e d  T e l e p h o n e  F l a t  Geothermal Development P r o j e c t  a n d  
t h e  F o u r m i l e  H i l l  Geothermal  Development P r o j e c t .  
The  FRWTF have  n o t  r e c e i v e d  any p u b l i c  n o t i c e  from t h e  
C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  t h e  amendment of  August 1 9 ,  1997 t o  t h e  
The Modoc N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  Land and  R e s o u r c e  Management 
P l a n  s t a t e s  a s  f o l l o w s :  "Before  any major  c h a n g e s  a r e  made i n  
t h i s  p o l i c y  s t a t e m e n t  [Land and  Resources  Management P l a n ] ,  
a n  a d v i s o r y  p u b l i c  h e a r i n g  w i l l  be h e l d  a t  which i n t e r e s t e d  
p e r s o n s  w i l l  b e  i n v i t e d  t o  e x p r e s s  t h e m s e l v e s  on  t h e  
a d v a n t a g e s  or d i s a d v a n t a g e s  of t h e  p r o p o s e d  c h a n g e " .  A t  page  
R-2 under  IV blajor Changes .  
1 
The Draft EIS/EIR for the proposed project did not fully 
disclose, fully evaluate, and fully mitigate the following 
issues with full public disclosure for the proposed Telephone 
Flat Geothermal Development Project. The Draft EIS/EIP did 
not fully disclose, fully evaluate, and fully mitigate the 
following cumulative impacts to the human environment from 
the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project 
and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development 
Project. The Final EIS/EIR should fully disclose, fully 
evaluate, and fully mitigate the following environmental and 
social issues, and disclose and explain legal issues shown 
below: 
(a) The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts ' 'to water quality in the Fall River Watershed resulting from 
the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project 
and the 
project;d 
(b) The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
Watershed resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat 
roposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development 
' 'to wild trout populations and their habitat in the Fall River 
Geothermal Development 
Geothermal Development 
the proposed Fourmile Hill 
9 F c )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to invertebrate species and their habitat in thg Fall River 
Watershed resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Development Project: 
8 r ( d )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to water quantity (flows) in the Fall River Watershed 
resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project: 
9 c ( e )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumu'lative impacts 
to endangered Shasta crayfish species and their habitat (all 
life stages) in the Fall River Watershed resulting from the 
proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and 
the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project. 
The U.S. Forest Service and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
should consult with the U.S.  Fish and liildlife Service 
oursuant to Section 7 of the federal Endangered Species A c t 7  
Geothermal Development Project the proposed Fourmile Hill 
Development Project the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
4 
aej[rcf) The potential direct, indlrect, and cumulatlve impacts 
to water quality and water quantity in surface streams 
connected with the underground reservoir(s) resultlng from 
the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project 
osed Fouimlle Hill Geothermal Development 
1111 r ( g )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulatlve impacts 
to water quality and water quantity In subterranean streams 
connected with the underground reservoir(s) resulting from 
the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project 
and the roposed Fourmile Hlll Geothermal Development 
Project; f 
(h) The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
with the underground reservoir(s) resulting from the proposed 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and the 
proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project 
13 E i )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to water quality and water quantity in springs connected with 
the underground reservoir(s) resulting from the proposed 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and the 
proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project 
!&%tc;j) The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
q o  water quality and water quantity in groundwater connected 
to water quality and water quantity in surface and 
groundwater domestic, municipal, hydropower, irrigation, 
recreation, fisheries, wildlife, and stockwatering public and 
private supplies connected with the underground reservoir(s) 
resulting from ,the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
the proposed Fourmile Hi11 Geothermal 
(k) Disclose and explain the legal authority (state 
Z5ctatutes) that allows the U.S. Forest Service and the U . S .  
Bureau of Land Management to significantly disturb, alter ana 
injure existlng surface and groundwater public and private 
water supplies affecting domestic, municipal, hydropower, 
irrigation, recreation, fisheries, wildlife, and 
stockwatering uses of the waters of the State of California 
(1) The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to cultural resources in the sacred Medicine Lake Eighland 
Area affecting the practices of Native American Indians 
resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project: 
statutes) that allovfs the U.S. Forest Service and the U.S. 
Bureau of Land Management to significantly disturb, harass, 
harm, and inlure sacred Native American Indian cultur 
resources in the sacred Mediclne Lake Highlands Area. 
Development Project the proposed Fourmile Hlll Geothermal 
19 f;m) Disclose and explain the legal authority (federal 
1 8 c ( n )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to Backcountry Management Areas, including the cumulative 
impacts from other transmission corridors that have been 
approved resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat 
c 
Geothermal Development Project the proposed Fourmile Hill 
Geothermal Development Project; 
%a E(.) The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to Research and Natural Areas resulting from the proposed 
transmission corridor resulting from the proposed Telephone 
Flat Geothermal Development Project and the proposed Fourmile 
Hill Geothermal Development Project, including the cumulative 
iF:?:zd.fS 
to Special Interest 'Areas resulting from the proposed 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and the 
proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project, 
corridors that have been 
81 cq) The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to threatened and.endangered species and their habitat (all 
life stages) resulting from'the proposed transmission 
corridor from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Development Project, including the cumulative impact 
other transmission corridors that have been approved 
to spotted o w l  species and their habitat (all life stages) 
resulting from the proposed transmission corridor from the 
proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and 
the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project, 
including the cumulative other transmission 
corridors that have been 
other transmission corridors that have been 
80 c p )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
including the cumulative other transmission 
r r )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
95 f i s )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to other special status species and their habitat (all life 
stages) resulting from the proposed transmission corridor 
from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development 
transmission corridors that have been 
Project, including the cumulative impacts from 
8efTt) The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to forest trees, riparian habitat and plants caused by fires 
resulting from transmission line caused fires from the 
proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and 
the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project, 
corridors that have been approved; 
including the cumulative impacts other transmission 
ab cu) The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to water quality, stream environments, and soil resulting 
from land disturbance activities and erosion caused by the 
construction and maintenance of the project's transmission 
corridor from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Development Prolect, including the cumulative impacts rom 
other transmission corridors that have been approved. d 
L v )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to fishery resources and their habitat (all life stages) in 
surface stream and lake environments resulting from land 
disturbance and erosion caused by the construction and 
maintenance of the pro~ect's transmission corridor from the 
proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and 
the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project, 
including the cumulative impacts f m other transmission 
corridors that have been approved: Y % ? r ( w )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to the public (users) resulting from noise activities 
resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project d the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Develooment Proiect:% 
'4 - . .  
88 (x) The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
'to visual resources as a result of the transmission corridor, 
the propo d plant and associated project works, and future 
projects.3 
8 9 r ( y )  The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts 
to air quality resulting from all activities in the site 
specific area, and also in the regional area resulting from 
the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Prolect 
and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development 
Project, and other proposed prolect, and future prolects 
All the evaluations and studies associated with the 
above effects should be based on all new available 
information, data, and studies. The Final E I S / E I R  should 
fully disclose, fully evaluate, and fully mitigate all of the 
above mentioned effects pursuant to the requirements of NEPA 
and CEQA and its Guidelines. 
Groundwater, Surface F l o w s ,  Subterranean F l o w s  and 
Springs - Water Quality and Water Quantity 
3 o r i  The hydrology information and data in the D E I s / E I R  is 
grossly deficient and failed to provide scientific evidence 
as a result of documented supporting studies that the 
proposed prolect will not directly, indirectly, and 
flows, subterranean flows, and numerous sprrnq water sources. 
cumulatively affect water quality, groundwater, surface 
The proposed project will use an underground 
reservoir(s) of water that is associated with subterranean 
streams. The Fall River Wild Trout Foundation believe the 
3 
31 & 
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underground r e s e r v o i r ( s )  could be contaminated by the  
proposed p r o j e c t ,  and a l s o  could adversely a f f e c t  water 
qua l i ty  and water quant i ty  i n  the  F a l l  River IJatershed as  
well i n  o ther  sur face  streams and lakes which a r e  connected 
Commission. 
The proposed project  m u s t  be i n  compliance w i t h  federa l  
T h e  U . S .  Forest Service,  t h e  U.S. Bureau of Land 
Management, and t h e  s iskiyou A i r  Pol lut ion District  should 
consul t  and obtain wr i t ten  comments from t h e  Centrai  Valley 
Regional S t a t e  water Q u a l i t y  Control Board concerning 
p o t e n t i a l  adverse impacts t o  water qua l i ty  r e s u l t i n g  from t h e  
proposed pro jec t .  f 
and s t a t e  laws as  follows: 
3 9 c  ( a )  
4 
Bureau of Land Management, and the Siskiyou A i r  Pol lut ion 
D i s t r i c t  t o  acquire  water qua l i ty  c e r t i f i c a t i o n  f o r  t h e  
proposed pro jec t  from t h e  Central  Valley Regional S t a t e  Water 
Qual i ty  Control Board, pursuant t o  t h e  provis ions of t h e  
f e d e r a l  Clean Water Act. A l l  recommendations made by the  
Central  Valley Regional S t a t e  Water Qual i ty  Control Board 
should be included as  mandatory i n  t h e  mi t iga t ion  measures 
f o r  the  proposed pro jec t .  
Q u a l i t y  Control Board denies water qua l i ty  C e r t i f i c a t i o n  f o r  
t h e  proposed pro jec t ,  o r  i n  t h e  event CEGC cannot meet the  
water q u a l i t y  certification required by t h e  Central  Valley 
Regional S t a t e  Water Qual i ty  Control Board, the  U.S. Forest 
Serv ice ,  U.S.  Bureau of Land Management, and the  Siskiyou A i r  
m;:::;”istrict should deny approval of the  proposed 
In t h e  event the Central  Valley Regional S t a t e  Water 
a ~~ 
36 ( b )  T h e  U.S. Forest Service,  the U.S. Bureau of Land 
consul t  and ootain wr i t ten  comments from t h e  U.S. 
Environmental Protectlon Agency concerning p o t e n t i a l  adverse 
impacts t o  water qua l i ty  r e s u l t i n g  from t h e  proposed p r o ~ e c t .  
c l a n a g e r e n t  , and the s iskiyou A i r  Pol lut ion D i s t r i c t ,  should 
9 
A i l  comments by the  U.S. Environmental Protect ion Agency 
f o r  t h e  proposed project  should be included i n  the  Final  
EIS/EIR. A l l  recommendations by t h e  U . S .  Envlronmental 
Protection Agency should be included as manda r y  i n  the  
mit igat ion measures for  the proposed p r o 2 e c t . 3  
provisions of the federa l  Clean Hater Act. 
po ten t ia l  t o  adversely a f f e c t  water qua l i ty  and water 
quant i ty  i n  t h e  F a l l  R i v e r  watershed, including impacting t h e  
publ ic  trust  wild t r o u t  populations ( a l l  l i f e  s t a g e s )  and 
t h e i r  habl ta t  ( inver tebra te  s p e c i e s ) ,  and a l s o  the  very same 
environmental e f f e c t s  i n  other  sur face  streams and lakes  near 
the  project  a rea .  
assure  the public t h a t  i n  t h e  event of adverse impacts t o  
water qual l ty  and water quant i ty  i n  the  F a l l  River watershed 
r e s u l t i n g  from t h e  proposed p r o j e c t ,  and a l s o  i n  t h e  e v e n t  of 
adverse e f f e c t s  i n  other  sur face  and subterranean stream 
areas  as  a result  of the  proposed pro jec t ,  CEGC w i l l  pay f o r  
a l l  of the damages t o  s a i d  publ ic  t r u s t  resources ,  and a l s o  
the s tudies  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  damages. The performance bond 
should be f o r  the l i f e  of t h e  p r o j e c t .  The F a l l  R i v e r  Wild 
Trout Foundation recommends a performance bond of a t  l e a s t  
severa l  hundred mil l ion d o l l a r s  because of t h e  pote a1 f a r  
reaching poten t ia l  e f f e c t s  t o  t h e  human e n v i r o n m e n t 3  
I n  the event the  U . S .  Forest  Service,  U.S.  Bureau of 
Land Management, and the  Siskiyou A i r  Pol lut ion D i s t r i c t  do 
not require  a performance bond, the  U.S. Forest  Service,  U.S. 
Bureau of Land Management, and the  Siskiyou A i r  Po l lu t ion  
D i s t r i c t ,  and CEGC, should be held l i a b l e  f o r  a l l  damages 
caused by t h e  proposed pro jec t  t o  water qua l i ty  and rra 
quant i ty  i n  a l l  a reas  a f fec ted  by t h e  proposed p r o j e c t  
r e s e r v o i r ( s )  of t h e  s t a t e ‘ s  water ,  including t h e  subterranean 
streams of the  s t a t e ’ s  water .  The  divers ion and u s e  of t h e  
s t a t e ’ s  water from subterranean streams requi res  a water 
r i g h t s  permit from the Cal i forn ia  S t a t e  Water Resources 
Control Board. 
The Final EIS/EIR m u s t  be i n  f u l l  compliance with the  
3 6 r ( c )  As s ta ted  beforehand, t h e  proposed p r o ~ e c t  has t h e  
CEGC should be required t o  post  a performance bond t o  
37r 
3 8 r ( d )  The proposed pro jec t  w i l l  a f f e c t  underground 
The U . S .  Forest  Service,  U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 
and the  Siskiyou A i r  Po l lu t ion  
t o  obtain a water r i g h t  permit from the  
Water Resources Control Board before the 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management, and the  
Pollution D i s t r i c t  approve the  proposed 
D i s t r l c t  
10 
c c 
N a t i v e  A m e r i c a n  c u l t u r a l  R e s o u r c e s  
8 .  The proposed  p r o j e c t  i s  c o n s i d e r e d  by l o c a l  t r i b e s  of 
N a t i v e  Americans t o  have a s i g n i f i c a n t  a d v e r s e  e f f e c t  on 
Medic ine  Lake Highlands .  The Medic ine  Lakes Highland i s  a 
N a t i v e  American s a c r e d  a r e a  o f  w o r s h i p  and i s  c o n s i d e r e d  
h i g h e r  i n  p r i o r i t y  of w o r s h i p  t h a n  M t .  S h a s t a .  The p r o p o s e d  
p r o j e c t  would c o n f l i c t  a n d  d i s t u r b  e s t a b l i s h e d  r e l i g i o u s  u s e  
o f  t h e  Medic ine  Lake Highlands  and  would i n t r o d u c e  a d v e r s e  
v i s u a l  and a u d i b l e  i m p a c t s  t h a t  are t o t a l l y  o u t  of c h a r a c t e r  
w i t h  t h e  u s e  of t h e  a r e a  f o r  e s t a b l i s h e d  r e l i g i o u s  u s e s  and  
a c t i v i t i e s .  The proposed  p r o j e c t  would i n v a d e  and i n t e r f e r e  
w i t h  r e l i g i o u s  p r a c t i c e s  o f  N a t i v e  American t r i b e s .  
The DEIS/EIR f o r  t h e  F o u r m i l e  H i l l  Geothermal 
* O 6 e v e l o p m e n t  P r o j e c t  c o n s i d e r e d  t h e  e f f e c t s  a t  s i g n i f i c a n t .  
However, t h e  DEIS/EIR c l a i m e d  t h a t  t h e  l e v e l s  of s i g n i f i c a n c e  
a f t e r  m i t i g a t i o n  i s  “ u n a v o i d a b l e “ .  It i s  clear t o  a v o i d  t h e  
s i g n i f i c a n t  i m p a c t s  t o  e s t a b l i s h e d  r e l i g i o u s  uses and  
a c t i v i t i e s  i n  t h e  Medic ine  Lake Highlands  a r e a  t h a t  t h e  NO 
P r o j e c t  A l t e r n a t i v e  s h o u l d  be s e l e c t e d  by t h e  U.S. F o r e s t  
S e r v i c e  and  t h e  U . S .  Bureau o f  Land Management.- 
a 
The DEIS/EIR f o r  t h e  F o u r m i l e  H i l l  Geothermal *’ c e v e l o p m e n t  P r o j e c t  and a l s o  t h e  Telephone  F l a t  Geothermal 
Development P r o j e c t  d i d  n o t  d i s c l o s e ,  e v a l u a t e ,  and m i t i g a t e  
t h e  c u m u l a t i v e  i m p a c t s  t o  e s t a b l i s h e d  r e l i g i o u s  uses of 
t r a d i t i o n a l  c u l t u r a l  v a l u e s  of b o t h  t h e  Klamath and Modoc 
N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t s  r e s u l t i n g  f rom t h e  proposed  p r o j e c t  a n d  
o t h e r  e x i s t i n g  p r o j e c t s ,  a n d  f u t u r e  p r o j e c t s .  NEPA r e q u i r e s  
t h a t  c u m u l a t i v e  impacts  a r e  d i s c l o s e d  and  e v a l u a t e d .  The 
D E I S l E I R  i s  d e f i c i e n t  w i t h o u t  t h i s  d i s c l o s u r e  and e v a l u a t i o n  
S t r e a m  C r o s s i n g  - T r a n s m i s s i o n  C o r r i d o r  3 
q 9 .  The DEIS/EIR i s  d e f i c i e n t  b e c a u s e  it f a i l e d  to d i s c l o s e  
a n d  e v a l u a t e  t h e  d i r e c t ,  indirect ,  and  c u m u l a t i v e  i m p a c t s  t o  
f i s h e r y  r e s o u r c e s ,  r i p a r i a n  h a b i t a t ,  and  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  as a 
r e s u l t  of t h e  s t r e a m  c r o s s i n g  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  
c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  t h e  t r a n s m i s s i o n  corridor f o r  both t h e  
proposed  F o u r m i l e  H i l l  Geothermal  Development P r o j e c t  and  
a l s o  t h e  Telephone  F l a t  Geothermal  Development P r o j e c t .  The 
D E I S / E I R  d i d  n o t  d i s c l o s e  t h e  names of t h e  s t r e a m s  where  t h e  
s t r e a m  c r o s s i n g s  w i l l  be made n o r  d i d  t h e  DEIS/EIR d i s c l o s e  
t h e  p r e s e n t  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  f i s h e r y  r e s o u r c e s ,  r i p a r i a n  
h a b i t a t ,  a n d  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  i n  t h e  streams t o  be  a f f e c t e d  by 
t h e  s t r e a m  c r o s s i n g  f o r  t h e  p r o p o s e d  t r a n s m i s s i o n  c o r r i d o r .  
Ambient  Noise R e s u l t i n g  From t h e  P r o p o s e d  Pro jec ts  
1 
a36;. As s t a t e d  by P h i l  Noodward, R e g i s t e r e d  G e o l o g i s t :  
r t i f i e d  E n g i n e e r i n g  G e o l o g i s t :  C e r t i f i e d  H y d r o g e o l o g i s t  
r e g a r d i n g  t h e  D r a f t  EIS/EIR f o r  t h e  Fourmi le  H i l l  Geothermal  
Development P r o j e c t ;  
11 
“ A  s e r i o u s  b i a s  i n  t h e  EISiEIR is t h a t  many of t h e  
comments a n d  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  c e n t e r  a round Medic ine  Lake ,  a 
deve loped  r e c r e a t i o n a l  and  p a r t  t i m e  r e s i d e n t i a l  a r e a ,  a n d  
t h e  main f o r e s t  a c c e s s  l o a d  i n s t e a d  of t h e  p r o j e c t  s i t e  which  
i s  i s o l a t e d  from most Ihuman i n v a s i o n s .  Background n o i s e  and 
v i s u a l  i n t e r r u p t i o n s  f rom Medic ine  Lake a r e  NOT 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  of t h e  Medic ine  Lake Highlands  a s  a whole  and  
s h o u l d  n o t  be u s e d  t o  d e t e r m i n e  t h e  e f f e c t s  of t h e  p r o j e c t  on  
n o i s e  or v i s u a l  i n t e r r u p t i o n s .  h p r o p e r  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e  
p r o j e c t ’ s  i m p a c t s  would b e  t o  u s e  t h e  ambient  n o i s e  l e v e l s  o f  
t h e  p r o j e c t  a r e a  i t s e l f  and  t h e  s u r r o u n d i n g  f o r e s t .  Here 
background n o i s e  c o n s i s t  of t h e  r u s t l e  of l e a v e s ,  wind 
blowing t h r o u g h  trees,  a n d  t h e  o c c a s i o n a l  s c r e e c h  of a b i r d  
of p r e y .  I n s t e a d  t h e  EIS/EIR d e t e r m i n e s  “ s i g n i f i c a n t ”  i m p a c t s  
based  o n  s t a n d a r d s  and benchmarks t h a t  a r e  more a p p r o p r i a t e  
f o r  p o p u l a t e d  a r e a s  a n d / o r  i n d u s t r i a l  c e n t e r s  where  a m b i e n t  
e f f e c t s  a r e  q u i t e  h i g h .  s u c h  s t a n d a r d s  a r e  i n a p p r o p r i a t e  f o r  
a n  e v a l u a t i o n  i n  a q u i e t  a n d  p r i s t i n e  envi ronment  a s  t h e  
Medic ine  Lake  Highlands .”  
We r e f e r e n c e  let ter of September  1 2 ,  1997 t o  R a n d a l l  
s h a r p ,  USPS/BLM; F o u l m i l e  H i l l  Geothermal  Development 
P r o j e c t ;  EIS/EIR C o o r d i n a t o r :  from P h i l  Woodward, R e g i s t e r e d  
G e o l o g i s t :  C e r t i f i e d  E n g i n e e r i n g  G e o l o g i s t :  C e r t i f i e d  
H y d r o g e o l o g i s t .  
t h e  proposed  Telephone  P l a t  Geothermal  Development P r o j e c t .  
Both D r a f t  E I S / E I R ‘ s  f o r  b o t h  projects a r e  d e f i c i e n t  i n  t h e i r  
d i s c l o s u r e ,  e v a l u a t i o n ,  and  m i t i g a t i o n  of a d v e r s e  d i r e c t ,  
i n d i r e c t ,  a n d  c u m u l a t i v e  i m p a c t s  t o  i e n t  n o i s e  l e v e l s  
r e s u l t i n g  f r o m  t h e  proposed  p r o j e c t  
I m p a c t s  t o  V i s u a l  Q u a l i t y  R e s u l t i n g  From The  P r o p o s e d  
P r o j e c t  
11. A s  s t a t e d  by P h i l  Noodward, “The v i s u a l  i m p a c t s  o f  t h e  
C p r o j e c t ,  i n c l u d i n g  s team plumes ,  b u i l d i n g s ,  l i g h t i n g ,  and  
aluminum c l a d  p i p e l i n e s  on  t h e  s c e n i c  b e a u t y  o f  t h e  a r e a ,  
i n c l u d i n g  d e s i g n a t e d  Unique G e o l o g i c  A r e a s ,  a r e  s e r i o u s  a n d  
s i g n i f i c a n t .  The V i s u a l  Q u a l i t y  O b j e c t i v e  i n  t h e  a r e a  of 
Fourmi le  H i 1 1  i s  “ r e t a i n ” .  T h i s  r e q u i r e m e n t  c a n n o t  be m e t  
w i t h  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  of t h e  p r o p o s e d  p r o j e c t  a n d  i s ,  i n  
i t s e l f ,  r e a s o n  enough t o  deny t h e  p r o j e c t “  
“The EIS/EIR s t a t e s  from t h e  c o o l i n g  t o w e r s  will b e  s e e n  
a s  a c l o u d .  T h i s  may be  t r u e  from s e v e r a l  hundred  miles away; 
however,  f o r  anywhere w i t h i n  50 miles, i t  w i l l  be  i d e n t i f i e d  
a s  what it i s ,  a n  i n d u s t r i a l  d i s c h a r g e  i n  t h e  m i d d l e  o f  a 
f o r e s t  e n v i r o n m e n t .  On c l e a r  calm d a y s ,  common i n  t h e  f a l l  
and s p r i n g  months ,  t h e  s t e a m  plumes w i l l  be v i s i b l e  f o r  may 
miles. T h i s  v i s i b i l i t y  w i l l  be  enhanced  due  t o  t h e  slow 
d i s p e r s i o n  of t h e  plumes under  s u c h  c o n d i t i o n s ,  r e s u l t i n g  i n  
C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  t h e  same a p p l i e s  t o  t h e  D r a f t  EIS/EIR f o r  
2lr 
plumes over 500 f e e t  high and v i s i b l e  f o r  f i f t y  miles  os 
more. " 
"Furthermore,  moisture  p a r t i c l e s  from coo l ing  towers a c t  
a s  a nucleus f o r  condensat ion of ambient moi s tu re  i n  t h e  
atmosphere and under c e r t a i n  moi s tu re / t empera tu re  cond i t ions  
o r  inve r s ions  commonly experienced i n  t h e  a r e a ,  w i l l  r e s u l t  
i n  t h e  formation of l a r g e  fog  banks or low l e v e l  c louds .  Such 
e f f e c t s  can e a s i l y  be observed a t  t h e  cogenerat ion p l a n t s  and 
power p l a n t  i n  Burney and t h e  Wheelabrator gene ra t ion  
f a c i l i t y  a t  Anderson. During an i n v e r s i o n ,  i t  i s  no t  uncommon 
t o  observe an opaque ground fog  covering 1 0 ' s  of squa re  mi l e s  
i n  winter  months. Under inve r s ion  cond i t ions ,  t h e  Medicine 
Lake ca lde ra  would be completely fogged i n  by t h e  mo i s tu re  
inpu t  from t h e  proposed power p l a n t . "  
Sharp,  USFS/BLM; Fourmile H i l l  Geothermal Development 
P r o j e c t ;  EIS/EIR Coordinator ;  from P h i l  Woodward, Reg i s t e red  
Geo log i s t ;  C e r t i f i e d  Engineer ing Geo log i s t ;  C e r t i f i e d  
Hydrogeologist .  
Consequently,  t h e  same a p p l i e s  t o  t h e  Dra f t  EIS/EIR f o r  
t h e  proposed Telephone F l a t  Geothermal Development P r o j e c t .  
Both Draf t  EIS/EIRs f o r  both p r o j e c t s  a r e  d e f i c i e n t  i n  t h e i r  
d i s c l o s u r e ,  eva lua t ion ,  and m i t i g a t i o n  of adverse d i r e c t ,  
i n d i r e c t ,  and cumulat ive impact o v i s u a l  q u a l i t y  r e s u l t i n g  
from t h e  both proposed p r o j e c t .  
,6c The p r o t e c t i o n  measures i n  t h e  F ina l  EIS/EIR m u s t  be i n  f u l l  compliance w i t h  t h e  v i s u a l  q u a l i t y  o b j e c t i v e s  shown i n  
Appendix Q of t h e  Land and Resource Management Plan f o r  t h e  
Modoc Nat ional  Fo res t  
W i l d f i r e  Danger as a R e s u l t  of t h e  Transmiss ion  
C o r r i d o r  f o r  t h e  Proposed P r o j e c t  
t r ansmiss ion  c o r r i d o r  without  t h e  proposed Fourmile H i l l  
Geothermal Development P r o j e c t ,  and 24 miles of t r ansmiss ion  
c o r r i d o r  w i t h  t h e  proposed Fourmile H i l l  Geothermal 
Development Pro)ect  t o  t r a n s f e r  e l e c t r i c i t y  produced a t  t h e  
geothermal power p l a n t ( s ) .  Maintenance of t h e  t r ansmiss ion  
c o r r i d o r  has  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  t o  cause  w i l d f i r e s  a s  a r e s u l t  of 
t h e  ope ra t ions  of t h e  proposed p r o j e c t .  
The DEIS/EIR f a i l e d  t o  d i s c l o s e ,  e v a l u a t e ,  and m i t i g a t e  
t h e  t h r e a t  of w i l d f i r e s  caused by t h e  ope ra t ions  and 
maintenance of t h e  t r ansmiss ion  l i n e  f o r  t h e  proposed 
p r o j e c t s .  The DEIS/EIR a l s o  f a i l e d  t o  inc lude  flre c o n t r o l  
Me r e f e r e n c e  l e t t e r  of September 1 2 ,  1997 t o  Randal l  
3 
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wrl2. The proposed p r o j e c t  w i l l  c o n s i s t  of a 2 1  miles 
on a d e t a i l e d  d e s c r i p t i o n . o f  
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Vege ta t ion  M a n i p u l a t i o n  - A p p l i c a t i o n  of H e r b i c i d e s  - 
c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  Roads 
1 3 .  The DI-aft EIS/EIR f a i l e d  t o  d i s c l o s e  and e v a l u a t e  t h e  
s i t e - s p e c i f i c  vege ta t ion  manipulat ion p r a c t l c e s ,  i nc lud lng  
t h e  e f f e c t s  t o  s e n s i t i v e  p l a n t  s p e c i e s .  
The Draft  EISlEIR f a i l e d  t o  d i s c l o s e  and e v a l u a t e  t h e  
d i r e c t  and cumulat ive impacts t o  t h e  l o s s  of o l d  growth t r e e s  
which w i l l  be ha rves t ed  t o  c o n s t r u c t  t h e  t r ansmiss lon  
c o r r i d o r .  T h e  Dra f t  EIS/EIR a l s o  f a i l e d  t o  d i s c l o s e  and 
eva lua te  the cumulat ive impacts t o  o l d  growth t r e e s  as a 
r e s u l t  of t h e  Fourmile H i l l  Geothermal Development P r o j e c t ,  
a c t i v i t i e s ,  and f u t u r e  f o r e s t  a c t i v i t i e s .  
Telephone Hlll Geothermal Development P ro  
The Dra f t  EIS/EIR f a i l e d  t o  d i s c l o s e  and e v a l u a t e  
48 E h e t h e r  the a p p l i c a t i o n  of h e r b i c i d e s  and any o t h e r  chemicals  
w i l l  occur du r ing  t h e  r ight-of-way ma in tenance .p rac t i ces ,  and 
a l s o  t h e  d i r e c t ,  i n d i r e c t ,  and cumulat ive impacts t o  water  
q u a l i t y  i n  s u r f a c e  bodies of water  and groundwater r e s u l t i n g  
from t h e  use of h e r b i c i d e s  and any other chemicals a s s o c i a t e d  
w i t h  t h e  n s t r u c t i o n  and maintenance of t h e  t r ansmiss ion  
c o r r i d o r 3  
Road c o n s t r u c t i o n  has had adve r se  impacts t o  water  
q u a l i t y  on l ands  managed by t h e  U.S. Fores t  Se rv ice .  F o r e s t  
management p r a c t i c e s  s m p l y  do no t  p r o t e c t  water  q u a l i t y .  w e  
r e fe rence  major sediment problems on t h e  North Fork Fea the r  
River [Plumas Nat ional  F o r e s t ] .  The Draf t  EIS/EIR f a i l e d  t o  
d i s c l o s e  and e v a l u a t e  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  d i r e c t ,  i n d i r e c t ,  and 
cumulative impacts  t o  water  q u a l i t y  r e s u l t i n g  from t h e  
construct ion and maintenance of  roads a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  t h e  
t ransmission c o r r i d o r ,  i nc lud ing  o t h e r  roads i n  t h e  f o r e s t .  
asr 
t o  d i s c l o s e  t h e  frequency of 
Cumulative E f f e c t s  t o  t h e  Human Environment N o t  F u l l y  
Di sc losed ,  F u l l y  E v a l u a t e d ,  and F u l l y  M i t i g a t e d  i n  t h e  
D r a f t  E I S / E I R  
1 4 .  'The cumulat ive e f f e c t s  s e c t i o n  of t h e  Dra f t  EIS/EIR i s  
EIS/EIR should f u l l y  d i s c l o s e ,  f u l l y  e v a l u a t e ,  and f u l l y  
m i t i g a t e  a l l  p o t e n t i a l  cumulat lve impacts t o  t h e  human 
environment r e s u l t i n g  from t h e  proposed Telephone F l a t  
Geothermal Development P r o j e c t ,  t h e  proposed Fourmile H i l l  
Geothermal Development P r o j e c t ,  i s t i n g  p r o j e c t s ,  and f u t u r e  
p ro jec t s  a s  requirement  by NEPA. 
"'grossly d e f i c i e n t  a s  shown i n  t h i s  s u b m i t t a l .  The F i n a l  
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Loss of Public Hunting Rights 
15. The executive summary for the Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Development Project states that the ,:lamath and Modoc 
National Forests will also decide whether to amend the forest 
Land Resource Management Plans to establish and designate a 
utility corridor for the proposed project's transmission line 
and issue forest orders to prohibit the use of firearms in 
the immediate power plant and wellfield area. We presume the 
same applys for the Telephone Bill Geothermal Development 
Prolect . 
The DEIS/EIR did not disclose and evaluate the direct, 
indirect, and cumulative impacts to the public's right to 
hunt, and also hunting on federal lands as a result of 
prohibiting the use of firearms in the immediate power plant 
and wellfield area. Prohibiting the use of firearms Would 
have adverse impacts to the purpose of the public's right to 
hunt. The DEIS/EIR is deficient without disclosing and 
evaluating the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to 
the public's right to hunt and the effects to hunting 
6pCexperiences. 
The California Fish and Game Connnission regulates 
fishing and hunting in the State of California. The DEIS/EIR 
did nor disclose whether the U.S. Forest Service has the 
authority to regulate hunting. This informay should be 
disclosed and included in the Final EIS/EIR 
Wildlife Electrocution and Collision Hazards as a 
Result of the Transmission Lines for the Fourmile Hill 
Geothermal Project, Telephone Flat Geothermal Project, 
and the Malin-Warner Transmission Lines 
6 3 1 1 6 .  construction and operation of the proposed prolect has 
the potential to adversely kill or injure threatened and 
endangered species, special-status bird species, and birds in 
general as a result electrocution and collision with the 
transmission lines. 
The DEIS/EIR for the Fourile Hill Geothermal Development 
Project included mitigation measures to reduce the level of 
significance to less than significant, however the "taking" 
of threatened and endangered species, and also effects to 
special-status bird species, and bird species in general 
would still occur, and would be a "take" sublect to the 
provisions of the federal Endangered Species Act. 
The DEIS/EIR did not disclose and include formal 
recommendations by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the 
California Department of Fish and Game regarding their 
recommendations to prevent the killing and/or harming of 
threatened and endangered species, special-status bird 
species, and bird species. The failure of the U.S. Forest 
Service and the U.S. Bureau of Land Management not to consult 
with the U . S .  Fish and klildlife Service and the California 
Department of Fish and Game regarding the krlling (taking) 
and/or harming of threatened and endangered specles, speclal- 
status bird species, and bird species is a violatlon of the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife C ordination Act, and also renders the 
Draft EIS/EIR deficient 3 !&€r potential adverse cumulative impacts which adversely kill or 
injure threatened and endangered species, special-status bird 
species, and birds in general as a result electrocutlon and 
collision with the transmission lines resulting from the 
Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project, Telephone Hill Geothermal 
Project, and the existing Malin-Warner transmission lines. 
The Draft EIS/EIR is deficient for failing to d sclose and 
evaluate the site specific mitigation measures 
Consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and the California Department of Fish and Game 
The Draft EIS/EIR failed to disclose and evaluate the 
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65F7. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act requires the 
U.S. Forest Service and the U.S. Bureau of Land Management to 
consult with the U.S .  Fish and Wildlife Service and the 
California Department of Fish and Game concerning the 
potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to public 
trust resources as a result of the proposed project. 
The DEIS/EIR failed to disclose whether the U.S. Forest 
Service and the U.S. Bureau of Land Management consulted with 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife service and the California 
Department of Fish and Game in the development of mitigation 
measures for  specific special-status species habitat 
protection, and also for the loss to habitat. The Draft 
EIS/EIR failed to include recommendations by the U . S .  Fish 
and Wildlife Service and the California Department of Fish 
and'Game regarding the loss of habitat to specific special- 
status species. The Draft EIS/EIR is deficient and in 
violation of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 
without consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and the California Department of Fish and Game, and h v'ng 
their recommendations being included in the DEIS/EIR 
Federal Endangered Species Act Consultation 
3 
6ec113. The federal Endangered species Act requires the U.S. 
Forest Service and the U.S. Bureau of Land Management to 
consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding any 
potential impacts to threatened and endangered species and 
their habitat. The DEIS/EIR failed to show the U.S. Forest 
Service and the U . S .  Bureau of Land Management consulted with 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in the development of 
mitigation measures and the taking of threatened and 
endangered species. The DEIS/EIS is deficient and in 
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Economic  A n a l y s i s  i s  A b s e n t  i n  t h e  DEISlEIR 
A l t e r n a t i v e s  
p r o p o s e d  p r o j e c t  i s  d e f i c i e n t  b e c a u s e  t h e  U.S. F o r e s t  S e r v i c e  
a n d  t h e  U.S. Bureau  o f  Land Management f a i l e d  t o  disclose a n d  
i n c l u d e  a d e t a i l  a n d  i n - d e p t h  a n a l y s i s  of t h e  N o  P r o j e c t  
A l t e r n a t i v e  which shows t h e  b e n a f i t s  t o  t h e  human 
envi ronment  r e s u l t i n g  f r o m  n o t  a p p r o v i n g  t h e  proposed  
p r o j e c t .  C o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  p r o p o s e d  p r o j e c t  i s  h i g h l y  
c o n t r o v e r s i a l  among t h e  p u b l i c ,  t h e  D r a f t  EIS/EIR s h o u l d  h a v e  
i n c l u d e d  a n  i n - d e p t h  a n a l y s i s  of t h e  no p r o j e c t  a l t e r n a t i v e  
so t h a t  t h e  d e c i s i o n  makers  f u l l y  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  t h e  a d v e r s e  
. The No A c t i o n  A l t e r n a t i v e  i n  t h e  D r a f t  EIS/EIR f o r  t h e  
t h e  human envi ronment  r e s u l t i n g  f r o m  
D e c o m m i s s i o n i n g  of t h e  P r o p o s e d  P r o j e c t  
s h o u l d  remove t h e  p r o j e c t  t o  p r e - p r o j e c t  c o n d i t i o n s .  T h a t  i s  
i m p o s s i b l e  c o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  U.S. F o r e s t  S e r v i c e  i s  c o n s i d e r i n g  
c l e a r  c u t t i n g  a n d  removing  v e g e t a t i o n  and  a f f e c t i n g  w i l d l i f e  
h a b i t a t  a l o n g  21 m i l e s  o f  t h e  t r a n s m i s s i o n  c o r r i d o r .  
The U.S. F o r e s t  S e r v i c e  and t h e  U . 5 .  Bureau of Land 
hlanagement s h o u l d  r e q u i r e  t h e  d e v e l o p e r  t o  post a m u l t i -  
m i l l i o n  d o l l a r  bond t o  a s s u r e  t o  t h e  p u b l i c  t h a t  t h e  
decommiss ioning  of t h e  p r o p o s e d  p r o j e c t  w i l l  i n  f a c t  r e t u r n  
t h e  l a n d  a n d  w a t e r  t o  p r e - p r o j e c t  c o n d i t i o n .  
a n a l y s i s  s u c h  a s  a P l a n  o f  A c t i o n  w i t h  r e l a t e d  costs which  
shows t h e  s p e c i f i c  amount o f  money r e q u i r e d  t o  r e t u r n  t h e  
69r21. Upon decommiss ioning  o f  t h i s  p r o j e c t ,  t h e  d e v e l o p e r ,  
The D r a f t  EIS/EIR s h o u l d  i n c l u d e  a decommiss ioning  
t e d  by t h e  p r o p o s e d  project  t o  pre- 
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L e s s  Than S i g n i f i c a n t  Wi th  N o  M i t i g a t i o n  M e a s u r e s  i s  
C l a i m e d  T h r o u g h o u t  t h e  D r a f t  E I S / E I R  
a r e  less t h a n  s i g n i f i c a n t  and  no m i t i g a t i o n  m e a s u r e s  a r e  
n e c e s s a r y .  The c l a i m s  t h a t  s p e c i f i c  i s s u e s  are less t h a n  
s i g n i f i c a n t  a n d  no  m i t i g a t i o n  measures  a r e  n e c e s s a r y  h a s  no  
b a s i s  Of f a c t  b a s e d  on t h e  r e c o r d  i n  t h e  d r a f t  EIS/EIR.  The 
F i n a l  EIS/EIR s h o u l d  d i s c l o s e  and i n c l u d e d  a s p e c i f i c  
e x p l a n a t i o n  f o r  e a c h  e f f e c t  where it i s  c l a i m e d  t h a t  t h e  
are n e c e s s a r y  
CEQA R e q u i r e s  M o n i t o r i n g  M e a s u r e s  t o  P r o t e c t  t h e  Human 
E n v i  r o n m e n t  
80r22. The e n t i r e  document makes c l a i m s  t h a t  s p e c i f i c  i s s u e s  
han s i g n i f i c a n t  a n d  no  m i t i g a t i o n  m e a s u r e s  
G l r 2 0 .  The C a l i f o r n i a  Envi ronmenta l  Q u a l i t y  A c t  and  i t s  
G u i d e l i n e s  r e q u e s t s  m o n i t o r i n g  m e a s u r e s  t o  p r o t e c t  t h e  human 
envi ronment .  The  F i n a l  EIS/EIR s h o u l d  i n c l u d e  m o n i t o r i n g  
measures  f o r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  
Monitor water q u a l i t y  i n  t h e  F a l l  R i v e r  Watershed .  I n  
t h e  e v e n t  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  i s  a f f e c t e d  a n d  harmed, s t o p  and  
decommission t h e  p r o j e c t ;  
Monitor w a t e r  q u a n t i t y  i n  t h e  F a l l  R i v e r  Watershed .  I n  
t h e  e v e n t  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  i s  a f f e c t e d  a n d  harmed, s t o p  and  
decommission t h e  p r o ~ e c t :  
Monitor w i l d  t r o u t  p o p u l a t i o n s  ( a l l  l i f e  s t a g e s )  a n d  
t h e i r  h a b i t a t  ( i n v e r t e b r a t e  s p e c i e s ) ,  and  a l s o  
endangered  S h a s t a  c r a y f i s h  i n  t h e  F a l l  R i v e r  N a t e r s h e d .  
I n  t h e  e v e n t  e f f e c t s  t o  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  a n d  w a t e r  q u a n t i t y  
a f f e c t s  w i l d  t r o u t  p o p u l a t i o n s  ( a l l  l i f e  s t a g e s )  a n d  
t h e i r  h a b i t a t  ( i n v e r t e b r a t e  s p e c i e s ] ,  a n d  a l s o  
endangered  S h a s t a  c r a y f i s h ,  s t o p  and  decommission t h e  
p r o j e c t  ; 
Monitor w a t e r  q u a l i t y  and  w a t e r  q u a n t i t y  i n  s u r f a c e  
s t r e a m s .  I n  t h e  e v e n t  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  a n d  w a t e r  q u a n t i t y  
i s  a f f e c t e d  a n d  harmed, s t o p  a n d  decommission t h e  
p r o j e c t ;  
Monitor w a t e r  q u a l i t y  and  w a t e r  q u a n t i t y  i n  
s u b t e r r a n e a n  s t r e a m s .  I n  t h e  e v e n t  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  a n d  
water  q u a n t i t y  i s  a f f e c t e d  and  harmed, s t o p  a n d  
decommission t h e  p r o j e c t ;  
Monitor water q u a l i t y  and  w a t e r  q u a n t i t y  i n  g r o u n d w a t e r  
s o u r c e s  i n c l u d i n g  s p r i n g s .  i n  t h e  e v e n t  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  
and w a t e r  q u a n t i t y  i s  a f f e c t e d  and  harmed, s t o p  a n d  
decommission t h e  p r o j e c t ;  
c c 
Monitor water qua l i ty  and water quant i ty  i n  Medicine 
Lake. I n  t h e  event water qua l i ty  and water quant i ty  i s  
a f f e c t e d  and harmed, s t o p  and decommission the pro jec t  
Monitor a i r  q u a l i t y  i n  t h e  loca l  a rea .  I n  t h e  e v e n t  a i r  
qua l i ty  i s  a f  ected and harmed, s t o p  and decommission 
the  p r o j e c t ; d  
Monitor endangered bald eagle  populations and t h e i r  
habi ta t  w i t h i n  t h e  p ro jec t  area and along the 
transmission cor r idor :  
Monitor ' threatened northern spot ted  owl populations and 
t h e i r  hab i ta t  along t h e  e n t i r e  transmission c o r r i d o r ;  
Monitor golden eagles  populations (USFS Management 
Indicator  Species)  and t h e i r  h a b i t a t  w i t h i n  t h e  p ro jec t  
area and along t h e  transmission cor r idor ;  
Monitor osprey .populations (USFS Management Indica tor  
Species) and t h e i r  h a b i t a t  within the  project area and 
along the  t ransmission corr idor:  
3 
Monitor blue grouse populations (USFS Management 
Indicator  Species)  and t h e i r  habi ta t  w i t h i n  t h e  pro jec t  
area and along t h e  transmission cor r idor ;  
Monitor p i lea ted  woodpecker populations (USFS Management 
Indicator  Species)  and t h e i r  habi ta t  w i t h i n  t h e  p ro jec t  
area and along t h e  transmission cor r idor ;  
Monitor hairy woodpecker populations (USFS Management 
Indicator  Species)  and t h e i r  habi ta t  w i t h i n  t h e  p ro jec t  
area and along t h e  transmission cor r idor ;  
Monitor m u l e  deer populations (USFS Management 
Indicator  Species)  and t h e i r  h a b i t a t  w i t h i n  t h e  p r o j e c t  
area and along t h e  transmission cor r idor ;  
Monitor g r e a t  gray owl populations (USFS sens i t ive  
Species)  and t h e i r  hab i ta t  w i t h i n  the prolect a rea  and 
along the  t ransmission cor r idor :  
Monitor p a c i f i c  f i s h e r  populations (USFS Sensi t ive 
Species) and t h e i r  h a b i t a t  w i t h i n  t h e  project area and 
along the  t ransmission cor r idor ;  
The monitoring and protect ion measures i n  the Final 
EISIEIR mus t  be i n  f u l l  compliance w i t h  t h e  f i s h  and w i l d l i f e  
monitoring techniques f o r  s p e c i f i c  species  shown i n  Appendix 
E of the  Land and Resource Management Plan f o r  the Modoc 
National Forest 3 
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e%- The monitoring and protect ion measures i n  the Finai  
~ I S / I : I R  m u s t  be i n  f u l l  compliance w i t h  t h e  water qua l i ty  
best management prac t ices  shown i n  Appendix N of the  L 
Resource Management Plan for the Modoc National Forest  
and 
Research and Technica l  Planning f o r  t h e  Proposed 
Telephone H i l l  Geothermal Development P r o j e c t  and t h e  
Fourmile  H i l l  Geothermal Development P r o j e c t  
@5p4. The research and planning f o r  t h e  proposed Telephone 
H i l l  Geothermal Development Project  and t h e  Fourmile H i l l  
Geothermal Development Project  i n  the  Final  EIS/EIR m u s t  be 
i n  f u l l  compliance w i t h  the  Research and Technical Planning 
Needs i n  Appendix B of and Resource Management Plan 
by the  Modoc National 
T e n t a t i v e  10-Pear Timber S a l e  Program 
8 8 r 2 5 .  The U.S. Forest  Service i s  consider ing c lear -cu t t ing  t h e  
t ransmission cor r idor  t o  accommodate t h e  proposed p r o j e c t s .  
T h e  c lear -cu t t ing  of t h e  transmission cor r idor  i n  t h e  Final  
EIS/EIR m u s t  be i n  f u l l  compliance w i t h  t h e  Tenta t ive  10-year 
Timber Sale  Plan and Action shown i n  Appendix C of t h e  La 
and Resource Management Plan by t h e  Modoc National 
S p e c i a l  S t i p u l a t i o n s  f o r  Geothermal Leasing 
8 7 r 2 6 .  T h e  f i n a l  EIS/EIR m u s t  be i n  f u l l  compliance w i t h  t h e  
s p e c i a l  s t i p u l a t i o n s  f o r  geothermal leas ing  as  shown i n  
Appendix I of the L a n d s d  Resource Management Plan by t h e  
Modoc National Forest .  
Medicine Lake - Management Area 6 1  - Doublehead Ranger 
D i s t r i c t  - Standard5 and Guide l ines  
. T h e  descr ip t ion  i n  the  Land and Resources Management 
Plan d i f f e r s  from t h e  descr ipt ion of t h e  Medicine Lake Area 
i n  t h e  Draft EIS/EIR. 
According t o  t h e  descr ipt ion of t h e  Medicine Lake Area 
i n  t h e  Land and Resources Management Plan, the  following i s  
s t a t e d :  
( a )  "Lack of understory, scarce flowing water ,  and porous 
s o i l s  which i n h i b i t  forage production render  domestic grazing 
v i r t u a l l y  impossible. Mature t r e e s  s tands provide h a b i t a t  f o r  
goshawks and marten. Bald eagle  habi ta t  i s  located near 
Medicine Lake and Modoc Lake. Other major lakes  such as  
Bullseye and L i t t l e  Medicine a r e  a l s o  stocked w i t h  rainbow 
Management Plan f o r  t h e  Modoc National Forest  
and brook t rout" .  A t  page 4-211 of Land and 
Under Standards and Guidelines f o r  s o i l  a t  page 4-212, 
'"the Modoc National Forest adopted the following: 
"-conduct  a n  SRI O r d e r  2 on s e n s i t i v e  s o i l  a r e a s  
i d e n t i f i e d  i n  t h e  Modoc SRI Order  2 (Luckow 1 9 8 4 ) .  Develop  
s i t e - s p e c i f i c  management p r a c t i c e s  f o r  s o i l - d i s t u r b i n g  
activities d u r i n g  t h e  p r o ~ e c t  p l a n n i n g  p h a s e . "  
The F i n a l  EIS/EIR s h o u l d  d i s c l o s e  w h e t h e r  t h e  s t a n d a r d s  
a n d  g u i d e l i n e s  f o r  s o i l  i n  t h e  Medic ine  Lake Management A r e a  
was s t r i c t l y  f o l l o w e d  a n d  compl ied  w i t h  t o  p r e v e n t  s o i l  
d i s t u r b i n g  a c t i v i t i e s  s u c h  a s  t h e  proposed  p r o j e c t s  
S@res tab l i shed  r o a d  a n d  t r a i l s  . R e h a b i l i t a t e  a r e a s  c a u s i n g  
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"-On s e n s i t i v e  s o i l  a r e a s ,  a l l o w  OHV u s e  o n l y  on  
w a t e r s h e d  d e g r a d a t i o n .  R e s t r i c t  u s e  or o b l i t e r a t e  r o a d s  a n d  
t ra i l s  when n e c e s s a r y  t o  p r o t e c t  t h e  s o i l  r e s o u r c e  a n d  
m a i n t a i n  w a t e r  q u a l i t y . "  
The F i n a l  EIS/EIR s h o u l d  d i s c l o s e  w h e t h e r  t h e  s t a n d a r d s  
a n d  g u i d e l i n e s  f o r  s o i l  i n  t h e  Medic ine  Lake Management A r e a  
were s t r i c t l y  f o l l o w e d  a n d  
f o r  t h e  proposed  p r o j e c t s  
page 4-212, t h e  Modoc N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  a d o p t e d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  
" -Main ta in  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  of Medic ine  Lake. E v a l u a t e  t h e  
p o t e n t i a l  o f  e a c h  p r o j e c t  i n  t h e  w a t e r s h e d  t o  d e g r a d e  t h e  
l a k e ' s  w a t e r  q u a l i t y .  P e r i o d i c a l l y  m o n i t o r  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  t o  
e s t a b l i s h  background d a t a  and  d e t e c t  changes . ' '  
a n d  g u i d e l i n e s  f o r  w a t e r  and  r i p a r i a n  i n  t h e  Medic ine  Lake 
Management Area were f o l l o w e d  and compl ied  w i t h  i n  t h e  
v a t ( c )  The Medic ine  Lake  Management Area i n  t h e  Land a n d  
ompl ied  w i t h  i n  p l a n n i n g  r o a d s  f 
a s c ( b )  Under S t a n d a r d s  a n d  G u i d e l i n e s  f o r  w a t e r  and  r i p a r i a n  a t  
The F i n a l  EIS/EIR s h o u l d  d i s c l o s e  w h e t h e r  t h e  s t a n d a r d s  
p l a n n i n g  f o r  t h e  p r o p o s e d  p r o ~ e c t s  f o r  
p r o t e c t i o n  a n d  m o n i t o r i n g  f o r  Medic ine  
R e s o u r c e  Management P l a n  s t a t e s  t h a t  "An a r e a  of r e c e n t  
v o l c a n i c  a c t i v i t y ,  M e d i c i n e  Lake G l a s s  Flow h a s  been 
d e s i g n a t e d  a G e o l o g i c  s p e c i a l  I n t e r e s t  Area .  O b s i d i a n  
( v o l c a n i c  g l a s s )  was q u a r r i e d  by p r e h i s t o r i c  I n d i a n s  from 
v a r i o u s  t r i b e s  i n  n o r t h e r n  C a l i f o r n i a " .  A t  page 4-121. 
The s t a n d a r d s  a n d  g u i d e l i n e s  f o r  t h e  Medic ine  Lake 
Management Area u n d e r  c u l t u r a l  r e s o u r c e s  s t a t e s  as f o l l o w s :  
"Research  t h e  p r e h i s t o r i c  o b s i d i a n  s i tes  l o c a t e d  i n  t h e  
management a r e a  a n d  nominate  t o  t h e  N a t i o n a l  R e g i s t e r  of 
Historic P l a c e s " .  A t  p a g e  4-212. 
The F i n a l  EIS/EIR s h o u l d  d i s c l o s e  whether  t h e  
p r e h i s t o r i c  I n d i a n  o b s i d i a n  s i tes  w i t h i n  t h e  p r o j e c t  a r e a s  
were r e s e a r c h e d  t o  p r o t e c t  t h e  p r e h i s t o r i c  o b s i d i a n  s i t e s  
from b e i n g  d i s t u r b e d  d u r i n g  t h e  construction o f  both  
p r o j e c t s .  Disclose i n  t h e  F i n a i  EIS/EIR what s p e c i f i c  s i tes  
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were set a s i d e  f o 1  p r o t e c t l o n .  Did t h e  U . S .  F o r e s t  S P r V i C e  
nominate  p r e h i s t o r i c  I n d i a n  o b s i d i a n  s i t e s  i n  t h e  Medic ine  
Lake Mana ement Area t o  t h e  N a t i o n a l  R e g i s t e r  o f  H i S t O r i C  
P l a c e s  73 
( d )  The  s t a n d a r d s  and  g u i d e l i n e s  f o r  t h e  Medic ine  Lake 
f o l l o w s :  "Medicine Lake G l a s s  Flow G e o l o g i c  S p e c i a l  I n t e r e s t  
Area i s  l o c a t e d  w i t h i n  t h i s  management a r e a .  F o r e s t  
a c t i v i t i e s  s h o u l d  n o t  a l t e r  t h e  s c e n i c  a n d  s c i e n t i f i c  v a l u e s  
o f  t h i s  r e s o u r c e .  T h i s  d i r e c t i o n  i s  a p p l i e d  by t h e  Klamath 
N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  on t h e i r  s h a r e  of t h e  Flow. Recommend t h i s  
S I A  f o r  nominat ion  a s  a n  NNL". A t  page  4 - 2 1 2 .  
7.c Management Area  under  s p e c i a l  i n t e r e s t  areas s t a t e s  a s  
The  F i n a l  EIS/EIR s h o u l d  d i s c l o s e  a n d  e v a l u a t e  w h e t h e r  
t h e r e  w i l l  b e  any d i r e c t ,  i n d i r e c t  and  c u m u l a t i v e  i m p a c t s  t o  
t h e  Medic ine  Lake  G l a s s  Flow G e o l o g i c  S p e c i a l  I n t e r e s t  Area 
r e s u l t i n g  f r o m  t h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  a n d  o p e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  
p r o j e c t s .  Disclose i n  t h e  F i n a l  EIS/EIR w h e t h e r  t h e  M e d i c i n e  
Lake G l a s s  Flow G e o l o g i c  S p e c i a l  I n t e r e s t  Area was nominated  
3 
vefi:  a:xNTii-te Communica t ion  
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2 8 .  The U.S.  F o r e s t  S e r v i c e ,  U.S. Bureau  o f  Land Management, 
t h e  County o f  S i s k i y o u ,  and  t h e  U.S. Department of Energy 
s h o u l d  w i t h d r a w  f rom any ex p a r t e  communica t ions  between t h e  
d e v e l o p e r s  a n d  t h e i r  a g e n t s  of t h e  p r o p o s e d  p r o j e c t s  and  
t h e m s e l v e s  d u r i n g  t h e  p e r i o d  u n t i l  t h e  F i n a l  EIS/EIR h a s  been  
f i n a l i z e d  and  approved .  A l l  l e t t e r s ,  memos, a n d  
communications between t e a g e n c i e s  and  t h e  d e v e l o p e r s  s h o u l d  
b e  documented i n  w r i t i n g .  
C o n c l u s i o n  
As a t a t e d  a b o v e ,  t h e  DEIS/EIS i s  g r o s s l y  d e f i c i e n t  and  
78r : : 'violation o f  t h e  N a t i o n a l  E n v i r o n m e n t a l  P o l i c y  A c t  and  t h e  
C a l i f o r n i a  E n v i r o n m e n t a l  Q u a l i t y  A c t  a n d  I t s  G u i d e l i n e s ,  a n d  
o t h e r  p r o v i s i o n s  o f  s ta te  a n d  f e d e r a l  l a w  as n o t e d .  
We a r e  r e q u e s t i n g  t h e  U . S .  F o r e s t  S e r v i c e  a n d  t h e  U.S. 
Bureau  of  Land Management 
comments i n  t h i s  s u b m i t t a l  
pond i n  w r i t i n g  t o  o u r  s p e c i f i c  3 
P l e a s e  f o r w a r d  c o p i e s  o f  t h e  F i n a l  EIS/EIR,  and  any a n d  
a l l  n o t i c e s  a n d  r e l a t e d  m a t e r i a l  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  o f  t h e  F a l l  R i v e r  Wild T r o u t  F o u n d a t i o n :  
J .  Dale Dennis,  P r e s i d e n t  
F a l l  River  Wi ld  T r o u t  Foundat ion  
39863 McArthur Road 
F a l l  River  M i l l s ,  CA 96028 
c c. c 
t l i k e  F i t z w a t e i ,  S e c r e t a r y  
F a l l  R i v e r  W i l d  T r o u t  F o u n d a t i o n  
2730 T h i r d  Avenue 
S a c r a m e n t o ,  C h  95818  
Bob  B a r o c c h r ,  C o n s u l t a n t  
For: F a l l  R i v e r  n l l d  T r o u t  F o u n d a t i o n  
P.O. Box 3 5 1  
Q u l n c y ,  CA 95971  
Thank y o u  f o r  t h e  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  p r o v i d e  c o m e n t s  t o  you 
r e g a r d i n g  t h e  DEIS/EIR f o r  t h e  p r o p o s e d  T e l e p h o n e  F l a t  
G e o t h e r m a l  Deve lopmen t  P r o j e c t .  
R e s p e c t f u l l y  S u b m i t t e d  
F o r :  F a l l  R i v e r  Wild T r o u t  F o u n d a t i o n  
P . O .  Box 357 
Q u i n c y ,  CA 95971  
Bus T e l :  530-836-1115;  Fax:  530-836-2062 
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C e r t i f i c a t e  o f  S e r v i c e  
R a n d a l l  S h a r p ,  USFSlBLM 
F o u r m i l e  H i l l  G e o t h e r m a l  Deve lopmen t  P r o J e c t  
T e l e p h o n e  F l a t  G e o t h e r m a l  Deve lopmen t  P r o 2 e c t  
EXS/EIR C o o r d i n a t o r  
8 0 0  I f .  1 2 t h  S t r e e t  
A l t u r a s .  CA 96101  
T i m o t h y  J. B u r k e ,  F i e l d  Manage r  
A l t u r a s  R e s o u r c e  A r e a  
U S .  B u r e a u  of Land Management  
708  West 1 2 t h  S t r e e t  
A l t u r a s ,  CA 96101  
F o r e s t  S u p e r v i s o r  
K lama th  N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  
U.S. F o r e s t  S e r v i c e  
1312 F a i r l a n d  Road 
Y r e k a ,  CA 96097 
S t e p h e n  F .  B i s h o p ,  A c t i n g  F o r e s t  S u p e r v i s o r  
Modoc N a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  
U . S .  F o r e s t  S e r v i c e  
800 nest  1 2 t h  S t r e e t  
A l t u r a s ,  CA 96101  
P a t r i c k  J .  G r i f f i n  
S i s k i y o u  C o u n t y  A i r  P o l l u t i o n  C o n t r o l  D i s t r i c t  
5 2 5  S o u t h  F o o t h i l l  D r i v e  
Y r e k a ,  CA 96097 
U.S. D e p a r t m e n t  of E n e r g y  
B o n n e v i l l e  Power A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  
P.O. Box 3 6 2 1  
P o r t l a n d ,  CA 97208  
S t e v e  V o l k e r ,  E s q u i r e  
E a r t h j u s t i c e  L e g a l  D e f e n s e  F u n d  
180 Montgomery S t r e e t ,  su i t e  1 7 2 5  
San  F r a n c i s c o ,  CA 94104 
J. Dale D e n n i s ,  P r e s i d e n t  
F a l l  R i v e r  W i l d  T r o u t  F o u n d a t i o n  
39863  McArthur  Road 
F a l l  R i v e r  Mi l l s ,  CA 96028  
Mike F i t z w a t e r ,  S e c r e t a r y  
F a l l  R i v e r  Wild T x o u t  F o u n d a t L o n  
2730 T h i r d  Avenue 
S a c r a m e n t o ,  CA 95818  
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J a n i e  P a i n t e r ,  C h a i r p e r s o n  
J i m  S c h o t t  
M e d i c i n e  L a k e  C i t i z e n ' s  f o r  Q u a l i t y  E n v i r o n m e n t  
P.O. BOX 3 4  
M t .  S h a s t a ,  CA 9 6 0 6 1  
A r n o l d  W i l k e s ,  A c t i n g  C h a i r p e r s o n  
P i t  R i v e r  T r i b e  
P .O.  D r a w e r  1570 
B u r n e y ,  CA 9 6 0 1 3  
J o e y  6 C e c i l i a  S i l v a s  
C u l t u r a l  R e s o u r c e  R e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  
I l l m a w i  B a n d ,  P i t  R i v e r  T r i b e  
P .O.  D r a w e r  1570 
B u r n e y ,  CA 9 6 0 1 3  
Kenny C a r m o n y  
C u l t u r a l  R e s o u r c e  R e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  
I l l m a w i  B a n d ,  P i t  R i v e r  T r i b e  
P . O .  D r a w e r  1570 
B u r n e y ,  CA 9 6 0 1 3  
F l o y d  B u c k s k i n ,  Headman 
A j u m a w i  B a n d ,  P i t  R i v e r  T r i b e  
P . O .  BOX 6 1 7  
F a l l  R i v e r  M i l l s ,  CA 9 6 0 2 8  
Wayne White, S ta te  Supervisor  
U.S. F i s h  a n d  W i l d l i f e  S e r v i c e  
3 3 1 0  El C a m i n o  A v e n u e ,  S u i t e  1 3 0  
Sacramento, CA 9 5 8 2 1 - 6 3 4 0  
R i c h a r d  E l l i o t t ,  R e g i o n a l  M a n a g e r ,  R e g i o n  I 
C a l i f o r n i a  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  F i s h  and Game 
601 L o c u s t  Street  
R e d d i n g ,  CA 9 6 0 0 1  
J i m  P e d r i  
C e n t r a l  V a l l e y  R e g i o n  
C a l i f o r n i a  S t a t e  N a t e r  Q u a l i t y  C o n t r o l  B o a r d  
4 1 5  Knollcrest Drive 
R e d d i n g ,  CA 9 6 0 0 2  
B o b  R y n e a r s o n ,  P r e s i d e n t  
F a l l  R i v e r  R e s o u r c e  C o n s e r v a t i o n  D i s t r i c t  
P . O .  Box 83 
M c A u t h u r ,  CA 96056 
P h i l  H o o d w a r d  
4 3 4 0  E u r e k a  way 
R e d d i n g ,  CA 9 6 0 0 1  
In te res ted  P a r t i e s  
FJBS 
CALlFORNIANS FOR 
ALTERNATIVES F a n o x  u95 TO TOXICS 
* ArcaU.. CA NlB (701) 812.1497 / &U .7 13- 
DATE: August 24. 1998 
TO: Randnl l  M. Sharp 
FAX# 530-233-8109 
FROM: Californians For Al te rna t ives  to Tosics 
FAX #:707-822-7136 
MESSAGE: Dear Mr. Sharp: 
Enclosed is a comment in regards to the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
Pioicct EISIEIR. 
c c 
CATS Californians For Alternatives To Toxics 
P . 0 .  Box 1195 ( 990 I Street ) Arcala, C a l i f o r n i a  95516 U S A  
phone 707-822-8497 fax 707-822-7136 
catzBreninet.com http://www.reninel.com/catd 
Aupuir 24, 1998 
Randall M. Sharp 
Telephone Flat Gothcmvll  Development 
XW W. 12th Street 
Re. ' I  
b a r  M r  Sharp. 
We reviewed a copy of h e  draft ElSlElR for the above project and would like lo  comment on 
several points. 
Pmjcct ElSEIR Coordinator 
Allwas CA 96101 
proposal arisw to use ~CSUCKICS to wntrol vcg 
h done to address the eflmts of Ibe pest ic ides3 
ion asipplcment - to this EIWElS document must 
The toxic chcrnicals that wi l l  be pmenl  in thc geothermal sump ponds ocedtok  clcnrly dclincd in 
F h e  ElSlElR as tu idcntilimion of thc chemicals and the amounts expected to be present. The Word 
to 3.3.3.3.-26. etc). Unless you dwcribe 
che geothermal pn&, the public is unable to 
Sincerely. . 
Nind Hapner7 
Rcsemli Associate 
Interactive ClTlZEIVS O N l T E D  rsc4 fl Pr i rn tc  P r o p c I I ~  Activist Croup 
5814 Highway 96 
Yreka, Cn. 96097 530 47.2-3212 
-e< ??@ 
August 22. 1998 
Randall M Shape. Project Leadei 
bni icd Slates Forestry Service 
Uureau o f  Land Management 
800 W 12th Sireei 
Alturas. California 96101 
Re Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
DearMr Shape, 
1 & Based upon all the information available to our organization at this time we forward to you 
this letter ofapproval for this project We are all concerned about clean sources of  cnergv in an ever 
r community and Geothermal energy appears to be the most environinentaliv sound snurce 
;:Eed3 
As to the Property Rights questions that we have heard regarding this project present 
information indicates that thclands in question have been secured legally We also understand that in 
the case o f  right of ways that said lands were acquued utilizing the eminent domain clause which 1.. 2 
approve of and not in the regulatory manner in which Government agencies, such as NIZC .. 
L'SFWS. areattempting togain control oflands without utilizingtheeminent doniainclause 
8 r 
3 
Thank you for this opportunity to coiiiment on this project and we lool forward to the 
increasedjobs and funds that will help support this already depressed County 
Sincerelv 
. 
..................... " 
Interactive CITIZENS UNITED 
916 335 5241 P . 0 1  
Trammission fro 
Comments 
August 24, !998 
P . 0 2  
Mt. Randy S h a ~  
Modoc National Fomt DspPrtment 
Dear Mt. she$: 
1 [As you h o w  the ht h e r  Tdbe has focad nummm horith p m b h ,  many of them 
unbiding from a hfctoy of opptesslon from a ryshun thpt they Idn’t built and that 
they dldn‘t choose Them In no doubt that thelr Iffn would be a lot m r e  healthy ff they 
had beeh left done, end fhap hsd followed thdr oun u4y of l f h  Ar one of Me ai& 
of the  Eommuntiy put It : 
“ Our halth deerasred f h  propowon to the land that was t a b  fmm US. Large elecMc 
carpowHans, timber fndusttiar, and mchets cam into out land. They divided up 
tPhg ahentsge O f  the filftSnCy of some of out People and our tafh of knowledge of 
the rystem. The mom they arplolted the land the mom fmpovetlshd ue b a r n .  
Sutvival, ever rlnw, hac become out f a s t ”  
l iving In an area of 3.5 mfllion actas, the Pit Riww lived fmm the land In a 
wpectable way. The land UPS consided ratted. Those who mpected the lend uete 
said to pncRee goad “tinfhorrl,” that is, good madleine 
In the wotid view of the Pit Rlve~s, Madldne Lekn has bean eonsldmd not only a 
saum of matdal medlclne, but, even more so, of  spititual healing. The development 
of a Geothermal P o w  Plant in that aw wlll have numuow negatlvo affect lor the 
health and well-belng of  the pit River community n the wads of Betty George, out 8 3r 
e c c 
; : " E t  1 2' 9 8 .  I , I D " .  S l C  11, b l l  .. "03OL .A' .  1041s.  ., 
A u g - 2 4 - 9 8  1Z:ZSP P i t  R i v e r  l l e e l t h  5vc 916 335 5241 P . 0 3  
Director for"Cuhm end Hea1th"thesr am gome of the affects that the Gepthonn~l 
Plant dl1 hava in out wmmunity: 
" Pit Riven and anyone eoncemed abaut the envlmnmont mdr h be amre of the 
Goothoma1 actidty pmoporad UI Mddne  hkn. If you mmni ~ i i  am a e 
Spltihul site you n d  to knw the the ma Vrll Mer look, round 01 be the cam 
pgpin. 
" Those of you wncemed about the endmnment need to know that this b a s m i  rits 
will most likely end up lMhg and smdllng llb Me sulphur w o t b  at Mt. Lawen. 
"Thoro of you wnmed about liealth n d  b know that infomanoh Is ~ a i i p b r ~  fmm 
othet Goothermal lmtianc as to Me o~entially uttfawomblo afhch on hsslth thn 
h t h m r l  Plrnh bdng with td 
r T h e  Us r o t a t  Sa~Icn and the B u w u  of Lend Management have rlmady l r r ~ e d  a 
dtaft Endmnmentel Impact statement for anothar &thermal Devdopment iuct half a 
mlla htm Madldne Lab that covm about 10 Equate miles. As mahy as fire 0th~ 
plants may be pluggod Into a 21 mila 300 megawatt henrmlrrlon ~ortidor. Each of 
ME r i t a  could eoncdvably cpwd  ovw an am of 18 square milap and Include 4 
milor of above the gmund sham plpac 30 i nch r  In mame and that tea191 ore 
500 d a m .  How is this golngto afhxt Mount ShastaF'3 
'It can alco contain acw of well rites 3,000 10 6,000 feet de@. Watet wlll be 
contaminated for miles amund. Thls alone dl1 effect all of up. Plank and aidnuis dll 
be afhcted elso, so whe Is going to happen to me$dnal herbs and plsnb gathefed for 
b o @  Our Nnttve animals ate already in rhort supply, whet will the GeotheneI Plant 
do to the a t  of them4 
3 
EWil the ddlling set of f  hemon and you want acid n i n  fmm the 
Ian&, plants and anlmalr thtr 
e E h e v e  to tell you thet Mdlelne Lake ia  Sacred to the &t Rivm. *'Sacred" means that 
no one OWhE it, in any tape, we belong to Medicine Lake In the uey that ue belong to 
the souwe of Ufe. w e  know notum by having auEelues. What is blood to LIS, i s  the 
sop that C O U ~ B E  thmgh the t u ,  is  the water of Medicfne Lake. They too llve They 
too feel. In the conctelletion of llfe within the Ancertnl Land, evuything of  the land is 
nlated to the Pit Riverr, partlculerlg that which llver in sacred sites. Today, as the 
' ' C ' I * L C  8 )' "I 7.w * , I  31: 5 ) .  .. Y D 5 0 i  w.-. I O * L I . ,  I. 
~ u g - 2 4 - 9 8  12:25P P i t  R f v e r  I l e a l t h  Svc 916 335 5 2 4 1  P . 0 4  
madem men mUggrOr to lMm that pnple of all colon am bmthm, the Pit Rlrm 
know that all l i n g  cteetute~ belong to the came hm~iy.  For thm, ~ l f ~  goor on Udng 
In IIfe. Whon p p l e  &e, Mtt of tham Wll m a i n  in thdr r r d  rita. The wtar is  no 
bngat only uatet, but a Uving pretehce of thdr anwton. The Udng wrtw of Maddm 
Lake Ir )redocs to them boesune It pmms thslr ancarto& and btingc thorn closer to 
thm. 
~aQc lhe  L a b  Is full of numode for  the Plt k v o l r .  Jw t  like the shinning pines 
dwre thdr pcent when they i ta  ~ ~ e d  fmm the roll, In the came Way tha wetw of 
M d d n e  Lab p m w e  the mmotles of the Ptt Rhm. If we uem to follou the loumey 
of ow blood Jlr and adad o u ~ d v e  whw were thay a Y M ~  ago, YB wtdd pmbIMy 
find them at tho bp of Mount Shacta, or In the clear weten of Udcine Lab The 
Riv~n h o w  thet they are one Wm thdr land. Their rsered mission IC to be c r & b  
of thlr beadiful land that has bean mtnstad to thm. ~ed idna  hkn, I a soum of 
WS, dll be pmt&d d t h  thdr i lva, for wlthout their Sacred sites the ht Rtvw know 
they dll die of Spbh~turI colitude 
Because of my unbtanding of the damagad that the Geothonel Plant in Uadidne 
Lake ulll do to the Health and SpIllhali~~ of the Plt Rlver wmmunlty, and e* the 
devdopnmt of the pmposed b t h w n a l  Plant In Medrclne Lake 
E x e c h e  Director of Plt River Hwlth Qewim, In&, It ic  my 
Sincerely, $/A 
L e  utive Director ' f  
cc Lewrence Canttell, Ttibal Chainan 
hlr Randall Sharp 
USFS/BLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothernlal Project 
SO0 West I ?  Street 
Alturas. CA 
96101 
Dear Sir. 
% K T h e  Yreka Chamber of Contnierce Board of Directors has voted unanimously in suppon of the  
proposed geothermal project for the area known as Telephone Flats in Siskiyou County. with the 
proviso that this project mitigates all environmental issues identified in the EIR 
Calif or nia Wilderness Coal it ion 
2655 Portage Bay East. S u l k  5 - Da-9, CalUornla 95616 1530) 758-0380 
FacsUllllc (5301 758-0382 - inloOcalMld.org 
EJB 9 North State Field Office addnss: 
Ryun Henson. CNornicl W&nus Coalifion. P.O. 2346. Burn?. 96013 
Forcimilg: 330-335-3183 rha '51 
R y a ~ @ d n d d m ~  
Subject: Telephone Flat Owthermal Dcvelqtnenl Roject EIS/ElR 
Dar Mr, Sharp 
' With habitat for norlhan spotted OM-I, goshawk peregrine falcon. and pioe 
'r-en the Moum H o f f m n  R d l a  .*ea, several imporcsnt old growth 
grovcs, and m e  of the only year-round wdn tomes io the regioh &e 
Medicine Ldke Highlmb, is a aitical source of connectivily hetween the 
Modoc platcdu, C a d s ,  and Klamth-Siskiyou regions. As ywklow, 
the H i g h h c h  are alao vanendously imporcdnt to the Pit. Klamath, S W  
ad Modoc peoples. As a result, the proledton md restoration of lh is  
unique landscape i3 a high priority for our o r g m u t i o n .  
Wr have m y  grave concerns a b u t  the proposedTclephone Ral 
Ocothrmul Dcvcloper~l ROJe". as well 89 all ofthe other planned 
development projecu, m the Medicm Lake H~ghlanda We far  ulat the 
c-ula~~ve unpla of these pgem wiU bstn leavethc Hi&lands withall 
the bbitat value and m h e ( r c  appeal of an indidrial 
-"e -"-- hs.h-- Unfotiunatcly, we do not have. time to focus on the irmumaablc onas  md 
~ ~ ~ - w r m  biases in tho EIS/EIR's analysis of\vakrquaIity, Native Ammcln 
m.-k.w spmrud eoncms. air quality, nsurl gualtty, CI. Onthc d e r  hand. wc &@gw%%-,=,. hurt our Ndivc American and consavetion friends will addrmlhesc 
Es.,dY.OII l  topics kr a result. we would like 10 incuporate by reference all of the 
~~~~~~ commetits on l h i s  projeci provlded by the follouinB orph l io lw:  
-- KlmaIh Fore01 Alliance .. Sima Club 
.CY-- 
%Z%S 
(RvladOn~&pQPO 
e c C 
Mr Randall S h q  
C\\C comments on the Telephone Flat Geothermal Developnimt h j e s (  EIS'EIR 
.4ugust 24. 1998 
Page 2 of 6 
.- W i l d m a s  Society 
-. Friends ofthe River 
.. Fall RiVR Resource Conservation Disvin 
.. Fall River Wild lrout Foundation 
.. Save Mount Shafta .&sociation 
.. Pit River Xation (hclUding all associated bands) .. Shadla Nation (including all aslocialed bands) 
-. Klamath Nation (including all associated bands) _. XlodocSation (including all nssociated ban&) - Seventh Generation Fund . 
-EuthJustice Legal Defense Fund 
-.Central Valley Water &dny Control Board 
4 . S .  Environmental Protection Agancy 
--California Deparhmt of Fish and Oame 
--Medicine Ldte Citizens for Quality Environment 
.-C.S. Fish and Wildlife Semi= 
Our own concCTa( are explained below. 
3 
Mount H0ITm.n Roadlns Arrr 
The Mount Hoffman Roadless Area i s  consislmtIvrcferrcd to as a "roadlers release wca" in the ' 'EWElR. W e  have been following madless ares &vclopmetd issues since the 1970s when the 
Forest Savice first idmtied roadlws weas through the fast and second Roadless Area Review 
and Evaluation studies In dl that time, we have never encounbared the term "roadless release 
area." The closest is &e term "relused r d l e s s  UM" which is simply a way for the Forest 
Service to point out tho fin that such rosdlcss urn were "ralcascd" from wildenicss 
conaidaration by the California Wildemesr A d  of 1984 until b e  ncd Foresl planning cycle. We 
have always considered this term somcwha insu1tin.q since it is d d p e d  to make roadlcm m a s  
scan  inwnsequeotial Thus. "rmdless release are&' is pot only insulting M mnsen-tionists, but 
confusing M well since it has nova, at I w  to our knowledge. been used before. T h e  Modoc 
National Forest %hould know that the "release" clause ofthe California Wildcmess Act of 19SJ 
docs not free h e  Forwt Service from irS obligation under the Nalional Environmental Policy Ad  
WEPA) to consider Ute rite-specific impacts of developing r d l c s r  wch. and diminishing 
primitive character (Smith v. U.S Forest S m c e .  F 3d. 5?h Circuit Number 93-36187). 
tb we informed the Forest S a v l c e  in 1995 during the scoping process for tho Glass MounIain 
K n i t  GcoU~mnal Exploration h j e d  EA'IS, much ofIhi9 proposed powerline constructim will 
occur in the hlount Hoffnian Roadles6 Area W e  b n h a  informed the Foren SeMcc that the 
CWC commrnu on the Tclcphoiic Flat Gedhcrmal Development Prqlect EISTIR 
August 24, 1998 
Page 3 of6 
impacts ofthe proposed action on the roadless m a  must be srsessed in an EIS Unfonunaly, 
cur concern were ignored in the ElSiElR since the v w e  dcwipuon o f h  Mount Hoffian 
Roadless Arca comainad m the EIS,'EIR w c l l  as the roam discussion of Uic projca's impacts 
on the roadless area, fail to conrider the imparts of this project on the natural integrity, apparent 
nnnualneu, remoteness solitude, special fcarurcs: rnanagabilty, logical boundaries, and special 
plaees OI valuer in the roadless mea as discussed in the Forest Service Handbook roadlcrs a m  
luScSsmem nitaia.. We are surprised tbat these i w e s  were ignored since the Modoc National 
F o r a  has ConIpliad With the laws and polides covering roadless area in the pu t  by conddering 
the impacls of projecla on these vducs See. for example, the Mount Vi& Planning k e a  Final 
EnvuonmenLal Impact Staternem Modoc Na(ional Foren July, 1991. 
It is importantto note that. tnthe pea, the MadocNational FWCSI (at wcll as other national 
forest$) have prepared far more defensible and thorough environmental impact stslcmcnls for 
projcctr datroying s i m l u  mounts ofroadless acreage. For enample. thc Moum Vi& EIS 
referenced aborv provided an extensive discursion of roadless area values for a proposal IO 
condrt~ct one mile of road through the Mwnt Vi& Roadless Arm. Like the Telephone Flat 
project the Mount Vi& mad projed would hive cut the roadless area m half and affected "only" 
5S acres (0.6 percent ofthe Mount Vi& R o a d l a  Area.). Despite tba. the Farest Service made an 
effort to asiess the impacts oflhe proposad road on tlie Mount Vi& Roadless A d s  nanrral 
i nkp ly ,  apparcnt natualnesq remmmes, solhide, special fanlrcr. managnbility, logical 
boundaries, and special places or vdues. 1 e m s  that the Modoc has decided to give KEPA 
shod ~hrift forthe Telephone Flai project3 
48 a result the EIS/EIR violates 42 U.S.C. subsection 4321-4370 (XEP.4) which requires that 
significantly affed the quality of our mviromtem. More specifieallv, 'The decisionto develop a 
previoudyundeveloped urn is an irreversible and irretrievnhlc decisioq the impam of which 
must be analyzed in an EIS" (California v Block. 690 F.2d 753, Ninth Circuit. 1982) The Forest 
Service has an obligation undcr NEPA to censider the sile-specific inipacts of developing 
c ~ o n m e n t d  impact stntemmlr examine the impact of niyor federal actiom that may 
primitive character (Smith v. U.S. Forest Service. F.34 hh 
The \IOUIU Hoffman Roadlcsr .kea  is over 5.000 acres in 5izc and remaws primitive in 
c h c t e r  Thus, it qualifier as I fuwre addition tothe National Wildmess Preservation System 
according to the criteria atablihcd by the Wilderness Act of 1964. .4s the couI1s have &inned 
"[tlhz possibility of finwe wildernear classification triggers. at the very least, an obligation on 
the part of the agmcy to disclose the fact that development will effect a 5,000 am roadless area" 
(Smith v. L1.S Forest Service. supra. slip op. at 9489) In addition, the Forad Service Handbook 
m!es that if I "subsmial alteraion" of 8 roadless area's primitive charaaer is proposed an €IS 

c I c 
Mr Randall Shup 
CWC cotnments onheTel rphonc  Ra Ocothermtl Dcvclopmant h j e c t  EIS.EIR 
A u p n  24,1998 
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T l ~ d  you for considering OUT commeutr Please awl u) a copy of the find vcrston of &e 
EISIEIR uhcn R IS completed 
Sincerely. 
Conrcrvatioti Associate 
MEDICINE L A K E  CITIZENS FOR QUALITY EN\’IHONMENT 
P.O. BOX 34 
MOUNT SHASTA, CA. 96067 
(530) 926-5514 
August 24.1998 
Randall Sharp 
Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Project 
800 West 12th. Street 
Alturas, Ca. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
1 &ur group is adamantly opposed to geothermal development within the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. The Medicine Lake Highlands is a unique volcanic and geological wonderland. 
It’s home to many threatened and endangered animal and plant species that thrive UI its 
lodge pole pine. I te seral forests and roadless areas. Industrial development should never 
be allowed t h e r e . 3  
8 r T h e  USFS and the State of  California have spent millions ofdollars to develop the 
Medicine Lake Highlands into a deslinnlion recreation area. Medicine Lake has no 
electricity. no telephones. no 7-1 1’s. no fast food or gas stations littering its landscape. 
The tranquillity and remoteness of the area is alluring. yet it is accessible to recreational 
users. The wildlife and human visitors have coexisted for years. Medicine Lake’s unique 
and Gagile volcanic environment has most likely endured because of its limited year-round 
access. With geothermal development, winter road closures will become a thing ofthe 
past. The two proposed geothermal developments will encompass over 460 acres, 
including ten acre power plant sites, I8  production and injection wells, each with it’s own 
750.000 gallon toxic brine sump. miles ofabove ground 3 6  diameter steam pipelines and 
a 24 mile long high-voltage transmission line, with the capability to handle six power 
plants. The geothermal developer’s leases involve thousands of acres that will be impacted 
in one form or another. Because CalEnergy and Calpine Corp. o w  all of the leases in the 
area. the State of California has now claimed the lake ( Medicine Lake) for geothermal 
development. That is outragous! 
Industry will change the face of Medicine Lake W. The U S Forest Service. the 
guardians ofour  land, and the BLM arc willing to compromise the HiBhlands for industrial 
geothermal development. Despite the “multi-use” theory. there are some places in our 
world that should never be developed, pdluted or exploited by industn. Recreation and 
indusin. do not and will not peacehilly co.exist. The local economies will sutler as the 
tourist dollars fade. Human health issues will become a priority. Wildlife and industry 
also do not go hand in hand What will k c o m c  of the  critical wildlife habitat and its 
environment: J 
CalEnerg?’~ U E l R E l S  has inadequalel! addressed the following issues: 
ISSUE: ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY ’ ‘ The BLM should consider buying back the Glass Mountain KGIW geothermal leases that 
were issued shortly after the energy crunch and man-made oil embargo of the 1970’s. I n  
today’s market. geothermal development is extremely costly and economically unfeasible. 
Without huge government subsidies from the American corporate welfare system ( we, the 
taxpayers ) and unwitting investors thew projects would not proceed 
An economic feasibility study of the CalEnergy’s Telephone Flat Project must be made 
available to the public. 
According lo an article in the Portland, 0R.Oregonian (Brent Walth). the Bonneville 
Power Administration has ended its project commitment with Calpine Corp. in the Glass 
Mountain KGRA at a cost of 12 million dollars. The BPA is also proposing to pay 
CaEnerg) 18 million dollars. at a future date, to withdraw from their commitment to the 
Telephone Flat project. Bonneville administrator Randy Hardy said, “To continue with 
these projects would have been to endure economic hardship for nonhwest ratepayers.” 
CalEnergy must address the buyer issue and justify the economics in their Final EISEIR. 
To continue with their project. CalEnergy must have a buyer for its electricity. 
ISSUE: HUMAN HEALTH 
Environment. As property owners and recreation users in the Medicine Lake area. our 
group has the potential for long term exposure to geothermal pollution ria air and water 
contamination. 
To insure the publics health and safety. CalEnergy must install an early warning system 
that detects excessive amounts of H2S and other harmful chemicals. Interpretive signs 
must be posted at campgrounds and public areas explaining evacuation procedures and the 
health risks involved. 
re: hlow-out @ Puna rain forest Hawaii----Residents ofrhe Big Island haw reason IO 
he concerned abaut the doirger afdrilling hales into /he most active volcano on Earth 
Respecr/or the power of narirre has taken a back sear io profit ondpolirics. Thefears 
hecame reality on midnight. June 12. 1991: as a georhermal well being drilled by Ormot 
Energs Sysrems Inc. “blew out”. For 31 hours. I 8 0  1bs.hr. of hydrogen sul/ide and 13.6 
Ibs./hr oflead were released. along n’ith orher heary metals, in a toxic cloud of 
sirsprnded sream 
Residenrs within a one mile Stare Health Department and Ormat designated “sofey 
rane” u w e  the onlv ones Hnrned Io evacuaie. J’er the cloud, heavier rhan air. sank down 
slope in the genrle early morning trade winds. inrindaring the communiries of 
Lanipuna. Opr ‘ikair.Seasieiv and Kahena 
The choking. noxious fumes caused severe headaches, nausea. vomiiing, respiraron 
problems and strange rashes. especially in children The expasure lowered people i 
immuni~v IO diseases ondsubseqrrentl? mati? illnesses developed in the coming weeks. 
CalEnergy must address these important health and safety issues in their Final EISEIR. 
This scenario could repeat itself within Medicine Lake‘s active volcauc caldera. 
1 
* ‘Human health issues are of great concern to the Medicine Lake Citizens For Quality 
J 
HUMAN HEALTH eonlinued 
The ambient air quality standard should not be the only standard used to determinc human 
‘health eNects and the environmental eNccts caused by the proposed project. The lack of 
scientific understanding and the relationship between impacts of pollutants and their 
effects on different individuals and diNerent environments needs to be studied 
Cancer clusters. respirator\. and asthma attacks. nerve disorders. rashes etc have k e n  
known lo aNect people working in and living near geothermal developments. especially 
during and after upset and blow out conditions. 
Is the human health criteria based on an average 30 year old white male? What a b u t  
children under I ?  years ofage and adults over 50 years, pregnant women and minorities? 
How will exposure to accidental geothermal blow outs. H2S. briie leakage and spills, 
abatement chemicals and geothermal air and water born contamination effect each age and 
6 
ISSUE: ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
Each chemical produced by geothermal development and the abatement chemicals used in 
the power plant must be analyzed and tested to determine their affect on the environment 
at the Telephone Flat power plant site. Modeling done out of the area is inadequate and 
winter time. testing performed within the Medicine Lake Highlands only. 
inaccurate. CalEnergy’s Final EISEIR must have modeling and 
A second- hydrogen sulfide abatement system must be added to CalEnergy’s Telephone 
Flat power plant. With two power plants on the same transmission h e .  and the possibility 
of  future geothermal projects. air quality must be maintained during upset conditions. The 
secondary 142s abatement system will help maintain the SCAPCD air quality standards. 
ISSUE: SULFIDE STRESS CRACKING(SSC)/STRESS CORROSION 
CRACKING(SCC) 
CalEnergy’s DraA EIS has failed to address SSC and SCC. SSC and SCC can lead to 
geothermal well casing failures which in turn can pollute the fresh water aquifer with toxic 
geothermal fluids and brines via casing cracks. SSC and SCC can alsn cause geothermal 
wireline breakage. upgraded wireline must be used. 
CalEnergy must use a high strength steel alloy casing that is resistant to su&de stress 
cracking. stress corrosion cracking. general and localized corrosion and corrosion fatigue 
in their production and injection wlells. 
CalEnerpy’s existing wells 87-13. 68-8.46-8 and 31 - I  7 must have the upgraded casings 
installed and the old casings which are prone to sultide stress cracking and stress corrosion 
Callinerg! must address these issues in their Final EISEIR 
cracking railures removed. 3 
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88 r ISSIIE: LATE SERAL FOREST 
I h e  CaIEnergy project is located in a Late Successional Reserve (LSR). an area set aside 
for wildlife habitat protection. Funher study niust be made IO determine the significant 
study is needed to determine that conclusion. 
ISSUE: MT. HOFFMAN ROADLESS AREA 
The MI. H o b  Roadless Area is within President Clinton’s Northwesl Forest Pian. This 
area is of significant value because it is considered a wildlife sanctuary. undisturbed by 
roads. transmission lines and right-of-ways. which geothermal development plans to 
incorporate into the area. CalEnergy must address their p a  in this action. 3 
impacts on the wildlife ofthe area. CalEnergy a less than significant erect. more 
=3 c 
F S S U E  NOISE 
Drilling: 24 hrs. a day. 7 days a week (up to 90 days per well), projected I 8  wells to be 
drilled. Drilling will continue for years, due IO severe winter conditions that limit the 
drilling season. The cumulative drilling erects of both power plants must be addressed. 
The pollution created by the drilling rigs will limit the number ofdrilling rigs allowed to 
causing drilling issues. 
ISSUE: CALPINE’S FOURMILE HILL DElSEIR PROJECT COMMENTS: 
Throughout CalEnergy’s Draft EISEIR they (CalEnergy) consistently re ferredio 
Calpine’s Draft EISEIR: consequently we are incorporating by reference all of the 
concerning CalEnergy’s Drafl EISEIR. 
has not properly addressed these noisy and poUution 
a6 
comments made concerning Calpine’s le Hill Draft EISEIR into our comments 
3 
r T h e  Medicine Lake Citizens For Quality Environment suppons the NO ACTION 
ALTERNATIVE for geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
SAVE MEDICINE LAKE 
Janie Painter and Robcn Painter 
cclnekt page 
6 
cc: 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator Diane Feinstein 
M .  James Pierce, Esquire 
Mr. Steve Volker. Esquire 
Mr. Bruce BabbituBLM 
Mr. Dan GlickmanRlSFS 
Mr. Lynn SpraugeWSFS 
U.S. Department of  EnergylBPA 
Mr. Chris KnoppNSFS 
Mr. Tinunothy BurkelBLM 
Ms. Darbara HolderRlSFS 
Mr. Pat GrillidSCAPCD 
Siskiyou County Board of Supervisors 
c € c 
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MEDICINE LAKE CITIZENS FOKQUALI'TY ENVIRONMENT 
MOUNT StfASTA,CA. 96067 
r.0. BOX 34 
August 24. 1998 
Randall ShatpProject Leader 
Telephone Flat Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. CA. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
I n  addition to our previous comments. we would like CalEnergy to address the rollowing 
issues regarding their Telephone Flat Geothermal Proiect. 
ISSUE: CONSTRUCTION AND POLLUTION 
Construction hours must be limited due to excessive noise levels. An appropriate 
construction schedule would be €rom 8am until 6pm.. Medicine Lake does not aiio,, 
nois! ski boats on the lake until 1 O a m  and they must cease operation at Spm.. lhe  above 
work schedule would give CaEnergy a three hour leeway. Local property owners and 
recreation users in the area would appreciate CalEnergy's cooperation concerning this 
issue. It would also be appropriate for CalEnergy to maintain "no noise" on designated 
national holidays. 3 - 
To help create a more peaceful environment, CalEnergy must insist t 
trucks limit the use orjake brakes, engine rewing and hom honking. 
.L - L All internal combustion engines used during CalEnergy's construction and drilling phases 
must be equipped with residential grade mufflers, catalytic conveners and spark arreste 
Engine covers and noise barriers must be utilized on aU engines, generators and pumps. 
P & All property owners mu t be notified when drilling will occur and the approximate 
duration ofsaid dri l l ing.5 - 
3 To limit the amount ofcons ction dust. all new roadways and existing din roads used by 
Our group suppons the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE7 
p U . . e r g ?  must be paved. 3 
39 
MT. SHASTA TOMORROW ~~ 
An Organizallon O f  Concerned Citizens 
101 Mi. E. Shasta. Alm  Street. CA 96067 103-A 
(530) 926.5115 
Randall Sharp - Project Leader 
Telephone Rat  Geothermal Power Plant Project 
U.S. Forest Service 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturus, California 96101 
PUBLIC C O M M E N T  
Draft ElRIElS for TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT 
Medicine Lake Area, California - State Clearinghouse No. 97052078 
Dear Mr. Sharp: August 24,1998 
In reviewing the Draft EIR/EIS for the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project, i t  
is apparent that this document inadequately discloses the impact of this project. 
For example, it  substantially underestimates the noise impacts of this power plant 
project on the now quiet vicinity of Medicine Lake. Additionally, the air  quality 
mitigations are woefully inadequate. As such, the Draft EWEIS violates CEQA a n d  
NEPA provisions and  requires revision. 
NOISE IMPACTS 
The Draft EIR/EIS acknowledges a significant environmental impact due to 
construction, but fails to note that the noise generated during everyday operations may 
also create a significant impact: 
EIR USES INCORRECT NOISE STANDARDS FROM SISKIYOU COUNTY GENERAL 
PLAN 
Siskiyou Count). General Plan's Noise Element. The Draft E W E I S  equated that noise 
level with 54 dB(A) LCq These numbers substantially exceed the actual standards in 
this General Plan because the preparer misread the General Plan The value of 54 dBA 
is Siskivou Countv's noise compatibility standard upon which a signifKanl impact 
should be rated. Rather, i t  is significantly lower than that in this quiet Medicine Lake 
rural area which is remote from large cities and from industrial activity and trucking. 
The County's Noise Element provides values, when adjusted, would be only about 40 
dBA Ldn, as referenced below. This significant noise impact could occur as far away as 3 
miles from the geothermal plant, not even taking into account the before-mentiolled 
unique features of the proiect vicinity which increase those noise levels even more. 
The Draft EWEIS erroneously uses 60 dB(A) L.jn as the limit allowed by the 
0 
6 w 
Type of conrrtiion Deruiption 
Cancclion lor Outdoor Residual a i e l  suburban or mral community 
industrial activity and trucking). 
Noise Level 
Pure tone or impulse 
(remote from large cities and from 
... impulsive character present 
h o u n l  01 conectian Io be added 
IO Mcarured CNEL m d 8  
+10 (dB) 
+5 (dB) 
dismisses that County-wide standard as if it doesn't exist. The Draft EIR/EIS merely 
claims 50 dB Ldn standard is "inappropriate based rrpoti observnlioti of oclivities a f  
hll tnan receplor areas" but fails to provide any reason for such dismissal. Imagine how 
seriously a motorist would be taken if he dismissed a vehicular speed limit as 
inappropriate without giving a reason to the judge. Why should the preparers of this 
Draft EIR/EIS be allowed to ignore General Plan law without a good reason? If this 
lower standard was inappropriate during times of noisy human activity as is implied, 
does the Draft EIR/EIS mean that i t  is also inappropriate during hours when neighbors 
are nol active like in the early morning or late evenings? Should neighbors be allowed 
to be disturbed by the project's noise levels while hying to sleep just because they are 
active at other times? 
Clearly, the Draft EIR/EIS is seriously flawed in making its unsupported assumption on 
page 3 7-1 and ignoring the General Plan's various lower limits. For example, had a 50 
dB hn (day-night adjusted) limit been used, the equivalent limit of about 44 dB Lgq 
would have been controlling. The consequence that some noise levels near Medicine 
Lake as estimated in the Draft EIR/EIS are higher than 44 dB $ would have required 
expensive mitigations to correct. Therefore, it appears that flawed and unsupported 
assumptions in the Draft EIR/EI 
appropriate costs on this project. 
PROJECT NOISE SIGNIFICANCE IS UNDERESTIMATED 
The Draft E W E I S  concludes incorrectly that the noise'levels heard at Medicine Lake 
residential areas during well pad construction will be less-than-significant because it 
uses the wrong standard for significance of 54 dBA (see DElS p. 3.7-10, column 2 )  It 
identifies noise levels of about 47 dBA (Leq) at residences at the southeast end of 
Medicine Lake. The correct maximum noise standard (as shown above) in this quiet 
place should be 40 dBA Ldn (adjusted day-night average) - a figure which translates to 
about 34 dB(A) L, for equalized noise measurements. The Draft EIR/EISs estimation 
that this project wgl generate 47 dBA (Lq) at these residences is considerably louder 
than a 34 dBA (Leq) standard as properly derived from the General Plan's provisions. 
Having used the wrong numbers, and thus concluded falsely that the impact isn't 
significant, the Draft EWEIS fails to provide mitigation for such construction noise. 
Such mitigation should include a different site location, effective noise barriers around 
noise sources or limits on hours of operation. 
Similarly, the project's overall noise level at the campground at the north end of 
Medicine Lake is predicted to be 43 dBA $ which also exceeds the County's standards 
of 34 dBA $. The noise at the campgrounds at Bullseye and Blanche Lakes of 44 dBA 
will also exceed the County's standards. These are also potentially significant 
e purposefully designed to avoid imposing 3 
s t  
environmental impacts which the Draft EIR/EIS fails to identify and fails to 
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NOISE IMPACTS UPON NATIVE AMERICAN SITES ARE NOT ADEQUATELY 
MITIGATED 
The Draft EIR/EIS identifies project noise impacts upon areas used by Native 
Americans as significant and unmitigatable. Why aren't they mitigatable? The Draft 
EIR/EIS fails to support its conclusion of non-mitigalableness. Is i t  because the 
proposed mitigation measure of 30 days prior notice to practitioners is so ineffective? 
Why weren't other reasonable and feasible mitigations provided in this Draft EIR/EIS 
IMPACTS BECAUSE IT ONLY CONSIDERS THE "A-WEIGHTED" NOISE SCALE AND 
OMITS SIGNIFICANT LOWER FREQUENCY POWER PLANT NOISE 
The Telephone Flat Geothermal Plant Draft EIR/EIS is curiously silent on discussing 
the frequency ranges or octave bands of the project's noise sources The Fourmile Hill 
Draft EIR/EIS contained such information, so why doesn't this EIS provide it also? 
Industries like these power plants often produce much of their noise at frequencies less 
than 500 hz which are not included in noise measurements based on the "A"-weighted 
scale. The "C-weighted scale takes into account those frequencies down to 50 hz 
where much industrial noise is generated. Noise level meter readings on the "C-  
weighted scale can often be 8 dB louder for such projects than those on the "A". 
weighted scale as presented in this EIR! 
The booming sound of heavy equipment can greatly impact nearby residences and 
campgrounds. Homes and campers often are constructed with lightweight wooden 
walls and thin window panes which are not good at blocking low frequency sounds. 
LVhile this project is required to comply with County regulations, i t  also must comply 
with State laws. Sometimes state environmental regulations turn out to be even 
stricter in protecting neighboring residential uses. The County's General Plan may, 
according to the EIR, regulate noise levels based upon the "A"-weighted noise scale. 
However, state law (CEQA) requires full evaluation of adverse noise impacts on people 
who are also sensitive to lower noise frequencies not counted on the "A"-weighted 
scale. The "C-level scale is more appropriate for certain industrial uses which generate 
significant noise levels in frequency ranges below 500 Hz which are capable of inducing 
vibration in buildings, such as this geothermal facility demonstrably does. If CEQA 
didn't exist, then compliance with the General Plan would be enough, but this isn't the 
case This Draft EIR/EIS must also look at the full range of adverse human impacts, 
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However, this Draft EIR/EIS largely dismisses the lower frequency sound energ)' 
measurements which would be counted if the "C"-weighted scale was used In so 
doing, the Draft EIR/EIS underestimates the real noise impact upon neighboring 
residents. I t  matters little that the "A"-weighted scale I S  used in most ordinances when 
a specific industrial facility enerates loud, low-frequency noise levels not included in 
that "A"-weighted scale. 
CUMULATIVE IMPACTS OF MULTIPLE GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANT 
NOISE SOURCES WILL BE SIGNIFICANT BUT THE 
EllUEIS FAILS TO ADEQUATELY DISCLOSETHOSE IMPACTS 
CEQA requires the cumulative impacts of other foreseeable geothermal power plants to 
be discussed and analyzed in this Draft EIR/EIS. While the Draft E W E I S  discloses 
another project, the Telephone Flat geothermal power plant, is currently under 
environmental review, it  makes no mention of the nearby proposed Mt. Hoffman 
geothermal power plant which is on the drawing board and is also under consideration 
Even more glaring, there is no data in this Draft EIR/EIS about expected noise levels 
from the other Telephone Flat Geothermal Plant. What is presented in this Draft 
EIR/EIS on the sublecl of cumulative noise impacts (as found only on pp. 4-16 and 4-17) 
is mere conclusions without anv suwortinp. evidence. Accordingly, without data, the 
public is unable to independently assess how loud the cumulative impacts of both the 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Plant and the Fourmile Hill project will be. This will not 
do. Such data is certainly available to the preparer of this Draft EIR/EIS because the 
other Fourmile Hill project is currently under environmental review. However its 
absence is suggestive of a purposeful attempt to hide the cumulative noise impacts of 
both projects. As such, this EIR is inadequate. 
5l 
a r  
CEQA Guidelines 5 15130. f b )  
The discussion of cumulative irnpacts sltall reflecl the severity of tlie ifnpacfs 
and their likelihood of occurrence. but the discussion need not provide as great 
detail as is provided of the effects atfributable to the project alone. Tlre discussion 
should be guided by the standards of practicality and reasonableness. The 
following elements are necessary to an adeqiiate discussiorl of cuiiiiilativc 
impacts: 
(1) Eilher: (A)A list of post, present, and rensonnbly ntrticipnted future projects 
producing relafed or ciiin~rlative impacts, incliidtirg tlrosr projects oritside 
the corilrol of the agency, .... 
projecfs with specific reference to additional information slntrns where 
that iiilormntioit IS available, ami 
tlrr r e l w a i t t  prolecls 
An E I R  slinll cxninine reasonable opltoirr for i ? i i t i p7 t i i l $  or niQiding f l t l ! ~  
significant ctriitulntive effects of a proposed project. 
( 2 )  A summary of thr expected environniental effecls to  be produced by tllose 
(3) A rensoiiable aiiolysis of tlie c~iin~rlar~i~c impact5 
A 
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9 rmre are at least three geothermal plants that 5 
cumulative impacts discussion: 
juld be evaluated in this document's 
(1) The Fourmile Hill Geothermal project Draft EIR/EIS provided noise calculations 
which Mt. Shasta Tomorrow commented upon previously. Our correspondence for 
that project is therefore appropriate now to be included in this Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Plant's project record under evaluation of cumulative impacts. We hereby 
incorporate those earlier comments by reference into this project's record. We also use 
those figures derived from i t  in our analysis of the cumulative impact of several plants. 
( 2 )  This Draft EIR/EIS states that Telephone Flat Geothermal Plant will be about 1.5 
miles southeast of Medicine Lake. Moreover, behind the Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Plant is a prominent mountain slope which would tend to amplify facility noise by 
reflecting it  westwards towards Medicine Lake. The Draft EIR/EIS doesn't include such 
echo producing land forms in its calculations and thus tends to falsely minimize the 
impacts of this geothermal plant project. 
(3) The location of a third power plant - the proposed MI. Hoffman Geolhermal 
Power plant apparently now on the drawing boards -is not disclosed in the Draft 
EIR/EIS section about cumulative noise impacts. It has been disclosed in open 
discussion with government officials. However, the USGS maps of the area indicate 
two geothermal wells in the vicinity of Mt. Hoffman. For lack of any more accurate 
information from the ELM, the USFS or the private companies involved, either one of 
these Mt. Hoffman locations is about equidistant from the group of sensitive noise 
receptors around Medicine Lake. They are about 2.0 miles from the center of Medicine 
Lake itself. Until more accurate information is made public, we will assume that one 
of these designated geothermal wells is the site of the proposed Mt. Hoffman power 
plant currently being designed. 
The cumulative impacts of all three of these geothermal plants, when in operation at 
the same time, appear to be significant. The EIR is silent on the magnitude of such 
cumulative impacts however. Using the little data which is available, and applying the 
standard distance attenuation principles used in the EIR, along with standard 
calculational means to add cumulative noise levels together, we have compelling 
evidence that their combined noise levels would be in excess of Siskiyou County Noise 
Element limits for this quiet, rural community. Without a doubt, their combined 
noise limits would be significantly louder than the existing quiet ambient noise levels 
The EIR fails to adequately analyze this cumulative increase in noise levels. 
All we know from reading the EIR is that, for example, at the northern campgrounds, 
the current ambient noise levels without this project are about 37.0 dEA LCq. This is a 
24-hour average which doesn't numerically describe the louder davtime levels nor the 
quieter nighttime levels. Conceivably, this area could be as quiet a; 20 dBA at 
nighttime when activity isn't occurring, but the EIR doesn't give us that measurement. 
The EIR only estimates a range of 20 - 30 dB under such circumstances when people 
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aren't present. Estimations aren't as valuable as  measurements, but then again, if  the 
EIR w a s  attempting to underplay the true impacts of this project actual measurements 
could give that ruse away. This area is quiet because there are no freew,ays nor railroads 
nearby to raise these extremely quiet ambient noise levels unlike in most other parts of 
the state. Therefore, any constant noise increase from these power plants of more than 
about 5 dB above those nighttime quiet levels would be discernible and objectionable. 
An increase of more than 10 dBA should be identified as "significant." Remember, i t  
matters not that the average noise level portrayed in the EIR may be 37.0 dB if  people 
are t r ~ i n g  to sleep or enjoy a night sky when the noise levels are in the mid 20 dB's; 
they will be greatly annoyed by the intrusive sounds of these projects which could be 
significantly higher 
So the question remains, how much higher will the noise levels be when all the power 
plants are operating and drilling is occurring than these current quiet nighttime 
conditions? The EIR fails to answer this critical question under its review of 
cumulative impacts. We will attempt to provide an answer, based upon what has so 
far been revealed. The important point is that even with what is known, the 
calculations reveal that these cumulative projects' noise levels will be noticeably 
greater and a significant environmental impact for which this EIR offers inadequate 
mitigation. The calculations below show that these cumulative all-day, all-night 
impacts could be as much as perhaps 20 dBA greater than existing noise levels at 
nighttime! 
in the EIR, yet it hasn't been done yet. 
ESTIMATION OF OTHER POWER PLANT NOISE LEVELS 
AS HEARD AT MEDICINE LAKE SENSITIVE LOCATIONS 
It is possible to roughly estimate the loudness of the other foreseeable geothermal 
plants as heard at various points around Medicine Lake based upon what the EIR has 
disclosed about the Fourmile Hill project. The public would have an easier time 
independently examining such related impacts if the EIR preparer had provided the 
actual measurements of a facility such as  is proposed ... and as CEQA requires. Perhaps 
those actual measurements were deliberately omitted to obscure the full impact of this 
project? Baring such solid measurements though, these following calculations will 
have to suffice. 
The loudness of a given noise source as calculated at a different location can be 
estimated by this standard acoustical formula. 
Such industrialization of a eacefully quiet community must be disclosed 5 
dB2 = dbl - IO a X Log (I72 + R I )  
dB1: original noise measurement 
dB2: 
a 
R1. original dislance 
R? ncw dirlanm 
calculalrd noise Icvel a1 different localion 
factor IO accoun1 forcharaclcrirllcs of noiy. source and inlcrvening lcrrilory 
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The locahons of both the other Fourmile Hill Geothermal Plan1 and the assumed 
location for the third MI. Hoffman Geothermal Plant are shown on the attached map. 
The distances to sensitive receptors around Medicine Lake was taken from this map 
Then using the formula above, noise levels were calculated of each during operation 
and drilling using the information from this EIR and are  shown below: 
CUMULATIVE NOISE LEVELS FROM DRILLING AND OPERATION 
(in decibels (dBA), both Lq as used in EIR and LCNEL - (Day-Night Average) as  used in 
General Plan, which are typically 6 to 7 dB higher) 
(No1 including helicopter noisc, mnstructm noise, sound refledions off nearby mountam slopes, inaeases in 
noise travel over open water, and Ihc louder 'C-weighting scale lo account for low, fmquency of geothermal 
power plan1 noise and lesser atmospheric attenuation) 
46.0 4 
NOTE: me ha now nrasuremenls include an adjustment adding 5 dB for lhe hours from 7 pm to 10 pm 
and adding IO dB from 10 pm to 7 an, to accounl for increased n o m  sm%ittviiy dunng evening and 
nighttime hours. 
NOTE: Values for Telephone Rat noise were takcn.from Telcphonc Rat Ceoihmnal Drait EIR/EIS, and 
Mt. Hoffman plant's noise level i s  assumed to be the same as Telephone Rat's propcl at a similar 
distance from the source. 3 
ADDITION OF NOISE LEVELS 
Once the loudness of each is determined, then they can be "added" together to figure 
out how loud all three power plants will be if drilling wells and operating at the same 
time. The fourth column above adds cumulatively the noise levels from each of these 
three proposed power plants, using this common acoustical formula: 
Cumulative dB IO x log [IO EXP(0.I x dB1) + 10 EXP(O.1 x dB2) + 10 EXP(O.1 x dB3)l 
Values of up to 48 dBA Leq are estimated therefore from these cumulative noise levels. 
Even as to instantaneous measurements, 47 dBA would be significantly louder than the 
current mid to low 20's dBA currently existing. This increase would conslitute a 
significant cumulative environmental impact and should have been disclosed in this 
EIR 
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The campground and the cabins at the east side of Medicine Lake may therefore be 
exposed to 52.7 and 54.7 dBA hnel evels of noise, which exceeds the General Plan's 40 
dBA Lcnel standards after adjustment for this quiet rural setting as referenced above 
Therefore, if lhe cumulative impacts of all three power plants would create noise levels 
in excess of  the General Plan standards, this would be a significant environmental 
impact which requires disclosure and mitigation. The EIR fails to d o  this and is 
therefore legally inadequate. 
It should be further noted that if the proper "C"-weighted noise scale had been used in 
the EIR or in the above calculations, these predicted cumulative totals would be about 7 
dB higher yet, not including geographic characteristics which could increase the noise 
levels even further. 
Therefore, the cumulative impacts of both are 
Draft EIR/EIS is erroneous to claim otherwise. 
legally inadequate and the project should not be approved. 
AIR QUALITY IMPACTS 
EIR'S DELEGATION 0F"LEAD AGENCY' 
RESI'ONSIBILITY TO THE AIR POLLUTION 
CONTROL DISTRICT IS LEGALLY FLAWED. 
This EIRis seriously flawed because it designates a legally inappropriate and 
functionally inadequate agency (an Air Pollution Control District) to acl as the Lead 
Agency for CEQA purposes. This procedural error undermines CEQAs protective 
purpose by designating such authority to an agency with too narrow a focus and a 
history of total disregard for CEQA regulations. This Air Pollution Control District 
cannot effectively assume that position as a Lead Agency for many reasons: 
* CEQA'Guidelines 5 15051(b)(l) expressly states that an air pollution control district is 
not to be a Lead Agency because i t  has only a limited purpose. See the footnote 
below for statutory regulation prohibiting such a designation. / I f  
~ 
1 f 15051. "Where two or more public agencies will be involved with a projecl, the determinalion of 
which agency will be the Lead Agency shall be governed by the following crilena: 
"(b) If the project is 10 be carried out by a nongovernmental person or entity, the Lead Agency 
shall be the public agency with the greatest responsibility for supervising or approving the 
project as a whole 
"(1) The Lead Agency will normally be the agency with general governmental 
powers, such as a city or  county, rather than an a(lencv with a sinele or limited 
m o r  a district which will provide ion control purpose such as an air pallut 
a public service or public utility to the project " femphnsls  adBr.dJ 
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The APCD, in not having general governmental powers, can not enforce CEQA 
The APCD could never be a Lead Agency on any project involving just CEQA issues; 
* The Siskiyou County APCD has never before enforced CEQA requirements. 
I t  has no staff members who have any experience with CEQA. 
Leaving the regulation of air quality impacts from a polluting geothermal industry to 
this particular Siskiyou County APCD is like allowing a fox to guard the chicken 
coop This Siskiyou County APCD has dismissed its two previous Air Pollution 
Control Officers for attempting to d o  their jobs properly and uphold state air 
pollution regulations. 
odors, but the Siskiyou County APCD claims its hands are tied and it  accordingly 
doesn't enforce % regulations against odor emissions 
requirements as  a Lead Agency does. For example, this geothermal project will 
also cause significant noise impacts that are inconsistent with the Siskiyou 
County General Plan Noise Element, but the APCD has no regulatory authority 
over noise impacts. /2/  The Siskiyou County APCD is only a Responsible 
Agency. f 3 /  
This APCD has a history of total disregard for CEQA, in that it fails to even notify the 
appropriate Siskiyou County departments when private entities apply to it for 
discretionary air quality permits. Moreover, it doesn't notify adjacent or nearby 
neighbors of such private entities when it receives applications. 
This APCD is entirelv incapable of handling citizen complaints about illegal permits 
it issues, recently having argued that only the permitted industries it regulates 
have the right to appeal its decisions, without extending that right to the very 
citizens it is supposed to protect. 
requirements. 
therefore it is inappropriate to expand its powers in a joint EIR/EIS preparation. 
This Telephone Flat Geothermal Plant project is predicted to emit noxious H2S 
The APCDs functions are too narrow to uphold the broad range of CEQA 
. 
2/ CEQA Cuidettncs 1SM2. "A public agency may disapprove a propCt if n~essary  in order toavoid oneor 
more significant efiects on the environment lb t  would occw i f  Ihe prolcct were approved as 
proposed. A Lead Agency has broader authority 10 dlsapprove a prop1 than does a Responsibtc 
Agency. A Responstblc Agency may relure to approve a project in ordcr IO avold dirwt or mdircci 
environmental eiiccls of that pan of lhe propcl which the Responsible Agency would bc called on 
10 carry out or approve. b r  cxsmole. an  air auallw manaeemenl district acline as a Reroonrible 
Aeencv would not have authoriw 10 disaoorove a prorct for water Dotlullon eflcctr that were 
unrclalcd to the air aualitv a s ~ e c l s  of the ~roirrt reeutated bv the distrlct - frmphmss added) 
' f  CEQA Guidelines 15041. "Within the limilalions described In Srction 1 5 w O .  l a )  A Lead Agency for a 
pmpt  has authority 10 rcquire changer in any or all actirihes involved in the project in order IO 
l e srn  or avoid significanl eifccts on Ihc environment. (bl When a public agency acts as a 
Rcsponsible Agency for a proiccl. the agency shall have more limltcd authorfity than a Lead 
Agency. The Responsible Agency may require changes in a projccl lo lessen or avoid onlv Ihe 
cficcls. either dircct or IndlrNt. of that part of Ihe prolwl whch the agency wilt be catied on to 
carry out or approvr 
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* The Siskiyou County APCD is the same agency which has allowed the 1. F. Shea Co., 
Inc. asphalt batch plant to greatly pollute its surrounding rural community of 
Gazelle now for years with little enforcement or concern for air quality. Vast 
clouds of dust  and toxic substances are emitted on a regular basis from that 
greatly underregulated industry in spite of vocal citizen complaints. If i t  cannot 
adequately protect the public against one small asphalt batch plant, how can it 
protect against this malor geothermal plant which has significantly more odors? 
This APCD is so understaffed that it has only one Air Pollution Control Officer and a 
secretary for an  entire county. Entrusting the APCD to enforce CEQA 
requirements a s  a Lead Agency is but a sham because, wlthout massive funding 
and overhauling, it would never have the ability to carry out that responsibility 
with so little manpower, even if it had broader regulatory authority and a 
sympathy towards CEQA concerns. 
198 Cal.App. 3d 416 In Citizens for Qualify Growth u. City of MI.  Shasia (1988) 
the court held that a lead agency may not refuse to exercise its police powers to try to 
mitigate significant environmental effects of a project simply because another agency 
may also have the power to do  so. Allowing the Siskiyou County APCD to be 
identified as  a Lead Agency when it has no intention nor power to regulate significant 
odor impacts, or even worse, refuses to, is contrary to this court decision. 
The EIRs apparent designation of the APCD as a Lead Agency derives from a 
misreading of CEQA Guidelines 5 15051(d): 
(d) Where the provisions of siibseciions (a),  (b), and (c j  leave two or more public 
agencies with n substantial claim to be ihe Lead Agency, the public agencies may 
by agreement designate a n  ngency a5 tlir Lead Agency: An agreement may also 
prnvide for cooperative efforts by two or more agencies by coiitrac!, join1 exercisc 
of powers, or similar devices. 
Nothing in this section allows an  APCD to be elevated to the status of an agency with 
the general governmental powers from which a Lead Agency is to be chosen. This EIR 
must therefore ~~&JETI to designate the proper agency to act as a Lead Agency for 
CEQA purposes. 
APCDs HISTORY OF CEQA ENFORCEMENT WILL COME BACK T O  HAUNT THE 
DISTRICT IF NOT THE AFFECTED CITIZENS OFTHE MEDICINE LAKE AREA 
To evaluate how effective proposed mitigations limiting air pollution impacts will be, 
one only need review the Siskiyou County Air Pollution Control District's recent 
history to see that the public can't take any such mitigations seriously. In 1995, for the I .  
F. Shea Co., Inc. asphalt batch plant site near Gael le ,  California, a new company 
approached this APCD. International Surfacing, Inc. requested an Air Quality Permit 
for installation of  rubberized asphalt equipment not listed in Shea's existing Use 
Permit That equipment emitted hazardous quantities of foul smelling burnt rubber 
odor from crumbed rubber heated to nearly 400'F which was being added to the asphalt 
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c c c 
The APCD however never notified the Siskiyou County Planning Department of this 
substantial change in the project as is required under local and state law. Nor was any 
environmental review pursuant lo CEQA requirements ever undertaken of such 
project changes by the APCD or the County. nor was any Notice of Exemption from 
environmental review ever issued. Instead, the APCD quietly issued an Air Quality 
Permit without even notifying the neighboring residents. That permit contained 110 
prohibitions to limit the foul smelling, toxic odors emitted from that rubber-melting 
equipment. 
When neighboring residents accidentially discovered this significant change in the 
project. they appealed the issuance of the Air Quality Permit to the Hearing Board of 
the APCD according to the District's own rules. They filed in a timely way and paid the 
required appeal fee. However, their appeal was denied by the Air Pollution Officer. He 
never allowed the Hearing Board to even review his illegal actions. The Hearing Board 
for that matter had never been convened for the preceding 7 years so effectively there 
is no administrative recourse when rules are violated. Not only was the APCD 
unwilling to uphold CEQA regulations. but i t  also refused to abide by its own 
regulations. The only recourse for Gazelle citizens was to take the Air Pollution 
Control District to court where that issue is still being reviewed. 
With this recent example of another polluting Siskiyou County industry being allowed 
carte blanche permission to harm surrounding residential areas wlth its excessive air 
pollutants, the public cannot take seriously any claim in the EIR that enforcement of 
will lessen the Telephone Flat air quality 
18 - L CONCLUSION: 
3 
Based solely on examination of noise and air quality issues, thls Draft EIR/EIS is 
defective and should be revised and recirculated before this project is approved. 
Please add MI. Shasta Tomorrow to your list of citizen groups wishing to review any 
other documents from this project. 
Sincerely-- 
Dale LaForest - Director, Mi. Shasta Tomorrou' 
LAW OFFICE OF JAMES L. PIERCE 
I01 EAST ALMA, SUITE 1006 
MT. SHASTA. CA 96067 
Telrphonc 510~260145 
August24. 1998 
M i .  Randall Sharp 
803 West 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Telephone Flat G m h m a l  
Development Roject EISEIR Coordinator 
RE: Conunmrs ro Draji EIIUEIS re Telephone Fhr Propsed Georheml Dewlopmeru 
i n  Medionr lake  Area 
Dear Mi. Sharp: 
This office represents the Medicine Lake Citizens for Quality Environment 
(XLLCQE), an a d a t i o n  of pr omers in the Medicine Lake area. Set forth below 
are some of the legal standards= mug be followed by Federal andlor State 
governmental agencies. and MLCQE's comments on the abovereferenced project. Please 
review and respond to these comments to the fuUest extent required by law, and also pass 
along the comments and concerns raised herein to any appropriate parties. 
2. I L E C A L  STANDARDS 
7his rojea is subject to review under the National Environmental Policy Aa,  42 
U.S.C. $5 4921, aseq. (NEPA). and theCalifornia Environmental Quality Ad, Cal. Pub. 
Res. Code $5 2100, er seq. (CEQA). Indeed. it is extremely important to note that blh 
these statutory schemes provide for bohtuing process whereby economic benefits are 
weighed against significant impaas on the environment (see 40 C.F.R. 8 1508.I4: ,a 
Pub. Res. Code 5 ?1081(a)(3): 14 C.C.R. 5 15131). Economic benefits (if any exist after 
a comprehensive analysis of the "cost" of the project is performed) are not to be given 
pnority. 
The EIRJEIS process is  "the principal method by which envuonmental data is 
brought to the anention of [governmental] agenc[ies] and the public." U i m  Marue 
Homeowers Ass'n c. Counry of Venrum. 165 PI. App. 3d 357. 365 (1985). 
Accordingly, an E W I S  should not be, in aauality or appearance. pre-disposed to eitha 
promote or negatively evaluate a r jecl-- i t  should pose questions and ovide answers 
concerning all aspeas and possib e impaas of the proposed projeas. Ed&, "[tlhe 
ultimate decision of whaher to approve the project, be that decision right or wrong, is  a 
nullity if based upon [an mvironmental review document] that does not provide the 
dension makas and the public wth the information about the projm that is required b, 
Itheapplicable legal standards1 Smrrogo C o i q  Worer Wrr v Counr) ojOmnRe. Id8 
Cal App 3d 818, 829 (1981) Therefore. the final EIRIEIS should be exhauaivel) 
comprehensive in scope 
In reswndina to ~ublic omments eovemment aeencies must be aware that to 
provide "[c]dnclu* cdmments in supp&-of an envirokental conclusion [is] generally 
inappropriate." Lourel Heighrs 1. 47 Cal. 3d 376. 392 (1988). Seanle Audubon Socrer?. v. 
Mosley, 798 F. Supp 1473, 1479 (W.D. Wash. 1992). Silw v. LVM. 482 F.2d 1282. 
1285 (1st Cir. 1973): Lead agencies must thoroughly investigatepbtential impacts of a 
proposed projm. Smrrle Audubon Socier). v. Mosley. 798 F. Supp 1473. 1479. 1482 
(W.D. Wash. 1992). 
In addition. it is imperative that the reviewing governmental agencies review the 
curnularive effars of a proposed projea. and in doing so should focus on the definition of 
"cumulative impacts" as sd forth at 14 C.C.R section 15355. 
"Cumulative imaas"  refer to two or more individual effects which. when 
mmideredlo~eiher, are considerable or which mmpoihd or increase olha 
environmental impads. 
(a) the individual effects may be changes resulting from a single project or a 
number of separate projects. 
(b) the pimulative i m p a  from several projars is the chan e in the environment 
which rerulrsfrom rhc incremenral i m p 0  of rhe projea uh added ro orher 
closely related pati. prermr, and rens&ly forerceable proboblefuture projeas. 
Cumulative i m p a s  can result from individually minor but collectively significant 
projects taking place over a period of time. 
(Emphasis added) Due to the substantiated and unsubstantiated information which 
COMMENTS 
The Draft E R E I S  does not adequately describe Siskiyou County's potential ' kancial exposwe should the proposed geothermal wells be abandoned after their allegedly 
useful life. Please describe likely scenarios for how the capping of the proposed wells 
would be accomplished. and at whose expense See Exhibit A attached hereto. 
andor markerability rif the electric power expeaed to be generated by the proposed devabpment. es@aUy in 
light of substantiated information coocemin the BonneviUe Power Administration's 
cancellation of its conhad with CalEnergy. !ee Exhibits B and C anached hereto. If the 
electric ~ W R  expected to be generated by the proposed development is not actually 
needed. quay whether the project should proceed? Please respond. 
The Draft EIR/EIS does not adequately describe the n m s i  
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r 3. CalEnuy admits that ggwhamal resources are renewable only if natural 
groundwater and re-injected gwthamal fluids are of sufficient quantity to replenish the 
reservoir. See Exhibit D attached herao. The Draft ElRnlS  does no! adequately describe 
a scenario where natural groundwater and re-injeaed g m t h m l  fluids are of insufficient 
lenish the reservoir. This possible occurrence should be accounted for and 
4. The Draft EIIUEIS d w  not ad uately address the possible cost. and who should 
or will bear such cost. of removing and%spxing of soil waste contaminated as a result of lyed for and analyzed. 
regulations during its operation of geothermal facilities in California. See Exhibit F 
attached hereto. The Draft ElRlElS does not 
CaEnergy will be held liable in the event it is  
violations in connedion with its opaations at 
gmhermal leases that can be held by any one corporation 
it E attached hereto. This possibleoccunence should be 
As recently as 1996, CalEnergy was accused of violatmg environmental laws and 
r 6 .  legally in compliance with calain r e m i a i m s  on the number of acresolland subject to 
United States (or any one sate). Please address this issur 
me Drdft EIIUEIS is not clear as lo  whetha the leases held by CalEnergy are 
the issue of geothermal development 
possibly through the State Lands 
r8. Commmts submined mncun@g Ihe proposed projea by the Central Valley Region of the Califorma Regional Water Quality Control Board suggesl that that agency has 
objections to the projea as described in the Draft EWEIS, and that the issuance of a pamit 
for the proposed project as currently evaluated may be withheld. Please respond to the gzBya$ b y 3 C e n t d  Valley Region of the California Regional Water Quality 
all i m p a  mitigations andor o t h a  environmental pmtmion measuresare taken mto 
account. A full economic evaluation should be provided so that the public and 
governmental decision-makers can evaluate and digest an accurate assessment of the 
benefits and costs of the project. In other words, the public and govfmmental decision- 
makm should know madly  who will be  making mney and how much, and who will be  
expending money and how much, for each and evety phase of the pmposed project. from 
project. 
r 9 .  me Draft EImIS does not d s a i b e t h e  profitability of the proposed p j e c t  a f i a  
implementation to the enpeaed remedial and clean-up phases of the 
8% I I 
eustmg for the fedual government m gam1 How can the United States Forest Service 
The Draft EIREIS dw no! addressor dlsclose the obvious mnflia of interest 
13 rl2 The Draft E ~ W E ~ S  d u d e  Ln i ts  analysesthe .value,* whether objertivel\ 
quantifiable or not, of keeping the M d m e  Lake area unhsturbed The "value" of an 
undisturbed andor  undeveloped spintual andor recreational destination. while noi a h a )  s 
measurable in dollars should be cnnsidaed when evaluating the F O ~ S C ~  prolea 3 ... 
MLCQE apprmates the opponunity to provlde the forqomg mmments on the 
propored PrOJeCt 
cc: Ms. Janie Painta 
very truly yours. 
J a F i  
California rushes to cap potentially deadly 
geysers 
r\pnl 17. 155i 
W c b p o l d r  401  p r n  EOTIIWI GLm 
SANTA ROS4 California (CNh') - The 24 geothermal wells at The Geysers outside Santa Rosa 
provided electricity to much ofNorthern California for years But as the underground steam fields they 
harvested were ovenapped, the wells were abandoned 
Now, Sonoma County authorities are in a hurry 10 cap them off The wells are building up deadly 
hydrogen sulfide gas Within, and if there were a blowout ._ for example, during a landslide or after an 
accident in the aging control systems -- anyone standing next to the wells at the lime could be killed by 
the released gas 
The EP& state otficials and county supervisors aim to stan work by May. The county is hoping 10 get a 
5 IS million grant from the California Energy Commission to pay for the work. But if it can't, it doesn't 
have its own funds to do it, and chances of collecting enou& kom the wells' former owners are slim 
State officials say both ofthe developers went bankrupt in the late 1980s 
E . 3  
GEOTEKERMAL PIPELINE 
Progress and Dcveiopmcat Updste 
from the C4othetmal Progress Monitor 
OIT'S GEO-HEAT CENTER DIRECTOR PAUL LIEKAU RETIRES 
Paul 1. Licnau rcfircd as Direnor ofthe Geo-Hat Ccntcr at Oregon L n a i e  ofTeelmology (OK) on 
June 30 He held the position since the Center was established in 1975; John W. Ltmd a s d  the 
posirjos on July I 
Paul's ureer  m geothermal energy ut ihr ion began i 1974. d e n  be co-chaired the ln re rmoiwl  
Coigkreiice on Geothermal E/urg)./or lidustrial Agricultural old Commercro/-Resrde,ino/ Uses--the 
firs mtcrnationr~ confcrcnr. held m the United States that was devoted to dircn applications of 
gcotbnmal cnngy. 
htnca in low-to noderate tcmpnarurc _ecothermal resources sencrated by the 1974 confercncc 
promptcd cstablishmmt ofthc Geo-Hcat Utilization Ccntcr (now the Geo-Hcat Ccnter) the folloumg 
?car 
A hculr). member of the OIT Phyncs Depammt  at the t h e .  Paul's interen in g m h e d  energy 
pernwdcd him to move mto the ne;\' center-at 6rs on a pan-time basis, and within a year as full-time 
dircaor. 'Ibc h t d s  first publiclicstioa. cditcd by Liennu and Lund, covered cbe 1974 conference. n e  
Geo-Heor Ceiiter Quorrerb Bulletin. which debuted &only denvards, is now in its ZZnd year, with 70 
issues a d  2,400 s u b m i .  Paul and Jobn have been co-editors of Ibc publication Since its inception. 
As Geo-Hat Caner Director, Paul has been active in many r evvch  pmjeas. most of them hurded by 
&e U.S. Depamoenr of Energy. He has lecnved for the Geothermal Inninue. UniVerSiry OfAucliland 
New Zcalaod (1982) and for rhe G e o t h e d  Rcserrcb and Traiaing Ccnter. University ofTianjin. P.R 
China (1988). 
Paul bar  also becn acwc  with the Geothermal Resourccs Council (GRC) as a field trip leader and annual 
me0Mg session their. and bas presented a number of technical papers at council events. Hir, mos recent 
projecr involved coordinaring a "Low-Temperawe Rerource Assessment of 10 Wenem States." urd 
helping complcic a "Ground-Source Hcat hnq,  C a x  Srudics urd Uthy Program" lo 1993. the GRC 
awuded the Geo-Heat Center with its Geothermal Special AC~~CV~IIIWII Award 
Paul a h  condu ted  w o  chapters to the Geo-Hcat CC~ICI'S publication, Georlumml Direci Use 
bigmenirgmuf Desrp Guidebook, one oflhe mon imponant technical ardstance publications on the 
subject. The CluidebooL is currently being revised and updnted 
Paul has retire with his HiTe. Colleen IO Camano I d  in Ibe Pug= Sound uca of Washiogon State. 
Along wirh ample dDlc reserved for golf and fishing. hc plans to hck his son, Mike. with various Gdeo 
projfftr-hcludhg coolinuhrg work on Mount SI. Hclcns. 
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Geolhermal Resowcri Council h n u a l  Mceting. Hyan Rcgency, San Frrncim ALpon (Burhgunc). 
October 12-15,  1997 Contact CRC, POBOY 1350. Davis. CA 95617fPhonc 916-758-2360), 
Optimization of Gothvmnl Drilling and Field Perforinace. Ccrro Rieto Ccotbemrl Fidd, 
h lendi ,  B.C., Mexico, September 4-5. 1997. Contan GRC. PO Box 1350. DaGs CA 95617. 
/ '%ALIFOR. 
Ropatcd hlcdiciae Lakc P o w v  Plane tinder TIS Review 
Two gcothcml power plants are bemg propowd for the Madicmc LakecMjlass M o u t h  area in nonhcm 
Siskiyou Corny. The Fourmile HiU Geothermal Projcn. bciag proposcd by C+me COT., of Sm JOK. is 
outlined in a dr la  environmental impact statement now mailable for public c o m n t .  The p h i .  a c h  
would generate 49.9 MW will be located on t;kmath Nnionrl Forca land. n e  ELM and Foren S m i ~  
-ill acccpt pnblic wmments on the proposed project through September 1616, and public h c k g s  have 
been scheduled in Dorris Y r c h  a d  Klamath Falls A decision on wbether to lllow umsrmm'on could 
come later this year, Hith well drilling to be& ne17 ycar. If less cotldrm the virbilin. o fLe  geothermal 
resnurce. conssuction ortho power p l m  could being in 1999 or 2000. The p h i  would have an expect4 
l ic  span of45 years. and would be disnantled rfler being decndsdoncd .  Constmaion oflbe power 
p h t  would mvolvc disurbmce of 358.5 acres of land iucluding 335.8 aaes for the trmsmisrion h e  
right-of-way and acccss roads The power plant would occupy a IO-acrc dtc: while. men wet! pads 
would require dimhance of IS acres About 25 acres would be disturbed by pipeliner roads and 
connruction of a ncw substation. A 230-kilovoh tranuuirson line would tic inlo a BP.4 uansmistion h e  
to the cast (see map on nea  page). Even t h n t r e b a e a h s  cpnceled 
Lcilii. Cd&ioc Corn. suokespmn says it hopes to marker the power. which rcrutts io v e p  low 
cmistions of w pollution as eavironmenuUy-fiim+ 'greccn ana." mtbc % 
buv DOWI h 1 c m m c t  10 
Emplo?mcnt during thc consImction of the pbnt would mcrrase from rbour 15 coosrmnioo workers in 
the h s t  yew to 160 at the p d  orconnmnion. cxpcncd in tltc third ycnr Calpinc cniinatc thc plant 
would be staffed by 19 permanent employees. \rIh an annual pa)noU ofSl  2 d o n  The company would 
pay an enimafed $1.3 million in propcny lases m u a l l y  dunng the 6191 &e years of opcmuon. wilh 
papen t s  dcclining p a d d y  8s thc plant agcs Another SI 5 .  S2J million m royahics would hc paid to 
h e  fedcrll guvernmmt. whtch would rnum hllf16e money to the S7ate of C a h f o k  Of the state's share. 
40 p c r m t  would be diallbutcd to thc wuntics whcrc the powcr plant and tranrmisdon h e r  u c  located 
A sccond propoxd projea. also+ undcr 50 Mw. rvill be conaructed by CalEncrn Co , of h b ,  
Nebraska. The Telephone Flat proposal is about d\ months behind the CalEnergy projcct; thus, thc drsh 
E1S repon 4 not be available for public coinmcnt until h e r  this p r .  This plant. also a doublc-hsh 
s t e m  power pe ra t ing  bdlity. will be conmuned on the other side of Medicine Lake. The power \dl 
be uansmined by a connection IO tbc Calpinc powcr linc ( x c  map) (Todd Kcpplc . Hcrukfnnd .Vms. 
Juty 18.1997) 
BPA Paw Nearly SI75 hlillion 
Tbc B o n k I l e  Powcr Admininntion has agreed Io pay nurly $175 d o n  from ratepayers to back out 
of energy generation projects since 1992. Tbc total includes $30 million in con6denthl smlcmcnts that 
B o ~ n i l l ~  made in December with two Cllifomja companies w i ~ o  had a g e d  to build geMhermal planls 
on the federal agency's behalf In one C ~ Y .  BPA paid $12 million to withdraw bom a geothermal project 
witbout informing is parmcr, thc ciry of Spring6cld's utilny, that is was abandoning thc deal. COW 
rccords show. Tho Springfield Utili? Board has since gone to coun to challenge BPA's acnon and make 
public the snll-secret seftlemenf that BPA signed. Bonnnille Adminimator Randy Hardy said rhat 
projedons of growth beyond what BPA could gencnte had prodded the agency to take on lbcx deals a 
fcw ycan ago. 11 would wst Bo~ev i l l e  more to say in thow projects than get out, he Isid 'To umdnuc 
wkb tbese projects would have bem to endurc economic hardship for nonhwen ratepayers" Hardy slid 
JetfKing. m energy rcsoylce arrlya with the Nonbwen Power Plamring Council said Bonneville's 
arrrsmmt mi@ be eonea.  " B O M ~ C  rmght h d  it n m l s  these power resources for the long tcm. 
but. the m w n  from a buincss pobt ofview my be &at b needs to &e in the short term to do 
anghing at all in the long term," King raid. One ot'the _ncolhcml projcns that BPA is buying out of is 
near Vale in Mdheur County. which was a joint projen with thc Springfield Utility Board. when tcn 
weUs at the Vale Sitc f aPd  to 6nd cnougb stcam to run the plant, the original developer sold its intcrssl 
to Calpiic Carp. of San l o x ,  C A  Cnkpiic chore to move the proiect to Glass Mouusin (Medicbe LaLe) 
commiimeat to this Lcilin. at a c o s  of SI2 million 
j 
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nonbcm California. which is still within BPA's markerkg area. In December, BPA endcd its 
Tbe second geothermal project was propowd for 3cnbcm. Crater in Deschutss Colmr)., oar  Bend. OR 
CalEncrgy Co. of Omaha. Nebraska, had propoxd a 30-;Mw plant at lhis l e  BPA would buy 
two-thirds oftbc plant's power md subsidize h e  pwcharc of the remaining power for the Eugene Wale: 
and Uc&c Board (EWEB) In August 1996. CalEncrgy claimed that hs test well at Newbmy showed 
h e  sile &by produce enougb s e a  As ~ i r h  tbe Calpine deal, CalEnergy had the rig311 to mow thc 
projcn to Glass Mountain in California md BPA was obligitcd to buy the power B o n n d e ,  bowever. 
balked at staring in the dcaL and tbus arc proposing to pay $9 million to get out at a fume  date and an 
additional S9 million ifit chooses not to buy thc pon'er (Brent Wahh ~ &egonrM, May 18, 1997) 
C*otbermal Hookup for Zcw Counh. Building 
L- 
1,17191 I ,  30.$4, 
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l%c O W  M m t h  Count? Counhow and adrninisuation building may be heated by gcothcnnal The 
o n p l  building, drmged beyond repair in the mngnitude 6.0 earthquake in 1993. is being torn down to 
d e  nay for the ne\v S17-million buiiding The wonry is p ~ d y  decidinp ifthey should hook on to 
the my of Namath Falls' geothmnrl dinria heating  yoe em Thir ryaem supplyng l8OoF water to the 
d o x a t o w  area. provides heat for a number of other governmental buildings and for s d d k  mow 
meking. The h r l  design should be completed this summer md conmu&n naning shortly afterwards 
Auitrrlino Rtd Claw Crr.Nish Farm 
AquaFlrms, owned by James G. LMis m d  his partner. will soon raise Auarrlirn red claw crapkb on 20 
acres just UYR of Hunter's Hot Sp&gs and Fa+ Reson in Lakeview. Ground brealdog was h May. 
Plans can for I dozcn r a c m y s  to be buih over the o m  three years Each rrcoray wiU mersure 370 feet 
in lengb and I6 fen in width. enough space to raise more than 100,000 cravfirh-with m annual 
production of llmoa 1 25 d o n  crayfia. h c h  raceway will k houxd indde a greenhouse with ema 
rpacr dedicated to a nill undelermined medicinal cash crop. Inside each geenhouse \rill be two t d s .  
One i d  is for the brood sock. The other one is for brine shrimp. the crryhrb's cbicffood source. The 
shrimp are 60 percent protein, which accelerates g o d .  Mr. Lewis eairrmtes hc'U need to raise 15 ions 
(at 6.000 shrwp to the pound) over the ne= eighl m t h s  to men be c r a w s  demands. Other potcmiel 
muLns include the Philippines and other Pacific Rim counvies. Geothermal water in the area is around 
2009.  wirh a minimum of 70°F needed for the aayfia to &e. (Source: Heraldand News, June 12. 
1997) 
MJ3?TESOTA 
Bert Pump hcallsdon for Gas StadodCoovenicnct Store 
A groundaupled heat pump ?-em bas been installed in a ConocoDmo Plus pas station and 
comeuiencc sore m Sandsone. The insallahon is e . q m k d  to save about 25% ($5,000) of the typical 
annual energy c o s  of space heating and moliag. and water herting Tbe geothermal syam has a 
simplepayback of between four and six years. according to Mmaesota Power. The 4.300-qft store Hill 
use three h a t  p u p  w i h  ground loops of24, 1 5 0 4  deep wells dug 20 fen a p m  (150 ft per ton of 
capaciry)(x+ 6gure below) The integrated geothermal sy).aem uses a piping m a n g e m  that circulates 
n a i c  throuph two wafer beating hear pumps. one space heating urd cooling heat puny for the Pore 
area. a walk-in cooler. two freezerx ice machine. and the emb heat exchangers. The loop sysm is a 
heat source for the car wash water heating. domeaic water heating, radiant heating in the cdr wash floor. 
and =on melting under the car wash's entrance and e d  arcas The waste heat from the refiigcradon 
units supplmeotsthe 22-ton (77.4 kW) system's oufput with 75,000 BN per hour to the loop. n e  
mechanical mnhactor is C q  Drilling. (Source: ASHRAEJ&lol. lune 1997) 
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Schematic of integrated geothermal system 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Eeat  Pump Installacion for a Nursing Borne 
One hundred and twenty uells will be dug in the site ofthe n m  360-bed Nerhaminy Manor in 
Doylenown Tomrhip. The wrUs w i l l  enend to a depth of 479 feel to tap a conhlnt ground lcmpuahue 
of 5 4 T .  A ground-source heat pump IGSHP) uill be h a d e d  to wnuol the climate in the new n w G g  
home. The 160.000-sq A building will use h e  c m b  tbr heating and coo@ v4lb a 20-yar  savings oCSj 
million. The ryaem is desiged by Energy Perfonnancc Synerq Inc. To innall a boiler system would cox 
$3.8 d o n .  with a c o s  of 5227,000 annually to operate and S71.000 to mkir+iO. The geothmnal 
wsmd cog about S3.7 million to install, but 5143,000 IO operate each year and $33,000 to 
&tain.-providingthe $3 d o n  savings.  he total building c o s  is $19.5 &on. (source. A//enrmn 
Moniiq Call. June 9. 1997) 
An undergmund "pool" of hot mer With more than 220 b i o n  cubic meters of geothermal reserves has 
barn found under Tmjm in oonh Cbins. The 8,700-sq-km "pool" makes the cily the largest of the 
medium- and low.tempmtwe geothermal resourcerich re&s in C b .  TIC rcscrves tie from60 to 
3,000 meters deep, and hwe  hi& mineral contents, moderate temperawes. and are suitable for daily u s  
More lhim 100 udbon yuan (512 d o n )  has been spent v m g  the reserves since the 1970s. The cit: 
bas diillcd I50 wells and has mracted I5 d o n  cubic meters of hot water annually. The three 
near-&ace geothermal "pools" donc provide enough water for central heating for three d i o n  q u u c  
meters of residences Another r e d l  has been that the Tang@ Disnin was able to shut do\m 581 boilers 
and more than 500 chimneys. More lbaa 100.000 people u$e the geothmnal water in their d d y  liver 
.-  . . . - -  . .. ~  . _ _ -  - . .  . . .  . -  . . % .  -.. . . . -  . . . . . . . . . 3 : : :-.: . .. . 3 . .  . . . . .  _i ' ..,.+.: r . 
c 
Tinnjh has expanded the use ofthe geothennal heat &om P d u q  and central heating to grrenhoures, 
aquatic products. therapeutic purpour,  mineral water development, and rcieotific resarch  The city bas 
adopted some regulations t o  pmten and maintain these resources (Source. Xinhuo Enghh Miwnvrre, 
June IS, 1997). 
Bulletin 
Gco-Heat Center Homeaaee 
'Ilk page was la0 upda~ed on May 13.1998 by Toni Boyd 
For correspondence please includepropr r-mcril&cu wrrhrn 10x1 
0 1997 Gco-Heat C a t n  
M h g  Address S20l Campus Dr , Klamath Falls. OR 97601-8801 
Voice (541) 885-1750 
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GEOTHERMAL PIPELINE 
Progress and Development Update 
From thr  Geothermal Progress hlonitor 
CALIFORNIA 
Glass Mountain Geothermal Power Project to Move Forward 
The Bonneville Power Administration has reached an agreement with two power companies to proceed 
with an enn-ronmental analysis of the  Class Mountain geothetmal power project on the Klamath 
National Forest 
The Bureau of l s n d  Management will take the lead in draRing an environmental impact Statement (EIS) 
working in cooperation with BPA, the Forest Sewice and Siskiyou County. Agencies involved in the 
process met the week ofApril 25th. 
The 49-megawatt project, expected to be completed m three years, is proposed by Calpime Corp., based 
in San lose, California and TransPacific Geothermal Corp., based in Oakland. 
The project is proposed for construction along the border of the Klamath and Modoc national forests, 
near Medicine Lake about 50 miles south of Klamath Falls. 
A test well drilled Iaa year t o  a depth of about 500 feet revealed the geothennal aquifer is capable of 
power production, said Maurice Richard, program manager for Calpine. 
"We're satisfied with the resuhs that we have, and therefore, we have confidence t o  proceed with the 
ekpenditure required to proceed with an EIS." Richard said 
Water temperatures of at least 450 Fare  required to generate power, Richard said Additional holes are 
expected to be drilled over the next two years, he added 
The environmental impact Statement will cover construction and operation ofthe plant, a 24-mile 
transmission line and power purchase agreements. The €IS is expected to be completed by the faU of 
1997. 
BPA said it is pursuing new sources of"renewab1e" power despite their relatively high cost, and even 
though there is currently a surplus of electricity in the northwest. % 
"BPA's approach to developing and marketing green power products reflects the (US. Energy) 
department's desire to encourage long-term investments that will benefit h ture  generations m the region." 
said Charles Curtis, deputy secretary of Energy Department 
BPA officials said the Glass Mountain project i s  located in an area capable of producing 500 megawvatts 
of power. and is one of the worlds largest untapped geothermal resources 
Katherine Potter. spoherwormn for Calpine. said connructlon would create about 200 temporaryjobs, 
and IS - 20 permanent jobs Therc 1s no firm estimate ofconstruction cons.  she said 
Glass Mountain is one ofseveral renewable energy projects proposed in the northwest. The N e w b e T  
Geothermal Project has been issued a permit for construction on the Bend-based Deschutes National 
Forest. 
Other projects include wind power facilities in Wyoming and Washington (HemM & News, April 19, 
1996) 
OREGON 
Alvord Geothermal Power Project Put On Hold 
A California energy company has put the brakes on plans for a controversial geothermal power plant in 
the remote Alvord Desert in wutheaaem Oregon. 
Anadarko Petroleum Corp has asked M. H. A. Associates of Sacramento, California to suspend work on 
an environmental impact statement on the plant, said Cody Hansen, Bums district manager for the U.S. 
Bureau of Land Management. 
The site is on BLM land about a mile from Borax Lake, the largest geothermal lake in Oregon. The lake 
is just north ofthe high desert Settlement of Fields 
H n n m  said the project has been stalled because Anadarko and Portland General Electric were unable to 
reach a power purchase agreement consistent witb an April 1995 memo of understanding between the 
two. 
PGE. initially had agreed to purchase 22.9 megawatts of electric power from the proposed plant 
Anadarko wants 10 review the project plans with BLM officials in July, said Hansen. But he said the 
federal agency wouldn't be able to participate in serious planning to r e w e d  the project until Octobet 
1996, the Start of BLMs 1997 fiscal year, even if Anadarko decides to proceed with it again. 
The proposal bas anracted aate-wide mterest over the p a s  few years because ofenvironmental concerns 
about a rare. inch long W called the Borax Lake Chub Living in the IO-acre lake. Environmentalias say 
the lake alw is imponant to trumpeter swans, slowy plovers, white-faced Ibises and other water-fowl 
species, as well as an unusual 2-foot reptile called the longlnosed leopard lizard 
lo 1993, several environmental groups unsuccessfully appealed t o  stop Anadarko from drilling test wells 
near the lake. The) included the Siena Club. the Wilderness Society. the Portland Audubon Society, 
Oregon Trout and the Oregon Natural Desert Association 
Later that year, the NaNre Conservancy purchased the lake from two local ranchers to protect the chub 
and wild life living around the water Ihe nonprofit land brokerage paid $320.000 for 320 acres, which 
included Borax Lake. 
According to blueprints for the plant. it would use geothermal water to heat another fluid that would spin 
a turbine and generate electric power. AAenvard. the geothermal water would be pumped back into the 
7 d J  ,111n. I !  II A M  I,.,, 
underground reservoir 
N O  steam ofgarn would be vented into the atmosphere. according to Anadako's project planners The 
underground water exceeds 170 F a t  the bottom of the 100-foot deep lake. and steam produced under 
pressure reaches 306 degrees ' 
Anadarko officials have said the plant would employ 17 to 20 workers, with low-profile buildings and 
probably could not be seen with the naked eye from the 9,670-foot summit ofnearby Steens Mountains 
(Oregoninii. April 2, 1996) 
Klamath Falls Geothermal Disbict Heating System to Be Evaluated 
Uarmth Falls Geothermal District Heating System 
Klamath Falls has contracted with a geothermal heating specialist to evaluate the city's geothermal district 
heating system. 
Mebin Smith, geothermal supervisor for the city public works department, told members of the 
Geothermal Advisory C o d n e e ,  the evaluation should reveal ways t o  make the system more eficient 
The city has hired Brian Brown, a mechanical engineer from Fort Klamath, t o  conduct the evaluation at a 
cost not t o  exceed S10.000. Brown bas worked with the c iqh  downtown geothermal loop almost since it 
was designed, Smith said 
B r o w  had begun the evaluation and is expected t o  work 3 ~ 6 months on the project. 
Brown will examine a telemetric system designed to control the pumps at the city% two geothermal wells 
located along Old FOR Road. The system is suppowd to allow city workers t o  control the pumps' speed 
by remote control. pumping more water d e n  more is needed during cold spells, and less water during 
warm spells. 
But the telemetric system has never worked properiy, and the pumps have to be operated manualiy, Smith 
raid. As a resuk, the pumps oflen IUO at a higher speed than is needed, wasting electricity. 
B r o w  will also examine the performan& of  (he heating syaems in several downtown buildings. Smith 
said some building may be receiving more geothermal fluid than needed, resulting in waste. 
Smith said the city believes the downtown loop is working at 16 - 18 percent of tbe  capacity, and could 
serve many more buildings. Brown has been asked to ver+ that asswnption. Smith raid. 
The system currently serves 22 buildings and provides heating for sidewalks along three blocks of Main 
Street. 
In other business, the Geothermal Advisory Committee heard that a geothermal loop in the Michigan 
Avenue neighborhood is working far under capacity. Smith said the loop has hookups available for 120 
residences. but only 12 acres currently using the system constructed through a federal grant in the early 
1980s (Hern/d&News. March 15. 1996) 
c c c 
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CalEnergy Company Profile 
CalEnerg). (CE). headquartered in O h .  NE. w a  founded a Cnhlornia Energy in 1Q71 IO dcwiop 
g e o t h e m l  power production facilities. The cornpan) IS prinnnly engased in the exploration lor. and 
development and operation of. independent power facilities worldwide utilizing geothermal resources or 
other energy sources, such as hydroelectnc. natural gas. oil and coal. Upon acquiring Magma Pouer in 
J a n w  1995. CE became the largest independent geothermd power producer in the world. In  March 
1996. Caliornia Energy officially changed its name to CalEnergy. Three of the company's geothennal 
plants are located on N a w  land in California. seven are located in southern California's Imperial Valle?, 
one is in Nevada and one is in Utah. A natural gas-fired cogeneration plant is in Ariuom. Southern 
California Edison is the company's principal U.S. customer. In addition. CE has implemented a pilot 
project in the Imperial Valley to recover minerals such as zmc in commercial quantities from g e o t h e m l  
fluids. 
I n  1992 the company acquired leases and wells in northern California and Oregon born Unocal. In 1993 
the company acquired Ben Holt Co (later renamed CE Holt Company). an international consulting 
engtneering and construction 6rm providing Services to both industy and government in energy 
generation. petroleum refining. chemical processing and environmental engineenng. In August 1996. CE 
funher diversified its fuel sources by acquiring Falcon Seaboard Resources. Inc.. including its ownership 
interest in three gas-rued cogeneration plants and a related natural gas pipeline. CE has also entered into 
a joint venture with ConAgra Inc. and Kiewit E n e r p  Group lnc. to build a pas additive plant in Albefla. 
Canada. This plant. known as BioClean Fuels. will convert barley and butane into MTBE and ETBE. two 
$as additives that reduce auto emissions. The plant is scheduled to s t a n  up in eml) 1999 
Financial Summary: T o l d  revenues in 1995 were S398.7 million, representing a 114.5% increase over 
1994 revenues. Thiis increase can be attributed primarily to the acquisition of Magma. Net income in I995 
was 162.3 million, a 95.9% increase. The company anributes this rise in net income both to an increase in 
~ \ W I  production and to a continuing emphasis on cost control and operational efficiency Per share 
income Ui 1995 was $1.25. compared to $0.95 in 1994. 
Environmeot: Geothermal energy IS a relatively clean and theoretically renewable energy suurce with 
low ernironmental costs. Geothermal energ) is derived born the natural heat of the earth. Wllen water is 
higher. The hot water can then be extracted by geothermal wells as it rises naturally to\\ard the surface of 
cs#lv in direct proximity with hot molten rock. it can heat up to temperatures of  400 degrees Fahenheit or 
geothermal energy facilities generate significantly lower level of emissions 
Employee Benefits: In 1994 C a b e r e  uutiated an employee stock purchase plan under which 311 
employees are eligible to purchase common stock at 8 5 %  of the  market price. The company has a 401 ( k )  
retirement plan for its employees The compan) also provides safe!)-based mcentives lor employees 
Women in Lendenhip Positions: One uoman. Judith .A!res. ser\es on !he company's I?-member board 
ofduecrors 
11;71:96 dh 
Ex. D -
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Oakland Completes Geothermal Test Facility Brine Pond 
Restoration 
The Department of Energy's OAIand Operations Office has succrssfullv completed the restoration of the 
Geothemi l  Test Facility Brine Pond. This project involved removing &d disposing of about 21.500 tom 
of soil waste contaminated with ~ t ~ r a l l y  occurring radioactive material components and elevated levels 
ofarsenic. The waste was safely disposed ofat an offsile facility specially designed and regulated for this 
purpose. 
Oakland Opercdons O b c e  personnel observe the last shipment of contaminated material ax it is 
removedfiom the Geothermal Test Facilil)? From le/? IO right. Jim Turner. OaMand Operarions Ofice 
Mannger: Hemant Patel. DOE-EMProject Manager. Doug Ash. Oakland Operarions Oflce Chief of 
Stafl Dot18 Tillman. U.S Armv Corp of Engineers 
Located 140 mles e s t  of San Diego. the Geothermal Test Facility is an 82-acre site that was formerly 
used by the Depanment to perform studies for geothermal power generation. A 6-acre. PVC-lined brine 
evaporation pond was installed in 1972 to store geothermal process water. Residues and precipitates 
from the fluids resulted in the deposition and concentration ofcontaminants at the base ofthe pond. "he 
contamimls  were concentrated in the brine pond .% a result ofthe evaporation process during past 
facility operalions. Brine pond restoration activities began in September 1996 and were completed in 
November 1996 a i  a cost ofS2.9 million. 
Restoration etions were accelcralcd as a result of the Enviromlental Rlanagen~ent Small Sites Initiative 
This initiative focuses technical and fmancial resources at the smaller cleanup sites. reducing mongage 
Liabilities and oven11 project costs. 
Datacenter LrnpattRessarch Team (DIRT) 
1904 Franklin Streel. Suiln 900 
Oakland, CA 94612 
510-8354692.800-735-2741 
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SECTION. REYEWABLES ISSUES; Pg I ?  
LEXGTX 569 words 
PLANT 
BODY 
Smthim California Ediron has filed J complami m Lor ~ n t c l e s  Supcnor C a m  rcekmg to cmccl ID Ihrrc power 
pwchxe qrccmenu for Ihc  geothcmal p l m u  11 Coro Hot Spmqr. n c u  h a  Lakc. Cdii.. owocd by CdEncrgl  of 
0maha.Neh (BC172517) 
SoCd Ed chargas CaIEncrgy violalrd c ~ v u o m c o u 1  laws and rcqulanoor ai the planu and IS tbcreforc m breach of 
HEPSL~XE: SOCAL ED SUWG CALEXRGY OVER ALLEGED aoLAnoNs AT cos0 GEOTHERMAL 
tbc impl!cd COVCIYDI of good fallh and faix dealing tn tbe COD~RLU 
S O W  Ed laid it learned for l e  rust time in Augllli 1996. and charged rn i ls  lawauk tbal the plmls produced highcr 
ban srprcicd lcvcls of .on-wndcmable grscr tbar coowm 1.2% hydrogen sulfide. a poironour 5". It could no1 remjccr 
the nowcondrruablr gases becwre the groIhcmal ficld WY expcncncmg drcrcumg moul)ts of b m c  nccded for 
reinjccdon. SoCal Ed charged. 
Funher a c c o r b g  to aUeganons m the rui~, tbc facilities hqm csptnencmg gas bredduousb, effccnvcly recyclmg 
tbe non.c&dcmable gas and increvlog i u  relative canccoation io the geotbcrmal bme  lhal Ihe Car0 wells produced. 
n e  buildup ofnanccondemahtc gas eveotudlly cawed Ihe injecaao wells to "lock up,' which tn urn crured Ihe 
generator io mp. lbcreby stopping powcrpmductioo. 
SoCnl Ed rllcges b a r  from 1990 lhrough ai leas1 tbc culy pan 011994, in order Io ~ l w e  the huddup of be gases LO 
tbc injtcdoo wc9 lad avoid mpping tbc generator. the plan1 apcraion vented Don-ioadcmablc gas, including hydrogen 
rulfidc. by opemg valves at Ihe mjecnon wells and otbcr release poms lachog marutonng devices used to emure 
compliancr witb fedcrll stare and locd cn~uonrncnwI laws 
Accordmg IO bc lawsuit, S o C d  Ed bcliever L e  unmooirorcd venmg ofhydrogen sulfide was not reponed and th3t 
had rcplatorr lcuncd of it, me company would have loit lhcu p c m u  to openlc the plaau and would hrvc be:n forced 
IO C C Y C  opcnnoa 
On tbe other bud, thc Iawsuii slates. ilthe plant operators had complied with the applicable lius and rcgulanons. 
subruotidly less powwc: would have been produced by tbc planu. 
A CalEorrgy mornc:~ told UaliI?' Envuoomcnl Rcpoh lhrouph 1 company 
menr.- ne &r: pue: purchase ~ g c r m c n l s  SaCd Ed IS rrckmg 10 zmoc: 
csivOm=n "OW "'Ern' ' 5  c*c has 
c 5 ' P d  m Jux '9U 2nd F + W  
I985 Tnc ~ C C  o p c r x ~ ~ g  plamu. h o w 0  Y Sa\-, 1-2 m d  ELM. arc each 58 b1W > m y  I c m e  00-lmc m 195:-$5. 
BLM m 1985.89 md Y a y  2 io 1993. 
Tnnl d l c p o m  m h i s  SUI arc Ihr same outlined m an carhcr woogNl i c m m o n  ~ n d  b r e x h  ofconox t  IU:: Bled 
bv a former CjiEnetp employee uha clauned he was fued for proicsjng Ihe cwuom.:c~1~1 wlinons (L€R 2 Aug 
'66, 9) C I & I ~ ~ ~ !  won I rumma? pdgmcar LO thc IUII. Wed m tbr C 5 Dirmrl C o w  for tbe Eirlern Dllmct of 
C i h f o n m  VI FrcmO 
T h e  cmploycr. Gregor. H d x y .  appralrd h c  CIIC to thc 91h C S Cucui! COU;: o i  .Appeals m San Fiincirco Po 96- 
16339) Tnc j p p d  II lenwnvcly scbedulcd far J h : m g  00 Scpl I9 
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Vivian Parker 
Conservation Chairperson 
California Native Plant Society 
Shasta Chapter 
P O  Box451 
Manton, CA 96059 
August 22, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
USFSBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th St 
Alturas. CA960101 
Dear Sir. 
C T h e  following comments are in regard to the draft Environmental lmpact Statement for 
the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project The California Native 
Plant Society thanks you for the opportunity to provide input to this project We would 
like to incorporate by reference other comments made regarding this project by the 
California Wilderness Coalition, the KI 
Save Mount Shasta, and the Sierra Club. 
th Forest Alliance, the Native Coalition and 3 
r W e  are completely opposed to the project, and find that no mitigation i s  possible for this 
project which would make it acceptable, the only alternative which we support i s  the 'No 
Action" alternative to abandon this project and deny a permit for the project to the 
corporation CalEnergy We would like to see the Medicine Lake roadles areas protected 
in perpetuity, and we believe the area should be designated wilderness f 
3 C N a t i v e  plant enthusiasls visiting the Medicine Lake highlands do so to enjoy the natural 
beauty, the unique geological features and the associated flora which contribute to the 
high biological diversity of the area Numerous groups o f  Society members from 
throughout the state have visited this area and return year after year There i s  no way to 
adequately measure the contribution that these members have made to local community 
tourist income, but if this project goes forward as planned, it i s  unlikely that the area will 
be a recreation destination point for these visitors in the future No one who enjoys nature 
activities will want to return to the area when pipelines, roads, power lines, giant cooling 
towers. and generating plants crisscross the landscape, where noxious fumes and 
are marred irreparably 
and the incredibly scenic vistas the area i s  famous for 
I 
The following issues are important to the membership of the California Native Plant 
%s r fp;:‘es nnd Mitigntions--General 
The DElS listed over seventy-nine pages of potential impacts, listed in fine print It took 
me hours to read through these This $ a  tremendous volume of potential negative 
impacts-l only counted one potential positive impact, the revenue that the project would 
generate Over and over, the DElS summarily dismissed impact after impact with the 
statement’ “The issue was not considered significant ’’ I believe that these judgements are 
subjective and are indicative of the true goal of the D E E  to give this project a legal 
stamp of approval And for those impacts which were judged “significant,” the 
mitigations proposed repeatedly require some kind of ‘Management Plan” on the pan of 
the corporation This doesn’t seem like a solution to me The only real mitigation is to 
deny the permit. and not build these plants. Other mitigations included all kinds of special 
accessories, policies, and equipment on the p m  of the applicant CalEnergy, but there is no 
guarantee that any ofthese special mitigations will actually take place. What is the penalty 
if they don’t comply? Once the plants are built, it will be a “done deal”, and we find that 
regulations when there is no law enforcement and no penalty for failure 
history has shown that there is little motivation for corporations to compl 
6 c i f o r n i a  has a surfeit of electric energy, and this project will not benefit Califomia 
residents and taxpayers This transmission will take power to Oregon This is unfair to 
those o fus  who cherish the Medicine Lake highlands area as a natural wonder 
2) Old-growth forwts. The project will degrade or eliminate 10s acres of old-growth 
@ r e d  fir forest which has been designated as foraging and roosting habitat for the northern 
spotted owl These areas should not be entered; the northern spotted owl and its 
associated flora continue to decline throughout its range. The number one cause ofthis 
species’ decline, and for endangered species world-wide, is loss of habitat The solution is 
to  protect and preserve habitat, not to continue to degrade habitat The Forest SeM’ce 
and BLM should not even consider actions which would result in the loss ofold-growth 
forests 
We strongly oppose the proposed mitigation for this loss of habitat, which is to require the 
applicant to log (“commercial thinning”) some adjacent low-quality, small diameter forest 
stands, with the assumption that this will accelerate their growth into suitable old-growth 
questionable disrespect for the Endangered Species Act. 
3 
habitat in a shorter period of time1 This “mitigation” is 
fungi. The DEIS states unequivocably I ‘  [The Medicine Lake 
by an exceptionally abundant and diverse community of fungi,” 
and that “ ..further collecting will more than quadruple the number of known species, with 
a similar or greater proportion of them ROD species” (Appendix D, DEIS) The ROD 
species were designated for special protection under the Northwest Forest Plan for 
2 
recovery of the northern spotted owl, these species were deemed Important enough to be 
placed on this list because of their role in the ecology of the owl and old-growth forests 
Many are food for rodents and other small mammals that are prey Cor the owl. others are 
critical symbiotic partners with orchids and other saprophytic flora, and with their 
mycorrhizal-dependent conifer hosts The complex relationshps which are required for 
these elements to flourish take many decades to  develop The loss of these elements has 
been identified as a possible clue to the continued demise of the northern spotted owl 
I found the conclusions of the biologists regarding this issue to  be inconcelvable 
should be obvious to anyone who has visited other sites ofgeothennal exploitation to see 
that there is a high potential for much of the area to be irreparably altered and rendered 
unsuitable for the healthy growth of species as sensitive and selective as fungi Changes in 
the microclimate, the addition ofboron and other toxic chemicals to the air and to the 
surroundings, the potential for toxic spillage during transport of the toxic waste materials- 
-none of these issues were addressed by the biologist regarding potential impacts to fungi 
It appears that the biologists involved in this project believe that these species live in 
isolation in their environment; that simple mechanical avoidance of the sites they are found 
upon will be sufficient to ensure population viability Of all the biota, i t  is hard to imagine 
a suite of organisms more highly interdependent and enmeshed in the ecological web of 
life than the fungi. In addition, the conclusions are not sufficiently documented There is 
no basis given for the conclusions given; no references or studies cited which would 
enable anyone to accurately assess what the effects would be of releasing hydro en 
I t  
sulfide, boron, mercury, arsenic, etc into the air in this mycologically rich area 3 
Br therefore the issue is not significant This agains shows a lack ofunderstanding or respect 
Sadly, the DElS states that no mitigations are “required by law” for these species- 
for biological resources A careful reading ofthe ROD’S requirements for survey and 
manage species reveals that the FS is not exempt from carrying out surveys and protection 
measures when suitable habitat has already been identified and a high probability of finding 
the rare species occurs, a judge in a court of law would likely agree on this point It 
appears that the FS has attempted to look for loopholes to avoid doing the necessary work 
and providing the protection that is necessary to implement the Northwest Forest Plan 
In short, we do not believe that an accurate assessment was given to these potential 
impacts We appreciate the fact that a survey for macrofungi was conducted, and 
commend you on this fact Another survey should be cotiducted for hypogeous fun$- 
truffles and false truffles--critically important components in old-growth ecosystems which 
were left out ofthis survey 3 
4) Roadless Areas: The California Native Plant Society is opposed to any activities on 
reservoirs for native plants, fungi, and lichens. and should be preserved in perpetuity 
.cT public lands which would result in intrusion onto roadless areas These are priceless 
3 
c c 
5 )  Recreationnl and esthetic impacts The Sociely is opposed to any alterations ofthis 
r u n i q u e  biological area which would irreparably alter the quality of the outdoor experience 
which plant enthusiasts have come lo expect in this area The 24-hour, around-the-clock 
noise pollution which the projecl will produce, the sulphurhotten eggs noxious odor, the 
degradation of visual quality from ten miles'of 36-inch above fhe ground pipelines, the 21 
miles of transmission lines, plants, and cooling towers (65 feet wide and 275 feet tall)--all 
of these things do not belong in this scenic setting and are an egregious aFFroni to the 
serenity that this area is famous for 3 
16 Summary: 
r W e  believe that the evidence is sufficient, and it should be clear to the deciding officers, 
that this is a unique biological and geological area, and it should be preserved in a natural 
state, lo the extent possible at the present point in lime, for perpetuity. This project is 
Respectfully submitted, 
CG.-?-- 
Vivian Parker 
Conservation Chairperson . 
The Califomia Native Plant Society 
Shasta Chapter 
cc Senator Dianne Feinstein 
cc Senator Barbara Boxer 
cc Chief of Forest Senice Mike Dombeck 
Uiutegianal Eeulugg Ceder  
P. 0. B o k  1143 * Mount Shasta  - CA 96067 - PhonefF;w 9161926-3397 
Via Certified Mail 
August 24 
Mr. Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
USFSIBLM 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Re: Draft EISKIR o n  the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
1998 
1 We are writing in response to your request for public comments on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement /Report (DEWEIR)  on the proposed Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Development proposed for the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
Since 1988, our non-profit public interest organization has been dedicated to the 
preservation of environmental and  cultural values in the Northern California area. We 
have put this commitment to work in the Save Mount Shasta Project, the H.O.M.E. (Honor 
Our Mountain Environment) Stewardship Project, the Toxics Action Committee and 
others, have worked in close cooperation with the Native Coalition for Ctdtural 
Restoration of Mount Shasta, as well as conducted numerous educational and cultural 
events in the area. Our constituency numbers over 4,000 thousand people and is committed 
to preserving the beauty of the natural and cultural environment of this bioregion. 
These comments incorporate by reference the comments of other groups with which w e  are  
cooperating. These include the Pit River Tribe, Quark Valley Indian Reservation, the 
Modoc/Klamath Tribes, the Shasta Nation, the Native Coalition for Cultural Restoration of 
Mount Shasta, Medicine Lake Citizens for Quality Environment, the California Wilderness 
Coalition, the Klamath Forest Alliance, Medicine Lake Homeowners Association, Fall River 
Wild Trout Foundation, and the Fall River Conservation District. In addition, these comment 
incorporate by reference comments made  on  the Draft ElSlEIR for the proposed Fourmile Hill 
Geothermal Project. 
The high level of environmental quality and  pristineness of the Medicine Lake Highlands 
area, its exceptionally pure waters, its great cultural sigruficance to several Native 
American Tribes, and the intense controversy that proposed geothermal developments a rc  
generating, are factors prompting us to have deep concerns about this proposed project. 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
August 24, 1998 
Page 2 
Conflicts with established uses o f the area 
The Medicine Lake Highlands is an area of superlative beauty an ;olitude. The area 
contains three roadless areas. In addition, as the easternmost habitat of the northern 
spotted owl, it contains a late successional reserves under Option 9 of the Northwest 
Forest Plan, and harbors a number of other species that are endangered, threatened or of 
concern, including the pine marten, goshawk, bald eagle, osprey, pileated woodpecker 
and peregrine falcon. 
The proposed development would bring levels of visual, noise, water and air pollution 
incompatible with age-old and current uses of the area. We feel i t  is vital to uphold the 
intent of NEPA and CEQA for better decisions that do not destroy the natural world, and 
to make a statement that a project should not qualify as 'green' when it has such 
devastating environmental impacts on a pristine natural and cultural area as t s 
Telephone Flat project and the other projects for which it would open the door. 
The Medicine Lake Caldera has from time immemorial been sacred to several Native 
(particularly the Ajumawi and Atwamsini Bands), the Modoc, the Klamath and the 
Shasta Tribes in opposing the development on cultural grounds under the National 
Historic Preservation Act, American Indian Religious Freedom Act, and other statutes 
and guidance d o c u m e n t s 3  
The Medicine Lake area's Native American cultural heritage dates back at least l0,oOo 
ryeam 7he Pit River, KlamathlModoc, and Shasta Tribes all have sacred ceremonial and 
cultural sites there. The area contains important obsidian quarries and landscape features 
that have played an ongoing important role in mythology, cultural patterns and social 
system of these Mbal cultures from prehistoric times to the present. Many of the geologic 
sites formed by volcanic action in the Medicine Lake Highlands are known to hold 
spiritual significance. For Native American culture, environmental impacts are als 
cultural impacts, and so the effects of this project would have double consequences. 
'Chas previously been proposed as part of the Lava Beds National Monument, and 
4 
3 
c m e r i c a n  Tribes surrounding it, and we support the position of the Pit Riwr 
e 
the gifts we have been given and of the fact that we share the earth with other beings. The 
Native people deserve better treatment than they have historically had to suffer, and 
recent executive orders on the protection of Indian Sacred Sites (which states that adverse 
impacts must be avoided) and on Environmental lustice require the government agencies 
MI. Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
August 24, 1998 
Page 3 
to give a great deal of weight to the cultwal significance of the area in their 
decisionmaking. The USFSlBLM personnel that are pushing this project appear to be 
going through motions to disclose the extent of damage that would be done to the Native 
cultures, but they have let it be known that this is an unfortunate 'unavoidable 
to archaeological evidence. The overall character, setting, biological and climatic make-up, 
integrity of location, feeling, and association all contribute to the cul 
quality of the area and are incompatible with industrial d e v e l o p m e n 3  
The DEISlEIR relegates to insignificance the loss of wilderness, forests, pristineness and 
annually. These will be significantly impacted due to excessive noise, loss of visual, air 
and water quality and destruction of forests, plants and wildlife habitat, if the project is 
approved. People come to Medicine Lake to get away from urban industry, noise and 
and scenic 
treereation at Medicine Lake. Some 40,oOO people are known to use the campgrounds 
8 
pollution. The people who own cabins 
and water quality losses along with the 
And certainly this measure cannot be said to apply to Native American uses of historic a q d  sacred sites which are hallowed by 
&ncV bias 
We have reason to believe that there is considerable bias and favoritism on the part of 
decision made will not 
'Orthe USFSlBLM in promoting this project, and we have grave concerns that the final 
cultural impacts against 
The DEISlEIR does not establish a credible rationale nor economic viability for the 
project, nor that it is a viable geothermal resource. Economically, the transmission line 
would not be viable for a single power plant. The proposed development appeais to be a 
'foot-in-the-door' project which would usher in at least two and possibly five other 
geothermal projects, with a cumulative effect of industrializing the Medicine Lake 
Highlands and creating urban levels of visual, noise, water and air pollution as well as 
acres and miles of industrial blight. The projea appears to be industry-driven rather 
than actually meeting a need for resources in the area. This is not in keeping with the 
National Forest Management Act and the intended 
benefit the public and not private interests at public 
c c 
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!q The general attitude of the USFSIBLM personnel in charge of this project has been one 
of contempt for the inconvenience that the public is causing them in wanting more 
information and meetings about the project. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 
requests have been delayed time and again and often only partially (and begrudgingly) 
filled. This has particularly been the experience of the Medi . e Lake Citizens for 
Quality Environment, whose information we have shared.% 
public hearing. The public information meetings that were held prior to the Telephone 
Flat Project were woefully inadequate, both in the information presented and in the 
opportunity for affected communities to hear citizen concerns and have a meanin 
dialogue with the agencies. We request a real public hearing about these projects. 
Finally, public n o h a t i o n  and partidpation, particularly for the earlier EAs during the 
leasing and exploratory drilling stages of the project, has been extremely misleading and 
inadequate. Since the Telephone Flat DEISIEIR is based on the leases and earlier EAs, we 
have a grave concern that the public was never told of the full extent of them earlier 
p r o p o s h . 3  
1 3 r P r o j e c t s  of the magnitude of the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill projects deserve a 
I 
1st ~ ~ ~ ! l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  2:t: rztionship to the leases that were awarded in the 1980s 
to explore and test geothermal potential in the Glass Mountain KGRA. Apparently the 
Telephone Rat Ex loration EA of 1995 was tiered to the Supplemental EA on the Class 
Mountain K G R A . 5  
However, there is confusion because the leases appear to grant not only exploration but 
'also a 'right' to develop geothermal energy on the leased lands, yet no environmental 
review leading to a decision to develop commercially can be found. What little public 
notification there was on the leases stressed the exploratory nature of the leases which 
were presumably awarded to test whether there was a resource worth developing. The 
previous environmental assessments (EA) considered only exploration and testing, not 
commercial development. The EAs and the DElSlEIR lack any Economic Feasibility 
Study to evaluate the viability of commercial development and to determine whether 
the environmental costs are even remotely justified. 
Yet the DEISIELR appears to treat the right to commercially develop the geothermal 
resources as a 'done deal' with only the details to be worked out! This smacks of a 
predetermined decision for which no public involvement or adequate environmental 
review has ever been done!! 
le 
3 
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At least three stages were skipped in the NEI'A and CEQA process: 1) the actual 
exploratory stage of evaluating what the resource is and whether it is commercially 
viable and economically feasible in light of current market conditions-it is there on 
paper but apparently was never completed; 2) the stage of deciding whether commercial 
geothermal development should be permitted in this particularly landscape, which is a 
question for the Modoc and Klamath Forest Land and Resource Management Plan 
(Forest Plan); and 3) public notification in a way that is timely to giving input into the 
decisionmaking process regarding commercial geothermal development. 
17r 
We do not believe that these three processes can be lumped into one DEISIEIR, because 
they are sequential and not simultaneous. The DElSlElR for proposed project presuma 
that the earlier processes have been done. An analogy would be to propose a subdivision 
has been granted (please see further discussion under Forest 
ficiendes in Drovidine credible data 
For all i t s  voluminous pages, charts, maps and analyses, thc DEISIEIR contains serious 
y:ficiencies in providini actually tested scientific information. 
The Native American cultural significance of the entire area and of individual cultural 
sites seem to be lacking in evaluations for eligibility to the National Register of Historic 
Places. While the archaeological records have been searched and Native American 
comments have been given a place in the DEISIEIR, the contrast between what they are 
saying and the discussion of impacts elsewhere is conflicting. Actual on-the-ground 
archaeological surveys are only at a preliminary stage of identification rather than an 
actual evaluation of impacts and adverse effects. The spiritual and cultural significance 
of traditional cultural properties in the area merit evaluation in light of their 
importance to these Native cultures, and also i 'ght of the value that other residents 
and visitors place on American Indian cul ture .3  
information which should have been developed in the explor t ry drilling stages 
permjtted by the earlier EAs (see w'ater and air quality below). Y 
Water aual ib  issus: 
Cal Energy, the geothermal developer for this project, did its own hydrologic report for 
'lr the DEISIEIR! We believe that a project of this level of controversy and impact merits 
an independent hydrologic report. The DEISIEIR contains extremely limited and mostly 
speculative knowledge about the area. It does not adequately address issues such 
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as: where surface water goes, potential contamination by deeper, hotter waters; potential 
contamination of Medicine Lake and other water sources, including Little Medicine 
Lake, Bullseye Lake, Blanche Lake, Paynes Springs, Crystal Springs, Schonchin Springs, 
as well as the entire Fall River watershed. Related fluctuations of quantity, chemical 
composition and temperature of these waters are not evaluated with any scientific 
method or data. The result has been that the effects to air, water, wildlife etc. have been 
minimized and passed off as insignificant in the DEIS/EIR, or inadequately mitigated. 3 
As indicated in the December 4, 1996 and subsequent letters bv the Fall River Resource 
s8r Conservation District, the project has the potential to affect mbre distant water sources 
because of the porosity of the volcanic soils and the prevalence of lava tubes which 
not been adequately addressed in the DEISIEIR. 
supply the Fall River, Big Lake and Horr Lake. acts on these water sources have also 
Z a r A r c o r d i n g  to the 1984 Supplemental EA for the Glass Mountain Known Geothermal 
Resource Area (the whole Medicine Lake resource area) to which the present DEIS/EIR 
is tiered, 'Deep exploratory wells will provide specific data to more accurately analyze 
and predict effects on subsurface hydrology, and thermal and nonthermal surface 
f this proiect is therefore essentid to m e  rine the waters. m e  exploration uhase o 
questions reearding i w c t s  o f development. Exploration will yield necessary 
information on temperatures, pressures and fluid characteristics at depths which are 
currently only speculation. Information on rock types, permeability and porosity will 
also be acquired by deep exploratory drilling, thus adding substance to current 
hypotheses and models.' Even though two temperature gradient holes were drilled to 
2000 and 3500 feet, the results are applied to depths of over 6,000 feet. 
As a result of not fulfilling exploratory drilling, there is no accurate chemical analysis on 
the geothermal fluids that would be produced. These could potentially be harmful to 
plant and animal life due to high concentrations of poisonous metals. The DEIS/EIR 
does not give a c 3 p i c t u r e  of what toxic materials would be brought to the surface, 
analysis of fluids. 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
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Air quality issues: 
drift from the cooling towers could pollute a number of lakes and water 
e overall atmospheric effects of heat and moisture from cooling towers and 
pipelines (carrying 500-600 degree temperatures) could change the climate of the area 
and contribute to global warming, as well as have effects on snowmelt, animal habitat 
and migration routes. The DEWEIR does not uately address these issues, for many 
of the reasons given under Water Quality a h o v s r  does it adequately analyze the 
impacts of acid rain and fog when emissions are combined with weather conditions and 
fall on trees, plants and lakes and affect the food sowces of wildlife. 
88 
3 
of air quality and air inversion analyses during the 
f the Final EIS/EIR, and data must be provided for long- 
Visual auali : 
The DEISIEIR minimizes the impacts of industrial discharges that would likely result in 
plumes overrC0 feet high and visible for 50 miles or more, lit at night by all-night 
lighting. Figures given do not reflect that djscharges would be produced 24 hours a day 
and would accumulate and spread out. Evaluations and mitigation measures for the 
visual impacts of acres of buildings and asphalt, 24-hour lighting, miles of transmission 
lines and bove-ground pipelines are grossly inadequate given the present character 
of the a r e a 3  
The analysis ignores the fact that the area presently has virtually no visual impacts, and 
c h a t  the night sky is totally dark except for the moon, planets and stars. The effects of 
visual impacts must be measured against a standard of pristine quality, not against 
urban standards. Places where a total night sky can still be experienced are becoming 
very rare in our world. The Visual Quality Objective in the Forest Plan is 'retain,' and 
30 
91 
the effects are being greatly minimized to make it appear that this objective is being 
lsual Quality Objectives for potentially to the National Register of 
Historic Places are not even being considered. 
The impacts of noise would be hexd over an area of more than four square miles, and 
construction are greatly underestimated. The impacts of construction drilling would last 
at least 3 years, and over 20 years cumulatively if other power plants go in. These are 
downplayed, and their impacts on wildlife, cultural and scenic values are extremely 
underestimated in the DEISIEIR. 
"the noise impacts from 24 hour plant operations, not to mention years of drilling and 
The area presently enjoys virtually only natural sounds and great peace and tranquility 
Again the effects must be measured against a very pure existing condition, not urban 
condi t ions.3 
v) L
a, c) 
3 
3 3 3 
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before proposing major projects. To OUT knowledge this has not been done. All action 
alternatives in the DEISIEIR have significant impacts on old growth forests and some of 
as well as other species 
action alternative without 
Z r T h e  criteria used for determining impacts on old growth does not apply to lodgepole 
pine forests because of the slow growth of trees under the harsh conditions present at 
the Medicine Lake Highlands. The DEISIEIR uses the standard of measuring trees at 
chest height, but a seven inch diameter lodgepole pine can be 8oe years old. Presence of 
old growth species (pine marten, etc.) and the actual age of the trees should be the 
determining criterion. 
Three roadless areas - Mount Hoffman Roadless Area, Glass Mountain and the area 
r o r t h  of Dry Lake -were identified in the 197D's as potential wilderness, released as 
roadless areas. No impacts on Wilderness or on non-motorized primitive recreation are 
analyzed in the DEISIEIR. We understand that impacts of first entries into Roadless 
Areas require a NEPA process of their own 
Cumulative effects 
3 
3 The project requests approval for a transmission line that can serve 300 Mw 
c r a m m i s s i o n  line which could potentially serve all the leasees in the Medicine Lake 
area. Yet no cumulative impacts are analyzed even though six leases have been sold, 
and the 19% EA mentions that the area has a potential for ten Dower ~lanb! 
We believe that in order to adequately evaluate the impact of geothermal development 
within the Medicine Lake Highlands and surrounding areas, the lead agencies must 
consolidate and coordinate the environmental review process into one master plan for 
all potential or&ct D .errnib. The Telephone Flat draft EIS/EIR piecemeals the 
cumulative environmental effects of this and other proposed projects. The Proposed Cal 
Energy Telephone Flat project is already in the EIS scoping stages and at least a third 
project has been discussed. Only through a comprehensive EIS/EIR can all the 
cumulative effects be properly evaluated. Part 1508.7 of the CEQ Regulations 
implementing NEPA expressly defines cumulative impacts as: 
... the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of 
the action when added to other past, present, and reasonablv . f o r e w l e  future actims regardless of what agency ... or person undertakes such other actions. 
significant actions taking place over a period of time. 
Cumulative impacts can result from individually 
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Inadequate evaluation of potential for accidents. erosion 
Well blow-outs and other accidents known to be associated with geothermal 
understand that there has been a blow-out in the exploratory stages when two people 
lost their lives which is Wing hushed up. 
Lack of economic feasibilitv s tudj  
An economic feasibility study is necessary to evaluate whether the economic need for 
the project justifies the environmental costs. Project proponents have indicated that the 
cost of producing pozVer from this project would be twice the current market rate, and 
the project proponent has no current buyer for the power, in spite of the DEIWEIR's 
statement about the 'need to economically produce and deliver eledrical energy to BPA 
[Bonneville Power Adminishation] and others ...' (DEISIEIR at 1-3). Evidently BPA, in 
order to enhance its offering of 'green energy' to customers, has offered to be a wheeler 
for power that has not yet been sold. Another factor is that the information necessary to 
lack of exploratory drilling. 
annual subsidy from the California Energy Commission (CEC) pending the approval of 
the DEWEIR. If the CEC funds this as benign 'green' energy, it would be a terrible 
misuse of taxpayer monies. We believe that Cal Energy may also be benefitting from tax 
credits for this project, but do not yet have sufficient information on this 
Seismic activi@ 
The DEISIEIR fails to provide information evaluating effects of the project on potential 
'seismic activity. In a volcanic area this is a large omission. The DEIS/EIK 4-8 states that 
'Withdrawal or injection of large amounts of fluid from the geothermal reservoir could 
cause increased seismic activity in the project area ...' At 4-9 we read that such impacts would 
..c development are not adequately evaluated or covered by the $1OO,ooO bond. We 
3 
evaluate the longevity of resource has not been developed due to the 
p r o w  appears not to be able to stand on its own but will rely on a $2 million 
3 
8' 
be 'adverse, but not significant.' No data is given to back this 
information has been developed on the area but was not used 
Minimitine sienificancc 
Throughout the draft EIS/EIR minimizes the significance of impacts without 
their findings, thus avoiding more stringent analysis and mitigation 
measures. e impacts of large quantities of hazardous materials and wastes going to 
and fro 
during winter months when dangerous road conditions prevail; the potential chance 
0s  
ower plants during sununer months when visitors come to the area or 
for accidents, leaks, accidents, seismic activity, and many 
development are passed off as insignificant to avoid full 
c c 
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Lack of consideration of altemativ 
The DElSlElR contains very little discussion of alternatives to meeting electric energy 
through developing an energy conseruntion strategy. 
We believe that the public is being misled by the USFS/BLM in that the proposed 
development is being passed off as a ‘green energy’ project with low impacts to the 
environment. This is nbsolutely not true for a forested culturally sensitive pristine area 
such as the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
A feasibility study should also evaluate alternative power sources, and an energy 
conservation stratem, as viable economic alternatives to the proposed geothermal 
60 
‘needs through other means, such :solar energy, wind generation, or, most importanti 
development 
Highlands. 3 arti&wly given the environmental sensitivib df the Gedicine Lake 
6aL In conclusion, through this pattial analysis, we hope that we have shown that the 
outstanding environmental quality of the Medicine Lake area, its Native American 
cultural importance, and environmental issues of high significance are not being 
adequately addressed. The DEISIEIR is flawed in its inception, since it has not addressed 
the basic questions of whether commercial geothermal development should be 
permitted, is inconsistent with applicable Forest Plans, and has not provided for an 
adequate public notification and partidpation process in these decisions. As a 
government agency which has been given responsibility for our public lands and their 
natural and cultural resources, we urge you to adopt the no action alternative and leave 
Medicine Lake Highlands in its beautiful pure inspiring condition. 3 
Michelle BerdltscheAy 
Project Coordinator 
President of the Board of Directors 
cc: Native Coalition for Medicine Lake Highlands Defense 
Medicine Lake Citizens for Quality Environment 
Advisor). Council on Historic Preservation 
White House Council on Environmental Quality 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Bonneville Power Administration 
Regional Water Quality Conhol Board 
Siskiyou County Board of Supervisors 
Deborah Sivas, Esq. 
Steve Volker, Esq. 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project Draft EISEIR 
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Mr Randall M Sharp 
U S ForeslService 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
ai2 
2001 Washington Circle 
Golden Colorado 80401 
(303) 279-1656 
Dear Randy: 
p a n k s  for sending a copy of the Teiephone Flal Draft EIS. My comments 
are enclose They are meant lo be positive and constructive. for I believe that the 
issues raised can be relatively easily addressed. I sincerely believe that the 
geolhermal resource up there on the Medicine Lake Highlands volcano is enormous 
and lhal the companies can, if they will do it right, develop that resource without harm 
lo the ground water resources in the region. 
For the record, this effort on my part is personal and independent. Over 
the years I have been involved, as you know, in trying to discover and understand the 
geology of your region and to utilize such knowledge. if possible and when approprlate. 
in dealing effectively with local situations as they may arise. That is the sum total of my 
agenda, my advocacy 
The complex of competing interests and rights surroundlng the energy 
and water problems that are growing in your region and the deliberations and d 
% 
you must face are not taken lightly. I hope the commenls you receive are 
Best wishes ... 
Sincerely yours, 
-&/GL-=--- 
Thomas L. T Grose 
e c c 
COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (DRAFT ElSlElRl FOR THE PROPOSED 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (California State 
Clearinahouse Number 970520781 
June 4,1998 To: Randall M. Sharp From: Thomas L.T. Grose, Geologist 
Preamble 
Comments herein pertain to the geology and hydrogeology sections 3 1 
and 3.2 and the Appendices A and 6. In the interest in brevity, the comments are 
concisely stated. For further details. please contact Thomas L. T. Grose at phone 
(303) 279-1656 or email tgrose@nines.edu. 
Technical Subiects of Concern 
Basic Geoloov: Questionable Understandino of the Volcanic and Tectonic Environment 
4 E) Size and extent of the Medicine Lake volcano (MLV) are incorrectly determined - too 
small: see p.3.1-2, 3.2-14,21 and App.A,p.ix and elsewhere. The MLV is about 32 mi 
in diameter. It includes as well the Giant Crater lava flow and associated flows reaching 
as an appendage down to the Fall River Springs (FRS) within the Fall River graben 
The authors' misunderstan of this basic geologic dimension renders their ground 
water calculations u n t e n a b l a  
3 c) Structural-tectonic setting of the MLV containing the Telephone Flat in summit 
caldera area (TF) is confused by unnecessaty and probably incorrecl projection of 
faults from the southeast, as well as apparent failure to recognize the essential position 
of the MLV within an oblique, right-slip, transtensional, pull-apart graben connecting the 
Klamath @r Tule Lake) graben with the Fall River (or McArlhur) graben, an ideal 
location for a large geothermal anomaly: see App.A. 2.2. p.5-6 and Figs 4a and 4b. 
and else re. Most recent geologic mapping and geophysics were probably not 
c o n s u l t e d 2  
a c) Confusion is evidenl about a horst in the Fall River graben!? and the 'Vulcan 
!?. see 
G) Definition "for this investigation" of the "hydrologic balance study area" bounded by 
the 1500-m contour seems totally arbitrary see App A, sec.3.3.8, p.19. last parag. The 
1500-m contour is not the margin of the MLV or the boundary beween the MLV and the 
Modoc Plateau. Approximately half the areal extent of the MLV IS ignored by their 
Lineament" related to implied ground water flow from Mt. Shasta to the 
App.A, 2.5. p.10. Clariiication and relation to TF geothermal setting is in order. Y 
delineation of such a boundary Thus the ripple effect through subsequent volumetric 
hydrologic calculations in the EIS renders them seriously w i o n g g  
c) Definition of the "Medicine Lake 6asin" as a closed basin appears unclear and 
I ts  significance to regional 
6 
unsubstantiated see App A.3 3 8, p 20.23 and elsewhere 
hydrogeologic analysis needs substantiation] 
Hydrooeoloqv Unsubstantiated Declared Conditions 
7 The characterization of the Modoc Plateau geology - the rocks, their occurrence. 
their ages, etcseems vague and partially incorrect This effects the 'Hydrologic Unit 
No.2": see App.A. 3.2.1. p.13 But more serious is  the stark and unsupported statement 
made in many places in the EIS (i.e. see App.A. 3.2.1, p.13) that recharge to the TF 
geothermal system does and will. during field production, come from "deep ground 
water within the Modoc Plateau". Sustained flow of geothermal fluid to the reservoir. of 
course, is essential for viable energy production Experienced geothermal companies. 
Unocal. Phillips, and Occidental, dropped their interest in the 
reported) insufficient fluids are present in the prosect areas of the 
8 E) Unclear and conflicting? discussion in several places occurs regarding regional 
ground water flow paths: see App.A. 3.2. p 12 and 3.3.7, p.18.19. Clarification of 
authors' views in needed on definitions and relations between deep and shallow 
ground water, and MLV and Modoc Plateau waters, etc Some reasonable knowledge 
of regional und water regimes and migration is  vital to understanding MLV and FRS 
connect ion3 
The Geothermal Reservoir Questionable Understandinq 
3 6) With all due respect to proprietary data rights the figure 15 in App A and 3 3 5 p 17 
inspires little confidence as representative of adequate understanding of the reservoir 
hydrogeologic framework An attempt to relate by companion illustration the "key 
hydrologic relationships" to the actual hydrogeologic framework in the relative1 
known summit area would be informative The upper aquitard is especially suspef'' 
c) Three deep wells are declared to be " oductive" see App A 2 4 3 2 p 9 Meaning? 
Do three deep wells define the resource3 
I c) While a good case is made for the existence of a geothermal seal effective and In 
tact at the present time the Hot Spot should not be witten off see App A 3 3 4 p 17 
Thermal springs on active and dormant volcanoes are very dynamic and SigntfiCantlY 
change during human time scales Vertical hydrologic flow pressure changes etc 
through "seals" is a certainty in ttme on the MLV given the active east west crustal 
spreading. seismicity. normal faulting. and rifting k n o w  to all i vestigators in the region 
(see papers by Wills.1991. and by Poland, 1997. for example) s 
Potential Connection Between MLV and FRS: Incorrect Premises and Calculations 
E) The MLV edifice, unavoidably a major recharge area for the FRS. is not correctly 
recognized or defined: see App.A. 3.3.8. p.19-20 and elsewhere. Geology indicates 
the MLV encompasses an area of about 900 square miles. The FRS are the only 
surface discharge of any consequence from the entire MLV edifice. They issue from the 
lowest topographic and structural elevation of the periphery of the edifice. These facts 
to comprehending the regional hydrogeologic system of the MLV and the 
2) Volume of precipitation recharge to the MLV, based on incorrect size of recharge 
r e a ,  is thus too low. see App.A, 3.3.8.1, p.20-21. A simple calculation of precipitation 
on the entire MLV edifice equates to: a) one and one-half to two times the flow volume 
of the FRS and b) a meteoric recharge of one-half to two-thirds annual precipitation 
over the MLV edifice - a reasonable rate based on Newberry. Oregon and young 
Hawaii volcano analogues. An inescapable conclusion seems to be that. on the basis 
of the known hydrogeologic framework 
of the FRS comes from the MLV edifice 
Suqqested Alternate Sources for the FRS: Minor. Unlikelv. to Impossible 
The main volume of the EIS seems lo accept a significant hydraulic connection 
etween the MLV and the FRS. Le. p.3.2-29 and elsewhere. but the Appendix volume 
goes to great length to attempt to come up with other plausible sources or recharge 
areas for the FRS. i.e App.A. 3.5-6. p.26-30. Each of six suggested recharge areas is 
discussed as briefly as possible as follows: 
The Tule Lake - Klamath Lake area is hydrodynamically positioned to contribute 
to the FRS. It probably contributes only minor water at best (Mariner.1998). This 
problem begs study. 
The southeast extension of the Fall Fiver graben disintegrates topographically 
and structurally and thus would not effectively direct ground water flow. The suggestion 
that ground water would flow northward under the Pit River to emerge at the higher 
elevation FRS is impossible because the Pit River is a gaining stream in the Fall River 
Valley and local geology indicates no known confining artesian flow conditions. 
The 'northwest extension of the Fall River graben" presupposes geologic 
knowledge which does not exist, Le. no mapping, except possibly fuzzy remotely 
sensed and unverified interpretations The Fall River graben probably trends NNW- 
SSE and its western bounding fault system may'be ragged with NW-SE faults. Thus 
some water may enter the FRS system from the northwest. This area begs mapping 
The Pit River as a source to the FRS defies cold water hydraulics The authors 
Of the sUggestion offer no support. except that the idea was casually mentioned (with 
no support) in the literature. 
The 'Vulcan Lineament - Caribou Wilderness Area' is not an hydrogeologic 
entity. and the Pit River, not the FRS. marks the lowest elevation in between Water 
influx from either area would be nil or miniscule. 
The Hat Creek graben lies to the west and south of the Fall River graben. At 
least two or three major fault zones separate the grabens. The Hat Creek graben and 
the springs within it are at substantially lower elevations than the Fall River graben. 
The eastern margin of the Hat Creek graben is several miles off strike of the FRS 
location. Hydrologic connection between the two grabens, whatever 
from the Fall River graben (which includes the FRS) to the Hat Creek 
Some Miscellaneous Topics of Concern 
as F Although it is not the purpose of this written response to criticize the quality, format, 
etc. of EIS document itself, some glaring evidence of less than quality professional 
work , which unfortunately erodes to some extent the readers' confidence in the €IS. is 
indicated by incorrect s s on many map illustrations, muddy expression in the 
Summary (App A. p.ix). e a  
B. The hydrologic monitoring plan (Exhibit 5) is good beginning, but it needs to be '' q e n d e d  into the region well beyond the summit area. Thin threads of possible flow of 
contaminant may not be detected in the source area, but would be as the plume 
disperses down gradient. A regional-scale monitoring plan requires a ional 3-0 
hydrogeologic framework map and cross sections; there are none at p r e s e a  
More data on analyses of geothermal waters would be informative - a range from 
most mineralized to the freshest or purest waters at least. Hydrogeologic modelling 
of various likely contaminant plumes from the summit to the 
geologic model would predict the extent of dilution as a solution to 
a 8  D. Ownership rights and obligations of the two competing geothermal ventures in the 
G l a s s  Mountain KGRAdo not appear lo be clearly formulated as yet. i.e. 1.8. p.1-16-20 
and elsewhere. Irresponsible competition (a possibility) could prevent communication. 
dala sharing, and coordination. They would be necessary between the two companies 
to avoid accidents. to develop the resource to the maximum benefit. and to meet 
environmental commitments. The Fourmil ill and the Telephone Flat reservoirs may 
well be, now or in the future, interconnected. 
C. An obvious effort of both companies competing for energy from the MLV summit is to 
la K n y  or minimize the probable hydroconnectivity of the MLV with the FRS. Thts begs 
the question: What is the level of risk to the integrity of the FRS from geothermal 
activities on the MLV? That is the basic question I t  has not beey t i s fac to rg ,_  f c  
answered in the Draft EIS. It can be answered - and it should be answered 
Y 
/ G  
c 
Jim Lovckin 
l l ( H l  Jcfierson Avenue 
Bcrkclc). CA YJ307-1415 
Iiomc Phone (sia) 649-Y?S3 
Work Plinnc. ( 5 1 0 )  527.987h 
?J Junr 1998 
Randy Sharp 
USFSIBLM Project Leader 
80f1 Wcit 1?111 Street 
Aliuras. Cnlifornia 96101 
Rc Telephone Fiat Gcoilicrmal Project. Siskiyou County. California 
Dcnr Mr Sharp, 
8 Fs a rescrvoir ctlgineer working in the geothermal industry, I have been involvcd in the 
dcve opnienl of a numhcr of geolhermal projects and have reviewcd many geothermal environmental 
impact statcmcnls. My complimenis to the U.S. Forest Service. the Bureau of Land Management, 
thc Bonncville Power Administration. and the Siskiyou County Air Pollution Control District lor 
preparation of a thorough and well-documented Draft Environmental Impact Statenient ( "DEIS)  for 
thc Telrphone Flat Geothermal Project. I hdvc visited thc Medicine lake  area and Ihe Telcphonc 
Flat site I n  my opinion. lhe DElS impact mitigation program outlined in Tables ES.6 and E 3  7 u.i 
niore than adequately protect the cnvironment and the recreational facilities o i  Ihc surrounding 
E r o m  I+ perspective of reservoir management, I rrcommend that the agencies approve the 
Proposed Action and glve no further consideration to Alternatives A or E. The Proposed Action 
(shown in Figure ESS)  takes advantage of the highly productive western portion of the known 
productive area and keeps the pipeline runs short to minimize heat losses and to facilitate efficient 
dclivery of steam to the plant Alternative A and particularly Alternative B would locate the p h i  
sitc closcr to thc injection a m  of the well field. Aliernaliw B would require ovcr 2 miles o f  stcim 
lines io get sleam from the 16-18 well pad to the plant. A coniparison of the three dcvelopnieril 
scenarios (Figures ES.5. ES 9. and ES.10) clearly shows that Alternalives A and B require morc 
pipelines. morr wel l  pads, and morc wells for lhc samc power output This would be inefficient and 
\rmteful usc of the geothermal resource. 
Since the DElS indicates that there are no significant environmental effects to warrant selection 
o i  rtllicr o( the Ahernatives, I feel it is incumbent on the agencies to examine which scenario best 
tnccts the long-term goals of thc Ceothcrmai Steam Act regarding efficient use of the resourcc I n  
thiS kcy rcspect, thc Proposed Allernalive is clcarlv prefcrahlc. 
:t~cncics io approve the Proposed Action and CalEncrgy's Plan 
Please keep mc informed about the DElS process. 
Sincerely ynurs. 
I 
J une  19. 1Y98 
R a n d a l l  Sharp 
T e l e p h o n e  F l a t  G e o t h e r m a l  P r o j e c t  EIS/EIR C o o r d i n a t o i  
800 W e s t  1 2 t h  S t r e e t  
A l t u r a s  CA 96101 
D e a r  MI-. S h a r p :  
I oppose g e o t h e r m a l  d e v e l o p m e n t  at M e d i c i n e  L a k e .  I b e l i e v e  the 
s t i p u l a t i o n s  do not pro\ide a d e q u a t e  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  s a f e g u a r d s  and 
m i t i g a t i o n .  T h e i r / y o u r  l a c t i c  has been to lie a b o u t  the p n v i r o n m e n t a l  
e f l e c t s  o f  t h i s  p r o j e c t  and to name all i m p a c t s  " i n s i g n i f i c a n t "  and 
w h i t e w a s h  them no m a t t e r  how sevet -e  t h e y  may b e .  
T h i s  p r o J e c t  w o u l d  f i n a n c i a l l y  hurt Modoc and S i s k i y o u  c o u n t i e s  t h r o u g h  
t h e  d e s t r u c t i o n  of t h e i r  e x i s t i n e  r e c r e a t i o n a l  b u s i n e s s .  It w o u k l  h u r t  
a c c  alEnergy Company. Inc.'s T e l e p h o n e  Flat P r o j e c t  d e s i g n  and t h e  EIS 
p r i v a t e  I d i v i d u a l s  who are c u F r e n t l y  m a k i n g  t h e i r  l i v i n g  f r o m  t h e  t o u r i s t  
i n d u s t &  - 
h i s  p r o j e c t  w o u l d  hurt  the US Forest Sennice  and the  Bureau of Land K a n a g e m e n t  t h r o u g h  the d e s t r u c t i o n  ol t h e  r e s p e c t  w h i c h  t h e  p u b l i c  
holds lor these agencies. Both a g e n c i e s  are i n  danger of b e i n g  seen as 
l a c k e y s  for c o r p o r a t e  America. wi l l ing  t o  sell o u t  e x i s t i n g .  c n v i r o n -  
mentally f r i e n d l y  e n t e r p r i s e  f o r  the b e n e f i t  or e n \ i r o n m e n t a l l y  d e s t r u c t i v e  
b i g - c o r p o r a t i o n  f i n a n c i a l  b e n e f i t .  
I urge you to s e l e c t  t h e  "No A c t i o n "  a l t e r n a t i v e .  whtch is t h e  only 
t r u t h f u l  a l t e r n a t i v e .  
I o b J e c t  to C a l E n e r g y ' s  use o f  a p r i v a t e  m a r k e t i n g  fimm (Shai - i  8; 
A s s o c i a t e s )  to send J u n k  
othenvise has no s u p p o r  4 . 
Sincerely. 
yes 10 d r u m  u p  s u p p o r t  f o r  a p r o j e c t  t h a t  
N a n c y  D e c h t e r  
705 K e n n e t h  Way 
M t .  S h a s t a  CA 96067 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
€WEIR Coordinator 
800 West 121h Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
’&. Gsupport  geothermal development at Medicine Lake. I believe the CalEnergy 
Company, Inc.’s Telephone Flat Project design and the €IS stipulations provide 
adequate environmental safeguards and mitigation. This project would also help 
Modoc and Siskiyou counties through efficient. environmentally conscious. 
economic diversification and growth. which both counties desperately n e e a  
hc Grthermore .  I believe that Alternative B would adversely affect the long term 
future development of this nalional resource by shifting the central power plant 
area toward the eastern edge of the known r 
is the best alternative and should be a p p r o v e 3  
(Dl/A2) for interconnecting the transmission line from the Telephone Flat Project 
power plant s i t e v e  Northern Utility Corridor as this route would not affect late 
seral stage fores 
oir area. The Proposed Action 
8 E e  transmission line route should follow the Agency Preferred Alternative 
Sincere1 
&-U Teri Colwell 
P 0 Box 712 
Seiad Valley, CA 
June 13. 1998 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U S  Forest SeNicelBureau 01 Land Management 
700 We51 12” Streel 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Re. Telephone Flat EIS 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
t;urge the Federal and State agencies to approve lhe Proposed Action Allernalive for 
the Telephone Flat geothermal power planl. its associated well field. and transmission 
line route Allemalive DllA2. 
The DlIA2 llansmission line roule will inlerconnecl with the proposed Fourmile Hill 
Iransrnission line corridor (North Utility Corridor) near the pumice mine northeasl 01 MI. 
Hollman. This is the shortesl roule between the Telephone Flat Power Plant and the 
North Ulilily Corndor. Selection of route D1/A2 will reduce the impacts lrom geolhermal 
development by combining Ihe lransmission line corridors. The environmenlal impact 
dditionally. the cumulalive impact analysis indicates lhat the ellect 01 Ihe two projecls * T b e l o w  the levels 01 signilicance with the prescribed miligation and stipulations. 
Several moniloring programs have been identilied lor the Telephone Flat project. which 
should De coordinated with Ihe Fourmile Hill Project moniloring program. Specifically, 
the hydrological and air quality monilonng programs have the grealesl ovedap. Close 
coordination will help assure lhal the air and water resources of the area are protected. 
The linal approval stipulalions should 
moniloring programs will be coordinated 
Thank you lor the oDportunity lo respond on this EIR/EIS. The development 01 bolh 01 
these projecls is vital lo Ihe energy security 01 the United States Please keep me 
inlormed regarding any decisions on this project. 
Sincerely. 
Charlene L Wardlow 
2416 College Park Circle 
Sanla Rosa, CA 95401 
707.527.6700. ext 727 work 
3 3 
June,Zq , 19% 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project EISEIR Coordinator 
800 West 12' Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
Dear Mr  Sharp, 
8 t s u p p o n  geothermal development at Medicine Lake and believe the Telephone Flat 
Project design and the EIS stipulations provide adequate environmental safeguards and 
mitigation 
Plan Final Environmental Impact Statement Record o f  Decision which designated the 
Telephone Flat area as Matrix This designation along with the prior designation o f  the 
area as a KGRA by the U S Geological Survey and the prior Modoc National Forest Plan 
which allow for geothermal development in this area make it very clear that it is in the 
interest ofall the people o f  the United States to develop geothermal resource at Telephone 
Flat 
There has been a long a progressive history ofgeothermal exploration within the Glass 
Mountain KGRA Development o f  the resources that have been discovered there should 
be no surprise to anyone 
indicate that geothermal development has been given a full consideration as part of the 
overall management plan for the Modoc National Forest The completion o f  this 
Environmental Impact Statement is in compliance with the prescribed requirements o f  the 
Geothermal Steam Act and demonstrate to me that the project can be constructed with no 
significant adverse effects to the environment 
approved as proposed with the 
Environmental Impact S t a t e m e 3  
This area ofthe Modoc National Forest i s  subject to the Northwest Forest 
The history o f  leasing and exploration within the KGRA 
The Telephone Flat Project should be 
' igation requirements that are set forth in the Draft 
I believe that Alternative B would adversely affect the long term future 
evelopment of this natlonal resource by shifting the central power plant area toward the 
eastern edge of th The Proposed Action i s  the best alternative and 
should be a p p r o v e m e  transmission line route should follow the D 2 B 2  Route as this 
route avoids the Mount Hoffman pass which is over 8,000 feet high 
has significant design and environmental advantages as it could utilize existing loggmg 
roads and clear cuts for the construction and would pro\,ide for the most reliabl 
reservoir area 
3 
The D2B2 route 
transmission line route with the lowest potential for adverse winter icing 
,- i Sincerely. 
June 25:  I998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U S Forest ServicelRureau of Land Management 
800 \Vest 12' Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
Dear Sir, 
been a resident o f  Northern California for a number o f  years and have visited the 
edicine Lake area several times As long as the proposed Telephone Flat Project 
protects the recreation areas surroundmg hledicine Lake, I can see no reason why 
geothermal development should not go fonvard as proposed 
resources of the area are protecte 
There should be a 
monitoring program associated development to assure that the air and water 
c w o u l d  like to see a schedule where the public, including school children, could take tours 
o f  the site to learn more about geothermal power and its relationship to our lives In 
addition. I would like to see a family oriented information center along highway 139 that 
would focus on geothermal, volcanoes, a he general area There should be a notice at 
the center where tour schedules are p o s t 3  
3 Gbelieve that the Power Plant location should be located at the proposed site This area 
has been logged and the site i s  behind a small butte which separates i t  from Medicine 
Lake Also the transmission line should go north from the project along the D l i  
route The roads for the power line shou 
impacts through the Mount H o f i a n  a r e s  
Please keep me informed regarding any decisions on this project 
e taken out &er construction to reduce 
€ 
6 
June 25 .  I99K 
K.mdaU J1. Sh3rp. Project Leader 
L S. Depanmeni oJ.4griculNrc 
Forest Senice klodoc National Forest 
800 West 12th Street 
.UrUrss. California. 96101 
Dc3r Mr Sharp: 
c a m  in favor.of the CalEnergv Company Inc. Telephone Mat Geothend Project n e x  Xledicme 
Lake. California for the following reasons. 
This project is an enruonmental sound project that will fit into the enruoninent without causing 
additional harm to thc en\ironmcnt. It will usc a natural resource that is rcnewablc. 
It  fits into the Present's Option Nine Forcst Plan 
Pacilic Sonhwcst National Forests 
that CJUS for economic diversification m the 
U'ith the present economic condition of Siskyou Coung this prolect ulll help the Counn. of 
Siskivou's decreasing budget that Itas been caused by the endangered species act 
Therefore I am hopeful that you nill sce that this will have a positi\.e benclit to the Count\ of 
Siski?oU State of California and the United Stales. That vou will see to it  that this projec't can eo 
iorward by -&mg it a iavorable rccomendation to the Kegond Forestrr fir Hegon 5.  
I h3be come to this conclusion after Xisiting the geothermal tiel& 
attending? concerned citizen's meetings and roiewing the projcct's 
Sincerely 
K .\I (Dich)Coaardin 
I' 1 )  BOY 231 
Yrcka. C.\. 96097 
5.30 419 1903 
Email: aldcret.cisnot.rcrest.net 
CI'. CalEncrg! Cornpan! Inc 
SiFki!.ou Count! Board 01 Supcntsorc 
Bureau oiI.and Ilanageincni 
L S  I)cp.innient oi Energ 
JuneJL- 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U S Forest Se~ceIBureau of Land blanayemenr 
800 West 12" Street 
Alluras, Callfoma 96101 
RE The Telephone Flat Geothemlal Proiect 
Drafi Enwronmental lntpact Statement 
Dear Mr Sharp 
I am very concerned that several oithe proposed biological mitigation measures are ' cnnecessa ry  and exceed the direction provided to the U S Forest Service regarding 
habitat replacement and bat habitat management in the Northwest Forest Plan Record of 
Decision (NU'FP ROD) 
Additional Mitigation For Wildlife This mitigation requires the Project to mitigate for 
the project foot print and a 250 foot additional "buffer zone" into the residual stand for 
forested areas capable of"  producing forested habitats of at least 1 I inches Diameter at 
Breast Height (DBtI) and 40 percent canopy closure" The concept IS to replace lost 
potential for recruitment of Late Seral forest habitat through off site mitigation 
requirement is not supponed by the direction given in the NWFP ROD 
First. where did the concept of the 250 foot additional effect zone come from'J The 
concept of two site potential trees is used to protect riparian areas and seems to be taking 
a new definition regarding residual impacts for roads or clearings Does the USFS intend 
to apply this mitigation measure to harvesting practices through out the National Forest 
System where Matrix forest are harvested and to all new ski areas, roads. recreation 
facilities such as trails, snowmobile routes. campgrounds. power lines. and other rights of 
1 am specifically concerned about the followng 
This 
3 G e c o n d .  the area surrounding the Telephone Flat Project is classified as Matrix under the 
NU'FP ROD The area has been previously logged and the information shou, In Figures 
3 3 ?. Table 3 3 2. and Figure 3 3 1 and the corresponding teyt indicate that  the area has 
very poor canopy closure to beyin with This mittgatlon does not take into consideratioil 
Q a 
4 
c j  
the existing forest condition I t  i s  based on a desired fiiture condition of Late Seral forest 
This i s  flawed logic Matrix lands are subject to harvesting and the future potential for i t  
to reach Late Seral stage or a 40% or greater canopy closure is questionable because the 
area would be harvested The geothermal development does not restrict harvesting in the 
area To require the geothermal developer to be obligated for additional mitigation which 
does not consider the current and planned future condition ofthis specific area can not be 
supported by any stipulation o f  the Modoc National Forest Plan or the NWFP ROD 
What i s  the specific management directive that requires this excessive mitigationq Please 
provide supporting documentaiion regarding the basis for this stipulation 
should be for the impact on the existing environment not a desired future condition The 
not designed to enhance the Matrix forest, it i s  designed to enhance Late Seral forest 
management direction o f  Matrix forest i s  to allow for multiple use and this stipulati 
4 F  7 2  snag per acre for this type o f  forest area This is the residual stand goal The 
concept to require the geothermal developer to recruit snags at sites outside o f  the 
geothermal development area is not supponed by the NWFP ROD The geothermal 
developer should be require to maintain 2 7 2  snags per acre in the immediate area 
surrounding the project such as the lease area This should be a one time requirement 
and should be based on the snag loss The developer should be required to complete a 
snag inventory of the area that will be cleared for facilities and replace those snags and 
enhance the lease area if it i s  snag deficient (i e less than 2 72 snags per acre) If this 
project area where considered to be a timber sale which had 143 acres of clear cuts, what 
mitigation for snag would the NWFP ROD require for Matrix lands? The geothernial 
developer should not be required to complete anwhing more than timber operations would 
be required This 
should be a requirement at the initial construction only 
In my opinion these mitigation measures are excessive and not supponed by the Modoc 
The mitigation 
Y 
hirdly, the mitigation for snag replacement i s  excessive The NWFP ROD does require 
I see no reason to require additional replacement even 30 years 
NWFP ROD and should be modified to be in conformance 
Ann Kohcrtson-T;iit 
50 Highland Boulevard 
Kensington. CA 94707 
June 29, l9Y8 
Mr. Randy Sharp 
USFS!BLM Project Leader 
ROO West 12th Street 
Alturm. California 96101 
Re. Telcphone Rat Geothermal Project. Siskiyou County. California 
Dear Mr. Sharp 
a cs a practicing geothermal geologist. I read with interest the Draft Environmental 
48-MW plant (as depicted in 
Impact Statement (DEIS) on the proposed development at Telephone Rat. I agree with the 
finding that the Proposed Action to develop and operat 
Figure ES.5) is the Environmentally Superior Alternative. 3 
8 c :van t  especially to voice support for the interpretive site described a$ one of the 
mitigating measures in the section concerning visual impacb (Measure 3.8.3.3-le. p. ES-75). 
I t  seems to me that the United States has largely missed the boat in making its geothermal 
facilities accessible to the general public. Other countries have done a much better job at 
this For instance, i n  New Zealand (where I had occasion to study in the Georhermal 
Training Program at the University of Auckland). the Wairakei geothermal field is  routinely 
open for tours. I n  Mexico, the national utility (CFE) has a wonderful visitor center at the 
Cerro Prieto field aiid h a  just constructed a new site for group retreats at the Los Azufres 
iield. Thc Japanese Neu Energy Development Organization (NEDO) maintains a bcautiiul 
geothermal exhibit In the city of Tsukuba. I n  Iceland. the Blue Lagoon at the Svartscngi 
tield (filled with brine discharged from the geothermal plant) i s  a popular bathing site for 
both locals and foreign tourists. Such facilities provide opportunities to educate people on 
the benefits of geothermal development and to give them a better appreciation of how thc 
earth's natural heat can be used to the advantage of humankind. 
I can appreciatc that people with somnicr homes at Medicine Lake might feel 
apprehensive about a geothermal facility in their back yard. This may be at l e a l  in part a 
rctlcction of lack of familiarity with what geothermal plants are like. But while some miglil 
bc put off by the siplit of condensate plumcs from cooling towers. others may he attracted 
and intrigued to kno\r that there's nothing in those plumcs but watcr. In my opinion. once 
thc novelty of having a ne=' neighbor wears off -- a neighbor who. incidentally. provides 
much better road access, improvcs fire proleclion. and pays lots of taxes -- local residents 
could justly consider the geothermal plant in their midst a5 a source of community pride. 
The interpretive s i  
gxithermal p r o j c c t 5  
ould certainly promote understanding and support of this and future 
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L;irvrencc Kelly 
aJ If& Alloriiej it1 Lmv 31 I Collier \+:I? 
Etna. Cnlifornin 96027-0816 
June 30, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
NEPA Lead .Apcncy Contact 
BLM 
800 W. I ?th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Sir: 
a Gsuppon the lelephone Flat Geothermal Project. But, 1 urge that the project 
protect the recreation uses of Medicine Lake. 3 
r recommend  that the transmission line be routed South of  Lions Peak and that 
they not cut a new road in the Mount Hoffman 
July 1, 1998 
Mr. Randall M. Sharp 
USFSIBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
I am in support of multiple use of the National Forest as the forest belongs to all the people of the 
United States. Multiple uses such as recreation, mineral and geothermal development, and timber 
harvesting can be environmentally sensitive and compatible uses of the National Forests. I have 
worked with various USFS to help communicateleducate the general public of the National Forest's 
involvement with multiple use. Some of the methods I've used include: creating dioramas, reDairing 
the 1930s CCC maps, and the Klamath National Forest's Interpretive Museum and displays. 
1 Eaving recently toured the Geyser Geothermal Fields in Lake County I found it most interesting and 
Highlands, volcanoes, and posts a schedule for tours of the proposed geothermal power 
recommend that an informative kiosk be placed along Highway 139, that addresses Medicin 
aC?;. the Siskiyou Dally News' lront page (June 25, 1998) an article titled "Siskiyou jobless rate high; 
income among the lowest" According to this article the county "ranked 47th out of the 58 counties in 
unemployment with an official rate of just under 12 percent, more than twice the state average of 5.E 
percent:" the article further states. "on the income side, Siskiyou fared even worse, with the 52nd 
ranking at a medium reported j s t  income of $30,462." The state-wide average median income 
according to the 1996 Franchise Tax Board figures was "$25,336 for individuals, and $46,243 lor 
joint returns." On page ES-33 of the &!&@ne Flat Geptherma I DeVelODm Proiect FlSlElR it 
states, "the Project would require both short- and long- term employment" which could be "aCCOm- 
modated by the resident population without the need to import employees". To ensure that the resi- 
dent work lorce is Drmared for aeothermal emDlovment ODDortunities I'd like to have the College of 
Sincerely, 
. ,  
the Siskiyous or special courseitaught, perha 
more of the 'resident population' for employme3 
ointly by both geothermal companies, to prepare 
Sincerely, 
Shari Fiock 
POB 1854 
Yreka. CA 96097 
e, c c 
JUl) 2 .  I‘m 
hdr Raiidall Sharp 
Tclephonc Flat Geothernial Project 
800 \Vest 12Ih Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
EIS/EIK Coordinator 
Dear Mr.  Sharp: 
G o s t  electricit! in the United States comes from power plants that usc cod. 
natural gas or nuclear energy. This kind o f  traditional electricity production takes a toll 
on the environment. California has had a long history o f  developing renewable energy 
resources hefore the rest ofthe nation and is currently operating pan of its. electricit! as a 
deregulated power market. Non. in California, each of us can choose wliere our 
electricity comes from in much the same way we choose our long-distance phone 
company. For example. Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) offers i t s  customers several 
choices including Clean Choice 50 (50% renewable electricity and 50% hydroelectric 
resources) and Clean Choice 100 (100% renewable electricity resource) whiclt represent 
added value and environmentall! preferred product alternatives to traditional power 
options. 
1 encourage the Bureau o r  Land Management to approve the Proposed i\ctioii 
.Alternative as the development o f  renewable energy 
provide the power for this growing market for clean 
Sincerely. 
%& 
Don Falcone 
July 3 1998 235 Yellowstone Place 
Rldgecrest CA 93555 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project ElSlElR Coordinator 
800 West 12* Street 
Alturas California 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp 
a u s u p p o r t  the development of geothermal energy resources like that proposed at the 
Glass Mountain KGRA in northern California CalEnergy s proposed Telephone Flat 
project appears lo be well thought out and environmentally sensitive plan designed for 
a conservative and efficient production of the resource over the 50 year project life It 
will produce clean power and jobs for the state of California 
The Draft Enwonmental Impact Statement considers three alternative power plant and 
well field configurations CalEnergy s Proposed Action site is located centrally to the 
know production wells This site is supenor to the two Alternative sites in that i t  
encourages efficient use of the geothermal resources while minimizing the prO]eClS 
environmental impacts In pafiicular Alternative site 8 should not be given any further 
consideration e it is located in the in]ection area over one mile from the primary 
production a r e a 3  
The hydrology monitonng program and the general environmental analysis in the EIS 
c p e a r s  to be adequate and should provlde sufficient safeguards to the groundwater 
and recreational resources of the Medicine Lake area The EIS contains an extensive 
discussion of the potential for impacts on the ground water supplies and water quality 
of the region The discussion in the text indicates that the project has adequate 
programs to assure that the project has no effect 
Geothermal leases at Glass Mountain were initially issued in 1982 Over 16 years have 
passed since then This Environmental Impact Statement clearly indicates that the 
Proposed Action should be approved as it shows no significant elfects and meets the 
criteria set fonh in the Modoc National Forest Plan the Geothermal Steam Act and the 
lease stipulations I think it i s  time lo  move forward with the intended geothermal 
development of the area 
Sincerel 
I 
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CalEnergvl T e l e p h o n e  F l a t  Comment L e t t e r  
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12" Street 
Alturas, Ca. 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp, 
I want to voice my opposition concerning geothermal development within thc Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 1 am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. I am also a g a m t  
CalPine's Fourmile Hill Project and any future geothermal developments within the Medicine 
m Lake Highlands. 
I a m  very concerned about the  followiog issues: 
The cuning ofOld  Growth Timber. which suppons wildlife habitat. 
The MI. H o l k a n  Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads 
Water quality jeopardued by toxic cooling tower driR. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which will harm the shallow kesh water aquifer. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (ronen egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
oise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations which will continue around 
e clock for years, thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
creased traflic and vehicle related accidents causing death and injury to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapable of sustaining both industry and recreation traffic 
TransDonation ofioxic materials to and from the Dower nlant. . .  
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes, well fields with 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles of 36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lake will no longer be a "desrmariotr recreorion area." Hundreds of  acres will 
become a *'no hunting zone." Contaminated fish w i l l  become a human health threat as well  
as a threat IO fish-eating wildlife, including the bald eagles and osprey Tourism and 
recreation will decline. thus causing the local tourist-based economies to suffer. 
I feel that these negative issues concerning geothermal development will affect every 
aspect of the Medicine Lake Highlands. The CalEfierp) Telephone Flat Project is very large. in 
a very sensitive area with the potential to cause significant lone-term negative impacts to the 
environment, including wildlife. vegetation recreation. Native-American issues and the overall 
quality of life. 
- NOLO geothermal development mithin the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
Address: 
Ray Miller 
P.O. Box 475 
Mount Shasla. CA 96067 
July 05, 1998 
Randall Sharp. USFSlULM 
Telephone Flat Geothenwal Development Project ElSElR Coordinator 
800 N'. I 2 I h  Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Commenls on Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
Dear Sir. 
RIPARIAN AREAS 
Riparian Raerva. listed in Appendix D or the draft Tecluitcal Appendtca paga 18 and 19 do 
states '?here are no permanent lakes or ponds in the project area". I visited the sump at 
California Energy Geothermal Corp. well number 3 1-1 7, located in T34N R3W sec 17, 
just wt of Alcohol Crater 8/12/97 and 9/1/91 to  conduct acoustic surveys for bat activity. 
Although late summer, the sump was full of water, there was a strong growth of aquatic 
vegetation at the waterline and the water was teaming with life. There was evidence of 
terrestrial animals penetrating the barrier fence to use the sump, and the sumpwas 
frequently visited by buds. The sump was in constant use by a great number of bats of a1 
least 3 species as a water source and to forage on insects during both of my 3 hour 
observation periods. 
' c o t  list the sumps created during exploratory drilling. Page 26 of this same Appendix 
page 50 of Appendix D, but the 
NOISE POLLUTION 
8 c h a v e  grave concerns regarding the acoustic spectrum and amplitudes the project will 
generate. The EISEIR carefully covers noises humans should expect, but sounds above 
human hearing are for the most part ignored. Many animals are very dependent on the 
ability to hear, be it an owl listening for a mouse, a martin searching for squirrels or a bst 
locating an insect. Much the acoustic information the wildlife uses is in frequencies well 
above 20 kHz. What frequencies will the project produce, and to what distance Hill 
noise interfere with or mask the information needed by both predator and prey 4 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment 
Ra) +- iller
CC: Dr. Elizabeth D. Pierson. Berkeley. CA 
Betsy Bolster. California DFG Wildlife Management Division. Sacramento. C A  
c 
I 
8 
I)anvillc. C h  94526-0123 
July 5 .  1998 
M r  Randall M Sharp 
USFS/BLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12' Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear M r  Sharp 
M e r  reviewing the EWER for the Telephone Flat GtothermalDevelopment 
Project 1 have the fdlewiag concerns 
The repon states that measures will be taken to keep noise, odors and pollution 
known for its clean air, clean water and natural beauty and any industrial 
development will detract horn these features The people who have property in the 
area and the people who use the area for outdoor recreation enjoy the area because 
there is no industrial development and allowing t h s  project to be built will detract 
from the area, even if the goals for minimizing pollution are met If those goals are 
not met and the project detracts significanrly horn the natural beauty o f  the area, will 
the project be halted 
should not be approved 
c elow county or state limits However, t h i s  development is  proposed for an area 
the area returned to its current state7 If not, this project 5 
Gegarding native Aniencan religious and ceremonial uses o f  the area. the fact that the 
impact o f  this project would he 'potentially significant, adverse. and unavoidable' 
should be enough to stop this project Native Americans have had enough taken 
them and destroying one o f  their sacred sites for this project should not be 
3 En page ES-21. the repon stales that the source o f  recharge to the Fall River springs 
is poorly understood The project should not be approved until the relationship o f  the 
proposed project to such a major source o f  water for both human and wildlife use is 
better understood Ifthe project continues and has an adverse effect on the Fall 
River springs. either through pollution or a significant decrease o f  the water available 
from the springs, will the cost of restoriny the springs to their current state be 
assume 
ap p r o v a  
tirely by the project developers? If not, the project should not be 
48 E e  repon talks about the cumulative effect ofniultiple developments but implies 
that there will be only two such developments This project and the Fourmile Hill 
Geothermal Project should not be approved separately and their approval. if yiven, 
should be conditional on no other similar projects being approved fvr this area Thc 
companies involvcd m these projects should present a combined envrronmcnlal 
nnpact repon for all pro'ects and they should be approved or denied based on the 
effect ofall the projects 3 " F  inally, 1 am not convinced ofthe necessity ofthis (or the Fourmile Hill) project 
his country has to Stan decreasing the demand for energy through conservation 
effons and stop creating more at the expense ofthe environment. This repon does 
not say that the proposed development will not daniage the environment, just that i t  
may do less hami than other means o f  generating an equivalent amount of electricity. 
With very l i t t le effon the people of this country can save the amount o f  energy that 
this project would produce and at a much lower cost. 
Considering the harmful and potentially hannhl effects of this proposal and 
than significant benefits, I urge you to not approve this proposed development 
ess Y 
Sincerely yours, 
Qg 7 
6324 Shasta Wav 
Kinmath Fal ls , .  Dregon 97603 
JQ 6 ,  iwa 
Randall Sharp, R o j e c t  Leader 
Telephone F l a t  Geothermal P ro jec t  
800 Alturas ,  We t 1 2 t h  Ce. 96101 S t r ee t  
Dear Mr. Sharpi 
I n  repard to t h e  Geothelmal development within t h o  Hodicine Lake 
Hiehlends. I have some concerns. 
a 6 s  a Homeowner e t  Medicine Lake I MI very concerned about  t he  
noise vhich w i l l  be 24 hours a day all yea r  lonK. 
Medicine Lake fo r  rest and r e l a x a t i o  
and s l eep  wi th  the noise  a l l  t h e  tima 
not  adequate or ssfe for  the  propo sed construct ion t r a f f i c .  !ltl;a mater ia ls  Vi11 be t ransported over  winding and narrow 
I go t o  
It will be hard t o  r e s t  
8 GMI a l s o  worried about  t h e  inc rease  i n  Traff ic ,  The roads are 
3 E n c r e a s e d  t r a f f i c  will cause acc iden t s  
t o  humens and v l ld l i f e .  With more t r a f f i c  
concerned about Vandal im and Break-ins a t  
V e r y  truly yours  
Vivian Wells 
c 
GRANT YOUSlE 
9112ROCKY RD. 
WEED, CA 96094 
(530) 938-1257 
7-6-98 
Randall Sharp 
USFSBLM Project leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
I am writing to oppose the Telephone Flat and the Fourmile Hill geothermal projects. I base my 
opposition on the following: 
E. As a highly experienced oil well driller with one hundred plus holes experience I KNOW there 
is no way to drill a hole through an aquifer without seriously polluting said aquifer with drilling 
are toxic and poisonous We do not need to  further pollute our potable. water 
8 E As you relieve the underground pressure by releasing it at an unusual rate, the result is 
abnormal ground settling and earthquakes. This has been proven in the faults and quakes that have 
developed post shallow gas well drilling in south 
that hasn't been addressed in the DER in the Ita$ 
The last vestiges of this pristine environment will be disrupted and likely destroyed in the long run 
bem. Canada. is a long term problem 
3 F T h e  Medicine Lake area is a fairly pristine area treasured by recreationists and native cultures. 
uel cells, wind and solar power are far superior projects to support and subsidize We do not 
need to  destroy our precious planet hrther with greedy short term projects like this that are 
subsidized by our tax dollars. Put the money into a sustainable future instead of lying to us about 
this falsely represented "green ergy". If you will lie to the people about green energy, what else 
are you hiding and lying a b o u t 3  
5 .  Hydrogen sulfide is a deadly poisonous gas that is not as represented. The actual gas is 
perception, thus making it impossible to smell It is also heavier than air, thus it pools in low lying 
areas and doesn't dissipate quickly. This presents a very real threat to human as well as wildlife. 
Breathing H2S is almost always fatal! It is a very real threat. This poisonousgas is released with 
the steam into the atmosphere Now what do you think happens to  this gas? As far as I am 
&orless and even when it has an odor, has the property of disrupting olfactory sensory 
concerned, the supporters of this project should have this gas piped directly into their homes so 
they can n'oy what they wish to present to the populous Living and recreating in the Medicine 
me a r e a 3  
Please, quit thinking on such a short term basis. Haven't we left our children enough of a legacy of 
destruction to  clean up? There is more to  life than the insatiable greed of corporations bent on 
taking everything they can get and leaving the people to clean up their mess. 
YOUrS lN\Y, 
s4+ 
cc: Diane Feins em 
Barbara Boxer 
Telephone Flat G
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Charles F. Moss 
2204 Pine Grove Drive 
Mount Shasta, Calif. 96067 
July 10,1998 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, Calif.96101 
Subject: Proposed Geothermal Project at Telephone Flat, Draft 
EIR/EIS 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
I once again wish to voice my objections to any geothermal 
developments within the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
I am especially concerned about the following issues, which 
have not changed since my letter to you of 9-20-97, concerning the 
Four Mile Hill project. 
I & This project proposes to construct a 230 MW transmission line s opposed to Calpine's 300 MW line, and neither EIR addresses the 
accumulative effect of a full build out. CalEnergy does address 
some of the accumulative issues of adding to CalPines proposed 
project,but not to full build out.This project proposes to build a 
transmission line with the capacity to handle 4.6 plants of this 
size. I therefore feel that this EIR/EIS i emiss in not once 
covering the accumulative effect of build o u a  
P 
3 
d c HYDROLOGY : This proposed project states that they will lose 
600,000 pounds of geothermal fluid per hour due to evaporation of 
steam candescent. This amounts to 71,932 gallons per hour and when 
combined with Fourmile Hill projection of 78,000 gallons per hour 
brings the total to 150,000 gallons per hour. Consider adding 
3,600,000 gallons of fluid per day into the atmosphere in the 
Medicine Lake Caldera. This is only the two plants that we have on 
the drawing board today. This is one of the listed UNAVOIDABLE 
ADVERSE EFFECTS. This is the fluid that contains all of the stink 
and hazardous materials. They may develop their own stinking rain 
forest. Medicine Lake area is subject to inversions and is now 
subject to ground fog in the mornings. With this amount of moisture 
added to the atmosphere, there may become a permanent fog bank in 
the entire Medicine Lake Caldera. I feel 
biased in not pointing out this potential 
EFFECTS OF AIR EMISSION ON WATER QUALITY: Contaminations that 
can be expected in Medicine Lake after 4 5  years and is said to have 
No Significant Effect . As an example, the amount of arsenic to be 
expected is ,012 milligrams per liter. The EPA established Maximum 
Contaminant Level is . 05  mg/l. If we consider the accumulative 
effect of a potential 6 projects, the expected arsenic 
concentration would be ,072 and would be approximately 40% above 
the EPA allowable. What assurances do we have that any mitigation 
measures will be taken before any irreversible damage has occurred. 
This problem is also listed under UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS. 
This EIRlEIS is remiss in not addressing t accumulative effect of 
the likely construction of full build o u t 3  
4 EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILLS ON WATER 
QUALITY. The proposed project would involve the use of several 
chemical and hazardous materials. Accidental spills of these 
materials would not be expected to result in adverse impacts to 
water quality in the project vicinity, due to planed control 
practices. What they are telling us is that they are not planning 
any accidental spills. That is why they call them accidents. Due 
to the extreme winter weather conditions in this area, one can 
expect to have accidents with trucks carrying hazardous materials. 
I am sure that all of the recorded spills of hazardous materials at 
the other existing,,plants were not planed either. Section 2.2.3.6 
of this EIR states Accidental spills of condensate, cooling water 
or geothermal brine outside of the containment areas (e.g., along 
pipeline routes) would be handled as if it were storm runoff (e.g., 
directed to drainifpe ditches where it is expected to be absorbed by 
the porous soils. SECTION 2.2.4.5.3 Plant Water Storage and Dump 
Ponds: states thaC occasionally the cooling water ponds will have 
to be drained in order to maintain concentration of total dissolved 
solids (TDS) in the cooling water to 10 times the initial 
concentration of TDS. This contaminated water is to be returned to 
WELL BLOWOUT HAZARDS : During the construction and operation 
g f  well drilling, well blowouts could potentially occur with 
resulting uncontrolled discharge of well fluids and / or gases that 
could affect human health and safety. Fluids could percolate into 
the subsurface; but because of the depth of the shallow ground 
water, it would be absorbed by soils and bedrock before it could 
mix with ground water. The ground water depth of most of the wells 
near Medicine Lake are approximately 100 feet. This does not sound 
wells. A spill of this is to be considered as storm 
but close enough to adversely affect them 
e c c 
7 CThis EIS/EIR is incomplete in that it does not address how 
the environmental damage, once done, will ever be corrected. The 
amount posted as bonds for final cleanup is equivalent to $185 per 
month €or rent and damage. When this plant is finally abandoned, 
the bond will not even Pay for Cleanup. much less restore the 
environment. The U.S.F.S. will be looking to the tax payor to pay 
the balance. I believe that for the U.S.F.S. to accept such a small 
amount of bond is criminal and negligent. The bond should be 
sufficient to for the work required at that time of 
decommissioningsy 
urge the Forest Service to choose the NO ACTION UTERNATIVE S F  ecause once this pristine area is lost and d y e a ,  it will never 
be able to recover, EVEN WITH TAX PAYER MONEY. 
/&/&9-%k 
Charles F. MOSS RCE 13,141 
cc : Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
3 
' 
3 
Barbara <ness and 1 om Femplc 
PO Roy 4SO 
hlount S h a m  CA 96067 
Juh  I ?  1998 
R E  Proposed Telephone Flat and Foumiile Hill Geothernial Projects 
at the Medicine Lake Hiphlands in Siskiyou and Hodoc Coumer California 
Randal Sharp 
USFSlDLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothernial Project 
800 West 12' Street 
AIturas. C A  96101 
Dear Mr Sharp 
We are som we missed you at the Juh 7 public meetmg m Vount Shana 
We live m Mount Sham. California m Siskiyou Count) We are homeowners and 
taxpavers If vw have ever spent any tlme In th is  area you are aware ofthe rpeclacular 
scenery. the pnnme beauty of this rural region With the declme of the loggmg industry m 
th is  area. the local toms of McCloud. Mount Sham. Dunsmuir, and Weed are pursumg 
h e r  way. to thnve Promamg tounsm and the natural beam ofthe area IS part of the 
turnaround of these old loggmg l o w s  A recent issue of"Vm.' published by the California 
State Automobile Assaiation. featured an anlcle on th is  area 
The development ofthe Geothermal Plants would threaten the Medicme Lake area, i o  the 
L n m m t  of its retreational. ecological and spintual value Geahenal  IS NOT ' clean'' 
energy Ai Medlcine Lake, toxlc g d e n n a l  fluids would be r e m o d  io a Class I dnsposal 
site every 60 day. and the closes one to the proposed geahermal development sde IS ~n 
Oregon Harardous nmtenals like chlorine, dmel fuel oil, high grade hydrogen perowde 
and &err would be used as pan of the process of obtammg the energy The route m and 
out of the area includes mountam roads wth up 10 a 20 percent grade m sonie areas and 
which arc knwn for heavy snow and icy wlnrer wndnions Truck dnvers do n u  need 
special cenification to dnve treacherous mountam roads Accidents nould mentabh mcur 
along these nrecches of hiphwav den the truckers from the flat lands have t 
toxic chemicals and wanes m and out This endaneenent is unacceolable l o g t h e s e  
The proposed project i s  in a Late Successional Resen? or Old G r o h  area sei aside for 
173 acres she combm 
This  IS unaccevtable 10% 
a 
a 
C d d h  fe habitat prolaion The proposed Telephone project nould affect approximatel\ 
ojeas. mcludmg Fourmile Hill wll encompass over 460 acres 
Page 2 
Jul) I?. 1 W X  
6 t i r e  con to generate energi from these geothermal plants would be three to four tunes the 
con for eledncity from d e r  sources shc Bonnenlle Power Admminratioll (pan ofthe 
U.S Department of Energy) has agreed to purchase 30 megawanr of the power that would 
be generated at thc Telephone Flat site (about SOMW total). presumably at these relativel? 
uncompnnive rates Does this n u  amount to a taxpayer subsady for an nhewlse dubious 
busmess venture7 Even those p q l e  willmg to pay more for so-called "green"energy 
would probably not want to pay for the energy from this project I f  the) w'ere aware of nr 
associated ennronmental costs 
cnizens of all polnical persuasions 3 IS NOT good povemment policy. and should ConCem 
ANY geothermal projects m thls Ian pnnlne area m 
these or any geothermal projecll to go forward m Stsktyou and 
eveqdling possible to prevent these projects at Medicine Lake 
Thank you for "our 8 o n s  MI our behalf 
c~ Senator Fcmnein 
Senator Box 
Mrs Lava&, Enclron 
c 
hfr Randall Shav  
U S Forest Senice!BLM 
800 West IP Street 
Alturas, CAA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp 
As a resident ofNonhern California 1 would like to express my siippon for'the Proposed 
concerned about the environment and believe it necessary to make wise choices when we develop 
a q l t e r n a t i v e  for the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project I am an environmentalist because I alii 
for publlc lands includmg Forest Senwe and BLhl lands 
OUI National !'arts, w e r G G G n a a o l n n l o d a i 6  a%mber& 
Under thls concept. the proposed project IS an acccplahle uce . . ~  
e The site proposcd or t c power p ant has 
route D2B2 is the most acceptable due lo 
a small butte which provides 
for visual and soun'd b k i e r s  fromLedicine the proposed transmission line 
6 chjs project can exist peacefully with the summer camping and the winter recreation activities 
By providing tours and posted information we have an additional oppoflunit) to give the public 
information on the clean, quiet energy available with geothermal. 1 also believe the economic 
In  summar). this Project will not harm the environn~ent. and will pro\,ide needed clean energy fol 
our residents. and can coexist with Medicine Lake and current recreallonal u w s  nlthout harm 
\ ' e n  truly yours. 
Address 7J, 2 7  f '' 
Ctty 6Ke&*"'4~., State Zip Code p/5<7 
From 'lhe Lksk Of 
Avona L'Cantier 
July 13. 199x 
I h d a l l  Sharp 
IJSFSIB1.M Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West Street 
Alturas. Califoniia 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
E h i s  letter is to state my opinion regarding geothemial development within the blediciric 
Lake Highlands. I am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. I am also againsi 
and an) future geothermal developments wiih the 
lef t  and supports an abundance of  wildlife 
of such magnitude that is an unreasonable J 
use oi  what is nou a recreational area. not to mention sacred Native Anierican sites. I 
could go on, but I barely have the tinie lo even write this kiter. 1 an1 sure that many 
athcrs hzi-i- wiiiicrt iihiing the incr "bie de\zastat~on 01 beauty and qoallty of life for the 
area residents that is being p r o p o s e 8  
I can only say that to allow sucli 
Highlands is a crime against life. 
Sincerely. 
1 -  ' 
r-. 
(&Lpx& 1- G;&. .'?I 
Avona L'Carttier 
Ceiieral blanager 
.4rise B Shine Herbal Products 
P .O  U o v 9 0 l  
XII Shasta. CaliIornl;l 
an activity to occui in an area such Medicine Lakc 
ltlOd3tl13VdWi lVlN3WNOtllhN3 aNV lN3W31VlS 13VdWi lVlN3WNOtlIAN3 UVtlCl 
133~OMdlN3Wd013A3~lVW~3Hl~3~1Vl~ 3NOHd3131 
c3 c 
Randall Sharp. Project 1.eader 
Telephone Flat Geotlieminl Projecl 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear M r  Sharp: 
6 C h e  local air qualit! \wIl decline with the release o f  hydrogen sulfide. 'The peace and 
dicine I A e  wi l l  be destroyed b! the conslriiclion and operation o f  these 
E h e  roads i n  this area are inadequate for industrial traffic and Iransponatiun 
of tosic inaterialsthat these developments wi l l  
be a destination recreation a r e s u n d r e d s  of acres \YIII 
e contimination of the lake will re the fish a health threat to 
w i l l  suffer as tourisni d e c l i n a  
8 6 G f e e l  that these negatiw issues wi l l  affect e v e n  aspect o f  the Medicine Lakc Highlands 
The CalEnergy Telephone Flat Project is very large. i n n  \'cry scnsitive area n i t h  the potential to 
cause significant long-lemi negative inipacts to t h e  environment. 
recre:t1ton. Naliw-American issueT and thc overall quality o f  l i f e  
Therefore, I am opposcd to geolliennal development i n  the Medicine Lake tltghlands 
July IO, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project ElSElR Coordinator 
800 West 12" Street 
Alturas, C/ 961r 
Dear Vr  ' .SIP. 
e The Geothermal development will help with new access to Medicine Lake Highlands. 
I;.he mitigation measures assured by Dale Schustei of CalEnerg). with the Mt Shasta 
in this area will be a positive impact to snowmobile use, so 1 suppod 
Sincerely, 
dynnette & Bill Jasmer, Member Mt Shasta Snowmobile Club 
30622 Crag View Dr. 
Dunsmuir, CA 96025 
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c c c 
Randall Sharp 
July 11 1998 
Page 3 
configuration is fueled by readily available low cost natural gas runs at extremely high 
RPM and employs a frictionless bearing system that adds to its efftciency The use of 
this type of generation by facility owners will redum their electricity cost by avoiding 
transmission and distribution charges Additionally waste heat from operating of the 
gas turbine can be used to make steam or hot water thal in turn can be used onsite by 
the facility owner to further reduce operational c SI thus making this technology a very 
environmentally viable energy supply alternative 5 
8 FBI890 also requires all California utilities to collect from their customers a Public 
Benefits Charge to promote among other things, the use of behind the meter energy 
efficiency measures to reduce the demand for new generation resources This was 
done to reduce the environmental impacts that result from building new generation 
plants The impacts that would result from the construction of the proposed TFGP 
project surely were not the intention of AB1890 
We as a nation have come a long way In developing and promoting cost effective 
energy efficiency that will continue to reduce the need for additional generation supply 
This, combined with the surplus of electrical generation capacity that extsts throughout 
the western states and the advent of deregulation of the electnc induslry that will 
continue to promote the competitive delivery of energy to consuming markets further 
points to the redundancy of this project 
do more environmental harm than g o o d 3  
'1 F e r .  are many commercially available alternatives today There is simply no 
lustiftcation for the continued consideration of the proposed CalEnergy TFGP 
deslructive sources have been exhausted that this project be deferred indefinitely 
geothermal plant We highly recommend that until other non-environmentally 
Sin_cerely 
e Telephone Flat Geothermal Project would 
3 
Don 8 Judy P'appe " 
Members of Medicine Lake Homeowners Association 
Cabin Owner 
cc Medicine Lake Homeowners Association 
C a l E n e r g y /  Telephone Flat Cott intent Letter 
Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 \vest 12'Street 
Alturas. Ca. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
I want Io voice my opposition concerning geothermal dewlopinteilt i\,iihln the blcdicme 
Lake Highlands. I am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. I am also against 
CalPine's Fourmite Hill Project and any future geothermal developments within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 
I am very concerned about the following issues: 
The cutting o fO ld  Growth Timher. which supports wildlife habitat. 
The Mt. Ijoffman Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines a i d  access roads 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling lower drin. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which wilt harm the shallow lresh water aquifer. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous clwnicals 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations which wil l continue around 
the clock for years, thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
Increased trafiic and vehicle related accidents causing death and injury to humans and 
\+ildlife. Roads insufiicienr and incapable of sustaining both industry and recreation tranic. 
Transportation of toxic materials to and from the power plant. 
Unsightly power plants wii l i  steam plunies. well fields with 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
iniles of36 inch above ground pipelines and trammission lines 
Medicine Lake wil l no longer he a "deesrirmriotl rfcreoriou fires '' Itundreds ofacres nil; 
become a "no hunting ;one." Contaminated fish wil l  become a hunman health tlircat as \\ell 
as a threat to fish-eating wildlife. including the bald eagles and ospre). Tourism and 
recreation wil l decline, thus causing the local todrist-based economies l o  suCTer. 
1 feel that ihese negative issues concerning geothennal development wil l affect eicr!. 
aspect ofthe Medicine Lake Highlands. The CalEnerp Telephone Flat Project is \'cry large. iii 
a very sensitive area with the potential io cause significant long-tern1 negatwe impacts to the 
enviromeni. including wildlife. vegetation. recreation. Native-American issues and i l lc  o\erall 
NO to geothernial development ni th in the hledicine Lake Ilighlancls. -
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July 13,1998 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Fourmile Hill/Telephone Flat Projects 
Modoc National Forest 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
q r o j e c t s  proposed in the Modoc National Forest at Medicine La 
the Pit, Klamath, Modoc, and Shasta tribes. I consider it a 
over an  area which holds religious significance to a p e o p l a  
trage to trample 
3 Eurrently,  the pristine Medicine Lake area is enjoyed by campers and fishers. It  
also houses an abundant array of wildlife. This includes bald eagles, osprey, and 
is the only place in the Modoc National Forest inhabitated by the northern 
spotted owl. The northern spotted owl is known to reside in old growth groves. 
This area contains extens 
its rarity, and b i n d i v e r s i t 3  
old growth forest which deserves to be protected for 
pay for these power plants. 
1 strongly urge you to oppose this project, and protect what I S  left of our nation's 
wilderness areas. The Medicine Lake Highlands deserves to be treasured for its 
cultural and ecological values. 
Sincerely, 
Sulakshna Singh 
Sulakshna Singh 
2689 Sycamore Ln Apt. D5 
Davis, CA 95616 
711 3/95 
Plr. Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 k' 12th St 
Alturas CA 96101 
Dear Randall Sharp: 
q a n  writing to express my very deep concern about the proposed geothernal 
While 1 concur i n  the need deve opment project referred t c ,  a s  "Telephone Flat ." 
of appropriate development of energy resources t o  meet increasing consumer needs. 
a f t e r  examing the f a c t s  and attending public information meetings. i t  is my 
strong impression that development i n  the specified region of "Telephone 
would be very inappropriate indeed. 
F l a t "  
Here are some f s c i s  i n  support of m y  opinlm: 
* the impact of development on th i s  relatively prist ine wilderness 
area would be detrimental to the local residents,  the native Americans, and the 
Visitors from afar  who a l l  come to the region for the renewal and restoration 
that nature provides; 
*the visual quali ty,  the air quality, and auditory quality of one's 
experience would be greatly impaired and an entire region degraded by the s ize  
and intrusiveness of the proposed project.(nisplays and information available 
at  the public informatiun meetings, the data collected and prepared by the 
outside agency hired by the Forest Service to study the environmental inpact 
of the proposed project, suggest tG me very strongly that foul a i r .  h i g h  r i s ing  
towers and a large pipeline t o  cnnduct the energy out of the area would a l l  be 
extremely noticeable and destroy forever the sense of wilderness for a large 
area around): 
"thus the tourism industry, which is the number one incoiae for th i s  
county, would s u f f e r ;  there would no longer be an a t t rac t ion  for the public - 
i n  f ac t  t h i s  would become an area to avoid; 
Ymrtk taw to do with toxic @lutim of raterlife in the Ekdicine 
I& area; the toxic WilSte t b t  -Id have to te wled Cllt of t k  
and sm?b disposed of; the violation of wildlife habitat  
m - ~ i r r w  t a i n  r d 5  - 
C 0 . r  rapacious ap2etite for  power, our wastefulness of the resGUrCes 
3 
we have, and our out-of-balance relationship to the natural world are a l l  areas 
of concern to me and perhaps need to be dealt with directly.  For instance, I 
have learned that the most cost-effectlve energy source i s  t o  use less .  And the 
second most cost-effective resource use i s  tG recycle what we consume. 
% 
I hope 
hese alternative - and very appropriate- ways 
Sincerely yours. 
5 G .de< 
S a n O C r u I  CA 
OWbl 
-5 'L- v dox.4ii-iooo __
Sara Bhakti. P h . D  
: Senatui- Oarbat-a Boxel 
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Eve and Jay Thompson 
723 Pine Ridge Ave. 
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
1 4  July 1998 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
F y  husband and I strongly oppose any geothermal development 
in t e Medicine Lake Highlands area. Specifically, we are opposed 
to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project, CalPine's Fourmile Hill 
Project, and any other potential geothermal developments within 
this area. 
We are extremely concerned about the following issues: 
*The cutting of old growth timber as it would adversely 
affect wildlife habit: 
*Air quality pollution (hydrogen sulfide and other hazardous 
chemicals that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation): 
*TransDortation of toxic materials to and from the power 
plant: 
operations); 
*Noise levels (drilling, construction and plant 
*Threat to wildlife environments. 
Because of these issues, my husband and I strongly 0 Se 
any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
Sincerely, 
Y 
Jane Seeley 
P.O. Box 1472 
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067 
July 14, 1998 
Mr. Randall M. Sharp 
USFS/BLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
On Tuesday July 7, 1998, I attended the Open House in Mt. Shasta 
regarding the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project. I spoke to  
several people who represented their fields of expertise and they were most 
informative regarding the project. 
1 was well informed on the basics o f , t h e  project, the drilling, the 
construction. the production, and the impact on the environment. While I 
am no expert, I do  have several concerns. 
'g E a c k  in !he early ~ O ' S ,  I lived at the old Big Geysers Resort outside df 
Cloverdale, California near the PG&E Geothermal Plant. We  experienced 
odor, noise, and pollution at that time. There were times when the plant 
went off line and the sound o f  the wells being vented was enormous. While 
I realize improvements have been made in environmental impact efficiency, 
the sounds and smell still linger in my mind. One of the side effects of the 
wells draining off steam was that the "hot river', where natural hot pools of 
water had existed, ceased to  be hot with only a few warm pools r e m a i n i n 3  
60 project of this size can be implemented without impact on the 
environment. And while the site and plant have been planned with 
mitigation in mind, the unknown factors are great and the ability to enforce 
the implementation of mitigating factors seems limited. For instance, the 
Board of Supervisors of Siskiyou County are the Air Quality Control Board 
responsible for this project. I do  not know the feedback procedure which 
would inform them o f  lalions. nor do  I know their effectiveness in 
dealing with s i t u a t i o n 3  
g 
3 truly believe there would be air and water quality violations as  well 
a s  noise pollution. Medicine Lake is a recreational area for this county's 
residents as  well a s  for tourists. 
levels, yet the opportunity for unknown problems (such a s  wells shutting 
I was shown charts showing the noise 
down or  blowing out) exists in great measure. Plant 
disturbed as well as  human inhabitants and visitors 
Q c n  reviewing the draft Executive Summary, I was struck by the 
wording describing numerous unknown circumstances and potential results. 
such as "the plan would substantially eliminate the potential for significant 
adverse effects". "Substantially eliminate" does not give me a sen e of 
lost fluids that would "not substantially affect groundwater quality may 
substantially d o  so. Recently the groundwater at Lake Tahoe has been 
polluted by the new additives from gasoline which are mysteriously seeping 
into the groundwater from the gas tanks which are  supposed to 
"substantially protect" the water. 
6 security, nor does the contribution of the plant to greenhouse gases*lso. 
The water supply is t h r e a t e n e d 3  
6 F i t h  so little unspoiled land remaining in this nation, the value of 
pristi e land, clean air  and water should be obvious to us all and should 
remain available to our children and their children's children. I do not 
support the building of this plant or  the one at the Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Project site. Yet. in all fairness, I acknowledge the need for clean power 
sources, bur why build two of these plants now? If we must risk polluting 
the water, disturbing the earth, and increase greenhouse gases, why not 
build one first, see how it does, and then proceed with the second plant if all 
goes well. That way we can see how well the mitigation can be 
implemented. study the effects on the land, how well the plant can be 
run, and then decide if another plant is wise. 3 
What's the rush? 
Very truly yours, 
Business Owner 
Mt. Shasta 
c c e 
GIG@ 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
Thls form IS provided to lacilllate the submtllal of Comments from Interested members of the publtc on Ihe 
Dial! Environmental Impact Stalemen! and Environmental Impact Report prepared for the proposed 
Telephone Flat Geothermal DeveloPmenl Project (Oral! EISEIRI The public comment period on Ihe Draft 
EtSlElR closes on July 22 199E Comments may be compleled on Ihis lorm and given to an agency 
representalive at one of the scheduled public open house meelings or comments may be Submmed to the 
agencies at the address provided on the backside ot lhis tom 
Name 1 t&l t f ,  fi ?& b#Hc 7eleplmne No sd 4 d 6 - z s - d  /7h 
h4arbng Address IdL' h, V Q  PIf-Vfd6 PA Q 60c 7 
isrmi 01 P O  mrr IC~IVI lstml IZO CcdSl 
Medicine Lake is a pristine vacation and recreational area with abundant wildlife unlike any other 
the Uniied Slates. The cwditionsthal will resun from the Telephone Flat Geothermal P w r  
Plant. will drastically change the wildlife. vegetation. adhetics and enjoyment of Ihe area The 
wildlife will bemme sick and die fmm Ihe pollutlon both in the air from the hydrogen sulfide and 
fmm the fish and d e r  01 the lake due to the cooling l w r  drifl deposits of hydrcgen sulfide. 
chlaide. ammonia. Won. mwcury. arsenic aluminum and dher toxic heavy metals and 
chemicals. The plantlile will suifer from itm alrbane chemiwl particles leaving large areas 01 
dead and dying vegetation The remwal of large stands of old grwdh Irees will disturb Ihe 
"sling panems of nalive and migrating birds. l t f ludira but not limited to goshaWCs. ospreys. 
swtled 4 s .  and the near eninu bald eagles The habitats lor a myried of animals w(ll no 
l~nger exist Reemation. as In camping. hunting and fishing. wlll beanr less than deJlraMe 
Thank you lor your interest 
Chiisfine A Rehberg 
1KM Rak(ellow Drive 
Mt Shsf(a. CA 98087 
53c-926-5350 
2 
rl 
0 
0 
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CalEnergyl Telephnnr Flat Cnmment Letter 
Randall Sharp. I'ro!rct Leader 
i'elcphone Flat G e o t h e m l  Project 
800  est 12" Slreet 
Alturns. Ca 96101 
Dear hlr. Shnrp. 
I Wan1 In vnice m! oppoctlion concerning geothermal de\elopmcnt \tithin thi. \ Ichcmc 
L3ke Highlands I am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flal Project I ani a l v ,  ay.iinsi 
CalPine's l~orirmile Hill Project and anv future gcothermal de\elopmcnts 1, ilhin l l i e  Sledicme 
Lake Highlands 
I am vcn. concerned about the following issues: 
e cutting o f o l d  Growh Timber. which supports wildlife hahitat 
The MI. Holfman Roadlcss Area trespassed by lransmis~ion lines and access rnadz 
Water qualily jeopardized hy toxic cooling tower drin To\-ic geothermal fluid cpills and 
leaks. which wil l  harm the shallow fresh wafer aquifer 
A i r  quality polluled with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chcniicak 
that c.an produce acid rain and damage vegetaiion. 
Noise levels including drilling. construction and plant operations which wil l  continue around 
the clock for years. ~hus disturbing the peaceful hlcdicine Lake environment. 
Increased lranic and vehicle related accidents causing death nnd injw IO humans md 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapnblc of sustaining both industn and rccrcxtion rralTic 
Transportalion oftonic ma~crials to and from thc power plan! 
Unsightly pover plan~s\r i th swam plumes. \\ell fields w i th  750.000 p l l o n  rludce pond<. 
miles o f 3 6  inch a b v e  ground pipelines and transmission lines 
Medicine Lake sill no longer k a "desitnurtcn r p c w o r i m  tircn " liundredr o i  acre3 \\ill 
become a "no hunting zone." Cont.vninaled linh wi l l  become a human health thrcat 35 \ \ e l l  
RS a threat IO fish-ealing \\ildlife. including Ihc hald eagles and orpre! 
recreatton wil l  decline. thus causing the local ,ourist-based economies 10 culler 
. 
Toitrirni and 
I feel that these negati\c issues concerning geoihermal de\elopmenr $\ill aFecl pier\ 
aspect offhe Medicine Lakc Highlands The Cal:nerg). leiephone Flat I'ro.iect i< l e i )  laree. iP 
a \e? sensitive area n i t h  the ptential In cause significnnt long-term nepaln: tmpaclr Io the 
ens ironment. including srildllrc. vepelation recrealion. \'ali\e-American Issues and the o\erall 
quality of  life 
NQ l o  geothermal dwe)opmenI within the Vrd ic ine Lake Ilighlands. 
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6 Pledsc do not allow CalEnerby develop the Glass Mountain. Telephone Flat and 
Fqur-hhle area. 'That is wlderness and should remain so The health of 811 
California i s  a i  nsk. 
1 hank you for your attention 
,- Smcerely. 
Dunsmuir. CA 96025 
530-2354491 
EL' President Clinton 
Communir) meeting 7'7198. MI Shasta Community Centel 
Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Gets9 
I 
July 8. 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project E l Y E l R  Coordinator 
800 West 1P Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I have recently started a new business in  Siskiyou County. I believe that the proposed r elephone Flat Geothermal Project Is much needed by our County. Although the new job 
position numbers are not high, the tax revenue will help the County with much needed road 
and bridge repairs. This tax revenue will also be able to help our displaced timber workers 
and others who need governmental projects to help them get back into the working force in 
our County. Siskiyou County has a small population verses it's size, and those whom live 
here would like to keep It that way. The County offers a verity of dlfferent recreational 
opportunities. which helps with its appeal, The plant will not affect the beautiful scenery 
and wonderful outdoors activities. The benefits of the plant outweigh any of the 
questionable problems the plant could bring. 
As a business owner, I have spoken to Dale Schuster about making signs for the plant area. I 
hope to be doing business with CalEnergy myself. Therefor, after studying the Draft EIS. I 
support of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Proj 
Thank you for your time and efforts. 
Sincerely, 
feel our County can not afford to let this opportunity pass us by. I am in total 
b L L .  n x r  
Eileen K. Maier 
Lmtlon . 504A Oberlln Rd.. Yreka. CA. 530/842~260@ 
Malllng . 730 Greenhorn Rd.. Yreka. CA PMlD? 
..... ..... .. 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This form IS provided 10 facilitate Ihe submiltal 01 comrnenls from inlerested members 01 the publlc on (he 
Drall Environrnenlal Impact Slalemenl and Environmental tmpacl Repod prepared lor Ihe proposed 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Proiect (Dtan EISIEIR) The public comment perood on Ihe Orall 
EWEIR closes on July 22. 1998 Commenls may be completed on lhis form and given lo an agency 
represenlalive al one 01 the scheduled public open house meellngs. or comments may be Submilled 10 the 
agencies at the address provided on the backside of lhis lorm. 
Name' ;IL.J\ 'r'j . m a I P f -  Telephone NO.: 5 3 5  17% 2 .  a;  c !?o 
Mailing Address: 730 Cnmhrn Qd I 1 r+ G n  CA ~ C P I S ' I ~  
CCVJ lSIale1 fZ!p Codel (Sfreel or P 0 BOK) 
2 ~ o m m e n r s : f i l , ~ , ~ ~  07 f i t c 4 . d  [.I* - h: C ) v i , , k ,  f.rs FfUi M J  f \m 
po,~J f i~~17,  
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LORlN C AND ANNABEL T SPENCER 
1894 NORTH EUCLID AVENUE 
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA 91784 
July 9, 1998 
Mr. Randall M Sharp 
USFSlBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
We have reviewed the dralt executive summary lor the Telephone Flat Geothermal ' 6  eveloprnent Project dated May 1998 We note that in the cover lelter dated May 8, 
1998. third paragraph it states 'The "Envlronmentally Superlor Alternatlve" 
ldentl l led Is the Proposed Act lon [emphasis ours] In addition, the Federal lead 
agencies have identified the "Environmentally Superior Alternative" as the "Agency 
Preferred Alternative" under NEPA'. Yet on page ES-38 under the paragraph labeled 
Environmentally Preferred Alternatives it states "The environmental analysis provided 
in the Draft ElSElR determined that the Project Alternatives would not mltlgate any 
slgnlflcant Impacts 01 the Proposed Actlon to below the level of 
slgnlflcance." [emphasts ours] 
Further on this same page it states that 'Based on the analysis provided in the Drdt 
EISEIR. The Project Alternative that would result In the fewest slgnlflcant 
envlronmental Impacts would be the No Actlon Alternatlve and would, 
therefore, be consldered the Envlronmentally Superlor Alternatlve;" 
[emphasis ours) 
This makes no sens 
proposed project wi 
later during operation. One of the most beneficial aspects of visitlng this beautiful 
recreation area is that it is so quiet and peaceful. These projects will ruin that forever 
The discussion of the efforts to mitigate the effects of the discharge of toxic materials in 
the air, on the groun 
is hardly reassuring. Even the draft report admits that the contamination of the 
adverse effects f 
Action Alternal lvg 
n spite of all the efforts at mitigation there IS little doubt that the 
dum unacceptable noise levels both during construction and 
a 
% 
nto the ground water and possibly into the Fall Rivers Springs 
3 
atmosphere by hydr  gen sulfide can be only partially mitlgated. The probability of 
this pollution ought to be sufficient grounds for supporting the NO 
Ge have had a family cabin in the Medicine Lake subdivision for 35 years and have 
hlked many tmes to MI Hoffman, Payne Springs, Bullseye and Blanche lakes, Alcohol 
e c 
Crater Red Shale Butte Glass mountain and the 'hot spot and Lyons Peak All of 
these areas would be eriousty impacted and some made inaccessible or destroyed 
by this proposed p r o j e b i h e  Medicine Lake Highlands is a beautiful and ecologically 
sensitive recreation area and should be preserved as such 
In 1951 we visiled the Geysers area near Cloverdale in California It was a beautiful 
pristine valley famous for the hot springs and the resort where President Taft visited 
Then a geothermal project was built in the upper reaches of this valley Some years 
later when we returned lo  visit we were astounded to see how that geothermal project 
had ruined the area and it has never recovered and we doubt that it ever will 
The law which you cite as the authority for moving forward with this project was 
now We are now afloat in more energy than we know what to do with so there is no 
t s s e d  in 1970 at a time when energy resources were much different than they are 
need for it based on any national 
forward this beautiful area will 
e desecrated We strongly recommend that the lead agencies adopt the  
conc tus lon  of the  draf t  ElSlElR tha t  "Project Al ternat lve that wou ld  resul t  
In t h e  fewest s lgnl f lcant envlronrnental  Impacts wou ld  be t he  No Act lon  
A l te rna t ive  and  wou 
Super lo r  Al ternat ive.  
Thank you very much for your consideration 
heretore b e  consldered the Envlronmental ly Y 
Very sincerely yours 
CC Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Earth Justice Legal Defense Fund 
Medicine Lake Citizens tor Environmental Ouality 
July9 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project EIS/EIR Coordinator 
800 west 1 2 ~  Street 
Alturas CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp 
the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project Draft €IS The Recreation 
apler 3 10 discuss mitigation measures for impacts lo snowmobile use of the 
area How will Mitigalion measure for impacts to existing trails (Mitigation 3 10 3 
2a) be completed? Does this require existing road right of ways to be expanded 
to allow for a parallel snowmobile route or will an existing parallel forest road be 
used lo replace the lost snowmobile trail? At a minimum a plan for replacement 
of the snowmobile trails should be developed and reviewed by the local 
snowmobile club before new trails are designa This will insure trails are built 
in usage areas and not placed in a wasted a r e 3  
The Geothermal development will help with new access to Medicine Lake 
Schusler of CalEnergy to the MI Shasta Snowmobile Clu 
impact to snowmobile use Therefore I support the p ro jec3  
Sincerely 
2 
q igh lands  for all OHV s The mitigation measures assured In a letter from Dale 
ill be a positive 
/! . I '  ,/' 
(1. f '  
Ken Anderson, Member MI Shasta Snowmobile Club 
730 Greenhorn Road 
Yreka CA 96097 
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C a l E n e r g y l  Te lephone  F la t  C o m m e n t  L e t t e r  
Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12"' Street 
Alturas, Ca. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
I want to voice my opposition concerning geothermal development within the Medicine 
Lake Hichlands. I am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. I am also againn 
CalPine's Fourmile Hill Project and any future geothermal developments within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 
I am very concerned about the following issues: 
The cutting ofOld Growth Timber. which supports wildlife habitat. 
The MI. Hoffman Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads. 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drift. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which will harm the shallow besh water aquifer. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations which will continue around 
the clock for years, thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
Increased traffic and vehicle related accidents causing death and injury to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapable of sustaining both industry and recreation traffic. 
Transportation of toxic materials to and from the power plant. 
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes, well fields with 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles o f  36 inch above Found pipelines and transmission lines. 
Mediclne Lake will no longer be a "destination recreation area.'' Hundreds of acres will 
become a "no hunting zone." Contaminated fish will become a human health threat as well 
as a threat to fish-eating wildlife. including he baJ eagles and osprey. Tourism and 
recreation will decline. thus causing the lochuris i -based economies to suffer. 
I feel that these nenative issues concerning geothermal development will affect every 
aspect o f  the Medicine Lake Highlands. The CalCnrig Telephone Flat Project is very large. in 
a yen. sensitive area with the potential 10 cause significant long-term negative impacts to the 
environment. including \\ ildlife. \ egetation. recreation. Native-American issues and the overall 
dualit? of life. 
- NO M e r m a l  development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
Juh q, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
.I elephone Flat Geothermdl Project EIS/EIR Coordinator 
800 West I!" Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
0 r T h i s  is a letter is regarding the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project Draft EIS. the 
Recreation chapter, 3 IO.  discuss' millgation measures for impacts to sno\\mobile use of 
the area. How will Mitigation measure for impacts to existing trails (Mitigation 3.10.3- 
2a) be completed? Does this require existing road nght of ways to be expanded to allow 
for a parallel snowmobile route or will an existing parallel forest road be used to replace 
the lost snowmobile trail. At a minimum, a plan for replacement of the snowmobile trails 
should be 
designated3 
The Geothermal development \vi11 help \wth new access to Medicine Lake Highlands for 
eloped and reviewed by local snowmobile clubs before new trails are 
' c o t o r i z e d  recreation users. The mitigation measures assured by Dale Schuster of 
Club in this area will be a posihve impact lo 
Sincerelv. A / . 
Greg Skeahan, Member Mt Shasta Snowmobile Club 
61 I Annie St 
Yreka. CA 96097 
c c 
July 9. 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project ElSlElR Coordinator 
800 west 1 zh Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp; 
L Gegarding the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project Draft EIS. The Recreabon 
chapter, 3.10, discuss' miligation measures for impacts to snowmobile use of the 
area. How will Mitigation measure for impacts to existing trails (Mitigation 3 10.3- 
2a) be completed? Does this require existing road right of ways to be expanded 
to allow for a parallel snowmobile route or will an existing parallel forest road be 
used to replace the lost snowmobile trail? At a minimum, a plan for replacement 
of the snohobile trails should be developed and reviewed by the local 
snowmobile club before new trails are designat This will insure trails are built 
in usage areas and not placed in a wasted area. 4 
4 G h e  Geothermal development will help with new access to Medicine Lake 
Highlands for all OHVs. The mitigation measures assured in a letter from Dale 
Sincerely. 
Eileen Maier. Member MI Shasta Snowmoblle Club 
730 Greenhorn Road 
Yreka. CA 96097 
. _ _ _ _ _ ~ - - .  . ....... 
..... .......... 
- ..... -~ ....... - ....... 
Pegs\ h s c h  
104 s i ,  Dowl Dr 
htl Shasta. CA 96061 
(510) 920-5614 July I I .  1998 
Dear Randall Sharp, 
g G v  letter concerns the proposed geothermal development of tlie Medicint Lake Highlands 
The US Geological Survey has designated 13.1.2.7.1 ucre.5 of this area as poteiitial for 
geothermal development. The proposed Telephone Flat area is 173 acres for the plant site. 
well pads, pipeline corridors. and access roads This does not include approximately 15 acres 
required per mile for the proposed traiismission line (a proposed 24-mile corridor to connect 
\\ith the proposed Four Mile Hill project.) So what are we reol/.v looking at as f i r  a s j ? t t w t ,  
developnteitt in this area7 And why aren’t the proposed Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill 
projects presented simultaneousl~? 3 
s c a n 1  especially interested in the process of approval of the several areas that werc mitigated 
to “less than significant” based on supplying witten guidelines/procedures by CalEnergy 
When will these guidelines by \wilten and does the public have a right to access them for 
review? This pertains to the following areas, although are not limited to them 
tlie fire protection system 
emergency release plan for water protection 
H?S gas control plan 
detailed drilling program to prevent blowout 3 
3 E m i t t e d  lrom the transportation study was the “flotr” or ainount of hazardou, waste to be 
48 transported OUT ofthe facility. Mr McClain thanked me for pointing out this o v e r s i z  
also have concerns of the save passage of such material during wnter over route 97 10 I39 to 
Oregon that Mr. Jue outlined I have been informed by a truck driver that no special license i s  
required to haul hazardous material over winter mountain passes. I do consider this 
sibmi t i c a n 3  
c 
6 c h c  Pit Rker Tribe Resolution 96-OX-25 asserts the adwsc affccts ofcontinued 
encroachment into the area I was told hy Gem. Gates oithe Modoc Natioilnl Forest that this 
group i s  not in apeement with the development and slands in opposition to the Council o i  I ?  
I t  i s  my recommendation that a C ulmrol Mm:gemetit Nun be completed in respect to the pit 
Tnbe's opposition. This is a formal study of Forest Service Management of  land and hotv i t  
conflicts w t h  the spiritual practices. The 1978 American Indian Religious Freedom Act 
(AIRFA) means one must consider the use or  land for such purposes This is  extremely 
important as there is  no U U ? : ~  miripore thc effects of  increased development on the cultural 
prope? as a whole 3 
6 E e  aware of what "green-energy" means, this term t s  a great manipulailon: Mcdlcine lake 
area wil l never be the same. Conservoiron I S  green-enerp. I support measures that encourage 
individuals and business in implementing means to reduce energy expenditure and a 
gowrnment program that suppon this through more extensive IBA incentives and education I 
compare this to the government's mass campaips to inform citizens about tobacco and 
children about drugs in ordcr to change their perceptions and therefore he i r  actions 
I thank you for your time and consideration and would appreciate your personal response to 
the concerns mentioned in this letter 
J 
Sincerely. 
L 
P 
3 
e 
Mr Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 6101 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
July 20, 1998 
This letter is to inform you of my opposition to the proposed development of a 
geothermal power plant on the Telephone Flat site near Medicine Lake in Siskyou Count). 
California Having read the dran Environmental Impact Statement for this project. and 
having spent 30 summers vacationing at Medicine Lake, I have many concerns about this 
effort t develop these unique and sensitive National Forest lands 
&st: The draft EISIEIR acknowledges that the Medicine Lake region will 
suffer extensive adverse effects as a result of the Four Mile Hill Geothermal project 
The project will harm air and water quality. diminish animal habitat. create noise 
pollution. and impact Native American cultural sites As a result. this beautiful part of our 
nation’s national Cores stem will no longer be a safe or attractive place for Americans to 
hunt. ish, boat. or h i k a  
b e c o n d :  The draft EISIEIR doer not sulliciently account for the cuniulative 
damage lo the Medicine Lake region that will result from the planned development 
of multiple geothermal power plants in the area. In light of the fact that there are at 
least two more power plants planned for the Medicine Lake area, the Forest Service, 
Bureau of Land Management, and other oversight agencies h ve failed to clearly disclose 
the ‘ B h i r d :  Evidence regarding the safety nnd economic viability of geothernisl 
energy projects is incomplete The EPA is currently spending over $5 million (per well) 
of taxpayers’ money to prevent wells at the Geysers geothermal development from 
emitting poisonous gas clouds over portions of Lake and Sonoma counties The 
significant underproduction of the Geysers geothermal fields also raises questions about 
whether i t  is economically sensible to pursue addi ’ 
addition I research and technological advancemen3 
&era,,. I see no justification for authorizing a risky project that sacrifices the 
quality of a spectacular portion of land belonging to the American people in order IO 
benefit a handful of energy corporations and their investors As a property owner, a 
ined effect that these plants will have on the r e g i o d  
al geothermal developments without 
taxpayer, and a Californian who 
I strongly oppose the proposed 
Sincerely. 
Randall Sharp,  Project  Leader  
Teleplionc Flat  Gcot!iermal Project  
800 W e s t  1 2 t h  S t r e e t  
A lh i r a s ,  c‘r\ 961 01 
RE:  C o n c e r n s  %.it11 Geo thc r rna l  P ro jec t s  
Dear hIr .  Sharp:  
I have reviewed t h e  d ra f t  EIS/EIR [or  geot l lermal  deve lopmen t  n e a r  
Med ic ine  Lakc, a n d  have  niajor conce rns .  
2 fi . No need  for power - t he re  i s  little analysis  of the same (or less) 
a m o u n t  of funds a n d  resources  expended  toward conse rva t ion .  Anv energy 
created by these p l an t s  could easily Le o f f se t  by even  in ino r  conservat ion.  
p. H a r m  L o r n  pipeline b reak  - an a t to rney  f r i end  of niinc was 
i n v o  ved in  a geo the rma l  project  in Hawaii ,  I believe on t h e  i s l and  of Kauai. 
1 h a t  company,  t o o ,  said the re  were no  o r  l i t t le  risks. A f t e r  t he  p l an t  went  in, 
t l ierc  was an  u n d e r g r o u n d  pipel inc b reak ,  a large t ox ic  release, a n d  a large area 
h a d  t o  Le evacuated,  t h e  p l an t  closetl,  a n d  m a n y  people ha rmed .  I see no 
analysis  i n  the d r a f t  EISIEII: of t h e  po ten t i a l  of a pipel ine Lreab, t he  expected 
effect  o n  the local e n v i r o n m e n t  a n d  human popu la t ion ,  what s tudies  h a w  
Leen o n e  rcearding this aspect  of safety,  and p lans  tor dealing with sucli a 
8 d i s a s t k w a s  awakened  earlv this  n i o r n i n c  in M t .  Shas t a  Lv a n  ea r thquake .  
Placing plpclines h a m p o r t i n g  tox ic  gasses i n  a vo lcano  arid ea r thquake  p r o n e  
a rea  just does n o t  m a k e  sense. T l i e  EIS/EIR m u s t  deal with these issues, a n d  I 
projects  should not go lorward in  this  
would like n i c w  i n fo rn la t ion  on t h e  
31 
2 
.. 
1 
c c 
6. I iar i i i  I<,cal ivaicrslicds a i i J  frcsl, water nqtlilcr:. t\s I 
i i iidcrstaiid. cc,c)liii< t o w r r  J r i I t  cr , i i ta ins  h,,avy nlctals  slid i , T x i i  cIiclllic.,Is 
i n c l i i J i n <  liydic,ccii w l l i J e ,  Loron,  nwrcur\ , ,  a r scn i i .  a n d  a l t l r l l l l l t t I l 1 .  I d, not 
the  risk t o  tllcsc ~ - ~ J i f c ~ r ~ l i ' ~  
area,  I do nt.t bel ieve tha t  tile sludge punds w J I  safcIv c u l l t a i l l  t o i n s .  .l.I>is 
r i s L ,  and tIic no-de Iopmcn t  aItcrrlati\fc Lccatise c l i  tIlis r isk,  IlcecI t o  he 
adequately a d d r e s s ~ d . ~  
h' adc tpa tc l y  o r  f u l l y  
lolit. seen i ndus t ry  c l a im ilmt tox is  dispusal is saic, and 
disposal o r  s torage.  ,\Gain, in tllis cartlaqualie-prorlc 
t3 G. I'Le p lanned  t ransni iss ion l i n e  w i l l  Iiavc t h c  capacity to llatldlc six 
u l  tllc 4P-mcgan .a t t  power plants ,  and with t h i s  capacity, and  qu i t e  oL\,ious 
p l a n n i n g  f o r  tllc same. the EISIEIK must  discuss t h c  eflcctr; inclllcling 
c u n ~ u l a t i v c  ffccts  of this  size of d e v e l o p n l c n g  
' I I icrc  i s  a f ind ing  in the ElSiElli ol cer tain dal11age to N a t i v e  
A n w r i c a n  t r ad i t i ona l  and  cul tural  values. . ~ . l I c  Alcd ic ine  Lake area is higI,I,, 
s ac red  t u  na t i ve  pcoplcs, a n d  this  impac t  i s  unacccptablc .  'I'l1erc a r e  powvpr al,d 
i o n s c r v a t i o n  al tcrnat ivcs ,  sucli t ha t  tlicse impac t s  nceci not happer,. 
Ixg ie l a t ion  in thc last  few years lias crcatcd a coninlissioll and llew Ian's to 
p ro tec t  Na t ive  Anier ica11 cu l tu re ,  and this  project  flies in tllc face c,f t ha t  
t r e n d .  'Ilw EIS/EIR niust n o t  o n l y  addres s  th i s  issue b y  idcntlfyitlg the har ln ,  
Lut  it m u s t  addres s  ways io reduce o r  c l i t n ina t c  this 11arn1, i nc lud ing  tllc no- 
dcvc lopn ien t  a l t e rna t ive .  Again,  even  a po r t ion  of the  resources  fc,r tllcsc 
plarits put ton.ard consc v t i o n  wou ld  scrvc the  cxact  same ene rgy  goals, with 
the a h o v c  liarlils. 
P 6. 
3 
Please fccl f r cc  to call nic i f  y o u  have any  quest ions a b o u t  aiiv of t h e  
above.  a n d  thank you fo r  doing your  best tu protect  o u r  natural  Ilurliarl 
resoiirccs while  providing society with safe, rcsponsiblc, and w e l l - p l a n r l c d  power 
suurces  includinc full use of  conservat ion.  
a 
8 
Q 
5 
\'cry t ruly yours ,  
2 
P. 1 e x  !.:a 11 K 0,- SK i 
3 9 5 j a  162nd b i r e e t ,  Eas t  
r a lmda le .  C a l i f o r n i a  4 3 5 %  
Uear hr. Handal l  sha rp :  
t h i s  l e t t e r  a s  p a r t  of  t h e  comment p r o c e s s  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  Four- 
m i l e  Hill and Telephone P l a t  Geothermal  P r o j e c t s .  I ve ry  much 
e n j o y  t h e  riadoc H a t i o n a l  F o r e s t  and t h e  pr imeval  w i l d e r n e s s  
t h a t  s t i l l  e x i s t s  i n m n y  p l a c e s  i n  t h i s  wonderful  n a t i o n a l  
f o r e s t ,  
man Roadless  Area. l f  t h e  ma l ign ing  hand o f  man c o n t i n u e s  t o  
d e s e c r a t e  p i ece  by p i e c e  t h e  n a t u r a l  wor ld  e v e n t u a l l y  o v e r  t i m e  
t h e r e  w i l l  be no more wi ld  and p r i s t i n e  p l a c e a u t h e r  ConcernB.. . 
E r e  t h a t  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  will be a f f e c t e d  by t o x i c  c o o l i n g  
tOWe e d r i f t ,  and t h a t  f l u i d  s p i l l s  and l e a k s  w i l l  harm a q u i f e r 3  
&d a i r  q u a l i t y  w i l l  be p o l l u t e d  by Hydrogen b u l f i d e  and 
o t h e r  dangerous chemica l s  ( l i k e  a t  Mammoth Mtn.) t h a t  can harm 
w i l d l i f e ,  produce a c i d  r a i n  and damage v e g e t a t i o n  3 
E n d  d r i l l i n g ,  c o n s t r u c t i o n  and p l a n t  o p e r a t i o n s  w i l l  c a u s e  
a h igh  n o i s e  level f o r  y e a r s ,  and one a s p e c t  o f  Nature  and beau ty  
i s  pea e and q u i e t .  T h i s  wlil be l o s t  i n  t h e  medicine Lake a r e a  3 
peop le  and w i l a l i f e .  The roads  a r e  r u r a l  and a r e  incapab le  o f  
s u s t a i n i n g  r e c r e a t i o n  and i n d u s t r y  u s e s  - t hey  do no t  mix ! - and 
t o x i c  m a t e r i a l s  be ing  t r a n s p o r t e d  c e r t a i n l y  do no t  mix e i t h e r  3 
i n  d i r e c t  c o n t r a s t  t o  r e a l  p l a n t s ,  most  o f  whici. w i l l  be removed 
t o x i n s ,  h e a t .  
The geothermal  p l a n t s  and h o r r i b l e  750,000 s ludge  ponds ( g a l l o n s l  
and m i l e s  o f  p i p e s  and t r a n s m i s s i o n  l i n e s  will be s i c k e n i n g !  ! !  
E e  Ked ic ine  Lake a r e 2  w i l l  be d e s e c r a t e d  t o  an e x t e n t  t h a t  
means i t  v i 1 1  n o t  be s p e c i a l  and s a c r e d  w i l d e r n e s s  anymore. T h i s  
w i l d l i f e  w i l l  be a f f e c t e d  by 
G h a n k  you f o r  your  time and c o n s i d e r a t i o n .  r l e a s e  i n c l u d e  
such as t h e  Medicine hake High lands  and the  I S t .  Hoff- 
6.0, i n c r e a s e d  t r a f f i c  w i l l  mean more a c c i d e n t s  i n v o l v i n g  
By t h e  way i t  will be J u s t  p l a i n  u g l y ! ! . . ,  t h e  p l a n t s  will be 
' o r  k i l l e d  o f f  by i n c r e a s e d  motor and f o o t  t r a f f i c ,  
i s  a b s o l u t e  f a c t a l t  i s  worth 
i n a t e d  n o  m a t t e r  t h e  sa fegua rds  because  the  s:em plumes *.ill 
s e t t l e  w i th  some s u l p h u r  p o l l u t i o n .  T h i s  is  u n a u o i d a b l s a n s -  
mis s ion  l i n  s have nor. beer. proven to cause  Cancer t h r o  
proximit$ourism w i l i  d e c l i n e  and economies u ~ l l  
ba ld  e a g l e s  and osp rey  and c t i l e r  a n i m a l s  r i i l  s u f f e r ,  too.  
a m  ve ry  mucn a g a i n s t  t h e  geo the rma l  p r o j e c t s  planned.  anri 
1 belie,,. t he  i l ed i c ine  
tj. the  h o r r l o i e  hand 0:' man.  et f u t u r e  &e.r.erarlals enjoy )y,odocJ 
~ i g h l a n d s  shoc ld  t e  l e f t  untouched 
L. .  
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I 
U n t i t l e d  
Randal Sharp 
USFS{BLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 Uest 12th Street 
Alturas. Ca. 96101 ph#(530)233-8848 
Dear Mr. Sharp 
Z E m  writing this letter lo voice my opposition to the proposed geolhernral 
projecrplanedjor rhe Medicine Lake Highlarid area I spend a grear deal o/ 
time in the sulyed areajishing and hunting and am greatly concerned the 
proposedprolect will effect the ecological balance of the oreo not to mention 
making a subsranrial number of acres oflliinirs io hunters Such projects 
alwavs result environmentaldamage rhrough the loss of Old Growth 
Timber. Toxins infresh water, unsighrlypipe and transmission lines to 
include sludge ponds loaded wifh conlaminares The area today IS loaded 
with wildlfle to include the Bald Eagle recently removedfrom fhe 
endangered spices list It  would be nice to keep it that way1 
ei h any benejits that mav be derived from the 
proposed geolhrrmal p r o j e s e  long range eficrs can be cataslrophic 10 
the area par larlv when you consider the fact rhar the area is as seisniiclv 
active as it is 
I feel the above issues o 
Y 
D1Q to Geothermal development within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands area! 
Russel W o k  
942 Brookwood Av. 
I,allejo Ca. 94591 
2 
U 
i 
C:!IEnergy/ Telcphonc Flat Comment I.ctter 
Randall Sharp  Proieci Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Prnjeci 
4tur:Ls. Ca. 9610! 
D e r  Xlr. Sharp. 
ROO \\:esl 12" s l r ce i  
I \\ani to t o i c e  in! opposiiion concerning ~ e u t h c m a l  dr\e!opmenr w h i n  thc hledicine 
Lakc 14ighiands I am opposed to Caknergp ' s  'Telephone Flai ProJecl I am also a s a i m  
CaU'ine's Fourniiie llill I'rojcci and an! iuiure geothermal dewlopments wiihlii i l i e  Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 
I am vc? tonccrned about the following issues: 
c culling o i O l d  Cirowh Timber. which suppons nildlife hahitai 
l h c  \It IiolTman Roadlcsc .Are3 irespashed h! transmiss~on line, and acccss roads 
W x e r  qualit?jeopardhed b! toxic couling toner  drill. Toxic gcothcrnul h i d  spills and 
leaks. nhich  ill harm the shallo\\ fresh w x c r  aquifc: a 
Air qualit? polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (roucn esg udorl and other h x i r d o u s  c h e m i c ~ l ~  
that can produce acid rain and damacc vegriation 
Ejoise levels including drilling. construction and plant operations \\ hich uill conunue r o k d  
l l l e  clock ior y x u s .  thus disturbing the p c e i i l  Irledicinc. Lakc en\ironmenr. 
lncrcased tralfc and vehicle related accidents causing death and injur) to hununc and 
nildlil'e K w d s  insullicicni and incapable d f s u s ; m m g  boih indutir! .ind rccre3iiun tralliz 
Tramponation ot'toxic materiala io and tiom.the p w r  plant 
I'nsighil! p o w r  plants \citli srcam plumss. IWII fields witli 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles of36 inch ahwe ground pipelines and I rwmiss ion  lines. 
hlcdicine Lake nil1 no longer k a "dcsir~rorio~~ r x r e t i i i w i  circa.'. Hundreds of acres \I i l l  
becunie a "no hunting zone '. Conmmnaied fish n i l1  become a human health threat as rrel l  
as n lhrmi to lish-eating \rildlife. including the bald eaclcs and ospr 
recreaiion uill decline. thus c:rusing the I6cal t r h i - b a s e d  rconunii 
iswcs and th: n\crsl:  
UO IC) zcoiherni:il J r \ r l o p n ~ e n l  within rhc \Irdicinr I..tLe 1 i i o h l : i n d ~ .  -
JUI! 1998 
Randall Sharp. I'rqcct I.ender 
Teleplionc l l a t  (ieotlierninl h J C L . 1  
800 \Vest 12"' Street 
Alturas. Cn 96101 
Subject: 'TEI.EPHONE FLAT GEOTHEHhlAL PIW.IEC1 
Dear M r  Sharp 
a G a m  wi t i ng  to express nib strong opposition Io the proposed Telephone Flat Geothemial 
developmcnt 10 be installed within the Medicine Lake Highlands. I ani a registered 
geologist and eiigineer in the state of California with more than 12 years of  experience in 
the environmental assessment, investigation. and remediation orcontaniinated sites; my 
masters thesis was focussed 011 the assessment of the economic viability of  geothernial 
projects. Based on my training and work experience. this project does not m&e 
econoniic sense. has the potential to cause serious en ' nniental impairment. and i s  
\vitliout benefit to the people of the State o f C a l i f o m l 3  
a 
3 
d 
Specifically my concerns are: 
the threat to water qualit\ h\ the discharges froni this facility are significant and 
Lake and the shallou c round water in tlie Highlands are considered to be o f  the 
highest quality in thc state of California. This project goes directly agalnst 
Resolution 68-18 and the California \Vater Code (Division 7 .  Chapter 3 )  in uhich 
hoth state that beneficial uses ofthe walers of t l ie state should be protected & 
maximum benefit of the oeoDle ofthe state. Developing a power plant that wil l 
prodnce significant amounts of wasle that are a h e a t  to groundwater and surface 
water quality directl! over this high quality groundwater aquifer and adjacent to 
the lake is directly opposed to the spirit and intent o f  the Water Code and 
Resolution 68-1 8. Other geothermal power plants have significantly impaired the 
underlyine ground\\ater. therefore the EIR's characterization thai this potential 
impainnent i s  not slpiificant i s  not defensible or supportablg 
t l i e  post-project enviroiimental cleanup costs \yere not adcquarely characterized in 
[lie EIR. Curreni projcctions for e~i\ironmental cleanup at other similar 
geothermal projecis are in the tens of millions of  dollars ( e  E.. Geysers! In  tlie 
current scenario. this hill uould be footed b! the government (i.e.. the people of 
the state ofCaliforn~ai I n  addition. the energ! generated by this plant will cost 4 
to i times to produce than that ofalternative energy sources (both "greeii' 
sources. such as solar or wnd. or "lion-green". such as natura! gas). according to 
the proiect sponsors These additional costs \\ill he passed on to the consunier 
during generation .The linal cleanupcosts nil1 he passed on to the consumer \'la 
E not adequatel! characterized or considered in the EIR. The water in Medicine 
t l i e  povernment once the project l i f e  i s  complete (which 
!ears!) Thls makes no economic sensc - at least for the 
the project \\ill have a significant negative effect on propert! v a l u o  for the 
Iiomcowncrs at Medicine Lake. l h e  value of property at I\ledicinc Lakc i s  
predicated on the serenity and beaut) of i t s  surroundmgs. Instal l~~ig sL'\.craI loud 
and unsightly power plants will destroy the quality of this area and i t s  attraction to 
people who want to get a\r.ay from the industry that sunoonds tlicni in the urban 
environments in which they liw and work In  addition. increased peoplc traffic 
6 the presence ofthe powcr plants and associated ponds. \veils. piping. roads. and 
transmission lines will seriously and significantly effect the visual quality of this 
pristine recreational area. The drilling activities for well installation wil l require 
bright lighting to be used at night, spoiling the serenity ofthis area. and iiicreaslng 
what will al 
developmen3 
both humans and wildlife in the area. The increase in noise and air pollution. and 
risk of serious injury and death to both humans and wildlife due to increased 
tmcks traffic needed to serve the 
considered in the EIR and wi l l  he 
dy be a too visible and inappropriately placed industrial 
8 E the development wi l l  seriously increase traffic and traffic related accidents for 
' development \vas not adequately 
I fail to see uhat  benefit this devastation to a recreational resource !\ill provide. nor the 
econoniic henefit 10 the people ofthe state ofCalifornia or the United States 1 believe i t  
is your job to protect our interests and this project cenainly fails in Ihis protection in a l l  
aspects: econoniically. environmentally, beneficial uses o f  the waters ofthe state. hcalth 
and safety. and property values. 
I appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments and look fonvard to your timely 
response. 
cc: Senator Dianne Feinsteili 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
c c 
J u l y  2 1 , 1 9 9 8  
Dea: S i r ,  
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL  DY JYlJ-22. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR hfTDIClNE I A K E  HICIlLAND' q=#yg& 1)O)I I ', l t . \ l ~ l 0 l l 1 ~  
I,, .#,,. \I..,,.,, 
. , . I . ,  ,,. I,, ,.,,,, . Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 wesi 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
CONSTRUCllOK AND CENCR.\I L:\DORERS' I.OCAI. l R j  - -__ - 
, ... .  1 1 . , , \ , :  ., 
Dear MI Sharp I ,  \ 
s f; r e p r e s e n t  L a b o r e r s  L o c a l  1185 o f  N o r t h e r n  C a l i f o r n i a .  
We f e e l  t h e  e n v i o r m e n t a l  p r o c e d u r e s  a r e  b e i n g  d o n e  t o  
We s u p p o r t  t h e  p r o j e c t  1 0 0 % .  
a r e  a l w a y s  we lcome .  
t h e  f u l l e s t  f o r  t h e  p r o t e c t i o n  o f  a l l  a n i m a l s , m a n  and  t h e  
f o r e s t .  
The  n e e d  f o r  good p a y i n g  jobs  
We have  members  t h a t  a r e  N a t i v e  Amer icans  t h a t  
We w i l l  r e s p e c t  a n y t h i n g  t h a t  i s  f o u n d  or turns u p  
h a v e  a n y  q u e s t i o n s  p l e a s e  d o n ' t  h e s i t a t e  t o  
welcome t h e  p ro lec : .  
d u r i n g  t h e  c o n s t r u t l o n  of  s u c h  a p r o J e c t .  
R e s p e c t f u l l y ,  
.;?,! ' 1  " I  
,.' ' L h  >:;/A 
Mike Lusk 
P.0.Box 354 
S h a s t a , C a l i f . 9 6 0 8 7  
Fd : 
i 
i 
I 
il 
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a 
( I a m  strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothernral development in the 
rledicine Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Modoc and Shacta Tribes in theu opposition tr 
hese developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the wholr 
rledicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources: on the water qualih , 
dedicine Lake and the mxhy sp*gs. creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlandr- 
he animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and au 
~uality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. ?le Medicine Lake HighJan& are a 
raditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious. ceremonial, hunting and 
pthering grounds for thousands of years. The area is hghly unportant to the mltural sumva l  o! 
he Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
--: 
)disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native Amencan sacred lands, deterrnmed t @  be 
s i w c a n t  and could not be mitigated ... 
vumulative efkcts of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the sir power plants that it has th( 
potential toserve ... 
.geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts an IO quare  miles for Telephone Flat alone, 112 mile from Medicine Lake. disturbing 
Drvatcr quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothemwl &h. toxjc fluid s p i h  and leak;. 
-high nobe levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for ye ars... 
'sir quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
w h a l  quality greatly affected bv w i g h t l v  power plants, 24 hour lights. *earn plumes, 750 
'impacts on reaeation. hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
Executive Order.13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Jwllce. 111 
American Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National 
aegister Bulletin 58 on Traditional Culwral Ploperties. Geothermal development is incompatiblr 
with existing long-standing s p i r i h ~ d  and cultural uses of the area and its natural nsources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
d 
wildlife, m s ,  waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
gallon sludge ponds, miles of j6 inch aGve-ground pipelines and transmission lines 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land 
Sincerely, 
Comments 
July LU. I'Nb 
RmW S l i q  
LTSFSR1LM I'rojcct Lcadcr 
Tclcphooc Flot GmlhmmJ R o p i  
800 West 12th Slrcc~ 
Mtums, CA 96101 
MI. S D q :  
I submit tu vuu Uir fullorvinu cuiiiiiiriils UII OK D i d  Tclepliuiic Flat O ~ U i r r u u l  
c~i~i raraytce to the ticotogy und soil s c i t i m  I notc witii interen ~ i u  dine is no 
NaluaUon of the impact ufgrothsrrnsl ctnissioiis atid OUIW coiitii i ina~~tllb: 011 soil 
hiugeochcmistq and on soil quality, NCU thou$ thnc  i s  such an evaluation for air urd water 
quality. Why? If you doubt ULU them i s  such impact. 1 sugecst tha YOU lakc a Iicld UIP to 
Bumpass HcU and the Devil's Kitchen in L m e n  Nntional Psrl I note in careful re\iew of the 
List of Preparm Ih31 while I h m  .arc n number of bolh govcmicnl ageiicy 31id consullml 
gmlogists. them arc no soil wicnnsts Thrre is a difference. lack of slan'expenise is  
Dcvelopmmt Pro~oct EISlEIR. 
I 
~~i iyl lablr  excuse. This is P siiioils omisdoc and miis: bc c o m t d  in ~c Fda! 
8 Even thqu@ithc Drafl EWEIS identifies the a m  as h3ving soils with relatively hi@ 
iorcst productivity. and evcn though the huvest of timber has been Uic prbnary use of the area in 
lhe past, ulc impacl of Lhc loss orat least I70 a m  orproductivc forcst soils, and Lhc cumulntivc 
eltecl ot thc 1086 oiproductive soils horn lht' Faurmile Hill and OLIIW ptmntiai iulure geothennd 
projects docs nor gamu cvcn the dghkst mcotim. Why') Do you havc such a low regad for thc 
?sw! T:SCXCC (Qc sui!) 'A w l a i n ?  I!IC ir2?x?J ccutyslen! 2nd i l l  ICZCUICC pmducl 
loss is nnt rYCn mnp,ni7d? 5 
a Fc Mcdiclnc LakcHigIhntlr IS d labcinaling gwlugic wunder dnd a niapniliccnt natural 
labom o'y to gain knowlcdgc of soil and ccosydcm dcvclopmrnt. and stich research has hecn 
conducted I n m  iii t ic p a t .  The region's rcrnarkahic natural valuu should have hecn rccognizca 
IWL( ,180 hy inclusion in a National Monumnil dong wilh 
uul yct liappriird is not a juslificntioii for tuming il inlo w 
E ; .  m p a t  Iu irrre3tion, 11tr iiiipleiiirntation ortIieTeleplronc Flai and oi~iei 
g c o t h c d  pmjcch would fundamenrally ~ l l c r  lhc nBNn! bcauty and xrentty 01 t b s  r c r j  
unportant area lor dispersed reacdlion. an opponunity whtch gmu's more r u e  e v q  year in 
C;5l;rda. I uii crpccially C i w r M  by thc hcL tifan) mcntitir. it; t:ic 1l;afl EM;E:S 4 d : k  
ei ieni  dxcreagc of public land thsl NIU bccoinc olf liniiu (0 public use. You urd 1 both ban. 
that dl lhr prqtc t  fx~ i t leswi l l  be securclv fciiccd with b i ~  siws warning oi scvcrc 
ronxqucnccs for any lrerparr on Ihe prwue Lice olpublic land lor pnvale greed W h y  has chis 
impxi hcen ~pnrrd? The slatemenl on ES-31 that "...lhc ngh1-f-way vepclation cicarancc 
Along Ihc tr~iismiwon l i n ~  [is) pmvidtne a ncnrilriai rrticaiinnai impar: 2s ncw arm3 wniiid 
c 6. c 
5 Gith respcri i o  Saiwc Anicricnns, I am astoundcd ihnt nrar llic end oftlw twcntiah 
century such m abmgatioii of Nativc Amcncan rights and spiritual va lua  would even be 
contcmpl&~J. Will llie Mdicine Llke Hig!Jlnnds become L e  l i l a ~ k  Hills uf lhc twcnliclh 
ccnniry') Docs L c  ghost of Castcr wmndcr the hallc of the Modw National Forcri Iicadquarkrs" 
a you "01 rememher ihc iiiiimac h r c  of c G - 0  iioad? S b r n c ,  thamc, simnc on aii 01 y w  
vbo have anythinH lo do with U U S  t r w c s t , 3  . 
short of i t  i s  that this projcct should nmcr liavc hcen coniemplat~J in the firs1 plaa, 
but y~~ II h a t  i t  l r q  the oiily acceptahlc outwine 1s Ilir: Nw Actiuii Alttindivr T lx  Mrdici i i r  
Lakc kghlaods must not be turned into an industnnl zunc Io k e d  tltc insatiable nionstcr of 
gmcd. 1 must ultimarcly appeal lo  tllc fundamental s e w  oftruth andjuslicc thal niusl lie 
somcwhac in y o u  h u n  for you Io mPe the only right dsis im in chis iuattzr. nu4 bring iu a 
cantcniplation of this or wy o l h u g c o ~ e n u l  project iii UIC Mcdicinc L&c 
Sincerely. , 
Wayne Vcnill 
1621 Eligio Lane 
Davis. CA 9S616 
July 16, 1998 
MI. Randall Sharp 
USFWBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geolhermal Project 
800 W. 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
With respect lo my qualifications to comment on the report: 
summer and parts of some wintenat theMedicinebke Highlands. I know the Highlands 
intimately. and am very familiar with every area that would be affected by the proposed 
project. 
( 2 )  I am a trained field geologist with experience in volcania. During the summer of 1980 I 
worked for the United States Geological Survey as a field geologist mapping the Medicine Lake 
Highlands with project manager Julie DonneUy-Nolan of the USGS Menlo Park office. I have 
personally walked most of the area inside the Medicine Lake Caldera, and have done extensive 
field work on the northern and eastern sides of the Highlands, through which the proposed 
transmission lines would pass. I have maintained regular contact with Ms. Donnelly-Nolan 
about the progress of the geological mapping of the Highlands, and most recently spoke with 
her in August, 1997. 1 am very familiar with the geology of the Medicine Lake Highlands, both 
in t e r n  of its geothermal potential and its many distinctive surface geological. biological, and 
ecological features. In the summer 01 1980 1 mapped the area around Telephone Rat--especially 
Red Shale Butte and Lyons Peak-while working for the US. Geological Survey. I have literally 
walked virtually every square foot of that area. The impact on that area of just the exploratory 
geothermal drilling has been dramatic This was once among the most pristine and remote 
wilderness sites in or  around the Medicine Lake Caldera; no more. Developing a full-fledged 
geolhernlal site there would culminate thedestruction of the fragile eco-system in the area. 
and leaching is in the area of building sustainable ecological and social relationships between 
human society and the rest of the natural world, while respecting the integrity of nonhuman 
nahire Given the deleterious effects of human use and exploitation of natural resources 
throughout the U 5. West to t h s  date. such sustainability requires a fundamental rethinking of 
(1) My family has had a cabin at Medicine Lake since 1963, and I have spent nearly every 
(3) I hold a Ph D. in Ethics with a focus on Environmental Ethics. Mv main area of research 
our relationship to and use of nonhunun nature if we are fio~ng to nlake the niuch nerrLd social 
translorinatioii of society towards ecological and social siistainability. 
\Iter reading through the Executive Suninlary and the other project descriptions n i d e  available 
[rough nlailings of the Medicine Lake Honieownersasscxkition, I oppose this p r o p 3  strongly 
on both philosophical and pragnlatic grounds At the philosophical level, development of this 
project would only continue the exploitative, utilitarian relatiorship of humans toward nahire 
that h a  led us into the current environmental cnsis. The logic informing the entire ES is "if we 
cait exploit this resource, we should exploit it." Rather than continuing this logic of hunling down 
and exploiting every last Mtwal resource lor human consumption, however, what is needed is a 
fundamental rethnbng 01 human energy use and consumpllon Developing the geothermal 
p r o k t  at Medrone Lake only feeds an ad 
addressing the r w t s  of the addiction i t s e a '  
Bzyond ihs philosophical objection, there are many pragmatic and ethical reasons for objecting 
tti  t h i s  phi1 Ixt me address here briefly several spvific points of concern I have with the 
p r u p h d  Telephone Flat Geolhemlal Project. 
3 r- ' I have already conimented on what the pristine 
wildernes area around the Red Shale Butte / Lyons Peak / MI. Hoffman complexes used to be 
BLe before the exploratory drilling came in and developed and devastated much of this area; a 
fully operational geothermal project will complete this destruction. Telephone Rat is in a Late 
Successional Reserve for Old Growth forest, and area speofically set aside for wildlife habitat 
protection. hluch 
Old Growth ,ores& 
' 
%: 
tive energy consumption habit, rather than 
the projected 170t acres is withm the MI. Hoffman Roadless Area and 
' 
: The proxinuty of this project to Medicme Lake with its recreational * ' m p o m n c e  is of very reat concern. There is no way of aranteeing that 
the water table of the highlands and the late illelf wdl not be contaminatedG deposits from 
the coolmg towers and settling ponds. Currently the Medicine Lake Highlands have some of the 
clearest, most pristineair quality still found i n s  America. SFr-gazing is henomeml as 
there is virtually no light pollution in thecald eqwet and sllenceof the k hlands is one 
of its greatest treasures. something that will be destroyed by the drilling soundsfwe have 
already witnessed this during the exploratory hase) AU of these 
highly mdutnalired geothermal plant within tk wilderness settin 
6 ' : One of the wonderful things that hascharacterued the Medicine Lake Hi hlands 
=he balance between recreational, wildlife protection, and light industry (timLr) that 
h a  been struck and maintained for many decades now. All of this is threatened by the 
proposed grothernlal development. Industrial traffic, noise, 
ecosysteins and wildlife will ruin the area for both rtireation 
9 c n a l l y .  the of the combined CalEnergy and Calpine projects pro osed for 
the hghland-era1 tinies deleteriou effects of any one project. What Pwrote in 
my Srpteniber 1997 letter remains true for the Telephone Rats Project: "the [Foumile Hill] ES 
nghtly concludes that 'The project could result in signihcant cumulative effects through the 
potential for conflicts with religious use of thearea by local tribal members. The temporary 
n o w  and air quality effects froni project construction could be cumulatively slgnificant if /hey 
owrlspd unth ottur prolccls, such as lk proposul CaIEnergy Jrlephoiic gtolhmlol project." This 
is a major weakness of the whole ES and EIRIEI5  there is no comprehensive study of the 
cumulative impact of the (up to 6 )  different geothermal projecls being considered for 
the Medicine Lake Highlands. I am all too familiar with what has happened to the region of 
the Geysers Geothermal Pro@& north of San Francixo: the cumulative effects have 
destroyed Ihc ecological integrity and original beauty of that once pristine area. Yet at least 
the roximity of Ihe Geysers lo the San Francisco Bay Area can provide some justification for 
its i v c h p m e n t .  There is no si011lu justificalion for developing the Medicine Lake 
Highlands, which lie hundreds of miles from the nearest metropolitan 
the last pristine volcanic-geothermal-tiological complexes in the c o u n w y  
In s u n w r y ,  I remain strongly opposed to any geothermal development on the Medicine LAe 
demonslrated economlc justification for the pro@, and that there are numerous and 
serious adverse ecological and recreational e f f e tb  whose cumulative deleterious impact has 
been seriously underestimated or ignored. With a wise and far-sighted national and regiorlal 
energy policy there would be no perceived need whatsoever for this Uldesigned energy pro)Kt. 
even under the ba t  of drcunlstances the sacrifice of the Medicine Lake Highlands for a 
temporary increase in electridty cannot be justilied. I f  the plants are built we will deprive both 
and reprewnl on 0 1  
c i g h l a n d r ,  and especially within the caldera ilself I believe that there has been n o  
our children and nonhuman kin the oppownity to enpy and thrive in this unique enwonmen lzl 
Daniel T. Spencer, Ph. D. 
Assistant Professor of Religion and Ethics 
Department of Philosophy and Religion 
Drake University 
Des Moines, I A  50311 
Tel: 515/271-2885; Fax: 515/271-3977; e-mail: daniel.spencer8drake.edu 
cc: Senator Barbara Boxer 
Senator Dianne Feinstein 
3 
2 
c c 
July 19, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
USFSlBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothennal Project 
800 West I?& Street 
Alcuras, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp, 
This lener is in regards to the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Project We 
understand and applaud the the people who are involved in searching for alternative 
energy. This is very imponant for this planet with its’ growing human population and 
shrinking fossil fuel supplies. The problem that we have is w t h  the location of the 
proposed site and the irreversible affects it will have on the fragile environment of the 
Medicine Lake Highlands 
I .  The Old G sqh forest will be significantly impacted due to the acreage involved in ’ t h e a r e a 3  t h i s p r o j e c s  The area water quality will be threatened by the cooling tower d r i l l 3  The sm 
The noise from the turbines will be heard for many miles. 
, 
of hydrogen sulfide (rotten eggs) will certainly affect the natural setting of 
3 4 
It does not take a rocket scientist to figure out that these four things will accure if a 48- 
megawan power plant is placed in this area. We have not even touched on the problems 
that @g happen to  this area-it’s wildlife and plant life. 
T W e  do not think anyone would argue that the Medicine Lake Highland area is not 
beautiful and unique. We urge you and the decision making board to seriously consider 
the irreversible damage that will be done to an amazingly fragile and sensitive wilderness 
area should this project be given the “Okay.” Please vote NO ACTION. 
Thank you for your t i m a  
Sincerely. 
Michael JanetK Server L Server pyp* 
Collyn M Server 
Manhew G Server cg/k 
400 a t  c Street J 
Alturas, CA 96101 
(530) 2334858 
July 18, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Manager 
Bureau of Land Management 
BOO West I 2‘ Street 
Allures, California 96101 
DearMr Sharp, 
I am a resident of Redding California and use the Medicen Lake area for hunting and 
&the, recreation I support the development and find that the Draft EIS adequately 
covers my main concern regarding recreation impacts. The project will bring much 
needed economic growth to northern California and will supply the region with clean 
Thank you for your consideration of this comment and please place me on the mailing list 
Randall Sharp 
5eothemal  Projects  
800 West 12th S t r ee t  
Alturas .  Ca. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
6 oppose a l l  geothermal developnents i n  t h e  Medicine Lake tiighlands. e C i a l l y  t h e  
two planned now. Cal3nnsrgy’s Telephone F l a t  L CalPine’s  4 PLle F T o J e C t y  
e Hedicine Lake sighlands is a precious r ec rea t iona l  area.  Tne Hoioc National 
o r e s t  designated i t  as  Prime Recreat ion and has expended thousands of d o l l a r s  
.iery few e a s t  Of I5 
’ c e d e d .  h i s  is a ploy by C a l h e r g y  & CalF’ine to convince the  publ ic  t h a t  t h i s  
t o  bu i ld  campgrounds equipped with water ,  i n s t a l l  a Boat Launch Ramp, SmprOVe 
campground roads and maintain it. This l a k e  i s  one of t h e  
equipped t o  fu rn i sh  outdoor r ec rea t ion  t o  our  county and the  s t a t e  of C a l i f o r n i a 3  
I h e  power generated by these  geothermal p l a n t s  a r e  not  c o s t  e f f e c t i v e  and a r e  no t  
is green energy and th s re fo re  should be approved. Green energy i s  a mis7omer h e n  
it destroys p r i s t i n e  f o r e s t  l ands ,  d i s t u r b  the  hab i t a to f  birds  and animals (human: 
included)  and po l lu t e s  t he  a i r  and water f o r  miles  around. The s t a t e  needs t h i s  
Recreation area ror the 10s of 1000s of c i t y  dwellers  uio ne.? t o  leave t h e  confin? 
4 G , w o u l d  l i k e  t o  know hmo dncides  if a impact i s  s i z n i f i c a n t  o r  not. h e  31s d e s c r i c  
?he loss of h a b i t a t  t o  b i rds  and animals ,  c l e a r  c u t t i n e  of Old Srowth t r e e s ,  danger  
many B f  your l ists  of changes t o  be 
from increased t a r f i c  and d i sposa l  o*  hazardous ma te r i a l s  a s  i n s ign i f i can t .  I 
s i g n i f i o a n t  s ince  they cannot be r zve r se  
6 G a t  can ihs publ ic  do t o  s t o p  t h i s  despoi l in:  o f  our pus l i c  l ands?  We a r e  t r a d i n g  
our he r i t age  t o  two companies vho plan t o  make money f o r  t h e i r  s tockholdsrs .  
Please s top  and t h i w  what you a r e  doing. I f  you do no t  f . 1 f i l l  your r o l e  as 
pro tec to r  & guardian of our Fores t  l ands ,  you a r e  
and should not  have t h i s  dec i s ion  making a u t h o r i t y  3 
No geot tannal  development wi tp in  the Yeeicine W x e  Highlands. 
t being t r u e  t o  your charge 
Lou:se T-.ompson 
cc:  Diane Feins t e i n  
aarbara 3 x e r  
P..J. S r i f f i n ,  Air Pol lut ion Control CCTicer, Slskiyou CWJnty 
c 6. 
July, 1 7 ,  1998 
W a l l  sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project EISELR Coordinator 
800 West 12' Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
Dear Sir, 
I support the development ofgeothermal energy projects and find the DElS for the 
The development ofthe Telephone Flat Geothermal Project will help conserve exhaustible 
fossil fuels and avoids emission of gases from burning these fuels Geothermal resources 
produce Significantly less sulfur oxides and carbon oxide pollution per megawatt hour then 
' f F  elephone Rat Project to be adequate with sufficient safe guards for the environment 
I 
July 1 7 ,  1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project EISEIR Coordinator 
800 West 12" Street 
Alruras, California 96101 
RE DEN Comments 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
writing to comment on the Draft Telephone Flat Geothermal Project Environmental 
mpact Report The environmental evaluation appears to be adequate and the monitoring 
program appears to cover all issues of concern that may require compliance monitoring I 
have visited the Medicine Lake mea, hunted in the area and camped at Hemlock Camp site 
at the lake I want the lava flows to be protected and with the conditions stipulated in t 
Draft Environmental Impact Report, I suppon geothermal development at Medicine Lak3 
8 3 C h e  Proposed Action is the best alternative and should be 
selected transmission line route (Route #I) should not 
oil, coal and gas bed electrical energy resources. Alternative resources for California are 
nuclear and cod and these are not acceptable because of the impact to the environment. 
The consttunion of this project will 
economic growth to areas which are 
jobs to Northern California and 
T W  you for your consideration of these comments, 
Roy Austin 
380 Mulberry Ave 
Apartment I 
Red Bluff. CA 96080 
transmission line should foUow the DUB2 Route as this route avoids the Mount H o h  
area and avoids the Glass MI Lava Flow area Although this route is longer than the 
Route # I .  the Route #2 has environmental advantages as it could utilize existing logging 
roads and with a little planning also use existing clear cuts for the construction ofthe 
corridor through the LSR area with very little effect on the LSR east of Lyons Peak 
Route #2 would provide for a more reliable transmission line route because it would 
avoid meas with the high potential for adverse winter icing problems. 
The transmission line selection should have been based on the following criteria. 
I )  good e n g i n e h g  design standards (Le. most reliable route not lowest cost). 
2)  best use of existing roads and previously cut over areas 
3) best route to maintain over SO years. 
4) best route to avoid sensitive environmental areas such as Mt Hoffinan road-less area 
To lower the impact through the LSR. the 230 kV transmission line could use single pole 
steel tube towers which can readily follow existing roads or clear cut areas and can used a 
narrower corridor. Just east of Lyons Peak the l i e  could take advantage of local 
topography and span a large area of the tree canopy wthout a corridor 
Please reconsider the selection of Route # I  for the transmission line 
Sincerely, 4-q a 
C A  7 F r t 7  
July 18. 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project EISEIR Coordinator 
800 West I 2' Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
Dear Sir, 
Regarding the Telephone Rat Geothermal Project Draft EIS, section 2 2 8.3 discuss ' c p r a t  ions labor force I am concerned that for any project of this type that the staffbe 
properly trained and competent to perform the task of construction and operations The 
sf the environment and operate the the development o f  the geothermal 
Sincerely, 
Eddie Kenyon 
2721 Viking Way 
Redding CA 96003 
Edward C. Lain 
915 W. Miner St 
Apt. 48 
Yreka, Ca. 96097 
Ph. 842-7663 
July 17, 1 9 9 8  
Mr. Randal M. Sharp 
U .  S .  F. S./B. L. M.Project Leader 
Telephone Flats Geothermal Project 
800 W. 12th St. 
Alturas, Ca. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
I wish to lend my support to the proposed geothermal power plant at a c  elephone Flats. Not only does Siskiyou county need the jobs and 
the taxes, but geothermal power is clean. I cannot conceive of any 
threat to the forest, animals, or any part of the environment. 
I am not an environmentalist! I would be highly insulted to be 
classified as such! I suppose I can best be described as a 
conservationist. I firmly b ieve that our natural resources 
should be used, but not abused. 
I am a retired small business man and have a general scientific 
background. I have two years of college with emphasis on 
archaeology/anthropology. I have participated in five digs in two 
states, and have had about thirty years of personal study and 
research in the above subjects. I have had an article on 
California archaeology published in collaboration with a colleague. 
A second article has been accepted for publication, and I am 
presently doing research on a third project, this one in Oregon. 
The opposition I have received to the geothermal project is the 
tusua1 . "Our forest will be ruined." Too many citizens have become 
worshipers of nature instead of appreciating and wisely using our 
resources. I hope that emotionalism will not be allowed to over 
rule a sound and object 
3 
approach to this 
Sincerely Yours, 
Bdward C. Lain 
3 3 3 
7-16-98 
Randall Sharp, Project Manager 
Modoc National Forest 
800 W 12'3 
Alturas.CA66101 
Dear MI Sharp 
We have some concerns about the proposed geothermal plants 
a The visual values of the Medicine Lake highlands will be degraded by the transmission 
q n e s .  Remember, a few years ago, you were touting this area as the next Volcanic Scenic 
Byway. Now it's a power line corridor. 3 
a flunderstand that the Siskiyou County commissioners are avidly supporting this project 
for the tax revenues expected over the claimed 40.50 year life of the plants But the data 
on several projects in California shows that such plants may lose steam after about ten 
years 
However long they last, we'll be left \nth power line towers and corridors 
The  solution? The  companies should agree to remove the transmission towers and 
lines and revegetate and recontour the corridors and the sites, just as  mining 
companies a r e  required to do, when the plants a r e  no longer v i a h l e . 3  
3 E h e  recreational values of Medicine Lake and the southern side of the highlands are too 
important to tum the area into an industrial site We believe 
geothermal. but only when designed in harmony with other 
&hn Denton 
Great Basin Tree Foundation 
1720 Johnson Ave 
Klamath Falls. OR 97601 
c c 
*** 
7568 sycanYwe a 
C m H e i o h b  CA 95510 
4 
July 17, 1998 
Mr RANDALL SHARP 
USFS-ELM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th SI. 
Alturus. CA. 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp 
I am writing to express my interest for the future of the Medicine Lake area of 
Northern California. I have concerns of the impact that proposed geothermal energy 
mining may have on the ecology of the area. My family and I experienced Medicine 
Lake, for the first lime last summer (97). We looked at the maps, lor a lake 
appropriately sized for our canoe. There are few in that afea so we were drawn to 
Medicine Lake. Our three day visit.was fantastic. The unspoiled beauty of the drive in 
and the moderate recreational crowd was a-stark contrast to the congestion of Lassen 
Park, prior. We awoke each morning to lake surface fop. We canoed then and 
experienced herds of deer feeding at the lake edge. My nine year old son saw for the 
first time, up dose Bald Eagles. We used our visit to Medicine lake further as a gateway 
to the Lava Tubes Park. 
Needless to say we were thrilled with this find. We hope to return again soon. I 
not profess to understand all of the implications of the proposed geothermal projects. 
a l l ?  owever I have reviewed the concerns of the Medicine Lake Citizens for Quality 
Environment. I do share some of their concerns. as follows. 
WILDLIFE HABITAT: 
WATER QUALITY: 
AIR QUALITY: 
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS: Though animals can be very adaptive to change over 
the long run. this geothermal project appears to be very invasive in the short term and 
unnatural mth possible ongoing levels of harmful fallout over the long term This 
combination has proven detrimental and at times devastating to Rota and fauna in other 
instances and areas I would be concerned that the aRemoon thunderstorms that we 
reveled in, could be the carner of harmful fallout. byproducts of the geothermal mining 
p r m s  i e aluminum. ammonia arsenic, boron, chlonde, hydrogen sulfide and 
m e r c u a  
GOISE: 
VISUAL QUALITY: 
TRAFFIC: 
RECREATION: 
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS: It is my understanding that some of the proposed 
geothermal projects are near to Medicine Lake. Near enough to the lake to have direct 
impacts on the concerns listed. Construction noise for nine years and then ongoing 
turbines Powerlines in the Medicine Lake Highlands were conspicuous in their 
rhe visual blight and scar of proposed grids is unthinkable for such a natural 
recreational visit to the area prompted us to put this area at the top of our list 
quiet. remote but accessible and all around one of the nicest wilderness 
areas that we have found in the state of California 
9 Gn summary, I have thought that geothermal energy could be considered an 
appropriate technology for power production. I also know that geothermal energy, by 
nature is to be found in volcanically active areas. This area is, in my experience, some 
of the last of the most beautiful and unspoiled forest and recreation areas in California 
Look to the long term effects of this so called 'Green Energy' Project. Can this beautiful 
area survive the magnitude of the proposed electrical production plants? will future 
generations want to visit Medicine lake? Is the benefit worth the long term loss. Should 
possible degradation of the California environment be the cost of Oregon energy? I just 
read where PG&E is closing geothermal installations due to lack of viability in the 
Calistoga area. What are there reasons and should that be considered before 
proceeding with these projects? 
Unfortunately 1 have not been able to anend any of the public review forums I do 
hope that all sides of the issue are open to compromise My stand at this time IS for 
OverWutiOuS m c e r n  considering the magnitude of the projects and the environmental 
stakes at nsk I hope that you will convey and mnstder my input in this important mat te3 
Thank you for your time and consideration 
Sincerely, 
Greg M. Taggart 
cc Senalor Dianne Felnsieln 
Cc Senaior Barbara Boxer 
C C M  L C 0 E A  
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This form IS provtded to lacililale Ihe submitlal 01 comments from inlerested members 01 Ihe public on Ihe 
DraH Environmental Impact Slalement and Environmental Impact Repon prepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flal Geothermal Development Prolect (DraH EISIEIR). The public comment period on the DraH 
€WEIR closes on July 22 1998 Comments may be completed on this form and given 10 an agency 
represenlalive at one 01 the scheduled public open house meetings or commenls may be submitted 10 Ihe 
aqencies ayke address providewn Ihe backside 01 this lorm 
c 
Jul) IS, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project EISEIR Coordinator 
800 West 12" Street 
Alturas. California 96101 
Dear Sir, 
am a resident o f  Redding California and have reviewed the Telephone Flat Geothermal 
roject Drat? EIS ' I believe the DEIS covers the impact and nlitigation issues and the 
project should be approved as proposed 
should be COnStructed with certified labor Personnel on site should be properly trained 
Section 2 8 discuss that lab 
Wh) not a l l  o f  the o p e r a t o r 3  
Northern rnia needs the jobs that this 
$L project will bring for both construction and o p e r a t i o s t e a m  lines and pressure vessels 
orce being hired locally for about half o f  the operators 
Sincerely. 
2721 Viking Way 
Redding CA 96003 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This lorm IS provided to lacllrtate the submMalo1 comments from Interested members 01 the publlc on the 
Dralc Environmental Impact Slalement and Environmental Impact Report prepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flal Geothermal Development Protect (Drah EISIEIR) The publlc commeni period on the Dran 
ElSIElR closes on July 22 1998 COmmenlS may De completed on this lorm and given to an agency 
representative at one 01 the scheduled Public open house meetings or comments may be submilied to the 
agencies at the address provided on the backslde 01 ths form 
2 
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CalEnergyyl Telephone F la t  C o m m e n t  L e t t e r  
Randall Sharp. Project Ixader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12* Skeet 
Alturas. Ca. 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp. 
I want to voice my opposition concerning geothermal development within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I m opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. I am also a g a h  
CalPine's Fourmile Hi l l  Project and any future geotheml developments within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 
I am very concerned about the following issues: 
cutting ofOld Gro\Nh Timber. which suppons wildlife habitat. 
The Mt. HofTman Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads. 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drift. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which wil l harm the shallow besh water aquifer. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (ronen epg odor) and other hawrdous chemicals 
tha! can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling. construction and plant operations which wil l continue around 
the clock for years. thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
Increased traffic and v&icle related accidents causing death and injury to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insufkient and incapable o f  sustaining both industry and recreation traffic 
Transponation of toxic macerials to and from the power plant. 
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes. well fields with 750.000 Ballon sludge ponds. 
miles of 36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lake wil l no longer be a ..desrmurion rrcreurion urea." Hundreds o f  acres wil l 
become a "no hunting zone." Contaminated fish wil l bec. ne a human health threat as well 
as a threat to fish-eating wildlife. including the bald eagles and osprey. Tourism and 
recreation will decliie. thus causing the local tourist-based econormes to suffer. 
I feel that these negative issues concerning geothermal development will affect every 
aspect of the Medicine Lake Highlands. The.CalEnerg!, Telephone Flat Project i s  very large. In 
a \e? sensitive area with the potential to cause significant lon_e-tenn negative impacts to the 
environment. including aildlife. vegetation. recreation. Native-.4merican issues and the overall 
- _  NO to geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
c c c 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL OEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
a %IO@ 
Thn form IS provlded to lacliltate the submlllal 01 comments lrom Interested members 01 the pubbc on the 
Oraft Environmental Impact Slalement and Environmental Impact Repon prepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flal Geothermal Development PrOleCt (Oran EISIEIR) The publlc comment per,od on the Draft 
€WEIR closes on July 22 1998 Comments may be completed on lhls lorm and gwen to an agency 
representative a1 one 01 the Scheduled public open house meettngs, or commenls may be submllled to the 
agencies at the address provtded on Ihe backside 01 lhis farm 
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June z? 1998 
Randall Sharp 
NEPA Lead Agency Contact 
U S Bureau of Land Management 
800 West 12' Street 
Alturas, Califomia 96101 
Dear Sir. 
1 have visited the Medicine Lake area on a number of occasions and have no major 
r n c e r n s  regarding the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project I would like lo see the 
project go forward but with monitoring built in 10 avoid any adverse effect to the water 
of the area including the quality of the camping 
like to see the final EIS have a stipulation that and boating at Medicine 
4 This project will have significant positive economic impacts to the region as long as it is gilt and operated with appropriate environmental safe s Please make sure that the 
final approval includes more definition ofthose 
Thank you for your consideration ofthese comments 
Sincerely, 
JLLkL 
july7. 1998 
IIandall Sharp 
USFS 'BLM t'rojcct I.ender 
Telephone Flat Geothermal I'roicct 
800 West I?'" SI 
Alturas, CA 96101 
RE TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVOLOMENT PROJECT 
ENVIRONMENTAL 1MPAC.T STATEMENT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPAC 1 
REPORT DRAFT May 1998-State Clearinghouse Numbcr 97052078 
Dear M i  Sharp, 
My neighbors and 1 live in the immediate area affected by development of any 
pan of the south side of MI. Shasta and the Modoc National Forest Any access 
from California comes nght through our community of Dunsmuir via Interstate 5 
the development of Teleplione Flat and adjacent 
areas for geothermal purposcaMuch of the water for the entire State of 
California originates from MI Shasta bccause the Sacramcnto and McCloud 
rivers onginatc from that mountain's water 
Concerning the CalEnergy proposal to construct. operate and maintain a 
geothermal plant. cooling tower. associated geothermal production and injection 
wells, well pads, roads, pipelines and high voltage transmission lines in the Glass 
Mountain Unit of the Glass Mountain Known Geothermal Resource Area in 
Modoc National Forest the effects on the surroundings \r i l l  be enormous i 8 G h c  environmental report mentions many of the areas which WII bc affected 
3 Gent ioned  in the Environment Rcpon are effects on Coopers llawk, Oregon 
P 
r )  
a CWe are vehemently opposed 
8 
f 
The findings seem to say that the effects \rill be insignificant but therc is no way 
this can b t c An) intrusion into a wilderness area affects the forest 
i m i n e n s e l a  ? 
Snowshoe Hare, macrofungi. Northern Goshawk, bat species No one in their 
nght mind could imagine these wild and fascinating animals coexisting w t h  well 
drilling , mud drilling. cementing, noise, access issues. dicscl ciigines which 
produce visible emissions close to the stack ore the! disperse so they can't be 
seen from thc Lava Beds National Monument 
There seems to be a n o m  of measurcment as to whether or not the eKects of the 
G a n t  can be seen from the Lava beds National Monument. That moniiinent IS  not 
wen  in the forested area cted by the development. i t  IS I ?  miles awa? on the 
other side of the mountain 
E 
Y I 
3 
m 

c c C 
8 ’ l h e  area contains significant quantities of O l d  under President Clinton’s Pacific 
be bisected by transmission lines and 
timber which i s  to be protected 
h4t. Hoffman Roadless area wi l l  
For these reasons I ask you to please stop this project before irreparable damage is done. 
Thank you very much 
Sincerely. 
David A. Bish 
cc .  Senator Feinstein 
Senator Boxer 
aJgQ4& TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This form IS provlded lo facllilale the Submlnal of commenls from inleresled members of Ihe publlc on the 
Draft Environmental Impact Slatemenl and Envlronmenlal lrnpaci Repon prepared for ihe proposed 
Telephone Flal Geothermal Development Proiecl (Oran EISIEIR). The publlc comment period on the Dran 
ElSlElR closes on July 22. 1998 Comments may be completed on this lorm and given lo an agency 
represenlalive ai one of Ihe scheduled Public open house meellngs. or commenls may be Submllled io Ihe 
Telephone No,.?%-3Z 6 ’ VIccd 
/397 &-d/&, LH 96db 7 
lslrssl or P 0 BOX,  L (OM 
s 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
c/o Randall Sharp BLM/USFS Project Leader 
800 West 12th St. 
Alturus, CA. 96101 
=gQls 
16 July 98 
RE: Comments on the Telephone Flat  Geothermal Project Proposal 
Historical Perspective: 
“Wc have takor their amrns, grarrlrop/iers,fisllerin, and hunting groundsfront thrm. 7hr ponds 
ivlicrr the wi/d/ow/ assonbled in thr winter, offm’ng them for thr time an abundant sur& of 
food, is now the mining and agrinrltural region ofour citiroir. T71c lndian must prrishj’roni cold 
mid lrirngrr f th i s  Covmrn~oit docs not intqose to save him. From his hunting-ground wc 
q o r t  an annual average of$60,000,000 irt gohi, and the revowe paid to the neasurJ~,j’ronr 
one pori i n  Cal~on~ia, uach $3,000,000 annually; a d y e t  the miserable pittance of 120,000 
toficd and protcrt thnr original inhabitants . f thr  muntry, is r+scd and rut down to 20,000 
dollars, tbc other ffouse. If this is to br the policy o j  this 
C;ovcrnmrnt towarh this pcopk. i f  will fonn a dark page in our histoy, if it docs not bring thc 
iwrgeanre ofheawri upon us as a nation’: 
the  gross!]^ unjust policy allopted 
Mr. Gwin, US Congress-October 1852. 
1 c u r i n g  18OO’sthe federal government took the lands in Northern California 
which encompass the proposed project site. In 1851 a generalized treaty 
(The Treaty of 1851) document was drawn up by several military officers 
and was only signed by the “representatives” of Noma and Odeilah bands of 
Indians. This “treaty” was never ratified and did not mention 
specifically giving up spiritual sites. I do not feel that American Indians 
in this area gave up any rights to  their spiritual ceremonial groun s 
During the early 1980’s under the .Reagan administration, the minerals 
aa quickly as possible, for oil and gas and geothermal resources under the 
presumption that there had to be some place on each lease that could be 
explored and or developed. This presumption had no rational scientific 
basis and pre-empted environmental and cultural/archeological review. 
There was only a very cursory concern about the ecological, archeological 
or cultural values that might be present. Some leases were even sold 
over non-producable geological structures which had little if any 
probability of providing oil or gas. Other leases that had previoulsy been 
subject to multiple exploration were simply leased again even though no 
producible oil or gas was ever found. This type of blanket leasing policy 
was reckless and had less to  do with providing “needed“ resources for 
9 
B G ivision of the Bureau of Land Management leased as much land as possible 
society a t  large than it did as a money maker for the bureacracies 
concerned and gave industry a foothold on public lands. The agency did 
not live up to the spirit of the laws it swore to uphold. It is interesting 
how the federal government frequently claims to have a responsiblity to 
uphold laws that favor industrial development but tends to forget about 
the rights of Native Americans and the integrity 
Cultural Value/Spirituality 
3 &heological/cultural value is seen by the anglocentric system as having 
to be an accumulation of artifacts. 
experience cannot be confined to a pile of spear point flakes or fire rocks. 
One cannot save a wholistic form of spirituality by digging up items and 
placing them in a museum or by fencing off a few acres around a few so- 
called sites. The Native American cosmological experience requires that 
the earth (lower world), the living portion of the soil, the plants, animals 
and humans (middle world) and the sky (outer world) be left 
uncontaminated in place with all of the interrelated parts intact and 
functioning. lnorder to be a whole person you have to 
worship/meditate/do ceremony in a 
all the parts are connected in h a r m o n 3  
represent a tie to the earth and universal truth over time. Many of the 
sacred sites are circular and have a sacred center point which is the nexus 
of the meeting of vibrations from the earth, the middle realm of plants 
and animals and the outer or sky realm. They are a symbol of balance, and 
provide continuity and focus. 
animals and the sky realm and sacred places are destroyed and alter 
c t i v i t i e s  that are considered sacred by indigenous and other peoples. 
The Native American cosmological 
le place where the vibrations of 
E c r e d  sites are much more than obsolete museum artifacts. They 
To the extent that the earth, plants and 
industrial society they are weakened and made to  shift out of 
Across the United States there are special places to conduct religious 
Medicine Lake is one of these places. Think about it. Why do you suppose 
Medicine Lake got that name? American Indian holy people are sensitive 
to these special places and 
enhancement of life-not its 
ceremonies for the 
8661 '91 AI"[ 
3' 3 
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C a l E n e r g y l  T e l e p h o n e  Flat C o m m e n t  Let ter  
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
lelephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West I?" Skeet 
Alluras, Ca 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
- _  - 
1 '  - -  
I want to voice my opposition concerrung geothermal development within the Medicme 
Lake Highlands I am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat P r o ~ c ~  I am also a g a m  
CalPme's Foumule Hill Project &any,future amthermal d e v e l o o m e W m & c m e  - 
Lake Highlands 
I nm v e v  concerned about the following issues: 
e cuning ofOld Growth Timber, which supports wildlife habitat. 
The MI. Hofhan Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads. 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drift. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks, which will harm the shallow fresh water aquifer. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations which will continue around 
the clock for years. thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
Increased trafic and vehicle related accidents causing death and injury to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapable of sustaining both industry and recreation traffic 
Transponation oftoxic materials to and from the power plant. 
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes, well fields with 750,000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles of 36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lake will no longer beS "destination recreation area." Hundreds of acres will 
become a "no hunting zone." Contaminated fish will become a human health threat as well 
as a threat to fEh-eating wildlife, including the bald eagles and osprey. Tourism and 
recreation will decline. thus causing the'local <ourist-based economies to suffer. 
I feel that these negative issues concerning geothermal development will affect every 
aspect of the Medicine Lake Highlands. The CaEnergy Telephone Flat Project is very large. in 
a very sensitive area with the potential to cause significant long-term negative impacts to the 
environment, including wildlife. vegetation recreation, Native-American issues and the overall 
quality of life. 
. .. .- . . . . . . . .- . ... - 
. - . - . . . ... . . . . .. . .. ..~ . . . ... . 
. . 
.~ 
... 
... 
c e c 
I'age 2 Eliwhcth tarloleiti's protcsi let ter  to Mr Randall Stone regarding !he Medicine Lakc 
tieothermal Vevelopments 
8 P e  fourth reason I am against this developmeni i s  the side effect of hvdrogcn sulfide gas 
w ich is  hiehl! toxic tn extremely small amounts. and causes lung ailments including lung 
cancer as well as death This 
where the disagreeable sulfur 
Siskivou County They come 
and the beautiful vistas The development of Medicine Lake is  again totally counter productive 
to this already ewting, successful, and growing industry oftourism in our grand Siskiyou 
c I\' 
3 @I; fifth reason i s  the n o i s 3  moved lo Siskiyou Couiity for the air, water, Ihe beauty and 
the quiet I demand as a citizen of the United States and o f  California that this land be kepi the 
industry anywhere in Siskiyou County 
rounsm i s  one of the biggest industries in 
smelling air, the pure, great tasting water, 
t i s  in all of  i ts breathtaking beauty. 
sixth reason is ihe additional roads, the 24 mile long high voltage transmission line along 
accompanying 200 foot wide right of way cut out of the forest, and the 36 inch diameter 
desmed Sto t i s  madness, and do the real job of  the ELM which I S  io  protect and preserve 
this \\;Idlife a r a  
Sincerel). 
Elizahcih V Farloletti 
1 
July 13 1998 
1061 Felicia Court 
Livermore CA 91550 
Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
Telephare Flat Geothermal Prolect 
800 West 12* Street 
AIIuras. CA 96101 
to geothermal development in Ihe area known as the 
am against the Telephone Flat Project (CalEnergy) and the 
any tulure developments wilhin the Highlands area lor the 
I llowing reasons: 
There will be i m s a n l  noise lrom cunslrudion. drilling. and operation of the plants throughout the 
lietimes 
this a r e a 3  
Air qualny will be negalively altected with hydrogen sulfde a 
Toxic chemcats u\ the cooling tower drift rn~sts will contaminate the lakes in the area, and aquifers wtll 
be endangered lrom leakage lrom the sludge senling po , These chemicals include chlondes. 
boron. ammonia, and toxic metals (arsenic and mercury8 
The MI. Holtman Roadless area will be disturbed lrom the constIuction 01 transmission lines and 
roads Specifically. wildlie will sufter increased threats 01 poaching. mise, and human IntruslOa 
environment. which include spotted owls, mule deer, ospreys, goshawks, and pine m a r l i n 3  
lnueased vehide lratfic will impact current reneational use through accidents involving people and 
wildlife Trudts are proposed to 
he projects. Noise pollution represents a mapr disruption 01 the lranquil environment 111 
r chemicals that will damage 'vegelalion. which is unusually fragile at the 7000-fool e l e v a t w  * 
6 
6 E The loss 01 old-growth lrees will also negatively aflect the wildlife that has adapled to lhis 
' 
ardow materials and toxic geothermal lluids Over 
untain rea% would clean toxic spills resulting lrorn accidents on 
9 Visual impacts on the environment will be patliculatly severe These blights include transmission 
lines, large above-ground pipes, steam plumes. cooling towers, and enormous sludge ponds. A 
2OO-fool scar stretching over 20 miles would be pEent  in the loresl: not a beautilut sight lo behold 
¶ O r  
I 1  
when seeking lo experience America's 
Current ouidoor recreational use will 
are lamiliar in mwe urban industtial area5 
experiences will have a negative i m p x  economy of the a r e s  
ansmissbn line that could ammmodale six 48-megawatt power plan1 
likely decline in tourism a cciated with wilderness 
.%< Gumulalive impacts. These two projects might be only the beginning. there are plans for a 
&3 6he above are some 01 the numerous adverse eflecls of the proposed P evelopments These 
projects are targeted to a environmentally highly sensitive area in which wildtile. vegelalon. recreation. 
and esthetic values are a1 slake. Since these projects will alfect every aspect 01 the Medicine Lake 
Highlands, I urge you lo  rejecl this developmen\ and in lavor 01 protecting Calilornia's natural treasures 
and native Americans' cultural values Caliornia's expanding popuiati eeds remote. undisturbed 
areas to be preserved so that lhey provide true wilderness experiences. 3 
Sincerely yours, 
Heather Galick 
', *'-€-LA .L&-iL,4 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMEW PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMCNTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This form 1s provlded 10 lacililale Ihe submillal 01 COmmenlS from inleresled members 01 Ille public on !he 
Dran Environmental Impact Slatemenl and Environmental Impact Rep00 prepared IO, Ihe prop-sed 
Telephone Flal Geolhermal Developmenl Prolecl (DraH EISIEIA). The public comment penorl on the D I ~ ?  
EIS/EIR closes on July 22. 1998. COmmenlS may be compleled on lhis form and given 10 an agericy 
represenlalive at one 01 the scheduled public open house rneellngs. or cornmenis may be submllled lo Ihe 
agencies ai the address provided on the backside of lhis form. 
a 1 1 1 
c 
July 1 7 ,  1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Manager 
U S Forest Serwce 
BOO West t P  Street 
Mturas, Califorma 96101 
Dear Sir, 
I have been a resident of Redding California for 50 years and have visited the Medicme 
renewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement with interest because of my 
1 
c & e  area several times and 1 am a strong advocate for environmental issues I have 
3 I believe that the Power Plant location should be located at the proposed site This area 
Lake Also the transmission line should go  north from the project along R o u t e 5  
c a s  been logged and the site is behind a small butte which separates it from Medi 
e c h a v e  also fished in the Fall River area extensively. I am familiar with the springs and 
general environment ofthis sensitive area I am not concerned about impacts to this areas 
hydrology. The geothermal projects will protect the ground water systems with proper 
well casing programs These well casings will be inspected by the BLM on a regular 
basis Also any leaks or spills of geothermal fluids will not have a significant .mpact 
because of low TDS of the geothermal water. See Section 2 ofthe DEIS for a list. of the 
chemicals in the geothermal water. The geothermal fluids have a TDS of2500 m g  
y mixing of fluids would be undetectable especially for a project 
I borrowed a copy of the DEIS and I am not on you mding list 
mailing list for future decision documents 
Please put me on the 
6281 Center Dr 
Redding CA 96001 
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I feel that these negative impacts concerning geothermal development will affect every 
aspect of Medicine Lake Highlands ?he CalEnergy Telephone Flat Project is very large in a very 
sensitive area with the potential to cause significant long-term negative impacts to the 
quality of life. Enclosed on separate pages a re  more details on these issues. 
vegetation, recreation, Native-American issues and the overall 
V I urge you to oppose and stop the geothermal projects Please save Medicine Lake and 
generations of wildlife and humans alike. 
a .karen Baird 
2234 Avalon Drive 
Sacramento, CA 95864 
cc. President Bill Clinton 
Vice-president Al Gore 
Senator Didruie Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
0 
i 
2 
SAVE MEDICINE LAKE 
The Medicine Lake Highlands, a uniquely beautiful and environmentally sensitive \,oIcanic 
.egion, located 30 niiles northeast of Mt Shasta on the Shasta, Klamath. and Modoc National 
Forests, is in jeopardy 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: CalEnergy’s Telephone Flat Geothermal Project is located 
1.5 miles east of Medicine Lake CalEnergy has proposed a 48-megawatt geothermal power 
plant, well fields and pipelines The project will encompass approximately 173 acres within the 
Medicine Lake Volcanic Caldera Note: The power generated from CalEnergy’s Telephone Flat 
project will be sold to Oregon, while we Californians will be paying the high price of 
environmental destruction 
RECENT HISTORY: Currently there are two proposed geothermal projects, the potential 
exists for the development offour more projects in the area Calpine Corporation of San Jose, 
Ca. has proposed the Fourmile Hill project, their DraR Environmental Impact Repon (DER)  was 
released last summer And now, CalEnery of Omaha, Nebraska has just released their Telephone 
Flat Project DElR and are taking comments concerning the proposed project With government 
subsidies and leases in hand, these companies want to exploit and develop a deep underground 
geothermal reservoir. They claim it’s’s “green energy”, but the environmental damage that will 
occur, will devastate and change the environmentally sensitive Medicine Lake Highlands forever 
This is one place in our world that should never be developed, exploited or polluted by corporate 
industry 
OLD GROWTH: The proposed project is in and LSR (Late Successional Reserve or Old 
Growth), an area set aside for wildlife habitat protection Species of concern include pine 
manens, goshawks, ospreys, spotted owls, mule deer, etc. . The Telephone Flat Project will 
affect approximately I73 acres The combined projects including Fourmile Hill will enconipass 
over 460 acres, much of that being old growth 
MT. HOFFMAN ROADLESS AREA: The proposed project will significantly impact this 
area Transmission lines, roads and right-of-ways will disturb wildlife with noise, trafic, people, 
and potential accidents involving wildlife and poaching 
WATER QUALITY: Deposits of cooling tower drift will settle on surface waters includmg 
Medicine Lake, Little Medicine Lake, Blanche Lake, Bullseye Lake, and Paynes Springs, etc 
Cooling tower driR contains hydrogen sulfide. chloride, ammonia, boron, mercury, arsenic, 
aluminum, and other toxic heavy metals and chemicals There will also be clav-lined geothermal 
sludge settling ponds These sumps will contain 750,000 gallons of toxic geothermal fluids, with 
the same make-up as the cooling tower drift Each production well site (18 sites) will have its 
own settling pond The fresh water aquifer will be in jeopardy due to sump leakages 
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AIR QUALITY: Geothermal production produces hydrogen sulfide (H2S) which is the “rotten 
egg” odor that will fill the air The odor impaci is  based on a 25-year-old standard CalEnerby 
has admitted that their project could produce odor level that exceeds the California air quality 
standards Cooling tower drifl is also hamiful when settling on plant and animal habitat 
especially harmful at higher elevations Telephone Flat is at the 7000’ elevation 
NOISE: Drilling noise, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (90 days per well, 18 planned wells) 
Drilling will continue for at least nine years Due to extreme weather conditions, winter drilling 
will be curtailed Construction noise will be 7 days a week, I O  hours a day. Once built the power 
plant noise (turbines) will be heard 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year for 50 years 
VISUAL QUALITY: The power plants with steam plumes, well fields with sumps and miles o f  
36 inch diameter (3 feet) above ground steam pipelines will be unsightly and detrimental to the 
Forest and Forest visitors experience Imagine Yellowstone or Yosemite with this in their 
backyards! The power plant and cooling towers will become Siskiyou County’s tallest buildings 
A 24 mile long high voltage transmission line, which will stand 120 feet tall with a 200 foot wide 
right-of-way will cut through the surrounding forest and landscape. 
TRAFFIC: The increased traffic flow will adversely effect existing recreational use and cause 
traffic related accidents involving both humans and wildlife The existing roads are not adequate 
or safe for the proposed increased construction traffic Also, truckloads o f  hazardous materials 
used for hydrogen sulfide abatement will be transported to the power plants over narrow, winding 
country roads. Every 60 days toxic geothermal fluids must be removed to a Class I disposal site, 
the nearest Class I site i s  in Oregon Road conditions are at their worst during the extreme winter 
snow months, accidents will happen. Siskiyou and Modoc counties do not have a haz-mat clean- 
up team, in the event ofan accident 
RECREATION: Camping. hunting, and fishing within Medicine Lake Highlands will no 
longer be a remote experience. Medicine Lake will no longer be considered a “destination 
recreation area” Industrial traffic, people, noise, and pollution will be the norm Hundreds o f  
acres will become a “no hunting zone”. Contaminated fish will become a human health threat as 
well as a threat to fish-eating wildlife, including the bald eagles and osprey. Tourism and 
recreation will decline; thus causing the local tourist based economies to suffer 
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS: The cumulative effects o f  the CalEnergy and Calpine projects will 
>e devastating to the Highlands The 300-megawatt transmission line will have the capability to 
iandle s i x  of these 48-megawatt power plants, future developments must be addressed 
3alEnergy must also address the possibility o f  enlarging their Telephone Flat power plant to 
iccommodate additional megawatts. 
rhere are several other concerns surrounding geothermal development including degradation of 
\lalive American traditional and cultural values, the economic feasibility o f  the projects, and 
ilternatives to geothermal development and conservation 
Boron is 
4 
Memories of Medicme Lake 
bb Karcn Haird 
My personal experlences of Medmne Lahc Mt Hoffman La\a Beds National Monunient 
Lc 
Captain Jach s Stronghold (site of the last Indian War), Tule Lake Petriglyphs started in the sumnier 
of 1965 I was I ?  years old 
My dad, a 2nd generation SacramentoICalifornia native, who loved to fish. hunt, and hike, 
was always taking my mom my two sisters, and me traipsing all over the Sierras to every lake and 
reservoir looking for the next best fishing hole We girls did not much like the muddy lakes he took 
us to, why couldn t we go to beautiful. sandy Lake Tahoe7 Too many people he would tell us 
Then in 1965 my uncle, who flew for California Fish and Game, told us about a lovely lake 
he had been planting w t h  trout I t  was Medicme Lake Our first trip took over 10 hours to gel 
there - HWY 5 was not finished we had no air conditioning. we were towng a tent trailer which 
got a flat tire due to the obsidian shards from Glass Mountain When we finally arnved we were 
exhausted but we were rewarded with the view ofa beautiful, blue, pristine lake wlth sandy 
beaches11 Volcanic pumas makes great sand The lake was so clean you could drink the water 
Medicine Lake had enormous size trout and plenty ofthem M y  first and onlv bald eagle sighting 
was on the shores of Medicine Lake 
My family spent many sunimers hiking MI Hoffman for a fantastic view of M t  Shasta and 
its surrounding wlderness For as far as the eye could see there was no ctvillzatton only acre upon 
acre o f  forest We fished and swam and sunbathed on her sandy beaches Some days we would 
hike around the lake Dad would always take along a gunny sack to collect any old garbage that the 
deer hunters may have lefl behind the previous Fall Sometimes we would hike to Little Medicine 
Lake to catch frogs and tadpoles Glass Mountain and Linle Glass Mountain were fun to hike up 
too Our Keds usually held up despite cltmbing over obsidian We were visited b) a deer and her 
fawns every summer We named her Scar Belly” because she had a scar on her belly We took 
day trips to the ice caves and Lava Beds National Monument Learning about Canby’s Cross and 
Captain Jack uas exciting 
Stronghold M y  sister and I would pretend we were the Indians hiding from the US Calvary We 
took trips to Tule Lake to see the Petriglyphs 
where history was made 
I remember running among the lava out cropping o f  Captatn Jack‘s 
Even as a child 1 knew this was special to walk 
This area i s  like gotnp back in time I t  i s  nice to get away from the stresses of work and city 
life, and pollution and noise ofa growing population These are the faniih ttmes that 1 will always 
remember I hope to have them w t h  my child and she w t h  her children and so on We need to 
have the Medicine lake Highlands preserved We need to keep a bit of wilderness for family fun 
and education We need to preserve the clean lakes and atr and keep them free of commercial noise 
and visual pollution as well 
We need to have the Medicme Lake Highlands preserved Oppose all geothermal projects 
in the Medicine Lake Highlands area 7 
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July IS, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U S Forest ServicelBureau of Land Management 
soo West 12" Street , 
Alturas, California 96101 
Dear Sir, 
1 E am writing to  express my concerns and support for the geothermal projects at Medicine 
Lake I have fished and camped in this area since 19% 
1 am a supporter of renewable energy development and multiple use of the National 
Forest. This project will be a major improvement for northern Cdiomia It will bring 
needed jobs and projects of this type have only minimal impact on the area 
of the United States should be used for multiple uses such as recreation, mineral 
development and timber harvesting. 
thorough evaluation ofthe potential impacts to the natural resources ofthe area As a 
support of clean power and a recreation user of the National Forest, 1 believe that this 
project is an appropriate use of National Forest lands. 
I am very familiar with this area having hunted and worked in the area 
The forest 
The Project appears lo have completed a very 
' 
I see no h a m  
from this project and recommend approval of the proposed 
Thank you for your consideration of this comment 
Mike Lusk 
P 0 Box 354 
Shasta, California 96087 
g v  
4429 Las Encinitas Dr 
Fair Oaks, CA 95628 
July 18, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
USFSlBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th St 
Alturas, CA 96 IO1 
RE Telephone Flat Project DER 
1 CThis letter is written in opposition to  ANY geothermal development in the 
c h i s  area is as pristine as any left in California and geothermal development will 
Medicine Lake Highlands - and the Telephone Flat Project, in particular 3 
8 
timber, loss of historic and Native American values, and loss ofrecreational opportunities 
generate unacceptable levels of pollution, noise, loss of view shed, loss of old-growth 
J 
5 E h e  DEIR fails to adequately address these and many other concerns. It fails to do 
so because the negative changes that would occur on the Medicine Lake Highland if 
geothermal develop 
I t  must stay that wa$ 
t takes place c e b e  mitigated The fighland IS sacred ground 
Sincerely, 
G S Green 
c c 
1 
P 
3 
8 
. .- i 
!,ir. 3 a n d s l l  I,:. S:..nrp 
UC'FP/SL:I ProJecL L e a d e r  
A e l ~ ? h ~ r i e  ' l a t  Ge:;t!i?rrral P:cj-?ct 
5312 B e e c  1 2 ~ 1 .  S t r e e t  
Alturas, C a l i f o r n i a  YBlOl 
Deer h i r .  Sharp :  
I appreclete tkLs oppoPturIi t7 to  cormner*t 011 t h e  3 8 c u t l v e  
bu .ma?v  01. t h e  D r a f t  DSiS/SIR f o r  t i . e  n r c l o F e d  Ye lvphcnp  P i p i  
a n3 a :I.; d svr i o :,no nr. 
nave  the x ' l e r  f.-or t:is n r o j a c c  F c i n e  ic O r e r c n !  
a l r s a d g  p a s s i n e  through *.e  Tule Lake Basin, s i L h  po:,er p ; o i v  
1 ponder-  - -,:i?q, I i t h  vao cr a nsn l  5 s i o  r, 1 i nes 
i s  tkis revsrsal  o f  elecirici7 
Q a 
G 
c j  
1 %- 
F e n o r a t i o n s  musr  be r e c o e n i z e d  i' 
u: l i f e  f o u n d  i n  i i i e  e n v i r o m e n t  
i t s  r e m o t e n e s s ,  1;s Leke ,  i :s  1.1 
I h a v e  s c e c e d  a few of mv r e a s o n s  f o r  o p n o s i n p  t k i s  
' 2 e l e p h o n e  F l a t  P r o j e c t ,  a n d  c l s o  
E i l l  P r o j e c t  fo r  s i n i l a r  r e a s o n s 3 1  s h n l l  e p r e c i n t e  beinp 
o n  ? o u r  neilin~ lisi 50 be informea o n  t h c  s t s t u s  cf t h e s e  
Pro  j e c L a .  
am opposed tc t h e  Fourrnile 
C C .  S e n a t o r  D i n n n r  7 e i n s r e i n  
S e n a r o r  zaruarz 3 o x e r  
J a n i e  P a i n i e r  
J u l y  1 4 ,  "98 
Marie Malikowski 
39554 162nd S t r e e t ,  E a s t  
Yalmdale. C a l i f o r n i a  93550 
Randal l  A. Sharp 
P r o j e c t  header ,  EIS/&IR f o r  t h e  Telephone F l a t  Geothermal P r o j e c t  
nodoc Na t iona l  F o r e s t ,  Uni ted s t a t e s  F o r e s t  s e r v i c e  
800 West 12 th  S t r e e t ,  A l t u r a s ,  C a l i f o r n i a  96101 
Dear Mr. Randal l  n. Sharp: 
p u b l i c  commentary c o n c e r n i n g  geo the rma l  development  w i t h i n  t h e  
medicine Lake Highlands.  Why i n  t h e  wor ld  would t h e  i d e a  even be 
conceived,  c o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  beau ty  and magn i f i cence  o f  t h e  a r e a ,  
and the  f a c t  t h a t  geo the rma l  p l a n t s  have a marked r e d u c t i o n  in 
ene rgy 'ou tpu t  o v e r  a s h o r t  p e r i o d  o f  t i m e ) ? !  l ' m  opposed t o  t h e  
Telephone F l a t  P r o j e c t ,  t h e  Fourmile  H i l l  r r o j e c t  and any f u t u r e  
geothermal  p r o j e c t s  i n  t h e  Highlands.  These a r e  t h e  i s s u e s  ..) 
, Em a g a i n s t  t h e  c u r r e n t  p l a n  t o  c u t  o l d  growth. Recent r e s e a r c h  
a t  Washington S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y  shows t h a t  o l d e r  t r e e s  produce more 
oxygen and p r o c e s s  ca rbon  d i o x i d e  more e f f e c t l v e l y  than younger  
t r e e s .  And s i n c e  o n l y  5% o f  o u r  a n c i e n t  f o r e s t s  remain i n  t h e  con- 
t i n e n t a l  United S t a t e s  i t  a p p e a r s  t h a t  t h e r e  h a s  been no compro- 
mise ... and t h e r e ' s  no l o g i c  e i t h e r  c o n s i d e r i n g  t h a t  people  go ing  
t o  see pa rks  and a n c l e n t  f o r e s t s  and w i l d l i f e  spend more money in 
one y e a r  in C i f o r n i a  t h a n  any f i n a n c i a l  b e n e f i t  geothermal  ene rgy  
b r i n g s  f o r t h .  3ih e t h e r  t h i s  is a money i s s u e ,  a w i l d l l f e  h a b i t a t  is- 
sue ,  a g l o b a l  c l i m a t e  i s s u e  ( m o i s t u r e  c y c l i n g  between l a t t i t u d e s  i s  
being d i s r u p t e d  due t o  biomass r e d u c t i o n  and t h e  l o s s  o f  t r a n s p i r a -  
t i o n  from t r e e s  and undergrowth which have been logged, or removed 
f o r  " p r o j e c t s "  such as geo the rma l  p l a n t s  i n  Hawaii oi. C a l i f o r n i a ,  
o r  f looded by dams, o r  burned by f a rmers ,  r a n c h e r s ,  p l a n t a t i o n  own- 
e r s  o r  government e d i c t ,  or c u t  f o r  f i rewood l i k e  they a r e  do ing  
r i g h t  now in Virunga Na t iona l  Yark i n  A f r i c a  and many o t h e r  p l a c e s  
~n the  world or any man-made development  i n  f o r e s t e d  r e g i o n s  -- t h e  
f o r e s t  around A t l a n t a  is q u i c k l y  d i e a p p e a r i n g  due t o  development -- 
and t h i s  l o s s  i s  r e s u l t i n g  in mass ive  c o n f l a g u r a t i o n s  i n  t h e  f o r e s t :  
t h a t  do remaln s i n c e  they  a r e  becoming more d r y  due t o  l e s s  and l e S .  
t r a n s p l r a t l o n  -- f i r e s  a r e  bu rn ing  th rou&ut  t h e  world from Malaysiz 
and Indones i a  t o  B r a z i l  and Cuatamala and Mexico and, o f  cour se .  t h ,  
United S t a t e s  and t h e  d e v a s t a t l n g  f o r e s t  f i r e s  I n  F l o r i d a  -- SO eve: 
one  ancient tree 
o f  v l l r f c m s s s .  ancient ecosystems o r  w i l d l i f e  n a b l t a t  19 very 4 4 Q I C  wronE 
G ' d  l i k e  t o  be p a r t  o f  t h e  o f f i c i a l  I 
a 
3. 
nowadays) o r  a mora l  i s s u e ,  the a l t e r s t i o n  
e c 
lulv 14,1998 af ggQl 
516 Sarah Bell 
Mount Shasta, CA 96067 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr.  Sharp, 
write this letter to inform you of my oppositi to CalEnergy's Telephone 
la( Project and CalPine's Fourmile Hill Projec . Geothermal development in 
2 Water and air quality would be compromised because of toxic emissions 
3 E Transmission lines and access roads w Id threaten wildlife habitat while 
@ 6. Noise levels would be intolerable for both humans and wildlife. 
6 
the Medicine Lake Highlands is a terrible idea P or the following reasons' 
ru in ing the beauty of the natural landscap3 
3 
Old  growth timb ould be cut - these days, always a tragic and 
unnecessary s a c r i l i c a  ' 
@ E. Industria! power plants, steam plume 
what is and should remain a pristine a r e 3  
d sludge ponds would be built in 
Tourism and recreation, 
8 E. Native American sacred sites w 
are vital to the economy of our area, would 
suffer - perhaps 
be desecrated or jeopardized, 
negatively impacting Native c u l t u 3  
The Telephone Flat project, along with any other geothermal projecl in the 
q e d i c i n e  Lake Highlands, is only slated to produce electricity for a few years. 
For what and at what cost?? These projects spell disaster for one of the few 
9 
undisturbed areas left in our country. Let's 
beautiful natural treasure which cannot be 
Thank you for your consideration, 
Ana Holuh and Richard Lucas 
CalEnergyt Telephone Flat Commenl Letter 
Randall Sharp, Prolecl Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 121h SI 
Alluras. Ca. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
1 This letter is lo voice my opposition to geothermal development in the Medecine Lake 
q g h l a n d s .  This includes CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Projecl and CalPine's Fourmile 
Hill Projec 
H i g h l a n d s 3  
This pristine area is precious to me and to many olhers jus1 the way it is. I have serious 
concerns about the following issues to back my opposition. 
1.Air Qualily will be degraded by cooling tower drift cont ining hydrogen sulfide, * qermca t ing  the atmosphere with the smell of rotten e g g 3  
' q i l l l e  Medecine Lake, Blanche Lake, and Bullseye Lake. The loxic materials in coolmg 
d ANY future geothermal developmenls wilhin the Medecine Lake 
2. Water Quality will sufler as a result of cooling tower drift, affecting Medecine Lake, 
tower drift includ 
hydrogen s u l f i d e 3  
loride, ammonia, boron, mercury, arsenic, aluminum and 
e c o l d  Growlh limber and the prolected wildlife associated wilh it will be devaslaled as 
lransmission lines and 200 foot wide right-ol-ways for the 
high vollage wires. 
6 G V i s u a l  Qualily will be signilicanlly degraded by miles of above ground steam pipes, 
the power plant and coo 
transmission wire towers. 
tower buildings and Ihe 24 mile long, 120 fool tall 3 
@ c. The Recreation experience will be signilicantly altered. What is now a remote and 
prisline refuge from our lowns and cities will have industrial lraffic carrying hazardous 
materials. constant noise lrom conslruclion and then operalion of the plants and even 
toxic cooling tower drift. posing a human and fish-eating 
Any one of lhese concerns should be enough lo  derail the proposed development, 
DEVELOPMENT in the Medecine Lake 
Thank you, 
'~umula l i ve ly  they form an overwhelming reason y NO TO GEOTHERMAL 
@J 9, TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
Thls t o m  1s provided 10 lacdilate the subminal 01 comments lrorn inleresled members 01 Ihe public on the 
Drah Environmental lmpacl Slalemenl and Environmental Impact Repon prepared lor Ihe proposed 
Telephone Flal Geothermal Developmenl Prolecl (Dran EISIEIR) The public comrnenl period on the Dran 
EtS/EIR closes on July 22 1998 Commenls may be cornpleled on this lorm and given lo an agency 
represenlalive a1 one 01 the scheduled publlc open house meetings or commenls may be submined lo Ihe 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT @ggs 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This lorm 15 provided lo lacdilate lhe subrninal 01 comments from inleresled members 01 Ihe publo on lhe 
Dran Environmenlal Impact Slalemenl and Environmenlal lmpacl Repon prepared lor Ihe proposed 
Telephone Flal Geolhenal Development Piopcl p a n  EISIEIR) The public cornrnenl period on the Oral1 
ElSlElR closes on July 22, 1998 Commenls may be compleled on lhls lorm and given 10 an agency 
represenlalive at one 01 Ihe scheduled public open house meelings. or comments may be submilled lo Ihe 
agencies a1 Ihe address provided on Ihe backside 01 lhis lorrn ,-- , 
e 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT QJ g4& 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUQLIC COMMENT FORM 
This form IS provided IO lactlltate Ihe submillalo1 comments lrom inleresled members 01 the public on Ihe 
Dial1 Enwronmenlal lmpacl Slalemenl and Environmenlal lmpacl Repon prepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flal Geothermal Development PlOpCl iolafi EISIEIR) The public commenl period on the Draft 
EIS/EIR closes on July 22 1998 Commenls may be compleled on lhls lorm and given lo an agency 
represenlawe al one 01 Ihe scneduled public open house meellngs or comments may be submilled lo the 
agencies at the address provided on the backside of IhlS lorm 
Name 0 Telephone No 
Mar,ing Address -350 dffk LL. h' A&: @u 9&67 
1sim (ZIPCOCPI (Sweet or P 0 Box, 1C~rYl 
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/ 4- 
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C a l E n e r g y l  Telephone F l a t  C o m m e n t  L e t t e r  
Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
lelephonc Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West I?' Sueet 
Alturas. Ca 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
I want to voice my opposition concerning geothermal development uithm the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 1 am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. I am also against 
CalPine's Fourmile Hi l l  Project and any future gmthennal developments within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 
I am very concerned about the following Iisues: 
The cutting ofOld Growh Timber, which suppons wildlife habitat. 
T h e  Mt. Hoffman Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drift. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which \vi11 harm the shallow hesh water aquifer. 
f 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other b d o u s  chemicals 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations which will continue around 
the clock for years, tbus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
Increased traffic and vehicle related accidents causing death and injury to humans A d  
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapable of sustaining both industry and recreation traffic 
Transportation oftoxic materials to and fiom the Dower olant. . .  
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes. well fields with 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles of 36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lake wil l  no longer be a "desrinorion recreorion oreo." Hundreds ofacres wil l  
become a .'no hunting zone." Contaminated fish uill become a human health threat as \vel1 
as a threat to fish-eating wildlife. including the bald eagles and osprey. Tourism and 
recreation will decline. thus causing the local tourist-bad economies to rulTer.. 
I feel that these negative issues concerning geothermal development w i l l  aflect every 
aspect of the Medicine Lake Highlands. The CalEnergy Telephone Flat Project is very large. in 
a v e n  sensitke area with the potential to cause significant long-term negative unpacts to the 
environment. including u ildlife. regelation. rccreation. Native-American issues and the overall 
qualit! of life 
- NO Io ge_othermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
Print name p&b-tq ~ 5 t +  
.Address: 111 € L4 .b  , Jkt.  S - L h ,  6fl. rlLOb7 
Date: 7 /dl \ 'j 9 
a 
C a l E n c r g y l T e l e p h o n e  Fla! C o m m e n t  Lettrr 
Randall Sharp Project Leader 
lelephone Flat Geothrrmal Projcct 
800 West I?" Sweet 
Alturas. Ca 96101 
Dear >h. Sharp 
I want to w i c e  my opposition concerning geothermal development within the blcdicine 
Lake Highlands I m opposed to CalEnergy.s Telephone Flat Project I am also agunst 
CalPine's Fourmile Hill Project and any future geotheml  developments within thr Rledicme 
Lake Highlands 
I am very concerned about the following isiues: 
7he cutting ofOld Growh Timber. which supports wildlife hahitat. 
The MI. Hoflman Roadless Area trespassed by transmission itnes and access roads 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drift. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which wil l  harm the shallow fresh water aquifer. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hamdous chemicals 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling. construction and plant operations which wil l  continue around 
the clock for years, thus disturbing the peaceful 'Medicine Lake environment 
Increased traffic and vehicle related accidents causing death and in jup to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapable of sustaining both industry and recreation tralfc. 
Transportation oftoxic materials to and from the power plant. 
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes. well fields with 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles of 36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lake wil l  no longer bs a "dest~nurion recreutwn ureu '. Hundreds of acres n i l l  
kcome a "no hunting zone" Contaminated fish n,ill become a human health tlueat as ne11 
as a threat to fish-eating wildlife. including the bald eagles and ospre! l o u r w n  and 
recreation will decline. thus causing the local tourist-based economies to sutler. 
8 
3 
aJgB@ 
CalEnergyl Te lephone  F la t  C o m m e n t  L e t t e r  
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West IP  Sweet 
Alturas. Ca. 96101 
Dear M r .  Sharp, 
I want to voice my opposition concerning geothermal development within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I 
CalPine's Fourmile Hill Project and any future geothermal developments within the Medicine 
opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. I am also against 2 
2 Lake Highlands. 
I a m  v e p  concerned about the following issues: 
e cutting ofOld Growth Timber, which suppons wildlife habitat. 
The MI. Hoffman Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads. 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drift. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which will harm the shallow fresh water aquifer. 
A u  quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling. construction and plant operations which will continue around 
the clock for years, thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
Increased traffic and vehicle related accidents causing death and injury to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapable of sustaining both industry and recreation traffic. 
Transponation of toxic materials to and bom the power plant. 
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes. well fields with 750,000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles of 36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lake will no longer be a "desiinarran recreorion urea." Hundreds ofacres will 
become a "no hunting zone." Contaminated fish will become a human health threat as well 
as a threat to fish-eating wildlife. including the bald eagles and osprey. Tourism and 
recreation will decline. thus causing the local tourist-based economies to suffer. 
8 
I feel that these negative issues concerning geothemal development will affect ever? 
aspect of the Medicine Lake Highlands. The CalEnergy Telephone Flat Project is \'cry large. in 
a v e n  sensitive area with the potential to cause significant long-term negatlve impacts 10 the 
environment. including wildlife. vegetation. recreation. Native-American issues and the overall 
i 
NO to geothermal de\,elopment within the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
.I., Hnl,"','*. w,, 
Signature. R& f;;Ra, 
Print name: 
.Address: 
aJ&a& 
CaIEnergy/  'Telephone Flat C o m m e n t  Le t t e r  
Randall Sharp. Prolect Lendcr 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12' Street 
Alturas. Ca 96101 
Dew Mr Sharp, 
I \\'ant 10 Voice my opposition concerning geothermal de\elopment wthm the !vledlclne 
Lake Highlands. I am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project I am also apinst 
CalPine's Fourmi le Hill Project and an? future geothermal developments within the Medictne 
Lake Hichlandc 
~ ~- 
I feel that these negative issues concerning geothermal development will affect every 
aspect ofthe Medicine I.& Highlands The CalEners? Telephone Flat Project is very laree. Ut 
a ven sensitive area with the potential to cause significant long-term negative ~mpacts to the 
environment. mcluding ~i ldl i fe .  \egetation. recreauon. Nallve-American issues and the overall 
ualit! o f  life. 
I 
SO to geothermal de\elopment within the Medicine Lake Highlands. -
"1 
- - 
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impacts to the environment. wildlife. 
Respectfully. 
WbGL---- 
& & & % z ! !  
Richard W. Turner 
Roberta M. Turner, 
OwnerlManagers 
July 20. 1998 
Randy Sharp 
United States Forest Service 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. Ca. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp 
Re: Telephone Flat Project 
It has been brought to my attention that several different companies plan to activate 
c e i r  geothermal leases on Medicine Lake Highlands. It would seem to that one plant 
would be enough to seriously disturb the ecosystem and the scenic beauty of this 
area. Several plants. in my opinion, would destroy the Medicine Lake Highlands. The 
lirst problem I see is simply the disruption of the visual beauty of the area Presently. 
when you look upon that area from Tulelake. the Panhandle or the Copic Bay. all you 
see at night is the light from the Lava Beds National Monument. The proposed plants 
appear to plan to have day and night lighting of their facilities (each company having 
its own complex) as well as possible lighting of the steam plumes from each plant. 
1 
plans would make the Highlands look like a city either by day or by 
Then you have the problem of the above-ground transmission line. At the public ' Geeling in Dorris on August 22, 1996, it was brought to light that lhis line will be raised 
up to eight feet high, be 30" in diameter. The power lines would cut a swath 
approximately 125' in width (including the right of way) and run a length of 24 miles. 
This is a definite disruption of the area's natural auty. This is essence will become 
an unsightly barrier to wildlife and human's a l i k a  
8 IF building this transmission line, I believe that archeological sites may be disturbed. 
As you are aware, the Glass Mountain area was quite important to both the ancient 
and more modern Indian tribes as a source of obsidian. Due to the close proximity Of 
the line to Glass Mountain, I firmly believe many will be destroyed I have been told 
that an archeological survey will take place, however, no one can tell me how that is 
done and what criteria is looked for. I cannot believe that the entire 
(364 acres) will be studied thoroughly . money talks. not dead Indian%iieS 
concerned about the noise pollution to the surrounding areas. Medicine Lake will 
its tranquility. At the Dorris meeting, the amount of blasting lhat will occur could 
not be estimated. To people with cabins on Medicine Lake or to the many local farmers 
and ranchers, one blast is too much. How can we be sure that blasting will not-get out 
of control Also, helicopter use in transporting crews and ma Is in winter months is 
another source of noise pollution that has not been addresse3 
c 
6 C W e  were told at the Dorris meeting lhat these wells will be approximately 8,000 feet 
deep. No one at the meeting could tell me how these welts would ellect the ground 
water of the surrounding areas. First we were told that the water was coming from an 
enclosed aquifer, then from some sort of fractured source. According to rumor. a 
similar plant in Oregon has dropped the wells in the surrounding areas by 3 to 4 feet or 
more. We are dependent on Willow Creek for our livelihood. How is the ELM and the 
Forest Service going to protect us should these leases adversely effect our water 
levels? Are we (or other farmer 
pig at the mercy of big business8 
nd ranchers in the area) going to be the sacrificial 
8 F h o s e  of us who live in the North-Eastern part of Siskiyou County and the North- 
ce opened, the 
Western part of Modoc County, at the present are very lucky. Progress has not yet 
contaminated this beautiful, remote country. I fear that allowing the firs1 geothermal 
well to go into operation it will be like opening Pandora's Box. 
destruction to the Medicine Lake Highlands will not be s t o p p a  
9 &, the county will receive taxes on the facility and the BLM will receive a royalty. It is 
truly a sad thing that the losers In the this proposition are those people who have 
sweated (and their forefathers) out a living in this sometimes hostile country. The 
homesteaders of the Tulelake Basin were Veterans. Isn't it ironic lhat when they and 
their descendants look south to Medicine Lake that their view will be ruined in order 
that a foreign company can take our natural resources from American soil, the National 
Forest Land. charge American tax payers for the power generated from our National 
Forest Land. ruin the peace and beauty of our National Forest Land 
foreign investor can make a profit to put in a bank in a foreign count 
Sincerely, 
Chuck Woodson 
Bill and Linda Lakey 
3938 Roesner Ave. 
Redding, CA 96002 
(530) 222-4352 
7-20-98 
Randall Sharp 
USFS~ELN Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
8 0 0  west 12th St. 
Alturas, Ca 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
E e  are writing to express our opposition to the geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. We are opposed to 
the CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. We are also against the 
CalPine's Fourmile Hill Project and an future geothermal 
development with the Medicine Lake Highlands3 
and it has been and continues 
have a devastating effect on 
gather plants for medicine and 
a F e  are very concerned about the air being polluted by Hydrogen 
Sulfide and other hazardous chemical that could cause damage to the 
air and the water this area and other areas that receive water 
from Medicine L a k e 2  
I strongly urge ycu to look into 
of people who will be able to 
take a chance on a project that 
Bill and Linda Lakey 
cc to Senator Dlane Feinsteln 
cc to Barbara Boxer 
Juiy 21. 109h 
US Foresl ServicelsLM 
800 Wesl 12 '" Slreel 
Alluras, California 96010 
Allenlion. Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Subjecl Telephoiie llal Geolherrnal Projecl 
have vlsiled Ihe Medicine Lake area Were Ihe geolhermal projeci is proposed = F  has no1 been discovered by many lourisls from oulside Ihe norlhem Califoriiia 
area. This IS a unique geological area lhal has much Indian hislory and is sludied 
lo: :ne damage 11 WII. 
make a visible measurable conlr!bulion Io replace Ihe @inage I?cy ;1:;:zg s slewards ?four federal lands you ha-e 2 hugs publtc r?sponsibil!ly 
Io preserve and prolecl JU: lanas. anln,als and Iiaiural lreasures for :he eiijoymeii! 
of all, in01 Ihe betiefi: o! Ihe dollar drrei i  businesses Please examine your work 
carefully resources develop nays lo ensure Ihe permaneill proleclioil of our nalural 
Siiicerel 
Redding, California 96001 
c c 
jUl) 18 19Y8 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project EIS/EIR Coordinator 
800 West 12' Street 
Ntkiras. California 96101 
Dear Sir. 
Resarding the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project Drat? EIS. section 3 IO, discuss 
replacement of snowmobile trails should be developed and renewed by local snowmobile 
clubs before new trails are designated The area being impacted by the projeci does not 
a L G g a t i o n  nieasures for impacts to snowmobile use ofthe area The plan (or 
Of &sa 
Susan Solomon Neimon 
JuIy23. 1998 
Randall Sharp, Projecl Leader 
Telephone Rat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12U> St 
AIturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp: 
As a resident of both Los Angeles and Mt.  Shasta, Calilarma I wan1 lo V O ~ C P  my 
1 am opposed lo  CalEnergy's Telephone Rat Project. I am also againsl CalRne's 
rppos i t i on  concerning geomthemal development withm the Memcine Lak? Htghlands 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sul6de(ratlen egg od 
chemicals producing acid rain and dama@ng v e g e t a t i o a  
Round the clock noise levels from drilling. construction and plant oper 
and other hazilrdous 
la ' continuing for years and disturbing peaceful Medicine Lake e n v i r o n m e a  
t r s c  resultmg in vehicle related deaths and i n j q  to humans and 
including wildlife, vegetation, recreation, Native American issues and the overall qualiw 
Susan Salomon Neunan 1948 North M t .  Shasta Ranch Rd Mt Shasra. CA 96067 
July 21, 1998 
Randall Sharp, Project Manager 
c/o Modoc National Forest 
800 West 12th St. 
A l t u m  CA 96101 
RE: Telephone Flat Geotherniai EISEIR 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I c h a v e  some serious problems with h e  project at Telephone Flat. In talking 
with the developers, California Energy Co., my concerns have not been 
addressed. 
I questioned them on any studies that have been made in the Butte Valley 
Area concerning hot springs or water flow from Willow Creek to Sheepy 
Creek or the whole area. They commented back that no studies to the best 
of their knowledge, had been done as to where these springs are located or 
where the water to feed these springs originates. 
1 know from experience that scientific data is not always correct, but i t  was 
as  if Butte Valley could not be affected in anyway from their drilling. If 
these springs or wells in Butte Valley are attected by the drilling and 
pumping, due to a lack of any study, there are liable to be 
Sincerely, 
Carol McKay ' 
P.O. Box 544 
Dorris CA 96023 
P L j ( a > .  4 : ; f i d . i  
Rondall M Sharp 
Telcphooe Flat CIS'EIR Coordtnmr 
8 0 0  \Y 1211, Slrcci 
A l i m s ,  CA 96101 
Dear Rand? 
1 F l o r i d .  Values shown in Ihe small table on Figure 8 of mv open.lile 
p o w  le Io replair Illat fielire \ Y I I I I  a coneclcd figwe (copier endored) I" 
Group “G’ Comment Letters 
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Rising River 7.2 1 . 1  
Big Spring 8.6 1.3 
Stream from 14.2 2.4 
hot spring 
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Chloride (mg/L) 
Fisurc X Plot of sodium versus chiwide lor sclecied springs along the Fall, Tule, and Pit Rivers 
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0 
t! Stream from hot spring near the Pit River ” 0- ”, c* 
Tributary to Fall River 
ii Tributary to Tule River 
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I I I 
1 
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Chloride (mg/L) 
Rock Spring 7.1 I; 
Rising River 7.2 1 . 1  
Big Spring 8.6 1.3 
Stream from 14.2 2.4 
hot spring 
Figure 8. Ploi ufrcdium versus chloride for sclrcted bprings alollg the Fall, ‘Tulc, and Pi! Rivers. 
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8 5 4 5  Cnrmel i'alley Road 
Carmel, C h  939;) 
2 6  J u l y  1 9 9 8  
Randall sharp, E s q . ,  
2 Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800,  West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear M r  Sharp, 
This is, 1 am sure, only one of many letters you will receive, o r  have received, 
highlands area. 
I write as someone whose famlly has owned property on Medicine Lake for almost 
seventy five years. 
all our long summers there in a Setting o f  pristine beauty and quiet, untrammeled 
and (in the beginning ) hardly visited. where there was our property-- and a 
Ranger Station. 
To a great extent the site has remained basically unchanged. The roads a r e  new, 
a c c e s s  is better, and a devoted number of others have bought and built, and many 
campers return each summer season to a rare place--which will be destroyed if the 
geothermal plant project continues. 
I need not go into the many environmental disasters - both for plants and animals-. 
which are to be expected if thts plan matures. For me and my family, the negative 
issues far outweigh all others for Medicine Lake and the surrounding territory-- 
Little Medicine Lake as well as Bulls' Eye Lake. The noise and pollution alone! 
A t  present Xedicine Lake is a rare pristine environment, essentially as it was 
when I first went there for summers in the early 1 9 3 0 ' s .  Uyntoon on the McCloud 
River, and Mt Shasta Springs were more "elegant;" the latter is gone. the 
formerfll maintained. This is a sincere plea that Nedicine Lake remain 
* 'as is. 
I am, yours sincerely, 
Z z I  c express opposition to the geothermal development plan withln the Zledicine Lake 
We, as well as the Brovnell family of SouthernCalifornia spent 
I Mateo Lettunith 
c c  Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
>lc Kno~o:t?'ne af mv memories of The Lake, was the phone c a l l  t r a m  MCCloud, Mr Hoover. 
&then Preiident. could he come f o r  the day end fish? He could, and we also 
gave hia and his party lunch. A presidential part!. in those days? Tile Pres- 
ident, a friend; the driver of the open touring c a r .  and OXE security man. 
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July 28, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat €IS Coordlnator 
800 West 12'" Street 
Alluras. CalMornla 96101 
RE Telephone Flat D E E  
Dear Sir, 
Aclron Atternabve. A small butte separates the site lcom 
Please keep me tntormed regardlng any declslons on thls projeci 
z%ff Alex Sitford 
1027 Nor th  S t r e e t  
Yreka, C a l i f o r n i a  96097 
August 1, 1998 
Randal l  M. Sharp  
EIS/EIR PKO]ect Leader 
Mdm Nat iona l  F o r e s t  
800 West 12th S t r e e t  
h : t u a S ,  C a l i f o r n i a  96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
Thank you f o r  sending  me the Telephone F l a t  Geotheml Development P r o j e c t  D r a f t  
E l l v i r o r m n t a l  I q x c t  S t a t e m ? n t / E n v i r o n m n t a l  lmpact Reprt and T e c h n i c a l  Appendices.  
L rse the p r o j e c t  as a v e r y  p o s i t i v e  one f o r  S i s k i y o u  County f o r  the f o l l o w i n g  reasons :  
1 .  Tne p r o j e c t  w i l l  m k e  p r d u c t i v e  u s e  of  a n a t u r a l  resource. Producing 
e l e c t r i c a l  e n e r g y  from geothermal energy  a s  d e s c r i b e d  i n  t h e  D r a f t  is 
e f f i c i e n t  and s a f e .  
2. The p r o j e c t  w i l l  p r o v i d e  a boOst to t h e  S i s k i y o u  County econwny. S a l a r i e s  
f o r  c o n s t r u c t i o n  and plant o p e r a t i o n  lobs w i l l  p u t  new money i n t o  
c i r c u l a t i o n  i n  
w i t h  the County.  
county  as w i l l  the r o y a l t i e s  shared  by the state 
TOUKS of  t h e  f a c i l i t y  w u l d  he of i n t e r e s t  
The p r o l e c t  woul Y wake e d u c a t i o n a l  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  a v a i l a b l e  t o  County 
:?Z&:s 
'r e s i d e n t s  and tourists. 
t o  m n y  p e o p l e ,  I b e l i e v e .  hn i n f o r n n t i o n  k i o s k  wi th  d iagrams and 
t e x t  d e s c r l b i n g  the g e o l o g i c a l  h i s t o r y  of  the =ea and the methods 
by which m n  t a p s  the geothermal  r e s o u r c e  and puts it to  w r k  f o r  
it could  w e l l  becom an  i fqmrtan t  s t o p  f o r  tourist and 
I l w k  forward to s e e i n g  the p r o j e c t  approved as s w n  as pssihle. 
S i n c e r e l y ,  
.$* CL1t.w 
Jm OSbOrn 
July 29,1998 
Randall Shnrp 
Tclaphonc Flat EIS Contm 
U.S. FOM savidsureau or- ~mn8e-t  
800 wat IZ* Strest 
m r s l ,  California 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
I am reiidmt of No Visle, CalifomiD and have visiced th Medicine M e  area for 
mreallon several l i m n  
worked at several geothermal projects and oU uK1 g~ projects. 
the proposed plan gmthermal developman plm for the Telephone Flat (uea and h e  Draft 
Environmental Impact Repon. 
I am also involved in geothnmal msgy dcvxlopnent having 
I am also f d u  with 
and well Beld has b a n  logged for timber. hac a 
Q 
c 
July 27. 1998 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
ATTN: Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp- 
been a Realtor in South Siskiyou County for 20 years and operate a large 
ed & Breakfast Country Inn. so I am very in lune wllh our lourist and 
recreational market. and of course an expert in Real Estate values 
I have read in a repcrt that lhis project will have no effect on the Medicine Lake 
Highland Property values; that has to be one of the most absurd statements I 
have ever heard. I have contact personally with over 4,000 people at my Inn 
annually, many are fisherman and come to this area for the pristine er.vironment. 
which would be destroyed by such a project. I have also spoken with quile a few 
Real Estate clients that would I even consider property in hledicine Lake 
Highlands because of this p r o j e a  
I want IO go on record as an employer of 6 people and conmoute many dollars to 
q e  Siskiyou C O ~  economy and being totally opposed lo this Project In any 
way shape or form 
Sincerely, 
8 -  
\1> c\- .,-L'.:,> , 
Bill Larsen 
BrokerlOvmer 
BUmb 

c 
July 28.  1998 
Randall Sharp 
USFSIBLM Prolect Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
80 th  West 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mi. Sharp, 
1 G l e a s e  note that I am in opposition to the geothermal Project developments schedule for 
the Medtcine Lake Highlands. 
I have spent many memorable days at Medicine Lake and I shudder to think of what the 
outcome will be if your so-called developments of  the Medicine Lake 
reality. You can say 'goodbye' t o  Medicine Lake area as we know it 
hydrogen sulfide and other chemicals that pollute the ail 
chemicals also cause acid rain that damages 
3 E h e  building of the proposed geothermal plants (Telephone Flat and Fourmile Project) will 
encompass over 360 acres of land. New roads will have to be built to handle the 
increased industrial traffic. The narrow winding roads now in existence are built for 
small vehicles only and are not capable t o  handle heavy industrial trucks and other heavy 
equipment. Hazardous materials used for hydrogen sulfide abatement will be transported 
to the power plants over these inadequate roads. Toxic geothermal lluids must be 
removed to a Class I disposal site ever t w o  months. Accidents will happen. Siskiyou 
the equipment or man power (Haz-mat clean up teams) 
an oil refinery or a steam plant producing electricity are familiar wi th the 
The tranquillity of the Medicine Lake area will be a thing of the past. It will be replaced 
Qth the noise of drilling equipment for 24 hours a day. seven days a week. (It takes 9 0  
days t o  drill just one well.) Once the power plants start running you'll have to contend 
24 hours a day, seven days a week. That figures t o  365 
a This is hard to believe, but facts are facts. We have been sitting on our hands too long. 
being desecrated and exploited for the profit Of a few greedy individuals. It's time for 
c h i l e  our 'America the Beautiful' is being chipped away a little at a time. Our land IS 
those who love this land t o  take it back so our children and their children can enioy a 
heritage that we were handed by those brave Americans that founded this land 
have been very naive all these years because I thought that the United State Forest 
I must 
Service and the Bureau of Land Management 
those things within This is really a very sad 
ntrusted to protect our lands and all 
Sincerely. 
Anne L Brightwell 
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R Sharp - Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 west 1P Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Mr Sharp. 
addilion to the form letter we have signed, we have additional comments to make in 
egard to th!s proposed Geothermal Project 
The cumulative effects of six possible 48 megawatt power plants is going to completely 
destroy the Medicine Lake Highlands -we do not fe he cumulative effect of all these 
possible plants is being looked at in a realistic rnannea  
noise of even one power plant of this masnitude will be heard for several miles. 
feel that there is a marked 
he combination of very loud noise, and offending odor can and does make people ill. 
Laurel recently spent two weeks in Florida, staying at a location that was three miles 
away from a similar, but much smaller plant than those proposed. The noise and odor 
alone were disgusting and destructive. People 
increase in cases of asthma and bronchiolar 
dollar It would really be ok to leave a li 
inch of earth does not have to be "utilized3 
bit of our Nations land alone, evew square 
the Medicine Lake Highlands alone. We believe that this power is not needed, 
ere is not an energy shortage, and we feel strongly that your pals at Gal Energy are 
going to have a difficult time finding a buyer for this power. However, we understand 
that if they fi a buyer that they will be able to charge more, because this is "clean and 
green" p o w e 8  
6 G e  would like ty on record as vehemently opposed to the Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Projec 
Pete Lorenzen 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This lorm IS provided to lacllllale the submlllat 01 commenls lrom lnteresled members 01 the pubhc on Ihe 
Draft Environmenlal Impact Slalemenl and Environmental Impact Report prepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Developmenl Proiecl (Drali EWEIR) The public comment period on the Oral! 
€WEIR closes on July 22 1998 COmmenlS may be compleled on this lorm and given lo an agency 
represenlalive at one 01 Ihe scheduled public open house meehngs, of commenls may be submilled lo Ihe 
a 1 5 6  
ess provided on Ihe backslde 01 lhls lorn 
\IM (? :.<a/ Telephone NO a- ~ ~ Y - C I  lgf 
Mailing Address 2 A & O x  1q.1 X b G .  1, (A qL,/3<l 
1ststsr (IC code1 I lslreel01 P 0 0V.l lCW 
(-==Y@ @ 
.\+/ .. - 4  . .. . . .. . . . . . . . 
%".A 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHEnMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPI4CT REPORT 
Public Comment Form 
This form is provided lo facilitate the submitla1 of comments from interested members 
of the public on the Draft Environmental lmpad Statement and Environmental Impact 
Report prepared for the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project 
(Drall EISIEIR). The public comment period on the Draft ElSElR has been extended 
lo August 24, 1998. Comments may be Completed on this form and mailed to Mr. 
Sharp. This sheet is pre-addressed on the backside of this form for your convenience. 
Name: n 1 c k I f l o  fi 'J- Telephone No.: 
Randall Sharp  
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U. 5. Forest Service/Bureau of Land Management 
OOC West  1 2 t h  Street  
Alturas, California 96101 
RE: Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
Draft Environmental  Impact Statement  
Dear Sir, 
would like to see a public information display placed 
4 o n q  the main road w h e r e  the  public could s top  and 
learn about  the  multiple u s e  of the N t 'onal Forest 
which includes this geothermal projec Y . 
Please keep me on y o u r  mailing list. 
Sincerely, 
Name 
c c 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHEFIMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
ORAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
a$I &a 
Public Comment Form p-&-?' 
This form is provided to lacllitate the submittal of comments from interested members 
of M e  public on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Environmental Impact 
Report prepared for the proposed Telephone flat Geothermal Development Project 
(Draft EISIEIR). The public wrnrnent perlod on the Draft EISEIR has been extended 
to August 24, 1998. Comments may be completed on this form and mailed to Mr. 
Sharp. Thls sheet Is pre-addressed on Me backslde of this form for your wnvenlence 
Nune' ,cAe t- G r , r  TskphooeNo.: 8-vr 77Y/ 
M d i h g A d d w :  5- 64 kj,# ,,- c'r A c k c  c< 46/77 
(steel or PO w i c y  mw (@code) 
COmllWntS: 
8 
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COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY W_OJsTtLl, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sham. Proicct Leader 
Telephone Fiat Gebtherma;Developrnent GJ 1 @$ USFSlBLM -Boo west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mi. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medione 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit hver ,  Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Mediane Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their hahtats and migration routes; on the trees and p h t s ;  on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural hau ty  of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used BS religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. Tlle area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribr  in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
'disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
'cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process. .. 
.impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operafions continuing for years ... 
'air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg cdor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on reaeation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We w o k e  the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12698 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indim. Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act. and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing sp i rha l  and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. 7he 
r 
I am verv-erned a b o ~  mfollwine: 
siccant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contamircated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
,government itself according to  its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerelv 
c c 
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY eV411sT 24th. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 803 wen 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp- 
*drsproportionale and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
'cumulative ehc t r  of the 300 megawatt tranrmirsion line and the six power plants ulat it has the 
signihcant and whdr can nol be mtigated ... 
potential to sen'e ... 
*gedhermal leaer usurd tluaugh insufhcient public notification and process.. 
'impacts on 10 qaare miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1:2 mile from Mediae  Lake, dtsturbmg 
.water quality affected ly toxic carling tower geothermal d d t ,  toxic fluid s p h  and le&, 
*high noire levels indudlng drilling, constmkion and plant operations continuing for years ... 
.air quality polluted *ith hvdrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hawdous hemic &... 
'visual quahty greatly impdcted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights. steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on reaeatton. hunturg. fishing. tourist-bwd economes... 
W e  mvoke the US Government's Trust Respmsibhty to the Indian Peoples of t l r  land Executive 
Order 1307 on Indian Saoed Sites, Executive Order 12698 on Environmental Junice, the' American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Ad. the National Historic Preservation Act, and NatloMl Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing longstandmg spintual and dtural uses of the area and its natural resowces. The 
Sincerelv. 1 
wildlife, trees. waters, plants ... 
contammated groundwater, tirh, fish-eating wi ld l i fe  (including bald eagles and ospr~ys) ... ' 
siudge pondr, miles of 36 mch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines.., 
\ government itseU accordmg to its o w  laws must not permit this development. 
COMMENT LETTER- MAIL BY AVWLSLZQlh, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICJNE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alhlras, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. SharD. 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geotlicrmai development m the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit Rwer, Modw and Shasta Tribes m their opposition to them 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred diaracter of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources: on the water quality of 
Medione Lake and the many springs, c reek  and rivers that have theu sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality: a d  on the peace and natural beauty of the area, The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as rehgtous, ceremonial, huntmg and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
f 
the following: 
.disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
'cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufhcient public notificatlon and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square d e s  for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medlme Lake, dtsturhng 
wildlife, trees, waters, p h t s  ... 
*water quality affected by toxic coaling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish.eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys).. 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hyckogen sulfide (rotlen egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals ... 
*visual quality greally impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights. steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*unpads on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies.. 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibibty to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental justice, the Amencan 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
BuUetin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing longstandirig spiritual and cultural uses of the area and  its natural resources. The 
sipihcant and which can n d  be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 inch aboveground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
4 government itsell according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerelv. , 
Fred kinne 1320 Carolina St. 5an ~ : ~ D L ' L S C O .  2b. 54ii7 
TO ino it m y  concern: 
1 m irricincj i n  response to t h e  propsfd Telepr.one FA: GeoUlem1 
dcvelopwn:, i n  E M a '  Count,, a i i i o r n l a .  
fee; t h d i  me prolec: should be s c r h p w  for the f0;lawlng reasons: 
- : - .  
f i o f f m  m u l d  ke canprmsed W i t h  OL . i i lderness  lands. 
projeics muid sink then. Tne ne: + i n s  t n e  Unit= S iBtes  would g e t  
f3r sacri:icin:, these lands to energy dcvelonenc ..auld never 
t o u r l m ,  hunring, r e c r e a t i w  and Native Amrlcan 
rnann 2'3" :or your t m ,  
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY AUGUST 241h. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAl GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Prolect Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 8w wen 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
'1 am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal develovment in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to t h e r  
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the wliole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many indwidual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migrotion routes; on the trees and plants; on the \.sua1 and alr  
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial. hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. 7he area is highly important to the cultural mwival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southem Oregon, 
*&proportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands. determined to be 
'cumulative effects of the 3M) megawatt transmission h e  and the su ~ O W Q ~  plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufftcient public notihcation and process ... 
'unpacts on IO square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, dinurbing 
.water quality affened by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
.high noire levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hamdous chemic ab... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights. steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on reaeation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Exenrtive 
Order 73007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the America1 
Indian Freedom of Religion Art. the National Hutoric Preservation Art, and National Reglster 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standmg spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. n i e  
I am vew cQaEerned about the follow*: 
signihcant and which can not be rnihgsted ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (includmg bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission Imes ... 
, government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Smcerelg. 
Signatur::y+.% ~ - -. .- . print name. &y@-%~..-: 1fi.s.. -2:s 22% 
Tribe: - ..-. -. __._ Address: .3pdG-*-.J 2.- 
I I 
3 
August 13, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U.S Foren S e n i c d  Bureau of Land Management 
800 West I t  Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
RE: Telephone Flat DraR Environment Impact Reponl Statenlent 
Dear MI Sharp, 
fi  am a resident of Siskiyou County, and hunt and fish at Medicine Lake 1 feel 
that the area needs economic growth, and I do not feel that the project will have any 
adverse affects on the sporting activities in the area. I am in favor of the Telephone Flat 
Keith Cunnington 
August 13. I998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U S Forest Service1 Bureau ol'Land Managenient 
BOO West 12" Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
RE Telephone Flat Dran Environment lnipact Reponl Statenient 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
a recreate in Siskiyou County. where 1 enjoy outdoor recreatioii at Medicine Lake 
I am in favor of the  Telephone Flat Geothermal Project. and I ani also in favor of"green 
energy". "Green energy'' is an envlronmental plus for energy use I encourage the 
agencies to approve the Proposed Action Alternative for the 'Telephone 
Sincerely, 
Robert Robenson 
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August 13, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat ElS Contact 
U S  Forest Service/ Bureau of Land Management 
800 West IZh Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
RE Telephone Flat Draft Environment Impact Report/ Statement 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
tl recreate i n  Siskiyou County, and I fish and hunt at Medicine Lake I am in favor 
of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project, and 1 do not feel that the project will have any 
adverse affects on sporting activities in the area 1 encourage the Federal and State 
agencies to approve the Proposed Action Alternative for the Telephone Flat Project 
Sincerely, 
3 
11/83 
August 13. 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U S Forest Serwcel Bureau of Land Management 
800 West 12'" Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
RE Telephone Flat Draft Environment Impact Report1 Statenlent 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
a c1 live in Siskiyou County, and 1 snowmobile at Medicine Lake I think that the 
area needs economlc growth, and 1 feel that "green energy" is an environnlental plus for 
energy use, therefore, I am in favor of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project I 
encourage the Federal and State agencies to approve the Proposed Action Alternatlve for 
the Telephone Flat Project 3 
L Sincerely, 
Clarence Schumacher 
August 13, 1996 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U S Forest Service/ Bureau of Land Management 
800 West IZ* Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
RE Telephone Flat DraR Environment linpaci Repod  Statenient 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
a 61 recreate in Siskiyou County where I hunt at Medicine Lake I feel that the area 
nee s economic growth, and ”green energy” is an environmental plus for energy use 1 
am in favor of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project I encourage the Federal and State 
agencies to approve the Proposed Action Alternative for the Telephone Flat Project 3 
Sincerely, 
=r+& Bryan enyon 
August 13, 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U S Forest Service/ Bureau of Land Management 
800 West 12’ Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
RE Telephone Flat Dran Environment lmpau Repod Slalenient 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
a TI am currently a resident of Siskiyou County, and I enjoy fisbing at Medicine 
Lake. I thnk that the area needs economic growth, and 1 feel that “green energy” is an 
environmental plus for energy use I am i n  favor of the Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Project, and I encourage the Federal and State agencies to approve the Proposed Action 
Alternative for the Telephone Flat Project 3 
Sincerely, 
- L e k 2  
Danny Van Dyke 
e c c 
August 13. 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
U S Forest Servicd Bureau o f  Land Management 
800 West 12" Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
RE Telephone Flat Draft Environment Impact Reportl Statement 
Dear Mr.  Sharp, 
C T h e  United Association of Plumbing and Pipe Fitting, Local 228 represents over 
450 members living in Northern California. This union has been following the proposed 
geothermal developments at Medicine Lake for the past several years We have reviewed 
the Telephone Flat DraR Environment Impact Statement and Environment Impact 
Repon The Telephone Flat Project D E B  addresses several issues o f  concern to our 
members with respect to I )  cumulative impacts, 2) air quality impact evaluations 
including dispersion modeling, resource chemistry emissions chemistry and monitoring, 
and 3) hydrology baseline studies and monitoring. 3 Guf membership has been most concerned about minimizing the environmental 
effects while still preserving the economic and job creation opportunities related to the 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project. The Telephone Flat Project has three existing 
exploration wells which have defined the project area and the quality ofthe geothermal 
resource. This information was disclosed by CE General Corporation in Section 2 o f  the 
DEIS and it is clear from this information that the geothermal reservoir has a very clean 
chemistry The location ofthe Telephone Flat Project is also an area which has been 
intensely logged for timber resources. Geothermal lopment in this area is consistent 
with the multiple use charter of the National F o r e s t 3  
r O u r  evaluation ofthe Telephone Flat D E E  finds that it adequately addresses the 
multiple issues that were raised by Local 228  with regard to the Fourmile Hill Project 
The Plan of Operation, discussed in Section 2 0 o f  the DEIS and the mitigation 
measures required for each potential impact issue as outlined in Table ES-6 and Table 
ES-7, provide suflicient protection for the recreation and other natural resources The 
evaluations for the Telephone Flat Project are more than adequate to protect the 
al areas and general environment ofthe Medicine Lake and Fall River hlills 
CClean energy resources such as Telephone Flat Geothermal Project are needed in 
California where the energy market i s  becoming deregulated and the general public. 
including our membership, are now being given the opponunity to select "green and 
renewable" resources over fossil fuel resources The Proposed Action when developed 
wil l help create new job opportunities in construction and operations' maintenance This 
type o f  work requires a highly trained and certified workforce to ensure safe. reliable and 
environmentally sensitive operations Royalties and other economic spin off from this 
project wil l also significantly improve the economical dlversificatton of thls region of 
Nonhern California which wil l provide additlonal jobs and suppon industries 
Local 228 encourages the Federal and Sta encies to approve the Proposed 
Action Alternative for the Telephone Flat Project Y 
Sincerely, 
R&-c. &'L 
Robert L Carr 
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Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, Ch 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: r 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medidne 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Mediane Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used 85 religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural sunrival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
lamvery- 
'disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals ... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existiig long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
Signature: -.+LJL&-.-- Print name: - . - s - ~ ~ F L . L . . L . . ~ ! . ~ . .  
Tribe: ....-L3k.&u- , -  __-__ Address: ----&CA3&&.?p 
signihcant and which can n d  be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
City. state. zip: -.-_(dta~Sg.a~ti,.L.k~~~ 
2- . u a  . $ ?  
- . ~. . . .. . . . -- 
e C 
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Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development m the Medtone 
[Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, M d o c  and Shasta Tribes in thelr opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character 01 the whole 
Medicine Lake Iiiglhnds: on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources m the Highlands: on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes: on the trees and plants; on the visual and atr 
quality; and on the peace and natural hau ty  of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used BS relgious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thou&& of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northem.California and Southern Oregon. 
I h41 very concerned about'the followhrg: 
*disproportionate and devastaturg impacts on Natlve American sacred lands, deterrmned to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the su power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued though insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile horn Medicine Lake, disturbing 
.water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid s p h  and leaks, 
.high nose levels including drilling. constmaion and plant operations conturuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals ... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Rebgion Act. the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development LE mcompatible with 
eusting long-standing spiritual and cultural uses 01 the area and its natural resources ?he 
government itself according tc its own laws must not permit t h s  development. 
Sincerely, 
sigruhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife; trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (mcludmg bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
(1 print name. C 
Address: -1. 
City. state, zip. 
. -- 
: e-.. . 
J 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
@@ 
This form is provided IC facilitate Ihe suSmiMl 01 comments lrom interested membew 01 the public on the 
Dran Environmen:al lmpad Statement and Environmental lmpacl Reporl prepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project ( D d t  EISEIR). The public comment period on the Dran 
EISEIR closes on July 27.. lSS& Comments may b e  completed on this form and given 10 an agency 
resresentatne at one 01 the sche3uled publi: open house meebngs. or commenn may be su3mtned 10 the 
a g e n a e s  ai the accress prsvide:: on me ba:rside 01 this lorm. 
Name: ,- Q r b  C m w .  Tele9hone No: %2-58?0 
M.sh& & l F -  6#67 
lCWl csibai ~ Z P  Cmei 
L I 
Eric T. N e l s o n  
Martha Spencer 
7020 SE Hny 101 
Lincoln City, OR 97307 
(541) 994-5732 
August 1 4 , 1 9 8  
Mr. Randall Sharp 
USFWBLM Fourmile Hill and Telephone Rat 
Geothermal Development Projecl EIS/EIR Coordinator 
8w West 12th Street 
Allwas, CA 96101 
RE: Telephone Flat Gwlhermal Project; commenls to Draft EIS/EIR 
We have recently reviewed the EIS/EIR for the geothermal power plant propxed for the t: elephone Flat area near Medicine Lake. We strongly support the No Adion Alternative. h a d  
on the adverse and significant adverse effects dorumenled either in the EIS/EIR or this letter 
regarding socioeconomic, cumulative impacts, endangered and threatened s 
habitat, water quality and quantity, visual ~esources, air quality and noise. 
Issues regarding the proposed project and the Draft EIS/EIR are listed below.. A mi t ten  
response in the Final EIWEIR to these cOmmentS is requested. A more detailed explanation on 
the need for this project and bond requirements along with additional public hearings is also 
' i s ,  wildlife s 
requested. 
Purpose and Need 
G t i o n  1.2 states that the pwpo5e and need for this prop" is because the federal government has 
mandaled for the exploration and utilization of alternative energy supplies. However, nowhere 
in this daumenl d o  I see the doamentation of a regional need for ths pro+ It is my 
understanding that Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) has r e n U y  canceled their contracts 
with Calpine, the leaseholder for the proposed geothermal power plant propxed at Four hale 
Hill, directly adjacent to this project. The reason given was that they d o  not need the p w e r  
supply at this lime. Please a d d r w  the regional need for lhis power plant in the Final 
This prop" has a h  been labeled a "green p r o w  because it utilizer an alternative energy cur-, seaion 1.2.3stdtes that BPA completed a Resource Program EIS that recommended the 
inclusion of power supplies from "renewable" resources. This project has a proposed life of 45- 
50 yean. X n g  this time much environmental damage will m u r  in a pristine area. Does this 
projeo then qualify as a "green'' prop"? If so, the agencies need to reevaluate their definition of 
green. Also, under the Northwest Power Act. as referenced in Section 1.2. what is the definition 
z 
t 
8 
& 
9 
s 
b 
3 3 3 
aJ!lPI!M 
G 
regulata I e n c i e  (KAPCD, BLM, and USR)! Please pronde written responses m the Final 
E i s i E i R y  
Cumulative Impacts 
Currently. there are two geothermal power plants proposed for the Medicine Lake area with a 
begin to study the efiecls on the area if six power plants are installed. Ii  this is truly the care, the 
lead agencies need to do their p b  and go back to Ihe planning table and address a11 proposed 
geothermal development in the KGRA as one whole propCl, not piecemeal in one prop" at a 
time for the next 5-10 years, as appears to be the strategy. Please tell us ii we should multiply 
the significant adverse effects of this project by 2 or 6 to come closest to what will ultimately 
occur in the proF(s)  area. If these effects and impacts are multiplied by the true number oi 
powerplants that will ultimately be built (2-6 ?), THEN do they becorn significant to the lead 
agencies. or is this still a green project ? Please address this question. 
K t m t i a l  of six. The dmment details the RlmulativeeffRtsoi the huo proposed. but dws not 
3 
Conclusion 
We have k n  coming to Medicine Lake every summer lor thirty six years and 20 years 
respectively. During this time we have come to treasure the pristine environment that this area 
oilers; no electricity, no television and no crowds! 1 can't express in words the thrill i t  is to see an 
eagle swoop down from a tree and catch a fish or a mountain lion saunter an= a road or a pine 
martin play near your cabin! All these things we have wimessed and enjoyed'at Medicine Lake. 
88 f i h e  cunent proposed project will significantly impact the quality of high altitude wildlife habitat 
and the recreation at Medicine Lake which is the use the land should he managed for. The Forest 
Service has spent significant amounts of publicmoney developing rwreation in theMedidne 
Lake area over the past 20 years (including a boat dock and launching area, access roads and 
campgrounds, and a snowmobile staging area with a large warming hut which cmt over 
%1oO,WO!). Recreation for the American public should be the faus of this area, not energy 
development that is bolh harmiul to the long term interests of the a r e a d  not currently needed. 3 
r W h i l e  we agree that public lands should be put lo multiple uses where appropriate and that we 
n m i  to pursue truly clean mums of power when economically needed, this proposed project in 
the pristine Medicine Lake area given the dmmented adverse impacts and lack of economic 
SE! 1" shod, the No Action Alternative i s  the only reasonable 
,- 
)@&& Martha Spnr  r 
cc Kathy Fisher. Bonneville Power Authority 
Lynn Sprague, US Forest Service 
Siskiyou County h a r d  oisuprvisors 
Senator Diane Feinstein, Caliiornia 
Senator Barbara Boxer, California 
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1ELEPHONE FlAl GEOTHERMAL PNOJLCT FROPOStD FOR hlLDlClNF L A K F  HIGHLANI)5 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 8w west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highland% I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasla Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands: on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years, The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northem California and Southern Oregon. 
about the following: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native Amencan sacred lands. deternuned to be 
.cumulative effects of the 3M) megawatt transmission h e  and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*Impacts on 10 square miles lor Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile horn Medtme Lake, disturbmp, 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks. 
*high noise levels including drilling, constmaion and plan1 operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals ... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, hshing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 1 W 7  on Indian Sacred Sites, Executtve Order 12698 on Environmental Justice, the Amencan 
Indian Freedom of Rehgion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bullelin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. Ihe  
govemmeni itself according to its o y  laws must not permit this development. 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish.eating wildlife (tncludmg bald eagles and ospreys)... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission h e s  ... 
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY AUGUST 24t$ 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medidne 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character 01 the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality 01 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds lor thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
I am verv F:
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
'cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square m i l e s  lor Telephone Flat alone, just 1/2 mile from Medicine I.ake,.disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing lor years ... 
*air  quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic alr... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of thx land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, , - 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
/ .  
Signature: - .kz. - . .. - - 
Tribe: - .--- 
% Individual c- : [ '  . .... _, , .. . .: r 
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Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIRLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development u1 the Medidne 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes m thelr opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character 01 the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many inmvidual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality: and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival 01 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
I am verv concerned about t he following: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the SLX power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 quare miles for Telephone Flat alone, jusl 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
'water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks. 
.high noise levels including drilling. construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica k.. .  
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impads on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-bwd economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Rehgion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses 01 the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, ,i 
S i g n a t u r e : . d d & i q  <* // ?,/;,"!< Print name: zT~.+f-,' ~ . -.!<- 
sigruhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
pdential toserve. .. 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fisheating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
I, 
- . . . - 
Individual cornme 
c 
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Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 8M) west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed lo the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development m the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River. Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; dn many individual sites and cultural resources: on the water quality of 
Medicine lake and the many springs, creeks and nvers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for lhourands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes m Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
*disproportionate and d e v E c t s  on Native American sacred lands, determined to te 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission L e  and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'Impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile kom Medicine Lake, disturbing 
.water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geolhennal drift; toxic fluid sp'us and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hamdous chemicals ... 
.visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights. steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on remation, hunting, fishing. tourist-based economies ... 
W e  mvoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13w7 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Rehgion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties, Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standmg spintud and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itsell according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
%Pture: -(. / '  L .A: 1,'' 1 i: <% 
1 am veri. cQnremed a b u  
significant and which C M  not be mitigated ...' 
potential tosewe.. . . 
wildlife. trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (includmg bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
Smcerely, . _ I  , 
Print name: 
City, state. zip: Y,.CG.+.&-WXX\Z I 
5-- 
T n k  2W.o-L Address: Lo9/-  4 H c  LLeb..3L 
Individual c o m e t & :  E;- ?,.-&, ~L+cP-. .& .-X&,.b Z ~ ~ - C L L - ~ ~ , A ,  m 
**d L4,H T L J r l L y % , l l  - , L I  L, b.d. .CI<".  l'r- .Known s:sn'$~c1nf 
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Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 8Ml west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed lo the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their oppositzon to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Wghlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water qualitv 01 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and nvers that have their sou~ces in the H i g h & ;  on 
the animak, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thoussnds of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
*disproportionate and devastating impads on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
.mumulalive effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that 11 has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notihcation and process ... 
*Impacts on 10 square d e s  for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality A c t e d  by toxic cooling tower geMhermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for yews ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica ls... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants. 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
aimpacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibihty to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 12037 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12698 on Envhnmental Justre, the Amencan 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic PrPservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
e d m g  long-standing spiritual and d u a l  uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself accordmg to its own laws must not permit this development. 
signhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential tosewe ... 
wildlik, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground p i p h e s  and transmsion lines ... 
Sincerelv. .A 
COMMENT LETTER- MAIL BY AUGUST 241h. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE IAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alhuas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. sharp: 
I am strongly opposed lo the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development m the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastatmg impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many mdividual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine b k e  and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and nahlral beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The m a  is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmirsion line and the six power plants that it has the 
*gebhermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square d e s  for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 d e  from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drillmg, comtruction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
'air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hawdous chemicals.. . 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour Lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on reaeation, hunting, fishing, tourist-baed economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Tnut Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of lhis land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Saaed Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act. the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
edsting long-standing I iritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government i t w c c $ i i g  to its own laws must not permit this development. 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential lo sewe... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fbh-eating wildwe (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
L .-A 
COMMENT L E l T E R  - MA!L BY W L T - Z $ l h .  1998 
TELEPHONE FLATGEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall sharp, Projed Leader 
Telephone Flat Ceotherml Development 
USFS1BI.M - EO3 west 12th Street 
Almras, CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp 
I am strongly opposed tu the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development m the Medione 
Lake Itighlands. I support the Pit River, Mcdoc and shasta T n b s  in their opposition to thew 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicme Lake Highlands; on many mhvidual 611eS and cultural resources; on the waler quhty 01 
Medicine Lake and the many spnngs, creeks and nvers that have their sources m the Highlands. o 
the animals. their habitats and migration routes: on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quahty; and on the peaw and natural beauty of the area. The Medmne Lake Wghlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religiou% ceremonial, huntmg and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The m a  is highly mportant to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
*disproportionate and devastating unpacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to h 
.cumulative e fkas  o! the 300 megawatt trmnusoion line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufftcient public notification and process. 
.tmpacts on 10 square mil& for Telephone Flat alone. ju5I 112 mile from Medime Lake, dsturhn 
.water quahty affected by toxic cooling tower g e d h e m l  dnh, toxic flrud spills and leaks. 
'h~gh nom lev& mdudutg drillurg. COIUtNdiOn and plant operatiom contmumg for years ... 
'air quality poUuted with hydrogen sulfide (rdten egg odor) and other hamdous chenuca ls... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour hghts, steam plumes, 750 gallo 
rimpacts on recreation. hunting, fbhmg, tourist-baed economies ... 
We invoke the US GoGemment's Trust Respon?dbility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executwr 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Jusitce. the American 
Indian Freedom o! Rehion Ad, the National tlatoric Preservation Act. and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Gedhermal development is incompatible with 
existing Iongstandmg spiritual and cultural uws of the area and its natural resouices The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit tlus development. 
Suicerely. 
Slgnamre: A'-:,. ' ,  , I 2 E printname: . y - . ~ y n .  ..'z','/i- . 
Tnh:  r , .  'f r *  Address. LL., .'''<'. 
LamWu0m-z 
signihcanl and which CM not be mitigated ... 
pdentlal to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contammated groundwater. w1, M a t i n g  wildlife (mcluding bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds. miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and trnnsnussion lines .. 
I -, /-< 
L . .  
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COMMENT LETTER - MA!L BY A!JCGT 24th. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Projecl Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM -800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
1 am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal developmeni in the Medidne 
Lake Highlands 1 support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicme Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources m the Highlands: on 
the anunals, their habitats and migration routes: on the trees and plants: on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial. hunting and 
gathering grounds for lhousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in No-rthern California and kuthern Oregon. 
*disproportionate and devastating imp&s on Native American sacred lands, deterrmned to be 
*cumulative effects of the'300 megawatt transmission I& and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through inrufficient public notification and process,,. 
Bunpacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, iud 112 mile from Medicine Lake, lsturbing 
*water quality affected by todc cooling tower geothermal drift, todc nuid spih and leaks, 
*hgh  noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations contlnuing for years ... 
.ah quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica ls... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants. 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies.. 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act. and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties, Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources, ?he 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, ?.., 
I am verv tix foUo wing: 
sigruhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fishsating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch aboveground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL R Y  &UGUSTJIth, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
lelephone Flat Geothermal Dewlopmenl 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Mcdoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sltes and cultural resources; on the water quallty of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and nvers that have their sources ur the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and ai, 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medinne Lake H@Jands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious. ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northem California and Southem Oregon. 
I am very 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native Amencan sacred lands, determined to be 
.cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geotlrermsl leases lssued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, lust 112 mile hom Medidne Lake, disturhng 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*ah quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hamdous chemic als... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour bghts, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting. fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Saued Sites, Executive Order 72898 on Environmental Justiw, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompalible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
significant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
Tribe: . Address: =2?&.:&.=-- 
city. state. zip: .%'Lu++.-L. -9 5.7 c 
)\!- T L +  kE~\c~L3..s by.ft.rr+d. + LXO,--k 
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COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY &!I;Y2~23lh, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
awg&v Randall Sharp, Project Leader Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development u1 the Mediane 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Mcdoe and Shasta Tribes in their opposilion to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and nvers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The m a  is rUghly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
‘geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
.impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drillmg, COnstNctiOn and plant operations continuing for years.. 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, W i g ,  tourist-bawd economies ... 
We invoke the US Government’s Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Saaed Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing longstanding spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this developmenl. 
Sincerely, 
Signature: -k- __ -. .
Tribe: A d d r e s s : - L u J L , 6 ~  
siflcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmissron lines ... 
&. A? - . . print name: ..&.~.s ..E~&.:.L 
City. state. zip: -1-4.- -i/(. C ? L X Z I  x 
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY AUGUST 24th. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Mediane 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Modoe and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicme Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlank on 
the animals, their habitats and migratlon routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and nahnal beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern Caliromia and Southern Oregon, 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts 011 Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
.impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
.water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
‘high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*aL quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*vaual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 how lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on reaeation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government’s Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
t the following: 
sigdicant and which cannot be mitigated,,, 
pdential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
c c 
COMMENT L E l T E R  - !L BY AYCUST 2 4 l 4 ~  1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modw and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highland% on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern Califomin and Southern Oregon 
'disproportionate and devastating impads on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative-effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*gedhermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1/2 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid +ills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica ls... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Ad, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
a1993 
significant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, hees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
- 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
Print name: &,LZ+c<h~/ii 
Address: f?? f i?x  /W 
city. state. zip: . ~ A ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~  u,ebL ~&~..4?'6' 
COMMNT LE'ITER - MAlL BY AUGUST 24th, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECr PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highknds. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the saned character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the H~ghlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
*dispfoportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
'cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1/2 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
'air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on reueation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of lhis land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Saued Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothennal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. 7he 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
about the lo 
siphcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines. .. 
7 
city. state. +.~ALMCC,-&ZYCX c 
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY &lGIJ5T 24th.  1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development m the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modw and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the saned character of the whole 
Medrune Lake Highlands: on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality 01 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animal. their hahtats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and am 
qualty; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribs  in Northern California and Southem Oregon. 
I am verv- a b u t  the fouo-: 
'disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native Amencan sacred lands. determined to be 
'cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transnussion line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases lssued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 quare miles for Telephone Flat alone, lust 112 mile from Mednne Lake, disturbmg 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels induding drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
'air quality polluted with hyhogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hamdous chemical.; ... 
'visual quality greatly impacted ty unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'unpacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We mvoke the US Government's Trust Responsibihty to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian S u e d  Sites, Executive Older 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
BuUetm 38 on 'Tradiilonal Cultural. Properties. Geothermal development LS incompatible with 
exining long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government iiselt accordmg to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
signhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (mcluding bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmsion h e s  ... 
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COMMENT L E T T E R  - MAIL BY AUGUST 24th, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street Telephone Flat Geothermal Development eJg@g 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Mediane 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake h g h d s ;  on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality 01 
Mediane Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the tlighlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. ?be Me&cine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
cemed about the followmg: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, d e t e r m e d  to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmksion line and the six power plants that it has the 
.geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square d e s  for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicme Lake, disturhng 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals ... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. ?he 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, , < .e f l  
S i g n a t u r e : / G i Z - / / L = . . -  Print name: .c&c-,k.< JLhsa. 
sigtuhcant and which can not be mitigated.,. 
potential to sewe... 
wildwe, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch abve-ground pipelines and transmission Imes ... 
Tribe: Address: - . ~ / ~ h ~ . 2 & : E & ? r  - 
City. state. zip: LI-. u 1 . ~ ~  L&-5.?.L? 2. 
c 
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COMMENT L E T T E R  - MAIL BY AUGUST 24& 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sham Proiect Leader 
Telephone Fia't Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Ahuras, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quali- of 
Medicine l ahe  and the many springs, creek and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migrntion routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have teen used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The a n a  is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
'disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
'cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
.geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 70 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112  mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*waler quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high no& levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
'air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'unpacts on recreation, hunting, W i g ,  tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to  the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
edsting long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely. 
I am very c o n :  
signihcant and which can n d  be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated Sroundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
Address: &&. a' 
city, state, zip: &h 
T 24& 1998 COMMENT L E T T E R  - MA!L BY AUGUS 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Prolect Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mi. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlkds I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes m their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastatmg impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many indlvidual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeh and rivers that have their sources m the Highlands: on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Mediane Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
lm.Y.m-ed &Jut t he following: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the su power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through mufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic c o o h g  tower geothermal drilt, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg cdor) and other hazardous diemica ls... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 g d o n  
'impacts on remeation, hunting, fishing. tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Tmst Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of thls land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Ad, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spintual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itseU according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
sigruhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fsh, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
Prfit na 
COMMENT LElTER - MAIL BY AUGU_ST 24th, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I nm strongly opposed to  the Telephone Flat and other geothernial develoDment in the Mediane 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Mod% and Shasta Tribes in their bpposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the saned character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medime Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the H i g l h d s ;  on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gatherlng grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northem California and Southern Oregon. 
1 am verv 
'daproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
.water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic nls... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on reueatioR hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian S u e d  Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
s i p h c a n t  and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to Serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY PAJYGUST 24lh 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Propct Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIB1.M - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medione 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Modor and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the wholc 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality 01 
Medtcine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals. their hahtats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northem California and Southem Oregon. 
1 am very amcend about the lo-: 
*deproportionate and devastating impacts on Native Amencan sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufhcient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 111 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals ... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes. 750 gallon 
'impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
sigruhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, f ish-eatq wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
Tribe: - ~ _ _ _  Address: L32!&&&L&.<:-.-- 
City, state. +:Z&.GQP~L,C%.-?-Stf?-2 
c c 
TELEPHONE F L A l  
COMMENT LE'ITER- MA!L BY AUGUS T 24& 1998 
. GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th St rm 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
LAKE HIGHLANDS 
I am stronglv opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and.migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
'dispropoltionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
'cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1/.2 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
'water quality affected by todc c:oding tower geothermal drift, toxic nuid spills and leaks, 
.high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals ... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour tights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to ihe Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic PreservaIion Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Smcerely. 
I am verv follo wlng: 
sigruhcant and which can nOt be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
, .  
\ 'L;, . \  
-. 
+Q. , .\ i > /&.&'.- Printname: 1- 
Address:_L,: 
W. state. zip: . . . . . ... . _ _  
c 
TELEPHONE FLA 
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY N G U S T  24th. 1998 
GEOTHERMAL PROJECr PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Mediune 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicme Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creek. and nvers that have theu sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, theu habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremomd. hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
*dispropoxtionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determvled to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medime Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes. 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to  the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Saaed Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the NatLonal Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. ?he 
government itself accordmg to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerelv. : 
t the f O u O W h g :  
signihcmt and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminnted groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission h e s  ... 
c 1 Individual cornmen .. .- . . 
L, + 
COMMENT LElTER - MAIL BY ,4IJGUS T 24& 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medidne Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to  Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1 /2  mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
'water quality affected by toec cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spiUs and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Tmst Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13w7 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
edding long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. I h e  
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
sign at&..^^- - _ _  Print name: T~~AL.*-EY~ 
Tribe: &&$*/ Address: J z X  2 F &- h-uq-?X0X4 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to  serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
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COMMENT LETTER -MAIL BY AUGUST 2411 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDlQM LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 8a) west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothemd development in the Medidne 
M e  Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and %&a Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medidne Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water q u a I q  of 
Medidne Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animah their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and ~ W a l  beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Fi@ands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used s religious, ceremaial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the ruhural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southem Oregon 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American s a m d  lands, determined to be 
.cumulative efkcts of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power p l d s  that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 4u"re miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medidne Lake, disturbing 
wildlife, t m ,  waters, plants ... 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid sp'us and leaks, 
contaminated groundwater, fish fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... . 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operatimu continuing for years ... 
'air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (mten egg odor) and other h a r m d m  chemic ab... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 how lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation. hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatibl: with 
existing long-standvlg spiritual and cultural uses of the mea and its natural resmces. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
significant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to sewe... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch aboveground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
c 
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY & U a S T  24th, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMALPROJECI PROPOSED FORMEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sliarp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medidne 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit bver. Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Mediune Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the manv springs, creeks and rivers that have theu sources in the Highlandr; on 
the animals, their habttats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality: and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious. ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly unportant to the cultural sunival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
h m  very concerned about the foU-: 
*daproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission h e  and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process. .. 
'impacts on 10 square d e s  for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medime Lake, disturbing 
.water quality affected by todc cooling tower geothemal drift, toxic.fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*am quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly mnpaaed by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
rimpacts on recreation, hunting. fishing. tourist-based economies ... 
We tnvoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land. Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Hstoric Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existmg long-standing spiritual and culhlral uses 01 the area and its natural resources. ?lip 
government itself according to its own laws must not perrmt tius development. 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipehes and transmission lines ... 
COMMENT LETTER- MAIL BY AUGUST 24th. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSiBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
hlturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Mediaric 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit bver. Modoc and Shasta Tribes m theu opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the saned character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resouTces; on the watel quality o! 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeh and nvers that hiwe their sources in thc Highlands; 01, 
the arumals, their hahtats and migration TOU~PS; on the t m s  and plants; on the visual and air  
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious. ceremonial, hunting and 
gathertng grounds for thousands of years, The area is lughly important to the cultural sunwal of 
the Trikes in Northern California and Southem Oregon 
1 am v e r v m d  about the lollowkg: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 3w megawatt transrmssion h e  and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
simpacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medinne Lake, disturbinp 
wildlife. trees, waters, plants ... 
*water quahty affected by tom cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
contaminated groundwater, fish, &h-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
-high noise levels including drilling. construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica ls... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour hghts. steam plumes, 7.50 gallo:, 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, hshmg. tourist-based economies ... 
We mvoke the US Government's Trust Responslbihty to the Indian Peoples of thls land, Executive 
Order 73007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the Amencan 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existmg long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. ?he 
government itself according to its o w  laws must not permit t h x  development. 
sigruhcanl and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to Serve... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission h e s  ... 
Sincerely, 
Signature: ..~. 
Tribe: . ...c17- b>:Krl? - Address: ._. 
Print name: 
, _  
City, state. rip: I ~ . .
COMMENT L E T T E R  - MAIL BY AULA3124t~ 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Mediane 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicme Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their hahtats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious. ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly unportant to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
aboul the Lallowh 8: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determned to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
.geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
aimpacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1/2  mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic coohg  tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks. 
*high noise levels including drilling, construdion and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impads on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-baed economies ... 
We mvoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act. the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 30 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
exir;tmg long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit t h  development. 
Sincerelv. h 
sigruhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve. .. 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
COMMENT L E n E R -  MAIL BY AVGLJ5T24tb 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAl GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Vevelopnlent 
USFSIBLM - 8M) west 12th Strert 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal develovment in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Modw and Shasta Tnbes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character ot the wholr 
Medicine Lake Hlghknds; on many individual site5 and cultural resources; on the water q u a l q  of 
Medicine lake and the many spMgs, creeks and nvers that have their sources "1 the Highlands: on 
the animals, their habitats and inigration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
qualit).; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious. ceremonial, huntmg and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural wrvival of 
the Tribes in Northem California and Southern Oregon. 
.disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, deterinmed to tp 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the su power plants that i t  has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
.impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medime Lake, disturbing 
*water qua!ity affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
'air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals ... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based econormes ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples ot t h s  land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act. the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development LS incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
L m  v e v  cmwnsd  about t Ire following: 
signhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transrmssion lines ... 
, 4 c % k  . ,-~- - Prmt name: ~ ~ L L L .  <kl.~bit_. 
city. state. zip: L%&cA,/,~ YWL?. 
d&&.~L& Address: . f C & % l f ~ L . ~ d -  
c e 
COMMENT L E I T E R  - MAIL BY U&&Ta&, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BI.M - KXl west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am stronglv opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal develoomenl m the Medicme 
Lake Highlands I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tnbes m tlreu opposition to tlrese 
developments which would have devastatmg impacts on the sacred diaracter of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands, on many mdwidual sites and cultural resources, on the water qud tv  of 
Medime Lake and the man} spmgs, creeks and nvers that have them SOU~CPI m the Htghlands on 
the anunals their habtats and rmgration routes on the trees and plants, on the \ uual and au 
quahty and on the peace and natural beautv of the area The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have teen used as rehglous. ceremonial lruntlng and 
gathermg grounds for thousands of years The area IS lughl) important to the cultural mrvlval of 
the Tribes UI Northern Callforma and Southern Oregon 
*duproportionate and devastatlng unpacts on Native Amencan sacred lands delermmed to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transnussion h e  and the sa power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases irsued through insuffic~enl pubhc notification and process 
'unpacts on 10 quare d e s  for Telephone blat alone, just l r  2 d e  horn Medmne Lake, disturbing 
*water quabty affected by toac coohg tower geothermal drift, tom fluid sp& irnd leaks, 
contarmnated groundwater, hsh, hsh-eatmg w d u e  (mcludmg bald eagles and ospreys) 
'hgh n o w  levels tncludtng d n b g ,  construction and plant operations conhnumg for years 
*ax quahty polluted wth hydrogen sulhde (rotten egg odor) and other hamdous chenucals 
'vsual quahty greatly unpacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour hghts, steam plumes 750 gaUon 
*impacts on recreation. huntmg, hshmg tounst-based econonue~ 
We invoke the US Governments Trust Responsiblhty to the Indian Peoples of tha land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Just~ce, the Amencan 
Indian Freedom of Rehgion Act, the National Hutonc Preservatlon Act, and National Register 
Bullelm 38 on Traditional Cultural Propenies Geothermal development IS incompatible wlth 
ewstrng long standmg spintual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources rile 
government itself accordmg to its own laws must not permit tlu5 development 
Stncereh 
I am very cancerned a b o b  a p .  
sigruficant and which can not be nutigated 
potential to W W Q  
wddhle, trees, waters, p h t s  
sludge ponds d e s  of .% mch above-ground p p e h e s  and transmsion h e s  
Trlbp ' __ - - - -- - - Address _c&LC&@- 
citv, state L i p  w c 4 7 q S ,  A YI/W 
1 Indiridunl cmment s  
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COMMENT LETTER- MA!L BY AYCUST 24Lh. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJEm PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes: on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake fighlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. T h e  area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northem CaIifomia and Southern Oregon. 
I am verv concerned a b  ut h f&wiJlg: 
'disproportionate and devastatmg impacts on Native American sacred lands, deternuned to be 
.cumulative effpcts of the 3w megawatt transmission line and the SUL power plants that I t  has the 
Sgedhermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 quare miles for Telephone Flat alone, jui 1/2 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
'water quality affected ty todc cooling tower gedhermal drift, toxic fluid spill., and leaks, 
*high noise leveb mcluding drilling, construction and plant operatiom contmuing for years ... 
.ak quality polluted with hydrogen suhde (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica ls... 
.visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power p h t s ,  24 hour hghts, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
aimpacts on recreation, hunting. fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom 01 Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Regster 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties Geothermal development is incompatible with 
enstlng long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. %e 
government itsell according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
si@cant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wild&, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fishish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
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COMMENT LETTER - MA!L BY AUGUS T 24% 1998 
TELEPHOM FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECr PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Projeh Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River. Modoc and masts Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments whidi would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources: on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration-routes: on the trees and plants: on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and nahual beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands a n  a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern.Califomia and Southern Oregon. 
.dispropodionate and devastatifig impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the sh power plants that it has the 
*gedhermal leases ksued through insufficient pubhc notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, jusl 1/2 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
.high noise levels induding drilling. construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen suKde (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals ... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing. tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is lncompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerelv 
sigNhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
wildlife, bees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, Wr. fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
COMMENT LETTER - MA!L BY AUGUST 24th. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Pro~ed Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
1 am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development m the Medicine 
Lake Highlands I support the Pit River, Modw and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicme Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands: on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes: on the trees and plants: on the visual and air 
quahty; and 011 the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. 7he area IS highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southem Oregon. 
1 am verv concerned aboul t he following: 
.disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native Amencan sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
.geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
aimpacts on 10 q u a e  miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medime Lake, disturbing 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
.water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys). 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations contmuing for years ... 
.au quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals ... 
.visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Respowibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. 'llie 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Smcerely. 
sigruficant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 lnch above-ground pipelines and transmission h e s  ... 
Signature: Print name: ~ m z & ~ - a L L z L p ~  
Tribe: 4%- A d d r e s s : I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ : ' l J ~ ~  City. state, zip: T;jdrrnu d f a I . P .  . J R / ? C  
COMMENT L E l T E R -  MA!L BY AUGUS T 24th. 1998 
7TLEPHONE FIAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlB1.M - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear MI Sharp 
1 am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development m the Medicme 
Lake Highlands I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tnbes m theu opposition to these 
developments which would have devastatmg unpacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicme Lake Highlands, on man mdividual sites and cultural resources, on the water quality of 
Mediane Lake and the man\' spnngs, creeks and nvers that have theu sources m the Highlands on 
the arumals, their habtats and mgration routes, on the trees and plants, on the vlsual and au 
quahty, and on the peace and natural beauty of the area The Medime Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have teen used as rehgous. ceremorual, huntmg and 
gathermg grounds for thousands of years ?he area IS hghly unportant to the cultural swvival of 
the Tribes m Northern Caldonua and Southern Oregon 
LEm very concerned about the foUomng 
'disproportionate and devastatmg unpacis on Native Amencan sacred lands, deternuned to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transnussion h e  and the SUL power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases lssued through wufhcient public notihcation and process 
*unpacts on 10 square d e s  for Telephone Flat alone, pt 712 d e  from Medicme Lake, dsturbmg 
w d d b ,  trees, waters, plants 
*water quahty affected by toac coohg  tower geothermal dnlt, t o m  fluid sp& and leaks, 
contamated groundwater, hsh, hsh-eatmg wddhfe (mcludmg bald eagles and ospreys) 
* h g h  nolse levels mcludmg dnUmg, construction and plant operations contmumg for years 
*air q u l t y  polluted mth  hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chermcals 
*mud quahty greatly unpacted by w g h t l y  power plants, 24 hour hghts, steam plumes, 750 g d o n  
gunpacts on recreation, huntmg, hshmg. tounst-based economes 
We mvoke the US Governments Trust Responsibhty to the Indian Peoples of thls land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sltes Executive Order 12898 on Envuonmental Justice, the Amencan 
Indian Freedom of Rehgion Ad, the National Hlstoric Preservation Act, and National Reglster 
BuUetm 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties Geothermal development IS mcornpatible with 
enstmg long standmg spintual ann cultural uses of the area and its natural resources Ihe 
government itself accordmg to i t s  own laws must not permt t h s  development 
sigruhcant and whch can not be mitigated 
potentlal tosewe 
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 mch above-ground pipehes and transnussion h e s  
Smcerel) y- 
~igna tum ___ - _ _  p m t  name I J K & ~ - ~  &? 406y160t2 c 
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COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY AUGUS T 24th, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp Prolect Leader 
lelephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - Bw west 12th Street 
Alturas CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development m the Mediane 
Lake Highlands I support the ht River, Modoc and Shasta Tnbes m theu opposition to these 
developments which would have devastatmg impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medime Lake Highlands, on many mdividual sites and cultural resources, on the water quality of 
Medime Lake and the many spnngs, creeb and nvers that have theu sources m the Highlands, 01 
the arwnals, their habtats and rmgration routes, on the trees and plants, on the vlsual and air 
quahty, and on the peace and natural beauty of the area The Medicme Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as rehgious, c e r e m d ,  huntmg and 
gathermg grounds for thousands of years 'The area IS hghly unportant to the cultural survlvai of 
thP Tribes m Northern Caldorma and Southern Oregon 
I am vew rnnremed about t he f o b m n g  
*disproportionate and devastatmg unpads on Natwe Amencan sacred lands de t e rmed  to te 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt t r ansmaon  h e  and the SIX power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases lssued through insufhcient pubhc notihcatlon and process 
eunpacts on 70 square d e s  for Telephone Flat alone, lust 1 / 2  mlle from Medime Lake, dls turhg 
wddhfe, trees, waters, plants 
*water quahty affecied by toac coohg  tower geothermal dnft, tonc fluid s p h  and leaks. 
contamated groundwater, hsh, fsh-eatmg d u e  (mcludurg bald eagles and ospreys) 
.hgh n o w  levels mcludmg d n h g ,  construction and plant operations contmumg for years . 
*au q u l t y  polluted m t h  hydrogen sulhde (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chermcals 
*nsual quahty greatly unpacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour hghts. steam plumes, 750 gall01 
*unpacts on recreation, huntmg, hshmg tounst-based economes 
We mvoke the US Government's Trust Responsibhty to the Indian Peoples of tlus land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Saaed Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Envuonmental Justice, the Amencan 
Indian Freedom of Rehgion Act, the National Hlstonc Preservation Act, and National Reg*er 
BuUetm 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties Geothermal development IS urcompatlble with 
eastmg long-standmg spintual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources The 
government itself accordmg to 11s own laws must not perrmt t h  development 
Smcereh, 
sigruhcant and whch can not be mitigated 
potential to wve  
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 mch above-ground pipehes and transnussion h e s  
_xL%vu~ Prurt name Q~mdIp_ 2AuLb~~ > 
city state ztp l2-L .-dL - 3 ~  1' 
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COMMENT LETTER - MA!L BY BUCUS T 21th. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alhlras, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animak, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and sir 
quality; and on.the peace and ~ t ~ ~ b l  beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used ns religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the mlturd survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Orkgon. 
'disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, detemuned to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
.geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and pr ocess... ' 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medidne Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling towe; gedhermal drift, toxic fluid rpih and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling. construction and plant operations continuing for ye am... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and dher  hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plnnts, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Respondbility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 1285'8 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. ' h e  
signhcant and which CM not be mitigated ... 
pcientinl to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch ahe-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
A Sincere1 print nnme: UEZ/+T:~) 
city. state, zip: .&HL~UD , .Q~-?~Ts& 
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T 24th. 1998 COMMENT L E m R  - MA!L BY AUGUS 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sham. Proiect Leader 
Telephone Fiat Gbothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medidne 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants: on the visual and air 
qunlity; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural &Val of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
*disproporlionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases bsued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by todc cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noire levels including drilling. construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica ls... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to  the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites. Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Art, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development, 
Sincerely, 
Signature: -42 _ -  .flu * ' &+.. print name: 
Tribe: <7b * ;C~S,<>~,~-/-~;-.J-' 
significant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
wildlile, trees, waters. plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildwe (includmg bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
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COMMENT L E m R  - MA!L BY AUGUST 2 4 h  1998 
'TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 8W west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and d h e r  geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoe and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have teen used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural nwival  of 
the Tribes in Norihern California and Southern Oregon. 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, jut 112 mile kom Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by todc cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for yea rs... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica ls... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 how lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation. hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to  the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properiies. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development, 
Sincerely, 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve.. . 
wildlife, hees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fisheating wildlife ( i n c l u w  bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
COMMENT L E l T E R -  MA!L BY AUGUST 24th. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLATGEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDlClNf! LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 8W west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and &her geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modm and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants: on the visual and air 
quality; and on the pace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have teen used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes m Northem California and Southern Oregon. 
QJgg@ 
following: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, jus4 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by todc cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for yea rs... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hamdous chemicals. .. 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour ligMs, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to  the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13w7 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12698 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must n d  permit this development. 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
e 
COMMENT LETTER - MA!L BY NGILsUh,  1998 
TELEPt1ONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKF HICIILANDS 
Randall Sharp. Protect Leader 
Telephone Fiat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th S lmt  
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred characier of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used (IS religious, ceremonial. hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southem Oregon. 
'disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of ule 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, 
*water quality affected by todc cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels induding drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide ([@ten egg odor) and other hamdous chemicals.,. 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly p w e r  plants, 24 hour lights, s tem plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
edsting long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own taws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
significant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve.. . 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
1/2 d e  from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch aboveground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
rulme: -&: Yt7:4.LL,& Signature: ,/4Y:' - -__ 
Address: 7 t : ' I _  :-* ) J L L -  - _  Tribe: ___ 
%state. Lip: >.z .. ;.I+ .:iV 
COMMENT LETTER - M A I L  BY AUGUST 241h, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geotheimal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Rt River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and netural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used (IS religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thoumds of years. The &,rea is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southem Oregon 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to  be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notifreation and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, jus4 1/2 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by todc coaling tower g e d h e m l  drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels induding drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
.air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic nls... 
*visual quality greally impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Fleedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standmg spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
Signature: - S C X - - ~  \JetH k EE 
Print name. .&L-_-._ - _. .- 
Tribe: &h+i  Z J U :  i),yF Address: 623 l30@4t14r .b/ . 
City, state. zip: .&Q44&-!-_d!!-f7f:L 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fishsating wildlife (including bald eagles and osprey6) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
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COMMENT LETI'ER- MAILBY AYCUS T 24th. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands: on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the t m s  and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is htghly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
a t B 2 9  
I am veqr c-: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
'cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the sir power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
simpacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile hom Medicine Lake, dlsturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, constluction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies.. 
\+'e invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
edsting long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, hh-eating wildlife (includmg bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
COMMENT LETTER - MA!L BY AUGUST 24Lh, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall 'Jharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 80(1 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly oppnsd to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medione 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Mcdoc  and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands: on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeh and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants: on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Mediane Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly importarit to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northem California and Southern Oregon. 
I am ven' concern& about the following: 
*disproportionate and devastating unpacts on Native American sacred lands, determmed to be 
.cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the sir power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases awed through msufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile hom Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
e a r  quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous diemica h... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
rimpacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely 
sigruhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater. fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch aboveground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
Print name: ,?&,-r .-J..~& . 
I_ 3 ,  - . . , ..r* q,.. ,l<Pk C?. ;ri :;se :.& 4:. 
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COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY U G U S T  24th 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 8w west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Mediane 
L&e Highlands I support the Rt hver. Modoc and S h e a  Tntes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
M e d i a e  Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medtane Lake and the many s p ~ g s ,  creeks and nvers that have theu WUIWS LI\ the Highknds; on 
the animals, their hahtats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and nu 
quahty, and on the peace and natural beauty of the area The Medicine Lake hghlands are a 
tradrtional haven to Native People and have been used as rehgtous, ceremaual. hunting and 
gatheMg grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly importbnt to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
*daproportionate and devastating impacts on Native Amencan sacred lands. dderrmned to be 
*mmulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmisnon Line and the six powef plants t b t  it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through msufhcient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, ius~ 112 mile from Medlcine Lake, dlsturbing 
.water quality affected by toac coohng tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noire levels including drilliing, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*au quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (ruten egg odor) and other hamdour chemic als... 
* v ~ ~ u a l  quahty greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 g d o n  
'unpacts on recreation. hunting, fishing, tourist.based economes ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust FlespPOMibihty to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13307 on Indian Sacred Sites. Executive Order 12898 on Environmental justice, the Amencan 
Indian Freedom of Religion Ad, the National Histonc Preservation Act, and National Reglner 
BuUetm 33 on Traditional Cultural Properties. GeUhermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spintual and cultural uses of the mea and its natural resou~c~s. The 
government itsplf accordlng to its own laws must not p e d 1  this development. 
I-. 
s i p f a a n t  and which can nu be mitigated ... 
potentla1 toserve .. 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contarmmted groundwater, fish, fiph-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipehes and transmsion h e r .  . 
Smcerely, .P , ?' ---- 
l r l h  - .. ._ -. 
COMMeNT LETTER - MAIL BY AUCUS T 2 4 8  1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
L&e Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Mediane Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, theu habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for lhousands of years. m e  area is l g h l y  important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
I am veN co-: 
adisproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to te 
*cumdative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on IO q u u e  miles for Telephone Flat alone, jus4 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water &dity'dfe&ei by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, todc fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, ConstNCtion and plant operations continuing for years ... 
.air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hamdous chemic als... 
'visual qunlity greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies. .. 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility tu the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian %zed Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and d h u a l  uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
si@cnnI and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve... 
wildlife hpes waters pknts ... 
contaminnted goundwater, fish, fishsating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch aboveground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
Sincerely, 
COMMENT LFTTER-MA'L BY & U V G W a I h ,  1998 
TELEPHONE F t A l  GFOTHFRhfAL PROJFCI PROPOSED FOR MFDICINE L A K E  HIGHLANDS 
Randall 5harp. Prolect 1 eadrr 
Telephone Fiat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 wed 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
1 am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development m the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and riven that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality: and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used BS religious, ceremorual, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northem California and Southern Oregon 
I m verv cgmemed &ut the following: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
'cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
.high noise levels including drilling. construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica ls... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Execulive Order 12898 on Environmental justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
signature, -.-.~L.A 1' . I  i,..: print name: . J C & I - ~ : ~ , . ~ , >  
Tribe: - b&,!L&l& 
SigNIicant and which can not be miligated ... 
potential lo serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fisli, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
-?- ,'? 
Address: --:A.L~&&&J& IL 
City, state. zip:7j I_ -2 , .  ~ , i  .
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COMMENT L F Y T C R  - MAIL BY AUWST 24th 1998 
I t l  tPliONE FLAT CEOTHFRMAt PROJECT PROPOStD FOR UFDlClNE LAKt HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
.telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geolhermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in theu opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Wghlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and riven that have theu source. in the Highlands; on 
the animals. their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality: and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds lor thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
1 am verrcnncmed about the follawing: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, delermined to be 
*cumulative effects of the Joo megawatt transmission line and the si? power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process,.. 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*waler quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, constnrction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on reaeation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We lnvoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Saaed 6tes. Executive Order 12698 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development Y incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sicerely. 
significant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to Sewe... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission h e s  ... 
_ I  _ .  -<L~/V,I Print name: - . . c ~ , . ~ . . ~ . - ~ . - ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ *  
Individual 
SaNVlH31H 3WVl WI31a3W BO3 Q3SOdOBd u3lOBd lVNl3H1033 lVld 3NOHd3131 
8661 qmsm AS3 1IVW -X3LLill INWW03 
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COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY WYGUST 24*, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFWBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medtane Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the t m s  and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is lughly important to the cultural suMval of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
I am vet- about t h e :  
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process. .. 
.impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality afkcted by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
'air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals. .. 
*visual quality greatly unpacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on rematiow hunting. fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural Tesouces. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
significant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve.. . 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds. miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY AUGUST 2 4 1 8  1998 
TELEPHONE F L A l  GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 WPSI 12 th  Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear MI. sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to  the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine l ake  and the many springs, creeks and nvers that have their sources in the Highlands; or: 
the animal, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake H!ghlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is lughly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
I am verv concerned about the followins: 
'disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the SIX power plants lhat it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1/2 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbiv 
'water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour hghts, steam plumes, 750 g d o r  
*impacts on reaeation, hunting, fislktg, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Rebgion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothennal development is incompatible wlth 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. ?he 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
signheant and which can nol be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch aboveground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
e c C 
COMMENT LETTER-MAILBY AUGYST Zlth, 1998 
TELLPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDIUM LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development tn the Mediune 
Lake Highlands I support the ht bver, Mcdoc and Shasta Tnbes m theu opposition to these 
developments whch would have devastatmg impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicme Lake Wghlands, on many mdividual sites and cultural resources, on the water quality ot 
Medicine lake and the many spnngs, creeks and nven that have then sources ln the Highlands on 
the m a l s ,  then hahtats and rmgration routes, on the trees and plants, on the \*uual and au 
quahty, and on the peace and natural beauty of the area The Medime Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have teen used as rehgious, ceremomal huntmg and 
gathermg grounds for thousands of years The area IS hghly mportant to the cultural s u r v ~ a l  of 
the Tnbes m Northern CaMonua and Southern Oregon 
I am very wnwned about the&hymg 
.disproportionate and devastatmg unpacts on Native Amencan sacred lands determed to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt tran5uussron h e  and the su power plants that I t  has the 
.geothermal leases usued through mufhclent pubhc notihcation and process 
*Impacts on 10 square d e s  for Telephone Flat alone, lust 112 mde from Medime Lake, d i s tu rhg  
wddhfe, trees, waters, plants 
*water quahty affected by toxlc coolrng tower geothermal dnft, tonc fluid spills and leaks, 
c o n t a m t e d  groundwater, hsh, hsh-eatmg d u e  (mdudmg bald eagles and ospreys) 
* h g h  noise levels mcludlng dnhng, construction and plant operations contmulng for years 
*a quahty polluted wth hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chermcals 
'visual quahty greatly unpacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour hghts, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*Impacts on remation, huntmg, fuhmg, tounst-based econormes 
We mvoke the US Government s Trust R e s p m b h t y  to the Indian Peoples of thu land. Executive 
Order 1 W 7  on Indian Saaed Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Enwonmental Justice, the Amencan 
Indian Freedom of Rehgion Act, the National Htstonc Preservation Act, and NatlOnal Register 
BuUetm 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties Geothermal development IS mcompatible with 
exdmg long-standmg spintual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources The 
government itself accordlng to its own laws must nM perrmt t S  development 
sigruhcant and whch can not be nutigated 
potentla1 to serve 
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 mch above-ground pipelrnes and transmsion h e s  
COMMENT LE ' ITER -M A I L  BY AUGUST 24th. 1 9 9 ~  
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FORMEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Prolect Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in theu opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands, on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sourcxs m the Highlands; on 
the animals, their hahtats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area 1s highly important to the mlturd survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
I am very censemehahput t he fdlowing: 
.disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumdative effects of the 330 megawatt transmission line and the SIX power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases usued through insufhcient public notificatlon and process ... 
.Impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1/2 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbng 
*water quality affected by toric cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spih and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*ais quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gaUon 
'impacts on recreation. hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12698 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spuitual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. l l ie  
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Smcerelv. 
signihcant and which can not te mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
mldlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
-, 
COMMENT L E l T E R  - MAIL BY AUGUST 24th, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECr PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS1BLM --8oo west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geotliennal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creek and rivers that have their sources hi the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religous, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thourands of years. The m a  is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
sbout t he I-: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it hss the 
.geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
aimpacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1/2 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, todc fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construdion and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hamdous chemic als... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on reaeation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to  the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 72698 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Rellgion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potentlal to sewe... 
wildlife, hees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines.. . 
COMMENT L E T T E R  - MAIL BY AU-, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sham. Proiert Leader , ~ ~ - ~ - -  
Telephone Fiat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habtats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the pace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have teen used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural ~ M v a l  of 
the Tribes in Northem CaMomia and Southern Oregon 
e foUpwmg: 
*dlspropoltionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
.Impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medime Lake, disturbing 
.water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
' 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual qualily greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on remeation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We uwoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12698 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible.with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. ?lie 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, A 
sigruhcant and which can not be mitigated.,. 
potential toserve. .. 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and osp~ys)  ...
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
c c 
TELEPHONE FI 
COMMENT LETTER - MA!L BY AUGILST 2 4 h  1998 
T GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE KE HIGHLANDS 
Randall ShaT Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 wen 12th Street 
A1tura.s CA 96101 
Dear MI Sharp 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development m the Mediane 
Lake tllghlands I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Trlbes m theu oppositlon to these 
developments which would have devasiatmg impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicme Lake Highlands, on many mdividual sites and cultural resources on the water quahty of 
Mediane Lake and the many spnngs, creeks and nvers that have theu sources m the Highlands on 
the anunals their habitats and nugration routes, on the trees and plants, on the vlsual and a r  
quality and on the peace and namal  beauty of the area The Medime Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have k n  used as rehgous, ceremonial, Iiuntmg and 
gathermg grounds lor thousands 01 years The area is lughl) unportant to the cultural survival of 
the Tnbes m Northern Callforma and Southern Oregon 
I am ven’ c d  about the lo llomog 
*disproportionate and devastatmg unpacts on Native Amencan sacred lands determuied to be 
.cumulative effects of the 3M) megawptt transmsion lme and the SLX power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases Issued through mufhcient p u b k  notification and process 
*unpacts on 10 square d e s  lor Telephone Flat alone, lust 1 / 2  mlle from Medime Lake, h r h g  
nddhfe, trees, waters, plants . 
*water quahty allected by tom coohg tower geothermal dnft, tonc flwd spllls and leaks, 
contauunated groundwater, hsh, hsh-eatmg wddhfe (mcludmg bald eagles and ospreys) 
*hgh  noue levels mcludmg d n l h g ,  construction and plant operations contmumg for years 
*~JI quahty polluted mth hydrogen sulhde (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemcals 
* V I S U ~ ~  quahty greatly unpacted by unsightly power plants 24 hour hghts. steam plumes 750 gallon 
*unpacts on recreation, huntmg, hshmg, tourist-based economes 
We mvoke the US Government’s Trust Responsibhty to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Envronmental lustice. the Amencan 
Indian Freedom of Rehgion Act, the National Hstonc Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletm 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties Geothermal development IS mcompatible w t h  
eustmg longstandmg spmtual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources The 
government itself accordmg to i ts  own laws must not permt ths development 
Smcerely 
signature --&-- P m t  Mme AAB C&-B~CLL 
T n b  _ _  Address & L E ~ S - ~ ~ A ~ ~ L ~ L , % -  
City,state .ZIP 5.4 c/t+ ckc/  -z. 
nts c ~ g ’ r / - c  _ L - J _ L ~  w ~ ~ 0 r - t  7 4 , )  pcwL_v- a individual comme 
sigruhcant and whcli can not be mitigated 
potental to serve 
sludge ponds d e s  of 36 mch above-ground pipehes and transmsion h e s  
c 3 
1soL.o c 
P ““;r c m e l  p L - 1 ~  L L ~ L ~ V  b(vo T o  U U C  
LI1cc uUk,qh/  d C # s g J  O F  fd d # c k  T j  y‘/aw N Q h C L * h q  7 
T 1998 COMMENT L E T E R  - MA!L BY 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flak Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Mediane 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, M d o c  and Shasta Tribes in their oppasition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character 01 the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water q u a l i  of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeh and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and a r  
quality; and on the peace and ~ W a l  teauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as relgious, ceremonial, huntmg and 
gathering grounds lor thourands of years. ’he area is highly important to the cultural k v a l  of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, deterrmned to be 
signrhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt t r m m s i o n  line and the six power plants that it has the 
pdential to serve... 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*unpads on 10 square miles lor Telephone Flat alone, jusi 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
wild&, trees, waters, plants ... 
*water quality alfected by toxic cooling tower gedhermal drift, toxic fluid spills and le&, 
contaminated groundwater, lish. firh-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
.high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing lor years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (reten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica ls... 
‘visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights. steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, lishing. tourist-bared economies ... 
We invoke the US Government‘s Trust Reoporuibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Saaed Sites. Executive Order 12698 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom 01 Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and NalioMl Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompalible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses 01 the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
COMMENT LETTER - MAIL BY 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJFCI PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 8x) west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
1 am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and olher geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake H@ands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their oppasition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the saaed character of the whole 
Medicine Lake H@dands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the watef quaby of 
Medicine h k e  and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitals and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality: and on the peace and nahs4  beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake H@Iands me a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used M religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is h@y important to the cultural suMval of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American eamd lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt tranamLsion line and the six power plants that it has the 
potential to serve ... 
*gedhermal leases issued through insufficient public nofication and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Fkt alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
'water qualrty aHected by toxic coaling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
contaminated groundwater, fib, finh-eating wildlife (mduding bald eagles and ospreys) )... 
'high noise levels induding drill& construction and plant operations continuing for y e m  ... 
'air quallty polluted with hydmgm sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic ah.. 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 how lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
aimpacts on reueatioq hunting, fi&in& tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development in incompatible with 
eddsting long-standing spirihlal and dtural uses of the area and its natural resou~ces. l h e  
government itself according to its own laws musi not permit this development. 
Sincerely. 
signifwant and which can not be mitigated ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch aboveground pipelines and transmhsion lines ... 
COMMENT L E T I T R  - MAIL BY AUGUST 24th 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROjECT PROPOSED FOR MEDlaNE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Prolect Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geollrermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medione L&e Highlands; on many mdividual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creek and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicme L&e Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have teen used as rehgious, ceremonial. hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly lmportant to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
ajg4&@ 
foU0wing: 
'disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 3w megawatt trammission h e  and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, jus? 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes. 750 gallon 
*impacts on remation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Covemment's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act. and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties, Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spirilual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resouIces. The 
government itself according to its own laws must n d  permit this development. 
Sincerely 
sigmficant and which can n d  be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
Signature: -JLL!/&gd Print name: A A Z O ~ < < C  r P .. . 
Tnte: &l&'nZ 6- & # P P . @ - ? ~ A ~  Address: &??,Lm.*- 
City, state. zip: ,/j!iiy&.~LE.%~~.. - 
c c c 
J a w s  A. Shott 
605 Glen M a r  
.\It. Shasta. CA 96067 
.4ugua 20, 1998 
Mr RandallM Sharp 
USFS / BLM Pro~ect Leader 
Telephone Flat Proposed Geothermal Prolea 
800 Wen  12th Street 
Alturas. CA96101 
DearMr Sharp 
Included herein are my m t t e n  concerns and comments regarding the proposed Telephone Rat 
Geothermal ProJect Please address these points in the final EIS / EIR for the proposed Telephone 
Flat Prolect 
W L O G Y  AND SQIL 
What ifa major seismic event were to 
for production and injection is set u p 3  
What mitigation measures will there be for the residences or campground users if problems 
were to occur because of project-related seismic e v e n t s ? a  
during well drilling, venting, or before a standard 
More discussion is needed about a discharge of geothermal fluids to the surface and i ts  
impacts 3 
More discussion is needed concerning land subsidence in unrelated areas 
An!, permanent change in topography should be considered more than ‘less than significant” J 
3 
f.2mmSm 
Paee 3 1-3 of the DEISEIR states that the U S F S recognized four special interest areas (SIAs) ki Medicine Lake Highlands OvILH) ils a whole is  in itself a unique geologic fearure. and should as 
a whole be considered as an SIA .Any project-induced chanses in 
in the geological features ot‘the MLH should be reconsidered as an 
Mr RandallM Sharp 
.- \uysi  20. 1998 
Page Two 
GIC AND GEOT- 
Discussion is needed to address the problem of where the recharge would come from if the 
seothemal resource were to gar? dryins up 3 
What miti ation measures 
activities? B.r will there be if private well damage occurs form project-related 
r) 
Any loss to the Fall River Springs should be considered more than less than 
Any degrading of any liquid waste or geothermal fluids should be considered 
more than less than significant 
The DEISEIR should discuss the effects of possible 
surface water occurring from pro~ect-related activities 5 down and/or heating of local 
The DEISEIR suggests that the freshwater pipeline will require a five foot nght-of-way 
considered the frostline? 
dig the ditch and lay the pipe that is five feet wide? What is 
Cwrnenf 
13 . b v  time there is a threat to “any” freshwater supply. be it surface water or shallow Found water. 
r e s h o u l d  proceed with extreme caution Any contamination is totally unacceptable. and the person 
responsible would be held fully accountable 
to drink” is a very real threat in this modem 
ept of‘bater, water everywhere not a drop 
The biological studv area should include the surrounding surface bodies of water for 
discussion 3 ‘ 
Lfthe surface waters in the project vicirutv were to warm up from project-related situations 
what would the biological impacts be? 3 
midgation measures 3 
>lore discussion I S  needed for snae recruiting 3 
More study on the bat opulations should be done to detemune theu listing status and 
!,!ore discussion I S  needed on transmiss~on lme E .L! F 5 and what they wII do to animal 
reproductive orsans 

c c 
I 
hlr Randall hl Sharp 
Aupust 20. 1998 
Page Five 
38 also experience adverse effects due to changes in the visual, atr q d t y ,  and noise environment ” Why 
does the DEISEIR in the respective resource sec ‘ons state these impacts are less than si_mbcantl 
It also does not mention land users’ health n s k d  
RECREAnON 
Qo E There is no discussion of the hunting closures to inform the reader 
*a G h e  DEISEIR states, ‘There is no practical way to measure the collective intrusional impact from 
the project on recreation in the project Vicinity“ the reason being is that the preparers of the 
DEISEIR have never recreated in the Medicine L e Highlands The way to  rate this impact is that 
it will be devastating to the recreational user 
3 
!-3mw.u 
3 
9 
Radoq gases encountered during well drilling is not properly a d d r e s s e g  
A more accurate discussion is needed 
ConStiNents humans will be exposed to. 
Sulfuric acid fallout (acid rain) needs to be addressed. 
the amounts of mercury and other geothermal 
3 
“F Q 3  
!2mmPm 
Some people can go all year without catching a cold, while others can j u a  look at a person with a 
person were to get sick and die hom exposure, it would be to many Or, would it be li he bald 
ea@e colliding with a transmission line and being killed . “it’s the risk ofthe project ” 
2 old and catch it The same is true with hazardous material exposure and air emissions lfjust one 
3 
Comment 
6 t h  so much discussion refening to the Fourmile Hill project transmission route alternatives, this 
reader believes portions or all of the Fourmile HiU DElSlEIR should be re-opened for comment 
Some of the pamcipating public mav not be familiar with the Foumle  Hill DEISER Remember 
transrmssion lines. and both are in the same location 
Fourmile Hill and Telephone Flat proposed projects are in the same K C R . A .  shared 
Mr Randallhl Sharp 
August 20. 1998 
Page Six 
We have learned the hard way that the foreseeable future appears w th  the stroke of 3 pen This 
could easily open the door for future development 
The Central Valley R e i o d  Water Quality ConUol Board (CVRWQCB) August 10. 1998 comment 
~ ~ i e s t t o n s  the mercuv analysis of DEISER The CVRWQCB states the mercurv concentrations 
come disturbingly close to exceedingly close to set standards With two proposed actions it would 
exceed limits 
locations, the possibility of makin3 Medicine Lake a dead sea is way too close to realit) 
67 
With the iur impacts of two proposed actions and the sandwichq 
c0MMGu.r 
* a c n e  applicants of the proposed Telephone Flat project and their long list of questionable less-than- 
si_OUficant effects want the reader to think this is not going to change the Medicine Lake ~ g h l a n d s  
With the two proposed actions (Toumule W and Telephone Flat) and their locations. Sledicine Lake 
and the Highlands will be held hostage 
Since the Western United States is currently overrun with power generation. the need for the 
proposed power plant is mute The money spent for this action could more wisely be put to use in 
conservation, transmission, and modem less impact research 
The Medicine Lake volcano is the largest in The unique natural beauty oithe Medicine 
Lake Hiflands has no room for industrial mtrusion 
Thank you for hearing my comments and concerns on the Telephone Flat DEISEIR 
reserve the right to comment at a later date i f 1  feel the need arises 
I wish to 
JAMES A SHOT? 
JhS jes 
cc Senator Diane Feinstetn 
Senator Barbara Boyer 
Siskiyou Count? Supemsors 
Steve \’olker. Earth Justice Leeal Defense 
James L Pierce 
PAUL & DOROTHY CARTER 
. - .  _-I , * - . , -  I _  
1528 Centor stmt. \ad. CA 96094 
Augunt 19, 1993 
E-X 
530-93 9-1871 
L!r. &n&%ll Sh 1'p 
U.S.P.3. / B.L.X. P r o j s o t  Leader 
Telephone F l a t  Ceo thenml  P r o j e c t  
800 'Heat 1 2 t h  S t r e e t  
hlturac, C a l i f o r n i a  96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp8 
I am w r i t i n g  t o  erpresa 1 9 ~  conosrn over  t he  proposed Telephone 
e a s t e r n  S i sk iyou  County. I have r e r i e r e d  t h e  Telepbone F l a t  
Environmental I a p s c t  Report. It o e r t a i n l y  does n o t  show o r  
provide t h e  k ind  of environmental  insuranoe f o r  t h e  gene ra l  
p u b l i c  t h a t  i s  needed t o  j u s t i f y  appro ra l  of t h i s  p r o j e c t .  
This propooed p r o j e c t  is l o c a t e d  t o  oloso t o  Medicine I ake  
and p r i v a t e  l and  i n  t h e  area. I f e e l  it is sad t h a t  t h e  
gene ra l  p u b l i o  must f i g h t  f e d e r a l  agenoles  t h a t  a r e  in - t rus t ed  
t o  p r o t e e t  and manage our publi. lands.  I f  t h e  Bureau of  Lend 
Managsment and t h e  U. S. Forest Serv iee  had done t h e i r  job. I 
would n o t  h a r e  t o  w r i t e  let ters t o  oppoae a p r o j e c t ,  t h a t  should 
hare been r e j e o t e d ,  when i t  was first  uropoasd. As you knora 
geothelmsl  p l a n t  i n  a high c o s t  method of produeing e l e s t r i c i t j .  
I t  i n  a l s o  a c l a s s i o  example of oo rpora t e  we l fa re  unde r  t h e  t e r n s  
of t h e  A l t e r n a t i v e  ' h e r o  Aat. Th i s  means t h e  t a r p a y e m  a r e  
pay ing  t h e s e  oompenies t o  d i s t r o y  the  pub l io  lands and t h e  
environment. With de - rewla t ion  of t he  power i n d u s t r y ,  h i &  ooz t  
produoers  w i l l  n o t  survive.  I n  f a s t ,  wi th  t h e  new t J p e  of 
l i g h t i n g  teohnologv t h a t  is now be ing  made a v a i l a b l e  and t en ted  
i n  sone arean. Th i s  t e o h n o l o w  w i l l  reduoe t h e  amount of 
e l e c t r i o i t y  used  by a p p r o r i m a t e l j  80 p e r r e n t  over  t h e  p r e s e n t  
day l i g h t  globes.  When t h i s  i a  a v a i l a b l e  t o  t h e  p n e r a l  p u b l i c  
t h e r e  w i l l  be a surplus of e l e o t r i c i t y .  The p o i n t  is, no h i @  c o s t  
produoer  w i l l  be  a b l e  t o  survive i n  t he  fu tu re .  So,  t h e r e  i s  no 
j u s t i f i c a t i o n  i n  a l l o m n s  such proposed p r o j e a t s  a s  t h e  Telephone 
P l a t  Oeothexmal P lan t .  The Vedioine U t e  a r e a  shou ld  be p ro tec t ed  
from a l l  geothermal development. I t  is t oo  b e a u t i f u l  and 
a r e a  t o  be p o l l u t e d  by any type of i n d u s t r i a l  development. 
See page No. 2 
% L  l a t  O e o t h e r r s l  P r o j e c t  l o e a t e d  i n  the  Vedioine l a k e  Basin i n  
Yine 
PAUL & DOROTHYCARTER 
l i l Z  
I j88Cenler  S t n n ,  \ V d ,  CAN094 x%#Srn 
5 30-938-1 87 1 
August 19, 1998 
I u r g e  the m r e a u  of LDnd Management and U.S.Porest Se rv jce  t o  ' t n t h d r a r  all t h e  geo themal  l eaass  f o r  t h e  Mehioine l a k e  area.  
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any e o n s i d e r a t i o n  you g w  my e a m e n t s .  Thank 
Senoe re l j r  
001 cm f i l e .  
c 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
USI-SBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th St. 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
We are writing in regard to the Medicine Lake Project, specifically concerning the Cal 
Energy's Telephone Flat Geothermal Project. 
Our Church School owns properly in the Mt. Shasta area and we are up there 5-6 times a 
year 50 have a strong interest in the Medicine Lake area as well as the surrounding 
countryside. 
Some of our specific reasons are: 
1 E. The Medicine Lake area, as I understand it, is a very spiritual area for the Indians. 3 
8 c';. The proposed project is in a Late Successional Reserve set aside for specific wildlife 
habitat protection. We are strong environmentalists and don't feel that the owls. mule 
deer. goshawks should be impacted by this 
9 E. We are not happy about the MI. Ho 
4 r 4. We understand the project will affect the water quality of the area since there will be 
area being impacted by this project 
particularly with the affect on the w i l d l a  
clay-lin d geothermal sludge settling ponds with possible afnect on the fresh water 
a q u i f e r 3  
5 E. Air quality is also a concern since geothermal production produces hydrogen sulfide. 
r l a n t  noise for the next 50 + years. 
T h a d  yoit for your consideration. 
6. Noise pollution is also a factor ofthe drilling noise and once huilt the powel 
' J .  R. McPherson 
USFS R L M  Pruject Leader 
800 H' 12th Srreei 
Alturas, C a  96/01 
Mr. Randall M. Shape 
0 he Medicine Luke Geothermal f'rojecr shoirldcontinirr. i/  seems 
E c t r  iciry which is environmenlaliy sa/e in conparison wrrh other 
a 
W 
c c. 
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3 When it's time to go to an altar on the land. if's time to go. I shouldn'l have to 
C a s k  any human being. You get your direction from the Creator. it's really strong 
when you tee1 it. My instructor told me if i don't do i t  right away i would get sick, 
would go there for guidance. 
the Spirit would go away. If ask me to do something for you when you're sick, i 
I was really upset when I heard about Ihe Memorandum 01 Agreement because 
I don't want any activity in that area, not just stopping activity when they find 
something cultural. The meeting with Cal Energy was a closed meeting. I didn't 
know about it. I felt ottended by it, because none of us were given any kind of 
notice on it. 
I want to go on record about that MOA. I don't like anything about it. 
enoclde. It's a killing of CUltUre and SpirilUal values, It's a raping 01 the 
Remember what I said about my relatives. I might need to go to get me a 
'Coc tor  me, and that root wouldn't be there. They'd kill my relative the root 
me, and if we attow that to happen, then there'll be nothing left for our 
grandchildren. When I need a special root, it's the one relative that will save me. 
You can't take the root from another place. because that place might be a burial 
sile or have some other use. There's all kinds of traditio 
Everywhere around there is medicine for specific things. 
Rachel Tupper, Calvin Hecocta. Philip Jackson - when we told them about the MOA, 
they were really Upset and angry, because they're Modoc descendants as well. 
Bernardine Jackson, Philip .Jackson's deceased wile, had strong leelings about 
Medicine Lake. 
uses in that area. 3 @c All these people - Colleen Crume, Billy Dully. Tori Tupper, Rayson Tupper, 
e to move forward withoul sacrilicing these sites 
Sincerely yours, 
Jerald Jackson 
Elder of the Modoc Tribe 
P I, Charlene Jackson. write: When Jerald came otf the mountain after his 
c i s i o n  quest we had a big ceremony and a big giveaway and a big feast. I said to 
Jeraid. let's go, and we got in the car and headed for Medicine Lake. The road was 
all rocks. When we got to Medicine Lake, we looked around and there was a linle 
run-down fishing resort. This was around 1980, there wasn't much there. I looked 
Page 3 
at Jerald to make sure he was okay after lour days and tour nighls of no food or 
water. The water of the lake looked like a spring, all clean. seeing the sand at the 
bottom, and turning aqua in the distance. We got into the lake and i was praying and 
thankfull that he was all fight. The water was just pure crystal, like it hadn't been 
touched for years. Then we got on a rocky stream bed and drove a hundred miles. It 
was like a dream. 
I always pray that other people will get the feeling we get when we're on the 
land there. People just left what was bothering them at that lake, left whatever 
is believe. It's good and it's free tor the taking. It's just there. 
they're carrying, just let it all go. You just have to have the lalt 
Sincerely. 
d - w  
Charlene Jackson 
Elder of the Modoc Tribe 
August 2 2 ,  1998  
Mr. Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Project Leader 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
After reviewing the Draft E I S / E I R  for the proposed Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Project for cal-Energy, these are my concerns and 
comments. I wish to reserve the right to comment at a latter 
a Under Air and Water Quality, I wish my comments to reflect those 
f the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board 
(CVRWQCS) and the North Coast Regional 
i""'
Board (NCRWQCB) jointly and respectively. 
Forest Route 4 9  in the Shasta-Trinity sector does not have the 
capability to handle the increased traffic loads. If Forest Route 
4 9  is to be upgraded to handle said traffic loads, has the 
Shasta-Trinity compiled an environmental 
If the proposed action is to benefit Siskiyou Counties employment 3co much , why does the Draft E I S / E I R  note Siskiyou County as a 
whole, Modoc County as a whole, then the single 
F a l l s ,  Oregon? Population is not a valid response 
AS a frequent visitor of the Medicine Lake Highlands, I am very 
Medicine Lake area is an un-industrialized area. The construction 
of these developments is not a beneficial way to protect our 
environment. The loss of the natural beauty, air quality. water 
erconcerned about the proposed Geothermal Developments. The 
quality and 
mitigatable. 
ecreational value of Medicine- Lake a;e not- f 
Thank you for allowing me this opportunity to comment on the 
Telephone Flat project. 
Sincerely, 
f a c k  Mikec 
610 Meadow Valley 
Mt. Shasta. CA. 96067  
i1SI.S Al,A/ Pnyeci l.e(ri11.r 
XOII I f '  12111 Arrci 
.41ruro\ co. Y61111 
A k  /<andull A4 Sliopipr 
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August 21, 1998 
M r  Randall M. Sharp 
USFSIBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12Ih Street 
Altum, California 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
a E w e  moved to Tulelake, California, in 1946 and have known and loved 
Medicine Lake very much. We’ve owned property and a cabin there since 
1961. We are very concerned about the lake and area and certainly do not 
want to do anything that will destroy its pristine and natural condition. 
We have studied the Environmental Impact Report to quite an extent and 
would like to make some comments. There are so many impacts listed, and 
to us the majority of them are trivial and they really are not worth 
commenting on. There areanumber of them that do have merit and have 
been addressed fairly well 
c 3 
8 L o u r  main concern is that nearly all of the steam and brine should be re- 
injected back in the aquifer and not vented into the air. The Medicine Lake 
caldera is a bowl, and the smell of steam and particulates, if vented into the 
3400 Kauai C o w  -206 Reno Nevada 09509 
PHone 702,826 3399 - Far 7021826 4090 
Mr Kandall M Sharp 
USFSlBLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
Augiist 7 I. I998 
I’agc 2 
& E o n i e  day we would like to have electricity available to our cabin, as the 
continued use of power plants is very expensive, noisy, and vety 
inconvenient. Also, wc would like 1 0  have decent surfaced road to our 
property The continual harassment by some people who say we must 
maintain a speed of 5 mph is idiotic and not practical. We pas taxes to the 
county every year so we should get something i n  return 3 -  
K W e  do feel Siskiyou and Modoc Coimties need additional tax base. If 
possible, there must be something available or another approach taken so the 
counties can get some more revenue for the schools and local entities for the 
good of all people. We definitely do not need another watchdog government 
agency to eat up the revenue. We need more revenues for schools and more 
help for local people who are entrepreneurs and want to start their own 
businesses. We see many positive happenings that can come from 
geothermal power if used wisely You’ll have to go a long way to find a 
better natural resource than the energy in the ground. If used wisely, it can 
be very beneficial and literally unli ited. If used unwisely, it  can create 
many problems and be s h o r t - l i v e d  
Thank you for letting u s  comment on this project 
Sincerely 
Niilo and Elene Hyytinen 
13290 Hodge Drive 
Reno, Nevada 905 1 1 
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A u g u s t  1 3 .  1998 
Randal l  M. Sharp 
USFS/BLM Project  Leader 
Telephone F la t  Geothermal Project  
800 West  1 2In Street 
A l tu ras .  C A  96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I wou ld  l i ke  t o  register m y  s t r o n g  opposi t ion t o  t h e  geo the rma l  
developments as proposed east o f  M o u n t  Shasta. 
To re i te ra te  t h e  po in ts  I made in m y  recent " l e t te r  t o  t h e  ed i to r "  i n  t h e  
Mt.  Shasta Herald newspaper. m y  obiect ions a re  based o n  t h e  following: 
1. Developments such as a geothermal p lan t  w i l l  n o t  enhance t h e  
a t t rac t i on  o f  t ou r i sm t o  o u r  area b u t  i n  fact  wi l l  f os te r  a negative 
g r o w t h  generated by  t o u r i s m  and  the  active rec ru i t i ng  of businesses 
I sincerely hope  t h a t  t he  f inal  decision is wel l  t h o u g h t  o u t  t ak ing  i n to  
account t h e  po ten t i a l  negative aspects t h a t  i n  my view substant ia l ly  
of fset  any posi t ive benefits. 
Sincerely. - 
Peggy Risch 
709 Ski Bowl Dr. 
M t  Shmta, CA 96067 
Dear Randall Sharp 
I am writing you once again regarding the proposed Geothermal Development ai Medicine 
Lal ie in northern California I have found the following thoughts that help express the moral 
issues o f  protecting our environment. 
When the debate i s  cast entirely in economic terms, development wins, because the economic 
undervalued Even worse, the economic approach fails to recognize what motivates many 
people to care about nature. . Dale Jamieson, professor 
..... there IS something naive, about living in a reference frame where one species takes itself 
as absolute and values everything else relative to its utility 
take only what is  needed and do so \nth good intention and with a good mind Think in terms 
of seven generations ...... . .... . .Joseph Bruchac. storyteller and witer 
Because we possess scientific knowledge and technological capacity. we bear the burden of 
moral responsibility. . . ...... ..... .Ernest Panridge, research philosopher 
........ .... one inhabiu an cnviromient that i s  complex beyond our current understanding and 
easily perturbed ____: .. ........ _....... Lilly-Marlene Russow, associate professor of philosophy at 
Purdue University 
Unless humans relate to the Creation w t h  respect for the integrity ofthe whole and all its 
pa*, a healthy biosphere cannol he sustained .... .... . Reverend Bemardine Grant McRipley , 
associate for health and environmental issues 
First, respect Earth and all life second. care for the Earth by protecting and restoring the 
diversity, integrity and beautyof the planet's ecosystems. ....... . ....... ... .. .Earth Charter's 
first 2 principles. drafted March 18, 1997 
I t  is morally unthinkable for us to leave to future senerations not the archive o f a  billion-year- 
old naNral history but only the artifacts o f  our own technology. industn and 
trade . ........ . .... Mark Sasoff, senior research scholar at the Institute for Philosophy and 
Pubic Policy at the University ofMaryland 
August 15, 1998 
t,nefiis it produces are plain while the economic benelis of preservation are subtle and 
homes Rolston 111 , professor 
! 
I am once again asking that the actions o f  the stnte o f  California represent CONSERVATION 
versus further exploitation o f  resources Please allow the Medtcine Lake area to be simply as 
i t  s3 
A I thank you sincerely for your time. /i 
e c c 
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CalEnergy/ Telephone Flat Comment Letter 
Randall Sharp. Pruject Leader 
1 elephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 \\'est I ?" Sveet 
Alturas. Ca 96101 
Dear \Ir Sharp. 
I \rani to vnice m! opposition concerning geothermnl de\elopment \I ithin the Medicine 
2 Lake Highlands I m opposed to CaIEnerg! .s Telephone Flat Project. 1 am also against CalPtne's Fourmile Nil1 Project and m> fuiure g e o t h e m l  detelopments ujithin thc blrdicme 
1.d~ Highlands. 
I am very concerned about the following issues: 
The cuttmg o f  Old Gro\Mh Timber. which supports nildlife habitar 
The blt I i o f h a n  Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads 
Waier quality jeopardved by toxic cooling tower d r i l l  l o x i c  geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which wi l l  harm the shello\+ fresh \\ater aquifer. 
4ir quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten egg odor1 and other hazardous chemicals 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling. comtruction and plant operations which wi l l  continue around 
the clock for years. thus disturbins the peaceful Medicbe Lake en\tironnient. 
Increased traffic and vehicle related accidents causins death and injury to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incupable o f  sustaining borh industry and recreation traffic. 
Trmsponation of tox ic  mler ia ls  IO and from the pouer plhnt. 
Lnstghtly p o w r  plants with steam plumes. well fields \vith 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
mile5 of36 mch above growid pipelines and I rmmisf io t i  lines. 
bledxini. Lake \%ill no longer k :$ "drsli,rcrrwrt recrrcriion orrir '. Hundreds of acres \\ill 
&come a "no hunting zone." Contaminated fish uill become a human health threat as well 
as a threat to fish-eating wildlife. including the bald eagles and osprey. Tourisni and 
recreation will decline. thus causing the local tourist-bawd economies to surer. 
I feel that these negatixe issues concernins geothermal d r d o p m e n t  \%ill affect c\er! 
aspect o l the Medicine Lake Highlands. The CalEnsrg! Telephone Flat Project is  \c ry  Inrue. in 
a ter! censitiie area u i t h  the potential to cause significant long-term negati\e inipacis to the 
e n w o m e n t .  including mildliie. \egetation. recreatton. la t i~~e-- \mer icon issues and the @\ern11 
qualit! of  life 
SO lo geothermal development within the \Iedicine L i k e  I l ighlands. -
7 
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Ihc hvdrogeology of thc region i s  not well enough understood Lint11 t t  is well undcrstood and 
the prOJcCt de\ eloper tiitid the data collection and mapping effon to produce this vital 
intomiation This work needs 10 he done b! a specialist whose reputalioii can be trusted by all 
concerned ponies. Dr. Thomas Grose is familiar with the region and the issues, aiid has done this 
I! pe oi niappinp 111 other pans of the region. We are familiar with his work and can recommend 
him to do this uorl, since tllc 
firm has lost i ts  credibility in the eyes of the local comniunit? 
Monitoring protocols must he established that give adequately detailed information on shalloa 
~ r o i i n d v w e r  quantit! and qualii) from the site of the geothermal developments all the way to 
FRS Infonnation collected from monitoring o f  the wells must be compiled and made public as 
nionitoring occurs. We concur \\ith the request of the Fall River RCD i n  their comment letter 
that thc project proponent construct detailed models of contaminant plumes that could result 
from well accidents or seismically induced spills. These models must be based on recent data 
K l e a r l i  mapped lhcrc is little that can be said to address our legitiniale concerns k c  request that  
The developer should be dissuaded from hirmg M i s s  
long on speculation but shon on 
E n  addition to the monitoring plan there must also be a contingent action plan stipulated i n  the 
e\  ent ofobsewed deterioration of water quantity or quality It must include provisions that 
corrective and remedial actions be initiated by the developer immediately-there cannot he an? 
significant time delays that might include (but not be limited to) lengthy legal actions to 
con\ince a COW that such deterioration is caused by the project. The community and the Fall 
Riyer resources must not bear the burden of proof to initiate corrective actions Language 
currently i n  the Drah EISEIR such as "If. ..these effects can be reasonably demonstrated to have 
been caused hy Prqiecl production or injection of geothermal fluids. " make lcitgtl~! legal 
delays i n  corrective measures appear cenain. This is unacceptable Please remember these arc 
public tmst resources that we are talking about protecting These resources are not just pristine 
aiid rare. but t ~ I y  one-of-a-kind in the world. There is no risk ofchemical pollution or depletton 
10 be ensured o f  first priority over and above corporate 
take these comments seriously and help ensure that if 
geothermal development proceeds in the MLH area i t  w i l l  be done in a way that uill not threaten 
ow natural heritage These resources need and deserve your ad\ocacy at least as much as do the 
potential developers ofpuhlic lands. Thanl. you for the opponunit! to comment in this process 
Sincerel!. 
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DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
Ths lorm 1s provided to facilitate the submittal 01 comments from interested members at the public on the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Environmental Impact Repon prepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project (Oralt EISIEIR) The public comment period on the Oran 
ElSlElR closes on July 22 1998 Comments may be completed on this torm and given to an agency 
representative at one 01 the scheduled public open house meetings or comments may be Submitted to Ine 
agencies at Ihe address provided on the backside 01 this lorm 
Name A n i 4  LVmlhL Telephone No @?-- 3 7 I 3 
Mailing Address I 5%' E E  0 
islalei' 120 cwei istresr or P 0 Boil tCW 
P 0 B0\001 
Hroohtngs. South Dahota 57006 
(605) 534-3 134 
August 16. 1998 
Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM 
BOO West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear M r  Sharp 
c r e c e n t l y  traveled to your area While there, I heard about plans for geothermal development in 
the Medicine Lake Highlands. In my discussions with Native Americans who have lived in the 
area for centuries, i t  was clear that this area has a high level of religious sipnificance The 
construction ofgeothermal facilities would destroy this sacred area, and 1 urge your opposition to 
these proposals 
While geothermal i s  often considered a "clean" alternative to some other energy technologies, i t  i s  
not without environmental impacts I t  is certainly not appropriate in areas where indigenous 
people and visitors rely the environs being in a pristine state For visitors, this may be primarily a 
matter o f  esthetics For the Pit River, Modoc. and Shasta tribes, it i s  a matter o f  spiritual and 
this sacred area's traditional spiritual uses 
cultural suMval The implementation o f g  facilities would be completely destructive to 
E ram sure that you are aware that United States law protects indigenous people's sacred sites 
under Executive Order 13007 and the American Indian Freedom o f  Religion Act I t  also 
promotes environmental justice (E 0 12898) and encourages preservation of historic and 
traditional cultural sites Hence, I urge you to comply with both the letter and the spirit ofthese 
laws 
area 4 
Thank you for your Consideration 
d reject geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands and the surrounding 
m* Lilias C Jones. hl S 
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Running Out of Steam 
Tlic Gqvscrs pnradigni for Cnlijorriin: Eticrgv :r. N litiiiicd rsourcc 
A h u l  100 miles north of geothermal  power planla seems su a l w m  now. l h m  
San Franctsea, englncers are wor lhwh~ le  was clearly less water down 
walching a super-heated ex. The sleam IS crealed by  thew lhan anyone rcallrcd. 
ample of how Cahtornia's molcen rock that had l h r u n  Eogmers now caplure some 
booming growlh oflen dlmin- iUelf close enough 10 the sur- of l h a l  condensation and 
ishes lhe resources l ha l  made face 10 make underground pump 11 back. but il is not 
11 grow in l he  firs1 place. water boil. One lhing that neariy enough Lo keep sicam 
Thcy also may he u,aich~ng made il seem safe l o  assume 11 pressure in the geolhermal 
geothermal energ? dwppear  would go O n  was lha i  1he hll l  wells from drapptng. 
from the lis1 of "rcnewablc" country may have been send- According lo PGbrE. 1he 
allernatives lo 081 and n a l u n l  ing up plumes 01 Steam lor as generalora ~n IhcGeyscrsarea 
gas-so-callcd because lhese long as a mill ion years make up the biggest gmlher-  
sources do no1 run dry Over Bul after tusi 25 yeprs lhe nia: complex in the world 
t lmcIhewayano! l  heiddoes. Geysers. as the  r e g m  1s Ilow long i t  w ~ l l  last. or 
Slarung in IW. a dws lon  known.  i s  r u n n m g  ou1 01 whether plans l ha l  arc now 
of  tinocal begar caplurmg sleam. This year. the sicam hcmg drafted 10 1ry lo pump 
slcam Iran: n a l u r ~ l  gcysers Ie(.el IS down by  nearly 20"' !rca!cd ~ 5 1 8  water mlo l hc  
and using 11 lo spin iurbmes And PCLE alread) is plan- u'cII: 1" recharge the aquifer 
lhai generalc clcc l r lc~ l )  for nmg 10 retire four of lhe wll work. 1s s~me lh ing  l ha i  
Northern Calnfarnla I alggcsl generating planls that have only l m e c m  1dl 
public ulllilj. I1 ~ e c m c d  safe been bu i l l  since IW and lha l  nul If 1 h ~  Geysers area goes 
for Pacific Gas b F.iecu,c Co prcduce 6% of 1he cleclract1?. dr). 11 wII still be useful 2s n 
lo as sum^ tha l  Lhc clcarn u s c d ~ n C a l d o r n ~ a  w o r w g  l h a l  Calllornia can- 
would keep Ihc l u r h w s  spin. In the process sleam can- not makc 11 ]us1 by hopmg for 
ning i n d e f i n i l c l \ - ~ n  any  dcnsed inlo waler lha l  was Lhc bcsi. a reminder 1ha1 IU 
c ~ c l i l  cerlamly long cnough no1 pumped back m i0  lhc lulure depends very much on 
lo make the ln~eslmcll l  In underground aquifers A:. i r  'IOU? 3 o w l h  management 
7wA!3 MOH 
3 3 
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Lisa Welch 
38915 Hwy 1 0 1 - S o .  
Soledad, CA 93960 
August 10, 1998  
Mr. Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 9 6 1 0 1  
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
a E ' m  writing you in regard to the proposed geothermal development 
plan within the Medicine Lake Highlands area. 
to this development! 
that should remain that way. 
all my life, and my family has owned property there for over 
7 5  years. 
world. Have you ever been there? Have you experienced the 
beauty and serenity there, the Bald Eagles, Osprey, Deer and 
the rest of the abundant wildlife? 
understand my opposition to the geothermal development. 
not, then maybe you should go and see what will be lost if this 
development takes place. 
destroyed too many of our natural wild lands and forests all 
in the name of progress. Medicine Lake and the surrounding 
areas should Not be added to this list! 
Please, NO geothermal development in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands area. Some places are meant to be preserved. Medicine 
Lake is one of those places 
I am OPPOSED 
Medicine Lake is a beautiful serene place 
I have spent my summers there 
For myself, there is no more beautiful place in the 
If s o ,  then you must 
If 
Some places are meant to be left alone. We have already 
3 Sincerely, 
cc Senator Dianne Feinstein ,=%'a < 
Senator Barbara Boxer Lisa Welch 
Hr. Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Julie Handley Gygvg 
3 8 9 1 5  Hwy 1 0 1 - S o .  
Soledad, CA 9 3 9 6 0  
Garon Handley ~ J ~ Y B  
3 8 9 1 5  llwy 1 0 1 - S o .  
Soledad, CA 9 3 9 6 0  
August 17, 1 9 9 8  
August 10,  1 9 9 8  
Sharp, 
I would like to voice my opposition to all geothermal 
My family has owned property and spent all of our summers 
= fear Mr. 
development in the Medicine Lake Highlands area. 
at Medicine Lake for the past 75 years. I, myself, have been 
going there for 5 4  years. 
beauty and quiet of the area. We have even foregone the 
convenience of a generator at our cabin in order to maintain 
the serenity of the area. 
Needless to say, we all appriciate and love the pristine 
PLEASE, the native wildlife does not need the environmental 
atrocities forced upon them by geothermal development. They 
have a much greater right to their natural environment than 
their materialistic human counterparts. 
I, and my whole family, are adamantly opposed to any and 
This is a sincere plea to keep Medicine Lake "as i s " 3  
Thank you for your consideration. 
all geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands area. 
Most Sincerelv. 
cc Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 9 6 1 0 1  
I p e a r  Mr. Sharp, 
I'm sure this is not the first letter you have received 
concerning the geothermal development project in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands area. I am writing you to voice my OPPOSITION 
to this project. I feel this project could destroy the delicate 
eco-system of Medicine Lake. 
Medicine Lake and its surrounding area, is 'a wonderful 
and tranquil place. Wildlife is abundant and the lake is clear 
and fresh. There are not many places where a person can 
experience Bald Eagles soaring high across the sky, Osprey diving 
into the cool water after fish, while deer drink at the water's 
edge. It's breathtaking. Experiences such as these, need to 
be preserved for future generations. 
I have been experiencing Medicine Lake for many years, 
and would like to experience it for many more years to come. 
Please NO geothermal development in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands area. Leave it as it is. 3 sincerely, 
cc Senator Dianne Feinstein 
c&L- 4?.2>
I 
Julie Handley Senator Barbara Boxer 
Garon Handley 
c C 
a f g V 6  
CalEnergyl Telephone Flat Comment Letter 
Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 12' Sweet 
Alturas. Ca. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp, 
I want to voice my opposition concerntng geothermal development within the Lkdicinc 
Lake Highlands. I am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. I am also a g a m  
CaPine's Fourmile Hill Project and any future geothermal developments within the Xledicine 2 
N Lake Highlands. 
I am v e p  concerned about the following issues: 
The cutting of Old Growh Timber. which supports wildlife habitat. 
The MI. HoNman Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drift. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which will harm the shallow fresh water aquifer. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten e_eg odor) and other hazardous chemicdc 
that can produce acid rain and damaee vegetation. 
Noise levels including drdling. CoNtrUction and plant operations which will continue around 
the clock for years. thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake envuoment  
Increased traffic and vehicle related accidents causing death and injury to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insuflicient and incapable ofsustaining both industry and recreation traftic. 
Transportation oftoxic niaterials to and from the power plant. . .  
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes. well fields with 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles of 36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lake will no longer be a "dcrrmarion recrenrron area.'' Hundreds ofacres will 
become a "no huntine zone." Contaminated fish will become a human health threat a ne11 
as a threat10 fish-eating wildlife. includmg the bald eagles and osprey. Tourism and 
recreation will decline, thus causing the local tourist-based economies to sutTer 
I feel t h a  these neaaitve issues concerning geothermal development nil1 affect ~ ' \ e r y  
aspect ofthe Medicine Lake Highlands. The CalEnerg! Telephone Flat Project is ver! large. m 
a very sensitive area with the potential to cause significant long.term neestne impacts to the 
en\ironment, including wildlife. vegetation recreauon. Native-American issues and the overall 
quality o f  life 
Hithin the >ledicine Lake Highlnnds. 
Signature 
(.:z,.L+- I . _ < , .  . ~ 1. . '. L :  -.. '.. 
, . < , .% 
I 
, I ' .  . - ,  
COMMENT LETIER - MAIL BY AUGUST 24th. 1998 
.TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSlBLM - 8oa we* 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
pear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and dhe: geothermal development in the Mediane 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
ievelopments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake ahd the many springs, creeks and nvers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the virual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Mediane Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northem California and Southern Oregon. 
I am very cmseud about the hlhybg: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the sir power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
*impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1 /2  mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
'water quahty affected by todc coaling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic ah... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gabon 
'impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's T a t  Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Rebgion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 a Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. T h e  
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
signihcant and which can n d  be mitigated ... 
pdential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, hh-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission h e s  ... 
Sincerelv. 
c c 
"i _ '  
COMMENT L E T T E R -  MAIL B Y  U4B2 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECI PROPOSED F O R  MEDICINE WhE HICHWNDS 
Randall Sham Proie~t I eadei r I ~ - - -  
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSiBLM - 8MI west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
I am stronglv opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the 
L e d i u n e  Lake Higirlan&. I suppoTt the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta Tnbes in their opposition to 
these developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water qualitv of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have theu sources UI the Highlan&; on 
the animals. their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and a n  
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The M e d i a e  Lake bllghlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly importam to the cultural ~ n . i v a l  of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
h ven' con- the fouo-: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native Amencan sacred lands, deterrmned to tp 
*cumulative effects of the 3W megawatt hammission line and the SIX power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through inruHident public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, 112 mile from Medicine Lake. disturbing 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
water quality affefeded b. toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, todc !lud spills and !e&, 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
*high noise levels including drilling, conrhuction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality poUuted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemica Ls... 
*visual qualitv greatly affected bv unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 
*impacts on recreation, hunting, fishmg, tourist-based economes ... 
Executive Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the 
American Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act. and National 
Register Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
signhcant and could not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
gallon sludge ponds, d e s  of % inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Respomibility to the Indian Peoples of t b  land, 
1 with existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
CalEnergyI Telephone Flat Comment Letter 
Randall Sharp. Project I.radcr 
1.eleplione Flat Geothernwl Project 
800 West 12' Street 
Alturas, Ca 96 I O  I 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
I want to voice m) opposition concerning geothermal developntent within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands I ani opposed to CalEncrgy's Telephone Ilat  Project. I am also a@ainst 
CalPine's F o m i l e  Ilill Project and an! future geothermal developments within the hlediclne 
Lake Highlands 
I am v e n  concerned about the following issues: 
The cuttlnng of Old Growth Timber, which supports wildlife habitat. 
The ,Ut. HolFman Roadless k e a  trespassed by transmission lines and access roads 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drifl. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which will harm the shallow fresh water aquifer. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten epg odor) and other hazardous chemicals 
that CM produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling. construction and plant operations which uill continue around 
the clock for years. thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
Increased traffic and vehicle related accidenis causing death and injury to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapable of sustaining both industry and recreation trafic. 
Transportation of toxic materials to and from the power plant. 
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes, well fields with 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles or36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lake \ \ i l l  no longer be a "desrinarion recrealion area." Hundreds ofacres will 
become a "no hunting zone." Contaminated fish will become a human health threat as w l l  
as a threat to tish-eating wildlife. including the bald eagles and osprey. Tourism and 
recreation ni l1  decline. thus causing the4ocal tourist-based econoinies to suffer. 
* 
1 feel ihar  tlicsc negatibe issues concerning geothermal development \ \ i l l  affect ever) 
aspect of the Medicine Lake Hiehlands. The CalEnerg! Telephone Flat Project is wry large. in 
a \cry sensitive area niih the potential to cause significant long-term negatire impacts to the 
environment. includirip nildlife. \egetation. recreation Naiive- American issues and the overall 
qttalii! of life. 
SO to geothermal development +thin thc Medicine Lake Highlands -

3 3 3 
C;tIEnerF/  Telcphunr  FI:tl Comntenr ILetter 
INmaall Sharp. Project Lc3dcr 
Tclephonc Fiat Geothermal Project 
800 \Vest I 2* Suee: 
Alluras C 3  96101 
Dear l l r  Sharp 
I wan1 to VOIC: m i  opposition concernmy geothermal dcielopmeni \rlthm ihc Lledicmc 
L d e  Highlands I m opposed to C3Encr:)i Telcphane Flat Project I am also a u a w t  
CsiPine s F o u m l c  Hill Project and an! h t u r e  pcotheml drvelopments uithln thr 4ledlcme 
L a k  Hiehlands 
I am vet? concerned about the lollowing issues: 
The cutting oiOld Growth Tmber. which suppons nildlbfe habmi 
The \It Hoifnian Roadless .Area trespused b! transmission ltnes and access roads 
Uater qudii) jeopardized b! toxic coolinp toner driti. Toxic geothermal fluld spills and 
leaks. uhich nil1 harm the shalloa iresh \\ate: aquifer 
Air qualiti poliuted \rub I?!drogen Sulfide ,roil% e p :  odor1 and other huardocs chemica!? 
that cnn produce actd ram and damage vepet3non 
Noise lebels includine drillme. CONtNCtion and plani operal~ons which \11l1 conunue around 
the clock for !ess, rhus disturbing the waceful Xledicme Lake snvronment  
Increued traffic and \chicle related xcldents twins death and h j u p  10 humans and 
uildlife. Roads msulficient and incapable ofsustaining both mduary and re:rcxm tratfic 
* 
- 
- 
,Trampon3iior. oito\lc materials to and born the wuer plant. 
COMMENT L E T T E R  - MAIL BY eY.GUST 24lh 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Pro@l Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 we61 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Mr. w: 
I am nrongly oppowd to the Telephone Flal and other geolhermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the PII River, Modoc and %ana Tribes in lheu opposilion lo there 
developments which would have devanating impacts on the sacred character of the nhole 
Medrcme Lake hghlands: on many mdiriduai sites and cultural resources; on the water q u a l h  of 
Medime M e  and the manv springs, creek and nvers that have lheir IOU~CEI in the Highlan&, on 
the animals. their habitatskd rmgration routes; om the trees and plants; on the visual and a u  
quahty; and on the peace and natura l  beauty of the area. The Medime Lake Highlands are a 
lraditional haven to Native People and have t e n  Uspd as nligous. ceremorual, huntmg and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly irnponani to the mltural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern CaWomia and Southem Oregon 
I vey- 
'disproportionate and devastating impacts on Nalive Amencan sacred lands, determined Io be 
'rumdative effects of the 300 megawatl lransmission line and the six power plants thnt it has the 
*gedhermal leases issued through i m u h i e n t  public notification and process ... 
aimpacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, jun 1/2  mile from Medicine Lake, dinurbng 
*water quality affected by todc cooling tower g e d h e m l  drift, todc fluid spills and leaks 
'high noise levels including drilling. constnrction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other harardous chemic ab... 
*\irual qualitv greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights. steam plumes, 750 gdon'e 
aimpads on naeatioR hunting, hhing, tourisi-bwd economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Resp-bility to the Indian Peoples of thrr land, Executive 
Order 13w7 on Indian Saoed Sites, Executive Order U898 on Environmenlal Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion A& the National Hisloric Preservation Act, and Nalional Reginer 
Bullelin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompalible with 
edmng longslanding spiritual and d m d  uses of the area and its natural resources. 7 h e  
government itrelf according to its own laws murt not permit this development. 
signihcant and which cannot be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
3 
7 .x 
wildlife, trees, waters, p h t s  ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish &&.eating wildlile (including bald eagles and ospreys):.. \- $ 
sludge ponds, d e s  of 36 inch above-ground pipelmes and t r w s i o n  h e s  ... 
Y 
Ii 
3 3 3 
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Deborah Jones 
5633 Scripps Street 
San Diego. CA921?2-3207 
21 .August 1998 
Randall M Sharp, Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project EISEIR Coordinator 
hlodoc National Forest 
800 W 12th Street 
Nturas, CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
E Please consider my following comments to the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
In general, I am in favor of alternative and renewable sources of energy in order to omit 
'Project draft EISEIR report as pan of the environmental review process 
our dependence on finite fossil fuels for energy However, I am more ardently in favor of 
conserving energy than simply finding more energy to maintain our current level of consumption 
For the relatively small aniount ofenergy this site will generate, 49 9 M W  (gross), the same could 
be "generated" by approximately 100,000 households simply using low-watt light bulbs (net) 
Therefore here is my question "Is it worth it?'* 
Is it worih the risk ofwaking an active volcano? Is it worth tampering with waters that 
form the basis for California's central valley groundwater'' Is i t  worth creating another hazardous 
matrix oftransmission lines to the detriment of resident and migrant birds, especially the eagles 
and nesting ospreys in the area? Is it worth having toxic sumping ponds in an area of inunenre 
wildlife, where they will be allowed to stand for up to 60 days? Is it wodh losing wildlife habitat, 
especially with the area's current habitat hagmentation rates" 
As I see it, the environmental hazards are far greater than the minute amount energy the 
site promises to extract 
and ask too, "Is it worth it?'' 
Sincerely yours, 
my areas of concern when evaluating the DEISDEIR 
~~ 
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COMMENT L E T T E R  - MAIL BY -.UT 24th, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECX PROPOSED FOR MEDIUM LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSiBLM - 8M) west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal develoDment in the Medidne 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit fiver, Mcdoc and Shasta Tribes in their bpposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Mediune Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and ~ l t u r a l  resources; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have theii sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes: on lhe trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial. hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural Sunival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
I am verv c o r n e d  about the following: 
'Wroportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to Ee 
'cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal l e a k  issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medime Lake, disturbing 
.water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels induding drilling, construction and plant operations continuhg for years ... 
'air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
.impacts on recreation, hunting, 6shing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility lo the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13307 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural use$ of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
S m c e r e 1 y , 
sigmficant and which can not be &tigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fishsating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-gzound pipelines and transmission lines ... 
__ ~ Address: /75 j ? i fX ' k  zt rr L '  Tnbe: - 
city, state, zip: &aj. w 4g<kc7 
(.<<,' <'<#-.'. . .  "Z i .J . . ... . . , . . ... 
COMMENT L E T I  E R  - MAIL B1 AUCLST 24lh, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAl GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSiBLM - 800 we* 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the MedlcLle 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River, Mcdoc and Shasta Tribes in their bpposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water qualiw of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creek and nvers that have their sources in the Highhds: on 
the animals, their habtals and migration routes: on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality: and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Notihem California and Southern Oregon. 
1 am VeN c o w d  about t h e fo Uwing: 0 
'disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on IO square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1 / 2  mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
*water quahty affected by todc cooling tower g e o t h e m l  drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels induding drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
'air quality polluted with hy&ogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic ah... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
'impacts on  reaeation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Execuhve 
Order 73007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
BuUetin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
edsting long-standing spiritual and d t u r a l  uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
signrhcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential tosewe ... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildwe (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and trmmjssion h e s  ... 
Prmt name: Z i ~ ~ ~ J ~ ,  b;gre&~- 
Address: ?&,sfl 35.5 
City, state. zip: EZE~&L~--???ZY 
1308 Beech Lane 
Davis CA 95616 
August 22,1998 
Randall Sharp 
USFSIBLM Prolecl Leader 
Telephone Flal Geolhermal Projecl 
800 Wesl 121h Slreet 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mi  Sharp 
a E believe lhal the CalEnergy project is essenlially incons1slenl wllh wilderness 
recreational and traditional cultural ultlizalion 01 the area 
Areas like Medicine Lake highlands are becoming increasingly precious lor their 
unspoiled char c er. and I urge you lo adopl any alternative which prevents energy 
development 3 
Thank you lor your Consideration 
\ 
CC Hon Barbara Boxer 
Hon Diane Feinslein 
Sunmna 5 ond S I’cdrr C uncu 
7010 4 Harold I)r 
I ucson. .A7 X57-13-9343 
Randall Sharp. Projcct I.eadcr 
Telephone 1:lot Geoihcrmal Project 
800 \\ est 12th Street 
Alturas. Ca. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp. 
rhc proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Pro,icct. I n  a letter ofSeptember 1997 we developed our 
concerns owr the proposed Four Mile Hill Geothemil Projects. Although this letter is concerning 
the lelephone Flat Projcct, we lirmly believe these projects will have an accumulalivc impact on a 
\ e r )  fragile emironment and that all ofthe issues developed in our letter about Four Mile llill have 
some impact on the Telephone I-lar project Uecause none ofthe issues we have dewloped in 
regards to the Four Mile Hill Pro-iect have been addressed we reserw the right to add additional 
hiformation to our response as we receix further information. I’leasc be advised that ifthc final 
This IF a letter in response lo CalEncrgy’s Draft En\ironmental lnipact Kcpon (DEIK) for 
EIS’EIK has a f dinfthat allo\vs for the dc\dopmcnt ofone or hoth prolecis we plan to appeal 
that decision.* - 
a c Our fist issue is why these t\vo projects have separate DElK when they will affect the 
same recreational resource and tril l  use the w i e  high voltage transmission lines? This issue \vas 
presented in our letter about Four Mile Hill and has not been addressed Until this issue hac been 
settled the separate DEIRs for these two projects cannot be considered. \Ve are requesting under 
the Freedom of Information Act a copy ofall memos and minutes ofan? meetings held with the 
ULhI an&or Forest Service that led to the decision to allow separate DEIK’s for these two 
prqircls We are also requesting \\Titten documentation froni independent analysis why these two 
projects should not be linked with a single EIWIS.  We would like to dewlop our specific 
concerns abut the Telephone Flat Project. We are re uestinp that a l l  these issues haw a specific 
witten response in the final EllUElS for this project. 3 
Our lirst comment i s  the lack ofeconomic justification for this projcct. With the 
deregulation ofthe utility industr) i t  is  vcr) dilficult to see the necd h r  the production of 
geothermal power that will cost 2-3 tinies power currently beif peratcd. lfthere is not 
sulticiciit economic necd r?r these projects then they should not he built. Other USFS regions 
compared to the environnlental impact 
ha\c stopped oil and natural gas ofthe lacl  oieconomic iustification when 
WATER AND AIR O W  
This project will have significant negatiw impacts on thc noler qualit! olMcdicinc Lakc. 
1,ittle irledicine Lake. llull’s-eyc Lake and I’a!nes Springs .This impact will be the result of 
cooling toner drilt and discharge from sludqc settling ponds 
Im!thlnc deposited around the caldcra nil1 end up in ihe la ic  Cooling lower drift nil1 include 
h!drugen sulptidc. chloride. anunonia. horon mcrcuq. arxnlc and other tox~c chcndcd 311 thesc 
111 the hledicine I A e  u.atcrshcd 
3 3 
gruund~:iter rcwurcc< musi k protected. .I here n 1 1 1  br. sludye pond, ~OIII~IIIIIIC 
chmic:iI\ .and delxisits oicnoling t n w r  drili settling on the surrounding h d i c s  of natcr 
Included arc Medicine L a h .  ILittle Medicine Lake. Hlanch Lakc. Bullscye L A C  and 
I'a!nc bprings. all olthese are natural lalies The ponds and cooling totser drift contain 
such toyins as hydrogen sulfide. carbon dioxide. methane. hydrogen chloride. ammonia. 
h r o n .  nicrcur). arsenic and lead. Exposure to hydrogen sulfide. even in lou levcls has 
k e n  found to he dctrimental to the nen'ous system. There arc also concerns with types 
olcancer and hcan disease as a result oftoxins found in geothermal uaste. All these 
constituents are kno\\n to hc a hunlan health threat. We niust also he concerned uith 
uhdt dlscases w i l l  shou up !ears lalcr as we learn more a b u t  the correlations ofhuman 
health prohlcms and chemical substances and how t t  can aNect cenain individuals 
to complelely eliminate w p  chance for chemical exposure to humans and uildlife 
.As a i th  the degradation of water quality, air quali@ will also suffer. The 
hydrogen sulfide is emiited into our breathing air through the cooling tower drill. This 
cooling louer drill will also settle upon plant and animal habitat. endangering their health 
as n e l l  CalFncrgy's prnpscd gcothcrmal project would produce Inrge. unsiphtl! 
plumes orsicam AS it is. the Medicine I.& Ilighlands is an area with such little 
c\posurr to p~l lutants.  that with implemcnting this project. thls will no longer be true. 
inimune systems. CalEnerg? must address these health issues and what they 
6 
1: Recreaiiort is one o f  Medicine Lake's finest resowces. Clean water. Gesh air, and 
beautiful scenery are reasons peop!e return to the area. With the sight ofan  industrial 
plant and transmission lines littering the area. it will no longer be a special place. The 
plan1 and its many acres oftransmission lines will mar the land and cause irreparable 
damape Siski!o3ounty depends greatl! on tourist monies. which will suffer ifthe 
plant yo" in 
rhc increased lrafjc in the area will be dangerous. The existing roads leading up 
'to hledlcine I .ak  in 311 directions are narrow and winding. and are currentlv 
unsatisfactory lor heavier trafic. There will be accidents. which will include the 
truckloads ofhazardous and tmic  materials that will need to be renmwd Gom the site 
ever! hi) days. During the winter. it will become even more dangerous with the nnrmal 
heat: snow and icy conditmns. Wc'rc talking o n  avcragc 25 feel ofsno\r in the wintcr. 
The linal EIK/EIS must address plans for snom' removal and prccautions and clean-up for 
inel itablc accidents 1 
>I\ laniil\ owns propen? at Medicine Lake. I have always envisioned that it is a 
'place I uould continue t o  conw uith my own famil!. I would not bring m! children to 
recreate in an area uhere there is a possibility o f e x p s u r e  to toxic air and water qualities. 
The area will not be the Snme en\ironmentally or aestheticall! which will cause propen! 
valuch in  plunlmct I \tould like to ask the representatives ofCalEncrgy ifthe) would 
allou 3 JR meyn-watt geothermal plant in thcir hack yard. hecause the! surc haven't 
nshrd thc hlcdicine I . s k  homeo\mers' the same quesllon Our question< and concerns 
muht k an,aercd U'e h m u  not had an oppnunit! to ask questions in an "open foruni." 3 
9 
I hc arc3 pill 110 longcr hr. .t p1:~c "to 
and capohilit! that there \ \ i l l  br up i u  . 
area. hoaeter. there have not !et k e n  
plants CallxIerp! niust address lhesc issues in their final EIK 
c Thesc a b b e  topics are just a fen that I b e l ~ e \ e  strongly in I a n  also \,er! 
concerned uith ~lohepollr  
Iloffman Roadlers Area. 
n. NaIii,~e Anterica#l i3rue.r and disturbance 10 t l ic ,!I/. 3 
a t This proposed geothermal project. if lollo\ved through. nil1 h a w  a very negatne 
inipact on the environnienl. In m n ' s  comlant quest for grouth and adunccmrnl in 
technology. we have sacrificed many spiritual. traditional and natural ways ofthinking in 
search ofcomplicated anilice. This is a beautiful and environmentally sensitive area. I t  
IS a rare commodity lo h a w  a natural resource for health, recreation such as Medicine 
Lake and it  is not justifiable to comprorntse the area for corporate industm. There are 
man) other areas where an industrlal plant could be considered. areas where therc would 
he less concern for environmental impacts. recreational enjoyment and loss of touris1 
dollars Kecrealton and industry do not go hand in ha d and wmpromislng this area for 
shon-tcml industrial usc is con~pletely unacceptable. f 
ZB r I question the motives olangonc who would want to develop an area as beautiful 
and unique as Medicine Lakc. There may be a chance for shon-tern1 employment 
opponunities for Siskiyou County. but i t 's  a large price to pay to let a natural resource go 
to nianey-hungrycompanies such as Caltnergy whom apparently have no concern or 
love for our mothereanh 
I suppon the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE for geothermal de\elopmcnt 
3 Thank )nu for the oppnuntt)  to comment on this most impnant  issue 
Sincerel!. 
\Itson Pnintei 
cc: 
linioth! Burke. BLhI 
Chris Knopp. Forest Supenisor ~ USFS 
1'31 Crillin. Sisli!ou Count! A i r  Pollution 
L!nn Sprqur. K c ~ i o ~ t a l  rorcttCr 
0i;inne kinstein 
Scnativ Barbarn n o w  
e e c 
August 24 1998 
Randall Sharp 
USFS/ BLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West 1 P  Street 
Alturas. Ca 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp, 
a f i  am writing this letter to express my strong objection as a taxpayer to the 
proposed geothermal power plant in the Medicine Lake Highlands, 
Recreating at Medicine Lake has been a long running family tradition For 
several years my family and I have visited and camped at Medicine Lake. We 
have enjoyed all that the area has to offer. The fresh air and water, cool nights, 
and quiet calm is so soothing - really beyond compare. I have lived in 
metropolitan areas all my life and Medicine Lake is an escape. Many people of 
Siskiyou County do not realize how fortunate they are to have an area like 
Medidne Lake nearby. I find it amazing that anyone who has visited the area 
would be up for industry coming in and taking over. Spend a weekend in Presno 
or pretty much anywhere in California and you'll see smog, pollution, and industry 
surrounding ... il's not a pretty sight Natural fresh water lakes are a rare and 
preuous commodity and unheard of in this area. 
I just can't imagine why anyone would consider letting the Medicine Lake 
Highlands go to geothermal development. The thought of taking an area such as 
Medicine Lake and developing it for supposed "green energy of geothermal 
production is a shame. We don't need more power production in the U.S. There 
are existing plants that can handle more transmission lines, and a larger current. 
There are also alternative thods of power, such as solar and wind powers that 
actually are green energy.3 
and water qualities are in danger with the proposed drilling There are toxic 
chemicals that will rise to the surface during drilling and must be handled with an 
extreme amount of care CalEnergy must address the precautions they will take 
when extracting these chemicals out of the earth and where the waste will r es ide3  
There is also going to be increased traffic due to construction and workers. The 
shoulder, what about during ample snowfall7 l m  sure there will be accidents due 
3 
a 
3 C T h e  issues that are of most concern to me are line environmental impacts Air 
* rroads leading lo Medicine Lake are dangerous in dry conditions with little 
to the increased traffic and heavy equipment moving about the ar 
1 just pray that me or one of my family members are not involved 
I am aware of areas that have endured geothermal development - I e the 
via Internet The atrocities these areas have seen are despicable To imagine 
this would happen at Medicine Lake sickens me Anyone that enjoys Medicine 
Lake would feel Ihe same way There is no justification strong enough to allow 
this development to the No Action Alternative for 
geothermal development1 
year round 3 
4 Geysers near Napa Valley I have also done a lot of research on the computer 
Sincerely. 
Tony N iek tka  
T
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COMMENT LE'l7ER - MAIL BY AUGUS 7 2 4 t h  1998 
ELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Almas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am shongly opposed to  the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit River, Modoe and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many,individual sites and cultural resources; on the water q u d q  of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highknds; on 
the animals, their habitats and mixration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quality; and on t h e p a c e  and nahu&bea@ ot the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religiousieremcnial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is higmy unpofiant to  the cultural S V M V ~ ~  of 
the Tribes in Northern Califomin and Southern Oregon 
.daproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt trsnsmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
'high noise levels including drilling, constmction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic& ... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impads on recreation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development ir incompatible with 
easting long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must n d  permit this development. 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife. trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
PMt  name: 3 U I i  - ~ 
Address: 13 +;A%k:l~lJ&M- 
Aiigiin I Y ,  IUP8 
Randall Sharp 
USFS/BLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat G ~ t h e m ~ a l  Project 
800 Wen 12" Si 
Alluras. C A  96101 
Dear hlr Sharp 
There was an anicle m the San Francisco Chronicle about Mi Sham and Dunsnluar and the beautiful 
c n o u n d m s  mountam It  reall? emphasized the tounn aspect as well as all the outdoor actiwtnes Please 
surroundmg thls pnntne nlountam and h e  long ienn mipact 
Sincerely. 
lP&a 
..... ....... ....... 
\.A qg 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENViRONhlENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
>is lcrm IS pnvided 10 lacilitale the submird 01 comment5 lrcm in1eres:ed members of lhe public on Ibe 
Dran Environmental Inpac: Slalemenl and Environmental Impac Repon prepared lor lhe proposed 
Telephone Flat Geolhennal Development Projecl (Dran E!SElR). The public commenl penod on the OraH 
E!YEiR clcses 0-. Comment5 may b e  completed on lhis l o r n  and gwen 10 an agency 
rezresentauve at cne of Me si5eduled public %en house meeanss. c: :>nmenls may be sunmined IC the 
acenc:es a1 me acs:85s provlced on lne acksde 01 lhs lam. 
Name. /?Aflolrt' p7rF  
5-34 - 
b q l L  1 5 Teiexcne NO.: qA I! -652 / 
[Slmel 0, a C. 3 O r J  1c.w ' 
August 2 2 ,  1998 
Mr. Randall Sharp 
USFSlBLM Leader 
Telephone Flat Project 
800 West 12th Street 
Alturas, CA. 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
Included herein are my wri 
the proposed Telephone Fla 
en concerns and comer 
Geothermal Project. 
s regarding 
I am extremely concerned with the effect these proposed projects 
"will have on the property values in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
As a licensed Real Agent for over 10 years, I can assure you that 
there will be little interest in purchasing property in the 
middle of an industrial park. I have talked to several people who 
were very interested in the Medicine Lake area, however, if these 
projects are allowed to proceed they would not be interested in 
purchasing property in that type of environment. 
Mr. Kendall B. Jue, stated in the EIS/EIR that the project would 
not have an adverse effect on the property values at Medicine 
Lake. I questioned Mr. Jue, at length at the Mt. Shasta Open 
House about his statement. Mr. Jue, proceeded to tell me that Cal 
Energy employees could rent or buy the cabins and live in them. 
After explaining to Mr. Jue, that it was totally impossible for 
people to live at Medicine Lake in the winter for a variety of 
reasons. You could not store enough propane, wood, food, and it 
would be impossible to get in and out when you needed to. Just 
the idea of being in a cabin with boarded windows for months 
would drive anyone over the edge. Mr. Jue's statement was, "I was 
not aware of this. I guess I made a mistake?". 
I find it difficult to be!.ieve that soneone riho w r o t e  zbcut 
very 1it.tle about the area he was writing about. 
property values at Medicine Lake in the EIS/EIR, 
Envlronmental Protection Agency wrote a letter addressing 
their concern over the Cumulative Effects of two proposed 
projects. Cal Energy did not sufficiently address the Cumulative 
Effects of two projects, nor  has Ca 
EIS/EIR has addressed this problem. sine' 
and cumulative impacts to the public's right to hunt, and also 
I do not feel the 
EIS/EIR did not disclose and evaluate the direct, indirect, 
€ c 
hunting on Federal lands as a result of prohibiting the use of 
firearms in the immediate power plant and wellfield area. 
Prohibiting the use of firearms would have adverse impacts to the 
purpose of the public’s right to hunt. The EIS/EIR is deficient 
without disclosing and evaluating the direct, indirect, and 
cumulative impacts to the public‘s right to hunt and the effects 
to hunting experiences. 
The California Fish and Game Commission regulates fishing and 
hunting in the state of California. The EIS/EIR did not disclose 
has the authority to regulate 
be disclosed and included in the 
fnal EIS/EIR. 
I do not feel the EIS/EIR has adequately addressed the potential 
impact the project could have on Medicine Lake, Bullseye Lake, 
Blanch Lake and Paynes Springs. The letter written by the Central 
Valley Water Quality Board on August 10, 1998, include all my 
concerns for the Medicine Lake Highlands. Before 
is allowed these concerns need to be adequately 
The Draft EISIEIR failed to disclose and include an economic 
project is very questionable considering the deregulation of the 
power industry. Is there a market for this project? A significant 
amount of public lands and public natural resources will be 
adversely affected, including a significant high profile Native 
American religious area. Based on the adverse environmental and 
social impacts as a result of the proposed project is should be 
denied by the United States Forest Service and the Bureau of Land 
6 c n a l y s i s  of the-proposed project. The economic viability of the 
evaluating a detailed economic analysis of the proposed 
Management. The EIS/EIR is deficient without disclosing 
Thank you for hearing my comments and concerns on the Telephone 
Flat D€IS/EIR. I wish to reserve the right to comment at a later 
date if I feel the need arises. 
Sincerely, 
&- L&&d 
Carole Plank 
605 Glen Mar Drive 
Mt. Shasta, CA. 96067 
cc: Senator Diane Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Siskiyou county Supervisors 
Steve Volker, Earth Justice Legal Defense 
James L 
I oppose the Telephone Flats geothermal prolect fo r  the f o l l o h ’ l n ~  
reasons: 
1. The intrusion into native American areas tradltlonally used 
mitigate the intruslon and fo r  that reason alone the project 
should be abandoned. 
‘ ‘for religious ceremonies and vision quests. There is NO WAY to 
3 
of pristlne forest lands for power line 
The impact on quality of air is questlonable 
“;iated by Siskiyou County Air Pollution Distrlct. 
4r4. Even the Central Valley Water Quality Control B oard 
has serious doubts on surface water quality. The fact that 
addressed by the EIR/EIS. 
5 .  I have observed ]uvenlle Bald Eagles fishing in Medicine 
“Lake. The build up of  toxic substances i n  flsh can seriously 
affect animals at the top of the food chain. Even tho no 
nesting sites have been observed in the study area, the fact 
that there are now ~uvenile Bald E a y 3  in the area, some 
nesting sites could be established. 
answered to my satisfactlon. Are they qoing to set up escrow 
to make sure the area is cleaned up? 
Finally I’ve said to you before and I’ll say to you again, the BLM 
what we have left of our natural resources 
hydrogen sulfide can oxid lnto sulfuric acid has not been 
6 F. H o w  you intend to decommlssion the slte has never been 
accounts or are you hoping none of us 11 be around in 50 years 
“and the Forest Service have to get out of the business of  
selling OUR inheritance and get INTO the b 
Thank You. 
Marcia ?=- Barrow 
7411 Sugar Pine Rd 
Weed, Ca. 96014 
e,B@@ TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT A N D  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
c .-. Y .9 
Commenls may be completed on this torn and given lo an agency ElSlEIR closes an 
represenlalive at one 01 the scneduled public open house meetings. 31 L3rnments may De sunmined to the 
agencies at the aaaress provided on the bacnslde 01 this lorn. 
Tetepnone No.; 3 - ST 
T o *  c'" ' 
A , " ,  r,. &'$,aad.=b,*J 
MailingAddress' + '  9 /  3 tvr1 . '9 .9  u^. r r \v ; .1  c 4  9(0l>- 
istree, or P 0. sox ,  ( C W  lslare, i I P  coae, 
i .-.ovc.J r : r . i : v u -  ? o u 4 T y  ~ o , a  7 ° C .  L,~~...-;;u: ~ ' d v : a o d , . - 4 , - .  
-- , n ;  c L . - " J A ; , > ,  f l"J*-r,>,-<:,.. '" 7,v: c r . - r r / v * ; , - ~ .  
COMMENT L E T T E R  - MAIL BY AUGUST 24th, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, C A  96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the M e d i a e  
Lake Highlands. I support the Pi1 bver ,  Mcdoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quality 01 
Medicine b k e  and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quahty; and on the peace and natural beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural mrvival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
I am v e y  concerned about the follow&: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, d e t e m e d  to be 
*cumulative effects of the 3w megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'imparts on 10 q u a r e  miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1/2  mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
wildlife. trees, waters, plants ... 
*water quality alfected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
contaminated groundwater, fish, hh-eating'wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg cdor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on reaeation, hunting, fishing, touist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National &toric Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing longstanding spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. I h e  
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
si@cant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
c c c 
QJs@g 
C a l E n e r g y  Telephone Flat Comment Letter 
Randall Sharp. Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
SO0 \\'est I?* ~ u e e t  
Alturs.  Ca. 96101 
Dear blr Sharp. 
I want to k'oice my opposition concerning geothermal derelopment within the bledicine 
Lake Highlands. 1 am opposed to CalEnerg! ' s  Telephone Flat Project. I am also against 
CalPine's Fourmile Hill Project and any future geothermal developments within the Medicine 
1-&e Highlands. 
I a m  v e n  concerned about the  lollowing issues: 
1-he cutting ofOld Growth Timber. which supports wildlife habitat. 
The blt. Hoffman Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads. 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drifi. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which will harm the shallow fresh uater aquifer. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (rotten egg odor! and other hazardous chemicals 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling. comtruction and plant operations which will continue around 
the clock for years. thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
Increased traRic and vehicle related accidents causinz death and injury to humans and 
\\ ildlife Roads insufficient and incapahle of sustaining both industry and recreation traffic. 
Transponation of toxic materials to and from the power plant. 
Unsightl! power plants with steam plumes. well fields with 750.000 gallon sludge ponds, 
miles of 36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lahe u i l l  no longer be a "desrinarrun recrenrion urea." Hundreds of acres will 
h-come a "no hunting zone." Contaminated fish will become a human health threat as well 
as a threat to fish-eating wildlife. including the bald eagles and osprey. Tounsm and 
recreation will decline. thus causing the local tourist-based economies to.suffer. 
I feel that these neealive issues concernmg geothermal de\elopment will affect ever? 
aspect of the Medicine Lake Flighlands. The CalEnerg! Telephone Flat Project is very large. in 
a !'et? sensitive area with the potential to cause significant long-term negali\e inipacts to the 
en\ ironnieni. including rrildlife. \egetalion. recreation. \\ntive-Ainerican issues and the overall 
qual~t! oili ie.  
NO to geothermal developmen! aithin the >ledicine Lake HiEhlands. -
COMMENT LEmER - MAiL BY AUGUST Ulh. 1998 
1 F L L I ' I I U i l l  I : 4T CEOTHERh(ALPROJECTPROP0SED FOR MEDICINE I A K E  HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, I'rnpd Leader 
Telephone Flat Ceoti,krrnal Development 
USFS/BI.M - 800 \wst 12~1. Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Mediane 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit Pdver. hfodoc and S h a m  Tribes in theo opposition I D  these 
developments which would have devartaling impacts on the sacred character of the whoh 
Medicine Lake H i g h & ;  on many individual sites and cultural resources; on the water quahty of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and nvers that have thelr sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the \isual and air 
quality; and on the peace and naNral beauty of the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands am a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used LIS religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
galhermg grounds for thousands of years. ?lie mea is highly important to the cultural sunival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon. 
I am very concern&&?ut the f o l l o w  
adsproportionate and devastating impacts on Native America, sacred lands, determined lo be 
-cumulative effects of the 300 megawatt transmission line and Ihe six power plants that it h a  the 
*gedhermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
aimpacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1 / 2  mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing 
.water quality affected by todc cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid s p i h  and l e k ,  
*high noire levels including drilling. constluction and plant operatiom continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hyhogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemicak ... 
*visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants. 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 730 gallor 
aimpacts on reaeation, hunting, fishing, tourist.based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of chis land, Exemtiue 
Order 13007 on Indian Saued Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act. the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development h incompatible with 
erisiing long-standmg spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government i1-U according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
signihcant and \rhich can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve.. . 
Nildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fisheating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above.ground pipelines and transmirsion lines ... 
COMMeNT LElTER - MAIL BY &UGUST 24th, 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE HIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Prolect Leader 
lelephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas. CA 96101 
Dear Mr Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I support the Pit Rlver, Modoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred character of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many individual sites and cultural resourms; on the water quality of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the vrrual and air 
quality; and on the peam and natural h a u t y  of the area. ? l e  Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious. ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Netive American sacred lands. determined to b 
*cumulative effects of the 3M) megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
'geothermal leases issued through insufficient public notification and process.,. 
.impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 1 / 2  mile hom Medime Lake, disturbing 
*water quality affected by toxic cooling tower geothermal drift, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other h a m d m  chemic als... 
*vuual quality gwatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on reaeation, hunting, fishing, tourist-based econormes,.. 
We invoke the US Government's T m t  Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 13007 on Indian S u e d  Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act. the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Propelties. Gedhermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
Sincerely, 
Lac\ verv :
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential toserve ... 
wildlife. trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, fish-eating wildlife (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
C O M m N T  LETTER - MAIL BY AUGUST 24th. 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR MEDICINE LAKE tlIGHLANDS 
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFWBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
I am strongly opposed to the Telephone Flat and other geothermal development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 1 support the Pit River. Mcdoc and Shasta Tribes in their opposition to these 
developments which would have devastating impacts on the sacred characier of the whole 
Medicine Lake Highlands; on many tndividual sites and cultural resources; on the water qualit). of 
Medicine Lake and the many springs, creeks and rivers that have their sources in the Highlands; on 
the animals, their habitats and migration routes; on the trees and plants; on the visual and air 
quabty; and on the peace and natural beauty 01 the area. The Medicine Lake Highlands are a 
traditional haven to Native People and have been used as religious, ceremonial, hunting and 
gathering grounds for thousands of years. The area is highly important to the cultural survival of 
the Tribes in Northern California and Southem Oregon. 
I am very concerned abou the follawing: 
*disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands, determined to be 
*cumulative effects of the 3M) megawatt transmission line and the six power plants that it has the 
*geothermal leases lssued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
'impacts on 10 square miles for Telephone Flat alone, just 112 n d e  from Medi&ne Lake, disturbing 
signihcant and which can not be mitigated ... 
potential to serve... 
wildlife, trees, waters, plants ... 
contaminated aroundwater, fish, hsh-eating wildwe (including bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
*water quality affected by toac cooling tower geo theml  dnft, toxic fluid spills and leaks, 
*high noise lev& including drilling, comtrkion and plant operations continuing for years ... 
*air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and other hazardous chemic als... 
'visual quality greatly impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gab:. 
aimpacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, tounst-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's Trust Responsibility to the Indian Peoples of thls land, Executive 
Order l?Q07 on Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Religion Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
existing long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area and its natural resources. The 
government itself according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
S i n c e r e 1 y . r )  
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch above-ground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
4 
Print name: 
r 
c c c 
Ashland. Oregon 97520 
i41488-JR59 
\ugust 2 1  1998 
hlodoc b~t iona l  Forest Headauarters 
I'SD.4 Forest Service 
800West 12th. Street 
,Uturas. California 96101 
I am writing in reference to the proposed development of geothermdl faciliues 
on lands leased from the Klamath and Modoc Sational Forests at  Fourmile Hil l  
and Telephone Flat. I know the public comment period for the Fourmile Hill 
leases occured two years ago. I have just learned that the public comment 
period for the Telephone Flat leases will close within a few days, but I hope my 
comments will be of use in this matter. 
I ani a trained cultural anthropologist (Ph.D. Brown University. 1976) with 
extensive field experience. In 1996-1997, under USDA Contract 43-91\\:8-5- 
7076. I was the principal researcher in conducting an inventory and 
evaluation of Slodoc tribal land and resource use.of the Goosenest Ranger 
District. Klamath Narional Forest. The stud) included an ethnographic, 
archaeological. and historical literature review and inteniews with fifteen 
blodoc elders and other tribal members, as well as consultations with others 
having expert knowledge of the area. The purposes were ( 1) to document past 
and present Modoc tribal use of the Goosenest Ranger District and surrounding 
area and ( 2 )  to gather information about the major issues and concerns of 
4lodoc tribal members in relation to management and current use patterns of 
the area in question. The study was part of the Adaptive Management k e a  
process of the Goosenest RD. I include herewith a cop); of the relevant pages 
of the report (not for public disclosureJ. 
\I!, understanding is that the Mamath Tribes are on record as opposing any 
development of leases in the Known Geothermal Area. at least around Fourmile 
Hill. The Fourmile Hill geothermal lease area is largely within the area 
mcluded in my study. When discussing Medicine M e  and the Medicine M e  
highlands, tribal members whom I interviewed for the study made reference 
to their concerns about the potential effects of developing the geothermal 
leases. I t  is clear that their concerns are certainly about potential physical 
effects but also ps~chological and other cultural effects which. some feel. are 
likely to occur even if few or  no physical effects are documented. 3ledlcine 
I.nke holds extraordinar) symbolic and religious power even toda! for man: 
?lodoc. even those who d o  not frequent the area. That power has already been 
development of the geothermal area. 
' 
damaged b! awarding the leases. and to be further eroded h! any 
enclr 
l i n d a l l  Sharp, P ro jec t  Leader 
Telephone F l a t  Feotherrnel Pro ject  
809 W e s t  12th Street. 
Alti.tr.x, CA P C l O l  
Dear ilr Sharp 
f i am w r i t i n g  to  express my opposit ion t o  geothermal development w i t h i n  
!he Medici i ie Lake Highlands I em @ppOSCd to  CalEnergy" Telephone Flat  
Prole?!. I am also against any uttler geothermal developmentr w i t h i n  the 
c'?e<;c,'~e L3kc uighl4ndc 7 
.n! ccocei-ned about I, e cut!tng 9: olb  grow 
:?m:pardtxx! by t o x i c  ca l l ing tower  d r i f t ,  air qua 
~ i i l f i d e  and other  hmardOus chemicals  that  can produce w i d  ra in  and damage 
V2gCtJti@n, noise l eve l s  inc lud ing d r i l l i ng ,  const ruct icn and Dlent 
wcrat!oinc, tncreesea t ra f f i c ,  transpar?.ation of t l ~ x i c  material:  t.o and f r o m  
n:, uns ight ly  D o w r  p lants .  t ransmiss ion l ines and access roads i n t o  
UCf 'mm Eoat!ocs Area Medic1w Lake w i l l  no io ;y i -  %,! a ;?creat.ioc 
ST.:'? Ton!'i;n an6 recrea1.i 
based economies t o  su f fe r  
LY!:; decline, thus causing !he l cxdl  t o i x z t -  3 
3 r i feel t ha t  these inegativu issues concerning geothermal deVel@pnlCn! v i i i l  
8 f f e C t  es?ery aspect. of t h e  Medicine Lake Highlands I! I S  a very sensi t ive 
area t h a t  w i l l  be impacted by long- term negative E f f e c t s  on the 
ert'?iT3nmcnt ! :trong!y o genttierrnal development. w t h i n  !tic 
::c!!:;.ne ?aka Utghlencs 
I 
CalEnergy /  Te lephone  Flat C o m m e n t  L e t t e r  
Randall Sharp, Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West I?" Sueet 
Alturas, Ca. 96101 
Dear M I .  Sharp, 
I want to voice my opposition concerning geothermal development \r,ithin the Medicine 
2 I Lake Highlands. I am opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flat Project. 1 am also aeainst CalPine's Fourmile Hill Project and any future geothermal developments within the Medicine 
. . .~ _ _ . _ .  ... . Lake Hiehlands. . .. 
f I am very concerned about the following issues: 
1 
I 
The cutting of Old Growth Timber. which suppons wildlife habitat. 
The MI. Hoffman Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads. 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drift. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks, which will harm the shallow besh water aquifer. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (ronen egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
Noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations which will continue around 
the clock for years. thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
Increased traffic and vehicle related accidents causing death and injury to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapable of sustaining both industry and recreation traffic. 
Transponation of toxic materials to and &om the power plant. 
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes. well fields with 750.000 gallon sludee ponds, 
miles of 36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lake will no longer be a "desrinarion recrearion area." Hundreds of acres will 
become a "no hunting zone." Contaminated fish will become a human health threat as well 
as a threat to fish-eating wildlife, including the bald eagles and osprey. Tourism and 
recreation will decline, thus causing the local tourist-based economies to suffer. 
h 
0 
I feel that these negative issues concerning geothermal development will affect every 
aspect of the Medicine Lake Highlands The CalEnerg! Telephone Flat Project is very large. in 
a v e n  sensitive area with the potential to cause significant long-term negative impacts to the 
en\,ironment. including wildlife. vegetation. recreation. Native-American issues and the overall 
quality of life. 
- NO to geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
( o v a )  
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COMMENT LETITR-MAILBY 1998 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL PROJECT PROPOSED FOR hfEDIaNE LAKE HIGHLAW 
Randall shsrp, Project Leadei 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
USFSIBLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear MI. Sharp: 
*dis?:oportionate and devastating impacts on Native American Mned lands, d e t e m e d  to be 
-cumulative effects of the 500 megawatt transmission line and the SIX power plants that it har the 
.gedhermal l e a s  issued through insufficient public notification and process ... 
simpacts on 10 quare miles for Telephone Flat alone, jwa 112 d e  from Medidne Lake, disturbing 
.water quality affected by todc cooling tmver geothermal dri, toxic fluid spills and leak, 
'high noise leveb including drilling, construction and plant operations continuing for years... 
.air quality polluted with hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg odor) and &her hazardous chemic& ... 
'virual quality grently impacted by unsightly power plants, 24 hour lights, steam plumes, 750 gallon 
*impacts on reueation, hunting. fishing, tourist-based economies ... 
We invoke the US Government's T w t  Respansibility to the Indian Peoples of this land, Executive 
Order 12607 on Indian h u e d  Sites, Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, the American 
Indian Freedom of Rehgion A d .  the National Historic Preservation Act, and National Register 
Bulletin 38 on Traditional Cultural Properties. Geothermal development is incompatible with 
edsting long-standmg spiritual and o.altural uses of the area and its natural mswces .  7he 
government itself according I? its own laws must not permit this development. 
sigruhcant and which can nd be mitigated ... 
potential to serve. .. 
wildlife, trees, waters, p h s  ... 
contaminated groundwater, fish, &-eating wildlife (inchding bald eagles and ospreys) ... 
sludge ponds, miles of 36 inch aboveground pipelines and transmission lines ... 
c 
A a' , 1996 
Randall Sharp 
NEPA Lead Agency Contact 
U S Bureau of Land Management 
800 West 12' Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
Dear Sir, 
am a resident o f  Siskiyou County. Califomia and have the following concerns regarding 
the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
with protection and monitoring built in to avoid any adverse 
the Medicine Lake area and the recreation uses of the area 
project not affect the quality of the camping and b o a t i n g z e d i c i n e  La,"$ 
suppofl the Proposed project plan but would prefer t o  see the transmission lin 
of  Lions Peak instead of over Mount Hoffman The route going south of Lions Peak 
I would like to see the project go forward but 
ect t o  the water quality of 
am most concerned hat the f 
o south 
r T h k  project-will have significant positive economic impacts t o  the region and should be 
3 built with appropriate environmental safeguards 
Thank you for your consideration ofthese comments 
Name mwima L. maron 
Address 915 t i .  Miner 4113 Yreka, Calif. 96097 
CalEnergyl T e l e p h o n e  Flat Comment L e t t e r  
Randall Sharp. Projrct Leader 
7elephone Flat Geothermal Project 
Alturns. Ca. 96101 
800 West 12" suee t  
Dear MJ. Sharp, 
I want to voice m) opposition concerning geothermal development within the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. I m opposed to CalEnergy's Telephone Flal Project. 1 am also agamst 
CalPine's Fourmile Hill Project and any future g e o t h e m l  developments within the Medicine 
p) Lake Highlands. 
PI I
r( I a m  veri. concerned about  the  following issues: 
The cutting of  Old G r o w h  Timber. which supports wildlife habitat. 
The Mt. Hoffman Koadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads 
Water quality jeopardized by toxic cooling tower drifl. Toxic geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which will harm the shallow fresh water aquifer. 
A u  qualit! polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (ronen egg odor) and other hazardous chcmicnls 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
the clock for years. thus disturbing the peaceful Medicine Lake enwonment .  
Increased traffic and vehicle related accidents causing death and injury to humans and 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapable of sustainin_e both industry and recreation trafic. 
Transportation of toxic materials to and from the power plant. 
Unsightly power plants with steam plumes. wel l  fields with 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles o f 3 6  inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines 
Medicine Lake will no longer be a "desrinarion recreation area.'. Hundreds of acres \ b i l l  
become a "no huiting zone " Contaminated fish will become a human health threat as well 
as B threat to fish-eating wildlife. including the bald eagles and osprey. lourism and 
recreation will decline. thus causing the local tourist-based econonues to suffer 
Noise levels including drilling, construction and plant operations which will continue around 
I feel that these negative issues concernins geothermal development wil l  affect eaer?. 
aspect of  the Medicine Lake Highlands. 'The CalEnerg! Telephone Flat Project is ver! laree. in 
a very sensit iw area with the potential to cause significant long-term negat l re impacts to the 
envuonment. including uildlife. tegetation. r e c r e ~ i o n .  Vative-American tssues and the overall 
quality of lile 
e 
8 
E\ 
NO lo  geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
P J OCA 5'77 G c P - f - A , ,  C& 76 D G 7 
Date- d-: *v- I  r I 7 ? 8 . 
ii 
TELEPHONE F U T  GEOTHEilMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBUC COMMENT FORM 
his  form is pmviled to lacilitate the submiM of comments from interes:ed members of the public on me 
Oran Environmena Impac. Statement and Environmental Irnpac. Report prepared lor me proposed 
Telephone mat Geothermd Development Project (Oran EISEIR). m e  public comment penod on me Dran 
EIS/EIR cicses on July 22. 1998. Comments may be completed on ths form ana given to an agenq 
regreseniauve at cne of me sitlelule(? pcblbc ccen house meeoncs. cr c^rmments rnay Se subm!ned IC me 
apenc:es at me accress 
Name. L i.ic\d /L . T < i 1 7 c  5 1 1 
MaaingAecress. fc.  & i 85-5 * 511 I t  J /-id /+ ' q',, i6 7 
vicec on the bacwloe 01 inis I o n .  
p<= /TO$ 
TeleFhcne Nc., -'. / 
1C.Vl Islare, irrr COCP, Ism., or c. so,, 
August 20, 1998 
Mr Randall M Sharp 
USFSB1.M Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 West I?Lh Street 
Alturas, California 96101 
Dear Sir 
1 have reviewed the EIS on this project and feel strongly that this project should 
proceed 
Reliableelectric supply is something that we take for granted We shouldn't 
Without a reliable electric supply, health and safety o f  the community would be 
jepordized The information age would cease to exist 
However. a l l  power plants that burn fossil fuel release carbon dioxide and other 
pollutants to the atmosphere To minimize the impact ofburning fossil fuel on the 
environment, alternative energy sources are preferred Geothermal power i s  a safe, 
proven, cost-erective alternative to burning fossil fuel 
Please approve this project 3 
Sincerely 
-fiw 
Mai Hatiar 
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September 6. 1998 
To Randall Sharp 
IJXFS/RLM Project Leader 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project 
800 W 12th Street 
N N r a s  C A  96101 
From a s a n  Bradfield 3% 
8828 Sun Valley Rd 
Palo Cedro C A  96073 
Dear Sir 
Calpine Corporation in San Jose and CalEnergy of  Omaha NE want t o  exploit and 
green energy but it seems to m e  t o  be far &om it 
> cutting old growth forests which suppon important wildlife hahitats 
> bisecting the MI Hoffman Roadless Area with transmission.lines and access roads 
> jeopardize water quality with toxins, posing a hazard t o  fish, fish eating wldlife and 
> hydrogen sulfide and other hazardous chemicals potentially damaging vegatation 
> noise from around the clock drilling, constmction and  plant operations 
> increased traffic on roads in no way designed t o  sustain the industrial and recreational 
traffic in addition to the transponation oftoxic materials and hazardous waste to and 
from these plants 
unsigntly power plants, 750.000 gallon sludge ponds, well fields. above ground pipe- 
lines and transmission lines 
restriction on recreation and visiting 
the violation of our  native peoples traditional and cultural uses of this area 
the potential for the vibration of  these wells t o  travel down the lava tubesand shake 
rattle and roll this area even more than the blowing up of "OLD ammunications u p  
there hy Susanville 
' c e v e l o p  a deep  underground geothermal reservior. These  t w o  companies claim this is 
humans 
and causing acid rain 
Somehow all of  this does  not fit into my image of green energy I understand that 
p o w e f i l  forces come to hear when projects like this are  initialed hut somewhere someone 
has to take a stand in behalf of our  resources, nature and for the  legacy o f  our 
grandchildren We are  going to have a hard time explaining where all the natural lands 
and forests went if w e  d o  not stand up Let alone the tremendous cost to the taxpavers 
when one of these projects is approved 
Enough said 1 thank you in advance for your consideration of my 
C C  Senators Boxer and Feinstein 
C a l E n e r g y l  T e l e p h o n e  F l a t  
Randall Sharp Project Leader 
800 Nest I?* Sueet 
Allwas, Ca 96101 
Telephone Flat Gcothermal 
D e a r m  Sharp. 
I \vant to voice my opposition concerning geothermal debelopinent uithin the Medicine 
Lake Hiehlands. 1 am opposed to CaEnergy's Telephone Flat Project I am also asahst 
CaPine's Fotumile Hill Project and .any future geothermal developments wlthin the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. 
/ 
I am v e n  concerned about the following issues: 
The cutting of Old Growth Timber, which suppons wildlife habitat. 
The Mt. Hoffman Roadless Area trespassed by transmission lines and access roads. 
Water quality jeopardized h? toxic cooling tower drifl. TOXIC geothermal fluid spills and 
leaks. which w i l l  ham the shallow fresh water aquifer. 
that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. 
the clock for years, thus distmbing the peaceful Medicine Lake environment. 
wildlife. Roads insufficient and incapable of sustaining both industn and recreation traffic. 
Air quality polluted with Hydrogen Sulfide (ronen egg odor) and other hazardous chemicals 
Noise levels including drilling. connruction and plant operations which will continue around 
Increased traffic and vehicle related accidents causing death and injury to humans and 
Transportation oftoxic materials to and Born the pouter plant. 
Unsightly po\rer plants with steam plumes. well fields with 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
miles of 36 inch above ground pipelines and transmission lines. 
Medicine Lake will no longer be a "desrinorion recreorion oree " Hundreds of acres will 
become a "no hunting zone." Contaminated fish will become a human health threat as well 
as a threat to fsh.eating wildlife, including the bald eagles and osprey. Tourism and 
recreation will decline. thus causing the local tourist-based economies to suffer 
I feel that these negative issues concerning geothermal development will affect e w y  
aspect ofthe Medicine Lake Highlands. The CalEnergy Telephone Flat Project is v e y  large. in 
a \ e n  sensiti\,e area with the poteniial to cause significant long-term negative impacts to the 
envuonment. including u,ildlife. \egetation recreation. Sative-.i\merican issues and !he o\erall 
quallt! oilife. 
- S O to geothermal derelopment ~ i t h i n  the hledicine Lake Highlands 
I 

e c 
James A. Shott 
605 Glen Mar 
hlt. Shasta, CA 96067 
September IO, 1998 
Mr Randall M. Sharp 
USFS I BLM Project Leader 
800 West 12th k e e t  
Alturas, CA 96101 
Dear h4r. Sbarp: 
As you are aware. I have commented on both the Founnile Hill DEISEIR and Telephone 
Flat DEISEIR's. In both of these comments I reserved the right to comment later if an 
important issue were to arise. Now an issue of special concern to me has surfaced. The 
following is my comment on this issue. 
Both the Fourmile W and Telephone Flat DEISEIRs identify Medicine Lake as Federal 
L e a e d  land, when it is in fact rhepropery ofthe Sole ofColfomio. At the present time. 
the State of California owns the mineral rights under Medicine Lake and is actively seeking 
to lease out these rights. 
Because of technical and economic constraints created by the distance 6 o m  Medicine Lake 
to the Fourmile Hill and Telephone Flat proposed power plants, neither proposed action 
could utilize this resource. 'This implies the potential for a third power plant proposal in the 
Glass Mountain K.G.R.A. 
In light of this information, the Fourmile Hill final EISEIR must identify and discuss the 
direct indirect and cumulative impacts on water quality, air quality, biological resources, 
noise, visual quality, recreation, human health and safety, cultural resources, and Native 
American values created by this situation. 
The Telephone Flat draft ElSEIR must idenhfy and discuss the direct, induecf and 
cumulative impacts on water quality, air quality, biological resources, noise, visual quality, 
leCTeahOR human health and safety, cultural resources, and h h v e  American values created 
b) this new information. 
! 
Mr. Randall M. Sbarp 
September IO, 1998 
Page Two 
The possibility of W n g  under Medicine Lake and its potenaal impacts on the above- 
mentioned issues must be identified and 'scussed thoroughly so that the public and lead 
agencies can make an informed decision. 
Thank you for hearing my comment on this important issue 
3 
JhMES A SHOTT 
JAS:jes 
cc: Senator Dianne Feinstein 
Senator Barbara Boxer 
Siskiyou County Supervisors 
Central Valley Water Quality Control Board 
North Coast Water Quality Control Board 
James L. Pierce, Attorney at Law 
Steve Volker, Attorney at Law 
Jane Painter, Medicine Lake Citizens for Qualily Environment 
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Attn Randell Sharp, 
2 r Have you ever been on Mt Shasta before? Have you drunken the water from that sacred 
land" If you haven't , y o  do i t  and you wil l  change your mmd about putting a Geothermal Power 
Plant any where near i t  I k n o u  you are probably sick and tired o f  hearing all this but this IS sacred 
land If you have been to Ut Shasta and drank the clean pure water then 90 back there and feel 
the energy of  the beautiful mountain There are very feu sacred places left in this world Pleas: I 
bey o f  you to leave MI Shasta. Medtctne Lake and the surroundmg areas alone' Please Stop 
Geothermal Power Projects at Medicine lake There is an alternatt\e to this the EIS'S telephone 
flat and fourmde hill projects will provlde the same o r  more power without disrupting this sacred 
lake 
If you abuse or disrespect Medlcine lake or any surroundin_e areas it will cause war o r  at 
least many ill feelings about you and Please respect these sacred naive lands Do 
it for the people Do it for the Eanh'lt 
Thank \'ou for Your tinie 
Sincere11 
Sean B Putnani 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project Draft EISEIR 
Comments and Responses to Comments 
Blank Page 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This lotm IS provtded 10 lacdalale Ihe subm~llal of commenls lrom lnieresled members 01 the publlc on Ihe 
Drall Envtronmental lmpaci Statement and Enwonmental Impact Repon prepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flal Geothermal Developmenl Prolecl (Oran EISEIR) The publc commeni perlod on Ihe Oral! 
ElSlElR closes On July 22 1998 Commenls may be compleled on this lorm and gwen lo an agency 
representative at One of the scheduled Public open house meelmgs or commenls may be Subm!lled to Ihe 
Telephone No 53* h!7-2 rG? 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This lorm IS provided lo  lacilitate Ihe submittal 01 commenls lrom lnteresled members 01 Ihe public on the 
Draft Environmenlal lmnacl Slatemenl and Environmental lmoacl Repon prepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flat Geotnermal Dcre opmenl P~oect  lDral1 EIS E l R l  The pub1 c cnmtnenl P P I ~ ~  on me Dnalt 
F,SIErR closes 01 J.. y 22 I998 Cornrnenli ma, De tompielea on Ins Iolm and gNen IG an agency 
cepiesenlal8re al OCP 01 11w scnedded OJD c operi n%se muemgs 01 CommenlS may ne sunn) IIeo to InP 
agencies aghe address provtded on Ihe backslde 01 this form 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
7.m 
. 4 Thls form IS provided to lacititale Ihe submlllal 01 COmmenlS lrom interested members 01 the public on the 
Dran Environmental Impact Statement and Envtronmenlal Impact Repon prepared lor the 
Telephone Flal Geolhermat Development Prolect IDran EISIEIR) The publlc commenl period on the Drah 
EISIEIR closes on July 22 1998 Cornmenls may be completed on thls tom and given IO an agency 
representatwe at one ot the scheduled Public open house meelmgs. or cornmenis may be Submitted to the 
agencies at the address provlded on the backslde 01 lhis form 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This form IS provided lo lacilllale the submilla1 01 cornmenis lrom mieresled members 01 the publlc on the 
Oran Ennilonmental lmpacl Slalemenl and Environmenlal lmpacl Reporl plepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flal Geolhermal Developmenl Project (Oran EIS/EIR) The publlc comment perom on Ihe Drall 
ElSlElR closes on July 22. 1998 Commenls may be compleled on IhiS lorm and glven Io an agency 
represenlalive a1 one of Ihe scheduled pubk wen house meelmgs. or CommenlS may be submllled 10 lhe 
agencies a1 Ihe address provided on the backsdde 01 this form 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This form 1s pfovlded to lacilllate Ihe submlnal 01 Commenls lrom meresled members 01 Ihe publlc on the 
Dran Environmenlal lmpacl Slalemenl and Environmenlal lmpacl Report prepared lor rhe proposed 
Telephone Flal Geolhermal Oevelcpmenl PrOleCl (Dran EIS/EIR) The publlc comment pertod on Ihe Dram 
EISJEIR closes on July 22 199E Comments may be compleled on lhts lorm and gwen lo an agency 
lepresenlalive a1 one 01 Ihe scheduled public open house meetings or comments may be submtlled Io the 
agencies at Ihe address provided on the backsbde 01 lhts locm 
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DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
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Dran Environmental impacl Slalemenl and Environmenlal lmpasl Repon prepared lo( the proposed 
Telephone Flal Geothermal Developmenl Projecl (Orall EISIEIR) The pubhc commenl perlod on the Drall 
ElSlElR closes on July 22 1998 Comments may be compleled on lhls loim and given Io an agency 
represenlalive ai one 01 Ihe scheduled Public open house meellngs or commenls may be subm!lled 10 Ihe 
agencies ai lhe address provtded on the backrlde 01 lhis lorm 
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DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This torm IS provided 10 iacllllale Ihe submltlal 01 comments lrom interested members 01 Ihe public on lhe 
Orail Environmenlal lmpacl Slalemenl and Enwonmenial lmpacl Repon prepared 101 Ihe Proposed 
Telephone Flat Geolhermal Developmenl Prolecl (Drat! EISIEIR) The publc comment perbod on the Drak 
ElSlElR closes on July 22 1998 Commenls may be compleled on lhts iorm and given Io an agency 
represenlalive a1 One 01 (he Scheduled public open house meelmgs. or comments may be submllted 10 the 
agencies al Ihe address provided on Ihe backside 01 this lorm 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This loim 8s prowaed Io lac41 tale Ihe Subm Ita1 01 Commenls from mlewslea members 01 Ine pvhl t on lhe 
Oian Environnienlal lmpacl Slalernenl and Enwonmenla Impact Hepon piepatea lo! !ne P ~ O D O S C ~  
leleplione Flal Geolnwma Development P~0,ecI IDratl €IS ElRl The publ~c ornrnenl peidoO 011 Ihc Drall 
EIS'ElR closes 01s  July 22 I998 Commenls ma) De ccrnp'eled on Ihs fo im ana glren 10 an agenc) 
iepiesenlal6ve ai one 01 me scneawea PJDIIC Open house mee14Pgs. or comrnenls may ne SI:Dm~llea lo l l ie 
agenc es a i  the address Probded on lne L)Jcc.!oe o! Ihls lorn 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This lorm IS provided to lacilllale Ihe submillalo1 cornmenis lrom interested members 01 the public on Ihe 
Orall Environmenlal Impact Slatemenl and Environmenlal Impact Rewrl prepared lor Ihe propOSed 
Telephone Flat Gwlhermal Development Project (DralI EIWEIR). The public commenl pen& on Ihe Drat! 
ElWElR closes on July 22. 1998. Cornmenis may be compleled on lhis form and gwen to an agency 
representative at one 01 Ihe scheduled public open house meetings. or comments may be Submlned IO the 
agencies at Ihe address provided on (he backside of lhis form. 
Name. L A E p ?  5 vuE-Yf2 0135 TeJephoneNo,: 5-50- br2-y&? 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This lorm IS provided lo lachlale Ihe Submtnal 01 commenls lrom mieresled members 01 the pub IC on Ine 
Orah Envtionmenla Impact Slatemenl ana Envtronmental Impact Re@ prepared lor the prowsea 
Telephone Fla: Geotnermal Development Plofecl (Drab El?&IR) Tho p,tbhc cornmenl penW on lhe Drat! 
EiYElR closes on July 22 1998 Cornmenis may be compleled on thus lOrm and gwen 10 an agency 
repiesenla1 ve a i  one 01 Ihe Schemled publlc Open house meetmgs or comments may be subm lied to the 
agencm a1 Ihe address provfded on Ihe backslde 01 Ihns form 
Name * \u\L.% L k t L  
Marlmg Address 30 b Y .  71 ut. C-I '76c?LVA 
Telephone No aqq. 3l40 
fslalsl fQ0 codsl I s l m b O I P o  Bo.1 fCW 
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delineation of such a boundary. Thus the ripple effect throug 
hydrologic calculations in the EIS renders them seriously w o n a  
5) Definition of the "Medicine Lake Basin' as a closed basin appears unclear and 
elsewhere. It's significance to regional 
hydrogeologic analysis needs substantiatioa 
bsequent volumetric 
' qnsubstantiated: see App.A.3.3.8. p.20.23 
HvdroQeoloav: Unsubstantiated Declared Conditions 
c) The characterization of the Modoc Plateau geology - the rocks, their occurrence, 
their ages, etc.seems vague and partially incorrect. This effects the 'Hydrologic Unit 
No.2": see App.A, 3.2.1, p.13. But more serious is the stark and unsupported statement 
made in many places in the EIS (Le. see App.A. 3.2.1. p.13) that recharge to the TF 
geothermal system does and Will, during field production, come from "deep ground 
water within the Modoc Plateau'. Sustained flow of geothermal fluid to the reservoir, of 
course, is essential for viable energy production. Experienced geothermal companies, 
Unocal. Phillips, and Occidental, dropped their interest in the MLV ecause (it is 
reported) insufficient fluids are present in the prosect areas of the summit. 
2) Unclear and conflicting? discussion in several places occurs regarding regional 
'<round water flow paths: see App.A. 3.2, p.12 and 3.3.7. p.18,19. Clarification of 
authors' views in needed on definitions and relations between deep and shallow 
ground water. and MLV and Modoc Plateau waters. etc. Some reasonable knowledge 
of regional und water regimes and migration is vital to understanding MLV and FRS 
connection3 
5 
The Geothermal Reservoir: Questionable Understanding 
8[j)  With all due respect to proprietaty data rights, the figure 15 in App.A and 3.3.5. p.17 
inspires little confidence as representative of adequate understanding of the reservoir 
hydrogeologic framework. An attempt to relate by companion illustration the 'key 
hydrologic relationships' to the actual hydrogeologic framework in the relative1 
knom summit area would be informative. The upper aquitard is  especially 
e 2) Three deep wells are declared to be " duclive': see App.A. 2 4.3.2, p.9. Meaning? go three deep wells define the resources 
) While a good case is made for the existence of a geothermal seal, effective and in 4 act at the present time. the Hot Spot should not be wrinen off: see App.A. 3.3.4, p 17. 
Thermal springs on active and dormant volcanoes are very dynamic and significantly 
change during human time scales. Vertical hydrologic flow, pressure changes, etc. 
through 'seals" is a certainty in time on the MLV given the active east-west crustal 
10 
spreading. seismicity. normal faulting. and rifting known to all i 
(see papers by Wills.1991. and by Poland, 1997, for example). 
stigators in the region 3 
Potential Connection Between MLV and FRS: Incorrect Premises and Calculations 
1) The MLV edifice, unavoidably a major recharge area for the FRS. is not correctly 
the MLV encompasses an area of about 900 square miles. The FRS are the only 
surface discharge of any consequence from the entire MLV edifice. They issue from the 
lowest topographic and structural elevation of the periphery of the edifice. These facts 
c to comprehending the regional hydrogeologic system of the MLV and the 
z&E Volume of precipitation recharge lo the MLV. based on incorrect size of recharge 
area, is thus too low see App.A. 3 3.8.1. p.20-21. A simple calculation of precipitation 
on the entire MLV edifice equates to: a) one and one-hall to two times the flow volume 
of the FRS and b) a meteoric recharge of one-hall to two-thirds annual precipitation 
over the MLV edifice - a reasonable rate based on Newberry. Oregon and young 
Hawaii volcano analogues. An inescapable conclusion seems to be that, on the basis 
of the FRS comes from the MLV edifice 
I 6  c; ecognized or defined: see App.A. 3.3.8. p.19-20 and elsewhere. Geology indicates 
of the known hydrogeologic framework 
Suqqested Alternate Sources for the FRS: Minor, Unlikely. to Impossible 
1) The main volume of the EIS seems to accept a significant hydraulic connection < etween the MLV and the FRS. i.e. p.3.2-29 and elsewhere. but the Appendix volume 
goes to great length lo anempt to come up with other plausible sources or recharge 
areas for the FRS. i.e App.A. 3.5-5. p.26-30. Each of six suggested recharge areas is  
discussed as briefly as possible as follows: 
The Tule Lake - Klamath Lake area is hydrodynamically positioned to contribute 
to the FRS. It probably contributes only minor water at best (Mariner.1998). This 
problem begs study. 
The southeast extension of the Fall Fiver graben disintegrates topographically 
and structurally and lhus would no1 effectively direct ground water flow. The suggestion 
that ground water would flow northward under the Pit River to emerge at the higher 
elevation FRS is impossible because the Pit River is a gaining stream in the Fall River 
Valley and local geology indicates no known confining artesian flow conditions. 
The 'northwest extension of the Fall River graben' presupposes geologic 
knowledge vhich does not exist, i.e. no mapping, except possibly fuzzy remotely 
sensed and unverified interpretations. The Fall River graben probably trends NNW- 
SSE and its western bounding fault system may be ragged with NW-SE faults. Thus 
some water may enter the FRS system from the northwest. This area begs mapping. 
c 
The Pit River as a source to the FRS defies cold water hydraulics The authors 
of the suggestion offer no support, except that the idea was casually mentioned (with 
no support) in the literature. 
The 'Vulcan Lineamenl - Caribou Wilderness Area' IS not an hydrogeologic 
entity. and the Pit River. not the FRS, marks the lowest elevation in between. Water 
influx from either area would be nil or miniscule. 
The Hat Creek graben lies to the west and south of the Fall River graben. At 
least two or three major fault zones separate the grabens. The Hat Creek graben and 
the springs wilhin i t  are at substantially lower elevations than the Fall River graben 
The eastern margin Of the Hat Creek graben is  several miles off strike of the FRS 
location. Hydrologic connection between the two grabens, whatever 
from the Fall River graben (which includes the FRS) to the Hat Creek 
Some Miscellaneous ToDics of Concern 
&%G, Although it is not the purpose of this winen response to criticize the quality, format, 
etc. of EIS document itself. some glaring evidence of less than quality professional 
work , which unfortunately erodes to some extent the readers' confidence In the EIS, is  
on many map illustrations. muddy epression in the 
r6E The hydrologic monitoring plan (Exhibit 5) is  good beginning, bul it needs to be 
extended into the region wall beyond the summit area. Thin threads of possible flow of 
contaminant may not be 
disperses down gradient. 
hydrogeologic framework 
C More data on analyses of geothermal waters would be informative - a range from 
G e  most mineralized to the freshest or purest waters at least. Hydrogeologic modelling 
of various likely contaminant plumes from the summit to the 
geologic model would predict the extent of dilution as a solution to 
1'1 D. Ownership rights and obligations of the two competing geothermal ventures in the 
c l a s s  Mountain KGRA do not appear to be clearly formulated as yet. i.e. 1.8. p.1-18-20 
and elsewhere. Irresponsible competition (a possibility) could prevenl communication. 
data sharing. and coordination. They would be necessary between the two companies 
to avoid accidents. to develop the resource to the maximum benefit, and to meet 
environmental commitments. 
well be. now or in the future. 
and the Telephone Flat reservoirs may 
An obvious effort of both companies competing for energy from the MLV summit is to 
or minimize the probable hydroconnectivity of the MLV with the FRS. This begs 
the question. What is the level of risk to the integrity of the FRS from geothermal 
activities on the MLV? That is  the basic question. 
answered In the Draft EIS. It can be answered - and it 
TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
This lorm IS provided to lacilltale the submlllal 01 comments from inleresled members 01 Ihe public on the 
Dralt Environmen\al Impact Stalemenl and Environmental Impact Report prepared lor the proposed 
Telephone Flat Geolhermal Development Project (DraH EISIEIR) The public comment period on the Dratt 
EIS/EIR closes on July 22 1998 Comments may be completed on this lorm and given lo an agency 
represenlative al one of the scheduled public open house meetings or comments may be submitted lo the 
agencies at the address provided on the backside of lhis form 
Telephone NO (630) dz 1 -a  33 I 
Mailing Address .%qq C h r  ., cMCk i?t! PQddgw CA Fk GO z 
4 fs1IeeI 0, P 0 Bo,) ICW 151*1*1 [ZW CMOl 
FALL RIVER RESOURCE CONSERVATION 
D I S T R I C T  
June 23, 1998 
TO: Randy Sharp 
USFS 
Project Coordinator 
800 W. 12" Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
The Fall River Resource Conservation District (FR RCD) has reviewed the 
EISEIR document for the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and would 
like to resent the following comments to be addressed in the project design 
the position taken by the developer with reference to the relationship of the Medicine Lake 
Volcano W V )  region and the Fall River Springs (FRS) Throughout most ofthe 
document, the developer seems to accept recent research findings that indicate strong 
similarities between the isotopic signature of the FRS and the recharge meteoric waters of 
the MLV We agree with this research, and applaud Cal Energy for acknowledgment of 
this key issue However, the main body ofthe document relies heavily on references to 
the Weiss and Associates Repon that concludes that no more than 2% ofthe FRS could 
come from sources in the MLV region. The Weiss Report offers alternative sources for 
the recharge area that de@ logic The basis for these conclusions is absent or based on 
meteoric information that is inaccurate As this issue is key to our concern for the quality 
of water supplied to  the Fall River springs system, it is imperative that the hydrogeologic 
framework ofthe project area be clearly understood 
assumptions constitutes a hndamental flaw in the basis for the EISEIR Before our 
concerns for the quality and quantity of water supplied to the FRS from the project area 
can be addressed, it will be necessary for the project proponent to demonstrate a clear 
understanding of the relationship between the FRS and the recharge area surrounding the 
proposed development Until that basic relationship is more clearly understood through 
ndent mapping and research, then it is clear that we cannot accurately assess our 
& l e ,  carehl review of the ElSEIR document, it leaves the reader confused as to 
We are genuinely concerned that the reliance of the EISlElR on such questionable 
1 We ask that the project proponent present detailed models of contaminant 
plumes that could result from geothermal accidents or seismic induced spills 
from the project The models must be based on a sound basic geologic 
2 
3 E ask that the geothermal developers revise the proposed monitoring plan to 
include wells that are strategically placed in areas between the project site and 
FRS to best protect the FRS resource 
We ask that the project site m o ~ t o r i i g  wells be clearly mapped. approprialely 
spaced, and documented to insure adequate coverage in the event of a spill 
from any point i n  the project area 
4. We ask that the well data for all monitoring wells be available for review, so 
that baseline water quality parameters can be established 
5 We ask that that future monitoring data be made available to the public to 
3 
melg response to  any changes in water quality at the monitoring well 
4 E We ask that the project proponent develop a clear hydro-geologic framework 
that offers insight into the relationship between the meteoric waters of the 
MLV and the FRS 
It would seem to be in the public interest to  clearly define the hydrologic 
relationship of the MLV region to the FRS The EISEIR not only fails to do this. but 
presents the public with conflicting versions of that relationship We hope that your office 
is able to convince the developers of the importance of this issue, and the need for hrther 
investigation. To develop this geothermal resource on the assumption that potential 
they occur constitutes an unacceptable risk to the integrity of 
Rick Poore 
Director, Fall River Resource Conservation District 
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OPPOSING GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT 
IN THE MEDICINE LAKE AREA 
1 We oppose the proposed Telephone Flat and Fourmile Geothermal Power Plants and other foreseeable geothermal 
with the Native American spiritual and cultural significance of the area and its natural resources. 
evelopment in the Medicine Lake Highlands. The cumulative impacts of these development incompatible 3 
J 
G- 
negative irnyact o~ the ertvironmerrt, the floni arid fauna, the geology, Nntive Atnericarr sacred 
arid recreatiort, uiordd charge the face of the Medicirie Lake Highlands forever. 
PLEASE STOPTHESE PROJECTS ! 
Print Name Signature Affiliation Address, City, State, Zip 
_. Please mail BY JULY 22ND to: Randall Sharp, Geothermal Project Leader 
USFS/BLM - 800 west 12th Street 
Alturas, CA 96101 
s4ndap!sstn:  
Senator Barbara Boxer Senator Dianne Feinstein Native Coalition 
112 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 Washington, DC 20510 Mount Shasta, CA 96067 
331 Hart Senate Office Building PO Box 1143 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project Draft EISEIR 
Comments and Responses to Comments 
L WE THE PEOPLE of Siskiyou County say NO to the proposed power plant at Medicine Lake. 
are known to affect the health of anyone nearby. And we choose systems which will not damage 
the natural ecosystem.. Because this county’s economy is tied to its natural beauty and clean air 
and water, we do not wish to 
damage that health and 
h ’e choose to keep our environinent healthy and beautihl without hi& voltage power lines which 
devolopment of industry which will destroy or 
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Group “I” Comment Letters 
c e 
zh G e  wish to register our disapproval for the proposed 4 Mile Hill and Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Power Plants in the Medicine Lake Caldera. We are concerned that the air,water and soil q ality 
will be reduced. 0 Native American religious sites and recreational areas will be des t royeb  
!se projects! - __ 
Address _--- r_--Pfione---- ___._____ _ _  
I__.- _-_ __ - 
t- 
I 
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Medicine Lake Citizens for Quality Environment 
Medicine Lake Homeowners Association 
P.O. BOX 34 
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067 
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c e ,  the undersigned, are in support of Cal Energy Company, hc.'s, proposed geother- 
mal power plant at We believe the stipulations of approval adequately 
assure the project will be compatible with other uses of the Modoc National Forest. 
addmss the environmental concerns and provide suffiaent monitoring mitigatio 3 and support approval of the proposed development plan. We 
believe the stipulations of approval adequately address the environmental concerns 
Date: 
P.*C 01 
$9 
gust 19. 1998 
Randall Sharp 
Telephone Flat EIS Contact 
US. Forest S e w i d  Bureau o f l a n d  Management 
800 West I2* Sweet 
Alturas. California 96101 
RE. Telephone Flat Draft Environment Impact Repod Statement 
DearMr Sharp, 
We. the undersigned members of Local Union 228, are in favor of the Telephone 
Flat Geothermal Project. Our membership has concerns regarding minimizing the 
environmental effects while also saving the economic and job creation opporlunities 
related to the project. Clean energy such as Telephone Flat Geothermal Project are need 
in California where the energy market is becoming deregulated and the general public 
including our membership, are now being given the opportunity to select "green and 
renewable" resources over fossil fuel resources 
Local 228 encourages the Federal 
Action Alternative for the Telephone Flat 
gencies to appreve the Proposed 
Sincerely, 
Local Union 228 Membership 
Printed Name Siqnature 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTrnNVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
RESPONSES TO GROUP “A” COMMENTS 
Group “A’ is the letter designation given to the group of form letters submitted on the Draft Environmental Impact 
StatementiEnvironmental Impact Report (Draft EISEIR). For the purposes of this EISEIR, form letters were any two 
letters that were identical except for the names of the persons that submitted the letters. The following are responses 
to each of the comments provided on the Group “ A ’  letters. 
COMMENT LETTER A1 (303 Individual Letters): 
Response to Comment A1:l-  The comment expresses concern about the removal of old-growth timber, whch supports 
wildlife habitat. In response, despite increasing interest in “old-growth forests”, no consistent meaning has been 
attached to the term. Generally it is defined as: “a stand that is pastfull maturity and showing decadence: the last stage 
in forest succession; ...” (Thomas 1979), and ‘yorest ecosystems that have developed over a long period essentially free 
of catastrophic disturbance” (Franklin et al, 1981). Usually, old-growth habitats are considered to be comprised of a 
multi-layered canopy forest of greater than 150 years of age with decadency in the stand structure. However, 
“late-successional ‘‘ is defined by the Modoc National Forest as any stand in which the overstory trees have a mean 
diameter-at-breast-height (dbh) greater than 24 inches and provide canopy cover greater than 40 percent (regardless of 
age of trees; Draft EISEIR page 3.3-18). Another definition of “old-growth forest” is provided in the Record of 
Decision for Amendments to Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management Planning Documents Within the Range 
of the Northern Spotted Owl (NFMP ROD) as: “A forest stand usually at least 180-220 years old with moderate to high 
canopy closure; a multilayered, multispecies canopy dominated by large overstory trees; high incidence of large trees, 
some with broken tops and other indications of old and decaying wood (decadence): numerous large snags; and heavy 
accumulations of wood, including large logs on the ground.” The ROD amended the Modoc National Forest Land and 
Resource Management Plan (LRMP). 
The Draft EISEIR identifies the extent and approximate location of late-successional forest occurring withm the Project 
wellfield area in Section 3.3.2.2.4 (page 3.3-1 8). As indicated in the discussion, “late-successional” is defined by the 
Modoc National Forest as any stand in which the overstory trees have a mean diameter-at-breast-height (dbh) greater 
than 24 inches and provide canopy cover greater than 40 percent. Approximately 105 acres of red fir forest within the 
Study Area and the %-mile border meet the definition of late-successional forest. The stands are disjunct and occur in 
the following locations: (a) in the northwest comer of Section 18; (b) northwest and southeast of Alcohol Crater; (c) 
on Red Shale Butte; and (d) along USFS Road 97. These stands are composed of red fir and are classified as RF5D or 
RFSM. They are mapped in Figure 3.3.4 (page 3.3-12). No disturbance to late-successional forest would occur within 
the Project wellfield area as a result of the Proposed Action or Alternative A. One well pad (77-18) is located within 
a Managed Late-Successional Area (MLSA) under Alternative Site B. 
Less than 20 acres of late-successional forest would be intercepted by transmission line corridors outside of the Project 
wellfield area. The acreage affected would vary between alternative transmission line routes and the actual alignment 
of the line. The Draft EISEIR identifies these impacts in Section 3.3.3.6 (pages 3.3-67 through 3.3-78). The impacts 
to late-successional forest were the subject of earlier environmental analysis as part of the Founnile Hill Project 
EISEIR. The analysis is incorporated by reference into the Draft EISEIR in Sections 3.3.3.6.1 and 3.3.3.6.2 
(page 3.3-68 and page 3.3-73), respectively. Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.6.1-3a and 3b, 3.3.3.6.1-5a through 5c, 
3.3.3.6.2-3a and 3b, and 3.3.3.6.2-5a through 5c, as originally proposed in the Founnile K11 Project EISEIR, are 
designed to minimize impacts on late-successional forest to a level below significance. See Response to Comment F37:9. 
Species which utilize late-successional stands are the northern spotted owl (NSO) and the American marten. Impacts 
on NSO habitat are evaluated in Impacts 3.3.3.3-9, 10, and 11; 3.3.3.4-9, 10, and 11; and 3.3.3.5-9, 10, and 11, and 
corresponding mitigation measures. Impacts on American marten habitat are evaluated in Impacts 3.3.3.3-17 and 18; 
3.3.3.4-17 and 18; and 3.3.3.5-17 and 18. Each of the impacts are reduced to a level below significance after mitigation. 
A- 1 Group “A” Responses to Comments 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project Final EISEIR 
Comments and Responses to Comments 
“The analysis of the deposition of the cooling tower drift by Houck (1997~) indicates that approximately W-k 
&8.6 x lo4 pounds of total salts (principally sodium chloride and sodium sulfate) would be deposited per 
square foot within a 1,200-foot radius surrounding the cooling tower per year (or a total of approximately 
34343s-37.4 pounds per acre of total salts per year over =the approximately 100-acre area). The &&-quantity 
of boron deposited per year would be less than kM+Wx-O ; .14 pounds per acre, and the wA-annual quantity 
of arsenic -tklnlabout 2.34 x pounds per acre. None of these deposited materials would 
be expected to accumulate on the surface, but would instead be leached through the soil by precipitation.” 
I 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:2 - The comment expresses concern that the Mount Hoffman Released Roadless Area (Mt. 
Hoffman RRA) will be trespassed by transmission lines and access roads. In response, see Response to Comment F12: 1 
regarding the status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA, which is not considered a wilderness by the Modoc National Forest 
LRMP (USFS 1991). As noted in Impact 3.9.3.6.1-2 (page 3.9-9), the transmission line would pass through an area with 
a Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) of Roaded Natural. Roaded Natural is defined in Section 3.10.1.1 
(page 3.10-2), and allows resource modifications and utilization practices that are harmonized with the natural 
environment with moderate evidence of the sights and sounds of humans. Transmission lines and access roads would 
be consistent with the Roaded Natural designation. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:3 - Commentor expresses concern that water quality will be adversely affected by toxic 
compounds contained in cooling tower drift. In response, the Draft EISEIR discusses the effects of Project related air 
toxics (pages 3.4-23 through 3.4-25) with a specific discussion of the potential toxic impacts from cooling tower drift 
(pages 3.4-24 through 3.4-25). The effects of air emissions on water quality are also discussed (pages 3.2-41 
through 3.2-42). The results of the air toxics analysis with respect to cooling tower drift is presented in the Draft 
EISEIR (page 3.4-25) and is based on computer modeling of the cooling tower drift presented in Appendix J to the 
Draft EISEIR (Houck 1997~). There was a math error in the calculations presented in the Draft EISEIR that will be 
corrected in the Final EISEIR, but the math error did not change the findings of the impact assessment. 
The potential effects of the Project cooling tower drift on surrounding water bodies is discussed in Section 3.2 of the 
Draft EISEIR (pages 3.2-41 and 3.2-42) . In particular, this section discusses the potential impact of boron, which, at 
a distance of 362 meters from the Project cooling towers, has a predicted deposition rate of 0.14 lbs/acre/day, or 
approximately 428 times less than the deposition rate known to cause vegetation stress (60 Ibs/acre/day). The nearest 
lakes (Bullseye and Blanche Lakes) are located 2 km from the Proposed plant site. Thus, since the nearest lakes are 
approximately 5.5 times further away from the proposed plant site than the 0.14 lbs/acre/day predicted deposition rate, 
the potential boron deposition at the lakes would be greatly below that near the proposed power plant site. 
The cooling tower drift will also contain trace amounts of arsenic, mercury, biocide, and biodispersant. These trace 
constituents do not occur in high enough concentrations to substantively impact water quality; however, since mercury 
can bioaccumulate in fish, and thus provide a primary exposure pathway to humans, modeling was conducted to 
determine the increase in mercury concentrations in Medicine and Bullseye lakes. The results of this modeling is 
presented in the Draft EIS/EIR (page 3.2-41) and described in Appendices N and 0 of the Draft EISEIR, and show that, 
assuming higher than expected mercury concentrations, potential mercury concentrations in Medicine and Bullseye lakes 
are approximately 1,000 times lower than the California Primary Drinking Water Standard (22 CCR $64431, et. seq.). 
Further discussion of Project related mercury emissions and the mercury modeling are also discussed in Responses to 
Comments E2:7 and E2: 11. A supplemental analysis of mercury deposition was also performed (Houck 1998) and will 
be appended to the Final EISEIR as Appendix P. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Appendix P (Houck 1998) will be added to the Final EISEIR, and the following 
corrections will be made to first paragraph on page 3-25 of the Draft EISEIR: 
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Response to Comment A1:4 - Commentor is concerned with potential toxic fluid spills and leaks that could harm the 
shallow freshwater aquifer. In response, the Draft EISEIR addresses possible spills or leaks of fluids that could 
threaten groundwater quality in several sections. By far, the largest volume fluid handled by the proposed Project is the 
geothermal fluid itself. The geothermal fluid contains relatively low concentrations of naturally occumng minerals and 
heavy metals (pages 3.2-10 and 3.2-1 l), but it is acknowledged that the concentrations of these substances are higher 
than observed in the shallow groundwater aquifer. The Project design includes measures for spill containment and 
control (page 2-15). The Draft EISEIR evaluated the methods that geothermal fluids could conceivably impact 
groundwater, including: produced or injected geothermal fluid through leaks in the production or injection wells, from 
large surface spills, from catastrophic collapse of surface fluid storage ponds, from pipeline failures, and from well 
blowouts. None of these occurrences is anticipated and measures to protect groundwater and prevent or mitigate an 
impact are discussed for each of these events or upset conditions in the Draft EISEIR (regulatory oversight of well 
construction, fluid handling, and injection (page 3.2- 1); surface runoff (page 3.2-37 through 3.2-38); effects of 
geothermal drilling, production, and injection (page 3.2-30); flooding (page 3.2-39); well blowouts (pages 3.13-6 
through 3.13-1 1); and surface pipeline releases (pages 3.13-1 1 and 3.13-12). Other Mitigation Measure 3.2.3.3-13 also 
requires the Project Applicant to prepare an Emergency Release Contingency Plan which will further define the control 
and restoration measures to be implemented in the case of a casing leak, pipeline rupture, or sump overflow 
(page 3.2-40). 
Comparatively small quantities of hazardous materials, or materials with some toxic constituents, would also be stored 
and handled during all phases of the Project. A projected inventory of the maximum quantity of these materials 
anticipated to be present on the Project site is provided as Exhibit 3 to the Draft EISEIR. The Draft EISEIR evaluated 
the potential for effects from chemical and hazardous materials spills on water quality (page 3.2-42) and from 
transportation of hazardous materials to or from the Project (pages 3.1 1-14 and 3.1 1-15). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:S - Commentor expresses concern about hydrogen sulfide (H2S) air emissions and 
hazardous chemical air emissions from the Project that could produce bad odors, produce acid rain, or damage 
vegetation. In response, the H,S abatement proposed for the Project during well drilling and testing is discussed in 
Chapter 2 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 2-12 through 2-13), and air emission controls, H,S abatement and projected 
emissions during power plant operations are also discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 2-33 through 2-34). The Project 
Applicant proposes to implement an Odor Complaint Program (page 2-12) outlined in Exhibit 2 of the Draft EISEIR. 
The Draft EISEIR also evaluates the effects of H,S emissions during well flow testing (pages 3.4-18 through 3.4-20), 
during well drilling (pages 3.4-2 1 through 3.4-22), and during power plant operations (pages 3.4-22 through 3.4-23). 
The effects of odor from H,S are evaluated (page 3.4-23), and the effects of hazardous chemical air emissions (air 
toxics) are evaluated (pages 3.4-23 through 3.4-25). See also Response to Comment A8:21 which discusses the potential 
for bad odors from the Project. 
Commentor also expresses concern that the Project could release emissions that produce acid rain or damage vegetation. 
In response, see Response to Comment E2: 13, which discusses the acid rain potential from the Project, and Responses 
to Comments A8:21 and E2:7 which discuss the ability of Project related air emissions to damage vegetation. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:6 - The Commentor suggests that construction, drilling, and plant operation noise will 
“continue around the clock for years,” disrupting the tranquillity of the Medicine Lake environment. In response, 
Section 3.7.3.3.1 (page 3.7-8) states that construction of the well pads, the transmission tower pads, and the power plant 
will occur only during daylight hours. Drilling of any well is expected to require 90 days at most and last 24 hours per 
day throughout drilling (page 3.7-10). Only the power plant will operate almost continuously throughout the life of the 
project. Of these potential sources of noise, the noisiest - but also the shortest in duration - is expected to be well pad 
construction, and then only when the nearest well pad is under construction. Construction of the power plant and well 
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drilling are expected to be much quieter and generally less than ambient at the various receptors (see Table 3.7.7, page 3.7-1 1). 
The longest-lasting noise, from power plant operations, is expected to be much lower than ambient and, thus, generally 
inaudible. (see Table 3.7.8, page 3.7-12.) When the nearest well to any receptor is being drilled during operation of the 
power plant, drilling noise may be audible at some receptors for a relatively short period of time, but power plant noise 
is not expected to be audible. (see Table 3.7.10, page 3.7-14). In no case will these noise levels exceed the limit specified 
by Siskiyou County (page 3.7-13). 
Existing sources of noise in the Project vicinity include motor boats for fishing and water skiing, electric generators, 
local construction projects, radios, and traffic (page 3.7-5). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:7 - The comment expresses concern that increased traffic levels would result in more 
vehicle-related accidents causing death and injury to humans and wildlife. In response, traffic factors contributing to 
a heightened accident rate typically include many more variables than simply an increase in traffic volumes. Historically, 
the most common primary causes of accidents are driver-related, including excessive speed, violating the right-of-way 
of other vehicles, and driving under the influence of alcohol. Vehicle defects were reported as the primary accident 
factor in less than one percent of all accidents, and categories not including driver behavior (such as poor driving 
conditions) accounted for just under ten percent of accidents (Homburger and Kell, James 1984).’ After identification 
of location(s) where accident loss experience is unusually high and where corrective measures are relatively 
straightforward, appropriate measures to reduce accidents or their seventy include improvements in roadway design 
features (such as reconfiguration of intersections with limited sight distances), traffic control devices, roadway 
maintenance and selective law enforcement (Hornburger and Kell, 1984). Where roadway conditions and visibility are 
good and vehicular volume capacity is available, increasing traffic volumes by 280 vehicles maximum during the peak 
hour during construction, 11 vehicles maximum during the peak hour during Project operations, and 140 vehicles 
maximum during decomissioning would not typically increase traffic accidents by a significant amount. The 280 
vehicles maximum during the peak hour during construction is an extremely conservative estimate; this estimate includes 
250 construction workers driving to the work site without passengers (Le., without carpooling), and Other Measure 
3.11.3.3-1 (page 3.11-13) states that crew cars andor a shuttle bus shall be used to transport workers from a 
park-and-ride location to be identified near the intersection of California Highway 139 and Primary Forest Route/County 
Road 97 during the construction phase of the Project. Also noted in Impact 3.1 1.3.3-1 (page 3.1 1-13), movement of 
over-size loads could be scheduled during off-peak seasons to avoid traffic conflicts. Impact 3.11.3.3-3 (page 3.11-14) 
found that the increase in traffic in the vicinity of the developed recreation areas near Medicine Lake would have a less 
than significant impact on traffic-related hazards. From Table 2.2.7 (page 2-46), the operational phase would occur 
approximately 50 years of the 54 year life of the project; during more than 90 percent of the life of the project, the 
increase in the number of vehicles during the peak hour would be 11; this change would be imperceptible to most 
observers. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:S: The comment notes that area roads are insufficient and incapable of sustaining both 
industry and recreation traffic, particularly transport of toxic materials to and from the power plant. In response, as 
described in Section 3.1 1.1.1 (page 3.1 1- l), the Modoc National Forest LRMP provides for the USFS to “pplan, design, 
and construct local roads to the lowest standard commensurate with intended use” and “cooperate with ...p rivate 
companies to construct, reconstruct, and maintain roads under their jurisdiction, if needed.” As such, the roads can 
be reconstructed and maintained for both industrial and recreational uses, as required. As noted in Section 3.1 1.2.3.1 
(page 3.1 1-6), State Highway 139 is a generally paved, two-lane route with pull-out lanes on steep inclines and turn 
’Hornburger, W.S. and J.H. Kell. 1984. Fundumenrals of Truflc Engineering. 11” Edition. Institute of Transportation Studies, University of 
Calfironia at Berkeley, CA. (ISSN 0192 591 1). 
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lanes at major intersections and crossroads; and in Section 3.1 1.2.3.2 (page 3.1 1-7), Primary Forest Route %’/Modoc 
County Road 97 is a paved, two-lane arterial that extends from State Highway 139 to Primary Forest Route 49. 
According to Section 2.2.2.2 (page 2-3), the access road from Primary Forest Route 97 to the power plant and all well 
pad access roads would be improved to a USFS all weather gravel road standard (see Figure 2.2.2, page 2-5). It is 
expected that the majority of vehicle trips to and from the Project would use these roads and highways; these roads and 
highways would be the exclusively used route during the winter. All are two-lane paved or gravel roads and would be 
able to accommodate recreational and industrial traffic. Impact 3.11.3.3-5 (page 3.11-15), considered the potential risk 
of transportation-related releases of hazardous substances, but this potential impact was found to be below the level of 
significance. The following other measures would further reduce the potential adverse effects of the impact; Other 
Measure 3.1 1.3.3-5a would require coordination and communication with the locally responsible emergency response 
agencies; Other Measure 3.1 1.3.3-5b would require the preparation of a Spill Response and Emergency Response Plan 
for responding to spills or releases of hazardous substances being transported to or from the Project site. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:9 - Commentor is concerned about the visibility of the two proposed geothermal 
development projects with respect to the visibility of power plants, steam plumes, wellfields, above ground pipelines 
and transmission lines. In response, the effects of the Project on visual resources were described in Chapter 3.8, Visual 
Resources, and the cumulative effects of both of the proposed projects on visual resources were described in 
Chapter 4.3.8, Visual Quality, of the Draft EISEIR. The assessment included the visual effects of power plant 
structures, pipelines, cooling tower plumes, wellfield facilities, and transmission lines. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:lO - Commentor expresses concern that hunting will be prohibited in the Project area and 
for hundreds of acres around the Project area. In response, with the exception of the immediate vicinity around the 
power plant site and occupied well pads, hunting access will remain the same 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:ll - The Commentor states that contaminated fish will become a human health threat as 
well as a threat to fish-eating wildlife. In response, the Commentor presents no basis for this assertion. The Draft 
EISEIR evaluated the emissions and discharges from the proposed Project including drift emissions from the cooling 
towers (pages 3.4-22 through 3.4-25, and see also Responses to Comments A1:4 and F32:14). The analysis utilized 
computer modeling of air emissions of trace metals, including mercury, boron, arsenic, and cooling water treatment 
chemicals and determined that the low concentrations of these chemicals that could be released would not impact surface 
water quality in the vicinity of the Project (pages 3.2-41 and 3.2-42, and Appendices N and 0). Spills of any substances 
at the power plant site or within the wellfield would not be expected to threaten surface water, and hazardous materials 
being transported to or from the Project would not travel in the proximity of any surface water bodies or cross any 
streams in the Medicine Lake Highlands. No other source of potential surface water contamination from the Project was 
identified. As contaminants are not expected to substantively affect surface water, fish would not be contaminated by 
the Project and there would be no resulting human health threat from consuming fish from the local lakes. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:12 - Commentor expresses concern that tourism and recreation will decline, causing 
tourist-based economies to suffer. In response, the Draft EISEIR addresses these concerns in Section 3.9.3.3.1 
(page 3.9-7), it is expected that the Proposed Action will be compatible with existing land uses in the area. In 
Section 3.10.3.3.1 (pages 3.10-12 through 3.10-16), it is expected that recreational impacts would be greatest during 
construction, diminishing during operations, and negligible after decommissioning. Also, in Section 3.12.3.3.1 
(pages 3.12-15 and 3.12-16), it is expected that employment would increase for all phases of the Proposed Action. Fiscal 
effects are described in which local, state and federal government would receive increased revenues, which could be 
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spent on new jobs and/or increased salaries (pages 3.12-19 and 3.12-20). There is no evidence that tourism would 
decrease or that tourist-based businesses would be adversely affected. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A1:13 - Commentor states that the Project would be located in a sensitive area with the 
potential for significant long-term impacts on the environment, Native American issues, and quality of life. In response, 
the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR evaluated the effects of the Project on environmental resources, Native 
American traditional values, and considered those impacts that would affect quality of life (Chapters 3,4, and 5). No 
further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER A2 (4 Individual Letters): 
Response to Comment A2:l -The comment states that the National Forest belongs to all the people of the US.; that 
multiple land uses can be environmentally sensitive; and that the Project design and EIS provide adequate environmental 
safeguards and mitigation. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment A2:2 - The comment states that Alternative Site B would adversely affect long term future 
development by shifting the central power plant area to the eastern edge of the known reservoir; and that the Proposed 
Action is the best alternative. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment A2:3 - The comment supports Alternative Transmission Line Route 2 (D2/B2) because the 
alternate route would require building roads in the Mt. Hoffman RRA and in areas over 8,000 feet, where icing problems 
on lines are a potential. In response, the comment is noted. The environmental effects of the Alternative Transmission 
Line Routes were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR and a summary comparison of the effects distinguishing the 
alternatives was presented in Table ES.5 (page ES-40). 
COMMENT LETTER A3 (4 Individual Letters): 
Response to Comment A3:l - The comment expresses opposition to CalEnergy’s Telephone Flat Project and 
CalPines’s Fourmile Hill Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER A4 (21 Individual Letters): 
Response to Comment A 4 : l -  The Commentor supports the Proposed Alternative because it is a wise choice as far 
as the environment is concerned. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment A4:2 - Commentor rejects Alternative Site B as unadvisable. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment A4:3 - The Commentor supports multiple uses of public lands, and states that the Project site 
has been logged and is hidden from Medicine Lake by a small butte. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment A4:4 - Commentor believes Alternative Transmission Line Route 2 (D2B2) is the most 
acceptable due to terrain and weather. In response, the comment is noted. See also Response to Comment A2:3. 
Response to Comment A 4 5  - The Commentor states that the Project can exist peacefully with summer camping and 
winter recreation by providing tours and posting information. Commentor also indicates that the economic benefits of n 
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the Project are important to a County that has severe economic problems. In response, the comment is noted. A public 
educational measure described in the Draft EISEIR (Other Measure 3.8.3.4-le) is proposed to have the Project 
Applicant construct or fund the construction of an interpretive site along Primary Forest Route 49 that describes how 
geothermal power production relates to the Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway theme that includes the road segment from 
which the power plant would be partially visible. The economic benefits of the Project are evaluated in Chapter 3.12 
of the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment A4:6 - Commentor rejects the concept of a 250-foot “buffer zone” that is proposed to be 
applied to the Project. In response, the “buffer-zone’’ the Commentor appears to be referring to is a 250-foot distance 
around the Project “footprint” area of surface disturbance (page 3.3-48). Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-9 uses this area 
as means for calculating the total area for which offsite silvicultural activities must be implemented or funded by the 
Project Applicant in compensation for the adverse direct and indirect effects of the Project on existing late seral habitats 
and delayed recruitment of these habitats. The rationale for the 250-foot distance is, in part, explained in the discussion 
of the impacts on NSO habitat in the Draft EIS/EIR where it is noted that additional negative effects of the Project due 
to the “edge effect” are estimated to extend approximately 250 feet into the residual forest stand adjacent to the areas 
of surface disturbance (page 3.3-49). Thus the mitigation measure does not imply that an additional 250-foot “buffer 
zone” is being applied, but it provides compensation for the direct and indirect impacts of Project implementation. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment A4:7 - The comment states that Project will not harm the environment, will provide needed 
clean energy, and can co-exist with current recreational uses. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
COMMENT LETTER A5 (14 Individual Letters): 
Response to Comment A5:l - Commentor states that the National Forest belongs to all the people of the United States; 
that multiple uses including timber harvesting, mineral development and recreation can be compatible and undertaken 
in an environmentally sensitive manner, and that a very thorough evaluation of the impacts of the proposed Project 
appears to have been completed. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment A 5 2  - The Commentor would like to see a public information display constructed along the 
main road where the public could stop and learn about multiple-use practices of the National Forest, including the 
geothermal project. In response, a measure described in the Draft EISEIR (Other Measure 3.8.3.4-le) is proposed to 
have the Project Applicant construct or fund the construction of an interpretive site along Primary Forest Route 49 that 
describes how geothermal power production relates to the Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway theme that includes the road 
segment from which the power plant would be partially visible. 
Revisions for the Final EWEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER A6 (37 Individual Letters) 
Response to Comment A6:l- The comment opposes the Telephone Flat and Founnile Hill Projects, in addition to any 
future geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment A6:2 - Commentor expresses the following concerns: 
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Hydrolo=: Water quality in Medicine Lake and the local aquifers may be degraded due to cooling tower emissions and 
spills or leaks of geothermal fluid. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3, which addresses the concern about 
cooling tower drift impacting water quality and see Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about 
geothermal fluid spills and leaks. 
Biology: Loss or fragmentation of “old-growth” habitats (or “late seral” or “late-successional’’ habitats), and the effect 
of that loss or fragmentation on associated wildlife species, especially threatened or endangered wildlife species. In 
response, see Response to Comment A 1 : 1. 
Air Oualitv: Air emissions from cooling tower drift. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3. 
Land Use: Development of access roads in wilderness areas. In response, see Response to Comment A1:2, which notes 
the Mt. Hoffman RFL4 is not a wilderness area; access roads would be consistent with the Roaded Natural designation. 
Health and Safety: Release of toxic cooling tower drift and toxic spills. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:4 
and A1:ll. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A6:3 - This comment expresses concern regarding the degradation of air quality due to H,S 
emissions. In response, see Responses to Comments A15 and A8:21 for discussions of the potential air quality impact 
from Project related H2S emissions. 
Response to Comment A6:4 - The Commentor states that peace and tranquility will be destroyed by these 
developments. In response, see Response to Comment A1:6. 
Response to Comment A6:5 - The comment expresses concern that the roads in the area are inadequate for the 
increased industrial traffic and transportation of toxic materials that the geothermal developments will bring. In 
response, see Response to Comment A1:8; both the industrial traffic and transportation of toxic materials can be 
accommodated by area roads. 
Response to Comment A6:6 - See Response to Comment A1:lO. 
Response to Comment A6:7 - See Response to Comment Al: 11. 
Response to Comment A6:8 - See Response to Comment A1:12. 
Response to Comment A6:9 - Commentor states that the Project would be located in a sensitive area with the potential 
for significant long-term impacts on the environment, Native American issues, and quality of life. In response, see 
Response to Comment Al:  13. 
COMMENT LETTER A7 (3 Individual Letters) 
Response to Comment A7:l- Commentor recommends the buy back option to eliminate the leases outstanding due 
to the possible adverse affects of the proposed Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
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Response to Comment A8:l - This comment expresses concern that water quality will be adversely affected by toxic 
compounds, including H2S, chloride, ammonia, boron, mercury, arsenic, and aluminum, contained in cooling tower drift. 
In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of Project related toxic air emissions from 
cooling tower drift and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential impact of H,S on the acidity of 
rain water. 
Response to Comment A8:2 - Commentor expresses concern that spills and leaks from the geothermal sludge settling 
ponds will harm the shallow aquifer. In response, see Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about 
geothermal fluid spills and leaks. The clay liners in the sumps or sludge settling ponds will be installed according to 
State of California regulations for Class I1 non-municipal waste landfills. These regulations include a requirement that 
the clay liner be compacted to a permeability less than or equal to 1 ~ 1 0 . ~  centimeters per second (cdsec), which is a 
very low permeability. The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central Valley Region (CVRWQCB) is 
the agency responsible for protecting water quality, and is also the agency responsible for deciding the clay-lined pond 
liner requirements. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A8:3 - Commentor expresses concern that H,S and other hazardous chemicals emitted into the 
air can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. In response, the analysis of the potential depositional effects on 
vegetation during the construction and operation of the Project is based on the results of the impact analysis presented 
in Section 3.4 (page 3.4-16). The results as they relate to vegetation are summarized in the Draft EISEIR in 
Section 3.3.3.2 (page 3.3-42). See also Response to Comment A8:21, which discusses the potential for bad odors from 
the Project related H,S emissions, Response to Comment E2: 13, which discusses the acid rain potential from the Project, 
and Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7, which discuss the ability of Project related air emissions to damage 
vegetation. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A8:4 - The Commentor expresses concern that drilling, construction, and plant noise will 
“continue around the clock for years.” In response, see Response to Comment A 1 :6. 
Response to Comment A 8 5  - See Response to Comment A1:l. 
Response to Comment AS:6 - See Response to Comment A1:2. 
Response to Comment AS:7 - See Responses to Comments A1:7 and A1:8. 
Response to Comment A8:S - See Response to Comment A 1 :9 
Response to Comment A8:9 - See Response to Comment A1:lO. 
Response to Comment AS:10 - See Response to Comment Al: 11. 
Response to Comment AS:l l  - See Response to Comment A1:12. 
Response to Comment A8:12 - See Response to Comment A1:13. 
Response to Comment A8:13 - Commentor states that the energy produced from the Project will be sold to Oregon 
while California pays the environmental price. In response, as discussed in the Draft EISEIR, the electrical energy 
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generated from the Project could be sold to utilities, power marketers and/or the Bonneville Power Administration 
(BPA) (page 1-7). The BPA is considering executing a power purchase agreement with the Project Applicant for 
purchase of 30 MW of the approximately 46 MW net electrical power generated by the Project (page 1-13). The 
remainder of the power will be sold to the California Power Exchange. Under most power sale scenarios, the electrical 
power produced would be introduced into a regional power grid that provides electrical energy throughout the region 
and could benefit all of those communities serviced by the grid. The BPA 230-kv transmission line services the Surprise 
Valley Electrical Cooperative, and BPA also sells power to municipal customers in California such as the Sacramento 
Municipal Utility District (SMUD) and the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment A8:14 - Commentor is concerned that there are two proposed geothermal projects and asserts 
that the potential exists for four more projects in the area. In response, the cumulative effects of proposed geothermal 
development in the Glass Mountain Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) were evaluated in Chapter 4 of the 
Draft EISEIR. Only two geothermal projects, the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project (Fourmile Hill 
Project) and the subject Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project (Telephone Flat Project) meet the criteria for 
existing, proposed, and reasonably foreseeable development projects (pages 4- 1 through 4-3). Concern is expressed that 
because the proposed 230-kV transmission line has a capacity (between 250 and 300 M W )  for transporting more energy 
than will be generated by the two proposed geothermal development projects (approximately 100 MW), that it must 
mean more development projects will follow. The Draft EISEIR describes the economic and system analysis that was 
used to select the design capacity of the transmission line and explains why the 230-kV transmission line capacity is 
not an indicator that additional geothermal development will occur in the area (page 4-2). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment A S S  - Commentor states that the companies (Calpine Corporation and CEGC) claim 
geothermal energy is “green” energy but that the environmental damage will devastate and change the environmentally 
sensitive Medicine Lake Highlands forever. In response, the comment is noted. The Project proposes to sell 30 MW 
of power to BPA under the Renewable Energy Pilot Project program and the remaining power generated to the 
California power pool. The term “green” energy is a marketing term. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR, the term 
“green” energy is a frequently used term for electrical energy sources that are renewable (page 1-10). The Green-e 
Program for certifying green power projects in California adopted the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) 
definition of renewable energy and a lower air emission standard as the basis for classifying sources of energy as “green 
power.” The Green-e program provides a standard against which electrical power supply products can be compared (see 
also Response to Comment D1:21). The term “green” energy does not mean that there will be no adverse effects from 
exploiting the renewable energy source. Among those alternative sources of electrical energy considered to be renewable 
are solar, wind, and geothermal. Given this clarification of the term renewable energy resource, geothermal energy is 
correctly characterized as “green” energy. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: A footnote clarification of the term “green” energy will be added to the first column 
on page 1 - 10 of the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
‘As used in this EISEIR, the term “green” energy means an alternative form of generating electrical power that 
does not rely on fossil fuels and includes solar, wind, and geothermal power sources. 
Response to Comment AS:16 - Commentor states that the Project is located within a Late-Successional Reserve (LSR) 
which is set aside for wildlife habitat protection. Commentor also states that the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill 
projects will collectively disturb 460 acres, much of which is old-growth. In response, and as stated in Section 3.3.1.10 
of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-6), “Lands within the area of the proposed Project activities are allocated as either 
‘Matrix’ or ‘Riparian Reserve. ’ Late-successional fragments of red f ir  forest within the Study Area are provided special 
protection under the management guidelines set forth for Matrix areas. One well pad (77-18) is located within a MLSA G 
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i under Alternative Site B.” There are no areas allocated as LSR in either the Telephone Flat or Fourmile Hill Project wellfield areas. See also Response to Comment A 1 : 1. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment A8:17 - Commentor expresses concern that the Proposed Action would significantly affect the 
Mt. Hoffman RRA as transmission lines, roads and rights-of-way will disturb wildlife with noise, traffic, people, and 
potential accidents involving wildlife and poaching. In response, see Response to Comment F12: 1; effects to biological 
resources are addressed in the Draft EISEIR. The noise consequences of crossing the Mt. Hoffman RRA are discussed 
in Section 3.7.3.6.1 for Line Segment A2 (pages 3.7-21 and 3.7-22) with a potential impact described in Impact 
3.7.3.6.1-1. Traffic consequences of this crossing are discussed in Section 3.1 1.3.6.1 (page 3.1 1-20) with a potential 
impact described in Impact 3.1 1.3.6.1-1. Socioeconomic consequences (including population growth) of this crossing 
are discussed in Section 3.12.3.6.1 (page 3.12-25) with the potential impacts described in Impacts 3.12.3.6.1-1 
through 3.12.3.6.1-3. Utilities and public services consequences (including law enforcement to implement hunting 
regulations) of this crossing are discussed in Section 3.14.3.6.1 (pages 3.14-8 and 3.14-9) with the potential impacts 
described in Impacts 3.14.3.6.1-1 and 3.14.3.6.1-2. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment A8:18 - Commentor expresses concern that water quality will be adversely affected by toxic 
compounds, including H,S, chloride, ammonia, boron, mercury, arsenic, and aluminum, contained in cooling tower drift. 
In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of Project related toxic air emissions from 
cooling tower drift and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential impact of acid rain. 
Response to Comment A8:19 - Commentor indicates the Project will have clay-lined geothermal sludge settling ponds. 
In response, the Commentor is correct that clay-lined sumps will be located at each well pad, but as discussed in the 
Draft EISEIR, the sumps would be used to temporarily hold geothermal fluids during well testing and for well clean-out 
of earthen materials at the start of well production (pages 2-10 through 2-12). The sumps would not be sludge settling 
ponds. 
The Commentor also indicates that the sumps will contain 750,000 gallons of toxic geothermal fluids with the same 
makeup as cooling tower drift. In response, the Commentor is correct that the sumps constructed at each well pad would 
have a nominal capacity of 750,000 gallons, but the geothermal fluids stored would not have the same composition as 
cooling tower drift. After initial charging of the cooling tower with groundwater, replacement cooling water is provided 
by steam condensate (i.e., essentially distilled water). The steam condensate contains only extremely low concentrations 
of just some of the constituents of the geothermal fluid because only some of the constituents are transported with the 
steam during the flash process (Section 2.2.4.5.2). The majority of the constituents of the geothermal fluid are not 
removed during the flash and are returned to the geothermal reservoir with the spent injection fluid. As such, the cooling 
water in the cooling tower that could be released as cooling tower drift does not have the same makeup as the the 
geothermal fluid that is produced directly to the well sumps. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment AS:20 - The comment expresses concern that leakage from settling ponds will jeopardize the 
shallow aquifer. In response, see Response to Comment A8:2 regarding the clay liners in the sump or storage basin 
ponds. 
Response to Comment AS:21 -This Commentor expresses concern that a “rotten egg” smell will “fill the air” should 
the Project be approved, and that the air quality analyses performed show that the Project will violate the California Air 
Quality Standards. In response, the “rotten egg” odor mentioned by the Commentor is assumed to be caused by 
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) which, as discussed in Section 2.2.3.2.3 of the Draft EISEIR, is a malodorous gas with the 
characteristic smell of “rotten eggs” at low concentrations. Pages 2-33 and 2-34 of the Draft EISEIR discuss the 
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projected H,S emissions during power plant operations, proposed air emission controls and proposed H2S abatement, 
and pages 2-12 and 2-13 of the Draft EISEIR discuss the Project Applicant’s proposal to implement an odor complaint 
program. Pages 3.4-18 through 3.4-23 of the Draft EISEIR discuss the predicted impact of Project-related H2S 
emissions on the ambient air quality and the potential odor impact of the Project, and pages 3.4-27 through 3.4-29 of 
the Draft EISEIR discuss the mitigation measures recommended to ensure that the ambient level of H,S remains below 
the ambient air quality standard. 
As stated in Section 3.4.3.3.1 (page 3.4-23), the California Ambient Air Quality Standard (CAAQS) for H,S, 0.03 ppm 
averaged over a 1-hour period, is a nuisance-based standard. As stated in Section 3.4.3.3.1 (pages 3.4-18 through 
3.4-23), the air quality dispersion modeling performed for the Project showed that the CAAQS for H,S could be 
exceeded under certain operational and meteorological conditions during well drilling, well flow testing, and during 
power plant operations. Mitigation measures were proposed in this section of the Draft EISEIR which would either 
reduce emissions, limit operations, or otherwise result in Project conformance with the CAAQS for H,S. These 
mitigation measures included the requirement for the Project Applicant to develop a plan approved by the Siskiyou 
County Air Pollution Control District (SCAPCD) to ensure that the CAAQS for H,S is not exceeded at any point of 
public access. These mitigation measures, or equivalent measures, are expected to be incorporated within the Authority 
to Construct (ATC) and/or Permit to Operate issued for the Project from SCAPCD, since under SCAPCD Rule 2.6(D) 
the SCAPCD may not issue any ATC or Permit to Operate for an operation which has the potential to cause a violation 
of the California or National Ambient Air Quality Standards. Therefore, while air quality dispersion modeling performed 
for the Project demonstrated that the CAAQS for H,S could be violated given certain operational and/or meteorological 
conditions, the mitigation measures listed in the Draft EISEIR, or equivalent measures, would be incorporated within 
any ATC and/or Permit to Operate to prevent exceedence of the CAAQS. 
Since the CAAQS for H,S, 42 pg/m3 averaged over a 1-hour period, is a nuisance-based standard, this value is used 
within the Draft EISEIR to define the threshold of clearly objectionable odors. As reported by Houck and Phillips 
(1997d), and listed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.4-22) and in Appendix F of the Draft EISEIR, the 50 percent olfactory 
threshold of H,S is 5.5 pg/m3. Since the maximum 1-hour H,S concentration at any point of public access from normal 
plant operations was found to be 8.07 pglm3 (see page 3.4-23 of the Draft EISEIR), normal power plant operations 
would result in maximum ambient H,S concentrations which would be above the 50 percent olfactory threshold, but 
below the level which most people would find clearly objectionable. During other specific operational conditions, 
including some well testing, well drilling, power plant upsets, andor poor dispersive meteorological conditions, but 
following the implementation of recommended mitigation measures, ambient H,S concentrations may approach, but 
would not exceed, the CAAQS for HIS, and thus not result in odors which were clearly objectionable. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A8:22 - Commentor expresses concern regarding cooling tower drift being harmful when 
settling on plant and animal habitat. In response, see Response to Comment A8: 18. The comment states that cooling 
tower drift is harmful when settling on plant and animal habitat. Special concern is placed on the effects of boron. See 
Response to Comment A8:3, which notes that computer modeling and analysis of potential constituents of the cooling 
tower plume drift indicates that there would not be any substantive deposition effects on vegetation in the vicinity of 
the power plant (see Appendix J of Draft EISEIR, Plume Drifr Impact Analysis). The analysis included emission and 
deposition assessment of total dissolved solids, boron, arsenic, mercury, biocide, and biodispersant as potential 
constituents of the cooling tower plume drift. As stated in the Draft EISEIR in Section 3.2.3.3.1 (page 3.2-41): “Based 
on computer modeling, the chemical composition of water droplets resulting from cooling tower air emissions is 
expected to be 800ppm salts (80% sodium chloride, 20% sodium sulfate), 3 ppm boron, with trace amounts of arsenic, 
mercury, biocide, and biodispersant (Houck 1997~). The deposition rate of boron at a distance of 1,1888 (362 m)fiorn 
the cooling tower is predicted to be 0.14 lbs/acre/yr, which is well below the rate of 60 lbs/acre/yr that is known to 
cause vegetation stress (Houck 1997~);” as reported in Houck, J.E. 1997~. Plume Drift Impact Analysis, OMNI 
Environmental Services, Inc. (August 12, 1997), in Appendix J of the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment A8:23 - Commentor expresses concern that drilling will continue for nine years and the power 
plant will be heard “24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year for 50 years.” In response, Commentor’s assertion 
that drilling will continue for nine years is in error. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR, most drilling will be conducted 
during the first 2-3 years of the Project to drill and test the proposed production and injection wells (page 2-10). Some 
additional drilling will occur intermittently after the construction phase of the Project to service existing wells and to 
periodically drill make-up wells over the life of the Project. See Response to Comment A1:6 with respect to Project 
noise effects. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A8:24 - See Response to Comment A1:9. 
Response to Comment A8:25 - Commentor is concerned that the Project will result in the adverse visual appearance 
of 24-mile long transmission line that stands 120-feet tall with a 200-foot right-of-way. In response, the Draft EISEIR 
indicates that the maximum length of the transmission line originating from the Telephone Flat Project power plant site 
would be approximately 21 miles in length (page 2-38). The Proposed Action would construct only a 4.95-mile 
transmission line segment from the power plant site to join with the agency preferred “Northern Utility Corridor” 
transmission line from the earlier proposed Fourmile Hill Project transmission line if that project is constructed 
(page 2-38). The transmission line corridor would be only a 100-foot right-of-way (page 2-40) and the transmission line 
pole structures would be only 60-80 feet in height if H-frame structures are used, or 65-95 feet in height if single steel 
pole structures are used (see Exhibit 4, page 2-42 of the Draft EISEIR). The visual effects of the transmission line 
alternatives are discussed in the Draft EISEIR in Chapter 3.8.3.6 (pages 3.8-24 through 3.8-26). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment AS:26 - The comment expresses concern that increased traffic and vehicle-related accidents 
would adversely effect existing recreational use and cause traffic related accidents involving both humans and wildlife; 
the existing roads are not adequate or safe for the proposed increased construction traffic. The comment also concerns 
truckloads of hazardous materials used for H,S abatement that will be transported to the power plants over narrow, 
winding country roads. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:7 and A1:8. 
Response to Comment AS:27 - The comment states that every 60 days, toxic geothermal fluids must be removed to 
a Class I disposal site; the nearest Class I site is in Oregon. The comment continues to note that road conditions are at 
their worst during the extreme winter snow months, accidents will happen, and that Siskiyou and Modoc counties do 
not have a hazardous materials cleanup team in the case of an accident. In response, as noted in Response to 
Comment A1:8, Impact 3.1 1.3.3-5 (page 3.1 1-15), considered the potential risk of transportation-related releases of 
hazardous substances, but this potential impact was found to be below the level of significance. The following other 
measures would further reduce the potential adverse effects of the impact; Other Measure 3.1 1.3.3-5a would require 
coordination and communication with the locally responsible emergency response agencies; Other Measure 3.1 1.3.3-5b 
would require the preparation of a Spill Response and Emergency Response Plan for responding to spills or releases 
of hazardous substances being transported to or from the Project site. As stated in Section 2.2.4.5.11 (page 2-36), 
hazardous materials would not be allowed to accumulate for more than 90 days, not 60 days as stated by Commentor. 
Commentor states that every 60 days toxic geothermal fluids must be removed to a Class I disposal site and that the 
closest location is in Oregon. In response, it is not clear what the source of the Commentor’s information is. The 
geothermal fluid does not meet the definition of a hazardous waste, and the Draft EISEIR states that the 
approximately 82 percent of the produced geothermal fluid that is not flashed into steam in the flash separators will be 
injected back into the geothermal reservoir (page ES-7 and ES-9). The approximately 18 percent of the geothermal fluid 
that is flashed steam is cooled as steam condensate in the condenser and is directed to the cooling tower as makeup 
cooling water. The cooling water is cycled through the condenser to cool the steam and either evaporates in the cooling 
tower or is injected into the geothermal reservoir as blowdown (see Figure ES.6, page ES-9); so, there would be no 
off-site disposal of geothermal fluids from the Project. 
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Comparatively small quantities of other hazardous waste would be routinely generated by the Project, including: general 
cleaning solvent waste, acids, and small amounts of oil removed from the oil-water separator (page 2-36). Other waste 
streams would be intermittently generated, including: sludge from periodic cooling tower clean-outs, filtered waste 
upstream of the H2S abatement system, and other infrequent sources of pipeline scale clean-out or mineral sludge 
removal. It is uncertain if any of these waste streams will be determined to be characteristically hazardous or if the waste 
streams can be managed as nonhazardous solid waste. Each of these wastes will be laboratory-tested on a case-by-case 
basis and characterized for proper disposal (page 2-36). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment A8:28 - See Response to Comment A1:lO. 
Response to Comment A8:29 - See Response to Comment Al:  11. 
Response to Comment A8:30 - See Response to Comment A1:12. 
Response to Comment A8:31- See Responses to Comments A8:14 and A9:3. 
Response to Comment AS:32 - Commentor expresses concern that Native American traditional and cultural values 
may be affected by geothermal development. In response, Section 3.6 of the Draft EISEIR addresses Native American 
Values, and Section 3.6.3 (pages 3.6-7 through 3.6-20) identifies significant adverse effects to Native American Values 
due to the proposed Project. 
Commentor expresses an unspecified concern about the economic feasibility of the proposed geothermal development 
projects. In response, see Responses to Comments D1:22 and F38:3. 
Commentor also expresses an unspecified concern about alternatives to geothermal development and conservation. In 
response, see Responses to Comments C2:35 and C2:48. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER A9 (2 Individual Letters) 
Response to Comment A9:l - The comment states opposition to geothermal development in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands and notes the importance of the area to Native People. The comment also states the Pit River, Modoc, and 
Shasta Tribes opposed the geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, Section 3.6 of the 
Draft EISEIR addresses the importance of the Medicine Lake Highlands to Native American people. Not all Native 
Americans are opposed to the Project (see Comment Letter Cl). As discussed in Section 3.6.2.7 of the Draft EISEIR 
(page 3.6-7), the Klamath Tribes have entered into a Memorandum of Agreement with the Project Applicant relevant 
to the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A9:2 - The comment expresses concern about significant, unmitigable impacts on Native 
American sacred lands. In response, Section 3.6.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-7 through 3.6-20) identifies 
significant, unmitigable impacts on the Medicine Lake Highlands as a whole, on some vision quest sites, and the 
possible spiritual qualities of Medicine Lake or a spring. 
The comment also expresses concern that disproportionate and devastating impacts on Native American sacred lands 
were determined to be significant and could not be mitigated to a level of insignificance. In response, agreed, this is 
stated as Impact 3.12.3.3-3 (page 3.12-18). 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A9:3 - Commentor is concerned that the cumulative effects of the proposed transmission line 
for the Project could transport the power generated from up to six power plants. In response, Chapter 4 of the 
Draft EISEIR identifies only two geothermal development projects that have been proposed or that are reasonably 
foreseeable (page 4-2). The Draft EISEIR also explains why transmission line capacity is not necessarily a measure 
of the anticipated geothermal development (page 4-2). The cumulative effects of the transmission line are analyzed in 
each of the resource sections of Chapter 4 of the Draft EISEIR (see also Table 4.1.1, page 4-7). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A9:4 - Commentor is concerned that the geothermal leases were issued through insufficient 
public notification and process. In response, previous agency decisions regarding the issuance of the geothermal leases 
are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A 9 5  - The comment expresses concern over impacts on 10 square miles for the Telephone Flat 
Project, %-mile from Medicine Lake, disturbing wildlife, trees, waters, and plants. In response, the comment is noted. 
The biological resource assessment evaluated the effects that Project activities would have on vegetation, habitat, 
wildlife, and special status plant and animal species. No biological resource impacts were determined to be significant 
after implementation of prescribed mitigation measures, discussed in Section 3.3.3 (pages 3.3-40 through 3.3-78). The 
actual location of the proposed power plant site is approximately l%-miles east of Medicine Lake. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A9:6 -The comment expresses concern that cooling tower emissions will affect water quality, 
that spills and leaks of toxic fluids will affect water quality, and that groundwater will be contaminated. In response, 
see Response to Comment A1:3, which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality and see 
also Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks. 
This comment also express concerns about water contamination as a result of the Project and the effect of that 
contamination on wildlife in the Project area, especially species such as eagles and ospreys. In addition, there is a 
concern about contamination of water that may find its way into the springs of the Fall River Valley. In response, as 
noted in Impact 3.3.3.3-28, a small number of terrestrial and avian animals may be attracted to the ponded water in the 
well pad sumps to ingest toxins from concentrated constituents of geothermal fluid. To reduce impacts to wildlife, 
geothermal fluid ponded in the well pad sumps will be removed from the sumps within 60 days of discharge (see 
Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-20). 
There is a remote possibility of a well blowout and the release of geothermal fluid to the environment. To address this 
possibility, the Project proponent is required to submit a detailed drilling program to the BLM with each Permit to Drill 
application. All drilling operations shall be conducted in accordance to the permit stipulations (see Mitigation 
Measure 3.13.3.3-1a, page 3.13-10). The Project applicant shall also prepare an approved “Emergency Response and 
Contingency Plan” (see Mitigation Measure 3.13.3.3-lb, page 3.13-10). 
Hydrological information reviewed during the EISEIR analysis indicates the geothermal reservoir beneath the 
Telephone Flat Project well field is hydrologically isolated from the groundwater currently flowing to the Fall River 
springs groups. However, the source of recharge to the springs is poorly understood and some concern persists that the 
geothermal reservoir may in some way be connected to the regional groundwater source supplying the springs. While 
hydrologically implausible, a conservative worst case analysis was utilized in the EISEIR to evaluate what adverse 
effects on the Fall River springs group would occur if the geothermal reservoir somehow had a direct hydrologic 
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connection with the Fall River headwaters springs. This conservative analysis demonstrated that even if the 
conservatively implausible hydrologic connection existed, the maximum change in the flow of the Fall River springs 
group that would occur would be less than 0.2 percent (1.e. less than one-fifth of one percent) of the projected flow of 
the springs, and it would be unlikely that the change could be detected above the natural variation in the flow of the 
spring (see page ES-21 of EISEIR). See Responses to Comments Al: 11, D1:40, and F32: 14 for additional information. 
Response to Comment A9:7 - The Commentor expresses concern that high noise levels will continue for years. In 
response, see Response to Comment A 1 :6. 
Response to Comment A9:8 - This comment expresses concern about HIS and its rotten egg odor and other hazardous 
chemicals from the Project. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21, which discusses the potential for bad odors 
from the Project related H,S emissions and Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of Project related 
toxic air emissions from cooling tower drift. 
Response to Comment A9:9 - The Commentor is concerned about the visibility of the Project. The Commentor is also 
concerned about the visibility of 24-hour lights from the Project. In response, the visual effects of power plant and 
drilling rig lighting are discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.8-13 and 3.8-14). The Project lighting will not be 
24 hours per day as Other Measures 3.8.3.3-2c and 3.8.3.3-3b specify that individual lights and groups of lights shall 
not be lit during hours unnecessary for safety (see Response to Comment A1:9). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A9:lO - The comment expressed concern about impacts on recreation, hunting, fishing, and 
tourist-based economies. In response, see Response to Comment Al:  12 regarding concerns about recreation and 
tourist-based economies; in Section 3.10.3.3.1 (pages 3.10-12 through 3.10-16), dispersed recreational uses such as 
hunting and fishing would be minimally affected during construction and decommissioning as they could avoid areas 
of disturbance; during operations, recreational uses are expected to return to pre-Proposed Action levels for both 
developed and dispersed uses. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment A 9 : l l -  The comment cites two executive orders, two laws, government trust responsibility 
to Native Americans, and guidance on evaluating traditional cultural properties. It asserts that geothermal development 
is incompatible with "long-standing spiritual and cultural uses of the area." The Commentor also contends that the cited 
laws, orders, and guidance preclude government approval of this geothermal development. In response, none of the 
laws cited prohibit the proposed development. Section 3.6.1 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.6-1) discusses the executive 
order and laws applicable to protection of Native American traditional and religious values and associated activities and 
places, including traditional cultural properties. The evaluation of socioeconomics in Section 3.12 considers the issues 
addressed in the executive order applicable to environmental justice. Section 3.6.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-7 
through 3.6-20) identifies significant adverse impacts to the "longstanding spiritual and cultural uses of the area" that 
decision makers will consider in deciding whether or not to permit the project. Section 3.12.3 (pages 3.12-13 
through 3.12-27) discusses these adverse effects as disproportionate effects on a minority population (i.e., environmental 
justice effects). Again, decision makers will consider these disproportionate effects in deciding whether or not to permit 
the project. 
The comment on government trust responsibility is noted. However, this project does not occur on Indian reservation 
lands. Sacred sites on public lands are not trust assets. Indian trust assets are property, or legal interests in property, held 
in trust by the United States for the benefit of Indian tribes or individuals. The United States as trustee is responsible 
to protect and maintain rights reserved or ,ganted to Indian tribes or Indian individuals in treaties, statutes, and executive 
orders. No treaties or statutes have created sacred site trust obligations on public lands, and the sacred site Executive 
Order 13007 explicitly states that it does not establish or "create any right, benefit, or rrusr responsibility" regarding 
access to or management of sacred sites. 
n 
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The comment also notes that geothermal development is incompatible with existing long-standing spiritual and cultural 
uses of the area and its natural resources; the government, according to its own laws must not permit this development. 
In response, the NEPNCEQA decision-making process allows for projects to be approved even though significant. 
adverse impacts are expected to occur. NEPA 40 CFR Part 1505, Section 1505.2(b) states that federal agencies shall 
prepare a record of decision (ROD) and identify the ‘yactors, including any essential considerations of national policy 
which were balanced bv the anencv in making its decision and state how these considerations entered into its decision ” 
(emphasis added). CEQA Guidelines Section 15093(a) expresses similar guidance in the preparation of its findings: 
“CEQA requires the decision-making agency to balance, as applicable, the economic, legal, social, technological, or 
other benefits of a Proposed Proiect apainst its unavoidable environmental risks when determininn whether to avprove 
the vroiect. I f  the specijk economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits of a Proposed Project outweigh the 
unavoidable adverse environmental effects, the adverse environmental effects may be considered ‘acceptable’ ” 
(emphasis added). In such cases, a statement of ovemding consideration is required, as noted in CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15093(b and c): ‘Where the decision of the public agency allows the occurrence of signijkant effects which are 
identified in the final EIR but are not avoided or substantially lessened the agency shall state in writing the specific 
reasons to support its action based on the final EIR andor other information in the record ... If an agency makes a 
statement of overriding considerations, the statement should be included in the record of the project approval and 
should be mentioned in the Notice of Determination.” 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER A10 (3 Individual Letters) 
Response to Comment A10: l -  The Commentor supports the proposed Project because the EIS stipulations provide 
adequate environmental safeguards and it will help the local economy. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment A10:2 - See Response to Comment A2:2. 
Response to Comment A10:3 - The comment states that the transmission line route should follow the Agency Preferred 
Alternative (Dl/A2) as this route would not affect late seral stage forest. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER A l l  (81 Individual Letters) 
Response to Comment Al1: l  - See Response to Comment A9:l. 
Response to Comment A l l : 2  - See Response to Comment A9:2. 
Response to Comment A l l : 3  - See Responses to Comments A8:14 and A9:3. 
Response to Comment Al l :4  - See Response to Comment A9:4. 
Response to Comment A l l 5  - See Response to Comment A9:5. 
Response to Comment All:6 - The comment expresses concern that cooling tower emissions will affect water quality, 
that spills and leaks of toxic fluids will affect water quality, and that groundwater will be contaminated and concern 
about potential secondary effects on fish and fish eating wildlife. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3, which 
addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality and see also Response to Comment A1:4, which 
addresses the concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks. See Responses to Comments A1:ll and F32: 14, which 
explains that no chemical constituents would be introduced to lakes in concentrations high enough to harm fish. 
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Response to Comment Al l :7  - The Commentor expresses concern that high noise levels will continue for years. In 
response, see Response to Comment A 1 :6. 
Response to Comment A l l $  - This comment expresses concern about H,S and its rotten egg odor and other hazardous 
chemicals from the Project. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21, which discusses the potential for bad odors 
from the Project related H,S emissions and Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of Project related 
toxic air emissions from cooling tower drift. 
Response to Comment A l l : 9  - See Response to Comment A9:9. 
Response to Comment Al l :10  - See Response to Comment A9:lO. 
Response to Comment A l 1 : l l -  See Response to Comment A9: 11. 
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Group “B” is the letter designation given to the group of letters submitted on the Draft Environmental Impact 
StatementEnvironrnental Impact Report (Draft EISEIR) by Federal, State, or Local elected officials. The following 
are responses to each of the comments provided on the Group “B” letters. 
COMMENT LETTER B1 (Christopher Liles, City of Etna) 
Response to Comment B1:l - Commentor supports the Project and would like to see the Project go forward with 
protection measures and monitoring to avoid adverse effects on Medicine Lake water quality. In response, the comment 
is noted. A Hydrologic Monitoring Program is being developed to validate the conclusions of the EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment B1:2 - Commentor favors Alternative Transmission Line Route 2 (D2/B2) because it could 
follow existing roads and would avoid the Mt. Hoffman RRA. In response, the comment is noted. See also Response 
to Comment A2:3. 
Response to Comment B1:3 - The Commentor believes that shifting the central power plant area toward the eastern 
edge of the known reservoir will adversely affect long term future development. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. See also Response to Comment A4:2. 
Response to Comment B1:4 - The comment notes that the Project will help Modoc and Siskiyou Counties with 
efficient, environmentally conscious, economic diversification and growth, which both of these economically depressed 
counties need. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER B2 (Joseph Colt, Modoc County Board of Supervisors) 
Response to Comment B2:l-  The comment states that the County of Modoc believes that a good job was done in 
addressing all concerns, that the public meetings throughout the Project area were appreciated, and that it is appropriate 
to seek all viable options for electricity production. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
Response to Comment B2:2 - Commentor is satisfied that an adequate analysis of potential impacts was completed 
on groundwater, but believes that groundwater monitoring is vital and that groundwater information collected should 
be shared as it is acquired. In response, as discussed in the Draft EISEIR, the Project Applicant will be required to 
prepare a hydrologic monitoring plan that will include groundwater monitoring (page 3.2-34). Monitoring plan 
information will be made available to the public. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment B2:3 - Commentor is concerned that the spent geothermal fluids be effectively injected back 
into the geothermal reservoir and that proper equipment, operations, and quality controYquality assurance practices be 
followed. In response, the Draft EISEIR illustrates how the proposed Project would inject approximately 82 percent 
of the geothermal fluid produced (page ES-9). The Project Applicant has proposed production and injection facilities, 
drainage system, and spill and upset provisions in the Project design intended to prevent spills of geothermal fluid from 
occumng (pages 2-13 through 2-15). The geothermal wells, production and injection facilities, and pipelines would also 
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be subject to BLM Geothermal Resource Operational Order requirements that would further prevent adverse impacts 
from releases of geothermal fluids (pages 3.2-1,3.13-1 and 3.13-2). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment B2:4 - Commentor states that it is important that impacts on private property be minimized and 
gives support to the efforts of the community of Tionesta to locate the transmission line away from private property in 
that area and to minimize the impact on their viewshed. In response, the Northern Utility Comdor does not cross private 
land. The Northern Utility Corridor was selected as the agency-preferred route in the Final EISEIR prepared for the 
Fourmile Hill Project. Similarly, the agency-preferred route to interconnect the Telephone Flat Project to the Northern 
Utility Corridor described in the Draft EISEIR is Route 1, and that route does not cross private land (page ES-40). The 
Alternative Route 2 interconnection to the Northern Utility Corridor would cross several parcels of private land east of 
the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
n 
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RESPONSES TO GROUP “C” COMMENTS 
Group “C” is the letter designation given to the group of letters submitted on the Draft Environmental Impact 
StatementEnvironmental Impact Report (Draft EISEIR) by Native American tribal officials. The following are 
responses to each of the comments provided on the Group “C” letters. 
COMMENT LETTER C1 (Jeff C. Mitchell, The Klamath Tribes) 
Response to Comment C1:l- Commentor refers to impacts on religious practices and to a Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA) establishing a long term relationship between Klamath Tribes and the Project Applicant. In response, 
Section 3.6 of the Draft EISEIR identifies potential impacts on religious practices. Section 3.6.2.7 (page 3.6-7) 
discusses the MOA between The Klamath Tribes and the Project Applicant. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER C2 (Floyd J. Buckskin, Michelle Berditschevsky, Pit River Tribe) 
Response to Comment C2:l-  The comment identifies ties and concerns of the Pit River people for ancestral lands in 
the Medicine Lake Highlands. It asserts that proposed geothermal development would have impacts on the sacred 
character of the whole Highlands, on many individual sites, on water quality of Medicine Lake and many springs, creeks 
and rivers; on animals and their habitats, on plants and trees, on visual and air quality; and on the peace and natural 
beauty of the area. In response, Section 3.6 of the Draft EISEIR supports some of these assertions and disagrees with 
other assertions. Section 3.6 acknowledges the ties and concerns of the Pit River people. It identifies impacts on the 
spiritual qualities of the Highlands as a whole as well as noise and visual impacts to some specific traditionally used 
locations within the Highlands. It summarizes conclusions from other sections of the Draft EISEIR that find no 
significant impacts to trees and plants, animals and their habitats, and air and water quality. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:2 - The comment’s first paragraph asserts the importance of the Medicine Lake Highlands 
to people of the Pit River, Modoc and Shasta tribes. In response, Section 3.6 acknowledges the spiritual importance 
of the Medicine Lake Highlands to these tribes. The Final EISEIR will contain added information about Shasta use of 
the area. The second and third paragraphs of the comment begin to discuss the Pit River practice of an individual seeking 
his power or a vision. Section 3.6.2.4 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.6-4) discusses Pit River use of the Highlands for 
vision quests. See Response to Comment C2:3 for additional discussion regarding this topic. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: A.new sentence will be added to beginning of the first paragraph in the right column 
on page 3.6-2 of the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
“Information about Shasta Indians was prepared by Dr. Nancy Evans based on the cited references in 
Section 3.6.2.5 as well as input from the Shasta tribal historian.” 
A new section on the Shasta Indians will be added to the text of the Draft EISEIR. The new section will replace former 
Section 3.6.2.5 (page 3.6-7) as follows, and former Sections 3.6.2.5 through 3.6.2.7 are renumbered as Sections 3.6.2.6 
through 3.6.2.8. 
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“3.6.2.5 Shasta Indians 
The following overview of the Shasta people is based primarily on Bright (1978) and Hall (1994). Shasta mbal 
territory covered part of southern Oregon and most of Siskiyou County in California, and comprised seven 
divisions: Kahosadi, Rogue River; Kamatwa, Upper Klamath River; Ahotireitsu, Shasta River; Iruaitsu, Scott 
River, Konomihu, Salmon River; New River Shasta; and Okwanuchu of Squaw Creek, McCloud River and 
the upper Sacramento River (Hall 1994). To the east, their bordering tribes were the Klamath, Modoc, and the 
Achumawi with whom they traded extensively, and Mt. Shasta was a southeastern boundary marker which they 
shared. Although dialectical differences exist among the various divisions or bands, their mutual Shastan 
language comprises a family in the Hokan phylum. The precontact Shastan population has been estimated at 
approximately 3,000 individuals, and the Shasta people feel strongly that there were considerably more. 
The Shasta homeland, almost all of it over 2,500 feet in elevation, was richly endowed with rivers, mountains 
and forests from which they procured all their food, medicine, tools, clothing, and shelter. A village site was 
most frequently situated where the mouth of a creek empties into a main river (Bright 1978) and there was 
much visiting up and down the river. Although proximate groups often had feuds and raids, they also had 
friendly intragroup interaction such as visiting, gambling, trading and intermarriage. They also traded with the 
Karok westward for shells which they used for money and decoration, and visited, intermarried and traded 
eastward with Pit River for obsidian for blades and other cutting tools, and other goods. According to a Shasta 
informant, the Medicine Lake Highlands was an important obsidian source for the Shasta, and travel to the area 
for obsidian often served as a rite of passage for young Shasta males (Winthrop 1986:78). 
Although fur trappers contacted the Shasta in the 1820s, with the advent of the 1851 gold strike along the 
Klamath River and surrounding area, the Shastans were completely disrupted and almost completely decimated. 
In 1851, one of the unratified treaties with the United States, which was supposed to set aside a reservation, 
was signed at Fort Jones by thirteen Shastan chiefs and, shortly thereafter, according to the Shasta, there was 
a feast given in which the Shastan men were fed strychnine and perished. For decades, it was not safe for 
Shastans to travel or meet publicly in their own territory. The Shasta also went to the aid of the Oregon Shasta 
in the Rogue River Wars which were lost, and in 1856, the survivors were taken to the Grande Ronde and 
Siletz reservations. In the 189Os, while a number of allotments were given out to various Shastan families, local 
whites quickly took over most of them. Shastans today remember, however, at least six allotments where 
Shastans grouped under a chief or were sufficient in number to be somewhat safe and secure from marauding 
white men. And under the terms of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, the Quartz Valley Reservation was 
set up for a few Shasta and Upper Klamath families, terminated in 1958, and reconstituted in the early 1980s. 
However, the Shasta are, today, seeking federal recognition as a traditional political entity. 
In 1906, Kelsey (1971) reported 121 Shastas living in Siskiyou County. Two years before, his population 
estimate of twelve Shastan settlements had totaled 280 Shasta (The Northern California Indian Association 
1904). However, some of these communities were in Oregon, such as Klamath City and Lakeview (near Goose 
Lake) and other California counties, possibly. The strangest, and certainly the most desolate, Shasta settlement 
was at Lava Bed (15 individuals), partially in Modoc County, only seven miles north of Medicine Lake and 
Telephone Flats. Other settlements, such as Sunnyside and Cleveland, could not be located. In 1916, the census 
for the Roseburg Agency in Oregon, which included the Karok, Shasta, Wintu, Pit River and some Maidu in 
California, listed approximately 172 Shastan individuals in Siskiyou County, and today, the Shasta Nation is 
petitioning for federal recognition for their 1,300 members (Hall 1994584). 
Puberty rites, including the vision quest for boys, war dances, and doctor-making ceremonies were the extent 
of communal Shasta ritual. Doctors among the Shasta, were almost always women, usually limited to one per 
family. The training and paraphernalia collecting took years before the individual could practice (Bright 1978). 
For many years, the Shasta had no doctor and only in the last couple decades has one been recognized. This 
recognition coincided with the political reintegration of the Shasta (Winthrop 1986:63). Some ceremonies and 
gatherings, which were traditionally inter-village, continue to the present. In the 1930s, Shastans gathered at 
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the Mt. Shasta City park, and frequently camped at mineral springs such as Stewart Springs or Or0 Fino, when 
they were unfenced and accessible, for reminiscing and passing on traditional knowledge and, in the latter case, 
for medical and purification treatments also (Winthrop 1986:60). Springs are not only sacred sites for the 
Shasta, but have a significant purpose in traditional medical treatments today. 
And finally, cemeteries and burial sites, traditionally owned by each family, are not only revered but frequently 
visited for communicating with deceased ancestors. Instruction from elders about burial location and the 
deceased’s knowledge and identity was part of a child‘s introduction to his social world. One Shasta described 
visiting relatives’ graves with his father in an area that included Butte Valley and Goose Lake, outside Shasta 
territory, not only to show respect but to ask for guidance (Winthrop 1986:60-63). The Shasta have been very 
involved with federal, state, and local agencies in protecting such sacred sites, along with caves, springs, 
mountains, vision quest areas, and traditional plant areas from desecration. 
Discussions with Shasta leaders suggest that they are concerned about the Medicine Lake Highlands as an 
integrated sacred area, as a place used for physical healing, a vision quest area, and as a source for obsidian. 
One tribal representative said that Shasta Chief Kulusemo, sometime in the 1790s, took his young son, 
accompanied by other men and boys, from Shasta Springs to Medicine Lake for a vision quest. After sufficient 
time, the girls and women went there as a group to be with them. She also said that after the “whites” arrived 
in the 1850s, this could not happen any more. Ever since then, the Shasta have had to be very secretive about 
visiting sacred places. 
The following references will be added to the Native American portion of Chapter 7, References: 
Bright, S. 1978. Shastan Peoples In California, Volume 8, Handbook of North American Indians. Robert F. 
Heizer (ed.), pp 21 1-224. 
Hall, B. 1994. Shasta in Native America in the Twentieth Century, An Encyclopedia. Mary Davis (ed.), 
Garland Publishing Company, Inc., New York, pp 583-584. 
Kelsey, E.C. 1971. Census of Non-reservation California Indians, 1905-1906. Robert F. Heizer (ed.), 
Berkelely: Miscellaneous Publications of the University of California Archaeological Research Facility. 
The Northern California Indian Association. 1904. Memorial of the Northem California Indian Association, 
Praying that Lands be Allotted to the Landless Indians of the Northern Part of the State of California. 
pp 95-109. 
United States Department of the Interior. 1916. US. Indian Service Census Roll. Roseburg, Oregon. Roseburg, 
Agency. 
Winthrop, Robert H. 1986. Survival and Adaptation Among the Shasta Indians. Prepared for the U.S. Forest 
Service, Klamath N.F., Yreka, CA., Contract No. 40-91W8-4-14324. 
Response to Comment C2:3 - The comment details steps taken during an individual’s journey for power or a vision. 
It refers to Medicine Lake Highlands as a whole sacred landscape that must be preserved for cultural continuity and 
survival of tribal traditions. It says that money spent for government programs cannot make up for loss of sacred sites. 
In response, Section 3.6 recognizes Medicine Lake Highlands as a sacred site and traditional cultural property and 
identifies significant Project impacts that cannot be mitigated to below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:4 - The comment says the Draft EISEIR does not provide a sociological analysis of the 
social costs of impacts to the Highlands on survival of tribal cultures. In response, Section 3.12 considers 
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socioeconomic impacts. It recognizes the effects on longstanding spiritual and cultural uses of the area as 
disproportionate effects on a minority population. Response to Comment F29: 12 discusses the difficulty of evaluating 
Project effects on the survival of tribal cultures. Commentor correctly states that cultural impacts have been determined 
to be significant, adverse and cannot be reduced to below the level of significance (Section 3.6.3.3.1, pages 3.6-11 
and 3.6-12, Impacts 3.6.3.3-1 and 3.6.3.3-2). The requested sociological evaluation would not reduce the cultural 
impacts identified in, nor change the basis for the findings of, the Draft EISEIR. See also Response to Comment C2:6. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:S - The comment states that the Draft EISEIR was incorrectly completed before the 
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) compliance process was complete. The comment asserts that NHPA 
requires that National Register evaluations be done early in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process. 
In response, NEPA and NHPA are parallel processes. The Draft EISEIR included only interim findings of the NHPA 
evaluations because studies were underway in the summer of 1998 to provide additional data for the State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO) consultation. That consultation will be completed before the decision is made to approve 
or disapprove geothermal development. The Draft EISEIR recognizes at page 3.6-10, the potential eligibility of the 
Medicine Lake Highlands as a whole. The agencies took into consideration the information obtained during the ongoing 
NHPA compliance process in the Draft EISEIR and do not expect that any substantive new information will be 
developed during the remaining consultation activitities under the NHPA that has not been considered in the EISEIR. 
See also Response to Comment C2: 14. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:6 - The comment asserts that a finding of significant adverse effects to Medicine Lake 
Highlands requires an analysis weighing sociological costs versus advantages of the development. In response, it is 
acknowledged that decision makers must weigh advantages versus costs. The weighing of the merits and drawbacks of 
the Project Alternatives, including the No Action Alternative, need not be displayed in a monetary cost-benefit analysis 
and should not be when there are important qualitative considerations (40 CFR 1502.23). The qualitative benefits of 
the No Action Alternative are presented in the Draft EISEIR for each of the resource topics evaluated (Sections 3.1 
through 3.14) and summarily consist of no change to the existing physical and sociological environmental setting 
(Le., affected environment) presented in each of these sections and the absence of any adverse effects that would result 
from the Project. Neither NEPA or CEQA, nor any other applicable federal or state decision processes, require this type 
of cost-benefit analysis for a non-programmatic, project-specific EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments C2:4 and 
F29: 12. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:7 - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR identifies a number of significant impacts 
and states the document dismisses these impacts as unavoidable and offers no effective measures to reduce impacts. 
Commentor asserts that the magnitude of impacts requires a higher level of analysis. In response, mitigation measures 
to reduce visual impacts and noise impacts are provided in the respective environmental resource sections of the Draft 
EISEIR (Sections 3.7 and 3.8, respectively). However, the basis of the Native American impact analysis and the effort 
to identify supplemental mitigation measures is explained in Section 3.6.3.2 (pages 3.6-10 and 3.6-1 1). As specified in 
the Draft EISEIR, Native Americans visiting the existing and proposed drill pad sites remarked on the visual and aural 
impacts to vision quest sites in the area (page 3.6-5). These individuals did not suggest that mitigation would be possible. 
Likewise, mitigation measures for these noise and visual effects were not suggested to the agencies during their 
consultations with tribes, nor have any been received during the comment period. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:8 - The comment says because National Register evaluations were not completed in 
advance, the Draft EISEIR cannot adequately evaluate effects on Native American values. In response, Section 3.6.3.2 
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(pages 3.6-10 and 3.6-1 1) explains how effects were analyzed. Because the SHPO consultation was not complete for 
the Draft EISEIR, all properties potentially eligible for the National Register were presumed to be eligible and the 
criteria of effect were applied to all of them. Should the SHPO determine that some of the potentially eligible sites are 
ineligible, adverse effects will be fewer than have been identified in the document. Thus the Draft EISEIR errs, if at 
all, by overestimating adverse effects. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:9 - This comment repeats the assertions of Comments C2:5 and C2:8, that compliance with 
NHPA is not complete. It also mentions some additional sacred places that provide medicinal water. In response, see 
Responses to Comments C2:5 and C2:8. With respect to the medicinal water sources, the comment’s information was 
known and taken into account in the Draft EISEIR analysis. Some of the potentially Register-eligible properties 
identified in the ethnography and in the comment are distant from the Telephone Flat Project wellfield area although 
they fall within the Highlands as a whole. Specific place names have been excluded from the document and these 
Responses to Comments at the request of the Klamath Tribes. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:lO - The comment objects to the Draft EISEIR assertions that the integrity of the Highlands 
has been violated and that quests for personal power or doctor power are not religious activities. In response, Response 
activities. The Final EISEIR will be modified to acknowledge that vision quests are religious activities as well as 
traditional practices and the vision quest sites are evaluated as E.O. 13007 sacred sites. See also Response to 
Comment F29: 1 1. 
to Comment C2:29 addresses the integrity issue and Response to Comment F29: 1 1 addresses the issue of reli-. OlOUS 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Section 3.6.3.2 of the Draft EISEIR will be revised by amending the first bulleted 
item at the bottom of the right column on page 3.6-10 as follows: 
‘ ‘0 E.O. 13007 sacred sites 
- only the Medicine Lake Highlands as a whole has been specifically identified to the USFS under 
the Executive Order to date; 
however, sites where traditional religious activities take place that may be identified as 
E.O. 13007 sacred sites, include: 
0 seven places traditionally used by Pit River or Modoc for quests for personal power or 
doctor power or both, and 
0 one sacred place where medicinal water is obtained;” 
- 
A new sentence will be added as the second sentence to Impacts 3.6.3.3-2,3.6.3.4-2, and 3.6.3.5-2 (pages 3.6-12,3.6-13, 
and 3.6-14, respectively) of the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
“This may render them unsuitable or unuseable for their religious uses.” 
Response to Comment C2:ll- The comment refers.to a mitigation measure for evaluating archaeological sites found 
during construction and says such evaluations should be done before the construction phase. In response, the measure 
referred to in the comment applies to inadvertent discoveries of archaeological sites in areas that have been previously 
surveyed and evaluated. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:12 - Commentor criticizes as inadequate the consultation with tribes when leases were 
awarded in the 1980s. In response, previous agency actions or decisions with respect to geothermal leasing are beyond 
the scope of this EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments C2: 17 and D1:26. 
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Entities Date Type of Consultation 
USFS October 14, 1994 Meeting 
USFSBLWCEGCEMA July 2, 1997 PresentatiorMeeting 
USFSBLM September 20, 1997 Site Visit 
USFSBLM March 17, 1998 Meeting 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
~~ 
Response to Comment C2:13 - This comment identifies other concerns about inadequate compliance during the lease 
awards of the 1980s. In response, see Response to Comment C2: 12 regarding previous actions or decisions. 
Response to Comment C2:14 - Commentor repeats the assertions of comments C2:5 and C2:8 that compliance with 
NHPA is not complete. Commentor also footnotes a reference to “Coordinating Requirements for Undertakings” and 
a requirement to abandon an “undertalung” (Le., USFS action, activity, program, approval, etc.) if adverse effects on 
cultural resources cannot be mitigated (FSM 236 1.3 1). In response, the “Coordinating Requirements for Undertakings” 
referenced by Commentor allows for a Project with an “adverse effect” to be considered for approval subject to the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation memorandum of agreement resulting from the NHPA consultation process 
(FSM 2362.32d). See also Responses to Comments C2:5 and C2:8. 
Response to Comment C2:15 - Commentor repeats the assertions of comments C2:5, C2:8, and C2: 14 that compliance 
with NHPA is not complete. In response, see Responses to Comments C2:5 and C2:8. 
Response to Comment C2:16 - The comment refers to an augmented Ethnographic Report for the Fourmile Hill Project 
that would answer many of the questions related to sites and significance in the Draft EISEIR. In response, the report 
was used by the USFSBLM in preparing the package for SHPO evaluation of National Register sites, including 
traditional cultural properties. The report was provided to preparers of the Telephone Flat EISEIR in late September, 
and has been considered in preparation of the Final EISEIR. The report did not add to the inventory of potentially 
Register-eligible sites in the Telephone Flat Project wellfield area. It did identify sensitive sites along the northern utility 
corridor being considered for the Fourmile Hill Project, and the analysis of those line segments comprising the northern 
utility comdor for the Fourmile Hill Project is incorporated by reference into the Telephone Flat Project EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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The agencies have also discussed the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project with the Pit River Tribe during 
multiple consultation meetings in conjunction with the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project. See 
also Response to Comment D1:26. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:18 - The comment refers to inadequate documentation of cultural values during award of 
leases. It mentions a Royball-Evans study prepared independently at that time. In response, as noted in Response to 
Comment C2:12, the Telephone Flat Draft EISEIR does not apply to previous actions. The places and concerns 
identified in the Royball-Evans study were also identified in the Theodoratus and Emberson report used for this Draft 
EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:19 - The comment asserts that the Draft EISEIR does not describe an Area of Potential 
Effects. In response, Section 3.6.2.1 (page 3.6-2) describes the Study Area. Section 3.6.3.2 (pages 3.6-10 and 3.6-11) 
describes how effects were assessed. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:20 - Commentor is concerned that there may not have been any NHPA or NEPA review 
for the expansion of the Glass Mountain KGRA from the original 15,37 1 acres to its current 134,254-acre size (page 1-7 
of the Draft EISEIR). In response, the USGS and the BLM consider the designation of an area as a KGRA to be an 
administrative action that does not require NHPA or NEPA review. Prior agency decisions to increase the size of the 
Glass Mountain KGRA are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:21- Commentor asserts that the entire KGRA area should be considered the Project area 
because of the cumulative effects of six power plants that could be accommodated by the 300 MW transmission line. 
Commentor also asserts that the area of potential effects should consider visual, air, water, noise, and other impacts on 
the Medicine Lake Highlands as a whole. In response, the Draft EISEIR describes the rationale for the two reasonably 
foreseeable geothermal development projects that were evaluated in the cumulative effects analysis (page 4-2). The Draft 
EISEIR also explains why the design capacity of the proposed 230-kV transmission line is not necessarily a measure 
of the anticipated geothermal development in the KGRA (page 4-2). The areas of potential adverse effects for water 
(Section 3.2), air (Section 3.4), noise (Section 3.7), and visual resources (Section 3.8), and other topical impacts were 
evaluated in Chapter 3 of the Draft EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments A8:14 and A9:3. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:22 - Commentor is concerned that the Project Applicant owns geothermal leases outside 
of those that have been dedicated to the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and that these leases 
may be used in the future to provide additional well sites for possible make-up wells needed by the Project. In response, 
the proposed geothermal development would becontained entirely within the Proposed Participating Area comprised 
of those portions of the six (6)  geothermal leases identified in the Draft EISEIR (page 1-6). There is no proposal or 
expectation to expand the wellfield beyond the wellfield area described in the Draft EISEIR, and any request for 
expansion of the wellfield area would require a subsequent agency approval and conformance with NEPA and CEQA 
environmental assessment and review requirements. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment C2:23 - The comment asserts that statements about unavoidable impacts made by the agency, 
or CalEnergy’s consultant who prepared the Draft EISEIR, imply a decision that geothermal development must go 
forward regardless. In response, the Draft EISEIR was not prepared by CalEnergy’s consultant (see Responses to 
Comments C2: 17 and G292:3). NEPA and CEQA require that impacts for different alternatives be identified. Where 
an unavoidable adverse impact is identified in the Draft EISEIR, this means that such an impact is predicted, should 
the alternative be implemented. The document has not made the decision about whether any alternative will be 
implemented. That decision will be made by the agencies based, in part, on their consideration of the impacts identified 
in the document. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:24 - The comment repeats concerns stated in Comment C2: 10 about incorrect classification 
of religious activities in the Draft EISEIR. In response, see Response to Comment C2: 10. 
Response to Comment C2:25 - The comment asserts that the Draft EISEIR does not address the cultural violation that 
results from the physical results of disturbing the earth. In response, Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.12, and 3.13 address 
physical impacts. Section 3.6 notes Native American concerns about physical impacts and their consciousness of their 
role as stewards of the land. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:26 - Commentor makes several points regarding the spiritual significance of the vegetation 
in the Medicine Lake Highlands. It also states, from a biological point of view, that the pristineness of the Medicine 
Lake Highlands and lack of industrial pollution make for exceptional purity of the plants. In response, the comment 
is noted. Although no information is in the Draft EISEIR comparing the chemical composition of the plants in the 
Medicine Lake Highlands to vegetation in other areas, no adverse physiological impacts resulting from exposure to 
chemicals released into the environment from Project operations are anticipated because of the low concentrations of 
chemical releases. See Responses to Comments A8:3 and A8:22, which summarize the assessment of Project-related 
air emissions and deposition on vegetation. The analysis of the deposition of the cooling tower drift summarized in 
Section 3.4.3.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.4-25) indicates the deposited materials would not be expected to 
accumulate on the surface, but would instead be leached through the soil by precipitation and therefore would not result 
in a substantial increase in uptake by plants. Similarly, as discussed in-Section 3.2.3.3 (pages 3.2-39 through 3.2-42), 
the potential for adverse effects on surface water quality are negligible, and therefore would not affect vegetative 
growth. 
Commentor also asserts that the Draft EISEIR finds no impact to plant resources because plants from elsewhere can 
supply the Native Americans. The comment notes that plants from the Medicine Lake Highlands have special value 
because of the spiritual power of that place. In response, the Draft EISEIR does not presume that plants from other 
places are interchangeable from plants from the Medicine Lake Highlands. It states that (page 3.6- 10): 
For purposes of this EISEIR, a project effect is considered significant if it reduces access to traditionally used 
resource areas or diminishes resource habitat such that traditional users cannot obtain suficient amounts of 
the desired resources in the traditional manner. Thus for example, the project could reduce access to one 
gathering spot for a medicinal herb or destroy stands of the herb in one place, but as long as other spots and 
stands remain accessible within the Medicine Lake Highlands to provide adequate supplies of the herb, the 
project effect would not be considered significant (emphasis added). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:27 - Commentor disagrees with the analysis in Impact 3.6.3.6.2-3 which states that there 
would be no impact on Prince’s pine resulting from the construction of transmission line route D2/B2. The comment 
states that clearing the comdor would contribute to drying the immediate area which would have a significant effect on 
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the plant. In response, Prince’s pine (Chimaphila umbellata) is well-adapted to relatively dry forest conditions, but does 
require shade to moderate both transpiration and surface temperatures. It is also most frequently observed to be growing 
in soils with evident surface duff. Within the Project wellfield area, Prince’s pine is most frequently found in red fir 
stands and not open forest communities. Therefore, it is likely that when the canopy is removed and soil surfaces are 
exposed, the microclimate of the transmission line comdors would become poor habitat for Prince’s pine until sufficient 
regrowth occurs to provide a surface canopy and contribute to litter accumulation. Because it is a widespread species, 
the short-term loss of habitat within the transmission line corridors will not significantly reduce the regional population 
of Prince’s pine. By the criteria stated in the Draft EISEIR and repeated in Response to Comment C2:26, no significant 
effect is expected. Prince’s pine does not grow only in those linear bands that would be disrupted by construction. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:28 - Commentor asserts that there are errors and omissions in Table 3.6-1 Plant Species 
of Importance to Native Americans Occurring in the Project Wellfield Area and Vicinity (Adapted from a Tabular 
Summary of the Botanical Survey of the Telephone Flat Biological Study Area; B.M. Leitner, 1997). In response, the 
sources that identified the ethnobotanical species of interest are provided in footnotes at the bottom of the table and 
include Evans (1 197), Olmsted and Stewart (1978), and Emanuel(l994). The full references are cited in the References 
chapter of the Draft EISEIR (page 7-12). The identified species of ethnobotanical interest were cross referenced with 
comprehensive botanical field surveys of the Project wellfield area undertaken by botanists qualified to recognize the 
species encountered (see Appendix A of Appendix D of the Draft EISEIR, Biological Resources of the Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Project Study Area). The botanist‘s sources for information about habitat and abundance of plants are cited 
in Section 7.3.6 (page 7-1 1). The methodology employed in the survey is described in Section 3.3.2.2.2 (pages 3.3-7 
and 3.3-9) and in the baseline report (Appendix D, pages 5 through 11). The botanical survey was conducted using 
standard methods employed nationwide. The entire Project wellfield area was systematically surveyed. The list is 
representative of the flora within the Project wellfield area, in contrast to the Medicine Lake Highlands. It is reasonable 
to expect that some plant species common to other locations within the Highlands are absent from the Project wellfield 
area, or present in greatly reduced numbers. Specifically, dwarf Oregon grape, raspberry, chokecherry, and Sierra 
gooseberry do not have any or an abundance of preferred habitat within the Project wellfield area. A survey for 
macrofungi (i.e., “&fungi which produce fruiting bodies, ... that are big enough to be easily visible”) was conducted in 
October, 1997, the results of which are contained in Appendix B of Appendix D of the Draft EISEIR, Biological 
Resources of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project Study Area. The botanist did not survey plants in the entire 
Highlands. Further, Commentor’s personal knowledge may supplement the available sources used to compile the list 
of ethnobotanical species. This explains why some ethnobotanical species may not be listed, and why the assessment 
on abundance may differ from the Commentor’s personal knowledge of the greater Medicine Lake Highlands area. 
Revisions to Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:29 - The comment refers to integrity as a criterion for determining the eligibility of a 
property for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The comment says that Impact 3.6.3.3.1 of the Draft 
EISEIR inappropriately says that the integrity of the Highlands has been violated by previous development, and that 
the Draft EISEIR concludes that although the integrity of the Highlands has been violated, “it is still used for  many 
traditional activities“ and “it is still recognized as a spiritual place.“ The comment also states that the previous 
recreational “improvements” and developments were conducted without Native American consultations. In response, 
use of the word “integrity” here was not in the context of an evaluation of National Register eligibility. Section 3.6.3.2 
(pages 3.6-10 and 3.6-1 l), recognizes the Medicine Lake Highlands as a whole as a property potentially eligible for the 
National Register. Previous agencies’ decisions and Native American consultations regarding recreational 
“improvements” and developments around Medicine Lake are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. Native American 
consultations have been conducted regarding the Proposed Action (see also Responses to Comments C2: 12 and C2: 17). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment C2:30 - Commentor states that Native Americans consider the Highlands to have sufficient 
integrity to be eligible for the National Register. In response, the Draft EISEIR is in concurrence with this statement. 
See Response to Comment C2:29. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:31 - The comment expresses concern that only two recorded archaeological sites in the 
Project area are referenced in the Draft EISEIR and that the Tribe has been unable to determine if an adequate 
archaeological study has been completed due to not having access to field reconnaissance reports. As a result, the Tribe 
cannot adequately comment on archaeological resources. In response, the comment refers to the brief information in 
the Executive Summary (page ES-67), rather than the technical sections in the full text Draft EISEIR. Section 3.5.2.1, 
Cultural Resources Study Area; Section 3 52.2, Methodology; and Section 3.5.2.2.4, provide detailed information on 
previous studies, field methodology and inventory results. Specifically: 
A prehistoric and historic site record and literature search was conductedprior to thefield inventory by the 
California Historical Resources File System, Northeast Information Center, CSU Chico. 
The field inventory of the approximately 2,100 acres was completed by Far Western Anthropological Research 
Group, Inc. (FWARG) in accordmice with the cultural resources inventory requirements of the Modoc 
National Forest and approvedreviewed by the Modoc NF Archaeologist. 
The inventory resulted in the recordation of one prehistoric archaeological site and one historic era 
archaeological site along with one isolated prehistoric find. 
The Modoc NF Archaeological Site Prediction Model developed by the Forest Archaeologist over the past 20 
years in conjunction with other field studies suggests a low potential for  the presence of archaeological 
materials in this area. As noted in Section 3.5.2.4.1 Archival and Literature Review - Cultural Resources, the 
density of prehistoric and historic sites in the project vicinity is low averaging less than one (0.27) site per 
100-acres. The majority cluster around the few reliable water sources and obsidian outcrops. The inventory 
results support the model. 
Requests to review inventory reports on file with the U S .  Forest Service should be directed to the Modoc NF 
Archaeologist andor Forest Native American Coordinator. Reports with site location information are 
considered confidential documents exempt from the Freedom of Information Act [FOIA]. 
No information was found on file suggesting that numerous archaeological sites were found either during past 
inventories or during the inventory conducted for the Telephone Flat Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:32 - The comment notes that subsurface archaeological materials are known to be present 
in the Project area and indicate a need for further evaluation. Also stated is that subsurface sites are not considered in 
the Draft EISEIR. In response, the known locations of any subsurface archaeological deposits should be communicated 
to the Modoc National Forest Archaeologist who can determine if they are new discoveries or have been previously 
recorded and evaluated. Any subsurface archaeological materials exposed during construction will be evaluated and 
mitigated following 36 CFR 800.1 1, Properties discovered during implementation of an undertaking. Section 3.5.3 
(pages 3.57 through 3.5-21), Environmental Consequences, provides a variety of mitigation measures for the project 
alternatives. 
n 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR. None. 
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Response to Comment C2:33 - The comment refers to a MOA between the Project Applicant and the Klamath Tribes. 
The comment asserts that it is invalid as a part of the compliance process for a number of laws because traditional 
practitioners did not participate in the MOA. In response, the Commentor is correct that the MOA is not part of, nor 
is it indicated to be, part of the compliance process. Section 3.6.2.7 (page 3.6-7), excerpts portions of the MOA. 
USFSBLM are not parties to the MOA. It is unrelated to the formal process for USFSBLM compliance with the NHPA 
that is currently underway. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:34 - The comment refers to MOAS like those mentioned in Comment C2:33 and asserts that 
they are inadequate, that MOAS should involve land use agencies, not corporations. The comment suggests that an 
appropriate MOA should be in the form of a Cultural Management Plan. In response, see Response to Comment C2:33. 
Also, Response to Comment D 1:28 gives more information about the ongoing compliance process. 
Revisions for the Final EISLEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:35 - Commentor is concerned that the “need” for the Project is extrapolated from the 
Geothermal Steam Act, but it does not address the specific “need’ for geothermal development in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands in light of the cultural, social, and environmental costs. In response, the comment is noted. The “need” for 
this Federal action is to decide whether to enable the development of the CEGC proposal for a geothermal power project 
on its federal geothermal leases near Telephone Flat. The federal agencies are required to process any Plans of Operation 
submitted by geothermal lessees for development of their federal geothermal leases. CEGC submitted Plans of Operation 
for development of these leases and the agencies determined that an environmental impact statement was required by 
NEPA to make a decision on the proposed geothermal development. These specific geothermal leases were issued under 
previous agency decisions. Evaluation of the earlier agency decisions to issue these geothermal leases is beyond the 
scope of this EISEIR which was prepared to evaluate the specific impacts of the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The third and fourth sentences of the third paragraph in the second column on 
page ES-6 of the Draft EISEIR will be amended as follows: 
“The “need” for this federal action is to decide whether to enable the development of the CEGC proposal for 
a geothermal power project on its federal geothermal leases near Telephone Flat within the Modoc National 
Forest. The national “need” was established by the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 which encourages 
geothermal energy development as a means to diversify domestic energy supplies and establishes the BLM as 
the administering federal agency for implementation of the regulations pursuant to the Act.” 
The first paragraph in Section 1.3 on page 1-10 of the Draft EISEIR will be amended as follows: 
“The “need” for this federal action is to decide whether to enable the development of the CEGC proposal for 
a geothermal power project on its federal geothermal leases near Telephone Flat within the Modoc National 
Forest. The national “need” for- geothermal resource development was established by the 
U.S. Congress in the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 (30 USC 1001-1025) and by the California legislature 
in the Warren-Alquist Act of 1974. Both of these statutes encourage geothermal energy development as a 
means to diversify domestic energy supplies. Other relevant statutes identify the “need” to develop alternate 
energy resources, including: ; the Public 
Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA); &the National Materials and Minerals Policy, Research, 
and Development Act of 1980 (NMMPRDA); the Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act 
of 1980; and the National Energy Policy Act of 1992.” 
Response to Comment C2:36 - Commentor states that the geothermal leasing process was undertaken without an 
adequate NHPA Section 106 process to evaluate the effects of geothermal development on Native American cultural 
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sites and practices, and that the Modoc National Forest LRMP does not specifically authorize ground disturbing 
activities, but it is being used to support the “need’ for this and other geothermal projects. In response, the comment 
is noted. The “need” for this federal action is to decide whether to enable the development of the CEGC proposal for 
a geothermal power project on its federal geothermal leases near Telephone Flat (see also Response to Comment C2:35). 
Previous agency actions or decisions with respect to geothermal leasing are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:37 - Commentor states that BPA’s Resource Programs EIS did not evaluate impacts of the 
Telephone Flat Project on Native American cultural values. Commentor also states that BPA should consider alternative 
sites that would have lower impacts. In response, Commentor is correct that site specific impacts of the proposed 
Project were not evaluated in the Resource Programs EIS (DOEEIS-0162) because the Resource Programs EIS is a 
programmatic document that addresses broad issues associated with resource acquisitions. The Resource Programs EIS 
evaluates the environmental trade-offs among generic resource types and the cumulative effects of adding various 
combinations of these resources to the existing BPA system. Because BPA is prevented by law from owning any power 
generating resources, it uses a variety of approaches, such as competitive solicitations, to facilitate development of a 
project. Since experience has shown that competitive solicitations usually result in offers totaling many more proposals 
than are needed to satisfy a solicitation, BPA developed a multi-stage evaluation process (Resource Programs EIS, 
Chapter 4, page 36). BPA used a multi-stage evaluation process to identify the most promising geothermal proposals. 
The most promising proposals then underwent a more thorough evaluation of environmental and other factors. Prior 
to executing an agreement to purchase project power, BPA prepares a site specific environmental review proposal. This 
review is limited to the analysis of reasonable alternatives and generally does not include other sites. Separate 
site-specific environmental documents, such as the subject Telephone Flat Project EISEIR, are prepared, as necessary, 
to evaluate the impacts of specific power resource acquisitions. 
The Telephone Flat Project Draft EISEIR evaluates the impacts of the Project on Native American cultural values in 
Chapter 3.6. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR, the Telephone Flat Project EISEIR is tiered to BPA’s Resource 
Programs EIS (page E-7). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:38 - Commentor states that the role of the Federal Energy Commission in granting subsidies 
to geothermal corporations should be divulged in the Draft EISEIR. In response, the comment is noted. Relevant 
agency roles are identified in the Draft EISEIR (pages 1-12 through 1-14); however, no “Federal Energy Commission” 
agency is known to exist. The Draft EISEIR explains the role of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), 
but FERC has no role in granting subsidies to geothermal corporations (page 1-14). The Project has been selected to 
receive incentive payments under a program established by the State of California under AB 1890 and administered by 
the California Energy Commission. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:39 - Commentor indicates that the geothermal leases that were awarded as a result of the 
1984 EA seemed to be initially for exploration before a supplement EA considered development and that the leases 
authorize development before data from the exploratory stage could be collected. The Commentor then asserts that the 
public has a right to know whether the results of exploration warrant development. In response, Commentor appears 
to assume that a stepwise approval process is required and that the agencies can reevaluate at each step whether further 
activity should occur (e.g., prior to exploration, after exploration wells are drilled, again after production wells are 
drilled, etc.). The issuance of the geothermal leases carry with it the right to develop the geothermal resource beneath 
the leases subject only to reasonable stipulations. The absence of resource information from geothermal exploration 
activities is a factor considered during the environmental review process, but it is not relevant to the earlier decision to 
issue the geothermal leases and to allow for power plant development on the leases. Further, and as discussed in the 
Draft EISEIR, three deep test exploration wells exist within the area of the proposed Project that have been drilled and n 
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tested (Le., wells 68-8,31-17 and 87-13). Based upon the proprietary information from the test of well 31-17 in 1988, 
the BLM determined that the well met the agency criteria for producing “unitized substances” in paying quantities 
(Le., the well encountered a geothermal resource with the necessary characteristics for commercial development: 
page 1-7 of the Draft EISEIR). The determination by the BLM that well 31-17 can produce commercial quantities of 
geothermal fluid provides one measure that “the results of exploration warrant the development.” Specific geothermal 
resource data obtained during exploration is on file with the BLM, but it is retained as the proprietary information of 
the Project Applicant. The Project Applicant has determined that sufficient geothermal resource information exists to 
warrant the company’s expenditures toward development of the proposed Project. Previous agency actions or decisions 
with respect to geothermal leasing are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:40 - Commentor states that the Ethnographic Report and field surveys of traditional cultural 
properties were only recently completed and no NRHP evaluations played into the decision making process to award 
the geothermal leases nor in the writing of the Draft EISEIR. Further, Commentor states that the Glass Mountain 
KGRA expansion was not subjected to NEPA analysis or NHPA Section 106 review. In response, as indicated in 
Response to Comment C2:8, the Draft EISEIR presumed that all traditional cultural properties potentially eligible for 
the National Register are eligible and the Draft EISEIR evaluated effects on all of them. Native American consultation 
is continuing and NHPA Section 106 review will be completed before the agency Record of Decision on the Project. 
There is no NEPA requirement to complete Section 106 review prior to distribution of the EISEIR. Evaluation of the 
previous geothermal leasing decisions and the KGRA expansion decisions is beyond the scope of this EISRIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:41 - The comment says that cumulative impacts to Native American cultural sites and 
traditional practices, wildlife, water, and air quality should be analyzed more thoroughly. In response, Sections 4.3.6, 
4.3.3,4.3.2, and 4.3.4, analyze cumulative impacts to cultural sites and traditional practices, wildlife, water, and air 
quality, respectively. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:42- Commentor is concerned that 6 to 10 geothermal leases were sold and the cumulative 
impacts of all reasonably foreseeable developments must be analyzed. In response, see Responses to Comments AS: 14 
and A9:3. It is unclear what Commentor is referring to by identifying the number of leases sold. The Draft EISEIR 
explains that the Glass Mountain KGRA encompasses a total area of 134,254 acres, or about 210 square miles 
(page 1-7). All or portions of 35 geothermal .leases comprise the existing Glass Mountain Federal Geothermal Unit 
(Figure 1.1.5, page 1-8). The Telephone Flat Proposed Participating Area is comprised of portions of six different 
geothermal leases. There is no correlation between the number of geothermal leases that exist in the area and the number 
of reasonably foreseeable geothermal development projects. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:43 - Commentor states that BPA’s Resource Programs EIS did not evaluate specific impacts 
of the Glass Mountain KGRA leases or projects. In response, Commentor is correct that specific impacts of the Glass 
Mountain KGRA leases or projects were not evaluated in the Resource Programs EIS because the Resource Programs 
EIS is a programmatic document that addresses broad issues associated with resource acquisitions. The Resource 
Programs EIS evaluates the environmental trade-offs among generic resource types and the cumulative effects of adding 
various combinations of these resources to the existing BPA system (see also Response to Comment C2:37). 
Commentor also states that cumulative effects have not been adequately evaluated nor are their impacts on cultural 
values and sites and the entire cultural landscape assessed. In response, cumulative effects are evaluated in Chapter 4 
of the Draft EISEIR. The impacts on cultural values and sites and the entire cultural landscape are evaluated in 
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Section 4.3.6 (page 4-15). Commentor provides no basis for the assertion that the evaluation of cumulative effects is 
inadequate. 
Commentor is also concerned that the Telephone Flat Project did not do its own study or evaluations of the cumulative 
effects of transmission lines. In response, an evaluation of the cumulative effects of both the Fourmile Hill Project and 
the Telephone Flat Project transmission lines is provided in each of the respective resource sections (Sections 4.3.1 
through 4.3.14) discussed in the Cumulative Effects chapter of the Draft EISEIR. For those transmission line segments 
relevant to the Telephone Flat Project that were also earlier evaluated as transmission line alternatives for the Fourmile 
Hill Project, the Fourmile Hill Project analysis was incorporated by reference and summarized in the Draft EISEIR for 
the Telephone Flat Project as allowed for by both NEPA and CEQA regulations and recommended by agency guidance 
documents. The lead agencies agreed that the site specific transmission line impact analysis for the common transmission 
line segments would not change regardless of which project might be using the line segment and supplemental analysis 
was not required. Further, the cumulative effects analysis considered every combination of alternative Fourmile Hill 
Project and Telephone Flat Project transmission line routes. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:44 - Commentor indicates that an issue that does not appear to have been adequately raised 
is how release of heat that is stored inside the earth would affect global warming. In response, the issue of global 
warming is not related to heat being released from the surface of the earth. Global warming was evaluated in the Draft 
EISEIR (pages 3.4-10 and 3.4-25). Heat generated on the earth is radiated through the atmosphere and lost into space. 
Global warming results when “greenhouse gases” accumulate in the atmosphere and act like a blanket by retaining the 
heat in the atmosphere and reducing the rate at which the heat is lost into space. Further, the majority of the geothermal 
heat that is produced during Project operations will not be released to the atmosphere but will be converted from heat 
energy to mechanical energy to electrical energy in the steam turbine-generator. There will be no substantive effect on 
global warming by the release of geothermal heat from the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:45 - The comment requests that the comments submitted on the Draft EISEIR for the 
Fourmile Hill Project be incorporated into comments for the Telephone Flat Project. In response, see Response to 
Comment F38:25. 
Response to Comment C2:46 - Commentor is concerned that none of the three proposed power plant site alternatives 
evaluated in the Draft EISEIR would adequately mitigate impacts on one or more Native American sacred sites, each 
affect cultural properties, and that each of the Project Alternatives is unacceptable except the No Project Alternative. 
In response, the effects of the Proposed Action and each of the Project Alternatives on cultural resources and traditional 
Native American values were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR in Chapters 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The Draft EISEIR 
concluded that any potential impacts on cultural resources could be mitigated to below the level of signficance; however, 
the Draft EISEIR acknowledges that some of impacts on Native American sacred sites and traditional cultural properties 
could not be mitigated below the level of significance. No other Project Alternatives were identified that would meet 
the “purpose and need’ for the Project and that would also potentially mitigate to below the level of signficance the 
impacts on Native American sacred sites or traditional cultural properties (pages 2-54 through 2-61). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:47 - The comment asserts that National Register evaluations are needed in order to evaluate 
alternatives. The comment also states that alternatives should consider sites away from the Medicine Lake Highlands 
and other ways to meet needs for energy including energy conservation. In response, the Draft EISEIR conservatively 
presumed that all of the identified traditional cultural properties potentially eligible for the National Register are eligible 
and evaluated effects to all of them (see also Response to Comment C2:8). The Draft EISEIR also considered n 
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alternatives to the proposed Project but dismissed alternative sites away from the Medicine Lake Highlands because they 
would not meet the “purpose and need” for the Project (see also Response to Comment C2:48). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:48 - Commentor states that all transmission line routes would be visible from sacred sites. 
In response, the comment is noted. The visibility of the respective transmission line routes was evaluated in 
Section 3.6.3.6 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-15 through 3.6-20; see also Response to Comment C2:2). 
Commentor also notes that alternative power generation technologies were eliminated from study as irrelevant. In 
response, alternative power generation technologies were eliminated from detailed study in the Draft EISEIR for four 
different reasons, including: (a) they did not meet the “purpose and need;” (b) they did not provide any environmental 
advantage; (c) they could be readily determined to have greater adverse environmental impact than the Proposed Action; 
or (d) they were technically or economically infeasible, but it is not stated that any of the alternatives eliminated were 
irrelevant from consideration. A more comprehensive discussion of the rationale for eliminating the identified power 
generation technologies from detailed study can be found in Section 2.7 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 2-54 through 2-61). 
Commentor also asserts that the alternative of energy conservation strategies should be included. In response, this is 
a project specific analysis for which the “purpose and need” to be decided is whether to enable the development of the 
CEGC proposal for a geothermal power project on its federal geothermal leases near Telephone Flat within the Modoc 
National Forest (see also Response to Comment C2:35). Renewable energy alternatives to geothermal development such 
as wind or solar energy would not allow the Project Applicant to utilize the geothermal resources beneath the federal 
geothermal leases comprising the Proposed Participating Area, or to confirm the viability of this resource. Renewable 
energy alternatives would also not fulfill BPA’s goal to investigate the feasibility of including geothermal power in their 
renewable energy mix of power sources for future availability. Evaluation of alternative energy conservation strategies 
would not meet the “purpose and need” set forth in this EISEIR and would be equivalent to the “No Action Alternative” 
that is evaluated in the Draft EISEIR. 
Commentor is also concerned with the energy efficiency of transferring power generated in California into Oregon and 
Washington states. In response, Commentor’s assumption that the power generated from the Project would be 
physically transported long distances is in error. The power generated would be transported to a power grid where it is 
not possible to follow the flow of individual electrons from any given source; however, when the power enters the grid 
it would be transported with the flow of electrons toward the nearest users. For example, this means that power that is 
currently being transported south from BPA’s other power generation sources, such as hydroelectric projects along the 
Columbia River, can be replaced for southern customers by power generated from the Project. Further, BPA has power 
customers in California, including the Surprise Valley Electric Cooperative, and sells large amounts of power to other 
wholesale customers in California via high-voltage transmission lines that extend as far as Los Angeles. Because BPA 
has loads in northern California, but no generation in northern California, power generated by the Telephone Flat Project 
could be used in lieu of power generated at more distant facilities. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:49 - Commentor states that the plans to market the energy generated from the Project as 
“green” energy and without the ‘‘green’’ label may not be economic. Commentor then indicates that the Commentor made 
a proposal in June 1988 to the National Environmental Justice Advisory Council to adopt a resolution to request EPA 
to develop “green” energy standards. Commentor then asserts, “the challenge to these geothermal projects could be 
important to the development of standards for ‘green energy’.’’ In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required (see also Response to Comment A8: 15). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment C2:50 - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR admitted that, “The Project would 
potentially result in a disproportionate effect on the Native American minority population and this impact was 
determined to be potentially signijicant and no mitigation measures are feasible” (emphasis added). The comment 
further states that no consideration is given to the Tribes whose ancestral lands would be violated by these 
developments; for the U.S. government and its agencies to continue to lease, sell and exploit tribal lands for the benefit 
of individuals, corporations, and other interest groups, without compensation or royalties, is a gnevous injustice to the 
Modoc and Pit River Tribes. Finally, the comment states that the Tribes would reject any compensation as they would 
rather hold claim to the land than accept money as the land is more valuable for its cultural and spiritual benefits to the 
Native People than money. In response, it should be noted that the Project is located in the Modoc National Forest. As 
described in Section 1.5.1 (page 1-13), the BLM has authority for issuing geothermal leases and for malung 
determinations on proposed geothermal activities on public lands, including National Forests; the USFS has authority 
for administering surface resources within the National Forest System. The Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 provides 
for geothermal leasing on public land and for royalty payments to be made to the U.S. Treasury and is discussed in the 
Draft EISEIR (page 3.12-79). Any dispute over compensation for use of Modoc National Forest lands due to tribal 
claims is outside the scope of this EISER; whether the compensation would be accepted or rejected is also outside of 
the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C251 - Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR is deficient because it fails to disclose a 
detailed and in-depth analysis of the No Action Alternative which shows the benefits to the environment resulting from 
not approving the Project. In response, the Draft EISEIR provides an extensive description of the existing Affected 
Environment for each of the topical resource areas. The No Project Alternative would deny the construction, operation, 
and decommissioning of any of the action Project Alternatives and there would be no change to the existing Affected 
Environment by the selection of the No Action Alternative except those adverse and unavoidable socioeconomic unpacts 
discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.12-26 and 3.12-27). In addition, selection of the No Action Alternative may be 
considered a taking of those rights granted to the lessees through the issuance of the federal geothermal leases, and may 
result in the federal government being directed to adequately compensate the lessees for this talung. No further analysis 
is required. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The paragraph under Section 2.5 (No Action Alternative) of the Draft EISEIR will 
be amended by adding the following sentence at the end: 
“In addition, selection of the No Action Alternative may be considered a taking of those rights granted to the 
lessees through the issuance of the federal geothermal leases (see Section 1.2.2), and may result in the federal 
government being directed to adequately compensate the lessees for this taking.’’ 
T-i 
Response to Comment C2:52 - Commentor repeats the assertions of Comments C2:4 and C2:6 that a sociological 
cost-benefits analysis should be part of the Draft EISEIR. In response, see Responses to Comments C2:4 and C2:6. 
Commentor also notes that, in discussing the Cumulative Socioeconomic Effects, the Executive Summary of the Draft 
EISEIR (page ES-38) states that disproportionate effects on Native Americans were determined by an “Environmental 
Justice” analysis; however, this analysis is not included in the Draft EISEIR. NHPA, as well as Executive Orders 12898 
and 13007 all require government agencies to go through processes to resolve the violation, not merely say they have 
done an analysis. The comment also states that the Draft EISEIR (page 3.12-17) dmusses how Native Americans were 
identified as a significant minority population but does not discuss specific socioeconomic unpacts from the unavoidable 
adverse effects on the tribal cultures themselves. In response, the Environmental Justice analysis was provided in the 
Draft EISEIR (pages 3.12-17 through 3.12-19). The Environmental Justice analysis strictly adhered to EPA guidance, 
first by determining whether a minority population exists, then whether a disproportionate effect would occur, and 
finally, whether the minority population was subject to a high and adverse human heath effect. Impact 3.12.3.6.1-2 
(page 3.12-25) notes that the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project EISEIR also concluded that its project “would 
disproportionately affect the local American Indians because it could affect tribal use and spiritual values”. This is why 
Cumulative Impact 4.3.12-1 (page 4-20) states: “The Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development 
Projects would individually and cumulative12 result in disproportionate effects. ..” (emphasis added). Although Native 
Americans were found to be a significant minority population for the purposes of the Environmental Justice analysis, 
the socioeconomic lmpacts described in Section 3.12 for the entire Project vicinity would apply equally to all population 
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groups. See also Response to Comment C2:4 regarding the lack of regulatory requirement for additional sociological 
evaluation. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:53 - Commentor asserts that the provisions of the American Indian Tribal Rights, 
Federal-Tribal Trust Responsibilities [subsequently identified as Secretary Order No. 3206, June 5 ,  19971 and the 
Endangered Species Act @SA) are not being adhered to. Commentor also asserts that the Project would be located on 
Pit River aboriginal territory to which the Tribe retains its inherent right. Commentor further asserts that there is a 
si-~ficant cultural relationship between the Pit River Tribe and a number of species listed on the ESA. In response, 
Section 1 of the Department of Interior Secretary Order No. 3206 states that it pertains to actions taken under authority 
of the ESA that may affect Indian lands, tribal trust resources, or the exercise of American Indian tribal rights as defined 
in the Order. The definitions of Indian lands, tribal trust resources, and tribal rights as defined in the Order do not appear 
to apply to the area that would be affected by the proposed Project. Consultation under the ESA between the USFS and 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) is in progress and will be completed prior to a decision on the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:54 - Commentor states that tribal practices regarding culturally significant species that are 
not “sensitive“ species referred to in Comment C2:53, including deer, badger, and porcupine, should be established 
through consultation in development of a Cultural Management Plan. In response, Section 3.3.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR 
(page 3.3-40) presents the criteria that were used to evaluate impacts on plant and animal species. Effects on deer 
migration (page 3.3-42) and habitat (Impacts 3.3.3.3-21, 3.3.3.4-21, and 3.3.3.5-21) were explicitly considered in 
response to concerns raised at public scoping sessions for the Draft EISEIR; no significant effects were identified. 
Impacts 3.6.3.3-4, 3.6.3.4-4, and 3.6.3.5-4 address effects to elk, bear and deer in response to concerns raised on the 
site tour with Pit River Tribe members; again, no significant effects were identified. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:55 - Commentor notes that revenues for Tribes are not mentioned and asserts that tribes 
have possessory rights on their ancestral lands and the Project would cause a loss of value to the territory. In response, 
Section 3.6.3 recognizes the loss of spiritual values. Revenue value of the land was not raised by Native Americans 
during consultations. Refer to Comment C2:4 of this letter, which states, “No amount of money expended for  
government programs for  Native Americans can make up for the loss of sacred sites.” See also Response to 
Comment C2:50, this compensation issue is outside the scope of the EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C256 - Commentor refers to Impact 3.12.3.3-4 (page 3.12-18 of the Draft EISEIR). This is 
a required impact assessment to determine whether human health effects are disproportionately high and adverse on a 
minority population in conformance with Environmental Justice guidance prescribed by the EPA. A determination is 
made that no high or adverse human health effects would result from the Project. Commentor disagrees with this 
analysis and cites nonspecified, adverse health effects that have occurred in Lake County and elsewhere as a result of 
geothermal development. Commentor also references an attached letter from the Executive Director of Pit River Health 
Service, Inc. (Note - The contents of this letter were independently submitted as comments on the Draft EISEIR, see 
Responses to Comment Letter F35). The attached letter does not identify any specific human health effects of the 
Project, but it also refers to some unspecified, adverse effects from other geothermal locations, as follows: 
Those of you concerned about health effects need to know the information is availablefrom other Geothermal 
locations as to the potentially unfavorable effects on health that Geothermal Plants bring with them. 
In response, Chapter 3.13 of the Draft EIS/E& was specifically prepared to address the human health and safety 
impacts associated with the proposed Project. This chapter addresses those potential human health effects both unique 
to geothermal development and to electrical power production that are relevant to the proposed Project, including: air 
emission health concerns from H,S (page 3.13-5 and pages 3.13-13 and 3.13-14) and trace metal emissions 
(pages 3.13-14 and 3.13-15); electromagnetic fields from transmission lines (page 3.13-13); and hazardous material 
health effects (page 3.13-12). Similarly, human health analysis of the cumulative effects of the proposed Project and 
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the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project is presented in Chapter 4 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 4-20 
through 4-22). No significant adverse effects on human health and safety were identified, and no adverse human health 
effects from the development of geothermal energy in other locations have been identified that are relevant to the 
proposed Project that were not otherwise evaluated in the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:57 - Commentor asserts that Native Americans would be more susceptible than other 
minority populations to contamination of ground water, air, or other things. It also challenges the finding that the Project 
would not directly affect American Indian human health because spiritual well being is intertwined with human health 
for Native Americans. In response, the analysis reflects the division that EPA’s Environmental Justice guidance makes 
between health effects and “impacts that may affect a cultural, historical, orprotected resource of value to an Indian 
Tribe ...” (page 3.12-26). Response to Comment F29: 12 addresses the difficulty of quantifying the consequences of 
impacts to spiritual values and associated practices. 
Commentor also refers to an excerpt from Impact 3.12.3.6.2-2 in the Draft EISEIR that states the Project “ ... would not 
directly affect the environmental or human health conditions of any American Indian ... but that it would 
disproportionately affect the local American Indians because it could affect tribal use and spiritual values ...” 
(page 3.12-26). Commentor states this is a fallacy because in Native American culture, spiritual values are intertwined 
with human health, livelihood and life ways. Commentor adds that adverse and unmitigable impacts on sacred sites and 
spiritual values are known to have serious effects on the mental and emotional health of Native tribes. In response, the 
referenced Impact Statement was incorporated by reference from the Fourmile Hill Project Draft EISEIR with respect 
to the impact evaluations of the alternative transmission routes that may be applicable to the Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Project. Commentor offers a Native American cultural interpretation of human health that is more expansive than that 
used in the evaluation for the Impact Statement in conformance with EPA Environmental Justice guidance. There are 
no significant adverse human health effects from the proposed Project or significant cumulative adverse health effects 
of the projects evaluated in the Cumulative Effects chapter (see Response to Comment C256). Similarly, Commentor’s 
assertion that adverse and unmitigable impacts on sacred sites or spiritual values would have serious effects on the 
mental and emotional health of Native tribes is an interpretation of human health that is more expansive than that used 
in the evaluation for the referenced Impact Statement and is considered duplicative of the significant impact described 
by Impact 3.12.3.3.3-3 that states that, The Project would result in a disproportionate effect ... on the Native American 
minority population in the general area which has historically used the Medicine Lake Highlands for cultural and 
spiritual pulposes. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:58 - The comment expresses concern that too much hydrologic monitoring is left for after 
construction of the Project when preventable impacts could occur. In response, baseline hydrologic monitoring has been 
conducted and the resulting data are presented in the Draft EISEIR in Sections 3.2.2.4 and 3.2.2.5 (pages 3.2-8 through 
3.2-13 and pages 3.2-14 through 3.2-21, respectively). A Hydrologic Monitoring Program is being developed to validate 
the conclusions of the Draft EISEIR that there will be no significant hydrologic impacts. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C259 - The comment states that a connection between the geothermal reservoir and the shallow 
groundwater has been established. The comment also expresses concern that raising water temperature in Paynes Springs 
and the Fall River spring system could impact fish populations. In response, the Draft EISEIR indicates that there is 
no evidence of a connection between the geothermal reservoir and the shallow groundwater (Section 3.2.2.5). Further, 
there would only be a small potential for spills and leaks of geothermal fluid to impact groundwater. This would occur 
only during unlikely upset conditions such as from a well blowout or a pipeline release. The Draft EISEIR addresses 
these concerns (pages 3.13-6 through 3.13-12). Fluid temperature would initially be 200°F but would cool to ambient 
temperature after a short time. Trees, brush, and herbaceous vegetation in the path of any hot water would be subjected 
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to thermal damage as a result of contact with the hot water. Fish in the Fall River spring system have no potential for 
suffering thermal damage because spilled geothermal fluid would cool before it could travel that distance under any 
circumstances. As discussed in Section 3.13.3.3.1 (page 3.13-lo), if a well blowout or large pipeline rupture were to 
occur in the southwest corner of the Project wellfield area, the spilled fluid could reach Paynes Springs but Road 97 
could be utilized as a temporary emergency dike to prevent geothermal fluids from crossing the road into the topographic 
depression up gradient of Paynes Springs. 
Revisions for the Final EISLEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:60 - The comment expresses concern that trace elements may contaminate Medicine Lake 
and other surface water and groundwater, that baseline water quality data is not present, that cumulative effects are 
lacking, and that effects of runoff are underestimated. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3, which addresses 
the concern about trace elements from cooling tower drift impacting water quality. Baseline water quality data is 
presented in the Draft EISEIR in Section 3.2.2.4 (Local Surface Water, page 3.2-8), Section 3.2.2.5 (Local 
Groundwater, page 3.2- 14), and Section 3.2.2.6 (Regional Hydrology, page 3.2-2 1). Cumulative Effects are presented 
in the Draft EISEIR in Chapter 4. Effects of runoff are also addressed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.2-27 
through 3.2-29). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:61 - Commentor is concerned that the hot, liquid geothermal fluids proposed for 
development are conjecture and have not been encountered during exploratory drilling. Commentor suggests that this 
could mean that there is a lack of geothermal fluids and that freshwater from surface and groundwater sources would 
be injected to develop the resource. In response, hot geothermal resources have been encountered in each of the three 
(3) deep exploration wells (well numbers 68-8,87-13, and 37- 17,) drilled and tested in the Project wellfield (page 2-7). 
The projected geothermal resource conditions used in the Draft EISEIR were based on actual reservoir test data from 
well 87-13, the existing well considered most representative of the production wellfield (page 2-30). There is no 
proposal to inject surface water or shallow groundwater resources to support the geothermal reservoir. No further 
analysis is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:62 - The comment addresses both land use and biological resources concerns. 
Land Use: The comment expresses concern that the Proposed Action would cut through the Mt. Hoffman RRA, 
violating a recent directive by the Forest Service to not construct new roads in Roadless Areas. The comment also states 
that the Proposed Action would impact a late-successional forest, and that the Section 106 Standards and Guidelines 
may be violated as no Watershed Analysis has been prepared. In response, see Response to Comment F12: 1 regarding 
potential impacts to the Mt. Hoffman RRA; see Response to Comment F12:2 regarding the proposed new regulation 
against the construction of roads in roadless areas; and see Response to Comment F24:7 regarding potential impacts 
to late-successional forest. The requirement of a watershed analysis to be conducted is discussed in the Draft EISEIR 
in Section 3.9.1.2 (page 3.9-2); the watershed analysis is not required as part of the EISEIR but is required to be 
completed prior to the construction of the transmission line segment A2, as described in Mitigation Measure 3.9.3.6.1-1. 
Biological Resources: The comment expresses the concern that the Project would impact late-successional forest. 
Special concern is stated for the “old trees” in the Mt. Hoffman RRA. The comment also states that the action may 
violate the Northwest Forest Management Plan Record of Decision (NFMP ROD) Standards and Guidelines. In 
response, see Response to Comment Al : l  for a discussion of the amount of late-successional forest that would be 
potentially impacted by the Project. As stated in the response, “Mitigation measures 3.3.3.6.1-3a and 3b, 3.3.3.6.1-5a 
through 5c, 3.3.3.6.2-3a and 3b, and 3.3.3.6.2-5a through 5c - as originally proposed in the Fourmile Hill Project 
EISEIR- are designed to minimize impacts on late-successional forest to a level below significance.” As stated in 
Section 3.3.3.1 (page 3.3-41), “Effects that are inconsistent with the standards set forth in the NFMP 
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ROD ... are ... considered signijicant.” Therefore the mitigation measures are designed to ensure compliance with the 
NFMP ROD. See also Response to Comment F37:9. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:63 - The comment notes that the Modoc National Forest recently made a “non-significant” 
Amendment to its LRMP regarding Utility Corridor Direction; the stated reason for the Amendment was to “increase 
the Forest Supervisor ’sf2exibility in designating new utility corridors on the Forest.” The comment further noted that 
several groups and individuals appealed this Amendment, claiming that the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), National Forest Management Act (NFMA) and civil rights were violated, 
but these appeals were denied. In response, according to the Environmental Assessment (EA) and Finding of No 
Significant Impact (FONSI) for Amendment of the Modoc National Forest LRMP Utility Corridor Direction (USFS, 
September 1997), the Proposed Action consists of amending the LRMP current guideline which guides designation of 
utility corridors. The current guideline is as follows: 
“Minimize proliferation of separate utility corridors by confining future needs to existing corridors, ifpossible. 
However, consider construction of new corridors outside existing utility rights of way if technology, safety, 
national and state practices, engineering, or environmental quality precludes co-existing uses.” Modoc 
National Forest LRMP, page 4- 17 
The EA/FONSI approved the amendment to be revised as follows: 
“Minimize proliferation of separate utility corridors by confining future needs to existing corridors, ifpossible. 
However, consider construction of new corridors outside existing utility rights of way if site specific NEPA 
analysis indicates technology, safety, national and state practices, engineering, environmental quality, or 
impacts on communities and associated residential areas, preclude eo-existing uses.” 
The rationale for the decision was that the amended language would result in more meaningful consideration of future 
site specific utility corridor alternatives and consequently minimize the environmental impacts on public lands, 
communities and associated residential areas. Furthermore, adequate safeguards are retained by the amended direction 
to prevent the proliferation of utility corridors. This programmatic amendment was found to not have measurable direct, 
indirect or cumulative environmental effects. 
The appeal period for the FONSI has concluded, and the Forest Plan amendment has been adopted. Comrnentor has not 
identified any comment pertaining to the proposed Project. Earlier agency decisions to amend the Modoc National Forest 
LRMP are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:64 - The comment concerns seismic activity or earthquake history along the Mayfield and 
Day Faults and seismic activity during activities conducted before production setup. In response, Section 3.1.2.4.1 
(page 3.1-5), and Section 3.1.3.3.1 (pages 3.1-7 and 3.1-8) discuss the seismicity of the Project wellfield area. There 
are no active faults located within close proximity to the proposed Project. Only two (2) faults located in the vicinity 
of the Project are known which could produce a seismic event of a magnitude 5.0 or greater on the Richter scale; the 
Likely Fault and the Surprise Valley Fault, located 50 miles (80 kilometers) and 75 miles (121 kilometers), respectively, 
from the project. Therefore, although the Mayfield Fault and the Day Fault are located less than 20 miles (32 kilometers) 
from the Project, they were not considered active faults and thus were not mentioned in the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:65 - The comment concerns the effect of drilling muds on lava tubes, particularly those lava 
tubes containing ground water. In response, Section 3.1.3.3.1 (page 3.1-8) discusses the procedures involved in the 
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unlikely event that a lava tube is encountered. The Project wellfield area is not known to contain substantial lava tubes, 
however, if a lava tube is encountered during drilling and there is a loss of drilling fluid circulation, the driller would 
try to reestablish circulation by adding materials such as cottonseed hulls or crushed walnut shells to plug the holes into 
which the mud and cuttings were lost. These are natural, non reactive materials that would not degrade any ground water 
encountered. Should these “lost circulation materials” not plug the hole, it may be necessary to abandon the borehole 
by cementing it in and move the borehole location to avoid the projected course of the lava tube. It would be unlikely 
that the lava tube would be completely sealed with either the “lost circulation materials” or the cement, due to the 
viscosity of the material, thereby allowing circulation of any ground water through the lava tube. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:66 - Commentor expresses concern that quantities of geothermal fluids needed to produce 
steam are under estimated and therefore effects of removal of geothermal fluids are underestimated. In response, the 
resource is expected to be able to support Project operations for 50 years. If the resource proves to be less then expected, 
then the Project would become uneconomical sooner, Project operations would end, and decommissioning would begin 
sooner. 
Commentor is also concerned with the possible underestimation of subsidence in general, and possible subsidence as 
a result of the collapse of lava tubes. In response, the USGS has taken measurements of the natural subsidence that has 
occurred in the Medicine Lake Highlands since 1954. Measurements were taken at points within the caldera and at 
locations up to 19 miles (30 km) to the west, southwest, and south of the caldera. Between 1954 and 1989, the maximum 
measured subsidence of all the measurement points was approximately 11 mm per year (Dzurisin et a1 1991).’ Even 
during the period that included the earthquakes of 1988 (the strongest of which measured 4.1 on the Richter scale), the 
estimated subsidence rate in the Medicine Lake caldera was 15 mm per year. These data indicate that subsidence does 
occur naturally within the Medicine Lake Highlands, but at a very slow rate. Section 3.1.2.4.5 and 3.1.3.3.1 (pages 3.1-6 
and 3.1-9, respectively) discusses the subject of subsidence. Section 3.2.2.3 (page 3.2-4) discusses the lithologic units 
(from drill logs) commonly found in the Medicine Lake Basin. The lithologic units starting at depths of 1,450 to 2,000 
feet are rhyolite-dacite flows. Intense clay alteration coincides with the flow units and forms a cap that prevents the 
upward movement of the geothermal fluid. The rocks overlying and underlying the rhyolite-dacite flows are basalt and 
andesite flows and tuffs. These rocks are very resistant to compaction and therefore resistant to subsidence. Lava tubes 
would normally be found at shallow, near surface depths, otherwise they would be compressed by lithostatic pressure 
from overlying formations. Surface subsidence from geothermal resource production is unlikely to occur because the 
production of geothermal fluids would be primarily from deep subsurface fracture systems greater than approximately 
1450 feet deep. The use of geophysical data is important, however, it is no substitute for actual geologic information 
such as drill chips from geothermal test wells when considering the types of lithologies and their ability to compress 
or cause subsidence. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:67: The comment concerns physical impacts in Special Interest Areas (SIA). In response, 
SIA in the Project vicinity are described in Section 3.1.2.3.2 (page 3.1-3). Under Unique Geologic Features, in 
Section 3.1.3.3.1 (page 3.1-9), it is stated that “The construction, operation, and decommissioning of the Proposed 
Action would have no impact on these SZA.” Impact 3.1.3.6.1-2 (page 3.1-15) discusses alternative transmission line 
routes in the Glass Mountain Glass Flow Area. Line segment A2 of the transmission line would skirt the northwest 
margin of the flow area and would pass through a gap in the SIA but would not cross the boundary of the SIA and 
would, therefore, not impact the SIA. Measure 3.1.3.6.1-2 (page 3.1-15) of the Draft EISEIR is provided to ensure that 
there would be no effects on any Geologic SIA. The Measure states: 
’Dzurisin, D., J.M. Donnelly-Nolan, J.R. Evans and S.R. Walter. 1991. Crustal Subsidence, Seismicity, and Structure Near Medicine Lake 
Volcano. Culifornia. Journal of Geophysical Research 96(No. B10): 16,319-16.333, 
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“The Project Applicant shall not undertake project activities within any established or proposed SIA. The 
Project Applicant shall define in the field with a USFS representative the limits ofproject activities and surface 
disturbance for facilities proposed near SIAs to ensure that inadvertent damage to SIAs does not occur. The 
limits of permissible surface disturbance shall be marked by stakes and flags prior to construction.” 
Revision to the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:68 - The comment says that the Draft EISEIR states that “no standards have been 
established for activities which may require sensory deprivation.” The comment asserts that such standards are culturally 
determined and require consultations. The comment implies that such consultation did not take place. In response, the 
precise statement in the Draft EISEIR is in Section 3.7.2.1 (page 3.7-2) in a discussion of Native American vision quest 
locations: “There are no scient@ data supporting standards, criteria, or limits for noise which could impede activities 
which may require sensory deprivation. I t  is considered that sound level increases of 5 dBA or more above ambient 
noise levels are audible.” See Response to Comment F39:4 for a discussion of the noise analysis as applied to Native 
American concerns. That response concludes: “...only Native American practitioners during operations will be able to 
determine whether their vision questing is compromised by the noise of operations.” Thus, because Native Americans 
at the Project wellfield area asserted that noise would interfere with vision quests at nearby locations (see 
Section 3.6.2.4), the Draft EISEIR acknowledges those impacts as potentially significant and that they cannot be 
mitigated to below the level of significance. In other words, the Draft EISEIR based its impact analysis directly upon 
input from Native Americans at the Project wellfield area. By definition, sensory deprivation (the absence of any stimuli, 
including sound) precludes a standard. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:69 - The comment says “Although the Draft EISEIR at 3.7-18 states that noise levels at 
the identified vision quest sites is addressed in the Native American Values Section 3.6.3.2 (pages 3.6-10 and 3.6-1 1 
no such analysis can be found.” In response, the actual statement in the Draft EISEIR at 3.7-18 is, “The effects of noise 
at these sites is addressed in the Native American Values section (see Section 3.6.3.2)” (emphasis added). 
Section 3.6.3.2 lists two criteria for significant effects that encompass noise impacts: “ ... introduction of visual, noise, 
or atmospheric elements that are out of character” and LLsomehow rendered unsuitable or unusable for its traditional 
or religious use.” These criteria are applied in the subsequent sections, which recognize significant aural effects to 
vision quest locations that cannot be mitigated to below the level of significance (Impacts 3.6.3.3-2, 3.6.3.4-2, 
and 3.6.3.5-2). See also the noise analysis provided in the Native American Values section (page 3.6-7) where noise 
effects at identified Native American receptor locations are summarized with reference to the noise assessment provided 
in Section 3.7 (Table 3.7.11, page 3.7-15). See also Response to Comment C2:lO. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:70 - The Commentor states that the requirement for a 30-day notice in advance of activities 
by Native Americans is incompatible with those activities. In response, Mitigation Measure 3.6.3.6.1-4 of the Draft 
EISEIR (page 3.6-16) is a requirement for the Project Applicant to provide at least 30 days notice to concerned tribes 
prior to surface disturbing Project activities. There is no requirement for Native Americans to provide advance notice 
to any entity prior to pursuing traditional activities in the Project vicinity. The purpose for the Project Applicant 
submitting the 30-day notice of proposed Project construction activities to the tribes is to provide those tribes with some 
opportunity to avoid conducting selected activities in the Project vicinity when Project operations are scheduled that 
may have intrusional impacts that are greater than during normal power plant operations. The intent of the measure is 
to attempt to provide advance notice that could avoid some potential conflicts with the Project. The Draft EISEIR 
acknowledges that this measure would not reduce the impact of the Project activities to below the level of significance. 
n 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment C2:71- The Commentor states that some adverse impacts on Native Americans are significant 
and unavoidable, and concludes that the No Action Alternative is the only mitigation and acceptable solution. In 
response, the comment is noted. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:72 - Commentor states that the earlier processes leading to BPA’s designation of the Glass 
Mountain KGRA and expansion of the KGRA, and the Forest ServiceBLM process of awarding the leases lack an 
adequate NHPA Section 106 Process. In response, and as discussed in the Draft EISEIR, the USGS established the 
Glass Mountain KGRA and the KGRA was expanded as a result of the filing of overlapping lease applications on 
federal lands around the KGRA (pages 1-1 and 1-7). The BPA has no role in the designation of areas of geothermal 
resource potential becoming KGRA’s. Prior agency decisions to designate the Glass Mountain area a KGRA and to 
award geothermal leases in the KGRA are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:73 - Commentor states that National Register of Historic Place evaluations are being done 
in a way that is disconnected from the NEPA process. Commentor also states that the Section 106 process is not 
integrated in the NEPA analysis and that impacts on traditional cultural values and properties are inadequately evaluated. 
In response, see Responses to Comments C2:5 and D1:26. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment C2:74 - The comment states that the processes and consultations that should be resulting from 
the unavoidable and disproportionate impacts on the Medicine Lake Highlands relative to Executive Orders on 
Environmental Justice (Executive Order 12898) and on Indian Sacred Sites (Executive Order 13007) have not been 
carried out, but are merely mentioned in the Draft EISEIR. In response, the Draft EISEIR directed the reader to the 
incorrect section. The Final EISEIR will be corrected to direct the reader to the correct section, Section 1.6.4, which 
also refers the reader to Section 3.6 of EISEIR that further discusses Native American consultation. Section 3.6.2.2 
identifies the government-to-government consultation that is ongoing, including a presentation to the Pit River Tribal 
Council, taking Pit River tribal members on a tour of the Project wellfield, a presentation to the Klamath Tribes, and 
an interview with a Modoc individual who had conducted traditional activities in the Medicine Lake area. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The second full paragraph of the Draft EISEIR on page 3.12-18 will be revised as 
follows: 
“In anticipation of Native American concerns, Native American Consultation was initiated during the scoping 
process as described in Section- 1.6.4 of this- EISEIR. This is consistent with the 
guidance provided by the EPA to ensure that Native American concerns are identified and evaluated.” 
Response to Comment C2:75 - The comment states that cumulative effects of the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill 
Projects are grossly under-addressed and require a single EIS. In response, see Responses to Comments A8: 14 and 
A9:3. 
Response to Comment C2:76 - Commentor notes that the Draft EISEIR identifies significant impacts on Native 
American spiritual and cultural values that cannot be mitigated to below the level of significance. Commentor then 
asserts that this conclusion merits that a sociological analysis and cultural management plan be prepared and 
incorporated into the EISEIR. In response, the comment is noted. See Responses to Comments C2:4 and C2:6. 
Response to Comment C2:77 - Commentor requests that the concerns of the Pit River Tribe be taken to heart. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER C3 (Floyd J. Buckskin, Michelle Berditschevsky, Native Coalition for Cultural 
Restoration of Mount Shasta and Medicine Lake Highlands Defense) 
Response to Comment C3:l- See Response to Comment C2: 1. 
Response to Comment C3:2 - See Response to Comment C2:2. 
Response to Comment C3:3 - See Response to Comment C2:3. 
Response to Comment C3:4 - See Response to Comment C2:4. 
Response to Comment C3:5 - See Response to Comment C2:5. 
Response to Comment C3:6 - See Response to Comment C2:6. 
Response to Comment C3:7 - See Response to Comment C2:7. 
Response to Comment C3:8 - See Response to Comment C2:8. 
Response to Comment C3:9 - See Response to Comment C2:9. 
Response to Comment C3:lO- See Response to Comment C2: 10. 
Response to Comment C3:ll- See Response to Comment C2:ll. 
Response to Comment C3:12 - See Response to Comment C2:12. 
Response to Comment C3:13 - See Response to Comment C2:13. 
Response to Comment C3:14 - See Response to Comment C2:14. 
Response to Comment C3:15 - See Response to Comment C2: 15. 
Response to Comment C3:16 - See Response to Comment C2:16. 
Response to Comment C3:17 - See Response to Comment C2:17. 
Response to Comment C3:18 - See Response to Comment C2:18. 
Response to Comment C3:19 - See Response to Comment C2:19. 
Response to Comment C3:20 - See Response to Comment C2:20. 
Response to Comment C3:21- See Response to Comment C2:21. 
Response to Comment C3:22 - See Response to Comment C2:22. 
Response to Comment C3:23 - See Response to Comment C2:23. 
Response to Comment C3:24 - See Response to Comment C2:24. 
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Response to Comment C3:25 - See Response to Comment C2:25. 
Response to Comment C3:26 - See Response to Comment C2:26. 
Response to Comment C3:27 - See Response to Comment C2:27. 
Response to Comment C3:28 - See Response to Comment C2:28. 
Response to Comment C3:29 - See Response to Comment C2:29. 
Response to Comment C3:30 - See Response to Comment C2:30. 
Response to Comment C3:31 - See Response to Comment C2:3 1. 
Response to Comment C3:32 - See Response to Comment C2:32. 
Response to Comment C3:33 - See Response to Comment C2:33. 
Response to Comment C3:34 - See Response to Comment C2:34. 
Response to Comment C3:35 - See Response to Comment C2:35. 
Response to Comment C3:36 - See Response to Comment C2:36. 
Response to Comment C3:37 - See Response to Comment C2:37. 
Response to Comment C3:38 - See Response to Comment C2:38. 
Response to Comment C3:39 - See Response to Comment C2:39. 
Response to Comment C3:40 - See Response to Comment C2:40. 
Response to Comment C3:41 - See Response to Comment C2:41. 
Response to Comment C3:42- See Response to Comment C2:42. 
. Response to Comment C3:43 - See Response to Comment C2:43. 
Response to Comment C3:44 - See Response to Comment C2:44. 
Response to Comment C3:45 - See Response to Comment C2:45. 
Response to Comment C3:46 - See Response to Comment C2:46. 
Response to Comment C3:47 - See Response to Comment C2:47. 
Response to Comment C3:48 - See Response to Comment C2:48. 
Response to Comment C3:49 - See Response to Comment C2:49. 
Response to Comment C3:50 - See Response to Comment C2:50. 
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Response to Comment C3:51 - See Response to Comment C2:51. 
Response to Comment C3:52 - See Response to Comment C2:52. 
Response to Comment C3:53 - See Response to Comment C2:53. 
Response to Comment C3:54 - See Response to Comment C254. 
Response to Comment C3:55 - See Response to Comment C2:55. 
Response to Comment C3:56 - See Response to Comment C2:56. 
Response to Comment C3:57 - See Response to Comment C2:57. 
Response to Comment C3:58 - See Response to Comment C2:58. 
Response to Comment C3:59 - See Response to Comment C2:59. 
Response to Comment C3:60 - See Response to Comment C2:60. 
Response to Comment C3:61- See Response to Comment C2:61. 
Response to Comment C3:62 - See Response to Comment C2:62. 
Response to Comment C3:63 - See Response to Comment C2:63. 
Response to Comment C3:64 - See Response to Comment C2:64. 
Response to Comment C3:65 - See Response to Comment C2:65. 
Response to Comment C3:66 - See Response to Comment C2:66. 
Response to Comment C3:67 - See Response to Comment C2:67. 
Response to Comment C3:68 - See Response to Comment C2:68. 
Response to Comment C3:69 - See Response to Comment C2:69. 
Response to Comment C3:70 - See Response to Comment C2:70. 
Response to Comment C3:71 - See Response to Comment C2:7 1. 
Response to Comment C3:72 - See Response to Comment C2:72. 
Response to Comment C3:73 - See Response to Comment C2:73. 
Response to Comment C3:74 - See Response to Comment C2:74. 
Response to Comment C3:75 - See Response to Comment C2:75. 
Response to Comment C3:76 - See Response to Comment C2:76. 
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Response to Comment C3:77 - See Response to Comment C2:77. 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
RESPONSES TO GROUP “D” COMMENTS 
Group “D’ is the letter designation given to the group of letters submitted on the Draft Environmental Impact 
StatementEnvironmental Impact Report (Draft EISEIR) by Federal government agencies. The following are responses 
to each of the comments provided on the Group “D” letters. 
COMMENT LETTER D1 (David Farrell, US.  Environmental Protection Agency, Region IX) 
Response to Comment D1:l - Commentor expresses concern that the Draft EISEIR does not provide specific 
information on the hydrogeology of the shallow aquifer in the Arnica Sink area or the extent of the cone of depression 
from proposed groundwater pumping. The comment also states that the volume of pumped water should not be 
compared to recharge, and requests existing or new pump test data and groundwater modeling to assure that nearby wells 
and other aquatic resources would not be significantly impacted. In response, the maximum rate of groundwater 
pumping for the Project from the Arnica Sink well would be 49.8 acre-feedyear (3 1 gallons per minute (gpm)). The 
closest wells to the Project wellfield area are approximately two miles away. No matter what the groundwater flow 
conditions are in the shallow aquifer, such a low rate of groundwater pumping under water table conditions would not 
result in a drawdown cone that extends far enough to impact nearby wells. The Fourmile Hill Project would use a 
maximum of 65.3 acre-feedyear (41 gpm) of shallow groundwater. Even if both projects experienced maximum 
groundwater usage at the same time, the total maximum cumulative use of shallow groundwater would only be 115.1 
acre-fdyr (7 1.5 gpm). This volume of groundwater usage is also too small to result in an extensive cone of depression, 
and it is projected that the cone of depression would not exceed 100 meters in diameter. As such, no effect on the private 
wells in the Medicine Lake basin is anticipated from the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:2: Commentor expresses concern that there may be impacts to wildlife from contact with 
the surface of the plant water storage and dump pond and that aquatic resources may be impacted by pond overflow or 
leakage. The comment also requests a table showing anticipated pond chemistry. In response, Section 2.2.4.5.3 provides 
a description of the proposed plant water storage and dump pond. The pond was designed to perform two functions. The 
primary function will be to collect the flows from all equipment drains, containment areas, and cooling tower overflow 
plus a 100-year, 24-hour storm event. The second function of the pond is to allow for drainage of the cooling tower 
basin for maintenance purposes. Only one-half of the cooling tower basin would be drained at any given time to 
maintain the tower water circulation to keep the tower damp. The pond was sized to hold one half of the cooling tower 
basin and a possible lo-year, 24-hour storm event. The pond may also act as a water storage pond during the summer 
months when forest fire danger is high. The pond will be maintained with two feet of free board at all times. The 
emergency overflow pipe in the pond is not intended to divert flows to local topography. The pipe would only be used 
if the two feet of free board was exceeded and the pond was in danger of overflowing. The emergency overflow would 
prevent topping over and thus prevent damage to pond walls. Any non-emergency use of the overflow would be a 
violation of the anticipated Waste Discharge Requirements. The pond would act as a collection point for fluids from 
various plant equipment drains and containment areas. These drains would be used on an infrequent basis for wash down 
of equipment or for cleanup after equipment overhauls. Effluent from these drains would go through an oil water 
separator before entering the pond. The primary effluent which will be sent to the pond is the cooling tower overflow. 
The cooling tower would be maintained on a positive balanced basis with the volume of condensed steam make-up water 
going to the tower from the condenser balanced with the anticipated evaporation rate of the tower. Surges in this 
make-up water balance would be direct to the pond through the cooling tower overflow pipe. 
The Project Applicant provided chemical analyses of similar geothermal operations at Coso, California which uses 
condensed geothermal steam for cooling tower makeup water. Dump pond chemistry data from the Cos0 Geothermal 
Project in southern California can be used to provide an estimate of the cooling tower basin and dump pond chemistry 
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at the Telephone Flat Project. The Cos0 dump pond data provides analysis of a solid material, pond condensate. The 
sample results show detectable arsenic, barium, chromium, copper, vanadium, and zinc, although all concentrations are 
significantly below the Total Threshold Limit Concentrations. Because the geothermal resource at Telephone Flat has 
a much lower Total Dissolved Solids concentration than the Cos0 resource, the pond condensate chemistry at Telephone 
Flat would have even lower concentrations. 
Upset releases of fluids stored in the storage pond or well pad sumps are unlikely because the power plant site and well 
pad locations have been sited on relatively flat topographic surfaces and these containment basins would be 
predominantly constructed below the grade of the power plant site or well pad surfaces. As such, the containment basins 
would not be constructed on slopes where the side of the containment basin would be subject to potential catastrophic 
failure, and it is unlikely that a large volume of fluid could be catastrophically released from the power plant storage 
pond or well pad sumps from any credible upset condition. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.13-6 
through 3.13-12), in the unlikely event of an upset condition and an offsite geothermal fluid spill or release, the spilled 
fluid would follow the local topography until the fluid either infiltrated into the porous soils in the area or pooled in a 
topographic depression capable of containing it. The maximum volume of any spill or release from a Project 
containment basin could not exceed the maximum storage capacity of the respective containment basins and would likely 
be much less than the maximum storage capacity. Further, there are no surface waters or aquatic resources in the vicinity 
of the Project power plant site or wellfield that could be impacted from a spill or release of even the maximum storage 
capacity of the proposed Project containment basins. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The fourth paragraph in the left column on page 2-32 of the Draft EIS/EIR will be 
amended as follows: 
“Coolino tower overflow and drain: The majority of the fluids entering the pond would be from the cooling 
tower overflow (i.e., excess cooling water from the process). There would be a positive water balance 
throughout the year since the geothermal condensate would be pumped to the injection wells and/or diverted 
into the return cooling water line and used as make-up water. The excess cooling water would flow by gravity 
from the cooling tower basin to the water storage pond or would be directly pumped to the injection wells. 
Occasionally, the cooling tower would need to be partially drained to maintain concentration of total dissolved 
solids (TDS) in the cooling water below 10 times the initial concentration of TDS in the cooling water. Only 
one-half of the cooling tower basin would be drained at any given time. The cooling tower basin could also 
need to be partially-k+kX&y drained for maintenance and/or repairs.” 
Response to Comment D1:3 - Commentor states that pond netting should be discussed and that consultation with the 
USFWS and California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) would be appropriate. In response, pond netting was 
considered during the evaluation of the potential effects of the Project on wildlife. Well pad storage basins would be 
used to store the flashed geothermal fluid during well testing. The fluids would be released into the basins at an initial 
temperature of about 200°F but would soon cool to ambient temperature (page 3.3-53). In addition, the well pads are 
typically occupied during well tests when geothermal fluid is being released to the basins, and the human activity would 
minimize wildlife exposure to the basins when hot fluids are present. The basins would also capture rainwater and 
snowmelt and it was generally determined that the ponded’water would enhance wildlife quality within the immediate 
area since water is a limiting factor (page 3.3-53). Pond netting was considered but was determined to be impractical, 
in part, because the basins also serve as sumps into which drilling muds and cuttings are stored during well drilling and 
periodic well servicing, and because well testing facilities will be erected and dismantled over the construction phase 
of the Project when hot fluids are most likely to be stored in the basins. Measures to reduce the adverse effects of storing 
fluids in the basins are provided in the Draft EIS/EIR (pages 3.3-51 through 3.3-54). Informal consultation with both 
the USFWS and CDFG was initiated in 1997 and Section 7 consultation with the USFWS is in progress and will be 
completed before decision on the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment D1:4 - Commentor recommends that the plant water storage and dump pond have capacity to 
hold the full volume of the cooling tower basin and be able to contain a 100-year 24-hour storm event. In response, see 
Response to Comment D1:2. The pond was sized to hold only half the cooling tower basin volume because only half 
of the basin would be drained at any one time during maintenance. The pond is sized to contain one-half the volume 
of the cooling tower basin in addition to a 100-year, 24-hour storm event. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The third sentence of the second paragraph in the left column on page 2-32 of the 
Draft EISEIR would be revised as follows: 
“ 
. . .  
0 - , a  The pond would be sized to 
contain one-half the volume of the cooling tower basin in addition to a 100-year, 24-hour storm event.” 
Response to Comment D1:5 - Commentor recominends that the CVRWQCB be consulted regarding pond liner 
requirements, event capacity, and emergency pump-back systems, and that these requirements and the necessary permits 
be discussed in the Final EISEIR. In response, the CVRWQCB pond liner and event capacity requirements are the 
California Title 27 Class I1 Waste Management Unit standards: clay liner with permeability of less than or equal to 
1x10“ cdsec,  with drainage and precipitation event control capacity for a 100-year, 24-hour precipitation event. The 
CVRWQCB does not have permit requirements for emergency pump-back systems. The permits for the Project that will 
be required by the CVRWQCB include a Report of Waste Discharge permit which will cover sumps and drilling mud 
discharge, a Construction Stormwater NPDES permit during construction, a General Industrial Stormwater NPDES 
permit during operation, and a Fuel Storage permit for a single above ground tank over 660 gallons, or multiple above 
ground tanks over 1,320 gallons cumulative. The Fuel Storage permit includes development of a Spill Prevention 
Control and Countermeasure Plan. There is an existing Report of Waste Discharge permit covering the entire geothermal 
lease area which includes the area of the Fourmile Hill Project. That permit will be split between the two projects and 
will have to be updated for each project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The following will be added to the end of the second paragraph in the left column 
on page 3.2- 1 of the Draft EISEIR: 
“Additional permits that will be required by the Central Valley RWQCB are: a Construction Stormwater NPDES 
permit during construction, a General Industrial Stormwater NPDES permit during operation, and a Fuel Storage 
permit for a single above ground tank over 660 gallons, or for multiple above ground tanks over 1,320 gallons 
cumulative. The Fuel Storage permit includes requirements for the development of a Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasure Plan.” 
Response to Comment D1:6 - Commentor expresses concern over the potential to decrease the pH in Medicine Lake 
from Project-related emissions of H,S and SO,. The comment requests that the fate and transport of H,S be detailed, 
and that the cumulative potential to acidify Medicine Lake from both this Project and the Fourmile Hill project be 
addressed. In response, see Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project-related H2S 
emissions on any change in lake pH, and Response to Comment E2: 15 for a discussion of the cumulative impacts of 
the Fourmile Hill Project and the Telephone Flats Project. The analysis showed that while the Project will release 
emissions of, or precursors to, substances known to contribute to acid rain, the relatively small volume and mass of these 
substances released by the Project will have a negligible potential effect on the acidity of precipitation either in the local 
Project vicinity or the region (see also Appendix Q to the Final EISEIR). 
This comment also expresses concern about Project related SO, emissions. Table 6 of Appendix G lists SO, (specifically 
SO, and SO,-,) emission factors from Project related activities. These emissions are, by mass, approximately 30 times 
less than the Project H,S emissions, and are thus considered negligible and no further analysis is warranted. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Appendix Q (Wittorff 1998), addressing acid rain, will be added to the 
Final EISEIR. 
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Response to Comment D1:7 - Commentor expresses concern regarding the potential effects of Project related mercury 
emissions on aquatic wildlife and suggests that the mercury detection limit should be provided and the basis for the 
pollutant emission factors and maximum pollutant impacts from well venting as listed in Appendix G be explained. In 
response, see Responses to Comments E2: 10 and E2: 11 for a discussion of the mercury detection limit and the potential 
impacts of Project related mercury emissions on aquatic wildlife. 
The primary chemical form of mercury in the emissions from the geothermal facilities will be elemental and inorganic 
mercury compounds, not methyl mercury. However, the predicted concentrations of mercury in Medicine and Bullseye 
Lakes are even lower than the 0.07 pg/l methyl mercury chronic exposure level cited in the comment, even when using 
the extremely conservative assumptions in the impact modeling. The modeling study has been “doubled checked” as 
suggested in the comment; see Review of Mercury Impacts on Medicine and Bullseye Lakes (Houck 1998) that will be 
added as Appendix P to the Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Appendix P (Houck 1998) will be added to the Final EISEIR. 
Response to Comment D1:S - Commentor suggests that monitoring activities for the Project be coordinated with the 
Fourmile Hill Project monitoring activities and that springs, water bodies, and wells west of Medicine Lake should be 
included in the overall program to monitor cumulative effects from geothermal activities. In response, the lead agencies 
concur that hydrologic monitoring activities for the two proposed geothermal development activities should be 
coordinated and will require coordination of activities in the Hydrologic Monitoring Programs being prepared for the 
two projects. Appropriate springs, surface waters, and groundwater locations will be selected to validate the conclusions 
of the Draft EIS/EIR with respect to the cumulative hydrologic effects of geothermal development. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:9 - Commentor suggests that a monitoring well network be included for early detection of 
groundwater contamination. In response, the lead agencies concur that the Hydrologic Monitoring Program being 
developed for the Project will include groundwater well monitoring requirements to validate the conclusions of the Draft 
EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:lO - Commentor expresses concern that a diluted level of any potential contaminant could 
impact the Shasta crayfish in the Fall River Springs area. In response, the Draft EISEIR mentions a conservative 
contaminant transport model by the Hydrodynamics Group (Hydrodynamics Group 1997b). This modeling investigation 
was conducted on behalf of a Fall River Springs area landowner. The model predicted that groundwater could travel 
from Medicine Lake Highlands to Fall River Springs in approximately four years and that dilution would reduce the 
concentrations of any contaminants to less than 3 percent of their original concentrations. The geothermal fluid contains 
elevated levels of boron (12 to 23 mg/l) and arsenic (0.72 to 7.5 mg/l). Using the assumptions of the Hydrodynamics 
Group model, if boron and arsenic at these respective concentrations were introduced into groundwater at the Project 
site, by the time the groundwater reached Fall River Springs, the concentrations would be reduced to 0.36 to 0.69 mg/l 
(boron) and 0.0216 to 0.225 mg/l (arsenic). The U.S. EPA National Ambient Water Quality Criteria for protection of 
freshwater aquatic life standard for arsenic is 0.19 mg/l. There is no aquatic life standard for boron, but the projected 
boron concentration would be less than the CVRWQCB Agricultural Water Quality Goal of 0.70 mg/l for crop 
irrigation. For both arsenic and boron, the Hydrodynamics Group model predicts that dilution would lower the 
concentrations to levels that are close to levels that would not be harmful to aquatic life or to agriculture. 
Numerous unrealistic assumptions were made in developing the Hydrodynamics Group model. One assumption is that 
a very large mass of contaminated water with a very high initial concentration is introduced into the shallow aquifer at 
time zero, with no initial dilution effects. It has been estimated that to obtain such a high initial concentration in 
groundwater it would be necessary for geothermal fluids to leak continuously into the groundwater at a rate of 1,900 
gallons per minute for three years (USFSBLM Fourmile Hill Responses to Comments on the Draft EISEIR; BLM et 
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al. 1998). Given the BLM monitoring and inspection program to prevent and detect well casing failures, the required 
pipeline integrity testing and monitoring requirements, and the emergency valve closure control systems that would be 
implemented by the Project that would limit the amount of fluid that could be spilled from a leak, an event of the 
magnitude modeled in the Hydrodynamics Group report is not a credible potential upset occurrence. As discussed in 
the Draft EISEIR (page 3.13-1 l), the maximum credible spill of injection fluid would be approximately 70,000 gallons. 
The Draft EISEIR states, “These volumes of spilledfluid could infiltrate into the soil and the chemical constituents of 
the fluid would be adsorbed into the soil matrix. The chemical constituents of the spilledfluid would be unlikely to reach 
groundwater depths, which would be in excess of 100 feet below the surface in all parts of the wellfield, and 
groundwater would not be impacted by an upset release of geotheimal fluid from a pipeline in the Project wellfield” 
(page 3.13-11). Other unrealistic assumptions include setting the thickness of the aquifer to 100 feet. In the Project 
wellfield area the shallow aquifer extends from approximately 100 feet below the surface to the top of the capping 
rhyolite which starts at depths ranging from 1,450 to 2,000 feet below the surface, making the aquifer approximately 
1,350 to 1,900 feet thick. Therefore the shallow aquifer would contain a much larger volume of fresh groundwater that 
would contribute to greater dilution than is simulated by the Hydrodynamics Group model. Using realistic modeling 
assumptions, the effects of any credible major system upset release of geothermal fluid in the Project area on the water 
quality of the Fall River springs group would be unlikely to be detectable above normal background variation. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1: l l -  Commentor suggests that local shallow groundwater flow may be more variable than 
shown in Figure 3.2.2 (page 3.2-5). In response, Commentor is correct. To evaluate local shallow groundwater flow, 
a groundwater contour map using only wells in the shallow aquifer in Medicine Lake Basin would be needed. 
Figure 3.2.2 is provided to illustrate the regional groundwater flow patterns, and on a regional scale, the model of 
groundwater moving radially out from the summit of Medicine Lake Volcano is valid because the volcano is a recharge 
area. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:12 - Commentor requests an explanation for the shallow conductor anomaly and an 
explanation of the interpretation of the conductor anomaly as a composite of the thermal anomaly and the shallow 
groundwater in the area. In response, the baseline hydrology report appended to the Draft EISEIR shows that smectite 
intervals in temperature gradient boreholes throughout the Project wellfield area correlate with low resistivity 
10-ohm-meter, anomalies (Appendix A, Figure IO). The report states, “The increase in clay content is attributed to 
argillic alteration caused by the interaction of the geothermalfluids and the country rock” (Appendix A, page 9). The 
correlation between the low resistivity anomalies and clay content are supported by proprietary geological data provided 
to the BLM and CVRWQCB. Various electrical methods have been used by the Project Applicant to observe an 
extensive conductor at depths greater than lo00 feet (shallow conductor) at Telephone Flat. This extensive conductor 
is indicative that a caprock is present above the,Telephone Flat geothermal reservoir. Rock samples from wells in this 
area show this electrical conductor corresponds to the capping rhyolite which is being hydrothermally altered to smectite 
clay. Within the capping rhylolite, temperature increases rapidly and below the rhylolite formation the clay alteration 
in the geothermal reservoir rock formations rhylolite changes to illite clay which forms at higher temperature (450°F) 
than the smectite and has a.different resistivity value. The geological data from well logs and electrical anomalies 
support the geological model that the geothermal reservoir has a capping rock with a hydrothermal alternation seal. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:13 - Commentor states that the cited passage from Davisson and Rose (1997) is not 
referenced or considered in the Draft EISEIR. Commentor also states that the relationship between the shallow 
geohydrologic system and the deep geohydrologic system may be complex and emphasizes the need for strict adherence 
to all proposed mitigatiodmonitoring measures and applicable regulations. In response, the Lawrence National 
Laboratory study is cited in the Draft EIS/EIR among the large number of baseline hydrologic reports reviewed during 
the analysis (pages 3.2-2 and 3.2-29). The Draft EISEIR acknowledges that the geohydrologic system is complex, but 
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there is no evidence that the shallow freshwater aquifer and the deep geothermal aquifer are currently in communication. 
However, the Draft EISEIR recognizes the public controversy with respect to concerns about impacts on the Fall River 
Springs system and conservatively considers worst case scenarios to evaluate potential effects (pages 3.2-20 
through 3.2-44). Commentor’s suggestion for strict adherence to all proposed mitigation/monitoring measures and 
applicable regulations is noted. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:14 - Commentor states that the caption on Figure 3.2.3 (page 3.2-6) should read “Elevation 
of the 38°C Isotherm” not “Depth to the 38°C Isotherm,” and requests an explanation of the shape of the 38°C isotherm 
contours. In response, the reference figure caption will be modified in the Final EISEIR. The 38°C groundwater is 
above the capping rhyolite. The water has been heated conductively from the rocks below. The shape of the 38°C 
Isotherm with a trough in the middle either results from a lack of data in the western part of the figure, or it results from 
a real trough dividing two areas of elevated temperature. Groundwater at 38°C will cause rocks in contact to alter to 
clay minerals, thus adding to the cap over the geothermal reservoir. The Draft EISEIR (pages 3.2-2 through 3.2-30) 
provides other physical and chemical rationale that demonstrates the geothermal reservoir and the shallow groundwater 
are not hydraulically connected, including: (a) lithologic logs from temperature gradient wells and deep exploration 
wells; (b) temperature gradient data; (c) and comparisons of fluid chemistries (e.g., the chloride concentrations in 
groundwater samples from shallow wells in the Medicine Lake area are about 1 mg/L or less: while the chloride 
concentrations in geothermal fluid samples from the deep test geothermal exploration wells in the Project area are more 
than 1,000 m g ) ;  and (d) stable isotope data (Le., water samples from springs in the Medicine Lake area show that delta 
deuterium (8D) versus delta oxygen-18 (8”O) ratios fall on the meteoric water line, while samples of geothermal fluid 
from the deep test geothermal wells in the Project wellfield clearly do not). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The caption on Figure 3.2.3 (page 3.2-6) if the Draft EISEIR will be changed as 
follows: 
‘‘Qepth-Elevation (in meters, amsl)-te of the 38°C (100°F) Isotherm in the Medicine Lake Highland Study 
Area (Adapted from Weiss 1997)” 
Response to Comment D1:lS - Commentor recommends the USFSBLM reconsider the significance threshold used 
to evaluate cumulative effects based on the unique characteristics of the proposed geothermal development projects and 
public controversy. Commentor also suggests USFSBLM should consider avoiding the potentially adverse effects 
associated with the development of the two proposed geothermal projects by the use of appropriate permit stipulations 
and other planning tools. In response, the significance criteria used to evaluate the cumulative effects thresholds for 
determining the significance of an impact were the same significance criteria as those used to evaluate the impacts for 
the respective projects individually. The significance criteria were identified in the Environmental Consequences 
sections for each resource topic evaluated in Chapter 3 of the Draft EISEIR. Impacts that were determined to be 
individually significant for either of the two proposed projects were automatically determined to also be significant for 
the combined projects, and the combined projects were evaluated to determine if any cumulative impacts that had 
previously not been considered individually significant exceeded the significance criteria when both projects were 
considered. The findings of that cumulative effects evaluation are presented in Chapter 4. Based on the cumulative 
effects analysis, there is no substantive cumulative impact basis for implementation of a sequential or staged 
development of the two projects. 
As described in the Draft EISEIR (page 4-1 through 4-3), there are only two geothermal development projects in the 
Glass Mountain KGRA that are considered reasonably foreseeable and neither the Project Applicant, CEGC, nor the 
project applicant for the Fourmile Hill Project, Calpine Corporation, have any plans for additional development in the 
KGRA beyond the two geothermal development projects already proposed. However, public concern was expressed, 
in  part because of the large number of geothermal leases that have been issued in the KGRA and the excess capacity 
of the proposed interconnection transmission line, that expanded geothermal development in the KGRA will be 
proposed and approved before the “actual” adverse effects of large-scale geothermal development in the area are n 
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recognized or before it can be determined if the mitigation measures required for the two proposed development projects 
are effective. In response to this concern, the BLM and USFS suggested the prospective geothermal developers consider 
a voluntary moratorium on future geothermal development in the KGRA for a period of time that would allow the effects 
of the proposed development to be observed. In response to this suggestion, CEGC has agreed to the following voluntary 
stipulations: 
“California Energy General Corporation, as previously noted in numerous public meetings and indicated in 
the Telephone Flat DraB Environmental Impact Statement, is not contemplating nor are there any plans to 
expand beyond the currently anticipated 48 MW power plant facility. The description of the planned power 
plant is contained in the Plan of Operation as submitted to the Bureau of Land Management/United States 
Forest Service and reviewed in the Telephone Flat Environmental Impact Statement. In an effort to provide 
further assurances to the public, California Energy General Corporation will agree to ( i )  a three-year 
moratorium, from the date of commercial operations, on power plant expansion at Telephone Flat beyond that 
identified in the current Plan of Operation and Telephone Flat Environmental Impact Statement and; (i i)  it 
is California Energy General Corporation’s intent to utilize the Agency preferred power plant site f o r  any 
generating capacity expansion of similar size. It is not California Energy General Corporation’s intent or 
desire, as part of any expansion plans, to operate additional, stand-alone operating facilities on it’s federal 
geothermal lease holdings in the Modoc National Forest [Written Correspondence from Dale R. Schuster. 
CEGC Manager, Project Development, to Randall Sharp, BLMRJSFS Project Leader; January 5, 19991.” 
Calpine Corporation has also indicated that they have no plans for any future geothermal development in the KGRA 
beyond that development proposed in its Plans of Operation as evaluated in the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development 
Project EISEIR (BLM et al. 1998). CEGC’s voluntary moratorium on further geothermal development in the KGRA 
will allow time to validate the conclusions of the EISEIR and allow the public and agencies the opportunity to observe 
the effects of the proposed development and the effectiveness of the respective mitigation measures. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:16 - Commentor expresses concern that the magnitude of cumulative impacts may be 
downplayed in the Hydrologic and Geothermal Resources section and provides a specific example. In response, as 
discussed in the cumulative effects chapter of the Draft EISEIR (page 4-8) the projected cumulative consumption of 
geothermal fluid resulting from the combined Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Geothermal Projects would range from 
3,500 to 4,100 acre-feet per year, and could total up to 200,000 acre-feet over the nominal 50-year life of the projects. 
The effects of this cumulative consumption of the geothermal fluid was also evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (page 4-8). 
Most of the produced geothermal fluid (approximately 82%) will not be consumed but will be returned to the geothermal 
reservoir as spent fluid via injection wells. Over the lives of the geothermal development projects some indeterminate 
amount of natural recharge of the geothermal aquifer would also be expected from deep regional groundwater sources 
leaking into the geothermal reservoir. It should also be recognized that the geothermal reservoir is projected to be a 
nominal 6,500 feet below the surface (page 2-10 of the Draft EISEIR), a depth at which extraction of water for most 
beneficial uses is impractical, and because of its. location and its physical and chemical characteristics, the water 
comprising the geothermal fluid has no existing beneficial use other than as a potential geothermal resource. There is 
no loss of beneficial use associated with the extraction of heat from geothermal fluids to produce electrical energy, and 
the consumptive loss of some of the geothermal fluid during power production is a necessary part of commercial 
utilization of the resource. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:17 - Commentor expresses concern that, under specific operational and/or meteorological 
conditions, air quality dispersion modeling predicted exceedences of the CAAQS for H2S during well flow testing. The 
Commentor also strongly recommends that modeling be included in the Final EISEIR that demonstrates that the 
CAAQS for H,S are protected during well flow testing. In response, see Response to Comment A8:2 1 for a discussion 
of the predicted exceedences of the CAAQS for H,S in the absence of the proposed mitigation measures. As currently 
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proposed, and prior to any well flow testing of two (2) or more wells, dispersion modeling will be performed by the 
Project Applicant, with the concurrence of the SCAPCD, that will demonstrate that the CAAQS for H,S are protected. 
Performing air quality dispersion modeling for all possible combinations of well venting would be onerous, and thus 
it is not practical to model all combinations for the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:18: Commentor expresses concern about cumulative impacts of H,S generation and the 
potential to lower pH at Medicine Lake, and the possible cumulative effects of mercury emissions. In response, see 
Response to Comment E2: 13 which describes the quantitative acid rain potential analysis performed. The analysis 
showed that while the Project will release emissions of, or precursors to, substances known to contribute to acid rain, 
the relatively small volume and mass of these substances released by the Project will have a negligible potential effect 
on the acidity of precipitation either in the local Project vicinity or the region. The Fourmile Hill Project is located 
farther away from Medicine Lake than the Telephone Flat Project so resulting mercury concentration in Medicine Lake 
would be lower than those predicted to result from the Telephone Flat Project. As a worse case cumulative scenario, 
if both projects caused the same increase in mercury concentration as was predicted to result from the Telephone Flat 
Project, the total increase in mercury concentration would be 0.06 parts per trillion, which is well below the US. EPA 
freshwater aquatic criteria value of 12 parts per trillion. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: Appendix Q (Wittorff 1998), addressing acid rain, has been added to the 
Final EISEIR. 
Response to Comment D1:19 - Commentor is concerned that “purpose and need” for the Project should be further 
examined and analyzed. In response, see Responses to Comments C2:35 and C2:48. 
Commentor also indicates that the Draft EISEIR states that, “the Project would not be compatible with existing land 
uses or Forest management prescriptions on the area of the Proposed Action.” In response, Commentor appears to have 
misread the statement. The correct passage from the Draft EISEIR reads, “the Project would not be incompatible 
[emphasis added] with existing land uses or Forest management prescriptions in the area of the Proposed Action” 
(page 3.9-7). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The first sentence of the fourth paragraph in the left column on page 3.9-7 of the 
Draft EISEIR will be amended as follows: 
“The Project would- be compatible with existing land uses wand Forest management 
prescriptions in the area of the Proposed Action” 
Response to Comment D1:20 - Commentor states that the Draft EISEIR describes BLM’s “purpose” to decide 
whether to approve the proposed geothermal project and states the “purpose” of the proposed action should not be 
confused with the purpose of an EIS which is to serve as an “action-forcing” device (40 CFX 1502.1). In response, the 
comment is noted. The Final EISEIR will be amended to reflect the suggested clarification. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The second paragraph of the “purpose and need” section in the Executive Summary 
chapter will be amended on page ES-6 of the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
“The BLM is the federal agency responsible for management and administration of geothermal operations and 
subsurface activities, including geothermal exploration and development, on these federal geothermal leases. 
BLM’s “purpose” is to prepare an EISEIR to serve as an “action-forcing” device or decision-making tool 
(40 CFR 1502.1) to determine &Aeede- . whether to approve the proposed geothermal development activity and 
take action on Project-related permits and approvals for surface and subsurface activities ...” 
n 
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The second sentence of the first paragraph of Section 1.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR (page 1-1 1) will also be amended as 
follows: 
Annual Power Plant Emissions by Fuel Source of Electrical Energy (kg/yr)” 
Coal Petroleum Natural Gas Geothermal 
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“BLM’s “purpose” is to prepare an EISEIR to serve as an “action-forcing” device or decision-making tool 
(40 CFR 1502.1) to determine &&&de whether to approve the proposed geothermal development activity and 
take action on Project-related permits and approvals for surface and subsurface activities ...” 
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Response to Comment D1:21- Commentor questions the suggestion that the Telephone Flat Project is “green” energy. 
In response, the comment is noted. As discussed in Response to Comment A8:15, the term “green” energy is a 
marketing term that is based on definitions of renewable energy sources and those energy sources, including geothermal 
energy, that emit reduced amounts of air emissions per unit of energy produced compared to fossil fuels. Geothermal 
energy is considered renewable because the heat extracted from the geothermal fluid will be replaced, over time, from 
natural magmatic heat generated by the earth. In addition, the air emissions released from geothermal energy sources 
of energy are less than those released by existing fossil fuel sources. For example, the U S .  Department of Energy 
(DOE) rates geothermal energy among the best sources of electrical energy for reducing the amount of greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions caused by humans, and a recent article indicates that replacing a watt-hour of fossil power with a 
watt-hour of geothermal power reduces the estimated global warming impact by approximately 95 percent (Gatewell. 
C. 1998).3 For each megawatt-hour (MW-h) of electricity produced in 1991, the average emission of CO, by power plant 
type in the U.S. was: 990 kg from coal, 839 kg from petroleum, 540 kg from natural gas, and 0.48 kg from geothermal 
flashed-steam (Reed and Renner 1997)? Geothermal power plants also have comparatively low emissions of criteria 
air pollutants. Geothermal power plants have none of the nitrogen oxides (NO,) emissions that result from combustion 
processes of fossil fuel plants. For example. for each MW-h of electricity produced in 1991, the average emission of 
NO, by power plant type in the U.S. was: 3.66 kg from coal, 1.75 kg from petroleum, 1.93 kg from natural gas, and zero 
from geothermal (Reed and Renner 1997). Similarly, for each MW-h of electricity produced in 1991, the average 
emission of SO by plant type in  the U.S. was: 9.23 kg from coal, 4.95 kg from petroleum, and 0.03 kg from geothermal 
flashed-steam (Reed and Renner 1997).’ Based on these estimates, and assuming a 90 percent on line efficiency factor, 
the proposed 48 MW (gross) Telephone Flat Project would have the potential to substantially reduce air emissions 
compared to the available alternative fossil fuel sources of electrical energy, as follows: 
= 1.39x lo6 ~ 6 . 6 2 ~ 1 0 ~  =7.3Ox1O5 0 
= 3 . 4 9 ~  IO6 = 1 . 8 7 ~ 1 0 ~  =1.14x104 
”Assuming, 48 MW x 0.9 = 43.2 MW; and 43.2 MW x 24 h/d x 365 d y r  = 378,432 MW-h/yr I] 
‘Gatewell, C. 1998. Geothermal Among the Best Energy Sources for  Slowing Global Warming. (Geothermal Energy Association). Ankle adapted 
from May 1998 Geothermal Energy News. Source: van de Vate. 1994. Comparative Assessment of Frrll-Energ.v-Chain Associated Emissions of 
Greenhouse Gases from Different Sources: A Tentative Analysis. Renewable Energy. Vol. 5, Pan 111, pp. 2359-2361. 
‘Reed, M.J. and J.L. Renner. 1997. Environmental Comparibiliry of Geothermal Energy. U.S. Department of Energy, Geothermal Energy 
Technical Site (http://geotherm.inel.gov/geothermal/arti) from data: Colligan. J.G. 1993. U.S. Electric Utiliry Environmental 
Sruristrcs. In: Electric Power Annual 1991, U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration. (DOUEIA-0348(91)) Washington D.C. 
’This comparison reasonably assumes that all of the HZS released from the geothermal power plants is oxldized to SO, 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:22 - Commentor states that in order for the Project to be a “commercial” venture, the Project 
would need to be profitable and that USFSBLM should develop in the Final EISEIR the need for the Project at this 
time, considering EPA’s concerns and the current andor projected energy resource situation and electricity demand. 
Commentor also states that emphasis should be placed on comparing potential adverse impacts from the development 
of the Proposed Action against other energy-generating (or no action) alternatives. Commentor advises that the intent 
of Section 102(B) of NEPA is to encourage Federal Agencies to balance environmental amenities and values with 
economic and technical considerations, in decision-making, and Commentor advises that the Final EISEIR should 
analyze the need for the project at this time, based on the above principal of balance. In response, the “need” for the 
Project is discussed in Section 1.2.3 (pages 1-7 through 1-10) and Section 1.3 (pages 1-10 and 1-11) of the Draft 
EISEIR. The discussion of Project “need’ in these sections of the Draft EISEIR has been prepared in compliance with 
40 CFR 1502.13, which states that an EIS shall specify the “need’ to which lead agencies are responding. As discussed 
in the Draft EISEIR, the lead agencies are responding to the following “needs:” 
The electric utility industry is currently undergoing restructuring in response to deregulation. For example, in 
California, legislation passed in 1996 (Assembly Bill 1890) that restructured its electric service industry in 
1998 and also supports renewable energy through production incentives, buydowns, and rebates to consumers 
who purchase renewable energy from certified providers. This is expected to stimulate public demand in 
California for new renewable energy sources. 
The Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980, PL 96-501, encourages the 
development of renewable resources within the Pacific Northwest and authorizes BPA to acquire resources 
that have potential for providing cost-effective service to the region. 
The analysis conducted in the Resource Programs EIS allowed BPA to adopt the Emphasize Conservation 
Alternative. This alternative emphasizes conservation and efficiency improvements supplemented by renewable 
and thermal resources, as the most cost-effective and environmentally responsible option for BPA’s long-term 
conservation and generation resource acquisition option. As a renewable resource, the Project would implement 
one element of BPA’s Emphasize Conservation Alternative. 
The Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act provides the framework for regional 
energy resource planning by the BPA. An objective of the Act is to encourage the development of renewable 
resources, such as geothermal energy, in the Northwest. BPA is considering projects at the Glass Mountain 
KGRA in fulfillment of this Act. 
There is a demonstrated, long-term “need’ for the investigation (and possible development) of alternative energy 
sources, including geothermal energy sources. The Proposed Action would fulfill this “need”, and the demonstrated 
“need” for the Project is discussed in the Draft EISEIR, as required by NEPA. While it is true that the Project is 
proposed by private industry, this aspect does not affect the “need” for the lead agencies to consider the Proposed 
Action, and does not compromise the overriding “need’ for the Project (see also Response to Comment C2:35). 
As discussed in the Draft EISEIR, the “need” for alternative energy development (and geothermal energy development 
in particular) has been expressed by the following legislation: 
California’s Warren-Alquist Act 1974; 
U.S. Geothermal Steam Act of 1970; 
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA); and 
National Materials and Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980 (NMMPRDA) 
Other statutes that promote the development of renewable energy resources are: 
National Energy Policy Act. 
Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980; and 
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Although the actual effect of electrical deregulation on power demand is unknown at this time. demand for power from 
alternative energy sources (such as geothermal, wind, and solar) may increase as a result of deregulation, as some 
consumers choose to receive their energy from companies offering “green power”, which includes energy produced from 
geothermal power plants. As mentioned earlier in this response, some states have recently passed legislation that 
supports renewable energy use through production incentives, buydowns, and consumer rebates, such as California‘s 
Assembly Bill 1890. 
It is acknowledged that there is currently an adequate supply of power to meet public demand, and that the cost for 
fossil-fuel-derived power is substantially lower than renewable energy at this time. However, the Project would help 
meet the expected demand (and thus need) for power over the long term, and short-term power costs and electricity 
demand are not primary factors in determining the need for power. The long-term need for the Project is expected to 
result from regional growth as well as increasing constraints on existing power resources (see also Response to 
Comment G105:ll). Projected regional growth and future power demand and supply is discussed in BPA’s Resource 
Programs EIS (BPA 1993).6 The use of fossil fuels for power generation also results in greater air emissions and other 
environmental effects than geothermal power generation. BPA believes that geothermal power could be cost-competitive 
with fossil fuels in the future. The increased viability of geothermal energy could in turn facilitate reductions in air 
emissions, as well as U.S. dependancy on fossil fuels. 
The Project is proposed at these specific federal geothermal leases within the Glass Mountain KGRA because a 
potentially viable geothermal resource has been identified beneath these leases. Very few commercially viable 
geothermal resources exist within the U.S. The government has identified a “need’ to investigate the ability of the 
geothermal resource at the Glass Mountain KGRA to meet the long-term “need’ for development of alternative energy 
sources including geothermal energy. 
Neither NEPA nor CEQA requires an economic feasibility study for the Project. The Project Applicant has evaluated 
the anticipated economic viability and feasibility of the proposed Project and believes the Project would be viable. While 
the cost of power production from renewable resources is currently higher than the cost of power production from 
non-renewable resources, this relationship may change in the future due to deregulation and other factors already 
described in this response. The Project Applicant is sufficiently confident that future energy supply and electricity 
demand will ensure the long-term economic viability of the proposed Project. 
The detailed evaluation of Project economic viability and feasibility is considered to be proprietary by the Project 
Applicant due to the sensitive nature of this information, and the disclosure of trade secrets to competitors that would 
occur if this information was publicly released. CEQA provides that lead agencies may require project applicants to 
provide data and information necessary for determining whether an impact is significant. If trade secrets, as defined by 
law, are necessary to accomplish this task, they must be submitted to the lead agency, but the lead agency may not 
include the trade secrets in an EIR or otherwise disclose them. The lead agency may use the privileged information to 
determine whether a project will have a significant impact but such information is not subject to public disclosure. The 
Project Applicant considers the evaluation of economic viability and feasibility to be proprietary information under this 
protection. 
The Draft EISEIR does provide an evaluation of the potential economic effects of the proposed Project. These effects 
are identified in Section 3.12.3.3 (pages 3.12-15 through 3.12-21) for the Proposed Action; Section 3.12.3.4 
(pages 3.12-21 through 3.12-23) for Alternative Power Plant A; Section 3.12.3.5 (pages 3.12-23 and 3.12-24); 
Section 3.12.3.6 (pages 3.12-24 through 3.12-26) for the Alternative Transmission Line Routes; and Section 3.12.3.7 
(pages 3.12-26 and 3.12-27) for the No Action Alternative. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
‘BPA. 1993. Resource Programs, Find En1,ironmentd Impact Stareinent. Volume I :  Environmental Analysis. 3 Volumes. DOEEIS-0162 
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Response to Comment D1:23 - Commentor questions why there are no Project Alternative power plant sites that could 
significantly lessen the air, visual and noise impacts of the proposed Project. In response, substantial attention was 
given during Project scoping to identify possible power plant sites that could reduce the adverse effects of the proposed 
Project. Alternative power plant sites were selected based on field surveys of potentially suitable locations that would 
reduce one or more potentially significant adverse effects of the Project (page 2-2). The two identified power plant site 
Project Alternatives were the only two locations identified that met the criteria described in the Draft EISEIR 
(page 2-1). The Project Applicant had undertaken a similar power plant siting exercise prior to submittal of the Plans 
of Operation for development that resulted in rejecting the optimum power plant site from a resource development 
perspective and selecting the proposed power plant site (page 2-58). Additional locations more distant from Medicine 
Lake were also considered during Project scoping, but these locations either were technically and economically 
infeasible, or the sites did not have any environmental advantages over the proposed or alternative locations evaluated 
in detail (pages 2-57 and 2-58). The Draft EISEIR provides some “fine tuning” of the proposed power plant site to 
reduce the visibility of Project facilities (see Other Measure 3.8.3.3-1a, page 3.8-13). No “fine tuning” opportunities 
were identified that would substantively reduce the noise or air impacts of the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:24 - Commentor inquires why the power plant and wellfield location cannot be adjusted 
based on the rather large and “gross” characteristics of the geothermal resource. Commentor also suggests that just a 
slight drill hole inclination [directional drilling] would allow for substantial leeway in facility location. In response, 
the Project wellfield must be located in that portion of the Project Applicant’s geothermal leases with identified 
commercial resource. It is not correct to assume that the geothermal resource is equivalent, or suitable for commercial 
development, in all portions of the Glass Mountain KGRA, or even within the specific geothermal leases proposed for 
development. The area with confirmed commercial potential is well defined by the Project Applicant as the Project 
wellfield and does not encompass a large area with similar “gross” characteristics. The geothermal resource in 
surrounding areas may not be suitable for commercial development. 
With respect to using directional well drilling technology to provide opportunities for selecting optimal surface facility 
locations, it should be noted that the Proposed Action already includes the use of directionally drilled wells located on 
multi-well well pads to reduce the surface disturbance impact of the Project. The Project proposes advancing up to four 
(4) directionally drilled wells on each well pad. As such, the Project already takes into consideration the available 
opportunities to access bottom hole locations in the wellfield that could not be readily accessed by vertical wells from 
sensitive surface locations. By utilizing directionally drilled wells from the selected multi-well well pads the bottom hole 
locations of the individual wells would be a nominal ‘/-mile apart or greater (page 2-10 of the Draft EISEIR). No 
additional opportunities to employ directional drilling techniques to avoid any sensitive surface resources or reduce any 
adverse effects of the Project have been identified. Finally, the power plant site must be located in relatively close 
proximity to the middle of the production wellfield to avoid heat and pressure losses that occur in transporting the 
geothermal fluid by pipeline to the power plant site (pages 2-57 and 2-58 of the Draft EISEIR). Alternative Power Plant 
Sites A and B were specifically identified in the Draft EISEIR as potentially suitable power plant sites that may reduce 
one or more adverse effects of the Proposed Action (pages 2-47 through 2-53). Other alternative power plant locations 
were considered but were eliminated from detailed evaluation in the Draft EISEIR because the alternatives provided 
no environmental advantage over the alternatives evaluated in detail, the alternative locations were determined to be 
technically or economically infeasible, andor the alternative locations did not meet the “purpose and need’ for the 
Project (pages 2-57 and 2-58). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:25 - Commentor suggests that alternative energy sources such as wind and solar power 
generation should be evaluated as Project Alternatives. In response, refer to BPA’s Resource Programs EIS 
(DOE/EIS-0162), to which the Draft EISEIR is tiered (page 1-12), for an evaluation of alternative energy resources. 
The use of wind or solar power resources would not provide the opportunity to develop the Project Applicant’s 
geothermal leases and would not meet the “purpose and need’ for the Project (pages 1-10 and 1-1 1). Solar and wind n 
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power generation alternatives would also not meet the BPA objectives for encouraging the development of geothermal 
resources as a means for determining future availability of the largely untapped geothermal resources of the northwest 
(page 1-10). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:26 - Commentor expresses concern that important analysis and consultation have not been 
completed, including determination of “traditional cultural properties” in accordance with NHPA. Reference is made 
to a letter from the Pit River Tribe to the California State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) stating that the tribe had 
not been properly consulted. In addition, power plant sites and transmission route alignments should be included in the 
Section 106 analysis. In response, consultation has been ongoing with the Pit River and the Klamath Tribes by the U.S. 
Forest Service in regard to this and other geothermal projects: 
A letter to the SHPO by Lawrence Cantrell. Tribal Chairman and Arnold Wilkes, Vice-chairman. Pit River Tribe, 
dated June 30, 1998, clearly refers to numerous interviews, meetings and ethnographic studies: 
Section 3.6.2.4 (pages 3.6-4 and 3.6-5), Pit River Indians, refers to the ethnographic report completed by 
Theodoratus and Emberson for the adjacent Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project ( 1996) that includes both the project 
survey area and a much larger region. This report includes interviews and meetings and conversations with this 
group, that cover both the project survey area and general region; 
Resolution No. 96-08-25 of the Pit River Tribe (Appendix C in Theodoratus and Emberson 1996) is also provided 
in Section 3.6.2.4 and states that “The area of the Medicine Lake Highlands is important to the cultural, religious 
practices of the Ajumawi and Atwamsini Bands of the Pit River Nation and to the Pit River Tribe as a whole.” 
National Register eligibility of traditional cultural properties is not evaluated in the text, but following the standards of 
the Modoc National Forest LRMP, eligibility is assumed if the evaluation is incomplete. The Cantrell and Wilkes letter 
to the SHPO also states that “No consultations to date have been held with the Tribes regarding archaeological sites”, 
that no tribal monitors were present during the archaeological survey, and the tribes have not seen site records and 
archaeological survey reports for the Telephone Flat Project and the adjacent Fourmile Hill project. Consultation with 
a Native American group is for all aspects of the project and is generally not segmented into “traditional cultural 
properties” and “archaeological sites.” 
Tribal monitors are not required by the Modoc National Forest to complete an archaeological inventory. Section 3.5.2.1 
(page 3.5-2), Cultural Resources Study Area, Section 3.5.2.2 (page 3.5-4), Methodology, and 3.5.2.4 (pages 3.5-6 
and 3.5-7), Cultural and Paleontological Resources Inventory, provide detailed information on previous studies, field 
methodology and inventory results. The Tribe should contact the Modoc National Forest Archaeologist to review 
inventory reports and records on file with the USFS. Reports with site location information are considered confidential 
documents exempt from the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). 
Section 3.5.2.4.4 (page 3.5-7), Evaluation - Cultural Resources, states that the two archaeological sites were not 
evaluated for inclusion on the NRHP since they are outside of the direct impact zone of the project. The prehistoric 
isolate identified and recorded in the Study Area is not eligible for the National Register. The entire Medicine Lake 
Highlands was not evaluated as a cultural district in the Draft EISEIR Section 3.6, Native American Values. (Note: The 
term, “Cultural District” is not among the terms listed in the Glossary of National Register Terms (United States 
[Department of Interior], National Park Service, Interagency Resources Division, 199 1, Bulletin 15A: Appendix IV, 
Guidelines for Completing National Register of Historic Places Forms. The terms “Cultural Resource” (e.g., a building, 
site, structure, object, or district) and “District” are defined.) Following the Modoc National Forest LRMP, National 
Register eligibility is assumed if an evaluation of a resource is incomplete. Section 3.5.2.1 (page 3.5-2), Cultural 
Resources Study Area, illustrates the cultural resources inventory area (Fig. 3.5.1.) which has been delineated to 
encompass the Area of Potential Effects. The proposed Power Plant sites and transmission line alignments within the 
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Project Tribe 
n 
Entities Date Type of 
Consultation 
Cultural Resources Study Area were reviewed and are included in  Section 3.5.3 of the Draft EISEIR, Environmental 
Consequences (pages 3.5-3 et seq.). 
Glass Mountain Exploration 
Glass Mountain Exploration 
Glass Mountain Exploration 
Glass Mountain Exploration 
The USFS and BLM are completing a package for submittal to the SHPO. Properties identified in the 1996 ethnographic 
study for the Fourmile Flat project were examined in the field in 1997 in order to develop boundaries, as required for 
traditional cultural property evaluations. Results of the 1997 field work were provided to USFSlBLM in mid-1998. 
Those that apply to the Telephone Flat Project have been incorporated into a package. The package has been reviewed 
in government-to-government consultations with the Klamath Tribes as of September 1998 and awaits input from 
government-to-government consultations with the Pit River Tribe, to be scheduled at the Pit River Tribe’s convenience. 
Once complete, the package will be submitted to the SHPO for concurrence on determinations of eligibility for the 
Medicine Lake Highlands as a whole and for those locations listed in the Draft EISEIR at Section 3.6.3.2 as potentially 
eligible properties. 
Pit River Tribe USFS 1 O/ 14/94 Meeting 
Klamath Tribes USFS/BLM/CEGC 101 18/94 Meeting 
Klamath Tribes USFS/BLM/CEGC/Calpine 1 1/3/94 Site Visit 
Klamath Tribes USFSlBLM 2/2/95 Meeting 
As explained in the Response to Comment C2:8, the Draft EISEIR presumed that all traditional cultural properties 
potentially eligible for the National Register are eligible and evaluated Project effects to all of them as if they are 
eligible. 
Fourmile Hill Development 
The agencies have conducted a significant number of consultation activities with Native American groups relative to 
potential geothermal exploration and development in the Glass Mountain KGRAMedicine Lake Highlands, including 
the following: 
Klamath Tribes, USFS I 1 0 / 2 7 & - r  Meeting 
Shasta Group 
Fourmile Hill Development 
~~ ___________ 
Klamath Tribes, 
Shasta Group 
USFS/BLM/Calpine I 12/7/95 1 Meeting 
Fourmile Hill Development 
Fourmile Hill Development 
Fourmile Hill Development 
Fourmile Hill Development 
Klamath Tribes USFSBLMMHA 6/ 13/96 Meeting 
Klamath Tribes USFS/BLM/MHA 71 10196 Meeting 
Pit River Tribes USFS/BLM/MHA 71 12/96 Meeting 
Klamath Tribes, Theodoratus (MHA) 8/10-23/96 Interviews 
Pit River Tribe, 
Shasta Tribes 
~~~ ~ 
Fourmile Hill Development I Pit River Tribe I USFS/BLM I ~ 4/15/96 I Meeting 
Fourmile Hill Development 
Fourmile Hill Development I Pit River Tribe I USFSlBLM/Calpine 1 4/19/96 I Presentation 
Pit River Tribe USFS 912 1 196 Site Visit 
Q 
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Tribe Entities 
Klamath Tribes USFSBLM 
Klamath Tribes USFSBLM 
Pit River Tribe USFSIBLM 
Pit River Tribe USFS/BLM/CEGCEMA 
Klamath Tribes USFSIBLMIMHA 
Klamath Tribes USFSIBLMICEGCEMA 
Klamath Tribes Theodoratus (MHA) 
Pit River Tribe 
Pit River Tribe USFSBLM 
Date 
6/5/97 
6/ 17/97 
6120197 
7/2/97 
8/6/97 
9/9/97 
919- 13/97 
9120197 
~ 
Klamath Tribes 
Pit River Tribe 
Theodoratus (MHA) 1016- 1 1/97 
10126-29197 
~~ ~~ 
Klamath Tribes 
Pit River Tribe 
Theodoratus (MHA) 11/2-4197 
~ 
Pit River Tribe USFSBLM 31 17/98 
~ 
Klamath Tribes USFSBLM 4/1/98 
Project 
Type of 
Consultation 
Meeting 
~ 
Fourmile Hill Development 
Meeting Fourmile Hill Development 
Fourmile Hill Development Meeting 
Telephone Flat Development Presentation 
Meeting 
Fourmile Hill Development Meeting 
Meeting Telephone Flat Development 
Site Visits 
Interviews 
Fourmile Hill Development 
Site Visit Telephone Flat Development 
Pit River Tribe--- 1 USFSJBLM I 1013197 Meeting Fourmile Hill Development 
Site Visits 
Interviews 
Fourmile Hill Development 
Interviews Fourmile Hill Development 
Pit River Tribe I Theodoratus (MHA) I 12/5/97 Interview Fourmile Hill Development 
Meeting Fourmile Hill Development 
Telephone Flat Development 
Meeting Fourmile Hill Development 
Telephone Flat Development 
Fourmile Hill Development 
Telephone Flat Development 
Pit River Tribe USFSIBLM 4/ 10198 
Klamath Tribes 5/12/98 
Meeting 
Conference 
Call Meeting 
Telephone Flat Development 
Source: MHA Environmental Consulting, Inc. 1998. Consultations with the Pir River Tribe, The Klamath Tribes, nnd The Shasta Tribe, 
for the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project, Siskiyou and Modoc Counries, California. Prepared for: Fourmile Hill 
Geothermal Development Project Steering Committee, USFSBLM, Alturas. CA [Final Report as amended]. 
The NHPA Section 106 consultation activities will be completed prior to any Record of Decision (ROD) on the Project 
and the findings and determinations that result from the consultation activities will be integrated into the Proposed 
Action, or any other action Project Alternative, ROD. 
Commentor also expresses concern that important analysis and consultation requirements of Section 7 of the Endangered 
Species Act (ESA) have not been completed. In response, informal consultation with the USFWS and CDFG was 
initiated during Project scoping in July 1997 and has continued through the NEPAJCEQA assessment of the Project. 
A Biological AssessmentlBiological Evaluation (BABE)  of the effects of the Project on listed threatened and 
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endangered species and Forest sensitive species and their habitat has been drafted on behalf of the Modoc National 
Forest and is undergoing internal review by the Forest prior to submittal to the USFWS. Completion of the ESA 
Section 7 consultation activities will result in a Biological Opinion (BO) by the USFWS. As discussed in the Draft 
EISEIR, the findings and mitigation measures required by the USFWS in the BO will be completed prior to a ROD on 
the Project, and any USFWS measures provided in the BO will be integrated into the Proposed Action, or any other 
action Project Alternative, ROD (page 3.3-48) 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:27 - Commentor advises that since the USFS/BLM have elected to evaluate the two 
proposed geothermal development projects in separate NEPNCEQA documents, the agencies are encouraged to provide 
a thorough analysis in the cumulative impacts section. In response, the Plans of Operation for the Founnile Hill Project 
were submitted in December 1995 and the Plans of Operation for the Telephone Flat Project were not submitted until 
January 1997. As such, the Calpine Corporation Fourmile Hill Project Draft EISEIR was nearing completion prior to 
the submittal of the Plans of Operation for the CEGC Telephone Flat Project, and it was unreasonable to delay public 
distribution of the Draft EISEIR prepared for the Fourmile Hill Project when scoping for the Telephone Flat Project 
was just beginning in July 1997. The agencies considered evaluating the two projects under a single EISEIR, but 
because the projects were proposed by different companies, proposed at different times, located approximately five 
miles apart, and would have different impacts (or the significance of the impacts would differ) that would likely result 
in different mitigation measures (or opportunities for mitigation); it was determined that both the public and the agency 
decision-makers could better understand the effects of the respective projects if separate NEPNCEQA documents were 
prepared. It is acknowledged that many of the effects from the two geothermal projects would be similar and that the 
two projects would share portions of a common transmission line, but neither of the projects is physically dependent 
on the other and separate agency decisions and approvals would be required. The two actions: (a) do not meet the 
regulatory guidance for connected actions [40 CFR 1508.25(a)( l)] in that they do not automatically trigger other action 
that may require an EIS; (b) do not sufficiently meet guidance for cumulative actions [40 CFR 1508.25(a)(2)] in that 
no new cumulatively significant impacts would occur not otherwise identified as a significant impact of one or both of 
the individual projects; and (c) do not meet guidance for similar actions [40 CFR 1508.25(a)(3)] in that the two projects 
do not have either sufficiently common timing or geography. The cumulative effects of the two projects are 
comprehensively addressed in Chapter 4 of the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:28 - Commentor encourages USFSBLM to work with the tribes to mitigate concerns over 
the proposed development. In response, government-to-government consultation is continuing and additional mitigation 
measures may be identified, but USFSBLM has heard clearly from those consulted and those commenting on the Draft 
EISEIR that some concerns over impacts to spiritual values and practices may be significant and cannot be mitigated 
to below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:29 - Commentor identifies an apparent contradiction in the text of the Draft EISEIR as 
follows: page 3.4-25 states, “weather systems in the region usually result in strong winds and unstable air masses, 
providing for good dispersion conditions for both air pollutants and moisture emitted by the Project,” while page 3.4-25 
[sic] states that wind speeds at the Gravel Pit meteorological monitoring station are, “generally very light, Zess than 
2 mps ...” (page 3.4-6). In response, the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-5 through 3.4-7) discusses the existing meteorological 
conditions in the Project wellfield area. The text of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.4-25) stating, “weather systems in the 
region usually result in strong winds and unstable air masses, proving fo r  good dispersion conditions for both air 
pollutants and moisture emitted from the Project” is incorrect. It was noted in Appendix G to the Draft EISEIR that 
during plant upsets there is often severe weather conditions which have commensurately good dispersion since plant 
upsets are often caused by storm damage to the transmission lines or power plant, and this interpretive reference is the 
suspected source of the error. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The last full paragraph on page 3.4-25 of the Draft EISEIR will be revised as 
follows: 
“An annual average of approximately 575,000 Ibshr (approximately 1,850 ac-ft/yr) of water vapor would be 
evaporated from the Project cooling towers. No site-specific analysis of the effects of this moisture on local 
humidity were conducted. 22 
*’ 
Response to Comment D1:30 - Commentor expresses concern that cooling tower drift modeling performed for the 
Draft EISEIR did not account for the ability of the dense cooling tower plume to settle into lower lying areas 
(i.e., Medicine Lake) during times of low wind speed and/or thermal inversions. In response, modeling performed to 
evaluate both the impact of cooling tower drift (pages 3.2-41 through 3.2-42) and air toxics emissions (pages 3.4-23 
through 3.4-25) is discussed in the Draft EISEIR. More detailed information regarding the plume drift impact analysis 
is provided in Appendices I and J to the Draft EISEIR. At times of low wind speed andor thermal inversions, less 
atmospheric turbulence is present and thus droplets settle faster than during higher wind speeds. Further, with lower 
wind speed. horizontal movement is slower and more time is available for the cooling tower plume drift to settle with 
distance. As such, during times of low wind speed, the cooling tower plume will be less likely to impact Medicine Lake 
than at times of higher wind speed. It should also be noted that as cooling tower drift approaches ambient temperature 
it is actually less dense than air (i.e., moist air is less dense than dry air). Further, because there are no surface streams 
flowing into Medicine Lake, there is no physical mechanism available to transport any cooling tower drift salts that may 
deposit on the surface near the power plant site to travel to Medicine Lake. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:31 - Commentor suggests that further details should be provided regarding the cooling 
tower drift modeling assumptions, including treatment of plume density and derivation of plume dimensions during still 
periods. In response, the Draft EISEIR discusses the potential impacts of air emissions, specifically cooling tower drift, 
on water quality (pages 3.2-41 and 3.2-42) and related toxics emissions (pages 3-24 to 3-25). Appendices I and J to the 
Draft EISEIR also discuss the predicted cooling tower plume dimensions and the plume drift impact analysis, 
respectively. The details of the modeling assumptions and calculation methods are contained in the document. User’s 
Manual: Cooling-Tower-Plume Prediction Code.’ The details of the modeling are lengthy and require specialized 
technical language which are not appropriate for inclusion into the EISEIR. The aforementioned document will be 
referenced in the Final EISEIR to allow readers to review the modeling assumptions and calculation methods. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The Draft EISEIR will be amended to include reference to the User’s Manual: 
Cooling-Tower-Plume Prediction Code in the first full paragraph in the left column on page 3.4-15 as follows: 
“Modeling of emissions from the Project’s cooling towers were conducted utilizing the Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPRI) Cooling Tower Plume Prediction Code, also known as the Seasonal and Annual 
Cooling Tower Impacts (SACTI) Model. The SACTI model, developed by Argonne National Laboratory for 
EPRI, predicts the probable dimensions of the visible cooling tower plume by utilizing meteorological data and 
cooling tower design parameters (Houck and Phillips 1997c; see Appendix I). The details of the modeling 
assumptions and the calculation methods of this model are contained in the document titled: “User’s Manual: 
Cooling-Tower-Plume Prediction Code, EPRI CS-3403-CCM.” From the SACTI modeling results, the 
deposition of water droplets (or “drift”) from the cooling tower can be determined (Houck 1997c; Houck 1998; 
see Appendices J and 0, respectively). The text of the modeling analysis conducted by OMNI for emissions 
from the cooling towers is included as Appendix I and Appendix J of this EISEIR.” 
’Electric Power Research Institute. Undated. User’s Muriuul: CoolinS-70M;er-Plltme Predicrion Code. EPRI CS-CS-3403-CCM 
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Response to D1:32 - Commentor suggests continued cooperation between the USFS/BLM and the USFWS and the 
CDFG to continue to develop mitigation for significant impacts to special status or endangered species. In response, 
the USFSBLM are continuing consultation activities with the USFWS and CDFG that began during Project scoping. 
See also Response to Comment D 1 :26. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:33 - Commentor states that comments identified as Comments D1: 1 through D1: 14 were 
also intended to provide additional consideration for biologic resources. In response, the comment is noted. Note also 
the biological portions of the Responses to Comments D1:2, D1:3, D1:7, and D1:lO. 
Response to Comment D1:M - Commentor recommends that surveys for sugar-stick “habitat replacement,” bat roosts, 
and northern goshawk should be completed prior to issuance of the Final EISEIR. In response, sugar stick surveys are 
discussed in Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-3b, 3.3.3.4-3b, and 3.3.3.5-3b (pages 3.3-46,3.3-55, and 3.3-62, respectively). 
Note that the intent of the mitigation measures is not to relocate or salvage sugar stick plants or populations. but to avoid 
them and their associated microhabitat. Relocation of plants would be contrary to the “Draft Management 
Recommendations for Sugar Stick.” The purpose of the survey is to provide on-site technical guidance during 
construction in order to assure that no existing populations or their microhabitat are impacted. The survey would include 
re-flagging of previously identified populations, checking construction boundaries and alignments, and on-site 
monitoring of sensitive areas as construction progresses. 
Similarly, the purposes of the bat roost surveys and surveys for northern goshawk occupancy are to protect the roost 
and nest sites that are in danger of being impacted during construction. It is necessary to perform the surveys 
immediately prior to construction. 
Revision to the Final EISKIR: The Draft EISEIR will be revised to clarify Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-3b, 
3.3.3.4-3b, and 3.3.3.5-3b (pages 3.3-46, 3.3-55, and 3.3-62, respectively) as follows: 
“Project Applicant shall retain a botanical resources consultant to survey vegetation communities most likely 
to serve as potential sugar stick habitat prior to site-specific ground disturbing activities. The purpose of the 
survey is to provide on-site technical guidance during construction in order to assure that no existing 
populations or their microhabitat are impacted. Specific sites with the greatest potential for impacting 
populations of this species include: well pad 26-17, the production fluid pipeline leading north from well pad 
26-17, and alternative transmission line segment D2.” 
The first sentence of Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-19a, 3.3.3.4-19a, and 3.3.3.5-19a (pages 3.3-5 1, 3.3-58, and 3.3-65, 
respectively) in the Draft EISEIR will be revised as follows: 
“The Project Applicant shall survey for roosting bats prior to site-specific ground disturbing activities and in 
accordance with the draft roost survey protocol in the NFMD ROD. Surveys shall be conducted ...” 
Response to Comment D1:35 - Commentor requests that additional information be provided to further evaluate why 
subsidence would not be a problem. In response, see Response to Comment C2:66. The Project Applicant has also 
provided information for review that included lithologic logs for wells in the area which indicate that the subsurface 
geology is structurally self supporting and will most likely not show any significant subsidence as a result of fluid 
withdrawal. This information was considered in the evaluation but not disclosed because of its proprietary nature. 
Further, and from a pragmatic perspective, subsidence only becomes a potential geologic hazard or environmental 
problem when the differential changes in elevation at the ground surface result in damage to surface or near-surface 
structures. There is negligible infrastructure in  the Project wellfield that could be affected by subsidence, and in the 
unlikely event that subsidence should occur in the wellfield area as a result of geothermal fluid production, no structural 
damage would be expected to occur. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.1-9), subsidence will be monitored in  
Q 
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the wellfield in conformance with the BLM’s Geothermal Resource Operational (GRO) Order No. 4 (see also Response 
to Comment D1:36). 
I 
I Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to D1:36: Commentor expresses concern about baseline subsidence surveys, and operational monitoring, 
reporting, mitigation, and remedial action. Commentor also encourages the inclusion of seismic baseline data collection 
and ongoing seismic monitoring provisions in the Final EISEIR. In response, the above actions, if necessary, are a 
requirement. as discussed in Section 3.1.1.2 (page 3.1-l), of G R O  Order No. 4 Section 8 under Subsidence and 
Seismicity which states: 
I 
“Surveying of the land sulIface prior to and during geothemzal resources production will be required fo r  
determining any changes in elevation of the leased lands. Lessees shall make such resurveys as required by 
the Supervisor to ascertain if subsidence is occurring. Production data, pressures, reinjection rates, and 
volumes shall be accurately recorded and filed monthly with the Supervisor as provided in 30 CFR 270.37. 
In the event subsidence activity results from the production of geothermal resources, as determined by surveys 
by the lessee or a governmental body, the lessee shall take such mitigating actions as are required by the lease 
terms and by the Supervisor. I f  subsidence is determined by the Supervisor to present a significant hazard to 
operations or adjoining land use, then the Supervisor may require remedial action including, but not limited 
to, reduced production rates, increased injection of waste or other fluids, or a suspension of production. 
A. Survevs. All required surveys shall be second order or better and shall be conducted under the direct 
supervision of a registered civil engineer or licensed land surveyor using equipment acceptable by the 
National Ocean Survey for second order surveys. All such work shall be coordinated with the county surveyor 
of the county in which the surveys and bench marks are to be established. Level lines and networks shall be 
tied to available regional networks. Adjusted survey data shall be filed with the Supervisor within 60 days after 
leveling is completed. Any lessee having a commercially productive geothermal well or wells shall participate 
in cooperative County/State subsidence detection programs. All survey data filed with the Supervisor shall be 
available to the public. 
B. Bench Marks. One or more wellsite bench marks shall be required at each completed well prior to 
prolonged production and said bench marks shall be located in a manner such that there is a minimal 
probability of destruction or damage to said bench marks. Wellsite bench marks shall be tied to existing 
regional networks. Additional bench marks between the wellsites and the regional network shall be at one-half 
mile (0.8-km) intervals or as otherwise specified by the Supervisor. These bench marks shall be resurveyed 
during well production operations on a periodic basis as determined b y  the Supervisor. Acceptable bench 
marks include, but are not limited to, a brass rod driven to refusal or 30 feet ( 9  meters) andJitted with an 
acceptable brass plate or a permanent structure with an installed acceptable brass plate. 
C. Reservoir Data. Initial reservoir pressure and temperature shall be reported to the Supervisor in duplicate 
on Well Completion or Recompletion Report (Form 9-33OC) for  all completed wells within 30 days after the 
completion of measurements or tests conducted for  the purpose of obtaining such data. Initial production test 
data including steamwater ratio, su$ace pressure and temperature, quality, and quantity of well efJluent shall 
also be filed with the Supervisor on Fonn 9-330C within 30 days after a well is completed. 
D. Seismicity. The installation of seismographs or other like instruments in producing geothermal areas for  
the purpose of detecting potential seismic activity may be initiated from time to time by appropriate public 
agencies. Lessees shall cooperate with the appropriate public agencies in this regard. The lessee and the 
appropriate public agency should take care not to unreasonably interfere with or endanger each other’s 
respective operations. The Supervisor shall coordinate such detection programs between the appropriate 
public agency conducting the program and the lessee. 
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Where induced seismicity caused by the production of geothermal fluids is determined to exist by  the 
Supervisor, then the Supervisor may require the lessee to install such monitoring devices as necessary to 
adequately quantify the effects thereot If  induced seismicity is determined to represent a signijicant hazard, 
the Supervisor may require remedial actions including, but not limited to, reduced production rates, increased 
injection of waste or otherjluids, or suspension of production." 
The complete Geothermal Resources Operational Order No. 4 is available for review at the BLM, Alturas Resource 
Area Office during normal business hours in Alturas, California. 
Revision to Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:37: Commentor encourages baseline seismic data collection and ongoing seismic 
monitoring provisions included in the Final EISEIR. In response, see Response to Comment D1:36. 
Response to Comment D1:38: Commentor expresses concern about the risk of inducing volcanism through the 
consumption of geothermal fluids that potentially cool a magma chamber. In response, Section 3.1.3.3.1 (page 3.1-8) 
discusses the potential of a volcanic eruption; with one issue concerning magma chambers. The USGS has been studying 
Medicine Lake Volcano since the early 1980s using surface mapping and geophysical studies (Stanley 1982, Fuis et al. 
1987, Evans and Zucca 1988). These studies all came to the same conclusion that there was no large magma body under 
Medicine Lake Volcano. Donnelly-Nolan (1988), using geophysics and surface geologic studies also concluded that 
there was not a large magma body greater than 1 cubic kilometer in size above 16,000 feet (5 kilometers) in the area. 
Donnelly-Nolan states that there is little evidence that a large magma body ever existed under Medicine Lake Volcano, 
therefore, the probability of increased magmatic activity is highly unlikely. 
A second concern is regarding the difference between geothermal water and magmatic water. In response, the 
geothermal water reservoir is a pool of deep circulating hot water that exists generally between 2,500 and approximately 
15,000 feet. Magma bodies generally exist much deeper and are found in hot, water-poor environments. If there were 
a connection between magma and the geothermal fluids, there would be elevated levels of SO?, HZ. HC1, and HF in the 
fluids, as well as a pH of less than 3 pH units and a unique water isotopic signature of +6 to +10 del 180 and -10 to -20 
del D (Ellis and Mahon 1977; Giggenbach 1997). The geothermal reservoir at Medicine Lake is a neutral pH, low 
salinity, low gas system with a typical geothermal water isotopic signature of -8 to -9 del 180 and -94 to -96 del D. If 
a magma body existed within the Telephone Flat geothermal reservoir, the water should reflect a magmatic contribution. 
No such contribution is found in any of the produced fluids or in the surface springs. Chapter 3.2 in the Draft EISEIR 
discusses Hydrologic and Geothermal Resources. It should be noted that no development of geothermal fluids 
development has ever been known to cause a volcanic eruption. A prime example is The Geysers near Santa Rosa, 
California. a geothermal field where there has been considerable mass withdrawals of fluid. 
Revision to the Final EISEIR: The following references will be added to the Final EISEIR: 
Ellis, A. and Mahon, W. 1977. Chemistry and Geothermal Systems, Academic Press. 392 pp. 
Fuis, G., Zucca, J., Mooney, W., and Milkereit, B. 1987. A Geologic Interpretation of Seismic-Refraction 
Results in Northern California, Geological Society of America Bulletin, V. 98, No. 1. p, 53-65. 
Giggenbach, W. 1997. The Origin and Evolution ofjluids in Magmatic-Hydrothermal Systems, p. 737-796; 
in Geochemistry of Hydrothermal Ore Deposits, 1997, Bames, H. ed. Third Edition, John Wiley & Sons. 
972 pp. 
Stanley, W. 1982. A Regional Magnetotelluric Survey of the Cascade Mountains Region, United States 
Geological Survey Open File Report. pp 82- 126. 
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Response to Comment D1:39 - Commentor encourages the agencies to work with the Project Applicant to determine 
if there are any opportunities for cogeneration, improvements in the proposed cooling water facilities, or reduction in 
wastes from support operations. In response, there is some opportunity to utilize spent geothermal fluid to provide 
cogeneration space heating for the Project buildings and/or snow melting at the power plant site. These opportunities 
will be explored further by the Project Applicant during design engineering, but any cogeneration opportunities will 
need to be proposed by the Project Applicant in a supplement to its Plans of Operations and evaluated by the agencies 
prior to implementation for conformance with NEPNCEQA, the Modoc National Forest LRMP and other applicable 
requirements. See also Response to Comment D1:40. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D1:40 - Commentor encourages the agencies to explore pollution prevention opportunities and 
specifically requests that consideration be given to the use of non-chrome cooling water treatment chemicals and ozone 
treatment of the Project cooling water instead of the use of biocides. In response, material safety data sheets (MSDS) 
are attached to Appendix J of the Draft EISEIR that show that the proposed cooling water treatment chemicals do not 
contain chrome. Similarly, the MSDS for the proposed biocide demonstrates that the biocide deteriorates quickly in the 
environment and does not present a substantive environmental risk; as such, the increased costs for ozone treatment in 
lieu of the proposed cooling water biocide is not justified. The Plan of Operations for the Project indicates that a 
recycling program will be developed for scrap wood, metal, and paper during both construction and operations. 
Recyclable barrels and totes will be used to store and transport those antifreeze, used solvents, and oil/water mixtures 
than can be recycled. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER D2 (Calvin C. Fong, Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers) 
Response to Comment D2:l - Commentor poses the question of whether the Project would result in the discharge of 
dredged or fill material into jurisdictional “waters of the U.S.” In response, and as discussed in Section 3.3.2.2.4 
(page 3.3-17), there are three (3) ephemeral ponds and one (1) wet meadow within the Project wellfield area. Each of 
these areas is classified as “Riparian Reserves” under the NFMP ROD. The Standards and Guidelines for Riparian 
Reserves, as summarized in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-17), prohibit surface occupancy within the reserve for 
geothermal exploration and development. They also minimize or exclude such activities as timber harvest and road 
construction. Accordingly, no activities associated with Project construction or operation would result in impacts to 
“waters of the U.S.”. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D2:2 - Commentor provides a definition of “waters of the U.S.” and states the regulatory 
requirement for authorization under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) for discharges of dredge or fill material 
into jurisdictional waters. In response, the comment is noted. The CWA and Executive Order 11990 - Protection of 
Wetlands are acknowledged as applicable laws in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1.5, respectively. See also Response to 
Comment D2: 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D2:3 - Commentor recommends that a waters study be conducted within the Project area to 
identify waters under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and aid in the determination of whether a 
Section 404 permit is required. In response, as discussed in Section 3.3.2.2.4 (page 3.3-17). there are three (3) 
ephemeral ponds and one (1) wet meadow within the Project wellfield area. The only operations proposed in proximity 
to these areas are existing well pad 87-13 and proposed well pad 16-18, which are located east and south of the wet 
meadow. As described in Appendix D. Biological Resources of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project Area, the 
meadow runs approximately 750 feet east-to-west and drains into a gravel pit just north of the well pad. It is 
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approximately one (1) acre in size. As stated in 3.3.2.2.3 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-17). the wetland area of the 
meadow was conservatively estimated to be %-acre in size. A wetland delineation performed in accordance with the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers 1987 Delineation Manual would establish the boundaries of the wetland. A Section 404 
permit should not be required since there are no anticipated impacts to the wetland or any of the ephemeral ponds as 
stated in Response to Comment D2: 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: If a wetland delineation is performed in the area north and west of well pads 87- 13 
and 16-18, the discussion of the size of the wetland and the required zone of protection under the Northwest Forest 
Management Plan should be made more accurate (Section 3.3.2.2.3, page 3.3-17). 
COMMENT LETTER D3 (Steven Alan Lewis, U S .  Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service) 
Response to Comment D3:l - Commentor is concerned that of the leases located within the “proposed initial 
participating area” only lease CA-12372 was identified during the scoping process. In response, the Notice of Intent 
to prepare an EIS for the Project (NOI) that was published in the Federal Register states that, “the proposed geothermal 
power plant, well pads, and fluid pipelines would be located within Federal geothermal leases CA 12370, CA 12371, 
and CA 12372.” The size and location of the Proposed Action has not changed since the NO1 was first published, and 
the Project location is the same Project location discussed throughout Project scoping activities and during meetings 
with the public and responsible agencies. Similarly, these same three leases were identified as the area of proposed 
activities in the Notice of Preparation of an EIR (NOP) that was published by the Siskiyou County APCD at the outset 
of Project scoping. As described in the Draft EISEIR, the “Proposed Participating Area” describes the boundaries of 
a reduced Geothermal Unit proposed to the BLM for consideration by the Project Applicant. This is considered an 
administrative action by the BLM that would not result in  any surface disturbance and no NEPNCEQA review or 
documentation is required for an administrative action. The “Proposed Participating Area” is comprised of portions of 
six ( 6 )  different leases from which the geothermal resources would be committed to the proposed Project; however, 
surface facilities within the geothermal wellfield have only been proposed to be located on the three geothermal leases 
identified in the NO1 and NOP (see Figure ES-5, page ES-8 of the Draft EISEIR). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D3:2 - Commentor is concerned that two of the leases comprising the “Proposed Participating 
Area,” CA 2500 and CA 21933, are located within the Medicine Lake MLSA and were not identified during scoping. 
In response, and as discussed in Response to Comment D3: 1, no surface activities are proposed within leases CA 2500 
or CA 21933 or the MLSA. A new figure will be added to the Final EISEIR delineating the boundaries of the MLSA, 
the Mt. Hoffman RRA, and those portions of the Project vicinity within the area subject to the NFMP ROD. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: A new figure reference will be added to the third sentence of the first paragraph of 
the left column on page 3.3-6 of the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
“One well pad (77-18) is located within a Managed Late-Successional Area (MLSA) under- 
Alternative Site B (see Figure 3.3.2).” 
The new figure will delineate the boundaries of the MLSA, the Mt. Hoffman RRA, and those portions of the Modoc 
National Forest in the vicinity of the proposed Project that are subject to the NFMP ROD. 
Response to Comment D3:3 - Commentor is concerned that transmission line segment B2, part of Alternative 
Transmission Line Route 2, would go through the MLSA and would be inconsistent with the NFMP ROD. In response, 
Commentor is correct that, if constructed, line segment B2 would be routed through the MLSA. Line segment B2 is one 
of the alternative transmission line segments evaluated as part of the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project Draft EISEIR. 
That environmental impact analysis was incorporated by reference into the Draft EISEIR prepared for the Telephone 
Flat Project and relevant sections of the Final EISEIR prepared for the Fourmile Hill Project will also be incorporated 
by reference into the Telephone Flat Project Final EISEIR. The Fourmile Hill Project Final EISEIR states: 
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“... a portion of segment B2 would pass through an area of late-successional forest and therefore would be 
subject to a different set of management policies under the Northwest Forest Plan. Alternative 3 [including 
line segment B3] would be consistent with the Northwest Forest Plan standards arid guidelines for Managed 
Late-Successional Areas. The Plan states that a project addressing public needs, including power lines, may 
be approved when adverse impacts to late-successional areas can be minimized and mitigated. This alternative 
would not significantly affect late-successional areas; further, biological mitigation measures have been 
identified to reduce impacts that would occur under this alternative ...” (Fourmile Hill Project Final EISEIR, 
page 4- 187) 
Alternative Transmission Line Route 2 was not proposed by the Project Applicant. and it was not selected as the Agency 
Preferred route in the Draft EISEIR; however. as described above line segment B2 would be consistent with the NFMP 
ROD. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The Draft EISEIR will be revised on page 3.9-2, left column, after the second full 
paragraph, with the following paragraphs: 
“The Northwest Forest Management Plan includes standards and guidelines for Late-Successional Reserves 
(LSR) designed to maintain and enhance late-successional forests as a network of existing old-growth forest 
ecosystems that are retained in their natural condition with natural processes allowed to function to the extent 
possible. The reserves are designed to serve a number of purposes. First, they provide a distribution, quantity, 
and quality of old-growth forest habitat sufficient to avoid foreclosure of future management options. Second, 
they provide habitat for populations of species that are associated with late-successional forests. Third, they 
will help ensure that late-successional species diversity will be conserved. 
Managed Late-Successional Areas (MLSA) are similar to LSRs but are identified for certain owl activity 
centers on the eastern portion of the Northwest Forest Management Plan planning area where regular and 
frequent fire is a natural part of the ecosystem. Certain silvicultural treatments and fire hazard reduction 
treatments are permitted to help prevent complete stand destruction from large catastrophic events such as high 
intensity, high seventy fires; or disease or insect epidemics. MLSAs have been designated for standards and 
guidelines based on two elements: ( I )  Managed Pair Areas for known owl pairs, and resident singles in the 
California Cascades and Washington Eastern Cascades Provinces, from the Final Draft Spotted Owl Recovery 
Plan; and (2) Protection Buffers for specific endemic species identified by the Scientific Analysis Team in a 
1993 study.” 
The Draft EISEIR will be amended on page 3.9-10, by adding the following to the end of Impact 3.9.3.6.2-1: 
“A portion of line segment B2 would extend into a Managed Late-Successional Area (MLSA) located south 
and east of the Project wellfield area. The Northwest Forest Management Plan states that a project addressing 
public needs, including power lines, may be approved when adverse impacts to late-successional areas can be 
minimized and mitigated (see page C-17 of USFS.and BLM, 1994).” 
The Draft EISEIR will be amended on page 3.9-10, by adding the following to the end of Significance of Impact (for 
Impact 3.9.3.6.2- 1): 
“As this alternative transmission line’s impact on late-successional areas has been mitigated to below the level 
of signficance, the Project is consistent with the Northwest Forest Management Plan’s standards and guidelines 
for MLSAs.” 
Response to Comment D3:4 - Commentor notes a discrepancy in the Draft EISEIR concerning the assessment of the 
significance of bald eagle collisions with power lines, and recommends the use of bird flight diverters. In response, 
the Commentor is correct, there is a discrepancy in the Draft EIS as noted in the comment between page ES-99, 
Section 3.3.3.6.1-8, and ES-54 and ES-58, Sections 3.3.3.3-14 and 3.3.3.3-25, respectively. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The significance of the impact statement for Impacts 3.3.3.3-14, 3.3.3.4-14, 
and 3.3.3.5-15 (pages 3.3-50, 3.3-57, and 3.3-64, respectively) of the Draft EISEIR will be amended as follows: 
. .  “Significance of the Impact: This impact is considered- c potentially significant. &&+e 
a The following mitigation measure is 
provided which would reduce the adverse effects of the impact to below the level of significance.” 
Similarly, the significance of the impact statement for Impacts 3.3.3.3-25, 3.3.3.4-25, and 3.3.3.5-25 (pages 3.3-53, 
3.3-60, and 3.3-66, respectively) of the Draft EISEIR will be amended as follows: 
. .  “Significance of the Impact: This impact is considered- a potentially significant. &&+e 
$but the implementation of Mitigation 
Measure 3.3.3.3-14 [or 3.3.3.4-14 or 3.3.3.5-14, respectively] would reduce the adverse effects of the impact 
to below the level of significance.” 
Response to Comment D3:5 - Commentor is concerned that the Draft EISEIR may not have evaluated the impact of 
power lines crossing over riparian habitat. In response, no riparian habitats will be crossed by the transmission line 
segments addressed in the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The following sentence will be added in two locations, including: to the end of the 
first paragraph in the right column on page 3.3-68, and at the end of the first paragraph in the right column on 
page 3.3-73 of the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
“That analysis is incorporated by reference into this EISEIR, and the findings of that analysis are summarized 
below and amended to be consistent with the statement of impact and significance formatting of this EISEIR. 
No riparian habitats will be crossed by this line segment.” 
Response to Comment D3:6 - Commentor expresses concern that potential impacts to the federally listed endangered 
Shasta crayfish have not been analyzed, and recommends that measures be identified to detect changes in water quantity 
and quality and a contingency plan be developed to specifically address Shasta crayfish. In response, see Response to 
Comment D1: 10 which shows that between the Project wellfield area and Fall River Springs, dilution in groundwater 
would lower the concentration of contaminants to levels that would not be harmful to aquatic life. A hydrologic 
monitoring plan is being developed with oversight by the USFSBLM and the CVRWQCB. These agencies will ensure 
that the monitoring plan is designed to detect changes in water quantity and quality along with mitigation measures 
should changes be detected. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D3:7 - Commentor suggests that impacts be evaluated using groundwater recharge levels for 
drought years. In response, during drought years, recharge would be reduced and groundwater levels in Medicine Lake 
Basin would decline. Assuming water table conditions, the volume of shallow groundwater pumping for the Project 
(49.8 acre-feet/year (3 1 gallons per minute (gpm)) is not high enough to cause a cone of depression to extend to the 
nearest private wells approximately two miles away. Even under drought conditions, groundwater pumping for the 
Project would not be expected to impact those private wells nearest to the Project groundwater wells. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D3:8 - Commentor raises the concern that birds and bats are more likely to be adversely 
affected by the well pad sumps and the hot water within the sumps than larger mammals that are excluded from the 
sumps by fencing. In response, water typically stored in the well pad sumps will usually consist of accumulated 
precipitation and runoff from the well pad. As such, this water will be normal in temperatures for the area. Exceptions 
to this will occur during short-term flow tests, well start-up and work over operations. During these times, hot water will 
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be discharged to the sumps for short durations, but hot geothermal fluid would begin to cool as soon as it reaches the 
sumps and would reach ambient temperature in just a few hours after discharge. Human occupation of the well pads 
during well testing. well start-up, and work over activities would also deter wildlife from the well pad areas during those 
times when hot fluids are being discharged to the sumps. Generally, wildlife have the ability to detect and avoid high 
water temperatures as evidenced by naturally occumng hot springs and sulfur springs which are avoided. The discharged 
water will also be tested for contaminants. If contaminants are found the water will be removed from the sumps within 
60 days for offsite disposal at an appropriate location, or pumped to an injection well for disposal (page 2-15 of the 
Draft EISEIR). Due to human occupation of the well pads when hot fluids are present, fencing of the sumps, natural 
avoidance of such areas by wildlife, and the periodic removal of stored fluids from the sumps, it is not anticipated that 
wildlife will be significantly affected by the well pad sumps. However, individual birds. bats, or other wildlife attracted 
to the stored water in the sumps may be injured or lost on occasion as a result of encountering hot fluids (page 3.3-53 
of the Draft EISEIR). Hazing. netting, or other methods that deter or prevent birds or bats from entering the sumps 
during those periods when the sump contents may be a hazard would further reduce the potential adverse effects on 
wildlife, and an additional measure to reduce this potential adverse effect will be added to the Final EISEIR. See also 
Responses to Comments A1:3, A1:4, A8:18, and D1:3. 
The comment also states that: “...the Draft EIS indicates insect colonization of geothermal pools is not likely to occur 
within 60 days.” In response, the Draft EIS actually says, “the well pad water shall be removed from the sumps within 
60 days of discharge to preclude insects from colonizing ...” (page 3.3-52). As the water is removed. any insect 
colonization will be eliminated. The comment is noted. 
The comment also expresses the concern that removing water within the sumps on a 60-day cycle will not prevent insect 
colonization. In response, see Response to Comment D1:3 for a discussion of the thermal and toxic hazards associated 
with the sump ponds. Regarding insect colonization. the text will be modified to indicate that the amount of colonization 
will be reduced, not prevented. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: New measures (Other Measures 3.3.3.3-27,3.3.3.4-27, and 3.3.3.5-27) will be added 
to the Draft EISEIR following the existing Impact statements (Impacts 3.3.3.3-27, 3.3.3.4-27, and 3.3.3.5-27, 
respectively) and related Significance of Impact statements (pages 3.3-53,3.3-60, and 3.3-66, respectively), as follows: 
“0 Other Measure 3.3.3.3-27: Hazing, netting and/or other protective measures that may be required by the 
USFS to deter wildlife from entering the sumps when hot fluids are present shall be utilized by the Project 
Applicant. If netting is used, the netting material and mesh size will be sufficient to prevent birds or bats 
from contacting the contents of the sump but not to trap birds or bats in the netting itself [the same 
measure will be added as Other Measures 3.3.3.4-27 and 3.3.3.5-271.” 
Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-20,3.3.3.4-20, and 3.3.3.5-20 (pages 3.3-52,3.3-59. and 3.3-65, respectively) in the Draft 
EISEIR will be revised as follows: 
“Geothermal fluid ponded in the well pad sumps shall be removed from the sumps within 60 days of discharge 
to minimize the number of pedtde-insects km-colonizing in the spent geothermal fluid in the sumps.” 
Response to Comment D3:9 - Commentor expresses concern that the sumps could contaminate the shallow 
groundwater without adequate monitoring and maintenance, and recommends that a monitoring and maintenance plan 
be developed. In response, see Response to Comment A8:2 which discusses the potential for leaks from the geothermal 
well settling ponds. A hydrologic monitoring plan is being developed with oversight by the USFSBLM and the 
CVRWQCB. These agencies will ensure that the monitoring plan is designed to detect changes in water quantity and 
quality to validate the assessment and conclusions made in the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment D3:lO- Commentor expresses concern that the Draft EISEIR does not clearly identify the 
location of well pads within each section so that potential impacts on the MLSA can be identified. In response, the 
proposed well pad locations for each of the three power plant alternatives (Proposed Action. Alternative Site A, and 
Alternative Site B) are shown in the Draft EISEIR on Figure 2.2.5 (page 2-9). Figure 2.3.1 (page 2-48), and 
Figure 2.3.3 (page 2-51), respectively. There would be no well pads located within the MLSA for the Proposed Action 
or Alternative Power Plant Site A, but one alternative well pad (pad 77-18) proposed for Alternative Site B would be 
located at the north end of the MLSA. immediately south of Primary Forest Route 97. Construction of well pad 77- 18 
and the short access road to the pad from Primary Forest Route 97 would result in surface disturbance at the northern 
end of the MLSA. In part, because of the adverse effects resulting from the construction of well pad 77-18, the 
Alternative Site B Project Alternative is not being considered as the Agency-Preferred Alternative. The increased 
biological impacts of the Alternative Site B Project Alternative, including the increased impacts on approximately 
36 acres additional acres of vegetation, some of which is approaching late-successional, are evaluated in the Draft 
EISEIR (pages 3.3-61 through 3.3-67). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D3:ll - Commentor states that there is no rationale presented in the Draft EISEIR for 
determining that the potential effect on “Survey and Manage” species of fungi as classified in the NFMP ROD is less 
than significant. Commentor also states that there is a contradiction between the survey requirements in the NFMP ROD 
and the survey strategy presented in the Draft EISEIR. Specifically, the comment states that surveys for these species 
should be completed prior to ground-breaking activities. In response, as stated in Section 3.3.3.1 (page 3.3-41) of the 
Draft EISEIR, effects that are inconsistent with the standards set forth in the NFMP ROD are considered significant. 
As stated in the NFMP ROD (page C - 3 ,  the Standards and Guidelines for Survey and Manage species, component 3 
(which covers each of the four (4) species potentially affected) does not require specific surveys prior to 
ground-disturbing activities. Extensive surveys are required to find high-priority sites for species management, according 
to a “schedule that is most eficient ... It would be most eficient to do broad surveys for these species during times of 
appropriate conditions rather than attempting annual, site-spec@ surveys.” Therefore, there is no discrepancy between 
the NFMP ROD and the Draft EISEIR. Since the potential effects on Survey and Manage fungi are not inconsistent 
with the management standards set forth in the NFMP ROD, the effect is determined to be below a level of significance. 
However, a discussion of the potential effects of the Project on Survey and Manage fungi relative to their status within 
the Project wellfield area would be helpful to the reader and would clarify the degree of the impact. The report titled 
Macrofungi of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project Study Area, (within Appendix D of the Draft EISEIR), contains 
the following statements under section “IV. Conclusions and Recommendations”: “The most abundant and diverse 
populations of ROD macrofungi are in stands with redfir, alone or in mixtures, and especially stands with older red 
fir;” and “The leaseholder may safely ignore the presence or absence of special status macrofungi on sites selected f o r  
energy development. However, preference for  development should be given to stands with lodgepole pine rather than 
red fir, and to sites with previous disturbance. Finally, it is absolutely essential to take special care to prevent damage 
to the surrounding undeveloped forest, both during construction activities and thereafter.” The Project would disturb 
less than 19 acres of red fir forest, or between two ( 2 )  and five (5) percent of the red fir forest within the Project 
wellfield area, as a result of construction and operation, as stated in Table 3.3.10 (page 3.3-45). Preference for 
development is given to disturbed sites (14 percent of the disturbed sites within the Project wellfield area), and mixed 
conifer forest (nine (9) percent of the red fir-lodgepole pine stands within the Project wellfield area), which support less 
macrofungi. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The following discussion will be added immediately preceding Impact 3.3.3.3-7 after 
the subheading “NFMP ROD ‘Survey and Manage Species”’: 
“A habitat assessment for macrofungi within the Study Area (see Appendix D) concluded that the most 
abundant and diverse populations of “Survey and Manage” macrofungi occur in stands with red fir, alone or 
in mixtures, and especially stands with older red fir. The Project would disturb less than 19 acres of red fir 
forest, or between two (2) and five (5) percent of the red fir forest within the Study Area, as a result of 
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construction and operation (Table 3.3.10). No stands of late seral stage red fir would be disturbed. Preference 
for development is given to communities which support less macrofungi than red fir stands - disturbed sites 
(14 percent of the disturbed sites within the Study Area); and mixed-conifer forest (nine (9) percent of the red 
fir-lodgepole pine stands within the Study Area). The proposed amount of disturbance would not pose a 
substantive risk to the “Survey and Manage” macrofungi known or suspected to occur within the Study Area. 
each of which are relatively common and occur over a broad geographic range.” 
Response to Comment D3:12 - Commentor expresses concern that potential impacts to Shasta crayfish (Pacifastacus 
fortis) have not been analyzed. In response, the Shasta crayfish is found in the Pit River drainage and two tributary 
systems, Fall river and Hat Creek. No individuals of the species are found on the Project survey area, nor is there any 
suitable habitat for the crayfish in  the Project vicinity. the Draft EISEIR refers to a computer model of a contaminant 
plume introduced at the Project wellfield area that travels to the Fall River Springs in  four years. See Response to 
Comment D1: 10 which shows that between the Project wellfield area and Fall River Springs, dilution in groundwater 
would lower the concentration of contaminants to levels that would not be harmful to aquatic life. See Response to 
Comment D3:7 which evaluates potential impacts of shallow groundwater pumping during drought conditions. 
Hydrological information reviewed during the Draft EISEIR analysis indicates the geothermal reservoir beneath the 
Telephone Flat Project wellfield is hydrologically isolated from the groundwater currently flowing to the Fall River 
springs groups, and therefore there should be no impact on the Shasta crayfish from this Project. See also Response to 
Comment A9:6. A species account of the Shasta crayfish will be added to the Final EISEIR to supplement the 
assessment of impact on that species. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: A species account of the Shasta crayfish will be added following the third paragraph 
in the left column on page 3.3-40 of the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
‘‘e Shasta Crayfish (Pacifastacus fortis) 
Habitat Requirements: The Shasta crayfish was federally and state listed as an endangered species in 1998 
(Draft Recovery plan 1997). This species is found only in Shasta County, California, in the Pit River drainage 
and two tributary systems, Fall River and Hat Creek subdrainages. In the Hat Creek drainage populations have 
been found in Lost Creek, Crystal, Baum, and Rising River Lakes. In the Fall River subdrainage, populations 
occur in Fall River, Big Lake, Spring, Squaw and Lava Creeks, and in Crystal and Rainbow Springs. Another 
population occurs in Sucker Spring Creek, a tributary of the Pit River at Powerhouse 1, which lies between the 
two subdrainages (Bouchard, 1978; Eng and Daniels, 1982). The crayfish occurs in cool, clear, spring-fed 
lakes, rivers and streams, usually at or near a spring inflow source, where waters show relatively little annual 
fluctuation in temperature and remain cool during the summer. Most are found in lentic and slowly to 
moderately flowing waters. The presence of volcanic rubble for cover is one of the most significant habitat 
factors noted by Daniels (1980). Shasta crayfish have been observed in groups under large rocks situated on 
clean, firm sand or gravel substrates (Bouchard; 1978; Eng and Daniels, 1982). Crayfish have also been 
observed on a fine, organic material 1-3 centimeters thick on the bottom of Crystal Lake. The species seems 
to be most abundant where plants are absent. The most important habitat requirement appears to be the 
presence of adequate volcanic rock rubble to provide escape cover from predators. 
Habitat Suitability Within the Studv Area: As there are no springs or flowing water on the Study Area, there 
is no suitable habitat for the crayfish in the Project vicinity and no known historic occurrences. 
Regional Status: There are no known observations of the crayfish in the greater Medicine Lake Basin area. The 
nearest Occurance is in the Fall River, Valley area approximately 32 miles south-southeast of the project site. 
Concern has been expressed that the project may affect the springs and water sources of the Fall River area 
either through underground contamination of the water or actual alteration of the underground water courses. 
Hydrologic analysis indicates that the geothermal reservoir beneath the Telephone Flat Project well field is 
hydrologically isolated from the groundwater currently flowing to the Fall River springs group (see 
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Section 3.2). This finding suggests that proposed geothermal fluid production and injection activities would 
have no effect on the Fall River springs. The source of recharge to the springs is poorly understood and some 
concern persists that the geothermal reservoir may in some way be connected to the regional groundwater 
source supplying the springs. However, the worse case hydrologic analysis projected that a maximum change 
in flow to the Fall River springs group from geothermal fluid consumption would be less than 0.19 percent 
(i.e., about one-fifth of one percent). This potential change in flow would not be detectable above natural 
spring flow variation.” 
A statement of effect on Shasta crayfish will also be added as a bulleted paragraph following the first complete bulleted 
paragraph in the left column on page 3.3-43 of the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
“The Project could adversely affect the Shasta crayfish: There is no suitable crayfish habitat within the Project 
vicinity and there is no anticipated effect on the nearest crayfish habitat or populations located approximately 
32 miles to the south/southeast of the Project wellfield (see Section 3.2 for an explanation of the regional 
hydrologic effects of the Project.)” 
Response to Comment D3:13 - Commentor expresses concern that bald eagles may be killed by collisions with power 
lines or could be attracted to dead waterfowl in the sumps. In response, with respect to eagles colliding with power 
lines, see Response to Comment D3:4. The probability that waterfowl will be killed by the sump water is very low, and 
that eagles may come and forage on them is even lower. There is only one documented case of an eagle in the Study 
Area and the area is not utilized by eagles as a foraging area (see Draft EIS page 3.3-30). There will not be water in the 
sumps on a regular basis to attract waterfowl, which in turn could attract bald eagles. 
Revisions for the Final EIS5IR: None. 
Response to Comment D3:14 - Commentor expresses concern about leases not identified during scoping and adverse 
impacts on the MLSA with respect to NSO. In response, see Responses to Comments D3: 1 and D3:2. 
Revisions for the Final EIS5IR: The Final EISEIR will be revised as described in Response to Comment D3:2. 
Response to Comment D3:15 - Commentor requests qualification of the statement that “NSO nesting habitat is usually 
within ‘/-mile of ponded water” (Draft EIS page 3.3-28). In response, the Recovery Plan for the NSO 1992 states, 
“Spotted owls often are associated with riparian area within their home ranges” (page 337). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The Draft EISEIR will be amended in the third sentence of the fourth paragraph 
in the right column on page 3.3-28 as follows: 
“Typically nesting habitat is within multi-layered canopies of greater than 50 percent canopy closure,+maHy . .  often associated with riparian areas.” 
Response to Comment D3:16 - Commentor states that the additional geothermal leases and transmission line 
segment B2 are located within the MLSA, but the document has not clearly identified a public need or benefit for 
consistency with the NFMP ROD. In response, see Response to Comment D3:3. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See changes to the Draft EISEIR prescribed by Response to Comment D3:3. 
Response to Comment D3:17 - Commentor notes that due to the possible effects on federally listed species including 
bald eagle, NSO, and Shasta crayfish, Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA requires that any action by a Federal agency not 
jeopardize the continued existence of an endangered species, and suggests formal consultation is required. In response, 
a Biological AssessmentBiological Evaluation (BABE) has been drafted and is undergoing internal review by Modoc 
National Forest prior to submittal to USFWS to initiate formal Section 7 consultation. As discussed in the Draft 
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EISEIR, the findings of the Section 7 consultation will be integrated into any record of decision on the Project (page 3.3-48).] 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D3:18 - Commentor notes the Endangered Species Act definition of “take,” and the requirement 
of Section 7 of the ESA for consultation between Federal agencies which results in a Biological Opinion. In response, 
i t  is not the function of the Draft EISEIR to estimate “take” of a species. Estimating “take” is done within the context 
of the Section 7 consultation process of the ESA between the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) and the USFWS. Under the 
Section 7 consultation process, the USFWS will review the Biological Assessment/Biological Evaluation (BABE) 
prepared by the Modoc National Forest. The BABE provides an analysis of the impacts of the Project on threatened 
and endangered species and Forest sensitive species. Subsequent to review of the USFS BABE the USFWS will issue 
a Biological Opinion (BO). The BO will estimate or determine the amount of “take” as a result of the Project, and 
determine if the Project may go forward with the mitigation proposed. The BO addresses anticipated effects of the 
Project to listed and species proposed for listing and may authorize a limited level of incidental “take.” The comment 
is noted. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER D4 (David Farrell, U S .  Environmental Protection Agency, Region IX) 
Response to Comment D4:l - Commentor asks USFSBLM, in their decision making capacity, to fully consider the 
Forest’s Long Range Management Plan, ongoing public comments, and the intent of NEPA which encourages balancing 
development and preservation. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment D4:2 - Commentor suggests that USFSBLM either consider the No Action Alternative, 
develop another less damaging Project Alternative, or develop acceptable mitigation for the Proposed Action. In 
response, the discussion of “Environmental Justice” effects at page 3.12-18 notes that “No alternative to the Project 
would avoid spiritual impacts and still achieve the objectives or the ‘purpose and need’for the Project ... Only the No 
Action Alternative would avoid any additional cultural and spiritual impact on Native Americans beyond that which 
has already occurred from existing roads, residences, and developed recreation sites.” As noted in Response to 
Comment D1:28, USFSBLM has been advised that some concerns are significant and cannot be mitigated to below 
the level of significance. See also Response to Comment A9:ll for discussion on how the NEPNCEQA 
decision-making process allows for projects to be approved even though significant, adverse impacts are expected to 
occur. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D4:3 - Commentor suggests ways to minimize impacts to traditional Native American cultural 
sites from possible future geothermal developments, in addition to the two currently proposed projects. In response, 
the comment is noted and available means for minimizing or preventing impacts to traditional Native American cultural 
sites will be taken into consideration by the agencies for possible future geothermal development decisions. As discussed 
in the Draft EISEIR (page 4-2) no geothermal development projects, other than the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill 
Projects, have been proposed and no other geothermal development projects are considered reasonably foreseeable. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment D4:4 - Commentor encourages USFSBLM to use a holistic approach in dealing with Native 
American values. In response, the USFSBLM is continuing government-to-government consultations. Because 
separate tribal governments are involved, a holistic approach is not appropriate; separate consultations and separate 
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agreements are required. Some agreements may address issues that are outside of USFSBLM authority; these must be 
handled by the proponent and tribes independent of the federal agencies. For example, the Draft EISEIR (page 3.6-7) 
describes a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the Klamath Tribes and the Project Applicant, CEGC. More 
recently, CEGC has also entered into an MOA with the Shasta Indians (see also Response to Comment G:284:2). USFS 
has attempted to facilitate intertribal meetings but, to date, has been unsuccessful. USFS is continuing to pursue 
individual tribal consultations. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None, except those Revisions prescribed in the Response to Comment G284:Z. 
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Group “E’ is the letter designation given to the group of letters submitted on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statemenfinvironmental Impact Report (Draft EISEIR) by State and local government agencies. The following are 
responses to each of the comments provided on the Group “E’ letters. 
COMMENT LETTER E l  (Dave Nelson, California Department of Parks and Recreation) 
Response to Comment El : l  - The comment notes that the California Department of Parks and Recreation manages 
Ahjumawi Lava Springs State Park, whose southern portion would be affected by the insignificant loss of groundwater 
and springs due to the proposed Project. These springs are home to the state and federally endangered Shasta crayfish 
and are spawning grounds for the Native American caught Sacramento sucker. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
Response to Comment E1:2 - The comment requests specific monitoring activities to be included in the Hydrologic 
Monitoring Program prescribed for conformance with Other Measure 3.2.3.3-8 (page 3.2-27), including: 
Methods for monitoring the flow from the springs draining into the Fall and Tule Rivers and Big Lake, 
What changes in flow into these springs would trigger a change in operations of the project, 
How the operations of the project would be changed. 
Commentor also suggests that monitoring of spring flow would best be accomplished by placing staff gages where 
Ja-She Creek flows into Big Lake. In response, a hydrologic monitoring plan is being developed with oversight by the 
USFSIBLM and the CVRWQCB. These agencies will ensure that the monitoring plan is designed to validate the 
conclusions reached in the EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER E2 (James C. Pedri, California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Central 
Valley Region) 
Response to Comment E2:l: The comment discusses the Report of Waste Discharge that is required by the 
CVRWQCB. In response, the comment is noted. The responsibilities of the CVWQCB and the requirement for a 
Report of Waste Discharge are discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2-1). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment E2:2: The comment discusses aspects of the proposed Project and the Fourmile Hill Project 
that the CVRWQCB will evaluate in cooperation with the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, North 
Coast Region. In response, the comment is noted. Specific discharges of waste that may be reviewed and regulated 
jointly include: 
Impacts to surface waters from the erosion of soils disturbed during construction of the power transmission line, 
roads, and well pads. 
Accidents and spills of material and fuels transported to either project andor off-site for disposal. 
Emissions of contaminants to air and their deposition upon the land or water (fallout). 
Monitoring of groundwater and surface water quality. 
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Impacts from erosion of soils during construction are discussed in the Draft EISEIR under Effects oflncreased Surface 
RunofS (pages 3.2-37 through 3.2-39). Accidental spills of hazardous materials are discussed in Section 3.13 
(pages 3.13-12 and 3.13-13). Impacts of air emissions are discussed in Section 3.2 (pages 3.2-41 through 3.2-42) and 
in Section 3.4. Plans for monitoring of groundwater and surface water quality are being developed (see Response to 
Comment D3:6). The Hydrologic Monitoring Plan that is being prepared will be submitted to the agencies for oversight 
by the USFS/BLM and the CVRWQCB. These agencies will ensure that the monitoring plan is designed to validate the 
conclusions in the Draft EISEIR that there will be no substantive effects on surface or groundwater from the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The second paragraph on page 3.2-1 of the Draft EISEIR, will be amended as 
follows: 
“The area of the Proposed Action falls under the jurisdiction of the Central Valley RWQCB. Proposed Project . .  aspects that are regulated by the RWQCB include- b a 
* 
Pipeline leaks and breaks. 
Impacts to surface waters from the erosion of soils disturbed during construction of the power 
transmission line, roads, and well pads. 
Accidents and spills of material and fuels transported to either project andlor off-site for disposal. 
Emissions of contaminants to air and their deposition upon the land or water (fallout). 
Monitoring of groundwater and surface water quality. 
Drill site waste management including mud sumps, test pits, fuel storage, etc. 
€€S€The Project Applicant would be required to submit a Report of Waste Discharge, and would need the 
approval of the Central Valley RWQCB prior to discharging fluids to the sumps.” 
Response to Comment E2:3: The comment includes other discharges that are a concern to the Regional Boards. 
Specifically, 
Pipeline leaks and breaks. 
Drill site waste management including mud sumps, test pits, fuel storage, etc. 
In response, the comment is noted. Drill site waste management is discussed in the Draft EISEIR in Section 2.2.3.6 
(page 2-15). Pipeline leaks and breaks are discussed in Section 3.13 (pages 3.13-11 and 3.13-12). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment E24: The comment discusses two policies of the State Water Resources Control Board that 
are pertinent to the protection of surface water and shallow groundwater in the project wellfield area. The two policies 
are : 
State Water Board Resolution 68-16, Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Qualiry of Waters in 
California which prohibits a Discharger from reducing the quality of surface or groundwater even though such a 
reduction of water quality may not directly impact beneficial uses associated with the water body, and 
State Water Board Resolution 88-63 which specifies that except under specific defined exceptions, all surface and 
groundwater of the State are to be protected as existing or potential sources of municipal and domestic supply. 
In response, the comment is noted. Discussion of these two policies will be added to Section 3.2.1: Regulatory 
Framework for the Hydrologic and Geothermal Resources Chapter. 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The following information will be added to the end of the first paragraph on 
page 3.2- 1 of the Draft EISEIR: 
Two policies of the SWRCB that are applicable to RWQCB oversight of the proposed Project are: 
State Water Board Resolution 68-16, Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Quality of 
Waters in California which prohibits a Discharger from reducing the quality of surface or groundwater 
even though such a reduction of water quality may not directly impact beneficial uses associated with the 
water body, and 
State Water Board Resolution 88-63 which specifies that except under specific defined exceptions, all 
surface and groundwater of the State are to be protected as existing or potential sources of municipal and 
domestic supply. 
Response to Comment E 2 5  The comment expresses concern that the proposed Project has the potential to adversely 
impact both local and regional surface water and groundwater quality. Specific surface water concerns include potential 
impacts on Medicine Lake, Bullseye Lake, Blanche Lake, Paynes Springs, etc. Specific groundwater concerns include 
impacts the proposed Project may have on groundwater quality in the immediate area of the Project, including shallow 
groundwater used for domestic supply by local residences around Medicine Lake and the Forest Service campground. 
The comment also expresses concern that information necessary to evaluate the potential impacts of the proposed Project 
on the beneficial uses of groundwater and surface water is not available and therefore an accurate evaluation can not 
be performed. In response, the comment is noted. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR, a substantial amount of 
information regarding geothermal resources (see Section 3.2.2.3), local surface water (see Section 3.2.2.4) and local 
groundwater (see Section 3.2.2.5) was compiled and analyzed as part of the hydrologic assessment of the effects of the 
proposed Project. 
Additional shallow aquifer data will be developed to validate the conclusions of the Draft EISEIR as a result of 
implementation of the agency-approved Hydrologic Monitoring Program (see also Response to Comment D 1 : 1). The 
groundwater monitoring portion of the Hydrologic Monitoring Plan will be designed to intercept the shallow 
groundwater aquifers and the data collected will be reviewed by the responsible agencies on a regular basis to validate 
the conclusions of the Draft EISEIR that the Project will not result in any substantive impact on local shallow 
groundwater aquifers. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment E2:6: The comment lists regional water quality issues and expresses concern that the 
information necessary to evaluate the potential impacts of the proposed Project on the beneficial uses of groundwater 
and surface water is not available and therefore an accurate evaluation can not be performed. In response, the comment 
is noted. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR, a substantial amount of information regarding geothermal resources (see 
Section 3.2.2.3) and regional hydrology (see Section 3.2.2.6) was compiled and analyzed as part of the hydrologic 
assessment of the effects of the proposed Project. 
As noted in the Response to Comment E25, additional information will be collected during implementation of the 
agency-approved Hydrologic Monitoring Program. The monitoring program will be designed to validate the conclusions 
that there will be no substantive effects on regional water quality or quantity. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment E2:7: The comment requests additional analyses of the fluid chemistry of the geothermal 
reservoir and discusses why the Commentor considers the chemistry of the geothermal fluid important: its potential 
impact on surface and groundwater quality, and its impacts on plants, aquatic organisms, and human receptors. The 
impacts can be a result of direct discharges of geothermal fluids from breaks in the pipeline or from deposition of air 
emissions from the cooling towers. In response, additional geothermal fluid chemistry data that is proprietary, was 
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presented to the RWQCB in a meeting on September 11, 1998. The data shows that the geothermal reservoir exhibits 
relatively uniform fluid chemistry. 
The effects from potential pipeline releases of geothermal fluid are discussed in Section 3.13.3.3.1 (pages 3.13-1 1 
and 3.13-12) of the Draft EISEIR. With respect to water quality impacts of cooling tower emissions, pages 3.2-41 
and 3.2-42 of the Draft EISEIR discuss the potential impact of air emissions on water quality and pages 3.4-23 through 
3.4-25 of the Draft EIS/EIR discuss the potential emissions of, and the potential impact from, Project related air toxics. 
The impact from the deposition of air emissions on surface and groundwater quality, as well as its impacts on plants, 
aquatic organisms and human receptors was determined to be below the level of significance. A complete discussion 
of impacts from the cooling tower plume drift (the impact of large water droplets deposited close to the cooling tower) 
is contained in Appendices J and 0 of the Draft EISEIR, and are also addressed in Responses to Comments D1:30 
and D1:31. A complete discussion of the impact of air emissions from smaller suspended particles and gases from the 
cooling tower predicted by dispersion modeling for the cooling tower under normal plant operation is provided in 
Appendices 0, H, and L of the Draft EISEIR. In addition, mercury impacts from the cooling tower emissions are part 
of the mercury impact analysis conducted for Medicine and Bullseye lakes provided in Appendices N and 0 of the Draft 
EISEIR and the Houck evaluation of September 25, 1998, Review of Mercury impacts to Medicine and Bullseye Lakes, 
which will be added to the Final EISEIR as Appendix P. In all cases impacts from the cooling tower to all media are 
below all relevant health and environmental-based standards and criteria. 
Revisions for the Final EISKIR: The Houck evaluation of September 25, 1998, Review of Mercury impacts to 
Medicine and Bullseye Lakes, will be added to the Final EISEIR as Appendix P. 
Response to Comment E2:S: The comment requests that the laboratory limits of detection be included in the table of 
geochemistry of the geothermal water rather than simply stating not detected (“ND”). In response, the comment is 
noted. The laboratory reporting limits will be added to Table 3.2.1 in the Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISKIR: A new column will be added to Table 3.2.1 of the Draft EISEIR, titled “Limits of 
Detection.” The reported detection limits for each constituent are as follows: 
Parameter 
{units) 
Conductivity (pmhoslcm) 1 .O 
Total Dissolved Solids (mgA) 10 
Alkalinity (as CaC03): 
Total (mg/l) 
Bicarbonate (mg/l) 10 
Carbonate (mgA) 10 
Chloride (mg/l) 1 .o 
Sulfate (mg/l) 
Fluoride (mg/l) 0.1 
Sulfide (mi34 
Total Phosphorus, as P 0.02 
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.1 
Bromide ( m d )  
Nitrate, as N 
Antimony (mgA) 
Arsenic (mg/l) 
Beryllium (mg/l) 
Boron (mg/l) 
Cadmium (mgA) 
Limits of 
Detection 
10 
10 
1 .o 
1 .o 
0.03 
0.1 
0.005 
0.02 
0.1 
0.02 
n 
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Calcium (mg/l) 
Cobalt (mg/l) 
Iron (mg/l) 
Lead (mgh) 
Lithium (mg/l) 
Magnesium (mgA) 0.5 
Mercury (mg/l) 
Molybdenum (mgh) 0.05 
Nickel (mg/l) 
Potassium (mg/l) 
Selenium (mg/l) 
Silica (mg/l) 
Sodium (mg/l) 
Strontium (mg/l) 
Thallium (mg/l) 
Vanadium (mg/l) 
Zinc ( m g )  
Chromium (mgA) 0.02 
Manganese (mgA) 0.02 
0.5 
0.05 
0.05 
0.002 
0.1 
0.0005 
0.05 
0.5 
0.005 
0.1 
0.5 
0.1 
0.2 
0.05 
0.02 
Response to Comment E2:9: The comment expresses concern that boron and arsenic levels in the geothermal fluids 
may be problematic. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR discusses Geothermal Fluid System Upsets 
in Section 3.13.3.3.1. Upsets of the geothermal fluid system are not planned occurrences and the Project design and 
operating requirements of BLM (i.e., Geothermal Resources Operational Orders) are intended to prevent spills from 
occumng (see Section 3.13.1.2 of the Draft EISEIR). The effects of elevated boron concentrations in spilled geothermal 
fluid are analyzed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.13-8). The arsenic concentration (0.72 mgA) of the geothermal fluid 
shown in Table 3.2.1 (page 3.2-10 of the Draft EISEIR) is above both the EPA drinking water no-adverse-response 
level (0.05 m a )  and the EPA recommended Water Quality Criteria for Freshwater Aquatic Life Protection (0.19 mg/l). 
However, the increased concentration in groundwater as a result of a spill(s) would be lower than the concentration in 
the geothermal fluid due to dilution, and because there are no streams that flow into the lakes in the Project vicinity there 
is no substantial potential for spills reaching the surface waters of the local lakes. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The following revisions will be made to the last sentence of the first full paragraph 
on page 3.2-8 of the Draft EISEIR: 
“These analyses show that the geothermal reservoir groundwater is enriched in silica, sodium, potassium, 
chloride, sulfide, boron, arsenic, and other trace elements relative to the surface water and shallow groundwater 
in Medicine Lake Basin.” 
Response to Comment E2:lO: The comment expresses concern regarding the standard laboratory limits of detection 
for mercury (i.e., 1 to 2 ppb) and the EPA recommended criteria for freshwater aquatic life (0.012 ppb) which is below 
the quantitation limits of detection using standard laboratory analysis methodologies. The Commentor recommends that 
mercury samples be collected using “clean!’ techniques and the samples sent to a laboratory capable of reporting 
detection limits down to one part-per-trillion. In response, the comment is noted. Project related emissions of mercury, 
and the potential impact of those emissions, are discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.2-41 and 3.2-42, and 
pages 3.4-23 through 3.2-25). 
Water samples will be collected during the implementation of prescribed monitoring activities under the Hydrologic 
Monitoring Plan approved by the NEPNCEQA lead agencies. Representative baseline samples of some water sources 
selected by the agencies will be collected using the suggested “clean” techniques prescribed by the RWQCB and a 
certified laboratory will be used that is capable of running a suitable methodology (e.g., EPA Method 1631, Mercury 
in Water by Oxidation, Purge and Trap, and Cold Vapor Atomic Fluorescence) with detection limits that approximate 
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one part-per-trillion for the selected source samples during the monitoring activities. However, it does not appear 
necessary to measure mercury to the one part-per-trillion quantitation limit in the geothermal fluid. The overwhelming 
majority of mercury emitted from geothermal facilities, and that would be responsible for impacts, is in the form of 
mercury vapor not mercury dissolved in the liquid fraction of the geothermal fluid. The routine measurement of mercury 
by EPA Method 7470, with a typical reporting limit of 0.5 ppb is considered adequate. For example, based on the direct 
measurement of Telephone Flat geothermal fluid using EPA Method 7470, the emission rate of mercury dissolved in 
brine from one well venting at 100 percent load is estimated as less than 7 x 10.’ lbshr. In contrast, the total mercury 
emission rate is 1.56 x lo4 lbshr (i.e., mercury vapor emissions are more than 2000 times higher than emissions of 
mercury in solution in the liquid fraction of the geothermal fluid). Thus, any mercury impact will be dominated by 
mercury emitted as vapor and it is not necessary to measure mercury in the liquid fraction of the geothermal fluid to 
levels lower than is routinely required under existing EPA test procedures (40 CFR 136; Note - the 1.56 x lo4 lbshr 
mercury emission rate is different than the very conservative 3.08 x lbshr value shown in Table 6 of Appendix G 
of the Draft EISEIR due to refinements made in estimating mercury emissions. See the Houck evaluation of September 
25, 1998 Review of Mercury Impacts on Medicine and Bullseye Lakes, made Appendix P to the Final EISEIR). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Appendix P will be added to the Appendices Volume of the Final EISEIR. 
Response to Comment E2:ll: The Commentor indicates that the comparison of the projected effects of the Project 
on mercury concentrations in the lakes in the vicinity of the proposed Project to the California Primary Drinking Water 
Standard is not sufficient to protect other beneficial uses. The Commentor also expresses concern that the projected 
mercury concentrations of 2.2 parts-per-trillion (0.0022 pg/l)  in Medicine Lake from the proposed Project described 
in Appendix N of the Draft EISEIR is “disturbingly” close to the EPA recommended mercury criteria for the protection 
of freshwater aquatic life of 12 parts-per-trillion (0.012 &l). In response, the comment is noted. The Commentor is 
correct that the comparison to the California Primary Drinking Water Standard for mercury is not appropriate to protect 
all beneficial uses. The comparison will be expanded to include the EPA recommended criteria for the protection of 
freshwater aquatic life. In addition, the Commentor alludes to the uncertainty of projected impacts based on computer 
models and the lack of site specific data. 
Due to the lack of site specific data, a number of conservative assumptions were made during the analysis provided in 
Appendices N and 0 of the Draft EISEIR to insure that the impacts of mercury were over-predicted. Even with these 
conservative assumptions, the predicted concentrations of mercury in the waters of both Medicine and Bullseye lakes 
were below the EPA recommended criteria for the protection of fresh water aquatic life (12 parts-per-trillion), and the 
predicted concentrations in fish tissue were below the U.S. Food and Drug Administration action level for fish. No 
further refinements of impact assessment were made as it was clear during the analysis that no significant effects would 
occur. For more detailed discussion see the Houck evaluation of September 25, 1998 Review of Mercury Impacts on 
Bullseye and Medicine Lakes, made Appendix P to the Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: Appendix P will be added to the Appendices Volume of the Final EISEIR, and the 
last complete sentence in last paragraph on page 3.2-41 of the Draft EISEIR will be amended and additional information 
provided as follows: 
“These concentrations would be approximately 1000 times lower than the California primary drinking water 
standard of ~ . O X ~ O - ~  mg/l for mercury (22 CCR §64431 et seq.) and would also be lower than the EPA 
recommended criteria for the protection of freshwater aquatic life of l.2xlO” mg/l. The conservative 
assumptions used in the mercury deposition modeling were subsequently re-evaluated by Houck in a more 
refined assessment of the projected deposition of mercury from the proposed Project and the impact on the 
lakes in the vicinity of the Project (see Appendix P). The refined assessment resulted in a lower estimated 
increase in the mercury concentrations of Medicine Lake and Bullseye Lake of 0.03 parts per trillion (3 .0~10-~  
mgA) and 0.02 parts per trillion (2.OxlO-* mg/l), respectively (Houck 1998).” 
Response to Comment E2:12: Commentor is concerned that the average background atmospheric mercury level stated 
in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2-41) may not be representative of the Project vicinity. In response, the average 
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background number reported in Appendix F of the Draft EISEIR is based on site-specific information. A survey of total 
mercury in soil was conducted by Union Oil Company of California (1983) as part of their geothermal exploration. The 
average total mercury soil content of 190 samples collected in the Medicine Lake area was 58.3 ppb. The average 
mercury in the earth’s crust is estimated as 60 ppb and the average in soils is 100 ppb (McCarthy et al., 1970). The 
primary source of mercury in the atmosphere is the evaporation from, and degassing of, surface materials. The average 
atmospheric mercury concentration for “unpolluted air” has been reported as 8 ng/m3 (Fleischer, 1970). The average 
background concentration in air 400 ft above ground at three unmineralized areas in California ranged from 3 to 9 ngm’ 
(McCarthy et al., 1970). In the absence of sources injecting mercury into the atmosphere above ground levels (i.e, a 
smokestack or a geothermal or volcanic plume), the concentration of mercury increases near the ground. Neither Modoc 
or Siskiyou counties currently have significant industrial sources of mercury, and no major fumaroles occur in the 
Medicine Lake area. Thus, the 10 ng/m3 (0.01 pg/m3) shown in Table 2 of Appendix F of the Draft EISEIR is a 
reasonable estimate of background atmospheric mercury and is based on site-specific information. 
References supporting Response to Comment E2: 12: 
Fleiseher, M. 1970. Summary of the Literature on the Inorganic Geochemistry of Mercury. In: Mercury in the 
Environment. USGS Professional Paper 7 13, pp.6- 13 with appendices. 
McCarthy, J.H., W.H. Meuschke, W.H. Ficklinb, and R.E. Leamed.1970. Mercury in the Atmosphere. In: Mercury 
in the Environment. USGS Professional Paper 713, pp. 37 39 with appendices. 
Union Oil Company of California. 1983. Glass Mountain Soil Survey (1981): Statistical Analysis and Results. 
Memorandum. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Appendix P will be added to the Appendices Volume of the Final EISEIR. 
Response to Comment E2:13: The Commentor expresses concern that the impacts of acidic fallout into lakes in the 
vicinity of the Project could be significant because relatively minor inputs of acidic fallout could lower the pH of an 
oligotrophic lake (low buffering capacity) enough to adversely impact aquatic life within the water column. The 
Commentor is specifically concerned with the potential impact of Project-related hydrogen sulfide (H,S), carbon dioxide 
(CO,), acetic acid, and formic acid emissions and the potential to generate local acid rain in the Medicine Lake Basin. 
In response, the comment is noted. Pages 3.4-5 through 3.4-15 of the Draft EISEIR discuss the local climate and 
meteorological conditions, the existing air quality, and the scenarios for which air quality dispersion modeling was 
performed for the Draft EISEIR. Emissions from the Project are further described in Table 6 of Appendix G of the 
Draft EISRIR, and the annual average H,S impacts from Project related emissions are listed in Table 17 of Appendix L 
of the Draft EISEIR. 
Acid rain was not raised as an issue during Project scoping, and preliminary analysis determined that the Project would 
not contribute to any substantive acid rain potential. However, in order to provide a more scientific and mathematical 
basis for this conclusion, a quantitative acid rain potential analysis was performed and will be added to the Final 
EISEIR as Appendix Q. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The Draft EISEIR will be revised by the addition of a new section 
(Section 3.4.2.4.3) on acid rain following the third paragraph on page 3.4-10 of the Draft EISEIR, as follows: 
3.4.2.4.3 Acid Rain 
Acid rain is a long-term regional phenomenon that currently occurs throughout the Eastern United States and 
Europe. The measure used to determine the acidity of a solution, or rain, is pH, which can vary over a 
logarithmic scale between 1 (pure acid) and 14 (pure base), with “pure” water having a pH of 7. In a normal, 
“clean”, atmosphere, rain has a pH of approximately 5.6 due to the normal atmospheric concentrations of 
carbon dioxide (CO,). CO, is a gas under atmospheric conditions, but in the presence of atmospheric water, 
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a portion of the gaseous CO, is dissolved and forms a weak acid, thus lowering the pH of the atmospheric 
water. This water then is removed from the atmosphere in the form of rain. 
The presence of other gases, both anthropogenic and from natural sources, within the atmosphere can also 
affect the pH, or acidity, of rain. For example, the presence of large quantities of sulfur dioxide (SO,), either 
natural (eg. volcanic sources) or manmade (eg. coal-fired power plants), in the atmosphere results in a marked 
decrease in the pH of rain (Le., an increase in the rain acidity). An example of an area that has a highly acidic 
rainfall is the Midwest and the Northeast United States, where rainfall generally has a pH of around 4.5. 
Conversely, large agricultural areas produce enormous quantities of ammonia, which generally results in a 
localized increase in rain pH (i.e., a decrease in the rain acidity) An example of this localized phenomena is 
the Central Valley of California where rainfall has a pH of around 6.0. 
Ambient wet deposition monitoring at a site near Yreka, California has recorded an average pH of rain of 5.27 
during the years 1996-1997, with a range of monthly pH’s of 4.64 to 5.99 (see the National Atmospheric 
Deposition Program web page at http://www.nadp.sws.uiuc.edu). While the Yreka site is approximately 80 
kilometers west-northwest of the Project wellfield area and 1,340 meters lower in elevation than the Project 
wellfield area, the Yreka site is the closest atmospheric deposition monitoring site to the Project wellfield area 
and is considered representative of ‘‘normal” rain within the Project vicinity. 
A new section on acid rain potential will also be inserted in the environmental consequences evaluation of the air quality 
effects of the Project following the impact analysis of “Green House Gases” on page 3.4-25 of the Draft EIS/EIR, as 
follows: 
Acid Rain Potential: 
The Project will release noncondensable gases (H,S and CO,), periodically utilize internal combustion engines 
that are sources of emissions (CO, and NO,), and release entrained water treatment chemicals in the drift from 
the cooling tower to the atmosphere. Each of these substances, or their atmospheric transformation products, 
has the potential to lower the pH of water. A quantitative analysis of the acid rain potential from Project 
emissions was performed (see Appendix Q). It was determined that while the Project will release emissions 
of, or precursors to, substances known to contribute to acid rain, the relatively small volume and mass of these 
substances released by the Project will have a negligible potential effect on the acidity of precipitation either 
in the local Project vicinity or the region. 
Response to Comment E2:14: The comment says that impacts of both mercury and H2S on Medicine Lake should be 
evaluated separately from Bullseye Lake and other lakes because Medicine Lake lacks an outlet. In response, it is noted 
that the comment is in error as none of the lakes in Medicine Lake Basin have surface water outlets. It is acknowledged 
that due to evaporation, concentrations of trace elements in closed lakes can increase. Monitoring activities conducted 
in conformance with the agency-approved Hydrologic Monitoring Program will be designed to monitor lake water 
quality and validate the conclusions of the Draft EISEIR that no substantive increase in trace elements will occur. 
This comment also expresses concern that pollutants, specifically mercury and H,S, entering Medicine Lake will 
concentrate until significant impacts occur. Pages 3.2-8 through 3.2-28 of the Draft EISEIR describe the water quality 
of the surface waters in and around the Medicine Lake Basin, while Tables 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 specifically describe the 
chemical characteristics of Medicine and Bullseye Lakes. 
The concentration of chemical constituents which enter Medicine Lake from the proposed Project will not increase in 
concentration until they reach a point of significant impact due to the fact that there is no outlet. Medicine and Bullseye 
lakes were evaluated separately, and neither of the lakes have inlets or outlets. Both lakes have a low total dissolved 
solids (TDS) content (10 ppm for Medicine Lake and 12 ppm for Bullseye Lake; see Appendix A of Draft EISEIR), 
which means that the increase in TDS that would occur due to evaporation is offset by removal of water by groundwater 
seepage and its replacement by fresher water (The pan evaporation from the surface of Medicine Lake has been 
n 
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estimated as about 40 inches (102 cm) per year; see Appendix Adof the Draft EISEIR.). Since the lakes are stable 
(Le., neither lake has filled up the Medicine Lake Basin or has disappeared) approximately the same amount of water 
that is removed by groundwater seepage is replaced by fresher water from precipitation and ground water sources. 
The residence time for lakes similar to Bullseye Lake in setting and size is on the order of months and for Medicine Lake 
several years (Johnson et al., 1985). In addition to the mechanical removal of dissolved pollutants by ground water flow, 
some of the pollutants such as mercury will be removed by deposition into the sediments and re-vaporization into 
atmosphere. The average residence time of mercury in seepage lakes controlled primarily by these processes has been 
found to vary from 5 to 10 months (Hudson et al., 1994). Modeling was done to assess the accumulation of mercury, 
which is environmentally the most sensitive among the pollutants that will be emitted from the geothermal operations, 
in the lakes. The modeling showed that mercury will not accumulate in either Bullseye Lake or Medicine Lake over the 
life of the project in excess of the EPA fresh water criteria value of 12 parts-per-trillion (see Appendices N and 0 of 
the Draft EISEIR and the Houck evaluation of September 25, 1998, Review of Mercury Impacts to Medicine and 
Bullseye Lakes, made Appendix P to the Final EISEIR). 
References for Response to Comment E2: 14: 
Hudson, R.L, Cherni, S.A., Watras, C.J., and Porcella, D.B., Modeling the Biogeotechnical Cycle of Mercury in 
Lakes: The Mercury Cycling Model (MCM) and Its Application to the MTL Study Lakes, 1994, pp. 473-523, in: 
Mercury Pollution Integration and Synthesis, Watras, C.J. and Huckabee, J.W. eds., CRC Press, Inc., 727 pp. 
Johnson, D.M., Petersen, RR., Lycan DR., Sweet, J.W., and Meihaus, M.E., Atlas of Oregon Lakes, 1985, Oregon 
State University Press, 317 pp. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Appendices P and Q will be added to the Appendices Volume of the Final EISEIR. 
Response to Comment E2:15 - This comment expresses concern regarding the potential cumulative impact on water 
quality from the air emissions of both the Telephone Flat Project and the Fourmile Hill Project, and states that such 
potential cumulative impacts need to be evaluated. In response, the comment is noted. Air emissions from the proposed 
Project and the potential air quality impacts from the emissions are addressed in Section 3.4 of the Draft EISEIR, and 
the potential water quality impact from project air emissions are also addressed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.2-41 
and 3.2-42). The location of the Fourmile Hill Project with respect to the Telephone Flat Project is shown in Figure 2.4.1 
(page 2-55) of the Draft EISEIR. 
The power plant for the Telephone Flat Project is approximately 4 km from Medicine Lake and 3.3 km from Bullseye 
Lake, while the power plant for the Fourmile Hill project is approximately 4.3 km from Medicine Lake and 8.7 km from 
Bullseye Lake. The well pads are in the vicinity of the power plants for both projects, and both projects are of 
comparable size and have comparable resources in terms of potential air pollutant emissions. The Fourmile Hill project 
site is outside the Medicine Lake basin with a ridge between the site and the Medicine Lake basin where Medicine and 
Bullseye lakes are situated. Thus, the potential contribution to the cumulative impact on these lakes from the Fourmile 
Hill Project would be less than the impact from the Telephone Flat Project, and if the mercury deposition projected from 
the Telephone Flat Project alone by the conservative MCM model (see Appendices N and 0 of the Draft EISEIR and 
the Houck evaluation of September 25, 1998, Review of Mercury Impacts to Medicine and Bullseye Lakes, made 
Appendix P to the Final EISEIR) is increased by a factor of four (4), the impact on Medicine Lake water quality would 
remain below the EPA recommended criterion for protection of fresh water aquatic life of 12 parts per trillion. Since 
the amount of projected mercury deposition from the combined geothermal project mercury emissions would be less 
than one-half of this amount, the combined impact of mercury on the water quality of Medicine Lake would also be 
below the criterion for protection of fresh water aquatic life. 
The largest air emission impact from internal combustion engines would result during well construction from drilling 
rig diesel engines. Emissions from drilling rig engines were modeled for the Draft EIS/EIR (see pages 3.4-17 and 3.4-18 
of the Draft EISEIR and Appendix 0 of the Draft EISEIR). The only other stationary internal combustion engine 
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associated with the power plant, the diesel engine used for the emergency fire pump and the control room emergency 
generator, would be used only during availability testing and emergency situations. The impact of internal combustion 
engines associated with vehicles and construction equipment will also be very small and was evaluated for the Draft 
EISEIR (see page 3.4-17 of the Draft EISEIR). It should be noted that during normal power plant operation, relatively 
few employees (1 1 employees maximum per shift) will be traveling to and from the facility (page 3.11- 13 of the Draft 
EISRIR), and on the average, only one delivery truck is anticipated per week. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment E2:16: The comment expresses concern that there is insufficient data presented in the 
Draft EISEIR to evaluate the presence of the “Capping Rhyolite” over the Project wellfield, and requests that well logs 
(lithologic and temperature gradient logs) from all wells used to evaluate the presence of this cap be made available for 
review. In response, the comment is noted. The requested confidential data is Project Applicant proprietary information 
on file with the BLM. However, the same data that was made available for review during the preparation of the Draft 
EISEIR has, more recently, also been provided to the RWQCB for confidential review. 
Revisions for the Final EISBIR: None. 
Response to Comment E2:17: The comment suggests that local shallow groundwater flow may be more variable than 
shown in Figure 3.2.2 of the Draft EISEIR. The comment also indicates that the RWQCB will work with the Project 
Applicant to develop a groundwater monitoring program that will be able to monitor the uppermost water bearing unit 
that may be affected by the Project and will provide data on potential problems in the shortest amount of time. In 
response, it is recognized that local shallow groundwater flow may be more variable than shown in Figure 3.2.2, and 
to more comprehensively evaluate local shallow groundwater flow, a groundwater contour map using only wells in the 
shallow aquifer in Medicine Lake Basin is needed. Figure 3.2.2 is meant to provide a picture of the regional groundwater 
flow patterns. On a regional scale, the model of groundwater moving radially out from the summit of Medicine Lake 
Volcano is valid because the volcano is a recharge area. The RWQCB will be consulted during the development of 
Hydrologic Monitoring Program. The monitoring plan will be designed to validate the conclusions of the Draft EISEIR 
that the local shallow groundwater aquifers will not be substantively impacted by the Project 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment E2:18 - This comment questions the use of meteorological data obtained from the city of 
Medford, Oregon, located approximately 100 miles away and 5,000 feet lower in elevation. The Commentor further 
states that such models are unable to accurately replicate specific observations and using data from Medford further 
reduces the validity of the model. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR discusses the assessment 
methodology used to determine the impact of the Project related air emissions (pages 3.4-10 through 3.4-15) and the 
potential water quality impact from Project air emissions (pages 3.2-41 and 3.2-42). 
Site-specific wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity and temperature data collected at the Gravel Pit site, located 
approximately 2.3 km from the proposed power plant site, were the most important parameters used in the modeling. 
Along with wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity and temperature, stability classes, which describe the 
“stability” of the atmosphere, and thus the ability of pollutants to disperse, were used in the calculation of cooling tower 
plume characteristics. In order to accurately calculate the stability class for the hour in question, the meteorological data 
collected at the Gravel Pit site needed to be coupled with hourly cloud cover data. On an hour-by-hour basis, this 
information is only available from a National Weather Service (NEWS) monitoring station. The three (3) nearest NEWS 
stations are located at Medford, Oregon, Redding, California and Reno, Nevada. The NEWS station most representative 
of the Project vicinity was the Medford, Oregon station; thus, information from this NEWS station was used for the 
modeling analyses. 
Obtaining data from the nearest National Weather Service site is the standard approach as outlined in the users manual 
for the model and similar procedures are used for data acquisition for EPA dispersion models. Frequently, the nearest n 
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andor most representative National Weather Service site is hundreas bf kilometers away. The effect of using ceiling 
height and cloud cover data from Medford will be small. With the exception of one infrequent scenario, there were only 
two ceiling height classes (less than 7,000 feet and greater than 7,000 feet). Even if the wrong ceiling height class is 
predicted for the Medicine Lake Highlands, the effect will be small as it will usually only change the stability class 
category by no more than one. In terms of cloud cover, generally when the cloud cover is greater than 50 percent at 
Medford it is indicative of a major synoptic system and it will also be greater than 50 percent in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. However, as with the ceiling height data, even if the wrong category is predicted by the Medford data, the 
effect on the modeled results will be small. Thus, following a standard modeling protocol, only a limited amount of the 
meteorological data used in the modeling was from Medford, and the impact of Medford being an imperfect predictor 
of meteorological conditions in the Medicine Lake Highlands will be small. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment E2:19: The Commentor summarizes that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately: describe the 
geothermal fluid chemistry; describe the impacts fluids and the air emissions from the project may have on water quality; 
provide sufficient information on the shallow hydrogeology to evaluate the potential impacts of the project on shallow 
groundwater quality; or sufficiently address the cumulative impacts of air emissions on surface and groundwater quality. 
In response, the comment is noted. See Response to Comment E2:7 which discusses the lack of variability in 
geothermal fluid chemistry. See Response to Comment A1:3, which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift 
impacting water quality. See Response to Comment D1: 1 which provides more information about expected impacts in 
the shallow aquifer. See Response to Comment E2:1, which discusses cumulative impacts of air emissions from the two 
proposed geothermal development projects. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None, other than those provided by the referenced Responses to Comments. 
COMMENT LETTER E3 (Donald B. Koch, California Department of Fish and Game) 
Response to Comment E3:l - Commentor expresses the belief that: “deer habitat is declining both in quality and 
quantity across northern California,” and that “mitigation for loss of deer summer habitat is warranted.” The comment 
goes on to define the type of mitigation measures recommended. In response, approximately 170 acres of deer habitat 
would be lost as a result of construction of the Project as stated in Impact 3.3.3.3-21 (page 3.3-52) of the Draft EISEIR. 
In order for an impact to be ‘significant’, it must “substantially reduce habitat ...” (page 3.3-40). Commentor did not 
provide data which would indicate that 170 acres is a substantial reduction in summer range. In addition, habitat under 
the transmission lines will be altered from a forest community to a grass/forb/shrub community, which will create an 
increase in the amount of available forage. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment E3:2 - Commentor recommends a monitoring plan to ensure successful completion of the intent 
of each mitigation measure, and if a mitigation measure does not work the implementation of a contingency measure. 
In response, NEPA requires that a mitigation monitoring plan be adopted for any proposed action requiring mitigation 
(40 CFR 1505.2(c). Similarly, California Public Resources Code (Section 21081.6) requires public agencies to adopt 
a monitoring or reporting program for the changes made to the project or conditions of project approval, adopted in 
order to mitigate or avoid significant effects on the environment. The mitigation measures and other measures provided 
in the EISEIR relevant to the Project Alternative selected by the agencies in their respective decision documents will 
be adopted in conformance with these requirements. 
Revisions for the Final EISBIR: None. 
Response to Comment E3:3 - This comment notes that guzzlers were proposed as a mitigation in the Four Mile Hill 
EIS and states that guzzlers are hard to maintain. The comment further states that the CDFG would be happy to work 
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with Project proponents to help design mitigation measures for enhancing habitat for deer in the Telephone Flat area. 
In response, Commentor refers to Measure 4.8.3m from the Fourmile Hill Draft EISEIR relevant to the transmission 
line route alternatives, which was incorporated by reference into the Project Draft EISEIR. The comment is noted. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
n 
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RESPONSES TO GROUP “F’ COMMENTS 
Group “F” is the letter designation given to the group of letters submitted on the Draft Environmental Impact 
StatementEnvironmental Impact Report (Draft EISEIR) by organizations and corporations. The following are 
responses to each of the comments provided on the Group “F’ letters. 
COMMENT LETTER F1 (Eileen K. Maier, Mt. Shasta Sno-Mobilers, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F1:l- Commentor describes safety and recreation issues relevant to concerns of the Mt. Shasta 
Sno-Mobilers, Inc. that were addressed by the Project Applicant. The issues include: snowmobile use of the same areas 
with only minor loss of some of the existing groomed trails; the only areas to be fenced will be the power plant site and 
the well pad sumps; marking of pipeline routes and plowed roads with snow poles; and possible use of phones and EMT 
personnel at the Telephone Hat Project Site during emergencies by snowmobilers. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F1:2 - Commentor states that the list of chemicals identified by the Project Applicant that would 
be used by the Project have been reviewed by representatives of the Siskiyou County Health Department and assurance 
was given that the chemicals are all safe if handled in a proper manner. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
Response to Comment F1:3 - The comment notes that CalEnergy is very willing to keep the area as undisturbed as 
possible which is important for snowmobiling as well as the area’s tourism and natural beauty. The comment also notes 
that the Mt. Shasta Sno-Mobilers support the project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
COMMENT LETTER F2 (John W. Lund, Geo-Heat Center) 
Response to Comment F2:l- The Commentor states that he has toured the area of the proposed Project and provided 
a workshop for members of the general public in Modoc and Siskiyou counties on geothermal energy. Commentor 
believes the Draft EIS adequately covers all of the issues raised during the workshop. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F2:2 - The comment notes that geothermal development historically has not had a significant 
effect on adjacent recreation use and that the geothermal project will become an attraction for forest visitors and 
educators from all over the world who will want to tour the facilities and visit the unique geology of the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F2:3 - The comment notes that the Modoc National Forest is a multiple-use forest in which 
geothermal energy development would be a compatible use and a great opportunity for economic development. The 
comment also commends CalEnergy on a thorough Draft EISEIR and for its Memorandum of Understand [sic] with 
the Klamath-Modoc Tribe. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. As discussed in the 
Draft EISEIR (page 3.6-7), the Project Applicant reached a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the Klamath 
Tribes. 
Response to Comment F2:4 - The comment encourages the decision-making agencies to approve the Proposed Action 
Alternative. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER F3 (Subir. K Sanyal, GeothermEx, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F3:l - The comment is complimentary about the Draft EISEIR and states that the Proposed 
Action Alternative deserves to be approved. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F3:2 - The comment notes that geothermal energy is environmentally superior to most other 
commercially viable energy sources because it generates much lower amounts of greenhouse gases than oil, gas or coal; 
leaves no radioactive waste, needs not flood whole valleys for hydro projects, blanket large areas with windmills or solar 
collectors. The comment also notes that energy not generated from geothermal reservoirs is going to get generated 
elsewhere, but with much worse environmental consequences overall. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment F3:3 - The comment notes that the advantages of geothermal prompted the passing of the 
Geothermal Steam Act in 1970 and that the Telephone Flat Project is some of the most promising geothermal 
cooperation between public and private industry, which would be a great pity to see stalled. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F4 (Steve Ponder, FPL Energy, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F4:l - The comment expresses support for the Project as there is a growing market for clean, 
renewable energy and the development of projects like the proposed Project are needed to provide the power supply of 
the future for the state of California. The comment also notes that clean energy will be made available to the market 
during a critical period when the consumer is being allowed to choose the type of power supply, while there is an 
increasing trend for the consumer to pick the “green power” option. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
n 
Response to Comment F4:2 - The comment states that the Proposed Action Alternative is the environmentally superior 
alternative and encourages its approval by the agencies. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
COMMENT LETTER F5 (Dean Cooley, Pacific Gas and Electric Company) 
Response to Comment F 5 : l -  The comment notes that the Tables ES-6 and ES-7 indicate that the Proposed Action 
Alternative is the environmentally superior alternative and encourages it. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
Response to Comment F5:2 - The comment notes that while the operation of a geothermal project will effect its 
environment, a review of the record of operations at other geothermal plants in California and Nevada shows that these 
projects can be built, operated, and retiredclosed in an environmentally-responsible manner. Also noted is that the 
public comments received and the mitigation measures that will be adopted as a result will insure that potential impacts 
will be kept to a minimum. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F5:3 - The comment states that one understated area in the Draft EISEIR is the benefit to the 
environment from the development of this domestic, renewable energy source, which can replace an equivalent amount 
of energy from fossil fuel generation. In response, the comment is noted. See also Response to Comment D1:21. 
COMMENT LETTER F6 (G.  W. Huttrer, Geothermal Management Company, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F6:l - The comment recommends the Proposed Action Alternative and the Proposed 
Transmission Line Route Dl-A2 (Le., Alternative Transmission Line Route 1). In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment F6:2 - The comment states that for leases issued by the BLM in 1982, that extensive geological 
investigation and environmental impacts analysis have gone into the decision to develop the Telephone Flat area, and 
that geothermal energy development can be compatible with recreational and forestry uses with the protection provided 
by the Draft EISEIR’s proposed mitigation measures and monitoring. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment F6:3 - The comment notes that the approval of the Project comes when the State of California 
is moving into a new deregulated power market where “green power” marketing will eventually drive-up public demand 
for clean alternative power resources and that California and the western region of the U.S. will benefit from the 
development of this geothermal energy project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F7 (Stuart D. Johnson, Oxbow Power Services, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F7:l - The comment expressed approval of the evaluation of hydrological and geothermal 
resources. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F7:2 - The comment expresses desire for a monitoring program to assure that existing 
separation of surface waters and geothermal waters is maintained. In response, a Hydrologic Monitoring Plan is being 
developed with oversight by the USFSBLM and the CVRWQCB. These agencies will ensure that the monitoring plan 
is designed to validate the conclusions of the Draft EISEIR. Monitoring reports will be made available to the public. 
Response to Comment F7:3 - Commentor is concerned that locating the power plant at Alternative Site B will result 
in waste of geothermal resources and long-term requirements for additional and continued make-up wells as reservoir 
pressures are wasted pumping because of the additional pressure requirement from long, uphill pipeline runs. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
r \  
Response to Comment F7:4 - The comment expresses concern that the Site B power plant location would require 
costly additional work, increase the impact of construction activity, and contribute to increased long term erosion 
potential. In response, Section 3.2 of the Draft EISEIR (Impact 3.2.3.5-9) addresses these concerns, as follows: 
“During the construction phase Cfor Alternative Power Plant Site B )  the area of disturbance would increase. Infiltration 
of storm water would decrease and surface water runoff would increase, leading to potential increases in erosion and 
decreases in infiltration of surface water”(page 3.2-48). 
Response to Comment F7:5 - The Proposed Action site is the preferred choice since it will result in more efficient use 
of the geothermal resource. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F7:6 - The comment states that the project is environmentally sound and should be encouraged 
with support from the local community as well as the agencies involved. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F8 (R. Scott McInnis, ANZ Investment Bank) 
Response to Comment F8:l - The comment supports the project, noting that the extensive environmental analysis 
exceeds the typical requirements needed for international financing. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F9 (Neal Eberlein, Western Distribution Company) 
Response to Comment F9:l- The comment supports geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands, stating 
previous experience using geothermal resources. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment F9:2 - The comment encourages the approval of the Proposed Action Alternative and 
Transmission Line Route 1. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
I COMMENT LETTER F10 (Christopher Liles, Scott Valley Systems) 
Response to Comment F10:l- The comment supports the proposed Project as long as protection and monitoring occur 
for Medicine Lake. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F10:2 - The comment expresses a preference for the transmission line to go south of Lions Peak 
instead of over the Mt. Hoffman RRA; the route going south of Lions Peak could follow existing logging roads and 
avoid cutting a new road through the late seral forest area around Mt. Hoffman. In response, the comment is noted; 
Alternative Transmission Line Route Route 2 (transmission line segments D2/B2) was analyzed in each of the 
environmental resource sections of the Draft EISEIR and would be routed south of Lions Peak as suggested by the 
Commentor. However, as noted in Impact 3.9.3.6.2-1 (page 3.9-lo), line segment B2 would also intrude upon late seral 
forest in the MLSA. If the transmission line route approved for the proposed Project includes line segment B2, 
Measures 3.3.3.6.2-5a and 3.3.3.6.2-5b (page 3.3-75) would reduce this impact to a less than significant level. See also 
Response to Comment A2:3. 
I Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F10:3 - This comment believes shifting the cental power plant toward the eastern edge of the 
known reservoir would adversely affect long term development of the resource. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F10:4 - The comment notes that the Project will help Modoc and Siskiyou Counties through 
efficient, environmentally conscious, economic diversification and growth, which both of these economically depressed 
counties need very badly. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F11:l- The comment notes that most electricity in the U.S. comes from power plants that use 
coal, natural gas or nuclear energy - all of which impose significant effects on the environment and that with 
deregulation, the nature of the electricity market is changing. The comment further notes that California has a long 
history of developing renewable energy resources before the rest of the nation, where the individual consumer can 
choose electricity suppliers that offer the added value of being environmentally-sound “green” power. There is more 
public demand for clean renewable resources than there are new projects to supply the power, and both the proposed 
Project and the Fourmile Hill project will provide part of the clean energy for this growing market for clean power 
resources. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment Fll:2 - The comment encourages the BLM, USFS, BPA, and SCAPCD to approve the 
Proposed Action. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F11 (Ted J. Clutter, Geothermal Resources Council) 
Response to Comment F12:l- Commentor notes that the proposed transmission line would cross the Mt. Hoffman 
RRA and asserts the site-specific impacts of developing this undeveloped roadless area requires NEPA analysis. 
Although it is a “released” roadless area, the Commentor believes that the Mt. Hoffman RRA could be classified as a 
wilderness in the future, and the crossing with a transmission line could constitute a substantial alteration; the use of 
the “roadless release” area could be construed as demonstrating an unwillingness to take the roadless area issue 
seriously. In response, the Mt. Hoffman RRA is addressed in the Draft EISEIR in Section 3.9.2.6.2 (page 3.9-5). The 
construction, operation, and decommissioning of the proposed transmission line in the Mt. Hoffman RRA was fully 
COMMENT LETTER F12 (Ryan Henson, California Wilderness Coalition) 
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analyzed in the Draft EISEIR as the potential effects of Line Segment A2 (the transmission line segment that is located 
in the Mt. Hoffman RRA) was assessed for each environmental discipline area. The most pertinent areas regarding the 
Commentor’s concerns include the following four sections, but the documentation of analysis could be generated for 
every environmental issue area: the land use consequences of this crossing are discussed in Section 3.9.3.6.1 for Line 
Segment A2 (pages 3.9-8 and 3.9-9) with the potential impacts described in Impacts 3.9.3.6.1-1 through 3.9.3.6.1-3; 
recreational consequences of this crossing are discussed in Section 3.10.3.6.1 for Line Segment A2 (pages 3.10-19 and 
3.10-20) with the potential impacts described in Impacts 3.10.3.6.1-1 and 3.10.3.6.1-2; biological consequences of this 
crossing are discussed in Section 3.3.3.6.1 for Line Segment A2 (pages 3.3-68 through 3.3-73) with potential impacts 
described in Impacts 3.3.3.6.1-2 through 3.3.3.6.1-9; and visual consequences of this crossing are discussed in 
Section 3.8.3.6.1 for Line Segment A2 (pages 3.8-24 through 3.8-26) with potential impacts described in 
Impacts 3.8.3.6.1-1 and 3.8.3.6.1-2. The impact analysis considered the existing status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA. There 
is no basis for assuming that the Mt. Hoffman RRA will be classified as a wilderness in the future. According to the 
Record of Decision for the Modoc National Forest LRMP (USFS 1991b), page 13, under the subheading “Former 
Roadless Areas”, the South Warner Wilderness is the only wilderness in the Modoc National Forest. “The remaining 
roadless areas were released from further [wilderness] planning consideration by the 1984 (California Wilderness) Act.” 
The Mt. Hoffman RRA is not considered a wilderness by the Modoc National Forest LRMP and was not considered 
as such in the Draft EISEIR. Mt. Hoffman RRA is thus an accurate description of its current status, and use of this 
terminology did not avoid proper environmental impact analysis, as demonstrated earlier in this response. 
The LRMP most clearly identifies the USFS’s intended use of the Mt. Hoffman RRA in its Recreation Opportunity 
Spectrum (ROS) Map, which presents the Mt. Hoffman RRA as not being classified as a RARE I1 (second roadless area 
review and evaluation) Roadless Area. Within the RRA, three ROS designations are present: the portion west of Mt. 
Hoffman is Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized; the portion east of Mt. Hoffman and west of Glass Mountain is “Roaded 
Natural;” and Glass Mountain is Semi-primitive Wilderness; this is illustrated in Figure 3.10.2 (page 3.10-4) of the Draft 
EISEIR. It is the Roaded Natural portion of the Mt. Hoffman RRA that Line Segment A2 is planned to traverse. As 
described in Impact 3.9.3.6.1-2, Transmission Line Segment A2 would pass through a gap between two segments of 
the Glass Mountain Geologic Area (corresponds to the Mt. Hoffman RRA in this area) that includes a small outlying 
patch of lava and a spur of lava. The transmission line would proceed through this gap. The gap has an ROS designation 
of “Roaded Natural.” In Figure 1.1.6 of the Draft EISEIR, this area is shown as already having an access road to 
Temperature Gradient Hole 18-32 and Existing Temperature Core Hole 28-32; the transmission line would continue 
along this existing alignment. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F12:2 - This comment states that the Draft EISEIR did not discuss the USFS’s proposed new 
regulations against the construction of roads in roadless areas; while this plan does not apply to areas managed under 
the Northwest Forest Management Plan, not all the Mt. Hoffman RRA is covered by the Northwest Forest Management 
Plan Record of Decision (NFMP ROD). In response, the Draft EISEIR discussed the USFS proposed temporary 
suspension of road construction in roadless areas in Section 3.1 1.1.1 (page 3.1 1-l), which states in part, “this proposed 
temporary suspension [of construction and reconstmction of roads in most roadless areas] would not be applicable to 
those roadless areas in Forests that are encompassed by the Northwest Forest Management Plan (proposed 36 CFR 
Part 212, §212.13(b)(3)).” The Commentor is correct that not all of the Mt. Hoffman RRA is covered by the NFMP 
ROD. However, the Proposed Action and Alternative Transmission Line Route 1 is located only within that portion of 
the Mt. Hoffman RRA that is subject to the NFMP ROD and there are no Project facilities that would be located in any 
portion of the Mt. Hoffman RRA that is not also subject to the NFMP ROD. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F12:3 - Commentor is concerned that an adequate range of power plant site and wellfield 
alternatives has not been offered and does not meet NEPA requirements. In response, the comment is noted. The range 
of alternatives is discussed in the Draft EISEIR in Chapter 2. Additional alternatives were considered but eliminated 
from detailed consideration in the EISEIR because: (a) they did not meet the “purpose and need;” (b) they did not 
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provide any demonstrable environmental advantage over the Proposed Action; (c) they would have greater adverse 
environmental effects than the Proposed Action; or (d) they were technically or economically infeasible (page 2-54). 
No other Project Alternatives were identified. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F12:4 - Commentor is concerned that the two proposed geothermal projects were not evaluated 
in the same EISEIR. In response, the Calpine Corporation Fourmile Hill Project Draft EISEIR was nearing completion 
prior to the submittal of the Plans of Operation for the CEGC Telephone Flat Project, and it was unreasonable to delay 
public distribution of the Draft EISEIR prepared for the Fourmile Hill Project when scoping for the Telephone Flat 
Project was just beginning in July 1997. The cumulative effects of the two projects are comprehensively addressed in 
Chapter 4 of the Draft EISEIR. See also Response to Comment D1:27. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER F13 (Sabodh Garg, Maxwell Technologies) 
Response to Comment F13:l - The comment notes that development of the geothermal reserves will conserve 
exhaustible fossil fuel reserves and demonstrate that the Project can be developed and operated in an environmentally 
compatible manner. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F13:2 - The comment notes the importance of the location of the Proposed Action to allow 
conservation of the geothermal resource. In response, the comment is noted (see also Response to Comment F7:3). 
Response to Comment F13:3 - The comment encourages the Federal and State agencies to approve the Proposed 
Action Alternative. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F14 (George R. Thackeray, Klamath Alliance for Resources and Environment) 
Response to Comment F14:l - The comment supports the Proposed Action and the D2B2 transmission line route 
(Route 2) as the best plan for the geothermal project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
Response to Comment F14:2 - See Response to Comment A4:6. 
Response to Comment F14:3 - This comment notes that CalEnergy is working with Native Americans to mitigate 
impacts and that the Project will have many positive impacts for snowmobile users, including availability of emergency 
care and helicopter transport of injured snowmobilers. In response, the comment is noted, no response is required. 
Response to Comment F14:4 - The comment notes that Siskiyou County is made up of many timber-dependent 
communities that have suffered severe economic distress over the spotted owl crisis. The comment also notes that this 
Project will enable this County to assist the economically depressed areas by using the royalties they receive from the 
Project and will hire from local areas, which is positive for people in the County. The comment further states that the 
proposed development would offer the opportunity to educate and inform the public on geothermal issues and that 
informational boards and materials along the main road could discuss both the multiple use concept and how the 
geothermal project fits into the National Forest System and BLM lands. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
n 
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COMMENT LETTER F15 (Eileen K. Maier-Anderson, Mt. Shasta Sno-Mobilers, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F15:l - Commentor refers to Mitigation Measure 3.10.3.3-2a in the Draft EISEIR and inquires 
how the measure will be completed. Commentor asks if a right-of-way expansion on existing roads or parallel forest 
roads will be used to replace lost snowmobile trails. Commentor states that a plan for replacement of snowmobile trails 
should be prepared and reviewed by the local snowmobile club before trails are designated. In response, the Mitigation 
Measure anticipates providing a dedicated snowmobile trail immediately adjacent to the snowplowed roadway used for 
access to the Project site that is currently a designated snowmobile trail. In those possible cases where the existing 
roadway may not be sufficiently wide enough to safely allow for both Project traffic and the snowmobile trail, then an 
alternate parallel snowmobile route will be identified either on existing forest roads or will be groomed cross-country 
for such distance as is necessary to travel around the area of congestion and back to the primary snowmobile trail. The 
actual determination of which, if any, sections of existing road will not accomodate both Project traffic and an adjacent 
snowmobile trail need to be made when snow cover is on the ground and representative snowplowing is undertaken to 
evaluate conditions and alternatives. This would occur during the first winter during which Project activities are 
initiated, and it would require the participation of the USFS, Project Applicant, and knowledgeable snowmobile users 
of the area. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F152 - The comment notes that the geothermal development will provide new access to the 
Medicine Lake Highlands for motorized recreation users, snowmobilers, and others; the Mt. Shasta Sno-Mobilers 
support the project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F16 (Eileen K. Maier-Anderson, Mt. Shasta Sno-Mobilers, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F16:l - Commentor advises that members of the Mt. Shasta Sno-Mobilers, Inc. club toured the 
West Ford Flat Geothermal Plant in The Geysers, reviewed the Draft EISEIR, and communicated with the Project 
Applicant about safety issues. The club is in total support of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F17 (Eileen K. Maier-Anderson, Mt. Shasta Sno-Mobilers, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F17:l - The comment supports the project, noting their close work with Dave McClain and 
Dale Schuster on the issue. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F17:2 - The comments supports the original proposed plant site and believes the transmission 
line should take the shortest route possible to save the visual beauty, allow less trees to be cut down and to save money. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F17:3 - This comment expressed concern about CalEnergy having the total responsibility to 
survey 133 square [sic] acres [miles] of watershed area rather than survey just the area that they are using; USFS has 
timber sales to pay for such studies and it should be USFS’s responsibility, not CalEnergy’s. In response, the comment 
is noted; although it is necessary for the watershed analysis (WA) to be completed in compliance with the Northwest 
Forest Management Plan, the Draft EISEIR has no authority regarding the allocation of responsibility of preparing and 
funding the WA. The WA for the proposed Project is a “stage-setting” information analysis and is not part of the 
NEPNCEQA process. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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COMMENT LETTER F18 (Bryan K. Hill, Sierra Club Mother Lode Chapter) 
Response to Comment F18:l - The comment expresses concern for why both projects were not considered together 
in one EIS by stating ways in which they are related. In response, the comment is noted; see Response to 
Comment F12:4. 
Response to Comment F18:2 - Commentor suggests an alternative transmission line route eastward from the power 
plant site. In response, a myriad of other alternative transmission line routes were considered during the preparation 
of the Fourmile Hill Project EISEIR and eliminated from detailed consideration (pages 2-70 through 2-74 of the 
Fourmile Hill Project Draft EISEIR). The evaluations of those routes were incorporated by reference into the Telephone 
Flat Project EISEIR (see Exhibit 4). The route described by the Commentor was not specifically considered, but it 
would require a separate transmission line be constructed off of the Medicine Lake Highlands parallel to the Northern 
Utility Comdor agency-preferred route for the Fourmile Hill Project. Further, the Commentor’s route would not take 
advantage of existing roads and would result in additional surface disturbance through the MLSA. As such, it does not 
appear that the route suggested by the Commentor offers any substantive environmental advantages over the routes 
evaluated in detail. No further analysis appears to be warranted. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:3 - Commentor inquires if there would be patches of late-successional forest that would 
be impacted by transmission line segment B2 that are not accounted for by Impact 3.3.3.6.2-12 (page 3.3-78) that are 
not in the MLSA. In response, and as discussed in Response to Comment F18:2, the Telephone Flat Project Draft 
EISEIR incorporated by reference the transmission line impact analyses for those alternative transmission line segments 
considered in the Fourmile Hill Project Draft EISEIR. There were no identified impacts on late-successional forest as 
a result of construction of transmission line segment B2 that were not disclosed in the reference statement of impact. 
The comment also states that the amount of late seral stage stands that would be disturbed by construction of the 
transmission lines should be quantified for each route to facilitate comparison of impacts. In response, disturbance to 
late seral stage stands is identified in Impacts 3.3.3.6.2-3 and 3.3.3.6.2-12 for line segment B2; and Impact 3.3.3.6.1-3 
for line segment A2. See also Response to Comment F37:9. As stated in the impacts, the actual acreage of late seral 
stage forest affected would depend on the actual alignment of the transmission lines within each 1000-foot siting 
corridor and the degree to which the transmission lines can be aligned to avoid them. Therefore it is not possible to 
quantify the amount of late seral stage forest that would be disturbed. Through the use of aerial photos and ground 
reconnaissance, it is possible to make a reasonable estimate of the acreage affected in continuous stands, as in Impact 
3.3.3.6.2-12. However, if the stands which the comdor passes through are highly fragmented and discontinuous, it is 
difficult to make an accurate quantitative estimate. Based on the width of each right-of-way and the length of the siting 
corridor which passes through late seral stage forest, each line segment (B2 and A2) would impact less than 10 acres. 
The potential loss would be greatest for line segment B2, where both white fir and red fir stands would be disturbed, 
rather than red fir only as in A2. Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.6.1-3a and 3b, and 3.3.3.6.2-3a and 3b, are designed to 
minimize impacts. No late seral stage stands would be disturbed by line segment B2 outside of the MLSA. There would 
be no disturbance to late seral stage stands resulting from construction of lines D1 or D2, as stated in Section 3.3.3.2 
(page 3.3-42). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:4 - Commentor asserts that the actual powerline alignment should already be known and 
stated so the full impact can be judged at this time. In response, the transmission line alignment is reasonably identified 
within a 1,000-foot-wide planning comdor described in the Draft EISEIR (page 2-40). The actual 100-foot right-of-way 
would be located within the planning comdor to avoid obstacles and minimize impacts on any sensitive environmental 
resources located within the planning corridor. The Draft EISlEIR conservatively evaluates the adverse effects of the 
transmission line construction, maintenance, and decommissioning within the planning comdor, and no new significant 
environmental impacts would be identified by a more detailed evaluation. 
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The centerline of the transmission line routes are mapped on Figure 2.2.18 (page 2-39) of the Draft EISEIR, and the 
siting comdors are mapped on Figure 2.2.19 (page 2-41) and Figures 3.7-2 through 3.7-7 of Exhibit 4. The 100-foot 
right-of-way for the lines would be located within the 1000-foot siting corridors. As stated in Section 2.2.5.3 
(page 2-40), an alignment would be chosen that will minimize impacts to sensitive resources. Mitigation measures 
3.3.3.6.1-3a-b and 3.3.3.6.2-3a-b are designed to minimize impacts on late seral stage forest and individual trees and 
snags with diameter breast height (dbh) greater than or equal to 18 inches resulting from transmission line construction. 
Mitigation measures 3.3.3.3-3a-b, 3.3.3.4-3a-b, and 3.3.3.5-3a-b are designed to minimize impacts on sugar stick 
populations resulting from transmission line construction. The mitigation measures are in place because the potential 
impacts are considered significant, even though they cannot be quantified. See also Response to Comment F18:3. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:S - The comment identifies a requirement in the ‘Forest Plan’ for 5 percent old-growth and 
5 percent late-successional forest (4b/c) in each management area. The comment questions how the requirement is 
currently being met in the Medicine Lake, Black Mountain, and Tionesta management areas and would the Project have 
any impacts on old-growth or late-successional forest in these areas. In response, it is assumed that the comment is 
refemng to the Modoc National Forest LRMP. Page 4-32 of the LRMP has a standards and guidelines for maintaining 
a desirable mix of Wildlife Habitat Relationship (WHR) seral stages. “Late-successional” is defined by the Modoc 
National Forest as any stand in which the overstory trees have a mean dbh greater than 24 inches and provide canopy 
cover greater than 40 percent. The minimum percentages indicated do not apply to the entire management area, but only 
to those inclusive lands that are capable of growing greater than 20 cubic feet of wood per year. 
The areas representative of old-growth and late-successional forest in each of the three management areas identified 
above were not identified or quantified in the Draft EISEIR. Since the Project lies within the range of the NSO, the 
LRMP standards and guidelines are superceded by the management direction within the NFMP ROD, as stated in 
Section 3.3.1.10 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-4). The standard and guideline for late-successional forest in the NFMP 
ROD is more conservative than in the LRMP, and is discussed in Section 3.3.2.2.4 (page 3.3-18) of the Draft EISEIR. 
Specifically, “landscape areas where little late-successional forest persists should be managed to retain late-successional 
patches and should be applied to fifth level watersheds @e., watersheds 20 to 200 square miles in size) if the total area 
of such stands drops below 15 percent.” The Medicine Lake Watershed Analysis Area (MLWAA) currently only 
contains 7.2 percent of late-successional forest. Therefore, all of the residual late-successional forest within the Project 
wellfield area is protected from direct disturbance. Since transmission line segments A2 and B2 would disturb late seral 
stands, the respective impacts are considered significant and mitigation measures are required to minimize the 
disturbance (see also Responses to Comments F18:3, F18:4 and F37:9). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:6 - The comment asks what is meant by a “floristic-level” botanical survey. It also asks 
whether all of the transmission line routes were surveyed on the ground. Finally, it states that preconstruction surveys 
should have been done prior to issuance of the Draft EISEIR. In response, the methodology employed in the botanical 
survey of the Project survey area is summarized in Section 3.3.2.2.2 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-7) and in detail in 
Appendix D. As stated in the text, “A primary objective of the surveys was to complete a floristic inventory following 
the guidelines appearing in the CNPS Inventory (Skinner and Pavlik 1994).” The biology Study Area for the Project 
includes transmission line segments D1 and D2, but does not include the alternative transmission line planning comdors 
evaluated as part of the Fourmile Hill Project EISEIR. A reconnaissance survey of the alternative corridors was 
conducted which allowed a determination of the likelihood of the presence of special status species and mapping of 
vegetation communities (see Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project EISEIR, page 3-72). 
U.S. Forest Service (USFS) policy regarding Survey and Manage species under the NFMP ROD was recently clarified. 
Surveys for Component 2 Survey and Manage species must be completed prior to the USFS decision on whether to 
accept the Final EISEIR. The only Component 2 Survey and Manage plant species that occurs within the Project survey 
area is sugar stick. A field survey for sugar stick was conducted on October 8 and 9, 1998 along line segment A2, the 
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agency-preferred route. The survey team found one individual sugar stick plant along the survey route. The plant was 
marked and mapped. 
Mitigation measures 3.3.3.3-3b, 3.3.3.4-3b, and 3.3.3.5-3b (pages 3.3-46, 3.3-55, and 3.3-62, respectively) require 
preconstruction surveys for sugar stick. The purpose of the preconstruction survey is to provide on-site technical 
guidance during construction in order to assure that no existing populations or their microhabitat are impacted. The 
survey would include re-flagging of previously identified populations, checking construction boundaries and alignments, 
and on-site monitoring of sensitive areas as construction progresses. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:7 - This comment raises the concern about increased snowmobile traffic in the area and 
the effect on goshawks, spotted owls, and marten. In response, the Draft EISEIR states that there are currently 
approximately 2.9 thousand visitor days within the Doublehead Ranger District associated with “ice and snowcraft 
travel” (inclusive of snowmobiles; page 3.10-1). It is not known to what extent snowmobile activity may increase in the 
Undertakers Camp area due to the roads being plowed. It is reasonable to assume that traffic (both snowmobile and 
vehicular) will increase to some extent due to better access via the plowed roads. This additional traffic should cause 
minimal impact to goshawks or spotted owls, as neither is known to nest in the area (surveys for both have been 
conducted, pages 3.3-27,3.3-42, and 3.3-44). Marten are known to be in the area and utilize under snow runways as 
well as hunting above the snow (track and burrow evidence). Snowmobiles may cause a brief disturbance as they pass 
by foraging marten but that disturbance should be limited due to the speed at which a snowmobile passes and the habits 
of marten. Marten are known to breed and forage in areas of high road densities, and seem to show only a curious 
interest in passing vehicles (Self and Kerns 1995)’ 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR None. 
Response to Comment F18:S - This comment raises a concern for wildlife that might ingest toxins from the sump 
ponds. In response, see Responses to Comments A9:6 and D1:3. 
Response to Comment F18:9 - This comment raises concerns about the Project’s structural components, specifically 
the well pads, perimeter fence and pipelines, and. their effect on wildlife movements within the Project area. In 
response, fences will only be constructed around the power house area, well heads, and sump ponds. These fences are 
designed to keep terrestrial wildlife, including deer, from entering those work areas for the safety of the animals. The 
above ground pipeline will be at various heights above the ground depending on the topography and degree of slope. 
The pipe will be wrapped in insulation so it will not be hot to the touch. The average height of the pipeline on flat 
ground will be three feet to the underside of the pipe. In most areas, the pipeline will be of sufficient height to allow 
wildlife to pass beneath the line. It is anticipated that soon after construction deer will learn to negotiate around and 
under the line. The Project survey area is considered summer range for deer and is not on a migratory route. Deer 
utilizing summer ranges tend to do so in a meandering manner utilizing available forage and water. It is not anticipated 
that the Project will significantly impact the deer usage of the area. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:lO -This comment identifies the following several concerns about the impact of the Project 
on goshawks within the area. 
(1) Goshawk surveys should have been conducted prior to publication of Draft EIS. In response, two goshawk surveys 
were completed for the Project prior to the publication of the Draft EISEIR (Galea 1996, Kerns 1997). The Draft 
‘Self, S. and S.J. Kerns. 1993. Pine Marren Use of Managed Forest Landscape in Northern California. Report to: Sierra Pacific Industries, 
Anderson, CA. 
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EISEIR indicates that prior to, and annually through the construction phase of, the Project goshawk surveys will 
be conducted (Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-12, page 3.3-49). 
(2) Was all goshawk nest habitat surveyed in the caldera surveyed to protocol? In response, no - 1997 goshawk 
surveys were conducted within the Study Areas as delineated by the USFS according to goshawk protocol. The 
Study Area included the Project wellfield and a %-mile buffer area around the Study Area (see Figure 3.3.3, 
page 3.3-10). All vegetative types within the Study Area were surveyed for goshawks. No goshawks were detected 
within the Study Area. 
(3) What percent of the Modoc National Forest goshawk nest territories is designated on the Doublehead Ranger 
District? In response, this question is beyond the scope of the EISEIR. For information about goshawk territories 
please contact the Modoc National Forest, Alturas, California. 
Will any geothermal proposals affect designated, or potential, goshawk nests to meet this quota? In response, there 
are no goshawk nests within the Study Area of the Project. As such, there will be no effect on nests of goshawks 
by this Project. 
(4) Does the Forest keep records on goshawk locations and proximity to water? In response, yes - contact the Modoc 
National Forest, Alturas, California. for further information. 
( 5 )  Do goshawks have a threshold for H,S exposure before they will abandon a temtory or nest? In response, no data 
is available to answer this question. Goshawks are very resilient to disturbance once they have established their 
temtory; however, if disturbance is severe and prolonged, they may be expected to abandon their temtory. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:ll - This comment raises several listed concerns with respect to NSO, including: 
(1) What is the source for the water requirement within habitat for NSO? In response, the Recovery Plan for the NSO, 
Department of the Interior, 1992 pp.337 and listed references. 
(2) Requests methodology for NSO surveys of Villegas 1991, Gutierrez 1993 and Galea 1996a concerning study 
conditions, timing and time duration of surveys. In response, the methodologies used by these biologists for their 
respective NSO surveys are included in their respective survey reports which are available for inspection at the 
Doublehead Ranger District office of the Modoc National Forest in Tulelake, California. 
(3) This comment concerns construction limitations where NSO habitat is located in power line corridors; does the 
same restriction apply to the power plant and well pad construction areas? In response, this restriction only applies 
to the power line corridor and does not apply to the well pad or power plant location. 
(4) This is an expressed concern about the Project resulting in increased predation on NSO due to the forest canopy 
being more open. In response, this is a possibility. NSO are more susceptible to predation with a more open forest 
canopy. However, within the Project wellfield area this is not considered a major concern due to no known NSO 
in the Project wellfield area, and that the present stand structure is currently fairly open due to past silvicultural 
treatments. 
(5) This concern asks if NSO in the Medicine Lake area exist in areas which have a forest floor typical of that created 
by commercial thinning, and what is the time duration required to develop a late seral stage habitat from a mid-seral 
habitat. In response, NSO do exist in managed forests (USFS data). NSO utilize managed forests for nesting, 
roosting and foraging. If managed correctly, a managed forest allows more sunlight to the forest floor stimulating 
herbaceous growth, which in turn supports a larger prey base for NSO than non-managed lands. By managing 
mid-seral stages it is possible to develop late seral stage habitat. The time duration is dependent on the stand 
characteristics of the stand being managed. For the Medicine Lake area this may begin to occur within estimated 
10 years of stand manipulation. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:12 - This comment raises the concern about recruitment of snags and the reduction of 
canopy closure due to snag recruitment. Commentor also suggests that trees must be topped to create snags and that most 
fir tree snags are not solid enough to be climbed to be topped. In response, live trees will be girdled to produce snags. 
This will lessen the amount of canopy closure to the extent the canopy of the girdled tree is lost to the stand canopy. This 
decrease is not expected to lessen the quality of the NSO habitat due to lessened canopy closure. Characteristic of 
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old-growth stands is a fragmented canopy resultant of old trees dying and falling, allowing sunlight to the forest floor 
and causing the growth of herbaceous vegetation and recruitment of new trees. This process gives the young growth 
stand a multi-tiered and mosaic appearance similar to an old-growth stand. Girdling trees speeds up this natural process 
within the young growth stands. As stated in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-49), snags will be recruited in a manner and 
location that is acceptable to the USFS, at a rate of 2.72 snags per acre. Snags will be created in trees 20” diameter at 
breast height. 
Q 
Revisions for the Final EISIEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:13 - Commentor advises that the Fourmile Hill Project EISEIR describes the transmission 
line right-of-way as 125 feet wide and the Telephone Flat Project Draft EISEIR uses a 100-foot-wide right-of-way and 
asks which right-of-way width is correct? In response, Commentor is correct that the transmission line right-of-way 
widths differ between the two proposed geothermal development projects and both are correct. The right-of-way for 
the Northern Utility Corridor proposed for the Fourmile Hill Project would have a 125-foot-wide right-of-way; while 
the interconnection right-of-way width for the proposed Project transmission line routes to the Northern Utility Comdor, 
either Route 1 (line segments D1/A2) or Route 2 (line segments D2A32) would utilize a 100-foot-wide right-of-way as 
described in the Draft EISEIR (page 2-40). The rationale for this apparent discrepancy is that the Telephone Flat Project 
interconnection line must be routed through two sensitive environmental resource areas (i.e., Route 1 is routed through 
the Mt. Hoffman RRA, and Route 2 is routed through the MLSA) and the minimum right-of-way widths considered 
acceptable for a 230-kV transmission line were proposed as a trade-off between line maintenance considerations and 
surface disturbance in these sensitive areas. The Northern Utility Comdor is not routed through either of these sensitive 
environmental resource areas and optimal access for transmission line maintenance was the determining factor in 
establishing the width of the right-of-way for the Northern Utility Corridor. 
Revisions for the Final EISIEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:14 - The comment has both a recreation and land use aspect. 
Recreation: The comment notes that splitting the Mt. Hoffman RRA would make the RRA less than 5,000 acres and 
splits the “hot spot” and Glass Mountain out of the RRA, two features which add value to the RRA. Trails being 
considered on Medicine Mountain would not intrude on bald eagle nests, while trails on Mt. Hoffman have a good 
destination in “hot spot.” In response, see Response to Comment F12: 1 regarding the status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA. 
The Proposed Action does not propose new trails at either Medicine Mountain or Mt. Hoffman. See also Response to 
Comment F32:18. 
Land Use: The transmission line would split the Mt. Hoffman RRA reducing it to less than 5,000 acres in size; the “hot 
spot” and Glass Mountain are two features that add value to, and would be separated from, the Mt. Hoffman portion 
with the split; trails are being considered for the area, and the “hot spot” would be a good destination. In response, see 
Responses to Comments F12:l and F37:5. Although the Mt. Hoffman RRA is currently not a wilderness according to 
the Modoc Forest Land and Resource Management Plan, 5,000 acres is the minimum size to be generally considered 
for future classification as a wilderness. Due to its current released roadless status and direction from the California 
Wilderness Act of 1984 that lands not recommended for wilderness designation need not be managed for the purpose 
of protecting their suitability for wilderness designation, splitting the Mt. Hoffman RRA to less than 5,000 acres is not 
considered to be a potentially significant and adverse impact. As noted in Response to Comment F12:1, the 
consequences of the crossing of the Mt. Hoffman RRA was analyzed from every relevant environment resource in the 
Draft EISEIR. Areas most pertinent for this analysis included land use consistency, changes in recreational 
opportunities, biological impacts, and consequences to visual quality. Each was found to result in either less than 
significant impacts or will be mitigated to less than significant levels. The intrusion would be minor and would not 
substantially alter the character of the Mt. Hoffman RRA, as the maintenance road would be closed to vehicular traffic 
by the public. F12:l also notes that the area already has an access road and that the transmission line would continue 
along this alignment; Response to Comment F24:3 notes that the new maintenance road for the transmission line would 
extend approximately 1.3 miles before exiting the RRA. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:15 - The Commentor is concerned that the Key Observation Points (KOPs) used for the 
visual analysis are limited to locations visible from roads, and do not include locations from any hiking, biking, 
equestrian, snowmobile or other forms of transportation. In response, to the extent the other forms of transportation 
do not follow roads in the Project vicinity the Commentor is correct; however as the Draft EISEIR indicates, the 
purpose for using potential KOPs is to identify those locations ‘tfrom which Project facilities may be visible from 
routinely accessible vantage points ...” (page 3.8-4). In the vicinity of the Project, those locations were restricted to the 
private residences near Medicine Lake, the developed recreation sites around Medicine Lake and the smaller lakes in 
the basin, and the primary and secondary forest roads in the Project vicinity. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR, some 
Project facilities would also be visible from elevated locations around the Medicine Lake basin, but except for the Little 
Mt. Hoffman Lookout, none of these elevated locations were determined to be routinely accessible vantage points that 
would adversely affect large numbers of visitors (page 3.8-6). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:16 -The comment notes that the cumulative impact of dispersed recreationists being driven 
from areas of disturbance concurrently is not addressed and that some special areas that would be degraded by the 
presence of geothermal facilities were not mentioned; a survey is suggested to see where the dispersed recreationists 
are going. In response, in Section 3.10.3.3.1 (page 3.10-12), it is stated that “...dispersed recreational users can 
generally leave or avoid the area of disturbance temporarily if they are so inclined.” Some dispersed recreational 
activities can take place while construction disturbance is occurring, such as rock collecting or firewood gathering. Other 
dispersed recreational activities such as hunting and hiking provide the user with discretion as to the specific areas in 
which they occur; in these cases, the areas of construction disturbance can be easily avoided as the available area for 
these activities is large. Finally, the area of construction disturbance would change from day to day or even hour to hour; 
particularly for pipeline and transmission line construction. Pipeline and transmission line construction occurs in several 
sequential steps; it is not unusual for a single step to be implemented along a linear segment so that the construction 
activity at any one location may be relatively brief with the next sequential step not occumng for several days or weeks. 
Due to these variables, the number of dispersed recreational users that would leave an area due to construction 
disturbance cannot be calculated; the number would be expected to be small and the impact would be short-term. 
Cumulative impacts would only occur if the construction of both power plants were to take place concurrently; if this 
occurred, the number of dispersed recreational users to leave the area would still be expected to be small and the impact 
would be short term; the impact would not exceed or result in a new or greater effect than would be expected from the 
sum of the impacts of the individual projects. It is unlikely that the dispersed recreational users that would leave the area 
due to construction disturbance would go to the same place; even if they did, the number of dispersed recreation users 
would be small and the impact would be short-term. Thus, there is no need to survey to see where these dispersed 
recreation users are going as the impact to the new locations would be less than significant. 
See Response to Comment F32:20 regarding “special interest areas.” Commentor’s terminology of “special areas” does 
not have any apparent significance other than they are special to the Commentor and do not provide these sites more 
protection than locations elsewhere in the Project vicinity. Impacts to these areas are addressed in Impacts 3.10.3.3-1 
and 3.10.3.6.1-1. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:17 - The comment notes that there will be no shooting areas surrounding the proposed 
power plant, and asks how many acres will be closed to hunting. In response, see Response to Comment G41:8; 
although no hunting prohibitions are proposed as part of the Project, firearm discharge restrictions would be required 
for the power plant site. From Table 2.7.1 (page 2-56) of the Draft EISEIR, the power plant area is approximately 15 
acres. See also Responses to Comments F38:16 and G298:3. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. i 
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Response to Comment F18:18 - The comment notes that the built up areas of Siskiyou and Modoc Counties are well 
outside the commuting range of the average construction or operational worker. The comment also asks how many rental 
houses are within a 1-hour commuting time to the Project Area, how many are vacant, how many are pccupied by 
agricultural labor, and will workers be allowed to stay in campgrounds? In response, as stated in Section 3.12.3.2 
(pages 3.12-14 through 3.12-17), it is likely that the resident population could accommodate the project requirements 
for the construction, operational and decommissioning phases. Nonetheless, as construction is expected to occur over 
a one year period (Table 2.2.7, page 2-46) and would not occur during extreme winter conditions (Section 2.2.8.2, 
pages 2-46 and 2-47), it is not unlikely that workers can commute from the Yreka, Klamath Falls and Alturas 
metropolitan areas. Although data was collected at the countywide level and not for metropolitan areas, it is expected 
that these areas can easily accommodate the construction manpower requirements of the project as well as meet the need 
for rental units. The operational phase is expected to occur over a approximately 50 year period; it is expected that some 
of the 25 power plant workers may purchase permanent residences and not require rental housing; it is expected that 
the remaining workers could find sufficient long-term rental housing in the smaller communities surrounding the Project. 
Although it is not expected that construction or operational workers would occupy the Modoc National Forest 
campgrounds, it is not inconceivable that workers may stay at RV or trailer parks in Alturas (Section 3.12.2.5.2, 
page 3.12-6), Klamath Falls (Section 3.12.2.5.3, page 3.12-6) or Siskiyou County (Section 3.12.2.5.1, page 3.12-4). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:19 - The comment asks for Impact 3.10.3.3-2, the number of acres that would be cleared 
for the snowmobile parking area; and for Mitigation Measure 3.10.3.3-2a, whether the right-of-way would be widened 
and if trees would be cut. In response, the precise location and size of the snowmobile parking area had not been 
determined at the time of preparation of the Final EISEIR; however, the general location of the parking area would be 
near the intersection of County Road 97 (i.e., Primary Forest Route 97) and Forest Road 43N53. The location selected 
would be along the route where the road is intended to be plowed in the winter, in relatively flat terrain, and in an area 
where very few, if any, trees would be removed. One such possible location that meets these requirements is located 
approximately %-mile north of the intersection of County Road 97 off of Forest Road 43N53 near the existing logging 
road to the proposed power plant site (see Figure 2.2.4, page 2-8 of the Draft EISEIR). The widening of the 
snowplowed area would occur where the shoulder areas are flat; the right-of-way will not be changed and large trees 
will not be removed to increase the widths of these shoulder areas. If necessary, a parallel route could be designated that 
either follows existing Forest roads that parallel the existing snowmobile trail or is routed cross-country for a short 
distance around the area of conflict where terrain and vegetation do not prohibit construction of groomed trail. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:20 - Commentor states that Figure 3.3.4 (page 3.3-12) lacks visual clarity, and notes that 
a “map is needed which shows late seral units rather than refemng to Vegetative Map and requiring reader to pick out 
units themselves on a map where RF4D is indistinguishable from RF4M.” In response, Figure 3.3.4 is provided to 
illustrate the vegetative communities within the biological Study Area and is not intended to be used solely to identify 
the late seral units of apparent interest to the Commentor. It is unfortunate that the map is difficult to read, but the 
authors of the Draft EISEIR did not see another practical way to illustrate the vegetative and stand structural 
components of the Project survey area, used for analysis. While the map is complex, it provides substantial information 
and illustrates how late seral units were identified within the Study Area. A combination of different fills and color were 
used to facilitate distinguishing the different vegative communities. Community-types RF4D and RF4M are readily 
distinguished from each other as both different fill density and background colors were used. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F18:21- This comment notes that the goshawk survey described as being done in July and 
August 1997 (page 3.3-27) was actually done only in July. In response, the comment is correct. The survey was 
conducted from July 21-24, 1997 (see Appendix E of Draft EISEIR). 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: Page 3.3-27 of the Draft EIS/EIR under Section 3.3.2.3.2, Study Methods, first 
sentence will be amended as follows: 
“ ... a northern goshawk survey was conducted in July- , 1997 (Kerns 1997) (see Appendix E).” 
* COMMENT LETTER F19 (Joan T. Smith, Ore-Cal Resource Conservation and Development) 
Response to Comment F19:l - The comment supports the Project as it would benefit both Modoc and Siskiyou 
counties environmentally and economically. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F20 (Glenn Malby, Echo Mountain Stone) 
Response to Comment F20:l- Commentor suggests an alternative access route to the proposed Project power plant 
site. In response, the suggested access route would create a new access road into the Medicine Lake basin from the 
northeast through the Mt. Hoffman RRA. While the access road would have an advantage of being shorter than using 
existing Primary Access Road 97, it would result in the construction of about 1% miles of new access road, and new 
significant impacts, including, conflicts with the long-term goal of minimizing impacts on the Mt. Hoffman RRA and 
impacts on Native American sacred sites that would result from the suggested route. No further analysis of the suggested 
route is warranted. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER F21 (Larry J. Gary, Sheet Metal Workers International Association) 
Response to Comment F21:l- The comment states that the Draft EISEIR for the Telephone Flat Project meets the 
concerns expressed by the Sheet Metal Workers International Association, Local Union No. 162. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F21:2 - The comment states that the membership of the Sheet Metal Workers International 
Association supports clean and environmentally-compatible development while still promoting economic development 
and job creation opportunities; the Telephone Flat Draft EISEIR addressed the environmental concerns raised in the 
Fourmile Hill Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F21:3 - The comment notes that many of the Sheet Metal Workers International Association’s 
members live in the Yreka, Mount Shasta, and Dunsmuir area and use the Medicine Lake area for recreation and their 
concerns have been addressed that recreation values will not be affected. Also, the Sheet Metal Workers International 
Association, Local Union No. 162 supports the Proposed Action Alternative because it is the environmentally superior 
alternative and because the development of the proposed Project will help create new job opportunities in construction 
and operations/maintenance for its highly trained and certified workforce. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
Response to Comment F21:4 -The comment urges that the Proposed Action Alternative be approved. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F22 (Joe and Mary Victorine, Tulelake Grange No. 468) 
Response to Comment F22:l -The comment voices support for the proposed Project from the 60 member Tulelake 
Grange, who are quite familiar with the Medicine Lake area. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
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Response to Comment F22:2 - The comment notes that it is important to find alternative sources of energy so that the 
U.S. would have sufficient supply; the “cleanness” of the proposed Project is impressive and it is much safer than coal- 
or atomic-powered plants. The comment continues that the Project would add to the economic structure of the County, 
another favorable attribute. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F22:3 - Commentor indicates that the Project will have no more intrusive impact on the scenery 
or environment than the existing 500 kV transmission lines in the landscape. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F23 (Louis E. Capuano, Jr., Thermasource, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F23:l- The comment supports development of the proposed Project as it would provide another 
reliable source of clean electricity; and geothermal should be exploited to the fullest while safeguarding the environment. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F23:2 - The comment notes that the future of electric power generation in the U.S. is renewable 
and that since the Medicine Lake geothermal resources have been studied for ten years it is time to proceed with 
development. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F24 (Carol Logan, Kalapooya Sacred Circle Alliance) 
Response to Comment F24:l- The comment requests information about cultural impacts and consultations with tribal 
communities. In response, Section 1.6.4 (page 1-16) and Section 3.6.2.2 (pages 3.6-2 and 3.6-3) of the Draft EISEIR 
summarize consultations prior to issuance of the Draft EISEIR. Additional government-to-government consultations 
were completed in September 1998 with the Klamath Tribes and are being scheduled with the Pit River Tribe regarding 
traditional cultural property evaluations to be submitted to the SHPO (see Response to Comment D1:26). Cultural 
impacts are identified in Section 3.6.3 (pages 3.6-8 through 3.6-20). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F24:2 - The comment expresses opposition to the Medicine Lake and Fourmile Hill Projects 
as they are in a very ecologically and culturally sensitive area. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment F24:3 - The comment expresses concern that the Mt. Hoffman RRA will be subject to unsightly 
and unnecessary electrical transmission lines and access roads, opening up the area for further development. In 
response, line segment A2 is the only transmission line segment that would be located within the Mt. Hoffman RRA. 
The visual effects of transmission line segment A2 are discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.8-24 through 3.8-26). 
See Response to Comment F12:1, which notes that the Mt. Hoffman RRA is not a wilderness area and that potential 
impacts to visual resources were assessed. The “purpose and need’ for the proposed Project is discussed in Section 1.3 
(pages 1-10 through 1-12); growth-inducing effects are addressed in Section 5.3 (pages 5-3 and 5-4). The transmission 
line corridor would include approximately 1.3 miles of new maintenance road through the Mt. Hoffman RRA. The Draft 
EISEIS states that public vehicle access on this maintenance road would be restricted (Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-24a, 
page 3.3-53). There are no plans for further development in the RRA. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F24:4 - The comment expresses concern that the shallow aquifer and nearby surface water 
features will be adversely impacted by emissions from the cooling towers and by leaks or spills from the sump ponds. 
In response, see Response to Comment A1:3, which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water 
quality. The clay liners in the sumps or sludge settling ponds will be installed according to State of California regulations 
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for Class I1 non-municipal waste landfills. These regulations include a requirement that the clay liner be compacted to 
a permeability less than or equal to centimeters per second (cdsec),  which is a very low permeability. The 
CVRWQCB is the agency responsible for protecting water quality, and is also the agency responsible for deciding the 
pond liner requirements. 
Response to Comment F24:S - This comment expresses concern that the proposed Project will adversely affect air 
quality due to the odor produced by H,S. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential 
odor impacts from H,S emissions. 
Response to Comment F24:6 - The Commentor suggests that noise from drilling and the power plant will adversely 
impact wildlife, cultural, and recreational activities. In response, in regards to the effects of noise on recreational 
activities, see Response to Comment A 1 6  The effects of noise on wildlife are discussed in Section 3.3.3.3.1 
(page 3.3-52) and the noise levels at the various sensitive biological sites are specified in Tables 3.7.6,3.7.9, and 3.7.12 
through 3.7.14 (pages 3.7-9 through 3.7.17). The impact is considered to be below the level of significance. 
Table 3.7.11 (page 3.7-15) shows the estimated noise levels during three project phases at two Native American vision 
quest sites. These data indicate that the noise levels at those sites will be highest during the construction phase, which 
is of relatively short duration. The noise levels will vary depending upon: (a) the proximity of the vision quest site to 
the specific location of project activity; (b) the number of project activities occumng concurrently; and (c) the type of 
project activity (i.e., construction, well drilling, and power plant operations). Noise levels at the two vision quest sites 
are expected to be lowest during power plant operations, the project phase of longest duration. The noise levels at these 
two vision quest sites from power plant operations are low enough that they are expected to be usually inaudible if the 
power plant is located at the proposed power plant site (Section 3.7.3.3.1, pages 3.7-13 and 3.7-14; and Section 3.6.3.2, 
pages 3.6-10 and 3.6-1 1). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F24:7 - The comment expresses concern that the proposed Project is located in a LSR which 
contains old-growth forests and is slated for long-term wildlife protection. In response, there are no LSRs in the Project 
survey area or along any Alternative Transmission Line Routes. According to the Record of Decision for  Amendments 
to Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management Planning Documents Within the Range of the Northern Spotted 
Owl; Standards and Guidelines for  Management of Habitat fo r  Lute-Successional and Old-Growth Forest Related 
Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl (a.k.a. the Northwest Forest Management Plan; USFS and BLM, 
1994a), most LSRs are mapped areas and incorporate Key Watersheds to the extent possible, while remaining consistent 
with other objectives. The proposed Project is located in a non-Key Watershed and, thus, is not located in a mapped 
LSR. Unmapped LSRs occur within Marbled Murrelet Zone 1, around occupied marbled murrelet sites, and for 100 
acres around known owl activity centers. This is intended to preserve an intensively used portion of the spotted owl 
breeding season home range. “Activity center” is defined as an area of concentrated activity of either a pair of spotted 
owls or a territorial single owl. Marbled Murrelet activity occurs close to marine environments; Marbled Murrelet Zone 
1 extends 25 miles inland in California, north of Fort Bragg. The Project power plant and wellfield is located midway 
across California, approximately 130 miles inland at its most western boundary. The Draft EISEIR states that there are 
three NSO activity areas located south of the Study Area (Section 3.3.2.3.4, page 3.3-30), the closest being 
approximately 2 miles from the Project’s closest point. The Project is thus well outside of the 100-acre area around the 
owl activity center. Therefore, there are no unmapped LSRs in the Project wellfield area. However, a MLSA is located 
south of the Project survey area and a portion of Line Segment B2 would extend into this area; well pad 77-18 
associated with the Power Plant Site B Alternative would also be located in the MLSA. A MLSA is similar to a LSR 
but is identified for certain owl locations in the drier provinces where regular and frequent fire is a natural part of the 
ecosystem. To minimize impacts to MLSAs, in Section 3.3.3.2 (page 3.3-42), it is stated that “Existing old-growth 
(late-successional forest) could be adversely affected. The stands that qualify as late-successional forest within the Study 
Area would not be affected by the Project. As a standard protection measure, pipelines and transmission lines would 
be located within the comdor such that stands of late-successional forests would be avoided.” Alternative Transmission 
Line Routes that do not include Line Segment B2 would avoid this MLSA. 
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The comment also states that impacts to wildlife habitat are extreme, specifically that the Project is located in an LSR 
which contains old-growth forests. In response, see Response to Comment A8:16 and Al : l  which note that no 
old-growth stands occur within the Project wellfield area, no areas are allocated as LSR within the Project wellfield area, 
and that impacts to late-successional forest will be reduced below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F24:8 - This comment expresses the opinion that the development of a power plant is 
inconsistent with wildlife management, which should take priority. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR. None. 
Response to Comment F24:9 - The comment notes that “ ... the project will result in irreversible and unmitigable 
impacts to cultural resources and spiritual practitioners” because the “project area is located within a sacred site as 
defined under E.O. 13007” and will adversely impact current traditional practices. In response, the two archaeological 
resources noted during the inventory of the Project survey area in Section 3.5.2.4.4 (pages 3.5-7) are outside of the direct 
impact zone of the project. The prehistoric isolated artifact identified and recorded in the Study Area was collected and 
determined not eligible for the National Register. See also Section 3.6.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-8 
through 3.6-20) for identification of these impacts. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F24:lO - The comment urges to halt this risky and unsustainable project, stating that there must 
be a more suitable site for such a risky project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F25 (John C. and Mary L. Rowley, Pajarito Enterprises Consulting Services, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F25:l- The comment states that the Draft EISEIR is very detailed and comprehensive; and 
gives witness to the fact that CEGC is a very experienced geothermal organization. In addition, all significant 
environmental concerns were set forth. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F25:2 - The comments notes that impacts are well documented, technically correct; and that 
mitigation measures and efforts are clearly set forward. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
Response to Comment F25:3 - The comment states that many of the individuals, firms, and references are well known 
and qualified to conduct their respective studies. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F25:4 - The comment states that the Draft EISEIR responds well to issues and concerns set 
forth in scoping; and that in all sections there is a distinct effort to provide quantitative, numerical evaluation resources 
and impacts. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F25:5 - This comment expresses the opinion that the Draft EISEIR has reviewed the bird 
’ population issues of the Medicine Lake Project area “in detail” and “rightly considers that potential impacts are 
minimal.” In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F25:6: The comment expresses approval of the evaluation of noise, gas emissions, dust, 
potential groundwater and surface water pollutants, and approval of the plume dispersion modeling. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment F25:7 - This comment states that it is customary to have monitoring for any gas discharges and 
to have abatement equipment and strategies in place. In response, based on the projected geothermal resource 
noncondensable gas characteristics presented in the Draft EISEIR (page 2-30), the only gas discharge for which 
monitoring would be needed is H,S. Monitoring for H,S is proposed by the Project Applicant (page 2-12) and required 
by the analysis and mitigation measures provided in the air quality impact section of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-18 
through 3.4-23). 
Response to Comment F25:S - The comment expresses approval of the hydrological evaluations in the Draft EIS. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Comment F25:9 - The comment notes that scientific and technical logic, and review of subsurface rock and fluid 
conditions indicates that CEGC has considered the possibility of induced seismicity, subsidence, and related impacts 
are expected to be minimal; and that it is common practice to provide monitoring of such potential effects. In response, 
see Response to Comment D 1 :36 for requirements of measuring subsidence. 
Response to Comment F25:lO - The comment notes methods used in New Mexico to reduce impacts from new 
transmission line comdors. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F25:ll- The comment notes that it takes time to develop agreements with concerned Native 
Americans. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F25:12 - The comment notes that the benefits of the geothermal project are rather understated, 
as often the development of local energy resources is viewed with great local pride, and the geothermal plants are used 
as major local tourist attractions and as educational opportunities; the Commentors have visited, inspected and toured 
such sites in Japan. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F26 (Richard G. Campbell, Ben Holt Company) 
Response to Comment F26:l- The comment recommends the location of the proposed Project as it is centrally located 
to the production area, relatively flat, and located behind a small butte. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required (see also Response to Comment F7:3). 
Response to Comment F26:2 - The comment notes that the power plant location to the center of the known reservoir 
could reduce the number of replacement well pads needed over the life of the project. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F26:3 - Commentor is concerned that the shortest transmission line route, Route 1, may not 
be the best because the area is subject to deep snow and icing that will increase line maintenance and suggests that 
Route 2 would be more reliable. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F26:4 - Commentor indicates that proper siting, facilities design, use of vegetation screens, and 
color selection can help to minimize the noise and visual impacts from geothermal development. In response, the 
comment is noted. As discussed in Chapterr2 of the Draft EISEIR (page 2-35), the exterior of the power plant building 
would be painted a shade of forest green to blend with the surrounding area. Similarly, the Other Measures 3.8.3.4-la 
through 3.8.3.4-1d (page 3.8-19) prescribe measures to reduce the adverse effects from the partial visibility of the power 
plant structures. Similarly, the Draft EISEIR identifies measures to reduce the adverse effects of noise (page 3.7-13). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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COMMENT LETTER F27 (John D. Coots, Pipe Trades District Council No. 36) 
Response to Comment F27:l- The comment notes that the Pipe Trades District Council No. 36s greatest concern is 
the preservation of economic and job creation opportunities related to the proposed Project. They have reviewed the 
Draft EISEIR and note that it adequately addresses the multiple issues raised by its members regarding the Fourmile 
Hill Project, and that the location of the Project has been intensely logged for timber resources, therefore geothermal 
development of the area is consistent with the multiple use charter of the National Forest. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F27:2 - The comment notes that clean energy resources are valuable in California where the 
energy market is becoming deregulated and everyone is being given the opportunity to select “green and renewable” 
resources over fossil fuel resources. The comment further notes that the project, when developed, will help create new 
job opportunities in construction, operations and maintenance. Such work requires a highly trained and certified 
workforce to ensure safe, reliable and environmentally-sensitive operations. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F28 (Kyle Haines, Klamath Forest Alliance) 
Response to Comment F28:l- The comment states that surveys for sugar stick should be conducted over a several 
year period due to differences in annual emergence. It also states that surveys should be conducted out to 500 acres of 
each known population according to Survey and Manage protocol in the NFMP ROD. It states that removal of large 
woody debris and snags would have adverse effects on sugar stick populations. Finally it notes that surveys must be 
completed prior to ground-disturbing activities that will be implemented in FY 1999 or later according to the NFMP 
ROD. In response, the baseline botanical field survey of the Project survey area was conducted over a period of two 
years in late summer of 1996; spring of 1997; and summer of 1997. These are times of the year when sugar stick is 
easily detected. As stated in mitigation measures 3.3.3.3-3a, 3.3.3.4-3a, and 3.3.3.5-3a, project activities in the vicinity 
of populations of sugar stick shall assure that both the plants of this species and their microhabitat are preserved. The 
integrity of the crowns and root systems of the living host trees upon which this mycotrophic species is dependent shall 
be maintained. Mitigation measures 3.3.3.3-3c, 3.3.3.4-3c, and 3.3.3.5-3c require that the Project Applicant shall 
maintain an adequate supply of coarse woody debris in the vicinity of sugar stick populations. The mitigation measures 
are consistent with the objectives for management of this species identified in “Draft Management Recommendations 
for Sugar Stick” (Wagen 1996). The draft management recommendations discuss the importance of preserving the 
microclimate in which sugar stick is found. No recommendation is made for a protection buffer for this species. 
U.S. Forest Service (USFS) policy regarding Survey and Manage species under the NFMP ROD was recently clarified. 
Surveys for Component 2 Survey and Manage species must be completed prior to the USFS decision on whether to 
accept the Final EISEIR. The only Component 2 Survey and Manage plant species that occurs within the Project survey 
area is sugar stick. A field survey for sugar stick was conducted on October 8 and 9, 1998 along line segment A2, the 
agency-preferred route. The survey team found one individual sugar stick plant along the survey route. The plant was 
marked and mapped. 
There are no survey protocols in the NFMP ROD, nor Appendix J of the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement. There are no requirements for a survey of 500 acres adjacent to known populations, nor a multi-year survey 
prior to ground disturbing activities. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:2 - The comment states that a management plan should be created to sustain the population 
of Bogg’s Lake hedge-hyssop located at the edge of the sump at Well Pad 46-8. In response, as stated in 
Section 3.3.3.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-46), this population of Bogg’s Lake hedge-hyssop was introduced to 
the site following the construction of geothermal facilities, and was possibly introduced to the area in the clay used for 
the sump liner, approximately ten years ago. It is dependent on the artificial clay soil medium and water retained by the 
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liner, and has no potential for expanding into the porous soils of the region. Since it is a small, isolated population with 
no possibility for expanding, it is not important to the species’ overall survival. Bogg’s Lake hedge-hyssop was recently 
removed from the Modoc National Forest Sensitive Plant List due to the large number of stable and expanding 
populations found in wetland habitats on and adjacent to the Modoc National Forest. Geothermal development at Well 
Pad 46-8 would eliminate this local, introduced population. Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-4, 3.3.3.4-4, and 3.3.3.5-4 
would allow this population to effectively be relocated to an area of suitable habitat that would not be subject to 
disturbance in accordance with the USFSBLM management prescription for this species, “Gratiloa heterosepala 
Conservation Strategy.” 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:3 - The comment states that surveys for Survey and Manage species of fungi must be 
completed prior to ground disturbing activities that will be implemented in FY 1999 or later, per the NFMP ROD. In 
response, see Response to Comment D3: 1 1 for a discussion of the required survey strategy for Survey and Manage 
species, component 3 - which covers each of the four (4) species of fungi potentially affected by the Project. 
Response to Comment F28:4 - This comment reviews NSO Impact 3.3.3.3-9, and states that these impacts are 
considered potentially significant and could result in increased predation or loss to NSO fledglings. In response, the 
comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-48) acknowledges that the impact is potentially significant and provides 
a Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-9 to reduce the adverse effects of the impact to below the level of significance. Although 
there are no NSO territories within the Project survey area, it is possible that dispersing NSO may travel and forage 
through the area. Due to past silvicultural practices the majority of the Project survey area has less than 50 percent 
canopy closure, and as such there is the possibility of predation on dispersing NSO. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:5 - This comment notes that the EISEIR does not disclose the estimate of “take”of the 
NSO or the cumulative impacts of the Project on the existing condition and resulting habitat fragmentation to the NSO. 
In response, it is not the function of the EISEIR to estimate take of a species. Estimating take is done within the context 
of the Section 7 consultation process of the ESA between the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) and the USFWS. Under the 
Section 7 consultation process, the USFWS will review the Biological AssessmentBiological Evaluation (BA/BE) 
prepared by the Modoc National Forest. The BABE provides an analysis of the impacts of the Project on threatened 
and endangered species and Forest sensitive species. Subsequent to review of the USFS BABE the USFWS will issue 
a Biological Opinion (BO). The BO will estimate or determine the amount of “take” as a result of the Project, and 
determine if the Project may go forward with the mitigation proposed. The BO addresses anticipated effects of the 
Project to listed and species proposed for listing and may authorize a limited level of incidental “take.” The comment 
correctly states that the results of the BO are not stated within the Draft EISEIR, as they have not been issued to date. 
However, the agencies took into consideration the information obtained during the ongoing ESA consultation activities 
with the USFWS and CDFG in the Draft EISEIR and do not expect that any substantive new information will be 
developed during the remaining consultation activities under the ESA that has not been considered in the EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:6 - Commentor is concerned with the effects of the Project on NSO with respect to 
recruitment of NSO habitat being delayed up to 230 years, the effect of edge and the effect of noise on NSO. 
Commentor also states that the loss of suitable nesting and roosting habitat and noise disturbance from the Project are 
not compatible with the NFMP ROD, Modoc National Forest LRMP Standards and Guidelines. In response, the Project 
survey area is located on lands designated as “matrix” in the NFMP ROD. There are three silviculture objectives for 
matrix lands: (1) production of commercial yield of wood, ...; (2) retention of moderate levels of ecologically valuable 
old-growth components ...; and (3) increasing ecological diversity by providing early-successional habitat (NFMP ROD, 
pages B-5 and B-6). Also, “Stands in the matrix can be managed for  timber and other commodity production ...” (NFMP 
ROD, page B-6). There are no NSO territories within the matrix lands where the Project wellfield area is located. 
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Therefore, the reduction of late seral forest habitat is not controlled by NSO habitat retention requirements and is 
therefore acceptable within this area. In addition, there may be positive effects from edge as well as negative, such as 
NSO foraging along the edges between stand types. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Page 3.3-49 in the paragraph following Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-10 should be 
amended as follows: 
“The ’ ffects due to the ‘edge effect’ ...” 
“Similarly, noise from activities in areas of surface disturbance would project, on average, approximately 1,320 
feet into the residual stands. $
3.3.3.2). The effect of this noise intrusion is not known.” 
. . .  
Response to Comment F28:7 - This comment expresses concern that the Draft EISEIR does not disclose whether or 
not the USFS has conducted surveys for goshawk as required in the Modoc National Forest LRMP, and that the effects 
of the Project cannot be assessed if the data is not obtained and disclosed. In response, there have been two goshawk 
surveys in the Project survey area. (Galea, 1996; Kerns 1997). Galea’s survey was in the general Project vicinity, while 
Kerns was site specific to the Project. The Draft EISEIR recommends that goshawk surveys be done annually during 
construction of the Project (see Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-12, page 3.3-49). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:8 - This comment states that the Draft EISEIR does not disclose the actions that will be 
taken if goshawk nests sites are discovered within the Project boundaries or transmission line routes. In response, the 
Commentor is correct. If goshawk nesting temtories are found then a site by site mitigation will be proposed by the 
Forest Service biologist depending on where the nest temtory is found. It is not possible to develop effective mitigation 
prior to knowing the location of the nesting territories. Due to the results of the past surveys, it is not anticipated that 
goshawks will be located on the Project site or transmission line comdors. 
The comment further states that the Draft EISEIR does not disclose the impacts of Project activities on goshawks 
including noise, or the location of suitable goshawk habitats in relationship to Project facilities. In response, if the 
pre-construction surveys locate nesting goshawks within the Project disturbance areas, then the standard and guidelines 
contained within the Modoc National Forest LRMP may be. imposed depending on the discretion of the forest biologist. 
It is anticipated that the effects of noise on nesting goshawks would be taken into consideration by the Forest Service 
biologist as the mitigation measure(s) are developed. With respect to suitable nesting habitat, Kerns (1997) found only 
one area that may be suitable nesting habitat on the Project survey area (see Kerns 1997, Appendix E of Draft EISEIR). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:9 - Commentor notes that the Draft EISEIR does not address the standards and guidelines 
of the Raptor Management Section in the Modoc National Forest LRMP and that the construction of Project facilities, 
such as power lines, may be inconsistent with the forest wide standards and guidelines for bald eagle roosting habitat. 
In response, the Modoc National Forest LRMP lists the standards (S) and guidelines (G) for bald eagle nesting and 
wintering habitats (LRMP, page 4-85). These include: 
“a. (G) Whenever possible, existing roads will be relocated outside of primary zones of active nest territories. 
When roads cannot be relocated outside of nesting and wintering areas, the roads may be reconstructed and 
maintained only when the birds are not wintering or nesting. 
(S) New roads will not be constructed in winter roosts. Existing roads in winter roost will be closed during the 
wintering period. New roads will not be constructed within primary zones of active nest temtories. 
Construction within secondary zones will be determined on a case by case basis. 
b. 
Q 
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c. (G) Seasonal or permanent road closures may be necessary to limit human disturbance during the reproductive 
or wintering period, depending on the area.” 
In Appendix 1 of the LRMP (page 1-1) there are a list of “Special Stipulations for Geothermal, Oil and Gas Leasing.” 
Stipulations 2 and 5 pertain to bald eagles: 
“Stipulation 2. Lessee shall not occupy or use surface lands within one-half mile of an active bald eagle nest. 
Stipulation 5. To protect wildlife during critical periods, Lessee shall not conduct surface disturbing activities 
during times specified ... 
Lessee may not conduct activities in the following areas at any time: 
-bald eagle winter roosts and nesting habitat 
-bald eagle feeding sites in high concentrations areas” (LRMP, Appendix 1, page 1-2). 
Within the Telephone Flat Project Study Area or the transmission line corridors considered in the Telephone Flat Project 
Draft EISEIR there are no bald eagle nesting, wintering or feeding concentration areas: The nearest transmission line 
segment to a wintering area is line segment B 1 (part of the Northern Utility Corridor) which passes approximately 2 
miles away from the Caldwell Butte and Cougar Butte wintering areas (page 1-3). The nearest known bald eagle nest 
site is south of Medicine Lake approximately 2 miles west of the Project site. As such, bald eagle habitat will not be 
directly impacted by this Project. 
The Project is in compliance with the Modoc National Forest LRMP guidelines for bald eagle management. The Modoc 
National Forest has not prepared specific bald eagle management plans and uses the prescriptions from the Forest LRMP 
to manage bald eagles within the Forest (Personal Communication - Tom Ratcliffe, Forest Biologist, Modoc National 
Forest; November 20, 1998). All aspects of the Project’s construction and operations conform to the prescriptions set 
forth in the LRMP for bald eagles. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:lO - This comment expresses the concern that Blue Grouse, Pileated Woodpecker and the 
Hairy Woodpecker have different habitat requirements and that the Draft EISEIR does not address the individual 
species needs in relationship to the standards and guidelines found within the Modoc Forest LRMP for each species 
(LRMP, pages 4-28 and 4-29). In response, these species were not analyzed separately in the Draft EISEIR since they 
may all be found in the mixed conifer and true fir life zones, even though they occupy different niches within those life 
zones. Within those life zones, each species utilizes different structural elements of the zone, thereby utilizing the life 
zone differently. As such, it was determined to analyze the impact of the Project on the life zones (Le., habitat) and the 
amount (acres) affected by the.Project. In doing so, habitat loss for all species utilizing the life zone may be calculated. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:ll- The comment raises the concern that the Project will not meet the Modoc National 
Forest LRMP requirements for the retention of marten habitat. In response, the LRMP lists eight standards and 
guidelines for marten habitat (LRMP, page 4-27). The LRMP gives guidelines for percentage of seral stages, comdors 
to adjacent territories, snag densities, and down logs. The Project will not adversely impact the habitat components 
comprising marten habitat except where Project structures are built and roads constructed. From the amount of acres 
within the Medicine Lake area that are suitable habitat for marten, the loss of 97.3 acres is not of significance to the 
viability of marten within the general area. Within the immediate biological Study Area this amounts to a reduction of 
only 3.5 percent of the habitat available (page 3.3-7 of the Draft EISEIR). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment F28:12 - The comment raises the concern that the mitigation for noise associated with drilling 
wells 26-7 and 73-13 are not consistent with the Osprey standards and guidelines of the Modoc National Forest LRMP. 
In response, the Modoc National Forest LRMP standards and guidelines state: “Disturbance from timber management 
activities ... and ... disturbance from human activities within ’18- to %-mile may be detrimental to nesting and fledgling 
during the reproductive period, March to August. Disturbing activities will be restricted.” Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-22 
within the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-52) states, in part, that “Drilling and testing activities shall not be conducted ... within 
Y-mile of any osprey nest site ...” This distance is sufficient to encompass the distance between the known osprey nest 
and well pads 26-7 and 73-13. The %-mile area is within the ’/a- to Yz-mile criterion of the Modoc National Forest 
LRMP. As part of the mitigation, no drilling will take place between March 1 and August 31 within the ‘/-mile distance. 
If other osprey nests are found during construction of the Project, the standards and guidelines will be applied to ensure 
protection of the nest sites. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:13 - This comment restates Impact 3.3.3.3-23 and Impact 3.3.3.3.6.1-6 (noise effects on 
wildlife) and states that these impacts cannot be less than significant because the results of surveys for (selected wildlife 
species) have not been disclosed nor the results of consultation including projected “take” with the USFWS for 
Threatened, Endangered and Species of Concern species. In response, significance is not determined based on whether 
or not survey results have been released or consultation has occurred. Significance is a function of habitat modification 
and Project operation. (see Section 3.3.3.1, Significance Criteria, page 3.3-40 of Draft EISEIR). Determination of 
“take” will be done in the Biological Opinion, issued by the USFWS. 
This comment also notes that the EISEIR does not disclose the estimate of “take”of the listed species. In response, 
it is not the function of the EISEIR to estimate take of a species. Estimating “take” is done within the context of the 
Section 7 consultation process of the ESA between the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) and the USFWS. Under the 
Section 7 consultation process, the USFWS will review the BABE prepared by the Modoc National Forest. This 
document evaluates the impacts of the Project on threatened and endangered species and Forest sensitive species. From 
review of the BA/BE the USFWS will issue a BO. The BO (issued by the USFWS) will estimate or determine the 
amount of “take” as a result of the Project, and determine if the Project may go forward with the mitigation proposed. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:14 - The comment raises the concern that terrestrial and avian species will be attracted to 
the well sumps and suffer injury or death. In response, see Response to Comment A1 1:6, D1:3, and D3:8. 
Response to Comment F28:lS - This comment states that the Draft EISEIR fails to identify the species most likely 
to suffer mortality or injury through direct contact with the geothermal fluids. In response, insect eating birds and 
mammals are the most likely to ingest toxins resultant from contaminated sumps although that likelihood is very remote. 
See also Response to Comment D1:3 and D3:8. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR. None. 
Response to Comment F2816 -This comment restates Impacts 3.3.3.6.1-3 and 3.3.3.6.1-5 and notes that: “The Project 
applicant should be required to provide compensation in a manner that promotes late-successional forest characteristics 
and enhances foraging, dispersal, nesting and roosting habitat for adjacent special status wildlife species.” In response, 
Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-9 and 3.3.3.3-10 (pages 3.3-48 and 3.3-49); and the incorporated by reference Fourmile 
Hill Project Draft EISEIR Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.6.1-3, 3.3.3.6.1-3a, 3.3.3.6.1-3b and 3.3.3.6.1-5a 
through 3.3.3.6.1-5c (pages 3.3-69 and 3.3-70) are designed to promote late-successional forest characteristics under 
the supervision of the USFS. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment F28:17 - The comment restates Impact 3.3.3.61-7 and Mitigation Measures 4.8.3d, 4.5.3e, 
4.8.3f, 4.8.3g,4.8.31,4.8.3m, 4.8.3n and quotes from the Modoc National Forest LRMP Management Directive which 
states that, “ ... it will sometimes be necessary to manage for special habitat needs for non-indicator forest species at the 
Project level.” In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:18 - The comment noted that the “Watershed Analysis (WA) is required in key watersheds 
and roadless areas before management actions can proceed and before riparian reserve widths can be changed ... It  is 
intended for non-key watersheds as a basis for ecosystem planning and management” (Northwest Forest Management 
Plan, page 83). The comment further states that a WA should not be developed to accommodate projects, especially just 
prior to construction activities, but should be developed independent of proposed ground disturbing activities so that 
all species are evaluated in terms of their specific needs, and in relation to the current and future condition of the 
applicable watershed. The comment concludes that the WA should be made available for public comment during the 
NEPA process if it is to be used to comply with Mitigation Measure 3.9.3.6.1-1. In response, the Commentor 
misunderstands the purpose of the WA; as stated in Section 3.9.1.2 (page 3.9-2), “Watershed analysis is not project 
spec$c and it is not a decision-making process, but it is a systematic procedure for  characterizing watershed and 
ecological processes affecting the watershed to provide guidance for  meeting specific management and social 
objectives.” As such, the WA will not be developed to accommodate projects as no decision regarding the Project is 
based on the WA. According to the Record of Decision for Amendments to Forest Service and Bureau of Land 
Management Planning Documents Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl; Standards and Guidelines for  
Management of Habitat for  Late-Successional and Old-Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the 
Northern Spotted Owl (NFMP ROD; USFS and BLM, 1994a), pages B-20 and B-21 state that the WA is “not a 
decision-making process with a proposed action requiring NEPA documentation ...” As such, the Commentor’s 
suggestion to circulate the WA as part of the NEPA process contradicts the intent as described in the NFMP ROD. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:19 - The comment asks for an evaluation of potential impacts to the pond inside Alcohol 
Crater and the pond north of the caldera near the origin of proposed transmission line route B2. In response, there will 
be no surface disturbing Project activities in the vicinity of these features, and no direct impacts on either of these 
seasonal ponded areas. The Draft EISEIR (Effects of Air Emissions on Water Quality, pages 3.2-41 and 3.2-42) 
discussed the finding of no significant impacts to the perennial lakes in the vicinity of the Project. No impacts would 
be expected on the seasonal lakes in the area either. Further discussion of the impacts of air emissions on surface water 
quality is found in the Responses to Comments A1:3, E2:11, and E2:15. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:20 - The comment addresses multiple resource topics. 
Water Oualitv/Ouantitv Imuact: Commentor expresses concern about the possibility of a hazardous material spill, well 
pad blowout, fire, rupture of sump liner or geothermal pipeline, and about the long term low level accumulation of heavy 
metals and particulates that will rise from the steam plume and drilling rigs. The Commentor is also concerned that the 
water quality of the aquifer will be degraded, or the natural flow at springs will be altered, which would directly affect 
wildlife, and is concerned that the geothermal resource may not be sustainable over the lifetime of the proposed Project. 
In response, see Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks. 
System upsets such as hazardous material spills, well blowouts, and fires are discussed in Chapter 3.13 of the Draft 
EISEIR. See also Response to Comment A1:3, which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water 
quality. Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or quality are 
expected in regional groundwater and surface water including springs or local groundwater and surface water including 
springs. The sustainability of the geothermal resource is discussed in the Section titled Effects of Geothermal 
Development on Geothermal Resource Depletion in the Draft EISEIR, which explains that the resource would be able 
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to support project operations for 50 years. Over an extended period of time following the end of Project operations, the 
geothermal system would be renewed by the remaining heat in the reservoir rock and by magmatic heat from the 
Medicine Lake Volcano area. 
Biology: Commentor raises concern about construction activities that will create a noise level that displaces many 
sensitive, threatened and endangered species. In response, while there is a concern about noise and its effects on 
selected wildlife species, there is little actual data on the impacts of noise on wildlife. Circumstantial observations 
indicate that while there may be some avoidance by wildlife during construction due to noise, that effect should be 
minimal and not long lasting. Noise effects on wildlife were addressed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-52). See also 
Response to Comment F42:34. 
Air Oualitv/Heavv Metal Accumulation Imuact: Commentor expresses concern that Project related emissions will result 
in long term low level accumulation of heavy metals and particulates from the steam plume and the drill rigs. In 
response, Project-related heavy metal, or air toxic, emissions are discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-23 
through 3.4-25), and particulate emissions related to the Project are also discussed (pages 3.4-16 through 3.4-18). The 
cumulative effects of Project-related emissions are discussed in Chapter 4 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 4-12 
through 4-14). 
The proposed Project will emit low levels of toxic air contaminants, or air toxics, including metals (pages 3.4-23 
through 3.4-25). However, the potential cumulative impacts of these air toxics were, after reasoned analyses, considered 
to be below the level of significance. This conclusion was stated in the Draft EISEIR (page 4-14), as follows: 
“The Telephone Flat Project and the Fourmile Hill Project would each produce “greenhouse gases” and emit 
small amounts of toxic air contaminants. The effects of these emissions for  each Project would be the additive 
effect of the two individual Projects and below the level of signijkance, and because of the distance between 
the two Projects andor the very low level of these emissions, the combined impacts of the two Projects would 
also be below the level of signijkance.” 
Project related particulate emissions (pages 3.4-16 and 3.4-17) and emissions from the drill rig engines (pages 3.4-17 
and 3.4-18) are discussed in the Draft EISEIR. The Draft EISEIR states that the cumulative impacts of these sources 
were determined to be below the level of significance, and the cumulative impacts of these sources and the Fourmile 
Project emissions were also determined to be below the level of significance (page 4-14), as follows: 
“Both Projects would also generate fugitive dust and other particulates. For the Telephone Flat Project, the 
effects of these emissions would be below the level of significance; for  the Fourmile Hill Project, the effects 
were found to be above the level of signijicance and unavoidable during construction because of the “slash 
and bum activities proposed as part of the Project ... Because of the distance between the two Projects and 
the localized nature of these particulate emissions, the combined impact of the two Projects would not likely 
be greater than the individual impactfor each Project. The cumulative effects of the combined Projects would 
be below the level of significance and no further analyses are warranted.” 
Native American Values Impact: The comment is concerned about impacts on Native American practitioners and sacred 
sites. Section 3.6.3 identifies these impacts. 
Visual Impact: Commentor states that the transmission line tower, power plant site and steam plumes will be visible 
from the Medicine Lake Highlands and violate the visual quality objectives (VQO) of the Forest Plan. In response, 
Chapter 3.8 of the Draft EISEIR describes the visual impacts of the Project, and specifically Section 3.8.3.2 Assessment 
Methodology, describes the method for selecting KOPs and the visibility of the Project facilities from surrounding 
mountain peaks. However, the Project would not violate the VQO of the Modoc National Forest Land Resource 
Management Plan (i.e., Forest Plan). The VQO in the Project wellfield and vicinity are illustrated on Figure 3.8.2 
(page 3.8-5) of the Draft EISEIR. The Project facilities and transmission line comdor would be located entirely within 
areas with VQO of either “modicification” or “partial retention” and avoid the more restrictive “retention” and 
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“preservation” VQO areas. The visual management objectives of the “modification” and “partial retention” 
classifications are described in the Draft EISEIR and are not inconsistent with the proposed Project (page 3.8-3). With 
respect to visual effects on traditional native American practitioners and sacred sites, these effects are described in the 
Native American Values chapter of the Draft EISEIR (Chapter 3.6). The introduction of visual effects that are out of 
character (NHPA) were considered significant (page 3.6-1 1). As described in the Draft EISEIR (Impact 3.6.3.3-2, 
page 3.6- 12), Project facilities and cooling tower condensate plumes would be visible from vision quest sites 
(locations 17, 20 and 21; and possibly locations 11, 19, and 22), and the available mitigation measure provided would 
reduce the adverse effects of this impact, but it would not reduce the impact to below the level of significance. 
Upset Conditions Impact: Commentor expresses concern with adverse effects from potential upset conditions, including: 
hazardous material spills, well blowouts, fire, storage sump integrity, and pipeline failure. In response, each of the 
system upset conditions were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR. None of the upset conditions is anticipated to occur and 
system design measures and conformance with applicable agency requirements would minimize the potential for a 
system upset to occur. In the event a system upset should occur, the Draft EISEIR also identifies measures proposed 
by the Project Applicant and prescribes emergency response planning measures to be adopted for implementation to 
minimize the adverse effects from a system upset [see pages 2-15, 3.1 1-14 and 3.1 1-15, 3.13-12 and 3.13-13,3.3-42, 
and 3.5-9 (hazardous material spills), 3.13-6 through 3.13-10 (blowouts), 3.3-60 and 3.13-12 (fire), 2-10 through 2-12, 
2-15,2-32,3.3-40,3.5-9 (sump integrity), and 3.5-9,3.13-11 to 3.13-12 (pipeline failure)]. 
Health and Safety: Commentor expresses concern about the possibility of a hazardous material spill, well pad blowout, 
fire, or rupture of sump liner or geothermal pipeline; and long-term accumulation of heavy metals and particulates that 
will rise from the steam plume and drilling rigs. The effects of system upsets are described in Chapter 3.13 of the Draft 
EISEIR (see also Response to Comment A1:4). The fire hazard potential of the Project is evaluated in 
Sections 3.3.3.3.1 (page 3.3-54) and 3.13.3.3.1 (page 3.13-12). Emissions of heavy metals and particulates are evaluated 
in Chapter 3.4 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-16 through 3.4-18, and pages 3.4-23 through 3.4-25; see also Response 
to Comment A1:ll). Steam plumes will occur only during well test venting activities, and these will occur for only 
relatively brief periods (2 to 90 days) after the wells are initially drilled (see the projected well test venting schedule, 
Table 3.2.14, page 3.2-36). Similarly, only a minimal amount of steam would be expected to escape through the wellbore 
of the wells during active drilling activities. As such, no long-term accumulation of heavy metals would be expected 
to occur from drilling rigs or venting of steam plumes during well testing. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F28:21- The comment supports the No Action Alternative and states that economic benefits 
from recreation are more compatible with the goals and objectives of forest health. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F29 (Deborah A. Sivas, Stanford Environmental Clinic) 
Response to Comment F29:l- The Commentor identifies the interested parties it represents and their concern about 
cultural and environmental impacts. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F29:2 - The comment stresses the importance of public disclosure of impacts. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F29:3 - The comment follows background information on public disclosure, and urges the lead 
agency to complete the necessary environmental and cultural analysis, followed by recirculating the Draft EISEIR for 
further public review. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F29:4 - Commentor is concerned that the NEPA “purpose and need” discussion and the CEQA 
“statement of objectives” provided in the Draft EISEIR describe the nation’s “need” for energy, but do not discuss the 
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“purpose and need” for the Project. In response, the Project-specific “purpose and need” discussions will be clarified 
in the Final EISEIR (see Responses to Comments C2:35, C2:48, and D1:20). 
Commentor also asserts that the Project is wholly justified in terms of meeting the need for diversified energy sources 
and because of deregulation of the electric services industry the EIS must evaluate current and future market conditions 
and identify the public need for developing this resource at this time. In response, as described in the Draft EISEIR, 
the USFS “need” “ ... was established by the issuance of geothermal leases within the Modoc National Forest. The 
geothermal leases which were issued give the lessee the ‘exclusive right and privilege to drill for, extract, produce, 
remove, utilize, sell, and dispose of the geothermal, steam and associated geothermal resources’ in or under the leases” 
(page 1-18). The geothermal leases provide the Project Applicant with the right to develop the geothermal resource and 
the leases require the Project Applicant to demonstrate diligence in the development of the geothermal resource. 
Evaluation of the prior decision to issue the geothermal leases for exploration and development is beyond the scope of 
the EISEIR, and it is not required by NEPA or CEQA to demonstrate that a specific project is economically viable or 
to evaluate whether a market exists for the resources proposed for development. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: See Responses to Comments C2:35 and Dl:20 for applicable revisions. 
Response to Comment F29:5 - Commentor states that there is already sufficient existing “green” energy available and 
the Draft EISEIR does not evaluate and establish an actual need for the development of the geothermal resources at 
Medicine Lake Highlands at this time and in today’s energy market. In response, see Responses to Comments D1:22 
and F29:4. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F29:6 - Commentor asserts that an analysis of the energy market and the need to develop these 
specific geothermal resources at this time must be undetaken to meet specific requirements of NEPA and CEQA. In 
response, the Draft EISEIR establishes the “purpose and need” for the Project (pages 1-10 through 1-12) as amended 
by Responses to Comments C2:35 and D1:20. Analysis of the energy market is beyond the scope of this EISEIR (see 
also Response to Comment F29:4). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F29:7 - Commentor asserts that the agencies cannot meet their statutory obligations 
[presumably with reference to evaluating the energy market] by referencing the BPA Resource Programs EIS. 
Commentor asserts that relying on the Resource Programs EIS is inadequate because: (a) it is outdated; (b) local 
residents did not participate in the policy planning document or review it for this NEPNCEQA process; and (c) the 
responsibilities of BPA are only tangentially relevant to the current “need” to develop these geothermal resources. In 
response, the “purpose and need” for the Project differs among the several federal agencies that must make a decision 
relative to the proposed Project (pages 1-10 through 1-12 and Response to Comment F29:4). BPA’s “purpose and need” 
were established, in part, by the analysis provided in its Resource Programs EIS and BPA continues to operate under 
the policies that evolved from that planning activity. The local public did participate in the several NEPA and CEQA 
processes that resulted in the issuance of the geothermal leases that will be developed by the Project, earlier geothermal 
exploration in the Project wellfield, and development of the Modoc National Forest LRMP which specifically provides 
for geothermal resource development on the Forest (pages 1-20 and 1-21). The “need” for this Federal action is to decide 
whether to enable the development of the CEGC proposal for a geothermal power project on its Federal geothermal 
leases near Telephone Flat within the Modoc National Forest, and the national “need” was established by the 
Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 which encourages geothermal energy development as a means to diversify domestic 
energy supplies and establishes the BLM as the administering federal agency for implementation of the regulations 
pursuant to the Act (see Response to Comment C2:35). Neither NEPA nor CEQA require a market analysis (see also 
Response to Comment F29:4). 
n 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None except those that may be made by the referenced Responses to Comments. 
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Response to Comment F29:S - Commentor asserts the Draft EISEIR is defective and should be withdrawn, 
substantially expanded to address this issue, and recirculated because its discussion and analysis of the “need” for the 
Project are inadequate. In response, as discussed in Response to Comment F29:4, the “need’ was established by the 
issuance of the geothermal leases and evaluation of market conditions, deregulation, or changes in the electric services 
industry since the leases were issued are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments C2:35, 
C2:48, and D1:20. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F29:9 - Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR does not “describe a range of alternatives 
to the proposed Project, or to the location of the project, that could feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the 
project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects.” In response, the objectives of the Project 
are described in the Draft EISEIR, “to commercially develop the geothermal resources within the federal geothermal 
leases comprising the proposed Participating Area ...” (page 1-1 1). As such, the location of the Project wellfield must 
be within the area of identified commercial geothermal resources beneath the subject federal geothermal leases (see also 
Response to Comment F12:3). 
Commentor also asserts that the Draft EISEIR should look at developing geothermal resources outside of the Glass 
Mountain area. In response, the development of geothermal resources outside of the Glass Mountain area would not 
reasonably meet the “objectives” of or the “purpose and need” for the proposed geothermal resource utilization 
described in the Draft EISEIR (see also Responses to Comments F12:3 and F29:4). 
Commentor also asserts that the Draft EISEIR should look at other alternative energy sources such as wind and solar 
energy power generation. In response, this is a project-specific analysis for which the “purpose and need” to be decided 
is whether to develop the geothermal resources beneath these leases. Development of other sources of alternative energy 
would not reasonably meet the “objectives” of or the “purpose and need’ for the proposed geothermal resource 
utilization described in the Draft EISEIR (see also Response to Comment C2:48). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F29:lO - The comment notes that the Medicine Lake Highlands is considered a sacred 
landscape by many members of the Pit River, Modoc, and Shasta Tribes. It suggests that the analysis of cultural impacts 
is defective in several respects (described and responded to in subsequent comments). In response, the comment is 
noted. A section on Shasta ethnography has been added to the Final EISEIR (see Response to Comment C2:2). 
Response to Comment F29:l l -  The comment challenges the Draft EISEIR assumption that some traditional uses of 
the Medicine Lake Highlands are not “religious” activities to which the policy in AIRFA or E.O. 13007 would apply. 
In response, the Draft EISEIR acknowledges the status of the Medicine Lake Highlands as a sacred site under 
E.O. 13007 and as a property potentially eligible for the National Register (page 3.6-10). The activities that the comment 
refers to that were assumed in the impact analysis not to be “religious” were vision quests for personal power or doctor 
power. The Draft EISEIR recognized these as practices with traditional cultural significance and noted impacts that 
could not be mitigated to below the level of significance to some vision quest sites as potentially National Register 
eligible traditional cultural properties. The Final EISEIR will be modified to acknowledge that vision quests are 
religious activities as well as traditional practices and that vision quest sites are potentially E.O. 13007 sacred sites. The 
Final EISEIR will also be modified to say that aural and visual impacts may render these sites unsuitable or unusable 
for their religious purposes. This is seen as an impact that cannot be mitigated to below the level of significance, as the 
Draft EISEIR concluded for the aural and visual effects that might alter the settings at these sites required for traditional 
activities. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See Revisions for the Final EISEIR provided in Response to Comment C2: 10. 
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Response to Comment F29:12 - The comment asserts that the EIS must evaluate impacts in light of AIRFA and 
E.O. 13007. In response, see Response to Comment F29:ll. 
The comment also asserts that the EIS should evaluate the extent to which the Project will “impede, impair or effectively 
eliminate traditional Tribal ceremonial and religious practices in the Medicine Lake Highlands area” as well as how such 
disruptions will affect Native American individuals and the cultural heritage of Modoc, Shasta, and Pit River people. 
In response, as indicated in Sections 3.6.2.3 and 3.6.2.4 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-3 through 3.6-5, respectively) 
vision quests for personal power or doctor power are individual pursuits. Different places are used at different times 
by different individuals. The puberty rituals previously carried out with groups of youth were not reported to be a current 
practice, although it is possible that they may resume in the future. However, current data suggest that it is the practices 
of individuals that will be affected. Some individuals will be able to continue traditional vision quests even if one of 
the Telephone Flat alternatives goes forward because some individuals will go to places within the Highlands from 
which the Telephone Flat Project activities will not be visible or audible. None of the alternatives will permanently alter 
the physical integrity of any of the sites so far identified nor will access be prevented. However, some or all of the vision 
quest sites identified in the Draft EISEIR as potentially affected may be rendered unusable for religious purposes at 
times during the life of the Project. Whether they will be so rendered depends upon the specific location of the 
individual user on the general location identified, since particular views (such as the sight line to Mt. Shasta) may or 
may not be compromised and since the noise associated with some phases of the geothermal project (e.g., operation in 
the summer) may or may not be considered intrusive. It is difficult to evaluate whether the potential impact on vision 
questing will “impede, impair, or effectively eliminate traditional practices in the Medicine Lake Highlands,“ since the 
cultural or religious health of a band or tribe may depend upon the leadership or healing abilities of one or a few 
individuals. If such individuals are unable to perform necessary vision quests, a larger group may suffer. If other 
individuals are not affected, the larger group may not suffer. Since the specific effects cannot be known in advance, the 
Draft EISEIR could only conclude that impacts would be potentially significant and cannot be mitigated to below the 
level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See Revisions for the Final EISEIR provided in Response to Comment C2: 10. 
Response to Comment F29:13 - The comment urges USFSBLM to “initiate, undertake, and complete” the Section 106 
process before proceeding further with the NEPNCEQA process. In response, see Response to Comment D 1 :26. 
Response to Comment F29:14 - The comment states that the document admits the Project will fragment forest habitat 
and result in adverse “edge effect,” but then inexplicably concludes that “this impact is considered less than significant 
and no mitigation measures are required.” The comment goes on to say: “There simply is no explanation or supporting 
documentation for this self serving conclusion.” In response, the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-47) explains the concept of 
“edge” and that edge can have either a positive or negative (emphasis added) effect depending on the habitat 
requirements of selected wildlife species. The edge effect is considered less than significant due to the fact that no 
Threatened and Endangered species requiring contiguous stands of forest habitat are found within the Project wellfield 
area. Those species that are found within the Project wellfield area utilize edge between forest habitats on a regular 
basis. The analysis of edge was not written as a “self serving conclusion.” The Commentor offers no supporting data 
or information to support the statement. The analysis was done by a biological team not affiliated with Cal Energy, 
utilizing data provided by the USFWS, USFS, CDFG and other research data on forest habitats and individual wildlife 
species habitat requirement. The conclusions about edge within the Draft EISEIR accurately reflect the data and 
circumstances associated with the Project’s effect on the biological resources of the area. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F29:15 - Commentor is concerned that the Draft EISEIR acknowledges that the Project will 
affect habitat of species listed under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), and states that the Section 7 consultation with 
the USFWS has not been undertaken. Commentor asserts the consultation process must be completed to fully disclose 
the ecological impacts of the Project and this omission is a fatal flaw to the document. In response, as discussed in the 
Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-48) consultation activities regarding the Project were initiated and “ ... the findings and 
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mitigation measures required by the USFWS ... would be integrated into Project requirements of any Action Alternative 
[Record of Decision] ROD approved by the Forest.” The impacts of the Project on endangered species and critical 
habitat are fully evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.3). NEPA conformance activities and the ESA consultation 
are separate processes. NEPA does not dictate how or when the Section 7 consultation should occur, and NEPA does 
not require that the USFWS biological opinion be completed prior to, or summarized in, the EISEIR. The Section 7 
consultation will be completed as required under the ESA prior to a federal agency decision on the Project. See also 
Responses to Comment Letter D3. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F29:16 - Commentor states: “the Draft EIS draws a number of wholly unsubstantiated, and 
frankly disturbing, conclusions about the adequacy and availability of various mitigation measures.” The comment is 
critical of the mitigation for “critical late seral forest habitat for the NSO by approximately 230 years.” The Commentor 
further states: “The proponent proposes to conduct off-site logging of mid-seral tree stands in order to accelerate 
recruitment of these stands for old-growth habitat ... In other words the Project proponent is rewarded for destroying 
important older habitat by being allowed to log even more trees!” In response, the Mitigation Measure is not a 
“proposal” by the Project Applicant. The Draft EISEIR presents Mitigation Measures prepared under the direction of 
the NEPA and CEQA lead and cooperating agencies (page 1-12). The Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-9 does not promote 
“off-site logging of mid-seral tree stands,” as indicated by the Commentor, but it requires “commercial thinning” of 
these stands to eventually increase the patch size of overall late seral stand(s) and thereby improve habitat for species 
dependent on late seral forest. The thinning of young growth stands shortens the natural successional process of the 
forest ecosystem by removing undesirable trees (much like weeding a garden) thereby allowing more sunlight and 
nutrients to remaining trees. Such logging efforts are done utilizing a select cut method where individual trees are either 
marked for retention or removal to achieve the desired stand structure and species composition. Marking of the stand 
is done by a professional forester in consultation with wildlife biologists. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F29:17 - Commentor states the Draft EISEIR fails to evaluate the cumulative effects from the 
development of up to six foreseeable geothermal development projects. In response, see Response A8:14 and A9:3. 
Commentor also states that there is no support for the conclusion that the cumulative disturbance of general wildlife 
habitat would not exceed the additive effects of the two projects (Draft EISEIR at page 4-10). In  response, the 
Fourmile Hill Project power plant and wellfield area is located approximately five miles northwest of the Telephone 
Flat Project power plant and wellfield area. This distance combined with the intervening developed Medicine Lake 
campgrounds, Medicine Lake Lava Flow and the Mt. Hoffman RRA would minimize any general wildlife habitat 
connectivity that may exist between the two project areas. As such, the cumulative effects of these two projects on 
general wildlife habitat would not substantively exceed the effects of the two individual projects and are considered 
below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The first sentence of the third paragraph in the right column on page 4-10 of the 
Draft EISEIR will be amended as follows: 
. .  -The Fourmile Hill Project power plant and wellfield 
area is located approximately five miles northwest of the Telephone Flat Project power plant and wellfield area. 
This distance combined with the intervening developed Medicine Lake campgrounds, Medicine Lake Lava 
Flow and the Mt. Hoffman RRA would minimize any general wildlife habitat connectivity that may exist 
between the two project areas. As such, the cumulative effects of these two projects on general wildlife habitat 
would not substantively exceed the effects of the two individual projects and is considered below the level of 
significance.” 
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Response to Comment F29:18 - This comment states that the Draft EISEIR significantly errs in failing to mention 
or address applicable forest plan standards guidelines, particularly as they relate to cultural resources and values, 
pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA) and the American Indian Religious Freedom Act 
of 1978 (AIRFA). In response, Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines (S&G), Management Prescriptions, and 
Management Area Directions are discussed in Section 3.9.1.1 (page 3.9-1). In Section 3.9.3.3.1 (page 3.9-6), it is stated 
that “[tlhe Project would be consistent with the [Modoc National Forest] LRMP ... The Medicine Lake Management Area 
S&G state that geothermal development should not be precluded by other management activities ... There are no 
Forest-wide S&G that would preclude the Project.” In Section 1.7.1 (page 1-16), it is noted that the Modoc National 
Forest LRMP “establishes management standards and guidelines for the Forest.” Section 1.7.1.3 (page 1-17) notes that 
“Forest Standards and Guidelines for the Medicine Lake Management Area (MLMA) covers 10 areas: Cultural 
Resources; Fire and Fuels; Minerals; Sensitive Plants; Recreation; Soil; SIA; Timber; Water and fiparian; and Wildlife 
and Fish.” Although the S&G were addressed for every environmental discipline area in the Draft EISEIR including 
Cultural and Paleontological Resources and Native American Values, the S&G were not reproduced for the various 
environmental sections. In response to this comment, environmental sections for which S&G are available and provide 
direction for the analysis of that discipline will be identified. These sections will be amended to summarize and 
incorporate the applicable S&G into the Regulatory Framework of that section, and will include Forest-wide S&G, 
Management Prescription S&G, and MLMA S&G. Further, the Draft EISEIR addresses all of the Forest Plan standards 
for cultural resources cited in the comment (inventory; NRHP eligibility evaluations; conserve eligible properties; 
consistency with AIRFA). In Sections 3.5 and 3.6, it provides information on the inventory and assumes eligibility for 
all traditional cultural properties in or near the Project wellfield area in the impact analysis. Visual and noise impacts 
may result in temporary unusability of specific locations, but these will be conserved in the long term, because none will 
suffer direct physical impacts. Finally, the Draft EIS/EIR is consistent with AIRFA because in Section 3.6.3 it provides 
an analysis that enables USFSBLM to take into account the effect of the Proposed Action and other alternatives on the 
exercise of traditional American Indian religion. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Applicable Forest-wide, Management Prescriptions, and Medicine Lake 
Management Area Standards and Guidelines potentially relevant to the Project will be referenced in the Regulatory 
Framework sections of the respective environmental discipline areas. 
Response to Comment F29:19 - The comment notes that the cumulative impacts section is seriously flawed since the 
two developers that proposed the current projects in the area own all of the other geothermal leases in the area. In 
response, see Responses to Comments A8: 14, and A9:3. 
Response to Comment F29:20 - Comment notes that concerns about impacts to traditional cultural uses are inextricably 
intertwined with project impacts on natural resources. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR found 
no significant impacts to air quality or surface water and groundwater. The Draft EISEIR addressed Native American 
concerns about impacts to plants, animals and water resources in Section 3.6. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F29:21- The comment refers to possible inadequacy of NEPA and NHPA compliance for 
actions on geothermal leases in the 1980s. In response, the Draft EISEIR is properly focused on the current issue 
(i.e., whether to approve CEGC’s proposed utilization of the geothermal resources beneath the federal geothermal leases 
comprising the Telephone Flat Project wellfield area). Previous agency decisions and processes regarding the issuance 
of the geothermal leases is beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F29:22 - Commentor advises the primary term of the geothermal leases appears to have expired 
and cannot be automatically renewed. Commentor states the Final EISEIR should address the history and present legal 
status of the leases. In response, the history of the geothermal KGRA is discussed in Section 1.2.1 (pages 1-1 
through 1-7), geothermal leasing and operations are discussed in Section 1.2.2 (page 1-7), the “need’ to diligently n 
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explore and develop the leases is discussed in Section 1.3 (page 1-1 l), geothermal leasing and formation of the unit area 
are discussed in Section 1.8.1 (page 1-18), and lease exploration and development history is discussed in Section 1.8.2 
(pages 1-18 through 1-20) of the Draft EISEIR. BLM advises that each of the six Federal geothermal leases comprising 
the Proposed Participating Area in which the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project would be constructed are considered 
active and valid. BLM has determined that the reissuance of geothermal leases is an administrative action that does not 
require a NEPNCEQA review. Those portions of the geothermal lease files open to the public are available for 
inspection at the California State Office of the BLM in Sacramento, California. A legal analysis regarding the validity 
of the status of the leases is beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER F30 (Peter West, Renewable Northwest Project) 
Response to Comment F30:l- The comment acknowledges the efforts of participating agencies in the Draft EISEIR 
and states that more should be done to reduce environmental impacts of the transmission line and to reach agreement 
with other tribes. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F30:2 - The comment states that a restructured electricity industry has meant cutbacks in energy 
conservation and renewable energy programs, that the Telephone Flat Project will help diversify the region’s energy 
supply, and will help reduce greenhouse gasses as well as replace energy lost from discontinued use of dams that 
damage fish populations. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F30:3 - The comment states that the Telephone Flat Geothermal plant could displace annual 
emissions of at least 300,000 tons of CO,, 2,200 tons of SO,, 1,200 tons of No,, and 1,300 tons of methane. The 
comment also provides information regarding the advantages of geothermal energy over other sources. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F30:4 - The comment states that properly sited non-hydro renewable sources reduce 
environmental impacts, eliminate the expense and uncertainty of future fuel prices, and diversify energy supply. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F30:S - Commentor indicates that the analyses in the Draft EISEIR for the alternative 
transmission line routes raise more issues than they resolve and it is not clear why Route 2 has been rejected. The 
Commentor believes Route 1 does not consider a minimum impact development strategy. In response, the comment 
is noted. A summary comparison of the environmental concerns that distinguish the alternative transmission line 
Routes 1 and 2 is provided in the Draft EISEIR (Table ES-5, page ES-40). This summary comparison is the basis for 
the agency-preferred route. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None.. 
Response to Comment F30:6 - Commentor suggests that a path for Route 2 exists that can avoid significant impacts 
to late seral reserves and that a minimum impact design for this route should include an examination of construction 
stipulations that require use of existing roads, clearcuts and structures. This route should be compared to a minimum 
impact development strategy for Route 1.  In response, Commentor provides no basis for the assertion that the 
“minimum impact development strategies” suggested for comparison are any different than the evaluation provided in 
the Draft EISEIR. The Draft EISEIR considers utilization of existing roads, and areas of existing surface disturbance 
(page 2-40) and it imposes construction stipulations on each of the alternative transmission line routes (pages 3.1-14 
through 3.1-17). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment F30:7 - Commentor suggests that the limited road extension for the transmission line route 
through the Mt. Hoffman RRA is not necessary. Commentor alludes to discussions with the Project Applicant, 
engineers, and others and suggests that Route 1 can be constructed in a way that maintains the roadless character of the 
area and suggests that construction techniques be employed to provide a smaller footprint. In response, the comment 
is noted. Commentor’s suggestions to minimize construction impacts have largely been incorporated into the proposed 
Project design (pages 2-38 through 2-43). It is unlikely that limited road extension can be entirely avoided during 
transmission line construction, but the transmission line access roads would be primitive single-lane roads, constructed 
with native materials, built to minimum-use standards, and would utilize existing access roads and logging trails, 
including those existing in the Mt. Hoffman RRA (page 2-40). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F30:8 -The comment states that the proposed Project could be a positive addition to the region 
as it is one of few projects that is positioned to stem the loss of investments in energy conservation and renewables. It 
is also stated that a MOA similar to that with The Klamath Tribes should be pursued with the Pit River Tribe. In 
response, the comment is noted. The Project Applicant has communicated with the Pit River Tribe and continuing 
efforts are being made to reach a MOA with the Tribe, but these efforts had not been successful through the date of 
release of this EISEIR. 
COMMENT LETTER F31 (Christine McArthur, Shasta County Farm Bureau) 
Response to Comment F31:l - The comment expresses concern that potential impacts to agricultural water supplies 
have not been addressed, that inconsistencies in the Draft EISEIR demonstrate a lack of understanding of the hydrologic 
system, and that an adequate monitoring system cannot be designed without additional information about the 
hydrogeologic system. In response, potential impacts to agricultural water supplies, while not directly addressed, were 
analyzed when impacts to all regional water sources were analyzed. Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) explains that 
no significant impacts to water quantity or quality are expected in either regional groundwater and surface water 
including springs, or local groundwater and surface water including springs. Appendix A, Baseline Hydrogeology 
Evaluation Report for Telephone Flat Geothermal Project, Medicine Lake, California (Weiss 1997), was one of many 
sources used for the hydrologic evaluation in the Draft EISEIR, and an attempt was made to explain things more clearly 
with more supporting materials in the Draft EISEIR. The Hydrologic Monitoring Plan will be developed with input 
from agencies that protect water resources, such as the CVRWQCB. Monitoring activities will collect additional 
information to validate the conclusion that there will no be impact on the Fall River springs that provide agricultural 
water supplies. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F31:2 - The comment expresses desire for a committee to oversee the monitoring program and 
to recommend solutions to potential problems. In response, a hydrologic monitoring plan is being developed with 
oversight by the USFSBLM and the CVRWQCB and the findings of the monitoring activities will be made publicly 
available. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F31:3 - Commentor is concerned that communication between the two competing geothermal 
developers, Calpine Corporation and CEGC, creates a detrimental climate. In response, the comment is noted. The 
Hydrologic Monitoring Program being prepared for geothermal development will be applicable to both projects and will 
provide monitoring information to validate the cumulative effects conclusions of the Draft EISEIR. The USFSBLM 
are responsible for ensuring that poor communications among entities involved do not result in adverse environmental 
consequences. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR. None. 
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Response to Comment F31:4 - Commentor requests a cumulative impact evaluation of the two proposed geothermal 
development projects. In response, Chapter 4 of the Draft EISEIR provides a cumulative impact assessment of the two 
proposed geothermal development Projects. The cumulative hydrologic and geothermal resource impacts are evaluated 
in Section 4.3.2 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 4-8 and 4-9). No significant cumulative hydrologic effects were identified. 
See also Responses to Comments A8:14 and A9:3. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F31:S - The comment states that if the developer continues to facilitate open communication 
and incorporates the preceding requests into the project’s design, a strong working relationship will result, benefitting 
all parties involved. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F32 (Robert J. Baiocchi, Fall River Wild Trout Foundation) 
Response to Comment F32:l- The comment states that the proposed Project is highly controversial in the local and 
regional areas because of the adverse environmental and social impacts which cannot be mitigated or are being 
unreasonably mitigated in the Draft EISEIR. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F32:2 - Commentor notes that the Project would require permits to be obtained from the 
SCAPCD, and that the SCAPCD is the lead CEQA agency. In response, the Draft EISEIR identifies the SCAPCD 
permits and regulations applicable to the Project (page 3.4-3), and the SCAPCD role as the lead CEQA agency 
(page 1-14). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:3 - The comment expresses concern that there is a conflict of interest by the 
decision-making agencies as the federal government stands to gain million of dollars in royalty payments and that this 
motivation is sufficient for the agencies to approve the Proposed Action regardless of the environmental impacts and 
impacts to Native American sacred areas. In response, as described in Section 3.12.3.3.1 (page 3.12-19), the federal 
royalty revenues are distributed by federal law according to the following schedule: “50 percent of the royalty revenue 
is returned to the state of origin, 40 percent is deposited into the Reclamation Fund administered by the Bureau of 
Reclamation; and 10 percent is deposited into the Federal Treasury.” The decision-making agencies thus do not benefit 
from the federal royalty revenues, and no potential conflict of interest exists. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:4 - Commentor is concernea that Modoc National Forest did not prepare an EIS to amend 
the Forest LRMP for an earlier Utility Corridor Direction action. In response, see Response to Comment C2:63. 
Commentor has not identified any comment pertaining to the proposed Project. Earlier agency decisions to amend the 
Modoc National Forest LRMP are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:S - The comment requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impact to water quality in the Fall River watershed resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development 
Project and the proposed Founnile Hill Geothermal Development Project. In response, see Response to Comment G4:8, 
which clarifies the groundwater flow path from the Medicine Lake Highlands to the Fall River Springs. See also 
Response to Comment D1:lO which evaluates the potential impacts of diluted contaminants to Fall River Springs and 
finds that dilution would reduce the concentrations of contaminants to levels below the standards for protection of 
aquatic life and below agricultural water quality goals. 
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Response to Comment F32:6 - The comment requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to wild trout populations and their habitat in the Fall River watershed resulting from the proposed Telephone 
Flat Geothermal Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project. In response, 
see Response to Comment G4:8, which clarifies the groundwater flow path from Medicine Lake Highlands to the Fall 
River Springs; Response to Comment D1: 10, which evaluates the potential impacts of diluted contaminants to Fall River 
Springs and finds that dilution would reduce the concentrations of contaminants to levels below the standards for 
protection of aquatic life and below agncultural water quality goals. There should be no impact on the wild trout 
population of the Fall River streams from this Project. See also Response to Comment A9:6. 
Response to Comment F32:7 - The comment requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to invertebrate species and their habitat in the Fall River watershed resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project. In response, see 
Response to Comment G4:8, which clarifies the groundwater flow path from Medicine Lake Highlands to the Fall River 
Springs; Response to Comment D1:10, which evaluates the potential impacts of diluted contaminants to Fall River 
Springs and finds that dilution would reduce the concentrations of contaminants to levels below the standards for 
protection of aquatic life and below agricultural water quality goals. Also, see Response to Comment A9:6. 
Response to Comment F32:S - The comment requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to water quantity (flows) in the Fall River watershed resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project. In response, see Response to 
Comment G4:8 which clarifies the groundwater flow path from Medicine Lake Highlands to the Fall River Springs. The 
Draft EISEIR discusses potential impacts to water quantity in Fall River Springs in Section 3.2.3.3.1 (page 3.2-30) and 
concludes that impacts from the project are not likely. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:9 - This comment raises the concern of the water quality of the Fall River area being 
affected by the Project, and the subsequent effect on the Shasta Crayfish. In response, see Responses to 
Comments D1:10, F32:6, and A9:6. The comment is noted. 
Response to Comment F32:lO - The comment requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to water quality and water quantity in surface streams connected with the underground reservoir(s) resulting 
from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Development Project. In response, potential impacts to local springs in the Medicine Lake Highlands are discussed in 
the Draft EISEIR. See also Response to Comment G4:8 which clarifies the groundwater flow path from Medicine Lake 
Highlands to the Fall River Springs; Response to Comment D1:lO which evaluates the potential impacts of diluted 
contaminants to Fall River Springs and finds that dilution would reduce the concentrations of contaminants to levels 
below the standards for protection of aquatic life and below agricultural water quality goals. 
Response to Comment F32:ll - The comment requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to water quality and water quantity in subterranean streams connected with the underground reservoir(s) 
resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill 
Geothermal Development Project. In response, Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) explains that no significant 
impacts to water quantity or quality are expected in either local or regional surface water or groundwater. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:12 - The comment requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to water quality and water quantity in groundwater connected with the underground reservoir(s) resulting from 
the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development 
~~ 
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Project. In response, Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or 
quality are expected in either local or regional surface water or groundwater. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:13 - The comment requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to water quality and water quantity in springs connected with the underground reservoir(s) resulting from the 
proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development 
Project. In response, Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) explains that no impacts to water quantity or quality are 
expected in either Paynes Springs or any regional springs. No impact to springs are expected from the Fourmile Hill 
project either. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
/ ‘\ 
Response to Comment F32:14 - Commentor requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to water quality and water quantity in surface and groundwater domestic, municipal, hydropower, irrigation, 
recreation, fisheries, wildlife, stockwatering and public and private supplies connected with the underground reservoir(s) 
resulting from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill 
Geothermal Development Project. In response, Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) explains that no significant 
impacts to water quantity or quality are expected in either local or regional surface water or groundwater. As such, the 
Project would have no substantive adverse effects on domestic, municipal, hydropower, irrigation, recreation, fisheries, 
wildlife, stockwatering, and public and private supplies. Further, the Draft EISEIR notes that the “shallow groundwater 
system is a perched system that occurs at an elevation approximately 3,300 feet (1,000 m) higher than the elevation of 
the regional groundwater system of the Modoc Plateau. The water source for the shallow groundwater system is 
infiltration of precipitation (primarily winter snow). The geothermal reservoir is separated from the shallow groundwater 
by a thick sequence of non-porous highly altered volcanic rocks (see Section 3.2.2.1). Evidence for the thick 
impermeable cap rock includes lithologic logs from temperature gradient and deep exploration wells and temperature 
gradient data” (Draft EISEIR page 3.2-20). The Occurrence of surface waters is sparse in the Medicine Lake Highlands 
due to the highly permeable surface rocks. The closest major surface water body to the Medicine Lake Highlands is Tule 
Lake, located approximately 20 miles due north. To the south, the start of the first major tributary in the region, the Little 
Tule River, is located approximately 33 miles from Medicine Lake. The Fall River springs group is located 32 miles 
south-southeast of Medicine Lake. Deuteriudchloride isotopic ratios in the Fall River Springs indicate that the spring 
water does not have a geothermal source. (Mariner et al. 1998). However, deuterium and oxygen-18 isotopic values in 
the Fall River Springs indicate that water that recharged the shallow groundwater in Medicine Lake Basin could 
contribute to the springs although the data do not prove the contribution (Mariner et al. 1998). Thus, while it is possible 
that surface water from the Highlands may be contributing to the charging of the Fall River springs, the geothermal 
reservoir is not. If the surface water within the Highlands is contaminated there exists the possibility that the 
contamination may work into the Fall River Springs system, but the Draft EISEIR did not identify any significant 
potential for surface water contamination from the Project. A Hydrologic Monitoring Plan is being developed to validate 
the conclusions reached in the Draft EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments D1: 10 and E1:2. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:15 - The comment requests an explanation of the legal authority (state statutes) that allows 
the USFS and the BLM to significantly disturb, alter and injure existing surface and groundwater, public and private 
water supplies affecting domestic, municipal, hydropower, irrigation, recreation, fisheries, wildlife, and stockwatering 
uses of the waters of the State of California. In response, The comment is moot because as explained in the Draft 
EISEIR, the proposed Project will not significantly disturb, alter, or injure any water supplies (Section 3.2.3.3.1). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment F32:16 - The comment suggests that the Draft EISEIR did not fully disclose, fully evaluate, 
and fully mitigate a number of issues with full public disclosure for the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project 
or cumulative impacts for the Telephone Flat and the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Projects. In particular 
regarding direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to cultural resources in the sacred Medicine Lake Highland Area 
affecting the practices of Native American Indians. In response, the letter of comment does not provide specific issues 
of concern. A discussion of direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts is provided in the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.6.3.3.1, 
page 3.6-1 1). The Draft EISEIR also identifies and evaluates cumulative effects to known and possible sacred sites and 
traditional cultural properties (Section 4.3.6, pages 4-15 and 4-16). It concludes that some significant effects cannot be 
mitigated to below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:17 - The comment expresses that the Draft EISEIR did not disclose and explain the legal 
authority (federal statutes) that allows the U.S. Forest Service and the U.S. Bureau of Land Management to significantly 
disturb, harass, harm, and injure sacred Native American Indian cultural resources in the sacred Medicine Lake 
Highlands Area. In response, the U.S. Forest Service and the U.S. Bureau of Land Management identify, evaluate and 
manage cultural resources within a regulatory framework reviewed in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.6.1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:18 - The comment states that the Draft EISEIR did not fully disclose, evaluate and 
mitigate the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to Backcountry Management Areas, including cumulative 
impacts from other transmission comdors. In response, according to the Modoc National Forest LRMP Final EIS 
(USFS, 1991a), “backcountry” refers to an “undeveloped area where dispersed, off-road recreation such as hiking and 
trail bike riding may occur. Generally describes semi-primitive motorized and semi-primitive nonmotorized recreation 
opportunities.” Review of the Modoc National Forest LRMP does not identify “Backcounty Management Areas” either 
as standard terminology or in mapped area. According to Section 3.9.2.6.2 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.9-3, the 
western portion of the Mt. Hoffman RRA is planned for semi-primitive, non-motorized recreation; no Project facilities 
are proposed to occur in this semi-primitive, non-motorized area. Appendix L of the LRMP describes the Modoc 
National Forest’s Trail Program, which includes proposed trails; in the Project vicinity, these include the Medicine 
Lakeshore Trail and the Medicine Lake Caldera System. The Medicine Lakeshore Trail connects four developed sites 
on the north shore of Medicine Lake. The Medicine Lake Caldera System consists of a series of loops radiating from 
the developed recreation facilities at Medicine Lake. The Medicine Lake Loop extends the proposed Lakeshore Trail 
around the south side of the lake to complete the loop. Glass Flow Loop rings the Medicine Lake Glass Flow. The 
Caldera Rim Loop is about 12 miles long connecting prominent peaks, craters, and geologic features. It accesses the 
Mt. Hoffman semi-primitive non-motorized area which is managed in most alternatives. Short spur loops accessing such 
features as the “hot spot” and Little Medicine Lake are included. As previously noted, no Project facilities are proposed 
in the semi-primitive non-motorized area, and with the exception of the Medicine Lake Glass Flow, the remainder of 
the area around Medicine Lake is Roaded Natural, and this would thus not be considered backcountry. No direct or 
indirect impacts to backcountry areas were identified in Section 3.9 (Land Uses); Section 4.3.9 did not identify 
cumulative effects to backcountry areas. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:19 - The comment states that the Draft EISEIR did not fully disclose, evaluate and 
mitigate the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to Research and Natural Areas, including cumulative 
impacts from other transmission comdors. In response, according to the Modoc National Forest LRMP Final EIS 
(USFS, 1991a), “Research Natural Areas” refers to an “area established specifically to preserve a representative sample 
of an ecological community; primarily for scientific and educational purpose.” No Research Natural Areas were 
identified in the Medicine Lake Management Area or the Black Mountain Management Area and thus, no direct, indirect 
or cumulative impacts would occur. 
I 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:20 - The comment states that the Draft EISEIR did not fully disclose, evaluate and 
mitigate the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to SIA, including cumulative impacts from other 
transmission comdors. In response, according to the Modoc National Forest LRMP Final EIS (USFS, 1991a), “special 
interest areas” refer to “areas established and managed for their unique special features. They include geological, 
historical, archaeological, botanical, and other memorable features.” According to Section 3.9.2.6.1 (page 3.9-4), the 
only SIA in the Medicine Lake Management Area is the Medicine Lake Glass Flow, designated a Geologic SIA. In the 
Black Mountain Management Area are two other Geologic SIA: Glass Mountain and Burnt Lava Flow. According to 
Section 3.9.3.3.2, the SIA may experience “adverse effects due to changes in the visual, air quality, and noise 
environments.” Section 4.3.9 notes that there would be an increased potential for sensitive land uses (such as SIA) 
“being exposed to changes in air, noise and visual environments, but no new or greater effect than would be expected 
from combining the impact for the individual projects, and no significant or considerable cumulative effect is expected 
to occur.’’ See also Response to Comment C2:67 in regards to the impacts to SIA. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:Zl- This comment raises the concern that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately evaluate 
the effects of the Project’s powerline construction on threatened and endangered wildlife species. In response, the 
significance criteria for evaluation of the Project (and all components of the Project) are outlined in Section 3.3.3.1 
(page 3.3-40) of the Draft EISEIR. These criteria are derived from the NEPA and CEQA guidelines, which form the 
legal framework for the preparation of a EISEIR. These guidelines determine significance based on four criteria: (1) 
substantially affect a rare or endangered species of animal or plant or the habitat of the species; (2 )  substantially interfere 
with the movement of any resident or migratory fish or wildlife species; (3) substantially reduce habitat for fish and 
wildlife or plant species; or (4) eliminate a natural plant or animal community. Analysis must be based on these criteria 
and made from available information pertaining to habitat availability and utilization by special status species 
(Threatened and Endangered species and other species) found within the area. The comment is noted. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:22 - This comment raises the concern that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately evaluate 
the effects of the Projects on the NSO. In response, the NSO is a federally listed threatened species and evaluation of 
the effects of the Project on this species was done following NEPA guidelines. See Response to Comment F32:21. The 
comment is noted. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:23 - This comment raises the concern that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately evaluate 
the effects of the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Projects on special status species. In response, it is not clear from 
the comment which species are included by the term “special status species.” Within the context of the Draft EISEIR 
“special status species” include those wildlife species that are listed by the USFWS, CDFG and the USFS. Table 3.3.8 
(page 3.3-29) of the Draft EISEIR lists those wildlife species that are included. Within the context of the Draft EISEIR 
those species were evaluated following the NEPA guidelines for preparation of a EISEIR. See Response to 
Comment F32:21. The comment is noted. 
The comment also states that the Draft EISEIR did not fully disclose, evaluate, or mitigate the potential direct, indirect, 
and cumulative impacts to special status species and their habitat resulting from the proposed transmission comdors. 
In response, Section 3.3.2.2.5 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.3-24 through 3.3-26) provides a description of the 
vegetation occumng within the 1000-foot siting corridor for line segments D1 and D2. Sugar stick is the only special 
status plant species occurring within the comdors. The potential impacts to sugar stick within line segments D1 and D2 
are evaluated in Impacts 3.3.3.3-3,3.3.3.4-3, and 3.3.3.5-3. Within both corridors, the transmission line can be aligned 
to bypass all populations of sugar stick. 
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Line segments A2 and B2 were the subject of earlier environmental analysis as part of the Fourmile Hill Project 
EISEIR. A reconnaissance survey of the alternative corridors (A2 and B2) was conducted which allowed a 
determination of the likelihood of the presence of special status species and mapping of vegetation communities (see 
Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project Draft EISEIR, page 3-72).The impacts on sugar stick from these line 
segments are incorporated by reference into this EISEIR in Impacts 3.3.3.6.1-9,3.3.3.6.2-11, and 3.3.3.6.2-9. Within 
both corridors, the transmission line can be aligned to bypass all populations of sugar stick. 
The cumulative impacts of the construction of transmission lines are described in Section 4.3.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR 
(page 4-9). Adverse impacts on special status plant species are considered less-than-significant after mitigation for both 
projects. Since mitigation requires that special status plant populations be avoided within the transmission line comdors, 
the cumulative effect of both projects on special status plants is considered less than significant and the cumulative 
effect would not exceed the additive effects of the two projects. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:24 - The comment states that the Draft EISEIR did not fully disclose, evaluate, or mitigate 
the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to vegetation from the fire hazard posed by the transmission lines. 
In response, the comment is correct; fires resulting from transmission lines will be added to Impact 3.3.3.3-29. 
The fire hazard to biological resources is evaluated in Impacts 3.3.3.3-29,3.3.3.4-29, and 3.3.3.5-29. Corresponding 
mitigation measures describe the fire-fighting equipment and training necessary to compensate for the increased fire 
hazard resulting from Project construction and operations. 
Fire hazard is also addressed in other resource sections. Other Measure 3.12.3.3-6a, 3.12.3.3.4-6a, and 3.12.3.5-6a 
require that the Project Applicant shall make available to local residents, potential businesses, and the USFS in the 
immediate vicinity of Medicine Lake the fire fighting equipment stored and maintained at the Project site in the event 
of a fire emergency. 
Section 3.13.1 includes a discus6on of the regulatory requirements for fire protection systems, including Geothermal 
Resource Operating Order No. 4, General Environmental Protection Requirements, which requires lessees to provide 
safegaurds to minimize potential accidental fires, instruct field personnel in fire-prevention methods, and maintain 
firefighting equipment in working order in strategic locations. Similarly, the safety element of the State General Plan 
Guidelines is discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.13-2). It includes a section dealing with fire safety regulations. 
The guidelines recommend preparing and adopting fire safety provisions in conjunction with the State Board of 
Forestry’s fire safety regulations. The minimum fire safety standard requirements include: (a) road standards for fire 
equipment; (b) standards for signs identifying streets, roads, and buildings; (c) minimum private water supply reserves 
for emergency fire use; and (d) fuel breaks and green belts. Also discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.13-2), Siskiyou 
County has a General Plan which is used to determine land use planning. A portion of the General Plan deals with 
wildfire hazard. Although there is not specific development policy limitations for development in wildfire hazard areas, 
constraints are placed on areas where there is heavy vegetation and a slope of 40 percent or greater. The impacts of 
increased fire hazard are also addressed in Section 3.13.3.3.1, Impact 3.13.3.3.3-3, and are determined to be below the 
level of significance. 
The health and safety effects as they relate to fire hazard of the transmission line segments relevant to line segments A2 
and B2 were evaluated in the Fourmile Hill Project EISEIR and are summarized and incorporated into the Draft 
EISEIR in Section 3.13.3.6, Impacts 3.13.3.6.1-1 and 3.13.3.6.2-1. Although the increase fire potential from operation 
and construction of the transmission lines was determined to be below the level of significance, Measures 3.13.3.6.1-1 
and 3.13.3.6.2-1 are added to further reduce the fire hazard associated with transmission lines. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: Impacts 3.3.3.3-29, 3.3.3.4-29, and 3.3.3.5-29 will be amended on pages 3.3-54, 
3.3-60, and 3.3166 of the Draft EISEIR, respectively, as follows: 
~ 
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“A fire resulting from power plant operations. well head pumps, transmission lines, or associated with a Project 
upset emergency would destroy wildlife habitat.” 
Response to Comment F32:25 - The comment requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to water quality, stream environments, and soil resulting from land disturbance activities and erosion caused 
by the construction and maintenance of the project’s transmission corridor from the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project, including the cumulative 
impacts from other transmission corridors that have been approved. In response, the potential for impacts to water 
quality and soil erosion from construction of transmission lines is discussed in the Draft EISEIR (Increased Surface 
Runofl, pages 3.2-37 through 3.2-39). See also Response to Comment F32:69. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:26 - The comment requests an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to fishery resources and their habitat (all life stages) in surface stream and lake environments resulting from 
land disturbance and erosion caused by the construction and maintenance of the project’s transmission corridor from 
the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project and the proposed Fourmile Hili Geothermal Development 
Project, including the cumulative impacts from other transmission corridors that have been approved. In response, 
potential impacts from the construction of transmission lines are discussed in the Draft EISEIR in Section 3.2.3.3.1. 
Cumulative effects from the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill projects are discussed in the Draft EISEIR in 
Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. W ithin the Project boundary there are no habitats suitable for fish. Transmission line comdors 
outside the Project boundary are covered by the Four Mile Hill Draft EISEIR. That analysis indicates that there are no 
riparian habitats and streams crossed by Transmission line corridors A2, A3, B1, B2, C1, or C2. Along line segment 
A1 there is a wet meadow; however there is no aquatic habitat for fish. See also Response to Comment F32:69. 
Evaluating projects outside of the Telephone Flats area is beyond the scope of this EISEIR and the proposed Project. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:27 - Commentor indicates the Draft EISEIR did not fully disclose, evaluate, or mitigate 
the direct and indirect impacts to the public (users) from Project-related noise and the cumulative noise effects from the 
Project and the Fourmile Hill Project. In response, the noise effects of the Project on the public are evaluated in Section 
3.7 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.7-8 through 3.7-17). The cumulative noise effects from the two proposed geothermal 
development projects on the public are evaluated in Section 4.3.7 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 4-16 and 4-17). The 
Commentor provides no basis for stating the impact evaluations are inadequate. No further assessment is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:28 - Commentor indicates the Draft EISEIR did not fully disclose, evaluate, or mitigate 
the direct and indirect impacts of the Project on visual resources and the cumulative effects of the Project and the 
Fourmile Hill Project on visual resources. In response, the visual impacts of the Project are thoroughly evaluated and 
mitigation measures described in Section 3.8, Visual Resources, of the Draft EISEIR. The cumulative impacts on visual 
resources of the Project and the Fourmile Hill Project are described in Section 4.3.8 of the Draft EISEIR (Visual 
Qualify, pages 4-17 and 4-18). The Commentor provides no basis for stating the impact evaluations are inadequate. No 
further assessment is required. 
Revisions for the Final EISBIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:29 - This comment suggests that the Final EISEIR should fully disclose, fully evaluate, 
and fully mitigate the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to air quality resulting from all activities in both 
the site specific area and the regional area resulting from the proposed Project and the Fourmile Hill Project and any 
other potential Projects. In response, the air quality analyses performed for the Project are discussed and evaluated in 
Section 3.4 of the Draft EISEIR, the potential effects of air emissions on water quality are addressed in the Draft 
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EISEIR (pages 3.2-41 and 3.2-42) and the cumulative effects of the proposed Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill 
Project are also discussed (pages 4-12 through 4-14). The summation of the above listed pages and sections fully 
disclose, fully evaluate, and fully mitigate the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to air quality resulting 
from all activities in both the site specific area and the regional area resulting from the proposed Project and the 
Fourmile Hill Project. No other projects are foreseeable and thus no further analyses are warranted. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:30 - The comment expresses concern that the hydrology information in the Draft EISEIR 
is deficient, and that no evidence is presented showing that the proposed Project will not directly, indirectly, and 
cumulatively affect water quality, groundwater, surface flows, subterranean flows, and numerous spring water sources. 
In response, Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or quality are 
expected in local or regional groundwater or surface water. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:31 - The comment expresses concern that the proposed Project has potential to adversely 
affect water quality and water quantity in the Fall River watershed, thereby also affecting the wild trout fishery (all life 
stages) and their habitat (invertebrate species). In response, see Response to Comment G4:8 which clarifies the 
groundwater flow path from Medicine Lake Highlands to the Fall River Springs. Also see Response to Comment D 1 : 10 
which evaluates the potential impacts of diluted contaminants to Fall River Springs and finds that dilution would reduce 
the concentrations of contaminants to levels below the standards for protection of aquatic life and below agricultural 
water quality goals. 
Response to Comment F32:32 - The comment expresses the opinion that the agencies responsible for the EISEIR 
should obtain written comments from the CVRSWQCB concerning potential adverse impacts to water quality resulting 
from the proposed Project. In response, see Responses to Comments E2:l-17 and E2:19. 
Response to Comment F32:33 - The comment expresses the opinion that all comments by the CVRSWQCB for the 
proposed Project should be included in the Final EISEIR and that all recommendations by the CVRWQCB should be 
included as mandatory in the mitigation measures for the proposed Project. In response, see Responses to 
Comments E2:l-17 and E2:19. 
Response to Comment F32:34 - The comment expresses the opinion that CEGC should be required to obtain water 
quality certification for the project from the CVRWQCB, pursuant to the provisions of the federal Clean Water Act. 
In response, see Response to Comment D1:5 which discusses the CVRWQCB permit requirements with which the 
Project will have to comply. 
Response to Comment F32:35 - The comment expresses the opinion that the agencies responsible for the EISEIR 
should obtain written comments from the U.S. EPA concerning potential adverse impacts to water quality resulting from 
the proposed Project, and that all recommendations by the U.S. EPA should be included as mandatory mitigation 
measures for the proposed Project. In response, see Responses to Comments D1:1-2,4-6, 10-12, 14, 16, and 18. 
Response to Comment F32:36 - Commentor asserts that the Project Applicant should post a performance bond for 
possible adverse hydrologic effects of the Project. In response, the financial assurances required for the Project are 
described in Section 1.5 of the Draft EISEIR (page 2-45). Determinations of financial insurance requirements, and the 
discretionary bond amounts that may be required by the respective agencies for the proposed Project, are beyond the 
scope of the EISEIR. 
n 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment F32:37 - Commentor asserts that if the Project Applicant is not required to post a performance 
bond, then the Project Applicant should be held liable for all damages caused by the Project. In response, the comment 
is noted. The Project Applicant would be subject to enforcement requirements and liabilities under the law for damages 
attributed to the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:38 - The comment expresses the opinion that the agencies responsible for the EISEIR 
should require that CEGC obtain a water rights permit from the California State Water Resources Control Board before 
approval of the proposed Project. In response, the Project will use groundwater but no surface water. The Water 
Resources Control Board has no jurisdiction over groundwater. Siskiyou County does not have a Groundwater 
Management Plan, therefore no permits pertaining to water rights will be required for the project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:39 - The comment notes that Native Americans consider the Project effect on the Medicine 
Lake Highlands to be significant and refers to visual and noise impacts. It asserts that the Highlands are considered 
“higher in priority of worship than Mt. Shasta.” In response, Section 3.6.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-7 
through 3.6-20) identifies a significant adverse effect to the Highlands as a whole and identifies visual and aural impacts 
to specific locations. Neither the published ethnography nor information from interviews provided a ranking of the 
relative importance of the Highlands versus Mt. Shasta. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:40 - The comment suggests USFS/BLM should avoid unmitigable effects to Native 
American cultural resources by selecting the No Action Alternative. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment F32:41 - The comment repeats the assertion of comment F32: 16 that cumulative effects were 
not appropriately analyzed. In response, See Response to Comment F32: 16. 
Response to Comment F32:42 - This comment raises the concern that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately evaluate 
the effects of the Project on fisheries resources, riparian habitat and water quality as a result of the stream crossing 
associated with the construction of the transmission corridor. In response, see Response to Comment F32:26. The 
comment is noted. 
Response to Comment F32:43 - The Commentor refers to Phil Woodward’s (CVRWQCB) letter of September 12, 
1997 to Randy Sharp (USFSBLM) regarding a bias for evaluating noise impacts at only human receptor locations rather 
than throughout the entire Medicine Lake Highlands ‘and suggests that standards applicable to humans are not 
appropriate for all of the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted. The standards and significance 
criteria used to evaluate the effects of a Project are those stipulated by responsible agencies and included human receptor 
locations, sensitive biological receptor locations, and representative Native American noise receptor locations 
(pages 3.7-9 through 3.7-17). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:44 - The comment addresses visual resources and air quality concerns. 
Visual Resources: Commentor references earlier comments by a third party regarding the visual impacts of the Fourmile 
Hill Project and states these comments would also be relevant to the proposed Project. However, the Commentor states 
the VQO of the Fourmile Hill area is “retention;” but the VQO in the Telephone Flat Project area is either 
. \  
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“modification” or “partial retention” so the comment is not accurate with respect to the Telephone Flat Project. 
Commentor further states concern that the cooling tower plume will be visible for long distances. In response, the 
impact of the visibility of the cooling tower condensate plume is described in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.8-11 
and 3.8-12). The evaluation acknowledges that cooling tower condensate plume would be visible approximately 
87 percent of the time annually, but only 69 percent during the summer months with high visitor use in the area. Further, 
the meteorological conditions that favor longer, higher andor wider plumes than those depicted in Figure 3.8.6 would 
typically only occur at night, during cooler months, and during near-freezing conditions and 100 percent humidity when 
the plume would be difficult to distinguish from clouds andor natural precipitation. 
With respect to the concern about the visibility of local fog formation from the cooling tower plume, the potential for 
this impact was described in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-25 and 3.4-26). The analysis concludes that no ground level 
fogging or icing from the Project would be expected to occur. Similarly, the Draft EISEIR evaluates the cumulative 
effects on visibility from air emissions from the two geothermal development projects (pages 4-12 through 4-14), and 
the impacts of the two projects on visual resources (pages 4-17 and 4-18). There is no basis for the stated concern that 
the document is deficient in its disclosure, evaluation, and mitigation of adverse effects. 
Air Quality: This comment expresses concern that cooling tower emissions from the Project will create large fog banks 
within the Medicine Lake Basin and that the Draft EISEIR is deficient in disclosing, evaluating, and mitigating this 
effect. In response, the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-25 and 3.4-26) discusses the potential impact of cooling tower 
emissions on the local climate, and Appendix I to the Draft EISEIR discusses the emission characteristics of the cooling 
tower and the meteorological conditions of the Project vicinity. 
Page 2 of Appendix I states the following: 
All meteorological data were divided into 23 categories by the model as shown in Table 2. The model has ten 
ground-level fogginghcing categories for conditions when the visible plume makes contact with the ground 
surface. Results of these categories were not reported since the evaluation of the meteorological conditions 
at the site and of cooling tower input parameters show that wound-level fonainn/icinn conditions will not 
occur at the site. (Emphasis Added) 
The majority of the meteorological data used in the modeling analysis was from the Gravel Pit monitoring site, located 
approximately 1.5 km (0.9 miles) from the proposed plant area. As such, the meteorological data from this site is 
considered representative of the Project vicinity, and the conclusion stated in Appendix I, and reproduced above, is 
considered applicable to the Medicine Lake Basin. 
In addition, this issue was also raised in a comment on the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project Draft 
EISEIR, and was responded to in Volume I11 of the Final EISEIR for the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development 
Project (pages 3-486 and 3-487). The Response to Comment given in Volume 111 of the Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Development Project Final EISEIR is also incorporated by reference. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:45 - Commentor states that protection measures must be in full compliance with the visual 
quality objectives shown in Appendix Q of the Modoc Forest Plan. In response, the comment is noted. Appendix Q 
of the Modoc Forest Plan provides brief definitions of the VQO described in Table 3.8.1 (page 3.8-3) of the Draft 
EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:46: The comment states that the proposed Project will consist of a 21-mile transmission 
corridor without the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project and 24 miles of transmission line corridor 
with the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project, to transfer electricity produced at the geothermal 
n 
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power plant(s) and that maintenance of the transmission corridor has the potential to cause wildfires. The comment 
continues to state that the Draft EISEIR failed to disclose, evaluate and mitigate the threat of wildfires caused by the 
operation and maintenance of the transmission line for the proposed Project, and also failed to include fire control and 
prevention measures based on a detailed description of the transmission line corridor. In response, the fire protection 
analysis for the Project transmission line corridor is included in Section 3.14.3.6.1 (pages 3.14-8 and 3.14-9) for 
Route 1, and Section 3.14.3.6.2 (pages 3.14-9 and 3.14-10) for Route 2; Section 3.13.3.6.1 (pages 3.13-19 and 3.13-20) 
for Route 1; Section 3.13.3.6.2 (pages 3.13-20 through 3.13-22) for Route 2; and Exhibit 4 to the Draft EISEIR 
(pages 3-198 through 3-204; except page 3-202, which included supporting tables for topics unrelated to the fire analysis 
and thus, was not reproduced in Exhibit 4). Although the risk of fire hazard from construction, operation and 
decommissioning of the transmission line was found to be less than significant, several measures that would further 
reduce the potential risk of fire will be implemented by the Project Applicant including preparation of a fire contingency 
plan; ensuring that all construction equipment has fire potential reduction devices such as spark arresters; and clearance 
of vegetation along the transmission line. 
The Draft EISEIR also prescribes measures to reduce the fire hazard potential by requiring a tank trailer or tanker truck 
with a minimum 300-gallon capacity and fire suppression equipment to be maintained at the power plant site and 
mandatory fire suppression training of Project operational personnel (Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-29a and 3.3.3.3-29b; 
page 3.3-54). The availability of a 300-gallon tank trailer or tanker truck is a standard fire protection requirement for 
isolated forested areas in California. In the event of a fire, the tank could be refilled from several potentially available 
on-site sources, including the dump pond on the power plant site (360,000-gallon capacity), the respective sumps at each 
of the well pads (500,000 to 1,000,000-gallon capacity), and from the cooling tower basin (240,000-gallon capacity). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:47 - The comment states that the Draft EISEIR failed to disclose and evaluate the 
site-specific vegetation manipulation practices, including the effects on sensitive plant species; or the direct and 
cumulative impacts to old-growth trees. In response, the following Sections of the Draft EISEIR describe the degree 
of vegetation manipulation required for various construction activities at specific sites: 2.2.3.1,2.2.3.2,2.2.4.1,2.2.4.5, 
and 2.2.5.3. Section 3.3.2.2.5 describes the vegetation that would be affected at each of these sites, including special 
status species. See Response to Comment Al:  1 for a discussion of the absence of old-growth trees from the Telephone 
Flat and Fourmile Hill project areas, and anticipated effects on late-successional forest. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:48 - This comment raises the concern that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately evaluate 
the effects of the Project application of herbicides to the environment. In response, the Project proponent has 
determined that herbicides will not be used during any phase of Project construction or operation. See page 3.3-53, 
Other Measure 3.3.3.3-26 of the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: Other Measures 3.3.3.3-26, 3.3.3.4-26, and 3.3.3.5-26 (pages 3.3-53, 3.3-60, 
and 3.3-66, respectively) of the Draft EISEIR will be revised as follows: 
“The Project Applicant shall use mechanical methods to control vegetation and will not use herbicides for such 
control.” 
Response to Comment F32:49 - The comment expressed concern that road construction has adverse impacts on water 
quality. Also expressed is that the Draft EISEIR failed to disclose and evaluate the potential direct, indirect and 
cumulative impacts to water quality resulting from the construction and maintenance of roads associated with the 
transmission corridor, including other roads in the forest and failed to disclose the frequency of all maintenance 
activities. In response, Section 3.2.3.3.1, Effects of Zncreased Surjiuce Runof subsection, (page 3.2-37) of the Draft 
EISEIR, states that “[gjrading for construction of the power plant, well pads, transmission line tie-in structures and 
roads has the potential to increase erosion of existing channels or create new channels, decrease the amount of surface 
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water infiltration, and increase the su$ace water runoff amounts” (emphasis added). Additionally, Table 3.2.16 
(page 3.2-38) includes the maximum area of disturbance (acres) for wellfield roads as well as transmission line 
alternatives. In Section 3.2.3.3.1, Effects of Flooding subsection (page 3.2-29), it is stated that “[c]onstmction of Project 
facilities and access roads would include the use of culverts and berms to direct drainage and avoid localizedflooding” 
(emphasis added). In Section 4.3.2, Less than Signijkant Cumulative Effect of the Two Projects subsection (pages 4-8 
and 4-9), it is stated that “ ... surjGace disturbance could decrease infiltration of storm water and increase surface run08 
that could increase erosion and decrease surface water infiltration ... However, none of these other impacts to 
hydrologic resources from either project were judged individually significant, none would exceed the additive effect 
of the two individual projects, and none would be cumulatively above the level of signijicance.” In Section 3.11.3.3.1, 
Adverse Effects of Project Traffic on Roads subsection, it is stated that “It is expected that the construction phase of the 
Project has the greatest potential for road damage due to the transport of heavy equipment and materials to the area 
of the Project. Road damage is also expected to occur during the operational and decommissioning phases of the 
Project, but to lesser degrees.” Thus, the Draft EISEIR analysis determined that road maintenance activities would peak 
during the construction phase, decrease appreciably during the operations phase to approach a pre-project level, and 
increase again during the decommissioning phase. No schedule of maintenance was made available at the time of 
preparation of the Final EISEIR; however, Mitigation Measure 3.1 1.3.3-4a (page 3.1 1-14) states that the Project 
Applicant will develop a road maintenance plan to upgrade Forest roads likely to be damaged as a result of the Project 
and to promptly repair Forest roads that are unexpectedly damaged, and Mitigation Measure 3.11.3.3-4b (page 3.11- 14) 
states that the Project Applicant will make timely repairs to County Road 97 as a result of Project-related traffic. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:50 - Commentor asserts that the cumulative effects section of the Draft EISEIR is grossly 
deficient In response, the comment is noted. See Responses to Comments A8: 14, A9:3, F32:5 through F32:29. 
Response to Comment F32:51- The Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project Draft EISEIR states that the 
Klamath and Modoc National Forests will decide whether to amend their respective Land and Resource Management 
Plans (LRMP) to establish and designate a utility comdor for the proposed Project’s transmission line and issue Forest 
orders to prohibit the use of firearms in the immediate power plant and wellfield areas, and it is assumed the same 
applies for the proposed Project; the Draft EISEIR is deficient as it did not disclose and evaluate the direct, indirect 
and cumulative impacts to the public’s right to hunt. In response, see Responses to Comments C2:63, F18:17 and 
G41:8; hunting prohibitions are not proposed as part of the proposed Project. See also Responses to Comments F38:16 
and G298:3. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:52 - The comment notes that the California Fish and Game Commission regulates fishing 
and hunting in the State of California, and that the Draft EISEIR did not disclose whether the USFS has the authority 
to regulate hunting. In response, although USFS does not regulate hunting, it has the authority to close or restrict certain 
activities from occumng on lands under its jurisdiction. See Response to Comment F32:5 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:53 - This comment raises the concern that birds could collide with power lines and be 
killed. In response, there is a discrepancy in the Draft EISEIR as noted in comment D3:4. A revision of the Draft 
EISEIR will indicate that there is a potentially significant impact to raptors from collision with power lines, see 
Response to Comment D3:4 and Revisions to Final EISEIR below. 
The comment also notes that the Draft EISEIR did not disclose or include formal recommendations by the USFWS and 
the CDFG regarding their recommendations. In response, the comments and information from both the USFWS and 
the CDFG are included in the revision of this concern for raptors colliding with transmission lines, and in the comment 
section of the Final EISEIR. 
n 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: See the revisions provided in the Response to Comment D3:4. In addition, Mitigation 
Measures 3.3.3.3-14, 3.3.3.4-14, and 3.3.3.5-15 will be revised as follows: 
“Power lines shall be constructed following the guidelines in: “Suggested Practices for Raptor Protection on 
Power lines: State of the Art 1996” (Avian Power line Interaction Committee 1996) or other equivalent 
publication acceptable to the USFS, and segments D1, A2, and B1 shall be engineered so that the poles and 
wires will be at or below the average height of the forest canopy.” 
Response to Comment F32:54 - This comment raises the concern that birds could be electrocuted from a collision with 
power lines. In response, there is a possibility that this could occur. There is a discrepancy in the Draft EIS as noted 
in comment D3:4. A revision of the Draft EIS is needed to indicate that there is a potentially si,pificant q a c t  to raptors 
from collision with power lines, see Response to Comment D3:4. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See the revisions provided in the Response to Comment D3:4. 
Response to Comment F32:55 - This comment is concerned with the USFWS Coordination Act, notes that the U.S. 
Forest Service failed to consult with the USFWS and the CDFG concerning the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to public trust resources as a result of the proposed Project. In response, see Response to Comment F29: 15. 
Response to Comment F32:56 - This comment is concerned with the Endangered Species Act, notes that the U.S. 
Forest Service failed to consult with the USFWS and the CDFG concerning the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to public trust resources as a result of the proposed Project. In response, see Response to Comment F29:15. 
Response to Comment F32:57 - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR is deficient as it failed to disclose and 
include an economic analysis of the proposed Project regarding its viability with the deregulation of the energy market; 
a significant amount of public lands and resources will be adversely affected. The comment further states that the Project 
should be denied due to the adverse environmental and social impacts that would be incurred. In response, the Project 
Applicant detennines whether the Project is financially viable, and not the USFS, BLM, BPA, or the SCAPCD. As 
described in Section 1.4 (page 1-12), the “NEPA and CEQA environmental documents are prepared to identih, and 
inform the general public, responsible and cooperating agencies, and decision-makers, of the environmental 
consequences of a project (i.e., Proposed Action); provide measures to mitigate any significant environmental effects 
of the Proposed Action; and identify any reasonable project alternative which would mitigate one or more significant 
environmental effects of the Proposed Action yet still meet the objectives and the “purpose and need” for  the Proposed 
Actions.” Further, the NJ3PNCEQA decision-making process allows for projects to be approved even though significant, 
adverse impacts are expected to occur (see Response to Comment A9:ll). See also Response to Comment D1:22. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:58 - Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR is deficient because it fails to disclose a 
detailed and in-depth analysis of the No Action Alternative which shows the benefits to the human environment 
resulting from not approving the Project. In response, the Draft EISEIR provides an extensive description of the 
existing Affected Environment for each of the topical resource areas. The No Project Alternative would deny the 
construction, operation, and decommissioning of any of the action Project Alternatives and there would be no change 
to the existing Affected:Environment by the selection of the No Action Alternative except those adverse and 
unavoidable socioeconomic impacts discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.12-26 to 3.12-27). No further analysis is 
required. 
Revisions for the Final EISKIR: None. 
Response to Comment F3259 - Commentor states that the responsible agencies should require a multi-million dollar 
bond to assure the Project Applicant will return the Project to pre-project conditions. Commentor also states that the 
EIS/EIR should include a decommissioning analysis with estimates of site restoration costs. In response, the Draft 
EISEIR provides a discussion of the institutional requirements for finanancial assurance for the Project that include 
costs relevant to site restoration (page 2.2.6.4). The proposed site restoration activities include well abandonment and 
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I Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
wellfield site restoration (pages 2- 15 to 2-16) and power plant facilities and transmission line decommissioning 
(page 2-42). Well abandonment and site restoration would be completed in conformance with the requirements of the 
responsible agencies and to the satisfaction of the USFS. Neither CEQA nor NEPA require a detailed site closure cost 
assessment. No further analysis is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. I 
Response to Comment F32:60 - Commentor asserts that the entire document makes claims that specific issues are less 
than significant and no mitigation measures are necessary, but these claims have no basis of fact based on the record 
in the Draft EISEIR. In response, the Draft EISEIR provides significance criteria as the first subsection of each of 
the Environmental Consequence sections prepared for each of the topical resources evaluated in the Draft EISEIR. The 
signficance criteria include those relevant characteristics of a project that would normally have a significant effect on 
the environment identified in Appendix G to the CEQA Guidelines (i.e., the current version of Guidelines for 
Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act), and other project-specific significance criteria identified 
by the agencies. These significance criteria were used as the basis for determining if an adverse effect of the Project 
exceeded the NEPA or CEQA threshold for significance. Commentor provides no basis for the assertion that the 
determinations of significance provided for each identified impact of the Project are incorrect. 
Response to Comment F32:61 - The Commentor expresses the opinion that the Final EISEIR should include 
monitoring measures for: 
water quality and quantity in the Fall River watershed; 
wild trout populations (all life stages) and their habitat (invertebrate species) and Shasta crayfish in Fall River 
watershed; and 
water quality and quantity in surface streams, subterranean streams, groundwater, springs, and Medicine Lake. 
The Commentor also expresses the opinion that if the prescribed monitoring detects any negative effects, then the 
Project should be stopped and decommissioned. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR evaluated the 
impacts of the Project on surface waters and groundwater in the Project vicinity that included each of the areas of 
concern listed in the comment. The hydrologic impact evaluation did not identify any si-~ficant adverse impacts of the 
Project on hydrologic or geothermal resources (Section 3.2.3.3, page 3.2-30 et seq.). The goal of the joint hydrologic 
monitoring plan being developed for the Project in conjunction with the proposed Fourmile Hill project, and with 
oversight by the USFSBLM and the CVRWQCB, is to validate the conclusions of the Draft EISEIR. No substantive 
adverse hydrologic impacts from the proposed geothermal development are anticipated by the evaluation presented in 
the EISEIR. However, the responsible agencies that will issue discretionary permits for the Project (including the BLM, 
USFS, CVRWQCB, and/or the SCAPCD) may choose to require additional monitoring measures or require other 
mitigation or contingency measures in their respective permits independent of the findings and measures of the 
NEPNCEQA analysis presented in the Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:62 - T h s  comment suggests that the Final EISEIR require that the Project Applicant 
monitor air quality in the local area and, in the event that the air quality is affected and harmed, stop and decommission 
the Project. In response, the air quality analyses performed for the Project analyzed and evaluated all federal and state 
criteria pollutants for which a standard exists and for which the Project has a potential to emit any significant quantity. 
The results of these analyses are discussed and evaluated in Section 3.4 of the Draft EISEIR. 
Of the air quality analyses performed for the proposed Project, only the potential emissions of H,S from the Project, 
under certain operational and/or meteorological conditions, were determined to be likely to violate the applicable 
ambient standards. One of the mitigation measures proposed in the Draft EISZIR (Measure 3.4.3.3.1-6a, page 3.4-21) 
would require that ambient monitoring for H,S be performed to determine compliance with the H,S standards. Since 
all other pollutants have been shown to be below the applicable ambient standards, and thus below the level of 
significance, no additional monitoring of ambient air pollutants is required for the Project. 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:63 - The concern raised by the comment relates to the California Environmental Quality 
Act requirement that monitoring be done to protect the human environment. The comment lists the following species: 
bald eagles, Northern spotted owls, golden eagles, osprey, blue grouse, pileated woodpecker, hairy woodpecker, mule 
deer, great gray owl and pacific fisher as species that should be monitored. The comment goes on to note that the 
monitoring and protection measures in the Final EISEIR must be in full compliance with the fish and wildlife 
monitoring techniques for specific species shown in Appendix E of the Land and Resource Management Plan for the 
Modoc National Forest. In response, the CDFG and the USFWS have both had input into the Draft EISEIR and their 
comments with respect to monitoring have been incorporated into the Final EISEIR. See Responses to Comments E3:2 
and D3: 18. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:64 - The comment expresses the opinion that the monitoring and protection measures in 
the Final EISEIR must be in full compliance with the water quality best management practices shown in Appendix N 
of the Modoc National Forest LRMP. In response, Appendix N to the LRMP prescribes that applicable Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) be utilized. The Draft EISEIR prescribes that a Soil Conservation and Erosion Control 
Plan be prepared (page 3.1-10) and that best management practices would be employed (page 3.2-37). In addition, a 
hydrologic monitoring plan is being developed with oversight by the USFSBLM and the CVRWQCB to validate the 
conclusions of the Draft EISEIR that there would be no substantive adverse impacts on water quality. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:65 - The comment states that the research and planning for the Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Development Project must be in compliance with the Research and Planning Needs in Appendix B of the Modoc 
National Forest LRMP. In response, the LRMP does not state compliance as a requirement or objective for the 
preparation of environmental documents for projects within the Modoc National Forest; Appendix B simply states that 
the “Research Needs” include studies needed to fully implement the Forest Plan and “Technical Planning Needs” 
include studies that can be gathered with existing techniques needed for Plan revision. Nonetheless, the Proposed Action 
does not conflict with any of the Research and Technical Planning Needs of the Modoc National Forest. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:66 - The comment notes that the USFS is considering clear-cutting the transmission line 
corridor to accommodate the proposed Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Projects. The 
comment requests that the clear-cutting be in full compliance with the Tentative 10-year Timber Sale Plan and Action 
shown in Appendix C of the Modoc National Forest LRMP. In response, according to Section 2.2.8.2 of the Draft 
EISEIR (pages 2-46 and 2-47), transmission line site clearing would begin following Project approval, and could begin 
as early as the Spring of 1999 if there are no delays in the Project approval process. As noted in Appendix C (page C-4), 
1999 is the last year of the Tentative Ten-Year Sale Action Plan, and would be the least reliable in terms of the sale 
areas and volumes to be harvested. Appendix C (page C-12) also notes that for the fiscal year 1999, the Doublehead 
Ranger District was projected to harvest timber from Management Area 61 (Medicine Lake Management Area) and 
Management Area 62 (Black Mountain Management Area), but this was to be overstory removal instead of clearcut. 
At the time of preparation of the Tentative Ten-Year Timber Sale Action Plan, the geothermal development projects 
were not anticipated. As Project approvals become more certain, and clear-cutting of the transmission line corridor 
increases in probability, described timber management controls would be applied (pages C-2 and C-3). Non-scheduled 
volumes of timber could be offered for sale provided that the Allowable Sale Quantity is not exceeded. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment F32:67 - The comment requests that the Final EISEIR be in compliance with the special 
stipulations for geothermal leasing as shown in Appendix I of the Modoc National Forest LRMP. In response, 
Section 1.9 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 1-21 and 1-22) identifies the stipulations for the geothermal lease areas, all of 
which provide the conditions under which the Forest Supervisor could deny surface occupancy, to protect the lease 
areas. Other stipulations include adherence to the NHPA, Endangered Species Act of 1973, Modoc National Forest 
Visual Quality Objectives, protection of wildlife during critical periods; and protection of wetlands, watersheds, surface 
water resources and erodible soils. The NHPA is discussed in Section 3.5.1.1 (page 3.5-1) and Section 3.6.1.3 
(page 3.6-1); Endangered Species Action of 1973 is discussed in Section 3.3.1.1 (pages 3.3-1 and 3.3-2); the Modoc 
National Forest VQO is discussed in Sections 3.8.2.2 and 3.8.2.3 (pages 3.8-1 through 3.8-4); protection of special 
status wildlife during critical periods is described in Section 3.3.2.3.4 (pages 3.3-28 through 3.3-40); wetlands in the 
Project survey area include Ephemeral Ponds and Geothermal Facilities and are discussed in Section 3.3.2.2.3 
(pages 3.3-14 and 3.3-15); local surface water is characterized in Section 3.2.2.4 (pages 3.2-8 through 3.2-13); local 
ground water is characterized in Section 3.2.2.5 (pages 3.2-14 through 3.2-21); and soil erosion is discussed in 
Section 3.1.3.3.1 (pages 3.1-9 and 3.1-10). As such, adherence with the special stipulations for geothermal leasing was 
demonstrated in the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F3268 - The comment states: “The description in the Land and Resources Management Plan 
differs from the description of the Medicine Lake Area in the Draft EISEIR.” In response, the description within the 
Modoc National Forest LRMP is generalized for a greater Medicine Lake area while the description within the Draft 
EISEIR is a more specific description for the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Project wellfield area. As such, 
the Project wellfield area description is more detailed than that contained within the LRMP, so that the two are not 
identical, one being general and one being more specific. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:69 - The comment is concerned with the soil surveys conducted and the adherence to 
Modoc National Forest LRMP Standards and Guidelines for soils. There is also concern about soil disturbing activities 
within the Project area, along transmission lines and from off road vehicle use. In response, adherence to the Modoc 
National Forest LRMP Standards and Guidelines is a requirement for the Project. The discussion of soil erosion in 
Section 3.1.3.3.1 (pages 3.1-9 and 3.1-10) includes the measures proposed by the Project Applicant for the Project 
which would reduce the potential for adverse effects. Although the significance of Impact 3.1.3.3-6 is considered less 
than significant, Other Measure 3.1.3.3-6 specifies the following: “The Project Applicant shall develop a comprehensive 
Soil Conservation and Erosion Control (SCEC) Plan for the Project in consultation with the USFS and BLM prior to 
issuance of a permit. This SCEC Plan shall explicitly describe those measures to be undertaken to reduce soil erosion 
during construction, operation and decommissioning of the Project.” The Modoc National Forest LRMP Standards and 
Guidelines for soils requires the completion of a Soils Resources Inventory (SRI) Order 2 or field-verified SRI Order 
3 survey during the planning phase of each site-disturbing or vegetative manipulation project. This SRI Order 2 survey 
was recently completed (Alexander 1998).9 
The complete list of Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines can be reviewed during normal business hours at the Modoc 
National Forest Service office in Alturas, California. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Reference to the completed SRI Order 2 survey will be added to the end of the first 
paragraph in the right column on page 3.1-6 of the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
‘Alexander, E. B. 1998. Soil Survey, Telephone Flat Area and Power-Line Route Toward Indian Butte, Siskiyou County, California. Soil and 
Geoecological Investigations for CalEnergy. 
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“A Soils Resources Inventory (SRI) Order 2 survey of the Project wellfield and proposed transmission line 
route to the Northern Utility Comdor (Route 1) was completed (Alexander 1998).” 
The following reference will be added to Chapter 7.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR: 
Alexander, Earl B,. 1998. Soil Survey, Telephone Flat Area and Power-Line Route Toward Indian Butte, 
Siskiyou County, California. Soils and Geological Investigations for CalEnergy. (September 1998). 
Response to Comment F32:70 - The comment is concerned with the impact of off highway vehicles (OHVs) on soil 
sensitive areas. In response, see Response to Comment F32:69. In addition to the USFS Standards and Guidelines, 
sensitive areas are also protected by Geothermal Resource Operations (GRO) Order 4 Section 2, Land Use and 
Reclamation. This section states: 
“Operating plans shall be designed so that operations will result in the least disturbance of land, water, and 
vegetation. Existing roads shall be used where suitable. Entry upon certain environmentally fragile land areas, 
as designated by the surface management agency, may be either seasonally restricted or restricted to special 
vehicles or transportation methods which will minimize disturbance to the surface or other resources as 
specified by the Supervisor and surface management agency.” 
“Operating plans shall provide for the reclamation and revegetation of all disturbed lands in a manner 
approved by the Supervisor and the appropriate surface management agency. Land reclamation may include 
preparation and seeding with prescribed wildlife food and plant cover or improved and acceptable substitutes 
thereof which will equal or enhance the food values for indigenous wildlife species and domesticated animals.” 
The complete Geothermal Resources Operational Order No. 4 can be reviewed at the BLM office, during normal 
business hours in Alturas, California. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:71- The comment requests that the Final EIS/EIR should disclose whether the standards 
and guidelines for water and riparian areas in the Medicine Lake Management Area were followed and complied with 
in the planning for the proposed Projects for water quality protection and monitoring for Medicine Lake. In response, 
the Draft EISEIR provides an analysis of the potential of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project to degrade water 
quality in Medicine Lake. Medicine Lake has been periodically monitored for background data (see Table 3.2.4 in the 
Draft EISEIR). The Hydrologic Monitoring Plan will include monitoring of Medicine Lake to validate the assessment 
and conclusions provided in the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:72 - The comment suggests that the Final EISEIR disclose whether the prehistoric Indian 
obsidian sites within the project areas were researched to protect them from being disturbed during the construction of 
both the Fourmile Hill and Telephone Flat Projects and that the Final EISEIR should disclose what specific sites were 
set aside for protection or nomination to the NRHP. In response, under Special Stipulations for Geothermal Leasing, 
(c) refers to two statements concerning the Medicine Lake Management Area in the Land and Resource Management 
Plan: (1) “An area of recent volcanic activity, Medicine Lake Glass Flow has been designated a Geologic SIA 
(page 4-121). Obsidian (volcanic glass) was quamed by prehistoric Indians from various tribes in northern California” 
and, (2) “Research the prehistoric obsidian sites located in the management area and nominate to the National Register 
of Historic Places” (page 4-212). In regard to the Telephone Flat area only, response to this issue is in Section 3.5.2.2 
(page 3.5-4), Methodology, in Section 3.5.2.4.3 (page 3.5-6), Field Inventory, and Section 3.5.2.4 (page 3.5-6), Cultural 
and Paleontological Resources Inventory. 
I \  
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The Study Area was subjected to an archaeological inventory in accordance with USFS standards. Two archaeological 
sites and a single prehistoric isolate were located and recorded. The two sites are not within the direct impact area and 
were not evaluated for inclusion on the National Register. The prehistoric isolate was collected. The Medicine Lake 
Glass Flow Geologic SIA and the prehistoric sites will be avoided by the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:73 - The comment addresses standards and guidelines for the Medicine Lake Management 
Area as a SIA. In response, see Response to Comment C2:67 regarding SIAs and the proposed Project. 
Response to Comment F32:74 - Commentor is concerned about ex parte communications between the Project 
Applicant and their agents, and the agencies preparing the EISEIR. In response, the requirements and procedures for 
preparing the joint NEPNCEQA document were established in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) among the 
agencies and the Project Applicant and discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 1-12). The Project Applicant participates 
in the Steering Committee in an advisory capacity to provide information about its proposed Project. Communications 
with the Project Applicant regarding the Project are necessary throughout the NEPNCEQA process. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F32:75 - Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR is grossly deficient and in violation of both 
NEPA and CEQA and other provisions of law. In response, the comment is noted. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER F33 (Nina Hapner, Californians for Alternatives to Toxics) 
Response to Comment F33:l- The comment requests that the type of mechanical treatment used to control vegetation 
underneath the power lines be listed. In response, the mechanical methods will vary depending on location, vegetation 
and topography. Generally they may include hand clearing, use of mechanical flailers, brushhogs, and tractor clearing. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Other Measures 3.3.3.3-26, 3.3.3.4-26, and 3.3.3.5-26 (on pages 3.3-53, 3.3-60, 
and 3.3-66, respectively) of the Draft EISEIR will be revised by adding the following sentence to the end of the 
measures: 
“The mechanical methods will vary depending on location, vegetative composition and topography. Generally 
they may include hand clearing, use of mechanical flailers, brushhogs, and tractor clearing.” 
Response to Comment F33:2 - Commentor notes that disturbed areas would be seeded or planted with natural gasses 
andor shrubs and asserts that if pesticides are needed to control vegetation, then a supplemental EISEIR must be 
prepared to address the effects of pesticides. In response, the comment is noted. Other Measure 3.3.3.3-26 of draft 
EISEIR states that only mechanical methods will be used to control vegetation (page 3.3-53). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F33:3 - Commentor notes that the Project Applicant is responsible for washing equipment prior 
to movement of the equipment to the Project site and asserts that if pesticides are needed to control vegetation, then a 
supplemental EISEIR must be prepared to address the effects of pesticides. In response, the comment is noted. See 
also Response to Comment F33:2. 
Q 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR None. 
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Response to Comment F33:4 - Commentor asserts that the toxic chemicals that will be present in the geothermal sump 
ponds need to be clearly defined. In response, the Draft EISEIR discloses that the materials that will be deposited into 
the clay-lined, well pad sumps, include: non-toxic earthen materials removed from the wells during drilling (i.e., drill 
cuttings, page 2- lo), non-toxic bentonitic drilling muds (i.e., clay, page 2-10), and geothermal fluid during well testing 
(page 2-12). The chemical characteristics of the geothermal fluid are provided in Table 3.2.1 (page 3.2-10) and a 
comparison of the geothermal fluid constituent concentrations to drinking water standards and other criteria is presented 
in Table 3.13-9 (page 3.13-9). No other potentially toxic materials are proposed to be deposited into the sumps, but the 
well pads would be graded in such a manner that any unanticipated spills of materials stored or handled on the well pad 
could drain to the sumps. It is not possible to anticipate the concentration of any spilled materials that could be contained 
at any given well pad sump, but the sumps will be routinely emptied by injection of the stored fluids and the sumps 
contents will be chemically analyzed prior to removal (page 2-12). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER F34 (Richard and Cherie Gierak, Interactive Citizens United) 
Response to Comment F34:l- The comment states geothermal energy appears to be the most environmentally sound 
source to date. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F34:2 - Commentor notes that the leases for the Project appear to have been secured legally 
and that rights-of-way were acquired utilizing the eminent domain clause which the Commentor supports. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F35 (Roberto Dansie, Pit River Health Services, Inc.) 
Response to Comment F35:l - The comment notes that the Pit River Tribe considers Medicine Lake a source of 
material medicine but even more so, of spiritual healing; the development of a geothermal power plant in the area will 
have numerous adverse effects on the health and well-being of the Pit River community. In response, see Response to 
Comment C257 regarding the inconsistency of alternative criteria for human health impacts; remedies for the decline 
in community well-being relies on cultural mitigation measures, not medical intervention. Section 3.6 acknowledges 
the importance of Medicine Lake to Pit River people and identifies potential impacts to spiritual qualities of the area. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F352 - The comment notes that Medicine Lake will most likely end up looking and smelling 
like the sulphur works at Mount Lassen, and that geothermal plants have potentially unfavorable effects on health. In 
response, Sections 3.8,3.4 and 3.13 of the Draft EISEIR analyzed the visual, air quality and human health impacts of 
the Project; all potential impacts were found to be less than significant or will be mitigated to levels of insignificance. 
Section 3.13 evaluates potential health and safety effects and finds no significant effects after mitigation. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F35:3 - The comment expresses concern about possible cumulative effects of multiple 
geothermal plants on Mt. Shasta, water quality, medicinal herbs and plants, and animals. In response, Section 4.3 
analyzes cumulative effects. It finds no significant effects, after mitigation, to water quality or plant and animal species. 
However, at Section 4.3.6 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 4-15 and 4-16) it is acknowledged that a significant cumulative 
impact will result that cannot be mitigated to below the level of significance to the Medicine Lake Highlands and that 
geothermal development might affect the qualities that make the Highlands a sacred site and traditional cultural property. 
Mt. Shasta is roughly 35 miles southwest of the Project site, and no analysis was made of effects to Mt. Shasta. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment F35:4 - The comment asks will the drilling set off earthquakes and tremors. In response, see 
Response to Comment C2:64 regarding seismic activity in the area of the proposed Project. 
Response to Comment F355 - The comment states the following: “Do you want acid rain from the steam plumes and 
geothermal drifts polluting our water, lands, plants and animals this way?” In response, see Response to 
Comment E2:13 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related emissions on rain acidity; and Responses to 
Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the ability of Project related air emissions to damage vegetation, deposit 
various compounds contained in the cooling tower drift, and impact both water quality and aquatic life. 
Response to Comment F35:6 - The comment expresses opposition to the Project because Medicine Lake is sacred to 
the Pit River Tribe and without their sacred sites, the Pit River Tribe would die of spiritual solitude. In response, the 
comment is noted. These adverse effects are recognized in Impacts 3.6.3.3-1 and 3.6.3.3-2 (pages 3.6- 11 and 3.6-12). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER F36 (Mark Dean, Yreka Chamber of Commerce) 
Response to Comment F36:l- The comment states that the Yreka Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors voted 
unanimously in support of the proposed Project, assuming all mitigation measures are completed. Additionally, it is 
stated the project was approved as it was low impact help for the economy. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F37 (Ryan Henson, California Wilderness Coalition) 
Response to Comment F37:l- Commentor has many concerns about the Project but does not have time to focus on 
the flaws of the Draft EISEIR. The Commentor incorporates by reference the comment on the Project provided by the 
listed organizations. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F37:2 - The comment notes that “roadless release area” is unfamiliar terminology, and the 
closest term “released roadless area” is used by the USFS to point out the fact that such roadless areas were “released” 
from wilderness consideration by the California Wilderness Act of 1984. In response, a portion of the environmental 
analysis for Transmission Line Segment A2 was incorporated by reference from the Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Development Project Draft EISEIR (BLM, USFS, SCAPCD, and BPA, 1997) which used the “roadless release area” 
terminology; for consistency with an incorporated reference, this terminology was also used in the Telephone Flat Draft 
EISEIR. However, for the Final EISEIR, all references will be changed to “released roadless area”. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: References to the “Mt. Hoffman Roadless Release Area” will be changed to the “Mt. 
Hoffman Released Roadless Area”. 
Response to Comment F37:3 - The comment expressed concern regarding the proposed powerline construction that 
would occur in the Mt. Hoffman RRA, requesting that the EIS consider the impact of the project on the natural integrity, 
apparent naturalness, remoteness, solitude, special features, manageability, logical boundaries, and special places or 
values in the roadless area as discussed in the Forest Service Handbook roadless area assessment criteria. In response, 
see Response to Comment F12:l in which it is clear from the Modoc National Forest LRMP that the Mt. Hoffman RRA 
did not meet the USFS’s RARE I1 criteria for wilderness, and that the transmission line would proceed into an area that 
has a Recreation Opportunity Spectrum designation of Roaded Natural. According to the Introduction of the Draft 
EISEIR, the transmission line would proceed along an alignment that is already partially roaded, an approximately one 
mile distance within the Mt. Hoffman RRA, and would extend approximately 1.3 miles northeast to exit the RRA. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F37:4 - The comment states that the EISEIR violates 42 U.S.C. Subsection 4321-4370 (NEPA) 
which requires that EISs examine the impact of major federal action that may significantly affect the quality of the 
environment, in particular, the decision to develop a previously undeveloped roadless area and that diminishing their 
primitive character is an irreversible and irretrievable decision, the impacts of which must be analyzed in an EIS. In 
response, see Response to Comment F12:1, in which the Modoc National Forest LRMP has designated the area to be 
affected as ROS Roaded Natural, in which, according to Appendix K of the LRMP, “The area is ?h mile or less from 
roads and trails open to motorized use. Resource modifications and utilization practices are evident but harmonize with 
the natural environment ... typical activities include ...p ower boating, snowmobiling, off-highway vehicle touring, trailer 
camping, hunting and fishing.” Response to Comment F12: 1 demonstrates that the impacts of Line Segment A2 was 
analyzed in accordance with the requirements of NEPMCEQA. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F37:5 - The comment notes that the Mt. Hoffman RFU is over 5,000 acres in size and remains 
primitive in character, and qualifies as a future addition to the National Wilderness Preservation System according to 
the criteria established by the Wilderness Act of 1964, and the possibility of future wilderness classification triggers, 
at very least, an obligation to disclose the fact that development will affect a 5,000 acre roadless area. In response, see 
Response to Comment F12: 1 in which the affected portion of the Mt. Hoffman RRA is ROS designated Roaded Natural 
(see Response to Comment F37:4 for further discussion of Roaded Natural) and is already partially roaded is discussed. 
The Commentor fails to consider the California Wilderness Act of 1984, which required that national forest system lands 
in California which were reviewed by the RARE I1 program and not recommended for wilderness designation to be 
released and managed for multiple use, and that such lands need not be managed for the Dumose of urotecting their 
suitabilihr for wilderness designation (emphasis added). The U.S. Department of Agriculture (includes USFS and Modoc 
National Forest) is prohibited from conducting any further statewide roadless area review and evaluation of national 
forest system lands in California without express congressional authorization. To state the Mt. Hoffman RRA must be 
evaluated as a potential future addition to the National Wilderness Preservation Systems is inconsistent with the intent 
and direction provided by the California Wilderness Act of 1984. See also Response to Comment F18: 14; the intrusion 
of the transmission line on the Mt. Hoffman RRA would be minor, and after decommissioning, the RRA could be 
designated as a wilderness area if it meets the criteria at that time. This minor intrusion does not involve the requirement 
of the USFS Environmental Policy and Procedures Handbook Section 20.6.3 that an EIS be prepared for “proposals 
that would substantially alter the undeveloped character of an inventoried roadless area of 5,000 acres or more” 
(emphasis added). Even if an EIS were to be required pursuant to the USFS Handbook, the EIS requirement would be 
met by this EISEIR, as the impact of the A2 transmission line segment has been analyzed throughout the document. 
The USFS Handbook does not require a separate EIS but explicitly includes “site specific EISs.” 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F37:6 - The comment notes that the EISEIR ignored Regional Forester Lynn Sprague’s May 1, 
1998 directive ordering the Modoc National Forest and other Forests to “propose no new roads in inventoried roadless 
areas” which are not covered by the Northwest Forest Management Plan; Commentor believes the northern slope of Mt. 
Hoffman is outside the Northwest Forest Management Plan area and subject to the Sprague directive. In response, see 
Response to Comment F12:2 in which it is noted that the Draft EISEIR describes the suspension of road construction 
in Section 3.1 1.1.1 (page 3.1 1- l), summarizing an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking released on January 22, 
1998. Response to Comment F12:2 also notes that although the Mt. Hoffman RRA is not entirely covered by the 
Northwest Forest Management Plan, the Proposed Action and Alternative Transmission Line Route 1 are within areas 
that are either located encompassed by the Northwest Forest Management Plan or are outside of the Mt. Hoffman RRA. 
Response to Comment F37:7 - The comment requested that a watershed analysis be completed before any management 
activities are carried out in roadless areas, as required by the Northwest Forest Management Plan. In response, 
Impact 3.9.3.6.1-1 (page 3.9-8) of the Draft EISEIR notes that a watershed analysis needs to be conducted and 
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completed prior to transmission line construction activities associated with Transmission Line Segment A2. Mitigation 
Measure 3.9.3.6.1-1 (page 3.9-9) states that a watershed analysis shall be prepared prior to transmission line construction 
if Alternative Transmission Line Route 1 is selected. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F37:S - The comment states that a watershed analysis must be performed before interim riparian 
reserves may be entered for management activities, regardless of the type of activity proposed, as required by the 
Northwest Forest Management Plan. In response, the Northwest Forest Management Plan’s protection of riparian areas 
is noted in Section 3.3.1.10 (page 3.3-4); riparian reserves are described in the Draft EISEIR in Section 3.3.2.2.4 
(page 3.3- 17). The standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves prohibit surface occupancy within the reserve for 
geothermal exploration and development. They also minimize or exclude such activities as timber harvest and road 
construction. See Response to Comment F37:7, a watershed analysis shall be conducted and completed prior to 
transmission line construction if Alternative Transmission Line Route 1 is selected. Neither the Proposed Action nor 
any of the Project Alternatives would directly impact any designated riparian reserves. No significant and adverse effects 
on riparian reserves would occur as a result of implementation of the Proposed Action or Alternative Transmission Line 
Route 1. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F37:9 - The comment questions how the requirement of the NFMP ROD - that no cutting of 
late-successional forest is allowed in watersheds where 15 percent or less of the federal forest land is late-successional 
forest - would be met. In response, the standard and guideline for late-successional forest in the NFMP ROD is 
discussed in Section 3.3.2.2.4 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-18). The Draft EISEIR states, “landscape areas where 
little late-successional forest persists should be managed to retain late-successional patches and should be applied to 
fifth level watersheds (i.e., watersheds 20 to 200 square miles in size) if the total area of such stands drops below 
15 percent.” This standard and guideline applies to Matrix land allocations, including the Project wellfield area, the 
southwestern approximately 1.7 miles of line segment A2, and the western approximately 3.6 miles of line segment B2 
that are located within the jurisdiction of the NFMP ROD. Based on the Modoc National Forest definition of 
late-successional forest, any stand in which the overstory trees have a mean dbh greater than 24 inches and provide 
canopy cover greater than 40 percent would be considered late-successional. Using the Forest definition, an estimated 
7.2 percent of the forest in the Medicine Lake Watershed Analysis Area (MLWAA) is late-successional. However, 
recent guidance on implementing the NFMP ROD 15 percent retention standard and guideline from the Regional 
Ecosystem Office (REO) provides an alternative methodology for determining the amount of late-successional forest 
on Matrix land allocations.” Specifically, an assessment at the fifth field watershed scale based, in part, on the 
percentage of 80-year-old and older forest on forested federal lands within the watershed may be undertaken for the 
purpose of interpreting the amount of existing late-successional forest and implementing the 15 percent retention 
standard and guideline. This 80-year-old and older forest interpretation methodology provides that some class structure 3 
stands may be considered late-successional for the purpose of determining the percentage of late-successional forest 
existing on matrix land allocations within the watershed. Using this methodology, an assessment of the matrix land 
allocations within the MLWAA was undertaken by the Forest, and it was determined that the amount of late-succesional 
forested federal lands in the watershed area exceeds the 15 percent retention standard and guideline for matrix. Given 
this finding, it was determined that the Project would not result in a conflict with the NFMP ROD 15 percent retention 
standard and guideline. 
The physical effects of the Project on late seral stands is discussed in the Draft EISEIR. Construction of either 
transmission line segments A2 or B2 could disturb the respective late seral stands and mitigation measures are required 
‘OVSFS and BLM. 1998. Memorandum to the Executive Director, Regional Ecosystem Office. Subject: Implementation of the 15 Percent Retention 
Standard and Guideline. Regional Forester, Region 6,  USDA Forest Service and State Director, O W A  USDI Bureau of Land Management [Reply 
to: 1736-PFP(BLM-OR931)/195O(FS)J. 
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to minimize the disturbance (see Responses to Comments F18:3 and F18:4). The Draft EISEIR (page 2-40) states that 
the 100-foot-wide transmission line right-of-way would be constructed within the wider 1,000-foot planning comdor 
in a manner to avoid direct impacts on sensitive resources to the extent practical. The Draft EISEIR also incorporates 
by reference the analysis of the effects of construction of line segments A2 and B2 on late seral forest from the Draft 
EISEIR prepared for the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project (BLM et a1 . 1997) as evidenced by Mitigation 
Measures 3.3.3.6.1-3a and -3b, and 3.3.3.6.1-5a, -5b, and -5c; and Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.6.2-3a and -3b, and 
3.3.3.6.2-5a, -5b, and -5c (pages 3.3-69, 3.3-70, 3.3-74. and 3.3-75, respectively). Further the Draft EISEIR 
(pages 3.3-48 and 3.3-49) also provides mitigation measures for NSO habitat that are specifically relevant to the 
protection of, and off-site mitigation for, late seral forest along the transmission line routes (Mitigation 
Measures 3.3.3.3-9 and 3.3.3.3- IO). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The following text will be inserted before the first paragraph on page 3.9-9 of the 
Draft EISEIR following Mitigation Measure 3.9.3.6.1-1 : 
As discussed in Section 3.3.2.2.4, the NFMP ROD prescribes a Standard and Guideline for the retention of 
late-successional forest in fifth field watershed areas (20 to 200 square miles in size) if the total area of such 
late-successional stands within a watershed drops below 15 percent. The 15 percent retention Standard and 
Guideline is applicable to all allocation categories defined by the NFMP ROD (USFS and BLM 1994a). 
Late-successional forest is typically defined by the Forest as any stand in which overstory trees have a mean 
dbh greater than 24 inches and provide canopy cover greater than 40 percent. This is equivalent to a forest class 
structure of 4 or greater. However, recent guidance provides that the 15 percent retention Standard and 
Guideline for matrix allocations be interpreted and implemented in the context of an assessment at the fifth 
field watershed scale based, in part, on the percentage of 80-year-old and older forest on forested federal lands 
within the watershed (USFS and BLM 1998). The 80-year-old and older forest interpretation provides that 
some class structure 3 stands may also appropriately be considered late-successional for the purpose of 
determining the percentage of late-successional forest within the watershed. 
The entire Project wellfield area and the Route 1 transmission line alternative, including transmission line 
segments D1 and A2 are located within matrix. Since the 100-foot-wide line segment A2 right-of-way could 
impact patches of late-successional forest located within the 1,000-foot-wide planning comdor (see 
Impacts 3.3.3.6.1-3 and 3.3.3.6.1-5), an assessment of the Medicince Lake watershed area was undertaken to 
determine if construction of the line segment would be inconsistent with the management prescription of the 
NFMP ROD. The assessment was undertaken by the Forest and documented in conformance with the guidance 
provided for implementation of the 15 percent retention Standard and Guideline (USFS and BLM 1998). The 
assessment resulted in a determination that the amount of forested federal land in the watershed area exceeds 
the 15 percent late-successional retention Standard and Guideline for matrix, and the Project would not conflict 
with the NFh4P ROD management prescription. 
Response to Comment F37:lO - This comment is part of a larger section of comments beginning with Comment F37:7 
which states in part: “We request that the final EIS specifically explain how each of the following requirements of 
Option 9 will be met (all citations are from the Record of Decision for Amendments to Forest Service and Bureau of 
Land Management Planning Documents within the range of the NSO, USDA, USFS, USDI, BLM, April 1994.” 
Comment F37:lO says: - “survey to protocol must be conducted for survey and manage species (S&G, page C-4-5 and 
page C-49-61, Table C-3).” In response, the implementation of the Project will not affect the USFS’s implementation 
of the ROD standards and guidelines. By ROD direction, the USFS is required to survey and manage for the species 
listed on Table C-3 of the ROD. Also see Response to Comment D3: 11 for a discussion of the required survey strategy 
for Survey and Manage species, component 3 - which covers each of the four (4) species of fungi potentially affected 
by the Project. See Response to Comment F28: 1 for a discussion of the survey strategy required for Component 2 
species, specifically sugar stick. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment F37:ll- The comment states “green tree and snag retention guidelines must be met (page C-41 
- C42).” In response, the Project will not alter the green tree and snag requirements or relieve the obligation of the 
USFS to meet those requirements. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F37:12 - This comment notes: “Any course [sic] woody debris on the ground must be retained 
and protected to the greatest extent possible (page C-40 of ROD).” In response, Other Measure 3.3.3.3-18 in the Draft 
EISEIR (page 3.3-5 1) states that “Logs from construction shall be piled. Piles may be of various sizes and shapes and 
may be placed at any convenient locations throughout the wildlife Study Area in accordance with NFMP ROD and 
LRMP standards and guidelines for down logs. Coarse woody debris that is already on the ground shall be retained 
and protected from disturbance during logging and other construction activities that might destroy the integrity of the 
substrate . ” 
Response to Comment F37:13 - The comment supports Alternative 7 (No Action) as described in the Draft EISEIR 
of the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project as the preferred alternative in the Final EISEIR, thereby making every effort 
to preserve wildlands for future generations. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F38 (Janie and Robert Painter, Medicine Lake Citizens for a Quality Environment) 
Response to Comment F38:l - The comment states that the Medicine Lake Citizens for a Quality Environment are 
adamantly opposed to geothermal development in the unique volcanic and geological wonderland that is home to 
threatened and endangered species. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F38:2 - Commentor expresses concern that geothermal development will change the face of 
Medicine Lake forever and asserts there are some places that should not be developed, polluted, or exploited by industry. 
Commentor references a list of potential effects that the Commentor asserts will occur. In response, see Responses to 
Comments Al : l  through A1:13. 
Response to Comment F38:3 - Commentor suggests the BLM should consider buying back the issued Glass Mountain 
KGRA geothermal leases. In response, buying back the geothermal leases issued with the Glass Mountain KGRA 
would not meet the “purpose and need” for the Project discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 1-10 through 1-12). 
Evaluation of an agency decision to buy back the geothermal leases is beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Commentor also states that an economic feasibility study of the Project must be made available to the public. In 
response, there is no requirement for the Project Applicant to disclose the economic feasibility of the Project, and 
neither NEPA nor CEQA requires that the economic feasibility of a proposed Project be considered in an EIS or EIR, 
respectively. 
Commentor claims that BPA is proposing to pay the Project Applicant to withdraw from its commitment to the 
Telephone Flat Project, and Commentor states that Project Applicant must have a buyer for the electricity. Commentor 
asserts that the Final EISEIR must address the buyer issue and justify the economics of the Project. In response, the 
comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR addresses potential buyers of the electricity that will be generated by the Project 
(page 1-7). There is no requirement to justify the economics of a proposed Project in a NEPA or CEQA document (see 
also Response to Comment F29:4). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:4 - Commentor expresses concern about potential public health and safety. Commentor 
wants the Project Applicant to install an early warning system that detects excessive amounts of H,S and other harmful 
chemicals. In response, the public health effects from H2S are evaluated in Section 3.13.3.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR 
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(page 3.13-14). The analysis concludes that, “under no circumstances would suficient air concentrations of H,S exist 
to present a public health or safety risk anywhere in the vicinity of the proposed Project facilities”. During well drilling 
and testing activities the Project Applicant proposes to continuously monitor ambient air concentrations of H,S, and if 
monitoring indicates that the California ambient air quality standard (CAAQS) for H,S is being exceeded, then 
operations would be suspended until a solution acceptable to the Siskiyou County APCD is reached (pages 2-12 and 
2-13). Similarly, during power plant operations the Project Applicant proposes to provide a standby chemical H2S 
abatement system to abate H,S emissions should monitored meteorological conditions indicate that the CAAQS for H,S 
would be exceeded (page 3.4-22). The CAAQS for H,S is based on an odor annoyance threshold that is far below the 
public health criterion for H,S (see Table 3.13.5, page 3.13-14). 
Similarly, the health effects of other noncondensable gas emissions and trace metal emissions were evaluated in the 
Draft EISEIR (pages 3.13-14 and 3.13-13, and the analysis concluded that none of these emissions were projected to 
result in concentrations that could adversely affect human health. In response, an early warning system to detect 
potentially harmful chemicals is unnecessary. Similarly, Commentor’s suggestion that interpretive signs be posted to 
explain health risks and evacuation procedures has no basis in projected emissions from the Project under any 
foreseeable operations or upset conditions. 
Commentor provides an apparent quotation from some unidentified source regarding the geothermal well blowout near 
Puna, Hawaii, and states that the scenario described could repeat itself within the Medicine Lake basin. In response, 
the issue of well blowouts was addressed in Draft EISEIR (pages 3.13-6 through 3.13-lo), and the Puna blowout was 
specifically addressed in the Draft EISEIR because of geologic similarities that appear to exist (page 3.13-7). The Draft 
EISEIR explains why the conditions that resulted in the Puna blowout would not be expected to occur from wells 
drilled in the Project wellfield. Finally, air modeling for the Project evaluated a system upset condition when the flow 
from all of the power plant production wells (not just a single well as would occur from a blowout) was vented, 
unabated, to the atmosphere (see Appendix G to the Draft EISEIR). This analysis demonstrated that with all the wells 
venting the CAAQS would only be exceeded under unlikely meteorological conditions. As discussed in the Draft 
EISEIR, the CAAQS is more than 300 times lower than the OSHA permissable exposure limit for 8-hour occupational 
exposure to H,S (page 3.13-14), and again, it is concluded that, “under no circumstances would suficient air 
concentrations of H2S exist to present a public health or safety risk anywhere in the vicinity of the proposed Project 
facilities ”. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:5 - Commentor asserts that the CAAQS should not be the only standard to determine 
human health effects and asks what part of the population is used to establish human health criteria. In response, 
Commentor attributes a list of health disorders that affect people working in and living near geothermal developments, 
especially during and after upset and blowout conditions, but the Commentor does not provide any citation for the claim 
nor any corroborating information. As discussed in the Response to Comment F38:4, the CAAQS for H,S is based on 
a nuisance odor threshold that is lower than the concentration that would result in any known adverse health effects. 
Similarly, all of the National and California primary ambient air quality standards are conservatively established to 
protect the most “sensitive” members of the public, including children, the elderly, and those with health-related 
problems based on the best available scientific information, as are other health-based standards (e.g., primary drinking 
water standards). There are no projected Project operations or upset conditions that would expose the public to 
concentrations of Project emissions or discharges that would exceed any identified health-based standards. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:6 - Commentor asserts that each chemical produced or used for abatement by the Project 
must be analyzed and tested at the proposed power plant site to determine the effect on the environment at that site and 
that testing done outside of the area is inadequate and inaccurate. The modeling must also be year-round, including 
winter, with testing performed only within the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the modeling methodology 
outlined in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-10 through 3.4-15) follows EPA guidelines and no further analyses are 
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warranted. See also Response to Comment F32:62 for a discussion of the Project related ambient monitoring 
requirements. Commentor offers no basis for the “need” for this requirement and appears to be suggesting that there 
is something unique about the Medicine Lake Highlands that would render established standards and any scientifically 
generated information about the effects of potential Project emissions or treatment chemicals invalid because the 
research or data was not collected at the Project location. Commentor provides no information as to why established 
standards and scientifically generated information about these substances would not be adequate for assessing potential 
effects at the Project site. The comment is noted, but no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:7 - Commentor asserts that with two proposed geothermal development projects, a 
secondary H,S abatement system must be added to the proposed plant to help ensure that the SCAPCD air quality 
standards are maintained. In response, a cumulative air quality analysis of H,S from the two geothermal projects is 
provided in the Draft EISEIR (pages 4-12 and 4-13). The cumulative impact analysis indicates that the California 
ambient air quality standard (CAAQS) for H,S could be exceeded when the Fourmile Hill Project power plant is 
operating normally and one or more Telephone Flat wells is being flow tested. Mitigation measures are provided that 
would reduce this impact to below the level of signficance (page 4-13). In the event that measures prescribed to reduce 
the impact to below the level of significance dictate that additional actions are needed, a secondary H,S abatment 
methodology or abatement system will be required for conformance with the requirements of the SCAPCD. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:8 - The comment expresses concern about sulfide stress cracking and stress corrosion 
cracking of casings in geothermal wells. The Commentor requests that the Project Applicant use a high strength steel 
alloy casing for new wells, and upgrade the casings in existing wells. In response, the interior well casing type used 
by the Project Applicant will be L-80, a high carbon steel which is resistant to stress corrosion cracking. L-80 casing 
is used successfully without corrosion by the Project Applicant at other geothermal projects (Coso, Imperial Valley, 
Indonesia) with higher salinity and higher concentration of corrosive materials than occurs at the Telephone Flat Project. 
The existing geothermal wells at Telephone Flat show no evidence of corrosion or cracking. The BLM requires regular 
caliper surveys to test for casing corrosion, and would require that casing changes be made if corrosion or cracking 
occurred. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:9 - Commentor states that the Visual Quality Objectives (VQO) for “partial retention” do 
not allow for the Project facilities. Commentor states the huge cooling tower and power plant will especially attract 
attention (“above treeline”) thus causing a significant impact and violation of the VQO. In response, as described in 
the Draft EISEIR (page 3.8-4), a visual effect would be considered significant if “a long-term inconsistency with 
established USFS VQO when viewed from one (1) or more KOPs ...” would occur. The Proposed Action power plant 
site and the Alternative Site A power plant site would be located in area with a VQO of “partial retention.” The 
Alternative Site B power plant site would be located in an area with a VQO of “modification.” Project power plant 
structures would be visible from only one KOP. As described in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.9-1 1 and 3.9-12), the upper 
one-third of the Project turbine generator building would be visible from the Forest Primary Route 49 KOP at a distance 
of approximately four (4) miles from the KOP. This view would occur when travelling east on an approximately 
500-foot segment of the road only. As shown on Figure 3.8.5 the structure would not be visible above the skyline and 
as shown on Figure 3.8.6 and explained in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.8-1 I), “the linear form of the turbine-generator 
building would be juxtaposed against the subtle vertical line of the forest, providing some contrast, the lack of 
substantial color contrast between the visible power plant structures and surrounding forest area would greatly 
minimize this contrast”. As described in the VQO for “partial retention:” “Changes are noticed, but do not attract 
attention..Activities may also introduce form, line, color, or texture which are found infrequently or not at all in the 
characteristic landscape, but they should remain subordinate to the visual strength of the characteristic landscape.” 
From the visual analysis provided in the Draft EISEIR it was determined that the proposed Project was not inconsistent n 
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with the VQO for “partial retention” and it would not be inconsistent with the visual objectives in the Modoc National 
Forest LRMP. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:lO - Commentor is concerned that the construction of an interpretive sign [sic] on Primary 
Forest Route 49 would be inappropriate because it would trespass on an area with a VQO of “retention.” Commentor 
states that the interpretive site would be both offensive and inappropriate. In response, the Draft EISEIR prescribes 
a measure to reduce the adverse effects of the Project by the construction of an interpretive site along Primary Forest 
Route 49 at an appropriate location where the power plant structures are visible to describe how geothermal power 
production relates to the Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway theme proposed for the road (Other Measure 3.8.3.3-1e, 
page 3.8-13). Since portions of the power plant site would only be visible from an approximately 5W-foot stretch of 
Primary Forest Route 49 within a stretch of the roadway managed under a VQO of retention, the Commentor is correct 
that an interpretive site would likely be constructed within an area with a VQO of “retention.” In addition, the stretch 
of road from which the power plant facilities would be visible is located in the Klamath National Forest. As such, the 
measure will be revised in the Final EISEIR to request the Klamath National Forest to consider the appropriateness 
constructing a geothermal interpretive site along the roadway. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: Other Measures 3.8.3.3-le and 3.8.3.4-1e (pages 3.8-13 and 3.8-19, respectively) 
of the Draft EISEIR will be revised as follows: 
“Other Measure 3.8.3.3-le: Klamath National Forest shall be requested by the Modoc National Forest to 
consider the advisability of, and taking such actions as are necessary including possible Forest Plan revision 
for, the construction of an interpretive site along Primary Forest Route 49. If the interpretive site is determined 
to be appropriate by the Klamath National Forest, the Tke Project Applicant shall construct, or fund the 
construction of, an interpretive site -along Primary Forest Route 49 at an appropriate point 
where the power plant facilities are visible which describes how geothermal power production relates to the 
Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway theme.” 
Response to Comment F38:l l -  Commentor states the preferred transmission line route (line segments D1 and A2) 
would pass through areas with VQOs of “partial retention” and “retention” in violation of USFS VOQs, and the 
transmission line and pipeline routes should be shown on Figure 3.8.2. In response, the transmission line would be 
routed north from the Proposed Action power plant site through an area with a designated VQO of “partial retention.” 
Near its intersection with Forest Road N43N53 the corridor would enter an area with VQO of “modification,” and the 
corridor would be routed northeasterly passing intermittently through areas with VQO of “modification” or “partial 
retention” until it intersects with the Northern Utility Corridor transmission line segment B 1. As described in Response 
to Comment F38:9, the Project transmission line would not be inconsistent with the Forest VQOs of “modification” or 
“partial retention.” 
Transmission line segment D1 would be hidden from views from KOPs. Line segment A2 visibility was evaluated in 
the EISEIR prepared for the Fourmile Hill Project and incorporated by reference into the Telephone Flat Project 
EISEIR. Portions of line segment A2 would be visible from vista pullout views along Lyons Peak Loop Road (Forest 
Road 43N99; KOP 12 in the Fourmile Hill Project EISEIR). The Fourmile Hill Project EISEIR incorrectly indicates 
that a small segment of the transmission line segment A2 passes through an area with a VQO of “preservation.” As 
described in the Draft EISEIR (page 33-25), the area in question is a peninsular geologic flow that on a small scale 
map appears to extend northeast from the Glass Mountain Flow; however, on closer inspection, the peninsular flow is 
actually physically separated from the Glass Mountain Flow and managed under a VQO of “modification.” Line 
segment A2 would pass through the gap between the Glass Mountain Flow and the peninsular flow. 
The purpose for Figure 3.8.2 is to illustrate the USFS VQO for the Project vicinity. Because only the power plant site 
structures are visible from Primary Forest Road 49 KOP, only the alternative power plant sites are depicted on the 
figure. At the scale shown, the depiction of the alternative transmission line routes for each of three power plant sites, 
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and the alternative pipline routes would be too complex and would detract from the goal of the figure. Sufficient 
landmarks in the form of existing forest roads and geographic references are provided to cross reference detailed maps 
of the facilities for each of the Project Alternatives. Detailed maps of the transmission line segments are available in 
the Fourmile Hill Project EISEIR and shown in Exhibit 4, page 3-126 to the Telephone Flat Project Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:12 - The comment states that Primary Route 49 and Primary Route 77 are not up to rural 
road standards, with Route 49 containing single lane sections throughout its length, and Route 77, between Route 15 
and Route 49, being a narrow dirt road with ess turns and steep embankments; neither road can handle 538 vehicles per 
hour without exceeding Siskiyou County’s LOS C. In response, the Draft EISEIR noted in Section 3.11.2.3.2 
(page 3.11-7) that Primary Forest Route 49 was a “...partially paved, partially gravel-surfaced, undivided arterial ...” 
and Primary Forest Route 77 was a “...partially paved, partially gravel-surfaced, two lane arterial...”; of the Siskiyou 
County sample roadway capacities for LOS C, these two Primary Forest Routes were assigned the lowest classification. 
It is noted in Section 3.1 1.3.3.1 (page 3.1 1-12), “none of the four roadways (Primary Forest Routes 97,49, 15 and 77) 
is likely to be used to conduct 100percent of the construction trafJic to the area of the Project,” LOS C was footnoted 
to state: “This represents a worst case assumption, as some construction workers may carpool due to the relative 
distance of the Project area from towns expected to provide the labor pool. Not all vehicles would access the Project 
area via any single highway.” Even under these worst case conditions, either Primary Route 49 or 77 would use 53 
percent of the roadway capacity during the peak hour under the conditions assumed for the analysis (Rural Road with 
Two Ten-Foot Wide Lanes). Were the increase in traffic due to construction to be evenly distributed amongst the four 
Primary Forest Routes, this would result in 70 additional vehicles during the peak hour; even with project 1999 traffic 
volumes without the Project, this would result in 77 vehicles for Primary Forest Route 49 and 72 vehicles for Primary 
Forest Route 77. Even assuming the LOS C for these two roads would be a quarter of the vehicular volume (135) for 
Rural Roads with Two Ten-Foot Wide Lanes, these two roads would use 57 percent and 53 percent of the capacity, 
respectively. In actuality, LOS C volumes for these two roads would be higher than 135 vehicles per hour. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:13 - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR, in summarizing the Northeastern Siskiyou 
Coordinated Road Management Plan, states: “To safeguard forest resources and reduce land use conflicts, controls were 
established regarding the use of some areas, roads, and trails. The resources that could be damaged due to conflicts with 
vehicle use include land, water quality and wildlife habitat.” The comment further notes that CalEnergy must address 
this issue and fully explain how their project is exempt from planned road closures in the above NSCRMP; this is 
especially true in the Alcohol Crater area where the proposed power plant will be constructed along with new roads, 
transmission line and pipeline corridors; the construction will significantly impact the land, water quality and wildlife 
habitat surrounding Alcohol Crater and the 24 mile long transmission line corridor. In response, the Draft EISEIR in 
Section 3.11.1.1 (page 3.1 1-2), states: “Within these (management) units, only designated roads and the adjacent areas 
within 300 feet of these roads, are open to motorized vehicles during closures periods specified by the Plan. Motorized 
vehicle travel is prohibited on all other roads and trails ... In the area surrounding Alcohol Crater (extending outward 
from the rim approximately 0.5 miles north, west and east, and approximately 1.5 miles south in an irregular shape), 
the closure period extends from 3 days prior to the XI archery deer season to the end of the X I  general deer season. 
In 1997, the archery season for  deer buck in Zone X I  was from August 16Ih to August 31“. The general deer hunting 
season in Zone X I  was from September 2 6  to October Yh.” The proposed power plant location is located approximately 
2000 feet southwest of Alcohol Crater, and is within this archery deer season closure area. Designated roadways in this 
area include 43N53,44N17 (Primary Forest Route 97) and 43N21. Most of the well pads are within 300 feet of the 
designated roads; however, the proposed power plant and some well pads are located off of roadways proposed to be 
improved but are not currently designated (see Figure 2.2.4, page 2-8). Some well pads are located in the year-round 
closure area surrounding Medicine Lake, and appear to be more than 300 feet from designated roads, including 73-13, 
and 26-7. As described in Section 1.5.1.2 (page 1-13), permits and Special Use Authorizations are expected to be issued 
to CEGC for Project-related activities, including access to Project facilities. The NSCRMP provides for exceptions to 
the Road Management Plan closures for “vehicles expressly authorized by the Forest Service or land owner under a 
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permit, license, or contract.” Environmental impacts associated with the construction of Project facilities are analyzed 
and documented in this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The last sentence of the second paragraph on page 3.1 1-2 of the Draft EISEIR will 
be amended as follows: 
“Motorized vehicle travel is prohibited on all other roads and trails except for vehicles expressly authorized 
by the USFS or land owner under a permit, license, or contract.” 
Response to Comment F38:14 - The comment states that CalEnergy needs to do more research concerning winter road 
conditions and the transportation of hazardous waste over these narrow, icy roadways; the potential for accidents 
including trucks carrying Class I waste is critical. The comment further notes that it could take the State of California 
critical hours to respond to Telephone Flat’s remote location. In response, Impacts 3.1 1.3.3-5 (page 3.1 1-15) and 
3.13.3.3-4 (page 3.13-12) each considered the risk of transporting hazardous materials to and from the Project site and 
concluded that the impact was below the level of significance. Other Measures were proposed for both impacts to further 
reduce the adverse effects of the impact. As noted in Section 3.1 1 (page 3.1 1-15), “the amounts ofpotentially hazardous 
material to be imported and exported are small and would require relatively few truck trips. I t  is expected that 
adherence with applicable county, state and federal regulations regarding the transport of hazardous materials would 
minimize the potential hazard.” Hazardous materials are routinely transported year-round in areas that experience 
extreme weather. Other Measure 3.11.3.3-5b requires that Spill Response and Emergency Action Plan be prepared that 
addresses responding to spills of hazardous substances being transported within the Project vicinity. No other special 
provisions for this Project are required. See also Response to Comment A1:8 which describes Highway 139, Primary 
Forest Road 97 and the access road to the power plant from Primary Forest Route 97, and Response to Comment G124:2 
regarding winter access. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:15 - The comment states that the increased construction traffic will impact recreational 
uses and cause traffic-related accidents involving humans and wildlife; the existing roads are not adequate or safe for 
the proposed increased construction traffic. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:7 and A1 :8. 
Response to Comment F38:16 - The comment notes that the Siskiyou County General Plan’s Geothermal Element, 
Policy 16 states that “geothermal end-uses shall be permitted only when their compatibility and surrounding land-uses 
can be demonstrated with certainty;” deer hunting and the discharge of firearms do not seem compatible with the 
geothermal project. In response, see Response to Comment F18:17 and G41:8; although hunting prohibitions are not 
proposed as part of the proposed Project, there would be restrictions on the discharge of firearms within the fenced 
power plant site. The restrictions would be implemented under a Forest order. The amount of land with these restrictions 
is expected to be about 15 acres for the power plant site, and the total area of possible firearm discharge restrictions 
would be very small compared to the size of Deer Hunting Zone X1 (2,844 square miles; see Table 3.10.2 (page 3.10-5) 
of the Draft EISEIR) in which the Project is located (the Project would remove approximately 0.0005 percent of Deer 
Hunting Zone X1 from hunting). See also Response to Comment G298:3. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:17 - The comment states that regarding disruption or dividing an established community 
(page 3.9.2 of the Draft EISEIR) CalEnergy must further evaluate how the geothermal project is impacting Medicine 
Lake’s homeowners and campground users; mental anguish and stress caused by the Project must be addressed; 
CalEnery is ignoring human health issues, water and air quality issues, the devaluation of property values and other 
concerns affecting local property owners and recreation users. In response, the Draft EISEIR states for this topic that: 
“The area of the Proposed Action is relatively undeveloped and uninhabited; no community is expected to be physically 
or socially divided or disrupted by any proposed facility. No adverse effects are expected to result that would destabilize 
any community.” The Commentor does not dispute that no physical change would occur, but that “mental anguish and 
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stress” would constitute disruption or division of a community. Section 3.13 of the Draft EISEIR evaluated the potential 
effects of the Project on human health and did not identify any significant adverse public health risks from the proposed 
Project. Similarly, the Draft EISEIR evaluated the impacts of the Project on water and air quality (Sections 3.2 and 3.4, 
respectively) and no significant adverse effects were identified that could not be reduced to below the level of 
significance by the mitigation measures provided. The Draft EISEIR (pages 3.12-20 and 3.12-21) also evaluated the 
potential effects of the Project on Medicine Lake homeowner property values and did not identify a significant impact 
on property values (see also Response to Comment F38:lS). It is unclear what other concerns Commentor is referring 
to that would affect property owners and recreation users of the area and would result in mental anguish and stress. 
Commentor offers no identified basis for the assertion that the Project would result in mental anguish and stress beyond 
that resulting from opposition to the Project. The comment is noted, but no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:18 - The comment states that degradation of air and water quality along with the human 
health issues associated with geothermal development will lessen property values; clean air and water, a serene and 
natural environment are just a few of the wonderful existing aspects of the Medicine Lake Highlands. The comment also 
states that CalEnergy must retain a million-dollar bond to cover property value losses due to geothermal contamination 
of the air and water; the bond should also cover property-owners water wells going dry and human health issues 
including physical, psychological and environmental causes. In response, Sections 3.2, 3.4 and 3.13 of the Draft 
EISEIR analyzed the water, air quality and human health impacts of the Project; all potential impacts were found to 
be less than significant or will be mitigated to levels of insignificance. Impact 3.12.3.3-6 described the potential for 
decreased property values due to the perception of a compromised natural, serene environment; this impact was found 
to be below the level of significance. The financial assurances required for the Project are described in Section 2.2.6.4 
of the Draft EISEIR (page 2-45). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:19 - Commentor asserts that Chapter 3 contains assumptions not facts, that every 
environmental consequence has the potential to be significant, and that CalEnergy has only addressed issues that can 
be easily mitigated in the Draft EISEIR. In response, CalEnergy did not prepare the Draft EISEIR. As discussed in 
the Draft EISEIR, the document was prepared by a third-party contractor working under the direction of the lead and 
cooperating agencies comprising the Steering Committee (page 1-12). Chapter 3 provides the analysis of both the 
Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences of the proposed Project on the respective topical environmental 
resources. The Environmental Consequences section provides significance criteria by which each of the environmental 
impacts of the Project would be compared to determine if the adverse effects would exceed the threshold of NEPA or 
CEQA significance (see also Response to Comment F32:60). Commentor provides no basis for the assertion that the 
determinations of significance provided for each identified impact of the Project are incorrect. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:20 - The comment states that the comments from the CVRWQCB on water quality mirror 
the concerns of the Commentor. In response, the comment is noted; refer to the Responses to Comments E2: 1 through 
E2: 19. 
Response to Comment F38:21 - Commentor states that the Draft EISEIR fails to properly address the cumulative 
effects of geothermal development and that a separate joint Environmental Impact StatementEnvironmental Impact 
Report must be undertaken to evaluate the consequences of the two projects. In response, the cumulative effects of the 
two proposed geothermal development projects is presented in Chapter 4 of the Draft EISEIR. Commentor provides 
no basis for the assertion that the assessment provided in the Cumulative Effects chapter is inadequate. No further 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
~~ 
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Response to Comment F38:22 - The comment notes that the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project is located in a LSR, 
an area set aside for wildlife habitat protection; although the Draft EISEIR claims a less than significant effect, more 
study is needed to determine that conclusion. In response, see Response to Comment F24:7; the LSR and the Medicine 
Lake MLSA are discussed in the Draft EISEIR in Section 3.3.1.10 (page 3.3-4), and the Late-Successional Forest is 
described in Section 3.3.2.2.4 (page 3.3-18); the forest is located in areas designated as RF5D and RF5M (red fir with 
diameter at breast height greater than 24 inches and canopy cover greater than 40 percent) on Figure 3.3.4. None of the 
Proposed Action power plant or wellfield facilities would be located in a LSR. The transmission line corridors would 
encounter red fir late-successional forest; this is discussed in Section 3.3.2.2.5 (pages 3.3-24 through 3.3-26). 
Impacts 3.3.3.6.1-3 and 3.3.3.6.1-5 (page 3.3-69) describe the impacts due to the transmission line on vegetation and 
wildlife, and the mitigation measures that are suggested for these impacts. The Commentor does not specify the nature 
of the additional studies believed to be required, so no response could be prepared other than to state that sufficient 
information is provided in the Draft EISEIR to document the existing resources and to determine that significant, 
adverse impacts would not occur. 
The comment also states that Project Area is within a Late-Successional Reserve, and that more study is needed to 
determine the significance of impacts on wildlife resulting from the Project. In response, see Response to 
Comment A8: 16 which states that no areas are allocated as LSR within the Project survey area. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:23 - The comment states that the Mt. Hoffman RRA is within President Clinton’s 
Northwest Forest Management Plan, and is considered a wildlife sanctuary, undisturbed by roads, transmission lines 
and right-of-ways, which geothermal development would introduce into the area. In response, see Response to 
Comment F12:l in which the “released” status of the area is discussed, the ROS designation of the area to be affected 
by the Proposed Action and Alternative Transmission Line Route 1 is described, and the location of the road that already 
exists is identified. The current status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA does not preclude the proposed Project. 
Response to Comment F38:24 - This comment expresses concern that the cumulative effects of drill rig operations 
for both the proposed Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Project have not been addressed. In addition, this comment 
suggests that the number of drill rigs operating simultaneously be limited and that the pollution from the drill rigs has 
not been adequately addressed. In response, the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-17 and 3.4-18) discusses the potential impact 
drill rig engines and discusses the cumulative impact of the proposed Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Project (page 4-14). In regards to noise, although drilling may be occumng for relatively long periods of time, noise 
from drilling may be audible only when wells nearest to some receptors are being drilled (Table 3.7.10, page 3.7-14). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:25 -The comment noted that the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Draft EISEIR 
incorporated by reference portions of the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Draft EISEIR; therefore, the Commentor wishes 
to incorporate by reference all comments made concerning the Fourmile Hill Draft EISEIR into its comments. In 
response, the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Draft EISEIR incorporated by reference applicable information 
from the Fourmile Hill Draft EISEIR by summarizing or restating all appropriate information, as required by NEPA 
40 CFR Part 1502.21 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15150. Comments referenced by incorporation that are not stated 
in the comment letter or are submitted without description of the applicability of each comment to the Draft EISEIR 
do not constitute comments on the Draft EISEIR and need not be addressed. Further, the Final EISEIR for the 
Telephone Flat Project incorporates by reference the relevant sections of the Fourmile Hill Project Final EISEIR 
including those relevant Comments and Responses to Comments provided in that Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment F38:26 - The Medicine Lake Citizens for Quality Environment supports No Action Alternative 
for geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment F38:27 - Commentor asserts that construction hours must be limited due to excessive noise 
levels. Commentor also states that it would be appropriate to maintain “no noise” on designated national holidays. In 
response, the noise analysis provided in the Draft EISEIR indicates that construction noise may be audible at some 
human receptor locations near Medicine Lake, but it did not identify any construction noise that would exceed the 
County dayhight noise standards (Le., L,254 dBA) at any of the human receptor locations in the Medicine Lake basin. 
There is no noise impact significance basis for limiting construction hours. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:28 - The Commentor suggests that CalEnergy prohibit the use of jake brakes, horn 
honking, and engine revving. In response, the Draft EISEIR addresses constructiodoperation traffic noise (page 3.7-8). 
The comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F38:29 - The Commentor suggests that Cal Energy require that equipment engines be supplied 
with residential-grade mufflers and fire prevention equipment such as spark arresters, and that covers be installed on 
other engines, pumps, and generators. In response, the Draft EISEIR addresses equipment noise (page 3.7-13) and fire 
hazards (pages 3.3-54, 3.13-12, and 3.14-6). The comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EISIEIR None. 
Response to Comment F38:30 - The Commentor suggests that the Project Applicant notify Medicine Lake property 
owners as to when drilling will occur and the approximate duration of drilling. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EISIEIR None. 
Response to Comment F38:31- The Commentor suggests that all new roadways and existing dirt roads used by the 
Project Applicant be paved. In response, the Draft EISEIR states that new access roads to the power plant site and 
wellfield will be constructed, and existing roads improved, to an all weather gravel road standard (page 2-3). The air 
quality section (Section 3.4) addresses fugitive dust anticipated from traffic and construction activities and provides 
measures to prevent and mitigate fugitive dust emissions to below the level of significance (pages 3.4-16 and 3.4-17). 
The comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F38:32 - The Medicine Lake Citizens for Quality Environment supports the No Action 
Alternative for geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F39 (Dale LaForest, Mt. Shasta Tomorrow) 
Response to Comment F39:l - The Commentor asserts that an incorrect noise standard was used: 50 L,, - with 
“corrections” - should have been used rather than 60 Ldn. In response, a standard of 60 L,, was determined to be 
appropriate because of the many noisy outdoor activities observed during several visits to the various noise receptor 
locations. These activities included motor boating, water skiing, power generators, high fidelity audio systems, and 
people calling to each other. In the fall there is hunting, and there is snowmobiling in winter. The County’s Noise 
Element states that 60 Ldn is appropriate for “actively used playgrounds, neighborhood parks, [and] golf courses.” In 
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contrast, 50 L,, is appropriate for “passively-used open space (quiet or contemplation areas of public parks).” The 
activities observed at and near Medicine Lake are not passively-used open space. By comparison. the 50 L,, standard 
was determined to be appropriate at the Native American vision quest sites. 
Commentor asserts that the Project noise will also have an impulsive character and that the County Noise Element 
requires then that a total of 15 decibels be added before comparing the Project noise levels to the County noise 
standards. In response, the correction for quiet suburban or rural community noise and for impulsive noise is not 
subtracted from the standard; rather, it is added to the Project’s measured or estimated noise level. In any case, the 5 
dBA correction for impulsive noise was not used because Project noise is not expected to be impulsive, even though 
impulsive noise may occur occasionally during some construction phases. If a correction of +10 dBA for remote 
communities is added to the estimated noise level from only power plant operations at the worst case receptor, the L,, 
would be increased to 38 dBA (see Table 3.7.8, page 3.7-12, residential area, southeast end of Medicine Lake - worst 
case in development) and the noise level would remain well below the suggested Siskiyou County noise standard of 
4 4  Le, (= L,, 50 dBA). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F39:2 - The Commentor suggests that the County’s noise limit for quiet areas (Ldnc5O dBA) 
was ignored without substantiation or reason, and the motivation was to avoid expensive mitigation measures. In 
response, see Response to Comment F39: 1 in regards to correct noise standards according to the County General Plan. 
With respect to the cost of mitigation measures, it should be noted that these costs were not considered by the noise 
analyst. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F39:3 - The Commentor asserts that L,, c 40 dBA is the “correct” standard for construction 
noise, that noise levels associated with construction (Table 3.7.7, page 3.7- 11) exceed that standard, and therefore, that 
mitigation measures are warranted. In response, it is incorrect to subtract the various “corrections” from the standard 
rather than adding the “corrections” to the measured or estimated noise levels. Nonetheless, with respect to the use of 
60 L, as the standard, see Response to Comment F39: 1. In general, construction noise is considered a short-term impact 
and, therefore, is usually and specifically excluded in the noise elements and noise ordinances of most communities. 
In the present case, construction of the well pad nearest to each receptor is expected to require about one week, and that 
construction will occur only during daylight hours. The noise levels associated with construction of the well pads and 
the power plant show that well pad construction is the dominant noise source. Since this noise is expected to be 
short-lived and to be audible only when the nearest well pad is being constructed, mitigation measures were deemed 
unnecessary. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F39:4 - The comment addresses Native American and Noise concerns. 
Native American: The comment asks why noise impacts on Native American traditional use areas could not be mitigated 
by measures such as better mufflers, more berms, and restrictions on hours of Project activity. In response, 
Section 3.7.3.3.1 and a summary of it in Section 3.6.2.6 discuss estimated noise levels at the closest traditional cultural 
use areas (pages 3.7-13 and 3.7-14). Construction and drilling noises are the primary sources of expected impacts, with 
operations noises thought to be comparable to other sounds common in remote forested areas. The proposed mitigation 
of advising Native Americans of construction and drilling schedules would assist them in knowing when to avoid the 
area, but an impact would remain if they needed to use the area during construction or drilling and were unable to do 
so because of the noise (see Response to Comment G252:3). Because operational noise is expected to be 
indistinguishable from other noise, additional mitigation measures were not recommended for the operations phase. 
However, only Native American practitioners during operations will be able to determine whether their vision questing 
is compromised by the noise of operations. Thus, because Native Americans at the Project wellfield area asserted that 
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noise would interfere with vision quests at nearby locations (see Section 3.6.2.4, page 3.6-4), the Draft EISEIR 
acknowledges those impacts as potentially significant and cannot be mitigated to below the level of significance. 
Noise: The Commentor asserts that noise impacts upon Native American Vision Quest sites are not adequately 
mitigated. In response, Section 3.6.3.3-2 (page 3.6- 12) states that if Native American spiritual practitioners were willing 
to advise the USFS or CEGC when a visit to a Vision Quest site is planned, then noise mitigation measures could be 
implemented. The measures would depend on the specific location of the Vision Quest site (or sites) and the locations 
and types of project activities planned during the visit. Native Americans appear unwilling to provide the necessary site 
and visit schedule, so noise mitigation measures cannot be planned. The mitigation measure proposed - 30-day 
notification to the tribes prior to a project activity - will permit the tribes time to respond that some tribal ritual may 
occur and as a result, the project can implement relevant noise reducing measures. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F39:5 - The Commentor suggests that the EIR underestimates noise impact because the 
A-weighted noise measurement scale ignores low frequency noise. In response, the A-weighted scale does not ignore 
low frequency noise, it simply de-emphasizes it, just as the human auditory system de-emphasizes low frequency (below 
approximately 250 Hz) and high frequency (above 8,000 Hz) sounds. Thus, the A-weighted scale is most representative 
of what people will hear, assuming, of course, that the noise receptors have normal hearing. It should also be pointed 
out that if the noise measurements were C-weighted (as the Commentor suggests), the criterion noise level must also 
be C-weighted. Thus, the assessed impacts would not change. 
With respect to the low frequency content of noise from the various project activities (construction, drilling, and power 
plant operation), Tables 3.7.12 through 3.7.14 (pages 3.7-16 and 3.7-17) show the unweighted sound pressure levels 
in the various octave bands and the overall A-weighted levels. To estimate the octave band sound levels at the human 
receptor locations, the overall level in dBA at the receptor location should be subtracted from the overall level (for a 
particular project activity), and this remainder is subtracted from octave band levels, shown in Tables 3.7.12 to 3.7.14. 
For example, during construction the overall level in Table 3.7.12 for biological receptor BS-2E-TB is 47 dBA; in 
Table 3.7.7, at the residential area southeast of Medicine Lake, the noise level during construction of the nearest well 
pad is also 47 dBA. The remainder of subtracting the two is 0; thus, the Octave band noise spectrum at this residential 
area during construction of well pad 73-13 is approximately that shown in Table 3.7.12. At the low frequencies, this 
spectrum is similar to that of a washing machine (see Figure 5, page 246, in W. Tempest, ed., The Noise Handbook, 
London: Academic Press, 1985) and is not a “booming sound,” as suggested by the Commentor. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F39:6 - The Commentor states that cumulative impact assessment should include a geothermal 
power plant project “on the drawing board” near Mt. Hoffman, and that data regarding the noise levels at human 
receptors from both the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill projects is not presented in the Draft EISEIR. In response, 
the best available information does not identify a geothermal development project near Mt. Hoffman, and such a project 
was not considered for inclusion into cumulative noise effects (see also Responses to Comments AS: 14 and A9:3). With 
respect to the cumulative impacts of the Fourmile Hill and Telephone Flat projects, the Draft EISEIR states that a 
cumulative noise impact is expected if construction or decommissioning of transmission line se,gnent A1 at the Fourmile 
Hill project was undertaken concurrent with the construction or decommissioning phases of the proposed Telephone 
Flat Project (pages 4-16 and 4-17). 
Cumulative impacts from the long-lasting operational phases of the two projects were considered below the level of 
significance because their combined noise levels were very low and well below County standards. For example, the 
noise level is expected to be 28 dBA at the residences at the southeast end of Medicine Lake during operation of the 
Telephone Flat power plant (see Table 3.7.8, page 3.7-12).The noise level is expected to be 11 dBA at these same 
residences during operation of the Fourmile Hill power plant (see Table 4.14.3, page 4-265, Fourmile Hill EISEIR). 
In combination, the noise level is 28.1 dBA, which is an insignificant increase and well below ambient noise and the 
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County’s noise standard. Such data were not included in the Draft EISEIR in order to facilitate reading and 
understanding of the document. 
Revisions for the Final EISLEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F39:7 - The Commentor states that cumulative impacts should consider the Fourmile Hill, 
Telephone Flat, and Mt. Hoffman geothermal projects and should include an estimate of noise impact at night when 
ambient levels are, presumably, lower than during the daytime. In response, with respect to a purported geothermal 
power plant development near Mt. Hoffman and the cumulative impact of operational noise, see Response to 
Comment F39:6. 
Noise levels at night may not be as low as the Commentor expects. At night, crickets and other insects and frogs become 
dominant noise sources. One example of this is a noise reduction of only 3 dBA between the daytime and nighttime 
hours as measured at the residences at the southeast end of Medicine Lake (Table 3.7.2, page 3.7-6). If we assume a 
decrease of 5 dBA at night at the campground on the north side of Medicine Lake, a nighttime level of about 39 dBA 
(44 dBA - 5 dBA = 39 dBA; see Table 3.7.2) is expected. (The Commentor erroneously states that the ambient level 
is 37 dBA at this location.) With both power plants operating, the estimated level at the Northern Campground is 17.1 
dBA (15 dBA + 13 dBA = 17.1 dBA). During concurrent well drilling at the two nearest well pads, the noise levels will 
not increase substantially, from 44 dBA (Table 3.7.10, page 3.7-14) to 44.1 dBA (44 dBA + 25 dBA [Table 4.14.3, 
page 4-265 of the Fourmile Hill Project Draft EISEIR] = 44.1 dBA). With an estimated nighttime ambient level of 39 
dBA, 44.1 dBA is expected to be audible, but this is the result from the Telephone Flat Project; it is not a cumulative 
impact of the two projects. The noise level during drilling of the well nearest to the Northern Campground is 
substantially less than the estimated nighttime ambient level. 
Revisions for the Final ELSLEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F39:8 - The Commentor provides estimates of cumulative noise levels with a geothermal 
project at or near Mt. Hoffman. In response, there are no reasonably foreseeable plans for a geothermal development 
project at or near Mt. Hoffman (see page 4-2, “Proposed Geothermal Projects”); although, up to three geothermal 
exploration wells that were not integrated into the subject Telephone Flat Project were earlier proposed in this area 
(Glass Mountain Geothermal Exploration Project; BLM et al. 1995). Thus, Commentor’s estimates of noise levels from 
the Mt. Hoffman area would be applicable to short-term and intermittent exploration drilling and testing of up to three 
exploration test wells associated with the reduced in scope Glass Mountain Geothermal Exploration Project. The 
formula provided by the Commentor should also be corrected: 
from: 10 x a x log (R, + R,); to the correct formula: 20 x a x log (R2 i R,). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: An expanded cumulative effects evaluation that includes the reduced scope Glass 
Mountain Geothermal Exploration Project will be added to Chapter 4 of the Draft EISEIR. 
Response to Comment F39:9 - Addition of the sound levels from three geothermal projects is illustrated and the 
Commentor estimates CNEL from the three projects. In response, as noted in F39:7 and F39:8, there is no evidence 
of a planned project near Mt. Hoffman; thus, the estimated CNEL levels are not valid. With respect to using C-weighted 
noise levels, see Response to Comment F39:5. 
Revisions for the Final EWEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F39:lO - This comment states that the EISEIR is seriously flawed because it designates a 
legally inappropriate agency, the SCAPCD, to act as the Lead Agency for CEQA purposes. In response, as discussed 
in the Draft EISEIR, the SCAPCD would be the responsible agency that would issue discretionary air permits for 
Authorities to Construct and Permits to Operate for the proposed Project and can legally assume the role of CEQA lead 
agency (pages 1-12, 1-14, and 3.4-3). 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F39: l l -  Commentor asserts that the SCAPCD has a history of not performing their agency 
responsibilities well. In response, the comment is noted. The SCAPCD performance history is beyond the scope of this 
EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F39:12 - The Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR is defective and should be revised and 
recirculated. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F40 (James L. Pierce, Law Ofice of James L. Pierce) 
Response to Comment F40:l- Commentor advises that the Project is subject to both NEPA and CEQA requirements. 
In response, the Draft EISEIR was prepared to meet the statutory requirements of both NEPA and CEQA for the 
Project (page 1-1) and it discusses the statutory and regulatory requirements and agency policy guidance for joint 
NEPNCEQA that was used to prepare the Draft EISEIR (page 1-12). The comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
Response to Comment F40:2 - Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately address Siskiyou 
County’s potential financial exposure should the proposed geothermal wells not be properly abandoned after their useful 
life. In response, the Project Applicant is responsible for plugging and abandonment (P&A) of the proposed geothermal 
wells in conformance with BLM requirements. The proposed geothermal wells would be constructed entirely within 
federal geothermal leases on public land in the Modoc National Forest. The Draft EISEIR identifies the financial 
assurance requirements for the Project that would be potentially relevant to well P&A if the Project Applicant became 
financially unavailable to undertake the P&A (page 2-45). As the operations would be conducted on public lands, 
Siskiyou County would be at no financial risk to P&A the geothermal wells. Analysis of the adequacy of the financial 
assurance requirements is beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F40:3 - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately describe the necessity 
and/or marketability of the electric power expected to be generated by the proposed development, especially in light of 
the substantiated information concerning BPA’ s cancellation of its contract with CalEnergy. The comment also asks 
if the electric power expected to be generated by the proposed development is actually needed, should the project 
proceed? In response, the Project is not dependent on BPA purchasing the electric power generated by the geothermal 
power plant. As noted in Section 1.2.3 (page 1-7) of the Draft EISEIR, the energy generated could be sold to parties 
other than BPA, including other utilities and power marketers. As noted in the Draft EISEIR (page 1-10), “BPA has 
agreed to consider, but has no obligation to execute power contracts with CEGC and/or Culpine. BPA could purchase 
power from one, both, or neither of the facilities.” 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F40:4 - The comment expresses concern that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately describe 
a scenario where natural groundwater and re-injected geothermal fluids are of insufficient quantity to replenish the 
reservoir. In response, the sustainability of the geothermal resource is discussed as part of the effects of geothermal 
development on geothermal resource depletion in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2-43), which explains that during Project 
operations the temperature of the produced geothermal fluids would slowly decrease over time until the continued 
commercial operation of the Project would no longer be economically viable at which time the Project would typically 
discontinue operations and move to the decommissioning phase. It is expected that the resource would be able to support 
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project operations for 50 years. However, if the sustainable period is shorter, the project would end sooner because the 
project will not continue if it is not economically viable. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F40:5 - Commentor expresses concern that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately address the 
possible cost, and who would pay the cost, of removing or disposing of soil-contaminated waste. Reference is provided 
to an attached exhibit to the comment letter that describes a former geothermal brine storage pond that was located at 
a geothermal test facility operated by the DOE in the Imperial Valley as an example. In response, no activities are 
proposed by the Project that would intentionally result in the generation of soil-contaminated waste. The Draft EISEIR 
states that the Project Applicant would remove all waste, including any hazardous waste, generated by the Project 
(page 2-36). Project Applicant closure of the well pads sumps and the power plant, transmission line, and wellfield 
decommissioning are also described in the Draft EISEIR (pages 2-15 through 2-16, and 2-42, respectively). Financial 
assurance requirements for the Project that could be made applicable to site closure, if necessary, are also described in 
the Draft EISEIR (page 2-45). 
The referenced exhibit describes a DOE-operated facility that was used for multiple geothermal and experimental testing 
activities over two decades. As explained in the exhibit, the contaminants in the pond were residues and precipitates 
concentrated as a result of evaporation in the desert environment where the test facility was located. Public funds were 
used to pay for waste removal and pond restoration because it was a public agency that operated the test facility. The 
proposed Project well pad sumps and power plant site pond will not be operated in a manner that would allow for similar 
evaporative concentration of the contents. The plant storage pond would be used for temporary cooling tower overflow 
and miscellaneous drainage systems, and the stored fluid would be transferred to the injection wells for subsurface 
injection and reservoir recharge (page 2-32). Similarly, the well pad storage basins would store discharged geothermal 
fluid and runoff from the well pads, and Other Measure 3.3.3.3-20 would require geothermal fluid ponded in the well 
pad sumps to be removed within 60 days of discharge (page 3.3-52). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F40:6 - Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately address how, and to 
what extent, the Project Applicant will be held liable for any violations of applicable law in connection with the Project. 
In response, the Draft EISEIR provides the regulatory framework as the first subsection under the Affected 
Environment section for each topical resource evaluated. The regulatory framework provides a summary of the relevant 
laws, regulations, and other agency environmental guidance requirements that the Project would operate under. The 
Project Applicant would be subject to the relevant enforcement actions of each of the governing and responsible 
agencies for violations. Violations of the law are not an anticipated environmental effect of the Project, and neither 
NEPA nor CEQA require analysis of the enforcement actions potentially available to agencies for violations of 
applicable laws in connection with the Project. Further analysis of enforcement actions andor other legal remedies for 
hypothetical Project violations under the law are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F40:7 - Commentor advises that the Draft EISEIR is not clear as to whether the leases held 
by the Project Applicant are legally in compliance with restrictions on the maximum number of acres of geothermal 
leases that can be held by one entity. In response, the BLM advises that the Project Applicant is in conformance with 
the referenced maximum geothermal lease holding restrictions under the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 (Personal 
Communication-Sean E. Hagerty, BLM, California State Office; October 21, 1998). No further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The Draft EISEIR will be revised by adding the following as the last paragraph in 
Section 1.8.2 on page 1-18: 
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“CEGC’ s federal geothermal lease position is in conformance with the federal geothermal lease holding 
acreage limitations (43 CFR 3201.2 et seq.) (Personal Communication-Sean E. Hagerty, BLM California 
State Office; October 21, 1998)” 
Response to Comment F40:S - Commentor is concerned that the Draft EISEIR does not consider geothermal 
development rights held by the State of California through the State Lands Commission (SLC). In response, 
Commentor is correct that the State of California owns the geothermal resources on State-owned or controlled lands. 
The SLC is the state agency that may lease or otherwise manage the use of sovereign tidelands, submerged lands and 
beds of navigable waterways under its jurisdiction, and the SLC claims that Medicine Lake qualifies under the definition 
of submerged lands and beds of navigable waterways. In 1997, the State Lands Commission offered for lease the 
geothermal resources that may be located beneath Medicine Lake with “no surface occupancy” restrictions. The SLC 
has not yet issued the geothermal lease. However, the potential issuance of the SLC geothermal lease, particularly with 
the “no surface occupancy” restrictions, is insufficient evidence that any additional geothermal development would 
result from the issuance of the lease. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR, thousands of acres of federal geothermal leases 
have been issued, but not all of the leases have commercial geothermal resource development potential (page 4-2) and 
the only reasonably foreseeable geothermal development projects are the two projects that have already been proposed 
(page 4-2). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F40:9 - Commentor points out that the California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
(CRWQCB) has specific objections to the Draft EISEIR and that the concerns raised by the CRWQCB should be 
addressed. In response, see Responses to Comments E2: 1 through E2: 19. 
Response to Comment F40:lO - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR does not describe the profitability of the 
proposed Project after all impact mitigations andor other environmental protection measures are taken into account; 
a full economic evaluation should be provided so that the public and governmental decision-makers can evaluate and 
digest an accurate assessment of the benefits and costs of the project. In response, see Response to Comment F3257; 
the Project Applicant determines whether the Project is financially viable, not the BLM, USFS, BPA, or SCAPCD. The 
NEPNCEQA documentation is concerned with the environmental consequences of the Project, not the financial gains 
or losses expected by the Project Applicant, and neither NEPA nor CEQA require that an economic analysis of the 
Project’s profitability be conducted. No further analysis is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F40:ll- Commentor asserts that an entity named GeoDyne possesses financial interests in both 
CalEnergy and Calpine, and the Commentor asserts that the public and the agencies should be informed of the extent 
of the relationship, if any. In response, the Project Applicant reviewed their parent company, CalEnergy Company, Inc., 
stockholder files and determined that as of September 30, 1998, there was no entity named GeoDyne identified as a 
stockholder. The Project Applicant is unaware of any financial interest in CalEnergy Company, Inc. by an entity named 
GeoDyne (Personal Communication - Douglas Anderson, CalEnergy Company, Inc.; October 16, 1998). Evaluation 
of the individual ownership or financial interests of the Project Applicant and/or Calpine Corporation are beyond the 
scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F40:12 - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR doesn’t address or disclose the obvious 
conflict of interest existing for the federal government in general in regards to how can the USFS andor BLM be an 
impartial decision-maker concerning the proposed Project when those same agencies are poised to gain millions of 
dollars in royalty payments during the first twenty years that the proposed Project will be in operations? In response, 
the decision-making agencies do not benefit from the federal royalty revenues; thus, no potential conflict of interest 
exists (see Response to Comment F32:3). n 
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Response to Comment F40:13 - Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR does not include an analysis of the “value,” 
whether objectively quantifiable or not, of keeping the Medicine Lake area undisturbed. In response the Draft EISEIR 
provides descriptions of the existing environmental setting, resource by resource, in each of the Affected Environment 
subsections of the environment resource topics evaluated in Chapter 3. These discussions include descriptions of 
existing land use; recreational use; and the biological, geological and hydrological resources of the area. While it is 
incorrect to state that the Medicine Lake area is “undisturbed,” the baseline information provides a description of the 
environmental setting as “unchanged” by the Project. NEPA and CEQA require that an environmental asessment of the 
effects of a Project be undertaken, but they do not require that a quantifiable “value” of the existing environment be 
established. The No Action Alternative is evaluated throughout the Draft EISEIR, and the No Action Alternative 
analysis in the Draft EISEIR provides an assessment of an alternative that is “unchanged” by any of the action 
alternatives. The No Action Alternative may also be selected by the agencies in their respective decisions. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER F41 (Vivian Parker, California Native Plant Society, Shasta Chapter) 
Response to Comment F41:l - The comment would like to incorporate by reference the other comments made 
regarding this project by additional environmental groups. In response, the comment is noted. See also Response to 
Comment F38:25. 
Response to Comment F41:2 - The comment states that the California Native Plant Society Shasta Chapter opposes 
the project and to adopt the No Action Alternative, thus keeping the roadless areas protected. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F41:3 - The comment notes that native plant enthusiasts come from all over the state to the 
Medicine Lake area and contribute to tourism and if the Project is built no one that enjoys nature activities will want 
to return to the area. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F41:4 - Commentor asserts that the Project would result in a tremendous volume of potential 
negative impacts and the Draft EISEIR summarily dismissed most of the impacts as insignificant. The Commentor also 
states that those impacts that were determined to be significant were mitigated by some kind of “Management Plan,” 
and Commentor asks what will be the penalty if the Project Applicant does not comply? In response, it is a requirement 
of both NEPA and CEQA to evaluate the potentially adverse effects of the Project and make a determination as to 
whether each identified impact is significant or not. Significance criteria consistent with CEQA guidelines were 
identified at the beginning of each Environmental Consequences section and these are used as the threshold or standard 
for determining if an adverse effect would be a signficant or potentially significant impact. It is also a NEPA and CEQA 
requirement to provide mitigation measures that could be implemented that would reduce the adverse effects of a 
significant or potentially significant impact to below the level of significance. One method for reducing adverse effects 
is to implement management plans that would substantially prevent the potential for an adverse effect from occurring. 
That methodology was used successfully for many of the adverse effects of the proposed Project. While not expected 
to occur, the theoretical penalties that a project owner/operator could be subject to for noncompliance with permit 
conditions or stipulations are the enforcement actions of the responsible agencies. Enforcement actions could be fines, 
restrictions on operations, and orders to stop the operations entirely, if necessary. The owner/operator would also be 
subject to all other remedies available to the agencies under the law. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F41:5 - Commentor asserts that California has a surplus of energy, the power generated would 
be transported to Oregon, and the Project will not benefit California. In response, a socioeconomic analysis of the 
impacts of the Project was provided in the Draft EISEIR and identified substantial economic benefits of the Project 
(pages 3.12-19 and 3.12-20). With respect to power sales to an Oregon-based entity, see Response to Comment A8:13. 
Neither NEPA nor CEQA require an economic feasibility analysis of a project and an evaluation of the economics and 
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marketability of the proposed Project is beyond the scope of this EIS/EIR. See also Responses to Comments D1:22, 
F29:4, and F38:3. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F41:6 - The comment expresses the concern that 105 acres of old-growth forest would be 
disturbed. The comment also states an objection to off-site mitigation through silvicultural management practices for 
the loss of late-successional forest. In response, see Response to Comment Al: l  for a discussion of the absence of 
old-growth forest within the Project survey area and anticipated impacts to late-successional forest. Mitigation measures 
3.3.3.6.1-3a-b, 3.3.3.6.1-5a-c, 3.3.3.6.2-3a-b, and 3.3.3.6.2-5a-c - as originally proposed in the Fourmile Hill Project 
EISEIR- are designed to minimize impacts on late-successional forest to a level below significance. 
Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-9,3.3.3.4-9, and 3.3.3.5-9 are designed to mitigate the fragmentation of 105 acres of NSO 
foraging and dispersal habitat through silvicultural activities (Le., commercial thinning) in off-site mid-seral stands. The 
results of thinning activities would accelerate growth in these mid-seral stands leading to the recruitment of these stands 
as late seral stage stands and eventually increase the “patch size” of the overall late seral stand(s). These measures are 
in accordance with the NFMP ROD, the Standards and Guidelines identify several techniques that could be used to 
replace lost stands of late-successional forest by accelerating the development of early- or mid-seral forest (pages B-5 
and B-6). The techniques include: (a) thinning or managing the overstory to produce large trees; (b) use of prescribed 
fire; (c) managing stands to release advanced regeneration of different tree species to produce a more diverse overstory; 
(d) underplanting and limiting understory vegetation control to begin development of multistory stands that are more 
diverse in species composition; and (e) killing trees to make snags and coarse woody debris. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F41:7 - The comment expresses concern over the effects of changes in the microclimate, toxic 
air emissions, and hazardous material spills on non-vascular plants as a result of the Project. In response, see Response 
to Comment D3: 11 for a discussion of the evaluation of impacts on Survey and Manage fungi. NFMP ROD management 
objectives for Component 3 Survey and Management species are to “locate high priority sites for species management” 
(page C-5(3) of the NFMP ROD). Undisturbed red fir stands have the highest potential for supporting diverse 
populations of fungi within the Project wellfield Area. None of these stands will be disturbed as a result of the Project. 
See also Response to Comment A8:3 for a discussion of projected air emissions and deposition and the effect on 
vegetation. As described in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-41), a spill containment system would be put in place to prevent 
offsite releases of accidental spills of geothermal fluids, chemicals, petroleum products, or contaminated storm water 
runoff from leaving the power plant site or well pad areas, thereby minimizing impacts on wildlife and vegetation. Spill 
control provisions would consist of berming the areas subject to spills to contain 150 percent of the potential maximum 
spill volume and providing the bermed area with a sump for a temporary sump pump. Any spills or potentially 
contaminated runoff occurring within the spill areas would either be removed by a licensed hazardous waste hauler, 
pumped into a tanker truck for offsite disposal at an appropriate location, or pumped to an injection well for disposal. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F41:S - The comment expresses concern over the assessment of impacts on macrofungi. It also 
states a survey should be conducted for hypogeous fungi. In response, see Response to Comment D3: 11 for a 
discussion of the evaluation of impacts on Survey and Manage fungi. Truffles and false truffles (hypogeous fungi) are 
Component 3 Survey and Manage species, therefore the same survey strategy required for the fungi that occur or have 
the potential to occur within the Project survey area applies, and there is no requirement for a preconstruction survey. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F41:9 - The comment states that the California Native Plant Society is opposed to any activities 
on public lands which would result in intrusion into roadless areas as they are priceless reservoirs for native plants, 
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fungi, and lichens, and should be preserved in perpetuity. In response, the comment is noted; also see Responses to 
Comments F12: 1 and F37:4 as to the current status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA and the recreational activities typically 
associated with ROS designated Roaded Natural areas. 
In regards to the transmission line, except for an 18-foot wide service road and the bases of supporting poles, the 
understory would be undisturbed. The resident species would persist in the comdor where the growing medium and 
exposure would not vary greatly from the frequent natural openings characterizing this association of xeric species. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F41:lO - The comment addresses various aspects: 
Air Qualitv: This comment expresses concern regarding a potential, “sulfur/rotten egg noxious odor,” resulting from 
the proposed Project. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential rotten egg odor 
resulting from Project related emissions. 
Noise: The Commentor is opposed to an alteration of the quality of the outdoor experiences of “plant enthusiasts” 
caused by 24-hour noise pollution. In response, plant enthusiasts probably will not hear most project noises because 
it is expected that the enthusiasts will be at far distances from the noise sources. Construction noise is loudest and most 
likely to be audible. It is expected, however, to be relatively short-lived. (see Table 3.7.7, page 3.7-11). See also 
Response to Comment A1:6 for additional response in regard to noise caused by the proposed Project. 
Visual Impact: The Commentor is concerned about the visual effects of the Project and refers to 36-inch pipelines 
visible from 10 miles distance, and 21 miles of transmission line, plants, and cooling towers that are 65 feet wide and 
275 feet tall. In response, the comment is noted. However, the pipeline will not be visible from a distance of 10 miles. 
The entire Telephone Flat Project wellfield area is located within the Medicine Lake basin and there are no views from 
even the locations at the highest elevations around the basin (Mt. Hoffman, Medicine Mountain, Red Shale Butte, Lyons 
Peak, or other locations from which any portion of the proposed pipelines could possibly be viewed from a distance in 
excess of approximately 3-4 miles (Figure 3.8.1, page 3.8-2). Similarly, the tallest Project facilities are depicted on 
Figure 2.2.17 (page 2-29) of the Draft EISEIR. The tallest structure is the turbine generator building at about 85 feet, 
the cooling tower would be about 65 feet and the transmission line poles would be about 65-70 feet in height. Most of 
these facilities within the wellfield area would be hidden among forested areas with trees from 80-120 feet in height, 
and only the turbine-generator building would be partially visible from a single KOP (see also Response to 
Comment F38:9). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F41:ll -The comment states that it is evidence, and should be clear to the deciding officers that 
this unique biological and geological area, and it should be preserved in a natural state; also the Project is opposed by 
dozens of environmental groups, communities from the local to state level, and is a bad idea for the people of California. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER F42 (Michelle Berditschevsky, Mount Shasta Bioregional Ecology Center) 
Response to Comment F42:l- The comment notes that the environmental quality and pristineness of Medicine Lake 
Highlands, and its significance to several Native American Tribes prompts deep concerns about the proposed Project. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F42:2 - The comment notes the.importance of the land surrounding the proposed Project area, 
the amount of endangered and threatened species present, and the impacts that would occur to natural resources and the 
precedent set for future projects. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment F42:3 - The comment notes the Native American cultural significance of Medicine Lake 
Highlands and opposes geothermal development on cultural grounds. In response, the comment is noted. See also 
Response to Comment A9: 11. 
Response to Comment F42:4 - The comment elaborates on the Native American cultural significance of Medicine 
Lake Highlands and concludes that environmental impacts are cultural impacts. In response, Section 3.6 discusses 
cultural concerns about environmental impacts. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:5 - The comment notes that non-Indians also value Native American culture and appreciate 
its statement that land, plants, and animals should not be exploited. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment F42:6 - The comment refers to executive orders about sacred sites and environmental justice. 
It asserts that Native American tribes cannot influence the decision. In response, see Response to Comment A9: 1 1 with 
reference to the executive orders. Information from Native American tribes and individuals is in the Draft EISEIR, 
comments on the Draft, the Final EISEIR, and responses to comments. All of these identify impacts and concerns that 
decision makers will consider. Government-to-government consultation with the tribes, still continuing, also provides 
the decision makers with information to consider. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:7 - The comment addresses biological, climate, cultural, and visual effects of the Project. 
Biological Resources: Commentor expresses the belief that the overall character, setting, biological and climatic 
make-up of the area are incompatible with industrial development and “The Draft EISEIR underestimates the extent 
of the damage that would be done.” In response, Commentor offers no basis for the assertion that the Project would 
significantly affect the biology of the area, and no further analysis is required. 
Air Quality: Commentor expresses concern that the “. . .overall . . .climatic make-up. . . ” of the area will be 
incompatible with industrial development. In response, it is noted that Section 3.4.3.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR addresses 
both global warming and cooling tower evaporative moisture effects on local climate (page 3.4-25). The analysis 
concludes there would be negligible impact on climate. The Commentor offers no basis for the assertion that the Project 
would affect climate in the area, and no further analysis is required. 
Cultural Resources: Commentor expresses concern that impacts would not be limited to the project boundaries or 
archaeological evidence. “The overall character, setting, biological and climatic make-up, integrity of location, feeling, 
and association all contribute to the cultural and scenic quality of the area and are incompatible with industrial 
development.” In response, Section 3.5.2.4.4, Evaluation - Cultural Resources, states that no direct impacts are 
anticipated on the two archaeological sites recorded in the Study Area. A number of direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts are discussed in the Draft EISEIR Section 3.6.3.3.1, Consequences ofthe Proposed Action and Section 4, 
Cumulative Effects. Section 4.3.5, Cultural Resources, acknowledges the significant and unavoidable impacts and 
inability to mitigate the effects of increased development on the traditional cultural property as a whole and specifically 
to vision quest sites and spiritual qualities of Medicine Lake and spring location 18. No further analysis is required. 
Visual Impact: Commentor indicates that Draft EISEIR underestimates the extent of damage that would be done by 
the Project and that impacts would not be limited to project boundaries or to archaeological evidence. It is stated that 
the overall character, setting, biological and climatic make-up, integrity of location, feeling, and association all 
contribute to the cultural and scenic quality of the area and are incompatible with industrial development. In response, 
the comment is noted and no response required. The Commentor provides qualitative opinion but provides no evidence 
that the analysis presented in the Draft EISEIR is flawed or inadequate. No further analysis is required. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:S - The comment addresses various hydrologic, biological, air quality, visual, recreation, 
and noise effects of the Project: 
Hvdrolom: The comment expresses concern that water quality will be significantly impacted if the Project is approved. 
In response, Section 3.2.3 (starting on page 3.2-30) explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or quality are 
expected in either local or regional surface water. 
Biolo,oical Resources: The Commentor states that the campgrounds at Medicine Lake will be significantly impacted by 
the destruction of forests, plants, and wildlife habitat resulting from construction of the Project. In response, there will 
be no surface disturbance in the vicinity of the campgrounds. The surface disturbance that will occur will affect less than 
10 percent of each forest type within the Project survey area, as summarized in Table 3.3.10 of the Draft EISEIR. The 
most disturbance will occur within the red fir-lodgepole pine community, which to a great degree has been subject to 
logging in the past and is not pristine. 
Air Quality: This comment expresses concern that the proposed Project will significantly impact the air quality within 
the Medicine Lake area. In response, as listed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.4-lo), the standards of significance for the 
proposed Project are given as follows. 
Violate or contribute substantially to an existing or projected violation of any ambient air quality standard (state 
or federal); 
Violate any regulatory requirement of the SCAPCD, CARB, or EPA; 
Profoundly affect the air quality in a Class I airshed within the requirements of the CAA; 
Expose sensitive receptors (i.e., schools, hospitals, elderly care facilities, etc.) to substantial pollutant 
concentrations; 
Expose the public to odors which are clearly objectionable; 
Substantially alter air movement, moisture, temperature, or local or regional climate; 
Create a potential public health hazard; or 
Exceed any significance level defined in Rule 1.2 of the SCAPCD Air Pollution Rules and Regulations. 
Within the Medicine Lake Basin, the significance standard most appropriate to determine if the air quality will be 
“degraded” is the first criterion listed. The air quality analyses performed for the Project analyzed and evaluated all 
federal and state criteria pollutants for which a standard exists and for which the Project has a potential to emit any 
significant quantity. The results of these analyses are discussed and evaluated in Section 3.4 of the Draft EISEIR. With 
the exception of H,S, the potential impacts of all pollutants on the Medicine Lake Basin were found to be below the 
level of significance. However, under certain operational and/or meteorological conditions, the California Ambient Air 
Quality Standards (CAAQS) for H,S may be violated. See Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of Project 
related H,S emissions, potential exceedences of the H,S CAAQS, and mitigation measures proposed for the Project. 
Visual ImDact: Commentor is concerned that the Draft EISEIR relegates to insignificance impacts from the Project. 
Concern is expressed that campground visitors will be significantly impacted by excessive noise, loss of visual, air and 
water quality, and destruction of forest, plant and wildlife habitat. In response, the comment is noted. The significance 
criteria and impact assessments for each of these resources is presented in the Draft EISEIR (Chapter 3.7, noise; 
Chapter 3.8, visual resources; Chapter 3.4, air quality; Chapter 3.2, water quality; and Chapter 3.3, biological resources). 
Commentor adds that people who own cabins in the area will suffer loss of property values. This impact is also 
evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.12-20 and 3.12-21). Commentor presents no information or basis for the 
opinion that these impacts should be considered significant. No further response is required. 
Recreation: The comment states disagreement with the Draft EISEIR in finding impacts to be insignificant for the loss 
of wilderness, forest, pristineness and recreation at Medicine Lake; that visitors and residents of Medicine Lake will 
be significantly impacted due to excessive noise, loss of visual, air and water quality and destruction of forests, plants 
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and wildlife habitat; residents will also suffer loss of property values. In response, the comment is noted; however, as 
the Commentor disputes but does not offer evidence that the analyses conducted were flawed, no further response was 
prepared. 
Noise: The Commentor is concerned that people at campgrounds and those with cabins will be exposed to excessive 
noise. In response, as is shown by several tables and the discussion in Chapter 3.7 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.7-5 
through 3.7-23), some campers and cabin owners may hear some noises at times. In no case will the Project exceed 
existing County noise standards at the campgrounds or cabins, and certain noise-reducing measures will be implemented 
(pages 3.7-8 through 3.7-23). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:9 - The comment refers to an unspecified measure that is said not to apply to Native 
American uses of sites. In response, no response possible; comment is unclear. 
Response to Comment F42:lO - Commentor asserts that there is considerable bias and favoritism on the part of the 
USFSBLM in promoting the Project, and the Commentor is concerned that the final decision will not be an objective 
decision that weighs the environmental and cultural impacts against the “purpose and need.” In response, the 
USFSBLM have endeavored to fulfill their respective agency responsibilities regarding the Project in conformance with 
NEPA and CEQA and their respective agency directives and management requirements. As discussed in the Draft 
EISEIR, an MOU was prepared at the outset of the process for establishing requirements and procedures that would 
be used in the preparation of a joint environmental document to meet the NEPNCEQA requirements for the Project 
(page 1-12). The EISEIR was prepared in conformance with the NEPA and CEQA requirements, and the findings 
documented in the EISEIR will be used in the decision-making by the respective agencies. Commentor provides no 
basis for the assertion that the final decision will not be an objective decision. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:ll - Commentor states that the Draft EISEIR does not establish credible rationale nor 
economic viability for the Project. Commentor suggests the Project is a “foot-in-the-door’’ for future projects with 
cumulative adverse effects. In response, the “purpose and need” for the Project are described in the Draft EISEIR 
(pages 1-10 through 1-12; see also Responses to Comments C2:35, D1:20, and F29:4). Neither NEPA nor CEQA 
require an analysis of the economic viability of the Project (see also Responses to Comments D1:22). The cumulative 
effects chapter of the Draft EISEIR evaluates the effects of the reasonably foreseeable geothermal development project 
(pages 4-2 to 4-3). Commentor provides no basis for the assertion that the Project would “usher in at least two and 
possibly five other geothermal projects.” 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:12 - Commentor asserts that the attitude of the USFSBLM personnel in charge of this 
project has been one of contempt for the inconvenience caused by the public requesting more information and meetings. 
In response, the comment is noted. Four (4) public NEPNCEQA scoping meetings were scheduled and conducted for 
the Project in Tulelake, Yreka, Doms, and MacArthur to receive comments on the proposed Project and identify issues 
of concern. In response to a public request for an additional scoping meeting, the scoping period was extended and a 
fifth (5 )  scoping meeting was conducted in Mt. Shasta, California. The scoping meetings identified concerns and issues 
that the public requested be evaluated in the EISEIR. Subsequently, after the preparation and distribution of the Draft 
EISEIR, four (4) public meetings were conducted to receive comments on the Draft EISEIR. These meeting locations 
included: Tulelake, Mt. Shasta, Yreka, and MacArthur, California. In addition, multiple informal inter-agency meetings 
were also conducted to consider various aspects of the Project. Attempts to provide the public with ample opportunity 
to comment on the proposed Project and the Draft EISEIR were provided. Copies of publicly available records have 
been provided to those individuals and organizations requesting the information. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:13 - Commentor asserts that the public meetings held for the Telephone Flat Project were 
woefully inadequate both in information presented and in the opportunity to hear citizen concerns and have a meaningful 
dialogue with the agencies and Commentor requests a real public hearing. In response, as indicated in the 
announcements for the meetings distributed with Draft EISEIR, open-house public meetings on the Draft EISEIR were 
conducted to provide interested public the opportunity to not only meet with the agency representatives, but meet with 
the environmental professionals that actually prepared the respective resource sections of the Draft EISEIR to discuss 
any concerns they may have had about the methods or findings of the evaluations. The meetings provided an open forum 
to obtain and discuss comments on the Draft EISEIR as encouraged by NEPA and CEQA, and were not designed to 
take testimony for or against the Project by opponents or proponents. However, both agency and Project Applicant 
representatives were in attendance at the meetings and opportunity was provided for individuals to draft written 
comments at each of the meetings. Public feedback on the meetings received by the agencies indicates that some enjoyed 
the meeting format and others did not. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:14 - Since the Project is based on the leases and earlier environmental documents, 
Commentor is concerned that the public participation in the environmental and decision-making processes during leasing 
and exploratory drilling stages were inadequate and misleading. In response, evaluation of the earlier agency decisions 
to issue the geothermal leases or approve geothermal exploration activities are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:15 - Commentor states the Draft EISEIR is unclear on its relationship to the leases that 
were awarded in the 1980s and suggests the Telephone Flat Exploration EA (actually the Glass Mountain Exploration 
EA) of 1995 was tiered to the Supplemental EA on the Glass Mountain KGRA. In response, the Draft EISEIR 
provides a comprehensive summary of the previous environmental assessments that were prepared for geothermal 
activities in the Glass Mountain KGRA (pages 1-20 and 1-21). Neither the Glass Mountain Exploration EA nor the 
Telephone Flat Project EISEIR are tiered to the geothermal leasing and supplemented leasing EA’S of 198 1 and 1984, 
respectively. The geothermal leasing EAs were prepared to evaluate the effects of issuing geothermal leases for potential 
exploration and development of the geothermal resource in the Glass Mountain KGRA. The Glass Mountain 
Exploration EA 1995 was a project-specific impact assessment to evaluate the impacts with the proposed geothermal 
exploration activities described in the respective Plan of Exploration submitted to the agencies. Similarly, the Telephone 
Flat Geothermal Development Project EISEIR is a project-specific impact assessment of the effects of developing the 
geothermal resources in the Telephone Flat Project wellfield. However, as discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 1-21 
and 1 -22), the geothermal leasing environmental assessment resulted in issuance of the geothermal leases with special 
stipulations relevant to protecting identified environmental resources within the respective leases. Those lease 
stipulations are taken into consideration in the Records of Decision by the respective NEPA lead agencies. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:16 - Commentor is concerned that the geothermal leases issued in the Glass Mountain 
KGRA grant rights for both exploration and development, but available records appear to stress exploration and testing 
activities only and not commercial development. In response, the comment is noted. Previous agency decisions are 
beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:17 - Commentor is concerned that appropriate NEPA and CEQA processes were ignored 
prior to the preparation of the Project-specific Telephone Flat Project EISEIR. In response, the comment is noted. 
Previous agency decisions are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:18 - Commentor indicates that the Native American cultural significance of the entire area 
and of individual cultural sites seem to be lacking in evaluations of eligibility to the NRHP. While the archaeological 
records have been searched and Native American comments have been given a place in the Draft EISEIR, the contrast 
between what they are saying and the discussion of impacts elsewhere is conflicting. Actual on-the-ground 
archaeological surveys are only at the preliminary stage of identification rather than an actual evaluation of impacts and 
adverse effects. Spiritual and cultural significance merit evaluation also. In  response, the archaeological work 
undertaken for the Project is not considered “preliminary stage” work. The methodology and field inventory are 
described in the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.5.2.2 and Section 3.5.2.4.3, page 3.5-4). The archaeological survey was 
conducted for the Study Area in accordance with Modoc National Forest requirements and resulted in the recordation 
of two archaeological sites and one prehistoric isolated find. The sites will be avoided by the Project. They were deemed 
“conceivably” eligible to the National Register but were left unevaluated since they would not be affected by the Project. 
Eligibility for the National Register is assumed if evaluation is incomplete following the Modoc National Forest LRh4P 
policies and standards. See also Responses to Comments C2:8 and D1:26 with reference to National Register eligibility 
evaluations. Section 3.6.3 (pages 3.6-7 through 3.6-20) notes impacts to the area as a whole and to individual locations, 
as identified from Native American input described in Section 3.6.2. 
Revisions for the Final EIWEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:19 - The comment notes that the “wildlife and botanical on-the-ground survey are 
inadequate.” In response, the comment does not note how the surveys were inadequate. The preparers of the Draft 
EISEIR were instructed to utilize “best available” information in doing the analysis of the biological features of the 
area and the impacts of the Project on those features. The USFS has recognized that further biological studies are 
needed. As a result, part of the mitigation measures require additional surveys [Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-3a, 
3.3.3.3-12, and 3.3.3.3-19a (pages 3.3-46,3.3-49, and 3.3-51, respectively)]. 
The methodology employed in the botanical survey of the Project wellfield area is summarized in Section 3.3.2.2.2 of 
the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-7) and in detail in Appendix D. As stated in the text, “A primary objective of the surveys 
was to complete a floristic inventory following the guidelines appearing in the CNPS Inventory (Skinner and Pavlik 
1994).” This survey was completed over three seasons to assure the coverage of the life cycles of all the resident species. 
The methodology employed in the wildlife survey of the biology Study Area is summarized in Section 3.3.2.3.1 (page 
3.3-27) of the Draft EISEIR and in detail in Appendices D and E. The Modoc National Forest approved of the survey 
protocol. 
Outside of the Project wellfield area, survey of transmission line segments A2 and B2 was conducted as part of the 
Fourmile Hill Project. A reconnaissance survey of the alternative comdors was conducted which allowed a 
determination of the likelihood of the presence of special status species and mapping of vegetation communities (see 
Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project EISEIR, page 3-72). These surveys identified and mapped forest 
communities and wildlife habitat. A field survey for sugar stick was also conducted on October 8 and 9, 1998 along line 
segment A2, the agency-preferred route. The survey team found one individual sugar stick plant along the survey route. 
The plant was marked and mapped. Mitigation measures 3.3.3.3-3b, 3.3.3.4-3b, and 3.3.3.5-3b (pages 3.3-46, 3.3-55, 
and 3.3-62, respectively) require preconstruction surveys for sugar stick, the only Survey and Manage, Component 2 
species (per the Northwest Forest Management Plan) that occurs within the Project survey area and transmission line 
comdors. The purpose of the preconstruction survey is to provide on-site technical guidance during construction in order 
to assure that no existing populations or their microhabitat are impacted. The survey would include re-flagging of 
previously identified populations, checking construction boundaries and alignments, and on-site monitoring of sensitive 
areas as construction progresses. As the Commentor does not offer evidence that the surveys were flawed, no further 
response was prepared. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. n 
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Response to Comment F42:20 - Commentor expresses concern that the Draft EISEIR lacks independent hydrologic 
and air quality reports and lacks information which should have been developed in the exploratory drilling stages 
permitted by the earlier EAs. In response, Appendix A Baseline Hydrogeology Evaluation Report for Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Project, Medicine Lake, California was prepared by Weiss Associates in 1997. The Geothermal and 
Hydrologic Resources evaluation was performed by the third-party EISEIR contractor under the direction of the 
EISEIR Steering Committee (page 1-12), and was totally independent of the Project Applicant. The EISEIR 
contractor-hydrologist performed a separate evaluation from the Weiss report. The Weiss report was used as only one 
source of many for the Draft EISEIR, and an attempt was made to explain things more clearly with more supporting 
materials in the Draft EISEIR. See also Response to Comment D1: 1 which provides additional information about the 
shallow aquifer in Medicine Lake Basin and the expected distance of drawdown that will result from project pumping 
in Arnica Sink. Additional shallow aquifer data will be developed in the Hydrologic Monitoring Program, which the 
CVRWQCB will help design. The USFSBLM and the CVRWQCB are overseeing the development of the hydrologic 
monitoring plan for the project. Similarly, the Draft EISEIR evaluates the air quality impacts of the Project 
(Section 3.4). Several air quality analyses appended to the Draft EISEIR were prepared by third-party consultants 
retained by the Project Applicant, but the scope of work and methodology for the respective analysis were reviewed in 
advance by the EISEIR contractor, and the EISEIR contractor utilized qualified air quality assessment professionals 
to independently review the assumptions and conclusions of the analyses. Further, the analysis provided in the Draft 
EISEIR is a compilation of information from multiple sources and the determination of adverse effects and necessary 
mitigation measures were developed by the EISEIR contractor with oversight from the NEPNCEQA lead and 
cooperating agencies. Information necessary to evaluate the geothermal resource in the Project wellfield was obtained 
during the exploratory drilling stages of the Project (see Response to Comment F42:24). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:21 - The comment expresses concern that the Draft EISEIR lacks an independent 
hydrologic report, and that issues such as where surface water goes; potential contamination by deeper, hotter water; 
potential contamination of Medicine Lake and other water sources, including Little Medicine Lake, Bullseye Lake, 
Blanche Lake, Paynes Springs, Crystal Springs, Schonchin Springs, and the entire Fall River watershed are not 
adequately covered. In response, Appendix A Baseline Hydrogeology Evaluation Report for Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Project, Medicine Luke, California was prepared by Weiss Associates in 1997. The Geothermal and 
Hydrologic Resources evaluation was performed by the third-party EISEIR contractor under the direction of the 
EISEIR Steering Committee (page 1-12), and was totally independent of the Project Applicant. The EISEIR 
contractor-hydrologist performed a separate evaluation from the Weiss report. The Weiss report was used as only one 
source of many for the Draft EISEIR, and an attempt was made to explain things more clearly with more supporting 
materials in the Draft EISEIR. In the Project vicinity, any  surface water quickly infiltrates due to  the high permeability 
of the soils. The Draft EISEIR describes the capping rhyolite which overlies the geothermal reservoir and separates 
it from the shallow groundwater (Section 3.2.2.3, page 3.2-2). Further information about the capping rhyolite is 
discussed in Response to Comment E2: 16. Response to Comment G287: 1 discusses BLMs geothermal well monitoring 
and permitting program, which contains measures to insure that geothermal fluid does not leak from well casings. 
Section 3.2.3 (starting on page 3.2-30) of the Draft EISEIR explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or 
quality are expected in either local or regional surface water. Further discussion of the impacts to surface water quality 
is found in the Responses to Comments A1:3, E2:11, and E2:15. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:22 - The comment expresses concern that the project has the potential to affect distant 
water sources such as Fall River, Big Lake, and Horr Lake; and that impacts to these water resources have not been 
adequately addressed in the Draft EISRIR. Big Lake is adjacent to the Fall River Springs at Ahjumawi Lava Springs 
State Park, and Horr Pond is adjacent to Big Lake. In response, see Response to Comment G4:8 which clarifies the 
groundwater flow path from Medicine Lake Highlands to the Fall River Springs. Response to Comment D1:lO also 
discusses a hypothetical worst case evaluation of the potential impacts of diluted contaminants to Fall River Springs 
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and finds that dilution would reduce the concentrations of contaminants to levels below the standards for protection of 
aquatic life and below agricultural water quality goals. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:23 - The comment expresses the opinion that many of the water resources in the area would 
be subject to stricter EPA regulations than those applied in the Draft EISEIR because of their purity and the general 
pristineness of the area. In response, the Draft EISEIR compared water quality to EPA’s Drinking Water Standards. 
Responses to Comment Letter E2 contain discussion of EPAs Water Quality Standards for the Protection of Freshwater 
Aquatic Life, which for some constituents are more stringent than EPA’s Drinking Water Standards and for some 
constituents are less stringent. These are also the most conservative criteria identified in the Water Quality Goals 
publication of the CVRWQCB (March 1988). No adverse effects of the Project were identified that would result in an 
impact on water resources that would exceed any EPA water quality criteria. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:24 - Commentor is concerned that two existing temperature gradient holes drilled to depths 
of 2,000 and 3,500 feet do not provide information necessary from deep test wells and do not provide chemical analysis 
on the geothermal fluids that would be produced. In response, Commentor must be confusing the Telephone Flat 
Project with the Fourmile Hill Project. Three (3) deep test exploration wells (Well numbers 87-13,31-17, and 68-8) have 
been drilled and tested within the Project wellfield, and deep test well geochemistry used for the assessment of the 
environmental effects of the Project are tabulated in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2-10). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR. None. 
Response to Comment F42:25 - The comment expresses concern that an impact to fisheries that had previously been 
expressed in an EA was omitted in the Draft EISEIR. In response, it is agreed that contamination could eliminate or 
reduce fisheries in lakes. However, the Draft EISEIR found that the Project is unlikely to cause any substantive adverse 
effects on water bodies that contain fisheries. See also Responses to Comments A9:6 and F32:26. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:26 - This comment expresses concern that the cooling tower drift from the proposed 
Project could pollute a number of lakes and water sources. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 
for a discussion of the potential impacts of cooling tower drift on local bodies of water; and Response to 
Comment E2:13 for a discussion of the potential acid rain impacts from Project related emissions. 
Response to Comment F42:27 - This comment expresses concern that the heat and moisture from the cooling towers 
could change the climate of the area and could contribute to global warming. In response, the effect of the proposed 
Project on global warming is discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.4-25), and the effects of cooling water evaporation 
on the local climate is also discussed (pages 3.4-25 and 3.4-26). No further analyses are required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:28 - This comment expresses concern that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately address 
the impacts of potential Project related acid rain and fog, and the subsequent potential impacts on trees, plants, and 
lakes, and the food sources of wildlife. In response, see Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential 
acid rain impacts from Project related emissions. 
Acid rain is a phenomena that can occur when large concentration of sulfur dioxide (SO,) andor nitrogen oxides (No,) 
are present in the atmosphere. These concentrations are generally from sources shuch as coal-fired power plants, 
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refineries etc., that produce large quantities of these pollutants, which are then transported downwind and chemically 
transformed into acidic species in the atmosphere and fallout as “acid rain.” Such atmospheric concentrations will not 
result from this Project. See Responses to Comments A1:3, A1:4, A1:5, A1 1:8, E2:13, F32:44. To appreciably reduce 
the availability of nutrients to plants, the hydrogen ion (H’) concentration on the base exchange of the soil would have 
to be increased by a magnitude of ten (to a pH below 5.5). Similarly, the addition of sulphate ions (SO,-2) to the soil 
would have no adverse effect on plant nutrition. Sulphate ions are selectively and very slowly adsorbed and accumulated 
by plant roots. Any excess of this ion in the soil is readily leached. Sulfur is an essential plant nutrient which is 
commonly deficient in western soils. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:29 - This comment states that data gained through air quality monitoring and air inversion 
analyses performed during the exploratory stages must be part of the Final EISEIR. In response, meteorological 
monitoring data obtained at the Gravel Pit site, located approximately 1.5 km (0.9 miles) from the proposed plant site, 
is discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-5 through 3.4-8), and the existing air quality for the Project vicinity is 
described in Section 3.4.2.4 (pages 3.4-7 through 3.4-9). Air inversion analyses, as mentioned by the Commentor, were 
not monitored near the proposed facility, nor in the Medicine Lake Basin. In actuality, information regarding air 
inversions requires the use of extensive monitoring equipment and is monitored almost exclusively at National Weather 
Service monitoring stations. The Gravel Pit site monitoring station meets the monitoring requirements of the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and typical baseline meteorological baseline information requirements of the 
BLM for geothermal power plant projects. No additional pre-monitoring is required for the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:30 - Commentor indicates that the visual impacts resulting from plumes, night lighting, 
acres of buildings and asphalt, miles of transmission line and above ground pipelines are “grossly inadequate” given 
the present character of the area. In response, each of the sources of visual impact are described in Chapter 3.8 of the 
Draft EISEJR. Commentor suggests that plumes over 500 feet high and visible for 50 miles or more would exist. This 
characterization of the visibility of the plume is overstated. The visibility of the cooling tower condensate plume was 
evaluated in the Draft EISEIR based on proposed Project conditions and applicable meteorological information (see 
page 3.8-1 1 and Appendix I).The cooling tower condensate plume would be less than 400 feet in height more than 
97 percent of the time, and more than 99 percent of the time during the summer months when the majority of visitors 
are in the area. Further, the cooling tower condensate plume would appear billowy and tranluscent and would be a 
diminishing element of the viewshed with distance from the observer. 
The impacts of night lighting during both well drilling activities and from Project facilities are also described in the 
Draft EISEIR (see pages 3.8-13 and 3.8-14) and appropriate mitigation measures provided (see also Response to 
Comment H6:2). The visual effects of the transmission lines described in the Fourmile Hill Project EISEIR are 
incorporated by reference and are summarized in the Draft EISEIR (see pages 3.8-24 through 3.8-26). 
Sections of the above ground geothermal pipelines would be visible where they cross infrequently traveled, secondary 
forest roads within the Project wellfield, but the pipelines would not be visible from any identified KOPs. A mitigation 
measure is provided to place the geothermal pipeline below the surface at forest road crossings which would further 
reduce the visual impact of the pipelines (see Mitigation Measure 3.10.3.3-3b, page 3.10-14). 
With respect to the generalization that there would be acres of buildings and asphalt, this too appears to be overstated. 
As shown on the power plant plot plan in Figure 2.2.15 of the Draft EISEIR, there would be only six primary buildings 
or structures on the power plant site, including: (a) the turbine-generator building, (b) maintenance building, (c) H,S 
abatement enclosure, (d) fire water pump enclosure, vacuum systedpump enclosure, and the cooling towers for a 
projected total surface area covered by structures of about 1.7 acres. Similarly, only small portions of the power plant 
yard would be covered with asphalt, the well pads would not be covered with asphalt, and there would be no other new 
asphalt surfaces except for short segments of existing access road. There is no evidence provided to support the opinion 
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that the visual quality analysis in the Draft EISEIR is inadequate or that the impact of the Project on visual resources 
should be considered significant. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:31 - Commentor is concerned that the visual effects analysis considered an urban 
environment and did not take into consideration the relative absence of existing night lighting in the Project vicinity and 
the existing night darkness except for the moon, stars, and planets. In response, the Draft EISEIR recognizes the 
absence of development in the Medicine Lake area (see pages 3.8-3 and 3.8-4). The adverse impacts resulting from 
introduced night lighting and indirect visible glow under some atmospheric conditions are also recognized and identified 
as impacts of the Project (see pages 3.8-13 and 3.8-14). There would be no direct lighting from the Project visible from 
any residences or campground areas. A faint glow of indirect light from Project facilities may be visible just above the 
tree line andor skyline of the hill that exists between the power plant site and Medicine Lake. This light would not be 
intrusional and prescribed measures are provided to further minimize the potential visibility from indirect lighting. The 
Project would not exceed the threshold of significance criteria described in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.8-4) by 
introducing a significant new source of light or glare visible from routinely occupied areas. See also Response to 
Comment H6:2. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: See revisions to the Draft EISEIR prescribed by Response to Comment H6:2. 
Response to Comment F42:32 - The Commentor is concerned that the Draft EISEIR does not consider Visual Quality 
Objectives (VQO) for potentially eligible areas to the NRHP. In response, the VQO applicable to a National Forest 
are defined by the respective National Forest in their Forest Plan. The Modoc National Forest LRMP does not identify 
any specific VQO applicable to areas potentially eligible to the NRHP, and it is reasonably assumed that areas that may 
be potentially eligible to the NRHP are managed under the VQO established for the Forest and presented for the Project 
vicinity in Figure 3.8.2, page 3.8-5, of the Draft EISEIR. Section 3.6.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-7 
through 3.6-20) identified visual impacts to potentially National Register eligible properties. See Impacts 3.6.3.3-2, 
3.6.3.4-2, 3.6.3.5-2, 3.6.3.6.1-1, 3.6.3.6.1-8, 3.6.3.6.2-1, 3.6.3.6.2-8 in Section 3.6.3 (see also Responses to 
Comments F28:20 and F38:9). 
Revisions for the Final EISKIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:33 - The Commentor suggests that noise would be audible over an area of more than four 
square miles and that the impacts are underestimated. In response, construction noise is expected to be audible at times 
at some receptors; however, construction is restricted to daytime hours (see Table 3.7.7, page 3.7-1 1). Power plant 
operations should not be audible (see Table 3.7.8, page 3.7-12) but drilling on well pads nearest the receptors may be 
audible at some locations (see Table 3.7.10, page 3.7-14). The noise levels will be less than proscribed by federal and 
Siskiyou standards. 
Revisions for the Final EISKIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:34 - The comment is concerned with construction and operational noise and the effects 
of that noise on wildlife, especially eagles. The Commentor is concerned that “noise knows no boundaries” and “the 
effects on eagle nesting could be drastic, particularly in the vicinity of Telephone Flat.” In response, as noted in the 
Draft EISEIR there will be an impact to wildlife as a result of sounds associated with the Project. These effects should 
be localized and of relatively short duration and have been determined to be less than significant (see Noise Significance 
Criteria 3.7.3.1, page 3.7-7). The rolling and undulating topography and the amount of forest structure of the area will 
act as sound buffers. The effect of this is that noise will be rather locally isolated and not carry long distances within 
or without the Project wellfield area. In addition, different frequencies of sound have differing damping distances, with 
higher frequencies not carrying as far as lower frequencies. Thus, depending on the location of the sound source and 
the frequency of emission, the effect will differ. In addition, animals are mobile. This means that the effect of the noise 
on individual wildlife animals will vary as the animal moves. Also, the sound will only be an impact on the animal if 
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it interferes with an activity that the animal is doing. Specific wildlife species are keyed into different frequencies. For 
example the ears of moths are most receptive to the particular high frequencies emitted by their predators, bats. With 
respect to the bald eagle, eagles are not found within the Project survey area on a regular basis, and no known nests have 
been found on the Project survey area. On the contrary, eagles frequent the Medicine Lake area and nest nearby. Within 
the Lake area there are considerable sources of noise including radios, cars, trucks, construction equipment such as saws 
and hammering, dogs, chainsaws, lawnmowers, outboard motors and other sounds associated with human occupation 
and recreation. Eagles do not apparently associate human caused sound with a disturbance significance enough to avoid 
the area. It is not expected that eagles will avoid the Project survey area due to the sound emissions from the 
construction and operation of the Project. The effects of noise on wildlife were found to be less than significant; they 
are described in Section 3.3.3.3-22 (pages 3.3-52 and 3.3-53). See Response to Comment F28:12. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:35 - The comment urges re-evaluation of management prescriptions for the Medicine Lake 
Highlands and Timber Mountain-Dry Lake area and suggests that these be evaluated for National Register eligibility 
and adverse effects. In response, re-evaluation of forest plan management prescriptions is beyond the scope of the Draft 
EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments C2:8 and D1:26 with reference to National Register eligibility evaluations. 
Response to Comment F42:36 - The comment expresses concern that impacts will exceed the management 
prescriptions in the Modoc National Forest LRMP that stress recreational use and management of old-growth species, 
and avoidance of specific species at all times and seasonally, meet the stipulations of the LRMP; that most of the 
information in the Draft EISEIR appears to be speculative and incomplete; and that the impact of noise on wildlife is 
inadequately addressed. In response, as described in Section 3.9.2.3 (page 3.9-4), the management prescriptions for 
the area of the Proposed Action included six management prescriptions, all of which allow for geothermal development; 
Alternative Transmission Line Route 1 and other transmission line alternatives would proceed through these same 
management prescription designations. The study methods for the wildlife and vegetation surveys are described in 
Sections 3.3.2.3.2 and 3.3.2.2.2, respectively (pages 3.3-27 and 3.3-28, and pages 3.3-7 through 3.3-9), and included 
two field surveys conducted in 1997 (see Appendices D and E of the Draft EISEIR). The effect of noise on biological 
species is described in Sections 3.3.3.2 (page 3.3-41) and 3.3.3.3.1 (page 3.3-49), and could impact northern goshawk 
as described in Impact 3.3.3.3-13 (page 3.3-49). There are no Streamside Management Zones within the Project survey 
area. See Response to Comment Al : l  for a discussion of the absence of old-growth within the Project survey area; 
F185 for a discussion of the requirements of the LRMP as they apply to biological resources; and F42:19 for a 
discussion of the adequacy of the biological surveys. As the Commentor does not provide information as to how the 
information is “speculative and incomplete” (i.e., what information is missing that should have been obtained?) or 
“inadequately addressed’ (i.e., what regulatory or professional requirements or standards weren’t met?), no response 
has been prepared. 
Biological Resources: This comment references the Klamath and Modoc National Forest LRMP’s which states that: 
“Lessees may not conduct activities in the following area at any time: 
goshawk nesting territories 
peregrine falcon nesting territories 
sage grouse strutting grounds 
old-growth areas (marten habitat) 
stream side management zones” 
bald eagle winter roost and nesting habitat 
bald eagle feeding sites in high concentration areas 
The Commentor does not believe that the Project adequately avoids these areas. In response, none of these habitats or 
territories are found within the Project survey area with the exception of scattered “old-growth” areas as defined by the 
Modoc National Forest. The impact to these areas is considered insignificant. See Response to Comment A1:l. 
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The Commentor also states the belief that there is “lack of on-the-ground observation regarding both wildlife and plant 
habitats” and “most of the information given in the Draft EISEIR appears to be speculative and incomplete.” In 
response, see Response to Comment F42: 19. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:37 - Commentor states that, “Protection of Highly Scenic and Sensitive Areas (Modoc 
Forest Plan at 1-2) is not conclusively demonstrated in the Draft EISEIR.” In response, review of the Modoc National 
Forest LRMP at the citation provided did not reveal any reference to “Protection of Highly Scenic and Sensitive Areas.” 
However, the proposed Project would be in conformance with each of the Standards and Guidelines for Visual 
Resources in the Forest Plan (Forest Plan, pages 4-24 and 4-25). The visual impacts associated with plumes, lighting, 
transmission lines, and above ground pipelines are addressed in Response to Comment F42:30. Cumulative effects of 
the two proposed geothermal development projects on visual resources are addressed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 4- 17 
and 4- 18). The Draft EISEIR acknowledges a cumulatively significant and unavoidable impact from transmission line 
visibility. No additional mitigation measures were identified that would reduce the adverse visual impact of the 
cumulative effect beyond those measures identified for each of the respective projects. The impacts associated with 
plumes, lighting, and above ground pipelines were determined to result in adverse visual effects that were both less than 
the threshold of significance for the individual projects and less than the threshold of significance cumulatively. 
Commentor suggests the two projects would result in a marked change in the night time visual quality of the Medicine 
Lake Highlands for at least 50 miles away. As described in Response to Comment F42:31, each of the projects would 
result in a potential that a slight glow could be observed under some atmospheric condtions above the tree line andor 
skyline in the direction of the respective power plant sites that could be visible at a distance. However, this light would 
not be intrusional from either of the individual projects and prescribed measures are provided to further minimize the 
potential visibility from indirect lighting. The cumulative effect would not exceed the threshold of significance criteria 
described in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.8-4) by introducing significant new sources of light or glare visible from 
routinely occupied areas. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:38 - The comment expresses concern that the Draft EISEIR does not meet the additional 
stipulations in the Modoc National Forest LRMP regarding geothermal development, particularly those regarding areas 
that are eligible for the NRHP, Protection of Wetlands and Watersheds. In response, see Responses to 
Comments F32:67 and F29:18, which provide the locations in the Draft EISEIR where these topics are discussed. 
Response to Comment F42:39 - The comment states that due to the significance of the impacts associated with the 
Proposed Action, the Modoc National Forest LRMP needs to be amended, and there has been no public input regarding 
amending the LRMP. In response, the LRMP will not need to be amended due to the significance of impacts associated 
with the proposed Project. Both the Medicine Lake and Black Mountain Management Areas, which include the area 
of the Proposed Action and the Alternative Transmission Lines. state that “other management activities should not 
preclude geothermal development.” As described in Section 3.9.2.3 (page 3.9-4), the management prescriptions for the 
area of the Proposed Action included six management prescriptions, all of which allow for geothermal development; 
Alternative Transmission Line Route 1 and other transmission line alternatives would proceed through these same 
management prescription designations. Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines Number 3 for Minerals states that it is 
a guideline to “process geothermal and oil and gas applications in a timely manner with appropriate coordination with 
other agencies.’’ Amendment of the LRMP due to the impacts of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Development Draft 
EISEIR is thus unnecessary. None of the proposed Telephone Flat Project facilities would be located in the Klamath 
National Forest. As such, there is no inconsistency with the Klamath National Forest LRMP. However, Section 1.5.1.2 
of the Draft EISEIR notes that the USFS may be required to amend the Modoc National Forest LRMP to implement 
the Project. The Draft EISEIR states that, “the USFS may be required to amend the Modoc Forest Land and Resource 
Management Plan (LRMP) to implement the Project ... then this EIS/EIR would also be the NEPA document for  
amending the LRMP” (page 1-13). Further, the Draft EISEIR states that the USFS “purpose” is to evaluate the n 
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Proposed Action for consistency with the LRMP. The Draft EISEIR evaluation did not identify any inconsistencies 
with the Forest LRMP. that would require amending the Modoc National Forest LRMP. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:40 - The comment notes that there is a Northwest Forest Management Plan requirement 
for a watershed analysis before proposing major projects and inquires if the watershed analysis has been completed. In 
response, see Response to Comment F37:7; a watershed analysis will be conducted and completed prior to a decision 
on the proposed Project and prior to transmission line construction activities associated with Transmission Line Segment 
A2 if Alternative Transmission Line Route 1 is selected. 
The comment also expresses the opinion that all action alternatives would have significant impacts on old-growth 
forests. In response, See Response to Comment Al:l  for a discussion of the absence of old-growth within the Project 
survey area; F18:5 for a discussion of the requirements of the NFMP ROD as they apply to late-successional stands; 
D3: 11 for a discussion of the requirements of the NFMP ROD as they relate to Survey and Manage fungi; F28: 1 for 
a discussion of the survey strategy required for Component 2 species, specifically sugar stick, and A2:3 which compares 
Transmission Line Alternative Routes 1 (Segment Al) and Route 2 (Segment B2) relative to potential impacts upon 
late-successional forest and general vegetation. The watershed analysis requirements of the Northwest Forest 
Management Plan are summarized in Section 3.9.1.3 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.9-2). Mitigation Measure 3.9.3.6.1-1 
states: “A watershed analysis shall be prepared prior to transmission line construction activities within the route of 
alternative line segment A2 if Alternative Transmission Route I of the Proposed Action, or any variation that includes 
line segment A2, is selected and approved for  implementation. The watershed analysis shall comply with the 
requirements of the Northwest Forest Management Plan and shall be completed to the satisfaction of the USFS prior 
to construction of the affected transmission route line segment.” 
Response to Comment F42:41- The comment notes that the definition of old-growth used in the Draft EISEIR does 
not apply to lodgepole pine, in that old lodgepole may not meet the Modoc National Forest definition of old-growth. 
In response, the comment is correct. The Modoc National Forest definition of old-growth (or “late-successional forest”) 
relates more to a stands structure and habitat characteristics than actual age of the trees. See definition of 
“Late-successional Forests” (page 3.3-18) and Response to Comment Al: 1. 
Vegetation: The comment makes the statement that age of the tree and presence of old-growth-associated wildlife should 
be the criteria used to define “old-growth”, rather than tree size. In response, the criteria used in the Draft EISEIR to 
define “old-growth” and “late-successional’’ are taken from a standardized classification system employed by the U.S. 
Forest Service and other agencies. “Old-growth forest” is defined in the Northwest Forest Management Plan, Record 
of Decision, as: “A forest stand usually at least 180-220 years old with moderate to high canopy closure; a multilayered, 
multi-species canopy dominated by large overstory trees; high incidence of large trees, some with broken tops and other 
indications of old and decaying wood (decadence); numerous large snags; and heavy accumulations of wood, including 
large logs on the ground.” “Late-successional” is defined by the Modoc National Forest as any stand in which the 
overstory trees have a mean dbh greater than 24 inches and provide canopy cover greater than 40 percent. Lodgepole 
pine, due to its life history, does not attain the size and multi-layered structure typical of late-successional and 
old-growth stands. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:42 - The comment states that three roadless areas - Mt. Hoffman, Glass Mountain and the 
area north of Dry Lake - were identified in the 1970s as potential wilderness, but were released; it is believed that 
impacts of first entries into Roadless Areas require a NEPA process of their own. In response, for clarification, the Mt. 
Hoffman RRA includes Mt. Hoffman, Glass Mountain, and the area between these two mountains. See Response to 
Comment F12:l for the current status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA and description of the environmental documentation 
that has been completed to analyze the environmental impacts to this RRA. 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:43 - The comment notes that the lead agencies must consolidate and coordinate the 
environmental review process into one master plan for all potential projects. In response, see Responses to 
Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Response to Comment F42:44 - Commentor indicates that well blowouts and other accidents known to be associated 
with geothermal development are not adequately evaluated or covered by the $100,000 bond. In response, the Draft 
EISEIR provides a substantial evaluation of the potential for, and the effects of, a well blowout (pages 3.13-6 
through 3.13-10, see also Response to Comment F38:4). Chapter 3.13 of the Draft EISEIR also addressed the potential 
for, and effects of, other potential system upsets and accidents including: pipeline fluid releases, fire hazard, and 
hazardous material spills (see also response to F28:20). The Draft EISEIR discusses financial assurance, including 
minimum bond requirements (page 2-45). Minimum bond requirements are established by regulation and individual 
responsible agency determinations as a condition of their respective permits (page 2-45). Determinations of financial 
insurance requirements, and the discretionary bond amounts that may be required by the respective agencies for the 
proposed Project, are beyond the scope of the EISEIR. 
Commentor also alleges that there was an earlier well blow-out in the exploratory stages of the Project when two people 
lost their lives. In response, there is no evidence that there has ever been a well blow-out from geothermal operations 
conducted within the Glass Mountain KGRA and consequently no record of any loss of lives. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:45 - Commentor is concerned that an economic feasibility study has not been completed 
to evaluate whether the economic needs for the project justifies the environmental costs. In response, the comment is 
noted. The Draft EISEIR is an environmental impact assessment that identifies both the beneficial and the adverse 
environmental effects of the Project. There is neither a NEPA or CEQA requirement, nor an accepted practical 
methodology, for the preparation of an economic feasibility study of the Project (see also Response to Comment F38:3). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:46 - Commentor is concerned that the Project could benefit from a subsidy from the 
California Energy Commission andor tax credits. In response, the comment is noted. 
Response to Comment F42:47 - The comment is concerned with the withdrawal and injection of fluids from the 
geothermal reservoir causing increased seismic activity in the Project Area. In response, under Induced Seismicity in 
Section 3.1.3.3.1 (page 3.1-7) the correlation between geothermal development and an increase in microseismic events 
is summarized. The proposed Project is not expected to increase the magnitude of seismic events that already occur 
naturally in the area; however, the frecluencv of these low-level seismic events may increase as a result of project 
activities. This conclusion is based on data collected at other geothermal fields in California (e.g. Stark 1991, 
Kirkpatrick, et al., Fabriol and Glowacka). For example, at The Geysers, geothermal operations have increased the 
frequency of small earthquakes (called “microearthquakes”) that measure up to 3.0 on the Richter scale. Earthquakes 
of this magnitude typically are not felt by humans and do not pose any safety risk from damage to structures on the 
surface. 
The hard, relatively porous nature of the volcanic rock which forms the Telephone Flats geothermal aquifer, and 
applicable regulations of the BLM and CDOGGR which limit injection pressures (see Sections 3.1.1.2 and 3.1.1.3), both 
limit the amount of microseismic activity which could be induced by the Project. The impact is considered less than 
significant under the context of NEPA and CEQA. 
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Revision to Final EIS/EIR: The following references will be cited in the text of the first paragraph on page 3.1-8 and 
added to the Reference chapter (Chapter 7) of the Draft EISEIR: 
Fabriol, H. and E. Glowacka. 1997. Seismicity and jluid reinjection at Cerro Prieto geothermal field: 
Preliminary results. Proceedings of the 22”* workshop on geothermal reservoir engineering, Stanford 
University, Stanford, CA. January 27-29, 1997. p 11-17. 
Kirkpatrick, A., J.E. Peterson, Jr., and E.L. Majer. 1996. Source mechanisms of microearthquakes at the 
southeast geysers geothermal field, California. Proceedings of the 2 1 St workshop on geothermal reservoir 
engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, CA. January 22-24, 1996. p 1- 18 (Preprint, not published). 
Stark, M.A. 1991. Microearthquakes--a tool to track injected water in The Geysers reservoir. In: Monograph 
on The Geysers Geothermal Field, Special Report No. 17. Geothermal Resources Council, Davis, CA. p 
111-117. 
Response to Comment F42:48 - The comment states that throughout the Draft EISEIR minimizes the significance 
of impacts without substantiating their findings, thus avoiding more stringent analysis and mitigation measures. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment F42:49 - The comment states that the impacts of large quantities of hazardous materials and 
wastes going to and from the power plants during summer months when visitors come to the area or during winter 
months when dangerous road conditions prevail are passed off as insignificant to avoid full analysis. In response, the 
Draft EISEIR addresses transportation of hazardous materials (pages 3.1 1-14 and 3.1 1-15). Impacts 3.13.3.3-4 
(page 3.13-12) and 3.11.3.3-5 (page 3.1 1-15) each considered the risk of transporting hazardous materials to and from 
the Project site and concluded that the impact was below the level of significance. Other Measures were proposed for 
both impacts to further reduce the adverse effects of the impact. As noted in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.1 1-15), “the 
amounts of potentially hazardous material to be imported and exported are small and would reauire relativelv few truck 
(emphasis added). It is expected that adherence with applicable county, state and federal regulations regarding 
the transport of hazardous materials would minimize the potential hazard.” See also Response to Comment G70:3. 
Commentor also asserts that the risks from potential accidents, leaks, seismic activity, and many other aspects of the 
proposed Project are passed off as insignificant to avoid full analysis. In response, the risks from seismic activity are 
addressed in the Draft EISEIR in Section 3.1 (page 3.1-7), pipeline leaks and well blowouts in Section 3.13 
(pages 3.13-6 through 3.13-12), and from transportation-related accidents in Section 3.1 1 (page 3.1 1-15) and 
Section 3.13 (page 3.13-12). Section 3.13 also evaluates the health and safety effects of other systems upset conditions 
and accident scenarios. Commentor offers no basis for the assertion that this analysis is inadequate. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment F42:50 - Commentor is concerned that the Draft EIS/EIR does not evaluate solar, wind, and 
conservation alternatives to meeting electric energy needs. In response, refer to BPA’s Resource Programs EIS 
(DOE/EIS-0162), to which the Draft EISEIR is tiered (page 1-12), for an evaluation of alternative energy resources. 
As discussed in Response to Comment C2:48, other energy alternatives would not meet the “purpose and need” for the 
Project and would be equivalent to the No Action Alternative. 
Commentor is also concerned that the public is being misled by the USFSBLM that the proposed Project is a “green” 
energy project. In response, the comment is noted. See Response to Comment AS: 15 
Commentor also states that a feasibility study should be undertaken to evaluate alternative power sources and energy 
conservation. In response, the comment is noted. See Response to Comment C2:48. 
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Response to Comment F4251 - The comment concludes that Draft EISEIR is flawed in its inception for not 
addressing basic questions regarding geothermal development being consistent with the applicable Forest Plans and not 
allowing public participation. Also stated is that the No Action Alternative should be adopted. In response, the general 
issue of whether or not commercial geothermal development should be permitted in the Forest was largely determined 
by earlier agency decisions and the issuance of the federal geothermal leases. Further assessment of this general issue 
is beyond the scope of the EISEIR. The EISEIR provides an assessment of the project-specific effects of the proposed 
geothermal development project, and as discussed in the Draft EISEIR, it is an informational document that agency 
decision-makers will use in determining whether to approve the Project or issue discretionary permits for the Project. 
As discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 1-11), the assessment included an evaluation of the conformance of the 
proposed Project with the applicable Modoc National Forest LRh4P (page 1-1 1). Conformance with applicable LRMP 
Standards and Guidelines were considered for each resource topic evaluated in the EISEIR. Commentor’s suggestion 
that the No Action Alternative should be adopted is noted and no further response is required. 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
RESPONSES TO GROUP “G” COMMENTS 
Group “G’ is the letter designation given to the group of letters submitted on the Draft Environmental Impact 
StatementEnvironrnental Impact Report (Draft EISEIR) by individual members of the public. The following are 
responses to each of the comments provided on the Group “G’ letters. 
COMMENT LETTER G1 
Response to Comment G1:l-  The comment states that 50 percent of the forest land should be protected as wilderness 
(over 50 percent of the nearby Los Padres National Forest is wilderness). The comment also states that tourism is the 
biggest business in the State of California including visitation to state and national parks and forests and BLM lands, 
which far exceeds the revenue that could be generated by geothermal development. In response, the Commentor’s 
opinion that 50 percent of Modoc National Forest lands should be protected as wilderness is inconsistent with current 
federal policy and regulations. The Wilderness Act of 1964 established the National Wilderness Preservation System 
and established standards or criteria to identify lands that were “wilderness” areas. No quota or minimum percentage 
of the forest was required to be identified and protected as wilderness. The California Wilderness Act of 1984 stated 
that lands not recommended for wilderness designation need not be managed for the purpose of protecting their 
suitability for wilderness designation but required such lands be managed for multiple uses. As this alternative would 
not meet the “purpose and need” of the Project as described in Section 1.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 1-10 and 1-1 l), 
it is beyond the scope of this EISEIR. However, in regards to tourism, the proposed Project would not preclude tourism 
from occurring and Modoc National Forest could have the benefit of both land uses. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G1:2 - The comment states that pristine land in its own right is a much more valuable resource 
than any venture by people. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G2 
Response to Comment G2:l-  Commentor opposes the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no response 
is required. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: 
COMMENT LETTER G3 
Response to Comment G3:l - Commentor opposes geothermal projects in general, and the proposed Project in 
particular, as they exploit local resources in order to feed public demand for electricity in urbanizing areas. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G4 
Response to Comment G4:l- The comment introduces the Commentor’s background and explains that the comments 
are meant to be positive and constructive. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G4:2 - The comment explains that the size and extent of the Medicine Lake Volcano are 
incorrectly stated in the Draft EISEIR. In response, the size reported in the Draft EISEIR is for the volcano proper. 
It is acknowledged that associated lava flows extend southward to Fall River Springs. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:3 - The comment explains that the structural-tectonic setting of the Medicine Lake Volcano 
is incorrectly presented in the Draft EISEIR. In response, the comment is appreciated, and the description of the 
structural-tectonic setting of the Medicine Lake Volcano will be changed in the Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The first paragraph in Section 3.2.2.6 on page 3.2-21 will be amended as follows: 
. .  Medicine Lake Volcano is located within an oblique, right-slip, transtensional, pull-apart 
graben connecting the Klamath (or Tule Lake) graben with the Fall River (or McArthur) graben (Personal 
Communication - Thomas L.T. Grose, Geologist, Colorado School of Mines; September 16, 1998).” 
Response to Comment G4:4 - The comment explains that some of the geologic descriptions in Appendix A of the 
Draft EISEIR are incorrect. In response, Appendix A, Baseline Hydrogeology Evaluation Report for Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Project, Medicine Lake, California (Weiss 1977) was used as one of many sources for information on 
geologic and hydrologic baseline conditions presented in the Draft EISEIR. If the Weiss report did not contain adequate 
descriptions or enough information, other sources were consulted. No mention was made in the main body of the Draft 
EISEIR of a horst in the Fall River Graben. Since the Vulcan Lineament was referred to in the Draft EISEIR, 
additional information about the volcanic and tectonic characteristics of this area was obtained from Bob Christiansen 
of the USGS, and the discussion in the Draft EISEIR has been supplemented for the Final EISEIR. Although the 
“Vulcan Lineament” is not a commonly used name for the area between Medicine Lake and Mount Shasta, Christiansen 
has identified Quaternary high angle vent and.dike alignments that trend east-northeast (Chnstiansen 1996). It is possible 
that the vents and dikes, aligned nearly perpendicular to the regional groundwater flow direction, could act as barriers 
to groundwater flow from the north. 
n 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The first paragraph in Section 3.2.2.6 on page 3.2-21 of the Draft EISEIR will be 
amended as follows: 
%In D the area between the Medicine Lake Highlands and Mount Shasta, there are 
east-northeast to west-southwest trending Quaternary high angle vent and dike alignments (Personal Communication 
- Bob Christiansen, USGS; September 21, 1998). This feature has been referred to as the Vulcan Lineament 
(Ciancanelli 1983). It is possible that the vents and dikes, aligned nearly perpendicular to the regional groundwater flow 
direction, could act as barriers to groundwater flow from the north.” 
Response to Comment G4:5 - The comment expresses the opinion that using the 1500-m contour as a boundary for 
the water balance is unsound. In response, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.4 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2-8) the water 
balance was calculated for the Medicine Lake Highlands. While it is true that there are lava flows from Medicine Lake 
Volcano that fall outside the 1,500-m contour, those lava flows are not considered part of the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
The area used for the hydrologic balance is justifiable as the area of the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:6 - The comment questions the definition of Medicine Lake Basin as a closed basin in 
Appendix A. In response, Medicine Lake Basin was not referred to as a closed basin in the Draft EISEIR. It is 
acknowledged that the basin is not closed. The Appendix A report was used as one source among many for developing 
the Geothermal and Hydrologic Resources section in the Draft EISEIR (e.g., see documentation described in 
~ 
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Section 3.2.2.2, Study Methods, page 3.2-2, and subsequent sections of the Hydrologic and Geothermal Resources 
Affected Environment discussion in the Draft EISEIR). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:7 - The comment expresses concern that Appendix A states that recharge to the Telephone 
Flat geothermal reservoir comes from deep groundwater of the Modoc Plateau without data to back this statement. In 
response, the Draft EISEIR states that it is likely that the geothermal reservoir is recharged by deep regional 
groundwater. It is acknowledged that there is not good data to support this. It is an opinion held by hydrogeologists at 
USGS and members of the Draft EISEIR hydrologic assessment team based on past experience and knowledge of other 
geothermal reservoirs. See Response to Comment F28:20 which discusses the sustainability of the geothermal resource. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:8 - The comment expresses concern that discussions of regional groundwater flow paths 
in Appendix A are unclear and conflicting. In response, the Draft EISEIR discusses regional groundwater flow paths 
in Section 3.2.2.6 (pages 3.2-21 and 3.2-29). The Draft EISEIR also states “TheJow volumes (in Fall River Springs) 
require that the entire area encompassing Medicine Lake Volcano and the Giant Crater lava field must have enhanced 
permeability (fractures and lava tubes) that promotes the recharge of most of the annual precipitation and focuses 
groundwater transport south to Fall River Springs.” The Appendix A report was used as only one source among many 
for developing the evaluation of regional groundwater flow in the Draft EISEIR (e.g., see documentation described in 
Section 3.2.2.2, Study Methods, page 3.2-2, and subsequent sections of the Hydrologic and Geothermal Resources 
Affected Environment discussion in the Draft EISEIR). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:9 - The comment expresses concern that Figure 15, and Section 3.3.5 (starting at page 17) 
of Appendix A to the Draft EISEIR may not be representative of the entire geothermal reservoir, and that more 
explanation is needed. Additional information supporting the upper aquitard is also needed. In response, Figure 15 of 
Appendix A was not used in the Draft EISEIR, and the explanation of the geothermal reservoir provided in the 
appendix was supplemented in the Draft EISEIR. The additional information supporting the capping rhyolite is 
proprietary. However, the same data that was used to prepare the Draft EISEIR has been provided to the CVRWQCB 
for their review. See Response to Comment D1: 14 for explanation of how the 38 “C Isotherm also contributes evidence 
of caprock formation. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:lO - The comment requests clarification of the term “productive” in reference to geothermal 
wells, and asks if three wells are enough to define the resource. In response, the term productive means that the wells 
produce geothermal fluids. Response to Comment E2:7 explains that the geochemistry data from the three wells shows 
very little variability. The data is proprietary, but has been provided to the CVRWQCB for their evaluation. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:11 - The comment notes that geologic conditions at the “hot spot” are naturally dynamic 
and can significantly change during human time scales. In response, we agree with and acknowledge this comment. 
Response to Comment G4:12 - The comment requests a clearer explanation of the Medicine Lake Volcano and the 
Fall River Springs and the interconnectedness of the two. In response, the Draft EISEIR discusses regional 
groundwater flow paths in Section 3.2.2.6 (pages 3.2-21 and 3.2-29). The Draft EISEIR does not rely on the 
Appendix A citation of issue to the Commentor. Multiple sources of information were used in the evaluation (e.g., see 
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documentation described in Section 3.2.2.2, Study Methods, page 3.2-2, and subsequent sections of the Hydrologic and 
Geothermal Resources Affected Environment discussion in the Draft EISEIR). The Draft EISEIR states "The flow 
volumes [in Fall River Springs] require that the entire area encompassing Medicine Lake Volcano and the Giant Crater 
lava field must have enhanced permeability Cfractures and lava tubes) that promotes the recharge of most of the annual 
precipitation and focuses groundwater transport south to Fall River Springs (Section 3.2.2.6.1, page 3.2-29)." Thus, 
the Draft EISEIR does present facts basic to comprehending the regional hydrogeologic system of the Medicine Lake 
Volcano and the Fall River Springs. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:13 - The comment expresses concern that the volume of precipitation recharge to Medicine 
Lake Volcano used in the Draft EISEIR is too low due to using too small of a recharge area, and therefore the percent 
of flow in Fall River Springs corning from Medicine Lake Volcano is too small in the Draft EISEIR. In response, the 
recharge area used in the hydrologic balance is the Medicine Lake Highlands. Regional groundwater flow paths are 
discussed in Section 3.2.2.6 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.2-21 and 3.2-29). The Draft EISEIR does not rely on the 
Appendix A citation of issue to the Commentor. Multiple sources of information were used in the evaluation (e.g., see 
documentation described in Section 3.2.2.2, Study Methods, page 3.2-2, and subsequent sections of the Hydrologic and 
Geothermal Resources Affected Environment discussion in the Draft EISEIR). The Draft EISEIR acknowledges that 
most of the water in the Fall River Springs comes from the Medicine Lake Volcano and associated lava flows: "Thepow 
volumes [in Fall River Springs] require that the entire area encompassing Medicine Luke Volcano and the Giant Crater 
lava field must have enhanced Permeability eactures and lava tubes) that promotes the recharge of most of the annual 
precipitation and focuses groundwater transport south to Fall River Springs. The amount of precipitation received by  
the Medicine Lake Volcano and Giant Crater Lava Field areas together is suficient to recharge the Fall River Springs 
(Section 3.2.2.6.1, page 3.2-29)." Thus, the Draft EISEIR provides the basic hydrogeologic framework assessment that 
the Medicine Lake Volcano in combination with the Giant Crater Lava Field have sufficient precipitation to be the 
principal sources of Fall River Springs recharge. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:14 - The comment refers to and refutes the "other possible" sources of recharge for Fall 
River Springs that are presented in Appendix A. In response, the comment is noted. The authors of the Draft EISEIR 
concur that there is little evidence that any of the six suggested alternative recharge areas described in Appendix A, and 
at issue to the Commentor, have the potential to provide meaningful recharge to the Fall River Springs. The Appendix 
A report was used as just one source among many in development of the Geothermal and Hydrologic Resources section 
of the Draft EISEIR (e.g., see documentation described in Section 3.2.2.2, Study Methods, page 3.2-2, and subsequent 
sections of the Hydrologic and Geothermal Resources Affected Environment discussion in the Draft EISEIR). The 
Draft EISEIR discusses the source of recharge to Fall River Springs: "Theflow volumes [in Fall River Springs] require 
that the entire area encompassing Medicine Luke Volcano and the Giant Crater lava field must have enhanced 
permeability Cfractures and lava tubes) that promotes the recharge of most of the annual precipitation and focuses 
groundwater transport south to Fall River Springs" (Section 3.2.2.6.1, page 3.2-29). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:15 - The comment notes that glaring evidence of less than quality professional work is 
indicated by incorrect scales and muddy expression in the Summary (App.A, p.ix), etc. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. See also Response to Comment G4: 14. 
Response to Comment G4:16 - Commentor indicates that the hydrologic monitoring plan provided in the Draft 
EISEIR is a good beginning, but it needs to be extended beyond the Medicine Lake Highlands summit area. Commentor 
also states that a regional-scale monitoring plan requires a regional three-dimensional hydrogeologic framework map 
and cross sections that do not currently exist. In response, the comment is noted. Details of the proposed Hydrologic 
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Monitoring Program are still being developed by the responsible agencies (see also Responses to Comments D1:8, D3:9, 
and F3 1: 1). The hydrologic monitoring plan will be designed to validate the conclusions reached in the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:17 - The comment requests additional data on the geochemistry of the geothermal reservoir, 
and requests hydrogeologic modeling of various likely contaminant plumes from the summit to the Fall River Springs. 
In response, see Response to Comment E2:7, which discusses the variability of the geochemistry of the geothermal 
reservoir. Computer modeling of contaminant plumes from the Project wellfield area to Fall River Springs was 
performed by Hydrodynamics Group (1997a and 1997b) and is discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2.41). The 
modeling predicted that a hypothetical contaminant introduced into the groundwater in the Medicine Lake area would 
move to the Fall River Springs area quickly, but it would be diluted to 3 percent or less of initial concentration. 
Response to Comment D1:lO further analyzes the potential impacts to Fall River Springs of a contaminant at 3 percent 
of initial concentration. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:18 - Commentor is concerned that ownership rights and irresponsible competition between 
the two geothermal developers could prevent communication, data sharing, and coordination that would be necessary 
to avoid accidents, to develop the resource to the maximum benefit, and to meet environmental commitments. In 
response, the comment is noted. It is the responsibility of the BLM to evaluate proposed geothermal development 
strategies on federal geothermal leases and ensure that geothermal resources will not be wasted. The lead agencies are 
also requiring an integrated hydrologic monitoring program to be implemented by the two companies. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G4:19 - The comment expresses concern that the hydroconnectivity of the Medicine Lake 
Volcano and the Fall River Springs was minimized in the Draft EISEIR and that the level of risk to the Fall River 
Springs from geothermal activities on the Medicine Lake Volcano has not been identified. In response, the Draft 
EISEIR discusses regional groundwater flow paths in Section 3.2.2.6 (pages 3.2-21 and 3.2-29). The Draft EISEIR 
states “The jlow volumes (in Fall River Springs) require that the entire area encompassing Medicine Lake Volcano and 
the Giant Crater lava field must have enhanced permeability Cfractures and lava tubes) that promotes the recharge of 
most of the annual precipitation and focuses groundwater transport south to Fall River Springs” (Section 3.2.2.6.1, 
page 3.2-29). Potential impacts to Fall River Springs from the Project have been analyzed further in Response to 
Comment D1:lO. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G5 
Response to Comment G5:l- The comment notes that the Draft EIS impact mitigation program outlined in Tables 
ES-6 and ES-7 will more than adequately protect the environment and the recreational facilities of the surrounding area. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment 6 5 2  -,The comment states that from a geothermal reservoir management perspective, 
Alternative Site B would be inefficient and a wasteful use of geothermal resource. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment G6:l-  The comment opposes the proposed Project, noting that the Draft EISEIR lies about 
the significance of the environmental impacts and that the environmental safeguards are inadequate; the project would 
financially hurt Modoc and Siskiyou Counties by destroying recreational uses and tourism. In response, the comment 
is noted; however, as the Commentor disputes the findings of the Draft EISEIR but offers no evidence of deceit or 
dishonesty in the analyses conducted, no further response was prepared. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR. None. 
Response to Comment G6:2 - Commentor opposes the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6 7  
Response to Comment G7:l- The comment expresses support for the Project, as the Project design and the EISEIR 
stipulations provide adequate environmental safeguards and mitigation; the Project will help Modoc and Siskiyou 
Counties economic diversification and growth. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G7:2 - Commentor is concerned that Alternative Site B would adversely affect long-term future 
development. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G7:3 - Commentor expresses a preference for the Alternative Transmission Line Route 1 
(Dl/A2), citing the lesser affect of this route upon late seral stage forest. In response, the comment is noted. See also 
Response to Comment A2:3 for a comparison of the transmission line segments B2 and A2 relative to impacts on late 
seral stage forest stands and general vegetation. 
COMMENT LETTER GS 
Response to Comment G8:l- Commentor supports the Proposed Action. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
Response to Comment G8:2 - Commentor advises that several monitoring programs identified in the Draft EISEIR 
should be coordinated with the monitoring program for the Fourmile Hill Project. Commentor notes in particular the 
hydrological and air monitoring programs. In response, the USFSBLM are developing a coordinated Hydrologic 
Monitoring Program for the proposed geothermal development projects. The air monitoring programs will be more 
project specific because the potential ambient air quality exceedances that could occur from project emissions would 
result near the respective emission sources (i.e., wells and power plant sites) and are not projected to result in regional 
air quality impacts. However, the responsible agencies, including the SCAPCD, will require comparable monitoring 
requirements for each of the projects. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G9 
Response to Comment G9:l - Commentor expresses a preference for the Alternative Transmission Line Route 1 
(Dl/A2), citing the lesser affect of this route upon late seral stage forest. In response, the comment is noted. See also 
Response to Comment A2:3 for a comparison of the transmission line segments B2 and A2 relative to impacts on late 
seral stage forest stands and general vegetation. 
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Response to Comment G9:2 - The Commentor is concerned that the biological mitigation “are unnecessary and exceed 
the direction provided to the U.S. Forest Service regarding habitat replacement and habitat management in the Northwest 
Forest Management Plan Record of Decision (NFMP ROD) ...” The Commentor goes on to state that they are especially 
concerned with the 250-foot buffer zones, and asks where the justification for such mitigation comes from. In response, 
see Response to Comment A4:6. 
Response to Comment G9:3 - The comment expresses a concern that mitigation measures, already identified in the 
Response to Comment G9:2, are excessive. A second reason given for this opinion is that the measures being applied 
to Matrix land are inconsistent with direction given in NFMP ROD and Modoc National Forest LRMP for managing 
this land allocation category. In response, management direction for Matrix forest is not to increase the acreage of late 
seral forest or enhance the area for old-growth dependent species, but rather to manage for timber and other multiple 
resource production. Mitigation should not require payment for delaying the achievement of a goal that was never 
intended. The comment notes that the mitigation is not only inconsistent with future objectives of the Matrix but with 
the present condition of the forest stands targeted for clearing. For the most part they are open and disturbed, but for 
compensatory purposes they are being evaluated as though they were already late seral forests. The proposed mitigation 
is based on a desired future condition and not the present status of these stands. Again the comment requests the Draft 
EISEIR to identify the specific management directive(s) requiring this type of mitigation in Matrix forest. 
The practices and objectives related to Matrix forest management that are identified in the comment are correct. The 
Matrix “is the area in which timber harvest and most siliviculture will be conducted’ (ROD, pages 7 and 10). “The 
production of timber and other commodities is an important objective for the matrix” (ROD, page B-1). As timber 
harvest proceeds within matrix lands, conservation of ecosystems is assured by application of the standards and 
guidelines for Matrix that are already in place in the ROD (ROD, page 10). These existing guidelines for Matrix 
constitute the mitigation deemed essential for avoiding impacts that would be inconsistent with the conservation 
objectives for the Matrix (ROD, page 29). These directives are quite different than standards and guidelines established 
for MLSA where managed goals are similar to those of LSR (absent from eastside forests; i.e., to protect and enhance 
old-growth forest conditions). The standards and guidelines for the latter categories of land were never intended to be 
applied to the Matrix. 
ROD standards and guidelines for Matrix lands do specify that a minimum of late-successional forest fragments and 
patches are to be retained throughout watershed analysis areas, including those containing Matrix lands. Should the 
overall average of such fragments be 15 percent or less, then all patches of this resource must be retained in all portions 
of the watershed (ROD, page C-44). The Draft EISEIR, in Section 3.3.2.2.4 (page 3.3-18) notes that the residual 
population of late-successional Forest currently occupies 7.2 percent of the Medicine Lake Watershed Analysis Area 
(MLWAA) which encompasses the Project wellfield area, thus all late-successional fragments within the area require 
protection. Project construction activities are designed to satisfy that requirement by avoiding these stands 
(Section 3.3.3.2, page 3.3-42). It should be noted: ‘‘Protection of the stand could be modified in the future, when other 
portions of the watershed have recovered to the point where they could replace the ecological roles of these stands” 
(ROD, page C-44). This statement makes it very clear that the intent of retention of late-successional fragments is not 
to increase the amount of this forest community and habitat occurring in the Matrix. 
Another standard and guideline designated for Matrix lands requires retention of green trees and snags in 15 percent 
of the area of cutting units (stands), (ROD, page C-41). As pointed out in the comment, most project activities would 
occur in relatively open stands already impacted by logging (Tables 3.3.2 through 3.3.6; pages 3.3-18,20, 24, 25 and 
27.) In all such disturbed stands expected to be impacted by project construction, with the exception of a portion of the 
eastern third of transmission line segment B1, the area of retention is currently more than adequate (retention is 2040% 
of the area). Consequently, the post-construction status of these stands is still expected to exceed the minimum standard. 
As a general rule, approximately 70 percent of the total retention area should be groups of !&acre and larger, and these 
small patches should be retained indefinitely. Some previously retained patches or portions thereof will be removed 
during construction but in most cases the balance of the stand (still exceeding the 15% minimum area) will retain an 
acceptable proportion of aggregates exceeding M-acre. Therefore this impact is considered less than significant. The 
only other constraints upon vegetation removal in the Matrix are the protection buffers for specific species of plants or 
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animals identified in the Response to Comment G9:2. There are no standards and guidelines for Matrix lands that 
impose limitations on vegetation removal for purposes of protecting NSO habitat (such as proposed by Impact 3.3.3.3.-9, 
page 3.3-48). In east side forests within the range of the NSO, standards and guidelines protecting SO habitat are 
applicable only in the MLSA. Should land, otherwise classified as Matrix, occur within a 100 acre buffer area just 
outside SO Activity Centers, then the habitat in such areas would receive the same protection as given in MLSA. This 
guideline is not applicable to any Matrix land in which project activities would occur, because all these sites are well 
beyond the 100 acre buffer of the nearest 3 activity centers. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G9:4 - This comment expresses a concern that the mitigation for snag replacement is excessive. 
The comment states that the Project Applicant should be required to maintain 2.72 snags per acre in the immediate area 
surrounding the Project at the time of initial construction. In response, the mitigation for snag replacement is applied 
in Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-10, 3.3.3.4-10, and 3.3.3.5-10, which require the Project Applicant to fund off-site 
mitigation of snags. In addition, snags will be recruited, or existing snags topped, every 30 years until the land disturbed 
by the Project is, in the opinion of the USFS, capable of producing snags of the desired diameter. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G10 
Response to Comment G10:l- The comment supports geothermal development at Medicine Lake and believes that 
the Project design and EIS provide adequate environmental safeguards and mitigation. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G10:2 - The comment states that Alternative B would adversely affect the long time future 
development of this natural resource by shifting the central power plant to the eastern edge of the known reservoir. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G10:3 - Commentor believes Alternative Transmission Line Route 2 (D2/B2) is the most 
acceptable due to terrain and weather. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also 
response to comment A2:3. 
COMMENT LETTER G11 
Response to Comment G11:l- Commentor states that they see no reason why the geothermal development should not 
go forward as proposed; and that there should be a monitoring program associated with the development to assure that 
air and water resources are not depleted. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See 
also Responses to Comments E2:5 and E3:2. 
Response to Comment Gll:2 - Commentor expresses interest in seeing a schedule of public tours of the geothermal 
facilities as well as the development of a family-oriented information center along Highway 139 that would focus on 
geothermal resources, volcanoes and the general area. In response, the comment is noted. The potential for educational 
benefits derived from geothermal development in the area is described in Section 3.9.3.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR 
(page 3.9-7). The Draft EISEIR also provides the construction of an interpretive site along Primary Forest Route 49 
which describes how geothermal power relates to the Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway theme (Other Measure 3.8.3.3-1e, 
page 3.8-13). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment Gll:3 - Commentor supports the Proposed Action, but recommends that the transmission line 
road be removed after construction. In response, as discussed in the Draft EISEIR, a road will be required for access 
to the transmission line for inspection and maintenance activities throughout the life of the Project (page 2-40). The road 
and transmission line will be removed as part of site restoration activities at the end of the Project (page 2-42). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G12 
Response to Comment G12:l- The comment notes that the proposed Project would be environmentally sound as it 
would use a renewable resource, increases economic diversification as called for in the Northwest Forest Management 
Plan, and would generate revenue for local governments including the County of Siskiyou. In response, the comment 
is noted; the proposed Project would result in some beneficial as well as adverse effects. 
COMMENT LETTER G13 
Response to Comment G13:l- The comment supports geothermal development at Telephone Flat and believes that 
Alternative Transmission Line Route 2 (D2/B2) line represents the best plan. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G13:2 - The Commentor is concerned that several of the biological mitigation measures “are 
unnecessary and exceed the direction provided to the U.S. Forest Service regarding habitat replacement and habitat 
management in the Northwest Forest Management Plan Record of Decision (NFMP ROD) ...” The Commentor goes on 
to state that they are especially concerned with the 250-foot buffer zones, and asks where the justification for such 
mitigation comes from. In response, see Response to Comment A4:6. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G13:3 - This comment is concerned that the biological “mitigation measures do not take into 
account the existing forest condition” (logged over forests) “It is based on a desired future conditions of late seral forest. 
This is flawed logic.” In response, see Response to Comment G9:3. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G13:4 - This comment is concerned that the mitigation of 2.72 snag per acre is not required 
by the NFMP ROD and asked where the justification for such a requirement comes from. In addition, the Commentor 
sees “no reason to require additional replacement every 30 years.” In response, see Response to Comment G9:4. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER 614  
Response to Comment G14:l- The Commentor agrees, as a practicing geothermal geologist, with the finding that the 
Proposed Action is the Environmentally Superior Alternative. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment G14:2 - The comment expresses support of the interpretive site described in Other 
Measure 3.8.3.3-le (page 3.8-13), and notes that other countries do a much better job in making their geothermal 
facilities open to the general public, such as New Zealand, Mexico, Japan and Iceland. The comment also notes that 
although residents may feel initially apprehensive about a geothermal facility in their backyard, they may eventually 
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consider the geothermal plant to be a source of community pride; the interpretive site would promote understanding and 
support of this project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G15 
Response to Comment G15:l- The Commentor inquires why the power lines need be in view of Medicine Lake and 
why not behind lava flows in the area. In response, the Commentor appears to be referring to power line segment A1 
that was proposed as one of the alternative power line segments as part of the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project and 
not as part of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project. As described in Section 2.2.5 (pages 2-37 through 2-42), there 
are two alternative transmission line routes from the Telephone Flat Project power plant site for interconnecting with 
the agency-preferred Northern Utility Corridor that is proposed as part of the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project (i.e., the 
corridor routed north of the Medicine Lake basin out of view from Medicine Lake). Neither of the Telephone Flat 
Project interconnection transmission line route alternatives [(i.e., Route 1 (DUA2) or Route 2 (D2/l32)] would cross 
the viewshed of Medicine Lake, and neither of the alternative transmission line routes would be visible from Medicine 
Lake. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G16 
Response to Comment G16:l - The comment supports the Teldphone Flat Geothermal Project, but urges that the 
project protect the recreation uses of Medicine Lake. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
Response to Comment 6 1 6 2  - The comment expresses the recommendation that the transmission line be routed south 
of Lions Peak and that a new road not be cut in the Mt. Hoffman RRA. In response, the comment is noted; Alternative 
Route 2 was analyzed in all environmental impact sections and would be routed south of Lions Peak as suggested by 
the Commentor. 
COMMENT LETTER 617  
Response to Comment G17:l- The comment expresses the recommendation that an informative kiosk be place along 
Highway 139 that addresses the Medicine Lake Highlands, volcanoes, and posts a schedule for tours of the proposed 
geothermal power plant. In response, see Response to Comment G11:2 for details on tours. 
Response to Comment G17:2 - The comment notes that “the Project would require both short-and long-term 
employment” which could be “accommodated by the resident population without the need to import employees”. To 
ensure that the resident work force is prepared for geothermal employment opportunities, the College of the Siskiyous 
or similar institution could provide special courses, perhaps jointly taught by both geothermal companies, to prepare 
more of the “resident population” for employment. In response, the comment is noted; however, coursework offered 
by local educational institutions is outside of the scope of the EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISBIR: None. 
Response to Comment G17:3 - The comment supports the Project design and believes the EIS stipulations provide 
adequate environmental safeguards and mitigation. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
n 
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COMMENT LETTER G18 
Response to Comment G18:l - The comment notes that traditional electricity production has taken its toll on the 
environment; California has had a long history of developing renewable energy resources and is now operating in a 
deregulated electric utility industry where it is possible to buy electricity from clean sources. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G19 
Response to Comment G19:l - The comment supports geothermal energy resources and states that the Proposed 
Action Alternative is superior to the two alternatives. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
Response to Comment G19:2 - The comment states that the hydrology monitoring program and the general 
environmental analysis in the EIS and the discussion in the text of well casing indicates that safeguards exist for 
groundwater and recreational resources of Medicine Lake. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G20 
Response to Comment G20:l - The comment supports geothermal development at Medicine Lake and believes the 
Project design and EIS provide adequate safeguards and mitigation. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment G20:2 -The comment believes Alternative B would provide long term adverse affects and that 
the Proposed Action the best alternative. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G20:3 - The transmission line route should follow Route 2 (D2B2) as this route avoids the 
Mt. Hoffman pass which is over 8,OOO feet high. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G21 
Response to Comment G21:l- The comment says “No” to geothermal development at Medicine Lake. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 622 
Response to Comment G22:l- The comment opposes the Project because it will interfere with recreation at Medicine 
Lake, disturb wildlife, and conflict with Native American sites. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G23 
Response to Comment G23:l - The comment suggests that conservation of energy is preferable to increased 
exploitation of resources and may be possible through public education, tax breaks, and a shift of focus. In response, 
the alternatives suggested by the Commentor would not meet the “purpose and need” of the Project as described in 
Section 1.3 (page 1-10) of the Draft EIS/EIR, and thus, will not receive further consideration. See also Responses to 
Comments Al:l  through A1:13. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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COMMENT LETTER G24 
Response to Comment G24:l - This comment notes that Riparian Reservest listed in Appendix D of the Draft 
Technical Appendices do not list the sumps. The existence of sumps is acknowledged in Appendix D to the Draft 
EISEIR (page 50) but the significance to wildlife is ignored. In response, Riparian Reserves is a Land Allocation from 
the NFMP ROD, and is defined as: ” ... areas along all streams, wetlands, ponds, lakes and unstable or potential 
unstable areas” (NFMP ROD, page 7). Sumps are not considered Riparian Reserves within the scope of the ROD since 
they are a temporary wet areas brought about by management practices. Sumps are temporary water bodies and are 
subject to snow melt and geothermal fluids and draining. The presence of wetland-associated plants is dependent on 
the management practices of the Project’s operation and will be altered by the water levels and temperatures associated 
with the Project construction and operation. The effects of sumps on specific wildlife species are considered in Draft 
EISEIR (pages 2-10 and 3.3-51). See also Response to Comment D3:8. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G24:2 - The Commentor asks what the expected project noise levels are at frequencies above 
20 kHz and whether or not these frequencies affect predator-prey interactions. There are no data indicating that noise 
in the 20 kHz and higher frequency bands from the power plant or the pipelines will be at high levels at distances far 
from the plant. The reasons for this statement are twofold: (1) the equipment produces noise at much lower frequencies 
and (2) there is significant absorption of the high frequency sounds by the molecules of which air is comprised. 
In response, Figure 1 shows the octave bands of noise produced inside a power plant building by the turbine, generator. 
and exciter units. Note in this figure that the noise levels in the high frequency bands (4 to 8 kHz) are 20 to 35 dB lower 
than in the 63 Hz band. The levels in the 16 and 32 kHz bands should be even less. Moreover, outside the power plant 
the levels should be lower than the indoor levels shown. The reason is that the walls and insulation within the building 
absorb (do not transmit) the high frequencies (4 kHz and above) whereas the lower frequencies (31.5 to 125 Hz) are 
absorbed less. The transformers produce most noise in the 60 and 120 Hz bands. The sound levels in the 8 kHz bands 
are approximately 30 dB lower than the levels in the 60 and 120 Hz bands and should be even lower in  the 16 and 
32 kHz bands. 
The dominant noise source near the power plant is the cooling tower. It produces noise from its fans and its cascading 
water. Figure 2 indicates that the higher frequencies are associated with falling water. Moreover, it shows that waterfall 
noise is greatly absorbed by the air through which the sound passes. This figure also suggests that molecular absorption 
would be greater in the range of 16 to 32 kHz than the 60 dB expected for sounds in the 8 kHz range. 
Figure 3 shows the spectrum of noise inside and outside a pipe near a partially closed valve where noise level is highest. 
This figure illustrates that noise levels at 8 kHz and above are expected to be very low relative to the highest levels of 
frequencies in the 250 Hz to 1 kHz range. 
n 
Finally, even if the power plant and its pipes produced noise at 20 lcHz and above, it is doubtful that the levels at animal 
receptors would be high enough to affect animals. Figure 4 shows the reduction in noise levels at the various frequency 
bands over large distances between the noise source and the receptor. For present purposes, it is important to note that 
at a distance of 5,000 meters (16,405 feet, or about 3.1 miles) a noise level reduction of approximately 88 dB is expected 
for sounds in the 3 1.5 to 63 Hz bands; a reduction of 586 dB is expected for sounds in the 8 kHz band; and a reduction 
of 256 dB is expected for sounds in the 4 kHz band. It is reasonable to infer that, at this distance, the reduction of sounds 
in the 16 kHz and higher frequency bands would be much greater than 586 dB and, in general. can be expected to be 
much lower than ambient. This conclusion also holds at distances much closer than 5,000 meters, such as 100 meters 
(or 328 feet), for example. 
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OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY, HZ 
Range of representative octave band sound pressure levels at 1 m 
distance associated with steam turbine-generator units, including high 
and low pressure turbines, generators, shaft-driven exciters, for power 
range of 400-1 100 Mwe. Solid curve is recommended as average for 
indoor installations with no acoustic treatment; dotted curve is for 
outdoor units. Dashed curve is for indoor acoustically treated units in 
absorbent turbine halls. 
Figure 1: Range of Representative Octave Band Sound Pressure Levels Associated with Steam 
Turbine-Generator Units (Edison Electric Institute. 1984. Electric Power Plant Environmental Noise 
Guide. Second Edition. Edison Electric Institute. Washingto D.C.) 
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OCTAVE B A N D  C E N T E R  F R E O U E N C Y  ( H z )  
Figure 2: Typical Spectrum Shape of Tower Noise Showing Effect of Atmospheric Absorption on Water Noise 
(Murray, B.E. and E.W. Wood.1997. The Sound of Low Speed Fans. Presented at the Cooling Tower 
Institute Meeting, Houston TX -January 1997) n 
Example of noise calculation 
for choked air flow through a 
valve in a cylindrical steel pipe. 
The upper curve is the 
calculated sound-power level 
inside the pipe. After 
subtracting the transmission 
loss, the sound-power level 
outside the pipe is given by the 
lower curve. 
I 
63 125 2% 5001.000 4,COO 8.000 
3 c * c v e - 5 o n ~  center ‘ r e q u e n c ) ,  dz 
I 
Figure 3: Example of Noise Calculation for Choked Air Flow Through a Valve in a Cylindrical Steel Pipe 
(Beranek, L.L. 197 1. Noise and Vibration Control. McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York) 
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Figure 4: “Distance Term” for Calculating Sound Pressure Level at Distances of 1 Meter to 5000 Meters from a 
Sound Source (Edison Electric Institute. 1984. Electric Power Plant Environmental Noise Guide. 
Second Edition. Edison Electric Institute. Washingto D.C.) 
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In summary, the available data indicate that noise levels from power plant operations are highly unlikely to produce 
noise in the 20 kHz and higher frequency ranges, and they therefore are unlikely to affect predator-prey relationships. 
The effects of noise on wildlife are also discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.3-52 and 3.3-53). See also Responses 
to Comments F28: 12 and F42:34. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G25 
Response to Comment 6 2 5 1  - The comment is opposed to the any geothermal development within the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G25:2 - The comment expresses concern that water will be contaminated by emissions from 
the cooling tower. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3 which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift 
impacting water quality. 
Response to Comment G25:3 - This comment expresses concern regarding Project related H,S air pollution and 
possible hazardous chemical contamination. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of potential 
Project related H,S emissions and Responses to Comments A1:8 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential Project 
related air toxic emissions. 
Response to Comment G25:4 - The comment expresses opposition to the Project due to transportation of toxic 
materials to and from the power plant. In response, the comment is noted: although this impact was found to be below 
the level of significance (see Response to Comment A1:8), this would occur throughout the life of the project. 
Response to Comment G255 - This comment is concerned with the above ground pipelines having an adverse effect 
on wildlife. In response, see Response to Comment F18:9. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G25:6 - The comment expresses opposition to the Project and notes in considering the future, 
other means of providing energy will be found if the public refuses to allow the destructive means. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G26 
Response to Comment G26:l- The comment states that the Project should not be approved unless the Project will be 
halted if it is determined that the predicted levels for the Project’s effects on the surrounding area exceed what was 
predicted or required by county or state limits. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G26:2 - The comment expresses the opinion that significant adverse effects to Native American 
sites should be enough to stop the project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G26:3 - The comment expresses concern that the project should not continue until the source 
of recharge to the Fall River Springs is better understood, and questions what mitigation measures would be in place 
if monitoring shows impacts to the Fall River Springs. In response, the comment that the source of recharge to the Fall 
River Springs is poorly understood refers to the lack of knowledge about contributions of deep regional groundwater 
to the springs. The Draft EIS/EIR discusses regional groundwater flow paths in Section 3.2.2.6 (pages 3.2-21 
and 3.2-29). The Draft EISEIR states “The flow volumes (in Fall River Springs) require that the entire area 
encompassing Medicine Lake Volcano and the Giant Crater lavajield must have enhancedpemeability Cfractures and 
lava tubes) that promotes the recharge of most of the annual precipitation and focuses groundwater transport south 
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ro Fall River Springs” (Section 3.2.2.6.1, page 3.2-29). Potential impacts to the Fall River Springs have been further 
analyzed in Response to Comment D1:lO. See Response to Comment D3:6 for information about the mitigation 
monitoring plan. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G26:4 - The comment states that a combined EIR should be approved or denied based on the 
effect of all the projects. In response, see Responses to Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Response to Comment G26:S - Commentor asserts that the United States has to start decreasing the public demand 
for energy through conservation efforts and to stop creating more at the expense of the environment. In response, the 
Draft EISEIR does not state that the Project will not damage the environment, only that it may do less environmental 
harm than other means of generating an equivalent amount of electricity. The comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G27 
Response to Comment G27:l- Commentor suggests that it will be hard to rest and sleep with 24-hour noise. In 
response, after construction is complete, the noise analysis indicates that project noise at Medicine Lake will be 
inaudible most of the time. See also Response to Comment A1:6. 
Response to Comment G27:2 - Commentor expressed concern over the increase in traffic; that the roads are not 
adequate or safe for the proposed construction traffic; and that hazardous materials will be transported over winding 
and narrow roads. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:7 and A1:8. 
, \  
Response to Comment G27:3 - The comment states that increased traffic will cause accidents causing death and injury 
to humans and wildlife; with more traffic to the area, vandalism and break-ins at the cabins will increase. In response, 
see Response to Comment A 1 :7 regarding accident levels due to increased traffic volumes. Regarding vandalism and 
break-ins, a majority of the over 40,000 annual visitors to Medicine Lake campgrounds are during the summer, and the 
use in this area has increased by 8 to 10 percent per year for the last 3 years (see Section 3.10.2.3.1, page 3.10-8). 
Project-related traffic during the summer due to the proposed Project, even during the Construction Phase, would be 
inconsequential compared to recreational traffic; the increase in vandalism and break-ins due to the increase of 
Project-related traffic would be equally inconsequential. Construction is not planned to occur during the winter, so no 
increase in traffic nor vandalism and break-ins would occur during the Construction phase. During the winter, after the 
Operational Phase has started, the proposed Project would not substantially increase access to the residential areas near 
Medicine Lake; Project-related snowplowing on Primary Forest Road 97 would not extend west of 43N2 1 (see Figure 
3.10.5, page 3.10-15). Access to the cabins would be via the groomed snowmobile trail proceeding west along Primary 
Forest Route 97 and then north on the groomed snowmobile trail along Primary Forest Road 49. As Primary Forest 
Routes 97 and 49 are already designated as groomed snowmobile trails, no consequential change in access is provided; 
the increase in vandalism and break-ins due to the increase of winter Project-related traffic during the operational phase 
would be equally inconsequential. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G28 
Response to Comment G28:l- The comment expresses concern that there is no way to drill a hole through an aquifer 
without seriously polluting said aquifer with drilling fluids. In response, as stated in the Draft EISEIR (page 2-10), 
only nontoxic, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) - approved drilling mud components and additives would 
be used during well drilling activities. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G28:2 - The comment expresses concern that the relieving of underground pressure at an 
unusual rate will result in abnormal ground settling and earthquakes. In response, see Response to Comment F42:47, 
which addresses the issue of induced seismicity as a result of the proposed Project. 
Response to Comment G28:3 - The comment states that the Medicine Lake area cannot be restored to its present 
condition once you destroy it. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G28:4 - The comment states that there are many alternatives to the Project; fuel cells; that wind 
and solar power are far superior projects to support and subsidize; that we do not need to destroy the planet with greedy, 
short-term projects like this that are subsidized by our tax dollars; and to put the money in a sustainable future instead 
of lying about this false represented “green” energy. In response, see Responses to Comments A8:15, C2:48 
and F42:50. 
Response to Comment G28:5 - Commentor asserts that the effects of H,S are misrepresented in the Draft EISEIR and 
indicates that (a) the gas is odorless and even when it has an odor it disrupts the olfactory sensory perception; (b) it is 
heavier than air, pools in low-lying areas, and doesn’t dissipate quickly; and (c) it presents a real threat to humans and 
wildlife and is almost always fatal. The potential health effects of H,S are addressed in Chapter 3.13 of the Draft 
EISEIR (pages 3.13-5 to 3.13-6, and 3.13-13 to 3.13-14). In response, Commentor is correct that H,S is a poisonous 
gas; however, as shown in Table 3.13.5 (page 3.13-14), H,S becomes a health threat (serious eye injury) at 
concentrations of about 70-140 mgm’ and the NIOSH Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH) is 420 mg/m3. 
The highest ambient concentration of H,S predicted from well flow testing would be 0.0257 mg/m3 (page 3.4-19), and 
under a system upset condition with all of the production wells flowing through the power plant and venting, unabated 
to the atmosphere, the ambient concentration of H,S in the immediate vicinity of the power plant would be below the 
CAAQS of 0.042 mg/m’ under most atmospheric conditions (page 3.4-22). Thus, the projected H,S concentrations from 
the Project would be more than three orders of magnitude below those concentrations that would result in a serious 
health threat. 
It is incorrect that H,S is odorless. H,S is characteristically malodorous with a smell of “rotten eggs,” with an odor 
perception threshold of 0.004 - 0.028 mg/m’. As shown in Table 3.13.5 (page 3.13-14), H,S does lead to a loss of sense 
of smell at concentrations of from 0.1-1 mg/m3 and olfactory paralysis at concentrations of from 210-350 mg/m3, but 
these concentrations are far in excess of the concentrations that would result from the Project. Commentor is correct 
that H,S is more dense than air and can pool in low-lying areas before it dissipates, but the H,S released during well 
testing and during power plant upset conditions will be at geothermal fluid temperatures which will increase the 
buoyancy of the gas and facilitate dispersion. In any event, the concentrations of released H,S are far below those that 
would result in a serious health danger. It is also incorrect to assert that exposure to H,S is almost always fatal. H2S can 
be lethal at high concentrations, but victims exposed to high concentrations of H,S can recover fully if they are timely 
removed from the confined area where H,S is a threat to life, and provided with emergency resuscitation. There are no 
circumstances where H2S concentrations from the Project would be expected to reach life threatening concentrations. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G29 
Response to Comment G29:l- The comment opposes the CalEnergy Telephone Flat Project and the CalPine Fourmile 
Hill Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G29:2 - The comment addresses air quality, biology, and noise concerns. 
Air Quality: This comment expresses concern that the air quality within the Medicine Lake Basin will smell like rotten 
eggs as a result of the proposed Project. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion regarding the 
potential H,S, and the potential corresponding “rotten egg”, impact within the basin. 
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Biological Resources: This comment is concerned with the noise effect on the environment and the air quality. In 
response, see Response to Comment A15,  A8:18, and F42:34. 
Noise: The Commentor is concerned that noise will force people - as well as animals - to leave the Medicine Lake area. 
In response, with respect to humans, construction is expected to be of relatively short duration, and it may be audible 
to some Medicine Lake visitors when construction is near the lake. Thereafter, noise of power plant operations and well 
drilling may be audible for only short time periods. It does not appear that operational noise will be loud and/or long 
enough to drive people and animals from the area. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G29:3 - The comment raises the concern about loss of old-growth habitat and its effect on 
wildlife. In response, see Response to Comment Al: 1, which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project 
survey area, and that impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Response to Comment G29:4 - The comment expresses concern that waste may leak into the lake and thereby 
contaminate fish. In response, see Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about geothermal fluid 
spills and leaks. As presented in Section 3.2.3 (page 3.2-30) in the Draft EISEIR and elaborated upon in Responses 
to Comments D1:6 and F28:20, no significant impacts to lake water quality are expected to result from the project. No 
chemical constituents would be introduced to the lake in concentrations high enough to harm fish. 
COMMENT LETTER G30 
Response to Comment G30:l- See Response to Comment G12:l. 
COMMENT LETTER G31 
Response to Comment G31:l- The comment demands that the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project be abandoned. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G32 
Response to Comment G32:l- The comment notes that the tranmssion line will be large enough to accommodate 4.6 
plants of the size of the proposed Project and that the EIREIS is remiss if it does not cover all of the accumulative 
effects possible from this. In response, see Responses to Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Response to Comment G32:2 - This comment expresses concern regarding the quantity of geothermal fluid that will 
be released to the atmosphere and the potential for a “permanent” fog bank over the entire Medicine Lake Caldera. In 
response, see Response to Comment F32:44 for a discussion of the potential of ground level fog forming from Project 
related emissions. 
Response to Comment G32:3: Commentor expresses concern about the level of arsenic contamination expected in 
Medicine Lake, and that mitigation measures be taken before irreversible damage occurs. Commentor also asserts that 
there would be six geothermal projects. In response, the Draft EISEIR acknowledges only two reasonably foreseeable 
projects in the cumulative effects analysis (page 4-1 to 4-3). Commentor provides no basis for the assertion that there 
will be six projects. Only trace amounts of arsenic will be present in cooling tower emissions (see Response to 
Comment A1:3). A hydrologic monitoring plan is being developed with oversight by the USFSBLM and the 
CVRWQCB. These agencies will ensure that the monitoring plan is designed to validate the conclusions reached in the 
Draft EISEIR. Cumulative air emission impacts from the proposed Project and the proposed Fourmile Hill Project are 
discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 4-12 through 4-14). The Final EISEIR also considers the cumulative effects from 
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a Reduced Glass Mountain Geothermal Exploration Project. These are the only projects currently proposed or 
reasonably foreseeable. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The Reduced Glass Mountain Geothermal Exploration Project will be added to the 
reasonably foreseeable projects and evaluated in Chapter 4 of the Final EISEIR. 
Response to Comment G32:4 - Commentor expresses concern about accidental spills of chemicals and hazardous 
materials and the planned control practices as outlined in the Draft EISEIR, and about the planned occasional draining 
of the plant water storage and dump pond. In response, system upsets such as hazardous material spills are discussed 
in Chapter 3.13 of the Draft EISEIR. Draining of the plant water storage and dump pond would be regulated by the 
CVRWQCB. A Report of Waste Discharge permit is required and will contain specific reporting and monitoring 
requirements. 
Commentor also states that due to the extreme winter weather conditions, one can expect to have accidents with trucks 
carrying hazardous materials. In response, Section 2.2.3.6 states that accidental spills of condensate, cooling water or 
geothermal brine outside of the containment areas would be handled as if it were storm runoff, directed to drainage 
ditches where it is expected to be absorbed by the porous soils; Section 2.2.4.5.3 states that cooling water ponds with 
up to 10 times the initial concentration of total dissolved solids (TDS) would be returned to the injection wells. The 
comment questions treating of cooling water the same as storm runoff. See Response to Comment A13  regarding 
transport of hazardous materials. As noted in Section 3.2.2.3 (page 3.2-8), “geothermal reservoir groundwater is 
enriched in silica, sodium, potassium, chloride, su@de, and other trace elements.” See Table 3.2.1 for a more detailed 
characterization of the geochemistry of the geothermal reservoir groundwater. Although the geothermal reservoir 
groundwater would not be potable, it would not classify as a hazardous material. Impact 3.2.3.3-13 (page 3.2-40) notes 
that accidental discharges would result in less than significant impacts; due to the rapid infiltration rate of soils in the 
Project wellfield area, accidental discharges would percolate into the subsurface and would be absorbed in the 
unsaturated zone before reaching any the shallow groundwater or perennial surface water bodies. 
Commentor states that accidental spills are not planned, but accidents can be expected to happen. Commentor also states 
that cooling water blowdown (up to 10 times the concentration of the geothermal fluid) from the power plant will be 
transported by pipeline for injection, and that the proposed method for handling a pipeline spill outside of containment 
area is to manage it in a manner similar to that of storm runoff (page 2-15). In response, while not stating such, 
Commentor suggests that this is inappropriate. Blowdown from the cooling tower will be stored in the power plant 
storage pond prior to disposal. The fluid from the power plant storage pond will be mixed with excess steam condensate 
and blended with the spent geothermal fluid in the pipeline being routed back to the wellfield for injection into the 
geothermal reservoir for recharge. As shown in the schematic water balance provided as Table ES.6 (page ES-9), the 
volume of cooling water being mixed with the excess steam condensate and spent geothermal fluid is negligible and will 
not add substantively to the total dissolved solids concentration of the spent geothermal fluid in the injection fluid 
pipeline. The Draft EISEIR also evaluates the effects of a release from a pipeline, including an injection fluid pipeline 
spill, and provides measures that would reduce the adverse effects of a spill (pages 3.13-1 1 and 3.13-12). The potential 
for a pipeline release to occur was determined to be low and the adverse effects of a pipeline release were determined 
to be below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment (3325 - Commentor is concerned that a well blowout could impact shallow groundwater. In 
response, the Draft EISEIR evaluates both the potential for, and potential effects of, a well blowout (pages 3.13-6 
through 3.13-10). The Draft EISEIR acknowledges that a geothermal well blowout could occur and the impact is 
potentially significant (Impact 3.13.3.3-1). However, the potential for a well blowout to occur is very low and mitigation 
measures are provided to both further reduce the potential for a blowout to occur and reduce the adverse effects of a 
blowout to below the level of significance (Mitigation Measures 3.13.3.3.3-la and 1.13.3.3-1b, page 3.13-10). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR None. 
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Response to Comment G32:6 - The comment expresses the opinion that some of the word choices in the Draft EISEIR 
tend to cause the reader to lose confidence in the quality of the report. In response, the use of such words does not 
imply that the hydrogeologic information was inadequate for preparation of the Draft EISEIR. It is the nature of 
hydrogeologic data that assumptions have to be made because it is impossible to know everything about the area you 
are studying. Generally, data is only available from certain well locations and assumptions must be made about the areas 
in between. Data was sufficient for the Draft EISEIR level of review, and additional data will be collected in  the 
Hydrologic Monitoring Program. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G32:7 - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR is incomplete unless it details how 
environmental damage will be paid for. In response, see Responses to Comments G77:3 and G187:8. 
Response to Comment G32:8 - The comment urges that the Forest Service choose the No Action Alternative. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 633  
Response to Comment G33:l - Commentor is opposed to the Project and states reasons including,(responses 
referenced in parenthesis) old-growth forest (see Response to Comment Al:  l), a roadless area (see Response to A1 :2), 
water and air quality (see Responses to Comments A1:3 and A1:5), noise (see Response to Comment A1:6), visual 
quality (see Response to Comment A1:9), traffic (see Response to Comment A1:8), and that recreation will suffer (see 
Responses to Comments A1:10, A1:ll and A1:12). In response, the comment is noted. See also Response to 
Comment F24:7 regarding impacts to old-growth forests; Response to Comment F12: 1 for the status of the released 
roadless area; impacts to water quality, air quality, noise, visual quality, traffic and recreation were found to be either 
below the level of significance or will be mitigated to a less than significant level; these are discussed in Sections 3.2, 
3.4,3.7, 3.8,3.11, and 3.10 of the Draft EISEIR, respectively. 
Vegetation: The comment expresses concern about the loss of the old-growth forest. In  response, see Response to 
Comment Al:l ,  which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and that impacts to 
late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G34 
Response to Comment G34:l- The Commentor is concerned that noise from construction, drilling, and operations 
will disrupt the tranquility of the area. In  response, see Responses to Comments A1:6 and G29:2. 
Response to Comment G34:2 - This comment expresses concern that Project related emissions of H,S and other 
chemicals will damage vegetation. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential 
impact of Project related H,S emissions, and Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential 
impact of Project related air toxic emissions. 
Response to Comment G34:3 - The comment expresses concern that lakes will be contaminated by emissions from 
the cooling tower, and that aquifers will be Contaminated by leakage from the sludge settling ponds. In response, see 
Response to Comment A1:3 which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality; Response 
to Comment A1:4 which addresses the concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks; and Response to Comment E2:7 
for a discussion of the potentialimpact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift. The clay 
liners in the sumps or sludge settling ponds will be installed according to State of California regulations for Class I1 
non-municipal waste landfills. These regulations include a requirement that the clay liner be compacted to a permeability 
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less than or equal to centimeters per second (cdsec),  which is a very low permeability. The CVRWQCB is the 
agency responsible for protecting water quality, and is also the agency responsible for deciding the pond liner 
requirements. 
Response to Comment G34:4 - Commentor states that wildlife in the Mt. Hoffman RRA will be disturbed from the 
construction of transmission lines and roads. In response, The comment is noted, Impacts 3.3.3.6.1-6 and 3.3.3.6.1-7 
(pages 3.3-70 through 3.3-72) generally describe impacts to wildlife in the Mt. Hoffman RRA during construction; these 
impacts were determined to be less than significant or would be below the level of significance after mitigation. 
Whenever greater human access to an area is developed by road construction, there will be an impact to wildlife in terms 
of habitat loss (where the road is), habitat alteration (where the road right-of-way is cleared) and the effect of increased 
(both legal and illegal) human intrusion made possible by the road access. The actual degree of impact to wildlife is 
dependent on four factors: the type of habitat being transected by the road, the associated wildlife species of the habitat; 
the size of the roadway and the amount of traffic. Within the Project survey area there will be 27.6 acres of habitat 
alteration as a result of road construction (Table 2.7.1, page 2-56). There would be between 60 and 148.6 acres of 
habitat alteration as a result of the transmission lines (acreage variable depending on which powerline route is utilized, 
see Table 2.7.2, page 2-57). The impacts of new roads and transmission line comdors has been determined to be below 
the level of significance after mitigation, which includes constructing gates along transmission line maintenance roads 
and posting signs (see discussion on Increased Forest Access, page 3.3-53 of the Draft EISEIR). See also Response 
to Comment F18:7. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G34:5 - The comment expresses concern about the removal of old-growth timber which 
supports wildlife habitat. In response, see Response to Comment Al:l ,  which notes that no old-growth stands occur 
within the Project survey area, and that impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Response to Comment G34:6 - The comment notes that increased traffic will impact current recreational use through 
accidents involving people and wildlife; trucks are proposed to haul hazardous materials and toxic geothermal fluids 
over insufficiently robust mountain roads; who would clean up toxic spills resulting from accidents on these remote 
roads? In response, see Responses to Comments A1:7 and A1:8. Mitigation Measure 3.1 1.3.5-5b (page 3.1 1-19), 
requires that a Spill Response and Emergency Action Plan for responding to spills or releases of hazardous substances 
being transported to or from the Project site. This Action Plan would identify the parties responsible for clean up. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G34:7 - Commentor is concerned about the visual impacts of the Project resulting from 
transmission lines, above-ground pipelines, steam plumes, cooling towers, sludge ponds, and a 200-foot scar (presumed 
to refer to the transmission line right-of-way) stretching over 20 miles. In response, the comment is noted. The visual 
impacts of the Project, including the visibility of each of the identified Project-related sources was evaluated in the Draft 
EISEIR (see Section 3.8.3.3, pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15). See also Responses to Comments A1:9, A8:25, and F28:20. 
As discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 2-40), the transmission line right-of-way for the proposed Project would be 
approximately 100 feet wide, not 200 feet wide as suggested in the comment. None of the Project facilities would be 
located within a designated wilderness area. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR. None. 
Response to Comment G34:8 - The comment expresses concern that outdoor recreation would be diminished from 
the industrial traffic, noise and pollution that are familiar in urban industrial areas that would occur if the Project is 
approved. In response, the comment is noted; however, these environmental impacts are expected to be at less than 
significant levels as noted in Response to Comment G33: 1. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Responses to Group “G’ Comments 
Response to Comment G34:9 - The comment expresses concern that the loss of tourism associated with wilderness 
experiences will have a negative impact on the economy. In response, there is no evidence that tourism would decrease 
or that tourist-based businesses would be adversely affected (see Response to Comment A8:ll). 
Response to Comment G34:lO - The comment states that the two current proposed projects may only be the beginning 
since the transmission line could accommodate similar sized projects. In response, see Responses to Comments A8: 14, 
A9:3. and F12:4. 
Response to Comment G34: l l -  The comment urges rejection of the Proposed Action as it will affect every aspect 
of the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G35 
Response to Comment G35:l- The comment opposes the proposed Project and wants to let nature take its course. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6 3 6  
Response to Comment G36:l- The comment notes that hazardous materials such as chlorine, diesel fuel, oil, and high 
grade hydrogen peroxide would be transported on mountain roads with up to 20 percent grades, that are known for heavy 
snow and icy winter conditions; truck drivers do not need special certification to drive treacherous mountain roads and 
accidents would inevitably occur when truckers unfamiliar with mountain driving would drive these toxic chemical and 
wastes to and from the Project site; this endangerment is unacceptable. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. Response to Comment Al:8 discusses how a different conclusion was arrived at by the 
Draft EISEIR. 
Response to Comment G36:2 - This comment states that the Project is in the “Late Succession Reserve” area which 
is set aside for wildlife habitat protection. In response, the Project survey area is not within the “Late Succession 
Reserve” but rather within the “Matrix” land allocation of the NWFP ROD. Within the “Matrix” land allocations 
management activities such as timber harvest and geothermal development are permissible (see ROD, page Bl). 
Biological Resources: This comment states that the Project is located within a LSR which is set aside for wildlife habitat 
protection. The comment also registers opposition to the cumulative effects of the Project and the Fourmile Hill Project 
because of the magnitude of the impacts upon general vegetation. In response, see Response to Comment A8: 16 which 
notes that there are no areas allocated as LSR in either the Telephone Flat or Four Mile Hill project areas. The response 
also identifies the land allocation categories that are affected by the project. 
The comment correctly identifies the approximate acreages of general vegetation that would be impacted by the 
Telephone Flat Project, and cumulatively by both geothermal projects. These impacts to general vegetation were 
determined to be less than significant (see Impact 3.3.3.3.3-1, pages 3.3-43; and Section 4.3.3.1, pages 4-10). Factors 
considered in making this determination are included in the preceding references. See also Table 3.3.10 (page 3.3.45). 
These factors include the following: 
(1) The primary forest communities impacted in the wellfield areas are common in the region, and relatively small 
(2) A high percentage of the forest stands from which trees will be removed have already been partially logged and 
(3) Mature undisturbed stands would be avoided (Section 3.3.3.2, page 3.3-42). 
(4) The cumulative impacts would be distributed over an extensive land base (36-45 linear miles) and among 16 diverse 
( 5 )  The cumulative disturbance of the forested types would affect <5 percent of those communities occurring in the 
percentages of the total residual communities would be lost. 
remnant stands are characterized by small trees (c24“dbh) and open canopies. 
vegetation associations. 
MLWAA. 
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(6) Approximately 50 percent of cleared land within transmission and pipe line comdors would be allowed to naturally 
(7) The alternate resource commodity (geothermal power) resulting from site conversion would greatly exceed in value 
(8) After 50 years the site would be restored and planted for continued production of a renewal timber resource. 
regenerate through the life of the project or be converted to other natural vegetation. 
the timber produced over 50 years. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment 6 3 6 3  - The comment expresses concern that aquifers would be in jeopardy from leakage from 
sludge settling ponds. In response, see Response to Comment A1:4 which addresses the concern about geothermal fluid 
spills and leaks. The clay liners in the sumps or sludge settling ponds will be installed according to State of California 
regulations for Class I1 non-municipal waste landfills. These regulations include a requirement that the clay liner be 
compacted to a permeability less than or equal to 10“ centimeters per second (cmlsec), which is a very low permeability. 
The CVRWQCB is the agency responsible for protecting water quality, and is also the agency responsible for deciding 
the pond liner requirements. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G36:4 - The comment states that there would be subsidence of land around these ponds and 
wells, with the potential for leaks. In response, see Responses to Comments C2:66, D1:35 and D1:36. 
Response to Comment G36:S - The comment expresses concern that steam flashing off into the atmosphere during 
geothermal fluid production will contaminate surface water. In response, see Response to Comment A1 :3, which 
addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality. 
Biological Resources: This comment raises a concern of Project emissions, air quality, and toxic particles directly 
effecting the ecosystem. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:5, and A8:18. 
The comment also expresses the concern that toxic air emissions would have a detrimental effect on vegetation. In 
response, see Responses to Comments A8:3 and and A8:22 for a discussion of air emission analyses and the anticipated 
effect o n  vegetation. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR. None. 
Response to Comment G36:6 - Commentor states that BPA has agreed to purchase 30 megawatts of the power 
generated by the Project at elevated costs compared to other electrical power sources, and Commentor expresses concern 
that because power generated from the Project may be sold as “green” energy the increased cost of the energy may 
amount to a tax subsidy for an otherwise dubious venture. In response, BPA is a self-supporting power marketing 
agency that gets its revenues from power and transmission sales. BPA has not yet decided to buy power from the 
proposed Telephone Flat Project. If BPA decides to buy power from one or both of the geothermal projects proposed 
in the Glass Mountain KGRA, the costs of power would be recovered through BPA’s power rates (Le., from its 
customers) and not through taxpayer subsidies. See also Response to Comment A8:15. Neither NEPA nor CEQA 
require an economic or marketing analysis of a proposed project and such an analysis is beyond the scope of this 
EISEIR. See also Response to Comment F32:57. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G36:7 - The comment says, “please say NO to ANY geothermal projects ... in Siskiyou and 
Modoc Counties.” The comment also states, “STOP selling geothermal leases in these pristine areas. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment G36:8 - The comment suggests promoting conservation of energy and solar energy. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G37 
Response to Comment G37:l- The comment supports the proposed Project Alternative. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G37:2 - The comment rejects Alternative B. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. See Response to Comment G7:2. 
Response to Comment G37:3 - The comment supports multiple use for public lands. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G37:4 - The comment believes that the proposed transmission line route D2B2 (Route 2) is 
the most acceptable. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See Response to 
Comment C2:48. 
Response to Comment G37:S - The comment notes that the Project can co-exist with summer camping and winter 
recreation activities, that education will give the public information about this clean, quiet energy source, and that will 
provide economic benefits. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See Response to 
Comment G11:2 
Response to Comment G37:6 - See Response to Comment A4:6. 
COMMENT LETTER G38 
Response to Comment G38:l- The comment is against any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G38:2 - This comment is concerned with the impacts of the Project on old-growth habitat. In 
response, see Response to Comment A 1 : 1. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G38:3 - The comment expresses concern that the Project is unreasonable use of what is now 
a recreational area with sacred Native American sites. In response, the comment is noted. Decision-making agencies 
will determine whether to approve the proposed Project based on the environmental consequences of the project 
alternatives, effectiveness of mitigation measures to reduce expected impacts, and the ability of the alternatives to meet 
the objectives and “purpose and need” for the Proposed Action. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR None. 
COMMENT LETTER 639 
Response to Comment G39:l- The comment asks the B L W S F S  to execute the buy back option for the geothermal 
leases. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G39:2 - The Commentor at first objected to the open house format, but Commentor states came 
away with more information than from a town meeting. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
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Response to Comment G39:3 - The comment states that the worse case scenarios shown in the Draft EISEIR were 
actually not because the overall cumulative effects were not factored in. In response, see Responses to 
Comments A8: 14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
COMMENT LETTER G40 
Response to Comment G40:l- The comment expresses strong opposition to the installation of a geothermal power 
plant in the Medicine Lake Highland area. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G41 
Response to Comment G41:l- The comment opposes the geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G41:2 - The comment expresses concern about the loss of the old-growth forest. In response, 
see Response to Comment Al:I ,  which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and that 
impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Response to Comment G41:3 - The comment expresses concern regarding the development of access roads in 
wilderness areas. In response, there are no wilderness areas in the Medicine Lake Highlands, and no wilderness areas 
will be adversely impacted by Project access roads, see Response to Comment A1:2 and F12:l. 
Response to Comment G41:4 - The comment expresses concern that water in Medicine Lake and the local aquifer will 
be degraded by emissions from the cooling tower and by geothermal fluid spills and leaks. In response, see Response 
to Comment A1 :3, which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality; Response to 
Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks; Response to Comment E2:7, for 
a discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift; and Response 
to Comment E2: 13, for a discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of H,S and CO, emissions contained in cooling 
tower drift. 
Response to Comment 6 4 1 5  - This comment expresses concern that the local air quality will decline with the Project 
related H,S emissions. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project 
related H,S emissions. 
Response to Comment G41:6 - The comment notes that the roads in this area are inadequate for the increased industrial 
traffic and transportation of toxic materials these developments will bring. In response, see Response to 
Comment A1 :8. 
Response to Comment G41:7 - The comment expresses concern that Medicine Lake will no longer be a destination 
recreation area. In response, impacts to recreation would be greatest during construction, diminishing during operations, 
and negligible after decommissioning. See also Response to Comment A1 : 12. 
Response to Comment 64193 - The comment expresses concern that hundreds of acres will become off-limits to 
hunting. In response, hunting prohibitions are not proposed in the Project Description nor are they proposed anywhere 
in the Draft EISEIR. The only restriction on hunting would result from a prohibition on the discharge of firearms within 
the fenced power plant site (about 15 acres). The number of acres lost would be a small effect and the impact is below 
the level of significance. See also Responses to Comments F38:16 and G298:3. 
n 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
n 
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Response to Comment G41:9 - The comment expresses concern that contamination of the lake will cause fish to be 
a health threat to humans and birds. In response, as presented in Section 3.2.3 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2-30), and 
elaborated upon in Responses to Comments D1:6 and F28:20, no significant impacts to lake water quality are expected 
to result from the project. No chemical constituents would be introduced to the lake in concentrations high enough to 
harm fish. In regards to health and safety concerns see Response to Comment A 1: 1 1. 
Response to Comment G41:lO - The Commentor states that the local economy will suffer if tourism declines. In 
response, the comment is noted. See Response to Comment A 1 : 12. 
Response to Comment G41:ll - The Commentor states that the previously mentioned negative issues [G41:2 
through G41:10] will affect every aspect of the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G42 
Response to Comment G42:l- The comment expresses concern about the removal of old-growth forest which supports 
wildlife habitat. In response, see Response to Comment Al:I, which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the 
Project survey area, and that impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Response to Comment G42:2 - The comment states various environmental problems as not being the solution to 
growing power needs; and only by refusing to compromise with destructive projects can we be forced to conceive new 
creative solutions. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G43 
Response to Comment G43:l - The Commentor inquires whether Mitigation Measure 3.10.3-2a will require the 
existing right-of-way to be expanded to allow for a parallel snowmobile route or will an existing parallel forest road be 
used to replace the lost snowmobile trail. Commentor also states that a plan for replacement of the snowmobile trails 
should be developed and reviewed by the local snowmobile club. In response, the snowplowed area would be widened 
where the shoulders are flat; the right of way will not be changed. If necessary, a parallel route could be designated that 
either follows existing Forest roads that parallel the existing snowmobile trail or is routed cross-country for a short 
distance around the area of conflict where terrain and vegetation do not prohibit construction of groomed trail. See also 
Response to Comment F18: 19. 
Response to Comment G43:2 - The comment states that the proposed Project will help with new access to Medicine 
Lake Highlands for OHV’ s and that mitigation measures will be a positive impact for snowmobile use. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 644 
Response to Comment G44:l- The comment expresses opposition to the Project due to adverse impacts on soil, water, 
air, wildlife, fish, plants, old-growth, recreation, scenic roadless-wilderness, and silence resources. In response, the 
comment is noted. See Responses to Comments Al:l  through A1:13. 
Response to Comment G44:2 - The comment requests that the Medicine Lake Highlands be saved by establishing and 
designating it as Medicine Lake National Park, National Preserve, or National Wilderness to benefit all Americans and 
all life. In response, such actions are not included in the Project Description and thus are beyond the scope of this 
E1 SEIR . 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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COMMENT LETTER G45 
Response to Comment G45:l- The comment states that there should be no geothermal development of any kind within 
the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment 6 4 5 2  - This comment expresses concern that the proposed Project will produce a great deal 
of air pollution, including dangerous H,S gas. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the 
potential impact of Project related H,S emissions. 
Response to Comment 6 4 5 3  - The comment expresses concern that water quality will be lowered. In response, 
Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or quality are expected in 
local or regional groundwater or surface water. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G45:4 - The Commentor is concerned that noise from construction and drilling will be 
unbearable and almost continuous for 50 years. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:6 and G29:2. Construction 
noise may be audible for a short time; thereafter, drilling and power plant operational noise may be audible at times from 
certain locations. 
Response to Comment 6 4 5 5  - The comment states that the traffic coming into the area will cause accidents and other 
environmental degradation for generations to come. In response, the Project is proposed to operate for about 50 years. 
See also Response to Comment A1 :7 regarding accident analysis. 
Response to Comment G45:6 - This comment is concerned with the impacts of the Project on old-growth habitat and 
subsequent impacts to associated wildlife species. In response, no old-growth stands occur within the Project survey 
area, and impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. See also Response to 
Comment A 1 : 1. 
Response to Comment 6 4 5 7  - Commentor states that visual quality will be reduced to nil as a result of proposed 
geothermal development. In response, the visual effects of the proposed Project power plant facilities and wellfield are 
evaluated in Section 3.8.3.3 (pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15), and of the alternative transmission line routes in 
Section 3.8.3.6 (pages 3.8-24 through 3.8-27) of the Draft EISEIR. The cumulative visual effects of the proposed 
geothermal development in the Project vicinity is evaluated in Section 4.3.8 (page 4-17) of the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment 64593 - The comment expresses the concern that no recreation will remain, that the entire area 
will be destroyed. In response, the effects of the Project on recreation were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR 
(Section 3.10). See also Response to Comment A1:12. 
COMMENT LETTER G46 
Response to Comment G46:l - The comment express objection to the Project as it cannot be rationally justified. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment GW.2 - The comment notes that other alternative, low priced, off-the-shelf power supplies that 
are non-environmentally threatening forms of energy production must be considered before this project can be allowed 
to proceed; promoting this project as “green” energy is nonsense. In response, see Response to Comment F42:50. 
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Response to Comment G46:3 - This comment expresses concern that the proposed Project will produce large plumes 
of steam and noise levels that would frighten wildlife. In response, the Draft EISEIR evaluated the noise effects at 
senstive biological sites (pages 3.7-12 through 3.7-16) and the effects of noise on wildlife (page 3.3-52). 
Response to Comment G46:4 - The comment provides background on the structure of California’s recently deregulated 
electric utility industry which is promoting the selling of electricity at even lower prices through an open market. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G46:5 - The comment describes new generation technology called microturbines; that have 
proven to be a very environmentally viable energy alternative. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment G46:6 - The comment states that the Project would do more harm than good because it would 
be putting additional energy into the market which is at the moment streamlining itself through deregulation in efforts 
to reduce excess energy production. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G46:7 - Commentor states there are many commercially available alternatives to the proposed 
Project and recommends that other sources be used and the Project be deferred indefinitely. In response, the comment 
is noted. Deferral of the Project would not meet the “purpose and need” for the Project discussed in the Draft EISEIR 
(pages 1-10 through 1-12). See also Response to Comment C2:35, D1:20, and F29:4. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G47 
Response to Comment G47:l- Commentor opposes the Project and is concerned that future generations will suffer 
from the Project. Commentor is also angry that the power will be sold to Oregon and not used in California. In 
response, the comment is noted (see Response to Comment A8:13). See also Responses to Comments Al : l  
through A1:13. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: 
COMMENT LETTER 6 4 8  
Response to Comment G48:l- The comment is opposed to the proposed Project. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G49 
Response to Comment G49:l - The comment strongly objects to the CalEnergy and CalPine geothermal projects 
proposed in the Modoc National Forest at Medicine Lake. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
Response to Comment G49:2 - The comment notes the religious significance of Medicine Lake Highlands as a reason 
to oppose the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G49:3 - The comment notes that pristine Medicine Lake is enjoyed by campers and 
fisherpersons; it houses an abundant array of wildlife: and the area contains extensive old-growth forest which deserves 
to be protected for its rarity and biodiversity. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR evaluated the 
effects of the Project on recreation (Section 3.10) and there would be no impact on fishing in the Project vicinity. The 
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effects of the Project on biological resources were evaluated in Section 3.3 of the Draft EISEIR, and the effects of the 
Project on old-growth are discussed in Response to Comment Al:  1. 
Response to Comment G49:4 - Commentor is concerned about the visibility of the Project and specifically identifies 
the power plant, well sites, transmission line with 120-foot towers, and new roads. In response, the comment is noted. 
The effects of the Project on visual resources are evaluated in Chapter 3.8 of the Draft EISEIR. The transmission line 
pole structures would be only 60-80 feet in height if H-frame structures are used, or 65-95 feet in height if single steel 
pole structures are used (see Exhibit 4, page 2-42 of the Draft EISEIR). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment 6 4 9 5  - This comment is concerned that clearcutting ancient forest for power lines will deeply 
impact flora and fauna. In response, see Response to Comment Al:l regarding the effects of the Project on old-growth 
in the Project study area. See also Responses to Comments F18:3 and F18:4 for a discussion of surface disturbance 
related to transmission line construction. 
Response to Comment G49:6 - The comment expresses concern the Project will take away recreational opportunities. 
In response, recreational activities that presently occur in the Project vicinity will continue but would be periodically 
affected by the collective intrusional impacts of the Project, as described in Section 3.10.3.3.2 (page 3.10-16). These 
intrusional impacts would be greatest during the construction stage, would diminish during the operational phase, and 
would be negligible after completion of the decommissioning phase. The adverse effects of these impacts on recreation 
were determined to be below the level of significance (page 3.10-13). See also Response to Comment A1:12. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G49:7 - The comment asserts that the Project will destroy Native American ceremonial sites. 
In response, Section 3.6.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-7 through 3.6-20) identifies impacts to Native American 
sites used for traditional and religious purposes. Visual and noise impacts may result in temporary unusability of specific 
locations, but these will be conserved in the long term, because none will suffer direct physical impacts. A significant 
impact to the spiritual qualities of the Highlands as a whole is acknowledged. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G50 
Response to Comment G50:l - The comment expressed concern that the impact of development in this relatively 
pristine wilderness area would be detrimental to the local residents, the Native Americans, and the visitors who come 
to the region for the renewal and restoration that nature provides; the visual quality, air quality, and auditory quality of 
one’s experience would be greatly impaired and the entire region degraded by the size and intrusiveness of the proposed 
project; tourism industry would suffer as the area would no longer be an attraction to the public; other concerns include 
toxic pollution of waterlife in the Medicine Lake area, the toxic waste that would be transported over narrow mountain 
roads and somehow disposed of; and the violation of wildlife habitat. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft 
EISEIR, states that those impacts that were determined to be adverse and could not be mitigated to below the level of 
significance are: (a) the Project will adversely affect Native American traditional uses of the area; and (b) the Project 
will disproportionately affect the Native American minority population, resulting in an Environmental Justice impact 
(see Sections 3.6.3.3.1 and 3.12.3.3.1; pages 3.6-11 through 3.6-13, and pages 3.12-17 through 3.12-19, respectively). 
The Draft EISEIR determined that the effects of the Project on other areas of concern identified by the Commentor 
were either below the level of significance or would be mitigated to below the level of significance. See also Response 
to Comment G137:2 for further discussion regarding wilderness, visual quality, and air quality; Response to 
Comment A8: 11 regarding effects on tourism; and Response to Comment G307:2 regarding effects of the Project on 
the value of the recreational area, noise, and spills of toxic materials. See Response to Comment A1:8 regarding the 
transport of toxic materials on mountain roads. 
n 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G50:2 - The comment notes that the most cost-effective energy source is to use less; the second 
most cost-effective resource use is to recycle what we consume. In response, the alternative suggested by the 
Commentor would not meet the “purpose and need” of the Project as described in Section 1.3 (page 1-10) of the Draft 
EISEIR, and thus, will not receive further consideration. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G51 
Response to Comment G51:l - The comment requests that CalEnergy’s Telephone Flat Project not go forward; 
economically, geothermal energy is a bust. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G52 
Response to Comment G52:l - The comment opposes the geothermal project as the Medicine Lake Highlands are 
beautiful and more precious than any man-made project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G53 
Response to Comment G53:l- The comment is very much against the geothermal project planned for the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G54 
Response to Comment G54:l - Commentor identifies several topical issues of concern as follows: 
Biological Resources: The comment expresses concern about the removal of old-growth forest which supports wildlife 
habitat. In response, see Response to Comment Al: 1, which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project 
survey area, and that impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Roads and Transr>ortation: The comment expresses opposition to the Project because of the transportation of toxic 
materials to and from the power plant. In response, see Response to Comment A1:8 regarding the transport of 
hazardous materials to and from the Project site. 
Air Oualitv: This comment expresses concern that the Project .related emissions of H,S and other hazardous chemicals 
will produce acid rain and damage vegetation. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion 
of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift, and Response to 
Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of H,S and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower 
drift. 
Noise: The Commentor expresses concern about construction, drilling, and plant operational noises. In response, see 
Response to Comment A1:6. 
COMMENT LETTER G55 
Response to Comment G55:l - Commentor reflects on personal experiences near The Geysers geothermal 
development and notes that one side effect of the development was that the “hot river” where natural hot pools had 
existed ceased to be hot. In response, Commentor is correct that geothermal development can affect surface geothermal 
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features that may exist in the vicinity of geothermal development projects. The only surface geothermal feature known 
to exist in the Glass Mountain KGRA is the “hot spot,” a fumarole-like feature on the north flanks of Glass Mountain. 
The potential effects of the Project on thermal features, including the “hot spot” were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR 
(pages 3.2-42 and 3.2-43). Recent investigation indicates the “hot spot” is not directly connected to the geothermal 
system and no adverse effects on the “hot spot” or other regional thermal features are expected to occur. The “hot spot” 
was identified as a location that would be monitored as part of the Hydrologic Monitoring Program for geothermal 
development. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G55:2 - This comment expresses concern that it is not clear what the feedback procedure would 
be for the Siskiyou County Air Quality Control Board (SCAQCB), which is the Siskiyou County Board of Supervisors, 
to determine when and/or if an air quality violation occurs, and is unclear if the air district will be effective in dealing 
with potential situations. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR explains that the SCAPCD has 
jurisdiction for air quality and regulation of emissions from stationary sources in Siskiyou County (page 3.4-3). The 
SCAPCD is also the lead agency for CEQA and has served on the Steering Committee that has overseen the preparation 
of this EISEIR. As such, the agency is fully aware of the Project and will review permit applications for Authorities 
to Construct and Permits to Operate stationary emission sources associated with the Project. The SCAPCD staff will 
have the responsibility for monitoring the Project for compliance with air quality regulations and permits issued by the 
agency. The agency staff would provide the mechanism for reporting to the Siskiyou County Board of Supervisors that 
would convene in relevant matters as the Air District Board. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G55:3 - Commentor identifies several topical issues of concern as follows: 
Geology: The comment expresses concern that there would be air and water quality violations as well as noise pollution; 
residents, tourist, plant and animal life will suffer as the opportunity for unknown problems (such as well shutdown or 
blowouts) is great. In response, the incidence of well shutdown or blowout is much lower than indicated by the 
comment. Well blowouts historically have occurred eight times in over 2,000 geothermal wells that have been drilled, 
or an incidence rate of less than 0.4 percent (see Section 3.13.3.3.1, page 3.13-7). Human, animal and plant life could 
be lost in the event of a well blowout, and air and water quality and noise conditions could be detrimentally affected, 
but the likelihood of a well blowout is low. Well shutdown or power plant upset conditions could occur more frequently: 
the impacts to air quality are described in Impacts 3.4.3.3.1-7 and 3.4.3.3.1-8 (pages 3.4-22 and 3.4-23); these impacts 
can be mitigated to below the level of significance. 
Hydrology: The comment expresses concern about water quality and the potential for wells shutting down or blowing 
out. In response, Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or quality 
are expected in local surface water or groundwater, and regional surface water or groundwater. System upsets such as 
well blowouts are evaluated in Chapter 3.13 of the Draft EISEIR. 
Biological Resources: The comment expresses concern that potential blowouts could release uncontrolled geothermal 
fluids resulting in detrimental impacts upon vegetation and wildlife. In response, as described in Section 3.3.3.2 of the 
Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-41), a spill containment system would be put in place to prevent offsite releases of accidental 
spills of geothermal fluids, chemicals, petroleum products, or contaminated storm water runoff from leaving the power 
plant site or well pad areas, thereby minimizing impacts on wildlife and vegetation. Spill control provisions would 
consist of berming the areas subject to spills to contain 150 percent of the potential maximum spill volume and providing 
the bermed area with a sump for a temporary sump pump. Any spills or potentially contaminated runoff occumng within 
the spill areas would either be removed by a licensed hazardous waste hauler, pumped into a tanker truck for offsite 
disposal at an appropriate location, or pumped to an injection well for disposal. See also Responses to Comments F28:20 
and F42:34, related to noise impacts on wildlife; Responses to Comments A1:5, A8:3, E2:9, E2: 13, and F32:44, related 
to air quality effects; and Responses to Comments A1:4, A6:7, A9:6, A1 1:6, and D1:2, related to water quality effects. 
n 
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Air Oualitv: This comment expresses concern that the Project related emissions will cause violations of the air quality 
standards. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related H,S 
emissions. 
Noise: The Commentor expresses concern that the project will result in noise pollution. In response, see Response to 
Comment A 1 :6. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G55:4 - This comment expresses concern regarding Project related greenhouse gas emissions. 
In response, Section 3.4.2.5.2 (page 3.4-10) discusses the concern of global warming while the potential impact of 
Project related greenhouse gases is given in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.4-25). No further analyses are necessary. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G55:5: The comment expresses concern about groundwater contamination. In response, 
Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or quality are expected in 
either local or regional surface water or groundwater. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G55:6 - Commentor acknowledges the need for clean power sources but does not support the 
construction of the proposed Project nor the Fourmile Hill project at this time. Commentor suggests that if we must risk 
adverse impacts then instead of building two projects now - build one first, see how well mitigation can be 
implemented, and then decide on the second power plant if all goes well. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft 
EIS/EIR included a cumulative impact assessment of the two proposed geothermal development projects (Chapter 4). 
No new cumulatively significant impact(s) was identified that would occur that was not otherwise identified as a 
significant impact of one or both of the individual projects; as such, the potential cumulative effects of the two projects 
provide insufficient basis for denying one of the two projects. 
COMMENT LETTER G56 
Response to Comment G56:l-  Commentor opposes the Project. In response, the comment is noted. See Responses 
to Comments A 1 : 1 through A 1 : 13. 
COMMENT LETTER G57 
Response to Comment G57:l-  The comment expresses concern that a lava tube may be intercepted unexpectedly 
causing Medicine Lake to dry up. The Draft EISEIR (page 3.1-8) discusses the procedures involved in the unlikely 
event that a lava tube is encountered. The Project wellfield area is not known to contain substantial lava tubes. No lava 
tubes are known to connect to Medicine Lake. See also Responses to Comments Al:l through A1:13. 
Revisions for the Final EIWEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER 658 
Response to Comment G58:l - The comment is vehemently opposed to the development of Telephone Flat and 
adjacent areas for geothermal purposes. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G58:2:The comment disputes that the environmental impacts are insignificant as any intrusion 
into a wilderness area affects the forest immensely. In response, the comment is noted; however, no wilderness areas 
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would be affected by the Proposed Action. See Response to Comment F12:l for a discussion of the status of the Mt. 
Hoffman RRA. The significance criterion suggested by the Commentor is not generally accepted by the environmental 
discipline areas considered in the Draft EISEIR. 
Response to Comment G58:3 - The Commentor states that, in reference to selected wildlife species, “no one in their 
right mind could imagine these wild and fascinating animals coexisting with well drilling, mud drilling, cementing, 
noise ...” In response, the comment is noted. 
The Commentor also expresses concern over the effects of the Project on macrofungi. In response, see Response to 
Comment D3: 1 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G58:4 - Commentor notes that there appears to be a norm of measurement as to whether the 
effects of the Project can be seen from Lava Beds National Monument (LBNM). Commentor continues that the 
monument is not even in the forested area affected by the development and is 12 miles away on the other side of the 
mountain. In response, the comment is noted. The sensitivity of geothermal development to observers at the LBNM 
originated with the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project which is located on the north side of the Medicine 
Lake basin and some of those project facilities that could be seen from a distance at observation locations within the 
LBNM. The visual effects of the Project were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.8), and with exception of 
condensate plumes under some atmospheric conditions, the Telephone Flat Project and facilities would not be visible 
from LBNM. 
Response to Comment G58:5 - This comment expresses concern regarding the potential impact of Project related 
mercury emissions on water quality. In response, see Response to Comment E2:7 for a discussion of the potential 
impact of Project related mercury emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Response to Comment G58:6: The comment expresses concern about surface water. In response, Section 3.2.3 of 
the Draft EISEIR explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or quality are expected in either local or regional 
surface water. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G59 
Response to Comment G59:l- The comment states that the proposed Project would provide much needed tax revenue 
to assist displaced timber workers and allow much needed repairs. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G60 
Response to Comment G60:l- The comment states that they feel the proposed Project is a safe and efficient way to 
produce electricity and that it would be good for Siskiyou County. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G61 
Response to Comment G61:l- Commentor states that it makes no sense that although the No Action Alternative would 
have the fewest significant environmental impacts, the Proposed Action is identified as the Environmentally Superior 
Alternative. In response, the Draft EISEIR explains that in cases where the No Action Alternative would be the 
Environmentally Superior Alternative, CEQA regulations require that an Environmentally Superior Alternative also be 
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selected from among the other action alternatives (page ES-38). Based on this CEQA requirement, a comparison 
analysis as shown in Table ES-4 (page ES-39) was undertaken, and it was determined that from among the other Project 
Alternatives the Proposed Action is the Environmentally Superior Alternative. 
Revisions for the Final EISLEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G61:2 - The Commentor is concerned that construction and power plant operations will 
produce unacceptable noise levels and degrade the quiet and peaceful benefit of the area. In response, see Response 
to Comment A1 :6. 
Revisions for the Final EISLEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G61:3 - This comment expresses concern regarding partially mitigated H,S emissions and states 
that the adverse affects from these emissions should be sufficient grounds for the No Action Alternative. In response, 
see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions and a 
discussion of the mitigation measures proposed to ensure that the CAAQS for H2S are protected. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G61:4 - Commentor indicates his family has hiked many times to Mt. Hoffman, Paynes Springs, 
Bullseye and Blanche Lakes, Alcohol Crater, Red Shale Butte, Lyons Peak, Glass Mountain, and the “hot spot.” 
Commentor asserts the Project would seriously impact these areas and destroy or make inaccessible some of these areas. 
In response, the comment is noted; however, as described in the Draft EISEIR, the Project would not destroy nor make 
inaccessible any of the landmark features identified (Chapter 2). A dedicated communications system would be installed 
at the existing Red Shale Butte communications site located at the summit of Red Shale Butte (page 2-26), but the Project 
would not otherwise result in surface disturbance of, or substantively impact on, any of the other features identified by 
Commentor. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G61:5 - Commentor states that the Geothermal Steam Act was passed in 1970, but the 
economic justification for the Project does not exist on any national basis of need. In response, Deferral of the Project 
would not meet the “purpose and need” for the Project discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 1-10 through 1-12). See 
also Response to Comment C2:35, D1:20, and F29:4. 
Revisions for the Final EISLEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G61:6 - The comment urges the lead agencies to adopt the No Action Alternative as the 
Environmentally Superior Alternative. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G62 
Response to Comment G62:l- The comment and response for G62: 1 is the same as for G43:l. 
Response to Comment G62:2 - The comment and response for G62:2 is the same as for G43:2. 
COMMENT LETTER G63 
Response to Comment G63:l - The comment and response for G63: 1 is the same as for G43: 1. 
Response to Comment G63:2 - The comment and response for G63:2 is the same as for G43:2. 
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COMMENT LETTER G64 
Response to Comment G64:l - The comment opposes the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G64:2 - The comment expresses the concern that if the shallow aquifer in the Medicine Lake 
area is the source area for groundwater that supplies springs, then any contamination in the source area will be magnified 
downstream. In response, computer modeling of contaminant plumes from the Project wellfield area to Fall River 
Springs was performed by Hydrodynamics Group (1997a and 1997b) and is discussed in the Draft EISEIR 
(page 3.2-41). The modeling conservatively predicted that a hypothetical contaminant introduced into the groundwater 
in the Medicine Lake area would move to the Fall River Springs area quickly, but it would be diluted to 3 percent or 
less of initial concentration. See also Response to Comment D1:lO. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G64:3 - Commentor is concerned with the effects of the Project having an adverse impact on 
wildlife such as deer and waterfowl. In response, though there will be impacts to wildlife, those impacts are believed 
to be below the level of significance with the implementation of the mitigation proposed. While habitat loss for deer 
is an issue, the limiting factor for deer is the loss of habitat in the intermediate and winter ranges, not the summer range 
where this Project is limited. For impacts to water and associated wildlife, see Responses to Comments A1:4, A6:7, 
A9:6, A1 1:6, and D1:2. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G65 
n 
Response to Comment G65:l- The Commentor has spent a lot of time at Medicine Lake and wishes it to be there for 
future generations. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A l : l  through A1:13. 
COMMENT LETTER 6 6 6  
Response to Comment G66:l- The comment and response for G66: 1 is the same as for G43:l. 
Response to Comment G66:2 - The comment and response for G66:2 is the same as for G43:2. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: 
COMMENT LETTER 667 
Response to Comment G67:l-  The comment and response for G67:l is the same as for G43:l. 
Response to Comment G67:2 - The comment and response for G67:2 is the same as for G43:2. 
COMMENT LETTER G68 
Response to Comment G68:l- The comment is opposed to any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake area. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G68:2 - The comment suggests that any intrusion into the Mt. Hoffman RRA is unacceptable, 
and as a comprehensive study of the potential wilderness areas in California is being prepared, any action allowing 
development would be short-sighted. In response, see Response to Comment F12:l for the current status of the Mt. 
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Hoffman REU; the future disposition of the Mt. Hoffman RRA is speculative, and should not be used as the basis for 
decision-making. The California Wilderness Act of 1984 supports this position, as it provides that areas not 
recommended for wilderness designation need not be managed for the purpose of protecting their suitability for 
wilderness designation. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G68:3 - Commentor is concerned with the effects of the Project having an adverse impact to 
wildlife, and notes that the impact to predators needs to be considered. In response, see Response to Comment G64:3. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G69 
Response to Comment G69:l - Commentor has historically enjoyed the opportunity of watching eagles and osprey 
catching fish on Medicine Lake and is concerned that the Project will destroy the “pristine area.” Commentor also states 
Project “noise, traffic, and air pollution will quickly drive away these majestic birds.” In response, the nearest Project 
facilities will be located approximately 1% miles east-southeast of Medicine Lake. The effect of Project noise on 
sensitive biological sites and on wildlife in general were also evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.7-14, 3.3-52 
and 3.3-53, respectively). These impacts were determined to be below the level of significance, but other measures were 
provided to further reduce the adverse effects of Project noise on wildlife. Project traffic is expected to access the power 
plant site from the east on County Road 97, and Project traffic will be specifically prohibited from travelling the route 
past Medicine Lake. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.1 1-13 and 3.1 1-14), Project traffic is not expected to 
adversely affect wildlife at Medicine Lake. Impact 3.3.3.4-14 (page 3.3-57) and Impact 3.3.3.4-25 (page 3.3-60) 
specifically address the issue of bald eagles and raptors colliding with power lines. No other potential adverse effects 
of the Project on bald eagles were identified. Similarly, the effects of air emissions from the Project on biological 
resources was also evaluted in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-42), and the Project is not expected to result in air pollution 
that would substantively impact wildlife. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G70 
Response to Comment G70:l - The Commentor asks why the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Projects are not 
presented simultaneously. In response, see Responses to Comments A8: 14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Response to Comment G70:2 - The Commentor expresses concern about the process for approval of the several 
management plans required as mitigation measures in the Draft EISEIR. Commentor specifically inquires when will 
the “guidelines” be written and does the public have a right to access them for review. The several “guidelines” the 
Commentor expresses concern about include: (a) fire protection system: (b) emergency release plan for water protection; 
(c) H,S gas control plan; and (d) detailed drilling program to prevent blow-out. In response, the “fire protection system” 
referenced by the Commentor is described in the Draft EISEIR (pages 2-35 and 2-36). This system is an engineered 
part of the proposed power plant facility and is not a written plan. With respect to the “emergency release plan for water 
protection,” it is presumed the Commentor is refemng to one of the following: (a) the Soil Conservation and Erosion 
Control Plan (SCEC; page 3.1-1 1) that is required prior to a permit for surface disturbance; (b) the Spill Response and 
Emergency Action Plan (SREAP page 3.1 1-15) that is required prior to transporting hazardous materials to or from the 
Project site; or (c) the Emergency Response and Contingency Plan (ERCP; page 3.13-10) that is required prior to well 
drilling operations. The “H,S gas control plan” is not an identified plan in the EISEIR but it is typically a required part 
of an application for a “Permit to Drill” and it would be evaluated by the BLM with the Permit to Drill application. 
Similarly, the “detailed drilling program to prevent blow-out” is part of the Permit to Drill application that must be 
submitted to the BLM for approval prior to drilling a geothermal well (page 2-10). Each of the identified “guidelines” 
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Waste Stream 
Non-condensible gas 
(NCG) condenser’ filters, 
rags, absorbents, etc. 
Waste activated carbon‘ 
would be available for review on request from the responsible agencies. Review and approval of these “guidelines” is 
considered an administrative action not subject to NEPA or CEQA process and public review requirements. 
Annual Quantity 
20 cubic yards 
30,000 pounds 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
2 bindl truck - carbon from the 
absorption unit is changed about 
every 18 months 
Response to Comment G70:3 - The comment notes that the amount of hazardous waste leaving the facility was not 
included in the Draft EISEIR. In response, in Section 3.11.3.3.1 (page 3.11-15) it is stated that: “...the amounts of 
potentially hazardous material to be imported and exported are small and would require relatively few truck trips.” 
The amount of hazardous materials to be transported to and stored at the Project site were summarized in Exhibit 3; 
however, the amount of hazardous materials to be generated at the Project site requiring export, although known to be 
a small amount, was unavailable at the time of preparation of the Draft EIS/EIR. The largest non-electrical export from 
the power plant would be sulfur cake; this is described in Section 2.2.4.5.5 (page 2-33): “The nonhazardous sulfur cake 
produced by the abatement process would be transported off-site for recycling as a chemical feed stock or for disposal 
in a facility authorized to accept the waste.” The volume to be produced can be calculated from Table 2.2.5 (page 2-34). 
55.9 pounds per hour of sulfur will be delivered to the redox abatement unit in the form of H,S. Approximately 55.1 
pounds per hour of the H,S will be recovered; this will be converted to free wet sulfur cake with 30 percent moisture; 
this results in about 72 pounds of wet sulfur cake being produced per hour, or approximately 1,728 pounds per day or 
12,096 pounds (about 6 tons) per week. The standard container that is used is a 6-ton roll-off bin with a lid. A truck 
trailer rig can take two bins per trip in good weather; in poor weather, a truck without a trailer may be utilized. The 
storage bins can be stored on-site for several weeks if needed to build up an inventory or to wait for good weather to 
transport the materials off-site. 
landfill 
(possibly Class I) 
The following table summarizes the total estimated quantities of wastes that will be generated by the Project, including 
the expected frequency of transportation of the wastes. As can be seen from the table, the major waste stream (other than 
the sulfur cake described above) will be waste-carbon from the absorption units; these are changed out about every 18 
months. Waste will be transported to disposal facilities authorized to accept the waste. The Project Applicant will utilize 
a waste recycling program to minimize the volume of waste that may be disposed of in landfills. 
Grease Y’z drum annual recycle 
( = S O  pounds) 
+ 
Waste oil/Oil and water 
Ethylene glycol 
Waste lead acetate 
(used Draeger tubes) 
Waste aerosol cans 
Waste lab materials 
Empty drums 
1 bin quarterly 
(possibly Class I) 
1500 gallons 1 tanker truck3 recycle 
1 drum 1 drum annually4 recycle 
2 barrels 2 barrels - annually landfill 
(=9 pounds) 
3 drums annually recycle 
4 drums annually recycleflandfill 
100 each 1 truck - annually recycle 
n 
n 
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~ 
Miscellaneous wastes 
(i.e., bad product, etc.) 
1 truck - annually 
~~ 
‘NCG condenser filters may be characteristically hazardous depending on the composition of the filtered waste. 
2Waste activated carbon may be characteristically hazardous depending on the composition of the absorbed material. 
’Dependent on ability to obtain an exception from the State of California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) to transport 
annuallv based on auantitv; otherwise. must be removed auarterlv. 
recycle 
. ,  
‘Most of drummed liquids u i l l  be picked up and shipped as one load IO recjcling facility. 
20 cubic yards 
30,000 pounds 
‘/z drum 
(=50 pounds) 
1500 gallons 
1 drum 
2 barrels 
(=9 pounds) 
In addition to the waste streams identified in the above table, the Project may generate occasional contaminated rinse 
water, cooling tower solids, sand blasting materials, and other waste that would be generated during the annual 
maintenance outage operations or from sump clean-outs. Solid waste of this nature may be classified as designated waste 
or hazardous waste depending on the chemical characteristics of the waste. The plant overhaul work is generally 
scheduled during late spring and would involve an additional two truck loads of waste. Sump clean-outs generally result 
in nonhazardous wastes and these solids are sent to a sanitary landfill after testing is completed to verify waste is 
nonhazardous. Sump clean-outs would occur very infrequently and would typically occur during the late summer or 
early fall when the sumps are dry. 
1 bin quarterly 
2 bins4 truck - carbon from the 
absorption unit is changed about 
every 18 months 
annual 
1 tanker truck3 
1 drum annually4 
2 barrels - annually 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The following new text will be added to the Draft EISEIR on page 2-36, right 
column, following the end of the second paragraph: 
“Estimated Waste Ouantities: Table 2.2.6 summarizes the total anticipated waste disposal quantities for the 
Project during normal operations, including the expected frequency of transportation of these waste products. 
As can be seen from the table, the largest quantity of waste generated would be the waste carbon from the 
absorption units. These units would typically be changed out every 18 months. Generated waste would be 
characterized and transported to appropriate disposal, treatment, or recycling facilities. The Project Applicant 
would utilize a waste recycling program to minimize the amount of materials to be disposed of in landfills. 
Table 2.2.6: Projected Waste Streams 
Waste Stream 
Non-condensible gas 
(NCG) condenser’ filters, 
rags, absorbents, etc: 
Waste activated carbon’ 
Grease 
Waste oiYOil and water 
Ethylene glycol 
Waste lead acetate 
(used Draeger tubes) 
Annual Quantity I Transportation Frequency Disposition 
landfill 
(possibly Class I) 
landfill 
(possibly Class I) 
recycle 
recycle 
recycle 
landfill 
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Waste aerosol cans 3 drums annually recycle 
Waste lab materials 4 drums annually recyclellandfill 
Empty drums 100 each 1 truck - annually recycle 
Miscellaneous wastes 4 drums 1 truck - annually recycle 
(Le., bad product, etc.) - 
In addition to the waste streams identified in Table 2.2.6, the Project may generate occasional contaminated 
rinse water, cooling tower solids, sand blasting materials, and other waste that would be generated during the 
annual maintenance outage operations or from sump clean-outs. Solid waste of this nature may be classified 
as designated waste or hazardous waste depending on the chemical characteristics of the waste. The plant 
overhaul work is generally scheduled during late spring and would involve an additional two truck loads of 
waste. Sump clean-outs generally result in nonhazardous wastes and these solids would be sent to a sanitary 
landfill after testing is completed to verify waste is nonhazardous. Sump clean-outs would occur very 
infrequently and would typically occur during the late summer or early fall when the sumps are dry.” 
“Sulfur Cake: An estimated 55.9 pounds per hour of H,S would be delivered to the redox abatement unit, and 
approximately 55.1 pounds per hour of the H,S would be recovered as free wet sulfur. A filter press would be 
used to convert the free wet sulfur into a moist cake of about 30 percent moisture. Approximately 72 pounds 
an hour of moist sulfur cake would be produced per hour, or approximately 1,728 pounds per day (about 6 tons 
per week). The standard container that would be used to store the moist sulfur cake is a 6-ton roll-off bin with 
a lid. A truck and trailer rig can transport two bins per trip in good weather; however, in poor weather, a truck 
without a trailer may be utilized to transport one bin at a time. The storage bins can be stored on-site for several 
weeks if needed to build up an inventory or to wait for good weather to transport the generated moist sulfur cake 
off-site.’’ 
Response to Comment G70:4 - The comment expresses concern regarding the safe passage of hazardous materials 
during winter conditions over prima& Forest Route 97 to State Highway 139 to Oregon; no special license is required 
to haul hazardous materials over mountain passes under extreme weather conditions and asserts that this is a significant 
impact. In response, see Response to Comment F38: 14. 
Response to Comment G70:5 - The comment refers to a Pit River Tribe Resolution that opposes the Project. It suggests 
that a formal study be conducted of USFS land management and how it conflicts with spiritual practices. It says that 
the 1978 American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA) requires the consideration of land for spiritual purposes. 
In response, Section 3.6.2.4 (pages 3.6-4 through 3.6-6) excerpts the tribal resolution. Section 3.6.1.1 (page 3.6-l), sets 
forth the requirements of AIRFA. AIRFA required agencies to submit results of studies of the effect of their policies 
on the exercise of Indian religions in 1979 and USFS submitted the required analysis at that time. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G70:6 - The comment states that the only type of “green energy is conservation”. In response, 
the comment is noted, see Response to Comment AS: 15. 
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COMMENT LETTER G71 
Response to Comment G71:l - The comment states that geothermal will ruin and spoil the Medicine Lake area and 
that there are many other areas that should be available. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
COMMENT LETTER G72 
Response to Comment G72:l - Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR “acknowledges that the Medicine Lake 
region will suffer extensive adverse effects as a result of the Four Mile [sic] Hill Geothermal project.” Commentor also 
asserts that this part of the national forest system will no longer be a safe or attractive place for Americans to hunt, fish, 
or hike. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR prepared for the Telephone Geothermal Development 
Project does not make any characterization of adverse effects that will result from the proposed Fourmile Hill 
Geothermal Development Project, except with respect to the cumulative effects evaluation in combination with the 
proposed Telephone Hat Geothermal Project. While the Draft EISEIR concludes that the Telephone Flat Project would 
result in significant impacts that cannot be mitigated to below the level of significance for Native American traditional 
values concerns (pages 3.6-7 through 3.6-20) and for “Environmental Justice” concerns for minority Native Americans 
(pages 3.12-17 through 3.12-19), the Draft EISEIR does not conclude that the Project will have any significant impact 
on human safety (Section 3.13), visual resources (Section 3.8), or recreation (Section 3.10). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G72:2 - Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR does not adequately account for the 
cumulative effects from the development of at least two more power plants planned for the Medicine Lake area. In 
response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR provides a cumulative effects evaluation of the reasonably 
foreseeable geothermal development projects in the vicinity of Medicine Lakes (Chapter 4). The evaluation identifies 
only two reasonably foreseeable geothermal development projects, the Fourmile Hill and the Telephone Flat projects 
(page 4-1 through 4-3). Evaluation of a Reduced Glass Mountain Geothermal Exploration Project will be added to the 
Final EISEIR (see also Response to Comment G32:3). There are no known plans for a third geothermal power plant 
project in the region. Commentor offers no information about the alleged third power plant project and offers no basis 
for the assertion that the cumulative effects analysis is inadequate. See also Responses to Comments A8:14, A9:3, 
and F12:4. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The Reduced Glass Mountain Geothermal Exploration Project will be added to the 
reasonably foreseeable projects and evaluated in Chapter 4 of the Final EISEIR. 
Response to Comment G72:3 - Commentor asserts that evidence regarding the safety and economic viability of 
geothermal energy projects is incomplete: In response, Commentor references a poisonous gas problem at The Geysers 
geothermal development as an example of geothermal safety concerns, but no specific information regarding the 
referenced problem is provided to evaluate. The comment is noted. Chapter 3.13 of the Draft EISEIR evaluates the 
health and safety of the proposed Project. No significant poisonous gas health or safety effects were identified for the 
proposed Project. The Geysers is a unique dry steam geothermal system that is unlike the liquid-dominated geothermal 
reservoir that would be exploited by the proposed Project, and comparisons of H,S gas problems experienced at The 
Geysers are not indicative of H2S emissions or poisonous gas problems that would occur from the proposed Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G72:4 - The comment sees no justification for authorizing a risky project to sacrifice the land; 
and strongly opposes proposed geothermal exploitation in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G73 
Response to Comment G73:l - The comment states that there is no need for additional electrical power, any energy 
created by these plants could be easily offset by even minor conservation. In response, the alternative suggested by the 
Commentor would not meet the “purpose and need’ of the Project as described in Section 1.3 (page 1-10) of the Draft 
EISEIR, and thus, did not receive further consideration. See Response to Comment C2:48. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G73:2 - Commentor references a pipeline break at a geothermal project on the island of Kauai, 
Hawaii. In response, we are unaware of any geothermal development or exploration on the island of Kauai. Commentor 
may be confusing this recollection with the Puna Project geothermal well blowout on the “big” island of Hawaii (see 
Response to Comment F38:4). The Draft EISEIR provides an analysis of the potential for, and the effects of, possible 
system upsets including both well blowouts and pipeline failures (pages 3.13-6 through 3.13-10, and pages 3.13- 11 
and 3.13-12, respectively). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G73:3 - Commentor states that placing pipelines transporting toxic gases in a volcano and 
earthquake-prone area does not make sense. In response, Commentor’s characterization of the fluids that will be 
transported by the Project is incorrect. The Project will transport groundwater, produced geothermal fluid, and spent 
geothermal fluid by pipeline (pages 2-16 through 2-22). Small concentrations of noncondensable gases (NCG) will exist 
within the produced geothermal fluid (0.001% to 0.01% by weight of the total flow), and more than 96 percent of the 
NCG are CO, and nitrogen (N,) (page 2-30). A small fraction of the NCG is H,S, and H,S is considered a poisonous 
gas at elevated concentrations. However, as evaluated in the Draft EISEIR, under no circumstances, including during 
an unlikely well blowout or during venting of all of the proposed geothermal production wells simultaneously, would 
concentrations of H,S be released from the Project represent a public health or safety risk (page 3.13-15). Further, the 
Draft EISEIR evaluated the impact of potential seismic events on the Project, and it was determined the Project is not 
located in an area of historically high seismic activity and the Project would be adequately safegaurded by meeting 
applicable building code seismicity requirements for facility construction (page 3.1-7). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G73:4 - The comment expresses concern about harm to watersheds and groundwater from 
cooling tower emissions. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3, which addresses the concern about cooling 
tower drift impacting water quality. 
Response to Comment G73:S - Commentor is concerned that the sludge ponds will not safely contain toxins in this 
earthquake-prone area. In response, the construction requirements for the well pad sumps are subject to containment 
requirements of the CVRWQCB (see Responses to Comments A1:4 and A8:2). The geothermal fluid that will be 
temporarily stored in the well pad sumps contains only low concentrations of minerals and heavy metals (see Response 
to Comment A1:4). There are no active faults located within close proximity of the proposed Project (see Response to 
Comment C2:64). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G73:6 - The comment notes that the planned transmission line will have the capacity to handle 
six 48-megawatt power plants and that the EISEIR must discuss the effects, including cumulative effects of this size 
of development. In response, according to Section 4.2 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 4-1 through 4-3), geothermal 
development potential is based on the resource development potential, which, according to the most recent information, 
is far less than previously anticipated. Transmission line design capacity is not an accurate indicator of anticipated 
geothermal development as there is little cost difference in constructing a lower capacity transmission line. Finally, the 
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two developers (CEGC for the Project, Calpine for the Fourmile Hill geothermal development project) own all the 
federal geothermal leases issued in the Glass Mountain Federal Geothermal Unit and are the two principal geothermal 
lease owners in the entire KGRA (see Figure 1.1.5 of the Draft EISEIR); neither of these companies have announced 
plans for any further geothermal development in the KGRA beyond the projects proposed, and there are no known 
third-party proposals for geothermal development in the KGRA. Therefore, the two EISsEIRs have correctly identified 
reasonably foreseeable projects as the Project and the Fourmile Hill geothermal development project. See also 
Responses to Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G73:7 - The comment asserts that the impact to Native American cultural values is 
unacceptable. It acknowledges the EISEIR finding of impacts, but says the EISEIR must also address ways to reduce 
or eliminate the impacts, including the No Action Alternative. In response, Section 3.6.3.7.1 (page 3.6-20) finds that 
the No Action alternative would have no effect on Native American traditional values. As Section 3.6.3 (pages 3.6-7 
through 3.6-20) details for the Proposed Action and other action alternatives, no mitigation measures could be identified 
for the impacts to spiritual values of the Highlands as a whole and to vision quest sites and water bodies in or near the 
Project survey area. Likewise, no mitigation of visual impacts could be identified for vision quest sites whose view lines 
cross the Project survey area or transmission line comdors. A possible mitigation measure was suggested for noise 
effects, but it was recognized that it could not reduce potential effects below significant levels (see Response to 
Comment F39:4). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G74 
Response to Comment G74:l- The comment states that if the maligning hand of man continues to desecrate the natural 
world eventually there will be no more pristine places. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
Response to Comment G74:2 - The comment expresses concern that water quality will be affected by emissions from 
the cooling tower and that fluid spills and leaks will affect groundwater. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3, 
which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality; and Response to Comment A1:4, which 
addresses the concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks. 
Response to Comment G74:3 - This comment expresses concern that the Project related emissions of H,S and other 
dangerous chemicals will harm wildlife, produce acid rain, and damage vegetation. In response, see Response to 
Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions: Responses to 
Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in 
cooling tower drift, including potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a 
discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of H,S and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Response to Comment G74:4 - The Commentor states that drilling, construction, and plant operations will cause high 
noise levels for years and result in the loss of peace and quiet. .In response, see Response to Comment A1:6. 
Response to Comment G74:5 - The comment notes that increased traffic will mean more accidents involving people 
and wildlife. The roads are rural and are incapable of sustaining recreational and industry uses as they are incompatible 
and that transport of toxic materials is also incompatible. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:7 and A1:8. 
Response to Comment G74:6 - The comment asserts that the Project will desecrate the Medicine Lake area so it will 
no longer be a sacred wilderness. In response, Impacts 3.6.3.3-1, 3.6.3.4-1, and 3.6.3.5-1 identify impacts to the 
spiritual qualities of the Highlands that could result from the Proposed Action and Alternative Power Plant Sites. 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G74:7 - The Commentor is concerned that wildlife habitat will be lost and fish will be 
contaminated. In response, see Responses to Comments A 1 : 1, A9:6, D 1 :2, and E2:9. 
Response to Comment 674:s - Commentor states that transmission lines have been proven to cause cancer through 
close proximity. In response, this statement is unsupported and conflicts with the evaluation of electromagnetic fields 
(EMF) from transmission lines discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.13-5) that states, “there does not appear to be 
any consensus or strong reproducible evidence among investigators that adverse health effects occur as a result of 
incidental or occupational exposure to EMF associated with power lines.” Further, the transmission lines associated 
with the proposed Project will not be located within 1,500 feet of any areas of human habitation, and both occupational 
exposure and exposure of the public to the EMF from the Project transmission line would be far less than agency 
guideline limits for occupational or public exposure (page 3.13-13). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G74:9 - The comment expresses concern that tourism will decline and economies will suffer. 
In response, see Response to Comment AS: 11, there is no evidence that tourism would decrease or that tourist-based 
businesses would be adversely affected. 
Response to Comment G74:lO - The Commentor opposes the planned geothermal projects and believes the Medicine 
Lake Highlands should be left untouched by the homble hand of man. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G75 
Response to Comment G75:l- The comment says that the projects are unneeded, that they are “corporate welfare” 
and that lands need to be protected not destroyed. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. See also Responses to Comments Al: 1 through Al:  13. 
Response to Comment G752  - The comment notes that with deregulation and the increased emphasis on solar power 
and conservation, there is no need to destroy so much. In response, see Response to Comment C2:48. 
COMMENT LETTER G76 
Response to Comment G76:l - This comment is concerned with the impacts of the Project on hunting in the area, 
old-growth habitat and subsequent impacts to associated wildlife species. In response, regarding old-growth habitat 
see Response to Comment A 1 : 1, and regarding hunting see Response to Comment A 1 : 1 1 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G76:2 - The comment states that the long range effects can be catastrophic in a seismically 
active area. In response, see Response to Comment C2:64 regarding seismic activity in the area of the Project. See also 
Responses to Comments Al: l  through A1:13. 
COMMENT LETTER G77 
Response to Comment G77:l - Commentor is opposed to the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
Response to Comment G77:2 - Commentor expresses concern that threats to water quality from discharges from the 
project are not adequately characterized. The comment states that the project goes against Resolution 68-1 S and the 
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California Water Code (Division 7, Chapter 3) which both state that the beneficial uses of the waters of the state should 
be protected for the maximum benefit of the people of the state. Commentor asserts that other geothermal power plants 
have significantly impaired underlying groundwater. In response, see Response to Comment E2:4, in which the 
CVRWQCB’s use of Resolution 68-18 in its evaluation of the Project is discussed, and Response to Comment A1:4, 
which addresses the concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks. Commentor’s assertion that other geothermal power 
plants have impaired underlying groundwater is both vague (i.e., it does not identify which other geothermal power 
plants that are supposed to have significantly impaired water quality) and unsupported (i.e., no documentation or 
references are provided to evaluate Commentor’s assertion). No further response is required. 
Response to Comment G77:3 - Commentor states that the post-project environmental cleanup costs were not 
adequately characterized in the Draft EISEIR; current projections of environmental cleanup at other similar geothermal 
projects are in the tens of millions of dollars (e.g., the Geysers); this bill will be footed by the government (Le., the 
people of the state of California). Commentor further states that the energy generated by this plant will cost 4 to 5 times 
more to produce than alternative energy sources, which will be passed on to the consumer during generation; the final 
cleanup costs will be passed on to the consumer via the government once the project life is complete (this could be less 
than 25 years!) which makes no sense for the people of California. In response, as stated in Section 1.2.3 (page 1-10), 
“Surveys have shown that some consumers are willing to pay more for electricity if doing so supports environmentally 
friendly products and services. Power providers are offering “green” energy - electricity generated by renewable 
resources - as a way to serve this market segment and distinguish themselves from the competition. The Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Project could help serve these customers.” If BPA decides to purchase power from the Project, the agency 
intends to market the generated electricity as “green” energy. If BPA cannot sell all of the output as “green” energy, then 
the supplemental cost will be melded into BPA’s general rate structure. In either case, energy consumers will pay for 
the generated electricity and not the general taxpayers. Chapter 2 of the Draft EISEIR, which describes the Project 
Alternatives Including the Proposed Action, does not anticipate that environmental cleanup will need to occur nor does 
it propose that the cost be paid by the State of California; the scenario presented by the Commentor is not one of the 
alternatives addressed by the Draft EISEIR. However, in Section 2.2.6.4 (page 2-45), it is noted that CEGC is subject 
to providing financial assurances that decommissioning and site restoration would occur, including a federal geothermal 
lease bond of $150,000, power plant site license bond of not less than $100,000. Other bonds or other instruments of 
financial assurance would be expected to be required by other responsible agencies as a condition of their respective 
permits and approvals. According to Section 2.2.6.3 (page 2-42), the operational phase is expected to be about 50 years 
after commencement of Project operations, but this may be extended or decreased based on several factors, including 
geothermal reservoir performance, cost of production and public demand for electrical power. In addition, the Draft 
EISEIR states that power plant, transmission line, and wellfield decommissioning will be conducted by the Project 
Applicant (page 2-42). Wells would be plugged and abandoned in conformance with GRO Orders and the requirements 
of the BLM and USFS (page 2-15). Commentor provides no basis for the assertion that cleanup costs will be passed 
on to the public. See also Response to Comment G187:8. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G77:4 - The comment expresses concern that the Project will have a negative effect on property 
values for the homeowners at Medicine Lake; the value of the property is predicated on the serenity and beauty of its 
surroundings; installing several loud and unsightly power plants will destroy the quality of this area; increased traffic 
from the construction and operation of the power plant will increase vandalism; this would have a significant impact 
on property values; this is not adequately considered in the Draft EISEIR. In response, the Draft EISEIR analyzed 
noise and visual impact in Sections 3.7 and 3.8 and found that the impacts were below the level of significance or will 
be after mitigation. Impact 3.12.3.3-6 described the potential for decreased property values due to the perception of a 
compromised natural, serene environment; this impact was found to be below the level of significance. See Response 
to Comment G27:3 regarding vandalism due to increased traffic due to the Project; the expected increase in vandalism 
would be inconsequential. The decrease in property values due to vandalism would also be below the level of 
significance. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G77:5 - Commentor is concerned that the visibility of Project facilities will destroy visual 
quality in the area, and cites the use of bright lighting at night during drilling activities as an example of an effect that 
will destroy the serenity of the area. In response, the comment is noted. The visual effects of the Project are evaluated 
in Section 3.8.3.3 of the Draft EISEIR. The impact from night lighting on Project power plant facilities generally, and 
on drilling rigs during intermittent and temporary well drilling activities specifically, are discussed in the Draft EISEIR 
(pages 3.8-13 and 3.8-14). Measures to reduce the adverse effects of night lighting are also provided in the Draft 
EISEIR (see Other Measures 3.8.3.3-2a through 3.8.3.3-2d, 3.8.3.3-3b, 3.8.3.3-4). The power plant site will be 
generally hidden from view from occupied areas and only an indirect glow above the forest canopy would be visible 
under some atmospheric conditions from these locations. See also Responses to Comments F42:30, F42:31 and H6:2. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR See revisions to the Draft EISEIR prescribed by Response to Comment H6:2. 
Response to Comment G77:6 - Commentor states that the geothermal development will seriously increase traffic and 
traffic-related accidents for both humans and wildlife in the area, and that the increased risk of serious injury and death 
to both humans and wildlife was not adequately considered in the Draft EIR and will be serious. In response, see 
Response to Comment A1:7. Project traffic was evaluated in Section 3.1 1 of the Draft EISEIR. The maximum increase 
in traffic would result during the construction phase of the Project. Project traffic, which included a conservative 
estimate of 280 employee vehicles during the peak hour of the construction phase of the Project (no construction during 
extreme winter conditions), was determined to result in a potential for “serious risk and injury to humans and wildlife” 
that was below the level of significance (Impact 3.11.3.3-3, page 3.1 1-14). 
Commentor also suggests that noise will increase, in part due to project-generated truck traffic. In response, traffic is 
expected to increase noise levels during the peak hours and only during the construction phase of the Project. This 
increased noise is expected to have a duration of approximately one hour on any given day. Further, Other 
Measure 3.11.3.3-3 (page 3.11- 14) would prevent construction traffic from travelling near that section of Primary Forest 
Route 49 that is in the vicinity of the human noise receptor locations in the area at the private residences and developed 
campgrounds adjacent to Medicine Lake. As such, the noise impact from Project-related traffic would be below the level 
of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G78 
Response to Comment G78:l- The comment states that the Laborers’ Local 185 support the project 100 percent. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G79 
Response to Comment G79:l- Commentor states that it is bad enough to have to deal with environmental issues from 
pesticides, but now Commentor must deal with the proposed Project too. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al:  1 through Al:  13. 
COMMENT LETTER G80 
Response to Comment G8O:l- The comment notes that there was no evaluation of the impact of geothermal emissions 
and other contaminants on soil biogeochemistry and on soil quality; and also comments on the lack of soil scientists 
involved in the evaluation. In response, soil contamination was not identified as an issue during the scoping process 
and is therefore not addressed in the Draft EISEIR. Soil erosion was a concern and is addressed in Section 3.1.3.3.1 
(pages 3.1-9 through 3.1-10). Charles C. (Bud) Adamson (page 6-4) is a botanist and a soil scientist, and conducted the 
soil survey. The USFS interdisciplinary team also included a soils specialist, Sue Goheen, whose efforts have been more 
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focused on the Watershed Analysis. See Response to Comment F32:69. More recently, a third order soil survey of the 
entire Project wellfield area and the Route 1 transmission line corridor was completed (Alexander 1998). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment GSO:2 - The comment is concerned with the lack of mention in the Draft EISEIR of the loss 
of productive forest soils and the cumulative effect of geothermal projects on productive forest soils in the area. In 
response, the effects of soil erosion and topographic changes from the construction, operation, and decommissioning 
of the Project are evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.1-9 and 3.1-10). Surface disturbance with its resulting loss 
in vegetation and soil impacts is a principal theme throughout the Draft EISEIR in comparisons of the Project 
Alternatives (pages 2-56 to 2-57) for the proposed Project and the cumulative effects of the two proposed geothermal 
development projects (page 4-7). The Project would also need to meet the prescriptive standards and guidelines for soils 
on pages 4-2 1 to 4-23 of the Modoc National Forest LFWP. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Comment G80:3 - The Medicine Lake Highlands is a fascinating geologic wonder and a magnificent natural laboratory 
to gain knowledge; and the region’s natural value should have been recognized long ago by inclusion in a National 
Monument along with the Lava Beds. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G80:4 - The comment notes that the proposed Project would alter the natural beauty and 
serenity of the area for dispersed recreation; the Draft EISEIR fails to mention the acreage of public land that will 
become off-limits to public use; the statement that “...the right-of-way vegetation clearance along the transmission 
line ...[ is] providing a beneficial recreational impact as new areas would be made accessible for dispersed recreational 
uses prior to decommissioning” is preposterous and insulting. In response, the amount of land that the public would 
not have access to is summarized in Table 2.7.1 (page 2-56); the maximum area for the power plant and wellfield would 
be approximately 72 acres for the Proposed Action and Alternative Site A; Alternative Site B would require 
approximately 78.5 acres. Areas to be disturbed for wellfield roads and pipeline corridors would remain available for 
public access. Table 2.7.2 summarizes the area to be disturbed by the transmission line; these areas would also remain 
available for public access (the access road would be closed to vehicles driven by the public to protect sensitive 
biological species (Impact 3.3.3.4-24 and Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.4-24a, page 3.3-59) but there would be no restriction 
on non-motorized access). As such, the transmission line right-of-way would provide new well-defined touring routes 
and increased access for mountain biking, horseback riding, and casual hiking. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment 80:5 - The comment is concerned that ”such an abrogation of Native American rights and 
spiritual values” would even be considered. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G80:6 - The comment states that the proposed Project should have never been contemplated 
and should be brought to a halt before developing any further. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER GS1 
Response to Comment GS1:l- The Commentor objects to the proposed Telephone Flat Geothermal Project; and is 
alarmed since it is entirely in the Medicine Lake Caldera. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
Response to Comment G81:2 - The comment approaches the issue from a philosophical level and states that the 
proposed Project only feeds an addictive energy consumption habit, rather than addressing the roots of the addiction 
itself. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment GS1:3 - The Commentor asserts that an operational geothermal project would complete the 
destruction started by exploratory drilling around the Red Shale ButteLyons Peak/Mt. Hoffman complexes. Commentor 
also asserts that Telephone Flat is a Late-Successional Reserve (LSR) for old-growth forest and is an area specifically 
set aside for wildlife habitat protection. In response, the comment is noted. See Responses to Comments A8:16 
and F24:7 which identifies the management status of the Project survey area, and notes that no areas allocated as LSR 
occur in the Project survey area. See also Response to Comment A1 : 1 which notes that no old-growth stands occur 
within the Project survey area, and that impact to late-successional stands will be reduced to below the level of 
significance. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
I 
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Response to Comment GS1:4 - The comment expresses concern about the proximity of the project to Medicine Lake, 
and concern that groundwater and the lake will be contaminated by emissions from the cooling tower and leaks from 
the settling ponds. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7, which address the concern about cooling 
tower drift impacting water quality; and Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about geothermal 
fluid spills and leaks. The clay liners in the sumps or sludge settling ponds will be installed according to State of 
California regulations for Class I1 non-municipal waste landfills. These regulations include a requirement that the clay 
liner be compacted to a permeability less than or equal to centimeters per second (cdsec), which is a very low 
permeability. The CVRWQCB is the agency responsible for protecting water quality, and is also the agency responsible 
for deciding the pond liner requirements. 
Response to Comment G81:5 -The Commentor expresses concern that “[tlhe quiet and silence of the highlands is one 
of its greatest treasures” which will be destroyed by the drilling sounds. In response, the effect of Project noise in the 
Medicine Lake Highlands was evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.7). Noise during Project construction 
(including drilling noise) would be audible to Forest visitors within %-mile of construction activities but this impact was 
determined to be below the level of significance (page 3.7-10). Drilling sounds would be audible during drilling 
activities, but these activities would be intermittent and temporary and this noise impact was also determined to be below 
the level of significance (page 3.7-13). In addition, Other Measures 3.7.3.3-2a and 3.7.3.3-2b were provided that would 
require noise shields around selected well pads and the use of “residential grade” mufflers on the noisiest drilling 
equipment. Noise impacts during drilling at sensitive biological sites in the Highlands were also evaluated in the Draft 
EISEIR (page 3.7-16), and the impact of the noise on wildlife was evaluated in the biological resources section of the 
Draft EISEIR (page 3.3-52). See also Response to Comment A 1 6  
Response to Comment GS1:6 - The comment notes that the Medicine Lake Highlands is characterized by the balance 
between recreation, wildlife protection, and light industry (timber) that is now threatened by geothermal 
development-related traffic, noise, water and air pollution, damage to ecosystems and wildlife that will ruin recreation 
and wildlife habitat. In response, the comment is noted; however, the areas of concern identified by the Commentor 
would be below the level of significance or will be mitigated to a less than significant level. See also Response to 
Comment G33: 1 and Section 3.3, Biological Resources, of the Draft EISEIR. 
n 
Revisions for the Final EISLEIR: None. 
Response to Comment GS1:7 - The comment states that the major weakness with the Draft EISEIR is that there is 
no comprehensive study of the cumulative impact of up to six different geothermal projects being considered for the 
Medicine Lake Highlands; the cumulative effects of multiple projects destroyed the ecological integrity and original 
beauty of the region around the Geysers Geothermal Project; however, there is no justification for development of the 
Medicine Lake Highlands, which lie hundreds of miles from the nearest metropolitan area and represents one of the last 
pristine volcanic-geothermal-ecological complexes in the country. In response, see Response to Comment G73:6 which 
discusses the rationale for examining the proposed Project and the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Development Project as 
the two geothermal developments considered in the Cumulative Impact analysis. See also Responses to 
Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
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Response to Comment G81:8 - Commentor opposes the Project because it has not been economically justified and 
the cumulative effects on recreation has been underestimated or ignored. In response, the comment is noted. With 
respect to economic justification for the Project, see Responses to Comments F29:4 and F38:3. The cumulative effects 
on recreation were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (pages 4- 18 and 4- 19). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G82 
Response to Comment G82:l - The comment states that old-growth forest will be significantly impacted due to the 
magnitude of the acreage involved in the project. In response, see Response to Comment Al:  1, which notes that no 
old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and that impacts to late-successional forest will be below the 
level of significance. 
Response to Comment G82:2 - The comment expresses concern that air and water quality will be threatened by 
emissions from the cooling tower. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7, which addresses the 
concern about cooling tower drift impacting air and water quality. 
Response to Comment G82:3 - This comment expresses concern that the smell of H,S will affect the natural setting 
of the area. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related 
H,S emissions. 
Response to Comment G82:4 - The Commentor states that turbine noise will be heard for many miles. In response, 
the turbine-generator must be housed in an acoustically and thermally well-insulated building. As a result, turbine noise 
should be largely contained within that building. See also Responses to Comments A1:6 and G24:2. 
Response to Comment G82:S - The comment urges that the decision makmg board vote “No Action” for the proposed 
Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G83 
Response to Comment G83:l-  The comment supports the development of Telephone Flat and finds that the Draft EIS 
covers main concerns regarding recreation impacts. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
Response to Comment G83:2 - Commentor states that a monitoring program should be required and the results of each 
year’s monitoring made a public document, In response, environmental monitoring will be required for the Project. For 
example, a Hydrologic Monitoring Program will be required for the Project and the monitoring findings will be made 
publicly available (see Responses to Comments D1:8, D3:9, and F31: 1); air quality monitoring for H,S would also be 
required (see Response to Comment F32:62); and subsidence monitoring will be required (page 3.1-9). Other 
environmental resources and project operations will also be monitored to meet conformance requirements of the 
Geothermal Resource Operational Orders (page 3.2-1 and pages 3.13-1 and 3.13-2). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G84 
Response to Comment, G84:l - The comment opposes the geothermal development within the Medicine Lake 
Highlands; and CalEnergy’s and CalPine’s projects. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
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COMMENT LETTER GS5 
Response to Comment G85:l - The comment opposes all geothermal developments in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: 
Response to Comment G852 - The comment notes that the Medicine Lake Highlands is a precious recreation area 
as the lake is one of very few equipped to furnish outdoor recreation in the county and state: the Modoc National Forest 
has expended thousands of dollars to build campgrounds, boat launch ramp, and roads. In response, the comment is 
noted; the Draft EISEIR found that no unmitigatable significant and adverse impacts would occur to the developed 
recreation areas in the vicinity of Medicine Lake. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment GS53 - Commentor states the Fourmile Hill and Telephone Flat projects are not cost effective, 
that they are not “green” energy, and will result in the loss of a needed recreation area. In response, the comments are 
noted. With respect to economic justification for the Project, see Responses to Comments F29:4 and F38:3. The 
cumulative effects on recreation were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (pages 4- 18 to 4-19). 
Response to Comment 6 8 5 4  - Commentor inquires who decides if an impact is significant or not. Commentor 
disagrees with some of the determinations of the significance. In response, the comment is noted. See Response to 
Comment F32:60. 
Response to Comment GS55 - The comment asks what the public can do to keep to companies from spoiling public 
lands to make money for their stockholders. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER GS6 
Response to Comment GS6:l- The comment supports the development of geothermal energy projects. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER GS7 
Response to Comment G87:l- The comment supports geothermal development; but would like to see the glass flows 
protected. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G87:2 - Commentor states that the Proposed Action is the best alternative and should be 
approved. In response, the comment is noted and no response is required. 
Response to Comment GS7:3 - Commentor prefers Alternative Transmission Line Route 2 because it would be more 
reliable, make best use of existing roads, would be best to maintain, and would avoid the Mt. Hoffman RRA. In 
response, see Responses to Comments A2:3 and A4:4. 
COMMENT LETTER 688 
Response to Comment G8S:l- Commentor expresses concern that staff be trained and competent to perform the task 
of construction and operations. Commentor states that the first safety net for any project is providing certified personnel 
who are trained to protect the environment and operate the project. In response, the comment is noted. As described 
in the Draft EISEIR, approximately one-half of the new operator positions would be filled with trained operators from 
Project Applicant’s other geothermal power plants and one-half would be local hires which would provide a contingent 
of previously trained operators available to train the new hires (page 2-47). 
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Response to Comment G88:2 - The comment supports development of geothermal power at Telephone Flat. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6 8 9  
Response to Comment G89:l - The comment supports development of geothermal power at Telephone Flat. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment GS9:2 - The comment states that opposition heard to the geothermal project is the usual type 
of opposition heard regarding development. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G90 
Response to Comment G90:l - The comment objects the proposed geothermal development. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G90:2 - Commentor identifies several topical issues of concern as follows: 
Hvdrologv: The comment expresses concern that chemicals will affect all life forms by seeping into water supplies. In 
response, see Response to Comment A1:3, which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water 
quality. As presented in Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) in the Draft EISEIR and elaborated upon in Responses 
to Comments D1:6 and F28:20, no significant impacts to lake water quality are expected to result from the Project. No 
chemical constituents would be introduced to the lake in concentrations high enough to harm fish or other wildlife. 
Biological Resources: This comment states that vegetation and other life forms will be detrimentally affected by toxic 
chemicals transported in the air and through water supplies. In response, see Responses to Comments A8:3 and A8:22 
for a discussion of air emission analyses and the anticipated effect on vegetation. See also Responses to 
Comments F42:34 and F28:20, for noise effects; A1:5, A8:3, E2:9, E2:13, and F32:44, for air quality effects; and A1:4, 
A6:7, A9:6, and All:6, for water quality effects on wildlife. The effects of noise on sensitive species is described in 
the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.3-52 and 3.3-53). See also Response to Comment G24:2. The Study Area is summer range 
for deer, and it is not situated in a migratory route. Pipelines would cause changes in local movements of deer as they 
would find places to cross the lines, but migratory routes would not be affected. 
Air Qualitv: This comment expresses concern regarding Project related emissions of toxic chemicals affecting life of 
all forms. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project 
related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G90:3 - The comment notes that the increased traffic, including the transport of toxic waste 
to the nearest Class I disposal site in Oregon would be hazardous to visitors and wildlife. In response, see Responses 
to Comments A1:7 and A1:8. 
COMMENT LETTER G91 
Response to Comment G91:l- The comment objects to the “need” for the proposed Project. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G92 
Response to Comment G92:l- Commentor states that transmission lines will degrade the visual values of the Medicine 
Lake Highlands and cites prior plans touting the area as the next Volcanic Scenic Byway. In response, the comment 
is noted. As discussed in Section 3.8.1 of the Draft EISEIR (see page 3.8-1) Commentor is correct that Primary Forest 
Route 49 has been designated by the USFS as the Modoc Volcanic Scenic Byway from Medicine Lake north to LBNh4. 
The Draft EISEIR also discusses how approximately the top one-third of the Project turbine-generator building would 
be visible from a Key Observation Point (KOP) on Primary Forest Route 49, an approximately 500-foot stretch of the 
road, from a distance of about four miles, when traveling east (see pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-13). Other 
Measure 3.8.3.3-le would require the Project Applicant to fund the construction of an interpretive site along this stretch 
of the road to describe how geothermal production relates to the Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway theme. The 
agency-preferred transmission line route (Route 1, line segments D1 and A2) would not be distinguishable from Primary 
Forest Route 49. As described in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.8-14), the first approximately 200 yards of line segment D2 
where it crosses the skyline (Le., the first line segment of Route 2) would be visible from the KOP. Other 
Measure 3.3.3.3-6 is provided to construct this portion of line segment D2 in a zigzag route until it crosses the ridge east 
of the power plant to hide the view of the transmission line from the KOP. As such, the limited visibility of the Project 
facilities from Primary Forest Route 49 would not be expected to diminish the Volcanic Scenic Byway theme. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G92:2 - Commentor states that the Siskiyou County commissioners are supporting the Project, 
but history suggests that some geothermal projects lose steam after about 10 years. Commentor asserts that if the power 
plant shuts down that the transmission line and comdors would be left behind, and the Commentor suggests that the 
Project should be required to remove the transmission lines and revegetate and recontour comdors, similar to mining 
company requirements, when the power plant is no longer viable. In response, and as described in the Draft EISEIR, 
the removal of the transmission line, closure of roads, and site restoration activities are part of the proposed Project 
decommissioning activities (page 2-42). Financial assurance requirement relevant to site closure are also described in 
the Draft EISEIR (page 2-45). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G92:3 - The recreational values of Medicine Lake are too important to turn into an industrial 
site. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G93 
Response to Comment G93:l - Commentor is opposed to the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G94 
Response to Comment G94:l - This comment expresses concern that the afternoon thunderstorms in the Medicine 
Lake area could be the carrier of harmful fallout of geothermal related emissions of aluminum, ammonia, arsenic, boron, 
chloride, H,S, and mercury. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of 
Project related H,S emissions; Responses to Comments A1:3, A8:3, A8:22, E2:7and F42:28 for a discussion of the 
potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift, including potential impacts on 
vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of H,S 
and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower drift. Precipitation would also greatly accelerate the washing to vegetation 
and leaching of toxins from the soil profile. See Responses to Comments A15, A8:3, E2:9, E2:13, and F32:44 for air 
quality effects analysis; A1:4, A6:7, A9:6, All:6,  and D1:2, for water quality effects analysis; and A8:14, A9:3, 
and F12:4 for cumulative effects analysis. 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G94:2 - Commentor expresses concern that Medicine Lake would have construction noise for 
nine years and then ongoing turbines, and conspicuous powerlines resulting in visual blight in a natural area. In 
response, the Draft EISEIR indicates that the drilling activities would be predominantly completed in the first year of 
Project activities and would extend into the second year only to complete a sufficient number of wells for Project 
production and injection capacity and reserves that could not be completed during the first year of drilling activities 
(page 2-46). Some well drilling activities would also continue intermittently over the operational life of the Project to 
service or replace existing wells. Construction and operational noise at Medicine Lake be may be audible but would be 
less than significant (Section 3.7.3.3.1, pages 3.7-8 through 3.7-13). The effects of noise on wildlife are described in 
the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.3-52 and 3.3-53). With respect to humans, it is expected that operational noises will 
generally be inaudible at locations near Medicine Lake but that construction noise should be audible at some locations 
during the daytime. Section 3.8.3.3.2 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.8-15) notes that for the Proposed Action, overhead 
transmission lines would be visible as they cross roadways and the transmission line corridors would be visible until 
reforestation is well established, but these impacts would be less than significant; Alternative Power Plant Sites A and 
B have similar transmission line impacts as the Proposed Action. The visual impact of seeing vehicles and equipment 
during transmission line construction and decommissioning for Line Segments A2 or B2 would be a short-term and 
adverse visual impact, but below the level of significance (see Impacts 3.8.3.6.1-1 and 3.8.3.6.2-1, pages 3.8-25 and 
3.8-26, respectively). 
Commentor also states that the geothermal development would be close enough to Medicine Lake to have direct impacts 
to noise, visual quality, traffic, recreation, and cumulative effects. In response, the Draft EISEIR evaluated the effects 
of Project noise (Section 3.7), effects on visual resources (Section 3.8), effects on roads and transportation 
(Section 3.11), effects on recreation (Section 3.10), and the cumulative effects of the Project on these resources 
(Sections 4.3.7, 4.3.8, 4.3.11, and 4.3.10, respectively). Impacts for noise, visual quality, traffic, recreation and 
cumulative effects in the vicinity of Medicine Lake were found to be below the level of significance or will be mitigated 
to below the level of insignificance. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G94:3 - The Commentor inquires if the Medicine Lake recreation area can survive the 
magnitude of the proposed electric production plants, and the Commentor states his personal position of “overcautious 
concern” considering the magnitude of the projects and environmental stakes at risk. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G95 
Response to Comment G95:l- The comment opposes the proposed Project; seeing only benefit for the company. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G96 
Response to Comment G96:l- The comment does not support the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G97 
Response to Comment G97:l- The comment believes that the proposed Project should be approved. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G97:2 - Commentor notes that steam lines and pressure vessels should be constructed with 
certified labor and that personnel on-site should be properly trained. The Commentor also notes that Section 2.2.8.3 of 
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the Draft EISEIR states that for operations, about one-half the labor force would be hired locally, why not all? In 
response, Section 2.2.8.3 states that one-half the labor force during operations would be trained operators from other 
CEGC geothermal plants. This would occur initially as it is desirable to have experienced personnel during power plant 
start-up. As the locally hired workforce gains experience and is promoted within, the proportion of locally hired 
personnel versus staff from other CEGC plants would increase. As stated in Section 3.12.3.3.1 (page 3.12-15), “Except 
for  any positions requiring unique skills or experience, recruitment of operation workers from outside the study area 
would not be expected to be a Project requirement during the operational phase.” See also Response to 
Comment G88: 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G98 
Response to Comment G98:l- The comment opposes the proposed Project. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A l :  1 through Al:  13. 
COMMENT LETTER G99 
Response to Comment G99:l- The comment expresses concern regarding the transport of toxic materials to Oregon 
and toxic deposition from the cooling tower drift. In response, see Response to Comment A1:8 regarding transport of 
toxic materials. See Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related 
air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
COMMENT LETTER GlOO 
Response to Comment G100:l - Commentor is opposed to the Project. Commentor also discusses personal 
recollections of leaking clay-lined ponds that existed at nonhazardous waste facilities (GI1 facility at Middleton, 
Calfiornia and IT facility at Kelseyville, California) near The Geysers. Commentor also provides a personal recollection 
of an agency representative comment, that & sumps at that time leaked at the geothermal sites. In response, the 
comment is noted. Commentor provides insufficient information to evaluate the assertion that “all” clay-lined sumps 
leaked at geothermal sites at some time in the past. However, properly constructed and maintained clay-lined basins in 
conformance with California Regional Water Quality Control Board requirements will contain the fluids stored in them 
(see also Responses to Comments A8:2, A8: 19, and F33:4). 
Response to Comment G100:2 - Commentor is concerned that nonhazardous waste that is deposited or accumulates 
in the well pad sumps would concentrate and become hazardous waste over time. In response, the Draft EISEIR 
discusses well pad sump construction and waste accumulation in the well pad sumps (page 2-10). The sump contents 
will be sampled and chemically analyzed to determine if wastes may be allowed to remain in the sump or must be 
removed and transported to an off-site waste disposal facility (page 2-12). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G100:3 - The comment notes that it is expensive to haul and dispose of hazardous waste; 
Kettleman Hills is a long distance from Medicine Lake and asks when will a local hazardous waste site be established? 
The comment further notes that where spills occur, the bodies would be bagged on the spot and everything down to a 
certain depth would need to be scraped and hauled off to a hazardous waste site. In response, Impacts 3.11.3.3-4 
and 3.13.3.3-5 (pages 3.1 1-12 and 3.13-15, respectively) each considered the risk of transporting hazardous materials 
to and from the Project site and concluded that the impact was below the level of significance. Other Measures were 
proposed for both impacts to further reduce the adverse effects of the impact. As noted in the Draft EISEIR 
(page 3.1 1-15), “the amounts of potentially hazardous material to be imported and exported are small and would require 
relatively few truck trips. It is expected that adherence with applicable county, state and federal regulations regarding 
the transport of hazardous materials would minimize the potential hazard.” The hazardous material spillhelease 
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contingency plan required by Other Measure 3.13.3.3-4 andor the Spill Resource and Emergency Action Plan required 
by Other Measure 3.1 1.3.3-5b would provide guidance as to the proper procedures in responding to spills or releases 
of hazardous substances. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G100:4 - The comment expresses concern regarding Project related emissions and toxic 
chemicals injected in the drilling process, with constituents such as mercury, arsenic, and H,S coming out in steam. In 
response, as stated in the Draft EISEIR (page 2-10), only nontoxic, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) - 
approved drilling mud components and additives would be used during well drilling activities. See Response to 
Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions; Responses to 
Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in 
cooling tower drift, including potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a 
discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of H,S and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G100:S - Commentor contends that if the government cannot contain the nuclear waste at 
Hanford, then how can the public feel secure the regulations for geothermal waste will be more successful? In response, 
the comment is noted. See Responses to Comments G100:2, G100:3, and G100:4. 
COMMENT LETTER GlOl 
Response to Comment G101:l- The comment would like to the see the proposed Project go forward with monitoring 
for air and water quality included. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G101:2 - Commentor would like to see the Final EISEIR have a stipulation that the mitigation 
measures identified in the Executive Summary (Table ES-6 of the Draft EISEIR) be made conditions of approval. In 
response, as discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 1-12 through 1-14), the environmental document would be used by 
each of the agencies responsible for issuing a discretionary permit for the Project. Each of the “mitigation measures” 
and “other measures” identified in the Final EISEIR would be expected to be adopted as stipulations of approval, if 
applicable, in the respective decisions on the Project by the lead and cooperating NEPA and CEQA agencies. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G101:3 - Commentor states that it would have been helpful if Section 1.5.1 of the Draft 
EISEIR could discuss in more detail the inspection procedures and policing powers of the regulatory agencies such as 
the USFS and BLM with respect to enforcement of permit stipulations. In response, the purpose for the discussion in 
the Introduction (Chapter 1) of the “Agency Roles and Required Permits” is to provide an introductory level 
understanding of the agencies that must issue permits for the Project, identify which permits may be required, and 
identify the roles of the agency in the NEPNCEQA process. More comprehensive discussions of the permits and 
regulatory requirements for the Project are provided in the “regulatory framework” subsections at the beginning of each 
environmental resource topic evaluated in Chapter 3 of the Draft EISEIR. Each of the agencies that will be issuing a 
discretionary approval or permit for the Project has both enforcement powers and limitations of authority that would 
need to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis relative to some violation. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of this 
EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G101:4 - Commentor states that the Project will have positive economic impacts to the region 
if is built and operated with appropriate environmental safeguards. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G102 
Response to Comment G102:l - The comment and response for G102: 1 is the as for G58: 1. 
Response to Comment G102:2 - The comment and response for G102:2 is the as for G58:2. 
Response to Comment G102:3 - The comment and response for G102:3 is the as for G58:3 
Response to Comment G102:4 - The comment and response for G102:4 is the as for G58:4 
Response to Comment 61025  - This comment expresses concern regarding Project related emissions of mercury in 
the watershed. In response, see Response to Comment E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related 
air toxic emissions, specifically mercury, contained in cooling tower drift. 
Response to Comment G102:6 - The comment expresses concern that surface water will be affected. In response, 
Section 3.2.3 (starting at page 3.2-30) of the Draft EISEIR explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or 
quality are expected in either local or regional surface water. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G103 
Response to Comment G103:l- The comment opposes geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G103:2 - The comment expresses concern that Medicine Lake Highlands is a pristine 
wilderness area with significant recreational and wildlife habitat values and that the proposed Project would include 
construction and operation within sight (less than 1 mile) of the lake itself and would have significant impacts from road 
building and transmission towers. In response, visual effects of the Proposed Action is discussed in Section 3.8.3.3.1 
(pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15), no significant visual impacts would occur to from vantage points near Medicine Lake. See 
Response to Comment G94:2 for transmission line-related visual impacts; no significant impacts would occur. Impact 
3.1 1.3.3-4 (page 3.1 1-14) discusses road improvement and increased maintenance due to Project-related traffic; this 
impact would be mitigated to below the level of significance. See alsoResponses to Comments F18: 17 and G34:4 with 
respect Project road effects, and Responses to Comments D3:4 and F32:21 with respect to transmission line effects on 
wildlife. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G103:3 - The comment expresses concern that cooling tower emissions and geothermal fluid 
spills may contaminate Medicine Lake. The Commentor also expresses concern about sludge ponds, the risk of volcanic 
eruption during the 50-year life span of the project. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3, which addresses the 
concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality; and Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses the 
concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks. The clay liners in the sumps or sludge settling ponds will be installed 
according to State of California regulations for Class I1 non-municipal waste landfills. These regulations include a 
requirement that the clay liner be compacted to a permeability less than or equal to lo4 centimeters per second (cdsec), 
which is a very low permeability. The CVRWQCB is the agency responsible for protecting water quality, and is also 
the agency responsible for deciding the pond liner requirements. Response to Comment F28:20 discusses the 
sustainability of the geothermal resource. The risk of explosive volcanic eruption is small because Medicine Lake 
Volcano is a broad, shield-type volcano, similar to Kiluea in Hawaii. Volcanic eruptions on shield volcanoes tend to 
be lava flows from vents. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G103:4 - This comment expresses concern regarding Project related emissions of H,S and the 
potential modeled exceedances of the CAAQS for H,S. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion 
of the potential impacts of Project related H2S emissions. 
Response to Comment G103:5 - The comment states that the noise from the four year construction project plus the 
increased road traffic will cause the area to degrade; the visual impacts of 750,000 gallon sludge ponds and miles of 
36-inch pipelines and high voltage electrical transmission lines will add to the process of destroying the area’s pristine 
condition. In response, the comment is noted; according to Table 2.2.7 (page 2-46) the construction phase is expected 
to require one year, not four years; and according to Section 2.2.4.5.3 (page 2-32), a 360,000 gallon water storage and 
dump pond is proposed, not a 750,000 gallon sludge pond. The impact of visible Project facilities is evaluated in 
Section 3.8.3.3 (pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15) of the Draft EISEIR (see also Responses to Comments A1:9, F41: 10, and 
G34:7). See Responses to Comments G94:2 and A1:6, which note that noise, traffic and visual impacts were found to 
be below the level of significance or will be mitigated to levels of insignificance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G103:6 - The comment states that the area contains significant quantities of old-growth timber 
which is designated for protection under President Clinton’s Pacific Forest Initiative. In response, see Responses to 
Comments Al:l  and F37:9. 
Response to Comment G103:7 - The comment states that the Mt. Hoffman RRA will be bisected by transmission lines 
and roads. In response, see Response to Comment F12: 1 regarding the status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA, and Response 
to Comment F18: 14 which describes the impact of splitting the Mt. Hoffman RRA. No significant and adverse impacts 
would occur and the intrusion would be minor; after decommissioning, the RRA could be designated as a wilderness 
if it meets the criteria at that time. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER 6104 
Response to Comment G104:l- The comment notes that many of the qualities of the Medicine Lake area would be 
lost due to geothermal development. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G105 
Response to Comment G105:l - The comment notes that no ratified treaty applies to the Project area and expresses 
the opinion that American Indians in this area did not give up rights to their spiritual ceremonial grounds. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment 6 1 0 5 2  - The comment criticizes the leasing of mineral resource areas in the 1980s and 
comments that government agencies appear to uphold laws favoring industrial development while ignoring laws 
protecting cultural and natural habitats. In response, the comment is noted; however, 1980 leasing actions are outside 
the scope of this document. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G105:3 - The comment contrasts a Native American cosmology that recognizes 
interrelationships between different parts with an “anglocentric” view that sees values in isolated artifacts. It asserts that 
mitigation by collecting artifacts does not apply to Native American spiritual values. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment G105:4 - The comment notes the value of sacred sites and the impacts to them that may be 
caused by industrial society. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G105:5 - The comment notes the connection between the name “Medicine” Lake and the fact 
that the place is considered sacred. In response, Section 3.6 acknowledges the significance of the Medicine Lake 
Highlands for Native Americans as a spiritual place. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G105:6 - This comment expresses concern that Project related “greenhouse gas” emissions of 
CO, and methane will contribute to global warming. In response, Section 3.4.2.4.2 (page 3.4-10) of the Draft EISEIR 
discusses the concern of global warming, and the potential impact of Project related greenhouse gases is also discussed 
(page 3.4-25). No further analyses are required. 
Response to Comment G105:7 - This comment expresses concern regarding the Project related emissions of H,S and 
states that the H,S is highly toxic and dangerous. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the 
potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions, and Response to Comment G28:5 for a discussion of some of the 
physical properties of H,S. 
Response to Comment G105:S - This comment expresses concern regarding the toxic properties and the odor threshold 
of H,S. In response, Commentor is correct that H,S is a poisonous gas that is toxic at elevated concentrations and can 
cause temporary loss of smell and olfactory paralysis (page 3.13-14). The potential health effects from H,S emissions 
from the Project are evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.13-5 and 3.13-6, and pages 3.13-13 and 3.13-14). Under 
no foreseeable circumstances would H,S releases from the Project result in a significant health threat. See also 
Responses to Comments F38:4, F38:5, G28:5, and G72:3. 
Commentor is also concerned with the possible emissions of H,S and the effect on the wildlife resource of the Project 
area. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3, A1:5, A8:3, A8:18, A8:22, and F42:28 for a discussion of air 
emission analyses and the anticipated effect on wildlife habitat. 
Response to Comment G105:9 - The comment expresses concern that the anticipated releases of H2S gas at well and 
power plant sites would likely reduce photosynthesis of plant species adjacent to those sites. In response, see Response 
to Comment A8:3, A8:22, and F42:28 for a discussion of air emission analyses and the anticipated effect on vegetation. 
To our knowledge, H,S has not been shown to interfere with photosynthesis, at least within the range of the 
concentrations to be vented at project sites. Even at 1 ppm, the H,S apparently does not limit the amount of CO, taken 
up from the plant atmosphere. CO, consumption is one of three external factors regulating the rate of photosynthesis. 
Neither of the other two, light intensity and temperature, are affected to any significant degree by the presence of H,S. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G105:lO - Commentor notes that transmission lines would radiate unnatural levels of 
electromagnetic energy. In response, the effects of electromagnetic fields from proposed Project transmission lines was 
evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.13-5 and 3.13-13). See also Response to Comment G74:8. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G105:ll- The comment states that the proposed Project was not motivated by public demand 
for power; the DOE’S own figures indicate that demand for electric power has been stable since the early 1980s; the 
corporation involved wants cheap steam “fuel” to generate electricity for increased profit margin and market leverage 
while the government agencies involved want to recover various fees for their treasuries; this project would have little 
if any benefit for the general public. In response, the Draft EISEIR states in Section 3.14.3.3 (page 3.14-5), the 
long-term average cost of energy would be approximately 4.7 cents per kilowatt hour, or about twice the cost of the least 
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expensive electrical resource. The decision-making agencies do not benefit from federal royalty revenues, and no 
conflict of interest exists (see Response to Comment F32:3). Section 1.3 of the Draft EISEIR (page 1-1 1) states that 
the “purpose and need’ for the Project is to develop alternative domestic energy sources in accordance with various 
federal acts including the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970; the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978; and the 
National Materials and Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980. 
Commentor does not provide the DOE figures used in the assertion that the Project is not motivated by public demand. 
The principal authority for determining electricity demand in the State of California is the California Energy 
Commission (CEC). The CEC is required to assess the likely levels of electricity demand in California in each of the 
“Electricity Reports” it publishes. The CEC is also required by statute (Public Resource Code Section 25305 et seq.) 
to include in the Electricity Report a 12-year forecast showing the projected demand for electricity in the 51h and 121h 
years of the forecast. The most recent Electricity Report was prepared for the year 1996 with electricity demand 
forecasts included for the years 2000 and 2007 (CEC 1997).” These forecasts are expressed in terms of megawatts 
(MW) of peak demand or capacity measuring the highest demand for electricity at any given time during a year. The 
statewide forecasts of electricity demand for the years 2000 and 2007 are 55,424 MW and 61,901 MW, respectively. 
The CEC is also required to include an “integrated assessment of need’ (IAN) in the Electricity Report. The IAN in the 
1996 Electricity Report (ER 96) forecasts a statewide energy capacity surplus for the year 2000 of 354 MW, but a 
statewide deficit of 6,737 MW for the year 2007. Deregulation of the electrical power industry may affect demand in 
California in some uncertain way, but given the CEC forecast, it appears a public demand for additional electrical 
capacity will exist statewide in California early during the projected operational life of the proposed Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment 610512 - The comment asserts that the EIR does not address cumulative impacts to American 
Indian sacred sites. In response, Cumulative Impact 4.3.6-1 (page 4-15) identifies a significant impact to Medicine Lake 
Highlands as a Native American sacred site and a traditional cultural property. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment 610513 - Commentor states that it is time to stop pre-empting the rights of those who wish 
to seek spiritual growth in a complete, holistic natural environment like Medicine Lake, and the Commentor is opposed 
to the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6106 
Response to Comment G106:l - The comment requests approval of the Proposed Action and Transmission Line 
Route 1. In response, the comment is noted and no response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6107 
Response to Comment G107:l- The comment opposes CalEnergy and CalPine’s plans for geothermal development 
in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G107:2 - Commentor expresses concern about toxic materials. In response, the hazardous 
materials that would be used (pages 2-36 and 3.13-12, and Exhibit 3), and the hazardous waste that would be generated 
(page 2-36), by the Project are described in the Draft EISEIR (see also Response to Comment G70:3). Offsite transport 
and disposal of wastes generated by the Project are also discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 2-36 and 3.11-15; see 
also Response to Comment G70:3). 
“California Energy Commission. 1997. 1996 Electricity Report. (ER 96). Sacramento, CA. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None, except those described in Response to Comment G70:3 
Response to Comment G107:3 - The comment suggests that the USFS should develop energy from solar and wind 
resources. In response, see Response to Comment C2:48. 
COMMENT LETTER GlO8 
Response to Comment G108:l- The comment opposes CalEnergy and CalPine’s plans for geothermal development 
in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment (310832 - Commentor identifies several topical issues of concern. In response, the comment 
is noted. See Responses to Comments A 1 : 1 through A 1: 13. 
COMMENT LETTER G109 
Response to Comment G109:l- The comment opposes CalEnergy and CalPine’s plans for geothermal development 
in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G109:2 - The comment notes that Medicine Lake has a successful hunting, fishing, and 
camping tourist industry; this will obviously be destroyed; and people who make their living from these industries will 
no longer have their jobs and will lose their livelihoods. In response, see Response to Comment A9: 10 and G283:2 for 
camping, hunting and fishing impacts. None of these impacts were found to result in significant and adverse impacts 
that could not be mitigated to below the level of significance. 
Response to Comment G109:3 - This comment expresses concern regarding Project related toxic emissions from the 
cooling tower drift and the affect of those emissions on area wildlife. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 
and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift, 
including potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life. 
The Commentor is also concerned that the Project will result in contamination by toxic fluids and toxic air drift, and 
all fish-eating wildlife will be threatened. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3, A1:4, A1:5, A6:7, and A8:18. 
Response to Comment G109:4 - The comment expresses concern that geothermal development would occur on land 
already set aside for wildlife habitat preservation in a late-successional forest reserve or old-growth forest area. In 
response, see Response to Comment F24:7. 
Vegetation: This comment questions how an existing wildlife habitat preserve in a LSR or old-growth forest area can 
be utilized by either of the geothermal projects. In response, see Response to Comment A8: 16 which identifies the 
management status of the Project survey area, and notes that no areas allocated as LSR occur in either geothermal 
project area. See also Response to Comment Al: 1 which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project survey 
area, and that impact to late-successional stands will be reduced below the level of significance. 
Response to Comment G109:S - The comment expresses concern that toxic fluids in the sludge settling ponds will 
harm the shallow aquifer. In response, see Response to Comment F33:4. The clay liners in the sumps or sludge settling 
ponds will be installed according to State of California regulations for Class I1 non-municipal waste landfills. These 
regulations include a requirement that the clay liner be compacted to a permeability less than or equal to 10“ centimeters 
per second (cdsec), which is a very low permeability. The CVRWQCB is the agency responsible for protecting water 
quality, and is also the agency responsible for deciding the pond liner requirements. The contents of the well pad sumps 
are not expected to impact the shallow groundwater aquifer (page 3.2-39) 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G109:6 - This comment expresses concern regarding potential Project related toxic emissions 
from cooling tower drift. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential 
impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Response to Comment G109:7 - The comment expresses concern that this project and the Fourmile Hill Project could 
cause contamination of the shallow aquifer which is counter to federal goals of more pure drinking water sources in rural 
areas. In response, Section 3.2.3 (starting on page 3.2-30) of the Draft EISEIR explains that no significant impacts 
to water quantity or quality of the shallow aquifer are expected from the proposed Project. No significant impacts to 
the shallow aquifer are expected from the two projects either. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G109:8 - The comment expresses concern that a geothermal development side effect is HIS 
gas, a gas the Commentor characterizes as highly toxic in extremely small amounts and causes lung ailments including 
lung cancer and death. Commentor states that this gas could ruin the tourist industry anywhere in Siskiyou County where 
the disagreeable sulfur odor could be detected. In response, the effects of H,S gas emissions from the Project on air 
quality and odor were evaluated in Section 3.4.3.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-18 through 3.4-23; see also 
Response to Comment A8:21). The potential impact of H,S gas emissions on human health was also evaluated in the 
Draft EISEIR (pages 3.13-13 and 3.13-14; see also Response to Comment G28:5).The limited amount of H,S observed 
in the geothermal fluid, and the measures provided to prevent the exceedance of the California Ambient Air Quality 
Standard (CAAQS) for H,S would prevent any substantive adverse effects on the tourist industry as a result of H2S 
emissions from the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G109:9 - Among a large number of reasons, the Commentor opposes the project because of 
noise. In response, see Response to Comment A1:6. 
Response to Comment G109:lO - Commentor opposes the Project because of visual impacts due to Project facilities. 
In response, the visual effects of the Project, including the identified project-related facilities, are evaluated in 
Section 3.8.3 (pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15) of the Draft EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments A1:9, F41:10, and 
G34:7. 
Commentor also registers opposition to the network of roads, corridors and pipelines necessary for access and 
development of the geothermal project. In response, the Project wellfield area has already been impacted in large part 
by logging and thus most pipeline and transmission line corridors will transect relatively open forest as evidenced by 
the size and cover classes of stands in which tree removal will occur (see Tables 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, pages 3.3-24 
and 3.3-25, respectively). To the extent possible, corridors will be aligned to utilize existing barren areas, openings, and 
trails (Section 3.3.3.3-1, page 3.3-43). All but 0.6 mile of the road system will follow existing road alignments 
(Table 3.3.6, page 3.3-27). The effects upon general vegetation would be less than significant (Impact 3.3.3.3-1, 
page 3.3-43). Approximately 75 percent of the area occupied by pipeline and transmission line corridors will be allowed 
to revegetate during the life of the project, to the degree that would not interfere with operations. 
Commentor is also against cutting up the “wildlife preserve” with roads and transmission corridors. In response, the 
Project survey area is not located within any “wildlife preserve.” “Wildlife preserves” are state-designated land area, 
while the Project is located on Federal lands. However, there are NSO management areas to the south and east of the 
Project survey area, and the Mt. Hoffman RRA to the north. The transmission line corridors will cross these 
management areas. As a part of the EISEIR process the impacts of the transmission lines to wildlife in these areas are 
being assessed. In addition, the Modoc National Forest is in the process of developing a Biological Assessment (BA) 
and Biological Opinion (BO). This is a combined document that will assess the impacts of the Project on threatened and 
endangered species within the area. This document will be reviewed by the USFWS to determine if any “take” of a 
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species will be permitted. The Draft EISEIR has determined that there will be no significant impact to wildlife from 
the construction of the roads and transmission lines after the implementation of the mitigation measures. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G109:ll- The comment expresses opposition to the Project because of the transportation of 
toxic geothermal fluids to a Class I waste disposal site every 60 days. Commentor states that Siskiyou County is not 
prepared for any mishaps that might occur and to ask the taxpayers to upgrade their ability to deal with toxic spills which 
might occur is absurd. In response, according to Section 3.1 1.3.3.1 (page 3.11-2), under the heading Potential Effects 
of Transporting Hazardous Materials to the Project Site, geothermal fluids are not identified as a hazardous substance 
and would not need to be transported offsite. See Response to Comment G32:4 where geothermal brine is handled as 
if it were storm runoff. Section 3.12.3.3.1 (pages 3.12-19 and 3.12-20) discusses royalty and tax revenue that would be 
generated by the Project that would be available to compensate for adverse effects of the Project (see also Response to 
Comment A1:8). Further the primary ingress and egress to the Project site is via Primary Forest Route 97 (also known 
as Modoc County Road 97) and Modoc County to the east. Modoc County maintains Modoc County Road 97 to its 
western terminus at Primary Forest Route 49 (page 3.1 1-2). Materials being transported to or from the Project site would 
be transported for only about 2-3 miles within Siskiyou County and that distance would be entirely within Modoc 
National Forest and along a roadway maintained by Modoc County. As such, it is unlikely that Siskiyou County would 
be required to respond to any transportation-related spills. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G109:12 - The comment states that once Medicine Lake is destroyed it will be lost forever and 
that United States citizens owe it to their children to keep this area from turning into another Copper Hill, Tennessee 
fiasco. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER GllO 
Response to Comment G11O:l- The comment express opposition to geothermal development in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G110:2 - The Commentor states that “incessant” noise from the Telephone Flat and Fourmile 
Hill projects will be a “major” disrupter of tranquility. In response, see Response to Comment A1:6. 
Response to Comment G110:3 - The comment states that airborne toxics, including H,S, will reach levels injurious 
to the unusually fragile vegetation of the area. In response, see Response to Comment A8:3, A8:22, and F42:28 for a 
discussion of air emission analyses and the anticipated effect on vegetation. The vegetation communities inhabiting the 
Project survey area are identified in Section 3.3.2.2.3 (pages 3.3-9 through 3.3-1 1) of the Draft EISEIR. The species 
included in these forest communities are not considered to be especially sensitive to chemical deposition. The species 
constituting these communities are adapted to harsh climatic conditions and xeric soils and exhibit an all-around 
toughness. The typical understory forbs and graminids are commonly distributed over a broad geographic range and 
most of them are noted among pioneer species occupying disturbed areas. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G110:4 - The comment expresses concern that cooling tower emissions will contaminate area 
lakes, and that the shallow aquifer will be harmed by leakage from settling ponds. In response, see Responses to 
Comments A1:3 and E2:7, which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality. The clay 
liners in the sumps or sludge settling ponds will be installed according to State of California regulations for Class I1 
non-municipal waste landfills. These regulations include a requirement that the clay liner be compacted to a permeability 
less than or equal to centimeters per second (cdsec), which is a very low permeability. The CVRWQCB is the 
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agency responsible for protecting water quality, and is also the agency responsible for deciding the pond liner 
requirements. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment 6 1 1 0 5  - This comment addresses both biological resources and recreation issues. 
Biological Resources: The Commentor is concerned that with the increased roads and transmission lines, wildlife will 
be adversely impacted by poaching, noise, and human intrusion. In response, it is probable that wildlife will be 
impacted by the construction, use, and maintenance of roads. There is the possibility of poaching along constructed 
roads, as well as impacts from noise and human intrusion. The Draft EISEIR has determined that there will be no 
significant impact to wildlife by the construction of the roads and transmission lines with the implementation of the 
mitigation measures. Mitigation Measures 3.3.3.3-24a and 3.3.3.3-24b (page 3.3-53) will restrict access on transmission 
line maintenance roads in order to reduce possible impacts from unauthorized use of these roads. 
Recreation: The comment states that the Mt. Hoffman RRA will be disturbed from the construction of transmission lines 
and roads; wildlife will suffer increased threats of poaching, noise, and human intrusion. In response, see Responses 
to Comments F12:l regarding the status of the RRA, and G34:4 for the impacts on wildlife; this would be less than 
significant or would be below the level of significance after mitigation. Section 3.14.2.4.2 of the Draft EISEIR (page 
3.14-2) states that the USFS currently has one full-time and one part-time law enforcement officers on the Modoc 
National Forest focused on the protection of natural resources; increases in poaching in the Project wellfield area would 
not be expected to warrant any increase in the number of law enforcement personnel. Improved access through the RRA 
could subject the area to increased poaching, but the transmission line maintenance road would be gated to prevent 
surface access of vehicles (page 3.3-53). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G110:6 - This comment expresses concern about the removal of old-growth forest which 
supports wildlife habitat. In response, see Response to Comment Al:l ,  which notes that no old-growth stands occur 
within the Project survey area, and that impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Response to Comment G110:7 - The comment states that increased traffic will impact current recreational use through 
accidents involving people and wildlife; trucks are proposed to haul hazardous materials and toxic geothermal fluids 
over insufficiently robust mountain roads. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:7 and A1:8. According to 
Section 3.1 1.3.3.1 (page 3.1 1-2), under the heading Potential Effects of Transporting Hazardous Materials to the 
Project Site, geothermal fluids are not identified as a hazardous substance and would not need to be transported offsite, 
see Response to Comment G32:4, where geothermal brine is handled as if it were storm runoff. Mitigation Measure 
3.3.3.3-24a is designed to minimize the impacts to wildlife due to unauthorized public vehicular travel on the Project 
maintenance roads. See also Responses to Comments F18:7 and G34:4. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G110:8 - The comment asks who would clean up toxic spills resulting from accidents on these 
remote roads. In response, Mitigation Measure 3.1 1.3.5-5b (page 3.1 1-19) requires that a Spill Response and 
Emergency Action Plan for responding to spills or releases of hazardous substances being transported to or from the 
Project site; this Action Plan would identify the parties responsible for clean up. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G110:9 - The comment states that visual impacts of the Project will be particularly severe. In 
response, see Response to Comment G34:7. 
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Response to Comment G110:lO - The comment notes that current outdoor recreational uses will be diminished from 
the industrial traffic, noise and pollution that are familiar in more urban industrial areas. In response, the comment is 
noted; however, these environmental impacts are expected to be at less than significant levels as noted in Response to 
Comment G33: 1. 
Response to Comment G11O:ll- The comment notes that tourism associated with wilderness experience will likely 
decline and have a negative impact on the economy of the area. In response, see Response to Comment A8: 1 1; there 
is no evidence that tourism would decrease or that tourist-based businesses would be adversely affected. 
Response to Comment G110:12 - The comment notes that these two projects might be only the beginning as there are 
plans for a transmission line that could accommodate six 48-megawatt power plants. In response, see Response to 
Comment G73:6; transmission line capacity is not an accurate indicator of anticipated geothermal development as there 
is little cost difference in constructing a lower capacity transmission line. See also Responses to Comments AS: 14, A9:3, 
and F12:4. 
Response to Comment G110:13 - The comment urges rejection of the proposed Project as it will affect every aspect 
of the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G l l l  
Response to Comment G111:l - Commentor is opposed to the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al:  1 through A l :  13. 
COMMENT LETTER G112 
Response to Comment G112:l- The comment opposes any additional geothermal development in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
n 
Response to Comment G112:2 - The Commentor is concerned with the cutting of old-growth timber and the effects 
on associated wildlife species. In response, see Response to Comment Al : l ,  which notes that no old-growth stands 
occur within the Project survey area, and that impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Response to Comment G112:3 - The comment expresses concern about the Mt. Hoffman RRA being trespassed by 
transmission lines and access roads. In response, see Response to Comment A1:2 regarding the status of the Mt. 
Hoffman RRA and that the transmission lines and access roads would be consistent with the ROS designation (Roaded 
Natural) at the crossing point. These impacts were determined to be below the level of significance after mitigation. 
Response to Comment G112:4 - The comment expresses concern that air and water quality will be jeopardized by 
emissions from the cooling tower. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7, which address the concern 
about cooling tower drift impacting air and water quality. 
Response to Comment G112:5 - The comment expresses concern that spills and leaks of geothermal fluid will harm 
the shallow aquifer. In response, see Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about geothermal fluid 
spills and leaks. 
Response to Comment G112:6 - This comment expresses concern regarding Project related emissions of H,S and other 
hazard chemicals that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. In response, Responses to Comments A1:3 and 
E2:7 discuss the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift and Response 
to Comment E2: 13 discusses the acid rain potential of Project related emissions. See also Responses to Comments A8:3, 
A8:22, and F42:28 for a discussion of the anticipated air emissions and their effects on vegetation. 
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Response to Comment G112:7 - The Commentor states that drilling, construction, and plant operational noises will 
be ongoing. In response, see Response to Comment A1:6. 
Response to Comment G112:S - The comment expresses concern regarding toxic materials being transported to and 
from the power plant. In response, see Response to Comment A1:8. 
Response to Comment G112:9 - Commentor is concerned with “unsightly” power plants. In response, the comment 
is noted. The visual effects of the Project are evaluated in Section 3.8.3 (pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15) of the Draft 
EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments A1:9, F41:10, and G34:7. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G112:lO - This comment expresses concern that fish and wildlife will be contaminated from 
Project related emissions. In response, see Response to Comment E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of 
Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift. See also Responses to Comments A1:3, A1:4, A1:5, 
A6:7, and A8: 18. 
Response to Comment G112:ll - The comment urges rejection of the proposed Project as it will affect every aspect 
of the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G113 
Response to Comment G113:l - The comment states that as long as recreation in the area is protected they support 
the proposed Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G113:2 - Commentor states that a monitoring program should be implemented to assure air and 
water resources are protected. In response, see Response to Comment G83:2. 
Response to Comment G113:3 - The comment states that the power plant location should be at the Proposed site; it 
has been logged and is hidden by a small butte from Medicine Lake. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment G113:4 - The Commentor is not concerned about hydrologic impacts from the project. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G114 
Response to Comment G114:l -The comment opposes the proposed Project as it would wreak havoc and result in little 
gain for Siskiyou County. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G114:2 - The Commentor is concerned that the area should bring in tourist dollars in an 
ongoing manner, and not for just 50 years. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G114:3 - Commentor advises the agencies to buy back the option to develop the area. In 
response, the comment is noted. See Response to Comment F38:3. 
COMMENT LETTER G115 
Response to Comment G115:l- The Commentor tells personal stories from Medicine Lake Highlands and states that 
all geothermal projects in the area must be opposed. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. See also Responses to Comments A8: 1 through A8:32. 
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COMMENT LETTER G116 
Response to Comment G116:l - The comment recommends approval of the Proposed Action. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G117 
Response to Comment G117:l - The letter opposes any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Area. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G117:2 - Commentor asserts that the Project will generate unacceptable levels of pollution, 
noise, loss of viewshed, loss of old-growth timber, loss of historic and Native American values, and loss of recreational 
opportunities. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR evaluated the effects of the Project on hydrologic 
resources (Section 3.2), biological resources (Section 3.3), air quality (Section 3.4), cultural resources (Section 3 .3 ,  
Native American values (Section 3.6), noise (Section 3.7), visual resources (Section 3.8), and recreation (Section 3.10). 
The effects of the Project on old-growth timber is discussed in Response to Comment A1:l. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G117:3 - The comment expresses concern about the potential for contamination of the shallow 
aquifer, and about disruption of groundwater flow patterns in ways that would harm water bodies, plants, and animals. 
In response, Section 3.2.3 (starting on page 3.2-30) in the Draft EISEIR explains that no significant impacts to water 
quantity or quality are expected in local or regional groundwater. 
The comment also expresses a concern that subsurface aquifer flows would be disrupted and consequently injurious 
moisture deficits would occur in vegetation. In response, nearly all the vegetation communities of the Project survey 
area are xeric in nature. Following spring snow melt and recharge of the soil profile, the species comprising these forest 
communities are sustained by the balance of available moisture in the soil profile, as partially recharged by summer 
rainfall. They do not receive recharge from subsurface aquifers. Exceptions include a few small ephemeral ponds and 
a single stringer meadow that have been included in riparian reserves identified in the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.3.2.2.4; 
page 3.3 -17). These riparian resources are protected by buffer zones and no activities will occur in or near these areas. 
See also Responses to Comments A9:6, D1:2, and E1:2. 
Q 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G117:4 - Commentor is concerned that the Project would require vast above-ground pipelines 
and odorous sludge ponds. In response, the Draft EISEIR describes the above-ground production and injection fluid 
pipelines required for the Project (pages 2-16 through 2-22). Odors from geothermal fluids that will be temporarily 
stored in the well pad sumps during well testing would briefly result from residual HIS that did not immediately escape 
from the geothermal fluid during surface flash in the testing facilities on the well pads. H,S is an air pollutant for which 
California has an ambient air quality standard based on odor (page 2-12). The Project will be required to maintain 
ambient concentrations of H,S below the ambient air quality standard (page 3.4-23). The Project Applicant will also 
implement an odor complaint and monitoring program for investigating and mitigating objectionable odor sources 
(page 3.4-23). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G117:5 - The comment states that the Draft EISEIR fails to address many concerns because 
these concerns could not be mitigated; the Highlands are sacred and must stay that way. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment G118:l- The comment opposes this development and any development in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G118:2 - The comment notes that, it is stated: “the selected corridor (for transmission lines) 
would become the utility corridor for geothermal development on Medicine Lake Highlands” (page ES-13). Does this 
mean that approval of this project and the Fourmile Hill Project will open the door for any subsequent geothermal 
development? In response, see Response to Comment G73:6. Although any subsequent geothermal development project 
in the Medicine Lake Highlands would use the transmission line, this is a poor indicator for the likelihood of future 
projects. Additional geothermal projects in the area would require adequate resource development potential. The Draft 
EISEIR states that two developers that own the leases in the area have not announced plans for any further development 
in the area (page 4-2). 
Response to Comment G118:3 - Commentor questions why, with transmission lines transporting electrical power from 
the Northwest to California, the power generated from the Project would be transported to the Northwest. In response, 
see Response to Comment A8:13. 
Response to Comment G118:4 - The Commentor’s home county of Lake County experiences increased seismic activity 
due to geothermal development. In response, see Responses to Comment C2:64 regarding seismic activity, D 1 :36 
regarding subsidence and seismicity, and F42:47 regarding the withdrawal and injection of fluids. 
Response to Comment G118:5 - Commentor expresses concern that water from Medicine Lake will be used to 
replenish the geothermal reservoir depleted by geothermal development. In response, the Telephone Flat geothermal 
fluid is a water-dominated geothermal resource; while, the geothermal resource that the Commentor refers to in The 
Geysers is a vapor-dominated resource. The produced steam at The Geysers is almost entirely consumed as the 
condensed steam is used to replenish cooling water lost as evaporation from the cooling towers. As discussed in the 
Draft EISEIR (Section 2.2.4) the Project proposes to inject the spent geothermal fluid, approximately 82 percent of the 
produced geothermal water, to sustain the water pressure within the geothermal reservoir over the life of the Project 
(schematically shown on page ES-9). There are no plans to replenish the geothermal reservoir with water from Medicine 
Lake or any other surface water or groundwater. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G118:6 - The comment expresses concern that the Project will have to pump shallow 
groundwater for geothermal recharge while decreasing areas of surface infiltration, thus reducing recharge to the shallow 
aquifer. In response, there are no plans to use shallow groundwater to recharge the geothermal reservoir. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G118:7 - The comment expresses concern that reinjection of geothermal fluids will not be 
adequate to maintain prolonged project activities. In response, the sustainability of the geothermal resource is discussed 
in the Section titled Effects of Geothermal Development on Geothermal Resource Depletion in the Draft EISEIR, which 
explains that during Project operations the temperature of the produced geothermal fluids would slowly decrease over 
time until the continued commercial operation of the Project would no longer be economically viable at which time the 
Project would typically discontinue operations and move to the decommissioning phase. It is expected that the resource 
would be able to support project operations for at least 50 years. However, if the sustainable period is shorter, the project 
would end sooner because the project will not continue if it is not economically viable. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G118:S - Commentor asserts that toxins from geothermal fluid and sump ponds necessitate tank 
trucks for removal of these poisons to approved dump sites and these loads have to be hauled on improved roads to 
assure accident-free passage. Commentor asks does the USFS improve these roads and suggests that no one is able to 
maintain roads ice-free to assure non-spillage of contaminants. In response, see Response to Comment A1 :8. Mitigation 
Measure 3.1 1.3.3-4a (page 3.1 1-14) states that “the Project Applicant shall enter into an agreement with the USFS to 
develop a road maintenance plan to umrade Forest roads that are likely to be damaged. ..” (emphasis added). 
Section 2.2.4.6 (pages 2-36 and 2-37) states: “CEGC proposes to plow that portion of Primary Forest Route 97 
necessary to provide continuous access to the secondary Forest roads to the power plant site” (emphasis added). 
Commentor is correct that plowing roads will not keep the roads ice-free; thereby an increased potential for accidents 
would exist in the winter, and the potential for transportation-related incidents cannot be entirely ruled out. The Draft 
EISEIR recognizes that spills or transportation-related incidents could occur over the life of the Project and specified 
measures (Other Measures 3.1 1.3.3-5a and 3.1 1.3.3-5b) require communications with locally responsible emergency 
response agencies prior to shipment of bulk loads and the development of a Spill Response and Emergency Action Plan 
for responding to spills or releases of hazardous substances (page 3.1 1- 15). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment 6 1 1 8 9  - The comment notes that in Lake County, for security and safety, any access into the 
vicinity of geothermal activity is gated with security guards on duty; only landowners have supervised access; acreage 
for hunters is restricted to avoid bullets puncturing any pipelines. In response, the proposed Project would be located 
on public lands and the Project Applicant has not requested the Modoc National Forest to restrict shooting within the 
Project wellfield area. No substantive limitation on hunting in the Project vicinity is projected. The only anticipated 
restriction on hunting would result from a prohibition on the discharge of firearms within the fenced power plant site 
(about 15 acres). The Project Applicant would implement security measures and post signs restricting access within the 
chain-link perimeter fence that would surround the power plant site, but hunters would not be restricted from use of 
Project access roads within the wellfield area nor any non-occupied portions of the Project wellfield area. See also 
Responses to Comments F38: 16 and G298:3. 
n 
Response to Comment G118:lO - The comment expresses concern where the 220 to 250 construction workers are 
going to live for 2 to 3 summers and some in the winter, in the campgrounds around Medicine Lake, Bullseye Lake, etc? 
In response, see Response to Comment F18:18, it is not expected that the construction workers would stay in the 
campgrounds of the Modoc National Forest but would commute from surrounding areas. 
Response to Comment G118:ll - The comment asks for additional information about the freshwater pipeline. In 
response, the freshwater pipeline is discussed in Section 2.2.3.9 of the Draft EISEIR (page 2-22 ). The pipeline would 
be constructed to transport groundwater from the wells in Arnica Sink to the power plant site. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment GllS:12 - The comment references impacts at ES-119 and urges that the impacts to Native 
American sites and values should dominate the decision. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
Response to Comment G118:13 - The Commentor is concerned with the impact of the Project on the mule deer 
populations of the area. In response, see Response to Comment E3: 1. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G118:14 - The Commentor is also opposed to the Founnile Hill Project. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G119 
Response to Comment G119:l- The comment opposes the proposed Project, and any future geothermal developments 
in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G119:2 - The comment registers opposition to the cutting of old-growth timber. In response, 
see Response to Comment Al: l ,  which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and that 
impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Response to Comment G119:3 - The comment registers disapproval of any activity, including the Project, which 
removes vegetative biomass. The principal concern expressed is the reduction in transpiration and the effect of such a 
loss on worldwide moisture cycling. In response, while it is true that the transpirational surface of local vegetation will 
be reduced, at the same time soil moisture will be conserved and over time, with additional precipitation, will eventually 
result in the downward movement of excess soil moisture to the shallow groundwater aquifer. Horizontal movement 
of the shallow groundwater emanates to the surface in downgradient springs (e.g., Paynes Springs or the Fall River 
Springs). Thus, the water would eventually be available for use by plants elsewhere, whether it be native communities 
or irrigated crops. The total foliage surface contributing to transpiration is not the only factor affecting atmospheric 
moisture balance; the rate at which the available surface is transpiring is equally important. As soil moisture decreases, 
transpiration rates decreased (stomata close and the process shuts down). As atmospheric moisture decrease, (possibly 
due in part to fewer plants transpiring), transpiration rates increase. Thus plants compensate for foliage losses through 
the increased rates of transpiration by the balance of plants. 
If atmospheric moisture is a major issue, then the geothermal project provides a solution. According to data presented 
in the Executive Summary (page ES-21) and in Section 3.2.3.3 (page 3.2-37) of the Draft EISEIR; during the 
operational phase of the Project there would be a net loss of approximately 600,000 pounds of steam condensate per 
hour. If this amount of water were concentrated upon 173 acres of land, equivalent to the surface disturbance by the 
Project, the column of water would be 11 feet high over the entire area. This is equivalent to 132 inches of precipitation, 
and all of it evaporated into the atmosphere. By comparison, and using a very liberal estimate of potential transpiration, 
173 acres of trees might transpire half of a 40 inch annual precipitation. This 20 inches would be approximately 1/7‘h 
of the moisture contributed to the atmosphere by the Project. Essentially the geothermal project provides a surplus of 
atmospheric moisture by cycling geothermal water not normally available or included in the moisture cycle. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G120 
Response to Comment G120:l- The comment opposes the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Projects. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G120:2 - This comment expresses concern that air and water quality will be compromised by 
toxic emissions. In response, see Response to Comment G42:8’for a discussion of the air quality analyses performed 
for the proposed Project and Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for discussion of the potential impact of Project 
related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G120:3 - Commentor is concerned that transmission lines and access roads would threaten 
wildlife habitat and ruin the beauty of the natural landscape. In response, the biological effects of the Project are 
evaluated in Section 3.3 of the Draft EISEIR (see also Responses to Comments F32:21 and G34:4). The visual effects 
of the Project are evaluated in Section 3.8.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15). See also Responses to 
Comments A1:9, F41:10, and G34:7. 
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Response to Comment G120:4 - The Commentor states that noise levels will be intolerable to both humans and 
wildlife. In response to the exposure of humans to noise, see Response to Comment A1:6; with respect to wildlife, see 
Responses to Comments F24:6, F42:34 and G24:2. 
Response to Comment G120:S - The Commentor is concerned with the cutting of old-growth timber and the effects 
on associated wildlife species. In response, see Response to Comment A 1 : 1. 
Response to Comment G120:6 - Commentor states that, “industrial power plants, steam plumes and sludge ponds 
would be built in what is and should remain a pristine area.” In response, the comment is noted. The visual impacts of 
the Project are evaluated in Section 3.8 of the Draft EISEIR. 
Response to Comment G120:7 - The comment expresses concern that tourism and recreation, vital to the area’s 
economy, would suffer. In response, see Response to Comment A8:ll, there is no evidence that tourism would 
decrease or that tourist-based businesses would be adversely affected. 
Response to Comment G120:8 - The comment notes opposition to the Project because of impacts to Native American 
sacred sites and Native culture. In response, the comment is noted. See Response to Comment G50:l. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G120:9 - The comment states that any geothermal development will only produce electricity 
for a few years; while the projects spell disaster for the area. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G121 
Response to Comment G121:l- The comment opposes the proposed Project, the Fourmile Hill Project, and any future 
geothermal developments in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
Response to Comment G121:2 - This comment expresses concern regarding cooling tower drift emissions containing 
H,S and a resultant odor of rotten eggs. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential 
impacts of Project related emissions of H,S. 
Response to Comment G121:3 - This comment expresses concern regarding the affect of toxic emissions contained 
in cooling tower drift on Medicine Lake, Bullseye Lake, and Blanche Lake, with the specific materials of concern being 
chloride, ammonia, boron, mercury, arsenic, aluminum, and H,S. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for 
a discussion of the potential impacts of Project-related H,S emissions; Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a 
discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift, including 
potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential acid 
rain impacts of H,S and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Response to Comment G121:4 - This comment is concerned with the cutting of old-growth timber and the effects on 
associated wildlife species, and, the effect of the construction of roads and power lines and that effect on wildlife. In 
response, see Responses to Comments A 1 : 1, F32:2 1 and G34:4. 
Biology: The comment expresses concern that vegetation removal for transmission line construction will deeply impact 
old-growth and associated wildlife. In response, see the Response to Comment Al:l which notes that there are no 
old-growth (“ancient”) forests in the Project survey area and only limited amounts of late seral stage mature forest. Note 
that impacts to the latter are very minor, and that mitigation is designed to minimize these impacts to a level below 
significance. See also Response to Comment FIR3 and F18:4 for a discussion of surface disturbance related to 
transmission line construction. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G121:5 - Commentor is concerned about the visual impact of Project-related facilities. In 
response, the comment is noted. The visual effects of the Project, including the identified project-related facilities, are 
evaluated in Section 3.8.3, pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15, of the Draft EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments A1:9, 
A8:25, F41: 10, and G34:7. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G121:6 - Commentor notes that the recreational experience in the Medicine Lake Highlands 
will be significantly altered; what is now a remote and pristine refuge will have industrial traffic carrying hazardous 
materials, constant noise from construction and then operation of the plant, and fish accumulating toxins from the 
cooling tower drift, posing a threat to human and fish-eating animals. In response, according to Section 3.7.3.3.1 of 
the Draft EIS/EIR (pages 3.7-8 through 3.7-13), construction and operational noise in the Medicine Lake Highlands may 
be audible but would be less than significant. Impact 3.13.3.3-4 (pages 3.13-12 and 3.13-13) notes that spills of 
hazardous materials are expected to be below the level of significance. Section 3.3.3.2 (page 3.3-42) discusses computer 
modeling conducted to demonstrate that the emissions from the cooling tower plume drift would not bioaccumulate 
toxins in the food chain. See also Response to Comment A1:8 regarding the transport of hazardous materials. 
Commentor also expresses concern regarding toxic compounds contained in the cooling tower drift and the potential 
exposure of fish and humans to the toxic compounds. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion 
of the potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions; Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of 
the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift, including potential impacts 
on vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of 
H,S and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G121:7 - The comment states that the previously listed reasons can derail the project and 
opposes geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: 
- COMMENT LETTER G122 
Response to Comment G122:l- The comment opposes any geothermal developments in the Medicine Lake Highlands; 
the pristine area will better serve animals, preferably as a National Park. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6123 
Response to Comment G123:l- The comment opposes the Telephone Flat Geothermal development. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6124 
Response to Comment G124:l - Commentor is opposed to the Project and claims that the intrusional impacts from 
noise, pollution, and congestion would ruin it. In response, the intrusional effects of the Project are evaluated in the 
Draft EISEIR (3.10-13). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
_ _ _ ~  - ~ 
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Response to Comment G124:2 - The comment noted that one aspect that hasn’t really been investigated are winter 
conditions at Medicine Lake; it can snow a foot an hour for many hours; average snowfall is 14-16 feet but it can be 
as much as 28-30 feet. The comment also notes that the cabins cannot be used by power plant operators as there would 
be no water (pipes must be drained or they would freeze); one would run out of food, wood and propane; and one would 
experience the psychological effect of living in a “cave-like’’ existence for months, otherwise one would need to leave 
the propane lights on all day. In response, the comment is noted. According to Section 2.2.4.6 (pages 2-36 and 2-37), 
“CEGC proposes to plow that portion of Primary Forest Route 97 necessaly to provide continuous access to the 
secondary Forest roads to the powerplant site” (emphasis added). Assuming this to be the case, food, water, and fuel 
can be brought to the power plant on a regular basis, and workers would be able to leave Medicine Lake at the 
completion of their work shifts. There would be no necessity of having provisions that would last for months, nor would 
there be adverse psychological effects due to isolation or light deprivation. Regarding the use of cabins during the 
winter, it is stated in Section 3.12.3.3.1, under Property Values Effects (page 3.12-20) that, “Snowplowing of Primary 
Forest Route 97 during winter months would make access more feasible, increasing use and possibly rentals [of 
housing].” These assumptions are based on an average snow level accumulation of 5-16 feet during the winter months; 
during extreme conditions such as those described by the Commentor, there may be cases in which the power plant 
operators would be delayed in arrival or departure. However, these are considered to be unusual circumstances; the 
operations description provided in the Draft EISEIR are for typical conditions that are expected to occur the vast 
majority of the time. Under extreme conditions, alternative methods of over-snow access can be utilized such as 
snowmobiles or snowcats. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G124:3 - The comment expresses concern regarding waste removal occumng every 90 days; 
when winter can come as early as October and extend until June, this would be a problem, especially during a very 
snowy winter. In response, the comment is noted; see Response to Comment G124:2. It is planned during typical 
operations that access would be maintained on a continuous basis; under extreme conditions, there may be delays but 
this would not be expected to last for extended periods of time. Section 2.2.4.5.1 1 of the Draft EISEIR (page 2-36) 
states that hazardous waste would not be allowed to accumulate for more than 90 days; there is no similar restriction 
regarding the accumulation of nonhazardous waste. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G124:4 - The comment states: “The questions have been asked about the damage to wildlife. 
It has never been addressed except to a casual remark about how they will adjust.” In response, impacts to wildlife are 
addressed in Section 3.3.3 of the Draft EISEIR. No specific inadequacies are identified in the comment so it is unclear 
as to what the comment is concerned with. Clarification of the question is needed in order to respond. 
Revisions for the Final ELWEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G124:5 - Commentor asserts that the USFS and BLM are being very negligent in even 
considering this Project. In response, the comment is noted. See Responses to Comments C2:35, D1:20, and F29:4. 
Response to Comment G124:6 - Commentor advises that during a 1983 agency meeting with the local homeowners 
all that was discussed was drilling and that no drilling was planned for the “forseeable future.” In response, the 
comment is noted. 
COMMENT LETTER G125 
Response to Comment G125:l - The comment states that the forum layout for meetings presented one side of the 
question only. A town hall style meeting would have allowed both sides of the issue be heard. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. n 
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Response to Comment G125:2 - Commentor states in 1.981 when the geothermal leases were issued there was a power 
crunch, but there is not today. Commentor wonders why BLM can’t buy back the leases. In response, see Response 
to Comment F38:3. 
Response to Comment 6 1 2 5 3  - The comment states to stop the destruction and to leave the Medicine Lake Highlands 
alone. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G126 
Response to Comment G126:l - The comment expresses concern that the geothermal plant would adversely affect 
Medicine Lake as a Native American sacred cultural area and pristine habitat for plants and wildlife; tourists and 
residents alike attracted to the lake would also be adversely affected. In response, the comment is noted see Responses 
to Comments F29:18 and G117:2 for Native American concerns; Response to Comment A8:ll for effect on tourism; 
and Response to Comment F24:7 for late-successional forest in the vicinity of Medicine Lake. Only the Native 
American impacts are significant, adverse and cannot be mitigated to less than significant levels. 
Biological Resources: The comment notes that the Project Area contains pristine habitat for many plants. In response, 
it is acknowledged that the habitats occurring in the Project survey area support communities of plants representative 
of the climate and soils of the Medicine Lake Highlands. These communities are identified in Section 3.3.2.2.3 
(pages 3.3-9 through 3.3-14) of the Draft EISEIR. It should be noted that while some stands of the communities are 
undisturbed (pristine), a majority have been previously imported by various activities including roading, recreation, and 
timber and firewood harvest. Tables 3.3.2 through 3.3.6 (pages 3.3-18,3.3-20,3.3-24,3.3-25 and 3.3-27, respectively) 
record the potential impacts of the Project on vegetation. Note the size and canopy cover of the stands which would be 
impacted. These open mid to early seral stands are representative of the current condition of the forest communities in 
the area. 
COMMENT LETTER G127 
Response to Comment G127:l- The comment notes that the Commentor comes to Medicine Lake as a sanctuary and 
was unhappy 10 years ago about the allowance of motor boats in Medicine Lake; Commentor opposes any more 
pollution of Mother Earth to satisfy hunger for the dollar. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 : 1 through A 1 : 13. 
Response to Comment G127:2 - The comment states that the beauty of Siskiyou County is one of the few remaining 
pristine wilderness areas. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G128 
Response to Comment G128:l - The comment notes that if more efficient conservation measures were implemented 
throughout the Country, no additional power plants would be needed. In response, the comment is noted. See also 
Responses to Comments Al:l  through A1:13. 
COMMENT LETTER G129 
Response to Comment G129:l - Commentor states that a large scale EIS needs to be completed regarding the 
conversion of the Medicine Lake Highlands into a National Recreation Area and include possible/probable extensions 
of the “Volcanic Heritage Highway” through Lava Beds to Mt. Lassen. In response, the comment is noted. The 
existence of the “Modoc Volcanic Scenic Byway” and a separate proposal to link Lassen National Park with Crater Lake 
National Park via a “Volcanic Legacy Scenic-Byway” is discussed in Section 3.8.1 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.8-1). 
As discussed in the Draft EISEIR, the timetable for this proposal has not been defined, and it is unclear what visual 
management restrictions, if any, would apply. There is no known proposal or agency consideration being given to 
converting the Medicine Lake Highlands into a National Recreation Area. The environmental assessment of the 
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Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway and the suggestion that the Medicine Lake Highlands be converted into a National 
Recreation Area are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments A 1 : 1 through A1 : 13. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G129:2 - The comment expresses the opinion that the Medicine Lake Highlands should have 
been designated as a N.R.A. (National Recreation Area) as has occurred at Newben-y Crater and should be managed 
in conjunction with Lava Beds and adjacent wilderness areas. In response, such a redesignation was not included in 
the Project Description and thus is beyond the scope of the EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G129:3 - The comment states that a byway should be built connecting to Lava Beds and other 
wildlife areas. In response, the comment is noted. See Response to Comment G129:l. 
COMMENT LETTER G130 
Response to Comment G13O:l- The comment expresses concern about water and air pollution. Section 3.2.3 (starting 
on page 3.2-30) of the Draft EISEIR explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or quality are expected in 
either local or regional surface water or groundwater. In response, see Response to Comment G42:8 for a discussion 
of the air quality analyses performed for the proposed Project. See also Responses to Comments Al:l  through A1:13. 
COMMENT LETTER 6131 
Response to Comment G131:l- The comment states leave the area alone; protect it from development and pollution. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al:l 
through A1:13. 
COMMENT LETTER G132 
Response to Comment G132:l- The comment mentions areas in the Medicine Lake Highlands that will be “used and 
abused’; and questions the permitting of land use. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
Response to Comment G132:2 - The comment notes that federal agencies took over Lava Beds and Medicine Lake 
years ago and started charging fees and restricting activities; there is little land that people can really enjoy, so leave it 
alone and let progress go to the flat barren unused places. In response, the comment is noted; however, the suggestion 
to move the geothermal development does not fulfill Section 1.3 - “purpose and need” of the Draft EISEIR, in which 
an objective of the project is to commercially develop the federal geothermal leases. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G133 
Response to Comment G133:l- The comment opposes the Telephone Flat Project, the Fourmile Hill Project, and any 
future geothermal developments in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment G133:2 - The comment states that much of the 460 acres involved in the project contains 
old-growth timber which will require cutting. In response, see Response to Comment Al: l ,  which notes that no 
old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and that impacts to late-successional forest will be below the 
level of significance. 
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Response to Comment G133:3 - This comment expresses concern regarding the effect of Project related H,S emissions 
and the potential odor of the compound, and the effect of cooling tower drift on plants and animals. In response, see 
Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions; Responses to 
Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in 
cooling tower drift, including potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a 
discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of H,S and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Response to Comment G133:4 - Commentor objects to well fields, steam plumes, sumps, and above ground pipelines. 
In response, the comment is noted. The visual effects of the Project, including the identified project-related facilities, 
are evaluated in Section 3.8.3 (pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15). See also Responses to Comments A1:9, F41:10, and G34:7. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G133:S - The comment expresses disbelief that “green” energy projects will destroy some of 
California’s most pristine areas for the benefit of Oregon. In response, the findings of the Draft EISEIR indicate that 
the only adverse impacts that cannot be mitigated to less than significant levels are that the Project will affect Native 
American traditional uses of the area, and the Project will disproportionately affect the Native American minority 
population, resulting in an Environmental Justice impact. The proposed Project would interconnect with BPA’s 
transmission system, which exchanges power throughout the Northwest, including California, and not only Oregon. See 
also Responses to Comments A8:13 and C2:48. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G133:6 - The Commentor is concerned that traffic noise will adversely affect recreation. In 
response, see Response to Comment G77:6. 
Response to Comment G133:7 - The comment notes that the roads are inadequate to handle construction traffic. In 
response, see Response to Comment A1:8. 
Response to Comment G133:S: The comment expresses concern that water quality will be jeopardized. In response, 
Section 3.2.3 (starting on page 3.2-30) of the Draft EISEIR explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or 
quality are expected in either local or regional surface water or groundwater. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G133:9 - The comment expresses concern regarding the cumulative effect of additional 
geothermal plants in the future and their long-term negative impacts to the environment, wildlife, vegetation, recreation, 
and the quality of life. In response, Section 4.2 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 4-1 and 4-2) discusses the geothermal 
development potential of the Glass Mountain KGRA, and concludes that the most recent data suggests that the actual 
commercial geothermal development potential is far less than earlier projected. Section 4.3.3.1 (page 4-9) discusses the 
cumulative effect of the two plants on vegetation; Section 4.3.3.2 (page 4-10) analyzes the cumulative effect on wildlife; 
Section 4.3.10 (page 4-18) assesses the cumulative effect on recreation; none of these environmental issue areas would 
result in significant and adverse cumulative impacts. Quality of life is a subjective area that is difficult to define; for this 
response to comment, it is assumed that the areas of sight, sound and odor would contribute to quality of life. 
Section 4.3.7 (page 4-16) discusses the cumulative effect on noise; Section 4.3.8 (page 4-17) analyzes the cumulative 
effect on visual quality; Section 4.3.4 (page 4-12) assesses the cumulative effect on air quality; each of these 
environmental issue areas would result in potentially significant and adverse cumulative impacts. Only the cumulative 
effect on air quality could be mitigated to a level of insignificance; cumulative noise remains potentially significant even 
after mitigation for transmission line segment A l .  However, if the approved Alternative Transmission Line Route does 
not include transmission line segment Al,  then the cumulative noise impact would be below the level of significance. 
Cumulative visual quality remains potentially significant even after mitigation for Alternative Transmission Line Routes 
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that include transmission line segments A1 or A3; Alternative Transmission Line Routes that do not include 
transmission line segments AI or A3 would be below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G134 
Response to Comment G134:l- Commentor is concerned with the dayhight lighting of the Medicine Lake Highlands 
from “several” geothermal power plants and states concern that the lighting plans would make the Highlands look like 
a city either by day or by night. In response, as described in Chapter 4, Cumulative Effects, only two geothermal power 
plant development projects have been proposed in the Medicine Lake Highlands. External lighting is proposed for the 
night hours only. Because the Telephone Flat Project power plant site will be located entirely within the Medicine Lake 
basin, direct lighting from this facility will not be visible from any locations outside of the basin. The Draft EISEIR 
(pages 3.8-13 and 3.8-14) evaluates the impacts of night lighting from both power plant facilities, and from temporary 
well drilling activities (see also Responses to Comments F42:30, F42:31, and G77:5). See also Response to 
Comment H6:2. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See revisions to the Draft EISEIR prescribed by Response to Comment H6:2. 
Response to Comment G134:2 - Commentor is concerned with the visibility of the “above-ground transmission line” 
being raised up to eight feet high and being 30-inches in diameter. The Commentor continues the power lines would 
cut a 125-foot swath for a length of 24 miles and create an unsightly barrier to wildlife and humans. In response, there 
appears to be some confusion between the electrical transmission line and the above-ground geothermal pipelines 
proposed for the Project. As shown on Figure 2.2.8 of the Draft EISEIR (page 2-17), the geothermal pipelines would 
rest on pipeline stanchions to keep the pipeline off of the ground surface. These stanchions would keep the typical 
36-inch diameter geothermal production fluid pipeline from 3-6 feet above the ground depending on terrain. This would 
readily allow movement of terrestrial wildlife under the pipeline. In areas where human movement is desired, or where 
obstacles or safety reasons may exist, a geothermal pipeline expansion loop could be constructed vertically rather than 
horizontal to the ground surface. Only in those cases would the geothermal pipeline rise above the height of the 
stanchions. 
As discussed in Section 2.2.5 of the Draft EISEIR, the electrical transmission line for the Telephone Flat Project would 
be either a comparatively short intertie connection (approximately 4.5 miles) to the Northern Utility Corridor proposed 
for the Fourmile Hill Project transmission line, or if that project is not constructed the transmission line would be 
approximately 21 miles in length from the Telephone Flat Project power plant site to the existing Bonneville Power 
Administration Malin-Warner transmission line (see pages 2-37 through 2-42 of the Draft EISEIR). 
The visual impacts of the Project, including the visibility of the geothermal pipelines and electrical transmission line 
are evaluated in Section 3.8.3 of Draft EISEIR (pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15). See also Responses to Comments A1:9, 
F41:10, and G34:7. 
Revisions for the Final EIWEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G134:3 - The Commentor expresses concern that archaeological sites may be disturbed, and 
has been told that an archaeological survey will take place, but is does not know how and what criteria is looked for. 
In response, the Study Area was surveyed for archaeological resources as per U.S. Forest Service requirements. 
Section 3.5.2.1 (page 3.5-2) reviews the Cultural Resources Study Area (see Fig. 3.5.1); Section 3.5.2.4 (page 3.5-6) 
is the Cultural and Paleontological Resources Inventory; Section 3.5.2.4.1 (page 3.5-6) notes that other studies indicate 
a low potential for archaeological resources as the area has low density of prehistoric and historic sites in the Project 
vicinity, averaging less than one (0.27) site per 100 acres. 
Revisions for the Final EISDZIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G134:4 - The Commentor suggests that noise will result in a loss of tranquility at Medicine 
Lake; noises of concern are blasting and helicopters. In response, helicopters will not be used for transporting crews 
and materials during the winter. Blasting will occur only to the extent necessary during site construction. With respect 
to the loss of tranquility, see Response to Comment A 1:6. 
Response to Comment G134:5 - The comment expresses concern about Willow Creek and groundwater in the Doms 
area being affected by the project. The town of Doms is located in Butte Valley which is northwest of the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. Willow Creek originates at springs in the southeast portion of Butte Valley. In response, as discussed 
in the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.2.2.6.2, pages 3.2-29 and 3.2-30), the regional groundwater flow direction is from north 
to south. The northwest flank of Medicine Lake Volcano could contribute a small amount of recharge to Butte Valley, 
but the majority of recharge comes from the valley itself and areas to the north. The Telephone Flat Geothermal Project, 
located southeast of Medicine Lake, is not expected to impact any water resources on the north flank of Medicine Lake 
Volcano or beyond in Butte Valley. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G134:6 - The comment states that the work force during construction will come from outside 
the communities of Tulelake and Dorris and once construction is complete, the labor will come from out of the area. 
Commentor asks how this is going to benefit the communities in Modoc and Siskiyou Counties? In response, as 
described in Section 3.12.3.3.1 (page 3.12-15), it is expected that construction workers would be employed from 
throughout the Siskiyou County, Modoc County, and Klamath Falls areas. Construction personnel from Tulelake and 
Dorris would be equally eligible for employment. See Response to Comment G97:2 regarding the work force during 
operations. Initially, it is expected that half the work force would be operators from other CEGC plants, but the 
proportion of locally hired staff would increase with time. In addition, in Section 3.12.3.3, Fiscal Effects subsection 
(pages 3.12-19 and 3.12-20), geothermal royalties and property taxes will also increase revenues to Siskiyou and Modoc 
Counties, which would result in increased spending and new job opportunities. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G134:7 - The comment notes that the workers will reside in a dormitory at each geothermal 
complex; will workers shop in Tulelake and Doms for groceries and necessities; how will this help our local economy? 
In response, there is no dormitory planned to be constructed as part of the Project. The workers will commute from 
throughout the area, and may shop in Tulelake and Doms. As noted in Response to Comment F18: 18, it is expected that 
the operational workforce that does not purchase pernianent residences would seek long-term rental housing in the 
smaller communities surrounding the Project, such as Tulelake and Doms. 
Response to Comment G134:S - The comment fears that allowing the first geothermal well to go into operation will 
open the area to future development. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G134:9 - Commentor asserts that the Project will result in a ruined view of Medicine Lake so 
that a foreign company can take America’s natural resources, charge American tax payers for the power generated, and 
ruin the peace and beauty of the area so that a foreign investor can make a profit. In response, the comment is noted. 
The Draft EISEIR does not identify any significant visual impacts of the proposed Project (Chapter 3.8), and the Project 
Applicant is a domestic corporation and a subsidiary of another domestic corporation with a home office in Omaha, 
Nebraska (page 1-1). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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COMMENT LETTER G135 
Response to Comment 61351. Comment expresses opposition to geothermal development in Medicine Lake 
Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G135:2. Comment notes that area is sacred, and a place where Native Americans gather plants 
for medicine and basket making. In response, Section 3.6 describes Native American uses and values associated with 
the area. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G135:3 -The comment states that the Project would have a devastating effect on plant and 
animal life. In response, the comment is noted. Commentor presents no information or basis for the opinion that these 
impacts should be considered significant. No further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G135:4 - The comment expresses concern about air emissions harming local water and other 
areas for which Medicine Lake Volcano is a source area. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3, which addresses 
the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality. 
Response to Comment G135:5 - The comment states that Medicine Lake has been used as a recreation area for many 
years and is a good source of tourism that has helped the local economies. In response, see Response to 
Comment A8: 1 1; there is no evidence that tourism would decrease or that tourist-based businesses would be adversely 
affected. 
Response to Comment G135:6 - The comment states that geothermal development will put this area in danger of being 
destroyed and urges to consider future generations being able to enjoy the land. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G136 
Response to Comment G136:l - The comment states that area is a unique geological area with much Indian history 
and is studied by many geologists. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Biological Resources: The Commentor is concerned that the Project will impact the “excellent habitat for many rare and 
endangered birds.” In response, within the Project survey area there are no rare or endangered bird temtories. Bald 
eagles have been observed in the Project survey area only one time and there are no nesting territories. Surveys of the 
area indicated that there are no goshawk or spotted owl nesting territories within the Project survey area. 
Response to Comment G136:2 - Commentor states that the impacts of the power plant and the transmission line need 
to be addressed as a single project. In respnse, the comment is noted. The proposed Project is comprised of the power 
plant, wellfield, and transmission line (page 1- 1). However, different combinations of alternative power plant sites and 
transmission line routes provides the opportunity for the agencies to make independent decisions on the most acceptable 
power plant site and transmission line route. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G136:3 - Commentor asserts that the power company needs to compensate for the damage it 
will permanently do to the environment and they need to make a visible measurable contribution to replace the damage 
they will cause. In response, the Project Applicant has purchased federal geothermal leases and will pay compensatory 
royalty payments to the United States for the geothermal resources (pages 1-1 and 3.12-19). Further, additional off-site 
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compensation is provided for in the Draft EISEIR (e.g., silvicultural activities (i.e., commercial thinning) and off-site 
mitigation of snags are required to compensate for the direct surface disturbance and indirect impacts on wildlife habitat 
by the Project (pages 3.3-48 and 3.3-49)). 
Biological Resources: The comment expresses the opinion that the Project Applicant needs to provide compensation 
for any permanent damage done to the environment. In response, the comment is noted. The purpose of the mitigation 
measures in Section 3.3.3 is to compensate for the adverse effects to biological resources resulting from the Project. 
Disturbance to vegetation will not be permanent since it is a renewable resource and sites will be restored to their 
original productivity during the decommissioning phase of the project (Section 3.3.3.3.1, page 3.3-43, and Mitigation 
Measure 3.3.3.6.1-2b). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G136:4 - The comment states that as stewards of our federal lands, the Forest Service has a 
huge public responsibility to preserve and protect various resources for the enjoyment of all and not the dollar by 
developing ways to protect the land. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G137 
Response to Comment G137:l- The comment opposes the proposed Project. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G137:2 -This comment expresses concern that this geothermal project will destroy the area’s 
soil; air; water; fish, plants and wildlife; scenic recreation; and roadless wilderness resources of certain national 
significance. In response, the comment is noted. The effects of the Project on soil (Section 3.1), water (Section 3.2), 
biological resources (Section 3.3), visual resources (Section 3.8), land uses (Section 3.9), and recreation (Section 3.10) 
were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR. 
Response to Comment G137:3: The comment suggests that the Project area become a National Monument and 
National Wilderness. In response, these suggested project alternatives would not achieve the “purpose and need” of 
the Project as described in Section 1.3 of the Draft EIS/EIR (page 1-10) and are beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G138 
Response to Comment G138:l - The comment noted that the plan for replacement of snowmobile trails should be 
developed and reviewed by local snowmobile clubs before new trails are designated: the area impacted by the Project 
does not receive that much snowmobile use; opening the road on the Tionesta side of the mountain will improve access 
for snowmobile use. In response, the Mt. Shasta Sno-Mobilers have been actively involved in the environmental 
process and support the Project (see Responses to Comments F1:3 and F15:l). The area identified for increased 
snowplow widening, as described in Mitigation Measure 3.10.3.3-2a (page 3.10-14) of the Draft EISEIR, is to mitigate 
damage to Tri-Forest Snowmobile Trail-designated groomed snowmobile trails, as shown on Figure 3.10.5 (page 
3.10-15). Snowmobile usage was not the criteria used to determine the area to receive improvement. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G138:2 - The comment recommends approval of the proposed Project and commends the 
preparers of the Draft EISEIR. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G139 
Response to Comment G139:l- The comment opposes the Telephone Flat Project, the Fourmile Hill Project, and any 
future geothermal developments in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment 139:2 - This comment is concerned with the loss of old-growth habitat and its impacts on the 
wildlife resource. In response, see Response to Comment A1 : 1. 
Response to Comment G139:3: The comment expresses opposition to the Project as it would trespass the Mt. Hoffman 
RRA with transmission lines and access roads. In response, see Response to Comment A1:2. 
Response to Comment G139:4 - This comment expresses concern that water quality will be jeopardized by toxic 
cooling drift. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3. 
Response to Comment G139:5 - The comment expresses concern that spills and leaks of geothermal fluid will harm 
the shallow aquifer. In response, see Response to Comment A1:4. 
Response to Comment G139:6 - This comment expresses concern regarding Project related emissions of H,S which 
will cause adverse odors, and other hazardous chemicals that have the potential to produce acid rain and damage 
vegetation. In response, see Response to Comment A1 :5. 
Response to Comment G139:7 -The Commentor states that noise from construction, drilling, and plant operations will 
continue “round the clock” for years and will disturb the peacefulness of Medicine Lake. In response, see Response 
to Comment A 1 :6. 
Response to Comment G139:S - The comment notes that increased traffic would result in vehicle-related deaths and 
injury to humans and wildlife. In response, see Response to Comment A1:7. 
Response to Comment G139:9 - The comment states that transportation of toxic materials to and from the power plant 
will occur on roads that are incapable of sustaining both industrial and recreational travel. In response, see Response 
to Comment Al:8. 
Response to Comment G139:lO - The comment notes visual impacts of the Project facilities and visible emissions. 
In response, see Response to Comment A 1 :9. 
Response to Comment G139:ll- The comment notes that Medicine Lake will no longer be a “destination recreation 
area”. In response, see Response to Comment A 1 : 10. 
Response to Comment G139:12 - The comment notes that hundreds of acres will become a “no fishing” zone. In 
response, the Project will not restrict fishing. The Proposed Action described in Section 2.2 of the Draft EISEIR 
(pages 2-2 through 2-47) would not restrict fishing at any location, and no proposed Project activities would result in 
any rationale for prohibiting fishing at any surface water location in the vicinity of the Project. No decision regarding 
a reduction of fishing would be based on the findings of the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G139:13 - The comment notes that contaminated fish will become a health theat to wildlife and 
humans. In response, see Response to Comment A 1 : 1 1. 
Response to Comment G139:14 - The comment notes that tourism and recreation will decline, thus causing the local 
tourist-based economies to suffer. In response, see Response to Comment A1:12. 
n 
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Response to Comment G139:15 - The comment notes that the negative issues concerning geothermal development 
will affect every aspect of the environment. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6140 
Response to Comment G140:l: The comment expresses concern about lack of hydrologic studies in the Butte Valley 
area, and concern that project activities may impact creeks, springs, or wells in Butte Valley. In response, the Butte 
Valley is located northwest of the Medicine Lake Highlands. Willow Creek originates at springs in the southeast portion 
of Butte Valley and Sheepy Creek originates farther north, approximately 1% miles south of Sheepy Lake, near Lower 
Klamath Lake (Jim Stout, USFS, personal communication, September 16, 1998). As discussed in the Draft EISEIR 
(Section 3.2.2.6.2, pages 3.2-29 and 3.2-30), the regional groundwater flow direction is from north to south. The 
northwest flank of Medicine Lake Volcano could contribute a small amount of recharge to Butte Valley, but the majority 
of recharge comes from the valley itself and areas to the north. The Telephone Flat Geothermal Project, located 
southeast of Medicine Lake, is not expected to impact any water resources on the north flank of Medicine Lake Volcano 
or beyond in Butte Valley. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G141 
Response to Comment G141:l- The comment requests that a revised figure provided by the Commentor be used to 
replace Figure 8 in Appendix B: Preliminary Chemical And Isotopic Data for Waters from Springs and Wells on and 
near Medicine Luke Volcano, Cascade Range, Northern California (Mariner et al. 1998). In response, the revised 
figure provided by the author will be replaced in the technical appendices volume of the Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: Figure 8 (page 14) of Appendix B will be replaced with the revised Figure 8 
provided by the Commentor. 
COMMENT LETTER G142 
Response to Comment G142:l - The Commentor pleads that Medicine Lake stays “as is” and states that noise is a 
negative for this rare pristine environment. The comment is noted and no further response is required. In response, see 
Response to Comment A1:6. 
Biological Resources: The comment states that the Project would have a devastating effect on plant and animal life. In 
response, the comment is noted. The Commentor states that the campgrounds at Medicine Lake will be significantly 
impacted by the destruction of forests, plants, and wildlife habitat resulting from construction of the Project. There will 
be no surface disturbance in the vicinity of the campgrounds. The surface disturbance that will occur will affect less than 
10 percent of each forest type within the Project survey area, as summarized in Table 3.3.10 of the Draft EISEIR. The 
most disturbance will occur within the red fir-lodgepole pine community, which to a great degree has been subject to 
logging in the past and is not pristine. Commentor presents no information or basis for the opinion that these impacts 
should be considered significant. No further response is required. (See Responses to Comments A1:3, A1:4, A 1 5  A6:7, 
A8: 18, and F42:34.) 
COMMENT LETTER G143 
Response to Comment G143:l -The comment and response for G143:l is the same as for G142:l. 
Response to Comment G143:2 - The comment tells of an experience he had growing up at Medicine Lake when 
President Hoover visited. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G144 
Response to Comment G144:l - The comment advises to forget geothermal energy and to research and develop 
natural, free, inexhaustible, clean wind and solar energy. In response, see Response to Comment C2:48. 
Response to Comment G144:2 - The comment asks to be sensible and quit wasting our time and money; keep our land 
free of encumbrances and honor all of us. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G145 
Response to Comment G145:l- The comment notes that even though the Project is considered to be a “green” energy 
project, if one looks closer at all of the environmental effects it would produce, the result is hardly “green” at all; the 
amount of noise, toxic gases, development and environmental damage it would cause to the area would be irreparably 
damaging. In response, see Response to Comment F4250, which defines “green” energy; see Response to 
Comment G1335 which summarizes the findings of the Draft EISEIR; the environmental damage predicted by the 
Commentor is inconsistent with these summarized findings. The Commentor is directed to Section 3.7 of the Draft 
EISEIR for noise and Section 3.4 for air quality for additional information regarding these topics. See Response to 
Comment A8:15. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G145:2 - The comment implores to look deeper than the costs and benefits for the next 50 years 
to see that with all the externalities involved, the impacts of development would be forever. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment 6 1 4 9 3  - The comment addresses the land and how close it is to the heart; thus it should be 
preserved. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Q 
n 
COMMENT LETTER G146 
Response to Comment G146:l - The Commentor states that they believe the proposed Project will not negatively 
impact recreation. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G146:2 - Commentor suggests that an environmental monitoring and public education program 
should be implemented associated with geothermal development to protect natural resources and explain how 
development is taking place. In response, monitoring programs are required for the Project (see Response to 
Comment G83:2). An informational interpretive site will also be constructed to inform the public how geothermal 
development relates to the Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway theme (page 3.8- 19). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G146:3 - The comment supports the Proposed Action Alternative and the transmission line 
alternative Route 1 to the north. In response, the comment is noted and no response is required. 
Response to Comment G146:4 - The comment notes that clean, renewable resources such as geothermal energy are 
needed for the future power supply of the West; by increasing our use of geothermal and other renewable energy 
resources, the region can reduce its dependence upon both hydroelectric power that conflicts with fish migration and 
development of fossil fuel resources. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G147 
Response to Comment G147:l - The comment notes that the project will make productive use of a natural resource; 
the project will provide a boost to the Siskiyou County economy; salaries for construction and plant operation jobs will 
put new money into circulation in the County as will the royalties shared by the state with the County. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G147:2 -The comment notes that the Project would make educational opportunities available 
to County residents and tourists; tours of the facility would be of interest to many and an informational kiosk with 
diagrams and text describing the geological history of the area on how man taps the geothermal resource could become 
an important stop for tourists and school tours. In response, see Response to Comment G11:2 for details on tours. The 
Draft EISEIR prescribes the construction of an interpretive site along Primary Forest Route 49 to describe how 
geothermal production relates to the Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway theme (see also Responses to Comments A5:2 and 
F38: 10). The comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6148 
Response to Comment G148:l- The comment notes that the area is not “pristine,” it has been logged; the geothermal 
plant after construction will be unobtrusive; and is superior to oil and gas power plants. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G148:2 - The comment states that as long as the proposed Project protects the recreation areas 
surrounding Medicine Lake, geothermal development should go forward as proposed. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G148:3 - The comment recommends to approve the Proposed Action Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6149 
Response to Comment G149:l- The comment expresses a vote of confidence for the proposed Project. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G150 
Response to Comment G150:l - The comment states that the finding that the Project will have no effect on the 
Medicine Lake Highland Property values is absurd; many that come to this area seek a pristine environment, which 
would be destroyed by the Project; and others will not consider property in the Medicine Lake Highlands because of 
this Project. In response, the Commentor is directed to Section 3.12.3.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR, beginning with the 
subheading Property Values Effect (page 3.12-20). To determine the potential effect on residential property values, the 
Draft EISER analysis considered the potential changes that may occur at these properties as a result of the Project. The 
analysis considered the air pollution, odor, noise, visual aesthetics and traffic impacts that may diminish the quality of 
residing or visiting the area. Each of these topics of potential impact was the subject of separate analysis in the Draft 
EISEIR (i.e., air quality and odor in Section 3.4, noise in Section 3.7, visual resources in Section 3.8 and traffic in 
Section 3.1 1). The findings of the evaluations conducted for each of these environmental resource topics were that the 
respective adverse effects of the Project are below the level of significance. These determinations were made using 
professionally-accepted significance criteria provided in each of the environmental resource topic sections. Given these 
findings, it was determined that the adverse effects of the Project are insufficient to conclude that significant adverse 
effects on property values will result. The Property Values Effects section of the Draft EISEIR notes that for some 
prospective property buyers, the Project may make the area more appealing as winter access will be improved by the 
Project, some may view the geothermal power plant operations as an attraction, and some Project employees may 
compete for the use of any available Medicine Lake cabins or properties as possible seasonal residences over the life 
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of the Project. The Draft EISEIR concluded that no determination could be made whether property values would be 
adversely affected by the proposed Project as different people value recreational properties for different reasons. In this 
instance, those recreational users that prefer remote, serene recreational locations may find the area less desirable with 
the Project; those who prefer improved vehicular access and developed recreational facilities may find the area more 
desirable. No mitigation measures were recommended but other measures that may provide additional benefit to the 
Medicine Lake community were suggested for adoption by the Project Applicant. These are Other Measures 3.12.3.3-6a 
through 3.12.3.3-6e, and include increased availability of fire equipment to be stored at the power plant; increased 
snowplowing for additional winter access to the Medicine Lake area; providing roadway improvements to area roads 
accessing Medicine Lake; providing educational materials and tour opportunities of the power plant to local schools and 
groups; and promoting Medicine Lake as a desirable place to visit and live. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The last sentence of the first paragraph under the Property Values Effects subheading 
on page 3.12-20 of the Draft EISEIR will be revised as follows: 
. .   0 No determination could be made 
whether property values would be adversely affected by the proposed Project as different people value 
recreational properties for different reasons. In this instance, those recreational users that prefer remote, less 
developed recreational locations may find the Project would make the area less desirable; and those users who 
prefer improved vehicular access and developed recreational facilities may find the Project would make the area 
more desirable.” 
Impact 3.12.3.3-6 on page 3.12-21 of the Draft EISEIR will be revised as follows: 
The Project would result in development and intrusional impacts that could affect the remote character of the 
Project vicinity and could reduce the perceived value of the residential properties near Medicine Lake for some 
people. Conversely, improved access and increased interest in seasonal use of the residential properties by 
Project employees could increase the value of these properties for some people. The resulting net change, if 
any, in the value of the private properties near Medicine Lake as a result of the proposed Project cannot be 
readily projected.” 
The significance of impact statement following Impact 3.12.3.3-6 on page 3.12-21 of the Draft EISEIR will be revised 
as follows: 
. .  . .  . -‘The intrusional 
effects of the Project that are expected to occur at the private residential properties near Medicine Lake were 
found to be below the level of significance for each of the environmental resource topics evaluated, and the 
potential change in the value of these private properties as a result of the Project is considered to be below the 
level of significance. No mitigation measures are required, but-#ewevet.- ,the following other measures are 
provided as possible actions that could be taken if desirable to local residents and acceptable to the USFS to 
reduce the potential adverse effects of the impact. The Project Applicant could adopt one or more of these 
measures to reduce the negative perception about the effect of the Project on local property values ...” 
Response to Comment G150:Z - The Commentor goes on the record as an employer of six and contributor to the 
Siskiyou county economy as being totally opposed to the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Q 
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COMMENT LETTER G151 
Response to Comment G151: 1 - This comment expresses concern regarding the effect of Project related H,S emissions 
and other hazardous materials that can produce acid rain and damage vegetation. In response, see Response to 
Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions; Responses to 
Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in 
cooling tower drift, including potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life; Response to Comment E2: 13 for a 
discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of H,S and C02 emissions contained in cooling tower drift; and Response 
to Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks. Also, see Response to 
Comment A8:3, A8:22, and F42:28 for a discussion of air emission analyses and the anticipated effect on vegetation. 
Response to Comment G151:2 - This comment expresses concern that the proposed Project will produce odor levels 
above the California Air Quality Standards. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the 
potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions. 
Response to Comment G151:3 - The comment notes that solar energy is a cost-effective, non-polluting energy source 
and should be used. In response, the comment is noted. See also Responses to Comments C2:48 and F3:2. 
COMMENT LETTER G152 
Response to Comment G152:l - The comment strongly urges to cancel the Project due to ecological, recreation, and 
religious significance questions. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G153 
Response to Comment G153:l - The comment is in opposition to the geothermal project developments schedule for 
the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G153:2 - Commentor expresses concern regarding the effect of Project related H,S emissions 
and the potential odor from those emissions, and other hazardous materials that can produce acid rain and damage 
vegetation. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related 
H,S emissions: Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related air 
toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift, including potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life; and 
Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of H,S and CO, emissions contained 
in cooling tower drift. 
Commentor also expresses concern that H2S and other chemicals produced by the project will cause acid rain. In 
response, see Response to Comment E2:13 which describes the quantitative acid rain potential analysis performed. The 
analysis showed that while the Project will release emissions of, or precursors to, substances known to contribute to acid 
rain, the relatively small volume and mass of these substances released by the Project will have a negligible potential 
effect on the acidity of precipitation either in the local Project vicinity or the region. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G153:3 - Commentor asserts that the Project will require new roads to handle the increased 
industrial traffic and that the narrow, winding roads now in existence are built for small vehicles only and are not 
capable of handling industrial trucks and other heavy equipment. Commentor further states that hazardous materials used 
for H,S abatement will be transported to the site and toxic geothermal fluids must be removed to Class I disposal sites 
every two months. Commentor indicates that accidents will happen and Siskiyou and Modoc counties do not have the 
equipment or man-power to clean up hazardous materials in the event of an accident. In response, see Responses to 
Comments A1:7, A1:8, A8:27, F38:14, and G109:ll. 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. n 
Response to Comment G153:4 - The comment expresses concern that the transmission lines and access roads will be 
crisscrossing the Mt. Hoffman area. In response, the Draft EISEIR states that, “only one utility corridor for 
transporting generated electricity from the Medicine Lake Highlands would be approved” (page 2-38). No 
“crisscrossing” of transmission lines in the Mt. Hoffman RRA would occur as a result of the proposed Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G153:5 - This comment expresses concern that the H,S emissions from the proposed Project 
will cause rotten eggs odors. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts 
of Project related H,S emissions. 
Response to Comment G153:6 - Commentor is concerned about sumps filled with toxic geothermal fluids. In 
response, see Response to Comment F33:4. 
Response to Comment G153:7 - Commentor is concerned about the visual impact of Project-related facilities. In 
response, the comment is noted. The visual effects of the Project, including the identified project-related facilities, are 
evaluated in Section 3.8.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.8-9 through 3.8-15). See also Responses to Comments A1:9, 
A8:25, F41:10, and G34:7. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G153:8 - The Commentor expresses concern that tranquility in the Medicine Lake area will 
disappear as a result of drilling and power plant operational noises. In response, see Response to Comment A1:6. 
Response to Comment G153:9 - The comment expresses disdain due to the development of American wilderness, 
while the BLM and USFS let it continue going on. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
COMMENT LETTER G154 
Response to Comment G154:l - The comment is a result of soul searching and concludes that “It’s time we stand 
together and say to these people enough is enough, take your proposal and go home.” In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G155 
Response to Comment G155: 1 - The comment feels that the cumulative effects of the possible six 48 megawatt power 
plants that could be put in is not considered. In response, see Responses to Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Response to Comment G155:2 - Commentor relates that the combination of noise and odor from a power plant in 
Florida can and does make people ill, and that people living there feel there is an increase in cases of asthma and 
bronchial diseases. In response, both the effects of noise and odor from the proposed Project are evaluated in the Draft 
EISEIR (Chapter 3.7 and Section 3.4.3.3.1, page 3.4-23, respectively). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G155:3 - Commentor states that the USFS and BLM are stewards of our public lands and adds 
that every square inch does not have to be “utilized.” In response, the comment is noted. See Responses to 
Comments C2:35. D1:20 and F29:4. n 
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Response to Comment G155:4 - The comment states that the electricity generated is not needed, there is not an energy 
shortage, and CEGC is going to have a difficult time finding a buyer for the power; and if they find a buyer then that 
buyer will be able to charge more because it is “clean” and “green” energy. In response, see Response to 
Comment F32:57; the Project Applicant determines whether the Project is financially viable. The NEPNCEQA 
documentation is concerned with the environmental consequences of the Project, not the financial gains or losses 
expected by the Project Applicant. See also Response to Comment G77:3; it is agreed that the higher cost energy 
generated by the Project is intended to serve the “green” energy market segment. See also Responses to Comments 
A8:15, F29:4, and C2:35. 
Response to Comment 61555  - Commentor is opposed to the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G156 
Response to Comment G156: 1 - The comment supports the proposed Project. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G156:2 - The comment states that the information provided at the Open Meeting at Tulelake 
was well prepared and informative; questions regarding recreational concerns were answered. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G156:3 - The comment expresses approval of the Project and to keep snowmobilers in mind 
when considering trail improvements. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G157 
Response to Comment G157: 1 - The comment supports geothermal development. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G157:2 - The comment opposes the Biosphere program. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G158 
Response to Comment G158:l - The comment supports multiple uses of the National Forest. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G158:2 - The comment states that the proposed Project appears to have completed a very 
thorough evaluation of the potential environmental impacts to surrounding recreation areas and other natural resources 
of the area. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G158:3 -The comment expresses interest in seeing a public information display placed along 
the main road where the public could stop and learn about the multiple uses of the National Forest, including this 
geothermal project. In response, the Draft EISEIR prescribes the construction of an interpretive site along Primary 
Forest Route 49 to describe how geothermal production relates to the Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway theme (see also 
Responses to Comments A5:2 and F38: 10). The comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G159 
Response to Comment G159: 1 - The comment supports the proposed Project. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment G159:2 - Commentor objects to the Project being lit up at night as it would be located in a rural 
area. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR (pages 3.8-13 and 3.8-14) evaluates the impacts of night 
lighting from both power plant facilities, and from temporary well drilling activities (see also Responses to 
Comments F42:30, F42:31, and (3775). See also Response to Comment H6:2. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: See revisions to the Draft EISEIR prescribed by Response to Comment H6:2. 
COMMENT LETTER G160 
Response to Comment (3160: 1 - The comment opposes geothermal proposals at Medicine Lake. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G160:2 - The comment states that geothermal fluids would be removed to disposal sites, which 
would require hazardous materials being transported on treacherous mountain roads; accidents could easily occur. In 
response, see Response to Comment A 1 :8. 
Response to Comment G160:3 - The comment expresses concern that the project will affect the water supply around 
Mount Shasta. In response, as discussed in the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.2.2.6.2, pages 3.2-29 and 3.2-30), regional 
groundwater in the Project vicinity flows from north to south. Mount Shasta is located 30 miles west-southwest of the 
Project wellfield area. No impacts from the Project are expected in the Mount Shasta area. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G160:4 - This comment expresses concern that emissions from the proposed Project will cause 
rotten egg odors. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project 
related H,S emissions. 
Response to Comment G1605 - The comment says that the area is sacred to Native Americans. In response, 
Section 3.6.2 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-1 through 3.6-7) identifies Medicine Lake Highlands as a sacred site. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR. None. 
Response to Comment G160:6 - The comment states that it is not cost effective to continue with the Project; the cost 
to generate electricity from these geothermal power plants is 3 to 4 times the cost from any other source. In response, 
see Responses to Comments F29:4 and G77:3. 
Response to Comment G160:7 - The comment notes opposition of the Pit River Tribe to geothermal projects at 
Medicine Lake and insists that a “cultural management plan” is necessary before the projects go forward. 
Government-to-government consultations with the Pit River Tribe are continuing as the USFS prepares a package for 
the SHPO. In response, see Response to Comment D1:26. The outcome of those consultations may be the development 
of a cultural resources management plan under the terms of a Programmatic Agreement with the SHPO. Such a plan 
would be developed in consultation with tribes. 
Revisions for the Final EISLEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G161 
n 
Response to Comment G 161: 1 - The comment states that the proposed Project appears to provide adequate protection 
for recreation at Medicine Lake, thus it should be approved. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
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Response to Comment G161:2 - Commentor suggests that an environmental monitoring and public education program 
should be implemented associated with geothermal development to protect natural resources and explain how 
development is taking place. In response, see Response to Comment G146:2. 
Response to Comment G161:3 - The Commentor supports the Proposed Action power plant site alternative and favors 
Alternative Transmission Line Route 1. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G161:4 - The comment states that geothermal power is one of the few truly 
environmentally-compatible energy resources that will not only provide a source of green power, but will also bring 
economic benefits to the area. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER 6162 
Response to Comment G162:l- The comment opposes the proposed Project. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G163 
Response to Comment G163:l - The comment expresses opposition to the Project due to impacts to Native Americans; 
geothermal is not “green” energy, it is loaded with toxic metals and other pollutants as well as noise and general 
disturbance. In response, see Response to Comment F42:50, which defines “green” energy; see Response to 
Comment G133:5 which summarizes the findings of the Draft EISEIR; the environmental damage predicted by the 
Commentor is inconsistent with these summarized findings except regarding Native American impacts. The Commentor 
is directed to Section 3.7 for noise and Section 3.13 for human health and safety for additional information regarding 
these topics. See also Response to Comment A8: 15. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G163:2 - The comment states this is just another special interest gone awry: and say no to this 
proposal. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G164 
Response to Comment G164: 1 - Commentor expresses concern regarding roads, power lines, and toxic releases of 
gases from the Project. In response, comment is noted. The visual effects of roads, power lines, and other Project 
facilities is evaluated in Section 3.8 of the Draft EISEIR. See Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the 
potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions; Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the 
potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions cqntained in cooling tower drift, including potential impacts on 
vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of H,S 
and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower drift. See also Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G165 
Response to Comment 165: 1 - The comment expresses concern about the staggering combination of negative impacts. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1:l 
through Al1:ll .  
Response to Comment G165:2 - The comment asserts that U.S. and California laws prohibit this Project. In response, 
see Response to Comment A9: 1 1. Also see the regulatory framework section that introduces the discussion of each 
resource area in Chapter 3. 
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COMMENT LETTER G166 
Response to Comment G166:l - The Commentor tells of the time he has spent in Northern California wilderness and 
questions the efforts to destroy what is left for his grandkids to see. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER G167 
Response to Comment G167: 1 - The comment expresses concern that the Proposed Action would destroy old-growth 
habitat in an officially established Late-Successional Reserve, drawn up to protect sensitive forest species. In response, 
see Response to Comment A8: 16 which identifies the management status of the Project survey area, and notes that no 
areas allocated as LSR occur in the Project survey area. See also Response to Comment Al:l  which notes that no 
old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and that impact to late-successional stands will be reduced below 
the level of significance. 
Response to Comment G167:2 - The comment expresses concern that well pads, roads and transmission lines constitute 
a major alteration of wilderness lands. In response, no designated wilderness areas will be effected by the Proposed 
Action. See also Response to Comment F12:l regarding the status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA. 
Response to Comment G167:3 - Commentor is concerned that the Project would compromise Medicine Lake’s scenic 
and environmental values by the construction of transmission lines, groundwater extraction, and pollution. In response, 
the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR evaluated the visual impacts of transmission lines (Section 3.8.3.6, 
pages 3.8-24 through 3.8-27), impacts of groundwater extraction (Section 3.2.3.3, pages 3.2-2 through 3.2-8), and 
impacts of potential pollution (Chapter 3). 
Response to Comment G167:4 - The comment states that Telephone Flat is part of a stealth campaign that may include 
up to six geothermal projects, the cumulative impacts of which are not discussed. In response, see Responses to 
Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Response to Comment G1675 - The comment notes that a careful analysis of the economics of these geothermal 
projects would sink them; the net gains the U.S. would get for sacrificing these lands to energy development would 
never outweigh the loss of tourism, hunting, recreation and Native American use of the land. In response, the comment 
is noted; however, the NEPA and CEQA lead and cooperating agencies will determine whether to approve the proposed 
Project based on the environmental consequences of the respective Project Alternatives, effectiveness of mitigation 
measures to reduce the adverse effects and significant impacts of the Project, and the ability of the Project Alternatives 
to meet the objectives and “purpose and need” for the Proposed Action. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER 6168 
Response to Comment G168: 1 - The comment strongly opposes the proposed Project and supports the local tribes in 
their efforts to preserve the area. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also 
Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G169 
Response to Comment G169:l - The comment expresses concern that the project will harm Medicine Lake’s water 
supply, for which the only source of recharge is melting snow. In response, Section 3.2.3 (starting on page 3.2-30) 
explains that no significant impacts to water quantity or quality are expected in regional groundwater and surface water 
or local groundwater and surface water. 
n 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G169:2 - The comment expresses concern that shallow groundwater levels in the Medicine Lake 
area will be lowered, causing the lake to be a swamp and the surrounding area to be dry. In response, see Response to 
Comment D1:l which provides additional information about the shallow aquifer in the Medicine Lake Basin and 
expected distance of drawdown that will result from project pumping in Arnica Sink. Additional shallow aquifer data 
will be developed in the Hydrologic Monitoring Program, which the CVRWQCB will help design. 
COMMENT LETTER G170 
Response to Comment G170:l - The comment agrees with the Proposed action. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G170:2 - The comment believes it would be smartest to have one project come online before 
the other; CalEnergy would be the strongest and the superior proponent to go online first. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G170:3 - Commentor requests a more detailed economic evaluation of economic feasibility in 
the Final EIS. In response, see Responses to Comments F29:4 and F38:3. 
Response to Comment G170:4 - Commentor is interested in the time frame for which BPA would execute a Power 
Purchase Agreement for energy generated from the Project. In response, the Draft EISEIR explains that energy 
generated from the Project could be sold to utilities, power marketers, andor BPA (page 1-7). Negotiations for sale of 
the power generated from the Project have not been completed. The length of the power sales agreement would be 
determined after contract negotiations between the parties are concluded, which could not occur until the Final EISEIR 
is completed and the subsequent agency Records of Decision are issued. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G170:5 - The comment asks the location of feeder wells and snowmobile trails in the Final EIS. 
In response, the Tri-Forest Snowmobile Trails are shown on a regional scale in Figure 3.10.4 (page 3.10-1 1) of the 
Draft EISEIR; the Tri-Forest Snowmobile Trails expected to be affected by snowplowing of roads are shown at a more 
localized scale in Figure 3.10.5 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.10-13, which also illustrates the locations of well pads 
and the power plant for the Proposed Action alternative. Although the layouts and locations of facilities may be subject 
to minor changes during final design, the information regarding the snowmobile trails provided in the Draft EISEIR 
is the most current information available and will also be used in the Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: An error in the route of the existing snowmobile trail near Blanche Lake in 
Figure 3.10.5 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.10-15) will be corrected in the Final EISEIR. 
COMMENT LETTER G171 
Response to Comment G17 1: 1 - The comment encourages approval of the proposed Project Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6172 
Response to Comment G172: 1 - The comment encourages approval of the proposed Project Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G173 
Response to Comment G173: 1 - The comment encourages approval of the proposed Project Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G174 
Response to Comment G174: 1 - The comment encourages approval of the proposed Project Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G175 
Response to Comment G175: 1 - The comment encourages approval of the proposed Project Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6176 
Response to Comment G176: 1 - The comment encourages approval of the proposed Project Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G177 
Response to Comment G177: 1 - The comment encourages approval of the proposed Project Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G178 
Response to Comment G178: 1 - The comment encourages approval of the proposed Project Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G179 
Response to Comment G 179: 1 - The comment encourages approval of the proposed Project Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G180 
Response to Comment G180: 1 - The comment encourages approval of the proposed Project Alternative. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G181 
Response to Comment G181:l - The comment expresses satisfaction that the Draft EISEIR addressed issues of 
concern to the Commentor. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G181:2 - The comment notes that United Association of Plumbing and Pipe Fitting, Local 228 
is most concerned about minimizing environmental effects while preserving the economic and job creation opportunities 
related to the Project; the quality of the geothermal resource has a very clean chemistry and the area has been intensely 
logged for timber resources; geothermal development in this area is consistent with the multiple use charter of the 
National Forest. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment G181:3 -The comment expresses satisfaction that the evaluations in the Draft EIS are more than 
adequate to protect the recreational and general environment of the Medicine Lake area and Fall River Mills area 
springs. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G181:4 -The comment notes that the United Association of Plumbing and Pipe Fitting, Local 
228 recognize that clean energy resources such as the Project are needed in California where the energy market is 
becoming deregulated and the general public is being given the opportunity to select green and renewable resources over 
fossil fuels; the Project will help create new job opportunities in construction and operations/maintenance; the type of 
work requires a highly trained and certified workforce to ensure safe, reliable and environmentally-sensitive operations; 
royalties and other economic spin-off from this Project will also significantly improve the economic diversification of 
this region of northern California which will provide additional jobs and support industries. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6182 
Response to Comment G182:l - The comment expresses a difficult job in balancing competing needs with the people 
and the government; it has tipped in favor of money interests; and the need to protect and support sacred places has been 
neglected. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER 6183 
Response to Comment G183: 1 -The comment notes that two geothermal energy plants are proposed in a roadless area. 
In response, no power plant or wellfield facilities are proposed in a roadless area. See Response to Comment F12:l 
regarding the status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA. 
Response to Comment G183:2 - The comment states that the electricity generated is falsely called “green” energy while 
it will have a large impact on the ecosystem. In response, see Response to Comment F42:50, which defines “green” 
energy. The Commentor is directed to Section 3.3 of the Draft EISEIR; biological impacts were found to be less than 
significant or will be mitigated to levels of insignificance. See also Response to Comment A8:15. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G183:3 - Commentor suggests the geothermal pipelines would be a hot barrier to wildlife 
movement through the area. In response, the above-ground pipelines would be constructed on support structures to keep 
the pipelines off of the ground (page 2-17). The pipeline support structures would keep the pipeline approximately 3 feet 
above the ground surface on level terrain and would vary up to about 6 feet above the ground surface to span 
topographic obstacles along the pipeline route. In addition, the pipelines would be insulated to prevent bum exposures 
(page 2- 16). The pipeline structures would allow wildlife to move freely beneath the above-ground pipeline. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The following text will follow the second sentence in the third full paragraph of the 
left column on page 2- 16 of the Draft EISEIR: 
“The pipe support structures would keep the pipeline off of the ground surface at a height of about 3 feet on 
level terrain. The height of the pipeline above the ground surface would vary up to about 6 feet, as necessary 
to span topographic highs and lows along the pipeline route.” 
Response to Comment G183:4 - The Commentor states that turbines will produce a “screeching drone,” shattering the 
silence. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:6, G24:2 and G317:2. 
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Response to Comment G183:5 - The comment asks to stop the geothermal projects and choose the No Action 
Alternative. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G184 
Response to Comment G184:l- The comment states that the area should not be developed in any manner. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER G185 
Response to Comment G185:l- The comment notes that Siskiyou County badly needs the economic benefits of the 
Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G186 
Response to Comment G186: 1 - This comment expresses concern regarding the effect of Project related H,S emissions, 
the potential odor from those emissions, the potential contamination of fish from Project related emissions, and the 
creation of a huge industrial traffic flow into the National Forest bearing toxic materials. In response, see Response 
to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions; Responses to 
Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in 
cooling tower drift, including potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment A1:7 for a 
discussion of material transportation. 
Biological Resources: The comment expresses concern over the loss of old-growth timber. In response, see Response 
to Comment Al : l ,  which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and that impacts to 
late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
The comment is also concerned that possible contamination will become a problem for fish-eating wildlife, especially 
bald eagles. In response, see Responses to Comments A6:7 and A8:18. 
COMMENT LETTER G187 
Response to Comment G187:l - The comment supports the No Action Alternative for the proposed Project. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G187:2 - Commentor is concerned that the Draft EISEIR does not address the regional need 
for the power that would be generated. In response, see Responses to Comments C2:35, F29:4, and F38:3. 
Response to Comment G187:3 - Commentor is concerned with labeling the Project a “green” energy Project and 
questions if the Project of 45 years meets the definition of a renewable resource. In response, see Response to 
Comment A8: 13. Also, as described in the Draft EISEIR geothermal resources meet the definition of a renewable 
energy resource (page 3.2-43). 
Response to Comment G187:4 - Commentor wonders if customers will be advised of the environmental consequences 
associated with a “green” energy project. In response, there are adverse effects from all energy sources including solar 
and wind energy alternatives. The use of the term “green” energy means the energy source is renewable and not 
depletable like fossil fuel sources. See also Response to Comment A8:13. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:5 - Commentor makes inquiries as to who pays for the additional consumer costs 
associated with geothermal energy, are these costs considered economical under the Energy Policy Act of 1992, and 
Q 
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are there regional constraints on existing energy resources that require this Project? In response, BPA ratepayers bear 
the brunt of any costs incurred by BPA. Pacific Northwest regional constraints include fish mitigation measures and 
implementation of the ESA Biological Opinion for hydro operation. Pacific Northwest “regional growth” was identified 
in the Pacific Northwest Power Planning Council’s 1991 Power Plan (see also Response to Comment 36:6). The 
economic feasibility of the Project is not a NEPA or CEQA requirement for analysis in the EISEIR (see also Responses 
to Comments F29:4 and F38:3). The analysis requested is beyond the scope of this EISEIR. The NEPA and CEQA lead 
and cooperating agencies will determine whether to approve the proposed Project based on the environmental 
consequences of the respective Project Alternatives, effectiveness of mitigation measures to reduce the adverse effects 
and significant impacts of the Project, and the ability of the Project Alternatives to meet the objectives and “purpose 
and need’ for the Proposed Action. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:6 - Commentor asserts that the Energy Policy Act of 1992 directs the Federal government 
to “foster and encourage private enterprise in the development of alternative energy resources, within appropriate 
environmental constraints.” Commentor inquires what is the definition of “appropriate environmental constraints” and 
who decides when the threshold has been exceeded. In response, interpretation of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 is 
beyond the scope of this EISEIR. The NEPA and CEQA lead and cooperating agencies will determine whether to 
approve the proposed Project based on the environmental consequences of the respective Project Alternatives, 
effectiveness of mitigation measures to reduce the adverse effects and significant impacts of the Project, and the ability 
of the Project Alternatives to meet the objectives and “purpose and need’ for the Proposed Action. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:7 - Commentor inquires who will determine the amount of the power plant license bond 
required for the Project. In response, and as discussed in the Draft ElSEIR, the surety bond is required pursuant to 
federal regulation (43 CFR 3250.7), and must be for an amount of not less than $100,000. The actual amount of the 
power plant license bond will be established by the authorized officer of the BLM. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:8 - Commentor states that a surety bond for $100,000 is inadequate to cover the costs 
for cleanup, accidental releases, and site restoration; and requests a discussion on the responsibilities or the Project 
Applicant and the USFS on decommissioning the Project. Commentor also requests a cost breakdown for 
decommissioning a project of this magnitude and economic justification for requiring only a $100,000 bond. In 
response, and as discussed in the Draft EISEIR, decommissioning of all the Project facilities, including: well 
abandonment and well site closure; dismantling and removal of all production, injection, and power plant facilities, 
dismantling and removal of the transmission line structures; and restoration of all disturbed surfaces is the responsibility 
of the Project Applicant, CEGC (pages 2-15 and 2-16, and 2-42). The BLM is responsible for oversight on geothermal 
well abandonment, and USFS, Modoc National Forest, isxesponsible for oversight on removal of surface facilities and 
restoration of disturbed surfaces. Neither NEPA nor CEQA require an economic analysis of the costs for closures of 
geothermal projects and the requested economic analysis is beyond the scope of this EISEIR. The BLM authorized 
officer is responsible for determining the adequacy of the amount of the power plant license bond to meet the 
indemnification requirements under the license. Economic evaluation necessary to establish an appropriate amount for 
the power plant license bond is also beyond the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:9 - Commentor describes a project on public land at Hayden Hill that was constructed 
and abandoned without decommissioning because the project was infeasible. Commentor characterizes the Hayden Hill 
Project as being similar to the proposed Project and inquires: to what extent the Hayden Hill project has been cleaned 
up, what did it cost, who paid for the costs, etc. In response, the referenced Hayden Hill project is an open pit gold mine 
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with operations that began near the turn of the century and is not similar to the proposed geothermal development 
project. The assertion that the Hayden Hill project was determined to be economically infeasible and has been 
abandoned without decommissioning is not correct. The project is not currently operating, but the site has not been 
abandoned and site restoration activities are being conducted by the project operator (Personal Communication-Sean 
E. Hagerty, BLM, California State Office; October 21,1998). Economic evaluation of the Hayden Hill project is beyond 
the scope of this EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:10 - Commentor references a citation from the Fourmile Hill Draft EISEIR, and also 
available in the Telephone Flat Project Draft EIREIR, that approximately 40,000 visitors stay at Medicine Lake 
campgrounds each year (page 3.10-8) and suggests that because notices about the proposed Project were not posted at 
the campgrounds and boat dock during the summer that an inadequate attempt was made to contact recreational users 
of the area. In response, scoping for the Project began in May 1997 before access to the Medicine Lake area was made 
available to the general public. Announcements and notices of the preparation of the EISEIR were placed in multiple 
local newspapers, posted by the Siskiyou County Clerk, and distributed to more than 1,OOO individuals, organizations, 
and agencies with known interest regarding geothermal development or possible actions in the area, and a Notice of 
Intent to prepare the EIS was published in the Federal Register (May 23, 1997). Scoping meetings were announced in 
local newspapers and conducted at four (4) locations in the Project vicinity. A substantial effort was made to reach those 
that may interested in the proposed geothermal development. Evidence that this effort was successful is provided in the 
more than 700 comment letters, and the more than 1,500 individuals that executed petitions for or against the Project, 
that were received on the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:ll- The comment expresses concern over the volume of water that will be used during 
the first year construction, asks for an evaluation of water usage during drought, and asks for information about the 
source of water that will be trucked in. In response, see Responses to Comments D1:l and D3:7 which provide 
additional information about the shallow aquifer in Medicine Lake Basin and expected distance of drawdown that will 
result from project pumping in Arnica Sink under both normal precipitation conditions and drought conditions. 
Additional shallow aquifer data will be developed in the Hydrologic Monitoring Program to validate the conclusions 
reached in the Draft EISEIR. All water to be used for the Project will be either shallow groundwater from the Arnica 
Sink area or water produced by the geothermal resource production activities. There are no plans to truck water to the 
Project site from anywhere. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:12 - The comment expresses the high value of the pure water in the area, and expresses 
concern that water quality will be affected by steam plumes. In response, see Response to Comment A1:3, which 
addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality. 
Response to Comment G187:13 - The Commentor is concerned with the effects of night light pollution and noise 
pollution on nesting bald eagles and osprey. In response, neither eagles or ospreys nest within the Project survey area 
and should not be impacted by noise or night lights. One osprey nest is located approximately %-mile from the nearest 
Project well pad. Other Measure 3.3.3.3-22 (page 3.3-52) of the Draft EISEIR is designed to mitigate the impact of the 
noise of operations at well pads 26-7 and 73-13. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:14 - The Commentor requests that the proposed powerline route (Al) be compared to 
other routes in terms of the route’s effect on eagles and ospreys. In response, the AI transmission corridor would 
extend from the proposed Four Mile Hill Geothermal development site south to the north side of Medicine Lake, and 
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then east to the north side of the Telephone Flat Project wellfield area. Of the proposed transmission routes, the A I  route 
comes closest to Medicine Lake, and therefore provides the greatest opportunity for interference with eagle and osprey 
behavior. While any transmission line poses a threat to raptors, the bald eagles and ospreys frequent the Medicine Lake 
area on a more regular basis than other areas which the transmission comdors would cross. Therefore the A1 line poses 
the greatest threat to the birds. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:15 - The comment expresses concern about effects on the Shasta crayfish from 
groundwater withdrawals in all potential projects combined, and asks for clarification on the relationship between the 
Medicine Lake area and Fall River. In response, the Draft EISEIR discusses regional groundwater flow paths in 
Section 3.2.2.6 (pages 3.2-21 and 3.2-29). The Draft EISEIR states “7’heflow volumes (in Fall River Springs) require 
that the entire area encompassing Medicine Lake Volcano and the Giant Crater lava field must have enhanced 
permeability Cfractures and lava tubes) that promotes the recharge of most of the annual precipitation and focuses 
groundwater transport south to Fall River Springs” (Section 3.2.2.6, page 3.2-29). See Response to Comment D1: 10, 
which shows that between the Project wellfield area and Fall River Springs, dilution in groundwater would lower the 
concentration of contaminants to levels that would not be harmful to aquatic life. 
Biological Resources: The Commentor is concerned with the potential Project’s combined effects on the Shasta crayfish 
and other listed species in the Fall River drainage and discuss the “status of the USGS study on groundwater relationship 
between the Medicine Lake area and Fall River and clarify the lead agencies position on this issue.” In response, see 
Responses to Comments D1:IO and E1:2. 
Response to Comment G187:16 - The comment requests that the cumulative effects of the proposed Project and the 
Fourmile Hill Project on all federal and state listed species identified in the Draft EISEIR be addressed. In response, 
this analysis was done in the Draft EISEIR. See Chapter 4 of Draft EISEIR which covers the cumulative effects of 
the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Projects. Section 4.3.3.2 (page 4-10) specifically evaluates the cumulative effects 
of the Project on wildlife. See also Responses to Comments A8: 14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:17 - Commentor is concerned that the Draft EISEIR is incorrect with respect to a 
determination that the Project will have no effect on KOPs with respect to night lighting. In response, the comment is 
noted. The effect of night lighting is evaluated in the Visual Resources chapter of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.8.3-13 
and 3.8.3-14). The Draft EISEIR does not conclude there will be “no effect” from night lighting. The Draft EISEIR 
indicates the power plant lights would be visible from the Primary Forest Route 49 KOP and may be indirectly visible 
as a glow in the distance above the forest canopy under some atmospheric conditions from Medicine Lake and from 
Forest Road 43N21 (page 3.8-13); drill rig lights would be visible above the forest canopy (pages 3.8-13 and 3.8-14); 
and night lighting from two well pads near Primary Forest Route 97 could be visible (page 3.8-14). The Draft EISEIR 
prescribes measures to reduce the adverse effects of night lighting (see also Responses to Comments F42:30, F42:3 1, 
and G77:5). See also Response to Comment H6:2. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: See revisions to the Draft EISEIR prescribed by Response to Comment H6:2. 
Response to Comment G187:18 - Commentor references page 4-138 with respect to the potential effects of steam 
plumes on the Medicine Lake area. In response, the Commentor has apparently referenced the visual analysis conducted 
for the Fourmile Hill Project EISEIR, as the Telephone Flat Project EISEIR does not state that “steam” plumes would 
be present year-round does not state the plume dimensions listed in the comment; and does not analyze “steam” plumes 
from a “Medicine Lake KOP.” The analysis of the effects of the cooling tower plume on visual resources, including the 
dimensions and frequency of the cooling tower plume, is presented in Section 3.8.3.3.1 (pages 3.8-1 1 through 3.8-13) 
of the Telephone Flat Project EISEIR. The analysis of the effects of the well flow test steam condensate plume on 
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visual resources is also presented in this section (page 3.8-14). The impacts of each of these operations were determined 
to be below the level of significance (see also Section 3.8.3.3.1). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR None. 
Response to Comment G187:19 - The Commentor asserts that the Draft EISEIR finds that the noise of construction 
would result in a significant unavoidable impact. Commentor also states that the recommended solution to recreational 
users bothered by power plant noise is to move out of the vicinity. Commentor states that this is an unacceptable 
mitigation measure for the project. In response, the effects of construction noise are evaluated in the Draft EISEIR 
(pages 3.7-8 through 3.7-18), and none of the identified impacts were determined to be significant. Further, there is no 
reference in the Draft EISEIR that recommends, or in any way suggests, that recreational users bothered by power plant 
noise should move out of the vicinity. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:20 - Commentor states that the people who own cabins come to Medicine Lake to get away 
from man-made craziness and to relax in a more natural and pristine location, and that the addition of one (and possibly 
six) power plants (and associated development and use) will definitely affect the natural resources of the area and the 
reason to recreate here. Commentor requests that the “no impact” designation to property values be re-evaluated. In 
response, the comment is noted. The effect of the Project on private property values was evaluated in the Draft EISEIR 
(page 3.12-20). The Draft EISEIR concluded that no determination could be made whether property values would be 
adversely affected by the proposed Project as different people value properties for different reasons. Those individuals 
that prefer remote, natural recreational locations may find the area less desirable with the Project; those who prefer 
potentially improved vehicular access and more developed recreational facilities may find the area more desirable. Some 
uncertain, short-term effects on individual private property values and salability could occur, but these effects are not 
predictable and the Project is not expected to cause long-term adverse effects to property values. See also Response to 
Comment G150: 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See changes to the Draft EISEIR prescribed by the Response to Comment G150:l. 
Response to Comment G187:21 - The comment notes that the Project will include winter maintenance of roads not 
previously kept open; address how the Project proponents will ensure the security of the Medicine Lake cabins due to 
the increased access and vehicular traffic during winter months. In response, see Response to Comment G27:3, winter 
access to the Medicine cabins with the Project would be by snowmobile as it is currently; therefore, no substantial 
decrease in security would occur. 
Response to Comment G187:22 - This comment expresses concern regarding the ability of the responsible regulatory 
agency (SCAPCD) to adequately monitor the Project, and that no existing staff of SCAPCD currently exist that are 
knowledgeable in geothermal Projects. The Commentor further raises the question of what would happen if the proposed 
Project were found to be “out of compliance.” In response, the SCAPCD will have available to them the resources of 
other County departments including the Planning Department and the County Counsel. During power plant operations, 
air pollution monitoring stations will be linked to the power plant control room and, in turn, can be connected to the 
SCAPCD headquarters via phone lines, thereby reducing the necessity to travel to the Project site to monitor Project 
activities. See also Responses to Comments F38:1O, F39:11, and G55:2. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR. None. 
Response to Comment G187:23 - See Responses to Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Response to Comment G187:24 - The comment notes that the proposed Project would significantly impact the quality 
of high altitude wildlife habitat and the recreation at Medicine Lake which is the use that the land should be managed 
for; the USFS has spent significant amounts of public money developing recreation in the Medicine Lake area over the 
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last 20 years; recreation should be the focus of this area, not energy development that is both harmful to the long term 
interests of the area and is not currently needed. In response, see Response to Comment G85:2; no unmitigable 
significant and adverse impacts (including biological and recreational) would occur to Medicine Lake. According to 
the Management Area Direction for the Medicine Lake Management Area (see Modoc National Forest LRMP, 
page 4-212), “Other management activities should not preclude geothermal development.” Commentor’s opinion of the 
appropriate management direction for Medicine Lake is thus inconsistent with the LRMP, which was adopted in 1991. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G187:25 - The comment supports the No Action Alternative as the only reasonable 
recommendation at this time. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G188 
Response to Comment G188:l - Commentor states that, “This Native of the North American Continent supports the 
significance of our spiritualhacred sites.” In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See 
also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G189 
Response to Comment G189:l - The comment states our sacred lands are not for sale. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G190 
Response to Comment G190: 1 - The comment states that sacredness carries power and purpose; the areas of issue must 
not be disturbed. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER G191 
Response to Comment G191:l - The Commentor opposes the disturbance of soils through construction and future 
development which will be conducted in known significant cultural and burial sites. In response, the proposed Project 
will not disturb any known burial sites as documented in cultural resources study in Section 3.5.2.1 of the Draft EISEIR 
(page 3.5-2). See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G192 
Response to Comment G192:l - The comment states save sacred sites. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G193 
Response to Comment G193: 1 - The comment states sacred places must be protected. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
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COMMENT LETTER G194 
Response to Comment G194:l - The comment states that if the first inhabitants of this area are opposed to the project 
then it should be stopped. Commentor is opposed to the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no response 
is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G195 
Response to Comment G195: 1 - The comment thinks that it is very important to preserve all ancient sites. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1: 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER 6196 
Response to Comment G196: 1 - The comment states that the indigenous people deserve to have their feelings respected 
and honored. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G197 
Response to Comment G197:l - The comment states that the lands are sacred and to respect them and the people that 
live on them. In response, the comment is noted: no response required. See also Responses to Comments Al1:l 
through AI 1:11.  
COMMENT LETTER G198 
Response to Comment G198:l - The comment states a desire for Environmental Justice. In response, Environmental 
Justice effects were analyzed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.12-17 through 3.12-19). It was found that no high or adverse 
impacts to a minority population were expected to occur nor would any exposure that would occur affect the minority 
population at a rate higher than it would the general population; therefore, Environmental Justice effects would be below 
the level of significance, and no mitigation measures would be required (Impact 3.12.3.3-4). See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1 : 1 through A1 1: 11. 
n 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G199 
Response to Comment G199: 1 - The comment states that all mountains, lakes, and rivers are sacred. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1:l l .  
COMMENT LETTER G200 
Response to Comment G200: 1 - The comment opposes geothermal energy because it destroys the earth. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER G201 
Response to Comment G201:l - The comment is signed in the interest of all relationships. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1:l through A1 1:l l .  
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COMMENT LETTER G202 
Response to Comment G202:l - The comment suggests seeking more renewable energy above the ground and to 
respect sacred sites. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G203 
Response to Comment G203: 1 - The comment says that if the “creator” wanted this energy to be used it would be very 
accessible. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1 : 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER 6204 
Response to Comment G204:l - The comment requests stopping the destruction of sacred and natural lands. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al1:l 
through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER 6205 
Response to Comment G205:l - The comment states that it is wrong to destroy the lake that is sacred to Native 
Americans. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER 6206 
Response to Comment G206: 1 - The comment opposes the Telephone Flat Project and other geothermal development 
in the Medicine Lake Highlands and supports Native American tribes in opposition to devastating impacts on various 
individual sites and cultural resources. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also 
Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER 6207 
Response to Comment G207: 1 -The Commentor has witnessed first hand the devastation of activities such as the 
proposed Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
CommentsAl1:l throughAl1:ll. 
COMMENT LETTER 6208 
Response to Comment G208:l - The comment states that the area is a sacred site that needs to be preserved. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 
throughAl1:ll. 
COMMENT LETTER 6209 
Response to Comment G209:l - The comment states that the area is sacred and must be preserved for future 
generations. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 1 1. 
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COMMENT LETTER 6210 
Response to Comment G210: 1 - The comment opposes development at Medicine Lake. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G211 
Response to Comment G211: 1 - The comment states that the area is a sacred site that needs to be preserved. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al1:l 
through Al1: l l .  
COMMENT LETTER G212 
Response to Comment G212:l - The comment says to respect religious areas as you would Christian churches. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1:l 
through Al1: l l .  
COMMENT LETTER 6213 
Response to Comment G213: 1 -The comment is for protection at any cost. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G214 
Response to Comment G214: 1 - The Commentor continues to see sacred sites desecrated by company and government 
development. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments Al1:l throughAl1:ll. 
* COMMENT LETTER G215 
Response to Comment G215:l - The comment says to respect Native American religion and land in the Medicine Lake 
area. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 
through Al1: l l .  
COMMENT LETTER G216 
Response to Comment G216:l - The comment states that it is important to respect and preserve the sacred site. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al1:l 
through Al1:ll .  
COMMENT LETTER G217 
Response to Comment G217:l - The comment thinks it is important to protect the sacred site. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G218 
Response to Comment G218:l - The comment says to fight all the way. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1:l through A1 1:ll. 
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COMMENT LETTER 6219 
Response to Comment G219:l - The comment requests to not destroy the sacred sites. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G220 
Response to Comment G220: 1 - The comments states that the tribes should defend the sacred lands. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER 6221 
Response to Comment G221:l - The comment says to get out of the tribes’ sacred lands or beware of the effects on 
your children. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G222 
Response to Comment G222:l - The comment supports maintaining sacred grounds as sacred. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER 6223 
Response to Comment G223:l - The comment opposes the project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1:l through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER G224 
Response to Comment G224:l - The comment opposes anti-Native legislation and is concerned for the welfare of the 
land if development continues. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also 
Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G225 
Response to Comment G225: 1 - The comment emphasizes the need for peace and harmony, and request that their land 
be left alone. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments Al1:l through Al1:ll .  
COMMENT LETTER 6226 
Response to Comment G226: 1 - The comment states that the site should be protected just as if it were a historic church 
or temple. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments Al1:l through Al1:ll .  
COMMENT LETTER G227 
Response to Comment G227: 1 - The comment opposes the project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
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COMMENT LETTER G228 
Response to Comment G228:l - The comment states that sacred sites should not be destroyed. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G229 
Response to Comment G229: 1 - The comment states that the open house representation was a pretty pristine picture 
compared to the real plant. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses 
to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER G230 
Response to Comment G230: 1 - The comment expresses a desire to fight and hold together. In response, the comment 
is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G231 
Response to Comment G231:l - The comment requests a halt to destruction of all forest areas. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1:l through A1 1:l l .  
COMMENT LETTER 6232 
Response to Comment G232: 1 - The comment states that the contamination of sacred grounds is not wanted. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al1:l 
through Al1:ll .  
COMMENT LETTER G233 
Response to Comment G233: 1 - The comment is concerned with protecting water. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A 1 1: 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G234 
Response to Comment G234: 1 - Commentor expresses concern about geothermal development, a hydro plant, and 
chopping down of Little Glass Mountain all for economic development. Commentor also expresses concern about 
pesticide spraying. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A 11 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G235 
Response to Comment G235:l - The comment opposes the project because the land is sacred. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G236 
Response to Comment G236: 1 - The comment states that the development must be averted at all costs. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A 1 1: 1 1. 
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COMMENT LETTER G237 
Response to Comment G237: 1 - The comment requests some respect and consideration for the first people of this land. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 
through Al1: l l .  
COMMENT LETTER G238 
Response to Comment G238: 1 - The comment opposes the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER 6239 
Response to Comment G239: 1 - The comment opposes the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1:ll. 
COMMENT LETTER G240 
Response to Comment G240:l - The comment opposes the Project because it will harm the animals. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1:l through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER 6241 
Response to Comment G241: 1 - The comment asks why spirituality of Native peoples is less worthy of protection. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al1:l 
through Al1: l l .  
COMMENT LETTER G242 
Response to Comment G242:l - The comment requests a halt to the segregation of the land from the people. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 
through Al1: l l .  
COMMENT LETTER 6243 
Response to Comment G243: 1 - The comment states that we have lived without this power a long time and to live like 
human beings or go back to your homeland. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See 
also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER 6244 
Response to Comment G244: 1 - The comment opposes the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1:ll. 
COMMENT LETTER 6245 
Response to Comment G245: 1 - The comment cries respect for sacred sites and ecological preservation. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
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COMMENT LETTER G246 
Response to Comment G246: 1 - The comment supports the area as a sacred site. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1:l through A1 1:l l .  
COMMENT LETTER G247 
Response to Comment G247: 1 - The comment asks what if a major seismic event were to occur during well drilling, 
venting, or before a standard for production and injection is established. In response, see Response to Comment C2:64 
regarding seismic activity. 
Response to Comment G247:2 - Commentor inquires what measures will there be for residents or campground users 
if problems were to occur because of project-related seismic events. In response, no project-related seismic event 
problems are anticipated. Seismicity and potential induced seismicity were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.1-7 
and 3.1-8). No adverse effects were identified that would require measures to be implemented for the residents or 
campground users in the Medicine Lake area. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR. None. 
Response to Comment G247:3 - The Commentor feels that additional discussion is needed in the Geology and Soils 
section of the Draft EISEIR about discharge of geothermal fluids to the surface and associated impacts. In response, 
Impact 3.1.3.3-3 (page 3.149, under Volcanic Eruption, discusses the possibility of loss of well control and discharge 
of geothermal fluid to the surface in the remote chance of a major volcanic eruption directly damaging Project facilities. 
The impact is considered less than significant in the context of NEPA and CEQA; however, Other Measure 3.1.3.3-3 
outlines an Emergency Response [Contingency] Plan (ERCP) that would be implemented in the unlikely event of a 
volcanic eruption. The ERCP would also be implemented in the event of a geothermal spill from a well casing leak, 
pipeline rupture, or sump overflow (page 3.2-40). The Draft EISEIR also addresses proposed design measures for spill 
containment and control (page 2-15), projects the maximum credible spill volumes that could occur from well blowouts 
and pipeline releases and evaluates the adverse effects resulting from an upset spill or release of geothermal fluids 
(pages 3.13-6 through 3.13-12). No further discussion in the EISEIR appears to be warranted. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR. None. 
Response to Comment G247:4 - The comment states that more discussion is needed concerning land subsidence in 
unrelated areas. In response, see Response to Comment C2:66 regarding the topic of subsidence caused by the proposed 
Project . 
Response to Comment G247:5 - The comment notes that any permanent change in topography should be considered 
more than “less than significant.” In response, the comment is noted. A significance criterion for determining the 
NEPNCEQA significance of a topographic change impact is provided in the the Draft EISEIR (page 3.1-7). “Creating 
topographic changes which lead to other adverse impacts” could be considered significant; however, only minor changes 
in topography would result from the Project and site restoration would occur at the end of the Project (page 3.1-10). 
Commentor provides no basis for the assertion that any permanent change in topography should be considered + 
significant. No further response is required. 
Response to Comment G247:6 - The comment notes that the Medicine Lake Highlands should be included as a SIA 
and that project-induced changes in the topography or geology should be considered unavoidable adverse effects. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. For additional information on SIA see Responses 
to Comments C2:67 and D1:36. 
Response to Comment G247:7 - The comment expresses concern about where recharge would come from if the 
geothermal resource proved insufficient. In response, the sustainability of the geothermal resource is discussed in the 
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Section titled Effects of Geothemal Development on Geothermal Resource Depletion in the Draft EISEIR, which 
explains that during Project operations the temperature of the produced geothermal fluids would slowly decrease over 
time until the continued commercial operation of the Project would no longer be economically viable at which time the 
Project would typically discontinue operations and move to the decommissioning phase. It is expected that the resource 
would be able to support project operations for 50 years. However, if the sustainable period is shorter, the project would 
end sooner because the project will not continue if it is not economically viable. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:8 - The comment asks what mitigation measures will be provided for damage to private 
wells from project activities. In response, see Response to Comment D1: 1 which provides additional information about 
the shallow aquifer in Medicine Lake Basin and expected distance of drawdown that will result from project pumping 
in Arnica Sink. Additional shallow aquifer data will be developed in the Hydrologic Monitoring Program, which the 
CVRWQCB will help design. Damage to private wells from project activities is not expected. In the unlikely event that 
a private well is damaged due to the project, CEGC would correct the damage and would modify the Project to prevent 
further well damage. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The following language will be added as new Other Measures 3.2.3.3-3c, 3.2.3.4-3c 
and 3.2.3.5-3c (pages 3.2-24, 3.2-44, and 3.2-47, respectively) of the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
“In the event that damage to private groundwater well(s) can be reasonably attributed to excessive pumping 
of the shallow groundwater by the Project, Project Applicant shall repair the damage to the private well(s) and 
modify Project operations to prevent further well damage.” 
Response to Comment G247:9 - The comment expresses concern about adverse impacts to the Fall River Springs. In 
response, potential impacts to Fall River Springs from the Project have been further analyzed in Response to 
Comment D1: 10. 
Response to Comment G247:lO - The comment expresses concern about liquid waste or geothermal fluid affecting 
groundwater or surface water. In response, see Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about 
geothermal fluid spills and leaks. 
Response to Comment G247: 1 1 - The comment expresses concern about Project Activities causing drawdown and 
heating of surface water. In response, see Response to Comment D1: 1 which contains additional calculations on the 
expected drawdown in the shallow aquifer from Project pumping; and Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses 
the concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks and explains that they are not likely to occur. 
Response to Comment G247: 12 - Commentor notes that the proposed freshwater pipeline will require a five-foot 
right-of-way and inquires: (a) what equipment will be used to dig the ditch and lay the pipe that is five feet wide; and 
(b) what is considered the frostline? In response, the Draft EISEIR describes the methodology that will be used to lay 
the freshwater pipeline (page 2-22). The freshwater pipeline is expected to be buried in a trench constructed by a 
backhoe to a depth beneath the frost zone. The backhoe would travel overland and no new dedicated road would be 
constructed for the pipeline. The pipeline route would follow an existing logging trail and a new proposed access road 
to the power plant site (Figure 2.2.10, page 2-19). The right-of-way is the width of the comdor in which the pipeline 
trench would be constructed, and it was not intended to describe the width of the equipment that would be used to bury 
the pipeline. The frostline is considered to be that depth beneath ground surface at which soil moisture in the area does 
not freeze in the winter. The pipeline would be buried below that depth to prevent water in the pipeline from freezing 
during the cold weather months. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G247: 13 - The comment expresses the opinion that any contamination of water supplies is 
totally unacceptable. In response, the comment is noted; no response required. 
Response to Comment G247: 14 - The Commentor states that the biological Study Area should include the surrounding 
surface bodies of water. In response, the U.S. Forest Service determined the Study Area to be an area extending ?A mile 
beyond areas directly impacted by the Project. All surface bodies of water (2 temporary) were included in the study. The 
comment is noted. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:15 - The Commentors ask what the effect would be if the surface waters would warm 
up as a result of the Project. In response, there is no anticipated temperature effect to surface waters in the vicinity of 
the Project as a result of Project operations. As there are no permanent surface bodies of water on the Project area, the 
only water that could warm up is that within the well pad sumps. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247: 16 - The Commentor states that “more study on the bat population should be done to 
determine their listing status and mitigation measures.” In response, in the preparation of an EISEIR document the 
standard protocol is to use the best available information. Since the bat species which occur within the Project survey 
area are not threatened or endangered, no additional surveys are required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247: 17 - The Commentor states that more discussion on snag recruitment is needed. In 
response, snag recruitment is proposed as a mitigation to the loss of late seral habitat. The intent of snag recruitment 
(killing live trees) is to produce habitat that under normal succession does not appear until the stands are older. The 
effect is to create a habitat diversity in a young timber stand that will support a greater diversity of wildlife species, 
especially those associated with late-successional stages. See Response to Comment F18: 12. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:18 - Commentor states that more discussion is needed with respect to EMF from 
transmission lines and their effects on animal reproductive organs. In response, the Draft EISEIR evaluates the health 
effects of EMF (see Response to Comment G74:S). Most studies involving power lines and wildlife emphasize physical 
impacts from the right-of-way with scant attention to possible EMF effects; however, the research does suggest that, 
compared to the effects from transmission line construction and maintenance, any effects of EMF on wildlife are subtle 
and difficult to identify (BPA 1996). We are unaware of any studies on the effects of EMF on wildlife reproductive 
organs. Some environmental fertility studies have been conducted on domestic livestock, including cattle and swine, 
but none of the fertility parameters studied were reported to be affected by the respective EMF exposures during the 
studies (BPA 1996). Laboratory studies on mice, rats, and other laboratory-suitable species exposed to either electric 
or magnetic fields are more ambiguous and the findings are inconsistent; some showing effects and other no effects 
(BPA 1996). However, the laboratory studies were typically conducted using long-term, continuous, and relatively high 
field strength exposures compared to the intermittent and relatively low field strength exposure wildlife would 
experience as a result of the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247: 19 - The Commentor states that the small animals and birds will be dnnking from sump 
ponds. Dumping every 60 days is not the cure. In response, see Responses to Comments D1:2, D1:3, and D3:8. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G247:20 - The Commentor states: “During the public open house, the in-house biologist stated 
that if one of the pair of nesting bald eagles were to be killed or injured because of the Project, “that’s the risk” is 
unacceptable.” “This is their (eagles) environment, not yours, USFS; not yours BLM.” In response, the intent of the 
statement by the biologist was that there is a risk (to eagles and other species) when a Project such as this is built. Risk 
is part of a Project being built in the environmental setting. Whether the risk to a species (from a Project) is “si,pificant” 
as defined in the context of the EPA is the issue. The Draft EISEIR has determined that with mitigation the impacts 
to eagles from this Project would be less than significant. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:21 - This comment expresses concern regarding the enforcement of the speed limit 
needed to minimize fugitive dust emissions, and questions what the fines and penalties would be for violations of the 
limit. In response, the Draft EISEIR discusses the potential Project related fugitive dust emissions and the proposed 
mitigation measure for those emissions (pages 3.4-16 and 3.4-17). Prior to the commencement of construction, the 
Project Applicant will have to obtain approval from the SCAPCD for a fugitive dust minimization plan (page 3.4-17). 
Part of this plan will be to establish and enforce speed limits of Project related traffic. Enforcement of fugitive emissions 
limitations will be the responsibility of SCAPCD. Enforcement of speed limits on unpaved Project roads on public lands 
will be the responsibility of the USFS. The Project Applicant would be subject to enforcement requirements and 
liabilities under the law for damages attributed to the Project. See also Responses to Comments F40:6, F41:4, 
and G101:3. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:22 - This comment states that more discussion is needed regarding the chemicals needed 
for HIS abatement. In response, the Draft EISEIR (page 2-33) discusses the proposed H2S abatement system, while 
Table 2.2.4 (page 2-3 1) lists the major production, power generation, and injection equipment proposed for the Project. 
As stated in Table 2.2.4, the type, size, and capacity of the H2S abatement system would be determined during the 
detailed facility design stage. No additional information is necessary nor required for the Draft and Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:23 - This comment expresses concern regarding what non-geothermal chemicals 
(e.g., manmade chemicals) will be emitted in the cooling tower drift. Figure 2.2.16 and Table 2.2.2 describe and show 
the process flow throughout the proposed plant. In response, as can be seen in the mentioned figure and table, with the 
exception of air in-leakage, the proposed plant will operate in a closed system. No other compounds, with the exception 
of small quantities of biocide and biodispersant discussed in Response to Comment E2:13, are shown to be introduced 
into the system. Thus, no additional manmade substances will be emitted from the cooling towers. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:24 - Commentor states the Draft EISEIR is flawed and asserts that cooling tower 
evaporation will change weather patterns and result in something similar to “lake effect” snow in the region. In 
response, the effects of cooling water evaporation were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-25 to 3.4-26). The 
Commentor does not define “lake effect” snow, but it is presumed Commentor is referring to the phenomenon that 
results from cold air moving over relatively warmer water which results in the cold air mass picking up additional 
moisture. When the cold air mass hits land, the air rises and reaches its condensation point resulting in greater snow fall 
than would occur without the “lake effect.” This phenomenon is observed during the winter in areas with large lakes 
such as the Great Lakes. The evaluation did not identify a significant impact from the amount of moisture that would 
be released from the cooling tower. Commentor offers no basis for the assertion that the evaluation is flawed or that 
cooling tower evaporation would change weather patterns. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G247:25 - Commentor asserts that a monitoring committee should be set up of public, agency 
and project people with the monitoring results made public. In response, see Response to Comment G83:2. 
Response to Comment G247:26 - The comment states that with every impact being significant to cultural and 
paleontological resources, the only true alternative would be the no action alternative. In response, Commentor is only 
partially correct. The impacts identified in the Cultural Resources section of the Draft EISEIR are all considered 
potentially significant [emphasis added], but each of these potentially significant impacts would be reduced to below 
the level of significance by the mitigation measures provided (pages 3.5-8 through 3.5-12). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:27 - The comment states that with the available impact and mitigation, the only alternative 
to be considered is the no action alternative. In response, the comment and response for G247:27 is the same as F32:40. 
Response to Comment G247:28 - The Commentor states that the effects of blasting noise during construction are not 
discussed. In response, the comment is noted. Impulse noises such as those associated with blasting are infrequent 
events that do not substantively change the equivalent sound level (L,) or the weighted day-night sound level (L,) used 
to determine the significance of noise impacts from the Project in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.7-7 and 3.7-8). The 
prediction of the noise effects of blasting requires knowledge of (1) the exact locations of the blasting; ( 2 )  the charge 
weight (number of pounds of explosive); (3) the number and time of delays (the number and timing of a series of 
explosions); and (4) the depth of the explosions. The effects of blasting with respect to potential vibration impacts on 
private weils is discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2-35). Since it is unclear that blasting will even be necessary, 
this information cannot be determined until construction activities are in progress and it is determined that blasting is 
actually required to level one or more individual pads on a site-specific basis. Any necessary blasting would occur 
during daylight hours only and would be completed by the end of the construction phase of the Project. The noise from 
blasting within the Project wellfield would be audible at noise receptors around Medicine Lake, but this potential 
intermittent, impulse noise source during the Project construction phase is not considered a significant impact of the 
Project. 
n 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:29 - The Commentor asserts that the effects of noise on biological resources are not 
properly addressed. In response, see Responses to Comments F24:6 and F42:34. 
Response to Comment G247:30 - The Commentor requests a discussion of the difference between well drilling and 
operational noises. In response, well drilling noise refers specifically to noise occumng when a well is being drilled. 
The noisiest pieces of equipment during drilling are the diesel-electric generators, the drilling motors on the rig, the air 
compressors, and a few pumps. Operational noise refers to the power plant when it is producing electricity. Here the 
noisiest equipment is enclosed by an acoustically and thermally well-insulated building, resulting in a significant noise 
reduction outside the building. The noisiest equipment outdoors is the cooling tower, the noise of which is produced 
by large fans which pull air through the tower and by the water which cascades down the tower. See also Response to 
Comment G24:2. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:31 - The Commentor suggests that Siskiyou County’s noise level standard is 
inappropriate for Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted. However, it should ais0 be pointed out 
that the Highlands are within the County, and its noise standard is more restrictive than BLM’s. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G247:32 - The Commentor would like to know how much information is available regarding 
the auditory acuity of the vast array of animals. In response, unfortunately, little is known about which tones (pitches) 
are most important for most of the animals of concern i n  the EISEIR. Observation of animal behavior when exposed 
to noise is generally used to estimate noise effects. The Commentor is also concerned about the effect on wildlife of 
noise and asks if the “document” really knows how biological resources respond to certain pitches humans do not hear. 
In response, the effects of noise on all species of wildlife are not completely understood. The analysis was done using 
the best available data and current understanding. See Response to Comment F42:34. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:33 - The Commentor asserts that ambient noise will not drown out project noise and that 
the EIS/EIR has suggested that transient forest visitors can leave if the noise is too loud. In response, the human 
auditory system would generally be unable to detect a noise source above existing ambient noise unless the sound level 
from the noise source was 5dB or greater than the ambient noise. Most of the Project generated noise would be less than 
5 dB above ambient noise at the developed recreational areas around Medicine Lake. As such, most Project noise would 
be undetected in the developed recreational areas around Medicine Lake. With respect to the Commentor’s implication 
that the Draft EISEIR suggests that transient forest visitors can leave if the noise is too loud, the Draft EISEIR has not 
suggested that Forest visitors should leave if Project construction noise is too loud. Rather, it states that the adverse 
effects of Project noise with respect to dispersed recreation activities such as hiking were, in part, determined to be 
below the level of significance because, persons hiking within approximately %-mile of Project construction activities 
would be expected to be able hear the construction noise, but these persons would be transient (page 3.7-9) and 
construction noise would be intermittent and short-term. Project noise would not exceed the significance criteria set forth 
in Section 3.7.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.7-7). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:34 - Commentor indicates that more discussion is required with respect to OSHA and 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA requirements) in the Visual Resource section of the Draft EISEIR. In response, 
the comment is noted. It is presumed the Commentor is referring to Other Measures 3.8.3.3.2b and 3.8.3.3-2c 
(page 3.8-13) that provide for exceptions to night lighting restrictions described by the Other Measures for possible FAA 
or safety requirements. 
With respect to FAA requirements, structures that extend above threshold heights in the vicinity of airports must be 
lighted to facilitate aircraft observing the structures during takeoffs and landings. Information obtained since the Draft 
EISEIR was released to the public has determined that none of the proposed Project facilities, construction equipment, 
or drilling rigs would be located in the vicinity of an airport that would require FAA lighting of these facilities or 
equipment. 
With respect to safety requirements, the proposed Project would be subject to California Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (Cal-OSHA) regulatory requirements for adequate employee lighting in the workplace. Cal-OSHA 
General Industry Safety Orders require all working areas, stairways, aisles, passageways, work benches and machines 
to be provided with either natural or artiJicial illumination which is adequate and suitable to provide a reasonably safe 
place of employment (8 CCR 3317). Minimum illumination levels for safety alone are listed in the regulation for various 
typical work areas, and minimum lighting is presented as a function of both (a) hazard requiring visual detection; and 
(b) normal activity level. The following is a summary table of selected work areas that would be applicable to the 
proposed Project: 
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Source: Title 8, California Code of Regulations, Section 3317 
To assure these levels at all times, higher initial levels need to be provided to compensate for the depreciation due to the decrease of light 
output of Lamps with age and to accumulation of dirt on lamps and room surfaces. 
bWhen adequate natural illumination or permanent artificial illumination cannot be made available to secure the safety of employees, suitable 
portable lights shall be provided. 
Similarly, Cal-OSHA Construction Safety Orders for illumination would be applicable to work areas during Project 
construction activities (8 CCR 1523). Minimum illumination intensities for construction sites and operations range from 
3.0 foot-candles for general construction area lighting with low activity to 5.0 foot-candles in active outdoor construction 
areas. Higher minimum illumination is required for indoor construction-related sites and operations. See also Response 
to Comment H6:2. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See revisions to the Draft EISEIR prescribed by Response to Comment H6:2. 
Response to Comment G247:35 - The Commentor asks what the effect on wildlife is of 24 hour lighting. In response, 
24 hour lighting will be restricted around the power plant area. The effect on wildlife is species specific. Nocturnal 
species, with the notable exception of phototaxic insects, will show some avoidance to the power plant area as they 
utilize darkness as a protection. Night lighting from the Project would attract insects and could result in a net increase 
in bats foraging in the vicinity of the Project facilities. There may potentially be a general effect of increased indirect 
mortality from the stress produced by night lighting. There should be no effect on diurnal species. There is no known 
evidence to indicate that the 24 hour lighting will have an adverse impact on any threatened or endangered species found 
within the area. 
The comment questions the effects of 24-hour lighting on biological resources. In response, in regards to regulation, 
lighting will be directed on site facilities, and therefore any light received by plants would be indirect, of relatively low 
magnitude (candle power), and affect only plants on the immediate perimeter of the site(s). For plants in position to 
receive the greatest intensity of this indirect lighting, there may be minor increases in photosynthesis. Normally, at night, 
plants carry on respiration, taking up O2 and evolving CO,. At very low light intensities (energy levels) the 
photosynthetic gas exchange may still be smaller than the respiratory gas exchange so the only apparent effect of light 
would be to decrease both 0, uptake and CO, evolution. As the intensity of light increases, a point is reached at which n 
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photosynthesis and respiratory gas exchanges directly balance one another. This is called the compensation point. As 
the light intensity is raised above this point CO, is taken up and oxygen evolved. It is unlikely that the light energy 
available to plants adjacent to the site would reach this third level, but in any case there are no detrimental effects. It 
is possible that if sufficient photosynthesis occurred to increase the sugar content of stomatal guard cells, causing the 
stomata to open, there could be slight increase in transpiration of moisture. Night temperatures would probably minimize 
this possibility, but plants continually subjected to light may eventually experience more moisture stress than they would 
otherwise encounter. If this occurs, then the stomata would remain closed, shutting down transpiration and preventing 
serious wilting. Some flowering plants respond to the length of illumination for their blooming-photoperiodism. 
However, this usually requires cycles of light and dark rather than continuous light. No short or long day plants are 
recognized in the area. Most plants are day neutral and flower under a wide range of day lengths. 
It is not expected that any detrimental effects will be experienced by plants subjected to low intensity indirect lighting. 
In many thousands of sites, both urban and rural, plants are exposed to such lighting with no apparent ill effects. These 
include specialty gardens, national parks, and campgrounds in montane settings. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: The following discussion will be added to Section 3.3.3.3.1 on page 3.3-47: 
Effects of Artificial Lighting 
Project lighting will be directed toward on-site facilities, and therefore any artificial light received by plants 
would be indirect, of relatively low magnitude (candle power), and affect only plants on the immediate 
perimeter of the lighted site(s). For plants in position to receive the greatest intensity of this indirect lighting, 
there may be minor increases in photosynthesis. Plants continually subjected to light may eventually experience 
more moisture stress than they would otherwise encounter. Some flowering plants respond to the length of 
illumination for their blooming-photoperiodism. However, this usually requires cycles of light and dark rather 
than continuous light. No short- or long-day plants are recognized in the area. Most plants are day-neutral and 
flower under a wide range of day lengths. It is not expected that any detrimental effects will be experienced 
by plants subjected to low intensity indirect artificial lighting from the Project. 
Response to Comment G247:36 - Commentor indicates that the visual impact from construction traffic needs more 
discussion. In response, the comment is noted. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 2-2), construction traffic to 
Telephone Hat Project power plant site, wellfield, and transmission line would be routed on Primary Forest Route 97 
(a.k.a. Modoc County Road 97) from Highway 139 to the east. Further, Other Measure 3.1 1.3.3-3 (page 3.1 1-14 of the 
Draft EISEIR) specifies that construction traffic would be prohibited from travel along that section of Primary Forest 
Route 49 in the vicinity of Medicine Lake. As such, the construction traffic would not be visible from any of the 
developed recreation centers around Medicine Lake or the identified KOPs. Similarly, the most recent traffic count in 
1995 shows average daily traffic on Modoc County Road 97 at the Modoc/Siskiyou County line (location nearest the 
Project wellfield) was only 84 vehicles per day. Thus, relatively few visitors would be expected to routinely encounter 
construction vehicles on route to the Project construction areas. Further, periodic encounters with construction vehicles, 
logging trucks, and other heavy vehicles on rural roads in the Project vicinity are not rare occurrences. As such, traffic 
during construction activities was determined to have a negligible adverse effect on visual resources. 
Revisions for the Final’EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:37 - Commentor states that any impact on visual aspects of the Medicine Lake Highlands 
should be considered significant. In response, the comment is noted. However, the Commentor’s perspective is 
inconsistent with the Modoc National Forest existing VQO for the area (see Responses to Comments F28:20, F32:44, 
F32:45, and F38:9). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G247:38 - Commentor inquires if visitors will be informed of health risks of geothermal 
production at the interpretive site prescribed in Other Measure 3.8.3.3-le (page 3.8-13). In response, no significant 
health risks were identified in the Draft EISEIR (see Section 3.13), and the interpretive site would be located 
approximately four miles from the Telephone Flat Project power plant site and about one mile from the proposed 
Fourmile Hill Project power plant site, and there would be no identified health risk from proposed geothermal 
production at the interpretive site. 
Q 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:39 - The comment notes that under unavoidable impacts, the Draft EISEIR states that 
“residential and special interest areas may also experience adverse effects due to changes in visual, air quality, and noise 
environments.” Why does the Draft EISEIR state these impacts are less than significant in their respective resource 
sections? The comment also notes that the Draft EISEIR does not mention health risk of land users. In response, the 
individual impacts were determined to result in unavoidable, adverse, but less than significant effects: see 
Section 3.8.3.3.2 (page 3.8-15) for visual; Section 3.4.3.3.2 (page 3.4-26) for air quality; and Section 3.7.3.3.2 (page 
3.7-17). Thus, in Section 3.9.3.3.2 (page 3.9-7) the collective impact of the three environmental discipline areas was 
also determined to be unavoidable, adverse but less than significant. Health risk is discussed in Section 3.13 of the Draft 
EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:40 - The comment notes that there is no discussion of the hunting closures to inform the 
reader of the Draft EISEIR. In response, no hunting prohibitions are proposed as part of the Project. The only 
restriction on hunting would result from a prohibition of the discharge of firearms within the fenced power plant site 
(about 15 acres). See also Responses to Comments F38:16 and G298:3. 
n 
Response to Comment G247:41 - Commentor states that the intrusional impacts to recreational users will be 
devastating. In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR acknowledges that the Project would result in sights, 
sounds, and odors that would collectively detract from the Forest visitor’s recreational experience (Impact 3.10.3.3- 1). 
However, the Draft EISEIR continues that there is no practical way to measure the collective “intrusional impacts” on 
recreation. Evaluation of visual effects (Section 3.8), noise (Section 3.7), and air qualitylodor effects (Section 3.4) were 
individually evaluated in other sections of the Draft EISEIR and measures to reduce these adverse effects were 
provided. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:42 - Commentor states that radon gases encountered during well drilling is not properly 
addressed. In response, radon is a naturally occurring radionuclide found in the earth and can occur in well water. The 
average indoor and outdoor levels of radon are 1.3 picocuries per liter (pCiL) and 0.4 pCiA, respectively (EPA, 
Available: http://www.epa.gov/iaq/radon). Radon is known to be a carcinogen that can cause lung cancer, and EPA has 
established a radon action level of 4 pCi/L for indoor exposures. Appendix F to the Draft EISIEIR references a soil gas 
survey conducted in the Project vicinity that analyzed for radon-222. The findings are assumed to be representative of 
soil concentrations of radon-222 over the entire Glass Mountain KGRA. Based on the measured soil gas concentrations, 
the mean baseline background concentration of radon-222 in the Project vicinity was estimated at 0.27 pCiL which 
approximates EPA’s projected average outdoor level of radon. 
Essentially all of the radon-222 that exists in the geothermal fluid would be expected to be entrained in the flashed steam 
and be released to the atmosphere with the noncondensable gases. Appendix G to the Draft EISEIR provides an 
estimate of the radon-222 that would be produced from the geothermal wells in the geothermal fluidslsteam during well 
testing and power plant operations. This estimate is based on an analysis of the vapor phase from Project well 68-8 
obtained during exploration activities. During well venting an estimated 1.58~10“ Ci per hour would be released. During 
power plant operations almost all of the radon-222 in the geothermal fluid would be released with the exhaust from the Q 
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high-pressure steam flash ( 1 . 4 2 ~ 1 0 ~  Ci per hour:) with a much smaller amount of residual radon-222 released with the 
exhaust from the low-pressure steam flash (7.59x10-’ Ci per hour). Projections provided in Appendix G to the Draft 
EISEIR project the maximum one-hour and annual increase in ambient concentrations of radon-222 from Project 
operations to be 2.60x10-’ pCiL and 2.04x10-’ pCi/L, respectively. Each of these projected impacts on ambient 
concentrations of radon-222 are far below the estimated baseline ambient concentration of 0.27 pCiL in the Project 
vicinity and the indoor standard of 4 pCi/L, and the increased concentration of radon-222 from either well venting or 
power plant Project operations would be unlikely to be detectable above the baseline ambient concentration of radon-222 
in the Project vicinity. No substantive air pollution impact or health and safety risk was identified with respect to 
radon-222 and the Project. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The following paragraph will be added following the second full paragraph on 
page 3.13-6 of the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.13.2.6.2). 
“In addition to NCGs, radon is a naturally occurring radionuclide found in the earth and can occur in 
groundwater and geothermal fluid. The average indoor and outdoor levels of radon are 1.3 picocuries per liter 
(pCi/L) and 0.4 pCi/l, respectively (EPA, Available: http://www.epa.gov/iaq/radon). Radon-222 is known to 
be a carcinogen that can cause lung cancer, and EPA has established a radon-222 action level of 4 pCi/L for 
indoor exposures. Appendix F to the Draft EISEIR references a soil gas survey conducted in the Project 
vicinity that analyzed for radon-222. The findings are assumed to be representative of soil concentrations of 
radon-222 over the entire Glass Mountain KGRA. Based on the measured soil gas concentrations, the mean 
baseline background concentration of radon-222 in the Project vicinity was estimated at 0.27 pCiL which 
approximates EPA’s projected average outdoor level of radon.” 
In addition, the following paragraph will be added following Impact 3.13.3.3-6 and the statement of the Significance 
of the Impact on page 3.13-14 of the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.13.3.3.1). 
“With respect to releases of the radionuclide radon-222 to the environment, essentially all of the radon-222 
that exists in the geothermal fluid would be expected to be entrained in the flashed steam and be released to 
the atmosphere with the noncondensable gases. An estimate of the radon-222 that would be produced from the 
geothermal wells in the geothermal fluiddsteam during well testing and power plant operations is provided in 
Appendix G. This estimate is based on an analysis of the vapor phase from Project well 68-8 obtained during 
exploration activities. During well venting, such as would occur during well testing, an estimated 1 . 5 8 ~  
Ci per hour would be released. During power plant operations almost all of the radon-222 in the geothermal 
fluid would be released with the exhaust from the high-pressure steam flash (1 .42~  Ci per hour) with a 
much smaller amount of residual radon-222 released with the exhaust from the low-pressure steam flash 
(7.59x10-’ Ci per hour). Projections provided in Appendix G estimate the maximum one-hour and annual 
increase in ambient concentrations of radon-222 from Project operations to be 2.60~10’ pCi/L and 
2 . 0 4 ~ 1 0 - ~  pCin,  respectively. Each of these projected impacts on ambient concentrations of radon-222 is far 
below the estimated baseline ambient concentration of 0.27 pCi/L in the Project vicinity and the indoor 
standard of 4 pCi/L. The increased concentration of radon-222 from either well venting or power plant Project 
operations would be unlikely to be detectable above the baseline ambient concentration of radon-222 in the 
Project vicinity. No substantive health and safety risk was identified with respect to radon-222 from the 
proposed Project.” 
Response to Comment G247:43 - Commentor states a more accurate discussion is needed on the amounts of mercury 
and other geothermal constituents humans will be exposed to. In response, the Draft EISEIR provides an evaluation 
of the trace metal emissions that will be released from the proposed Project (pages 3.13-14 and 3.13-15) based on the 
information currently available from the deep test exploration wells that have been completed in the Project wellfield. 
These findings are considered accurate as drafted. An analytical assessment of the amounts of mercury and other 
relevant geothermal constituents that will be released via air emissions and cooling tower drift is provided in Appendices 
J, N, and 0 of the Draft EISEIR. A more detailed and refined assessment of the mercury deposition from the Project 
and the impacts on Medicine Lake and Bullseye Lake has been prepared and will be made Appendix P to the Final 
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EISEIR (Houck 1998). However, the refined assessment does not change the findings of the Draft EISEIR. Also, see 
Response to Comment E2:7 for a discussion of the Project related mercury emissions. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Appendix P (Houck 1998) will be added to the Appendices Volume of the Final 
EISEIR. 
Response to Comment G247:44 - Commentor states that acidic rain needs to be addressed. In response, see Response 
to Comment E2: 13. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See revisions made to the Final EISEIR described in Response to Comment E2: 13 
Response to Comment G247:45 - Commentor notes that human health is variable and some individuals are more 
sensitive to exposures than others. In response, the comment is noted. See Response to Comment F38:5. 
Response to Comment G247:46 - Commentor notes that with so much discussion of the Fourmile Hill Project EISEIR 
he suggests that portions of that document should be re-opened for comment. In responses, the Telephone Flat 
Geothermal Development Draft EISEIR incorporated by reference applicable information from the Fourmile Hill Draft 
EISEIR by summarizing or restating all appropriate information, as required by NEPA 40 CFR Part 1502.21 and CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15150. See also Responses to Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4.2. Further, the Final EISEIR for 
the Telephone Flat Project incorporates by reference the relevant sections of the Fourmile Hill Project Final EISEIR 
including those relevant Comments and Responses to Comments provided in that Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G247:47 - The comment states that with the current proposed actions their locations, the 
possibility of making Medicine Lake a dead sea is way too close to reality. In response, see Responses to 
Comments E2:10, E2:11, and E2:12. 
Response to Comment G247:48 - Commentor summarize the comments made in the letter and opposes the Project. 
In response, the comment is noted. See Responses to Comment G247: 1 through G247:47. 
COMMENT LETTER 6248 
Response to Comment G248: 1 - The comment expresses concern with various issues regarding the proposed Project 
that support opposition to the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G248:2 - The comment urges the BLM and USFS to withdraw all geothermal leases in the 
Medicine Lake area. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G249 
Response to Comment G249: 1 - Comment notes that Medicine Lake area is a spiritual place for Indians. In response, 
Section 3.6 acknowledges the spiritual importance of Medicine Lake. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G249:2 - The comment states that the Telephone Flat Project Area is located within a LSR 
which is set aside for wildlife habitat protection. In response, see Response to Comment A8: 16 which identifies the 
management status of the Project survey area, and notes that no areas allocated as LSR occur in the Project survey area. 
See also Response to Comment Al:l which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and 
that impact to late-successional stands will be reduced below the level of significance. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G249:3 - The comment expressed unhappiness with Mt. Hoffman being impacted by the 
Project, particularly impacts to wildlife. In response, the comment is noted, no response is required. 
Response to Comment G249:4 - The comment expresses concern about effects on the shallow aquifer from leaks and 
spills from the sludge settling ponds. In response, see Response to Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about 
geothermal fluid spills and leaks. The clay liners in the sumps or sludge settling ponds will be installed according to 
State of California regulations for Class I1 non-municipal waste landfills. These regulations include a requirement that 
the clay liner be compacted to a permeability less than or equal to centimeters per second (cdsec), which is a very 
low permeability. The CVRWQCB is the agency responsible for protecting water quality, and is also the agency 
responsible for deciding the pond liner requirements. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G249:5 - The comment expresses that air quality is a concern since geothermal production 
produces H,S. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related 
H,S emissions. 
Response to Comment G249:6 -The Commentor states that drilling noise and power plant noise should be present for 
the next 50-plus years. In response, it may be present but is expected to be largely inaudible. See also Response to 
Comment A 1 :6. 
COMMENT LETTER G250 
Response to Comment G250: 1 - The comment supports the proposed Project; it seems to be environmentally friendly 
compared to other forms of power production. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6251 
Response to Comment G251:l - The comment opposes geothermal projects that are close to Medicine Lake. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G25 1:2 - The Commentor asserts that power plant noise will be heard from great distances. In 
response, see Response to Comment A1:6. 
Response to Comment G251:3 - This comment expresses concern that emissions from the proposed Project will cause 
rotten egg odors. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project 
related H,S emissions. 
Response to Comment G251:4 - Commentor ask why the two proposed geothermal power plants can’t be moved 
farther away from Medicine Lake. In response, the Draft EISEIR considered moving the Project to another location 
but it was determined technically and economically infeasible (pages 2-57 and 2-58). Moving the Project off of the 
geothermal leases that have been proposed to be developed would not meet the “purpose and need” for the Project 
(pages 1-10 and 1-12). See also Responses to Comments C2:35, D1:20, and F29:4. 
COMMENT LETTER G252 
Response to Comment G252: 1 - This comment explains traditional Modoc teachings about Medicine Lake and the 
writer’s personal spiritual use of the area. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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Response to Comment G252:2 - This comment notes that development would interfere with privacy, that noise and 
visual effects and pollution of air, water, and animals and birds would all affect the ability to use the area traditionally. 
In response, Section 3.6.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-7 through 3.6-20, Impacts 3.6.3.3-1,3.6.3.4-1, and 3.6.3.5-1) 
note the significant effect of development on the Highlands as a whole. Impacts 3.6.3.3-5,3.6.3.4-5, and 3.6.3.4-5 note 
that no pollution of water is expected, but acknowledge that there may be an impact on spiritual qualities of the water. 
Impacts 3.6.3.3-2, 3.6.3.4-2, and 3.6.3.5-2 acknowledge significant noise and visual impacts to vision quest sites. No 
significant effects on air quality or wildlife were found. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G252:3 - This comment notes that spiritual use of the area has its own timetable: "When it's 
time to go to an altar on the land, it's time to go." In response, the comment is noted. This is consistent with the 
conclusion that Mitigation Measures 3.6.3.3-2, 3.6.3.4-2, and 3.6.3.5-2, which provide for notifying tribes of 
construction schedules, will not reduce the adverse effects of the impact to below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G252:4 - The comment expresses opposition to the MOA between CalEnergy and Klamath 
Tribes (Commentor is a member of Klamath Tribes), asserting that the process was not an open one and that the Project 
represents a killing of culture and spiritual values. In response, Section 3.6.2.7 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.6-7) 
excerpts portions of the MOA. USFSBLM are not a party to the MOA and had no knowledge of how the MOA was 
developed. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G252:5 - The comment provides more information about the Highlands as a source of medicinal 
plants and talks about the loss to future generations if these are no longer available. In response, Section 3.6.3 of the 
Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-7 through 3.6-20, Impacts 3.6.3.3-3,3.6.3.4-3, and 3.6.3.5-3) concludes that the Project will 
not restrict access to specific gathering places that were identified on the site tour. The plants inventoried in the Project 
survey area that are known to be used by Native Americans (on Table 3.6.1) are not rare species and are not restricted 
to places that will be disturbed by Project construction activities, thus they will be available within the Highlands even 
if the Project is constructed. 
Q 
n 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G252:6 - The comment lists other Modoc descendants who reportedly were upset about the 
MOA. It suggests that the Tribe need not sacrifice sites in order to move forward. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G252:7 - The comment describes the author's experience when she accompanied the author of 
the previous comment on the trip to Medicine Lake described in Comment G252: 1 for the final part of the ceremony 
associated with his vision quest. It refers to the spiritual feelings that come when one is on the land around Medicine 
Lake. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G253 
Response to Comment G253:l - The Commentor wants to incorporate the comments of the CVRWQCB and North 
Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
See Responses to Comments of letter E2. 
Q 
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Response to Comment G253:2 - The comment notes that Forest Route 49 in the Shasta-Trinity sector does not have 
the capacity to handle the increased traffic load; if Forest Route 49 is to be upgraded to handle the increased traffic load, 
has the Shasta-Trinity National Forest completed an environmental assessment? In response, see also Response to 
Comment F38:12; Primary Forest Route 49 is not expected to carry heavy traffic loads during the life of the Project, 
including the construction phase. See Section 2.2.2.2 of the Draft EISEIR (page 2-3 ); there are no plans to upgrade 
Primary Forest Route 49. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G253:3 - The comment states that if the Project is for the benefit of Siskiyou County’s 
employment, why does the Draft EISEIR address Siskiyou County as a whole, Modoc County as a whole and then the 
single city of Klamath Falls? In response, as noted in Section 3.12.2.3.3 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.12-3), Klamath 
Falls was included in the Socioeconomic analysis due to the sparse population in the vicinity of the Project location, 
and the difficulty of accessing the Project site during the winter months due to snow. As noted in Section 3.12.2.8 of 
the Draft EISEIR (page 3.12-lo), neither Klamath County, Oregon nor Klamath Falls would receive royalty or property 
tax revenue from the Project, but the City of Klamath Falls may benefit from increased employment or contractor 
services. At a driving distance from Klamath Falls to the Project site of approximately 70 miles, Klamath Falls was 
considered to be within commuting distance of the Project site. As Klamath County is a large county that extends 
another 100 miles northward of Klamath Falls, the area north of Klamath Falls was considered outside of the commuting 
distance. As such, data was collected for Klamath Falls only, as available. Conversely, Siskiyou County would receive 
revenue from geothermal royalties, and both Siskiyou and Modoc Counties would derive property tax revenue from 
assessed value taxes (page 3.12-20); as such, the document addresses these counties as a whole instead of the individual 
communities. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G253:4 - Commentor states that the Project is not a beneficial way to protect the environment 
and the effects on natural beauty, air quality, water quality, and recreational value of Medicine Lake are not mitigatable. 
In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR evaluated the effects of the Project on visual resources 
(Sections 3.8), air quality (Section 3.4), water quality (Section 3.2), and recreation and socioeconomics (Sections 3.10 
and 3.12, respectively) and measures to reduce the adverse effects of the identified impacts were provided in each of 
these sections. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G254 
Response to Comment G254: 1 - The comment supports the proposed Project; it seems to be environmentally friendly 
compared to other forms of power production. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G255 
Response to Comment G255: 1 - The Commentor states their history with Medicine Lake and offers comments. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G255:2 - This comment expresses concern that Project related steam and particulates will 
permeate the Medicine Lake area and will destroy the local air. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a 
discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions; and Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for 
a discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift, including 
potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life. Particulate emissions would principally result from fugitive dust 
generated by the Project. The impact of fugitive dust emissions was evaluated in the Draft EISEIR and was determined 
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to be below the level of significance, and other measures were provided to further reduce the adverse effects of the 
impact (page 3.4-26). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G255:3 - Commentor requests that development be kept as close to two miles away from 
Medicine Lake as possible. In response, the comment is noted. The proposed power plant site is located approximately 
1% miles east-southeast of Medicine Lake and alternative project locations further from the Lake were also evaluated 
in the Draft EIS/EIR in an attempt to identify a feasible alternative power plant sites that would reduce the adverse 
effects of the Project (page 2-47). Alternative Site A and Alternative Site B were determined to be feasible alternative 
power plant sites and the effects of locating the Project at each of the three alternative power plant sites were evaluated 
in the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G255:4 - Based on experience with not hearing noise while living three miles from three 
geothermal plants south of Reno, Nevada, the Commentor is not concerned about noise. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G2555 - The Commentor would someday like to have electricity available to their Medicine 
Lake cabin and have decent surfaced road to their property. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
Response to Comment G255:6 - The comment states that Siskiyou and Modoc Counties need the additional taxes from 
projects and that geothermal can be positive if used wisely. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
Q 
n 
COMMENT LETTER 6256 
Response to Comment G256: 1 - The comment opposes geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G257 
Response to Comment G257: 1 - The comment states that the Project area will be highly impacted from construction, 
road building, air emissions and overall negative impact; there are very few remaining untouched geologically and 
environmentally pristine areas; most residents have had successful careers in large metropolises and relocated to the 
Medicine Lake area to enhance the quality of their lifestyles. In response, the comment is noted; however, with the 
exception of Native American Values, environmental impacts will be below the level of significance or will be mitigated 
to levels of insignificance. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR. None. 
Response to Comment G257:2 - The comment suggests research into solar, wind and alternative power resources other 
than geothermal. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 6258 
Response to Comment G258: 1 - The comment supports geothermal development. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G259 
Response to Comment G259: 1 - The comment notes that development such as a geothermal plants will not enhance 
the attraction of tourism but will foster a negative connotation. In response, the comment is noted. See also Responses 
to Comments A8:11, F2:2, F25:12, and G14:2. 
Response to Comment G259:2 - The comment notes that the proposed benefit of about 20 permanent jobs and taxes 
generated by the County are minimal compared to the growth generated by tourism and the active recruiting of 
businesses that have positive factors to offer; the two bottled water plants are examples of clean, non-offensive types 
of development. In response, see Response to Comment A8:11, there is no evidence that tourism would decrease or 
that tourist-based businesses would be adversely affected. The proposed Project is not expected to preclude other 
businesses from locating in the Medicine Lake area; to the contrary. it is expected that the increased spending from the 
power plant and its employees as well as from local governments with royalty and property tax revenues will result in 
increased employment and income as an indirect benefit; this is mentioned in Section 3.12.3.3.1 (page 3.12-16) of the 
Draft E1 SEIR . 
Revisions for the Final EIWEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G259:3 - Commentor states that having flown over the Geysers many times it is clearly visible, 
detracts from the natural beauty of that area, and can be seen for miles around. In response, Commentor is correct that 
the approximately 20 geothermal power plants that were constructed over time in The Geysers are very visible, 
particularly when viewed from the air. The proposed Telephone Flat Project would also be visible from the air, as are 
any developments that are not constructed below ground. However, the power plant site and wellfield are hidden from 
view from almost all places of developed recreation in the Medicine Lake basin, and only the top one-third of the 
turbine-generator building would be visible for an approximately 500-foot stretch of Primary Forest Road 49. See also 
Responses to Comments F38:9, F41:10, G92:1, and G187:17. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G259:4 - Commentor states that the power from this Project would not benefit the local area 
but would provide power to southern Oregon. In response, see Response to Comment A8:13. 
COMMENT LETTER G260 
Response to Comment G260: 1 - The comment presents numerous quotes on conservation and requests conservation, 
allowing the Medicine Lake are to be simply as it is. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
COMMENT LETTER G261 
Response to Comment G261: 1 - The comment states various benefits of the Project and describes how individuals that 
are opposed to the project are concerned only for their own selfish and narrow views, and have gotten people and 
organizations not connected with the area to fight the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G262 
Response to Comment G262: 1 - The comment opposes the project and gives examples of how development upsets 
their desire for “sacred areas”. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also 
Responses to Comments Al:l through A1 1:13. 
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COMMENT LETTER G263 
Response to Comment G263: 1 - Commentor states that a good faith effort has been made to address concerns about 
the interconnectivity between meteoric shallow groundwater in the Medicine Lake Highlands (MHL) and the 
groundwater that supplies the Fall River springs; however, the Commentor believes there is still some uncertainty about 
the source areas, rates of recharge, and the potential for degradation of the groundwater resource. Commentor states that 
because these springs support threatened and endangered species habitat, a high level of assurance that there will be no 
adverse effect on the springs needs to be attained prior to geothermal development is approved in the MHL. In 
response, the regional hydrologic effects of the proposed Project, and the cumulative hydrologic effects geothermal 
development in the MHL, were evaluated in the Draft EISEIR (Section 3.2.3.3.1 and Section 4.3.2, respectively). It 
was concluded that no substantive adverse regional hydrologic effects would result from the proposed geothermal 
development in the MHL. A proposed Hydrologic Monitoring Program is being developed and will be implemented to 
validate the conclusions reached in the Draft EISEIR (page 2-45). Based on the conclusions of the EISEIR and the 
proposed monitoring plan, a high level of assurance that there will be no adverse effects on the Fall Rivers springs has 
been demonstrated. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G263:2: The comment expresses concern that the Draft EISEIR relied too heavily on the Weiss 
Associates Baseline Hydrogeology Evaluation which, in the opinion of the Commentor, is not credible due to fanciful 
potential sources of water to Fall River Springs cited. In response, the Weiss report (Appendix A to the Draft EISEIR) 
was used as one source among many in development of the Geothermal and Hydrologic Resources section of the Draft 
EISEIR. The Draft EISEIR discusses the source of recharge to Fall River Springs: “Thepow volumes (in Fall River 
Springs) require that the entire area encompassing Medicine Lake Volcano and the Giant Crater lava field must have 
enhanced permeability Cfractures and lava tubes) that promotes the recharge of most of the annual precipitation and 
focuses groundwater transport south to Fall River Springs” (Section 3.2.2.6, page 3.2-29). The Draft EISEIR provided 
a balanced and reasoned interpretation of the regional groundwater hydrology utilizing all of the information sources 
available. 
I Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G263:3 - The comment expresses concern that the hydrogeology of the region is not well 
enough understood, and requests that the project developer fund the data collection and mapping effort necessary for 
understanding it. In response, the Draft EIS/EIR discusses the hydrogeology of the region in Section 3.2.2.6 
(pages 3.2-21 through 3.2-30). Additional infomation will been added to the Final EISEIR, including information from 
Dr. Thomas Grose on the geology of the region. The Weiss Associates report in Appendix A of the Draft EISEIR was 
used as one source among many in preparation of the Geothermal and Hydrologic Resources section in the Draft 
EISEIR. Parts of the Weiss baseline report were judged adequate, but whenever it was necessary or prudent, additional 
data and available information was obtained from other independent sources. The Commentor also promotes Dr. Thomas 
Grose, as a qualified investigator familiar with the region and issues, to undertake supplemental hydrogeologic 
investigation of the area. The comment is noted. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G263:4 - The comment expresses the opinion that monitoring must give adequately detailed 
information on shallow groundwater quantity and quality from the project site all the way to Fall River Springs and that 
information collected from monitoring must be compiled and made public as monitoring occurs. The Commentor also 
requests models of contaminant plumes that could result from well accidents or spills. In response, a hydrologic 
monitoring plan is being developed with oversight by the USFSBLM and the CVRWQCB. These agencies will ensure 
that the monitoring plan is designed to meet informational requirements and to validate the conclusions of the EISEIR. 
Computer modeling of contaminant plumes from the Project wellfield area to Fall River Springs was performed by 
I Hydrodynamics Group (1997a and 1997b) and is discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2-41). The modeling predicted 
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that a hypothetical contaminant introduced into the groundwater in the Medicine Lake area would move to the Fall River 
Springs area quickly, but it would be diluted to 3 percent or less of initial concentration. Response to Comment D1: 10 
further analyzes the potential impacts to Fall River Springs of a contaminant at 3 percent of initial concentration. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G263:5 - The comment requests that a contingency action plan be developed to address any 
observed water quantity or quality impacts, and states that the community must not bear the burden of proof to initiate 
corrective actions. In response, a hydrologic monitoring plan is being developed with oversight by the USFSBLM and 
the CVRWQCB. These agencies will ensure that the monitoring plan is designed to validate the findings of the Draft 
EISEIR. Based on the findings of the Draft EISEIR, corrective actions will not be needed, but monitoring reports will 
be reviewed by the agencies to detect changes in water quantity and quality and would provide the agencies the 
opportunity to implement supplemental monitoring activities or other measures. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G263:6 - The comment requests that if geothermal development does occur that it be done in 
a way that will not threaten natural heritage and that the resources need and deserve the agencies’ advocacy. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G264 
Response to Comment G264: 1 - The comment supports the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G265 
Response to Comment G265:l - The comment notes that while geothermal is often considered a “clean” alternative 
to some other energy technologies, it is not without environmental impacts; it is certainly not appropriate in areas where 
indigenous people and visitors rely on the environs being in a pristine state; the implementation of the geothermal 
facilities would be completely destructive to this sacred area’s traditional spiritual uses. In response, impacts found to 
be adverse and non-mitigable to less than significant levels are that the Project will affect Native American traditional 
uses of the area (see Section 3.6.3.3.1, pages 3.6-1 1 through 3.6-13); and the Project will disproportionately affect the 
Native American minority population, resulting in an Environmental Justice impact (see Section 3.12.3.3.1, 
pages 3.12-17 through. 3.12-19). However, whether the proposed Project would be “appropriate” in this area will be 
decided by agency decision-makers. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G265:2 - The comment urges rejection of the development based on compliance with the letter 
and spirit of U.S. laws and executive orders that protect sacred sites, promote environmental justice, and encourage 
preservation of historic and traditional cultural sites. In response, the Response to Comment G265:2 is the same as the 
first paragraph of the Response to Comment A9: 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G266 
Response to Comment G266:l - The comment opposes the development out of respect for Native Americans. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER 6267 Q 
Response to Comment G267:l - Commentor opposes the Project and any future projects in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. In response, the comment is noted. See also Responses to Comments Al:l  through A1:13. 
COMMENT LETTER G268 
Response to Comment G268: 1 - The comment notes that in California, over $80 billion per annum is received based 
on international and national visitation to our state and national parks and forests; wilderness land, therefore, is a greater 
asset than any enterprise that manipulates it; the habitat of the Highlands should not be altered by a short-lived energy 
source as it will reduce the recreation potential of the area. In response, the comment is noted; however, the NEPA and 
CEQA lead and cooperating agencies will determine whether to approve the proposed Project based on the 
environmental consequences of the respective Project Alternatives, effectiveness of mitigation measures to reduce the 
adverse effects and significant impacts of the Project, and the ability of the Project Alternatives to meet the objectives 
and “purpose and need” for the Proposed Action. It is noted that the proposed Project would operate approximately 50 
years (see Section 2.2.8.4, page 2-47) after which the areas subject to surface disturbance would be prepared for 
revegetation. Concern that the energy source may be short-lived is addressed by the limited-life of the proposed Project. 
In regards to biology, the surface disturbance that will occur will affect less than 10 percent of each forest type within 
the Project survey area, as summarized in Table 3.3.10 of the Draft EISEIR. The most disturbance will occur within 
the red fir-lodgepole pine community, which to a great degree has been subject to logging in the past and is not pristine. 
See also Response to Comment A1:l which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and 
that impact to late-successional stands will be reduced below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER 6269 
Response to Comment G269: 1 - The comment opposes any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands 
due to impacts on Native Americans and long term effects. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G270 
Response to Comment G270: 1 - The comment opposes any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G271 
Response to Comment G27 1 : 1 - The comment opposes any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G272 
Response to Comment G272: 1 - The comment opposes any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G273 
Response to Comment G273: 1 - The comment opposes any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G274 
Response to Comment G274:l - The comment opposes any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G275 
Response to Comment G275: 1 - Commentor states that they have observed how power plants carelessly spill toxic 
fluids into groundwater, and the rates of cancer that manifest in those areas is alarming. In response, the comment is 
noted. See Response to Comment A1:4. See also Responses to Comments Al:l through A1:3, and A 1 5  through A1:13. 
COMMENT LETTER 6276 
Response to Comment G276: 1 - The comment opposes the project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1 .  
COMMENT LETTER G277 
Response to Comment G277: 1 - Commentor asserts that the Project and any other projects of this magnitude are just 
further devastation of the Earth. Commentor adds that the Project cannot ensure completely that accidents won’t happen. 
In response, the comment is noted. The possibility that accidents could occur is recognized in the Draft EISEIR with 
respect to potential traffic hazards and transporting hazardous materials (pages 3.1 1-14 and 3.1 1-15) and human health 
hazards (Section 3.13) with respect to well blowouts (pages 3.13-6 through 3.13-lo), pipeline spills and leaks 
(pages 3.13-1 1 and 3.13-12), fire hazards (page 3.13-12), and physical pipeline safety hazards (3.13-15). See also 
Responses to Comments A1 1 : 1 through A1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G278 
Response to Comment G278: 1 - The comment states that the project would be located in a beautiful, pristine place to 
fish, picnic and observe wildlife, an unspoiled landscape with no powerlines, noise or odors to contend with. The 
comment also notes that the campground fees at Medicine Lake are lower than at places like Lake Siskiyou, and not to 
ruin Medicine Lake for people who can’t afford to go elsewhere. The comment opposes any geothermal development 
in the Medicine Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted: intrusional impacts (Le., visual, noise and air 
quality effects) are considered unavoidable adverse effects of the proposed Project (see Section 3.10.3.3.2, page 3.10-16; 
Section 3.10.3.4.2, page 3.10-17; and Section 3.10.3.5.2, page 3.10-19); however, the impact is considered below the 
level of significance as existing dispersed (e.g.; off-highway, water and snow vehicles) and developed (e.g., trailer 
camping and power boating) recreation uses allowed in the area are similarly intrusional. The amount of campground 
fees at Medicine Lake or Lake Siskiyou is outside of the scope of the proposed Project, and is not addressed in the 
EISEIR. See also Responses to Comments Al: 1 through Al: 13. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER 6279 
Response to Comment G279: 1 - The comment states that the national forest was created to protect the forest for the 
people and not to sell it off to the highest bidder. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
See also Responses to Comments Al:l through A1:13. 
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COMMENT LETTER G280 
Response to Comment G280: 1 - Commentor attached an undated editorial titled “Geothermal Snake Oil” from an 
unidentified newspaper to Form Letter Al .  The author of the editorial is named Ron Maire. The editorial discusses Mr. 
Maire’s account of geothermal development in the Geysers and Imperial Valley. No comments on the Draft EISEIR 
were identified in the editorial. In response, the editorial article attached to the comment letter is noted and no further 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al :  1 through Al: 13. 
COMMENT LETTER G281 
Response to Comment G281:l - Commentor does not believe that cooling towers, as big as those proposed, will not 
have a huge visual impact on Medicine Lake. In response, the comment is noted. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR 
the power plant site would be entirely screened from view from all developed recreation sites and residences around 
Medicine Lake by existing vegetation (trees in excess of 80 feet in height) and an unnamed hill (7,120 foot elevation) 
that is located between the proposed power plant site (located at less than 7,000-foot elevation) and the Lake area. The 
cooling towers are projected to be about 65 feet in height (see Figure 2.2.17, page 2-29 of the Draft EISEIR), so the 
top of the cooling tower structures would be approximately 7,065 feet above ground surface, but the hill and vegetation 
on top of the hill provide up to 135 feet of screening above the top of the cooling towers (i.e., 7,120’ + 80’ - 7,065’) and 
thereby would hide the cooling tower structures from view from the Lake area. Further, since the Lake surface is only 
6,676 feet in elevation, and the campgrounds and residence areas around the Lake are located near the bottom of the 
basin and range from about 6,680 to 6,800 feet in elevation, the line of sight to the cooling towers from these areas 
would be even further restricted. As shown in the Draft EISEIR, the top, narrow end, of the cooling tower structures 
may be partially visible through the trees from near the summit of the basin (Le., at an elevation of about 7,040 feet) 
along an approximately 500-foot stretch of Primary Forest Road 49 KOP, from a distance of about four miles (see 
Figures 3.8.5 and 3.8.6 in the Draft EISEIR). This limited visibility of the power plant structures, particularly when 
mitigated by the measures set forth to further minimize the visibility of the facilities (see pages 3.8-1 1 through 3.8-13 
of the Draft EISEIR), was determined to not result in a “huge” visual impact on Medicine Lake nor to be inconsistent 
with the existing Modoc National Forest VQO (see also Response to Comment F38:9). See also Responses to 
Comments Al : l  through A1:13. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER 6282 
Response to Comment G282: 1 - The comment states that geothermal development does not appear to be any easier 
on the environment then hydro or coal power. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A 11 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G283 
Response to Comment G283: 1 - The comment opposes geothermal development within the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al:l  
through A1:13. 
Response to Comment G283:2 - The comment states that the geothermal project is going to destroy the land, water, 
air quality, vegetation, old-growth, hunting, fishing, hiking, boating, camping and everything that makes Medicine Lake 
beautiful; it will also destroy the home of animals that live there. In response, the comment is noted; however, the Draft 
EISEIR evaluated the significance of the changes that would be experienced in these environmental issue areas and 
it was determined that Project effects on these resources would be below the level of significance or would be below 
the level of significance after mitigation. Biological concerns (vegetation, wildlife, old-growth) are discussed in 
Section 3.3 of the Draft EISEIR; water quality concerns are discussed in Section 3.2; recreational concerns (hunting, 
fishing, hiking, boating, camping) are discussed in Section 3.8; air quality concerns are discussed in Section 3.4; and 
Q 
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land use concerns are discussed in Section 3.9. Potential loss of old-growth and Project effects on wildlife are discussed 
in Response to Comment A 1 : 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G283:3 - Commentor states, “Medicine Lake is a sacred place for a lot of us to heal and be with 
nature, to enioy and not destrov!!” In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR acknowledges that the 
Medicine Lake Highlands is considered a sacred site (page 3.6-1 1). Impact 3.6.3.3-1 states that unavoidable impact of 
the Project on the Medicine Lake Highlands as a sacred site would be significant and mitigation measures would not 
reduce the adverse effects of the Project to below the level of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G284 
Response to Comment G284: 1 - The comment explains that the Commentor did not receive the Draft EISEIR at the 
public meeting and so was unable to comment at that time. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
Response to Comment G284:2 - The comment asserts that the MOA with the Klamath Tribes is mentioned in the 
document in a way that implies that the MOA takes care of everything. It notes that the Klamath Tribes only represents 
part of Native American use of the area (Commentor is a Shasta Indian). In response, Section 3.6.2.7 of the Draft 
EISEIR (page 3.6-7) describes portions of the MOA. The MOA is not mentioned in discussion of mitigation of impacts 
or elsewhere in the document. Section 3.6.3 (pages 3.6-7 through 3.6-20) identifies a number of impacts of the Project, 
thus it does not presume that the MOA “takes care of everything.” Section 3.6.2 (pages 3.6-1 through 3.6-7) describes 
use of the area by the Modoc and Pit River Indians. See also Response to Comment C2:2. The Final EISEIR will add 
a section that describes use of the area by the Shasta Indians. Since the Draft EISEIR was distributed, the Project 
Applicant, CEGC, has also entered into a similar MOA with the Shasta Tribe. The Final EISEIR will acknowledge the 
existence of the Shasta TribeKEGC MOA. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: See Revisions for the Final EISEIR relevant to the Shasta Indians provided in 
Response to Comment C2:2. 
The Section 3.6.2.7, Memorandum of Agreement, page 3.6-7 of the Draft EISIEIR, will be revised as follows: 
J.”._. A I -3.6.2.8 Memorandums of Agreement 
Contemporaneous with the preparation of this EISEIR, CEGC has entered into separate Memorandums of 
Agreement (MOA) with the Klamath Tribes and the Shasta Indians for The Treatment and Disposition of 
Native American Human Remains and Cultural Items Encountered During Archaeological Investigations 
Conductedfor Telephone Flat Geothermal Project ... Components of one or both of the MOA potentially 
relevant to this EISEIR include the following: 
(1) As part of the Construction Agreement with Project contractor, CEGC would require implementation of 
a Native American orientation program for construction supervisors to assure awareness of, and sensitivity 
to, the Native American culture, heritage and any site specific issues during the construction phase of the 
Project. 
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(2) A Native American Geothermal Cultural Liaison Representative will be retained by CEGC over the period 
of operation to provide ongoing communication, issue resolution, and bilateral education concerning the 
geothermal operation and Native American heritage, culture and values, and other operational assignments 
and responsibilities. 
(3) As part of new employee orientation, and continuing over the first two years following Project start up, 
CEGC would require employees to attend Native American cultural awareness and heritage classes 
conducted by a Native American Geothermal Cultural Liaison Representative retained by CEGC. 
(4) As part of the power plant operating procedures, CEGC would work with the respective Native American 
groups to design and implement procedures and policies to ensure open access to spiritual, medicinal and 
cultural locations and identified sacred sites that might be potentially impacted by the Project and to avoid 
adversely affecting the physical integrity of such sacred sites. 
CEGC is also seeking to enter into an MOA with the Pit River Tribe, but that MOA had not been accomplished 
by the publication date of this EISEIR (Personal Communication - Dale R. Schuster, Project Development 
Manager, CEGC; December 23, 1998). Nothing in these MOA are intended to conflict with any other 
applicable laws or regulations.” 
Response to Comment G284:3 - The comment refers to the MOA with the Klamath Tribes described in Section 3.6.2.5. 
In response, the MOA addresses treatment of Native American remains that might be found during archaeological 
survey. The comment asserts that, because Klamath and Modoc cremated their dead, any remains that would be found 
would be the remains of other Indians, thus the MOA runs counter to regulations pertaining to Indian remains. The 
comment is noted. As indicated at the end of Section 3.6.2.5, the MOA is not intended to conflict with applicable laws 
and regulations. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Q 
Response to Comment G284:4 - The comment refers to a recent sacred gathering at Medicine Lake with “a few 
hundred Indian people” including representatives of local tribes. Comment reports that all attending expressed 
opposition to the Project and are concerned about preserving Medicine Lake Highlands, a very sacred place. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G2845 - The comment expresses concern over the validity of the botanical assessment, based 
on the fact that not all of the preparers had been part of the ground surveys. In response, see Response to 
Comment F18:6 for a discussion of the methodology employed in the botanical surveys of the Project survey area. 
Sections 3.3.2.2 and 3.3.3 of the Draft EISEIR, which discuss the Affected Environment and Environmental 
Consequences, respectively, as they relate to the vegetation resource, were prepared by a team of botanists, not all of 
whom had visited the Project site. The baseline data that were collected by field surveys of the site provided the basis 
for assessing the impacts of the Project. The Commentor presents no information or basis for the opinion that the 
assessment was not adequate, therefore no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G284:6 - Commentor states “all through the report the attitude is - if a person does not like 
what they hear or see in the project area, the public has the ability to leave the area ...” In response, the comment is 
noted. Nowhere in the Draft EISEIR is there a statement suggesting that the individuals should leave the Project vicinity 
if they do not like what they hear or see. 
Response to Comment G284:7 - Comment provides information about Shasta Indian use of Medicine Lake Highlands. 
In response, the final EISEIR will be modified to add a section that describes use of the area by the Shasta Indians, 
including information provided in this comment. See also Response to Comment C2:2. 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See Revisions for the Final EISEIR provided in Response to Comment C2:2. 
Response to Comment G284:8 - The comment says, “This is a very sacred place to all of us.” In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G284:9 - Comment expresses opposition to the Project. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G285 
Response to Comment G285: 1 - Commentor is in favor of alternative and renewable sources of energy to reduce our 
dependence on fossil fuels for energy, but Commentor prefers energy conservation. Commentor asks if the Project is 
it worth it with respect to: (a) risk of waking an active volcano; (b) tampering with waters that form the basis for 
California’s central valley groundwater; (c) creating a hazardous matrix of transmission lines to the detriment of birds; 
(d) having toxic “sumping” ponds in an area with immense wildlife where fluids will be allowed to stay for up to 
60 days; (e) losing wildlife habitat, especially with the area’s current habitat fragmentation? Commentor states the 
environmental hazards exceed the amount of energy that will be developed. In response, the comment is noted. The 
Draft EISEIR evaluated the impacts of each of the environment concerns identified by the Commentor [Le., volcanic 
eruption (page 3.1-8); hydrologic and geothermal resources (pages 3.2-33 through 3.2-44); transmission line impacts 
on birds (pages 3.3-50 and 3.3-53); fluid storage in sumps (page 3.3-50 and 3.3-51); wildlife habitat (page 3.3-47)]. 
There is no evidence that the Project would induce volcanism (see also Response to Comment D1:38). The effects of 
the Project on hydrologic and geothermal resources were determined to be below the level of significance (pages 3.2-33 
through 3.2-5 1). Mitigation measures are provided that would reduce the adverse effects of the transmission lines on 
birds to below the level of significance (pages 3.3-50 and 3.3-53). There is no evidence that the geothermal fluid that 
will be stored in the sumps will be characteristically toxic. Low concentrations of minerals and heavy metals exist in 
the geothermal fluid (see geothermal fluid analysis, page 3.2-10). Other Measure 3.3.3.3-20 (page 3.3-52) is provided 
to remove geothermal fluid ponded in the well pad sumps within 60 days to prevent the small potential that bats could 
be harmed by the bioaccumulation of some constituents of the geothermal fluid via the consumption of prey insects 
colonizing in the ponded water, but not because the concentrations of these constituents are at toxic levels in the 
geothermal fluid. Impacts of the Project on wildlife habitat were evaluated and mitigation measures provided that would 
reduce the adverse effects of the Project to below the level of significance (pages 3.3-47 through 3.3-52). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G286 
Response to Comment G286: 1 - Commentor is opposed to the Project. In response, the comment is noted; no further 
response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G287 
Response to Comment G287: 1 - This comment touched upon more than one issue. 
Water Quality: The comment expresses concern that deep drilling will contaminate the shallow aquifer. In response, 
Exhibit 6 in the Draft EISEIR, Injection Well Monitoring, presents the BLM requirements for injection wells: in well 
design (all wells will be designed to protect fresh water), during drilling, during injection, and for periodic inspection. 
Air Quality: This comment expresses concern regarding potential sulfur fumes resulting from the proposed Project. In 
response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H,S. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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COMMENT LETTER G288 
Response to Comment G288: 1 - The comment states that science has yet to understand the significance of our utter 
and complete dependence on mother nature for our survival. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1:l through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER G289 
Response to Comment G289: 1 - The comment states that the Project would have an adverse impact as the land is still 
sacred and is also used for tourism. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also 
Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A I 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G290 
Response to Comment G290: 1 - The comment urges adoption of an alternative which prevents energy development 
since the proposed Project is inconsistent with traditional utilization of the area. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G291 
Response to Comment G291:l - The comment introduces the letter regarding the proposed Project stating that they 
believe the projects in the Medicine Lake Highlands have accumulative impact and that they will plan to appeal the 
decision if either project is approved. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G291:2 - Commentor is concerned that the two proposed geothermal projects were not 
evaluated in the same EISEIR. In response, the Calpine Corporation Fourmile Hill Project Draft EISEIR was nearing 
completion prior to the submittal of the Plans of Operation for the CEGC Telephone Flat Project, and it was 
unreasonable to delay public distribution of the Draft EISEIR prepared for the Fourmile Hill Project when scoping for 
the Telephone Flat Project was just beginning in July 1997. The cumulative effects of the two projects are addressed 
in Chapter 4 of the Draft EISEIR. 
Q 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G291:3 - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR lacks economic justification for the 
Project; with the deregulation of the utility industry, it is difficult to see the need for the production of geothermal power 
that will cost 2 to 3 times the power currently being generated; if there is insufficient economic need for these projects, 
then they should not be built; other USFS regions have stopped oil and natural gas leasing because of the lack of 
economic justification when compared to the environmental impact. In response, see Response to Comment F32:57, 
the Project Applicant determines whether the Project is financially viable. See also Responses to Comments F29:4 and 
F38:3. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G291:4 - Commentor expresses concern regarding the effect of toxic emissions contained in 
cooling tower drift that will accumulate in Medicine Lake and other local surface waters, with the specific materials of 
concern being H,S, chloride, ammonia, boron, mercury, and arsenic. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for 
a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions; Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a 
discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift, including 
potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential acid 
rain impacts of H,S and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
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Commentor also expresses concern that discharge from sludge settling ponds will have negative impacts on water quality 
of local lakes and springs, concern that anything deposited around the caldera will end up in Medicine Lake, and concern 
that cumulative effects of multiple plants in simultaneous operation have not been adequately addressed. In response, 
the clay liners in the sumps or sludge settling ponds will be installed according to State of California regulations for 
Class I1 non-municipal waste landfills. These regulations include a requirement that the clay liner be compacted to a 
permeability less than or equal to centimeters per second (cdsec), which is a very low permeability. The 
CVRWQCB is the agency responsible for protecting water quality, and is also the agency responsible for deciding the 
pond liner requirements. No adverse effects on local surface water or groundwater are anticipated from the storage of 
fluids in the Projects sumps or storage basins (pages 3.2-39 and 3.2-40). 
Cumulative effects are evaluated in the Draft EISEIR in Chapter 4, and consider the combined effects of simultaneous 
operation of the Telephone Flat Geothermal Project and the Fourmile Hill Geothermal Project. Neither project 
anticipates adverse hydrologic effects on surface or groundwater from the temporary storage of fluids in the project 
sumps or storage basins; as such, no cumulative effects from the storage of fluids in the sumps or storage basins would 
be anticipated. Similarly, the “overwhelming majority” of deposition from cooling tower drift would occur within 
500 meters of the cooling towers and the project power plant sites are approximately five miles apart; as such, there 
would be no overlapping cooling tower drift deposition impacts (see Appendix J to the Draft EISEIR). Further, there 
are no surface water bodies or streams within 500 meters of the power plant sites that would provide a surface transport 
mechanism for the cumulative accumulation of salts deposited on the surface from cooling tower drift. No other 
reasonably foreseeable projects of sufficient scope and magnitude are located within a reasonable distance of the 
Telephone Flat Geothermal Project (page 4-2). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G291:5 - This comment expresses concern that the proposed Project will produce H?S levels 
above the California Air Quality Standards. In response, see Response to Comment A821 for a discussion of the 
potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G29 1:6 - This comment addresses biological resources, recreation, and land use issues. 
Biological Resources: This comment states that much of the 460 acres involved in the project contains old-growth 
timber. In response, see Response to Comment Al:l, which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project 
survey area, and that impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Recreation: The comment states that the construction and operation of the proposed Project would have severe impacts 
on the recreational use of the Medicine Lake due to construction activity, well drilling, power transmission lines and 
turbine noise; these impacts will affect this area 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, for 50 years; the combined Fourmile 
Hill and Telephone Flat Geothermal Projects would affect over 460 acres, much of this land being identified as 
Old-growth and set aside for wildlife protection; the Mt. Hoffman RRA will be affected by transmission lines, 
construction traffic and right-of-way development. In response, see Response to Comment F12: 1 regarding the status 
of the Mt. Hoffman RRA; see Response to Comment A1:2 regarding impacts to the Mt. Hoffman RRA due to 
transmission lines and roadways; see Response.to Comment F24:7 regarding “Old-growth” forests; see Response to 
Comment G177:2 regarding impacts to recreation, noise and visual resources; and see Response to Comment G133:9 
regarding cumulative impacts. None of these impacts was found to result in significant and adverse impacts that could 
not be mitigated to below the level of significance. 
Land Use: The comment expressed concern.that the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Geothermal Projects would affect 
over 460 acres, much of it in lands identified as Old-growth which have been set aside for wildlife protection. The 
comment also noted that the Mt. Hoffman RRA will be affected by transmission lines, construction traffic and 
right-of-way development. In response, very little “old-growth” will be affected. The Telephone Flat Project is not in 
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a LSR. See Response to Comment F24:7 regarding “old-growth” areas and Response to Comment F12: 1 regarding the 
current status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G29 1 :7 - This comment addresses biological resources, air quality, and recreation issues. 
Biolo,oical Resoures: This comment is concerned that the hunting and fishing will be affected and that the steam plumes 
will affect fish and wildlife. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3, A1:5, Al : l l ,  A6:7, A8:18, E2:13, E32:44, 
and F32:21. 
Air Quality: This comment expresses concern that fish, wildlife, and potentially humans, from eating the fish, will be 
contaminated from Project related emissions. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a discussion 
of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift, including potential impacts 
on vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of 
H,S and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Recreation: The comment notes that camping, hunting, and fishing in the Medicine Lake Highlands will be affected by 
construction, well development and transmission lines; steam plume contamination of Medicine Lake will have a 
negative impact on fish in the lake and also on birds, animals and people that consume these fish. In response, the 
Project would have no substantive impact on camping, fishing or hunting in the Project vicinity (see Responses to 
Comments F42:S regarding campgrounds; G49:3 regarding fishing; A l :  10, G41:S and G118:9 regarding hunting). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G29 1:s - Commentor is concerned that visual impacts from plumes, above-ground pipelines, 
transmission lines, and night lighting are not compatible with the remote wilderness environment of the Medicine Lake 
area. In response, the comment is noted. The two nearest designated wilderness areas to the proposed Project are 
located approximately eight miles north of proposed Project power plant site in the Lava Bed National Monument area 
(page 3.9-5). The Project power plant site and wellfield are located within the Medicine Lake basin and would be 
completely hidden from view from the wilderness areas by the basin summit. The Modoc National Forest manages the 
Forest for multiple use goals, and geothermal development is expressly allowed under existing Forest standards and 
guidelines (page 3.9-6 of the Draft EISEIR). The visual impacts of the Project were evaluated in Chapter 3.8 of the 
Draft EISEIR, including the visibility of condensate plumes (page 3.8- 1 l), project facilities (pages 3.8-1 1 through 
3.8-15), transmission lines (pages 3.8-14, 3.8- 15, and 3.8-24 through 33-26), and night lighting (pages 3.8-13 and 
3.8-14; see also Responses to Comments F42:30, G77:5, and G134:l). See also Response to Comment H6:2. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See revisions to the Draft EISEIR prescribed by Response to Comment H6:2. 
Response to Comment G291:9 - The comment questions how the two Projects can be presented under separate 
EISEIRs, how development of these two Projects can be allowed without economic justification, how these two 
Projects will increase energy costs for consumers, and have severe environmental impacts on one of the last wild lakes 
in California. In response, the two Projects are proposed by different applicants and either could be constructed without 
the other; cumulative impacts are addressed in the environmental documents prepared for the individual Projects. See 
Response to Comment F32:57, economic justification is determined by the Project Applicant. As noted in Section 1.2.3 
(page 1-10), some consumers are willing to pay more for electricity if doing so supports environmentally-friendly 
projects and service; the Project would generate electricity to serve these customers. As noted in Section 3.14.3.3.1 
(pages 3.14-15 and 3.14-16), the cost of the electricity generated by this Project will not affect BPA’s power rates 
noticeably. Except for Native American Values, the environmental impacts for the Project were found to below the level 
of significance or will be mitigated to levels of insignificance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
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COMMENT LETTER G292 
Response to Comment G292: 1 - The comment opposes the Project, with concerns ranging from wildlife and human 
health issues to degradation of aesthetic quality. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G292:2 - The comment is concerned with the reduction of old-growth forest and resultant 
impacts to the wildlife resource. In response, see Response to Comment A 1 : 1. 
Response to Comment G292:3 - Commentor is concerned that the term “no significant impact” is used by the 
CalEnergy representatives throughout the Draft EISEIR but the term “no significant impact” has not been defined. In 
response, the Draft EISEIR was not prepared by CalEnergy nor representatives of CalEnergy. As discussed in the Draft 
EISEIR (pages E-6 and 1-12), the document is a joint NEPNCEQA document prepared on behalf of the four (4) lead 
and cooperating agencies (Modoc National Forest, BLM Alturas Resource Area Office, Bonneville Power 
Administration. and SCAPCD) by a third-party consulting contractor, Environmental Management Associates, Inc. 
(EMA). A CalEnergy subsidiary, California Energy General Corporation (CEGC), is the Project Applicant and assisted 
during the preparation of the EISEIR to the extent of providing information necessary to understand the proposed 
Project and Project operations. 
The term “no significant impact” is both a NEPA and a CEQA term. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3-l), after 
each uniquely identified environmental impact, a dedicated paragraph is provided stating whether the environmental 
impact is considered significant in the context of NEPA or CEQA. The “significance criteria” used as the basis for 
determining if an effect from the Project is determined to be significant or not are provided as the first subsection in  the 
Environmental Consequences section of each resource topic in Chapter 3 of the Draft EISEIR (e.g., Section 3.1.3.1 
for Geology; Section 3.2.3.1 for Hydrologic and Geothermal Resources; Section 3.3.3.1 for Biology; etc.). If an impact 
from the Project exceeded any one significance criterion threshold, then the impact was determined to be significant, 
and if it did not exceed any of the significance criteria thresholds. then the impact was determined to be below the level 
of significance in the context of NEPA and CEQA. 
Commentor is specifically concerned about health impacts. In response, the significance criteria provided in 
Section 3.13.3.1 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.13-6) do not distinguish between healthy adults, children or the elderly. 
However, in each instance where an impact was identified, the impact was evaluated against a health standard that would 
protect the most sensitive members of the public (see also Response to Comment F38:5). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G292:4 - Commentor is concerned about long-term health effects from impacts on surface water 
from cooling tower drift and sludge ponds (see Response to Comment 291:4). In response, the acute health effects of 
exposure to H,S are discussed in Section 3.13 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.13-13 and 3.13-14). Given the absence of 
development in the wellfield area of the proposed Project, it is unlikely that there will be any long-term exposure of the 
public to H,S. Further, epidemiological studies in areas known for emissions of H2S, such as kraft pulp mills and natural 
gas refinery communities, have provided no evidence that such exposures lead to any measurable adverse long-term 
health effects (Tatum 1996).” 
Commentor also suggests that there are concerns with cancer and heart disease as a result of toxins found in geothermal 
waste. In response, Commentor does not identify any specific geothermal waste stream, nor identify any specific 
contaminant of concern that may exist in any given geothermal waste. As discussed in the Draft EISEIR, all waste 
streams would be disposed of in accordance with applicable county, state, and federal regulations (page 2-36). All 
nonhazardous wastes would be removed from the site and disposed of at a sanitary landfill authorized to accept the 
”Taturn, V.L. 1996. Henlrh Effects of Hydrogen Sulfide. Geothermal Resources Council Transactions 20: 37-40. 
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waste; similarly, all hazardous waste would be transported to an offsite treatment, storage, and disposal facility 
authorized to accept the hazardous waste. No significant potential impacts from geothermal-related wastes were 
identified in the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G292:5 - This comment expresses concern regarding the effect of H,S emissions contained in 
cooling tower drift that will accumulate on plant and animal habitat. In response, see Response to Comment A8:21 for 
a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H,S emissions; Responses to Comments A1:3 and E2:7 for a 
discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in cooling tower drift, including 
potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a discussion of the potential acid 
rain impacts of H,S and CO, emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G292:6 - The comment states that recreation is one of Medicine Lake’s finest resources, with 
clean water, fresh air, and beautiful scenery that brings people back to the area; the sight of the industrial plant and 
transmission lines will mar the land and Siskiyou County will greatly lose on tourist monies. In response, see Response 
to Comment A8: 11 which concludes that there is no evidence that tourism would decrease as a result of implementing 
the proposed Project; and see Response to Comment G33: 1 regarding water quality, air quality, and visual quality; these 
environmental issue areas were found to be either below the level of significance or will be mitigated to a less than 
significant level. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G292:7 - The comment notes that increased traffic in the area will be dangerous; the existins 
roads leading up to Medicine Lake in all directions are narrow and winding, and are unsatisfactory for heavier traffic. 
The comment continues to note that there will be accidents, including truckloads of hazardous and toxic materials that 
will need to be removed from the site every 60 days; during the winter, i t  will be even more dangerous with the normal 
heavy snow and icy conditions, with an average of 25 feet of snow in  the winter; the Final EISEIR must address plans 
for snow removal and precautions and clean-up for inevitable accidents. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:7, 
A1:8, A8:27, F38:14, G124:2 and G124:3. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G292:S - The comment states that the area will not be the same environmentally or aesthetically, 
which will cause property values to plummet; although the Commentor’s family owns property at Medicine Lake, the 
Commentor will not bring children to recreate in an area where there is a possibility of exposure to toxic air and water. 
The comment continues with the question whether the representatives of CalEnergy would allow a 48-megawatt 
geothermal plant in their back yard. In response, the comment is noted; the Draft EISEIR found that impacts to 
socioeconomics, visual, air and water quality, and human health and safety will be below the level of significance or 
will be mitigated to levels of insignificance; see Sections 3.12,3.8,3.4,3.2 and 3.13 of the Draft EISEIR, respectively. 
As stated in Section 1.2.1 of the Draft EISEIR (page 1-7), Medicine Lake was added to the Glass Mountain Known 
Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) in 1983; Section 1.2.2 (page 1-7), geothermal leases for exploration, development 
and utilization in the Glass Mountain KGRA were sold in 1982, 1983 and 1988. Information as to the location of these 
geothermal leases was publicly available. The Modoc National Forest LRMP was approved in 1991, and for the 
Medicine Lake Management Area (which includes Medicine Lake), it was specified that no other management activities 
would preclude geothermal development. Therefore, informed adjacent property owners would be aware that geothermal 
development of the leased areas could potentially occur. 
Q 
n 
Revisions for the Final EISIEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G292:9 - The comment notes that cumulative effects from six 48 megawatt power plants will 
be devastating. In response, see Responses to Comments A8: 14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Response to Comment G292: 10 - The comment expressed concern with noise pollution, Native American issues, and 
disturbance to the Mt. Hoffman RRA. In response, noise is discussed in Section 3.7, Native American Value is 
discussed in Section 3.6, and for the Mt. Hoffman RRA, see Response to Comment F12: 1. Also see Response to 
Comment A1:6 for discussion on noise pollution. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G292: 1 1 - The comment states that the proposed Project will have a very negative impact on 
the environment as recreation and industry are incompatible land uses and compromising this beautiful and 
environmentally sensitive area for short-term industrial use is completely unacceptable. In response, the comment is 
noted; although the Draft EISEIR found that most environmental impacts would be below the level of significance or 
could be mitigated to less than significant levels, but some adverse impacts would occur that cannot be mitigated entirely 
and may reduce the recreational experience for some. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G292:12 - The comment supports the No Action Alternative for geothermal development. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G293 
Response to Comment G293:l - Commentor opposes the Project. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. 
Response to Comment G293:2 - The cominent states that developing supposed “green” energy from gcothcrmal 
development of Medicine Lake is a shame; we don’t need more power production in the US . ;  there are existing plants 
that can handle additional power generation; there are alternative methods of power generation that are actually “green” 
energy such as solar and wind power. In response, see Response to Comment F4250. which includes the definition 
of “green” energy; the Draft EISEIR (Section 1.3, page 1-1 1) states the “purpose and need’ for the Project is to develop 
alternative domestic energy sources in accordance with various federal acts including the Geothermal Steam Act of 
1970; the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976: the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978; and 
the National Materials and Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980. See also Responses to 
Comments A8:13, C2:35, and C2:48. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G293:3 - The comment expresses concern that water quality would be impacted by drilling, 
concern about precautions that will be taken while drilling, and concern about where the waste will reside. Exhibit 6 
attached to the Draft EISEIR, presents typical BLM protection requirements for injection wells, including: in well 
design (all wells will be designed to protect fresh water), during drilling, during injection, and for periodic inspection. 
Trace elements will occur in geothermal fluids and in emissions from the cooling tower. In response, see Response to 
Comment A1:4 for discussion of the potential for impacts from geothermal fluid leaks and spills. 
Commentor also expresses concern about the impact resulting from the proposed drilling on air quality. In response, 
the ambient impact from drill rig emissions are discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.4-17 and 3.4-18). 
Commentor also asserts that toxic chemicals will rise to the surface during drilling and is concerned about wastes that 
will be generated. In response, drilling activities will remove earthen materials (drill cuttings) during drilling and will 
produce geothermal fluid during well testing (pages 2-10 and 2-12). The drill cuttings and geothermal fluids will be 
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directed to the well pad sumps during well drilling and testing activities (page 2-12). Waste contained in the sumps will 
be chemically analyzed and, depending on the chemical characteristics of the waste, will be left in the sumps, deposited 
on the well pads, or removed from and transported to an offsite disposal facility authorized to accept the waste 
(page 2-12). Management of other waste streams anticipated to be generated by the Project are also described in the 
Draft EISEIR (page 2-36; see also Response to Comment G70:3). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR None. 
Response to Comment G293:4 - Commentor states that there is also going to be increased traffic due to construction 
and worker traffic and that the roads leading to Medicine Lake are dangerous in dry conditions with little shoulders, and 
are increasingly dangerous with ample snowfall. Commentor further notes that there will be accidents due to the 
increased traffic and heavy equipment moving about the area year round. In response, see Responses to 
Comments A1:7 and A1:8. 
Response to Comment G293:5 - Commentor has researched geothermal development and opposes the Project. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G294 
Response to Comment G294: 1 - Commentor states that the transmission line route should be sited in accordance with 
the Forest-wide standards and guidelines under “Lands” of the Modoc National Forest LRMP. In response, the 
comment is noted. Commentor.has provided a check mark (J) on a copy of page 4-16 of the LRMP next to a guideline 
under subsection 2. “Special-Use and Rights-of-way Permits,” that states, “do not approve special use applications if 
use can reasonably be made of private land.” There is no transmission line route from the Project power plant site to 
the proposed Northern Utility Corridor or the existing BPA Malin-Warner transmission line that does not cross public 
land. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: Nonc. 
COMMENT LETTER G295 
Response to Comment G295: 1 - Commer 3r requests the agencies 3 act with integrity and to follow Native American 
laws. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments AI 1: I 
through Al1:ll .  
COMMENT LETTER G296 
Response to Comment G296: 1 - The comment states that the area’s most valuable environmental asset is Mount Shasta 
and its beautiful surrounding environment; tourism is the best hope for economic well-being and the geothermal 
development will not appeal to visitors. The comment also expresses concern about the cumulative effect of multiple 
projects, and whether the increased revenue is worth the impact to sounds, smells, visual quality and traffic. In 
response, see Response to Comment G259: 1 which notes that there is no evidence that tourism would decrease. See 
Response to Comment G133:9 regarding cumulative effects, including vegetation and wildlife, recreation, and quality 
of life issues such as sight, sound and odor. Cumulative impacts for traffic are also addressed in the Draft EISEIR in 
Section 4.3.1 1 (page 4-19); no significant cumulative traffic impact would occur. Direct impacts to water quality, air 
quality, noise, visual quality, traffic and recreation are addressed in the Draft EISEIR (see Response to 
Comment G33:l). See also Responses to Comments A8:14, A9:3, and F12:4. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G296:2 - The comment states that a recent newspaper article emphasized the tourism aspect 
of Mount Shasta and the beautiful surrounding mountains; consider the piecemeal development surrounding this pristine 
Q 
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mountain and the long-term impacts for the gain of the economic dollar. In response, see Response to 
Comment G187:24 which notes that geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Management Area has been part 
of the Modoc National Forest LRMP since 1991; thus, the geothermal development projects planned for the area were 
provided for years ago; the proposed geothermal projects are not “piecemeal” development but rather implementation 
of the USFS plans for the area. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G297 
Response to Comment G297: 1 - Commentor states there are not enough places to go to and get away from every day 
hassles unless they are national parks. Commentor is opposed to the Project. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G298 
Response to Comment G298:l - The comment states that Kendall B. Jue at the Mt. Shasta Open House was unaware 
that it would be impossible to live at Medicine Lake in the winter as it would be impossible to store enough propane, 
wood and food, as it would be impossible to get in and out; being in a cabin with boarded windows would drive anyone 
over the edge; it is difficult to believe that someone who wrote about property values at Medicine Lake would know so 
little about the area he was writing about. In response, see Response to Comment G124:2; the conditions described by 
the Commentor would not occur as access is planned to be maintained, even under extreme conditions. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G298:2 - The Commentor feels that the Draft EIS/EIR has not sufficiently addressed the 
cumulative effects of the CalPine and CalEnergy projects. In response, see Responses to Comments AS: 14. A93 ,  and 
F12:4. 
Response to Comment G298:3 - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR did not disclose and evaluate the direct. 
indirect, and cumulative impacts to the public‘s right to hunt; the CDFG regulates fishing and hunting in the state of 
California and the Draft EISEIR did not disclose whether the USFS has the authority to regulate hunting. In response, 
see Response to Comment (341%; although no hunting prohibitions are proposed as part of the Project. firearm 
discharge restrictions would be required for the area within the fenced power plant site. From Table 2.7.1 (page 2-56) 
of the Draft EISEIR, the power plant area is approximately 15 acres. See Section 1.5.1.2 (page 1-13) where i t  is 
acknowledged that the USFS may need to amend the Modoc National Forest LRMP to implement the Project. The USFS 
would be expected to subsequently issue permits for Project-related activities, including prohibition on the discharge 
of firearms and closure of areas to hunting or fishing. A “Forest Supervisor may issue orders which close or restrict the 
use of described areas over which they have jurisdiction. An order may close an area to entry or may restrict the use of 
an area by applying any or all of the prohibitions authorized in this subpart or any portion thereof.” “Discharging a 
firearm” and “hunting and fishing” are activities that can be prohibited when provided by an order as described in 36 
CFR 261 Subpart B, Sections 261.58(m) and (v), respectively. Although USFS does not regulate hunting, it has the 
authority to close or restrict certain activities from occurring on lands under its jurisdiction via a Forest order. See also 
Response to Comment F38:16. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G298:4 - The comment expresses the opinion that the EIS/EIR has not adequately addressed 
the potential impact the project could have on surface water resources, and references the comments of the CVRWQCB 
as containing all the Commentor’s concerns. In response, see the responses to comment letter E2 in regards to the 
CVRWQCB’s comments. 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G2985 - The comment notes that the Draft EISEIR is deficient as it failed to disclose and 
include an economic analysis of the proposed Project regarding its viability with the deregulation of the energy market; 
a significant amount of public lands and resources will be adversely affected. The comment further states that the Project 
should be denied due to the adverse environmental and social impacts that would be incurred. In response, the Project 
Applicant determines whether the Project is financially viable, not the BLM, USFS, BPA or SCAPCD. Agency 
decision-makers will consider the significant, adverse impacts identified in this EISIEIR, and other factors, when malung 
a decision about the Project (see also Response to Comment F32:57). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G299 
Response to Comment G299: 1 - Commentor advises that the intrusion into Native American areas used for religious 
ceremonies and vision quests cannot be mitigated and for that reason alone the Project should be abandoned. In 
response, the Draft EISEIR evaluates the effects of the Project on locations reported to be places used for traditional 
religious ceremonies and vision quests and concurs that the effects of the Project cannot be reduced to below the level 
of significance (pages 3.6- 11 through 3.6-20). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G299:2 - The comment registers opposition to destruction of pristine forest lands for power 
line right-of-way. In response, see Response to Comment B 1:2 which compares the forest vegetation along these two 
alternate routes and identifies some potential impacts upon late-successional timber stands. See also Response to 
Comment F18:3 and F18:4 for a discussion of surface disturbance related to transmission line construction. The 
vegetation occurring along line segments D1 and D2 is summarized in Table 3.3.5. It will be noted that 0.7 acres of 
late-successional red fir occurs within the 1000 feet wide siting corridor for Tie In Line D2 in the proposed action. It 
has been determined that siting the 100 feet power line in the southern half of the larger corridor will bypass this 
late-successional stand. The balance of the stands transected by Tie In Lines D1 and D2 have been impacted to some 
degree by logging. Therefore, neither of these segments contain any undisturbed forest land or late-successional forest. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G299:3 - Commentor states that the impact on the quality of air is questionable at best as stated 
by the SCAPCD. In response, the comment is noted. The effects of the Project on air quality are evaluated in 
Section 3.4 of the Draft EISEIR. The Draft EISEIR identifies the SCAPCD as the agency with jurisdiction for air 
quality and regulation of emissions from stationary sources in Siskiyou County where the Project power plant and 
wellfield would be located (page 3.4-3). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G299:4 - The comment expresses concern that H,S oxidizing into sulfuric acid has not been 
addressed. In response, see Response to Comment E2: 13 which describes the quantitative acid rain potential analysis 
performed (see also Appendix Q to the Final EISEIR). The analysis showed that while the Project will release 
emissions of, or precursors to, substances known to contribute to acid rain, the relatively small volume and mass of these 
substances released by the Project will have a negligible potential effect on the acidity of precipitation either in the local 
Project vicinity or the region. 
Commentor advises that even the CVRWQCB has questions on the effects of the Project on water quality. In response, 
see Responses to CVRWQCB Comments on the Draft EISEIR (Comment Letter E2). 
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Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: Appendix Q, addressing acid rain, has been added to the Final EISEIR. 
Response to Comment G299:5 - The comment is concerned with bald eagles eating contaminated fish from Medicine 
Lake. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:3 and A6:7. 
Response to Comment G299:6 - Commentor is concerned that Project decommissioning has not been addressed 
adequately and inquires about financial assurance. In response, see Responses to Comments G77:3 and G187:S. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G299:7 - Commentor asserts that the USFS and BLM must get out of the business of selling 
our inheritance and get into the business of protecting natural resources. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G300 
Response to Comment G300:l -The comment requests to not proceed with the geothermal development in  the 
Medicine Lake Highlands, citing aspects of the Project that they would not like. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G301 
Response to Comment G301: 1 - The comment states that the land around Medicine Lake is pristine and should stay 
that way. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER G302 
Response to Comment G302: 1 - The comment states that this tiny 48 megawatt plant will add very little to the power 
grid. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments AI 1: 1 
through A 1 l : l l .  
COMMENT LETTER G303 
Response to Comment G303: 1 - The comment states that the future depends on  the preservation of our  beautiful 
heritage. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to 
Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G304 
Response to Comment G304:l - The comment states that an extensive industrial park is incompatible with the 
recreational uses and the tourist based economy. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER G305 
Response to Comment G305: 1 - The Commentor continues to advocate conservation versus further development. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1:l 
throughAl1:ll.  
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COMMENT LETTER G306 
Response to Comment G306: 1 - Comment presents information about Modoc concerns about psychological and 
cultural effects that may occur even if physical effects do not result from geothermal development. Comment notes the 
“extraordinary symbolic and religious power” of Medicine Lake for Modoc and contends that the power “has already 
been damaged by awarding the leases, and is likely to be further eroded by any development of the geothermal area.” 
In response, Section 3.6.3 of the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.6-7 through 3.6-20) recognizes significant effects on the 
Medicine Lake Highlands, both as a sacred site and as a traditional cultural property. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G307 
Response to Comment G307:l - The Commentor is opposed to any geothermal development in the Medicine Lake 
Highlands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G307:2 - Commentor identifies several topical issues of concern as follows: 
Hvdrolony: The comment expresses concern about cooling tower emissions impacting water quality and producing acid 
rain, and concerns about transportation of toxic materials to and from the plant. In response, see Response to 
Comment A1:3, which addresses the concern about cooling tower drift impacting water quality. See Response to 
Comment E213 which describes the quantitative acid rain potential analysis performed. The analysis showed that while 
the Project will release emissions of, or precursors to, substances known to contribute to acid rain, the relatively small 
volume and mass of these substances released by the Project will have a negligible potential effect on the acidity of 
precipitation either in the local Project vicinity or the region. System upsets such as hazardous material spills are 
discussed in Chapter 3.13 of the Draft EISEIR. 
Biolopv: The comment expresses concern over the loss of old-growth timber. The comment expresses the concern that 
toxic air emissions would have a detrimental effect on vegetation. In response, see Response to Comment Al:  1, which 
notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and that impacts to late-successional forest will 
be below the level of significance. See Response to Comment A8:3, A8:22, and F42:28 for a discussion of air emission 
analyses and the anticipated effect on vegetation. 
Air Qualitv: This comment expresses concern regarding Project related emissions of HIS and other hazardous chemicals 
contained in the cooling tower drift that have the potential to produce acid rain and damage vegetation. In response, 
see Response to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related HIS emissions; Responses 
to Comments A1:3 and E27 for a discussion of the potential impact of Project related air toxic emissions contained in 
cooling tower drift, including potential impacts on vegetation and aquatic life; and Response to Comment E2: 13 for a 
discussion of the potential acid rain impacts of H2S and COI emissions contained in cooling tower drift. 
Noise: The Commentor is concerned about noise levels. In response, see Response to Comment A1:6. 
Land Use: The comment expressed concern that due to the cutting of old-growth trees, reduced water and air quality, 
increased noise and traffic volumes, transportation of toxic materials, unsightly power plants, transmission line and 
access roads into the Mt. Hoffman RRA, and Medicine Lake will no longer be a recreation area, and thus causing 
tourist-based economies to suffer. In response, see Response to Comment A8: 11, there is no evidence that tourist-based 
economies would suffer. See Response to Comment G33:l for impacts to old-growth forests, water and air quality, 
noise, visual quality, traffic and recreation status of roadless areas. Impact 3.13.3.3-4 (pages 3.13-12 and 3.13-13) of 
the Draft EISEIR discusses the impact of a spill of hazardous interception during transport; the impact is considered 
to be below the level of significance. 
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Recreation: The comment expressed concern that due to the cutting of old-growth trees, reduced water and air quality. 
increased noise and traffic volumes, transportation of toxic materials, unsightly power plants, transmission line and 
access roads into the Mt. Hoffman RRA, and Medicine Lake will no longer be a recreation area, and thus causing 
tourist-based economies to suffer. In response, see Response to Comment A8: 11, there is no evidence that tourist-based 
economies would suffer. See Response to Comment G33: 1 for impacts to old-growth forests, water and air quality, 
noise, visual quality, traffic and recreation status of roadless areas; these are all below the level of significance. Impact 
3.13.3.3-4 (pages 3.13-12 through 3.13-13) of the Draft EISEIR discusses the impact of a spill of hazardous 
interception during transport; the impact is considered to be below the level of significance. 
Roads and Transportation: The comment expresses concern regarding increased traffic and transportation of toxic 
materials to and from the plant. In response, see Responses to Comments A1:7 and A1:8. 
Socioeconomics: The comment expresses opposition to the Project as the Medicine Lake Highlands is a very sensitive 
area that will be impacted by long-term negative effects on the environment. In response, the comment is noted and 
no response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment G307:3 - The Commentor feels that the negative issue concerning geothermal development will 
affect every aspect of Medicine Lake. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G308 
Response to Comment G308: 1 - Commentor opposes the Project and any other industrial development in the Medicine 
Lake Highlands. In response, the comment is noted. See Responses to Comments A1:l through A1:13. 
COMMENT LETTER G309 
Response to Comment G309:l - The comment tells of the Commentor’s personal problems and how the Mt. Shasta 
area has helped them improve their life. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also 
Responses to Comments Al: l  through A1:13. 
COMMENT LETTER G310 
Response to Comment G3 10: 1 - The comment requests the end to abuse of Native Americans and asks for protection 
of roadless areas and endangered species. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G311 
Response to Comment G311: 1 - The comment states that it would honorable to achieve the benefits of the Project in 
a way that is harmonious and considers the welfare of humanity and the environment. In response, the comment is noted 
and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A 1 1 : 1 through A 1 1 : 1 1. 
COMMENT LETTER G312 
Response to Comment G312:l - The comment expresses support for the project going forward with monitoring 
included to avoid adverse impacts to the water quality of Medicine Lake. In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response required. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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Response to Comment G312:2 - The comment expressed concern that the project would affect the quality of the 
camping and boating at Medicine Lake. In response, see Response to Comment G49:3 in which recreational and 
biological impacts at Medicine Lake would be below the level of significance after mitigation; Response to 
Comment G56: 1 in which impacts to air and water quality at Medicine Lake would be less than significant; G94:2 in 
which noise and visual impacts would be less than significant; and G291:7 and G121:6 in which emissions from the 
cooling tower plume drift would not bioaccumulate toxins in fish in Medicine Lake. The quality of the camping and 
boating at Medicine Lake is thus not expected to significantly diminish due to the proposed Project. 
Revisions for the Final EISIEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G3 12:3 - The comment supports the proposed Project, but would like to see the transmission 
line go south of Lions Peak instead of over the Mt. Hoffman RRA. In response, the comment is noted; see Response 
to Comment G9: 1. 
Response to Comment G3 12:4 - The comment notes that the Project will have significant economic impacts and should 
be built with appropriate environmental safeguards. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
COMMENT LETTER G313 
Response to Comment G313:l - The comment opposes the Project, stating that the costs outweigh the benefits. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. See also Responses to Comments A l : l  
through A1:13. 
Response to Comment G313:2 - The comment expresses concern that the geothermal resource will be depleted, and 
concern about the volcano erupting. The sustainability of the geothermal resource is discussed in the Section titled 
Effects of Geothermal Developinent on Geothermal Resource Depletion in the Draft EISEIR, which explains that 
during Project operations the temperature of the produced geothermal fluids would slowly decrease over time until the 
continued commercial operation of the Project would no longer be economically viable at which time the Project would 
typically discontinue operations and move to the decommissioning phase. It is expected that the resource would be able 
to support project operations for 50 years. However, if the sustainable period is shorter, the project would end sooner 
because the project will not continue if it is not economically viable. The risk of explosive volcanic eruption is small 
because Medicine Lake Volcano is a broad, shield-type volcano, similar to Kiluea in Hawaii. Volcanic eruptions on 
shield volcanoes tend to be lava flows from vents. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G314 
Response to Comment G3 14: 1 - The comment supports the Project as a safe, cost effective alternative to burning fossil 
fuels. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G315 
Response to Comment G315:l - The comment demands the stop of the Project on the grounds that it will disrupt 
Native American lands. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER G316 
Response to Comment G316:l - The comment requests that the geothermal projects be stopped by choosing the No 
Action Alternative; stop abuse of Native American lands; stop threatening threatened species; and leave roadless areas 
roadless. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G317 
Response to Comment G317: 1 - The comment is in favor of the No Action Alternative. In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. 
Response to Comment G3 17:2 - The Commentor states that the “screeching drone” of the turbines in the power plant 
will “shatter stillness” for miles around. In response, because of the distances between the power plant and the 
receptors, and because the turbine-generators must be located in acoustically and thermally insulated buildings, 
turbine-generator noise is expected to generally be inaudible at receptors around Medicine Lake. (see Table 3.7.10, 
page 3.7-14.) Power plant noise may be audible at one of two Native American cultural sites. (see Table 3.7.11, 
page 3.7-15.) This noise will not be a “screeching drone”; Tables 3.7-12 through 3.7-14 show the octave band sound 
levels at various biological receptor locations. A screeching sound requires a very high level (relative to the adjacent 
octave bands) in one or two active bands, and there are no such relative octave bands in any estimated octave bands. 
See also the spectra described in Response to Comment G24-2. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G3 17:3 - Commentor states that the Project is in a Released Roadless Area and is home to many 
threatened species. Commentor also asserts the project pipelines would create a 24-mile hot cement wall blocking 
wildlife from critical habitat in the middle of a wilderness. In response, the Project is not located in a Wilderness area 
(see Response to Comment F12:l regarding the status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA). Commentor appears to be confusing 
the length of the pipelines with the length of the transmission line corridor proposed for the Fourmile Hill Geothermal 
Project. The assertion that the pipelines will run across the surface for 24 miles is incorrect (see Figure 2.2.10. 
page 2-19). Regarding pipeline danger to wildlife, the Draft EISEIR states, “All pipelines and well pad equipment 
would be wrapped in 3 inches of insulation which would prevent injuries from heat to wildlife that could come into 
contact with them” (page 3.3-41). The pipelines would be constructed on pipeline support structures that would elevate 
the pipeline off of the ground and allow wildlife movement (see also Response to Comment G183:3). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G317:4 - The comment notes that cumulative effects are not being considered because 
CalEnergy and CalPine are building separate plants. In response, see Responses to Comments A8: 14. A9:3. and F12:4. 
Response to Comment G317:5 - The comment states that the electricity generated by the Project is not “green” energy: 
the geothermal plants would produce industrial air pollution and arsenic-laden waste, severely affecting the water quality 
of the area; it will destroy several miles of habitat for threatened and endangered species and nesting birds: yet another 
Native Spiritual Site would be destroyed in the name of power and greed. In response, see Response to 
Comment F42:50 for the definition of “green” energy; see Response to Comment G133:5 which summarizes the 
findings of the Draft EIS/EIR; the environmental damage predicted by the Commentor is inconsistent with these 
summarized findings except regarding Native American impacts. The Commentor is directed to Section 3.4 of the Draft 
EISEIR for air quality, Section 3.2 for water quality and Section 3.3 for biological resources for additional information 
regarding these topics. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G318 
Response to Comment G3 18: 1 - The comment expresses concern about impacts that cannot be completely mitigated 
according to the Draft EISEIR including the breaching of the Mt. Hoffman RRA, loss of Old-growth Timber, intrusion 
into areas important to Native Americans, ongoing noise, smoke, and visual intrusions, as well as unwelcome traffic 
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on roads not built for industrial vehicles, and the resultant negative impact on humans and animal life throughout this 
popular area. In response, the Draft EISEIR evaluated the significance of the identified impacts. As described in the 
Significance of the Impact statement for Impact 3.9.3.6.1-2 (page 3.9-9), the impact to the Mt. Hoffman RRA was 
expected to be below the level of significance; described in the Significance of the Impact statement for 
Impact 3.9.3.6.2-1 (page 3.9-lo), Measures 3.3.3.6.2-5a and 3.3.3.6.2-5b would reduce impacts to late-successional seral 
(a.k.a. Old-growth) forests to a below the level of significance; described in the Significance of the Impact statement 
for Impact 3.7.3.3.2, operational noise impact would be below the level of significance. It is uncertain what the 
Commentor means by “smoke” but as described in the Significance of the Impact statement for Impact 3.4.3.3.1-9 
(page 3.4-25), emissions during Project activities, including fugitive dust, combustion of fossil fuels, the venting of 
geothermal steam, and power plant cooling tower drift, would be below the level of significance; described in the 
Significance of Impact statement for Impacts 3.8.3.3-1 through 3.8.3.3-8 (pages 3.8-1 1 through 33-15), all would result 
in visual impacts that would be below the level of significance; as described in Section 3.1 1.1.1 (page 3.1 1-l), the 
Modoc National Forest LRMP provides for the USFS to “cooperate with ...p rivate companies to construct, reconstruct, 
and maintain roads under their jurisdiction, if needed.” As such, roads can be constructed and maintained for industrial 
use; as described in Section 3.13.3.3.2, there are no significant, unavoidable adverse impacts of the Proposed Action 
related to human health and safety; and according to the Significance of the Impact for Impacts 3.3.3.3-1 
through 3.3.3-29 (pages 3.3-43 through 3.3-54), biological impacts would either be below the level of significance or 
will be mitigated to below the level of significance. Of the concerns identified, only intrusion in areas important to 
Native Americans would result in impacts that are significant, adverse and cannot be mitigated to below the level of 
significance. These impacts are identified in the Draft EISEIR as Impacts 3.6.3.3-1 and 3.6.3.3-2 (pages 3.6-1 1 
and 3.6-12). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment G3 182 - Commentor opposes the Project and the Fourmile Hill Project. In response, the 
comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G319 
Response to Comment G3 19: 1 - The comment states that the Project claims to be “green” energy but it seems to be 
far from it due to the (a) cutting of old-growth forests which support important wildlife habitats; (b) bisecting the Mt. 
Hoffman RRA with transmission lines and access roads; (c) jeopardizing water quality with toxins, posing a hazard to 
fish, fish-eating wildlife and humans; (d) H2S and other hazardous chemicals potentially damaging vegetation and 
causing acid rain; (e) noise from around-the-clock drilling, construction and plant operations; (f) increased traffic on 
roads that in no way are designed to sustain the industrial and recreational traffic in addition to the transportation of 
toxic materials and hazardous waste to and from these plants; (g) unsightly power plants, 750.000 gallon sludge ponds. 
wellfields, above-ground pipelines and transmission lines; restriction on recreation and visiting; (h) the violation of our 
native peoples traditional and cultural uses of this area; and (i) the potential for the vibration of these wells to travel 
down the lava tubes and shake, rattle and roll this area even more than the blowing up of “OLD” ammunition up there 
by Susanville. In response, see Responses to Comments Al:  1 through A1:13 which collectively address the concerns 
identified as items (a) through (i) above. It is unclear what impact Commentor is concerned about with respect to the 
comment identified as item (h), that “the potential for  the vibration of these wells to travel down the lava tubes and 
shake, rattle and roll this area.” The potential for induced seismicity is discussed in the Draft EISEIR (pages 3.1-7 
and 3.1-8), and the potential effect of blasting during Project construction is also evaluated (page 3.2-25). The term 
“green” energy has been defined in the Final EISEIR (see also Response to Comment As: 15). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: See the document revisions provided by Response to Comment A8: 15. 
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COMMENT LETTER G320 
Response to Comment G320: 1 - Commentor is opposed to the Project . In response, the comment is noted and no 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments Al :  1 through Al: 13. 
COMMENT LETTER G321 
Response to Comment G321:l - The comment states that approval of the Project would be cruel, thoughtless, 
short-sighted and unnecessary encroachment upon wild lands. In response, the comment is noted and no further 
response is required. See also Responses to Comments A1 1: 1 through A1 1: 11. 
COMMENT LETTER G322 
Response to Comment G322:l- The comment states the Commentor’s opposition to the proposed Project, as the area 
is sacred to the Pit River, Shasta, Klamathhlodoc tribes and should be preserved and not disturbed; please protect these 
Native American sacred lands and roadless areas. In response, see Response to Comment G3 18: 1; impacts to Native 
American lands are identified as Impacts 3.6.3.3-1 and 3.6.3.3-2 (pages 3.6-11 and 3.6-12) of the Draft EISEIR; 
impacts to threatened species would result in impacts that are less than significant or will be mitigated to levels of 
insignificance; and according to Significance of the Impact for Impact 3.9.3.6.1-2 (page 3.9-9). the impact to the Mt. 
Hoffman RRA was expected to be less than the level of significance. Also see Response to Comment F12: 1 for the 
current status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA. 
The comment also requests protection of threatened species from the impacts of geothermal development. In response, 
there are no federally listed “threatened” plant species occurring within the scope of the Project. A couple individual 
plants of Bogg’s Lake hedge-hyssop occur at the water’s edge of a previously constructed sump on well pad 46-8. This 
species is still listed as “endangered” by the California Fish and Game Commission, but it is not endangered in northeast 
California where numerous large populations have been found on the Modoc Plateau and in neighboring Lassen County. 
The Modoc National Forest has recently removed Bogg’s Lake hedge-hyssop from its sensitive plant list. The population 
of well pad 46-8 is ‘artificial’ having been introduced to the area approximately 10 years ago in clay brought in from 
the Dry Lake area on the Modoc Plateau to form an impermeable liner for the sump. Mitigation Measure 3.3.3.3-4 
(page 3.3-46) of the Draft EISEIR proposes action to relocate this population to more suitable habitat near its point of 
origin. Five additional species occurring within the Project survey area have been targeted for special consideration by 
various agencies and interested groups. These “special status” plants and their habitats are identified in Section 3.3.2.2.4 
(pages 3.3-15 through 3.3-17). All these species will be afforded special protection as identified in Mitigation Measures 
3.3.3.3-3a, 3.3.3.3-3b, 3.3.3.3-3c, 3.3.3.3-4,3.3.3.3-6a, and 3.3.3.3-6b (pages 3.3-46 and 3.3-47) of the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G323 
Response to Comment G323: 1 - Commentor advises that the geothermal energy resources beneath Medicine Lake are 
owned by the State of California and managed by the SLC. Commentor also suggests that because of technical and 
economic constraints created by the distance from Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill proposed power plants, the 
availability of the SLC geothermal resource lease implies that the potential for a third power plant proposal and the 
cumulative effects of a third power plant at Medicine Lake must be considered. In response, Commentor is correct that 
the State of California owns the geothermal resources on State-owned or controlled lands. The SLC is the state agency 
that may lease or otherwise manage the use of sovereign tidelands, submerged lands and beds of navigable waterways 
under its jurisdiction, and the SLC claims that Medicine Lake qualifies under the definition of submerged lands and beds 
of navigable waterways. In 1997, the State Lands Commission offered for lease the geothermal resources that may be 
located beneath Medicine Lake with “no surface occupancy” restrictions. The SLC has not yet issued the geothermal 
lease. However, the potential issuance of the SLC geothermal lease, particularly with the “no surface occupancy” 
restrictions, is insufficient evidence that any additional geothermal development would result from the issuance of the 
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lease. Further, the “no surface occupancy” constraints means there will be no drilling from the surface beneath Medicine 
Lake, and there will be no directional drilling beneath the Lake because of lease stipulations on those Federal geothermal 
leases adjacent to the Lake. Commentor’s logic would extend to all of the thousands of acres of geothermal leases in 
the Glass Mountain KGRA that are not currently dedicated to one of the two proposed geothermal development projects. 
The Draft EISEIR explains why the existence of these geothermal leases do not represent any reasonably foreseeable 
development project (pages 4-1 and 4-2). Finally, to avoid possible future conflicts with neighboring lease owners 
regarding resource depletion issues, the ownership of geothermal leases in the immediate vicinity of a proposed 
development project is sufficient justification in itself and does not imply the newly acquired leases will be developed. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G324 
Response to Comment G324: 1 - The comment expresses concern about pond leakage. In response, see Response to 
Comment A1:4, which addresses the concern about geothermal fluid spills and leaks. The clay liners in the sumps or 
sludge settling ponds will be installed according to State of California regulations for Class I1 non-municipal waste 
landfills. These regulations include a requirement that the clay liner be compacted to a permeability less than or equal 
to centimeters per second (cdsec),  which is a very low permeability. The CVRWQCB is the agency responsible 
for protecting water quality, and is also the agency responsible for deciding the pond liner requirements. 
The comment also tells from experience how unstable the geology of the Medicine Lake areas is. In response, see 
Responses to Comments C2:65 and C2:66 regarding the drilling and subsidence in the proposed Project vicinity. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G325 
Response to Comment G325: 1 - The comment expresses opposition to the Project due to cutting old-growth forests. 
diminishing existing released roadless areas, and jeopardizing water (Section 3.2.3, starting on page 3.2-30) and air 
quality (see Response to Comment G42:S). In response, the comment is noted; see Responses to Comments A l :  1 and 
F24:7 regarding old-growth forests, Response to Comment F12:l regarding the status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA, and 
Sections 3.2 and 3.4, respectively, of the Draft EISEIR regarding water and air quality. Both water and air quality 
impacts were found to be below the level of significance or will be mitigated to levels of insignificance. 
COMMENT LETTER G326 
Response to Comment G326: 1 - The comment expresses opposition to the Project due to cutting old-growth forests, 
bisecting the Mt. Hoffman RRA with roads and transmission lines, jeopardizing water quality (Section 3.2.3, starting 
on page 3.2-30), spewing H,S (see Response to Comment A8:21), and increasing traffic. In response, the comment is 
noted; see Responses to Comments Al:l and F24:7 regarding impacts to old-growth forests; Response to 
Comment F12:l regarding the status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA, and Response to Comment F18: 14 regarding the impact 
of bisecting the Mt. Hoffman RRA. Also see Sections 3.2,3.4, and 3.1 1, respectively regarding impacts to water quality, 
air quality and transportation; these impacts were found to be less than significant or will be mitigated to levels of 
insignificance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G327 
Response to Comment G327: 1 - The comment expresses opposition to the Project as it would cause more damage to 
the Forest and wilderness than any energy is worth; we must protect all old-growth and wilderness areas. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER G328 
Response to Comment G328: 1 - The comment addresses several topical issues: 
Hydrology: The comment expresses concern that the Project will jeopardize water quality. In response, Section 3.2.3 
(starting on page 3.2-30) explains that no significant impacts to water quality are expected in either local or regional 
surface water or groundwater. 
Biological Resources: The comment expresses opposition to the cutting of old-growth forests. In response, see 
Response to Comment Al:l, which notes that no old-growth stands occur within the Project survey area, and that 
impacts to late-successional forest will be below the level of significance. 
Roads and Transportation. Recreation. and Land Use: The comment expresses opposition to the Project as it would 
violate the Mt. Hoffman RRA, jeopardize water quality, deposit H,S around, increase traffic, and result in cutting 
old-growth. In response, the comment is noted; see F12: 1 regarding the status of the Mt. Hoffman RRA and Responses 
to Comments F24:7 regarding impacts to old-growth forests. Also see Sections 3.2,3.4, and 3.11, respectively regarding 
impacts to water quality, air quality and transportation; these impacts were found to be less than significant or will be 
mitigated to levels of insignificance. 
Air Quality: This comment expresses concern that the proposed Project will “deposit” H2S. In response, see Response 
to Comment A8:21 for a discussion of the potential impacts of Project related H2S emissions. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G329 
Response to Comment G329: 1 - Comment asks for cancellation of the Project because it will destroy Medicine Lake 
Highlands, “a place revered by native peoples, with great wilderness and recreation values.” In response, Sections 3.6, 
3.9 and 3.10 evaluate Project effects on Native American values, land use, and recreation, respectively. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER G330 
Response to Comment G330:l - Commentor states there are few sacred places left in the world and requests that Mt. 
Shasta, Medicine Lake, and the surrounding areas be left alone. Subsequently, the commentor states there is an 
alternative to the geothermal power projects at Medicine Lake and cites as an alternative the “...Telephone Flat and 
Fourmile Hill projects will provide the same or more power without disrupting this sacred lake.” In response, it appears 
the commentor is unaware that the subject Telephone Flat Project and the Fourmile Hill project are located in the general 
vicinity of Medicine Lake. No other geothermal projects are proposed in the vicinity of Medicine Lake. Section 3.6 
evaluates the effects of the proposed Project on Native American values, and the cumulative effects of the proposed 
geothermal development projects on Native American values was evaluated in Section 4.3.6 of the Draft EISEIR 
(pages 4-15 and 4-16). 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
RESPONSES TO GROUP “H” COMMENTS 
Group “H’  is the letter designation given to the group of completed comment forms and letters submitted on the Draft 
Environmental Impact StatementEnvironmental Impact Report (Draft EISEIR) at the public meetings on the Draft 
EISEIR conducted in Tulelake, Mt. Shasta, Yreka, and MacArthur, California. The following are responses to each 
of the comments provided on the Group “H” comment forms and letters. 
COMMENT LETTER HI 
Response to Comment H1: 1 -The Commentor supports the proposed Project. In response, the comment is noted and 
no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER H2 
Response to Comment H2: 1 : The Commentor opposes placing the transmission line near the “hot spot.” In response, 
the “hot spot” is a fumarole-like feature located approximately %-mile from the nearest transmission line planning 
corridor for alternative line segment A2. No impact on the “hot spot” would be expected from Project transmission line 
construction, maintenance or decommissioning activities. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
Response to Comment H2:2 - The Cornmentor would like to see the transmission line constructed as far east as 
possible. In response, it is presumed the Commentor would like the transmission line constructed as far east as possible 
within the Medicine Lake basin. Both of the Project Alternative Transmission Line Routes (Route 1 and Route 2) would 
be constructed near the eastern end of the Medicine Lake basin and would be routed either northeast or southeast out 
of the basin. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER H3 
Response to Comment H3: 1 - The Commentor states that the Project is an excellent use of marginal land. In response, 
the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: 
COMMENT LETTER H4 
Response to Comment H4: 1 - The Commentor reports the existence of two additional springs “below” Crystal Springs 
and one additional spring to the east of the one at the Forest Service campground on the west side of the Lake. In 
response, the comment is noted. It is unclear from the reported information if the springs identified by the Commentor 
should be considered different springs or if the proximate springs should be characterized as “spring groups” under the 
parent name for the springs used in the Draft EISRIR. For the purposes of this EISEIR the additional springs will be 
treated as “spring groups.” 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR Section 3.2.2.4 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2-8) will be revised in the third sentence 
of the first paragraph of the section as follows: 
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“Permanent surface water features within the Medicine Lake Basin include four lakes (Medicine Lake, Little 
Medicine Lake, Bullseye Lake, and Blanche Lake), six springs or spring groups (Paynes Springs I, 11, and 111; 
Schonchin Spring; Crystal Spring, and an unnamed spring or spring group); and two perennial streams ...” 
COMMENT LETTER H5 
Response to Comment H5: 1: The Commentor is concerned that a quantitative study of the hazardous waste flow from 
the Project was not provided in the Draft EISEIR. In response, see Response to Comment G70:3. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: Response to Comment G70:3 adds estimates of the quantities of waste streams that 
will be generated by the Project to the Final EISEIR. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is 
required. 
Response to Comment H5:2 - The Commentor states that Exhibit 3 lists what will be brought in only and that truck 
drivers will be required to hang the sign of the hazard level of the hazardous material on the truck, but do not require 
any special training in mountain driving. The comment further notes that Primary Forest Route 97 and State Highway 
139 which will be used have 25 percent grade in places and will result in increased danger if drivers are unfamiliar with 
mountain driving, and requests that steps that will be taken to assure proper mountain driving are addressed. In 
response, see Responses to Comments A1:8 and F38:14. 
Response to Comment H5:3 - The Commentor asserts that noise levels associated with combinations of project 
activities have not been provided. In response, Table 3.7.7 of the Draft EISEIR (page 3.7-1 1) shows the noise levels 
associated with simultaneous construction of the power plant and the well pad nearest to each receptor site, and with 
drilling of the nearby well. Table 3.7.10 (page 3.7-14) shows the noise levels associated with power plant operations 
and drilling of the three wells nearest to each receptor. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment H5:4 - The Commentor refers to endorsement of the Klamath Tribes as unacceptable, stating 
that it was a decision made by 12 people, while the Pit River Tribe is opposed. In response, the Draft EISEIR does 
not mention an endorsement by the Klamath Tribes. Section 3.6.2.7 (page 3.6-7) describes portions of a MOA between 
the Tribes and the Project Applicant. Comment Letters G252 and G284 criticize or oppose the MOA. USFSBLM are 
not parties to the MOA. Section 3.6.2.4 (page 3.6-4), excerpts the Pit River Tribe resolution that opposes geothermal 
development in the Medicine Lake Highlands. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR. None. 
Response to Comment H5:5 - The Commentor promotes conservation of energy rather than exploitation of resources. 
In response, see Response to Comment C2:48. 
COMMENT LETTER H6 
Response to Comment H6: 1 - The Commentor expresses concern for potential detrimental effects upon plants that 
would be induced by the 24-hour lighting used at the project sites, and notes that this issue was not addressed in the 
Draft EISEIR. In response, see the Response to Comment G247:35 which discusses potential impact of 24-hour 
lighting and concludes there will be no adverse impacts to plants adjacent to project facilities. 
Response to Comment H6:2 - The Commentor is concerned that the Other Mitigation Measure 3.8.3.3-2c (page 3.8-13) 
is vague when it states that individual lights and groups of lights shall not be lit during hours unnecessary for safety with 
respect to who decides what lights are necessary for safety. In response, Commentor is correct that the measure does 
not specify who decides when lights must be on. Some guidance is provided in the Cal-OSHA minimum illumination 
requirements set forth in the General Industry and Construction Safety Orders (see Response to Comment G247:34), 
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but there is no applicable regulatory guidance for potential excess or unnecessary lighting. The Final EISEIR will be 
amended to include a new measure to further mitigate the adverse effects of lighting associated with the Project and to 
provide agency oversight with respect to Project lighting. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: New Other Measures 3.8.3.3-2e, 3.8.3.4-2e and 3.8.3.5-2e (pages 3.8-14,3.8-19, 
and 3.8-21, respectively) will be added to the Draft EISEIR as follows: 
“Project Applicant shall prepare and submit a detailed Exterior Lighting Design and Management Plan to the 
Modoc National Forest for review and approval prior to Project construction activities that incorporates the 
following guidelines: 
Lights that may be in view of Primary Forest Routes shall only be used when necessary for conducting 
night-time operations or maintenance activities or for emergency purposes; 
Constant outside area lighting shall be limited to only those places that must be observed from a distance 
for safety purposes; 
Area lighting, cooling tower lighting, exterior turbine-generator building lighting, and security lighting 
shall be controlled by the use of time switches, photo-sensors, andor motion detector activation controls 
so lights are only on when necessary; 
All exterior power plant light fixtures shall be shrouded or shielded in such a way as to minimize offsite 
lighting and to block direct light from Primary Forest Routes; 
Drill rig mast lighting shall be shrouded and directed down onto the drill rig mast or floor and shielded 
in such a way as to minimize offsite lighting; 
Stray light shall be controlled through use of low-brightness fixtures with optical controls.” 
Response to Comment H6:3 - The Commentor is concerned that the analysis of Project lighting, and Impact 3.8.3.3-2 
(page 33-13), does not specifically address the visibility of night lighting from the Little Mt. Hoffman lookout. In 
response, Commentor is correct that the cited impact statement does not specifically identify the Little Mt. Hoffman 
lookout, located approximately five miles west of the proposed power plant site. The power plant lights would not be 
directly visible from the lookout as the power plant would be screened from that location by an unnamed hill located 
between the lookout and the power plant site (see also Response to Comment G281:l). The power plant lighting may 
be indirectly visible as a distant glow from the lookout. Lighting from camp sites and residences within the Medicine 
Lake basin and sources north of the basin in the Tulelake vicinity can also be directly or indirectly observed in the 
distance from the lookout (see also Responses to Comments F42:30, G77:5, and G134:l). The Little Mt. Hoffman 
lookout will be added to the cited impact statement and discussion in the Final EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: The discussion in the second paragraph on page 3.8-13 of the Draft EISEIR will 
be amended as follows: 
“During night hours, some of the power plant safety and security lights would be visible from the Primary 
Forest Route 49 KOP. In addition, lighting of the power plant may be indirectly visible as a glow from points 
along Medicine Lake-ad-km-, Forest Road 43N21, and from the Little Mt. Hoffman lookout. 
Impact 3.8.3.3-2: Power plant lights would be visible from the Primary Forest Route 49 KOP, and may 
be indirectly visible from Medicine Lake-ad-km, Forest Road 43N21, and from the Little Mt. Hoffman 
lookout.” 
COMMENT LETTER H7 
Response to Comment H7: 1 - The Commentor is concerned that the open house format used for the public meetings 
on the Draft EISEIR was not adequate and prefers a “town hall” type of meeting. In response, the comment is noted. 
The open house format was used by the agencies to facilitate answering questions on the evaluation provided in the 
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Draft EISEIR and to encourage one-on-one communications between the public and those environmental resource 
professionals that prepared the Draft EIS/EIR. Q 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment H7:2 - The Commentor advises that the noise level at the open house meeting in the City of 
Mt. Shasta made it difficult to engage in dialogue with the environmental resource professionals positioned around the 
meeting room. In response, the comment is noted. The agencies utilized the only public meeting room known to be 
available in the City of Mt. Shasta that would accommodate the number of public members anticipated to attend the 
meeting. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER HS 
Response to Comment H8: 1 - The Commentor is concerned about the qualitative differences between ambient and 
project noise levels. In response, the Commentor is correct in that when ambient levels and project noise levels are 
similar quantitatively, then the human auditory system can detect the differences. However, in the present case, some 
project noise levels are expected to be far below ambient, and it is unlikely that project noise will be detected or audible. 
Moreover, if the hearer is unfamiliar with the sound of a particular project noise (the fans of the cooling tower, for 
example), correctly ascribing that sound to the project is unlikely. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
,‘ 
COMMENT LETTER H9 
Response to Comment H9:l - The Commentor expresses disappointment in the format of the open house public 
meeting on the Draft EISEIR. In response, see Response to Comment H7: 1. 
Response to Comment H9:2 - The Commentor requests that the public comment period be extended. In response, the 
public comment period was extended for 33 days, until August 24, 1998. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR None. 
COMMENT LETTER H10 
Response to Comment H10: 1 - See Response to Comment H9:2. 
Response to Comment H10:2 - The Commentor did not like the format of the public meeting on the Draft EISEIR. 
In response, see Response to Comment H7: 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER H11 
Response to Comment H11:l - The Commentor did not like the format of the public meeting on the Draft EISEIR. 
In response, see Response to Comment H7: 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
~ 
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Response to Comment H11:2 - See Response to Comment H9:2. 
COMMENT LETTER H12 
Response to Comment H12:l - The Commentor did not like the format of the public meeting on the Draft EISEIR. 
In response, see Response to Comment H7: 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment H12:2 - See Response to Comment H9:2. 
COMMENT LETTER H13 
Response to Comment H13:l - The Commentor did not like the format of the public meeting on the Draft EISEIR. 
In response, see Response to Comment H7: 1. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment H13:2 - See Response to Comment H9:2. 
COMMENT LETTER H14 
Response to Comment H14: 1 - The Commentor states that previous concerns regarding the sulfur that the Project 
would put in the air were resolved at the public meeting. In response, the comment is noted and no further response 
is required. 
Response to Comment H14:2 - The Commentor states personal opposition to nuclear power and coal power and that 
the proposed Project seems to be a “clean ticket for human life and the environment.” In response, the comment is 
noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER H15 
Response to Comment H15:l - The Commentor did not like the format of the public meeting on the Draft EISEIR. 
In response, see Responses to Comments H7: 1 and H9:2. 
COMMENT LETTER H16 
Response to Comment H16:l - The Commentor did not like the format of the public meeting on the Draft EISEIR. 
In response, see Responses to Comments H7: 1 and H9:2. 
COMMENT LETTER H17 
Response to Comment H17:l - The Commentor supports the Project as a clean and safe sustainable energy. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER H18 
Response to Comment H18:l - See Response to Comment H9:2. 
COMMENT LETTER H19 
Response to Comment H19:l - The Commentor inquires if the Hydrologic Monitoring Program will include long-term 
monitoring of 1000 Springs and if so have negotiations begun with 1000 Springs and adjacent land owners to begin 
implementation of monitoring. In response, the details of the proposed Hydrologic Monitoring Program are still being 
developed by the responsible agencies (see also Responses to Comments D1:8, D3:9, and F3 1:l). Access negotiations 
will not begin until the monitoring plan is completed. 
Revisions for the Final EISBIR: None. 
Response to Comment H19:2 - The Commentor enjoyed the open house format of the public meeting stating that the 
format allowed the chance to leisurely visit one-on-one with the Draft EISEIR authors and that “an open formal meeting 
sometimes becomes emotional and causing some less open-mindedness ...” In response, the comment is noted and no 
further response is required. 
Revisions for the Final EISEIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER H20 
Response to Comment H20: 1 - See Response to Comment G4:2. 
Response to Comment H20:2 - See Response to Comment G4:3. 
Response to Comment H20:3 - See Response to Comment G4:4. 
Response to Comment H20:4 - See Response to Comment G4:5. 
Response to Comment H20:5 - See Response to Comment G4:6. 
Response to Comment H20:6 - See Response to Comment G4:7. 
Response to Comment H20:7 - See Response to Comment G4:8. 
Response to Comment H20:8 - See Response to Comment G4:9. 
Response to Comment H20:9 - See Response to Comment G4: 10. 
Response to Comment H20: 10 - See Response to Comment G4: 1 1. 
Response to Comment H20: 11 - See Response to Comment G4: 12. 
Response to Comment H20: 12 - See Response to Comment G4: 13. 
Response to Comment H20: 13 - See Response to Comment G4: 14. 
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Response to Comment H20: 14 - See Response to Comment G4: 15. 
Response to Comment H20:15- See Response to Comment G4: 16. 
Response to Comment H20: 16 - See Response to Comment G4: 17. 
Response to Comment H20:17 - See Response to Comment G4:18. 
Response to Comment H20:18 - See Response to Comment G4:19. 
COMMENT LETTER H21 
Response to Comment H21:l - See Response to Comment H9:2. 
COMMENT LETTER H22 
Response to Comment H22: 1 - The Commentor expresses concern about the relationship between the Medicine Lake 
Volcano region and the Fall River Springs, and concern about the alternative sources proposed by Weiss. In response, 
the Draft EISEIR discusses regional groundwater flow paths in Section 3.2.2.6 (pages 3.2-21 and 3.2-29). The Draft 
EISEIR states: “Theflow volumes (in Fall River Springs) require that the entire area encompassing Medicine Lake 
Volcano and the Giant Crater lava field must have enhanced permeability Cfractures and lava tubes) that promotes the 
recharge of most of the annual precipitation and focuses groundwater transport south to Fall River Springs” 
(Section 3.2.2.6, page 3.2-21). The Appendix A report by Weiss was used as one source among many for developing 
the discussion of regional groundwater flow in the Draft EISEIR. 
Revisions for the Final EISAIR. None. 
Response to Comment H22:2 - The Commentor requests models of contaminant plumes that could result from 
geothermal accidents or seismically induced spills. In response, computer modeling of contaminant plumes from the 
Project wellfield area to Fall River Springs was performed by Hydrodynamics Group (1997a and 1997b) and is 
discussed in the Draft EISEIR (page 3.2-41). The modeling predicted that a hypothetical contaminant introduced into 
the groundwater in the Medicine Lake area would move to the Fall River Springs area quickly, but it would be diluted 
to 3 percent or less of initial concentration. Response to Comment D1: 10 further analyzes the potential impacts to Fall 
River Springs of a contaminant at 3 percent of initial concentration. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment H22:3 - The Commentor requests that the proposed hydrologic monitoring plan include: (a) 
wells strategically located between the Project site and Fall River Springs; (b) monitoring wells be clearly mapped and 
spaced; (c) well data be made available for public review so that baseline parameters are established; and (d) future 
monitoring data be made timely available to the public. In response, the details of the proposed Hydrologic Monitoring 
Program are still being developed by the responsible agencies (see also Responses to Comments D1:8, D3:9, and F31: 1). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment H22:4 - The Commentor expresses concern about clarifying the relationship between the 
Medicine Lake Volcano region and the Fall River Springs. In response, see Response to Comment H22: 1 regarding 
regional groundwater flow paths. 
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TELEPHONE FLAT GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
RESPONSES TO GROUP “I” COMMENTS 
Group “I” is the letter designation given to the group of individual petitions submitted on the Draft Environmental 
Impact StatementEnvironmental Impact Report (Draft EISEIR). The following are responses to each of the comments 
provided on the Group “I” petitions. 
COMMENT LETTER I1 (162 Names on the Petition): 
Response to Comment I1 : 1 - Petitioners oppose geothermal development in the Medicine Lake Highlands because of 
cumulative impacts that “are incompatible with the Native American spiritual and cultural significance of the area and 
its natural resources.” In response, Section 3.6, Native American Values, Section 3.6.3, Proposed Action, and Chapter 
4, Cumulative Effects acknowledge significant and unavoidable impacts and the inability to mitigate the effects of 
increased development on the traditional cultural property as a whole (specifically to vision quest sites and the spiritual 
qualities of Medicine Lake and spring location 18) to below the level of significance. Also, Cumulative Impact 4.3.6-1 
(page 4-15) recognizes significant impacts to the Highlands as a sacred site and traditional cultural property. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
Response to Comment I1:2 - Petitioners state that the negative impact on the environment, the flora and fauna, the 
geology, Native American sacred sites, and recreation, would change the face of the Medicine Lake Highlands forever. 
In response, the comment is noted. The Draft EISEIR indicates that the unavoidable adverse (but below the level of 
significance) impacts to biological resources would be the loss of vegetation and wildlife habitat due to surface 
disturbance for the power plant site, well pads, roads and pipeline comdors (see Section 3.3.3.3.2, page 3.3-54; 
Section 3.3.3.4.2, page 3.3-60; and Section 3.3.3.5.2, page 3.3-67); and loss of vegetation and wildlife habitat due to 
surface disturbance for the transmission line comdors (see Section 3.3.3.6.3, page 3.3-79). During decommissioning, 
previously vegetated areas would be prepared for re-vegetation, and wildlife habitat would return after the vegetation 
matures. Impacts associated with Section 3.1 (Geology and Soil) of the Draft EISEIR were less than significant or will 
be mitigated to less than significant levels (see Section Section 3.1.3.3.2, pages 3.1-10 and 3.1-11; Section 3.1.3.4.2, 
page 3.1-12; Section 3.1.3.5.2, page 3.1-13; and Section 3.1.3.7.2, page 3.1-17). See Response to Comment A9:lO 
regarding impacts to recreation; impacts were found to be less than significant or will be mitigated to less than 
significant levels. However, the Petitioners are correct that impacts found to be adverse and cannot be mitigated to below 
the level of significance are that the Project will affect Native American traditional uses of the area (see 
Section 3.6.3.3-1, pages 3.6-1 1 through 3.6-13); and the Project will disproportionately affect the Native American 
minority population, resulting in an Environmental Justice impact (see Section 3.12.3.3.1, pages 3.12-17 through. 
3.12- 19). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER I2 (66 Names on the Petition): 
Response to Comment 12:l - Petitioners oppose the proposed Project, choosing to keep the their environment healthy 
and beautiful because their county’s economy is tied to its natural beauty and they do not want to industrialize it. In 
response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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COMMENT LETTER I3 (122 Names on the Petition): 
Response to Comment 13: 1 - The Petitioners express disapproval of the Fourmile Hill and Telephone Flat Geothermal 
Power Plants in the Medicine Lake Caldera as air, water, and soil quality will be reduced and Native American religious 
sites and recreational areas will be destroyed. In response, the comment is noted. See Response to Comment G133:9 
regarding cumulative impacts to recreation and air quality; both were found to be less than significant or will be 
mitigated to below the level of significance and Response to Comment G42:8 for a discussion of the air quality analysis 
performed for the proposed Project. Section 3.2.3 (starting on page 3.2-30) explains that no significant impacts to water 
quantity or quality are expected in local or regional groundwater’or surface water. For geology and soils, see Responses 
to Comments F32:69, G80:1, and G80:2; and Section 4.3.1 of the Draft EIS?EIR (pages 4-6 and 4-7) where impacts 
were found to be less than significant or will be mitigated to levels of insignificance. In Section 4.3.2 (Hydrologic und 
Geothermal Resources, pages 4-8 and 4-9), impacts were found to be less than significant or will be mitigated to levels 
of insignificance. The Petitioners are correct regarding Native American religious sites. Cumulative Impact 4.3.6- 1 
(page 4-15) states that impacts for the Telephone Flat and Fourmile Hill Geothermal Projects would “individually and 
cumulatively diminish or alter the Medicine Lake Highlands as a Native American sacred site and a traditional cultural 
property, and would reduce the suitability and usefulness of specific sites within the Highlands for Native American 
traditional activities.” This cumulative impact is considered to be significant and cannot be mitigated to below the level 
of significance. 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER I4 (891 Names on the Petition): 
Response to Comment 14: 1 - The Petitioners register disapproval of the proposed Fourmile Hill Project and the subject 
Project. In response, the comment is noted (see also Response to Comment 11:2). 
Revisions for the Final EIS/EIR: None. 
COMMENT LETTER I5 (379 Names on the Petition): 
Response to Comment 15: 1 - The Petitioners are in support of the proposed Project, and believe that there is adequate 
monitoring and environmental concern. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER I6 (1 Name on the Petition): 
Response to Comment 16: 1 - The Petitioner is in support of the proposed Project, and believes that there is adequate 
monitoring and environmental concern. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
COMMENT LETTER 17 (34 Names on the Petition): 
Response to Comment 17: 1 - The Petitioners of Local Union 228 encourage the Federal and State agencies to approve 
the proposed Project Alternative. In response, the comment is noted and no further response is required. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 
The following is a list of acronyms used in the Final EISEIR. 
bgs 
AADT 
AB 
ACHP 
ADT 
AIRFA 
arnsl 
APCD 
ATC 
BEA 
BEARFACTS 
BACT 
BLM 
BOPE 
BP 
BPA 
CAA 
CAAA 
CAAQS 
CalEPA 
CalOSHA 
CalTrans 
CARB 
CCAA 
CCR 
CDF 
CDFG 
CDOGGR 
CEC 
CEGC 
below ground surface 
annual average daily traffic 
Assembly Bill [California] 
Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation 
average daily traffic 
American Indian Religious Freedom 
Act 
above mean sea level 
Air Pollution Control District 
Authority to Construct 
Bureau of Economic Affairs 
Bureau of Economic Affairs 
Regional Facts 
Best Available Control Technology 
Bureau of Land Management 
Blowout Prevention Equipment 
before present 
Bonneville Power Administration 
Clean Air Act 
Clean Air Act Amendments 
California ambient air quality 
standard 
California Environmental Protection 
Agency 
California Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration 
California Department of 
Transportation 
California Air Resources Board 
California Clean Air Act 
California Code of Regulations 
California Department of Forestry 
California Department of Fish and 
Game 
California Division of Oil, Gas and 
Geothermal Resources 
California Energy Commission 
California Energy General 
Corporation 
CEQ 
CEQA 
CESA 
CFR 
CHP 
CHRIS/NEIC 
CH, 
CNPPA 
CNPS 
co 
CRT 
CVRWQCB 
dbh 
DCS 
DOE 
E 
EA 
E M S  
EUI 
EIR 
EIS 
EIS/EIR 
co, 
corps 
EMA 
EMF 
EPA 
EPRI 
Council on Environmental Quality 
California Environmental Quality 
Act 
California Endangered Species Act 
Code of Federal Regulations 
methane 
California Highway Patrol 
California Historical Resources File 
System, Northeast Information 
Center 
California Native Plant Species 
Protection Act 
California Native Plant Society 
carbon dioxide 
carbon monoxide 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
cathode ray tube 
Regional Water Quality Control 
Board, Central Valley Region 
diameter at breast height 
distributed control system 
US. Department of Energy 
east 
Environmental Assessment or 
Environmental Analysis 
Environmental Assessment and 
Initial Study [combined] 
ecological unit inventory 
Environmental Impact Report 
Environmental Impact Statement 
Environmental Impact Statement and 
Environmental Impact Report 
[combined] 
Environmental Management 
Associates, Inc. 
electromagnetic field 
U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 
Electric Power Research Institute 
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ERCP 
ESA 
FAA 
FERC 
FLPMA 
FOIA 
FWARG 
GHG 
GRO 
H*S 
H&SC 
HP 
HVAC 
IAN 
IDT 
I/O 
IP 
IRA 
IS 
ISCST3R 
KGRA 
KOPs 
LBNM 
LOS 
LP 
LRMP 
MDB&M 
MLH 
MLIRA 
MLMH 
MLSA 
MLWAA 
MUTCD 
MVA 
MW 
MW-h 
N 
NA 
NAGPRA 
Emergency Response Contingency 
Plan 
Endangered Species Act 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission 
Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act 
Freedom of Information Act 
Far Western Anthropological 
Research Group, Inc. 
Greenhouse Gas 
Geothermal Resources Operational 
[Orders] 
hydrogen sulfide 
[California] Health and Safety Code 
high pressure 
heating, ventilating and air 
conditioning 
integrated assessment of need 
interdisciplinary team 
input and output 
Interested Parties 
Integrated Resource Area 
Initial Study 
Industrial Source Complex-Short 
Term [air dispersion model] 
Known Geothermal Resource Area 
key observation points 
Lava Beds National Monument 
Level of Service 
low pressure 
Land and Resource Management 
Plan [Forest Plan] 
Mount Diablo Base and Meridian 
Medicine Lake Highlands 
Medicine Lake Integrated Resource 
Area 
Medicine Lake Management Area 
Managed Late Successional Area 
Medicine Lake Watershed Analysis 
Area 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices 
Megavolt amperes 
Megawatt 
Megawatt-hour 
north 
not applicable 
Native American Graves Protection 
and Repatriation Act 
NAAQS 
NCG 
NE 
NEPA 
NFMA 
NFMP 
NHPA 
NMMPRDA 
NH, 
NO 
NO, 
No, 
NPAB 
NPS 
NRHP 
NSO 
NW 
OHV 
OMNI 
OSHA 
0 3  
O X Y  
PAH 
Pb 
PCPI 
Phillips 
PL 
PM*S 
PO0 
PP&L 
PRC 
PSD 
PTO 
PURPA 
R 
RCRA 
ROC 
ROD 
ROC 
RPA 
ROS 
national ambient air quality standard 
noncondensable gases 
northeast 
National Environmental Policy Act 
National Forest Management Act 
Northwest Forest Management Plan 
ammonia 
National Historic Preservation Act 
National Materials and Minerals 
Policy, Research, and Development 
Act 
nitrous oxide 
nitrogen dioxide 
oxides of nitrogen 
Northern Plateau Air Basin 
National Park Service 
National Register of Historic Places 
northern spotted owl 
northwest 
ozone 
off-highway vehicle 
OMNI Environmental Services, h c .  
Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration 
Occidental Geothermal 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 
lead 
per capita personal income 
Phillips Petroleum 
Public Law 
particulate matter less than 2.5 
microns in diameter 
particulate matter less than 10 
microns in diameter 
Plan(s) of Operation 
Pacific Power & Light Company 
[California] Public Resource Code 
Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration 
Permit to Operate 
Public Utility Regulatory Policies 
Act 
range 
Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act 
reactive organic compound 
Record of Decision 
reactive organic gas 
Rangeland Renewable Resource 
Planning Act 
Recreational Opportunity Spectrum 
Q 
n 
Q 
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rpm 
RRA 
RVD 
RWQCB 
S 
SBS 
SCAPCD 
SCEC 
SE 
S&G 
SHPO 
SIA 
so, 
sox 
SREAP 
SRI 
SWRCB 
SVE 
sw 
T 
TDS 
TLV 
TSP 
TIE 
TWA 
UBC 
UIC 
Unocal 
USC 
USDA 
USDI 
USFWS 
USFS 
USGS 
VQO 
W 
WDO 
WDR 
WHR 
revolutions per minute 
released roadless area 
recreational visitor day 
[California] Regional Water Quality 
Control Board 
south 
sensitive biological sites 
Siskiyou County Air Pollution 
Control District 
Soil Conservation and Erosion 
Control [Plan] 
southeast 
Standards and Guidelines 
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